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3,622 Miles—No Tire Trouble

'1] ll the man who buys the tires could see for a few days the letters received by us from users of
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particularly the letters that speak of durability, he

would buy no other tire.
 

(ll Hee is a sample letter:

Pueblo, Colo., September 10, 1907.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO., . .
_ ,

Hartford, Conn. R8811 King‘s

Gentlemen: Last April I purchased a large car and had it lener’ en “08

tittedlwitg Hartford filincher Midgley Tread Tircsl_ hnaltée just carefully the con

comp ete a trip to aine and return and eel that s on write - '
you about them. \Ve left Pueblo June the 5th. Followed the dmon 0| “us ure'

Santa Fe Railroad as far as Great Bend, Kansas, then diverged to

the Northeast thrmgh Abilene, Salina, Beatrice, Lincoln and

Omaha. From Beatrice to Omaha we got caught in very heavy

rains and had to work our way through mud and clay ruts, which

in two days time practically wore off the rubber from all the tires,which left the canvas bare. Fearing trouble, I asked advice of

one of the leading automobile men in Omaha, and he said we

would have no trouble in getting as far as Chicago. There I' showed them to your agent and he pronounced them safe, so con

tinued on to Maine. W'hilc there the machine was in constant

use.

On our return trip we came through Massachusetts and Con

necticut, stopping at Hartford, where your factory is located. \Ve

_came there with the intention of having the tires either recovered. ' 1or securing new ones The total mileage to Hartford was 3.622, From an am,“

yet the rear tires had Been inflated onlyl once and there were no photograph Wllll

punctures. The trea s were apparenty as good as when we ,
left Pueblo and would have been safe for the return trip. We 0‘" any reioucn

secured new ones August 2d, and came home through Southern " 7 ing.
New York, skirted the Catskills and came over some very bad I

roads, in fact the worst on tires of any that we had struck, and

arrived here Sept 2d_ We did not have a puncture and did not

have to inflate them, and they show but very little wear.

\Ne had so great confidence in them before leaving Pueblo

that we did not take even an outer casing, and we found our con

fidence well placed. We traveled 2.649 miles on our return trip

from Hartford.

Yours very respectfully,

GEO. E. KING.

  

  

These cuts show the New Midgley

Universal llim, easily the greatest

rim invention since the inception of

the industry. This rim aecomodates

EVERY MAKE ol Clincher or Dunlop

tires, as well as every type of

mechanically fastened tires, EXCEPT

ONE. Standard measurements thru

ont, including inside diameter.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS (10., Hartford, Conn,

NEW YORK 88 Chambers St. and 1769 Broadway' CHICAGO, 83 Michi an Ave; BOSTON, 494 Atlantic Ave. and 1020 Boylston

bl.‘ CLEVELAND, 183! Euclid Ave.; DETROIT, 256 Jefferson Ave.; ENVER, 1564 Broadway: PHILADELPHIA, 138 North

101‘: St.‘ BUFFALO, 725.\lain Sh; ATLANTA, GA.,55 Auburn Ave.;LOS ANGELES, 1505 South Main St.; SAN FRANCISCO,

423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

AGENCIES:

Pittsbur Rubber Co., 913-915 Liberty Ave., Pittsburg; Gu ler Electric Mfg. Co., Minneapolis:

Supply 0., Kansas City; F. P. Keenan Co., Portland (Orei;

.

,_\ ‘

ENDLESSRUBBERHHIR -:

  

   

  

 

 

 

Geo. W. Perry 8: Co., St. Louis; Mercantile Lumber_ &

Salt Lake Hardware Co., Salt Lake City; Companialllexicana De Vehiculos, City of Mexico
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ficamfiile
ESTABLISHES NEW RECORD FOR

ENDURANCE AND RELIABILITY

The 24-hour relay race recently held at Milwaukee was

won by a I907 Locomobile, type “H” 35 H. P. The

distance covered was I I 46 miles, which performance estab

lishes a W0l'Ili’S P€COHI for this type of race for a mile track.

The Locomobile used in the race is owned by Dr. Schreiber, of Milwaukee, and

it has been in almost constant use during the past season which makes its performance

all the more creditable.

 

 

The average speed maintained during the 24 hours was 47% miles an hour,—a

splendid performance for a car having a four-cylinder motor of 4% inch bore and 5%

inch stroke. Fifty miles were covered during the last hour of the race. This gives an

idea of the care with which our motors are constructed and the efficiency and reliability

of our make-and-break ignition system and low tension magneto.

Dr. Schreiber's car was used all the time except when it was necessary to change

tires. No mechanical troubles whatever were experienced except a. slight leak in the

radiator.

During the 24 hours' contest the Locomobile covered 100 miles in 2 hours,

I minute and 9 seconds,—a splendid burst of speed for a rough track.

 
 

Send Ior lnlormatlon Regarding Our 1908 Cars

The ficomahk Company of America

Bridgeport, Conn.

Member Association Licensed AutomobiIe Manufacturers.

 

BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YORK. Bmldway and 76th St- PHILADELPHIA, 245 N. Broad St. BOSTON, 400 Newbury St. CHICAGO. 1354 Michigan Ave.
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EIGHTH NATIONAL

THE CAR BUILT FOR PERMANENCE Au i0m0b i l 2

You’re Sure of Sh0w

Your Trip November 2 m 9, 1907

When you start in an American

Mors you’re sure of reaching the

destined point without trouble or e

delay.

N0 matter what l'iillS, what the UNDER THE DIRECTION or THE

condition of the road or other ordi

narYland We" eltraordmal‘y afflo' Association oi Llcelsed Automobile Muniactnrers

mobile obstacles, the American

Mors W111 8“ You there. The following Standard GASOLINE Cars, licensed un

Every part of the American Mors der the Selden Patent will be exhibited:

iS built to do a SPCClfiC share Of the Apperson Knox Pope-Tribune

work—and it does it. Autocar Locomobile Royal Tourist

. Buick Lozier Selden

No one part Shifts the work on Cadillac Matheson Stearns

another. Corbin Northern Stcvens-Duryea

They all work together harmo- first“ Sldimib'le ,Srtll‘debak"

, “th f H . ac ar omas I

nlOUSlY and ’Erlake a PCP cc Y Franklin Peerless Thomas Detrort

balanced car. Haynes Great Arrow W'altham-Orient

Hewitt Pope-Hartford \Valter

AMERICAN MORS TOURING CARS—THREE rrrrs: P°Pe-T°‘ed°- “""m"

14-18 I. P., ‘3'000 21-32 I]. I," 85,000 40-52 I]. P" $6,000 ELECTRIC

__ Babcock Ranch & Lang Pope-Waverly
All bodies of the most Perfect Design: Complete Equipment Studebaker General Vehicle CO. Columbia

Baker \\’oods '

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

S di C t I Add D H STEAM

ea or our aaog. res ept. White

The St. Louis Car Company

Automobile Department, 5|, Louis, Mo, Full Exhibit by The Motor and Accessory Manuiacturers

Incorporated

New York r 17061718 Broadway, cor. 54th Street

FIRST CGMPLETE EXHIBIT 0F M0'I‘0IICYCLIIS

Licensed by the Société Anonyme d'EIectricité et

d'Automobilel, “MORS,” Peril, France

Built by the Largest Builders _ _

0[ Street Cars in the world Admission 500. Tuesday and Thursday, $1.00

Unequalled Display oi Commercial Vehicles
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SIX CYLINDERS

EXCLUSIELY
  

4"

The Winton Company is the only company in the world making six-cylinder

automobiles exclusively.

The reason the Winton Companyr has dared to follow this radical policy is that Mr.

Winton has perfected a six-cylinder car that as completely outranks the best fours as the

Twentieth Century Limited outranks ordinary passenger trains.

This new Winton Six-Teen-Six is precisely the car for the man who wants the best

there is. Goes the route like coasting down hill. Widest range of speed, from flying to

crawling, on high gear; threads its way through crowded traffic without shift of gears.

Starts from the seat on compressed air. Once ride in the Six-Teen-Six and you’ll love it.

Entire output limited to 500 cars, making it the Exclusive Car for 19. 8.

Purchase price includes five bow top, full set of gas and oil lamps, gas tank or genera

tor, horn, tools and glass front.

 

Exhibit of the SIX-TEEN-SIX now on tour from coast to coast

We shall exhibit at the Madison Square Garden Show, New York, Nov. 2-9.
 

 

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE C0.

 

16% 061;) LC]?! 5815}? 15131;“; CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. s. A.

I New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago San Francisco

'8 P s First Prize $1,000 Ptttsburg Detroit Seattle London

econd rize 500 Third Prize $250 :4 v l, 1
'Fourth Prize $150 Six Others $100 mer. A. I“ {I V, S“, Aswan in A" Imponm' cm”

  

A plan to benefit owners as well as drivers.

Ask us about it.
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The tire that satisfies

Is it easy to make a good tireP—One that is tough, and yet resilient; absolutely secure,

but easily manipulated?

  

Money, brains, skill and years of experience are required to produce it.

  

As to the User

For the user but one quality is required—good judgment. Then he will specify

G & J Automobile Tires
They are at once the oldest and the best. If you are particular, insist on G 8: I Tires.

  

G & I Tires

are provided

with the oval

raised tread or

  

the Midgley

anti-skid tread.

Either the 0Q

clincher or

Dunlop type INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Boston—243 Columbus Ave. Detroit—247 Jefi'erson Ave. New York—10 W. Sixtieth St.
{nay be “56d BRANCHES {Cleveland—New No. 1837 Euclid Ave. Chicago—1434 Michigan Ave. San Francisco—423433 Golden Gate Ave.

interchange: DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES—G 8: I Tire Agency, Denver. Colo.. 1528 Court Place. G &g Tire Agency. Bull'alo, N. Y.,

abl th 912 Main St. G & J Tire Agency, Philadelphia, Pa., 7H N. Broad St. Western Rubber and upply Co., Loa Angelea, Cal..
y on e iOlO S. Main St. Omaha Rubber Shoe Co., Omaha, Neb" Eleventh and Farnum Sts. Northwest Auto Sup ly Co., Spokane,

Midglcy Uni Wash., 1419-27 First Ave. Pittsbur h Rubber Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 913-915 Liberty Ave. Enterprise Rubber 60. Boston. Mum,

. Mass., 110 Federal St. Alexander- lyea Co., Atlanta. Ga., 5 N. Pryor St. Keats 8: Co., Portland. Ore., 64-66 Sixth St. Plant

versal le- Bros., Minneapoli Minn. 21 S. Second St. Central Rubber Co. Chlcgago. Ill. 84 Lake St. S racuse Rubber Co., Syracuae,  s

N Y.. 212-21_4 S. Clinton St. Rochester Rubber Co.. R chestcr, Y., Main SL, East. Jerome . Parker Co., Memphis, Tenn,

Iii-183 Madison St. Day Rubber Co., St. Louia, Mo.

  

  

 

(1 It's not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

(I_“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

(L Largely increased facilities en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers of the kind that place

quality before price.

(LThe Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(Llf you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

HONEYCOMB, CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

  

 

New Haven, Conn.
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Ask the man who owns one”
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We want you to

Get a Demonstration

inthe

1908

Model H

CADILLAC

$2500
Ready [or Delivery

This car is now entering upon its third season. It is not a new and untried experiment placed on the market for you to

try out at your own expense.

The first Model “H” turned out proved itself worthy of every claim that was made for it, but the new 1908 model represents

all the refinement and perfection of detail resulting from two years’ experience and tests in the hands of critical users.

Its splenidd motor, made as the Cadillac Co. makes motors, coupled with correct design and accuracy of every individual

piece gives the Model “H” a smoothness, noiselessness and perfect balance in action which is not excelled in any car, re

gardless of its price and regardless of the number of its cylinders.

SPECIFICATIONS.

MOTOR—30 H. P., four cylinders, cast individually, accurately machined and ground. TRANSMISSION—Cadillac Plane

tary, three speeds forward and reverse. The simplest and most easily operated transmission ever devised. DRIVE—Direct

shaft to specially cut and hardened gears. BEARINGS—Genuine Hess-Bright on transmission shaft, driving shaft, rear axle

and front wheels. WHEEL BASE—102 inches. TIRES, 34 x 4 inches. INTERCHANGEABILITY—All parts made accur

ately to limit gauges and thoroughly interchangeable,

CADILLAC DEALERS CAN MAKE PROMPT DELIVERIES. Ask for special catalog of Model “H.”

Members Assn. Licensed Auto. Mfrs.The Cadillac Cars will be exhibited in New York at Madison Square Garden only, Nov. 2-19, 1907.

  

 
 

EIGHTH ANNUAL

Automobile Show
OF THE

Automobile Club ot America

Participated in by the

American Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association and the

Motor and Accessory Manuiacturers

Grand Central Palace
Lexington Avenue and 43d Street

Thursday, October 24th to 31st, 1907

Greatest Exhibit of American Cars Ever Held
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Facsimile

FORD MOTOR CO.

DETROIT. MICH.
ORIGINAL

 
DATE met :_1 ._19cr.

 :——i—

ORDER FROM THE UNITED STEEL OOIPAIY'

cmon, OHIO.ol

 

OuIReg.No.

 
  

6763

. - r
Ship Vin “It height Mnrhmh Shipment 1/a mu tn. m"°7

F. O. B. Canton, Ohio. ch.No. 6763 Delivery

1/5 -' - Jem'OB

2 Term 1'; can; 10 day! or Dept. No. 52 Spec.th

let 50 e. 1 3 " " Inn-JOB

“7 N. No. Forging l _/

(lanai ' Pm awDescnption 0t Matennl Wanted

  Largest

0rder
2,190,000 1.1».

|

Shafts, weed 00.23 :30. Ste.

i 600,000 was. Vanadium Steel - "Type 3" - Per front and Bear Springe.

220.000 1.110.

entiel Genre, Cam Shafts Etc.

Vanadium

Steel - ‘.

Ever

eizee of eteel required for forging purposes.

for 1907 - 1908.

 

 

Acknowledgment ol thh order mun he made in writing by return mail.

No charges an allowed ler boxing or crating unless pnvtomly ernnged.

We reserve the rught to cancel our order 1| the materul u not ihrpp‘d within thr time lpzclhed.

There is no verbal gndcntandlng or agreement dlflrrent than th: conditions fluted in thh order.

Vanadium Steel - "Type D" - I’or Driving Pinione, Differ

l

Vanadium Steel - “Type A" - For Crank Shefte, Steering

Spindlee, Front wiles, hence, Drive Shnfll, Trunnninion

i
1..

We epeoiiy herewith, in letter ettaohed, the different:

Above specifications to apply on our contract; tonnage

We will not rratpt for material unlcln it Is tagged or marked with one Requuillon Number. Dcpnflmflll Number And Symbol Numb".

Send upante tnvoicu for each order.

UNITED

Placed

 

MAKERS 0!“

Your luvnlcu must Ibo bear the above numbrn and reach us by the time Ihr good! arrive at our lottery

lligh Manganese, Vanadium Chrome Steel lor Automobile Work

MILLS: CANTON, OHIO

l

1 A: per contract

 

  

STEEL COMPANY
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£23mde VIM=SPARK PLUG

Price $2.00 Postpaid

If it is not the best plug you ever used, return it

to us and receive your money back.

ACTUALLY SHOOTS A BLAST OF FLAME

INTO THE CYLINDER.

NO PACKING. Accurate taper ground joints posi

tively prevent loss of compression.no CRACKED PORCELAINS, a s rin at the A ‘ ~ at ; > c . ~ ‘

end takes up the difference in CXpaBtSlOgl. kg'L"._-.__-j—rN’,~NJ

THE BEST—INSULATED PLUG ON THE MARKET. Has two porcelain: and a mica tube.

Absolutely Soot Proof and Guaranteed to give 10 per cent. more power or your money relunded.

THE K-W IGNITION COMPANY, 38 Power Avenue, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Also makers of the K-W Magneto and the K-W Muster Vibrator.

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA
 

 

The Miller Speedmeter

The Miller Speedmeter is the simplest and most compact, dur

able and accurate speedmeter on the market. It works on the

principle of centrifugal force. The entire governor mechanism is

constructed from tool steel. It is arranged for adjusting the ten

sion of springs at all speeds, and with this special constructed

‘ ‘ 7 governOr and spring adjustment, the springs are made and ad

M‘LLER v justed to show all speeds with absolute‘ accuracy. _

EEO MEI-GR 1 U V " Rate of Speed—We wrsh to call particular attention to the fact

SP >¢,__ . v ' ‘ that the Miller Speedmeter will register correctly at a low rate of

speed, and the hand does not bob around or fluctuate when run

ning at slow speed.

Flexible Shaft—The flexible shaft used in this instrument is

made from tool steel and each link hardened separately before

assembling. The cost of this shaft is more than four times that

of the wire shafts generally used.

Driving GearS—The Miller Speedmeter is fitted with crown

gears with an universal attachment, which permits of the instru

ments being attached to any style of car on the market.

Distance Traveled—The Miller Speedmeter is fitted with an

odometer, which registers the distance traveled in miles, and has

total and trip dials.

Finish—The material, workmanship and finish of the Miller

Speedmeter is not excelled, if equalled, by an ' other speed indicator on the market. Each instrument is carefully tested on

a special constructed testing machine before leaving the factory, and

Is Guaranteed for One Year.—The price of the Miller Speedometer complete, including odometer, with dial registering

60 miles per hour, $50.00. '

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE— We give a large discount to manufacturers, jobbers, agents and dealers in automobile supplies.

Manufactured by the MILLER SPEEDMETER CO. (Incorporated), IS Herman Street, Worcester. Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Impomr
New York Cit , 924 I'Zightlr:I Agenui.s HOME OFFICE . l[gustorn gag-goggojhfibm Axe.

' ' ., II 420 . t. ' etrott, ic , - erson ve.

Elfiltlfil‘é‘f‘hhii. 406%... SW?“ 91-99-101 new» 81-. NEW YORK cITY Bum. N. v, :24 M... s.
 

  

    

ONGEST

\
‘13:?A:

  

  

, '- t, v t

mpre Auto Tire Co., Trenton, No J0

New York—Broadway 81 73d 51.; 148 Chambers S_t.

Chicago—20 LaSalle St.: 1615 Wabash Ave. Philadelphia: Penn. Auto Sup ly Co.

Boston—292 Devonshire St. Providence—Waite Auto Supgy C . C0

  

  

  

o

Buffalo—9 W. Huron St Seattle, Wash.—Fobes Auto upply      
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE '
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

———
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A SEASON OF ‘WHITE VICTORIES

White Bulletin No. 14, which has just been issued, gives a resume' of the victories of the White

in the'important contests of the year. The various chapters of the Bulletin bear the following headings:

The White in World-Wide Use Pertect Scores in Sealed Bonnet Contest

The President at the Wheel 0tticially 0bserved Non-Stop Run oi 1871 Miles

Continued Government Favor 0nly Pertect Score in Quaker City Regularity Run

First Place in london Town Carriage Contest Fastest Time ot the Season on the Track

Pertect Score in Harrisburg Endurance Run Perlect Score in Calitornia Endurance Run

Fastest Time in Wilkes-Barre Hill-Climb 0tticially Declared Most Etticient Car

Fastest Time in Cleveland Hill-Climb Wins Third “ Desirability Contest”

Fastest Time in Calitornia Hill-Climb The Glidden Tour—A Clean Sweep tor the White

Write for a copy of this Interesting publication.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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You noticed that the Warner Auto

Meter scored another big victory in

this year’s Glidden Tour, didn't you?

In this great speed-and-en

durance race, where each con

testant was required to make a

certain point in so many min

utes, it was necessary to know

at all times just how fast they

were going.

Now, when the great race

ended at New York, it was

found that

36 OF THE 48 CARS

CARRIED AUTO-METERS

Think of it! At the finish there were exactlv

3 times as man Auto-meters as of all other speed

and-distance in ieators combined! There isn't any

room ior.argument, is there, when experienced mo

tonsts, like the Glidden Tourists, find that the Warner Auto

Meter is the only indicator they can depend on under all speeds

and all road conditions.

You ought to have a Warner Auto-Mt er on your car. Not

only is it a great convenience, but it's really a necessity now-a

days. Inquire of any Automobile dealer about Auto-Meters, or

write us, stating make and power your car, and we'll tell

you just what it will cost you to put an Auto-Meter on the

dashboard. Address

“9‘

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT C0.

752 Roosevelt Street, BELOI'I', WIS.

  

WITHOUT A DOUBT

Other things being equal, you certainly prefer a car, which

Starts Without Cranklng

be iume
SELF-STARTING CAR

is the outgrowth of years of experience, and embodies in its construction

the three cardinal Virtues

lELlABILlTY—DURABILITY—COMFORT
  

It is the only car equipped wilh_a Sell-Starting Motor, and is so simple

that any lady may drive it Without the attendance of a ehautteur.

There is nothing to watch, nothing to get out of order.

"Push the lever and the motor starts"

TH E TRIUMPH Car ’ Model Av30 H. P" 4 Cylinder Runabout, - $2800.00

is built in two styles: 1 Model C—730 H. P., 4-Cyllnder Touring Car,$3000.00

Triumph Motor Car C0., Dept. a. Chicago, [I].

You simply

Sweeps the Board,

in the Glidden Tour

The Auto-Meter Again

.tnuiinnm

Hindley Steering Gears

\

  

monss, WILLIAMS & 00.

(Dept. of Otls Elevator Co.)

PHILADELPHIA

 

SAFETY

AND

PROTECTION

‘ ln Automobiling. Truffault-Hartford Shock Ab- l

sorber are indispensable. They insure comfortable

1 riding, even for the occupants of the tonm-nn under

the most adverse road conditions. Besides they

prevent the breaking of springs, save time, tires and

trouble.

The superiority and individual qualities ol the pioneer Shock

l Absorber are best demonstrated by the fact that the 'l‘rnfiault

Hartford has been adopted exclusively as equipment by such

l nominent cars as the Pierce Great Arrow, Studebaker. Stevens

uryea "Big Six," Stoddard-Dayton Six Cyl., Marmon, Con

tinental, Lane, Conover, Sultan and Frontenac.

Write tO-day for our "Ruff Road" booklet. address Dept. I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

66 Vestry Street, NEW YORK.

SEE US AT THE SHOWS.
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Apperson Quality

In a Medium-Priced Car

l l

TO DEALERS
lnvestigate carefully and see if you can find another car, with

fifteen years of experience in high-grade automobile construction

back of it; a car made of the best materials the factories of the

world produce; a car equipped with two independent systems of

ignition—i. e. high tension magneto in connection with one set of

spark plugs, located on one side of the cylinders, and another set of

spark plugs on the opposite side 'of the cylinders operated by a

storage battery with four unit coils; a car to carry four passengers

in four individual seats; a car regularly equipped with folding top,

five lamps and generator, horn and full set of tools; a car that will

develop 40 H. P.; and _a_ll of the above, and more, for $2750.

WE. ALSO ARE BUILDING

Model K—50-55 H. P. Touring Car, - $4200

With Top and Complete Equipment

Model J. R.—50-55 H. P.

"Jack Rabbit” Runabout, - - - > - $5000

Speed 75 Miles Per Hour

Model 5-50-55 H. P.

Six Cylinder Touring Car, - - - - $5000

 

 

 

This is the reliable dealers opportunity. lf you can give the

Apperson Line the representation it merits, write us now.

l I

Apporson Bros. Automobile Company, 5???? 31$;

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBQLE CO., JOSEPH F. G‘UNTHER CO.

 

225 w. 49th 5:. New York, N. 1240 Michigan Ave., Chicago. In.

FRED S. SMITH, PHILADELPHIA Al'TtHlOIHLF. VCI)“

38 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass. 338 North Broad St., Philfltitlpllla. l'a.
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Every Race

in which they were used (four out of five)

at the Milwaukee Race Meet, September

20th and 2 l st, was won on

Pneumatic

Ti'res

without a single change of tire. The winner

of the other event used up fourteen tires of

three competing brands.

EVERY MAIL brings voluntary letters

commending the superiority of FlRESTONE

Pneumatic Tires in ordinary service.

The superior materials and methods

used in making these tires are yielding

superior tire service on the road.

The larger! exclusive rubber [in maker: in A merrk‘a

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company

‘ AKRON, OHIO

BRANCHES

NEW YORK, 233 W. 58th St., cor Broadway. PHILADELPHIA.

ST. LOUIS, 2226 Olive St. BOSTON, 9 Park Sq. CHICAGO, 1442

Michigan Ave. DETROIT, 240 to 242 Jefferson Ave. BUF

FALO, cor. Ellicott. & Tupper Sts. PITTSBURG, 5904 Penn Ave.

Standard

Clincher

  

 
  

 
 

“Firestone” .

.11“

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  

HE MATHESON is standardized.

The few changes for 1908 are

unimportant refinements. The great

string of Matheson victories during

the past season, its new speed records,

hill-climbing r e c o r d s , endurance

records, its perfect scores galore in

reliability contests, made, not only

without need of repairs, but without

even adjustments, all these have repeat

edly proven to us that there is no room

for improvement in the Matheson.

We have sought in vain for records of

performance that would direct the

improvement of a single feature.

Feature for feature through the

world’s output of high powered cars,

there is nothing that can compare

with the Matheson for performance

over American roads.

This means that the motorist who purchases a

Matheson today will have, years hence, a car

which will be running as strongly, as reliably, giv

ing as efficient and as economical road service as

any high class car then offered for sale. The

Matheson is so strong, so swift, so powerful, so

simple, so economical, so luxurious, so beautiful,

so utterly without a peer, that no use of ink and

paper can convey to you its greatness in entirety.

Vi/rite for our new booklet, “I Drove My Mathe

son," by Matheson owners, some of whom have

driven 5,000 mile trips at an upkeep cost of 5

cents—some for less.

Touring Cars, 50 II. P., $5500

Limousines, Landaulels, 50 II. P., $6500

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES

Licensed under Selden Patent,

Guaranteed One Year.

PALMER & SINGER MFG. COMPANY

1619-21-23 BROADWAY

Tel. 4876 Col.  
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FOR CLINCHER

nuaatn nurn

Ton oumuP YIRLS

FOR DUNLOP

(Note rubber filler in clincher on leit.)

We have not been as loud or as sweeping in our tire

claims as some have, but enough claims have been

made for

  

to put them out of the tire game had these claims not

been lived up to—and more. The E is, however,

that literally thousands of motorists have been converted

to the use of these tires during the present season—a

statement that is based solely upon the actual increase

in sales over last season. Is it at all likely that tires

that were only fally good could have taken such a

hold on motorists?

The Improved Midgley Universal Rim, illustrated herewith,

accomodates every make of Clincher or Dunlop tires, as well as

every type of mechanically fastened tires, except one. Standard

measurements thruout, including inside diameter.

MORGAN 8r WRIGHT, Detroit

New York: 211 W. 47th St., 17 Warren St.

Chicago: 81 Michigan Ave.

Boston: Motor Mart.

Syracuse: 2l4 Clinton St.

Buffalo: 379-383 Washin on St.

Rochester: 55 Main St

Pittsburg: 913-915 Liberty Ave. Kansas Cit : 605-607 E. 15th St.

Philadelphia: 13th & Cherry Sts. Denver: 1 62 Broadwa .

Cleveland: 1829 Euclid Ave. Los Angeles: 118422 . Tenth St.

Dayton: 405-411 East Third St. San Francisco:_423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

Minneapolis: 708 Henne in Ave. Portland: _86 Sixth St. _

Atlanta: 90 No. Pr 'or t. Seattle; Ninth Ave. and Pike St.

St. Louis: 538 N. andeventer Ave.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Electric Vehicle Company, Hartford, Conn.

 

Mark XLVIII

24-28 H. P.

Touring Car

THE HILL-CLIMBING CAR

Halt the pleasure of motoring is “taking the hills" with ease. Mark XLVIIl Co

lumbiais an exceptional hill climber, one instance of which is the winning of its class

event in the Algonquin Hill Climb and makin

of 34, many of which had twice the power of It arlr XLVIII and were equipped espe

cially for hill climbing. This is a performance you cannot overlook. It means something.

STANDARD TOURING CAR $8000 LIMOUSINE “200

  

the best time of the day out of a field

Members A. L. A.

lepoellorlel ll NEW YOII, IOS'I'0gllnd CHICAGO
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__ The

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES: Chicago. Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia. San Francisco.

\ a

  

\
Automobiles

For the year I908 the entire facilities

of the Rambler factory will be devoted to

the production of two Models, 34 and 3f.

MOCICI 34, a five-passenger touring car With four-cylinder

vertical motor, 32 horse power, has selective type transmission with

shaft drive. The wheel base is I I2 in., wheels 36 in; with 4-in.

tires. Price, fully equipped, $2,250. The same chassis, however,

with appropriate changes in detail, will be equipped with a

roadster body with rumble seat, at the same price.

  

Model 31 is a five-passenger touring car with detachable

tonneau, equipped with the Rambler unit power plant, comprising

double opposed motor, multiple disc clutch and planetary trans

mission entirely enclosed. Pricel‘lfully equipped, $l,400. This

model can be furnished with torpedo deck in lieu of the tonneau,

at $l ,300.

Both models have been brought to the highest

possible degree of perfection in every detail that

insures

service, Economy and Comfort

A complete line of I908 Ramblers will be shown at a private

exhibit at the salesrooms of the Homan & Schulz Company,

38-40 West 62d Street, New York City, during both New York

Automobile Shows.

.You cannot afford to miss making a critical inspection of

these I908 models of

Car of Steady-Service.
Advance catalog now ready; write for a copy tO'da-Y

Thor’has B. Jeffery 6: Company

Main "Nice and Factory: Kenosha, Wis.

Representatives in all leading cities.
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RECEIVER I-‘OR "SOCIETY FACTORY"

Lovely Stationery and Gold Tipped Cigar

ettes Fail to Save B. L. M.—Admitted

They Were “Hard Up-”

 

“Society” and business have refused to

profitably intermingle in the case of the

B. l._ M. Motor Car C0., Brooklyn, N. Y.

As a result and following a written admis

sion of inability to pay debts amounting

to about $30000. on Thursday last, 24th

ult., Jesse \Yatson was appointed receiver

for the concern.

While the failure of the B. L. M. institu

tion should occasion no great surprise and

really is of no great moment, few antici

pated that a confession that the company

was “hard up" would mark its end. Indi

vidually, Messrs. Breese, Lawrence and

.\I0ulton are supposed to be well provided

with the world's goods, and unless the pop

ular notion is a wrong one, the receiver

ship seems to indicate an internal upheaval

of some sort.

It required about a year for the company

to build a car after it was first announced

and if many others followed it. few knew

where they went; a good proposition of the

output appeared to be in use by the “so

ciety triplets" themselves, "Jimmy" Breese

in particular. Breese is a very full grown

man with roving eyes and a perfectly lovely

heard, but like all real things in "society"—

he is one of the “Long Island set"——thc

diminutive “Jimmy” clings to him with al

most afi'ectionate tenacity. It is said that

the B. I... M. establishment was well stocked

with “Reggies,” “Percys” and other dear

boys, while its business stationery was a

perfect dream and such a model of correct

ness in social etiquette that it matched the

appearance, if not the odor, of Mr. Brecse's

delicious gold-tipped cigarettes. The letter

heads were dainty creations of note _size

which even though unscented, were so

sweetly emboSsed in green and gold that no

lady could be blamed for preserving them.

But not all of this “good form" was suffi—

cient to make the “society factory" a suc

cess and it failed exactly as many an Ave

nue A delicatessen shop has failed.

St, Louis Now in Trustee’s Hands.

James II. Sholl, who had been serving

as receiver, was last week elected trustee

of the St. Louis Motor Car Co., Peoria.

lll., which now is fairly in the bankruptcy

court. The claims of Jesse French, Sr.

and his wife, which were in the shape of

notes amounting to $60,000, were suspended,

as was also the claim of the Illinois Na

tional Bank in the sum of $15,000, and

these claimants were not allowed to vote

on the selection of a trustee. The object—

ors. who carried their point, claimed that

preference had been shown to the bank,

and that the capital stock of the French

interests was not paid in full. inasmuch as

the property which was turned over (is pay

ment for the stock was overvalued.

Weber Proves Right to Turntables.

In the United States Circuit Court, De

trict of Colorado, Herman Weber, of

Colorado Springs, owner of the patents cov

ering the Weber portable turntable trucks,

has obtained a permanent injunction

against the Pike's Peak Mfg. Co. and Steam

B. Mansfield, for infringement thereof.

\Neber waived his right to an accounting

as to profits and damages and was awarded

nominal damages of $1, the defendant be‘

ing required to pay the costs of the suit

also. The patents involved are No. 772.014.

Oct. 11. 1904, reissue 12.430, Jan. 2, 1906,

and 863,122, Aug 13, I907.

Lende Moves to Minneapolis.

The Lende Automobile Co. which has

capital stock of $250000. and which has

built a few four-cylinder air»cnoled cars at

Granite Falls, Minn. is removing to .\linne~

apolis. It has leased for five years what is

known as the “'indstacker factory building.

a thrcc~story brick structure, 80 by 150 feet.

and expects considerably to increase its

output.

FAMILY NAME NOT A TRADE-MARK

Patent Commissioner so Decides in Regard

to the Word “Rainier"—His Decision

of General Interest.

‘ Application made by the Rainier Co., for

the registration of the name "Rainier" as a

trade mark for motor cars has been refused

by the Patent Office. The first refusal came

from the Examiner of Trade-marks. from

whose decision the Rainier Co, appt-"led to

The latter, how

ever, has sustained the action of his sub

the Patent Commissioner.

ordinate and as the use of similar family

or geographical names now is quite zen

eral in the automobile industry, the Corn

missioner's decision in the Rainier case i:

of more than restricted interest.

“Registration was refused on the ground

that the word ‘Rainier’ is geographical and

on the further ground that it is the mere

name of an individual not written in a par~

ticular or distinctive manner,” says the do

cision.

“That the word ‘Rainier' is the name of

an individual is not controverted by the ap

plicant; but it is contended, first, that it is

not merely the name of an individual, and,

second, that if it is merely the name of an

individual it is written, printed. or im

pressed in a peculiar and distinctive manner

and therefore registrable.

“This first contention is based on the

ground that besides being the name of an

individual Rainier is the name of a mountain

in “'ashington. This use of the word is.

however, not its principal use, and its pri~

mary significance is as the name of an in

dividual, as is shown by the fact that the

word constitutes the distinguishing feature

uf applicant's name, which is apparently de

rived from the nanze of an indhidnal. It is

held, therefore. that within the meaning of

the Trade-mark .\ct this name is merely

that of an individual.

“The word is written in large script let

ters with a flourish extending from the let
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ter ‘R' beneath certain letters of the word.

This is not such a distinctive display of the

name as required by the Trade-mark act.

A similar question came up in ex parte

United States Brewing Company, (125 O.

G., 352,) and it was held by the Commis

sioner that a family name printed in script

on a diagonal line, the'letters being shaded

so as to appear in perspective and with a

paraph under the word, was not such a dis

tinctive display as to justify registration.

“The decision of the Examiner of Trade

marks is affirmed."

Warner Opens New Branches.

The Warner Instrument Co. are “out for

business" in no uncertain fashion. One of

their moves in that direction will be the

establishment of a branch in each of the

more populous states. Last week one was

opened in Cleveland, Ohio, with O. T. Fos

ter as manager, who was trausfered from

the Detroit house. The latter vacancy has

been filled by the appointment of George

C. Weidner as manager, Weidner for

merly traveled the west for the \Varner

company and, of course, is well versed in

the virtues of their autometer.

Thomas Adds Town Cars and “Sixes!

For the 1908 season, the E. R. Thomas

Motor Co. have let it be known that they

mean to develop the latent demand for

town or suburban cars, which appears a

move very much in that direction. For

the purpose a light four-cylinder chassis

of moderate power—20 horsepower—will be

used on which will be mounted not merely

runabout and limousine bodies, but broug

ham, landaulet and cabriolet structures. It

now is also public property that a six-cyl

inder car will be included in the Thomas

line for 1908; it will be of 70 horsepower.

Holmes Schedule Shows Small Assets.

Schedules filed by the Holmes Motor Ve

hicle Co., Boston, Mass, which failed sev

eral weeks since, disclose liabilities amount

ing to $38,261.36, and assets valued at only

$308.74. Most of the debts are of a “family

nature,” however, the Charles Holmes Ma'

chine Co., Boston, being the largest unse

cured creditor; its claim totals $28,116.31.

The only secured creditor is the Interna

tional Trust Co., of Boston, $4,657.42,

Cairo’s Chance for a Factory.

If the citizens of Cairo, 111., will provide

a factory site and bonus of $5,000, R. W.

Hunt and L. E. Schweitzer, of Chicago,

have offered to locate a $40,000 automobile

factory in that city. The promoters in this

case vary the usual order by agreeing not

to ask for the money until the plant is in

_ operation,

Brush Resigns from Packard.

W'. A. Brush, who succeeded W. B. Hurl~

hurt as manager of the Packard Motor Car

Co.'s New York branch, has resigned that

office.

In the Retail World.

W. S. Maltby of Plainfield, N. 1., has

taken the Essex county for the Corbin car,

and will open sales rooms in-Newark,

Raymond S. 100 has closed his garage

at 79 Orange street, Newark, N. I. He has

become identified with the Roseville Motor

Car Co., of the same city.

William Koch will erect a two-story gar

age at 223-225 North Sixteenth street, Phil

adelphia. It will be two stories high, 30x

120 feet and will cost $7,500.

Rodney Curtis has contracted for the

erection of a new garage at West Raven

garage at 1501 Pennsylvania avenue, Den

ver, Col. The cost will approximate $3,000.

Smith & Euwer have contracted for the

erection of a new garage at West Rayen

avenue, Youngstown, Ohio, It will con

sist of two stories in brick and fireproofed.

A. Hosterman, South Bend, has moved

his garage and repair shop to 205 North

Main street to secure more elbow room. He

formerly was located at 309 North Main

street,

Lima, 0., is to have a modernly con

structed garage. Mack & Brooks have pur

chased for $12,000 the Ashton lot on West

Market street and will erect a large gar

age, plans for which will be drawn at once.

\Nalter Flynn has disposed of his Wick

avenue garage at Youngstown, Ohio, to

chese & \Vick. Flynn will go to Norwalk,

Va., where he will open a garage in part

nership with M. H. Logue and Vt'illiam

Murray.

The Harnishfeger-Dugger Automobile

Repair Shop and Garage, conducted by

Alexander Harnishfeger and Oscar L.

Dugger, at Evansville, Ind., has filed arti

cles of dissolution. The firm will discon

tinue business.

The Central Park Auto Storage Co.,

which maintained an immense garage at

110th street and Central Park West, New

York, has filed schedules in bankruptcy

showing debts of $15,572; the assets amount

to but $2,732.

Smith Bros, Los Angeles, have been op

portioned a slice of Rainier territory—all

of Southern California. Ezra E. Kirk, west

ern sales manager of the Rainier Co. did

the apportioning during his visit to Los

Angeles last week,

The garage at Rochester owned by James

M. Hallock and operated by Frank Adams,

was destroyed by fire which started from

a short circuit, on September 27th. Five

cars were destroyed and the total damage

amounts to $15,000.

The R. Kent Company is erecting a

brick garage on Lauderdale street, Selma,

Ohio. The building will measure 35x100

feet and will fill a needed want, as while

there are more than a score of cars in Sel

ma there has been no garage facilities.

L. C. Oliver has acquired the large build

ing at the corner of Ashley and Ocean

streets, Jacksonville, Fla., and has con

verted it into a garage. The floor space is

17,000 square feet, which is larger than all

the other garages in the city combined.

The Buck Automobile and Implement

Co. has purchased the Goodwin Automobile

Co., Davenport, Iowa, and will take pos

session November lst. The sales room, gar

age and repair shop will be enlarged and a

full stock of tires and sundries be carried.

Fred J. Titus, who has been connected

with llary S. Houpt’s New York agency

for Thomas cars will forsake the allure

ments of Manhattan for an exilement in

Newark, N. 1., having been appointed man

ager of Houpt's Newark branch. Titus

will begin his duties on October 15th.

Fire in the Bedford garage at 1291 Bed

ford avenue, Brooklyn, last Thursday, 26th

inst., destroyed three cars and damaged the

building. Five cars were run into the

street before the flames could damage them.

A careless bystander and a lighted match

are supposed to have been the origin.

Harry Murch, for some time connected

with Alvan T. Fuller in the Motor Mart,

Boston, will shortly engage in business for

himself at \Vorcester. The new firm will

be Murch & Hidden, the latter being a

Fitchburg man. They will have the agency

in “'orcester county for the Cadillac.

The I. W. Bowman Company, Boston,

opened its new sales rooms at 911 Boyles

ton street last week. The building has been

remodeled and made two stories instead

of three, giving better ventilated quarters.

In addition, the company will lease 10,000

square feet on the ground floor of the Cop

ley square garage,

C. R. Newby, formerly with the National

Motor Vehicle Co., and later with the In

diana Automobile Co., of Indianapolis, has

been appointed general manager of the re

organized Boyd Automobile C0., of that

city, which has secured the state agency for

the Stevens-Duryea and several other cars.

The company will remodel its building and

add to its floor space and the stock of ac

cessories,

The Blue Ribbon Garage on Fairfield

avenue, Bridgeport, Conn, which is said to

be the largest building of its kind between

New York City and Boston, was formally

opened last week. The building, which is

three stories and basement high, is of solid

concrete and steel, even the roof, which

has a testing station on it. Improved lock

ers, dressing and waiting rooms, and all

the other features of an up to date garage

are numbered among its utilities.

Schulte Pressing Brooks Motor.

Peter W. Schulte, who had secured two

judgments against the Brooks Motor Co.,

Detroit, has carried out his threat and ap

plied for a receiver for the concern. The

action is of small moment, however, as the

Brooks company, such as it was, “went

broke" in building its first car.
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DAVIS' VIEWS 0!" THE SITUATION

Thinks Many Made a Gamble of the Busi

ness— Striking Evidence of Loco

mobile Preparedness.

With thirty 1908 cars already shipped,

sixty to go forward this month, and 250 to

be'shipped by January 1st (and with a mil

lion and a half dollars’ worth of material

in the factory), the business of the Loco

mobile Co. of America is a refutation of

the cry of hard times and depression in

the automobile industry.

These facts and figures concerning Lo

comobile preparedness were gleaned in the

course of a talk with Samuel T, Davis, Jr.,

president of the company, who was in New

York this week to attend the meeting of

the executive committee of the N. A. A.

M.,' and who is sincerely enthusiastic over

the 1908 product.

“For the first time," said Mr. Davis, “we

have what we have been aiming at for

several years. We always felt that we had

a good car, and its reliability and lasting

qualities were never questioned. At the

same time, it was thought in some quarters

that we were a little shy on speed. The

1908 Locomobile proved at Milwaukee its

speed possibilities, and we feel to-day that

we can go out and trim any stock car in

this country. Though we rate our larger

car at 40 horsepower, it develops from 57

to 60 horsepower in the tests and is a most

satisfactory unit all the way through,

“The record of our ignition system the

past year is especially gratifying, as out of

six hundred cars in service not one mag<

neto has been replaced; and the only wrre

in the whole car is about two feet long to

permit of a cut-out button at the wheel.

We would not for the world change or

ignition system under any circumstances;

its absolute reliability is one of the com

forting features to Locomobile users.

“We have had to cut down the output of

“our smaller car” in order to add to the

number of big cars to be shipped, as on

this smaller model we barely turn our

money over; it is being continued only at

the earnest insistanee of our agents. This

little Loco, by the way, has, we believe,

more friends than any other car built. It

is Locomobile quality all the way through:

it is just as good as its bigger brother, and

so perfectly balanced that an owner is as

sured of from six to eight thousand miles

- on one set of tires, while in many cases ten

and twelve thousand miles have been ob

tained. We could next year sell many

more than we should be able to build, but

the orders on the larger car compel us to

limit the number."

General business conditions, in Mr. Da

vis’s judgment, are normal and not more

than should be expected. The automobile

business, in his opinion seems to have been

the field for a lot of gamblers who, not un

derstanding or appreciating the fact that it

was a manufacturing proposition, threw

their money into it in every direction with

the expectation of its quickly returning in

ten-fold lots. There is and will be a mar

ket for good cars of various classes, but

the concerns which build them will have to

be equipped for the work in hand and have

a thorough knowledge of manufacturing

conditions and of the requirements of the

public they aim to serve. Lacking these

factors the possibilities of success would

seem to be remote indeed,

The Week's Incorporations.

Clyde, Ohio—Roberts Motor Co., The,

under Ohio laws, with $100,000 capital. Cor

porators—B. L. Roberts et als.

Denver, COL—Chicago Automobile Co.,

under Colorado laws, with $25,000 capital—

Corporators—W. H. Ivion, S. M. Spafiord

~and Mabel Clay, all of Denver.

Kansas City, Mo.—Fletcher Cowherd, Jr.,

Automobile Company of Kansas City, un

der Missouri laws, with $10,000 capital;

fully paid. Corporators—Fletcher Cowherd,

Jr., F. R. Sanborr and Fletcher Cowherd,

Houston, Texas—Empire State Motor

Co., under Texas laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles, etc. Corporators—

B. F, Bonner, John N. Kirby, S. A. Mc

Neeley, W. M. Baugh, T. J. Anderson, and

Ray Weiss.

New York City, N. Y.—Weldless Chain

Co., under New York laws, with $15,000

capital. Corporators—Walter B. Lasher

and Clark P, Lane, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn.;

Christopher Recklcff, 26 Liberty street, New

York City.

Jamestown, N. Y.—Jamestown Garage Co.,

The, under New York laws, with $25,000

capital. Corporators—Howard Dow, 72 Al

len street; Albert S. Price, 6 Ellicott build

ing; and Henri M. Hall, Journal building, all

of Jamestown.

Smith Succeeds Budlong in N. A. A. M.

At the regular meeting of the executive

committee of the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers in New York

yesterday, F. L. Smith, of the Olds Motor

Works, was elected a member of the exec

utive committee, to fill the vacancy caused

by the resignation of M. J. Budlong, former

representative of the Electric Vehicle Co.

Most of the session was devoted to consid

eration matters pertaining to highway im

provement, an address on the subject being

delivered by Charles Thaddeus Terry, the

association's attorney.

Melon Cut for Reo Employees.

The Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich,

has given each of their employees of more

than one year's standing, a most agreeable

surprise. It took the form of a check equal

to 5 per cent. of his annual salary, accom

panied by word that a similar distribution

will be made each year hereafter,

T0 PRODUCE AUTO-ME'I'ERS ABRIMD

Warner Makes Arrangement with Foreign

Company—Instruments to be Re

produced at Birmingham.

Realizing the importance and magnitude

of the foreign business, the Warner Intsru

ment Co. for a long time have cast longing

eyes toward the European field. Their out

put has been taxed to the utmost, however,

in order to supply the American trade and

for that reason they have never tried to in

terest the foreign market.

Opportunity, itself

and offered a solution that will serve the

however, presented

same ends, the Warner people having just

contracted with the Electric & Ordnance

Accessories Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, Eng

land, for the production of their instruments

on a royalty basis. This company is owned

and controlled by Vickers Sons 8; Maxim,

one of the largest manufacturing concerns

in England making electrical instruments,

which in the matter of machinery and work

men is unusually well qualified to reproduce

the Warner. They will immediately start

the manufacture of the Warner Auto-Meter

and expect to make it as popular in Europe

as it is in the United States. The Warner

Instrument Co. naturally feel they are to

be congratulated, particularly as the Elec

tric & Ordnance Accessories C0, had al

ready arrangcd and were ready to market

a centrifugal type instrument,~but after 5004

ing the construction of the magnetic indi

cator, they abandoned their previous ideas

and plans in order to take up the manufac

ture of the Auto-Meter, which is in the na

ture of action that speaks louder than words.

Attachments on Berkshire Property.

Attachments representing claims aggre

gating less than $3,000, have been placed on

the property of the Berkshire Motor Car

Co., Pittsfield, Mass, which had announced

its permanent shutdown, unless the resi

dents of that place came forward with fresh

capital. Officers of the company say that

all claims will be paid in full.

McCutcheon Makes a Change.

Charles G. McCutcheon, formerly sales

manager of the Premier Motor Co. and Iat

terly head of the McCutcheon Gear Co., In

dianapolis, has been elected vice-president

of the American Distributing Co., Cleve

land, and will have to do with the sale of

that company's ware. He probably will

make his headquarters in the east.

 

Headed for Pacific Coast.

The Pacific Coast still is full of attrac

tion for automobile sales departments.

James Couzens, of the Ford Motor Co., and

George H. Strout, of Apperson Bros Auto

mobile Co., were among others who headed

in that direction last week.
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A PROPHECY

FULFILLED

In the Fall oi 1905, when we brought out the

First Stock Six Cylinder Car Made in America

we stated in our advertising

THAT IT WAS " An Innovation in Touring Cars”

THAT IT WAS "A car very much ahead of the times”

THAT IT WAS "A car which would be extensively copied in the near iuture”

Note the number of manufacturers who are NOW building six cylinder cars.

THE 1908 NATIONAL LINE

Model T, Model R. Model N

§cyl._75 H. P. 6 cyl. 50 H. P. 4 cyl. 50 H. P.

Touring car. Touring car. Touring car.

Limousine. Limousine. Limousme.

Roadster.

At the New York Show, Grand Central

Palace, Oct. 24 to 31,

Write Ior Catalogue and Booklet

"WHAT OWNERS SAY ABOUT THEIR NATIONALS"

I , . NATIONALI Moron Vanrcuz co.

Limousine lor Nationa ‘ 5' I 1007 E. 22d Street, Indianapolis. Ind.

Iodell E.Iiandl.rcady l" Member American Motor Car Mfrs. Ass'n, N. Y.

Immediate Delivery
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New YORK, Ocmenk 3, I907

The Motor World’s Show Numbers‘will

bear dates October 24th and Slst and No

vember 7th.

Preventing Theft and Accident.

In every city there is a large daily record

of accident and theft due to cars being left

unattended, without the protection of

some device to make them

ative except under the

the rightful ,driver, The simple ig

switch with a take-oft arm or

inoper

contrul of

nition

a removable plug does not present any se

rious difficulties to any one who is suffi

ciently familiar with cars to attempt to

Extra plugs that will fit into

such switches are common in the pockets

drive one,

of loungcrs around garages and in the au

tomobile districts, and only a little inge

nuity is needed to close the contact on the

switch with the removable arm. The gas

olene feed pipe lock is something of an im~

provcment, but perhaps the best of all is

some method of locking the change gear

lever in the neutral position. With such a

device the motor could be left running with

safety, and no sidewalk meddler with a

penchant for tugging at the levers could

start the car off.

The use of such protecting devices is sur

prisingly limited. Men who will surround

$500 in cash with all the security offered

by a combination safe, will leave a $3,000

car to the mercy of theft or smash-up be

cause the fitting of a protective lock is “too

much bother.” The individual owner may

not be aware of the danger from both

sources that really threatens him, but the

police records all over the country show

an astounding number of cases right along

where cars are taken, never to be heard of

again, or are reduced to worthless wrecks

by the incorrigible investigator who “mon—

keys” with the car at the curb. Except for

the man who is indifferent as ,to whether

he loses his car or not, the fitting of an

effective lock is matter deserving of careful

attention and early action.

Opportunity to Free "Slaves."

lf the efforts of the hidebound commu

nity of Nantucket, Mass., to prohibit the

use of motor cars on their precious island

were not sufficient to do so, surely the

idiocy of the Massachusetts law which is so

strikingly exemplified by the Ashfield inci

dent quoted in another column, should be

enough to assure that if the American Au

tomobile Association is sincere in its dc

sirc to prove itself really useful, the oppor

tunity will not be permitted to escape. Ac

tion in a case of this sort will go far to

answer questions, to silence criticism and

Indeed, the Ashfield

case is so flagrant and the point involved

to attract support.

so vital, that it merits not only the atten

tion of the A. A. A., but of the National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers and

the other trade organizations.

Under the provisions of the Massachu

setts law, the State Highway Commission

is empowered to grant permission to peti—

tioning communities to close certain sup

posed public ronds or thoroughfares to an

tomobilcs. In Ashfield, as the experience

of Mr. Arthur Kingsbury demonstrates, the

permission has been invoked to such pur

pose that all roads leading to a certain part

of the town are "posted," that is, automo

biles are warned off. Mr. Kingsbury, on busi

ness intent, failed to heed the warning and

as a result was placed under arrest, The cf?

feet of this provision of the law, as the Mo

tor World remarked on previous occasions,

is actually to prohibit a resident on a

“posted” road or street from owning a mo

tor car or, at any rate, from driving one into

or out of his own domicile, which certainly

is an astounding state of affairs.

Ashfield may be a rather small place, but

the point involved—the freedom of the pub

lic highways—is a large one and one of uni

versal concern. It concerns more than one

State and individual and if the A. A, A.

and the N. A. A. M. stand for such free

dom they should not leave the battle to one

determined individual or State association.

The precedent involved is beyond price and

will reach far.

We know, of course, that the N. A. A. M.

has a test case pending in New Jersey and

that the A. A. A. is seeking Federal aid, but

in each instance it is not the open road that

is in issue, but rather inter-State recognition

of licenses. A favorable result in either case

will scarcely open the “posted” roads in

Massachusetts or in any other common

wealth.

Not later than last week on the occasion

of the Springfield convention—Springfield

being in Massachusetts, by the way—Pres

ident Hotchkiss of the A. A. A., made a

florid address in which he declared that au

tomobilists always had been “slaves” but

that they meant to be slaves no longer. The

occasion is pertinent to remind him that

actions speak louder than words. When is

When does he

mean to begin lifting the yoke?

the “slavery” to cease?

Making the Garage Profitable.

Profitable garage management is unde

niany one of the most difficult problems

in the automobile trade. Many garages are

maintained as mere adjuncts and aids to

the sale of cars, without other hope than

that in themselves they will come out even

on the expenses. The reasons for such a

policy are that the garage keeps its pro

prietor in touch with owners who may later

buy new cars and the garage facilities give

a dealer the opportunity to supplement his

selling arguments with the assurance that

when the purchaser gets his car he will be

taken care of by mechanics skilled in hand

ling that particular make. But for the man

who looks to straight garaging and repair

ing for profit and income such competition

is a menace that further complicates his

many difi'icnlties.

In a few cases a garage pure and simple
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is paying, but by far the greater number

of the flourishing garages have found that

the most profitable results are to be ob

tained by combining the sale of accessories

Success

fully to sell these requires a measure of

and supplies with the business.

merchandising ability, something of which

not every garage proprietor is possessed,

but when properly done it yields substantial

returns. The garage proprietor who lets

his customers go in and out day after day

without ever discévering that this one

ought to have a new pair of lamps, a speed

indicator, or a set of shock obsorbers, or

that that one should use an accumulator

instead of dry cells, or should buy his wife

a pretty dust coat, or needs a tire jacket

and a set of non-skids, had best go slow

on ordering any stock. In fact under any

owner should

keep his stock very light, the best plan be

ing to talk the matter over with the cus

tomer first, persuading him of his need and

offering to get the desired article for him at

the proper price. It is easy enough to get the

goods promptly from the jobber or the

manufacturer without stocking heavily. But

the main point is to let it be known that

the owner can get anything he may want

at his garage, meeting any complaints about

not having things in stock by pointing out

that there are advantages in getting fresh

goods that are not shelf worn.

In a sense many garage owners have

overlooked their advantages in this direc

tion and have not seen all the possibilities

which the nature of their business has af

forded.

circumstances the garage

Transmission Relief Necessary,

Considering the great amount of wear

and tear which is received by the compo

nents of the transmission gearing on all

cars, and accepting the theory that it is

largely if not entirely due to the racking

strain brought about by the oscillation be

tween the chassis and the running gear, it

seems strange that designers should ha

bitually ignore this most important factor

That its effect is

taken into account, intentionally or other

in designing their cars.

wise,.in designing the parts for strength,

is almost a foregone conclusion, consider

ing the long life of most transmissions, but

the absence of any yielding medium in the

line of transmission except as the slipping

of the clutch may act in that way for the

protection of the motor, leads to the con

clusion that the need of such provision is

being altogether ignored, or on the other

hand, that its existence is not perfectly

understood.

Whether the transmission be of the car

dan shaft or simple chain type, the result

of every plunge of the chassis upon the

springs is that a certain amount of motion

is imparted to the transmission gearing and

is communicated through it until it is

either taken up in lost motion between the

parts, or expended at the clutch or motor.

When the car is plunging wildly, this

amounts to a succession of very small ac

celerations, first positive and then negative,

and though most noticeable in chain trans

missions, where it causes a distinct flapping

of the chains, exists in the same way,

though in varying degrees, in all types. The

magnitude of such variations in transmis

sion motion depends largely

method of design.

upon the

ln some cars it is very

slight, while in others, as is evidenced

of gears or

chains, it is inordinately great.

by the frequent breakages

In every

case is constitutes a source of frequent and

intermittent stress of considerable magni

tude, against which no direct provision is

made.

In one or two foreign cars, a spring driv

ing device is provided, for the double pur

pose of absorbing these and the shocks due

to sudden starting, as well as the efiect of

roughness in the road which cause sudden

and irregular variations in traction resist

ance totally apart from the plunging efiect

under discussion, These in what appear

to be the best forms, take shape as a pair

of discs placed in the driving shaft adjacent

to one another and with corresponding lugs

opposed and connected by helical springs,

the driving action tending to compress the

springs almost, but not quite, entirely. Thus

a slight amount of yieldability is always

present in either direction. A similar ef

feet is secured by the use of a stout helical

spring placed directly in the line of trans

mission. Other applications of the same

general principle are conceivable, as for in

stance, the use of a secondary clutch of the

disc type placed behind the gearset, and de

signed solely for the purpose of furnishing

a certain amount of slip under sudden and

extraordinary pressure, but otherwise re

maining firm. Certain types of hydraulic

clutch, so many of which have been de

signed, also are well suited to this pur

pose. Though as applied in the position of

the ordinary master clutch, their use would

be of little service in this respect.

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

October 12, Rochester, N. Y.-—Rochester

Automobile Club's annual hill climb at P-en

field Dugway.

October 24-31, New York City—Automo.

bile Club of America's eighth annual show

in Grand Central Palace.

November 2-9, New York City—Associa~

tion Licensed Automobile Manufacturers'

eighth annual show in Madison Square Gar

den,

November 30-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers’ first annual exhibition of commercial

motor vehicles in 7th Regiment Armory.

November ISO-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers' Annual show in Coliesum and First

Regiment Armory.

In any case, the application of such a de

vice need not in the least complicate the

present types of transmission in so far as

design or operation are concerned, and cer

tainly would be of advantage in the several

ways indicated. This being the case, it is

much to be wondered at that no such ar

rangements are used, especially since the

evil which they chiefly aim to palliate ap—

pears to be inherent and irradicable.

The Motor World's views regarding laws

entailing the payment of fees for registra

that the

right to use the common highways may be

tion and license and providing

revoked are fairly well known. Despite

the increase of such enactments, nothing

short of a decision from the Supreme

Court of the United States will serve to

dislodge our belief that the right to the

free use of private property on public roads

is an inherent, universal and irrevocable

constitutional right.

But while such laws exist it is a pleasure

to commend their enforcement without fear

or favor, such as has prevailed under the

administration of J. B. R. Smith, New

Jersey’s Motor Ve

hicles. in which he has

"pull" of a big

"boss" and to

Commissioner of

The manner

dared to defy the

political invite the

thunder of a powerful daily newspaper, by

revoking their licenses, to say nothing of

the effective fashion in which he has sup

pressed the city-to~city record fiend, sug

gests that he is the right man in the right

place, with small regard for his political

future. It is rare that such equal and ex

act application of the law is witnessed.
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RACED TIIROUGII MUD AND WATER

Cedrino Finished First in 24-Hour Contest

at Morris Park—Rainstorm and Fatal

ity Mars Long Grind.

The second of the 24-hour races held at

Morris Park motordrome took place on Fri

day and Saturday, the 27th and 28th ult.

It was won by Emanuel Cedrino and E.

Parker in a 35 horsepower Fiat with a score

of 984 miles. The mileage made by the win

ning car in the 24-hour race on the same

track three weeks previous was 1,079 miles,

but at that time the contestants did not have

six solid hours of rain against them at the

finish as was the case in the later race.

McCulla; No. 17, Motobloc, Gilliurd and

Block; N0. 18, Rolls-Royce, Burns and Ful

ler; No. 19, Stearns, Vaughan and Warren;

No. 20, Stearns, Schlipp and Helsas; N0.

21, Itala, Zumbach and Carriere. The 35

horsepower Renault, which won the pre

vious 24-hour race and which had been as

signed No. 1, was withdrawn at the last

moment. The reason given out was that

Maurice Bernin, who with La Croix, was

to have driven it, was sufiering from a

sprained wrist,

Of the 19 starters, only 7 finished, their

respective scores being as follows:

Fiat (Cedrino), 984 miles; Studebaker

(Ditmar), 878; Itala (Zumbach), 873;

Frayer-Miller (Knepper), 756; Allen-Kings

ton (Campbell), 754; Simplex (Robertson),

696; Stearns No. 20 (Warren), 594.

 

let in his clutch again and drove through

the inner rail, which was made of bunting,

clearing the path for the on-coming cars

just in time to avert accident. This dar

ing move appealed to the crowd, and the

driver was loudly cheered. After a quick

repair, the car was put back in the race

again.

The two Lozier cars had the lead by the

end of the third hour, the first one, driven

by Smelser and Linkrom, keeping in front

until the eighth hour. Then Cedrino in

the Fiat began to press hard for first place

and finally captured it. After that he kept

ahead and let the others follow as they

might. In the thirteenth hour, which

translated means 9 o’clock Saturday morn

ing, the Lozier, driven by Smelser, went

through the outer fence at one of the

  

DAY VIEW OF THE TRACK

Cedrino drove a 1906 Fiat, and not a 1908

model, as has been stated in some of the

reports.

At the conclusion of the “twice around

the clock," Cedrino, covered with rain and

slush, drew up before the judges’ stand and

asked when he was to get the prize money,

as he heard of the difficulties that some

winning drivers had had at other 24-hour

races in getting the promised plum. The

winning car’s share was $700, and a 35

horsepower Studebaker, driven by E. Holm

and J. A. Ditman, with 878 miles, captured

the $200 for second place, while a 40 horse

power ltala, polited by Charles Zumbach

and Maurice Carriere and which had made

873 miles, took third money, $100.

The line—up was as follows:

No, 2, Lozier, Michener andv Hutchinson;

No. 3, Lozier, Linkrom and Smelser; No.

4, De Dietrich, Mack and McMann; No.

5, Matheson, Ryall and Adams; No. 6,

Matheson, Lescault and Buck; No. 7, Fray

er-Miller, Kncpper and \Ncbstcr; No. 8,

Packard, Owen and Demos; No. 9, Welch,

Truwin and Greenwood; No. 10, Simplex,

Robertson and Poole; No. 11, Allen-Kings

ton, Campbell and Blakly; N0. 12, Fiat, Ced

rino and Parker; No, 14, Studebaker, Holm

and Ditmar; No. 15, Darracq, Wallace and

Nuneman; No. 16, Darracq, Griffith and

NIGHT VIEW OF THE TRACK

Owing to the great number of starters

it was necessary to send them off in di

visions, so the machines were lined up in

three rows of five each and one row of four,

and were sent at five Second intervals.

Things promised well at the beginning, the

large list of entrants indicating hot compe

tition. The track was vvell lighted, the il

lumination being about four times as power

ful as in any previous event of the kind,

and the track had been put into excellent

condition. The driving was at a very high

tension for the first hour and Mack, in a

De Dietrich set the pace at 52 miles in the

60 minutes. At the end of the second

hour the Simplex, driven by Al Poole, was

in the lead with 101 miles, the going being

very much faster-in the early part of the

race than was the case in the previous

grind.

Near the close of the third hour Ar

thur Warren’s Stearns car limped off the

track, the first break in the ranks, with

more to follow. The W'elch car, driven by

Truwin and Greenwood, had an exciting

whirl at the first quarter turn when a tire

collapsed. The machine was going at a

fast pace closely followed by several others.

As it slewed when the tire went bad, there

was every appearance of impending colli

sion from the pursuing cars, but the driver

turns, due, it is said, to a tire going bad.

Smelser was knocked unconscious by strik

ing an iron water pipe that was fastened to

the fencing, and died at the hospital an

hour later. His skull and chest were frac

tured. Some spectators were more or less

injured, but Hall, the mechanic on the car,

when it went through the fence, was only

slightly bruised. The other Lozier was

shortly after withdrawn because of the

Smelser tragedy.

Early in the afternoon another accident

occurred. The Packard, driven by Emble

ton, had a tire come loose and went through

the white bunting into the infield, where it

rolled over twice. To the crowd in the

grandstands it looked as though both driver

and mechanician were killed. The latter

soon crawled from under the wreck unhurt,

however, and Embleton was found to be all

right except for a sprained back.

In the afternoon the race was interrupted

for two hours to give place to a short card

of events for the entertainment of the spec

tators. These over, it was resumed again,

with Cedrino in the Fiat far in the lead.

No further accidents marred the proceed

ings but a heavy and steady rain set in.

which made the track a bowl of oily slush.

While the speed was greatly decreased by

this condition, even greater skill was nec
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essary in the driving, as the turns were

treacherous and even the straightaways

were not free of uncertainty and danger

ous possibilities. The dismal drizzle of the

rain cast a damper on the spirits of the

spectators in spite of the entertainment that

was provided during the evening by a mov

ing picture machine which gave views of

the Vanderbilt cup race. A searchlight was

cast on each car as it came by the grand

stand, a new feature and one which has

much to commend it, as heretofore it has

proved very difficult always to identify the

cars speeding by the stand in the dark hours

of the night. Water having gathered in

large, pools on some parts of the track,

there was a glorious splash when a car

would strike one of the miniature lakes, but

beyond this there was little that was inter

BERLIN’S LAUGHABLE GYMKIIANA

Dog Gives Automobile Close Race—Horse

Beaten in Stopping Contest—Other

Amusing Events.

No automobile contests held in Connec

ticut in a long time caused more enthus

iasm or furnished more wholesome and en

joyable sport than did the gymkhana events

which featured the closing day of the Ber

lin Agricultural Society's annual fair, near

New Britain, on Saturday last, 28th ult.

The fun was of a most variegated charac

ter, and the stunts done were of the most

mirth provoking description. At least one

of the events, aside from its design to fur

capture the blue in a jerk, but A. J. Mai

sonville brought up his Corbin to a dead

stop before the horse could get his fore

feet planted in the ground.

A threeslegged race provoked cqnsid

erable merrimcnt. Each car carried two

passengers besides the driver, who started

thirty feet behind the car, ran to it and

scrambled aboard. After being driven a

quarter of a mile they had to get out of

the car, run once around it, remount and

ride to the tape. Emile Brazil had his

passengers better trained than those of Bar

bour, and won in a hop. The summaries

of the events follow:

Dog versus automobile, one‘eighth mile——

“"on by Wesley Barber, Corbin, over

\Velch’s dog. Times, 0:30 and 030%. An

tomobile had flying start.

 

 

  

CEDRINO. WINNER OF THE 24-HOUR RACE

esting or picturesque in the last hours of

the race. It was much like the mud plug—

ging of the famous New York-Pittsburg

endurance contest or the more recent Al

bany run. By the time Cedrino had fin

ished his 24 hours, the grandstand seats

which had contained about 7,000 spectators

Were nearly empty and it was a depressed

procession that wended its way back to

town after everything was over.

Postponement of Chicago Meet.

Jupiter Pluvius interfered with the plans

of the'Chicago Automobile Club to pro

.mote a fall race meet at the Harlem track

last Saturday, and in consequence of a dan

gerous course the meet was postponed un

til this Saturday, 5th inst. A representative

field of entries has been secured for the ten

events, which embrace the following: Ten

mile open for motorcycles, three mile open

for stock cars listing under $1,500, five

miles for runabouts under $3,000, one mile

exhibition by \Nebb Jay, three miles for

motorcycles, five miles for Chicago A.

C. members, unlimited pursuit for stock

cars, ten miles free-for-all, one hour invi

tation and five miles handicap for motor

cycles. A 24-hour race had been originally

planned, but was subsequently abandoned

for lack of entries.

nish amusement, was possessed of some

value as to the controlability of the auto

mobile,

The gymkhana started in the morning

with a street parade in which many decor

ated cars were exhibited, and in the after

noon, 6,000 persons laughed at the stunts

the cars and drivers were put through at

the track. Corbin cars featured prominent

ly and captured nearly every ribbon offered.

The new water-cooled model driven by A.

J. Maisonville covered itself with blue rib

bons by winning three first prizes, one sec

ond and one third, besides tieing in an

other third. Maisonville won the cup to

the driver scoring the most points.

Probably one'of the most interesting

races was the one in which a dog ran against

an automobile for an eighth of a mile. Wes

ley Barbour, Corbin, was given a flying

start over Professor VVelch's traveling ca

canine, and the race resulted in a neck and

neck fight until within a few yards of the

tape, when the automobile forged ahead

and won out by a half second.

New Britain and Hartford people were

given an instructive object lesson when a

special event was run to determine whether

a horse drawn vehicle or an automobile

could be stopped quickest. William Doyle

had a balky horse that he thought could

WRECK OF THE PACKARD

Dead man race, dummies picked up 100

yards from finish—\Non by N. \Vcsley, Cor

bin; second, A, J. Maisonville, Corbin; third,

James Corbett, Corbin.

Twenty-five miles an hour judgment race

—-\Non by N. Wesley, Corbin; second, Fred

Haines; third, tie between A. J. Maisonville,

Corbin, and Dr. J. E. Stoddard, Corbin.

Half-mile hill climb on high gear—Won

by A. J. Maisonville, Corbin; second, James

Corbin, Corbin.

Dressing for the ball contest—Won by

A, J. Maisonville, Corbin; second, Wesley

Barbour, Corbin; third, A. C. Smith, Cor

bin.

Threc-legged race—Won by Emile Bra

zil, Panhard; second, Wesley Barbour, Cor

bin; third, A. J. Maisonville, Corbin.

Half-mile slow race on high gear—Won

by N. B. A. Carrier, Ford; second, James

Corbet, Corbin; third, J. Carpenter, Ford.

Barrier contest, removing barrier 100

yards from the tape—\Non by Wesley Bar

bour, Corbin; second, A. C. Smith, Corbin.

Ginger ale drinking contest—Won by A.

J. Maisonville, Corbin; second, Wesley

Barbour, Corbin; third, J. Carpenter, Fordl

Stopping contest between horse and auto

mobile—W'on by A. J. Maisonville, Corbin;

second, William Doyle, l horsepower

Equine.
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CURTAIN RAISERS AT MORRIS PARK

Events That Preceded the “Twice Around

the Clock"—“Road Race” and

Taxi-Cab Parade. '

liflorts to introduce novelty into the

Morris Park automobile meets have not

been without some degree of success and

interest. The automobile polo contest and

the flexibility trial incident to the previous

 

1. THE LINE UP OF THE TAXI-CABS. 2.

24~hour race proved to be good features,

but in connection with the last meet the

"road race” over the Allen course, so called,

in which the cars raced part of the time on

the track and then cut over the turf on a

marked course, to bump a few bumps and

plow a few sand heaps, was scarcely what

imagination had pictured.

This was one of the star numbers of Fri

day at'ternoon's short event program. It

had been heralded as an example of how a

road race could be held at Morris Park and

the advance notices had described the ter

rors of the “hairpin turn" and the rigors of

its hills and sand. The “hairpin” was

rather abrupt and called for skilful driving,

but it would have taken a gradometer with

a micrometer attachment to discover the

hills and the sand stretches would have

lasted a canary cage for a day or so. The

contestants made eight laps, a distance of

about ten miles. W. H. Owen, by clever

driving, won easily by a mile or more, but

as a spectacular or exciting display it was

sadly lacking and as a test for the cars it

had a little bit more than the same qual<

  

track in “right dress” order. The trig

smartness of their appearance brought a

round of applause from the grandstand, al

though it is possible thdt some of the ap

plauders were actuated by mistaken enthuse

iasm in thinking that the even line was

caused by a close finish.

The other numbers on the afternoon's

_card included a three-lap race for Ford run—

abouts; three laps for single cylinder mo

torcycles; record trials for one mile; a

motorcycle one-mile record trial and an

 

 

ities as running a race over the undulating

lawn of Central Park's playground, although

at that both of Owen’s rivals had to stop

and tinker with their cars.

By far the prettiest event of the after

noon was the parade of taximeter cabs.

New and lustrous, with varnish shining over

the handsome maroon finishI seven of the

vehicles which are promised to deliver New

York from the piratical jehu, lined up

abreast for what was programed as a slow

race on the high gear. But the drivers did

not seem to be aware of any such contest

and went around in an even line across the

ROUNDING THE “ HAIRPIN “ ON THE ALLEN COURSE

3. " SAND HILLS" ON THE ALLEN COURSE—PUZZLE: FIND THE HILLS

eighteen-lap "Motordrome Championship"

for cars of 60 horsepower or less. In the

mile trials George Robertson drove in E.

Russell Thomas’s 120 horsepower Hotch

kiss and did the distance in 52 seconds, not

quite equaling Walter Christie's record of

51%, which latter was done on a mile track,

while Morris Park is 1.39 miles. \Nhen the

motorcycles tried for the same distance.

Stanley T. Kellogg, on a 5-7 Indian, made

it in 59 seconds. W. H. \Vray, of Brook

l_\'n, who with a Peugeot-Simplex has been

showing great speed, was also billed to ap

pear, but as he is under suspension by the
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Federation of American Motorcyclists, was

not permitted to ride.

The eighteen laps of the “Motordrome

Championship," a distance of 25 miles,

gave the six entrants a lively race. George

Mack in a 60 horsepower De Dietrich was

apparently getting away with it up to the

fourteenth lap when a tire went wrong and

Guy Vaughan, in a 60 Stearns, took the lead

to the finish. George Fentie in a Packard

took second, and Charles Schilipp landed

third. The latter, after finishing, did not

slacken rapidly enough in coming to the

turn beyond the finish line, and went over

the outer bank, crashing into ’one of the

big lighting outfits which awaited its even

ing’s work at the track side. There was a

lively scattering of men and boys to get

out of the way, and the driver succeeded in

bringing the car to stop before any one

was hurt.

On Saturday afternoon, while the 24

hour race was stopped for two hours, a 20

lap “road race" over the Allen course, was

held. Like the similar event the day be

fore, this was won by W. H. Owen, in an

American Mors. L. C. Nuneman, in the 80

horsepower Darracq that won the 1906 Ven

derbilt cup race, made a mile record trial,

but the best that he could do with the track

torn up from the big race was 58 seconds.

The summaries:

Friday, Sept. 27.

Three laps, about 4.17 miles, for Ford

four-cylinder runabouts—Won by Frank

Dunnell; second, Walter Livingston; third,

E. Rogers’ Stearns. Time, 8:07.

Eight-lap road race over Allen course,

about 10 miles—Won by W. H. Owen,

American Mors; second, Ned Crane, Eng~

lish-Daimler; third, Charles Truwin, an un

crowned king’s car. Time, 22:13.

Three-lap motorcycle race, for machines

of less than 30% cubic inches—Won by

\Valter Goerke, Indian; second, John L.

Seidell, Indian; third, Frank P. Baker, In

dian. Time, 5:35.

Mile trials—George Robertson, 120 horse

power Hotchkiss. Time, 52 seconds. Will

iam Wallace, 80 horsepower Darracq.

Time, 056%.

Motorcycle mile trials—Stanley T. Kel—

logg, 5-7 Indian. Time, 59 seconds. A. G.

Chapple, 6 N. S. U. Time, 1:24.

Twenty-five mile Motordrome champion—

ship, eighteen laps—Won by Guy Vaughan,

Stearns; second, George Fentie, Packard;

third, Charles Schilipp, Stearns. Time,

27:54%.

Saturday, 5 e pt. 28.

Twenty-lap road race over Allen course—

Won by \Nallie Owen, 40 horsepower Amer

ican Mors; Ned Crane, 45 horsepower Eng

lish Daimler, second; Arthur Rowley, 35

horsepower De Dietrich, third. Time,

54:3175.

Mile record trial—L. C. Nuneman, 80

horsepower Darracq, 56 seconds.

NEW YORK SELLS l'I'S "CASTOFFS"

Palatial Cars Acquired for Garbagemen’s

Use, Antiques Go Cheap—"Joker"

in New Purchase.

Having recently acquired a big seven

that the

commissioner and his deputies may better

passenger touring car in order

week disposed of its “castofifs” at public

dumps and other garbage heaps, the New

York Street

week disposed of its “cast offs” at public

Cleaning Department last

sale. There were three of them to be -lis

posed of at the sale, these being an 8-10

Panhard about live years old, a big Search

mont and a little Orient buckboard.

The Panhard and the buckboard had

seen hard service and showed the efi'ects. As

a result the one brought but $220, the other

a beggerly $32.50.

Searchmont appeared to be in better shape

than the other two, but the best the auc

tioneers could get for it was $125. This

Originally it had

been used by the American minister in

Cuba, who sold it to the city of New York.

After a term of sadly indifferent service,

a new engine was installed and the car

was practically rebuilt at a cost of more

than $1,100.

Before the city would pay this price, there

was a considerable wrangle with the en

gineering firm that did the rebuilding. But

the firm would not deliver the goods until

its bill was paid and ultimately the city

capitulated. When the Searchmont finally

was received, it was found to have been so

thoroughly rebuilt that it would not run

at all; and, according to one apparently

trustworthy story, it has never run a foot

since that day. It has remained an ele

phant on the city's hands. No tears were

shed when the auctioneer finally disposed

of it last week.

Of course, the new seven-passenger tour

ing car which replaces the “castoffs” was

not selected with the faintest idea of “joy

riding” for friends and families in mind

New York's street cleaning commissioner

and his deputies are so thoroughly honor

able and conscientious that they would not

permit anything of the sort! Capacity for

seven passengers was necessary, because—

well, because it makes it so much easier to

inspect public dumps. Any man in a blind

ayslum can see that without blinking.

Everything connected with the purchase of

the cars was similarly high-minded. For

instance, the specifications inviting bids

were drawn so that only one manufacturer

could meet the call and yet despite this coin

sideration it is said that some of the city

ofiicials are inclined to believe that the

hands that passed out the plum were stung.

It is alleged that they had been promised a

$5,000 car for $4,000. They got it all right;

Except its tires, the

car had quite a history.

but at about the same time the same car

was advertised at retail for $4,000, which

also will be the list price of the 1908 model.

Telharmonic Music for the Show.

One of the interesting novelties in the

Madison Square Garden Show November

2-9, will be the introduction of telharmonic

music to take the place of the brass band

Which has for some decades furnished the

harmony for all the difierent kinds of shows

which have been held in the big building.

It will be the first time that telharmonic,

or electric music, as it is sometimes called,

has been installed in such a vast arena. The

Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers, under whose auspices the show

is to be held, has made a contract with the

Telharmonic company to furnish music for

the entire week of the show. Special ca

bles have been led from Broadway through

Twenty-sixth street and into the Garden.

These cables are strung in the ducts of the

New York Telephone Company and are

practically the same as the telephone ca

ble, the music being conveyed from the

Telharmonic Co.’s musical “power plant" on

Thirty-ninth street, in which the music is

made and from where it is sent, just as

electric light or electric current is sent, to

any part of the city.

The advantage of this modern system of

music can be appreciated when it is un

derstood that the music will radiate, so to

speak, from probably one hundred dufi‘erent

trumpets scattered over the immense arena.

‘It is likely that these trumpets will be con

cealed in draperies or behind pedestals so

it will be impossible to tell where the mu

sic comes from or to even see the little

trumpets from which the more or less pleas

ing sound emanames.

Arrangement has been made to so dis

.tribute the trumpets that at each space there

will be enough music to entertain the vis

itnrs and at the same time in no part of

the Garden will there be any disturbance

or noise, as is caused by the playing of a

big brass band perched high up in the gal

leries.

Chicago Employees Form Fraternity.

Daytime denizens of Chicago's "row"

with the exception of proprietors and deal

ers turned out in force one night last week

for the purpose of forming a fraternal or

ganization solely for automobile employees,

into which neither the sound of employers’

footsteps nor the tumult of labor agitations

and discussions may enter. The Automo

bile Employees Fraternal Association chose

its officers as follows: President, I. Pur

cell; vice-president, W'. R, VVillett; secre

tary, L. A. Goodsell; treasurer, C. L. Her—

ron; directors, J. A. Holsman, W. R. Wil

let, T. M. Hart, 1, H. Philpott, and H. M.

Simpson.

“The A B C of Electricity.”

The Motor World Co.,

New York City.

Price 50c.

154 Nassau St.,
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PENNSYLVANIA M00“. FOR 1908

New and Original Design Embracing Points

of Particular Merit—Its Qualities of

Serviceability and Endurance.

Of entirely new and original design, em

bodying several points of particular merit,

the Type C, Pennsylvania car, which the

Pennsylvania Auto-Motor Co., Bryn Mawr,

Pa., has prepared as its 1908 output, is 3.

heads, the jackets extending upward to in

clude the full length of the valve cages,

which is considerable.

The cages referred to, are of independent

unit construction, and with their springs

and valves, may be removed in theig entire

ty, a single locking ring serving to retain

them in position. The springs are housed

within caps, only the ends of the stems be

ing exposed. The cam shafts work within

the crank pit enclosure, the commutator

shaft, which is vertical, taking its drive

  

  

1908 50-HORSEPOWER PENNSYLVANIA

car of parts, and one which promises well

in the way of serviceability and endurance,

these qualities having been given thorough

and very evident attention in its delinea—

tion. It is a 40—45 horsepower model, of

conventional mold, the outward character

istics of the earlier types of last year be

ing retained, in a general way. The wheel

base is 114 inches, clearance, 10 inches,

weight, equipped with the standard allum‘

inum body, 2,800 pounds, and price, $2,800.

How thoroughly the matter of endurance

has been looked after in designing the

motor, for instance, is evidenced in the bear

ing lengths, which for the crank shaft, ag

  

BTEBRING KNUCKLE PARTIALLY ASSEMBLEI)

gregate no less than 14% inches, the shaft

itself being hollowed out for purposes of

continuous lubrication of all the bearings.

The cylinders are cast in pairs, their inner

dimensions being, respectively 4% and 5%

inches, both sets of valves being placed

flat in the heads, and worked by overhead

walking beams. An unusual allowance of

jacket area has been provided over the

from the center of the inlet cam shaft. The

circulating pump, which also, is gear driven,

has a capacity of 8 gallons per minute, with

a crank shaft speed of 600 revolutions per

minute.

The master clutch of the transmission is

of‘ the self-contained, internal cone type, is

protected from thrust stresses by ball bear

ings, and possesses the unusual feature of

being lubricated from the motor through

the hollow crank shaft. Directly behind it

is a double universal joint having unusually

large bearing surfaces, connection with the

driving shaft being made through a

broached flange on the universal coupling,

   

REAR vAXLE HOUSING AND GEAR CASE

—TORSION ROD SUPPORT (PANEL).

which takes hold of the squared end of the

shaft.

The change gear group, which is of the

selectively actuated pattern, is mounted on

the rear axle, within the same housing as

the differential, and comprises, together

with the axle itself and its anchorage, one

 

I
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of the nearest arrangements to be found.

The gears are of 1-inch face, and of the

popular 6-8 pitch stub tooth contour, and

run on ball bearings of the annular type.

The highest speed ratio is obtained by di~

rect connection of the driving line mem~

hers, and a roller bearing mounting for the

forward end of the secondary driving shaft

as it is supported in the pocketed end of

the line shaft, ensures alignment of the gear

faces at all times. The bevel group com

prises 4-pitch gears, of 1%-inch face,

mounted on annular bearings, the driving

thrust on the axle being taken up by the

regular bearings, and on the driving shaft

by a l-inch ball mounted at the end of the

secondary shaft in the pocket gear on the

line member.

The drive to the wheels is of the floating

type, S-jaw dogs, taking hold of the outer

ends of the wheel hubs, while the vehicle

load comes entirely on the axle tube struc

ture. The housing of the group is remark

able in that a single manganese bronze cast

ing is made to enclose both the change gear

and differential groups, as shown in the ac

companying picture. Two cover plates,

one over the rear of the differential and

the other above the change gears, give ab

solute access to all bearings and moving

parts, the mechanism, with the exception

of the driving axles and lay shaft, being

removable through the opening at the rear

of the group, thus permitting the mechan

ism to be dismounted without the use of a

pit, and without removing the body or

otherwise dismantling the upper works. The

axle and torsion tubes are of chrome nickel

steel, as are the driving axles, and are se

curely fastened to the bronze housing mem

ber. The torsion tube extends the full

length of the main driving shaft and is sup

ported in a ball and socket hanger, riveted

to a cross member of the main frame. This

comprises a socket bearing in the hanger

fitted with a bronze spherical bushing in

which the end of the torsion tube is per

mitted to slide. The group is shown in

the panel of the above illustration.

In this way the torsion strains due to

driving are transferred directly to the frame

in simple and effective manner, while the

maximum amount of flexibility between the

axle and frame and axle and transmission

is provided for. The longitudinal thrusts

upon the axle due to traction resistance, are

absorbed by means of a couple of tubular

distance rods, anchored to the frame. The

brakes, which are of the external-internal

pattern, are mounted on the axle tubes, and

are both shod with camel’s hair lining.

In the front axle, which is of I-section,

and a solid drop forging, is a novel form of

knuckle mounting in which the car load is

taken up entirely at the top of the pivot,

and by a single 1-inch ball. The manner

in which this is accomplished, is plainly

shown in the partial assembly view here

shown.

Lubrication for the entire car is fur

nished by a Kinwood pressure feed oiler

which takes care not only of the motor and

commutator bearings, but also of the tor

sion tube hanger, and the rear transmission

group. In addition to this, all important

moving parts, notably the latter, are pro

vided with grease cups.

In addition to the regular touring car, the

Pennsylvania name also will be applied to

a high speed roadster of the runabout or'

der, which will have practically the same

chassis as has just been described, but will

mount a light aluminum body having

seating accommodations for four. In this

the angle of the steering column will be

somewhat increased, and the general ap

pearance altered to give a more uniform

“rake” to the superstructure,

Reliable Dayton is Redesigned.

Entirely redesigned, and with a number

of features which, it is claimed, never be

fore have been employed in the construc

tion of the motor buggy, although well

known in motor cars of the more conven

tional type, the 1908 Reliable Dayton will

be presented in two models, known as “E”

and “F”, to which later will be added a

coupe and a delivery wagon. The principle

alterations in type, as announced by the

Reliable Dayton Motor Co., 1521 N. May

street, Chicago, 111., consist in the mount

ing of the motor transversely in front, un

der the hood, instead of lengthwise of the

vehicle and in the waist, the substitution of

a sliding pinion change gear of the famil

iar type, and the use of rack and pinion

steering gear with horizontal crank lever

control. Another innovation, consists in

the use of a wood frame.

Model E is a single seated buggy of the

conventional pattern, but improved in ap

pearance over that of last year by the round

ing oFf of the corners and general soften

ing of the outlines. It has 84-inch wheel

base, weighs 1,100 pounds, and sells, with

out top, for $780. Model F, which is a sur

rey, possessing the same general specifica—

tions in other respects, has 98-inch wheel

base, weighs 1,400 pounds, and sells, with

out the top for $925. The rear seat of this

type is detachable, and when removed

leaves a box suitable for light delivery pur

poses. An extra model, to be known as

type G, also is forthcoming, which will be

purely a delivery wagon. It will have an

18-20 horsepower motor, and a carrying ca

pacity of 1,500 pounds. _

As to the chassis mechanism common to

both of the types under consideration, the

motor is of the horizontal opposed form,

with cylinders 4%; by 4 inches in measure

ment, water cooled, with thoroughly ap

proved metals of construction used in every

part, notably in the crank shaft, connecting

rods and bearings, and rated at 15 horse

power. The radiator is of the tubular pat

tern with liberal continuous flanges, and

the fly wheel is fitted with fan blades to

assist in the circulation of air through the

radiator and over the motor.

The change speed gear, which is of the

progressive type, affords two forward

changes of speed, the one giving a speed

range up to eight miles an hour, and the

other a range of from three or four to

twenty-five. The higher gear gives a di

rect connection between the constricting

clutch on the fly wheel and the counter

shaft. The final drive is by double side

chain to the wheels, the sprocket rings also

mounting expanding brakes. The clutch is

controlled by the pedal in the usual way,

and the gears are shifted by means of a

short horizontal lever mounted on the

steering column just beneath the steering

lever itself. The rack and pinion gearing

of the steering mechanism, is enclosed in

a grease tight case just beneath the right

side of the foot board, the steering column

being vertical and ending in a horizontal

lever from one end of which is upturned

a crank handle, while the other is fitted

with a plain grip at the end of a shorter

arm, steering thus being made possible

with the use of either or both hands. The

frame, which is of second growth ash, is

liberally reinforced at vital points. The

springs are semi-elliptical in front, and full

elliptical in the rear, the length being 36

inches, each set having five leaves. The

wheels are respectively 40 and 44 inches in

diameter, shod with 1%-inch side wire

solid tires. Timken Roller Bearing axles

are employed, the steering knuckles being

of an original pattern, built extra heavy.

Two Rambler Models for 1908.

For next season the Rambler line will

consist of but two models, Nos. 34 and 31.

Both will be five-passenger touring ears,

but No. 34 will have a 32 horsepower four

cylinder motor, selective transmission with

shaft drive, 112-inch wheel base, 36-inch

wheels, 4-inch tires, and will be listed at

$2,250, while N0. 31 will be provided with

the Rambler double opposed motor and

planetary transmission and will sell for

$1,400. When desired, the big car will be

fitted with roadster body and rumble seat

and the other with roadster bodyvand tor

pedo deck. The 32 horsepower car is now be

ing given a rigorous test on Western roads

being driven in company with a 1907 Ram

bler and the drivers being required to

change cars daily in order that the new

comer may be proven absolutely true.

Enterprise Checked by Detectives.

It often has been remarked that the best

way for a young man to build his future

and make money is to launch out into busi—

ness for himself. Whether or not this is

true does not matter, but the idea fixed it- _

self in the mind of F, A. Higgins, an em

ployee of the Auto Vehicle Company of

Los Angelcs. Higgins did not make money

quickly enough to satisfy his needs, so he

systematically began to stock his rooms

with sundries and accessories. He had col

lected almost sufficient stock to advertise

an “opening day" when detectives raided

his quarters. The judge fined him $75.
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RAPID WORK IN MDDERN FARMING

Wonderful with Gasolene

Tractor—Only Seven Hours from

Plow to Mill.

Achievement

What is claimed as a record performance

in motor farming, was recently achieved at

Kirton,

land, when a gasolene tractor hauling or

near Boston, Lincolnshire, Eng

driving the various implements, carried out

  

 

carried out in France lately, a number of

British inventions being employed in the

fields at Chalous-sur-Marne.

The pictures furnish a clear idea of the

way in which the tractor may be utilized

for work of this sort, it being evident that

in the ordinary work of the farm, as in

drawing the plough, it is capable of re

placing from two to four horses, doing the

work at a more rapid rate, and without the

requirement of any let up for feeding or

rest. When it is further considered that

‘r/%

LONDON'S MOTOR CAB SYSTEM

Terms of Employment Make Drivers Dili

gent—Cabbies Responsible for In

juries and Tires.

\Vith the introduction of the motor cab

into London, more or less difficulty arose in

adjusting between the employers and driv

ers some of the minor points connected with

maintenance and operation. In order to
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l- TRACTOR DRA\VING TWO REAPXNG MACHINES.

all the work incident to the turning, seed

ing and tillage of the land, and also the

reaping of the grain and threshing and

grinding ready for the market. The occa

sion was a test, held at the farm of Dennis

Bros. The tractor employed was built by

Messrs. Saundersons, of Bedford, and the

thresher, drum, mill, cultivator, drill, and

harrow, were all of British make, while the

harvester was a Canadian importation.

Drawing two reaping machines, as shown

in one of the above illustrations, an acre

of wheat was cut. bound and sheaved in

fifteen minutes. The same tractor, driven

by a 50 horsepower motor, later supplied

the energy for the threshing machine, which

threshed and ground the product. In a

subsequent trial, another acre plot was

ploughed. drilled, harrowed and sown for

a new crop, the entire cycle of operations

being completed within seven hours—for

which the record is claimed.

Tn addition to these experiments which

[were intended to attract attention to the

possibilities of motor farming, in England,

somewhat similar demonstrations have been

3. PLOWING. DRILLING AND IIARROWXNG

the same machine, without alteration of any

sort, also is capable of producing the power

required for the operations of reducing the

product to marketable form, and that on

the ground, and without the loss of time

and labor incident to hauling it to the mill,

while the same device may later be em

ployed to cart the grain to the shipping

point, some idea of its universal applica

bility may be obtained. In this the gas

olene driven machine is superior to the

more common steam tractor because of its

reduced weight, the great mass of the boiler

required for the steam machine, rendering

it useless for traction purposes except un

der the most favorable conditions.

Even Swap of Automobiles for Oxen.

\Vhile many transactions whereby live

stock has been traded for automobiles have

been recorded the opposite is so unusual

that the occasion is worth noting. Super

visor Biggcr, the davidharum of Ieddo.

Mich, has just traded his three automobiles

for a team of oxen, and opines that he made

a “bigger” bargain.

SAME TRACTOR DRIVING THRESHING MACHINE

protect themselves against the wave of

sharp practice and thievery which would

have followed the simple hiring of the men

on a wage or percentage basis, it was found

necessary to adopt a special system which,

in the case of the General Motor Cab Co..

operating a large number of Renault cabs

in the city, is working with more or less

satisfaction all around, though naturally

subject to more or less objecting on the

part of the men.

In general, the drivers work on a 25 per

cent, basis. That is to say, one-quarter of

all their receipts for fares are their own,

the company taking the remainder and sta

bling the machines, as well as cleaning

them. To guard against waste of fuel and

the inevitable tendency to theft. however.

they do not provide the gasolene, but sell

it to the drivers at a nominal rate. also

renting them headlights where required. al

though the sort available are, as a matter

of fact. useless in the city because of the

restrictive police ordinances. in addition.

whenever tires show undue Wear the men

are compelled to replace them, by which
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means, economy of operation 'is enforced.

The matter of accidents is safeguarded by

the manner in which the vehicl'es are in

sured against damage through accident.

The $2,500,000 worth of insurance held on

the cabs is divided among fifty-six compa

nies, and the general restriction is enforced

by the insurance concerns, that none of

them shall be driven by men who have had

more than three accidents. Consequently

when a driver has had his third msihap he

is summarily discharged, regardless of

blame in the matter and, since all other

operating companies are insured to some

extent and in one or more of the same com

panies the ultimate result is that men with

such a record are compelled to abandon

the business in many instances, or else

move to other parts.

The ordinary maintenance of the vehicles,

as already indicated, is looked after entirely

by the company. That is to say, on return

ing from the day's work, each cab is washed,

inspected, and oiled, all that remains for

the driver, being to clean the brasses and

the interior. With every fare earned going

in part to the men, and strict penalties at

tending carelessness or waste, the company

is thus in a way to get the best possible ser

vice out of the machines, while the men

have every incentive to careful and diligent

work. Their wages are not high according

to American standards, but rank well as

compared with those of the London horse

cab drivers, averaging as a rule, from $10

to $12 per week, exclusive of fuel costs and

not including tips, which, as a matter of

course, rank as clear gain and add to the

value of the job.

Try-out of Chicago Chauffeurs.

Admiration for the mechanic who risks

his life by accompanying the racing driver

in his high speed contests is perhaps not

out of place. but some of it should be re

served for the bravery of Chicago’s civil

service commissioners who have of late

been undergoing somewhat' similar exper—

iences without the stimulus of racing am

bition or of glory. These unhappy men, in

the course of their ofiicial duties, have had

to abandon themselves to the uncertain

skill of automobile drivers applying for

jobs as city chaufierrs. After telephoning

their respective wives, physicians and law

yers, they have with faltering step walked

out to waiting machines and left the re

sults to Providence and the would-be chauf

feur. The route selected for the try-outs

was through Chicago's busiest streets, over

the Rush street bridge and through the

Loop district. Hair-raising as were some

of their escapes, they have so far managed

to get through with whole limbs, but with

a firm conviction that they have earned all

the money they will get for the next year.

The tests for the chauffeurs include the two

hour drive through traffic, the repair of

several deranged cars, and a written ex

amination on motor car parts and princi

ples.

EDUCATION OF THE CAR OWNER

Thorough Information Necessary to Make

Him a Safe and Sane Driver—How

He Should Get It.

Oddly enough, as the development of the

motor car comes on apace and trade and

manufacturing interests 'acquire a better

working knowledge of the mechanical side

of the automobile, it becomes more rather

than less essential for makers and dealers

to outlay an ample amount of time and

energy upon the instruction of customers

in the use of their machines. This is true,

because of the natural tendency to pre

suppose that rudimentary knowledge is as

general everywhere as it is within the limits

of the industry, as well as that the improve

ments in construction which have done away

with so much of uncertainty in operation,

also have eliminated the need of thorough

comprehension of the mechanism.

What the amateur owner and driver re

quires is accurate and concise information,

and his usual temperament makes it advis

able that it be delivered in hand-to-mouth

fashion and in homoeopathic doses, rather

than in text book form along with the bitter

aloes of theory and mathematics. The car

forms a part of his recreation or his busi~

ness life. Therefore it must come to him

and with it his knowledge of its needs, in

the easiest and pleasantest form. It is

equally essential, however, that what he

learns should be well learned, and should

not be misleading in any way.

The driver should not simply be taught

that it is unwise to race his motor, for in

stance, or to climb hills on too low a gear,

but he also should be taught exactly why,

and in such a way that he will remember

the method of reasoning which leads up to

the admonition, quite as much as the rule

itself. Theories and principles should be

given him only as absolutely necessary, and

in such suggestive fashion as will lead him

to investigate further for himself, if he be

otherwise. Again, above all things, his

training should be thorough (as far as it

goes.

Probably the most satisfactory and last

ing way of teaching the learner is by the

direct method of contact between instructor

and pupil. To this end, demonstrators

should be chosen carefully and taught their

business carefully, in order to enable them

to determine wisely just how much or how

little real information, outside the mechan

ical process of driving, the beginner can and

will absorb with profit. To supplement

this, a certain amount of trade literature

should be used, similarly chosen, quite as

much with reference to the individual as

to the presumed amount of primary gaso

lene knowledge which he possesses.

Those makers who are following along

this line according to more or less elabor

ate systems of owners’ schooling, are do

ing so wisely and with profit. It is impos

sible to lay too much stress upon the need

of such training, nor of the requirement of

thoroughness and system in carrying it

out. Personal instruction of this sort may

be made a very expensive item in the sell

ing business. In certain ways it amounts

almost to a pure gratuity to the customer

for which there is naught but a "cumulative"

return. But when it is considered that such

training is quite as beneficial to the car as

to the owner, and that in that way the out

lay amounts to a direct and compounding

investment, its actual worth from the per—

sonal standpoint of the maker himself can

no longer be questioned.

No Visitors at Michelin Factory.

When it is completed, the Michelin tire

factory at Milltown, N. 1., is one manufac

turing plant which will not be “written up"

or thrown open to the public—or any indi

vidual—for inspection. It is a part of M.

Michelin's inflexible policy not to permit

visitors within the confines of any of his

producing properties, of which there are

four others, one in France, one in England

and one in Italy; in fact, it is given out by

those in position to know that on one oc

casion the Queen of Italy expressed a de

sire to witness the Michelin processes at

the Turin factory, the heads of which wired

for Mr. Michelin's permission, which was

refused, despite the majesty of the lady.

The American plant is said to be a dupli

cate of the one in Italy.

The Milltown property consists of about

80 acres of ground and included four five

story buildings, which had been used for

manufacturing purposes by the Internation

al A, & V. Tire Co. M. Michelin decided

to use these only for store houses and of

fices, and immediately began the erection

of eight new buildings which duplicate the

foreign plants.

On June 3d the contractors broke ground;

seven of the new buildings are completed

and the eighth will be finished very short

ly. Machinery was sent from abroad and

this has been installed and the company

is now ready to begin manufacturing. The

plant when completed will have about 8%

acres of floor space and it is claimed will be

the largest tire plant in America. A new

2,440 horsepower plant, operating two 1,000

kilowatt turbines, made by \Vestinghouse,

has been installed. In addition there is

an auxiliary power plant of seven hundred

horsepower.

The Pittsburg Automobile Dealers' As

sociation has been incorporated with 16

agencies represented, and last week elected

these officers: President, W. N. Murray;

vice-president, W_ H. LaFountain; secre

tary, A. L. Banker; assistant secretary,

Alice E. Doherty; treasurer, G. P. Moore.

It was decided to hold the next show in Du

quesne Garden during the week of April

4 to 11.
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ROAD ABRASIDN 0F TIRE CASINGS

Analysis Made of Highway Dust Confirms

Well Known Theories—Relatively

Heavy Wear at Turns.

Considering the fact that tire casings

are subject to a considerable and continuous

amount of wear, it is no more than a nat

ural conclusion that the rubber abraded from

the tread surfaces must become intermin~

gled with the road dust. Naught but the

contemplative mind of an Englishman,

however, would ever conceive the idea of

analysing samples of dust taken from va

rious points in a much frequented highway,

for the purpose of studying the comparative

effect of the highway upon tire wear under

different local circumstances. This some

what obtuse method of investigation, as

persued recently, has nevertheless brought

to light a point or two worthy of note as

confirming certain very common and well

known theories, albeit perfectly obvious

ones. '

Two samples taken from the Llanabar

road near Barmouth in Wales, the one from

a straight stretch and the other from a

corner, yielded upon analysis respectively,

.042 and .170 per cent. of rubber such as

might have been ground from tire treads.

This at once is accepted as quite natural,

seeing that the greater percentage existed

at the corner, the tendency to skidding, not

to mention imperfect differentiation of the

motive power on turns, and pOssible imper

fections in steering layouts, readily account

ing for a large amount of abrasion at such

points. In addition, however, it was dis

covered that in the second sample were

several fragments literally torn from the

tread, thus showing that the destructive

effect is in reality very great. One piece,

the largest, was rectangular in shape, and

% inch wide by -% inch long. The fact that

the percentage found at the corner was

more than four times that discoverable at

the other point, where the road was per

fectly straight, goes to show roughly the

relation between tire wear on the straight

course and on the turn—which is a distinct

contribution to science, as far as it goes.

How to Test the Differential.

\Vhen it is desired to test the differential

for suspected trouble, it is not enough to

raise one of the driving wheels from the

ground, or to turn one sprocket, in the case

of a chain driven car, since the side tested

may be in good order, while the other is

more or less seriously affected. The only

effective method is to release both sides,

whether by raising the entire rear of the

car or disconnecting both chains, and then,

after letting in the clutch, turn the motor

over slowly by hand, observing whether

both ends of the differential shaft turn at

the same speed. If one revolves faster than

the other, or not at all, it may be taken

that something is amiss. By blocking the

one which turns freely, the amount of re

sistance to the motion of the other, as well

as its nature, then may be determined.

Princess a Wholesale Owner.

Princess Elizabeth of Liechtenstein,

whom all followers of the doings of roy—

alty will remember as the youngest daugh

ter of the Archduchess Marie Therese and

a niece of Emperor Franz Joseph and whose

beautiful castle at Stuhlwcissenburg is one

of the most delicatessen in South Hungary,

has taken to motoring. Not wishing to at

tract undue attention or notoriety in her in

dulgence in this pastime, she has purchased

31 automobiles as a starter, and if she likes

them will purchase a quantity. Meanwhile

the little community of Stuhlwcissenburgers

are preparing to enter their claims for hav

ing “more automobiles per capita,” etc.,

thus gaining for themselves the glories that

- such a reputation has to bestow.

Makes His Car Useful.

The use of the automobile for business

traveling is well illustrated in the case of

W. J. Dingee of New York and San Fran:

cisco, a capitalist who is heavily interested

in the cement industry. Mr. Dingee divides

his time between the East and West owning

cement mills in Pennsylvania and California.

He does all his traveling between his offices

in the two cities and his mills in his 50

Matheson car. During the past few months

he has been in New York and has made

weekly visits to his Pennsylvania cement

mills, using his car not only to travel back

and forth, but to inspect the difierent mills,

and forth, but to inspect the different mills

son are now, however, on their way to the

Pacific coast for a two months visit.

Thousands of Arrests Threatened.

About 6,000 automobilists are threatened

with arrest by the Massachusptts State

highway commission for not re-registering

under the new automobile law. While

many owners may have given up their cars

and a good many others of the old registra

tions were of visitors who will not be tour

ing through the State again, yet the com

mission is convinced that out of the 6,000

names that have failed to re-register there

must be a very large proportion of resi

dents of the State who are either careless

or are wilfully ignoring the provisions of

the new law, and a wholesale issue of war

rants is expected to scare them into line.

Odd Wrinkle in Illinois Law.

Some advantage accrues to the married

man in Illinois if his wife owns an auto

mobile. In addition to getting free rides

in a motor car by reason of his intimacy

with the owner, he may drive the machine

without a chaufieur's license. Some of the

Illinois police did not see it that way until

Attorney General Stead so decided a few

days ago.

RUBBER UNDER VARIDUS NAMES

How the Gum Got Its Most Familiar Desig

nation—“Ca0utchouc” an Older One,

but Restricted in Use.

The name “rubber” as a designation for

a certain material with which readers are

presumed to be familiar may be without

high scientific warrant, but it has the merit

of priority among English speaking peoples,

and this fact alone has led to its use be

than

chouc” or any other term, whether more

coming more widespread “caout

scientific or otherwise, remarks the India

Rubber \Vorld.

The English designation “rubber” re

ferred to a rubber-out of pencil marks be

fore any one thought of the word “eraser,”

and while some other uses of the elastic ma

terial have become more extensive since

Priestley’s time, the name sticks; it is fairly

well understood, it serves its purpose, it is

easy to write and sperk, and the average

man is too busy to consider a new name

from any such consideration as that it may

be more accurate or more fully descriptive

The French designation “caoutchouc”

based upon a native Indian name up the

Amazon, is older. And the Germans to a

degree have borrowed the French name,

but they also use “gummi” to a great ex

tent. To-day “caoutchouc” is nowhere a

word in common use in a rubber producing

region except the limited areas under

French or German control, and then only

by supervisors and not by native workers.

The word is in use in French rubber mills

and to a slighter extent in the German.

Compared with this usage the universal

adoption of "rubber" wherever English

speaking peoples have to do with the pro

duction or consumption of the material,

gives this word a vastly greater vogue.

We notice that Continental firms intro

ducing their products into English commu

nities adapt the names of their firms to

English practice by taking up the w0rd

“rubber,” while English firms trading

abroad are less apt to follow a correspond

ing course. Englishmen have been first to

introduce rubber goods in many parts of

the world, as later they have been first to

introduce rubber goods in many parts of

the world, as later they have been first to

establish rubber planting on a practical ba

sis, and the persistence of the names of the

English (including American) companies

alone seem likely to render the familiar

word “rubber’ ultimately the most widely

used term.

Pennsylvania Tags in Yellow and Black.

Pennsylvania, which brings out a new

fashion in automobile tags each year, has

decided on the style for I908. The new

number hangers will be tasteful creations

in yellow, with black figures.
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RENEWING WORN BRONZE BEARINGS

Method of Filling with Babbit or Other Soft

Metals—Their Selection a Question

of Adaptability.

A curious and none too well understood

relationship exists between the composi

tion of shaft and bearing metals and the de—

gree of satisfaction with which bearings

will act under severe and long continued

scrvice. Without going into details fur

ther, suffice it to say that the percentage

of carbon in the steel of the shaft, appears

to be the determining factor, and that as a

rule the so-called high carbon steels run

to better advantage with the ordinary bear

ing metals, than do those of lower grade.

Just how the relationship may be deter

mined, or in what terms it is measured, is

of less importance to the average user, how

ever, than the fact that it exists. and that

designers frequently make an unfortunate

choice in specifying materials, with the re

sult that certain much loaded bearings

prove to be short lived and give consid—

erable trouble.

Often it is the case that a bearing which

has worn unduly or developed a tendency

to heating. may be improved, if not wholly

cured, either by altering the bearing sur

face by the substitution of new bushings,

or by lining those already in place either

with babbit, or some of the high-speed anti

friction metals. of which several difl’erent

grades may be obtained. As a rule it is

fully as advisable to line or “pack” the

bushings with a soft metal of this descrip

tion. as it is to attempt to form it into a

bushing. the bronze shell of the old bush

ing serving very well as a holder for the

new material, and also working to no disad

vantage if allowed to come into contact

with the journal at the ends. In fact a

bearing of this description. frequently is

found to last much longer and to give even

better results, than one composed entirely

of the softer metal.

The process of renewing an old bearing

in this way is by no means a difficult one,

and can readily be carried out in any or

dinary machine shop under the direction of

the owner of the car, or by any mechanic

who is accustomed to the usual methods

of “running in" babbit linings. The split

bearings, which are those most frequently

affected, are handled in the same general

way as whole bushings. only being

"sweated" together before being chucked on

the lathe for chambering out or the final

turning process.

In either case the bushing is first cen

tered in the lathe and chambered out

through the center until only about 1-l6

inch thickness is left in the shell to serve

as a basis for the new bearing, the ends

being left intact for perhaps 3—16-inch from

the outside of the journal. The part being

removed from the lathe, is then “tinned”

all over the counterbore thus formed, ex—

actly as in the sweating process. After

ward it is placed over a mandrel of the

same size as the shaft it is to carry, and

after being brought to a uniform heat suf

ficiently great to cause the tin on the inner

surface to run, the new bearing metal is

poured in. through the oil hole if possible,

or otherwise, through a suitable “sprew” con

structed about a channel cut in one side of

the mandrel, when it will unite perfectly

with the bronze of the shell, forming what

is essentially a single piece. After being

cooled and dressed, either in the lathe or

by scraping, it is then ready for replace

ment in the motor_

In one or two cars, this method of bear

ing construction is used in the original

bearings, while in the case of one foreign

car the same principle is applied to the con

struction of the liners for the connecting

rod bearings, which are thus permanently

attached to the rod end and work, as it is

claimed, with perfectly good results.

 

Wearing Gloves for Protection.

There is more wisdom than pride in the

habit of many chauffeurs and demonstrators

of wearing gloves while working over the

mechanism, though it hardly would appear

to be the case, considering only the ridicule

of dyed-in-the-wool mechanics, or the sim

ple dictates of cleanliness, which more

often than not may be at the root of the

matter. As one of them explained the

other day:

“There is a certain liability to slight in

jury while working on the machine, such

as the accumulation of small bruises and

scratches. These are of small consequence

in themselves, but when later, they are

brought into contact with the brass sur

faces of the levers, and possibly with more

or less brass dust when polishing the plated

parts. there is more or less danger of poi—

soning, which, in some cases may be at

tended with serious consequences. The or

dinary mechanic, through long service, has

acquired a calous in the palms of his hands.

through which nothing short of a deter

mined knife blade can penetrate. The av

erage driver, however, doing little or no

real hard manual work, gradually loses this

tough integument, even if he once pos

sessed it, and therefore is more liable to

abrasions than the other. Hence there

really is some little excuse for the "dude"

habit. even though it may not be generally

known."

Firemen's Queer Work in a Garage.

Just why it should be necessary in ex

tinguishing a garage fire to chop out the

spokes of all the cars in sight, hack the

tonneaux and smash the steering wheels, was

what Providence, R. I., firemen were called

upon to explain after the blaze at the gar

age of the Providence Motor Car Co. The

firemen pleaded innocent and the police

are investigating.

TIRES IN JOB LOTS AT AUCTION

Final “Outlet” of Rubber Circlets of Un

certain VintageS—Closing Chapter in

A Murray Street Romance.

The last sad chapter of the tale of the

tires that were never sold, known under

the sub-title as “The Biter Bitten, or the

Stinger Stung," was enacted under the auc~

tion flag on Murray street last week. Great

big beautiful automobile tire casings, as

rouan as doughnuts and as hard as con

crete, bearing the name of a rubber com

pany that it would be difficult to find in

real‘life, were sold to tight-wad bidders at

about $2 apiece, when the expectation last

fall was that these same casings would go

like hot cakes to a credulous public at

prices just under those for reputable tire

makers' products,

Morris & Grinberg, dear to many pur

chasers of second hand cars as the Man

hattan Storage Co., having decided to sell

out that short-lived but odorifcrous mush

room “The Manufacturers' Outlet Co.."

which was advertised as having been insti

tuted to “save” the cycle manufacturers

from "ruin" but which prospered not when

its operations and ownership were exposed.

an auction was held to close it up. Con_

spicuous among the “joblots” were impos

ing stacks of “Majestic” automobile tire

casings, reaching almost to the ceiling. The

story of their birth and later sufferings was

told in the Motor World last fall—how a

certain obscure tire concern was induced

to undertake the manufacture of an im

mense quantity of near-tires at a micro

scopic figure and how it delivered the goods,

collected the cash and left its enterprising

customers to their agony in discovering

within a few days that the tires were turn

ing hard and dark even before they could

be disposed of to the “dear public.” So

great was the quantity that the plungers

have since been unable to get rid of any

great proportion of their purchase even by

showing owners of second hand cars how

they could improve the selling chances of

their machines by fitting them with brand

new tires at a low figure. At the auction

on Thursday of last week, bidding on the

unique circlets was so reticent that the auc

tioneer, after a whispered conference with

Grinberg, finally proposed an arrangement

to receiVe bids first for such "soft" tires

as the high bidder might select from the

whole pile, and then put up the leavings as

another lot. Under this plan. the "soft"

tires brought something like $8 apiece and

the “hard” leavings, constituting by far the

greater number, brought in the neighbor

hood of $2 apiece. Small as was the orig

inal price charged by the makers, $2 was

so far below it that an inefl‘able sadness

and anguish marked their'disposal at that

figure.
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DEPARTURE 1N CARBURETTERS

Unique Principle Applied in a New Device

—Automatic Control by Fluid

Shutter a Feature.

An entirely new principle in carburetter

construction is developed in the Dentan,

a device just introduced in Great Britain

by G05set<Tanner & Deane, in which is

combined a method of surface vaporization

with a system of automatic control which

is as unique as it is novel. Briefly the prin

ciple is that of permitting the fuel to be

drawn through a porous cup, somewhat

similar in structure to those used in the

the

two-fluid type, and regulating the amount

construction of primary batteries of

of influx to the mixing chamber by varying

the area of the surface exposed to the action

of the motor suction. The radical feature,

outside that of the method of vaporization,

consists in the use of a column of mercury

balanced by the action of the suction against

a second column in an independent tube,

and serving to exclude the fuel from contact

with the walls of the porous medium, ac

cording to the height at which it is sup

ported.

The arrangement, which mechanically, is

extremely simple, comprises principally, a

large jacket chamber, A, which is heated to

any desired temperature by the circulation

through it either of the jacket water from

the cylinders, or a portion of the exhaust

gases. The inlet and outlet connections

for this portion of the device are at A], and

A2, respectively. The helical coil of tubing

within the chamber, shown at B, serves as

a conduit for the fuel, which enters at BI,

and leaves at B2. About the lower and

cylindrical portion of the chamber is

formed a small annular chamber, C, en

closed by the outer wall of the first chamber

and the cylindrical porcelain cup, men—

tioned above. External to this is the mix

ing chamber, D. The fuel is always in com~

munication with the interior of the annulus,

but in order to reach the mixing chamber,

it must percolate through the walls of the

cup, as will be apparent from the illustra~

tion,

A body of mercury contained in the ex

ternal tube, C2, normally is permitted to

flow down into the chamber through the

port, Cl, thereby excluding the fuel, and by

its greater viscousity being retained by the

porous wall of the chamber, C, instead of

passing through it as the fuel would do.

When the motor is running, however, the

suction exerted on the upper surface of the

mercury in the tube, CZ, which is placed in

communication with the intake pipe by the

small tube, C3, causes a portion of the

heavy liquid to be raised, thus lowering

the level in the chamber, C, and permitting

the fuel to take its place. In this way the

mercury acts as an extremely flexible and

~

sensitive diaphragm, rising and falling in

exact response to the demands of the mo

tor as manifested in its suction draught

upon the mixing chamber.

The atmospheric component of the mix

ture is drawn in through the base of the

- mixing chamber where a number of orifices,

D, give it free access at all times. In pass

ing upward to the intake connection at the

delivery pipe, E, it licks up the fuel exposed

on the outer wall of the chamber, C, thus

 

  

vaporizing it and forming the mixture sim

ultaneously. In this way, the device is

broadly suggestive of the old-time surface

vaporizers, yet not sufficiently so to in any

way mar its revolutionary nature.

For purposes of regulation, a strangling

valve, F, is placed at the top of the mercury

tube, CZ, where more or less air is ad

mitted over the surface of the mercury, ac

cording to the position of the regulating

screw, F1. In this way the height of the

mercury shutter in the chamber, C, may

be raised or lowered in relation to any par

ticular degree of suction, the relative

heights under other conditions. of course,

remaining measurably constant. The pur

pose of the heating coil within the inner

chamber, is that of raising the temperature

of the fuel almost, if not quite, to the va

porizing point, before it is delivered to the

chamber, C, as a result of which it is pos

sible to use heavy oils or alcohol, as well as

the lighter and more commonly employed

motor fuels.

TIRE PRESSURE EFFECT 0N SPEED

Edge's Third Series of Tests at Brooklands

Track—Possible Bearing of Results

on Future Design.

A third series of tests

those which recently were carried out on

supplementing

the Brooklands track by S. F. Edge, have

just been completed and apparently bear out

the somewhat radical conclusion that tire

pressure has little or no influence upon the

speed of the car.

During the trials, the test car was timed

over a flying quarter mile, equipped at dif

ferent times with tires inflated to different

pressures, the experiments including runs

with two diflerent sizes of tire, applied

variously to the wheels. The car used was

the 40 horsepower 6-cylinder Napier, and

the tire pressures employed ranged from 35

to 100 pounds per square inch. The sub

ject is of particular interest to the motorist

because of the usual contention that hiin

tire pressures are essential as reducing trac

tion resistance, while low tire pressures

tend to easy riding qualities in the vehicle.

Should it be proved beyond a doubt that

the low pressure tire absorbs no more

power than its highly inflated counterpart,

it is pointed out that a revolution in the

methods of tire building may be involved

in order to produce a tire which will wear

well under the constant flexion which that

condition involves.

For each individual test, the car was run

around the track in order to establish uni<

form running conditions, and then was di

rected over the measured stretch and timed.

Under these circumstances, the best time

made, was 11% seconds, corresponding to a

speed of 76.27 miles per hour, and the slow

est, was 12% seconds, or a rate of 71.43

miles per hour. In the first instance 880 by

120 and 870 by 100 millimeter tires were

employed on the front and rear wheels, re

spectively, and the pressures were respect

ively, 100 and 90 pounds per square inch.

In the second, the sizes were respectively,

870 by 100 and 880 by 120, the pressures be

ing 90 and 100 pounds in the two sets. Some

differences existed in the combined weights

of tires and wheels in the several cases, but

oddly enough the difference did not appear

in the result, although the actual difference

of 15 pounds in the total weight of the

equipment could hardly be enough to mil

itate either way. The fact that the two cx

treme trials were made with the same equip~

ment with the same inflation pressures, but

with the disposition reversed, is, however,

of some interest. In the fastest trial, the

larger tires and higher inflation were ap~

plied to the front wheels, while in the slow

est, they were applied to the drivers.

To facilitate changes, removable wire

wheels were employed, several sets being

used in connection with the tests. Thus,
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while one set was being used on the car,

another was being equipped and inflated in

the manner desired for the subsequent test.

Of the results, Edge is quoted as saying:

“The most astonishing results at first

sight from these tests appear to be that the

speed of the car was almost unaffected by

the pressure of the tires, nor did it seem to

make much difference as to the size of the

tires.. The car seemed qually fast whether

the tires were the 120 mm. to all wheels or

100 mm. to all wheels, or whether the air

pressure in the tires was 35 lbs, or 100 lbs.

Although these experiments at the moment

appear to my mind to be quite inconclusive,

they really lead us to one of the greatest

moves forward that the automobile move

ment has had for some time, and if by fur

ther experiments it can be conclusively

proved that a small air pressure in the tire

is almost equally good from a speed point

of view as a high air pressure, it then only

remains for the tire manufacturer to see it

he can make a tire which will wear well with

small air pressures. If this is the case it

means, then, that we should have our mo

tor vehicles running upon exceedingly com

fortable air cushions, as undoubtedly at the

present moment, owing to it being desirable

to pump one's tires hard to get the max

imum wear out of them, we sacrifice prac

tically all, or nearly all, the comfort that a

pneumatic tire should give. * “ “‘

“Then, of course, again the bulk of the

horse power is being utilized to )vereonie

the wind pressure at high speeds, so that

even if a flat tire added ten or fifteen per

cent. to the amount of effort required, it

means very little reduction in speed, as it

is only ten or fifteen per cent. of quite a

small amount of the engine horsepower.”

The first of the trials in this rather im

promptu series, it will be remembered, dealt

directly with the factor of wind resistance,

and the second with the effect of car weight

on speed. The comparatively insignificant

effect on the speed which according to the

results of this last test, result from differ

ences in tire sizes and pressures of infla

tion, is directly in line with the theory that

the bulk of the power expended in driving

the car is put forth in overcoming the wind

resistance. In this respect, the results cor

respond with those of the previous one.

The results of the various runs are sum

marized in the following table:

Tire Sizes.

Front wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 870x100

Back wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 880x120

Front wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 870x100

Back wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 880x120

Front wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 880x120

Back wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 880x120

Front wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 830x120

Back wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 880x120

Front wheels .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 880x120

Back wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 870x100

Front wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 880x120

Back wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 870x100

Front wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 870x100

Back wheels ..'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 870x100

Front wheels . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 870x100

Back wheels . . . . . . 870x100

TWO CYLINDERS COMBINI-ID IN 0Nli

Construction which Produces Two Cycle

Effect in Four Cycle Motor—New

Adaptation of Difi'erential Piston.

Motors that give an impulse every revolu

tion for each cylinder are generally of the

two-cycle type, but M. Boudreaux, a Paris

inventor, has essayed the design of a four

cycle single cylinder motor that gives an

  

 

 

  

impulse every revolution instead of every

other revolution. While in design his mo—

tor has but a single cylinder, in effect it is

a two cylinder motor with but a single pis

ton and crank.

This is accomplished by making the cyl

inder of two diameters and having the pis

ton shouldered, as shown in the accompany

ing illustration. The upper section of the

cylinder and piston are entirely normal, the

novelty element being introduced in the

provision of an extra set of valves, spark

plug and other appurtenances necessary to

make the lower section of the cylinder oper

 

Air Weight of Time for

Pressure. W'heels. flying quarter.

90 lbs. 86 lbs. per pair 12% secs. :

100 lbs. 111 lbs. per pair 71.43m.p.h.

50 lbs. 86 lbs. per pair 12 secs :

- 35 lbs. 111 lbs. per pair 75 m.p.h.

100 lbs. 113 lbs. per pair 12 secs. :

100 lbs. 111 lbs. per pair 75 m.p.h.

45 lbs. 113 lbs. per pair 122/5 secs. :

35 lbs. 111 lbs. per pair 72.58 m.p.h.

100 lbs. 113 lbs. per pair 114/5 secs. :

90 lbs. 99 lbs. per pair 76.27 m.p.h.

45 lbs. 113 lbs. per pair 122/5 secs. :

40 lbs. 99 lbs. per pair 72.58 m.p.h.

90 lbs. 86le. per pair 12 secs :

90 lbs. 99 lbs. per pair 75 m.p.h.

50 lbs. 86 lbs. per pair 12 secs :

50 lbs. 99 lbs. per pair 75 m.p.h.

ative as a motor, independent of the upper

section. Both parts of the cylinder operate

on the four cycle principle, but instead of

both being on the same cycle at the same

time, they are arranged to alternate their

power strokes, so that while the upper

part, for instance, is on its power stroke,

the lower part is on its suction stroke, and

on the return, when the lower part is on

its compression stroke, the upper part is on

the exhaust stroke. Thus the one crank

and piston serves to take the two sets of

impulses, first from A, the normal diam

eter, and then from B, the larger one, oper

ting on piston parts P and P-l, respective

ly. \Vhile the reports of the performance

of the engine give no definite figures as to

horsepower compared with weight, the re

sults are described as being very satisfac

tory.

Light for Road Repairs at Night.

Where acetylene lamps having separate

generators or using compressed gas, are

employed, it is well to carry a few feet of

flexible tubing in the tool kit for use in

case of the necessity of making emergency

repairs by the roadside at night. For this

purpose the ordinary kerosene dash lamp

while handily constructed, does not yield

sufi‘icient light to be of great utility, while

many of the more sumptuoust equipped ma

chines are fitted with electric dash and tail

lights, which, unless a supply of pliable

cable is carried along, also are of no use

at such times. For working about the tires

or running gear, at night, it is of the ut

most importance to have plenty of light,

well regulated. For work upon the power

plant, and more particularly, of course, the

motor, the use of flame lights is more or

less dangerous and should be governed with

extreme caution. For this purpose, per

haps nothing is better than a pocket elec

tric flash lamp, which though giving but a

faint glow, comparatively speaking, is at

least safe to use in the vicinity of a leaky

carburetter.

New Pigment—or a Dream.

Indestructible paint for automobile bodies

is a possibility if F. H. Austin, a scientific

explorer, is not indulging in day dreams

as to the character of a find he

claims to have made while delving

among the mysteries of some ancient

Indian mounds in the Kern 'River oil

field, in California, It is a hither

to unknown mineral substance which he be

lieves is identical with the pigment of the

indestructible colors used by the Egyptians

and the North American Indians. United

States government geologists to whom sam_

ples were sent for examination are said to

have confirmed his opinion. Austin's ac

count of his discovery is that he found

around the neck of an Indian skeleton a

string of beads formed from this material,

which he calls “diatine.” The beads with

stood the test of chloroform and the heat

of a red hot stove without injury.
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JERSEY FARMERS SEE REAI. RACING

Immense Crowd of Them Goes Wild Over

Automobile Races at Trenton Fair—

Pardsin Captures Three Events.

New Jersey farmers changed from motor

phobes to enthusiasts on Monday of this

week, 30th ult.

card of automobile races at the opening of

At least those who saw the

the great Interstate Fair at Trenton, for

got their antipathy for motor cars in the

excitement of the moment and joined the

throng of enthusiastic and demonstrative

spectators.

In former years it has been the time hon—

ored custom to raise the curtain to New

Jersey’s greatest of fairs by a card of horse

races. This year, however, the manage

ment thought to keep abreast of the times

by opening with thrilling automobile races,

and while the horse races may be held later

in the week, they have been shoved in the

dark background and the automobile con

tests brought in the limelight. It is im

possible to estimate the exact number of

people that saw the races on Monday. The

fair management states that the attendance

was greater by 5,000 than on any previous

opening day, and the figures usually run

from ten to fifty thousand.

The events all were exciting and the only

amusing feature of the meet was the titles

of the races. All but one of them were

handicaps, and they included a “Mercer

County Championship" and “Championship

of New Jersey.” As the meet was sanc

tioned by and run under the rules of the

American Automobile Association, the body

that is supposed to govern automobile

sport in this country, has established a. pre

cedent in “handicap championships" that is

most amusing.

Joseph \V. Parkin, Jr., of Philadelphia,

who with his father acting as mechinc, re~

cently won a notable 100 mile race at the

Point Breeze track, was the crack perform

er. He finished first in the “New Jersey

Championship," the 25-mile open and the

five-mile handicap for cars between $3,500

and $5,500. The Mitchell driven by William

H. Sharp of Trenton walked away with the

“Mercer County championship."

The only accident occurred in the ten—

mile handicap when H. Ff Greenwalt's

Mitchell and a Stearns touched wheels on

the first turn. The first named car went

through the fence and out of action with a

dented radiator and a bent axle. This event

also resulted in the only protest, \N. H.

Sharp, Franklin, claiming that Parkin’s

Packard had fouled him at the lower turn.

With a Packard, Stearns and Thomas on

scratch the race was a good one for sev

eral miles. The three honor markers fought

desperately until the Stearns had trouble

and dropped back. The Thomas also slowed

and Parkin went after the Franklin, Mitch

ell and Walter out in front. Then the

Mitchell ran through the fence after being

crowded and the Packard and Franklin en

tered the final stretch of the half mile track

together, with the little car nosing ahead.

Parkin piled on speed and passed, winning

out on the tape by less than three lengths.

Frank L. Poth, of Philadelphia, in the

Stearns, won the first event, an open handi~

cap, which brought out four starters. The

Thomas quit at the end of the second mile,

and the Stearns, which had started from

scratch, gradually pulled down the lead of

the two long markers, winning over the

Mitchell.

Sharp's Mitchell made good its handicap

in the “Mercer County Championship" and

with the Franklin, ran away from D. Wal

ter Harper, Stanley, the scratch man.

More interest centered around the 25-mile

open than in any other events, for just be

fore the start the elder Parkin wagered what

was announced as $500 that the Packard

could beat the Stearns, and Poth, the owner

of the latter, covered the bet. The Stearns,

handled by Endicott, got the better of the

start and led for a lap or two, when it

stopped, leaving the Walter, with EdWal'd

\Nalter at the wheel, and the Packard to

contest alone for a few miles. The Stearns

got going again but the lead of the other

pair was too great to be overcome before

the gun and Poth had to ‘be content with

third place, and the losing end of the wager,

Parkin beating \Nalter to the tape.

Owing to the threatening weathiar only 18

cars started from Philadelphia in the regu

larity run in the morning, for which the

fair management had offered a valuable sil

ver cup to the winner. The running time

was 1 hour and 43 minutes. None of the

competitors finished with clean scores, but

the lowest penalization was that of F. J.

Sweet‘s Stanley, which had one point

charged against it. \Villiam Vail's Pope

Toledo and J. T. Moriarty’s Stanley tied

for second place with two points debit and

M. F. Dobbins, Stanley, was third with a

loss of three points. The summaries:

Five mile handicap, open to all stock

cars—Won by Frank L. Poth, 60 Stearns

(scratch); second, \Villiam Sharp, 18 Mitch

ell (0:55); third, H. T. Eisenberg, 12 Frank

lin (0:55). Time, 720334.

Five mile handicap, for “Mercer County

Championship"—Won by \Nilliam Sharp,

18 Mitchell (1:40); second, H, T. Eisenberg,

12 Franklin (1:40); third, D. \Valter Har

per, 20 Stanley (scratch). Time, 7:59.

Ten mile handicap, for “Championship of

New Jersey"—W0n by Joseph W. Parkin,

Jr., Packard 30 (scratch); second, H. T. Ei~

scnberg, 12 Franklin (3:00); third, Frank L.

Poth, 60 Stearns (scratch). Time, 14:04%.

Five mile handicap for steam cars—Won

by D_ Walter Harper, 20 Stanley (scratch);

second, J. T. Moriarty, 20 Stanley (scratch);

second, J. T. Moriarty, 20 Stanley. Time,

7:26.

Five mile handicap, for cars listing at

$3,500 to $5,500—W0n by James Parkin,

Jr., Packard 30 (scratch); second, Edward

Walter, 40 Walter (0:25); third, Frank L.

Poth, 60 Stearns (scratch). Time, 7:025/5.

Twenty-five mile open—W'on by James

Parkin, Jr., Packard 30; second, Edward

“i'alter, 40 \Nalter; third, James Endicott,

60 Stearns. Time, 36:31.

Tests for Women Chauffeurs.

Miss Katherine Lockwood, who once

worked as a china painter in Los Angeles,

is reported in Chicago looking for a job as

chauffeur. She is ambitions to be the first

professional woman chauffeur and is con

vinced that there is in the profession a

bright future for self-reliant women. Mis~

Lockwood claims to have studied the mech

anism of an automobile to such effect that

she can get beneath a machine and make

repairs as well as a man.

Of course it is apparent that Miss Lock

wooil' believes other women can do just as

she has done and can do. But her chief

claim for woman's eligibility to the profes

sion is her sobriety. “It would not make

any difference in the safety of those in the

car if they did dally with the booze," she

says, “for I would be sober and steady at

all times." That is all very well. At the

same time, if women are to be examined for

licenses as chauffeurs it would be necessary

to introduce a mouse test. The usual effect

of a mouse upon a woman is well known,

and one of the little rodents might happen

to get in among the impedimenta of a

touring party. Then there are snakes; a

woman's fright at sight of a snake caused

an automobile accident last summer. If

women are to be professional chauffeurs

they should be able to stand the mouse test

and the snake test.

Newark Club Plans Endurance Contest.

An ambitious project to hold a 24‘hours

endurance contest for stock touring cars

over New Jersey roads is being fathered

by the New Jersey Automobile and Motor

Club of Newark. The scheme is yet in em

bryo and nothing definite will be decided un

til the club board of directors meets next

week. It is planned to start the contest on

a Friday, probably November 15th, and fin

ish the following day. Just whether the

promotors will disqualify those contestants

who exceed the limit allowed. by law or

whether they will invite speeding and con

sequent law breaking is something that has

not been made plain yet.

Hartford Gymkhana Declared Oil".

Because the infield of Charter Oak Park

is to be ploughed up and sown with grass

the Automobile Club of Hartford will not

be able to hold its gymkhana meet which

had been carded for the 19th inst. A long

and interesting program was arranged and

several entries had been secured when the

club learned of the decision of the track

management to dig up the field upon which

the events were to have been held. A post

ponement until nevt spring followed.
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NOT A RESPECTEII 0F PERSONS

Commissioner Smith’s Enforcement of Law

In New Jersey—“Boss” McNichol

Finds His “Pull” Worthless,

When State Senator James B. McNichol

of Philadelphia,

“boss” wants to travel in his automobile be~

Pennsylvania’s political

tween New York City and his home, it will

be necessary for him to find a route carry

In that

state Mr. McNichol, as an automobilist, is

what the high-sounding language of diplo

The only

rying him outside of New Jersey.

macy calls “persona non grata.”

number that state is willing just now to

issue to him for his automobile is “23.” So

if Mr. McNichol would drive his automobile

from Gotham to the Quaker City it would

..e necessary for him to take some such

route at to Tarrytown on the Hudson;

thence across the river to Nyack and on to

Tuxedo and Middletown, where the route

to Uingman's Ferry could be picked up,

leading down the Delaware through the

Delaware Water Gap to Easton; then direct

to Philadelphia.

The reason for this roundabout journey

of some 240 miles, if the Senator feels that

he must travel in his automobile, is that he

and the New Jersey Department of Motor

Vehicles are at odds. The trouble he

gan when the Senator recently made a trip

to Atlantic City at a speed not recognized

by New Jersey law except as cause for the

imposition of fines or other penalties. Mr.

McNichol being only a state senator and

not a foreign diplomat there was no “lese

majesté" in his arrest, conviction before a

justice of the peace and condemnation to

pay a fine. Appealing the case, he secured

the return of the fine, on a technicality.

Then State Motor Vehicle Commissioner

Smith took a hand in the matter and the

Senator was invited to a seance with that

official. The result was that the Senator's

New Jersey license was revoked. A sec

ond hearing was given the Senator on ac

count of his high public position, but Com

missioner Smith could not be made to see

the wisdom of restoring the license. Later,

when W. J. McNichol, son of the Senator,

made application for a New Jersey license,

requesting No. 342, his father's old license

numberI the application was turned down

on the ground that the application was

merely a new move to reverse the commis

sioner's action. It, was regarded as a va

riation of the Senator’s plan for getting a

new license under similar circumstances in

Philadelphia, where he got one in his

wife‘s name.

This evidently drastic treatment of an

outsider is justified by the Jerseyites who

endorse it by certain allegations to the ef

fect that Mr. McNichol had charged cor

ruption on the part of the ofiicials who ar

rested him; had boasted that he was going

to abolish what he called “the oppression

of motorists” in New Jersey; and had tried

to bring political influence to bear upon

Commissioner Smith when the matter was

before that oHicial. It is admitted, how

ever, even by some of those who regard

Mr. McNichol as having shown a disposi

tion to ride roughshod over New Jersey's

law, that he has been made to some extent

responsible for the ill-advised utterances

of foolish friends who have inflated some

of his own not overwise remarks. At the

same time those who are willing to give

him the benefit of every doubt charge him

with adopting "boss" tactics of the ward~

heeler type and in over estimating the

strength of his “pull” outside his own

State. It is said he supplied his personal

cards to certain of intimates who purposed

f‘hitting it up" in New Jersey, it being his

impression that his name would be suiti

cient to cause any constable or policeman

to take to the woods. The boss's friends

are said to be looking for him now to ad

minister a solar plexus wallop that will

send Commissioner Smith through the

fence, but it may be remarked that the

commissioner is strong in the abdominal

muscles.

The McNichol case is not the only one

in which Commissioner Smith has demon

strated that he is no respecter of persons

and that he means to apply the law without

fear or favor. Although it is not gener

ally knoWn, he has not feared even to tackle

a great New York daily, which boasted of

sending a touring carload of its papers over

the New Jersey roads at a mile a minute

pace. lle not only revoked the registration

of the car and the license of the driver, but

he notified the publishers that he would levy

upon any of their property that might find

its way into the State. Similarly he “went

for" one of the non-resident tradesmen who

made more or less noise about a fast run

from Philadelphia to Atlantic City. Regis

tration and license certificates were can

celled and the tradesman notified that not

only would no licenses be granted to any

one in his employ, but that he himself

would be arrested and his car sequestered

the very first time he set foot on New Jer

scy soil. The culprit in question was ex

tremely anxious to visit Atlantic City dur

ing the summer, but if he did so it was

under cover of darkness or in a car not of

his concern's manufacture. On another oc

casion an ambitious young man who let it

be known that he purposed establishing a

Philadelphia-New York record rec¢ived

word over night from the New Jersey com

missioner that if he attempted anything of

the sort he would find the police awaiting,r

him and that it would be a long time be

fore he again drove a car in New Jersey.

The young man delayed the attempt, and

(lodging the cops he made a fairly swift

trip, but he never boasted of it save in pri

vate, and his employers never advertised it.

FIGHTING Till-I BAY STATE LAW

Tyler Appeal Keeps the Islanders of Nan

tucket Busy—Ashfield’s Closed Roads

Give the Courts Another Case.

Frank Jv Tyler of the Maxwell-Briscoe

agency in Heston is giving the Nantucket

people the fight of their lives in their war

to keep automobiles 05 the sacred soil of

their picturesque island. The Motor World

has told of his invasion of the island with

a Maxwell touring car, and of his being

tried, convicted and fined.

An appeal being in order, the case has

been carried up to the Superior Court,

where it is now pending. Meanwhile Mr.

Tyler has added to the agitation of the isl

anders by announcing that next summer he

will establish an automobile bus line be

tween the town of Nantucket and'Sconset.

The matter has got into politics, also.

In Massachusetts the people spend one

half the year campaigning for the election

of state officers and a legislature which is

in session the other half of the year. Peti

tions to the legislature, asking for the en

actment of a law which will be eflective in

keeping automobiles away from Nantucket

have been in circulation on the island ever

since Mr. Tyler's invasion during the sum

mer just past. Would-be legislators are

asked to commit themselves to it.

Nantucket has come to the conclusion

that the existing law, ridiculous as it is,

does not give towns the power it was sup

posed to confer. The case of Mr. W'. V.

Birney, preceding the Tyler case, and Mr.

Tyler's pertinacious fight, have caused the

islanders trouble and expense which they

have not relished, and they want a law that

will be open to no attack.

One of the chief grounds of the Birney

Tyler attack upon the law is the constitu

tional question involved in the exclusion of

any particular class of vehicles from the

public roads. This point, which will figure

in the Tyler appeal is to be tested in an

other case involving circumstances which

throw a flood of light upon the ridiculous

features of the law to which the Motor

\Vorld several times called attention. Ar

thur Kingsbury of Northampton was con

victcd in the District Court of Franklin, on

September 27, of having driven his car over

a “closed” road in the town of Ashfield,

and was fined $10. Mr. Kingsbury had

driven forty miles from Springfield to see

an Ashficld man on a business matter. There

were three routes to this man's house and

every one of them was posted as closed to

automobiles. Mr. Kingsbury chose the

route that would take him over the least

length of closed road, but nevertheless be

was arrested. He has appealed the case,

and will claim that the law is unconstitu

tional in that it obstructs travel.
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Every season the E. R. Thomas Motor Company adds something new, something progressive, something that

departs from ordinary lines. This year is no exception. We enter the new season with a full line of cars, ranging

from four cylinder, 20 horsepower cars, to six cylinder, 70 horsep0wer cars. The styles include runabouts, tour

abouts, touring cars, cabriolets, broughams, landaulets, and limousines, a line varied and complete enough to suit

every high class requirement.

One of the new lines is the 4-20 Thomas Town Car, designed by M. Gustave Chedru, of France-. Runabout,

brougham, landaulet, limousine and cabriolet and doctor’s car bodies are fitted to these cars_

Town cars are required in every family. They have gained their vogue abroad and America now demands

them.. For women, in addition to park and suburban driving, they are a necessity for calling, for shopping, for

theatrical and social functions. They are sure to take the place of the family carriage, having a radius of 100

miles per day instead of 25 for a horse-drawn vehicle. They operate more safely and economically and are simple

and quiet enough for the most nervous to ride in.

For men, they will be utilized for business, carrying them quickly, quietly and safely between their city and

suburban homes and their places of business, pleasurably and comfortably alike in fair, rainy or cold weather. For

doctors the cars built especially for them will prove invaluable. They are always ready at a moment’s notice for

any call he may make on them. The center of gravity is low, preventing rocking and skidding and permitting easy

ingress and egress. They are short to permit turning in narrow streets without stopping or backing. They are

extraordinarily flexible and quiet—even the exhaust pipe being water-cooled to reduce noise, Their simplicity and

the high efficiency of their mechanism, coupled with light weight, denote the most marked advance in automobile

construction in years.

The 6-70 Thomas Special will surely take the lead in high powered six-cylinder cars. All the old substantial

Thomas features have been incorporated and this car will astonish the most expert by its smooth and quiet run

ning on high gear at the lowest and highest speeds or taking the worst hills and roads on high gear as smoothly

and quietly as many well powered cars will on good roads without in the least taxing the mechanism.

The 4-40 Thomas Detroit is a marvel of lightness and smoothness. It has a dash and style in appearance

and action that fascinates the automobile expert. With good wide, roomy seats for five—plenty of room, plenty

of reserve power, plenty of fine finish, plenty of everything—it makes you wonder how, at the same price, we can

afford to improve so much over last season and give so much more than any competitor in our class.

The answer is—We rely on decreased competition and greatly increased volume of business and have con

structed a large, new concrete and steel, fireproof factory in Detroit to supply the increased demand.

Next is the Old Reliable Thomas 4-60 Flyer, the car that ran 21 days, 3 hours and 29 minutes, in zero weather

and storms, on frozen, muddy and sandy roads without stopping the motor; that has won 75 per cent. of the

contests it has entered and more world’s records than any other car; that unquestionably won the honors of the

Glidden tour, completing the entire distance, and then from New York to Buffalo overland, without raising the

hoods, without mechanical adjustment, without involuntary stop of any kind, without any perceptible wear of

tires, and with but three nail punctures on two cars, and were kept running in Buffalo for several weeks without

raising the hoods or cleaning the cars—all this leaving them in as good condition as when they started.

The 4-60 Thomas Flyer has been redesigned by H- E. Coffin and Gustave Chedru, and though the cylinders and

rrechanism are practically the same, with the same power, the Flyer is miles faster, much smoother, quieter,

l'gliter, roomier than ever_ Though having great clearance, the car is lower and racier in appearance, having been

changed to meet modern views.

Because of our great increase in facilities, we propose to extend our trade to territories hitherto neglected,

and cordially invite all automobile dealers and users to visit our factories for demonstrations and inspection. Pam

pilets and photographs will be sent on request.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

MM BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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MORE HILLS EGUND 1N ILLINOIS

Rockford Club Celebrates the Discovery by

Climbing Contest—Good Sport on

Big and Little "Bumps."

Although the State of Illinois and the

Desert of Sahara are nearly alike insofar

as their flatness is concerned, the former

has a few “warts” on its surface, which

topographers evidently overlooked when

they made their maps, but which recently

have been discovered by exploring automo

One of

these bumps was discovered at Algonquin

Club has

held two successful climbs and the other

has just been found at Rockford by the

automobile club of that place. To fittingly

celebrate the latter discovery a hill climb

was held on it Saturday, let ult.

Rockford's course consists of two bills—

the “quarry” hill with a stiff ascent and a

smaller grade. “Long” ones, they call them,

the entire length of the course being 1,000

feet. However, some good sport was fur

nished for several hundred spectators and

local partisans had opportunity to back

their favorites with real spending paper.

The cars were sent over the entire course

and then two events were run up the shorter

hill only. The best time of the climb was

made by C. W. Yeager's Ford, in 38% sec—

bilists with hill climbing desires.

where the Chicago Automobile

onds. The summary:

- R u n a b o u t s.

1 C. W. Yeager, Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 038%

2 William Barnes, Ford . . . . . . . . . .. 0:453/q

3 J. Briggs, Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 053%

Light Touring Cars,

1 H. Havens, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. U245

2 James Rogers, Premier . . . . . . . . .. 014946

3 Sherman Letts, Franklin . . . . . . . .. 0:5834

4 Duncan Rogers, Rambler . . . . . . . .. 1:04y;

Heavy Touringr Cars.

1 \Villiam Barnes, Ford . . . . . . . . . .. 01-11%

2 L. G. Harrison, Oldsmobile . . . . .. ,

High Gear Slow Race.

1 William Barnes, Ford . . . . . . . . . . . 211046

2 H. Havens, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 128%

Special Slow for Steam Cars.

1 William Ziock, NVhite . . . . . . . . . . .. 4:45%

Special Steam Cars.

1 William Ziock, White . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:47

Light Touring Cars, Four

P a s s e n g e r s.

1 H. Havens, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 055%

Also ran—Duncan Rogers, Sherman Letts

and James Rogers.

Runabouts—Short Hill,

1 C. W. Yeager, Ford . . . . . . . . . . . 044%

2 J. Briggs, Rco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:493/5

Light Touring Cars—Short

H ill.

1 H. Havens, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.43

2 James Rogers, Premier . . . . . . . . .. 0:45%

 

Tried to Run on Water.

Abbotsford, Ind., claims the distinction

of having one of the most absent-minded

men in the country. His name is F. A.

,Beard and he owns an automobile. The

other day Beard stopped at a farm house

to procure water to pour into the cooler,

but absent-mindedly poured it into the gas

olene tank. It was several hours before he

discovered why his car wouldn’t run.

Roman Roads Excelled by American.

That better roads and cheaper are built

in America to-day than were constructed

by the Romans and Carthagenians 2,000

years ago, was the assertion made by J. H.

Dodge, road expert of the good roads de-_

partment of the Agricultural Bureau at

Washington, in an address before the

fourth annual convention of the Indiana

State Association of .County Commission

ers, at Indianapolis, last week.

“In those days roads were built at a cost

of not less than $50,000 a mile," said Mr.

Dodge. “Stone and gravel were put on to

a thickness of three feet, and the builders

paid no attention to grades and curves.

They made great cuts through mountains

and made enormous fills in places where a

slight deflection would have taken the road

around the expensive work. But these

roads were easily worn down by traffic and

wagon tracks made depressions in them.

Hundreds of years later the depth of the

road material was reduced to two feet, then

to one foot and less, until now the United

States Government is building roads and

advising States and countries to build roads

that are only four inches deep. And the

results are better than in the olden times.

because the foundation is better and is

more scientifically constructed."

The speaker advocated the use of heavy

road rollers as the most important and use

ful means of constructing good roads, rea

soning that heavy rollers make the founda

tion solid and hard, a very necessary thing

in road building. He also said that the

oiled road is the most durable, oil prevent

ing the road surface from being ground into

dust and blown away. Gravel roads be

coming worn and rutty, they should be re

paired by spreading gravel in the depres

sions and rolling it with a heavy roller.

 

Sleeping Owner not Responsible.

That a person is not responsible for the

actions of his chauffeur if the latter is

asleep was the substance of a decision by

Judge \Nolfe, rendered in the Superior

Court, New Haven, Conn, on Friday Iasf,

27th inst. His decision freed a prominent

Yale senior who was arrested when his car

had exceeded the speed limits the day be

fore. The constable who made the arrest

testified that the college student and a girl

companion were lying back in the tonneau

with their feet upon the seats in front as

if they were asleep. Such an admission was

just the chance the lawyer for the accused

was waiting for. He promptly moved that

the judge dismiss the case on the ground

that if the accused yvas asleep he was not

responsible for what the chauffeur did. The

motion was granted.

(108E FINISHES AT FREEPORT

Automobile Meet Enlivened by Motorcycle

Events—Van Sickle Makes the Fastest

Time of the Day,

Although the meet at Freeport, 111., on

Tuesday, 24th ult., was supposed to have

been an automobile gathering with a few'

motorcycle events thrown in as an added at

traction, it was the little two-wheeled ve

hicles that carried off all the honors and

furnished the keenest racing. The weather

was cold and clammy and as the automo

bile events were not well filled the specta

tors did not warm up to any great extent

until they became interested in the close

The

fastest time of the day was made by Charles

finishes between the motorcyclists.

\\'. Van Sickle, of Hammond, Ind., on a

motorcycle, who rode a mile exhibition

from a flying start in the fast time of 1:16.

The summaries:

Five mile motorcycle,

Charles \V. Van Sickle, llammond, Ind.

(Indian); second. Lewis Dodge, Monroe,

\\'is., (Indian); third, F. F. O'Dell, Monroe,

\\'is. (Indian); fifth, C. \\'. Avery, Rockton

(llarleyaIJavidson). Time, 6:42!/;.

Five miles, for stock cars—\Yon by E. L.

\Ytlillli. lluick; second, Fred Jastram, Ford;

third, R. K. Farwell, Reo; fourth, Joseph

Bcnston. Time by miles, 1:45, 3:34, 516%,

(1:54. and 8:31.

Three miles for single cylinder motorcy~

cles—Won by C. \‘I'. Van Sickle (Indian);

second, F. F. O'I)eIl (Indian); third, R. H.

Comstock (Harley-Davidson); fourth, C.

\\'. Avery (Harley-Davidson). Time, 419%.

Two miles judgment contest, 7 minutes—

\\'on by Dr. Stephen Matter, 7:07; second,

Dr. 1.. H. Matter, 7:10; third, Dr. Kryder,

6:45. Also ran—Farwell, VVeiant, Wanner,

Burrell, Schulz, Jastram, 11.111 and Benston.

One mile motorcycle exhibition, flying

start—By Charles \V. Van Sickle, 11am

mond, lnd., (Indian). Time, 1:16.

Three miles, novelty—\Von by John

Guycr; second, R. K. Farwcll; third, F. A.

Schulz; fourth, Fred Jastram. Time, 9:065/1.

Two miles, double cylinder motorcycles

~\\'on by Lewis.Dodge (Indian); second,

F. F. O’Dell (Indian). Time by miles, 1:28

and 2:46.

Three miles for runabouts—“bn by Fred

Jastram; second, R. K_ Farwell. Time by

miles, 1:53, 3:30, and 5:05%.

One mile slow race—VVon by Dr. L. H.

Matter. Time, 12:45. Also ran—Weiant,

S. Matter, Farwell, Burrell, Russell, Jas

traui and Kryder.

open—\Von by

"The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in umlerstandini,r many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor \Vorld Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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The Week’s Patents.

862,041. Circuit Maker and Breaker. John

\Nilkinson, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to H.

H, Franklin Manufacturing Company, Syra

cuse, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed April 15, 1907. Serial No. 368,167.

1. In a circuit maker and breaker, fixed

and rotatable elements, one element com

prising a ring-shaped part of insulating ma

terial, contact pieces detachably seated in

a circular series on an inner face of the ring

shaped part, and spaced apart, and metallic

bearing members detachably seated on said

inner face between the contact pieces and

substantially filling the spaces between said

contact pieces, the wearing faces of the con

tact pieces and bearing members being dis

posed in substantially the same curved line

and forming a substantially continuous hard

ened metallic path, and the other element

having means coacting with the wearing

faces of said contact pieces and bearing

members, substantially as and for the pur

pose described.

862,063. Vehicle \Vheel. James F. De

Jarnette, Omaha, Neb., assignor to Eby

Manufacturing Company, Omaha, Neb.

Filed Oct. 1, 1906, Serial No. 336,818.

1. A vehicle wheel comprisingya tire; a

hub; resiliently mounted spokes extending.

radially from said hub to said tire; a series

of inwardly extending guides mounted upon

said 'tire; a series of rigidly mounted ra

rially extending spokes upon said hub and

having outer terminating ends; slot-forming

housing boxes mounted upon said termin

ating ends of said rigidly mounted spokes,

said 110115ng boxes forming a lengthwise ex

tending slot therein; said series of inwardly

extending guides adapted to be seated with

fluid is maintained at a constant level, a

feed outlet from said cup to said air con

duit, said outlet having a feed nozzle within

said air conduit and having its delivery end

above the level of fluid in said cup, said air

conduit having its area contracted adjacent

the delivery end of said feed nozzle by

means of an internal annular rib projecting

inward from the wall of said conduit.

862,099. Device for Automatically Dis

connecting Power-Driven Pumps. Axel L.

Olson, Essex, Conn. Filed May 29, 1906.

Serial No. 319.307. '

1. The combination with a vehicle having

a tire to be inflated, of a pump supported

by the frame of the vehicle, said pump be

ing independent of the wheels of the vehi

cle, an air conduit for supplying the tire

with air from said pump, means including

a rod for controlling the power operation

of the pump, an air receiver connected with

the air conduit, a piston in said receiver,

and means whereby variations in the posi

tion of the piston due to the air pressure

will shift the position of said rod.

862,100. Valve Mechanism for Internal

Combustion Engines. Lafayette M. Os

born and James E. Mannis, Topeka, Kan.

Filed Feb. 2, 1906. Serial No. 299,073.

1. The combination of the outer casing‘

provided with ports and, the annular chan

nels extending around the inside, a valve

bushing having a partition and holes and

leading to said respective channels, a cap,

a hollow cylindrical puppet-valve having

the holes to always form passage from port

to the interior of said valve, and the hol

low slcm extending out through the cap

and provided with a collar. a second valve

seated at the open end of the cylindrical

in said series of lengthwise extending slots

formed by said housing boxes.

862,070. Adjustable Friction Belt for Au

tomobile Tires. Emil Grieder, \Voodbine,

Iowa, assignor of one~half to E: J. Cole,

\Voodbine, Iowa. Filed March 23, 1906.

Serial No. 307,624.

1. A friction device for vehicle cushion

tires, comprising a flexible belt secured non

slipping upon the periphery of the tire, and

having secured thereon at regular intervals

a series of outer lengthwise and transverse

ly curved bearing plates, and having ter,

minal ends; each of said outer lengthwise

and transversely curved bearing plates hav

nig secured thereon an outwardly extending

friction lug formed with a transverse curva

ture. with reference to the friction belt; a

lengthwise extending transversely curved

plate secured upon the outer side of the

flexible belt near one of its terminals and

having a transversely formed slot therein.

a lengthwise extending transversely curved

plate secured upon the outer side of the flex

ible belt near its opposite terminal and hav

ing an outwardly extending transverse lug

formed upon its outer end adapted to have

a seating within said transversely formed

slot. ' ‘

862,083. Vaporizer for Explosive F.n-'

gines. Charles I. Longenccker. Milwaukee

\‘Vis., assignor to International Harvester

Company, a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Jan. 19, 1907. Serial No. 353,008.

1. A vaporizer for explosive engines com

prising, in combination, an air conduit com~
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Doesn‘t it follow that the tire that carries the strongest guar

antee_MUST be the best? .

\Vrite for copy of guarantee, stating size tire you are using.

Address Dept .\.

AJAX'CRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

General Office N. E. Cor. 57th St. and Broadway“

New York City.

  

 

\Vhen your battery goes wrong—your car goes

on strike—it quit work. The

WITHERBEE BATTERY

is strike proof—it never forgets—it is always “on

t the job." A perfect ignition system means new life

‘ to your can-means less cost of upkeep—means that
Chicago Office, 1418 Michigan Ave. Factories: Trenton. N. J.

Newark, N. 1.: 81 Orange St. Boston: 819.\ Boylstun St.

St. Louis: 3948 Olive St. Baltimore: 20 St. Paul St.

Los An eles: 1046 S. Main St. Seattle: 1419 Broadway.

I’hiladu liliia: 1413_Race St. Washington, 1). C: 602-604 E St.

N_. W. inneapolis: Nicollet St. Kansas City: 108 E. 15th St.

Plttsburg: 201 Wood lJacksonville. Fla.: 37 W. Fors the St.

Dayton. Ohio: Bordepisc & Glanc Auto Co. Des oincs.

Iowa: Iowa Automobile & Supply 0. Sioux'City. 1a.: Wm.

Warnoek. Porto Race: 32 Manna, San Juan.

you have the \rVitherbee Battery.

\\'rite for a copy of our Ignition Booklet No. 20.

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

5“ WQSI 43d SII'QCI, NEW YORK

Chicago: 1429 Michigan Ave. Detroit: 220 Jefferson Ave.

Baltimore Office: 510 Continental Trust Bldg.

We exhibit at Grand Central Palace, Oct. 24th and 31st.
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'municating with the engine cylinder, and

having a substantially uniform area through

out its length a feed cup in which the motive

valve being provided with a stem extending

out through the hollow stem of the first

valve and provided with a cap, a compres

sion spring between the collar and the cap.

and a compression spring between cap and

the hollow stem, substantially as set forth.

862,250. Air Cooling System for Explo

sive Engines. Reinhold Herman, Crafton,

Pa. Filed April 25, 1906. Serial No. 313,526.

In an automobile, a multi-cylinder engine,

and an enclosing hood therefor having an

intake in front of the engine and an air dis

charge in the back of the engine, the said

hood being tapered at the rear of the en»

gine and having an extension projecting be

yond the tapered part, and the exhaust pipe

of the engine being extended into said ta

pering portion of the hood and acting when

the engine is working to create a constant

current of air through the hood.

862,377.

Bacon, Omaha, Neb.

Serial No. 321,899.

1. In an explosive engine, an inlet valve

having a tubular stem, an exhaust valve p0

sitioned within said tubular stem and con

trolling the passage of exhaust gases

through the same, and means for actuating

said valves at the proper relative periods.

862,465. Tire Clencher and Rim. George

Laiioir, W'ashington, D. C. Filed Nov. 4,

1905. Serial No. 285,940.

1. In a tire retaining device, the com

bination of a rim, made in two parts, an

inner member, an outer tire bearing mem

ber, said inner member consisting of a hor

izontal central part, and two general lateral

parts; said member, consisting of a central

horizontal part, equal in width to said part,

and two semi-circular outer parts, termin

ating in lips, overlapping and adapted to

slide on the edges of the upper curved parts,

when said members are brought together.

substantially as shown and described and

for the purposes set forth.

862,414. Brake for Automobiles. Charles

J. Roberts, Paoli, Pa. Filed July 5, 1906.

Serial No. 324,890.

1. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a beam associated with

the body of a vehicle, said beam having a

horizontal flange and a vertical web, a brake

shoe disposed under said beam, links con—

necting said beam and said brake shoe and

an extension on the forward side of one

of said links at the lower end of said link,

and an extension on the after side _of _one

of said links at the upper end of said link,

said brake shoe'comprising a horizontal

flange and a vertical web, substantially as

described.

862,448. Explosive Engine. Gustave Cor

nilleau, Paris, France. Filed April 20, 1906.

Serial No. 312,782.

1. Regulating mechanism for explosion

engines comprising a rotary spindle, an ad

justable inlet valve operating cam mounted

thereon, an exhaust valve operating shaft,

a cam thereon in combination with a con

trolling shaft for said inlet and_exhaust

operating devices. a' connection interme

diate the controlling shaft and the inlet

operating cam spindle for adjusting the

throw of the cam mounted thereon and a

connection for longitudinally moving the

exhaust operating cam shaft substantially as

set forth.

362,556, Equalizing Suspension Device

for Vehicles. Robert G. Handy, Bay City,

Explosive Engine. Frank \N.

Filed June 15, 1906.

 

 

  

WANTS lllll FOR SALE.
15 cents per line 0! level: words. all: with order.

In capitall. 25 cent: per line.

.\licli. Serial No. 340,» 1

531.

1. The combination with a frame, axles

and wheels, of an equalizing suspension de

vice comprising a pair of L-levers pivotally "

secured intermediate their ends to two 0p

posite sides of the frame, the long arms 01

the levers crossing each other, links pivot~

ally secured to the opposite ends of the

axle. the free end of each long arm being ,

pivotally connected to the free end of that

link farthest from the point of connection ‘

of the lever and frame, and a spring con—

necting the free ends of the remaining arms

of the levers. ,

862,563. Lamp Holder. John W. Kerr

and Lucius A. Hine, Chicago, Ill. Filed

Dec. 28, 1904. Serial No. 238,598.

1. A lamp bracket or holder comprising

a fork whose members are rotatively ad

justable upon a common axis with relation

to each other to accommodate different

sizes or forms of lamps, said members be

ing adapted to be held against spreading

by the lamp which they support. ‘

Filed Oct. 25, 1906.

 

GOOD CHANCE—We represent Ital

ian manufacturers of electric automo

biles—\Vanted, one or more partners with

capital to start agency in New York. Cars

sell easy at lower prices than the domestics,

with good profits. No schemers need ap

ply; write for particulars. A. T., care Motor

World, Box 649, N, Y. City.
 

 

862,682. Spring Support for Motor Cars. v

Johannus J. Vanden Bergh, The Hague, ‘

Netherlands. Filed Feb. 1. 1907. Serial No, 1

355,270.

1. In an arrangement of spring supports

for motor cars, the combination of springs,

an axle supported by means of such springs,

levers hinged on bearings of the carriage

frame and on the axle, rods hinged on the

carriage frame and rubber springs arranged

on the said rods between the frame and the

hinged levers and consisting of rubber discs

of difi‘erent size and strength. substantially

as described.

862,702. \Nheel. Herbert F. Broadhurst,

London, England. Filed Nov. 17, 1906. Se~ l \Vestern Agents~ MIDLAND SUPPLY 00.,

rial No_ 343,859. 1 1218-20 Michigan Ave, Chicago, Ill.

1. A spring (road wheel for vehicles, con

sisting in the combination of a rim portion

displaceable transversely to the axle; a hub

provided with check olates adapted to con

fine such displacement of the rim portion

to movement of said portion in its own

plane; guides integral with the hub and rim

portions respectively and extending approx

imately radially to the wheel; and springs

in compression interposed between the

guides on the hub and rim portions and each

adapted on the one hand to slide so as to

offer no resistance to stresses transmitted

in the plane of the wheel in a direction par

allel to the respective guides, and on the

other hand to ofier yielding resistance to

stresses transmitted in the plane of the

wheel in a direction not parallel to the re

spective guides, substantially as described. 1

 

  

MADE m NEW HAVEN

  

 

We exhibit in Automobile Club of America Show,

Grand Central Palace, Oct. 24-31 only.

  

 

 

If You are Interested

in Motorcycch . . . .

T H E BICYCLING W 0 RLD

and MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Will Interest You.

Published Every Saturday at

154 Nassau Street, New York City.

Specimen Copies Gratis.

$2.009crYoar......

' After considerable use the bolts
"ms "Wu"! Tightening holding the sprocket ring: to the

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

spokes. Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

security. In doing this care should be taken not to throw the

sprockets out of hue—From “Motor World," August 8, '07.

Use Columbia Lock Iuto

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT 00.. Inc.- lfldlopon, 000m.

“'ill exhibit at both New York Automobile Shows.

 

, TheBall Transmission f

" l 5111' AutomobildgaflotorBoats 'm'fl

NEW YORK GEAR worms. !
56 GREENPOHQT AVE.,BROOKLYN , N. Y.
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ROYAL TOURIST
  

The Royal Motor—Car Co. $51331, Cleveland, 0.

 
  

 

 

MOTOR MAKERS

that's what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ '

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR 80., Lononsport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenbt-r" Motors, “Rutcnber” Carburetors, and Sup.

plies. Light Soft Gray Iron, Brass and Aluminum Castings.

  

 

 

What One Man Says
C. F. SPLITDORF, New York.

‘lDear Sin—Kindly quote me price on your four cylinder

cor .

I have had two gasoline cars previous to the present

one, both equipped with Splitdorf Coils, and I never knew

what ignition trouble was until I bought my present car

which does not have a Splitdorf Coil.

Yours truly,

\V. B. NASH, Pasadena, Cal.

Moral: Use Splitdorf Ignition.

G. F. SPLITDURF, Wallon An. and 138": St, New York
Broadway Branch—1679 Broadway

Pacific Coast Branch—391 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

 

 

  

 ,k‘ hkiwi  

  

  
 

PA c KARD

Enameled Ignition Cable

  

is the choice of the most discriminatin buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TEN ION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECIRIC C0., Warren, 0.

 
 

  
 

 

PABSUNS’ MANGANESE llll0NZE LEVER GASTINGS

/  

soleMlkoro

THE WILLIAM ORAMP I. SONS SHIP &. ENGINE

Philadelphia, Penna.

 

BUILDING COMPANY, -

 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

amell’lotorcycle Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUBLISHED Evnxv SATURDAY AT

154 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

$2'00 Y2:- glxtcllrlflll Cop!”

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

T-"§Ameriuai| Ball-Bearint liq.

L. S. 8‘ IVI. S. Ry. 8; Edgwater Park

CLEVELAND, OHIO. U.8.A.
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Handleat

Auto

Wronohos

ASetot'SB.&S.

  

G l S rviwiiiircahese cc warninil Patent

“Oi’peniiM? p“ now on oumnn
up an an y
KIT nae llarroun . .

Aulol Bum er I T'i‘iiepél':r'iii‘iiiceni=iiiti‘
Get our last

Catalog p ' , Others Are Imitatora

THE HARROUN BUMPLR PATENT has been allowed, and as soon _as

& 1t_ca_n be issued we will bring suit against all USERS of Bumpers on

t'ringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

Sponoelcompaoy R. w. HARROUN. Pam...

“amom con". THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,
I SOLE LICENSEES, U. S. A. SYCAMORE, ILL.

    

 

KlNWllllll AUTUMUBILE PARTS. The Springfield Motometer
ONE OUALITY—THE BEST.

Presents New and Valuable Featur. a

gun LEADERS.- ThIe MaximurnCHagdzd_Marks highest speed attained. Re

‘ sets instant . an e sconnecte in a moment.

Klnwood Perfection Radiators ‘ New Easnyeading Dial—Big plain figures. Pam! Enamel.

“d Resads iroréi thle I'tzo'mn‘eoiu. h d I h d h ‘

. pring tee ein orce on eac en 0 t e rivin a at.
Klnwooa Mechanlcal oners' _ Compels easy curves and smooth running. Far bett'er than

. gears.

K'NWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES: - \Non-Cloggirgg Pinion._ Mud proof. Will not hold mud.

rum“! h°°d5v duhe'r_f¢nd°nv lacuna ‘nd water fanksv mu‘F'", filtrlzytli'eesae‘ ail-diliic:$lney;cellences, the Motometer in more

“I an ma,r la 0r ans, “0 ene an ea, In s,cou In a, t an ever e pee ometer or ervice.dz ddripp adtf gl ggfittg pig h “ThSd r5'"

“‘1 “c. Send tor Catalog W.

Lar e facilities and de endable deliveries. .8 P o s E The R. H. Smlth Mfg. 00.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSEN, TH MA J.WETZ LI . "
IOG Lake in, Chicano, It Warren Sn, New York, _ SPRINGFIEL 0' MASS'

Wutua Rapraaeatative. Eastern Representative. Established 1865. Incorporated 1883.

  

THE KINSEY MFG. OO-, Dayton, Ohio.

rooms for the Automoollg

 

THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automobile Construction

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Strong. Tough and hold

Threads.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZE

CASTINGS.

Guaranteed above Govern

ment Specifications.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINGS,

Coolest Running and Best

Wear Resisting Bronze on

the Market.

Light Mtg. & Foundry tio.

POTTSTOWN. PA.

HEINZE

BUILS
Send tor

I907 Catalog

and Prices.

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring (lips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

  

 

Have you secured our prices?

THE M. SEWAIill SUNS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
Let I" quote you on 4-cyltnder

motors for |908

THRBB SIZES

4% in. x 4% In.

4% in. x 5 in.

5 . x 5 in.

4-cylinder with self-com,

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready foo

coupling any standard

ma neto.

ur new factory and ma

chinery enable us to uar

antee uality and deiver

ies. lso clutches and

transmissions. Send for

. catalcifuc.

ii. FRAN LIN PETERSON A ‘

166 Lake St., Chicago, I]. -..;__h_ ._,

Western Representative.

THOS. I. WE ZEL

Eastern trait-$33.52: N" Y°"" HEINZE ELECTRIC CO, Lowell, l‘lass.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO-. Muskegon, Mlch.
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A SllllfiK ABSUIIBER!

that abaorba all lara and lolta. aavea

your engine. urea and youraell.

Ap llcable to all eara. Eaally applied.

Fu ly guaranteed. Nothing tn at

out of order Write for Boo et

Pateated. \

SUPPLEMENTARY SPIRAL SPRING CO-.

4555 Delmar Ava. ST. LOUIS.

  

 

PENNSYLVANIA

MOTOR CARS

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co.,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

TRIDENT TIRES
do not have the troublea other tirea aufier. Book

let No. 37 tella why. Write (or it.

TRIDENT TIRE COMPANY

1593 Broadway, NEW YORK.

  

 

 

_ "vuuuu'w

- .‘ / Sta-Rita

Spaikrlugs‘

“KEEPS THE LID ON.” 1

0n MaxW‘lls. Mitchells. Autocars. Americans, Glides.

etc.. in their contests. They‘ll do the same for you.

  

Send for sample set. l

TIIE II. E. IIAIIIIY 00.. 86 Ilatar St. New York Olly l

\

“Keep yonr eye on Continentals!" l

UWl

The Low Cost Per Mlle Tires43 Warren St., NEW YORK

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

“The Pullman of Motor Care."

The Rainier Company

Broadway, cor. 50th St., N. Y.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

 

 

 

 

  

Ahnesbury, Mass.
  

 

A LONDON Ton

For your Car. Has the Style and Qual

ity, but best of all, it will FIT. A

Lasco Folding Glass Front adds to the

pleasure and appearance of any car'

Send for Catalog.

London Auto Supply Co., 12:: Mich. Ave, Chicago

 

 

NIICHELIN TIRES
Reign Supreme!

Handled exclusively in America by

E. LAMBERJACK &. CO" Inc.

Sole American Representativea o

Michelin et Cie.. Clermont-Ferrand. France.

3l-33W 3lst St. New York Cltv

Telephone. 5560 Madison.

  

 

 

 

  

 

SAME AND SAFE

Sllltltlllllfll’ Automohi'a 00. South Bend. lndIana

  

 

 

0mm”me

TOURING BAR

THE F. B. STEARNS 00.,

z” CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. 8. A.

' “mo”.
 

 

‘ WE WILL NOT
lccept your contract unleu we can (Ive you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frame! and Auto

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL 60.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 
 

   

 

 

\IllllllllllIll

'— ALUMINUNI BODIES _

: J. M. QUINBY & co. :
__ Oanlaaa Buildermgsr. 183‘ IEVIAII. I. .I. _

/l||||l||||||'|\

 

 

  

 

ATWOOD NI FC. CO.,

 

Motor Car Accessorles
S ark Plugs. Cable, Switchea, Lampa,

orns. Goggles. Auto Clothing and

Wet Weather Equipment 0! our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue free.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO

256 Jefferson Ave.. Detroit. Mich

  
 

\Ve are always

glad to hear from

agencies who will

push the \Vayne in unoccupied ter

ntory.

WAYNE AUTOMOBXLE CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

   

 

 

More MIIes Ior Your Money In a

LAMBERT CAR
Friction

Made by

Drive

THE BUCKEYE MFG. (30., Anderson, Ind.

Write for Art Catalog

 

 

Better Because Regular

All Olmnlnrler Pump never "sticks." It works

day :11 and tlay out in a uniform manner.

ls yours an Obcrclurfcr?

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

  

 

  

 

Water St., Syracuse, N. Y.

“ S U CC E S S ”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

l’ractieal, durable, economical

and absolutely sale. A light.

atron , steel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suita le for city or country use.

Speed from 4 to 20 miles an _

hour. Our 1907 Model has an extra powertul engine,

patent ball-bearing wheels; price $275._ Also 10 h. p.,

$400. Rubber Tires, $25 extra. Write for desenp

tive literature.

SlltClll Auto Buggy Mfg. Co . Inc.

"A Mechanical Mnsferhlece“

The Eaaieat ludlng Car In the World

NORDYKE&MARMON C0.

(Eatabliahed 1851)

H’rlle for Cardin; INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

531 II: Balivm lva., SI. loult, Mo.

 

 

 

 

m (ruin.

SPEED - cAuoi

The only mechanical we“

llltllt'ulor In whleh‘ha entire

' mechanism is balanced against

any t'flt't‘lll nt gravity or shock.

Shows speed and diataucc.

‘ 9| MAL‘V‘MISl 50m u\|| u HAS.‘

CqmfiAc'r

JAR; PROOF

  

 
 

 

Nameg.) . ea . W , , ,

Address

  

ATHE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(Ebe (Iboth "comm

for one year, commencing with the issue of_____ , i.
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QIMIOTTI

GARAGE

New York Gily

“on. St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting.

Tel. 2686 River.

Try us.

 

 
 

SPROCKETS, CHAINS

- and DIFFERENTIALS

in stock or to order. Send for

Catalogue

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

1032 Dunning St., Chicago

HAYNES
“The car the Repairman seldom sees.”

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America

Members A. L. A. M., Kokomo, Ind.

  

  

 

 

 
 

Jackson Automobiles

“no HILL 1'00 STEEP"

Send for Catalogue

il0il80il AUTOIOBILE 00., Jackson, Ilich.

  
 

 
 

 

We manufacture

The “Hall” Carburetor
Metal Stampings, Foot Power Grinders, Combination

Pliers, Automobile and Bicycle Wrenches. Bicycle

Droev Forge Fittings, Bic cle Chains.

rite or Prices and ataiogue.

CHARLES E. HALL COMPANY,

108 Broadway, Bulfalo, N. Y.

BRISCOE RADIATORS

Honeycomb, Flat Tube, Round Tube,

Staggered Tube, Film Tube; horizontal or

vertical flow; with or without casing; with

or without umB.

Fenders, an a, Hoods also made. Send

for catalog.

Old Radiators Repaired. Send tonearest factory.

BRISCOE MFG. CO.

DETROIT, MICH. NEWARK, N. J.

 
 

[1!
drp'rv' ’4“ - e ’

  

 

 

  

DIAMOND cirsm o MFG co.

150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

1907 WI'IITLOCK COOLERS \

Manufactured by

The Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Will be the standard for high grade cars.

We are now closing contracts for I908.

  

 

  

 

IIIE OHINOLEB 00.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

 

 

 

MORE GAS—LESS MONEY

PlililTiiN GAS TANKS
$30.00

Old Colony Light Company

Motor Mart, Boston, Mass.

The Baldwin Chain 00min“

— mun —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and Bevel

Gears.

 

arm-m crrri & Mtg. 00.,
W orcoeter. Mass , U.S.A

STAMPED PARTS

FOR AUTOMOBILES

THE Gnossr GOMPANY

Buffalo, New York

STANOAIIO

ROLLER BEARING OOMPAIIY
50th St. & Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Bails,

Ball Bearings, Roller Bearings and

Automobile Axles

land for New Catalozuo lo. l6

  

 

 

\‘ Box "0. 250

  

The Kibiinger

automobile is now recognized as a

practical, reliable car for commercial

purposes as well as for pleasure. For

the service of physicians, rural letter

carriers and many other lines it has

no equal. flOrrr double-opposed cyl

inder 9-10 H. P. machine will nego

tiate any roads over which any other

car can be driven. Price, $375. We

want reliable agents in unoccupied

territory.

lVrde today/or Gila/agar am! Nor'r/rlle

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

AUBURN, my

_$2000

Will do any

thing any car

will do and do it

Better and Quicker.

We'll PROVE this on the

road anytime you say. Call

at any Mitchell Branch any time

andbe"shown." MitchellMotorCarCOQ

‘i tcheil i“ ll.-l*nlher American Motor (far I ' Ala'n, F Y.

Springfield Top
(Pat. r895)

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Springfield Iotai

Body 00-.

"I llrlls Avenue,

Ssrlngtield, lass.

Doison

  

  

  

 

  

 

 

The Car of

Power
 

 

How Are Your Batteries?

A CONNECTICUT VOLTAlum

will tell you.

Guaranteed, and the price is right.

send Iur catalogue and trade dis

counts.

Yell Annular. $0.00. llamilr only. $4.00

GOIIIIEOTIOUT TELEPHONE

and ELEOTIIIO 00.. Inc

MERIDEN, CONN

Y6.»
_. 1

  

 

Limousine and Tonneau Bodies, TOPS, Slip

Covers, Iron and Steel Work, Upholstcring, kc.

Painting of Automobiles a Specialty. Estimates

furnished. We are the EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS

for the

Gabriel Horns, Supplementary Spiral Springs,

Harroun Auto Bumpers and Foster Shock Brakes.

Write for prices and samples.

 

FIOIILIIO it 00.. lino.) 154 East 57lh St. I. Y.

60 H.P. 7 Passengers. $3250

Gilbert Supplies
THE ONLY ONES WORTH

HAVING

Catalog on Request

GILBERT MFG.CO.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

Sl'llTri AUTO. (30., MFRS.

TOPEKA, KANSAS
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SMITH FRAMES

From Smallest to Largest Pressed Steel Automobile Frames

‘ ' HIGH CARBON, NICKEL OR CHROME NICKEL STEEL

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 

  

 
  

 

  
  

 

 

  

X
% 7,-1‘5'" ‘ L

“.5- : , ._
'LA-x -

 
 

  

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

. Largest Producers of Pressed Steel Automobile Frames in America

STEEL STAMPINGS OF ALL KINDS SEND IN PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES
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WINTON
Ride Just Once in the SIX-TEEN-SIX

and You’ll Need No Other Logic

Let others debate about fours and sixes as they did about iwos and fours. For your

own satisfaction take just one ride in the new Winton SIX-TEEN-SIX. That will be

enough to settle the whole proposition, for the SIX-T BEN-SIX does things, and you will not

be happy until you have one doing these things in your own service.

 

    

Starts from the seat on compressed air. Flies or creeps on high gear, as you like, and

goes the route like coasting down hill. Altogether charming in its beauty of appearance, and

performance.

Until you have tried the SlX-TEEN-SIX you have not known the real joy of a

real motor car.

Delivered to you fully equipped with five bow top, gas and oil lamps, gas tank or

generator, horn, tools and glass front.

Output limited to 500 cars, making it the EXCLUSIVE CAR FOR 1908.

Exhibit of the SIX-TEEN-bIX now on tour from coast to coast

We shall exhibit at the Madison Square Garden Show, New York, Nov. 2-9.

  

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE C0.

 

165(1) OGDO [C21 ISIEIFEYJZI‘; CLEVELAND, OHIO, u. s. A.

New York Boston Philadelphia Chicago San Francisco

First Prize $1,000 Pittsburg Detroit Seattle London

Second Prlzc $500 Third Prize $250 Mrmbnr A. L. .4. .1]. Sales Agencies in All Important Citics

Fourth Prize $150 Six Others $100

A plan to benefit owners as well as drivers.

Ask us about it.
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THE CAR BUILT FOR PERMANENCE

You’re Sure oi

Your Trip

When you start in an American

Mors you’re sure of reaching the

destined point without trouble or

delay.

No matter what hills, what the

condition of the road or other ordi

nary and even extraordinary auto~

mobile obstacles, the American

Mors will get you there.

Every part of the American Mors

is built to do a specific share of the

work—and it does it.

No one part shifts the work on

another.

They all work together harmo

niously and make “the perfectly

balanced car." '

AMERICAN M088 TOURING CARS—THREE TYPES:

14.10 I. r.. 88,000 24-32 11. r.. 35,000 40-52 n. r.. 00,000

All bodies of the most Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

Send for our Catalog. Address Dept. H

The St. Louis Car Company

Automobile Department, St. Louis, Mo.

New York: 1706-1718 Broadway, cor. 54th Street

Licensed by the Société Anonyme d'Electn'cité et

d'Automobilel, "MORS," Paris, France

Built by the Largest Builders

oi Street Cars in the World

   

EIGHTH NATIONAL

Automobile

Show

November 2 to 9, 1907

Madison SquareGarden

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE

Association 0i Licensed Automobile Manulacturers

The following Standard GASOLINE Cars, licensed un

der the Selden Patent will be exhibited:

 

Apperson Locomobile Royal Tourist

Autocar Lozier Alden Sampson, 2d.

Buick Matheson Selden

Cadillac Northern Stearns

Corbin Oldsmobile Stevens-Duryea

Columbia Packard Studebaker

Elmore Peerless Thomas

Franklin Great Arrow Thomas Detroit

Haynes Pope-Hartford Waltham-Orient

Hewitt Pope-Toledo. Walter

Knox Pope-Tribune \Ninton

ELECTRIC

Babcock Ranch & Lang Pope-Waverly

Studebaker General Vehicle Co. Columbia

Baker \\'oods

STEAM

\Vhlte

l-‘ull Exhibit by The Motor and Accessory Manuiaclurers

Incorporated

FIRST COMPLE'I'E EXHIBIT 0F MOTOHCY€LES

Unequallcd Display 0i Commercial Vehicles

 

Admission 50c. Tuesday and Thursday, $1.00
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The tire that satisfies

Is it easy to make a good tireP—One that is tough, and yet resilient; absolutely secure,

but easily manipulated?

  

Money, brains, skill and years of experience are required to produce it.

  

As to the User

For the user but one quality is required—good judgment. Then he will specify

*G & J Automobile Tires
They are at Once the oldest and the best. If you are particular, insist on G & 1 Tires.

  

G & J Tires

are provided

with the oval

raised tread or

  

the Midgley

anti-skid tread.

Either the '

clincher or

Dunlop type INDIANAPULIS, IND.

Boston—243 Columbus Ave. Detroit—247 Jelierson Ave. New York—10 W. Sixtieth St.
may be used BRANCHES lCleveland—New No.1837 Euclid Ave. Chicago—1434 Michigan Ave. San Francisco—423433 Golden Gate Ave.

lnthChaUEC' DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES—G &_ I Tire Agptncy, Denver, Colo. 1528 Court Place. G &g Tire Agency, Buffalo, N. Y.,

bl th 912 Main St. G 8: J Tire Agency, Philadelphia, a., 711 N. Broad St. Western Rubber and upply Co., Lon Angelee, Cal.,

3 y on e 1010 S. Main St. Omaha Rubber Shoe Co., Omaha, Neb., Eleventh and Farnum Sts. Northwest Auto Sup ly Co., Spokane,

Midglcy Uni Wash, 1419-27 First Ave. Pittsbur h Rubber Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., 913-915 Liberty Ave. Enterprise Rubber 60. Boston, Mass"

. Mass, 110 Federal St. Alexander- lyea Co., Atlanta. Ga, 5 N. Pryor St. Keats & Co., Portland, Ore., 64-66 Sixth St. Plant

VCfsal le- Bros, Minneapolis Minn. 21 5. Second St. Central Rubber Co. Chicsasgo, 84 Lake St. Syracuse Rubber Co., Syracuse,  Ill.

N. 12-2l4 S. Clinton St. Rochester Rubber Co. R chester, Y., Main St" East. Jerome P. Parker Co., Memphis, Tenn,Y. 2 ,

181-1é3 Madison St. Day Rubber Co., St. Louie, Mo.

  

  

 
  

(1 It’s not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

Q“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

  

(L Largely increased facilities en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers of the kind that place

quality before price.

(The Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(Llf you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

  

  

HONEYCOMB, CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

  

 

MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY, New Haven,Conn.
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Licensed under L ‘5 j Guaranteed

Selden Patent _ {1. - '; ' 5 _, ' " One Year

    

   

THE MATHESON is standardized. The few changes for l908 are unimportant refine

ments. The great string of Matheson victories during the past season, its new speed

records, hill-climbing records, endurance records, its perfect scores galore in reliability contests,

made, not only without need of repairs, but without even adjustments, all these have repeatedly

proven to us that there is no room for improvement in the Matheson. We have sought in

vain for records of performance that would show the need of improvement of even a single

feature. Feature for feature through the world's output of high powered cars, there is

nothing that can compare with the Matheson for performance over American roads.

This means that the motorist who puchases a Matheson today will have, years hence,

a car which will be running as strongly, as reliably, giving as efficient and as econom

ical road service as any high class car then offered for sale. The Matheson is so strong,

so swift, so powerful, so simple, so economical, so luxurious, so beautiful, so utterly

without a peer, that no use of ink and paper can convey to you its greatness in en

tirety. \‘Vrite for our new booklet, “I Drove My Matheson," by Matheson owners,

some of whom have driven 5,000 mile trips at an upkeep cost of 5 cents—some for less,

Wormerly Matheson Co. of New Yorkl

Immediate Deliveries .1) __ , Palmer&SingerMtg. C0.

Limousmes’ Landaule‘s _ I 1619 Broadway, New York

50 Ho Po, ,. i ' '0 K 0- v ‘ 'M . 1 Telephone. 4876 Columbus
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"Famous Apperson Cars
‘1 The live, reliable dealer, looking for a good line of well-known, high-grade

automobiles, need look no further than space l2, at the Madison Square Garden

Show on November 2d to 9th.

(ll All A person Cars have back of them fifteen years of actual experience in the manu

facture o high-grade automobiles. This means much to discriminating buyers and users.

'1 Dealers in unoccupied territory are invited to call on us.

1]] The Apperson Line includes four fully equipped models selling from $2750 to

$5000 each.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company, 5,8359%. '2‘};

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBILE CO., FRED S. SMITH.

225 W. 49th SL, New York, N. Y. 38 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mus.

JOSEPH F. GUNTHIQR _CO., _ PHILADELPHIA AUTO MPANY.

1240 Michigan Ave" Chicago, II]. 338 North Broad , Philadelphia, Pl.

 

 

 

  

 

EIGHTH ANNUAL

Automobile Show
:OF THE

Automobile Club of America

Participated in by the

American Motor Car Manutacturers’ Association and the

Motlor a|nd Accessory Manutacturers

Grand Central Palace
Lexington Avenue and 43d Street

Thursday, October 24th to 31st, 1907

Greatest Exhibit oi American Cars Ever Held
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1908 I 1908

THOMAS

Thomas 4-20 Town Cars

Runabouts, Broughams, Cabriolets,

Limousines, Landaulets and Doctor’s Cars

$3000 F. 0. B. Builan

Reliability Thomas Ho Dem)“ Comiort

Runabouts, Tourabouts, Touring Cars

and Limousines ‘

$2750 to 83750 F. 0. B. Detroit

 

Thomas 4-60 Flyer

Runabouts, Tourabouts, Touring Cars,

Limousines and Landaulets

$4500 to $5200 F. 0. B. Buflalo

Reserve Th°mas 6'70 Special Reserve

Runabouts, Touring Cars, Limousines

Strength and Landaulets - Power

$6000 to $6700 F. 0. B. Bullan

CATALOGUE AND SPECIFICATIONS ON REQUEST

  

 

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

BUFFALU, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.
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trust that you—whether

dealer or prospective

motorist—will make

special note of

at the Grand Central Palace Show, October

24th to October 31st.

It is still just far enough away to make

detailed announcements of models and speci

fications a trifle premature. But take my

word for it—there will be only one car at the

Show—the “ Maxwell.”

There’s a big surprise coming off in the

“Maxwell” line for 1908. You’ll be the first

to realize what a stunner it is when the actual

announcement comes out.

Don’t miss the " Maxwell " ad. just before

the Show!

And don’t miss the “Maxwell”

a_t the Show!

You know the record the “ Maxwell” has

made; nobody has begun to touch it. And

when you see the splendid line of "‘ Maxwell”

cars we have on the 'market for 1908 you will

realize in a minute how securely we have

blocked all possibility of rivalry either in

power, details or price.

exhibit

Meanwhile, if you want to arrange for a.

“Maxwell” demonstration at some particular

time during the Show week, just drop me a

personal note. I’ll see to it. If you’re a

dealer spfil spells profit.

@147l @724; l

Presldent. Maxwell-Brine“ Motor Co.

MembrrrA. III. C. 0!. A.

40 Mt. Pleasant Street, Tarrytown, N. Y.

Main Plant: Tan-ytown, N. Y. ’

Factories: Chicago, 111.; Pawtucket, R. I.

DEALERS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

 

 

    

 

 

Rain or .r/line it: all [/15 mm: in l/It Cadillac taupe.

iii-11%;?

THE IDEAL PHYSICIAN’S CAR.

THE IDEAL SHOPPING CAR.

THE IDEAL OPERA CAR.

THE IDEAL CAR

for any purpose where a two passenger enclosed motor vehicle

is desired.

The Cadillac coupe comprises our regular Single Cylinder

Chassis with an enclosed body.

It is suitable for every day in the year, warm or cold, rain

or shine, for city streets or country roads. In cold or inclement

weather the occupant is almost as well housed as he would be

at his fireside. In pleasant weather the front and rear windows

may be lowered and the side windows opened, permitting ample

air circulation.

If desired, the coupe body can be removed and the regular

runabout body substituted for use during the summer.

This
  

with its gasoline motor, has many advantages over cars using

other methods of propulsion. There are no noxious odors.

You may replenish the tank with gasoline almost any place and

be on your way in a few minutes.

The Cadillac coupe is luxuriously upholstered and trimmed

and richly finished both inside and out. It has every mark of

dignity and refinement, with the pre-eminent Cadillac character~

istics of thorough dependability and economy of maintenance.

Cadillac dealers can make prompt delivery,

Ask us for Special Coupe Booklet and descriptive catalog.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

Member: of Au'n Licensed Auto. Mfrs.

Cadillacs will be exhibited in New York at Madison Square

Garden only, Nov. 2-9.
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

~ ; 33 It i \\\:§\\\\~\\o\_ --\ \_\\\\‘

. . ,. -- emotion _ , “

   

 

  

 
 

  

 

  

.1-3. a, .7

I A SEASON OF WHITE VICTORIES

White Bulletin No. 14, which has iust been issued, gives a resume of the victories of the White

in the important contests of the year. The various chapters of the Bulletin bear the following headings:

 

The White in World-Wide Use Pcrtcct Scores in Sealed Bonnet Contest

The President at the Wheel Dtficially 0bserved Non-Stop Run oi 1871 Miles

Continued Government Favor 0nly PcrtcctScorc in Quaker City Regularity Run

First Place in london Town Carriage Contest Fastest Time ot the Season on the Track

Pertch Score in Harrisburg Endurance Run Pertect Score in Calitornla Endurance Run

Fastest Time in Wilkes-Barre Hill-Climb 0tticially Declared Most Ftticlcnt Car

Fastest Time in Cleveland Hill-Climb Wins Third “ Dcsirability Contest”

Fastest Time in Calitornia Hill-Climb The Glidden Tour—A Clean Sweep tor the White

Write for a copy of this Interesting publication.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The ad on the

opposite page

states a plain truth

about the success 0!

Morgan 8: Wright Tires

  

 

 

  

The Anti-Fatigue Bar
It never grows weary of well doing. All are beginning

now to realize what the users of it and its builders always

have known—that the

merioan Locomotive Motor or
is the “greatest touring car in the world, bar none.” Tourists boast that with this machine they can always keep

their schedule and those who have driven it farthest, say:

"IT STAYS NEW”
Imported Materials. American Workmanship.

Vanadium, “the anti-fatigue metal," is in ALL its steel and iron.

What lasts best, i: best.

The energies and backing of a $50,000,000 company are behind it.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

1886 BROADWAY, NEW YORK Factory, Providence. R. I.

Part: Sq. AUTO Srarrou Aamarcau LOCOMOTIVP. Auronromu: Ammcv

Boston P ttsburg

 

  

To keep posted, read

THE MOTOR‘WORLD
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MORGAN 8: WRIGHT TIRES

have won a commanding

 

Branches and

Agencies

New York: 214 \V. 47th St.,

I? Warren St.

Chicago: 81 Michigan Ave.

Boston: Motor Mart.

Syracuse: 2“ Clinton St.

Bufl'aio: 379-383 Washington St.

Rochester: 55 Main St. E.

l’ittsburg: 913-915 Liberty Ave.

Philadelphia: 13th & Cherry Sts.

Cleveland: l829 Euclid Ave.

Dayton: 405-411 East Third St.

Minneapolis: 708 Henncpin Ave.

Atlanta: 90 No. Pryor St.

St. Louis: 538 N. Vandeventcr Ave.

Kansas City: 605-607 E. 15th Sr.

Denver: 1562 Broadway.

Loa Angelcs: 118-122 E. Tenth St.

San Francisco: 423-433 Golden Gate .\vc.

Portland: 86 Sixth St.

Seattle; Ninth Ave. and Pike St.

 

place in the tire

field thru persist

ent making good

We want to emphasize that word “won.”

It requires an entirely different kind of a tire tobusiness than it does to secure it. It is one thing to sell a motor

ist one set of tires, but it is quite another—and a bigger—thing

to s-Jhim a second set of the same kind. Salesmanship may

sell the first set, but merit must sell the second.

And it is by this merit method that MORGAN &

WRIGHT TIRES have won their way to prominence in the

“auto game."

Tough rubber stock, superior-grade fabric, our method of

tire building, and perfect vulcanization—this is the "compound"

that makes up into GOOD tires.

  

 

wean ram

Ton mos1w

  

FOR CLINCHER FOR DUNLOP

(Note rubber filler in clincher on kit.)

The Improved Midgley Rim1 illustrated above, accomodatcs every make of

Clincher or Duniop tires, as well as every type of mechanically-fastened tires, ex

cept one. Standard measurements thruout,inciudmgmsrde diameter. Solid bead.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT
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Type O

Light Touring Car

16 Horse Power

$l850

Top extra.

‘Type O fills a niche all its own

Handy, speedy, able, economical, all at once—Franklin Type C

(Touring Car or Runabout) is the most useful automobile ever built.

The wonderful new Franklin concentric valve and. the other latest Franklin refinements give Type

G 16 horse ower which means more real working ability than goes With that rating in any motor car

but a Fran lin.

With all this power the G is snug in size and proportions, light weight, and manageable.

You can't overheat this Type G. It is a perfect example of Franklin air-cooling—doesn’t even need

a fan. And of course you never can freeze it.

I The touring car is the ideal family automobile for city and suburban use. And the Runabout—swift,

fleXible and always ready—is the best adapted business Runabout there is.

Type G has the perfect strength that comes of highest-grade materials and scientific construction.

It has the economy of light weight; the efficiency that won the Automobile Club of America's great

two-gallon contest; the ability that holds the world’s long-distance record across America; and has just

created the wonderful new record from Chicago to New York in 39 hours 53 minutes.

As for style and appearance Type G is a motor car to be proud of.

Never was so much general utility built into a motor car before.

16 [1. P. Touring Car $l850 28 H. P. Touring Car or Runabout $2850

16 H. P. Runabout $1750 42 H. P. Touring Car or Runabout $4000

PRICES F. o. B. SYRACUSE

Write for the best Automobile catalogue ever printed.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Franklin
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RELIABLE DAYTON
A Motor Car which adds to the reliability of the horse the luxury of speed; embraces the acknowledged stand

ards of motor car construction combined with the road clearance of a carriage. The 1908 models include many

features new to the carriage type of motor car.

Fii'teen horse-power motor under the hood at the front; shaft drive to counter shaft; double chain drive to

the rear wheels; sliding gear transmission; two speeds forward and reverse; transmission, bevel gears and difl'er

ential together in one piece aluminum casting; wood frame of ash amply reinforced; rack and pinion steering de

vice; no ropes, belts or pulleys.

RELIABLE DAYTON cars present the first practical solution of the motor car problem from both the stand

point oi eEiciency and economy. Tire troubles are abolished, tire maintenance reduced to the minimum.

Low in first cost; lowest in depreciation and longest in service—the car for the man who wants mileage for

his money.

Four 1908 models as here illustrated. Descriptive catalog with full specifications on request,

New York Automobile Show, October 24-31. Chicago Automobile Show, November ISO-December 7.

2;; RELIABLE DAYTON MOTOR CAR COMPANY

" Dept. 14. CHICAGO, ILL

2.
‘v
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mime
utomobiles

For the year 1908 the entire facilities

of the Rambler factory will be devoted to

the production of two Models, 34 and 3|.

Model 34, a five-passenger touring car With four-cylinder

vertical motor, 32 horse power, has [selective type transmission with

shaft drive. The wheel base is l l2 in., wheels 36 in., with 4-in.

'tires. Price, fully equipped, $2,250. The same chassis, however,

with ap ropriate changes in detail, will be equipped withlfa

roadster body with rumble seat, at the same price.

Model 3] is a five-passenger touring car with detachable

tonneau, equipped with the Rambler unit power plant, comprising

double opposed motor, multiple disc clutch and planetary trans

mission entirely enclosed. Price, fully equipped, $l,400. This

I model can be furnished with torpedo deck in lieu of the tonneau,

at $l ,300.

Both models have been brought to the highest

possible degree of perfection in every detail that

insures '

Service, Economy and Comfort

A complete line of I908 Ramblers will be shown at a private

exhibit at the salesrooms of the Homan & Schulz Company,

38-40 West 62d Street, New York City, during both New York

Automobile Shows. ~

  

You cannot afford to miss making a critical inspection of

these I908 models ofI The Car of Steady Serv’Te.

‘l Advance catalog now ready; write for a copy to-day.

 

 

 

 

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company

Main Office and Factory: Kenoslie. Wis.

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES: Chic: 0 Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco.

Representatives in leading cities.
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IMPOR'I'I'IIIS' SIIOW All. RIGII'I'

Denials of Rumors of Its Abandonment—

Manager Mabley Says He Holds

Final and Binding Contracts.

During the past

which had been

for all of six weeks, to the effect that the

few days, whispers,

in restricted circulation

importers' show would be abandoned, have

attained such strength as to become well

defined rumors and the rumors have spread

so rapidly that they have compelled notice.

But despite the discomfiting reports, some

of which are almost cocksure, Carleton R.

Mabley, manager of the Importers Salon,

Inc., which has the project under its wing,

poopoohs even the suggestion that the show

may be abandoned. He stoutly affirms that

it will be held in Madison Square Garden

and on the dates. December 3 to January

4, originally selected.

“It's news to me," he declared, “that any

such rumor should be around, because we

are making every preparation. In fact we

think it is going to he a show that will make

the other shows look to their laurels.”

I, C. Young. secretary of the Madison

Square Garden Co, when asked as to

whether there was any uncertainty of the

show being held, said: “So far as I know it

will be held at the time indicated. There

are plenty of signed contracts in hand. and

I believe there will be no difi‘iculty in the

financing of the affair.”

A Broadway importer, when asked as to

whether there had been any talk of drop

ping the show. said that he had heard noth

ing tangible to that effect. His firm, to

gether with some others, had not as yet

definitely taken space, feeling that there was

plenty of time to do so later if it appeared

desirable, but that the general assumption

was that the show would be held.

Apparently, some of the whispers sprang

from the fact that when the show first was

arranged, the intending exhibitors were

held only by conditional contracts, but Mr.

Mabley stated that as the conditions im

posed had been fulfilled, final and binding

contracts since had been executed and were

in his possession.

Aerocar to Reorganize and Resume.

C. A. Benjamin, general manager of the

Aerocar C0., of Detroit. has not left the

latter concern to go with the Ford Motor

Co., as was announced by a hasty corre

spondent with an eye to inferences. Ben

jamin himself was in New York this week

and so stated. The plant of the Aerocar

C0. having recently been sold under a re

ceiver, it is understood that the real pur

chaser, Alex. Malcolmson, who was the

moving spirit in the original company, and

several other ntcn of wide repute, will re

organize the business, probably giving it a

new name, and that Benjamin will have an

opportunity to repeat the good work he did

for the Aerocar Co. before internal dissen

sion among the stockholders precipitated it

into the receiver's hands.

Charley and Mercedes are Out.

Cables from Paris report that C. L. Char

ley, who practically was the sales agent for

the Mercedes output, has severed all con

nection with the Mercedes interests. \Vhat

may be his plans for the future is not

made known. Charley, who was well

known in America, is said to have cleaned

up a million or more and is in position to

“take things easy." His rise from a pro

motor of bicycle races to a position of af

fluence was rapid and as surprising as it

was swift.

Shoemaker Removes to Elkhart,

Henceforth the address of the Shoemaker

Automobile Co. will be Elkhart, Ind., in

stead of Freeport, Ill. The company has

accepted the offer of the Indiana city and

its machinery and other efiects are now be

ing removed to Elkhart and will be installed

there within the next week. The Elkhart

people supplied a factory building and $40,

000 in cash in order to induce Shoemaker

to become one of them.

LEAD 'I‘IIA'I' SANII SIIUTZEL, INC.

Remarkable Cause of Failure of an Acces

sory Importer—Now He Will Sell the

Complete Car.

Paul L. Snutzel, Inc., the New York im

porter of accessories, who “went broke"

about a month since, has filed schedules

showing liabilities of $10,606; his nominal

assets are $4,040 and nominal assets have a

bad habit of shrinking greatly in the wash.

Snutzel, however states that he will pay

100 cents on the dollar. Of his nominal

assets, $2,207 is represented by stock, $750

by fixtures, $1,045 by accounts, and $47 and

no cents by real money. The largest cred

itors are Mestre & Blatget, of Paris, to

whom is due $3,419.

Snutzel went into the business of im

porting accessories only about a year since

and his failure is remarkable only because

of the unusual reason he giver. He says:

“The direct cause of the trouble was

wholesale theft on the part of certain of

our employees who abstracted spark plugs

from packages and substituted pieces of

lead. One customer in San Francisco noti

fied us that he had received more than 300

chunks of lead in one shipment, and wired

to ask if it was a practical joke. The total

losses amounted to several thousand dol

lars, and on account of this fact and poor

collections the concern decided to wind up

its accessory business."

So far as is known, no arrests were made

because of the thefts and Snutzel himself

has found the failure small cause for em

barrassment. He has given out that he has

secured the American agency for a Belgian

car and that he will sail next week to coni

plcte the details of the arrangement and to

hurry shipments.

The receivers of the Grout Brothers Au

tomobile Co. are offering for sale the plant

and equipment at Orange. Mass. They

first are inviting private bids.
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The Week's Incorporations.

Chicago, Ill.-—Weber Gas Engine Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $150,000 capital;

to manufacture gas and gasolene engines,

automobiles and motors. 1’

Trenton, N. J.-—Home Tire Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $25,000 capital; to'

make automobile tires, inner tubes, etc.

Corporators—E. W. Moore, Jr., H. Klag,

Jr., C. A. Comp, Trenton.

New York City. N. Y.—Coomber Tire

and Rubber Co., The, under New York

laws, with $25,000 capital. Corporators—

J. J. Coomber, R. Rowley, New York City;

W. H. Caffrey, Brooklyn.

Lima, Ohio—Lima Automobile Co., under

Ohio laws, with $30,000 capital. Corpo

rators—D. C. Dunn, president; James E.

Dufiield, vice-president; Ralph L. DeVoe,

secretary; O. L. DeWeese, treasurer.

Rockford, Ill—Rockford Automobile and

Engine Co., under Illinois laws, with $50,

000 capital: to manufacture automobiles,

engines and machinery. Corporators—A.

G_ Paralee, J. F. Walters, Adam Ziska, Jr.,

P. A. Schlick, Rockford.

New York City, N. Y.—Motor Rolling

Chair Co., under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital. Corporators—John A.

Wilbur, 279 Pearl street, New York,

Charles D. Montague, 23 Waldorf court,

and Whitmel, 215 Montague street, Brook

lyn.

New York City, N. Y.-—Auto Fly Mfg.

Co., under New York laws, with $100,000

capital. Corporators~Dr. Albert Cham

bers, Coney Island: George Jean. Essex

street and Pitkins avenue, and William

Timm, Linwood street and Sutter avenue,

Brooklyn.

New York City, N. Y.——New York Auto

Lamp Co.. under New York laws. with

$5,000 capital. Corporators—Frank J. Mc

Closkey, 20 Broad street; Louis Marche

sini, 585 Washington street, and Sacrio

Colantti, 306 East Twenty-eighth street,

New York City.

San Diego, Cal—Great Western Motor

Co., under California laws, with $200,000;

to manufacture and deal in all kinds of au

tomobiles, machinery, engines, etc. Cor

porators—C. 1.. Brimhall, W. H. Hunt, C.

E. Hunt, I. C. Brimhall, and Fred O'Farrell,

all of San Diego.

St. Louis, Mo.—Moon Motor Car Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $175,000 capital,

75 per cent. paid; to do a general automo

bile business. Corporators—Joscph W.

Moon, Stewart McDonald, Alfred F. Mo

berly, George H. Schelp, Henry C. H0p

kins, and Louis F. Whitlock,

Looks Like Show War in Detroit.

E, Le Roy Pelletier, advertising manager

of the Ford Motor Co., has been selected

by the show committee of the Detroit Auto

mobile Dealers' Association to manage their

exhibition, to be held at Wolf's Auditorium,

during the week beginning December 9. It

is assurance that the function will not lack

intelligent publicity.

Pelletier, who once was press agent for

vThompson 8: Dundy, has been given carte

blanche to carry out his own ideas, regard

less of cost, and he promises'something ex

ceptionally artistic in the way of decorative

and lighting effects. It is added that al

ready dealers representing 53 different

makes of automobiles have signed an agree

ment to not only exhibit at this show but

also that they will not participate in any

other. so it is very evident that there will

be a conflict. “as it is expected

that the managers of the former shows will

run a sporting goods and accessories ex

hibit. as heretofore. particularly as the auto

mobile dealers will not allow anv accesso

ries in their show.” to quote Pelletier’s first

and two-edged announcement. As a mat

ter of fact “the managers of the former

shows" alreadv have scheduled their “Tri

State Automobile and Soortsmen's Show"

for February 10-15 and have again leased

the Light Guards Armony for the purpose.

To Build Cars in California.

With a capitalization of $200,000 the Great

Western Motor Co. of San Diego. has been

incorporated under California laws and has

acquired a two-story brick building—a

former carriage factory—at Twenty-fourth

street and National avenue in which will be

built a car employing a two-cvcle motor.

The motor is the invention of C. L. Brim

hall and W_ H. and C. E. Hunt, who with

l’. C. Brimhall and Fred O'Farrell, all of

San Diego, constitute the corporators of the

company.

More Motor Buggies in Prospect.

John F. Waters. previously an official of

the Federal Automobile Co.. of Chicago.

has connected with Rockford. Ill.. capital

and formed the Rockford Automobile &

Engine Co.. with capital stock of $50,000.

Manufacturing facilities have been secured

in the Talcott building. The vehicle to be

produced will be of the solid tired. motor

buggy type. which will be styled the

“Rockford.”

Hawley Company Elects Officers.

Officers were elected by the Hawley Au

tomobile Co.. Ltd. Constantine. Mich.

last week as follows: President, W. L.

White: secretary, W_ M. Spencer: treasurer,

S. B. Hagenhuch; directors. the officers, E.

S. Hotchin, James Embley, H. W. Pidgeon

and Dr. E. P. Bartlow.

Hillsdale Proud of Its Firstborn.

Hillsdale, Mich., is proud. The machine

shop of Reek Bros. has produced its first

"auto" and on its initial run it “showed up

well." It is a single cylinder runabout of

15 horsepower, which it is intended to mar

ket at $450.

In the Retail World.

L. J. Sackett, latterly with the Simplex

Automobile Co., has engaged with the A1

len-Kingston Motor Car Co.; he will rep

resent them on the road.

E. L, Nock Automobile Co., Providence,

R. I., will build a new garage on Broad

street, near Potter avenue. It will be one

story, of brick; the dimensions are 1011:

52 feet.

G. T. Pushman has purchased the lot on

Michigan avenue, near Twenty-fifth street,

Chicago, and will build thereon a three

story brick garage. The lot measures 50x

161 feet.

The Kohlhuss Motor and Parts Co. is the

style of a new concern which has “opened

up" as manufacturers agents at 1918 Euclid

avenue. Cleveland, Ohio. Fred W. Kohl is

its manager.

Isaac Shuler has moved into his new

garage on Court street, Bowling Green.

Ohio. The addition of a large passenger

car for pleasure parties is a feature for

Bowling Green convenience.

The Packard Motor Car Co., Providence,

R. I., has leased the property at Washing

ton street and Exchange place, and will

open a new garage and salesrooms. It will

be ready about December lst.

The Dingle-Wetherbee Co., automobile

dealers and repairers at 177 Berkeley street.

Boston, Mass, has made an assignment for

the benefit of its creditors. Robert A. Jor

dan and John T. Eno were named as as

signees.

John G. Craig. treasurer of Wyckofi.

Church 81 Partridge. New York, died at his

home in New York on Friday last, 4th inst.

He was 56 years of age and had been iden

tified with the automobile business for

about five years, having been the organizer

of the Standard Automobile Co.

R. G. Howell, who previously was iden

tified with VVyckofi, Church & Partridge,

has formed the R. G. Howell Co., with him

self as president and manager, and J_ Z.

Baten as treasurer. He has obtained the

agency for the Northern car and will set

up at 1657 Broadway, New York.

Frank L_ Wirick, A. T. Bennett and Ralph

Bennett have formed the Wirick-Bennett

Automobile Company at Sioux City, Iowa,

and will erect a large garage at Fourth and

Nebraska streets. It will be two stories,

of brick. 50x150 feet. Besides representing

six makes of cars the company will conduct

a livery and operate a line of sight-seeing

wagons.

Alleging preferences and a confession of

insolvency, three creditors have filed a pc

tition in bankruptcy against C. A. Tileston

81 Co., Inc, who have been engaged in the

retail business at 1776 Broadway. New

York. The petitioning creditors and the

amounts of their claims are Brewster &

Co., $2,855; Norris N. Mason, $256, and

the Atlantic Motor Car Co., $66.
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Continued Gain in Export Trade—France

Leads in Increasing Purchases—Brit

ish Australasia a Close Second.

Foreign trading in American automobiles

and parts continues to increase at the hope

ful rate. The August returns from the

Bureau of Statistics at \Vashington, empha- ‘

size the fact to a noticeable degree, no less

than nine of the fourteen geographical

groups recognized, revealing an upward

tendency'during the month reported. In

these, the West Indies and Bermuda take

the lead with an increase of $44,213 over the

returns for August, 1906. France, with a

gain of $30,135, and British Australasia

with $29,513 following, with smiui' Amer

ica. Other Europe and the United King

dom succeeding in order of difference.

In all, 256 cars were exported during the

month, 28 more than during August, 1906,

the average declared value per car being

something like $1,300 less this year than

last. The total gain in cars and parts to

gether amounted to approximately $39,400.

Mexico. Other Asia and Oceania, and

British North America reveal significant

depreciations, amounting in round numbers

to $69,000, $16,500 and $14,000, respectively.

Italy and Africa also, figure in this class,

to a small extent,

The summarized returns are misleading

in that those quoted for 1906 are for six

months, while those for the current year,

are for the eight months, ending August

3lst. Judging from the returns already

published from month to month, however.

it is safe to place the notable increases in

business with the United Kingdom, British

North America, and South America. The

totals show an apparent gain for the eight

months of $1,415,592, as compared with the

first six months of 1906, and an actual in

crease for the eight months of $2,710.878,

as compared with the corresponding period

of 1905. The report in detail follows:

  

“Special Nights” at Palace Show.

Special nights for special classes that are

interested in the development of the motor

car industry will be a feature of the Grand

Central Palace show, New York, October

24 to 31.

Following the private view of A. C. A.

members on Thursday afternoon, October

24, the opening day, there will be what is

known as “Merchants Night" on Friday,

October 25, when the prominent merchants

of New York and vicinity together with the

heads of their delivery departments will be

invited to attend and view the machines ex

hibited, particularly those of the commer

cial type in which they are vitally inter

ested. Saturday night, October 26, will be

known as “City Officials’ Night," when in

vitations will be extended to all heads 01

departments in New York City to view

the cars in their autumnal setting. Mon

day night. October 28, will be known as

“Engineer's Night,” when the members of

the principal engineering clubs, societies

and associations will be asked to visit the

show. Invitations will be extended to the

Engineer’s Club, the Society of Automobile

Engineers, the American Institute of Elec

trical Engineers. the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, the New York Elec

trical Society, and last, but not least, to the

members of the Mechanical Branch of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers, the technical sharps of the rival

show which will be held the week follow

ing the Automobile Club show. Tuesday

night, October 29, will be “Society Night,"

while Wednesday night, October 30, will be

known as “Military Night," when the heads

'of the Army and Navy and National Guard

will be the guests of the Club.

Invitations have been issued to these spe

cial classes and acceptances thus far re

ceived indicate a record attendance.

I. D. Porter has been appointed sales

manager of the Wayne Automobile Co.

Porter for a long time has been connected

with the automobile press, which is to say

that he knows the trade intimately and well.

 

r-Augush r-Eight Months Ending Augush

_ 1906 1907 1905 1906 1907

Automobiles, and parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- H $2,041,134 19,356,110 - - - - - - - -~

Automobiles“ .................. .. $421,220 437.468 ------- -. 906.892 $426343?

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45,911 69, 54 . . . . . . . .. 73,418 488.575

Exported to—

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 122,630 129,300 535,391 952.543 1,464,470

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,250 45-385 238905 271-236 528-253

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.569 8.093 90454-3 107-675 152-936

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,125 436 145,754 234.997 241.536

Other Europe . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . .. 7,280 18-0" 199,949 171-255 251-245

British North America . . . . . . . . . .. 150.210 135.905 436-643 656-343 1.036291

Mexrco .3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 103.498 34.488 114,737 484,865 487.099

\Vest Indies and Bermuda . . . . . . .. 12,159 56.37?- 96-577 201.441 209.722

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,093 25.050 38.120 84.409 153.540

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,228 7,239 22.838 23.545 26.963

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11,124 40.637 49.883 87.957 135.492

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . . . .. .099 3.656 45.545 44.535 49.484

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 209 25 25.391 9.831 6.051

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.657 1.925 1.758 5.738 8.930

 

Total automobiles, and parts of. . $467,131 $506522 $2,041,134 $3.336.420 $4,752,012

'l' Figures are for sin months, January to une, 1906.

1 .* Number not stated prior to July 1,

REEVES ATTACKS "SEASON" SYSTEM

Folly of Putting a Year Tag on Models

Shown up—How and Why It

Hurts Business.

For the first time the question of giving

yearly designations to motor cars, a sub

ject which was treated rather fully in a re

cent Motor World editorial, has been given

something of the discussion it merits at

the hands of the trade. It remained for

Alfred Reeves, general manager of the

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation, to “speak right out in meeting."

The meeting, to be sure, was a very in

formal affair, being a luncheon to the New

York representatives of the exhibitors at

both shows by an hostelry seeking show

time patronage, but it provoked some lively

and illuminating views on the trade side of

branding models by years or seasons.

After John T. Cutting had declared the

shows this year were altogether too early,

so early in fact as to directly interfere with

agents’ fall business and greatly to lessen

the number of cars being sold, and some

other New York retailers had given ex

pression to their sentiments about nullify

ing the usual fall selling season by keeping

the public in suspense concerning much

heralded “1908" models at close hand,

Reeves pronounced upon the growing ab

surdity of the general practice of manu

facturers in fixing calendar dates on which

to call all their previous products past!

and out of date.

“At a time when the industry was very

new,” said Reeves, “it was a good thing

to get up enthusiasm and interest by flash

ing a new and improved model for each

year, but conditions have so changed and

automobiles are so standardized that such

a policy has not the justification or reason

that it once had. No radical changes in

automobile construction are now promised

from year to year -and any system which

puts a stigma on machines created before

a certain hour and minute, without regard

to their merit or construction, is unfair

both to the dealers who handle them and

the people who own them. It is well

enough to hold shows periodically for the

manufacturers and the dealers to get to

gether at one time and make re-arrange

ments of agencies and the like, but to em

phasize the models by years or seasons is

both unnecessary and unwise. As a matter

of fact, the majority of the manufacturers

will continue to make cars identical with

those that have proved successful this year,

with only slight changes in detail or refine

ment, yet many people will be deterred

from buying during the present fall tour

ing season, because they will want to wait

for the so-called new models. Really new

models are rare. and seldom coincide with

the New Year."
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“Working in flawless fashion throughout the distance, the (Corbin) carfinished the race in 1 hour, 2 minutes, 147$

seconds, which is a new 50-mile record for the Readville track."—-Bw!0n PM, September 15, 1907,

THE Till-I

FULL-JEWELED FULL-JEWELED

M0'I'0R CARS MOTOR CARS

' THE CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE COPORATION, New Britain, Connecticut

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 

 

 
 

 

A PROPHECY

FULFILLED

In the Fall of 1905, when we brought out the

First Stock Six Cylinder Car Made in America

we stated in our advertising

THAT IT WAS " An Innovation in Touring Cars”

THAT IT WAS "A car very much ahead at the times”

THAT IT WAS "A car which would be extensively copied in the near iuture”

Note the number of manufacturers who are NOW building six cylinder cars.

THE 1908 NATIONAL LINE

ModelN
Model T, Model R,

6 cyl._7S H. P. ' 6 cyl. 50 H. P. 4 cyl. 50 H. P.

Touring car. Touring car. Touring car.

Limousine. Limousine.
Limousine.

Roadster.

At the New York Show, Grand Central

Palace, Oct. 24 to 31.

Write tor Catalogue and Booklet

"WHAT OWNERS SAY ABOUT THEIR NATIONALS"

NATTONAL norm vemcufco.

1007 E. 22d Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

Member American Motor Car Mire. Au’n, N. Y.

  

Llrn

I ll E, II and I. ready tor

Immediate Delivery
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The Motor World’s Show Numbers will

bear dates October 24th and 31st and No

vember 7th.

Show Situations, National and Local.

Although the early shows were designed

for the benefit of the manufacturers, re

ports from those in position to know state

that not a few of the intending exhibitors

apparently have failed to realize the fact

and are in an alarming state of unprepar

edness. This is to say that their new

models are so far from completion that

some very hasty 0r strenuous work will

be necessary if they are to be staged at

the national exhibitions, In some quarters

there exists undisguised apprehension that

011 models may outnumber the new ones.

The matter also entails the point which

the Motor World has made on previous

occasions, i. e., that, once purposeful, the

designation of cars by the years of their

manufacture now is a drawback and serves

to make the automobile business a “sea‘

son business." Like the shows themselves,

the practice leads the public to expect a

new model each year and purchases are

delayed or lost in consequence, and old

stock thus is accumulated and ultimately

sacrificed.

A situation of the sort was not wholly

to have been unexpected. “Forcing the

season" always is attended with difiiculty

and it well may be doubted that it serves

any‘really permanent or far-reaching pur

poses. However desirable may be an early

show of parts and fittings, it is reasonably

certain that whatever advantages an early

exhibition of completed cars may hold for

the manufacturers, it is extremely probable

that they will prove to be advantages gained

at the expense of the retail trade, in other

words, it is likely to further shorten a sell

ing season already too short.

the

whole situation is the manner in which the

The most astonishing feature of

promoters of local exhibitions have played

“follow the leader" and succumbed to the

an exhibit dis

December can

early show fever. How

played in November or

prove of any real benefit to the retail

trade is beyond our understanding at any

rate. Local shows are supposed to be for

the purpose of awakening local enthusiasm

to the point of increasing local sales, and

how a function held when the snow is on

the ground and likely to stay there for three

months, and when most people prefer to

hug their firesides can materially serve that

end is difficult to comprehend. Any en

thusiasm aroused by such a function is

more than likely to dissipate in thin air

long before the roads have “thawed out"

and the air has lost its sharp bite. About

the only persons who will purchase at an

early local show are those who would pur

chase any way; they merely will then place

their orders to insure early deliveries, which

will make January, February and March

appear very much duller than has been the

case. The influence of approaching spring

weather, which is the chief influence that

serves to create new buyers and that is

stimulated by and makes local shows worth

while, will be almost wholly lost.

With the truth so very obvious, how any

collection of hard-headed dealers can bring

themselves to the contrary state of mind is

impossible to decipher. Early local shows

are merely mortgages on the present at

the expense of the future,‘and not very de

sirable mortgages either, It is not too

late for promoters of such affairs to turn

back and if they are wise they will lose no

time in doing 50. Nothing is to be gained

by painting rainbows or by chasing them.

Development of the Town Car.

It is in the nature of a happy augury that

some attention finally is being turned to

ward the development of the so-called town

car. Of course, such cars long have ex

isted in the electric types but only a stretch

of courtesy will permit the term to be ap

plied to any of the existing gasolene ve

hicles.

If a stray coupe or two be excepted, the

runabout with the buggy top and rain apron

is the nearest approach to anything of the

sort and it is not very much better than a

makeshift. The person who would pur

chase a closed or semi-closed or convertible

car has had practically only a Hobson

choice—a limousine or nothing; and limou

sines necessarily are big, heavy, powerful

and expensive. The 'limousine is but an

enclosed touring car and while the term

“touring car" is alluring and has served

highly useful purposes, it is an open ques

tion if the industry has not suffered from

an excess of such vehicles coupled with a

riot of surplus horsepower.

Probably it is too early to unequivocally

make the assertion but it is not improbable

that, however slight, the trend toward town

or suburban cars may prove a parting of

the ways which may lead to a better state

Cars of the sort suggest more

their

and

of affairs.

than fair-weather utility and with

general adaptability, their lightness

their moderate rating of horsepower they

should appeal strongly to a very numerous

class to whom limousines are impossible g

or to whom racy-looking rigs loaded to the

nozzle with horsepower are suggestive of

be

devilment that they are undesirable and are

such speed and danger and general

the last things with which a man of family

would trust his womenfolk.

The development of the light, moderate

but

finger post pointing to the direction which,

powered, all-weather car is another

as the Motor World has previously re

marked, the

travel—the well trodden and clearly marked

automobile industry must

route followed by the carriage trade to a

The fu

ture is now the subject of most serious con

fixed place in the world‘s affairs.

cern to very many of those engaged in auto

mobile manufacture and to all such men

the history of the very much older and
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more firmly established industry, and also

of the newer bicycle business holds much

that should prove in the nature of if not a

safe guide, then at the

guide that is Very many

who would have poopoohed the suggestion

but a few short years, have but to turn

back a few pages of their books to dis

least safest

available.

cover some very illuminating and helpful

truths.

Dealers and Their Customers.

One of the most difficult relationships to

define and preserve is that existing between

the manufacturer and his agent or dealer,

on the one hand, and the individual buyer,

on the other.

industry, it is essential

friendly co-operation, even of partnership,

be established, through which the producer

is enabled to keep in touch with the result

of his own efforts, as well as to learn the

keep

For the well being of any

that a spirit of

temper of his market in order to

abreast of the times in the way of improve

ment; while it is equally desirable for the

consumer to be brought close enough to

the source of supply to get the best possi

ble service out of the product, as well as

to improve upon it by renewal of parts or

complete refitment, as the case may be,

for the sake of economy. In fact, the need

of such an acquaintanceship is economic

from both points of view, and almost

equally important to both parties.

One essential difficulty which bars the

way to a complete relation of this nature

results from the way in which advantage is

taken of it, and in the automobile industry

especially, it is the case that wherever a

maker or dealer stands ready to render

every possible assistance to his customers,

he is put to considerable loss of time, some

money and a great deal of patience in order

to maintain the position he has assumed.

The owner of a small car who is contin

ually bombarding its maker with questions

as to how this or that part should be ad

justed, how much it would cost to install

a bigger engine, or a bigger body, or to

put on tires or lamps of a different size,

or who visits the agency several times a

week in order to obtain “points” on the

maintenance of his machine, is a familiar

pest. Worse than the fact of his existence

is the fact that he must be treated with at

least nominal courtesy, as otherwise, he is

certain to secede and carry his troubles

and all the inside information he has been

able to borrow and steal, to some less, or

more, fortunate rival. Closely akin to him

are the man who is forever trying to graft

new parts on an old guarantee, and his

friend who advises this improvement, or

that one, the only fault of which is that it

is absolutely impracticable in every way.

The customer who assumes the full

weight of responsibility for the manufac

ture of an entire line of cars, and the one

who makes a club house of the agency

where he purchased his one poor little

wheeze of a car, along with the chronic

kicker, are the indegestible portions of the

food upon which the maker and dealer

have to live. They are more or less a nec

essary accompaniment of it, and—to change

the simile—have to be nurtured with all

the care that should have been given the

goose which laid the golden eggs. To do

so, involves much of diplomacy and tact,

in addition to the three other qualifications

suggested, Just how to manage them

and how to divide the burden which they

constitute between the maker and agent,

are problems well worth careful solution.

Whatever the outlay involved in securing

and maintaining their friendship and re

liance, as well as that of their less trouble

some fellow users, is to be regarded as a

legitimate outlay, however, and as a bond

paying cumulative interest.

 

It is a pleasure to note that the Motor

Age has so far recovered from its violent

attack of hysteria, as to be able to discern

that it is .wiser that track racing be gov~

erned than that it be thrown to the dogs

and permitted to exist without check or

regulation of any sort.

earnestly hope our Chicago contemporary

will “throw a fit” over the football situation.

On Saturday last not less than three young

men were killed and five seriously injured

in the pursuit of that sport.

Meanwhile, we

 

Photographs recently received in this

city appear to show that the American Am

bassador to the Court of St. James uses a

there is

something about diplomatic service abroad

French automobile. Somehow

that has a queer effect upon the patri

It is well known that

United

States so far lost his love for his native

otism of Americans.

one former representative of the

country as to declare it unfit for a gentle

man’s residence and he is now a blooming

Britisher in all except nativity. The Hon.

Whitelaw Reid probably has no inclination

in that direction, but it would seem that to

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

October 12, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester

Automobile Club's annual hill climb at Pen

field Dugway.

October 12, Newton, Mass—Bay State

A. A.’s gymkhana games,

October 12, Chicago, Ill—Chicago A.

C.’s postponed race meet at Harlem track.

October 16, Birmingham, Ala—Race meet

at State fair grounds.

October 18, Middletown, Pa.—Motor Club

of Harrisburg's race meet at Middletown

track.

October 26, Allentown, Pa.—Race meet

at fair grounds track.

October 24-31, New York City—Automo

bile Club of America’s eighth annual show

in Grand Central Palace. ‘

November 2-9, New York City—Associa

tion Licensed Automobile Manufacturers“

eighth annual show in Madison Square Gar

den.

November 9-16, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phi1

adelphia Automobile Trade Association’s

annual show at First Regiment Armory.

November 1546, Newark, N. ].—New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club’s 24

hour endurance contest.

November 26, 27, 28, Chicago, Ill—Chi

cago Motor Club’s three days’ 600-mile re

liability run.

November 30-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile JVIanufactur~

‘ ers’ first annual exhibition of commercial

motor vehicles in 7th Regiment Armory.

November ISO-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers’ Annual show in Coliseum and First

Regiment Armory.

December 9-14, Detroit, Mich—Detroit

Automobile Dealers’ Association's show at

Wolff’s pavilion.

February 10-15, Detroit, Mich.—Tri-State

Automobile and Sportsmen’s Association’s

show in Light Guard Armory.

April 4-11, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pittsburg Au

, tomobile Dealers' Association show in Du

quesne Garden. '

March 9-14, Buffalo, N. Y.—Automobile

Club of Bufi'alo’s show.

 
 

a man of his training the wisdom of repre

senting his country in all things would be

broader diplomacy than mere ambassador

ship. America produces excellent automo

biles and there would be something akin

to a display of patriotism for an American

ambassador to do his automobiling in a

the

products of which he is at least supposed to

take pride.

machine made in his native land, in
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ITALIAN VILLA EFFECT FOR GARDEN SHOW

   

 

  

INTERIOR VIEW OF MADISON SQUARE GARDEN SHOWING DECORATIVE PLAN

Not Switzerland, as was the case on the

last occasion, but Italy, will supply the set

ting for the Association of Licensed Auto

mobile Manufacturers' show in Madison

Square Garden, New York, November 2d,

to 9th; and there will be much less of Italy

than there was of Switzerland. There will

be no star spangled sky, and while there

will be statuary and other staff-work, there

will not be so much of it. While the ac

companying illustration will serve to con

vey a general idea of the decoration plan

that has been adopted it cannot, of course,

carry any true suggestion of the beauty of

the coloring. If not so ornate as on pre

vious occasions, in the language of the ofii~

cial word-painter, the “simpler setting

means a gain of spacious efiect' and out-oi

door feeling and will serve to lend more

lustre to the gems of the automobile in

dustry.”

The color scheme is to be gray and

crimson and white. There will be no starry

sky overhead, but the girders of the big

dome will be screened by a canopy of soft

material, rich, warm gray in tone. The ex

hibition spaces of the main floor and ele

vated platform will be carpeted with a spe—

cially woven fabric of deep crimson, with

the visitors’ aisles between sharply set off

by the gray material. Entering from the

foyer, the visitor will be confronted by a

towering gateway, a replica of one at the

Florio Toresca villa in Florence. Back of

the real iron gratings of this gate way, will

be visible a garden wall with trees and

shrubbery behind. While on canvas, this

garden will have a literal perspective or

seven feet, for the gateway structure has

just that much depth. Beyond this en~

trance piece will extend the main display

space, a broad path of rose hue, between the

side aisles, with a row of ornamental pil

lars, fourteen feet in height, crowned by

lamp globes extending along the middle.

In the distance, at the Fourth avenue end,

the vista will be that of Italian villas with

terraced gardens of their own. This view

will be presented by an immense painting,

such as was used last year to mask the tiers

of boxes and rear walls.

The plan of having the elevated platform

above the arena boxes project slightly over

the main floor and of covering the high rear

seats so as to make a sort of mezzanine

floor, will be repeated, but the idea has

been extended and the lilies of the Garden

are to be further obscured and more space

gained by decking over the first balcony, so

as to have the flooring extending beyond

the balcony railing and over lapping the

elevated platform. For the edges or' the

balcony, the platform and mezzanine floor,
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special railings have been designed, which,

like the lamp and sign pillars, will be lin

ished in pure white. In the general view,

these railings of the platform, mezzanine

floor and balcony will rise in three rows at

the sides and the downward and backward

slope from the balcony railing to the sup

ports will be dressed in the gray and crim

son. The stairways from the main floor to

the platform will be white, with the newel

posts supporting ornate urns containing

ferns and flowers. The lamp pillars on the

main floor and other pillars, twelve foot

high, on the platforms, will all bear shields

displaying the names of the exhibitors

whose space they mark, this being a distinct

ly' new and artistic sign scheme. A few

heroic stautes in staff work will adorn the

platform.

The same gray and crimson scheme will

be found in the cafe and basement, but in

the latter place the walls which do not

flank exhibits will be picture covered. A

rathskeller with novel grotto effect will be

located in an out of the way corner of the

basement.

In the concert hall, a departure in the

decorative scheme is to be made by ar

ranging it as an adjunctory rose garden,

set with latticed arbors in green and white.

There will be an arched entrance, with lat

tices of the double diagonal pattern framed

in white, a central dividing lattice down the

hall, while the walls under the balconies and

back of the stage will be finished with the

same restful design, '

The full list of exhibitors at the show and

their space allotments are as follows:

Main Floor.

Pope Motor Car Co,

Royal Motor Car Co.

Buick Motor Co.

Autocar Company.

F. B. Stearns Co.

Elmore Manufacturing Co.

Northern Motor Car Co.

Lozier Motor Co.

Knox Automobile Co.

Haynes Automobile Co.

Electric Vehicle C0,

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.

Locomobile Co. of America.

Packard Motor Car C0.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

The George N. Pierce Co.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

H, H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Stevens-Duryea Co.

Peerless Motor Car Co.

Pope Manufacturing Co.

Olds Motor Works.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.

Elevated Platform.

24 Waltham Mfg. Co.

25 Matheson Motor Car C0.

26 Walter Automobile Co.

27 Selden Motor Vehicle Co.

28 Alden Sampson, 2nd,

29 The White Company

30 Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation.

31 Studebaker Automobile Co.

Exhibition Hall.

32 Babcock Electric Carriage Co.

33 Studebaker Automobile Co.

34 Rauch & Lang Carriage Co.

35 General Vehicle C0.

36 Pope Motor Car Co.

Ezacmwom¥w
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37

38

39

Columbus Buggy C0.

Electric Vehicle Co.

Baker Motor Vehicle C0.

Basement.

Knox Automobile C0.

Royal Motor Car C0.

General Vehicle Co.

Northern Motor Car Co.

Pope Motor Car C0.

Packard Motor Car Co.

Studebaker Automobile Co.

Alden Sam son 2nd.

Champion "agon Co.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

H. H, Franklin Mfg. Co.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

Hewitt Motor Co.

Mezzanine Platform.

Diamond Rubber Co,

C. F. Splitdorf,

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Shelby Steel Tube Co.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co.

G 8: J Tire Co.

Gray & Davis.

The Veeder Mfg. Co.

R. E, Dietz C0.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works.

Byrne, Kingston Co.

National Carbon Co.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.

Brennan Mfg. Co.

N. Y. 8: N, J. Lubricant C0.

Schwartz Wheel Co. '

The Autocoil Company

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co.

Webb Manufacturing Co.

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co._

Warner Instrument Co.

Morgan & Wright

Columbia Nut & Bolt Co. Inc.

Hartford Auto Parts Co,

Cook's Standard Tool Co.

The Auto Pump C0.

Leather Tire Goods Co.

Duff Mfg. C0.

Precision Appliance Co.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co.

Janney-Steinmetz & Co.

Chandler Company.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co.

Kilgore Manufacturing Co.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

Oliver Manufacturing Co.

Hartford Suspension Co.

Phineas Jones & Co.

Jones Speedometer Co.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle C0,

\Varner Gear Co. '

Remy Electric Co.

The Manufacturers Foundry Co.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co.

Whitney Mfg. Co.

The Standard Welding Co.

The American Ball Bearing Co.

The Badger Brass Mfg. Co.

The Fisk Rubber Co,

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

Rose Manufacturing Co.

Midgley Mf . Co.

Hartford Ru ber Works Co.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

Balcony.

Witherbee Igniter C0.

Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.

Valentine & Company.

Eastern Carbon Works.

A. R. Mosler & Co.

R. E. Hardy Co.

F. H. Wheeler.

0, W. Young.

National Battery Co.

The Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co.

The Gilbert Mfg. Co.

The Uncas Spec1alty C0.

Bethlehem Steel Co.

The Wm. Cramp 8: Sons Ship and

Engine Building C0.

J. H, Sager Co.

Aréierican Electrical Novelty 8: Mfg.

0.

Adam Cook's Sons.

Carpenter Steel Co.

The Republic Rubber Co.

Hotchkin Mfg. Co.

Gray-Hawley Mfg. Co.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.

Winchester Speedometer Co_

The Lipman Mfg. Co.

Vesta Accumulator Co.

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co.

Auto Improvement Co.

R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.

Herz & CO.

McCord & C0.

Index S eed Indicator Co.

Holley ros. Co.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co.

William C. Robinson & Son Co.

Standard Roller Bearing Co.

Noera Mfg. Co.

~ Concert Hall,

Sprague Umbrella Co.

Auto Accessories Mfg. Co.

American & British Mfg. Co.

Indestructible Steel \Nheel Co.

S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc.

Rands Mfg. Co.

Springfield Metal Body Co.

\Vm. J. Duane Co.

Pantasote Company.

The Prest-O-Lite Co.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.

The Sherwin-Williams C0.

C. Cowles & Co.

Motor Car Specialty Co,

Gemmer Mfg. Co.

Wray Pump & Register Co.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co.

The Hoffecker Co.

Avery Portable Lighting Co.

Stackpole Battery Co.

Electric Storage Battery Co.

Hancock Mfg. Co.

Muncie Auto Parts Co.

L. C. Chase 8; C0.

Coes Wrench Co.

Conn. Telephone 8: Electric C0.

Balcony.

The Randall-Faichney Co.

Isaac G. Johnson & Co.

Acetyvone Company.

6. S. Bretz Company

oorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.

Manhattan Screw & Stamping Works

The Westinghouse Machine Co.

Breeze Carbureter Co.

Rushmore Dynamo \Vorks

English & Mersick Company

Thos, Prosser & Son

Second Tier

Chas. E. Miller

The AZ. Company

H. A. Allers & Co.

E. M. Benford

Traver Blowout Patch Co.

John W. Masury & Son

Antioak Tire Company

Delta Mfg, Co.

Igniter Appliance Co.

Watres Mfg. Co.

Jeffery-Dewitt Co.

C. A. Shaler Co.

Continental Cauotchouc Co.

Boxes.
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Basement.

208 New York Sporting Goods Co.

209 Michelin Tire Company

210 Merchant & Evans Co.

211 Healy Leather Tire C0,

212 Robert Bosch, N. Y., Inc.

213 Havoline Oil Co.

214 Class Journal Co.

215-A Dow Tire Co.

215-B American Motor Co.

215 Blue Ribbon Auto & Carriage Co.

216 Amos Shirley.

217 Manhattan Auto Top & Body Co.

218 Gould Storage Battery Co.

219 P, Rielly & Son

220 Lavalette & Co.

221 Lavalette & Co., Importers

222 Pierson Motor Supply Co.

223 Albert Champion Co.

224 Columbia Lubricant Co. of New York

225 Auto Supply Mfg. Co.

226 New Departure Mfg. Co.

Troy Carriage Sun Shade Co.

American Aluminum Coating C0.

Ventilated Cushion & Spring Co.

Glaenzer & Co.

L. J. Mutty C0.

Charles J. Downing

The Kalb & Berger Mfg. Co.

Leon Mann.

Hendee Mfg. Co.

Bicycling World C0.

Reliance Motor Cycle Co.

240 G. H. Curtiss Mfg. Co.

241 Light Mfg. & de, Co., Motorcycle

ept.

242 Thomas Auto-Bi Company

243 Pope Mfg. Co.

244 Reading Standard Co,

245 Ovington Motor Co.

246 Brown Mfg. Co.

247 N. S. U. Cycle 8: Motor Co.

248 Excelsior Motor & Mfg. Co.

249 Armac Motor Co.

250 Consolidated Mfg. Co.

251 Merkel Motor Co.

252 Automobile Topics.

253 Livingston Radiator Co.

254 National Oil Pump & Tank Co,

255 S. Smith & Son, Ltd.

256 A. W. Harris Oil Co.

257 Hopewell Bros.

258 Motor

259 John T. Stanley

259-A Motor Print Co.

260-A New En land Automobile Journal

260 Standard rake Co.

261 Trade Advertising & Pub. Co.

262 Vacuum Oil Co.

263 Julius King Optical Co.

264 Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, Ltd.

265 Empire Auto Tire Co.

266 Horseless Age

267 Briscoe Mfg. Co.

268 Heinze Electrical Co.

269 Hicks Speed Indicator C0.

270 Comstock Shock Absorber C0.

271 Motz Clincher Tire C0.

272 The Post & Lester C0.

273 Norton Com any.

274 Newmastic ire Co.

3d Tier Boxes.

Kitsee Storage Battery Co.

Peerless Igniter Mfg. Co.

Allen Auto Spec. Co.

The Turner Brass Works

Geiszler Bros.

l£d_ Dubied & Co.

Tavernier & Quezin

Automobile Utilities Co.

Aluminum Solder & Refining Co.

Norris Auto Co.

Victor Shock Absorber Co.

The Atlantic Refining Co.

Loring Auto Appliance Co.

Empire State Tire Co.

Clover Mfg. Co.

The Perfection Spring Co.

AIDING GROWTH 0F A SUBURB

Free Bus Line Operated in Developing New

Section 'in Jamaica—Vehicles Large

and of Reasonable Speed.

Lacking a trolley system on their streets,

the promoters of the real estate enterprise

on Long Island known as the Jamaica Es

tates have inaugurated an automobile car

line for the benefit of their customers, so

that residents of the property may have

transportation to and from the Jamaica

station of the Long Island railway. As the

number of houses and residents increase, it

is possible the idea may be further extended

plied by high tension magneto and by

dry cells, respectively. The wheel base is

168 inches and the tread 72 inches. At a

normal motor speed of 800 revolutions per

minute the cars make about 12 miles an

hour, but 20 miles an hour is possible on

good roads and level running. The fuel

capacity is 22 gallons of gasolene, giving a

range of about 80 miles without replenish<

ing. The machines, which are a regular

stock model, sell for $6,500 apiece.

Precaution Against Broken Shaft.

Although the average driver of the shaft

driven car probably seldom realizes it, the

unlikely accident of a broken shaft may be

the cause of a most perilous misadventure.

If the forward joint should happen to give

  

   

 

BUS 0N JAMAICA ESTATES FREE LINE

to provide a through automobile car line to

Manhattan itself. An entirely feasible route

via Hillside boulevard, which borders the

Estates, Hoffman boulevard, Blackwell‘s

Island bridge, East 60th street and Fifth

avenue, offers itself. While the houses are

still being built and prospective customers

are being interested, the buses, one of which

is shown in the illustration, are operated

free, for the convenience of anyone wishing

to inspect the property.

Each bus or car accomodates 22 pas

sengers, the vehicles being the products of

Mack Bros., Allentown, Pa. The power

equipment is a vertical four cylinder water

cooled motor, 5y, by 6 inches, rated at 50

horsepower. The transmission is of the

‘ individual clutch, selective type, with three

forward speeds and a reverse, the drive

being direct on third speed, with no gears

in mesh. Double chain drive is used, to the

rear wheels. The clutch is conical

and is fibre lined. A double system

of ignition is employed, being sup

way, for instance, the free end, falling to

the ground, would immediately dig its nose

well into the surface, in all likelihood over

turning the car. A similar danger, though

of less serious nature, exists in the case of

the radius and distance rods which are used

in staying the rear axle. As far as the

cardan joints are concerned, however, one

crumb of comfort remains, in that generally

speaking, the strength of the protecting

grease case is sufiicient to prevent the free

end of the shaft from falling, at least im

mediately on the giving way of the joint.

The disconnection of engine and transmis

sion, giving instant warning of trouble, even

if no other and more audible indication is

given, thus gives the driver time to pull up

before the shaft drops. Notwithstanding

this assurance, however, one well known

foreign driver, is said to be in the habit of

stringing wires across the under side of his

chassis in such a way that in the event of

an accident of this nature, the fractured

member would be kept clear of the ground.
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CHARITY AND MUCH MO0RE 0P IT

It Is to Ooze from a Road Race for Stock

Cars — Two-Man Association

Reorganizing to Run It.

T. Francis Moore, who is president and

fifty per cent. of the "membership" of what

is styled the Metropolitan Automobile As—

sociation, has officially announced

early next year it or he will conduct that

“long distance road race for stock cars,”

which was not run on the Vanderbilt course

this fall simply because a ton of lead sud

denly fell on the project and crushed it

flat after the sheriff and supervisors all had

been “fixed up."

Moore says April 20th probably will be

the date of the race, which will be run on

a course “near New York." If it occurs,

it will be a one day affair only and not a

two days scorch as the late lamented pro

ject was to have been; also it will not be

speculative sport, but a race for sweet

charity's sake, with a very large C. “Every

thing above the running expenses will be

turned over to some charitable institution,"

says Mr. Moore. And Old Running Ex

penses, like Sweet Charity, can be made to

cover a multitude of sins and other items.

Mr. Moore’s desire to serve the cause

of charity is so great that he means even

to reorganize his Metropolitan Automobile

Association. Before April 20th it is be

lieved that its membership will be doubled

and that fully six names then will be on

the roll. Meanwhile, that obliging gentle

man, Robert Lee Morrell, has consented

that his name be used as chairman of some

sort of an exec'utive committee.

Chicago Plans Reliability Run.

A three-days reliability run covering 600

miles is the latest project of the Chicago

Motor Club, which this week decided to

promote a strenuous contest of this kind

during the week preceding the Chicago

show. The dates selected are Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday, November 26,

27 and 28.

The Windy City organization's latest ei

fort for publicity for its members will be

divided into three parts, the finish of each

day’s run bringing the contestants back

to Chicago at night. The first day’s run

will be to South Bend, Ind., and return;

Wednesday's turning point at Milwaukee,

and Thursday's route to Rockford, Ill., and

back. \

Three classes will be provided, for cars

selling at $1,500 and under, under $3,000

and over $3,000. Each entrant must nomin

ate an observer that will be able to satisfy

the committee he knows an automobile

from head to tail light and in between.

It will not be a sealed bonnet contest, but

the committee intends to seal the hub caps,

gear cases, difierential cases, steering gear

that ,

parts, coils and magneto covers, but it does

not follow that a car will be disqualified

if one of these seals is broken. Instead

the committee will attach a penalty to an

infraction of this kind, varying to the char

acter of repair or replacement necessary.

Penalties for adjustments will be imposed

according to the time taken in making them.

As passengers will be difficult to procure

at the time of the contest, each car will

have to, of course, carry a driver and ob

server, and in case of a touring car a me

chanic may be taken along, but five pas

senger cars will carry dead weight for the

absent passengers, figuring on 150 pounds

of sand for each absent passenger.

At the completion of the test the techni

cal committee of the contest will give each

car a short running test on the road. In

case it is found that the car is not in good

running order penalities will be imposed

even if the car has survived the ordeal with

out touching a seal.

Stories of the Roadside Signs.

An observing person who tours exten

sively should be able to write quite an in

teresting chapter on the signs set at the

roadside by village officials, remarks a tour

ist of the sort. In Monmouth county, New

Jersey, for instance, there is a sign read

ing: “Automobilists must be moderate. By

order of the Freeholders." There is noth

ing to indicate whether moderation in drink

or speed is meant. Up in the Catskill

mountains, New York, all road travelers

are suddenly confronted by a sign saying:

“Blow your horns here,” and nothing more.

The motorist knows that this is meant for

him, but it must be a bit startling to those

who have no horn. In northwestern Penn

sylvania, it has been thought worth while

to try politeness, and a sign reads: “Please

go slowly here." That "please" appeals to

almost every man behind a wheel and he

slackens his speed. Of the other sort there

are several on Long Island, where

big bullying placards bid “Autoists Beware!

The speed limit will be strictly enforced.”

Lubrication the Most Important Point.

If there is any one most important point

connected with the use of gasolene en

gines, or engines of any other sort, for

that matter, it is the matter of lubrication,’

- remarked a motor manufacturer a few days

since, “but despite its importance it is dif

ficult to drill the fact into the brains of

those who use motors. Whether they use

motor cars, motorcycles, motor boats or

air ships, the disposition of the operators

is to give the motors too little oil. ‘Spare

the oil and spoil the motor' is a paraphrase

that ought to be pasted or engraved prom

inently on the dash of every car."

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.

RULES AND ROUTE FOR JERSEY RUN

Endurance Contest to be 24 Hours of Or

dinary Road Driving—Twice Over

Course of Nearly 100 Miles.

There is nothing new or startling in the

rules for the New Jersey Automobile and

Motor Club’s 24-hours endurance contest,

which has been set for Friday and Saturday,

November 15 and 16. When the subject

of a 24 hours’ contest over New Jersey

roads was first broached it was thought

that it would develop into a scorch for a

chronological day. This is far from being

the case, as the contest merely is the old

fashioned endurance contest on a twenty

four hour schedule.

The route, as mapped out, will take the

contestants over 94.4 miles, the same course

being covered twice. Consumption of gas

olene and oil will not figure in the awards,

but the contestants will be scored for re

pairs and replacements, and failure to ar

rive at a control on or ahead of time. In

this run the cars all will be considered in

one class, the division of touring cars and

runabouts not being made as was the case

in some previous contests of the sort.

To arrive at the final control more than

three minutes ahead of schedule or more

than three minutes behind the time set for

arrival will cost the contestant two points

in either case, while a stop of the motor be

tween controls, without making adjust

ments will result in a loss of three points.

A stop of the motor for the purpose of

making repairs or adjustments will mean

a deduction of four points, while three will‘

be charged if the car is stopped on the last

circuit, even if no repairs or adjustments

are made. To repair a car or make ad

justments with the motor running means

a loss of two points and if more than the

driver assist in making repairs, double the

rate will be charged.

The route, which will be covered twice in

the two days, is as follows: Newark,

Bloomfield, Glen Ridge, Montclair, Verona,

Caldwell, Pine Brook, Parsipanny, Dan

ville (24.7 miles), Rockaway, Dover, Ken

vil, Succasunna, Mt. Freedom, Morristown

(45 miles), Bernardsville, Far Hills, Bed

minster, Pluckemin, Somerville (66.7 miles),

Bound Brook, Dunellen, Plainfield (78.3

miles), Scotch Plains, Springfield, Hilton,

Irvington and Néwark (94.4 miles).

Eads Gives the Kids an Outing.

Instead of waiting for a club to do it

the Premier Motor Mfg, Co., through its

sales manager, R. I. Eads, last week took

the initiative and gave the orphaned chil

dren of Marion county, Indiana, an automo

bile outing. More than 100 children were

given the “time of their lives," it requiring

21 cars to care for them all. Needless to

add, all of the cars employed were Premiers.
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ATTITUDE 0F CARRIAGE BUILDERS

Importance of the Automobile Industry

Discussed at Their Annual Meeting—

Carriage Trade Slackening.

Carriage dealers from all over the coun

try gathered in New York this week for the

thirty-fourth annual meeting of the Car

riage Builders' National Association of the

United States. In the course of their de

liberations and speech making, the automo

bile was not overlooked and it appeared

with some prominence, also, at the show

where new carriage models were exhibited

for the benefit of dealers, five cars fatherrd

by carriage makers being among the ex\

hibits. Of the addresses delivered, that of

the president of the organization, Daniel

T. Wilson, head of the fashionable New

York carriage concern of Flandrau & Co.,

had the most direct concern with the auto

mobile. He told the members that they

should have to consider the automobile in

their future reckonings and advised their

taking up the sale and partial manufacture

of motor cars. He also commented on per

tinent phases of general business relating

to the vehicle trade and to the automobile

trade, as well.

“Every carriage manufacturer, repairer

and dealer in the United States," said Wil

son, “must be aware of the changing char

acter of our trade, and should know that

the builders of every grade of work, from

the lowest-prived buggy to the costliest

four-in-hand, must at once welcome the

automobile as a legitimate part of their

business, to be studied and built and sold

by carriage builders. I do not mean the

costly and intricate chassis, though a ten

dcncy is already noted towards purchasing

the complete automobile from carriage

builders—but we should surely supply all

those parts pertaining to our trade_

“Carriage builders have the plant, exper

ience and workmen to properly manufac

ture and repair automobile carriage work,

can do the work as well as for the horse

drawn vehicle, and should seek that busi

ness from the customers who have always

favored them with their trade."

In relation to the general conditions pre

vailing in the vehicle industry at the pres

ent time, President Wilson gave expression

to views which must be of interest to those

recognizing their relation to the automobile

field.

“You will all agree," he said, “that in the

last few months there has been a lessening

of the tremendous demand and activities in

our trade, and carriage builders must use

great caution, both now and in the future.

Additions to plants should be avoided; a re

duction of stock on hand, finished and in

process of finishing must be made; the pur—

chase of all materials curtailed as nearly as

possible to assured requirements; our lia

bilities reduced so that we may do our

rightful share in getting the plants and

stock carried more in proportion to the cap

ital invested. This every trade, for a few

years, at least, must do—not that hard

times are again upon us, but that the won

derful and enormous expansion of all trades

in all lands has been so great that a reac

tion, not heavy, but a reasonable reaction,

is naturally due."

Addressing the convention from the re

tailers’ standpoint, Henry M. Duncan, of

New York, declared that the retail carriage

dealers had this year been “up against a

hard game." He blamed it partly on the

motor car, but disclaimed any enmity

against it.

"I am not one of those who believe that

the horse is 'destined to disappear from our

streets," he said. “I believe the horse has

an abiding place in the commerce as well

as the affections of the world. But I am

not going to knock the auto builder. I

would rather throw bouquets at him and

secure his friendship. Knocks don't phase

him anyway, as he knows he is the next

thing.

"As to the auto, the limit of whose prog‘

ress no man can tell, it has found its place

and will abide, and the wise carriage maker

is the one who takes a hand in the game

and secures a portion of the profits."
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difference between

the automobile situations was

better illustrated than by two

shows which are being held in New

York this week, over which no fuss

the lowestspriced buggy to the costliest

discharged, and without the public being

worried about “1908" models or anything

of the kind. The carriage builders are

holding their annual convention, and the

makers of tires, wheels, tools, parts and ac

cessories fill the whole of the St. Nicholas

Rink on Sixty-sixth street with their exhib~

its in their campaign for the manufac

turers' business, while at Grand Central

Palace the complete vehicles hold forth for

the inspection of dealers and such of the

public as wish to attend. Meanwhile_pur

chasers of carriages and horsedrawn vehis

cles are not withholding their orders in

breathless impatience to discover what the

1908 models will be, nor do they entertain

any fears that by purchasing a few days

before the carriage show that they will

have to endure the scorn of their friends

and neighbors for getting “stuck” with a

1907 model when by waiting they could have

had a 1908 product.

the carriage

Making Large Nuts Serve.

In an emergency, a nut that may be too

large for permanent use, may be made to

serve merely by striking it with a stone

or hammer and thus throwing it “out of

round.” In this oval shape it will hold the

threads on two sides, but it will be neces

sary to watch it to see that it does not

work OK.

CONNECTING UP Tllli SPARK C0".

Some of the Difficulties and Suggestions

for Meeting Them—Explanation of

Signs on French Ternimals.

Although to one who is familiar with the

inner construction of the typical spark coil,

as well as its scheme of action, there is

nothing difficult or complicated in making

the proper connections when mounting it on

the car, one who is not so well informed

frequently is sorely puzzled to make the sys

tem work properly. This is further compli

cated when an unusual type of coil is em

ployed in which the leads are taken out of

the case in a single group unlabelled, or are

marked with symbols denoting foreign

words, as is generally the case with French

coils. The'varying number of terminals

found in different coils, also contributes to

the confusion.

As a matter of fact, there are no less than

eight points of connection to be made in

completing the system for each cylinder,

where the usual jump spark system is em

ployed. Ordinarily these are reduced to

three or four per cylinder, and in multiple

unit coils, to even less, one terminal co'm>

monly serving as a ground return for all

the circuits. Where the terminals are un

labelled or where the marks are indistinct,

it usually will suffice to make a preliminary

-test by connecting the battery to various

points in turn until the proper spark is de

veloped. Some little confusion will result

when this is attempted, however, unless the

principle of the thing is perfectly under

stood, and, as a matter of fact, no exact

directions can be given which will serve

where it is not.

As for the coils which are marked plainly

but in the initials of French instead of Eng

lish terms, the matter is not so difficult

For instance, in many of the older coils.

either of French origin, or made after the

French plan, the usual lettering for the four

terminals is M, P—plus, C, and B; in which

M stands for “masse,” and means that that

terminal should be connected to the mass

or frame of car or cycle. It corresponds to

"earth," though no actual earth connection

ever is made, the body of the car providing

the return path for the current. The letter

P, stands for "pile," that is battery or ac

cumulator, and shows that the terminal is

connected to one end of the primary wind

ing of the coil, and this is coupled to one

of the wires proceeding from the accumu

lator or dry cell, usually the positive or plus

wire. If this terminal be marked P—plus,

it may at once be understood as meaning

“primary terminal to be coupled to positive

of accumulator." C, denotes the outgoing

terminal, and in all types of coils, whether

French or English, should be coupled to

the contract breaker, or commutator, either

directly or through the intermediary of any
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switch, that is necessitated by the system of

wiring. B, the abbreviation of the French

word “bougie” stands for the plug, and

points to the fact that this terminal must

be coupled direct to the terminal of the

ignition plug.

\Vith a view to rendering these abbrevi

ations clearer some makers mark additional

letters near the terminals, such as P—plus,

and A—plus, for primary coil, indicating

that this terminal must be cannected to

positive pole of accumulator or dry cell;

plus signifying positive. Along with M,

near one terminal may often be found the

letter E, this being the corresponding Eng

lish term for the French word “masse.” The

terminal B, which, as already noted, should

be coupled direct to the sparking plug, also

is marked frequently with the additional

letters S. P. (sparking plug). But the ques

tion becomes less complicated, when, by

reason of internal connectionshaving been

made in the coil itself, the number of ex

ternal terminals is reduced to three only,

which in these cases are marked P, B and

C, that is to say, battery, plug, and commu

tator.
 

Old Question of Speed Revived.

A revival of the old debate as to whether

cars run better at night than they do in the

daytime, has been going the rounds of the

foreign press for some little time, and with

the result of bringing forth the usual dif

ferences of opinion. The matter appears

to have been definitely settled, however,

by a locomotive superintendent, who states

it as his opinion that although both with

cars and railway trains, it is customary to

judge speeds as being faster at night than

in the daytime, the difference is due en

tirely to an error in judgment in the latter.

case. His observation has been that in

both cases, speed indicator and distance

schedule results have shown no actual dif

ference either way. His locomotive ex

perience has entended over twenty-five

years, he says, while as to automobiles, for

the last three years, he has been daily mak

ing a stated run night and day, and over

the same road.

 

Utilizing Principle of Pelton Wheel.

An effort to develop a form of hydraulic

transmission, utilizing the principle of the

Pelton water wheel, recently has been made

abroad. The driving portion of the system

consists of a centrifugal pump, actuated

directly by the motor, and drawing its sup

ply of water or oil from a special reservoir.

The driven members comprising an indi

vidual motor for each wheel of the vehicle,

consist of a set of true Pelton wheels,

mounted in suitable casings partly enclosed

by the great “dish” of the wheels them

selves. The casings are stationary, and the

rotors within them drive the wheels through

planetary reduction gearing, exhausting

back to the supply tank. The arrangement

is especially designed for the use of heavy

vehicles of the commercial type.

SHOCK ABSORBER IliI'RilI/I-III

New Features Added to the Trufl'ault-Hart

ford—Device to Assist in Making

Exact Adjutments.

Considerable improvement has been made

in the Trutfault-Hartford shock absorber

for 1908 by the Hartford Suspension C0.,

67 Vestry street, New York City, through

the adoption of an extremely simple indi

cator applied to the regular tension adjust

ment, whereby it is possible to equalize the

resistance upon opposite sides of the chas

sis, thus obviating any possible tendency

to warping the frame, or straining it un

  

naturally. In addition to this, some little

improvement has been made in the con

struction of the friction joint itself as a

result of which the durability of the ar

rangement is not a little increased.

Three arms of equal dimension, two of

them being paired and placed in opposition

to the other, are joined together by means

of a central stud, their respective extrem

ities being joined to the frame and the

spring seat of the axle. The central arm

works over a hardened steel bushing which

rides on the stud, with a straight up and

down motion, without side swaying or any

tendency to shearing. Directly outside the

central arm, are placed the friction discs,

which are of secret composition, having

self-lubricating properties such that no lu

brication is effected until the temperature

has been raised almost to the point of abra

sion. The material employed, was intro

duced last year, and has proved equal to all

that was claimed for it at that time. The

two outer arms bear against a couple of

brass discs, cup shaped, and firmly secured

in place, instead of directly against the fric

tion washers, as formerly. Over these is

fitted a brass cup, into which the friction

and brass discs are telescoped. A complete

protection of the joint and guard against

the admission of dirt is thus formed.

The special new feature, consists in the

use of a pointer arrow and recording dial

in connection with the five pronged steel

washer and locking nut which binds the

parts of the friction joint together. By its

use it is possible not simply to adjust the

schral absorbers mounted on any car in

such a way as to give an equal resistance

to spring plunging, but also, to make that

adjustment suit the exact requirements of

the car, as measured in terms of its gross

weight. A blue print is furnished with each

set of absorbers, showing how they

should be applied to the car, as well as a

table, showing the setting which should be

given in order to get the proper results. As

adjusted at the factory, the end joints have

a resistance of 10 pounds each, and the main

or center joint, 20 pounds. This is sut’fi

cient tension for a car weighing from 1,600

to 1,800 pounds. For a car weighing from

1,800 to 2,000 pounds, the pointers are

turned from 0 to the 1 mark, and so on,

each division of the scale corresponding to

the increase in tension required for each

200 pounds additional weight in the car.

Occasionally, for.a car which has been in

use for some little time, a slight increase in

tension may be found necessary, but ore

(linarily, once made according to directions,

no further attention will be required.

Value of the Accelerator.

It seems strange that there should any

longer be differences of opinion as regards

hand and foot control for the throttle, yet

some makers still ignore the obvious mer—

its of the foot accelerator, and rely entirely

on a hand lever on the steering wheel, re—

marks the London Field, The latter was

only tolerable with a good governor on the

engine acting independently of the hand

throttle; but nowadays engines and car

buretters are so flexible that the governor

is usually deemed superfluous. It is here

that one finds the value of the accelerator,

especially in traffic or on winding and hilly

roads, where much gear changing and man

oeuvring are necessary. With only a hand

throttle the right hand is constantly occu

pied in controlling the engine, when it is

also wanted for the horn and the gear and

brake levers. \Nith an accelerator pedal

the control is vastly quicker, neater, and

simpler. The hand throttle is set for a

minimum engine speed, thus acting as a

governor, and all necessary power is got

by a touch of the right foot on the accel

erator. When the left foot declutches for

slowing or gczir changing, the right foot

releases the accelerator and the engine is

instantly governed. Thus the right and left

foot balance one another, and the hands are

left free for steering, horn, gear and brake

levers. With professional drivers the best

arrangement is to fit two separate throttles

and connect the accelerator pedal to the

upper one, so that if the hand throttle

should be carelessly left wide open the en

gine cannot race when starting up or de

clutching. ,
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PARKIN IN mom AT 'l'lll-IN'I'0N

Led all the Way in 10-Hour Grind at Inter

state Fair—Rain Curtailed Event,

Scheduled for 24 Hours.

A heavy rainstorm last Wednesday put

a crimp in the plans of the sports managers

_of the Interstate Fair at Trenton, N_ 1.,

to hold a 24-hour race on the half mile

track at the grounds. It had been planned

to start the race at 6 o’clock in the even

ing, but the interference of the rainmaker

made this impossible, so it was decided to

reduce_ the time to twelve hours, starting

at 9.30 a. m., Thursday, 5th inst.

these plans went awry, and it was not until

2 o'clock that that the cars

finally were started for a 10 hour race. The

race was won by I .W. Parkin, In, of Phil

adelphia, driving :1 Walter car; Parkin cov

Even

afternoon

ered 359% miles, an average of almost 36

miles an hour. Another Walter car, driven

by young Edwin Walter, finished second

with 347% miles. -

Owing to a delay in finishing some horse

races, it was nearly 2 o'clock in the after

noon before the automobiles were allowed

on the track, so the drivers did not have

much time to acquaint themselves with the

sharp turns of the half-mile oval. Six cars

were sent away promptly at 2, a Thomas

with Schill and Newell up; a Stearns, driv

en by Endicott and Coyle; a Rolls Royce.

with Burns and Kugler; a \Valtcr. with J.

\N. Parkin, In, at the wheel and his helpful

father beside him; another \Valter, by VVal

ter and Wilson, and a Franklinhhandled

by Eisenburg and Enderbrock.

The first few miles of the race were

well contested, but in the fourth mile a

bolt in the clutch on the Stearns broke and

it was laid up for nearly an hour, the other

cars having covered 35 miles before Endi

cott got in the running again. In the 25th

mile the Rolls Royce made an effort to pass

the Walter driven by the Parkins. For

five miles they raced side by side when the

English car passed the Trenton candidate,

but it no sooner had gained the lead than

the left front tire went down and out and

the Rolls Royce cut up a section of fence,

and demolished a refreshment stand occu

pied by one W. C. Glynn. The pink lem

onade merchant escaped with a slight shak

ing up and a bad scare. Neither Burns nor

his mechanic were scratched and the car

was only dented a little. _

Instead of hauling the car off the track

while it was being repaired, Burns and his

mechanic set to work to right the dam

age with part of the car jutting out on the

track. This raised a howl of protest from

Frank A. Poth of Philadelphia, who had

entered the Stearns and Thomas, and who

insisted that the English car be disqualified.

The other contestants were willing to over

look the breach in track etiquette made by

the driver of the Rolls Royce, but Poth was

obdurate and the officials reluctantly dis

qualified the car. At the end of the first

hour the score was 40 miles for Parkins's

Walter, 37% miles for the other walter;

35 miles for the Thomas, 31% for the

Franklin, 30% for the Rolls Royce, and 4

miles for the Stearns.

Parkin used good judgment and kept the

lead throughout, covering the first 100

miles in 2 hours 37 minutes, which is pretty

fast going on a half mile track. The Thomas

was handicapped by punctures. At the

ending of the fourth hour Parkin had cov

ered 147 miles and his team mate was cred

ited with 140% miles. The Thomas was

nine miles behind the Walter and the

Franklin had completed 125 miles.

From 6 o’clock until the finish at mid

night nothing of unusual interest occurred.

\Vhen Parkin and \N'alter discovered that

they had the race practically won they eased

the pace somewhat and jogged around at a

steady clip until the gun sounded the fin

ish. The final score was: Parkin (Walter),

359% miles; 2, \Valter (Walter), 347%

miles; 3, Eisenburg (Franklin), 290% miles;

4, Schill (Thomas), 184 miles; 5, Endicott

(Stearns), 156 3—16 miles. '

Race Meet Planned for Middletown.

The Motor Club of Harrisburg, Pa., has

arranged to hold a race meet at the Middle

town track on Friday next, 18th inst. Fol—

lowing is the card of events, which has been

sanctioned by the American Automobile As

sociation: Two miles motorcycle handicap:

two miles for gasolene runabouts. $1,200

and under; two miles for single cylinder

gasolene cars, 1904-6; three miles handicap

for steam cars: three miles for gasolene

touring cars, $5,000 and under; one and one

half miles gymkhana; two miles for gaso

lene cars. $2.000 and under; two miles for

gasolene two cylinder cars, 1904-6, $1,500

and under; two miles gasolene touring cars,

$1.500 and under; two miles for steam tour

ing cars; ten miles handicap, all gasolene

cars; two miles for electric cars; unlimited

pursuit for gasolene cars.

Rainy Setback for Chicago Club.

For the second time in two weeks the

racing board of‘the Chicago Automobile

Club has found it necessary to postpone its

fall race meet at the Harlem track. The

program scheduled .for last Saturday has

been held over until Saturday of this week,

12th inst. the rains of last week having

made the track too dangerous for racing.

“Automobile Day” for Allentown Fair.

Seven open events and several special

races for local drivers will be the feature

of the Allentown (Pa) fair on October

26th, which will be known as “Automobile

Day." The program has not been arranged,

but it is stated that the meet will be sanc

tioned by the American Automobile Asso

ordinary.

OLDFIELD COPS FOR'I' WAYNE CASH

Drives Exhibition Two Miles in Less than

Two Minutes—-Beats Savin in Cus

tomary Grandstand Finish.

Barney Oldfield won $100 at the Fort

\Nayne (1nd.) driving park track on Tues

day last, lst inst. llow much more he ob

tained is not known, as the amount of his

appearance money is not stated, but it is

certain that he pocketed the yellow century

offered by the Fort

Dealers' Association to the driver making

Wayne Automobile

the best mile under the minute mark at the

race meet conducted by that association.

Oldfield was the "star" of the meet and

made good in his usual manner by beating

his protege, Ollie Savin, in a grandstand

Oldfield

and Savin got away to a flying start, the

latter taking the lead. Oldfield let Savin

set the pace until within a hundred feet

of the tape, when he opened the throttle

and passed his partner two feet from the

tape.

Oldfield “copped” the hundred dollars

by driving an exhibition two miles in less

than two minutes. The first mile was cov

ered in 58%, and the final in 54 seconds

flat. Savin then tried to lower Oldfield's

time, but failed by several seconds, mak

ing the two laps in 200%.

The stock car events were nothing extra

Three motorcyclists made the

first race, the event going to Harvey Hickos

in 3:35 for two miles. Edward White won

three of the other four events. The first

was two miles for cars costing $1,000 or

under and White's car led George Ald

rich's under the wire in 328%. There were

only two starters in the two miles for cars

costing $1,500 and under and \Vhitc’s ma

chine took this with ease, as it did also the

three mile events following. Summaries:

finish in their two mile encounter.

Two mile exhibitionr- By Barney Old

field. Time, 1:42%.

Two mile exhibition—By Ollie Savin.

Time, 2:00;*§. '

Two miles for motorcycles—Won by

Harvey Hickos. Time, 3:35. Also ran—

N_ B. Durc and C. C. Kelly.

Two miles for cars under $1,000—Won

by Edward White; second, Dr. Duemling.

Time, 328%.

Two miles for cars under $1,500—\Von by

Edward White. Time, 3:06.

Three miles for cars under $3,000—Vl’on

by Edward White; second, \Villiam_Grifi'in.

Time, 4.32%,

Three mile handicap—\Von by \Villiam

Griffin; second, Ollie Savin. Time, 3:15.

Five mile novelty—\Von by Walter Mc

Clellan; second, Barney Oldfield. Time,

9:01.

Two mile match—Won by Barney Old

field; second, Ollie Savin. Time, 2:15.
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a Pane Hartford “30”
$2750

Says the Hartford Globe. Sunday, Oct. 6th :—

‘Certain it is the new Pope-Hartford is a beauty. The

lengthened wheel base, the larger wheels, longer springs; the

new convex body lines, the large and roomv tonneau, with

large side door; the rakish steer-in column with larger steering

wheel, with the front axle directy under the radiator, gives

the car; ,an appearance that is at once distinctive and deci edly

smart.

for 1908

 

  
 

 

Changes in design andconstruction of the Pope-Hartford for 1908 are not of a revolutionary

character. The modifications adopted tendingr only to further refine and bring the product

thoroughly in line with the best and latest practice.

The 1907 Pope-Hartford was right. It made hill-climbing, touring, track and reliability history

The 1907 Model L is admittedly and unquestionably the speediest, most powerful, most popular

and highly endorsed car in its class of the year.

Model M, its successor, has now been on the road many weeks; has been put to every conceivable

road, hill-climbing, speed and reliability test.

SOME NEW FEATURES FOR 1908 ARE AS FOLLOWS:—

‘ Selective change speed gear. Gears of Chrome The brakes, both internal and external. have been

nickel steel. Road wheels 34X3y, and 34x4, respect- increased in surface. width and diameter. An im

ively, Wheel base 112 inches. portant detailed improvement of rear braking con

New carburetor giving all the flexibility of the struction is the taking of the driving and braking

multiple jet _vap0r_izer. Quietness of ooeration of all torque by the same member of the hub construction.

,lfilaers' Radiator Is now located directly over from The steering column has been given_a larger rake.

The Clutch same as Model L, excepting cork in- and a much larger hand Wheels supplied

serts to the number of 34 have been added. Rear The 1908 bodv has convex lines, is decidedly more

axle is now of the clutch drive type, rather than the roomy. Front springs are 2x38 and the rear 2x52.

semi-floating variety as used in the 1907 car. Aluminum guards wrth patent leather aprons.

Ask us to do any “stunt” you want; ask us to‘go where any car will go irrespective of make, price,

horsepower or number of cvlinders.

If you make the others, in and out of our class, do the same things under the same conditions,

30u'll buy a Pope-Hartford.

The Pope Manufacturing Company, 1'2??? Hartford, Bonn.
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ADOP'I'ION 0F Tllli PISTON VALVE

First Application of the Principle in Gas

olene Motors of the Automobile Type

—Advantages of the System.

 

An extremely simple application of the

principle of the piston valve to the require

ments of the internal combustion motor of

the automobile type, has lately been devel

oped by the Peugeot company of France,

constituting what is, so far as is known, the

first attempt to use this sort of distributing

mechanism on so small a motor. In gen

eral construction, it is of the double headed

typeI only the enclosure between the two

heads

gases, the two ends being exposed to the

being employed in handling the

atmosphere, and thus being more or less

cooled automatically, by the natural circula

tion induced by their motion. A single cam

serves to effect the required movements

of the part, a retaining spring holding the

lifter against the cam surface as with the

ordinary type of valve.

The figure shows a section of a motor to

which this system is applied, in which the

valve is seen in the inlet position. Sim

ilarly, in the two smaller sections, the

valve is shown in the neutral, or com

pression and ignition position, and in the

exhaust position. Thus it must be evident

that, contrary to the practice in controlling

the ordinary valve, instead of a continuous

opening or closing movement, the valve has

three points of rest, one so disposed that

the inlet relation will be set up. one, such

that both inlet and exhaust ports will be

sealed from the cylinder, and corresponding

to a dwell of two piston strokes, and the

third such that the exhaust may take place

in the usual way.

Mechanically, the valve consists of two

annular rings, closed by walls. marked 1

and 2, in the first illustration. located by

means of the spacer. 3, and secured on the

extremity of the valve stem, 4, by means

of a nut, 6, and locking ring, 5. Which

hold against the shoulder. 7, on the stem.

The valve rides in the sleeve, 12, in which

the ports 20. 21. and 22 are cut. its stem

following the guide. 8. concentric with the

sleeve. it is constantly impelled toward

the lower end of its travel bv the spring.

9, which rests against the cylinder. 13, at

the base of the guide, and at the other end.

upon a washer. 10. carried by the stem it

self. The lower end of the stem is carried

by a rocker, l4. mounting a roller, 15, which

bears against the cam, 16.

The port, 21. communicates with the cyl

inder, ports, 20 and 22. respectively throw

ing the former into communication with the

inlet and exhaust manifolds. The space

enclosed between the two heads of the valve.

merely serves as a medium of communi

cation between the cylinder and the two

ports, serving the inlet and exhaust alter

nately. By suitably shaping the cam, 16,

the distribution of the ordinary four-stroke

cycle may be effected without difficulty. A

regulating screw, 11, at the base of the

valve stem, permits of adjustment for po

sition in the sleeve, while for governor reg~

ulation, or hand control of the motor, the

cam is made conical in longitudinal sec

tion, thus permitting a variation in the dis

tribution according to the lengthwise dis

placement of the cam under its follower.

Obviously the chief advantages of such a

system are, its simplicity as compared with

  

the ordinary valve gear, and the fact that

it is balanced. On this account the only

load on the mechanism is that due to the

friction of the parts, the heavy strains ob

taining ordinarily in unseating the exhaust

valve against the full cylinder pressure, be

ing quite eliminated. ‘

Goggles and How to Test Them.

Motorists who use goggles and who com

plain of headaches and ill-feeling after

driving, may well look to the goggle lenses

as the source of their trouble rather than

to put their faith in medical prescriptions

or treatment. Many cheap goggles have

lenses that are not entirely neutral, as they

should be unless especially ground to take

the place of the glasses usually worn by the

driver. The effect of the cheap glass with

irregularities in its surfaces or thickness

is to strain the eyes as badly as if they were

afi’ected with severe astigmatism. A sim

ple test for goggle lenses is to hold them

away from the eye and move them in cir

cles while looking through them. If the

objects seen through the lenses seem to

move too, it is an evidence that the glasses

are not neutral and should be avoided. The

best protection is the selection of goggles

of known reputation. in which guaranteed

neutral optical glass is used.

 

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor World Co., 154 Nassau St.,

New York City.

T0 PREVENT FREEZING TIOUBLES

While Many Motorists “Trust to Luck,"

the Preventive is Simple and

. Efl'ective—What It Is.

As the snow season approaches, one

topic of perenial interest to the user of the

water-cooled car, is that of the danger of

or not definite steps

should be taken to prevent it, and if so,

It is

the custom with many drivers to do with

freezing, whether

what method should be employed.

out anti-freezing compounds of any sort,

trusting to luck to be able to keep the mo

tor running whenever it is exposed to

freezing temperatures, and relying on their

own presence of mind and quick action, to

drain off the cooling system in case of a

breakdown involving the stalling of the

motor. While this may be well enough or

dinarily, it involves no little risk, and it is

generally conceded that it is far better to

infuse into the cooling water some sub'

stance which tends at once to lower its

freezing point without materially altering

its efficiency as a cooling medium.

What to use for this purpose, however,

and how to use it, is rather a difficult matter

to decide. All sorts of salts and solutions

are recommended by various authorities,

some of which are more or less useful, but

more of which are distinctly evil in their

tendencies. Thus one compound may tend

to corrode the walls of the copper tubing

through which it is led, another may eat

into the rubber of the flexible connections,

still another may deposit sediment and clog

the fine passages in the radiator, while a

fourth may volatilize and give off unpleas—

ant or even dangerous vapors when heated

beyond a certain point. On this account, it

is well to use only such compounds or mix

tures as are sanctioned by careful tests,

rather than such as may be recommended

by the casual user, or the interested dealer.

Probably the most useful as well as the

least troublesome mixture which it is pos

sible to find, is the glycerine—alcohol—water

combination recommended by Souther in

one of the most useful little pamphlets of

its kind ever published, “The Freezing

Problem Solved." published by the MOlOl

World, and describing the method of ex

periment by which the correct solution was

fixed upon. Briefly, the best results are

obtainable by the use of alcohol and gly

cerine in equal parts. added to the water

in the system in the ratio of about one to

two, This gives sufficient resisting power

to prevent any tendency to congealing of

the mixture at any point higher than 10

degrees below zero. Fahr.. does not tend

to destroy the system in any way, with or

dinary useage, does not waste rapidly, and

requires only a little alcohol if the average

temperature falls very low, in order to fur

ther reduce the freezing point.
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BENZOI. PROPAGANDA PERSISTI'IN'I'

Expert’s Analysis Showing Fuel Value of

the Product—Points of Comparison

with Gasolene Discussed.

In Great Britain, the Benzol propaganda

is being carried out with considerable force

-——largely for commercial reasons. and hing

ing about the desire of sundry refiners to

build up a market for their hitherto largely

waste by-product. That something is likely

to come of it in the way of a fairly general

use of the coal derivitive instead of the pe

troleum compounds, would seem to be the

case, however. Several brands of Benzol

are already on the market, which closely re

semble one another in their properties, and

their makers are using every concievable

effort to get a favorable representation

among the more prominent tradesmen and

users. The following notes which are from

the pen of Edmond Ledoux, a well known

authoriy on fuels, relate to the qualities

of “Simear” benzol, a fuel prepared by

Simon-Carves, Ltd, Manchester.

“Benzol is one of the richest bodies in

carbon, and consequently requires an ade

quate quantity of air to obtain complete

combustion without producing soot.” he

observes. “The physical differences be

tween benzol and petrol are shown in the

following table:

Fuel. Benzol. Petrol.

A Specific gravity . . . . .. 0.880 0.700

B Calories per litre. . . . . 8,844 7,910

C Calories required to

vaporize one kilo.. 130 160

D Calories required to

vaporize one litre,

‘ : A x C . . . . . . . . .. 114.4 112.0

E Calories required to

vaporize a quantity

having 1,000 calolgies

of energy, : -—- x

1,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.9 14.1

“The column ‘B’ shows that benzol at

equal volumes contains twelve per cent.

calories (or energy) more than petrol.

Therefore in the storage tank of a motor

car can be stored in the shape of spirit

twelve per cent. more energy (or mileage)

without running the tank empty.

“Column ‘E' shows that to produce the

same energy benzol takes nine per cent. less

calories to carburate the air than petrol. it

is, therefore. a better carburant. notwith

standing its heavier specific gravity. This

is generally not the case with a spirit de

rived from petroleum or shale oil in which

the heavier the specific gravity the more

difficult it is to carburate the air. For in

stance, it has_been found very difficult to

use in an ordinary carburetter petrol of a

greater specific gravity than .700 without

having some trouble in obtaining the proper

explosive mixture.

.into the liquid to the

"The cost per gallon of benzol is less than

for petrol. One gallon of benzol gives

twelve per cent. more mileage than one gal

lon of petrol.

“The figures given in the above table will

enable us to study the difference in the reg

ulation which the carburetters have to

undergo, according to the mode of distri»

bution of the liquid.

“In petrol motors where the fuel is sent

into the vaporiser, or carburetter, at each

admission by means of a little pump, the

difference in the density between the liquids

has no influence, as is also the case in the

Gobron motor, in which the liquid is dis

tributed by a tap provided with grooves

which deliver a constant quantity of liquid

at each revolution. But in this case the

capacity of the feeding pump, or of the

grooves, should be decreased by about

eleven per cent—the table above shows that

eighty-nine volumes of benzol will replace

one hundred volumes of petrol.

“In the spray carburetters (of which the

Longuemare is one of the best known) the

liquid is brought into the current of air

either by a central opening provided with

or without a needle, or by a grooved valve

which is lifted by the suction produced by

the aspiration of the motor; in both cases

the liquid is carried along and vaporised by

the current of air. In all these carburetters

the liquid is maintained at a fixed height

from the nozzle of the sprayer by a constant

level float, and for this reason a little regu

lation is necessary when using benzol with

these carburetters,

“As above mentioned, the constant level

is obtained by using a float which when

rising checks the flow of liquid by a needle

valve; the depth of the liquid in the car

buretter is therefore always equal to the

height of liquid necessary to lift the float.

It is important to keep the levelof theliquid

in the carburetter at the same mark as it is

constructed for; therefore if benzol is used,

and as this fuel has a greater specific grav

ity than petrol, the float will require to be

loaded by means of a washer in order to dip

same level. The

weight of such a washer can be easily ar

rived at by experiment, as follows:

“Take the float of the carburetter out and

dip it into petrol; mark the level it dips into

the petrol. Do the same with benzol, and

then add some thin washers (of copper or

lead) until the float dips to the same level

as in petrol.

“Or this can be arrived at by calculation

as follows: Calling a the distance in milli

metres between the two liquid levels on the

float in petrol and in benzol calling d the

diameter of the float in millimetres, the

formula as under will give the weight x in

milligrammes:

3.1416X aXdXd

4

X0.88:x

(The coefficient 0.88 is the specific gravity

of the benzol.)

“As benzol has a specific gravity greater

than petrol, the flow through a given aper

ture with an equal head is less for benzol

than petrol. The known formula

2gb D

 
va:

shows that a flow of l00 volumes of petrol

corresponds to a flow of only 88.9 volumes

of benzol.

“By referring to the table above, it is seen

that only 89.3 volumes of benzol are re

quired to produce the same number of

calories, or energy, as 100 volumes of

petrol, since petrol has only a calorific value

equal to 89.3 per cent, of that of benzol.

Consequently it is not necessary to alter the

apertures of the spray.

“In the case of the electric ignition there

is nothing to change, and one can easily find

the necessary advance of the spark where

the motor gives the full power without

knocking.

“The motor will start cold with benzol

equally as well as with petrol, and the car

buretter need not be heated. Benzol being

richer than petrol for the same volume, it is

advisable to admit more air. “ ‘ * It is

unnecessary to increase the aperture of the

jet. Allow a slightly greater air supply."

Text-Book on Gas Engines.

A very concise and useful text-book of

the home-study order, is "Gas Engines and

Producers," just issued by the American

School of Correspondence. Chicago, Ill., un

der the combined authorship of Prof. Lionel

S. Marks, and Samuel S. Wyer. The two

subjects are treated independently,.in sepa

rate sections of the volume, each amounting

to a brief essay drawn in popular style with

only so much of theory and technicality as

may be required for a fair working knowl

edge of the processes involved. The usual

chapter of history serves to introduce each

section, and in both cases, the theoretical

phases of thermodynamic and chemical ac

tions are elucidated in such a way as to be

comprehensible without the aid of a diction

ary.- The book is limited in scope by its

size, however (138 pages lZ-mo.) and hence

is useful only in showing the way to more

complete study, or as a general review of

this very important branch of mechanical

engineering“ Gas engines, for instance, are

treated very thoroughly as to their prin

ciple, and action, as well as with some re

gard to their practical operation; but only

a limited amount of space is devoted to

their specific applications to difl‘erent sorts

of duty. The same applies to the second

section, in a general way.

Joints that Should be Kept Tight.

All connections between the cylinder

and the carburetter must be tight. If any

one of the joints become loose, admitting

extra air, the mixture will become so di

luted that the engine will skip and lose

power alarmingly.
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Gill/ERNMENT INSIGNIA IN TRADE

Discouraging the Use of National Emblems

for Advertising Purposes—How Laws

Apply in the Matter.

 

With the great expansion of advertising

the question of the use of the United States

flag or of a govermental coat of arms, as a

trademark, as a wrapper, or label, or for any

commercial purpose whatever, has become

a highly important matter.

Several recent decisions against such

uses have called renewed attention to this

question.

this country to stamp out the use of gov

There is a growing tendency in

ernmental symbols for the purpose of pri

vate enterprise, which seems to be quite in

keeping with a wise public sentiment, says

Printers' Ink.

In this we are only following in the wake

of the older nations, many of whom have

long had prohibitive laws in force.

As is well known the general right to

property in a trademark in this country is

a matter of common law. It is simply a case

of original use, a merchant or manufac

turer’s right in a trade mark consisting

wholly in his ability to establish a claim to

original occupancy. This, of course, means

a right in the whole trademark as such, and

not to any word or mark of which it may

be composed separately.

While Congress long ago passed legis

lation defining the colors and other details

of the United States flag, it has never made

any laws prohibiting or limiting the use of

our national emblem. The nation was

young when the flag law was passed, and

it is entirely unlikely that any such con

ditions as have arisen with our great com

mercial expansion were foreseen.

The absence of a condition always im

plies the presence of its opposite, as silence

is said to give consent. The absence of a

prohibitive law thus seemed to create a

privilege, which has to a greater or less ex

tent been taken advantage of.

The present National trademark law, in

one of its recently added clauses, carries the

first definite limitation of the use of gove

ernmental insignia as trademarks. The

exact language of the statute provides that

no trademark which “consists of or com

prises the flag, or coat-of-arms, or other

insignia of the United States, or any simu

lation thereof, or of any State or munici

pality, or any foreign nation, shall be reg

istered. Here is a very definite statute

covering the situation as far as trademarks

are concerned. Previous to its enactment

the usage of the patent office for some years

had been a refusal to register trademarks

of the above character on the general plea

of public policy.

The present trademark law carries a ten

year proviso which, on its face, allows of

the continued use of a trademark, based on

or containing governmental insignia, pro

vided it had been in actual use for ten years

preceding the passage of the act. But there

have been three recent and important decis

ions by the Court of Appeals of the District

of Columbia against this construction of the

law on the ground of public policy; and

there is good ground for the belief that any

ease involving the use of governmental or

State symbols, for business purposes, which

gets into the courts hereafter will be decided

against, in view of these decisions which are

now generally recognized as establishing a

precedent.

In a recent important case in Massachu

setts, the Commonwealth vs. R. I. Sherman

Mfg. Co., the Supreme Court of Massachu

setts held the State’s right to prohibit the

use of “the arms or the great seal of the

Commonwealth or any representation

thereof for any advertising or commercial

purpose whatever." A sweeping decision

which was followed by the legislative enact

ment, the manufacturing community being

protected against loss, by being given one

year to dispose of mechandise bearing the

prohibited matter—the law not to take effect

until that time.

A very recent decision in Nebraska, the

case having gone as far as the Supreme

Court, prohibited the use of the United

States flag as a part of the label on a beer

bottle. It will be observed that while the

present National trademark law covers the

trademark situation, local cases of various

kinds are springing up all the time, and will

continue to until each State legislature has

molded and passed for itself a definitely pro

hibitive law with appropriately heavy pen

alties.

All leading foreign nations have passed

prohibitive legislation against the registra

tion of their coat-of-arms as a trademark.

These are Great Britain, Germany, Austria,

Hungary, Spain, The Netherlands, SwedenI

Switzerland, Norway, Peru, Chili, Costa

Rica, Bulgaria, Roumania, Servia, Denmark,

Brazil and Japan_

“Red Can" Law Soon to Take Efl'ect.

Michigan’s “Gasolene Red Can" law,

which was passed by the last legislature

goes into effect on November lst, and

dealers of the fluid are hastening to provide

themselves with material to comply with

the provisions of the act. In short, it

requires that tanks on automobiles, boats,

engines, stoves, and so forth, may be filled

only from cans, barrels, casks, and other

receptacles that are painted bright red, and

stencilled with the name of the fluid. The

law makes it unlawful to put kerosene in

any can or other receptacle labelled gaso

lene, benzine or naptha. There is an ex

ception in the case of these inflamable fluids

when sold in bottles for cleaning or similar

purposes, but the contents must be desig

nated by a label printed in rcd with letters

not less than one-quarter of an inch in

height.

C0“ IN ROLE 0F E. Z. MARK

Chicago Dealer Victimized by Peculiar Sys

tems of Bookkeeping—His Forgiving

Spirit Imposed Upon.

C. A. Coey, the Thomas agent in Chicago,

has just awakened to the fact that he is one

of the “e-z marks" of the Windy City.

Some of his ex-employees thought so long

ago, but they neglected to say anything

about it with the result that Coey has just

Now that

Coey is fully awake he is felicitating him

Also, he

has placed his present bookkeeper under

the

made the discovery for himself.

self that he still owns a few cars.

bonds, and raised his salary above

temptation point.

The trouble with two of Coey’s former

bookkeepers was that they led automobile

careers on wheelbarrow incomes. Coey

himself says so and adds that he unwitting

ly furnished the difference of three wheels

and the gasolene. Last week he decided to

quit playing the comic supplement char

acter, hence the bonds for the new book

keeper and a warrant for the arrest of

Thomas W. Greer, a former bookkeeper.

Coey states that Greer and his predeces

sor, M. E, Semple, instituted systems of

bookkeeping that were highly unique—so

unusual, in fact, that Coey didn't remeber of

ever having studied those systems when he

went to school in 17—, that is, some years

ago.

Last New Year’s day Coey discovered

that Semple had peculated to the extent of

about $400. The man asked for a chance,

made New Year's resolutions and promised

to pay back the shortage from his salary.

By March Coey managed to fathom Sem-,

ple's system, so he discharged him, wishing

that he had done so on New Year's day, as

the shortage had grown to twice the orig

inal amount, so the dealer avers.

Then he took in Greer, or vice versa.

When Coey discovered that Greer could

give Semple cards and spades in figuring

long on a short column, he was ready to go

to the foolish factory. Grccr also asked for a

chance, and Coey gave it to him. Greer

took a long chance, Coey alleges, so long

that when he left a week ago the cash reg

ister was down and out waiting for the

count.

Meanwhile Coey had given the berth to

George Cheever, the young man who posed

as a nephew of Vice-President Fairbanks,

and in this guise procured a $5,000 touring

car from Coey, which little joke ended up

in the young man’s languishment in jail.

Coey procured the boy’s release upon con

dition that he would work for him and pay

for the damage he had caused. Cheever

“worked” him, Coey relates, and now, to

insure himself against further losses

through his easy disposition, all his em

ployees must give bonds.
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MAGISTRATE THREW A BMIIEIANG

Pooh-Bah of Pennsylvania Town in Legal

Mix-up—Prosecution of Automobilists

Develops Back Action,

 

That a township supervisor cannot be

a justice of the peace and at the same

time do justice to both offices, has been dis

covered by Harry F. Taylor, of West

Goshen township, Pennsylvania, following

a decision in the Chester county courts that

has attracted considerable attention from

barristers of that section of the State and

elsewhere, not alone from the nature of the

proceedings but because also of the material

effect that the decisions have upon the

operation of automobiles over the public

highways of the State in relation to the

rights and duties of the justices and ofiicers

of the various boroughs and townships rel

ative to the arrest of automobile owners

and operators regarding alleged violations

of the speed limit and failure to sound warn

ing on approaching road crossings.

Early in the summer residents of Willis

town and East Goshen townships decided

that automobiles were traveling too fast

through their bailiwicks, so to slacken the

pace they erected warning signs relative to

the speed limits. Several Philadelphia

motorists were arrested and fined in Willis

town township for alleged violations of the

State act. -

Then Harry F. Taylor, a supervisor of

West Goshen township, who also is a jus

tice of the peace, employed Worthington

G. Lewis, a young carpenter, to watch the

roads of that township for violations of the

automobile law. On Sunday afternoon,

June 30th, when he concluded there would

be a large number of cars out on the road,

Lewis took a station in the high grass on

the Paoli road, near Goshenville school

house, and in three hours jotted down the

numbers of 37 or 40 cars that passed, and

reported them to his employer, Justice of

the Peace Taylor, as having violated the

provisions of the law.

Among the number reported were several

prominent business men of West Chester,

among them being Charles T. McFarland,

E. L. Pye, G. Glancy Wilson, H. S. Thomp

son, C. M. Hicks, C. G. Gawthrop and C.

R. Nichols, who in a few days received a

letter from Taylor to appear before him

and answer to the charge preferred by “De

tective” Lewis. The justice informed Wil

son that from the testimony presented to

him (Taylor) he was satisfied that Wilson

was guilty of violating the act. Subse

quently regularly prepared warrants were

sworn out for a number of the alleged vim

lators, and several of them living in Phila

delphia, it is said, paid fines and costs im

posed, but Wilson and others demanded a

hearing. They were represented by an

array of legal talent that almost flabber

gasted the “learned” justice.

At the hearing given Wilson, which was

made a test case for several of the others,

"Detective" Lewis testified that Wilson

failed to sound his horn when approach

ing the cross roads and his testimony was

corroborated by William Atrmstrong, a

young man who had gone up to the school

house to talk over a game of base ball with

a friend, and seeing some of the other per

sons were putting down the numbers of

automobiles, he also for the fun of the

thing put down the numbers of three, in

cluding that of Wilson. Armstrong testi

fied that it was about five or six o'clock

while Lewis had said that it was three

o’clock. W'ilson and his wife, who was in

the car at the time, both testified that the

horn had been sounded.

Counsel for Wilson argued that the guilt

of the defendant had not been established

beyond a reasonable doubt and asked for

his discharge, also raising the point that the

act makes no provision for a penalty for

failure to sound an alarm; that no judge can

sit in his own case; he had no jurisdiction

in the case, being one of the supervisors

who employed the prosecutor, and any judg

ment against the defendant would be ap—

pealed. Justice Taylor, however, imposed a

fine of $15 and costs upon Wilson, without

having adjudged him guilty on the testi

mony. Counsel at once moved for a stay

of judgment or an execution, pending an

appeal to the courts, and requested a tran

script of the justice’s docket.

Wilson’s counsel filed a petition for a

writ of certiorari, praying that Justice Tay

lor be cited into the court, and a hearing

held before the body, the petition setting

forth that the justice had no jurisdiction to

consider the complaint against Wilson.

Taylor was wholly disqualified to hear the

case and judge same, because he employed

the man who acted as detective, who was

the complainant, and was the chief witness

at the hearing; the justice employed coun

sel for the prosecution; the justice em

ployed as his counsel and adviser at the

hearing the same attorney whom he had

employed to conduct the prosecution; the

justice declared before the hearing that he

had decided that Wilson was guilty of the

ofiense charged and should be fined; that

the justice had admitted that he had par

tially, at least prepared the case of the pros

ecution; that the justice refused to give the

defendant the benefit of a reasonable doubt;

that the defendant is not guilty and suffers

much harm from the justice’s decision.

When the matter came up on argument

befort the court it was shown by testimony

that Justice Taylor had not adjudged Wil

son guilty, but merely had imposed the fine

of $15 and costs. The court reversed the

judgment of Justice Taylor and dismissed

the proceedings, holding that the hearing

before Justice Taylor was irregular and im

proper, as he was the prosecutor, and so the

fine does not have to be paid. Lewis, the

prosecutor, has now brought a complaint

against Wilson on the same charge before

Justice George P. Caley, of Malvern, who

after hearing the testimony also imposed

a fine of $15 and costs, but this case too,

will be appealed to the court for a hearing.

Following the disposition of the case by

the court several automobilists who have

been fined by Justice Taylor have taken

action to recover the fines paid him under

the same irregular proceedings as was the

fine imposed upon Wilson, and which the

court has declared irregular. It is expected

that Taylor will get into serious difliculties

unless he refunds the moneys so paid, for

the decision of the court in Wilson’s case,

which was the same as the others, reverses

the judgment in all such cases.

But here is the amusing part of the case,

and where the automobilists got a slap back

at the justice for so zealously nabbing and

fining them. While Justice Taylor was so

occupied in conducting these proceedings

against the motorists, he failed as super

visor of the township to properly attend to

the roads, as provided by law, and he has

been summoned to appear before Justice

Russell at West Chester to answer charges

of failure to keep loose stones off the high

ways of the township. And it was only a

few days ago that Worthington Lewis was

haled before a local magistrate to explain

under what authority he acted as a detective

without license granted by the court. Lewis

was frightened terribly and promised to not

play the amateur Hawkshaw in the future.

“The automobilists can all go to blazes for

all I care,” was his ejaculation, and it also

is thought that this will be the opinion of

Justice Taylor before he clears his skirts

of the mess he put himself into,

Atlantic County Withdraws Its Cops.

After three days of service the automobile

special officers were “fired” by the the

Board of Freeholders of Atlantic County,

New Jersey. The director of the board had

named four men to guard the roadways lead

ing into Atlantic City, with instructions to

arrest the driver of every car that appeared

to be exceeding the speed limits, but there

was such a vigorous protest from Atlantic

City hotel proprietors that the officials were

withdrawn.

To Improve Portland-Seaside Road.

The Portland (Ore.) Automobile Club has

agitate good roads to such an extent that

the much-talked of boulevard from that city

to Seaside will be improved. The road is

fairly good with the exception of one

stretch, which will cost $40,000, and the

county has agreed to pay two thirds of the

cost if the automobile club will contribute

the remainder, which it has agreed to do.

“The A B C of Electricity” will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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NANTUCKI'IT’S 0BSTINA‘I'E PIGIIT

Decision in Tyler Case Declares Road Clos

ing Ordinance Illegal—Town Adopts

New Law, Equally Exclusive.

Nantucket's war against the automobile

is being waged with varying fortune. At the

time when W'. V. Birney, a summer resident

of ’Sconset, at the farther end of the island,

was arrested for pushing his automobile

into the town a protest against the order of

the selectmen closing certain roads was filed

with the State Highway Commission, which

After delib

erating from August 14 until September 18

gave a hearing on the matter.

the commission rendered a decision to the

effect that the town’s regulation was dis

approved.

In the meantime there arose the ease of

Frank J. Tyler, of Boston. Tyler, who

took a Maxwell touring car over to the

island and drove it on the streets of Nan

tucket was not subjected to arrest, but got

a summons to appear before Justice Mooers,

which he evaded by having the magistrate

summoned to Boston for a hearing before

the Supreme Court to show cause why an

order should not be issued restraining him

from further proceedings. Nantucket won

out on that issue and Tyler had to stand

trial, was convicted and a fine was imposed.

This was a short-lived triumph for Nan

tucket. Tyler appealed from the local court

to the Supreme Court and the case came up

befort Judge Edgar Gray Sherman, who

celebrated the twenty-ninth anniversary of

his appointment to the bench by presiding

at the October session of the Superior Court

for Nantucket on October 1, and decided in

Tyler’s favor. His decree declared that the

town, through its selectmen, had attempted

to enlarge upOn the statutes and that the

special regulation excluding automobiles

from the island was illegal and unconsti

tutional,

Nantucket recovered sufficiently from this

fresh defeat to pass, through the select

men on October 4-, a new order which, while

it does not exclude automobiles from all the

roads of the island, which was the error

made in framing the former law, is prac

tically a shut-out for those vehicles. The

order reads:

“Automobiles are hereby excluded from

the following particular roads and ways in

the town of NantucketI viz: Broad street,

North and South \Nater streets, Federal

street, Centre street, Union street, Orange

street, Main street and the Milestone road."

These “particular roads and ways" are the

only roadways by which an automobile can

either enter or reach the steamboat wharf,

and the order, therefore, cuts off all possi

bility of reaching 'Sconset, or any other

part of the island outside of the county

town, that wharf being the terminus of the

only ferry offering to “outside barbarians"

the means of reaching the sacred soil of

Nantucket. It is almost certain that a pro—

test against the new order will be filed with

the highway commission. Another thing

that may be looked for is a very lively op~

position to the passage by the next legis

lature of any such law as the people of

Nantucket will ask for, enabling them to en

force such regulations.

Senator Barred from Mule Path.

In Florida the Hon. James P. Taliaferro

is a big man, and at Washington he occu

pies a seat in what sometimes is called the

“Millionaire’s Club," but which is legally

known as the United States Senate. The

senator has been a visitor in the Empire

State recently and some of his experiences

uouss 80" [‘0]! LAND SERVICE

Tourist Provides Himself a Luxurious

Home on Wheels—All Conveniences

of First-Class Apartments.

Motor cars built on the principle of a

private railway car or a suite of rooms at

the Waldorf have been attempted on both

sides of the Atlantic, the latest creation of

the sort being that of M. A. de Fabriques.

of the Club of Marseilles.

France, whose outfit is heralded as the

most complete and elaborate that has ever

The

owner is at present touring all the countries

Automobile

taken the form of an automobile.

   

LUXURIOUS PRIVATE

have proved to him, if he needed the proof,

that even a United States Senator is not

immune from the operation of state laws

and regulations. With his wife and daugh

ter and C. S. Hubbard, his son-in-law, he

was making his way along a road to Albany,

the party occupying two automobiles, when

they reached a stretch of macadam road in

progress of building near Frankfort. They

were held up by an inspector who ordered

them off the road, ignoring the senator's

rank, as indicated by the persunal card

handed to him,

Then the tourists headed for the towpath

of the Erie canal which parallels the road,

but two state employees held them up

again. In vain the senator expostulated

that the road was closed to him and that

he must follow the mule path in order to

reach Albany that night. The card he

handed to one of the men was thrown into

the canal and the senator was informed that

the orders of State Superintendent Stevens,

prohibiting the use of the towpath as a

highway “went” there against everything

else. How the senator got to Albany is

not material to this story, but he didn't go

that part of the journey sacred to mules.

HOTEL ON WK! ELS

of Europe with three friends and two ser

vants, and the party is happy in its entire

independence of both railways and hostel

ries.

The car, as the accompanying illustration

shows, is not unlike an elongated house on

wheels. It is divided into three parts.

There is a comparatively spacious dining

room where eight people may sit comfort

ably at table and at the back there is a

well arranged kitchen. The center division

is for dressing rooms and toilet conven~

iences, as well as for storage space. At

night the dining room and kitchen are con

verted into sleeping rooms, the former for

the host and his guests and the latter for

the servants. This is accomplished by

means of ingenious folding beds or couches,

which are not apparent in the day time. On

the top of the car is a large water reservoir,

with suitable piping to the kitchen, bath

room and dressing rooms.

The motive power is supplied by 40 horse

engine, capable of driving the car at a fair

rate of speed when a move is decided upon.

In an excess of zeal, the owner of the out

fit declares that nevair will he to a hotel go

again.
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The Week’s Patents.

862,785. Vehicle Tire. William E. An

drew, Atlantic Highlands, N. J. Filed Dec.

30, 1905. Serial No. 294,009.

_ In a cushion tire, a non-pneumatic, re

silient body having a plurality of symmetri

cally arranged longitudinal cushioniing

chambers provided with flat bases and sym

metrically arched tops.

862,882. Time Speed Indicator, Charles

C. Coleman, Chicago, Ill. Filed Nov. 4,

1905. Serial No. 285,819.

1. In a speed indicator for vehicles, the

combination of a clock, a rotary device

nperated by the clock, to carry a record

tape, a series of projections on the rotar

device to perforate the tape to indicate di

visions of time, a printing device located

above the rotary device, means associated

with the clock for operating said printing

device to make printed indications of time

upon the tape in correspondence with the

perforations, a cyclometer, and means asso

ciated with the cyclometer for making a

series of distance indications on the tape

parallel with the time indications.

862,913. Fountain Sight Feed. Christian

C. Hill, Chicago, Ill.; Clotilda Barclay Hill,

executrix of said Christian C. Hill, deceased,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to Preci~

sion Appliance Company, Chicago, Ill., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Dec. 23.

1904. Serial No. 238,045.

1. A fountain si ht feed, comprising in

combination, a truni member. a cylindrical

open side casing secured thereto. a cap

screwing upon the upper end of said casing.

casing and having a closed upper end anu

a transparent view tube arran ed in said

an open lower end, and a jet tu e arranged

inside of said view tube and attached to

the trunk member, the said trunk member

having an inlet passage connecting with

said jet tube and an outlet passage connect

ing with the lower end of the chamber, sub

stantially as set forth.v

862,963. Vehicle. Charles Cretors, Chi

cago, Ill. Filed Dec. 27, 1906. Serial No

439,721.

In a vehicle of the character herein de

scribed, the combination of a floor, guide

tracks on the underside of said floor and

near the rear end of the same. and a drawer

moving on said tracks and formed with a

deep rear gortion and a forward shallow

portion, su stantially as set forth.

863,064. Friction Clutch. Herman ,I.

Hass, Frederick P. Nehrbas. and James R.

Short. Buffalo, N, Y., assignors to E. R.

Thomas Company, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed

Feb. 21, 1906. Serial No. 302.159.

1. A friction clutch comprising a driving

shaft, a driven shaft, means for rotatably

coupling or uncoupling said shafts, a driven

ring connected with the driven shaft, and

two driving rings connected with the fly

wheel and adapted to be engaged with or

disengaged from opposite sides of the driv

en ring, and means for holding said shafts

against axial movement relatively to each

other consisting of a sleeve secured to the

driven shaft and provided at its front end

with an external bearing flange, a sleeve se—

cured to the hub of the fly wheel and pro

vided with an internal bearing flange. and

a row of balls interposed between said bear

ing flanges. substantially as set forth.

863,095. Automatic Pump for Rubber

Tires. Oriel D. Rousseau, Seymour, Iowa.

Filed April 5, 1906. Serial No. 310,130.

1. An automatic pump for pneumatic

tires, comprising a yielding, compressible,

elastic, resilient valve-chamber provided

with shoulders at its ends and ada ted to

be mounted in and communicate wit a tire

as a section of the tire, valves in the ends

of said chamber controlling the communi

cation between the chamber and tire and a

valve in said chamber intermediate to its

ends and controlling communication be

tween said chamber and the atmosphere,

863,124. Fender for Motor Vehicles.

Dante J. Welton, Columbus, Ohio. Filed

June 6, 1906. Serial No. 320,372.

1. The combination with the frame of a

motor vehicle, of a resilient fender pivoted

at its rear to the forward portion of the

frame, and rigid vertical brackets support- ,

ing the forward portion of said fender at .

their upper ends.

863,142. Explosive Engine. Louis Bou

deaux and Louis Verdet, Paris, France

Filed Feb, 24, 1906. Serial No. 302,737.

In an explosion engine the combination

of a differential cylinder a differential pis

ton adapted to reciprocate within the cyl

inder, an inlet and an outlet valve in com

munication with the lesser portion of the

cylinder bore and an inlet and an outlet

valve in communication with the larger

portion of the cylinder bore, a plurality of

explosion chambers some in communication

with the lesser portion of the cylinder, and

the others in communication with the larger

portion of the cylinder, said explosion cham- 1

bers opening into the cylinder at points

immediately above the faces of the piston I

when the latter is at the end of its in-stroke,

and an ignition device arranged in each ex

plosion chamber.

863,145. Change Speed Gearing. Swin

fen Bramley-Moore, London, England.

Filed Jan. 12, 1907. Serial No. 352,045.

1. A change speed gear comprising a

driving and a driven shaft in axial align

ment, a sleeve encircling and supporting the

adjacent ends of said shafts, a bearing for

supporting said sleeve, 21 countershaft

mounted parallel with said driving and driv

en shafts, a spur wheel on one end of said

sleeve, a spur wheel mounted loosely on the

driving shaft, a spur wheel mounted loosely

on the driven shaft, a spur wheel fixed on

the countershaft and in constant mesh with

the spur wheel mounted on the driving

shaft, a spur wheel so mounted on the coun

tershaft that it is constrained to rotate

therewith but is free to slide thereon so

that it can be brought into mesh with the

spur wheel on the driven shaft, a spur

wheel mounted loosely on the countershaft

and in constant mesh with the spur wheel

on the sleeve, means for coupling the loose

ly mounted spur wheel on the countershaft

to said shaft, and means for coupling the

spur wheels on the driving and driven shafts

to their respective shafts and the spur wheel

on the sleeve to either or both of said

shafts, as set forth.

Price 50c.

154 Nassau St.,

“The A B C of Electricity."

The Motor World Co.,

New York City.

spokes.

security. In doin

  

Nuts That Raqum Tightanlng h

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

_ Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

thls care should be taken not to throw the

sprockets out of line—From “Motor World," August 8, '07.

U0. Columbln Lock Nuts

COLUMBIA "UT 1 BOLT OO.. lnc.. Ind-open, Conn.

Will exhibit at both New York Automobile Shows.

mm: uni run SALE.
‘ 15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

. A GOOD CHANCE—We represent Ital

‘ ian manufacturers of electric automo

, biles—VVanted, one or more partners with

capital to start agency in New York. Cars

‘ sell easy at lower prices than the domestics,

K, with good profits. No schemers need ap

ly; write for articulars. A. T., care Motor

orld, Box 9, N, Y. City.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES

HIGH CARBON NICKLE

OR CHROME NICKLE

Prices Right

 

 

 

i

Prompt Deliveries

  

Park, Clinton and Virginia Streets

Send Prints for Estimates

A. O SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, W18.

  

 

 

"(SURE YOUR M0TOR

Against wear and carbon troubles by using

“INVMJER”

Ull.
TWO GRADES—LIGHT AND

MEDIUM HEAVY

> YOU NAME THE CAR—WE'LL

NAME THE GRADE

INVADIR SEMI-FLU‘D

COMPOUND

A thickened oil for transmissions

INVADER LUBRIOATINO COMPOUND

For Compression Cup

CIIASJ'. KELLOM 8 CO.

128 Arch Street. PllllAlIELPlllA

  

Ital-TIRED

 

Reliability Is what counts.

USE

SPlchllllllF IGNITIUN.
. F. 8 PLITDORI'

Walton Ave. Q 138th St... New York.

 

 

 

After considerable use the bolts

olding the sprocket rings to the
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THE ANNOUNCEMENT

Electric

and Gasulene Models

For l908

Will be made during the next two weeks.

It will be of absorbing interest.

ELEBIBIB VEHIBLE BUMPIIIY, Hartford, Bonn.

Member A. L. A. M.

  

  

Through Six Inches of Mud

in a blinding rainstorm for thirteen consecutive hours during

the_recent 24 hour race at Philadelphia a Lozier car won,

equipped with

Witherbee Batteries
The batteries occupied an exposed position in the _rear of the chassis

and from two to ten pounds of mud were scraped from them every time

the car came off the track for water and gasolcne. These same batteries

ran the car to New York.

If you want the best Ignition System- specify Witherbee Batteries

for your 1908 Car.

\Vrite department 20 for catalogue.

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

THREE FACTORIES.

New York, Chicago, Detroit,

541 W. 43d St. 1429 Michigan Ave. 220 Jefferson Ave.

Baltimore Office: 510 Continental Trust Building.

We exhibit at Grand Central Palace, Oct. 24th & 31st.

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

TYPE C

Pennsylvania 50

  

A motor car faultlessly made of chrome

nickel steel—and annular bearings—a

valve-in-the-head motor of 50 H. P. and

the price $2800.00.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.

BRYN MAWR, PA.

 

  

 

 

 

WITHOUT A DOUBT

Other things being equal, you certainly prefer a car, which

Starts Without Cranklng

Fig. I iumpfi

SELF-STARTING CAR

is the outgrowth of years of experience, and embodies in its construction

the three cardinal virtues

RELIABILITY—DURABILITY— COMFORT
  

It is the only car equip ed with a Self-Starting Motor, and is so simple

that any lady may rive it without the attendance of a chauffeur.

There is nothing to watch, nothing to get out of order. You simply

' "Push the lever and the motor starts"

THE TRIUMPH Car Model A—30 II. P., 4 Cyllnder Runabout, - $2800.00

is built in two styles: Model C—30 II. P.. l-Cyllndel' Touring Car. $3000.00

Triumph Motor Car Co., Dept. 0, Chicago, Ill.

___._MM
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0ne ot our tour

types made to

tit all standard

  

A tire is just as good as it is made _to be—

no better. That’s the reason underlying the

superior service given by

“Firestone”

Tires
—it’s the superiority of fine Up-River Para

rubber, over the cheaper compounded article.

—-the superiority of an organization of exclu

s1ve tire experts, over general rubber goods

makers.

—examine and compare these tires; test one

or two on your car beside other makes.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company

AKRON, OHIO

Factory and General Ollices, Akron, Ohio

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

For

NEW YORK

ST. LOUIS

BOSTON

DETROIT

PHILADELPHIA

BUFFALO.

  

" mercial

Cars

Made in both Single and Dual forms

 
 

 
 

The Standard

oi American

Automobile ‘1] Perhaps

you ve noticed that

most cars cost more than the

Mitchell. ‘1 Did you ever notice that

they were any better in finish or in material— or any

better in rlormance on the road P 1] Ride in a

$2000 Mitchell and sci q Have any Mitchell

agent “show you" a Mitchell. ‘1 Loolt it over—

go out into the country and test it on the toughest

hill you ltnow of—through some particularly bad

stretch of sandy or muddy road. Notice your power

——notice speed—notice the sweet running motor——

the tranquil action of all moving parts—ease of

control—notice general—efficiency, Mr. Prospective

owner. 1] M1 if you can see how you'll get two

or three thousand dollars more automobile value out

of any other car—EX the other car we won't say

a word. ‘1 But you won't fi_nc_l more value in any

other car. ‘1 Present day automobile value is

standardized in the Mitchell at $2000. (II A

demonstration will prove this to E 1]] You are

under no obligation to buy when you ale for a

demonstration. ‘1] ll you are considering the pur

chase ol a car we want you to know the Mitchell,

we want to show you what you get in a Mitchell at

$2000 and that you can't get any rlor_e in y

@ ear, rgardless of the price.

Call up the Mitchell

agent.
The Right

Price tor the

R i g h t C a r

Wrile us for Catalogue Na. 18

Mitchell Motor Car Co.

275 Mitchell Street, Racine, Wis.

Member American Motor Car Mfrs. Ass'n.

We will show at the Grand Cenrtai Palace, New York City.

October 24th to Jlst.

 

  

  



Bufl‘alo—9 St.

In Automobiling, Trufiault-Hartford Shock Ab- I

sorber are indispensable.

riding, even for the occupants of the tonneau under

the most adverse road conditions.

prevent the breaking of springs, save time, tires and

trouble.

The superiority and individual qualities oi the pioneer Shock

Absorber are best demonstrated by the fact that the Trufi'ault

Hartford has been adopted exclusively as equipment by such

nominent cars as the Pierce Great Arrow, Studebaker, Stevens

' ' Stoddard-Dayton Six CyL, Marmon, Con

tinental, Lane, Conover, Sultan and Frontenac.

Write to-day for our “Rufl’ Road" booklet. address Dept. I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

uryea “B

66 Vestry Street,

SEE US AT THE SHOWS.

ESTABLISHED 18H

 
 

  

Empire At Tire Co.

  

ig Sur,‘

  

MI""_'-___A“""dby . scunane'n's 30"., Inc" 28-30-32 Rose so, New York ‘1

WEAR

Trenton, N. J.

148 Chambers St.

delphia: Penn. Auto Supply Co.

Providence——Waite Auto Sup y Co.

_ New York—Broadway 8: 73d St.;

Chicago—20 LaSalle St.: 1615 Wabash Ave.

Boston—292 Devonshire St.
Seattle, Wash—Folks Auto upply Co.

Wh Solar Gas Generators

Y Always Satisfy.

(LBecause they embody

the only correct principle of gas

generation (wick feed) making flood

ing impossible. (LAre made round

so as to enable each part to be drawn

from one piece of heavy sheet brass

(not four pieces soldered together).

(This absolutely removes the possi

bility of leakage and produces a steady

supply of never failing gas.

PROTECTION

They insure comfortable

Besides they

  

NEW YORK.

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha, Wis.

Eaatern Branch. 11th Ave.. 36-3701 5m“ New York City

 

  

SGHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE

Trade Mark Registered April 30. I895

SIMPLE AND ABSULUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. . _ _

(L Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Supplied to the Trade by All Tlra Manufacturers
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: What\

stronger proof

could there be

of Ajax material

and workmanship ?

  

  

  

0! Motoring

A smooth running engine is more satisfaction than

smooth roads. Mobiloil—the perfect automobile

lubricant—is the only oil that makes smooth easy

running absolutely certain. There is a grade of

VACUUM

MOBILOIL
especially prepared for every

engine. The Mobiloil booklet

lists every make of automobile

and tells at a glance what grade

of Mobiloil to use- It’s free.

Mobiloil sold by dealers every

wherkin barrels and cans of

varying capacities.

Msuulsctured by

VACUUM on. C0., Rochester. N. Y.

  

It is merely a matter of com

mon sense to believe that the

tire that IS sold with the strong

est guarantee must be the best.

Write for copy of Guarantee

stating what size tire you are

using.

Address Department A.

'Aju-Grleh Rubber Company

General Olfice: N. E. Cor. 57th St.

and Broadway, New York City.

Chicago Ofice: 1418 Michigan Ave.

Factories, Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES: Newark N. 81 Orange St.

Baltimore: 20 St. Paul st. hiladelphia: 141:

Race St. Kansas City: 108 East 15th St.

Boston: 819A Boylston St. Los An eles: 1046

South Main St. Washington, D. .: 602-604

E SL, N. W. _Pittsburg: 201 Wood St. Porto

Rico: 32 Marina, San Juan. St. Louis: 3948

Olive St. Seattle: 1419 Broadway.

Minnea olis: Nicollet St. Jackson

, vi le, Fla: 317 W. Forsythc St.

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE m AMERICA

Your Profit, Mr. Dealer

depends upon your sales. You must sell goods that are in demand and move rapidly, and give you a good profit. We

would like to have you investigate

THE CELEBRATED BRAlVlPTON CHAIN

 

They are rapid sellers and bring many duplicate orders. Every customer, a satisfied customer and a daily advertiser

for you and the Bramfton Chain. They are the strongest chain on the market. Made of self-hardening steel.

We have in stock al sizes to fit American and foreign cars.

THE PRICE is the same as you pay for any other chain, in fact all automobile chains now on the market are same

price to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and users, and our prices are the same as quoted by chain manufacturers. .

PRICE THE SAME. QUALITY? INVESTIGATE. Get the best at the same price. Agents wanted in unoccupied

territor .l907yCatalog mailed upon request; the largest of its kind ever published.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Manuiaciurar, Jobber, Exporter and Impomr

New York Cit . 914 Eli]!!! A'flfl-IQ- "on! °FF|OE . Boston, In... 202-204 Columbus Ave.

‘l d l h' . -. 318-320 N~ 8'0"! 51 ' Detroit, Mich, 2275-229 Jeflerson Ave.gl‘elv‘el:n‘ii.“0hi;, 406 am Street. 97-99'l0l R0860 81-. NEW YORK CITY nus-1°, N. Y.. s14 Main St.
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.
).

The Royal Motor Car Co. {$31, Cleveland, 0.

  

Suppllmaniary Spiral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

New York Brunch, 82 West 67th Street

  

 

A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Supplementary Spiral Springs

and notice the difierenee. No jolts, no

_ pars, no broken springs, or dislocated

_ Joints. The “Thank-ye-marms" will

still be With you, but on won't

know_it. Our new ooklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

v‘
a

  

 

 

  

Pittsiielrl Coils and Jewel Plugs

insure Sure and Economical ignition

li‘_ . ‘N';

'1‘ I
“LIE-I 'u “in t-I L‘I H

  

They are used by

careful manufacturers

and intelligent users of

- experience. Sold by all

good supply houses.

PIttsIIeld Spark Coil Co.
in Dalton, Ml..

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Excelsior Supply Co., Randolph St., Chicago, Ill. . . .Western Distribute"

New_ York Sporting Goods Co., 17 Warren St. N.Y., New York Distributors

Pettingell & Andrews, Pearl & Atlantic Ave" Salton, New Eng. Distributors

 

 

d

  

  

THE WESTERN MOTOR ('20., Lononsport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Motor:i “Rutenber” Carburetors, and Sup

 

that’s what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ '

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

MOTOR MAKERS

plies. Light Soft Gray Iron, rass and Aluminum Castings.

 

 

SPARK PLUGS

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

RAJAII AIITO SUPPLY OOIAPANY

140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

  
 

  
 

 

PACKARD

Enameled Ignition Cable

  

PACKARD CABLE. A. ' 5 l

is the choice of the most discriminatin buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TEN ION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC C0., Warren. 0.

 

   
 

 

PARSONS’ MANGANESE BRONZE LEVER OASTINOS
  

SoIoMIkers

THE WILLIANI CHAMP & SONS SHIP & ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, - Philadelphla, Penna.

 
 

  

 

DOUBTFUL
TURN TO THE

INDEX

Speed Indicator

AND BE

CONVINCED

iNDEX SPEED INDIOATOR no.
(Formerly Oliver Instrument Co.)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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Handleet I

lulo l

Wronohos %

A Set Of S B. lit 5.

General Service

Wrenches

(10 openings) put

up in a handy

KIT BAG

Get our last

Cataloir

Th0 Bllllogs &

Sooooufiompaoy

Hartford, Conn.

  

   

 

Warning %

  

Patent

flan-mm now on sums»

A m B 'pllgFBi2tliylit31eeMF!:lkdet
C S l l

u umper Others Are Irnitatora

:l‘HE HARROUN BUMLR PATENT has been allo ed, and as soon as

|t_ca_n be issued we will bring suit against all USERS 0f Bumpera in

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

SOLE LICENSEES, U. S. A. SYCAMORE, ILL.

 

 

KlNWlllll] AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE OUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LEADERS:

Kinwood Perfection Radiators

d

Kinwood Mechanical Ollers.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashea, fenders, gaeolene and water tanks, mufflers,

duct and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings,

01C., 01C.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries

i
l

It. FRANKLIN PETERSEN, THONIAB J.WE1'ZEI.., l

IOO Lake 8t., Chloatzo, I l Warren 8t., New York, ‘I

1

Water: Representative. Eastern Repreaenutive.

THE KINSEY MFG. 00., Dayton, Ohio.

  

The Springfield Motometer

Presents New and Valuable Features

The Maximum Hand: Marks hi heat apeed attained. Re

sets instantly. Can be disconnected in a moment.

New Easy Reading Dial—Big plain figures. Fired Enamel.

Reads. from th e tonneau.

Spring Steel Reinforce on each end of the driving shaft.

Compela easy curvea and amooth running. Far better than

gears.

Non-Clogging Pinion. Mud proof. Will not hold rnud.

A rainy weather necessity.

With these additional excellenccs, the Motometer is more

than ever “The Speedometer for Service."

Send for Catalog W.

The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Established 1865. Incorporated l883.

 

FUBGINGS for the AUTUMUBILE TRADE
Satlsfactlon W ‘

Md—

Thousands of our

Spring ( lips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

THE M. SEWARD SONS COMPANY, Now Haven, Conn.

  

 

l

 

THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automobile Construction

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS,

Strong, Tough and hold

Threada.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZE

CASTINGS,

Guaranteed above

ment Specifications.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

lNG METAL CASTINGS,

Coolest Running and Best

Wear Reaiating Bronze on

the Market.

Light Mtg. & Foundry Go.

POTTSTOWN. PA.

Govern

  

 

ARE STANDAle
Let III quote you on 4-cyllnder

mature for I908

'IHRt-P SIZES

4% in. a 45/, in.

4% in. x 5 in.

5 In. a 5 in.

4~eylinder with self-com

tained oiling ayatern.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

ma neto.

ur new factory and ma

chinery enable us to uar~

antee uallty and delver

ies. lso clutches and

transmissions. Send for

-- cata10§ue

|\'. FRAN LIN PETERSON.

l66 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Western Representative.

TlIOS. 1. WE ZEL

29 w. 424 st. New York.

Eastern Representative.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS

.. i we
  

  

 

  

HEINZE

BUILS
Send Ior

I907 Catalog

and Prices.

HblNZti BLLUIKIO 60., Lowell, l‘lasa.

 

 

 

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. co.. Muskeflon, Mich.
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THE VIM SPIIIIK PLUG PRICE $2.00

Shoots flame into cylinder. No packin : Soot

prpof; trouble-proof. Your money bac it it

ails to give 10 per cent. more power.

THE K-W IGNITION CO.

38 Power Ave., CLEVELAND, O.

’ “VULGAN”

‘ Sta-Rita

Spark Plugs

“KEEPS THE LID ON."

On Maaw'lls. Mltchells, Autmnrs. Americans. Glides.

etc.. in their contests. They‘ll do the same for you.

Send for sample set.

THE R. E. HARDY 60., 86 Water St.. New York City

  

 

  

 

 
 

“Keep your eye on Continentalsl"

CW
The Low Cost Per Mile Tires

43 Warren St., NEW YORK

  

 
 

 

“The Pullman oi Motor Cara."

The Rainier Company

Broadway, cor. 50th St., N. Y.

  

SOMEHOW when you think of

progress in motor car design,

you think of— FORD.

 

Eliminates Unless Emuimant: iov "Talking Points."

Studebaker Automobile 60.. South Bend. lndlana

  

 

 

MMOMMM“

THE F. B. STEARNS (20., ;

CLEVELAND, OHIO| ll. O. A.

IIOO W '

WE WILL NOT'

accept your contract unleu we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contraeta than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Framea and Auto<

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL (20.,

m

Vvvvvvvvv

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

IIIII-GRIIIIE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFC. 00.,

Al'nesbury, Mass.
/

1

 

A LONDON TOP

For your Car. Has the Style and Qual

ity, but best of all, it will FIT. A

Lasco Folding Glass Front adds to the

pleasure and appearance of any car.

Send for Catalog.

London Auto Supply Co., 123: Mich. Ave, Chicago 1

 

lVllOHELIN TIRES
Reign Supreme!

Handled exclusively in America by

E. LAMBERJACK & CO" I- 0.

Sole American Repreaentativea oi

Michelin et Cie., Clermont~Ferrand, France.

3l-33W 3lstSt. NewYorlt thv

Telephone, 5560 Madiaon.

 

   

 

TRIDENT TIRES

do not have the troublea other tirea aufl’er. Book

let No, 37 tells why. Write (or It.

TRIDENT TIRE COMPANY

1593 Broadway, NEW YORK.

  

 

 

More Miles lor Your Money In a

LAMBERT CAR
Friction

Drive

Made by

THE BUCKEYE MFG. C0., Anderson, Ind.

Write for Art Catalog

 

 

Bcttcr Because Regular

Ari Oberdoricr Pump never “sticks.” It work.

day in and day out in a uniform manner.

Is yours an Oberdorlcr?

M. L. Obcrdorfer Brass Co.,

  

 

 

Water 8L, Syracuse, N. Y.

" S U C C E S S ”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable, economical /'

light. > '5 ,

  

  

  

_ _,i Clefflind'eomms , and absolutely safe. A

atron , steel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suita le (or city or country use.

\ I I I I I I | I I I | I I | / Speed from 4 to 20 miles an _

.__ hour. Our 1907 Model has an extra powerlul en nc.

ALUMINUM BODIES '_ gabzént lialaheari'rlig whesezlg; price "gut Also 1‘0 . .,

— _. 4 . u er irea, extra. ne or eecrip—

.l. M. & c0. tive literature.

_ ' 35"- 83‘ — . . u A "summon._ hm." ""1"" "n". I' L _ Success Auto Buggy Mfg. Co ,lnc 531 Ill Ba van in

IIII||||||||||\

  

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

I

Motor Car Accessories
S ark Pluga, Cable, Switchea. Lamp:

ornl, Goggles, Auto Clothing and

Wet Weather Equipment of

manufacture.

New illuatrated catalogue free.

THE AUTOMOBlLE EQUIPMENT CO.

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich

glad to hear fromA agencies who will

push the \Vayne in unoccupied ter

ritory.

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO”

Detroit. Mich.

our own

\Ve are always

 

IIIEMKRMON
"A Mechanical Mnsl‘erbleca"

The Beaten Riding Car In Ihe WuI’Id

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Eltabliahed 1851)

H'rn'e fnr Catalog INDIANAPOLIS, 1ND.

 

 

—BIKER ELEGTRIGS—
The aristocrats of motordom—refinement—

safety—speed—rcliability—all combined.

Write for Catalog illustrating the largest

electric line in the world.

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE CO.

22 80th Street. N. w.. CLEVELAND, 0'.

 

  

 

 
 

Nameissessees ,

Address W e so 7 s of

 

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street,

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Elie motor "(Llllorlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

New York

 

 

 

II 
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QIMIOTTI

GARAGE

NewYork Gily

l lOth St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting.

Tel. 2686 River.

Try us.

 

 

  

The Kiblinger

automobile is now recognized as a

practical, reliable car for commercial

purposes as well as for pleasure. For

the service of physicians, rural letter

carriers and many other lines it has

j no equal. 1TOur double-opposed cyl

j inder 9-10 H. P, machine will nego

tiate any roads over which any other

car can be driven. Price, $375. We

want reliable agents in unoccupied

 

 

  

  

 

SPROCKETS, CHAINS

- and DIFFERENTIALS

in stock or to order. Send for

Catalogue

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

1032 Dunning St., Chicago

  

 

 

territory.

IVril: today/0r Cam/rig": and Norm/r!!!

W. H. KIBLINGER COMPANY

i a" No. 250 AUBURN, “U

Western Agents—MIDLAND SUPPLY CO.,

1218—20 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

We exhibit in Automobile Club of America Show,

Grand Central Palace, Oct. 24-31 only.
 

  

 

 

 

 

HAYNES
“The car the Repairman seldom sees.”

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America

Members A. L. A. M., Kokomo, Ind.
  

  
 

Jackson Automobiles

“no HILL T00 STEEP"

Send for Catalogue

llGKSlll AUTOIUBILE 00., Jackson, Mloh.
 

   
 

 

  

§ 1907 WHITLOCK COOLERS

‘ Manufactured by

j The Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

\ Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Will be the standard for high grade cars.

We are now closing contracts for 1908.

  

 

 

 

   

  
  

SABER SPRINGS
ELIMINATE SHOCKS

Economical and Serviceable—Dver 10,000 in use

I. ll. SABER COMPANY. Ronhotler, ll. Y.

 

 

 
 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

Honeycomb, Flat Tube, Round Tube,

Staggered Tube, Film Tube; horizontal or

vertical flow; with or without easing; with

or without urng.

enden, on 0, Hood: also made. Send

ior catalog.

Old Radiators Repaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRISCOE MFG. CO.

DETROIT. MICH. NEWARK. N. J.

  

 

THE BHANDLER 00.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

  

 

0

MARK, 150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Indv

MORE cAs—Less mouev spiiflglgwoll

PURITAN GAS TANKS j “W”
\ Springfield Natal

$30.00 Body 00-.

Old Colony Light Company ; “I'lllmlo Ava-u.
Motor Mart, Boston, Mass. 1 it "I "M..."

l

Tho Bllllllll Bluln Oonpm 1
_ M... - Th

Automobllo Chnlus. e car 0f

Sprockets, and Bevel power

 

Bum» chili & Mtg. 00.,
“ormtor. Mull . U.S.A. '

60 H. P. 7 Passengers. $3250

llilherl Supplies

 
 

 
 

STAMPED PART; '

 

  

 

 

FOR AUTOMOBILES c i \ THE ONLY onus wonrn

, HAVING

THE ones: 7 Gonnan Y l M»: w Mm

Buffalo, Now York l GILBERT MPG.C0.

u- ins . NEW HAVEN. CONN.

I INVESTIGATE

MILLER BEARING 01"“?le

50th St. & Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. ‘ Car

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls, l

Ball Bearings. Roller Bearings and MFRS

I I, o

TOPEKA, KANSAS

Automobile Axles

lend for New Ontolonuo llo. l6
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New Fireproof Factory

New Machinery and Improved Methods

 

. 55-5 bitiéutgyiflfitu will}, at? ~ ‘

my; - .

an Htltj are an HHBT-fii“
s. .,

Ta ‘

No Automobile Chain has averaged better than the “Whitney,” and for the

season of 1908 no chain manufacturer has made such extensive preparations and

improvements as the Whitney Co.

“Whitney” Chains
and the

Woodrufl Patent System of Keying

are used by the leading American automobile manufacturers.

THE WHITNEY MFG. C0., Hartford, Conn.
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WINTN
 

   

_ “That’s The Finest Ride I Have

Ever Enjoyed.”

Must be a lot of mzrit in the new Winton six-cylinder

Six-Teen-Six to draw praise like that from veterans of the

steering wheel—men who have had ones, twos and fours,

air-cooled, water-cooled, two-cycle, four-cycle, steamers,

electrics and gasolines. Must be a pretty smooth automobile.

  

We leave it to you, whether it is or not. Try in on the hills—the worst hills you can

find, and see it conquer them. Try its speed, and mark if anything gets by. Get into

crowded traffic and observe how it creeps cautiously along on the high speed and springs

merrily through the first opening. Compare it critically with the best motor car you or

your friends have ever owned, and then you’ll want a Six-Teen-Six.

Goes The Route Like Coasting Down Hill. Rides like a palatial yacht on

a smooth sea. Starts from the seat on compressed air. Ideal in all that makes a motor car

worth while, from appearance to parform ance Output limited to 500 cars, making it the

Exclusive Car for 1908. Purchase price includes five bow top, full set of lamps, gas tank

or generator, horn, tools and glass front. Made by the only company in the world whose

entire plant produces six-cylinder cars exclusively.

 

$2500 in Gold

For Ten Good Chauffeu's

First Award .. ..Sl,000

Second Award . . . .$500

Third Award . . . . .$250

Fourth Award . . . .$150

Six Others . . . . . . .$100

A plan to benefit own

ers as well as driv

ers. Ask us

about it.

  

 

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

Member A. L. A. M.

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SEATTLE

BOSTON PITTSBURG DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO
 

At the Madison Square Garden Show, New York, November 2-9.
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THE CAR BUILT FOR PERMANENCE

You’re Sure oi

Your Trip

When you start in an American

Mors you're sure of reaching the

destined point without trouble or

delay.

No matter what hills, what the

- condition of the road or other ordi

nary and even extraordinary auto

mobile obstacles, the American

Mors will get you there.

' '1 Every part vof the American Mors

is built to do a specific share of the

work—and it does it.

No one part shifts the work on

another.

They all work together harmo

niously and make “the perfectly

balanced car."

AMERICAN MORS “DURING CARS—THREE TYPES:

[4-18 II. r., 33,000 24-32 a. r.. 35,000 40-52 a. r., 36,000

All bodies of the most Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

Send for our Catalog. Address Dept. H

The St. Louis Car Company

Automobile Department, St. Louis, Mo.

New York: l7061718 Broadway, cor. 54th Street

Licensed by the Société Anonyme d'Electricité et

d'Automobilel, “MORS,” Paris, France

Built by the Largest Builders

0! Street Cars in the W0rld

W The Ford Line

For 1908

AS PER USU AL, will eclipse everything else.

AGENTS ARE ANXIOUS to learn what it

is to be— so are our copyist competitors,

and we are not telling.

ALL THE PRESENT MODELS will be

retained—every one is a world-beater in its

class;— not one, has a rival today; nothing

others can bring out in 1908 can possibly

compete in quality and price.

THE FORD SIX—the car that made the

fame of sixes and compelled 27 unwilling

makers to follow its lead, will still be made

in the two t)pes—1he 40 horse power touring

car and the “'6-40” Gentlemen’s roadster.

Finish a trifle better, and price atrifle higher

perhaps, but otherwise the same as ’07.

MODELS “N & S” RUNABOUTS cannot

be improved upon. Both are now standard

products.

THERE'LL BE ONE new runabout—a light

roadster that will show the way to every

thing else on wheels, quality, price. per

formance and appearance beyond compare.

TWO OTHER SURPRISES—yes, a light

touring car is one of them--that will be the

delight of prospective buyers, the despair 0t

Ct mpetition.

SEE THEM ALL AT 'lI-IE A. C. A.

SHOW: You’ll say “the world is Ford's

for 1908.”

In line for the agency yet.J

FORD MOTOR C ., 2515322?" DETROI'I‘, MICH.
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ficmaiile
1908

The Pioneer American High-Class Gasolene Car

with six years’ improvements. For those who

require FREEDOM-FROM-TROUBLE; ABSOLUTE

SAFETY; and MAXIMUM-DURABILITY—THRUOUT

THE NEW “20"
Five-passenger touring car. Price $2900. Four

speeds, selective. l02-in. wheel base. “20"

Limousine has l l6-in. wheel base. Price $4200.

Seven-passenger touring car. Price $4750.

Four speeds, selective. l23-in. wheel base.

36-in. wheels? Motor develops about 60 H. P.

 

THE NEW “40"
 

fimmoéile Dealers

ALBANY. Tavlor Automobile Co.

AMSTERDAM. N. Y.. Wm. Dave.

BALTIMORE. MD. Callahan. Atkinson &' Co.

BIRMINGHAM. AL.\., W. T. Harrison Co.

BRISTOL. CONN.. B. Sessions.

BROCKTON. MASS. W. H. Marble.

CHARLES CITY. 1A.. B. A. Stevens.

CINCINNATI. O.. Hanauer Auto Co.

DAVENPORT. 1A.. Buck Auto & Implement Co.

DECATI'R. ILI... Geo. W. Ehrhart.

DES MOINES. IA.. Iowa Auto 81 Supply Co.

ELKHART. IND.. G. B. Pratt.

ESSEX. CONN.. O. N. Beebe.

FALL RIVER. MASS" Sterling Mtg. Co.

GREENIIVICH. CONN.. Allen. \sten 8‘ C0.

GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.. Dudley E. \Vaters.

HAVANA. CI‘BA. German Looez.

HOUSTON. TEX.. Moseliart & Keller Auto Co.

I.OS ANCELES. C-\L.. Success -’\uto Co.

MARLBORO. MASS“ Frank Billimzs.

MIDDI.ETO\VN. CONN“ T. .\I. Russell.

MILWAI'KEE. “’IS.. Schrcihcr Motor Car Co.

0

NEW HAVEN. CONN. Auto & Suppéy Corporation.

NEWARK. N. T., Greene Motor Car 0.

NEW ORLEANS. Automobile Company.

PROVIDENCE. R. I.. Davis Auto Co.

PITTSBI'RG. PA.. Fort Pitt Auto Co.

PORTLAND, ORE. Covey 8: Wallace Motor Co.

READING. PA.. Penn Auto C0.

ROCHESTER. N. Y.. U. S. Auto Co.

S.-\CINA\V. MICH.. Norris Auto Co.

SPRINGFIELD. MASS. Springfield Auto Co.

ST. LOUIS. MO.. Canon Motor Car Co.

SAN ER\.\ICIS(‘O. CAI... F. G. Miner.

TAI’NTON. MASS. Carlow Auto Co.

WILKESII'UIRE. PA" Wyoming Valley Motor Car C0.

WASHINGTON. D. C.. Luttrell Co.

\VATERRU'RY. CONN.. E. H. Towie CO.

WICIIITA. KAS. A. S. Parks.

YONKERS, Yonkr‘rs Auto Station.

Applications tor open territory may be sent

to tactory or to the nearest Branch Office

The “Mi/e Company of America, Bridgeport, Connecticut

BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YORK. Broadway and 76th St. HOSTON. 400 Newhury St.

PIIII..'\DEI,I‘llI.~\. 245 No. Broad St. CHICAGO. 1354 Michigan Ave.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manuflcturers.
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Quick
Standard

Detachable
Clincher

  

FOR PLEASURE CARS

Your 1908 Car

can just as well be equipped with superior tires as

ordinary ones and at no additional expense to you, if

you specify and firmly insist upon

“milestone”
TIRES

They are a little more expensive to the automobile

manufacturer, but he will put them on for you if you

firmly insist.

There is not a tire on the market to-day

that is made of as good materials as FIRE~

STONE Tires. That is one reason why

they cost a little more and serve a great

deal better.

Specity Them! Insist Upon Them!

The larger! llfllld‘l"!!! rubber lire mnlrrr: in America

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company

Factory and General Oilices, Akron, Ohio

NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO.

Fo'n COMMERCIAL cans

 

 

CHICAGO

PITTSBURG

 

  

Made in both Single and Dual forms

The Recognized Standard Equipment

 
  

 

noun! NATIONAL

Automobile

Show

November 2 to 9, 1907

Madison SquareGarden

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE

Association oi licensed Automobile Manutactnrers

The following Standard GASOLINE Cars, licensed un

der the Selden Patent will be exhibited:

Apperson Locomobile Royal Tourist

Autocar Lozier Alden Sampson, 2d.

Buick Matheson Selden

Cadillac Northern Stearns

Corbin Oldsmobile Stevens-Duryea

Columbia Packard Studebaker

Elmore Peerless Thomas

Franklin Great Arrow Thomas Detroit

Haynes Pope-Hartford Waitham-Orient

Hewitt Pope-Toledo. Walter

Knox Pope-Tribune Winton

ELECTRIC

Babcock Ranch & Lang Pope-Waverly

Studebaker General Vehicle Co. Columbia

Baker \Voods

STEAM

White

Full Exhibit by The Motor and Accessory Manuiactnrers

Incorporated

FIRST COMPLETE EXHIBIT 0F MOTORCYCLES

Unequalled Display oi Commercial Vehicles

 

Admission 50c. Tuesday and Thursday, $1.00
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Franklin Concentric Valve

The long-sought-for invention which engineers had

given up as “impossible.” it greatly increases power with

out increasing weight.

The “impossible” made possible.

The crowning success of motor

car engineering.

The final step in high power

and light weight.

Send for de luxe catalogue of Franklin models.

r6 h. p. Touring-car $1850; Runabout $1750

28 h. p. Touring-car or Runabout $2850

42 h. p. Touring-car or Runabout $4000

Landaulets and Limousines.

Prices f. o. b. Syracuse.

H H Franklin CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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1908 ~ 1908

' THOMAS é
 

 

gr: ~ ' Thomas 4-20 Town Cars

f Runabouts, Broughams, Cabriolets,

Limousines, Landaulets. and Doctor’s Cars

$2500 to $3250 F. O. B. Butlalo

Reliability _ Comiort

Thomas 4-40 Detroit

Runabouts, Tourabouts, Touring' Cars

and Limousines

$2750 to $3750 F. O. B. Detroit

Thomas 4-60 Flyer

Runabouts, Tourabouts, Touring Cars,

Limousines and Landaulcts

$4500 to $5700 F. O. B. Buttan

Reserve Thomas 6-70 Special Reserve

h Runabouts, Touring Cars, Limousines

Strengl and Landaulets Power

$6000 to $7200 F. 0. B. Buttalo

 

CATALOGUE AND SPECIFICATIONS ON REQUEST

 
 

 

_

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.
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Licensed under ' ' 7'11 A, {‘7 ' Guaranteed

Selde'n Patent vi .. a v. . g 5‘ One Year

    

  

‘THE. MATHESON is standardized. The few changes for l908 are unimportant refine

ments. The great string of Matheson victories during the past season, its new speed

records, hill-climbing records, endurance records, its perfect scores galore in reliability contests,

made, not only without need of repairs, but without even adjustments, all these have repeatedly

proven to us that there is no room for improvement in the Matheson. We have sought in

vain for records of performance that would show the need of improvement of even a single

feature. Feature for feature through the world's output of high powered cars, there is

nothing that can compare with the Matheson for performance over American roads.

This means that the motorist who puchases a Matheson today will have, years hence,

a car which will be running as strongly, as reliably, giving as efficient and as econom

ical road service as any high class car then offered for sale. The Matheson is so strong,

so swift, so powerful, so simple, so economical, so luxurious, so beautiful, so utterly

without a peer, that no use of ink and paper can convey to you its greatness in en

tirety. Write for our new booklet, “I Drove My Matheson," by Matheson owners,

some of whom have driven 5,000 mile trips at an upkeep cost of 5 cents—some for less,"

1 ;~ , 0

Immediate Deliveries , - . v I _ Palmer&Singer M19110."

tFofmthY Matheson Co. of New York)

umousmes’ Landaulets _ ~ 1619 Broadway, New York

50 H. Po, V I _- I Telephone. 4878 Columbus

V .s \,
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EIGHTH ANNUAL

Automobile Show
OF THE

Automobile Club ot America,

Participated in by the

American Motor Car Manuiacturers’ Association and the

Motor and Accessory Manutacturers

Grand Central Palace
Lexington Avenue and 43d Street

Thursday, October 24th to 31st, 1907

Greatest Exhibit ot American Cars Ever Held

  

 

 

 
 

  

(LIt’s not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

(L“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

{LLargely increased facilities en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers of the kind that place

quality before price.

(The Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(Llf you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

HONEYCOMB. CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

  

  

  

 

MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY, New H_aven,Conn.
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Ruin or .r/iine it: all Ill: ram: in Mr Cadillu coupe.

$135 fin‘liol‘i

THE IDEAL PHYSICIAN’S CAR.

THE IDEAL SHOPPING CAR.

THE IDEAL OPERA CAR.

THE IDEAL CAR

for any purpose where a two passenger enclosed motor vehicle

is desired.

The Cadillac coupe comprises our regular Single Cylinder

Chassis with an enclosed body.

It is suitable for every day in the year, warm or cold, rain

or shine, for city streets or country roads. In cold or inclement

weather the occupant is almost as well housed as he would be

at his fireside. In pleasant weather the front and rear windows

may be lowered and the side windows opened, permitting ample

air circulation.

If desired, the coupe body can be removed and the regular "

runabout body substituted for use during the summer.

This
  

with its gasoline motor, has many advantages over cars using

other methods of propulsion. There are no noxious odors.

You may replenish the tank with gasoline almost any place and

be on your way in a few minutes.

The Cadillac coupe is luxuriously upholstered and trimmed

and richly finished both inside and out. It has every mark of

dignity and refinement, with the pre-eminent Cadillac character

istics of thorough dependability and~cconomy of maintenance.

Cadillac dealers can make prompt delivery,

Ask us for Special Coupe Booklet and descriptive catalog.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Detroit. Mich.

Members of Aaa'll Licensed Auto. Mira.

Cadillacs Will be exhibited in New York at Madison Square

Garden only, Nov. 2-9.

Exhibited at the l n d e p e n d c n t Show. Grand

Central Palace. New York City. October 24 to 31

Four 4%x4y; inch cylinders, cast in pairs; valves

on one side; progressive type transmission, located on

rear axle; I beam drop-forged front axle, roller-bearing

rear axle; 96-inch wheel base; drop frame of pressed

steel; storage battery ignition; speed up to 55 miles an

hour; weight 1.800 lbs.; cone clutch, leather-faced;

brakes, 14-inch drums, metal to metal internal and ex

ternal; ball-bearing front axle and gear box; Diamond

tires 32x3y; inches. The price includes full equip

ment of five lamps, horn and tools.

The Dragon Touring Car of 1908

The success of our 1907 touring car has induced us

to put a similar model on the market for 1908, em

bodying all the good features of the 1907 car, together

with such improvements and refinements as have been

found desirable and necessary. It has all the advan

tages of correct design, fine workmanship, absolutely

best material, handsome appearance and perfect per

formance on the road. Excessive speed was not the

object in designing the Dragon, but it will take you

forty miles an hour when you care to travel that fast.

Write for information.

24-26 II. P., five passenger, full elli fir sprin s,

wonderfully easy riding. silent shaft rn\r_ Illiufilc

hub brakes—$2,100 l. 0. l1. Philadelphia.

The Dragon Automobile Co.

30th, 3lsl and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia

Member A. M. C. M. A.
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Announcing The Marmon 1908 Models
Air-Cooled and Waler-Cooled

 

l I HAS long been a matter of common

knowledge among automobile experts

IE that the Marmon ofiers more dis

tinctive features of marked mechanical

excellence than any other car.

  

 

' We offer this season the culmination of

progressive design and thorough construc

tion in two strikingly beautiful models.

We offer, with increased confidence, the

latest improved Marmon Air-Cooled Motor,

which for many years has proven its effi

ciency under all conditions of hard service.

One of the new features of this remark
able motor is I the Marmon One-Piece

Detachable Cylinder Head, removed or

replaced in a moment, dispensing with valve

cages entirely, reducing engine noise to a

minimum, and making the valves, pistons

and cylinder walls easily accessible.

To those who prefer water-cooling, we

offer the Marmon Water-Cooled Motor of

latest approved design, which, like the Mar- -

mon Air-Cooled Motor, is built and fully

warranted by this house.

Marmon Touring Cars are much longer

and roomier this year. The body hangs low

and is designed in a gracious straight-line

elicct. ‘

All models embody the exclusive features

'_which have won “the Marmon its fame for

mechanical superiority, such as Double

Three Point Suspension, Marmon Lubrica

tion, Roller Bearing‘Steering Column, Mar

mon Multiple Disc Clutch with Cork Inserts

and Marmon Selective Transmission.

These and other distinct advantages in a

car of exceptional quality and high repute

cannot fail to convince the man who wisely

seeks real mechanical merit in a mechanical

product.

A full description of all models will be furnished pmmptly by Department 12~

 

“A Mechanical Masterpiece ”

The Easiest Riding Car in the WorldI

Built by one oft/1e World’s Best Known

Engineering House:

Model G, 85-40 H. P.

$3000

  

FOR SALE BY—New York City, Theo.

Schulz, 1843 Broadway; Chica o, 111., Max

well-Briscoe-Chase Co. 1407

Boston, Mass, F. E. Win Motor ar Co., 12

Columbus Ave; Philade fihia Pa., Brazier

Auto Works, 38th and Mar Sts

Md., Snodeal Automobile Co. 2552 Madison

évngzEast Orange, N.

o -. St.

tomobile Co., 706 Washington Ave.

  

ichi an Ave. ;
(Established 1851)

E Nordyke & Marmon‘Co.

Indianapolis. Ind.

Member American Motor Car Mfrs. Association

 
et .; Baltimore,

., Rickey Machine

Eaton Place- ouis, Mo., Van Au

 

At GRAND CENTRAL PALACE SHOW '

new YORK

At COLISEUM SHOW, CHICAGO

 

 

The Marmon account for 1908 otters a very

attractive proposition. We have some

open territory for first-class agents.

FOR SALE BY—Pittsburg, Pa., Penna l

vansa Auto Co., Hay St. an Kell Ave. il

kinsburg; Binghamton, N. Y., fieller-Spawn

Motor Car Co.; Waterloo N. Y., Waterloo

Automobile Co.; Los Angeles Cal., C. S. An

thony; 440 W. 33d St; Milwaukee, Wis.,

John Urc, In, & Co., 172 12th St.
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR'FOR SERVICE

    

 

A SEASON OF WHITE VICTORIE'B

' White Bulletin No. 14, which has just been issued, gives a resume of the victories of the White

in the important contests of the year. The various chapters of the Bulletin bear the following headings:

The White in World-Wide Use Pertect Scores in Sealed Bonnet Contest

The President at the Wheel 0liicially 0bserved Non-Stop Run oi 1871 Miles

Continued Government Favor 0nly Periect Score in Quaker City Regularity Run

First Place in london Town Carriage Contest Fastest Time oi the Season on the Track

Perlect Score in Harrisburg Endurance Run Pertect Score in Caliiornia Endurance Run

Fastest Time in Wilkes-Barre Hill-Climb 0iticially Declared Most Eiticient Car

Fastest Time in Cleveland llill-Climb Wins Third “ Desirability Contest”

Fastest Time in Calilornia llill-Climb [The Glidden Tour—A Clean Sweep tor the White

Write for a copy of this Interesting publication.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, 0H“)
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The ad on the

opposite page

states a plain truth

about the success oi

Morgan & Wright Tires

 

  

A PROPHECY

FULFILLED

In the Fall of 1905, when we brought out the

First Stock Six Cylinder Car Made in America

we stated in our advertising

THAT IT WAS "An Innovation in Touring Cars”

THAT IT WAS “A car very much ahead of the times”

THAT IT WAS "A car which would be extensively copied in the near future”

Note the number of manufacturers who are NOW building six cylinder cars.

THE 1908 NATIONAL LINE

Model T, Model R, Model N

6 cyl._75 H. P. 6 cyl. 50 H. P. 4 cyl. 50 H. P.

Touring car. Touring car. Touring car.

Limousine. Limousine. Limousine.

Roadster. Roadster.

At the New York Show, Grand Central

Palace, Oct. 24 to 31,

Write Ior Catalogue and Booklet

"WHAT OWNERS SAY ABOIJ'I‘ THEIR NATIONALS"

NATIONAL Moron VEHICLE co.

1007 E. 22d Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
0 ' . a, 1

Iodele BJI andLreally ior ' -’- "' Member American Motor Car Mfrs. Ass'n, N. Y.

. ~ Immediate Delivery—‘_.. ‘

 

  

 

 

To keep posted, 'read

THE MOTOR WORLD
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MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRES

have won a commanding

  

Branches and

Agencies

New Y rko :

214 w. 47111 St."

17 Warren St.

Chicago: ‘

81 Michigan Ave.

Boston:

Motor Mart.

Syracuse:

214 Clinton St.

uffalo:

379-383 Washington ~St.

Rochester:

55 Main St. E.

Pittsburg: .

913- 15 Liberty Ave.

Philadelphia:

13th 8: Cherry Sts.

Cleveland:

1829 Euclid Ave.

Dayton: _

405—411 East Third St.

Minneapolis :

708 Hennepin Ave.

Atlanta:

90 No. Pryor St.

St. Louis:

538 N. Vandeventer Ave.

Kansas City:

605-607 E. 15th St.

Denver:

1562 Broadway.

Los Angeles:

118-122 E. Tenth St.

San Francisco:

423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

Portland :

86 Sixth St.

Seattle:

Ninth Ave 8: Pike St.

  

place inthe tire

field thru persist

ent making good
  

We want to emphasize that word “won.”

It requires an entirely different kind of a tire

to business than it does to secure it. It is one thing

to sell a motorist E set of tires, but it is quite another

—and a bigger—thing to sell him a second set of the

same kind. Salesmanship may sell the first set, but

» merit must sell the second.

And it is by this merit method that MORGAN

& WRIGHT TIRES have won their way to prom

inence in the “auto game.”

Tough rubber stock, superior-grade fabric, our

method of tire building, and perfect vulcanization——

this is the “compound” that makes up into GOOD tires.

gutters nu."

hon OUNIOP mus

  

FOR CLINCHER FOR DUNLOP
(Note rubber filler in clincher on left.)

The Improved Midgle Rim, illustrated above, accommodates every

make of Clincher or Dunlop tires, as well as every type of mechan

ically-fastened tires, except one. Standard measurements thruout,

including inside diameter. Solid bead.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT

  

  

0
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" The Pullman of Motor Cars”

GUARANTEEI) FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR

 

 

  

 

OUR NEW PLANT, FROM WHICH IS COMING THE 1908 “MODEL D," TO ADD TO RAINIER FAME.

SOUND business economy demands that in selling a car under our original and distinctive

' guarantee, “Free of repairs for one year," that the chief expenditure must be at the

beginning, that is, at the factory and, in material and construction, instead of in the local

repair shops: Therefore our new factory at Saginaw, Mich.

The new plant comprises sixty acres of ground, with spacious brick buildings, in which

every piece of machinery is new and specially designed for building the RAINIER. Nothing

has been omitted that would tend to insure accuracy and superlative quality. James G. Heaslet,

the original designer of RAlNlER cars, is responsible for the I908 RAlNlER, which is

higher-powered and more strikingly than ever a “ Pullman" in quality and finish. “(halitv

not quantity," is our factory watchword, and the l908 output has been limited to 300 cars.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Factory, Saginaw, Mich. Broadway and 50th Street, New York

CHICAGO—1725 Michigan Ave.

BOSTON—Buck & Price Co., 169 Huntington Ave.

NLWVARKWCoburn & Belrlen, 577 Central Ave.

l'l'l"l‘SBURG—559 Seventh Ave.

ROCHESTER—Thos. ]. Northway, 92 Exchange St.

MEXICO—H. I. Braschi, Mexico City.

CINCINNATI—Auto Motor Car Co., 804 Sycamore St.

LOS ANGELES. CAL—Smith Bros.
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" The Pullman of Motor Cars ”

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR

  

  

  

 

1908 "Model D,” 45-50 H. P.

SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE—Rated H. P., 45-50; four c linders, vertical, cast in pairs;

5-inch bore, by 5 4-inch stroke; cy inders hard gray iron castin s.

accurately groun to size; pistons li ht but ri id, round to t;

valves on opposite sides, mechanicaly operate , a interchange

able; cams forgcd_ integral with shafts; crank shaft nickel steel

forging, with bearing surface round; main engine bearings and

connecting rod bearings of nest babbitt metal, enclosed in

bronze cases, a construction the same as that in the highest priced

imported cars.

IGNITION—Make-and-break s stem, with Simms-Bosch, low tension

magneto, but with a great y improved and simplified mechanical

sparking device, insuring accurate timing and minimum need for

adjustment; one upright ignition shaft in place of four.

LUBRICATION—Positive feed mechanical oiler, driven by gear

from the cam shaft, provides for en ine bearings, magneto and

pump shaft; Cylinders and pistons fe by splash system.

CARBURETER—Improved automatic tyfie, having auxiliary air con

trol on dash; feed by gravity flow t rough trap and screen; Ca

duacity of asoline tank, 20 gallons,_ two in reserve. ’

CO LING SI’STEM—Extra large radiator with fan running mounted

on a pedestal over the timing gear case; fan belt runs vertically,

driven by a pulley directly on the crank shaft.

CLUTCH—Multiple disc, alternate bronze and steel plates, running

in oil; very sensitive touch.

TRANSMISSION—Selective type of gears, four speeds forward_and

one reverse direct drive on third speed; shafts and gears nickel

steel. and shafts mounted on imported ball bearings; counter shaft

located below driving shaft. enabling use of scaled bearings.

thereby avoiding oil eakage.

PROPELLER SHAFT—Nickel steel, with new and im roved uni

versal Jomts; drivmg pinion forged integral with the I aft.

REAR AXLE—Driving axle of floating type, with hubs mounted on

tubular axle which carries the weight of the car; drive is bevel

gear through clutch driven hubs; dnving gear housings manganese

ronze, while differential case is drop forging.

BRAKES—Hand and foot brakes, mounted on rear wheel drums, both

interior expanding; hand brake pulls toward: operator.

FRONT AXLE—Drop forging man anese steel. I beam section; wheel

hub! mounted on importe annu ar ball bearings.

WHEEkLS—Jé-inches with lfi-inch spokes, second growth, grade A

re ory.

TIRES—Rear 36 x4%-inch, front 36x4-inch. Make optional.

FRAMlE—Pressed nickel steel, with 2%-inch drop forward of rear

ax e.

CONTROL—Spark and throttle on steering wheel, with stationary

segment and foot accelerator pedal.

MUFFLER—Cutout on all cars.

WHEEL BASE—119 inches.

SPRINGS—Front, semi-elliptic; rear, improved type of platform [or

three point suspension; size of sprin a great] increased; quality

of spring steel is mol' "pensive an finest o tainable.

BODY—Double side entrance, seven assendger capacity, fuil_aluminum,

ironed for top; extra seats can e fol ed or removed instantly.

EQUIPMENT—Two acct 'lene head lights, generator. two oil side

lights. oil rear light, arge horn, brass coat rail, brass foot rest,

tire carriers, trun rack. tool box on step with full set of tools,

including pump, jack and tire repair kit.

\VEIGliT—2,8SO pounds.

PRICE—$4,500.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Factory, Saginaw, Mich. Broadway and 50th Street, New York
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“\oxdokic’
Automobiles

For the year 1908 the entire facilities

of the Rambler factory will be devoted to

the production of two Models, 34 and 3i.

Model 34, a five-passenger touring car wit.i four-cylinder

vertical motor, 32 horse power, has selective type transmission with

shaft drive. The wheel base is l l2 in., wheels 36 in., with 4-in.

tires. Price, fully equipped, $2,250. The same chassis, however,

with appropriate changes in detail, will be equipped with a

roadster body with rumble seat, at the same price.

 

 

  

Model 3| is a five-passenger touring car with detachable

tonneau, equipped with the Rambler unit power plant, comprising

double opposed motor, multiple disc clutch and planetary trans

mission entirely enclosed. Price, fully equipped, $l,400. This

model can be furnished \vitthorpedo deck in lieu of the tonneau,

at $l ,300.

Both models have been brought to the highest

possible degree of perfection in every detail that

insures

Service, Economy and Comfort

A complete line of I908 Ramblers will be shown at a private

exhibit at the salesrooms of the Homan ti Schulz Company,

38-40 West 62d Street, New York City, during both New York

Automobile Shows.

You cannot aiiord to miss making a critical inspection of

.these l908 models of

The Car of Steady Serv'c\e.

  

 

 

Advance catalog now ready; write for a copy to-day.

Thomas B. Jeffery 6: Company

Main Office and Factory: Kenosha, Wis.

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES: Chic: 0 Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco.

Representatives in leading cities.
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PUNTIAC 'l'Alll-IS UP MOTOR CARS

Big Buggy Company to Build Enlarged

Brush Runabout—Brush Himself

Engaged as Engineer.

The formation of the Oakland Motor Car

Co., Pontiac, Mich., an off-shoot of the

financially strong Pontiac Buggy Co., marks

the determination of another of the big

carriage makers to reach for what looks to

them like plums on the automobile tree.

The Oakland people seem to have made

a good beginning, as they have secured

Alanson P. Brush as their vice-president

and consulting engineer, and will place on

the market a big brother to the Brush run

about, that is, a two-cylinder vertical mo

tor of 20 horsepower, with a new Brush

balancingdevice, and Brush planetary trans

mission, wood frame, shaft drive, 96-inch

wheel base, 30-inch wheels and pneumatic

tires. A touring car and rumble runabout,

will be offered, at about $1,250.

The contemplated output is one thousand

machines, the motor, transmission and axle

sets being made by the American Ball

Bearing Co. of Cleveland, 0., so that the

Oakland Motor Car Co. themselves will

merely do the assembling and bring into play

their excellent facilities for body, uphol

stering and finishing work.

The officers of the company are: Edward

M. Murphy, president and general man

ager; A. P. Brush, vice<president and con

sulting engineer; Martin L. Pulcher, secre

tary and treasurer. The old factory of the

Pontiac Buggy Co. will be employed in pro

ducing the cars.

Moon Separates His Interests.

The Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.

which last week was incorporated under the

laws of that State with $175,000 capital, has

purchased the automobile department of the

Jos. W. Moon Buggy Co., and will, of

course, conduct it as a separate organiza

tion. The officers of the new company are:

Jos. VV_ Moon, president; Stewart McDon

old, vice-president; Alfred Moberly, treas

urer; Geo. \V. Shelp, secretary; E. J. Moon,

assistant secretary, and L. P. Mooers, gen

eral manager and chief engineer. It is the

intention of the new officers to largely in

crease the output for 1908. They also in

tend shortly to move into a factory of their

own; at present they are located in the

Moon buggy plant.

Million Bid for Pope-Toledo Plant.

At a meeting of the creditors of the Pope

Mfg. Co., and the Pope Motor Car Co., in

Chicago on Saturday last, A. E. Schaaf,

manager of the Pope-Toledo plant, sub

mitted an offer for the purchase of that

property. He was ready to pay $1,000,000

for it, $400,000 in cash, the remainder in

bonds. The creditors viewed the proposal

favorably, but Receiver Pope did not think

the sum tendered was sufficient and a tem—

porary deadlock resulted. Schaaf is said to

be acting for Charles H. Schwab in the

matter.

Dragon May Go to New England.

It is not improbable that the Dragon

Automobile Co. will leave Philadelphia.

The matter has been under consideration

for some time and was given a serious turn

last week when President John Kane Mills

and other officers of the company visited

several towns in New England in which

factory facilities has been proffered.

Tweedy to go with Federal,

O. S. Tweedy, formerly with the Diamond

Rubber Co., has contracted to become sales

agent of the Federal Rubber Co., of Mil

waukee, Wis, makers of a general line of

rubber goods and specialties. Tweedy will

not assume the duties of the office, how

ever, until January lst.

Hall to Operate Buffum Plant.

Bicknell Hall, of Taunton, who purchased

the bankrupt plant of the Butfum Automo

bile Co. at Abington, Mass. will operate

as the Hall Mfg. Co. He will continue the

production of eight cylinder cars.

FORD’S TRIPLE SURPRISE

Detroit Maker Discloses Three New Models

at Startling Prices—Landaulets and

Taxicabs for $1,000—Ford

and his Methods.

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 14.—If there are

those who lulled themselves with the no

tion that Henry Ford and the Ford Motor

Co. was resting on the laurels gained by

reason,of their popular priced four cylinder

runabout and six-cylinder touring car, they

will have reason for a startling awakening.

For far from resting on laurels or anything

else, Ford and his associates have quietly

been preparing another series of sensations.

one of which, at least, will prove in the na

ture of forked lightning, not only at home

but abroad.

There are three cars in the series, and

while the prices have not been definitely

fixed, the approximate figures are known and

they are of a nature that will cause the

trade to gasp. The cars, which are

illustrated elsewhere, will be exhibited

at the Grand Central Palace show in

New York next week. An advance view of

them was accorded a Motor World man by

Mr, Ford himself.

First and foremost and in itself little

short of astounding, is the Ford landaulet

and taxicab, with a four cylinder, 20 horse

power motor, shaft drive, wheel base of 97

inches, 30x31A-inch tires, weighing but 1,600

pounds, and which will list at the astonish

ing figure of about $1,000, complete.

With its appearance is partly explained

Secretary James Couzens's recent extend

ed European trip. It transpires that Cou

zens booked orders for 5,000 of them while

abroad. They are to be employed in taxi

cab scrvice -on the streets of London, Ber

lin. St. Petershurg. and even in dear Paris

itself. The Paris order alone was for 2.000

of them.

That they will bring into being taxicab
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companies in the leading American cities

and seriously interfere with the more ex

pensive foreign product, seems certain. Of

course the price itself is staggering. When

the cab, clean cut and eye-pleasing, beauti

fully finished and upholstered was revealed

by Mr. Ford and the approximate price

named, the Motor World man was moved

to protest. But the Henry Ford character

istic at once asserted itself.

“That's all it's worth,” he snapped.

It was suggested that double that price

easily could be obtaineder every one pro

duced—a suggestion which merely served

to bring out more of the Ford philosophy

in quick-fire epigramatic reply.

“You can never sell many of anything for

more than it’s worth," he responded.

“That's what it’s worth," he ,went on.

“It's the price we set for it'in the first

place, and it’s the lowest price at which it

can be made and sold in the largest

quantities. By at once setting the price at

that figure, competition is eliminated before

it starts."

“Look here,” Ford continued rapidly,

“look what we saved yesterday on one con

tract alonel On one part the cost of dies

was $1,400. To build one hundred ma

chines would be $14 each. On the 10,000

we will build it will'be 14 cents each. Work

that same thing through the whole car and

you can get some idea of how we are able

to do it. There’s vanadium wherever there

is stress, the cab weighs only 1,600 pounds

and it will wear better and be far cheaper

to maintain than anything of its kind in

the world."

As if this taxicab were not enough, Ford

led the way to a natty looking touring car.

“About $800, with 30x3%-inch tires," was

all he said. It was enough.

Near by was an attractive looking run

about with rumble seat.

“Same chassis. About

smiled grimly.

"I‘ll have some more things to tell you

(Continued on Page 112)

$600,” and he

 

Massnick to Make Brush Transmissions.

The Massnick Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.,

have taken out an exclusive license to man

ufacture for the trade the transmissions

made under A. P. Brush's patents. As the

company have a well equipped machine shop

and are thoroughly familiar with the work,

they are able to undertake contracts in

quantities and to guarantee deliveries.

Touring Cars Hatching in Nebraska.

The Angus Automobile Co., Angus, Neb.,

are preparing to bring out a four-cylinder

car; they are asking for quotations on ma

terials in lots of 50 and 100.

Detroit Auto—Vehicle Bankrupt.

The Detroit Auto-Vehicle Co., Detroit,

Mich, last week was formally adjudicated

bankrupt. The referee has called a credit

ors' meeting for Tuesday next, when a

trustee will be selected.

In the Retail World.

Orchard & Co., with a local minister as

president, has opened for business in Fort

Scott, Kansas. The company will handle

the Ford.

The Newby Automobile Co., New Castle,

Ind., have contracted for the erection of a

garage at that place. It will consist of two

stories, 42xl32 feet,

- Aubel & Wood, Akron, Ohio, are erect

ing a new brick and concrete garage on

East Buchtel aveuc, near Main street. Its

dimensions are 70x100 feet.

Ellingson Brothers, Sioux Falls, 5. 0.,

who heretofore have transacted only a

repair business, have expanded. They will

now handle the Cadillacnand have fitted up

show rooms.

“F. A. Brodhead has been appointed man

ager of the Dragon Automobile Co.'s Phil

adelphia branch. He formerly was secre

tary and manager of the American Auto

mobile Co. at Atlantic City.

The Denver Omnibus and Cab Co., Den

ver, Col., opened its large garage at Court

Place and Sixteenth street last week. The

building is one of the largest in the State.

consisting of four stories and basement. It

cost, with machinery, $100,000.

The sales of the Studebaker cars in the

entire territory east of the Alleghenies has

been placed with the Studebaker Bros, Co.

of New York. This increase of territory

has led to the appointment of C. F. Redden

as automobile manager of the New York

house.

Fred W. Freese, Dr. Albert E. Bulson and

C. T. Pidgeon are forming a company, to

be capitalized at $20,000, to operate a

garage at Fort Wayne, Ind. A two story

60x80 building will be erected. The new

company will probably merge with the

' Fort Wayne Company.

The Pullman Auto Co., Sixth street, Port

land, Ore., was last week visited by the

sheriff, who closed the shutters. Thomas

C. Devlin, receiver of the Oregon Trust and

Savings Bank, filed a $10,00 attachment suit

against the company which was indebte'd'to

the bank for that amount.

The Linkroum Automobile Co., Newark,

N. J., has succeeded the Linkroum Smelser

Automobile C0. The change was made nec

essary through the death of L. W. Smelser

in an automobile accident at Morris Park

several weeks ago. S. H. Stern, formerly

manager of E. Lamberjack & Co., has been

engaged as manager of the new company.

Everett B, Taylor, of the Taylor Auto

mobile Co., 113 Telegraph avenue, Oak

land, Cal., has disappeared leaving behind

him liabilities amounting to $7,500, mostly

in unsecured notes. His creditors claim

that he has due him from the Moyer Auto»

mobile Co., for which he was acting as

agent, over $5,000 and a writ of attachment

has been filed against that money.

Cimiotti Bros, metropolitan agents of

the Mora car, have leased the premises of

1843 Broadway, New York, as a sales room,

whilst retaining their well equipped garage

at Broadway and 110th street. Though

this is their first year with the Mora car

in New York they have made a good start

and laid the foundations for increased busi

ness. The new location brings them into

the heart of the new “automobile row"

north of Columbus Circle.

 

The Week’s Incorporations.

Cleveland, Ohio—Garford Motor Car Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $50,00 capital. Cor

porators—N. J. Webster and others.

Cleveland, Ohio—Cuyahoga Motor Car

Co., under Ohio laws, with $25,000 capital.

Corporators—C_ M. Steinbrenner and others.

New York City, N. Y.-—Ajax Battery Co.,

under New York laws, with $25,000 capital.

Corporators—W. B. Davis, C. E. Gaylord

and W. T. Jones,

Kansas City, Mo.—-Automobile Livery

Co. of Kansas City, under Missouri laws,

with $2,000 capital, fully paid. Corporators

—Pearl D. Karshner, George Horn and J.

H. Karshner.

Boston. Mass—Morrison & Price Co.,

under Massachusetts laws. with $25,000;

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—Pres

ident, A, S. Price, Medford; treasurer, B. A.

Price, South Boston.

Newark, N. J.—Hydro-Carbon Machine

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital; to manufacture carburetters. Cor

porators—James H. Marjey, William H.

VanAlstine and Alexander Ostler,

New York City, N. Y.—Longacre Motor

Co., under New York laws, with $1,000

capital, Corporators—John J. Archer,

1345 Broadway; H. Hovey Hill and George

A. Pulsifer, 70 West 43d street, New York

City_

Baltimore, Md.-—-Atlantic Rim Co., The,

under Maryland laws, with $20,000 capital;

to manufacture automobile supplies. rims

and tires. Corporators—Thomas H. Gaither,

Joseph B. McMullin, George R, Gaither

Smith, Edward M. Hammond.

New York City, N. Y.-—Ward Equipment

Co., under New York laws. with $300,000

capital: to manufacture equipment for au

tomobiles, railroads and steamboats. Cor

porators—J. E. Ward, T. A. Ward, New

York City; F. M, Ward, Yonkers; F. H.

Bates, Brooklyn. and A. L. O’Shea.

New York City, N. Y.—Riverside Auto

Supply Co., under New York laws, with

$30,000 capital: to 'deal in supplies, etc.

Corporators—VVilliam H. Atkinson. 7%

Classon avenue; John A. Green, 563 Sev

enty-second street, Brooklyn; H. C. Bebec,

163 West Eightieth street, New York City.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Broadway Automobile

and Garage Co., under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital; to deal in automobiles and

operate garage. Corporators—Theorore F.

Archer, 140 Union avenue; Leander B.

Faber, 72 Alsop street, Jamaica: Charles

Reinhardt, 756 Flushing avenue, Brooklyn.
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Reports that Dealers Anticipate a Record

Business Next Season—The Class of

Cars that Sell Best.

That the West has paid little attention

to Wall Street and that automobiles are

selling just as fast as

type, is the

formed by Horace De Lisser, president of

the Ajax-Gricb Rubber Company, as a re

ever, particularly

those of the small opinion

Stilt of his coast to coast trip in the inter

ests of Ajax tires.

“While the backward season undoubtedly

had something to do with the let-up in the

demand for big cars," said Mr. De Lisser,

“the good weather brought about a strong

demand and next year all the western deal

Those cars

selling for $2,000 or less are having a par

ticularly good run. As might be expected,

there are some few machines that are not in

demand, but that is something that applies

to any other line of business. The good

always will be in demand while the poor

always must be difficult to market. There

is an almost unlimited field for business in

California, \Vnshington and Oregon."

Ajax tires, Mr. De Lisser stated, have

met with their full share of favor out West.

To increase the share he inaugurated two

new branches, making five in all on the

coast. viz.: San Francisco, Oakland, Los

Angeles, Portland and Seattle.

ers look for a record business.

Rainier Increases Its Directorate.

Following the establishment of their fac—

tory in Saginaw, Mich., several slight

changes were made in the personnel of the

Rainier Motor Car Co. At the annual

meeting, held at the New York offices last

week. two members were added to the

board of directors, and the office of sec

ond vice-president and chief engineer was

created and filled by the election of the

Rainier designer, James G. Heaslett. The

new directors are Jack A . Rainier, son of

John T, Rainier, and Harry T. Wickes, the

latter of Saginaw, Mich. The others all

were re-elected as follows: John T. Rain

ier, president and treasurer; Paul N. Line

herger, vice-president and general manager;

James G. Heaslett. second vice-president

and chief engineer. Directors: Paul N.

Linehergcr, George C. Comstock.

Hollander Gets Fiat Agency.

As was generally expected would be the

case. E. R. Hollcnder and his associates

have obtained the American agency for

the Fiat car. which therefore was relin

quished on Monday last by the Hol-Tan

Co.. of which Mr. Hollander once was the

“H01.” To further his enterprise, Hollan

der has formed the Fiat Automobile Co. of

America, of which he will be vice-president

and general manager and A. G, Hamilton,

secretary. The names of the president and

treasurer have not yet been disclosed. These

officials are said to be the owners of an

importing house which handles another car.

To obtain the agency, the new concern is

said to have placed an order for a minimum

of 500 cars, which was more than the H01

Tan Co., with ripe experience as a guide,

would consent to meet, hence the change.

The New York edition of James Gordon

Bennett’s Paris Herald has also made a

spread-eagle announcement for the new

Fiat representatives that "henceforth" the

Italian chassis will sell for the same prices

as cars of American manufacture, viz.:

from $3,500 to $7,500 plus $1,000 for bodies.

The Herald's “sensation” will cause to

smile all those who are familiar with the

real prices that have been obtained for

very many foreign cars during even this

year of our Lord 1907.

Electric Vehicle Elects Officers.

To fill the vacancy caused by the resig

nation of M. J. Budlong, W. G. Henderson

has been elected president of the Electric

Vehicle Co.. Hartford, Conn, Previously Mr.

Henderson was treasurer of the Electric

Storage Battery Co.. of Philadelphia. Con

current with his election to his new office.

three other of the Electric Vehicle officials

were moved up a notch, J. B. Entz becom

ing 'first vice-president, H. W. Kyte. sec

ond vice—president, and Henry W. Nuck~

01s, secretary and treasurer. Former presi

dent Budlong. who lias just returned from

abroad. is said to be considering an ofier

to assume the management of a New York

establishment.

  

Bay State Finds Strain too Great.

After setting out with high hopes about

a year since, the Bay State Automobile Co..

112 Norway street, Boston, made an as

signment to Attorney J. J. Irwin. on Tues

day last for the benefit of its creditors. Al

though not many cars were produced. the

concern’s liabilities are about $75,000; it is

possible that the assets may equal that

sum. Lack of capital and stringency of

the money market are given as the causes

of the failure.

Brandt Suffers Sudden Attack.

E. H. Brandt, sales manager of the Cor

bin Motor Vehicle Co.. New Britain. Conn.

was taken violently ill on Thursday last

and was at once removed to a hospital

where an operation for appendicitis was

found necessary. Following a serious turn.

his condition was at last reports said to be

hopeful.

  

Franklin Reports Big Increase.

According to a report from the H. H.

Franklin Mfg. Co. their orders for special

deliveries already in hand are 42 per cent.

greater than last year. They also state that

reports from their Southern traveler indi

cate an increase of at least 50 per cent. in

that section of the country during 1908.

DIAMONI) WILL AGAIN "STAND I'A'I'”

Settles Doubt by Announcing Its Policy—

No Price Reductions and no Untamed

Competition for Business.

Competition in the field of quality only,

is the text and essence of the formal 1908

announcement of the Diamond Rubber Co.

It is made public this week, and bears the

signatures of A. H. Marks, chief of the

manufacturing end in the Diamond factories,

and W. B. Miller, general sales manager.

the

Wrapped Tread method of manufacture is

The greater expense of Diamond

pointed out and the statement made that if

prices were reduced on Diamond tires it

the the

wrapped tread Diamond tire, developed only

would force abandonment of

by years of effort and large outlays of

money. The company will entertain no

such suggestion, but on the other hand,

will not' solicit business on a competitive

price basis. The trade and public are asked

to consider quality before price, and ulti

mate econ0my in the purchase of tires,

rather than first cost.

The Marsh rim's successful record is also

conspicuously mentioned. As to price of

both tires and rims, net lists have been pub

lished and they are for everybody, whether

novice or expert, owner or chauffeur, with

out any manner of discrimination.

The somewhat famous “stand pat" an

nouncement of The Diamond Company a

year ago is in every particular reaffirmed.

At that time. the announcement made it

appear possible that the big concern might

“cut loose" in 1908.

Referee Appointed for Importers.

Edwin B. Root has been appointed ref

eree in bankruptcy for C. A. Tileston 8:

Co.. the New York automobile importers,

who failed last week. The firm assets, it is

understood. are covered by a chattel mort

gage for $6,750, held by the Riverside Bank.

 

Smalley Files Its Schedules.

Schedules field by the Smalley Motor Co..

Grand Rapids, Mich. disclose assets of

$134,418.84 and liabilities of $112,854.33.

Of the latter amount 320.000 is represented

by first mortgage bonds and $65,000 by

sums due the local banks.

Oliver is Now the Index.

The Oliver Instrument Co.. Minneapolis,

Minn, has changed its name to Index

Spced Indicator Co.. to conform with the

nature and title of its product. H. E. Pence

still remains the hand at the helm.

Another Runabout from Pontiac.

The Pontiac (Mich) Spring 8: \Vngon

\Vorks are working on a $600 runabout:

they expect to have it ready to exhibit at

the New York show.
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"Famous Apperson Cars”
This is the first time in years that the dealer has had an opportunity to secure and re resent the Apper

son Line.—There is a good reason. Ask us what it is. Correspondence wtth reliable ealers is solicited.

The Line and Prices

Model J. R. 50-55 H. P. “Jack Rabbit" Runabout, $5,000. S eed 75 miles per hour. Immediate delivery,

Model K, 50-55 H. P. Touring Car, $4,200. Equipment— lamps, horn, generator, set of tools, folding top,

robe rail, foot rest, tire carrying irons and trunk rack. Immediate delivery.

Model M. 30-35 H. P. 4 passenger Roadster, $2,750. Equipment—Folding top, 5 lamps, generator, horn and

set of tools. Delivery about Nov. lst.

Six Cylinder, 50-55 H. P. Touring Car, $5,000. Equipment—S lamps, generator, horn, set of tools, folding

top. robe rail, foot rest. tire carriers and trunk rack. To order. Delivery after November lst.

“Big Dick". 96 H. P. Runabout, 2 passenger, racing type, $7,500.

“FAMOUS APPERSON C.\RS" are the strongest, and for their rated horsepower, are the fastest cars

built in the world_

Dealers, 0 0|" _ Owing to the increased quantity of production, we shallappoint a few
pp u y Apperson Dealers: Therefore. we shall 'be glad to negotiate wrth reha

ble dealers who are in position to give the Apperson line the representation 1t merits

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company, 53259292. 11"};

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBILE CO., FRED S. SMITH.

225 W. 49th St., New York, N. Y. 38 Columbus Ave.. Boston, Mass.

JOSEPH F. GL'NTHER CO., PHILADELPHIA AUTO COMPANY. I

1240 Michigan Ave, Chicago, III. 338 North Broad SL, Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

  

 
 

“Working in flawless fashion throughout the distance, the (Corbin) eat finished the race in 1 hour, 2 minutes, 14%

seconds, which is .1 new 50-mile record for the Readville track."—Bv:lwl Purl, September 15, 1907,
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THE CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE COPORATION, New Britain, Connecticut

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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The Motor World's Show Numbers will

bear dates October 24th and 31st and No

vember 7th.

Efiect of the Big Figures.

Promoters have been given not only a

new lease of life, but have been supplied

with more toothsome bait than ever has

been dangled before a gullible board of

trade,

For during the past week the estimated

production of the automobile industry for

the year 1907 has made its appearance. It

places the total number of cars produced at

55,000.

multiplied this number by sums ranging

from $2.000 to $3,000. according to their

average valuation of cars, and in this way

Individual editorial fancies have

the value of the year's product—or “the

amount received by the automobile manu

facturers," as one paper expressed it——is

estimated to be between $110,000,000 and

$165,000,000.

Such impressive arrays of figures consti<

tute a prodigious mouthful and if the crafty

promoter does not turn them to his advan

tage and a new crop of suc—, that is,

prospective factories, does not result, it will

be cause for remark. There are not many

country or half-country towns possessed

of boards of trade that will not greedily

bite at the hook which seems to hold a.

"piece" of such magnificent wealth.

While there is no way to prevent it, the

publication of such figures is in the nature

of a misfortune. Represented as the sums

received by the automobile manufacturers,

they simply strengthen the too popular 110

tion that automobile manufacturing is a

short cut to fortune and that those engaged

in it are rolling in money, which is but an

The populaceother term for prosperity.

takes no account of the immensity of the

costs of production and sales, and would

smile cynically if told that it is doubtful if

than 10 per cent. of the automobile

manufacturers have earned a profit. it is

notable that the public statement of a prom

inent maker to that effect did not obtain

more

very wide or very conspicuOus circulation,

and yet it undoubtedly is near to the truth.

Pessimism will serve no purpose, but the

industry will be well served if a few of its

strong men will but come out into the open

and frankly let it be known that the busi

ness has been overdone—that it has been

overcrowded, and that it no longer is a

boom business nor an El Dorado. It may

assist in preventing a few country "boards

’ and “business men's associations"of trade'

from succumbing to the wiles of the glib

tongued promoter and to this extent at

least the situation will be bettcred and the

future be safeguarded.

Little Things That Are Neglected.

Perhaps it is not too much to say that no

single feature of the average car can be

called in question as to its suitability or

general reliability in action. All cars have

their own specific weaknesses, but the frail

ties of one are usually found to be remedied

Cer

tain points, however, generally display a

or otherwise eliminated in another.

greater tendency to developing failures than

others, and most of these are such as have

to satisfy the simplest requirements and

present the least difficulties to the designer.

little

in need, and are almost self-sug

Sundry improvements which

greatly

gestive, 'also are being pretty generally ig

norcd.

fll'C '

Thus, while the fuel tank of the average

car no longer evinces a tendency to break

away from its fastenings and whip around

under, the seat, or drop off altogether onto

the road, it is far from perfect, as is its lo

cation and method of attachment in many

instances. Sometimes the feed pipes are

not laid out with due care, but are strung

up any old way with more regard to econ

omy of tubing than satisfactory results in

use. But perhaps the most trying fault in

this connection arises from the lack of pro

vision for the periodical cleaning out of

the tank. A few makers provide hand holes

with suitable covers, which are useful not

alone for this purpose, but also in making

repairs, closing leaks, taking out dents, and

refitting broken or leaky connections. In

most cases, however, when even a small

amount of dirt once finds its way into the

tank, it must either be rinsed out through

the filling cap, to do which the .tank must

be dismounted from its cradle, or else it

must be allowed to remain, until it finds its

way through to the strainer, and probably

to the carburetter as well,

Happily there is no longer the occasion

for finding fault with the careless methods

of installing the wiring of the average car,

Yet in all

too many instances, the wiring proves to

that existed a year or two ago.

he the least permanent part of the mechan

ical equipment, whereas there is no reason

why it should not be as permanent as the

coil, once properly located and protected,

supposing only that proper provision has

also been made for disconnecting the ter

minals occasionally, when it becomes neces

sary to replace the batteries or clean the

timer.

The same fault finding attitude may be

assumed in the inspection of. nearly every

organ of the entire machine, and certain

minor discrepancies found at every joint.

Thus while the generality of makers are

paying close attention to the matter of

brake construction, both as regards stabil

ity and durability and actual braking

strength, facilities for adjusting the brakes,

and methods of compensation, remain much

as hitherto. Steering connections and uni

versal joints on propeller shafts and other

connections are carefully worked out, but

the driver is left to his own discretion in

the matter of lubricating them, save in a

few of the larger ears. where grease cups

are provided. Other instances showing a

general tendency to neglect or ignore the

little things which mean so much to the
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driver, might be given and in deplorable

number.

For the most part, such minor deficien

cies are chargeable not so much to the

basic design of the car, nor even to the de

signer, as to the faulty processes of final

' production which leave no room in the

hurry of assemblage for the close atten

tion to small details which is required for

absolute success. Even going a step fur

ther, it may be said that in too many cases

the work of the designer is stopped, not

where it is most required, but where it is

greatly in demand to round out and perfect

that which already has been done. The de

sign of a ear is not complete until the exact

nature and location of every last ounce of

material to go into it has been indicated

after careful consideration of all the re

quirements. In this particular respect many

American makers show a deplorable weak

ness, and one which in the end proves as

expensive as some of the more prominent

mistakes of the past, which have shown to

far worse advantage.

Limiting Power of Racing Cars.

In the mass of suggestion that has been

proffered that track racing may be rendered

safer, Henry Ford's idea of restricting com

petition to cars employing motors having

a piston displacement not exceeding 250

cubic inches stands out clear cut and dis

tinct. It strikes at the root of the trouble

and is in line with the Motor World’s sug

gestion that it is time to limit the power

of cars employed in track contests. As

Mr.

lows ample scope for ingenuity and permits

Ford maintains, 250 cubic inches al

of all the speed that is necessary for prac~

tical purposes,

Of course, the piston displacement plan

is not a new one. It was considerably dis

cussed two years ago but nothing came of

it. The A. A. A. permitted the suggestion

to pass unnoticed, as so many other deserv

ing suggestions have been permitted to

pass—that is, until mischief has been done.

Although it probably is unknown to the A.

A. A. and to most of those concerned with

automobiles, the piston displacement limit

already obtains in this country so far as

motorcycles are concerned and has proved

a most effective regulation, not only for the

sport but, in a measure, for the trade as

well, in that it has made the manufacture

of freaks of abnormal power unprofitable.

The body that governs motorcycle sport in

America did not wait for tragedies to occur

before providing safeguards. Several distress

ing fatalities had occurred abroad to both

competitors and spectators, exactly as they

have recently occurred in automobile racing

in this country, and profiting by this exper

ience and for no other reason, the Fede

estab

lished a limit of 5 horsepower for machines

ration of American Motorcyclists

eligible to competition.

In due course, the term horsepower be

ing elastic, trade rivalry led to the con

struction of machines bearing that rating,

but manifestly of much greater power, and

that were close to the danger point. Again,

the motorcycle organization did not dodge

the issue or cry out to the trade for help.

It met the “trade rivalry" more than half

way by promptly wiping out the horse

power definition and substituting therefor

an inelastic limit of 61 cubic inches piston

displacement, and there it stands to-day.

capacity is per

mitted in a track contest. The few freaks

of abnormal power that exist are restricted

to straightaway trials and even then their

performances go for naught. They are not

booked as records. It is to be added that

in the five years’ history of motorcycle rac

ing in America, there has been but one

fatality and no broken bones; and eVen mo

torcycles have a reputation for “going some."

Doubtless the idea that anything is to be

learned from the modest little two-wheeler

will be poopoohed in many directions, but

the fact remains that the wise man will

profit by the experience of others, it mat

Ilaving made

No machine of greater

ters not who they may be.

automobile sport a mere annex of the trade

and, therefore, being fearful of doing any

thing which may offend the trade, whether

the A. A. A. really is in a position to take

a stand for piston displacement or anything

real safety,else that, while making for

would render some cars unavailable for

speed purposes and cause a trade outcry,

is an open question.

It may not occur to some of the gentle

men who are permitting themselves to be

used for a more or less hopeless and mis

guided “road race for stock cars" for

C-hVa-r-i-t-y'$ sake," that charity sometimes

wears a commercial veil. For

what a perfectly' lovely affair such a char

itable function may prove for, say, an im

instance,

'porter who had undertaken the tall task

of selling several hundred foreign cars in

Americal We once heard of a hill climb

ing contest “pulled off" by a press agent—

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

October 18, Middletown, Pa.—Motor Club

of Harrisburg's race meet at Middletown

track. I

October 26, Allentown, Pa.—Race meet

at fair grounds track.

October 24—31, New York City—Automo

bile Club of America’s eighth annual show

in Grand Central Palace.

November 2-9, New York City—Associa

tion Licensed Automobile Manufacturers'

eighth annual show in Madison Square Gar

den.

November 9-16, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phil

adelphia Automobile Trade Association’s

annual show at First Regiment Armory.

November 15-16, Newark, N. L—New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club’s 24

hour endurance contest.

November 26, 27, 28, Chicago, Ill.—Chi

cago Motor Club’s three days' 600-mile rc

liability run.

November 30-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers’ first annual exhibition of commercial

motor vehicles in 7th Regiment Armory.

November 30-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers’ Annual show in Coliseum and First

Regiment Armory.

December 9-14, Detroit, Mich—Detroit

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s show at

Wolff’s pavilion.

January 14-18, Hartford, Conm—Hart

ford Automobile Dealer’s Association’s

annual show in Foot Guard Hall.

February 10-15, Detroit, Mich.—Tri-State

Automobile and Sportsmen’s Association's

show in Light Guard Armory.

April 4-11, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association show in Du

quesne Garden.

 
 

not in his own name, of course—in order

that a couple of specially built cars, which

had been designed for another purpose,

might be exploited, the program being so

arranged that they scarce could have failed

to do so.

A press agent is worthy of his hire and

if he can “deliver the goods" he is entitled

to all he receives, but it matters not how

much of a good fellow he may be, the fact

remains that there should be no room for

road races promoted by press agents, it

matters not how much he may disguise or

conceal himself behind another name, or

how many good natured and obliging, but

unsuspicious, gentlemen he may find will

ing to permit themselves to be “used” to

further his purposes.
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AUTUMNAL WOODLAND SETTING FOR PALACE SHOW
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INTERIOR OF GRAND CENTRAL PALACE SHOWING PLAN OF DECORATION

\Vhile the Grand Central Palace, New

York, does not readily yield itself to deco

rative treatment, the manner in which it

will be “dressed” in its autumnal garb for

the Automobile Club of America‘s eighth

annual show is portrayed by the accom

panying illustration.

The liberal use of natural boughs and

leaves banked up against the columns, pan

els and balconies of the building will form

an harmonious setting for the cars that will

be staged. They will also convey that sug

gestion of out-of-doors which properly be

longs with the automobile. Not only does

the decorative scheme thus take cognizance

of the motor car as an outdoor vehicle but

it also pays tribute to the season, the reds

and yellows of the autumn leaves provid

ing sufficient color to give real decorative

value,

The autumnal woodland effect will of

course be supplemented by garnishments of

:1 more artificial sort, such as banners and

flags, and at the end of the building an

immense replica of the Automobile Club's

insignia wil be shown. But the prepond

erance of restful green will give the var

ious shades and gaieties of color on the

glistening automobile bodies a chance to

shine individually to advantage, without

being "killed" by any powerful color

theme in the general decoartions. The soft,

irregular lines of the foliage will also soften

the hard, conventional form of the build

ing's interior into an attractive embower

ment.

For the Chritleoad Racel

If Thomas Francis Moore, publicity pro

moter and general all‘around good fellow,

does not “deliver the goods" it will not be

his fault. After resting from his labors as

toastmaster at a luncheon designed to at

tract guests to a Broadway hotel, he

plunged with renewed zest into his “char

itable” project, a road race for stock cars

to be held in the spring. He wrote dozens

of letters to manufacturers extolling the

glories of such charity and as he has time

to burn he paid visits to other tradespeople

to whom he sang the same sweet song.

On Tuesday last, Mr. Moore, who is

sometimes known as the Metropolitan Au

tomobile Association, held a meeting in a

New York hotel at which replies to some of

his letters were read—those that favored

the “charity”; for there were others

that were very pointed in their failure to

appreciate Moore‘s benevolence. Mr.

Moore’s most obliging “executive commit

tee,” Robert Lee Morrell, presided at the

meeting and very kindly announced that it

was not Moore's, or rather his vest pocket

association’s intention to assume the con

trol of automobile sport, whereon two

other elderly and good natured gentlemen

made the motions that a charity road race

was very much to be desired—the very mo

tions that Moore himself would have made.

There was also some talk of a $1,000 entry

fee before the meeting adjourned. The im

porting trade was quite numerously repre

sented. Moore now feels much better. He

had been quite pale, as on the very morn

ing of his meeting, a cog in his scheme

slipped somehow, the big New York daily

with which his once side partner in the

“charity” is connected, declaring that the

road race, the course in Westchester coun

ty, and even the big trophy he had talked

about, were merely "dreams."
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FORD'S TRIPLE SURPRISE

(Continued from Page 106)

 

at the New York show.” was Ford's parte

ing shot.

The Ford Motor Company, according to

general report, now has about $1,250,000

lying idle in the banks, and Henry Ford

solemnly declares the company will build

25,000 automobiles the coming season. This

year's output was approximately 10,000 ma

chines.

The daring which is contained in these

plans and prices will serve anew to call at

tention to the man responsible for them

Henry Ford has ever been an independent

thinker. Never, even in his earlier and

leaner, much leaner, years has he followed

a beaten path or taken any man’s judgment

before his own, preferring instead to shape

his own course and steadfastly follow it,

turning a deaf ear to any and all attempts

 

  

  

 

20 HORSEPOWER FORD TOURING CAR

of his men to the last ditch. His own  

  
tastes are simple in the extreme. His time

is largely spent in riding alone along the

country lanes in one of his famous little

runabouts or in his den at the factory

where he exercises his hobby of taking to

pieces and repairing old watches, for he is

a watch maker of no mean ability. These

diversions and working on his farm occupy

most of his time and it is probably during

these' hours his active mind conceives the

things he is to do and there are born the me

chanical creations that have made him fam

ous. For success has been written large

on the banner of Henry Ford. He is a

factor to be reckoned with and it serves

no purpose to disguise or deny that truth.

That he is keenly alive to his opportunities

also is apparent, not only in the nature and

prices of his product, but in the timeliness

and results of Couzen's trip abroad and in

the results also of the carriage show in

New York last week. For, be it known,

the Ford cars were there and a great “kill-'
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to swerve him from it. In other words

Henry Ford cannot be “controlled.” He

is not what the political conservatives would

call a “safe” man. Far from it. He has

deliberately flouted trade customs and us

age, and confounded the prophesies of

commercial disaster that arose on all sides.

He is a man who appears to be sufficient

unto himself. He is his own designer; his

own manufacturer; he is his own financier.

He has no use for a lawyer except to have

him do in legal form that which he wants

done. The wisdom of it he considers his

own afi’air. And yet Ford’s activities are

limited to a directing capacity. As he him

self says, he does not, and never did, work

hard. All he now wants is to have the

"boys" associated with him make money.

He is the firmest kind of a believer in en

trusting responsibility to those who have

“made good" with him, and he stands back

ing" was made in respect to the volume of

orders placed by carriage dealers.
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THE CARS FROM KENOSIIA

Two of Them, Both Ramblers, of Course—

Four Cylinder Model Planned on

Practically New Lines.

Although it was announced some weeks

since that the Rambler line for 1908 will

consist of but two distinct models, each

of which will be furnished either in touring

car or runabout form, it was not until this

moval of the side plates without disturbing

any of the adjustments, also is noteworthy,

as is the method of suspension. This com

prises a stout tubular member running

tranversely of the frame, and supporting a

forward extension of the case, and a

dropped cross member at the rear, upon

which the motor is cradled. The case is

of the non-divided type, and the crank shaft

with its rear and center bearings adjusted

in place, is slipped in from the rear.

The transmission—change gear, propeller

 
   

FOUR-CYLINDER RAMBLER

week that Thomas B. Jeffery & Co. defi

nitely made known the mechanical details

of the product of their Kenosha (W'is.)

plant. These details indicate that the 1908

Ramblers will be among the most improved

cars on the market.

Of the more important improvements de- -

veloped in the case of the larger four'cylin

dcr car, which is to be known as Model 34,

may be instanced the motor, which is en

tirely new, the selective type change speed

gear, heavy brakes, large wheels, and semi

eliptical springs, which are used both in

front and in the rear. The motor, which

is of the conventional quadruple, vertical,

type, differs from those employed in pre

vious models, principally in the use of valves

placed on the right hand side of the cylin

ders in offset pockets, and worked directly

from below. instead of being mounted in

the head and actuated by means of long

plunger rods and overhead walking beams.

In addition to this feature, however, the

somewhat exceptional nature of the crank

case, which is of new design and so con

trived that an unusually large amount of

working room may be obtained by the re

the axle, the entire group runs on Timken

adjustable roller bearings. The neat de

sign of the system, as well as the unusual

feature of actuating the gear striking rods

from the rear instead of the front end of

the gear case, are made apparent by the ac

companying illustration.

The wheels are of new design, taking 36

by 4-inch tires, and have unusually large

brake drums, 13 inches in diameter by 2%

inch face, the aggregate of surface for the

duplex system amounting to something like

410 inches. The drums are heavy steel

stampings, bolted to drop forged hubs. The

semi-elliptical springs are set very low,

those in front being almost ~flat. and are

made up of comparatively thin leaves, thus

giving an exceptionally easy riding vehicle.

Another feature, which is common to both

types is the steering gear, the pillar of

which has been altered somewhat, a new 17

inch wheel being installed. which carries the

control levers for the motor, both of which

are above the plane of the wheel and work

over circular segments in the popular style.

The roadster or runabout equivalent of

this type has a three-passenger body, raked

steering column, front axle carried forward

  

 

    

 

TWO-CYLINDER RAMBLER

shaft and live rear axle—externally is much

the same as was used last year. Several

pointsof difference are to be found, how

ever, particularly in the case of the change

gear, which is of the selective type. Like

  
  

 

 

COMPACT RAMBLBR TRANSMISSION

of the radiator, and alluminum flooring. A14

together it- is a very neat and racy looking

machine, well suited to the purpose for

which it has been worked out. The price

of both this and the large touring car will

  

  

 

NEW STEERING WHEEL
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be $2,250, which includes the full touring

equipment 'without top. _
 

Among the several improvements which

mark the new two-cylinder model may be

instanccd the power plant, which, while

still of the unit type, as was the case last

year, has been altered considerably. The

double-opposed horizontal motor is re

tained, but the valves are now placed at the

side of the cylinders instead of over them,

thus necessitating the adoption of a some

what modified valve gear. This consists of

a single vertical camshaft, working in a

compartment at the side of the crank case,

and actuating the valves by a direct thrust

motion. The two-to-one gearing is of the

worm and pinion type, and permits the use

of a release mechanism for starting pur

poses, thus eliminating the necessity of

employing the noisy petcocks for this pur

pose. The cylinders are 5 by 6 inches in

measurement and are water jacketed all

around, a special allowance being made for

cooling the heads. The bearing area of the
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motor has been increased 50 per cent. The

outboard bearing beyond the change speed

gear is of the anti-friction type, mounting

gté-inch balls,

As to the change speed gearing, as here

tofore, it is completely encased, and runs

in an oil bath. A considerable increase in

the size of the brake bands, has been made,

however, and the lever by means of which

the forward speeds are applied, now works

in a quadrant, and is locked in each posi

tion, thus preventing any possibility of its

jumping into or out of gear through the

- . ! vibration of the car. The wheels are shod

'1 '5 ' , with 34 by 4-inch tires. The regular model
A. ' V ' is equipped with a five-passenger tonneau

- ““‘ body, is known as Model 31, and is sold

with full equipment for $1,400. Instead of

the tonneau a torpedo deck may be fitted,

fine i ~1 on requisition, the runabout thus formed

selling for $1,300.
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AMERICAN LOCOM0'I‘IVE MODELS

New Six Cylinder to be the Leader for the

Season—Changes Made in the

Four Cylinder.

During the period of the two New York

shows, the American Locomotive Automo

bile Co. will flock by itself at the Waldorf—

Astoria with two of its three 1908 models

of what is this year to be known as the

ures. With a full load of passengers the

car is capable of 70 miles an hour on an

average road. Equipped with a touring or

runabout body the price is $7,500, and with

a complete limousine it is $8,500.

The four cylinder 40 horsepower model,

which has been the leader for the past sea

son, has undergone several changes. The

radiator has been moved slightly back of

the front axle, the fan flywheel has been dis

carded and a cast iron flywheel substituted,

and a belt driven fan placed directly back

  

  

 

FOUR CYLINDER AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE

American Locomotive Motor Car, instead

of the “American-Berliet” or plain “Ber

liet” of the past_

The leader of the trio is entirely new.

being a six cylinder rated at 60 horsepower,

and offered as a car remarkable for com—

pactness, lightness, power and flexibility.

It has the same length wheel base as the

40 horsepower four cylinder car, 126 inches,

and weighs only 300 pounds more. The

cylinders are 4% inch bore by 5y, inch

stroke and are so compactly grouped as to

give a bonnet no longer than that on many

four cylinder cars. The car has direct

 
 

  

 

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE CLUTCH

drive on both third and fourth speeds, and

this year the manufacturers have taken to

high tension magneto ignition instead of the

make-and-break. Double chain drive, se

lective transmission of the sliding gear

type, with four speeds forward and reverse,

multiple disc clutch and four generous

brakes, constitute some of the other feat

of the radiator. The lubrication has been

changed to a concealed tank and sight feed

and force pump. The steering gear has been

made more rakish. No changes have been

made in the ignition or carburation and the

same multiple disc clutch and direct drive

on third and fourth speed are used as here

tofore. The control levers have been

changed to bring the 'irake lever outside

the gear shifting lever. The four cylinder,

40 horsepower model lists at $6,500, with an

transmission with four speeds forward and

a reverse, direct drive on the high speed,

and a very neat rear axle arrangement. The

differential housing is of one piece, with a

removable cover, and is so designed that

the entire differential and bevel driving

gears may be removed by simply taking off

the cover. The rear axle is of the floating

type, the rear wheels being mounted on ball

hearings on the axle tube and the driving

axle transmitting the power from the differ

ential to the outer ends of the wheel hubs

by means of jaw clutches. All the driving

mechanism may be taken out of the axle

without even jacking up the car or removing

the wheels. The axle is trussed and of

 
  

  

 

SIX CYLINDER MOTOR

comparatively heavy construction. The

usual radius or strut rods are provided, and

the torsion rod, spring supported at its

front end, takes up the driving torque and

braking effect. No brake is mounted on the

propeller shaft or other part of the trans

mission system, but both internal and ex

ternal brakes are applied to the rear wheels,

the contracting brakes being operated by a

pedal and the expanding brakes by a hand

lever. Air space between the two sets of
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SIX CYLINDER AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE

extra thousand for a limousine or landaulet

body.

In the light car a complete change in the

drive has been made, side chains being

abandoned for a shaft to bevel gears. This

model, which is rated at 22 horsepower, is

intended largely for town use. Its chief

features are a four-cylinder motor, selective

brake drums is provided to facilitate the ra

diation of friction heat. The gasolene tank,

as heretofore. is mounted back of the rcar

axle, the fuel being forced to the carbur'

etter under pressure. As this model is in

tended for city use. the wheels are of smaller

diameter than on the other models, the tire

sizes being 870 by 90 mm. for the front
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wheels and 880 by 120 mm. for the rear. In

either the limousine of landaulet style, the

price of the light car is $6,000. All of the

models will .be made of imported materials

as in the past, vanadium steel and iron play

ing a large part in their construction, and

when delivered to customers will have a

very complete equipment, including tops.

Convenient Means of Adjusting Brakes.

Although considerable attention is now

being given to the matter of brake design,

the resulting improvement in the area of

contact surfaces and strength of parts, is

not all that is required. Next in importance

to capacity and strength, the method and

nature of the adjusting means should be

looked after, as well as the provision for

compensation between the rear wheel

brakes. It is important not simply that

means of adjustment be provided, but that

it be of such a nature as to be readily ac

cessible in case of need. Probably the most

striking example of the way in which this

feature may be disposed of with an eye to

the convenience of the operator as well as

to the element of time-saving on the road,

is seen in the case of the Westinghouse

cars, on which the rear expanding brakes

are adjusted by means of a pair of small

hand wh‘eels extending to the rear of the

axle just inside the spring. The arrange

ment is so contrived that by turning them

one way or the other the tension of either

brake may be altered as required, or the

resistance of the set brought up to normal

to compensate for rapid wear when run

ning over mountainous roads, the adjust'

ment taking hardly a moment’s time, and

requiring no dismantling of parts

Strut Rods on Front Axle.

Although the use of strut rods for

strengthening the position of rear axle is

practically universal, similar practice in the

case of the front axle is seldom found, ow

ing, in all probability, to the comparative

freedom from racking strains which that

member enjoys. Where light frame and

spring construction is attempted, however,

it becomes very desirable to increase the

rigidity of the front axle in this way, and

in one or two instances, noteably in the

case of the 16 horsepower Ford cars, the

method is used to advantage. One of the

first instances of its use on a heavier car,

however, is to be seen in a new 20 horse

power landaulette chassis which has recent

ly been brought out abroad, in which added

resistance is obtained by means of a couple

of struts running from the steering yokes

on the ends of the axle to the sides of the

power plant casing, which is of the unit

type, the point of attachment being about

midway between the clutch and the for»

ward universal joint of the propellor shaft.

This tends to relieve some of the srtain

upon the springs due to road shocks re

ceived by the wheels, as well as providing

for a true radial motion.

WEBB MAKING FIRE ENGINES

Former Racing Man Locates in Missouri—

Shows Them How to Build Modern

Fire-Fighting Apparatus.

A. C. \Ncbb, the former well known au

tomobile racing man, has turned from the

sporting side of the motor car to the ex

tremely practical one of fire fighting, and

as head of the recently incorporated Webb

Motor Fire Apparatus Co., of Joplin, M0,

is demonstrating the virtues of a fire en

gine built on an automobile chassis and

using the regular gasolcne motor of the lat

ter for operating the pumping mechanism.

the outfit threw a stream of water com

pletely over a three-story building. The

fire engine, while mounted on a Thomas

Flyer chassis, as are all of \Nebb‘s appar

atus, was equipped with a smaller pump

than the size now employed, so that even

greater performance is possible with the

models now being turned out.

Features in a Foreign Innovation.

Second to its motor, the most remarkable

feature of the 20 horsepower Valveless car,

a British innovation just announced, is the

frame and rear axle construction, which, to

say the least, is unique. The use of pressed

sheet steel which forms the frame, has been

carried to the axle housing, the floating

drive idea being utilized, but in somewhat

 

 

 
 
  

 

wnnu's aurouomus Finis ENGINE

The fire engine, sI.own in the illustration,

has a powerful rotary pump mounted

on two cross frame members. A

separate transmission system from the

motor to the pump is provided, and

this is controlled by a lever at

the side of the driver's seat. The pump

does not operate while the vehicle is on its

way to and from a fire, but when the water

is to be pumped, the gearing connecting

the pump itself is thrown into mesh and ac‘

tion begins. Since the automobile fire en

gine may at times be called upon to stand

for hours and pump at high speed, \Nebb

has devised an ingenious method of keep

ing the motor cool despite the absence of

the current of air through the radiator

which the latter would get if it were travel

ing along the road. When the gearing is

shifted to throw the pump into action the

radiator is automatically cut off from the

motor, and the latter is supplied with cool

water for its jackets by a special feed from

the rotary pump. Upon the pump gearing

being thrown out of mesh, the radiator is

automatically reconnected with the motor

and is ready for the resumption of its duties.

Experiments at Buffalo have shown the

automobile fire engine to great advantage

Members of the Buffalo fire department

were recently given a demonstration at the

plant of the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., and

modified form. Four members 01 channel

shape are riveted together in the form of a

trapezoid, having its longest diagonal in

line with the axle and its shortest vertical

and intersecting the differential casing. The

driving axle shafts are unusually large, and

are exposed for a considerable portion of

their length. The differential casing itself,

is extended forward with a rectangular sec»

tion, and forms at once a torsion member

and housing for the driving chains of which

there are two, one corresponding to each

of the two forward speeds. The motor is

the Lucas two-cycle, which comprises two

vertical cylinders, joined by a common com

bustion chamber, and therefore having co<

acting pistons. It is placed in the center

of the chassis and drives direct to the axle

through one or the other of the two chains

which afford different ratios of speed reduc

tion.

Position of the Carburetter.

A question which has never yet been fairly

settled is that of the proper position for

the carburetter. One of the new foreign

cars this year has its carburetter placed

above the tops of the cylinders. Another

has for several years carried it on a level

with the inlet valves. Most designers, how

ever, place it well down, in order to get a

good flow from the tank,
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CONCERNING 1908 COLUMBUS

Combined Electric-Gasolene Car to be

Strongly Featured—Noteworthy Im

provements Made.

Mark 66-3, which will be the topliner of

the 1908 ofi'ering in the Columbia gasolene

line, is a machine of generally standard

outward specifications, driven by a four-cyl

inder motor of 48 horsepower, A. L. A. M.,

rating, and equipped with the direct con

nected electric transmission, which was

brought out last year in a previous model

The

new Mark 66, however, differs from its

sold under the same characteristic.

 

  

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION AND CONTROLLER

forerunner in many respects affecting both

the motor and chassis. The transmission

remains practically unchanged. The sec

ond and only other gasolene car to be built

by the Electric Vehicle Co., at its great

Hartford (Conn.) plant during the coming

year, will be the light four-cylinder car of

28 horsepower, which corresponds to a sim

ilar model of last year, but has an increased

engine power, and a number of structural

improvements worthy of note,

In general appearance Mark 66-3 is a

large seven-passenger touring car of what

might be termed the rationalized conven

tional type, having long wheel base, roomy

body extending well over the rear axle,

plow-share mud guards in front, luggage

rack in the rear, and drawn up in rigid con

formity to the principles of the “straight

line” school of design. Its aspect in no

way suggests any unusual mechanism, and,

in fact, except for its size, its only distin

guishment from Mark 48-2, the smaller car,

lies in the absence of gear shifting and

emergency brake levers, which are replaced

by the single controller handle and one

other controlling member which stands ver

tically at the side of the car in place of the

ordinary brake lever.

The motor, which is entirely new, and

which mounts enough “features” in itself

to make it worth considerable study, has

cylinders 5% by 5% inches, bore and stroke,

cast in pairs with jackets integral and of'

liberal and inclusive proportions. Contrary

to the practice of last year, both sets of

valves are placed in pockets on the left

side of the machine, the exhausts being

worked from below and the inlets from

above, by means of vertical pushrods and

short walking beams. A novel feature of the

arrangement is the provision for lubricating

the valve stems on the inlet side, to pre

vent binding. The spark plugs are located

between the valves and are liberally cooled

by the jackets. Only the multiple jet car

buretter Occupies the right side of the mo

tor. This is of the same type as was used

on all Columbia cars last year, with the

slight modification of a needle float valve

used in place of a ball valve. Upon the left

  

CHASSIS SEEN PROM ABOVE

tor. Lubrication is by pressure feed from

a sight feed tank mounted on the dash, the

internal engine bearings also receiving a

liberal oil bath from the crank pit, which

is assisted by the action of scoops fastened

to the ends of the connecting rods. The

drainage from the engine bearings also be

ing returned to the crank case, tends to

keep that supply constantly up to its nor'

mal requirement. The cam surfaces con

stantly are covered with a film of oil, the

effect upon the rollers carried by the fol

lowers being that of a cushion which ab

sorbs a portion of the shock of impact and

reduces vibration very materially.

The transmission, about which interest in

the car centralizes. consists eSst-ntially of

two independent and corelated organs,

   

 

LKPT SIDE OF MOTOR

namely the motor and generator, the latter

performing normally the function of a mag

netic clutch. Attached directly to the en

gine crank shaft, and taking the place of

the ordinary fly wheel is an annulus con

taining the windings of the generator fields.

The armature is mounted within, on a sec

ondary shaft, normally connected directly

through to the propeller shaft, the driving

bevels, and so to the live rear axle forming

what is in every sense of the word, a direct

drive. At the same time there is no me

chanical connection between engine and

 

   

 

  

  

 
 

SIDE VIE“,y OF CHASSIS

are the timing and governor gears, the half

time shaft, centrifugal circulating pump and

magneto.

Ignition is by high tension magneto, with

single coil and auxiliary, to distributor and

timer. The construction of the latter is

such that neither primary nor secondary

wires move when the time of sparking is

advanced or retarded. A high tension Gi

anoli magneto also is provided. making

thus two systems of ignitiOn using but a

single set of plugs, and a common distribu

transmission, the air gap between the fields

and armature of the generator serving to

permit absolute freedom of motion between

them except as they are restrained by the

torque developed by the magnetic attrac

tion.

In this relation, the motion of the fiL‘llls

creates a drag in the armature. which de

pends upon a very slight amount of relative

motion between them, and is proportional

to the amount of power developed by the

engine. A fixed amount of "slip" between
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driving and driven elements is thus devel- I

oped, which is required for the generation

of the energizing current. Under these cir

cumstances, the speed of the car bears a

definite relation to that of the motor, but

in the event of the motor being slowed

down, the variation in relative speed be

tween the two elements serves to release

them, in case their speed is equalized, or to

act as an automatic brake in an extreme

case, where the car overruns the motor, the

action being reversed and the car tending

to drive the engine, as is the case with the

ordinary type of clutch.

For obtaining the speed reductions and

power multiplications corresponding to the

relations obtained with the lower gears in

the ordinary type of transmission, the cur

rent from the generator-clutch is directed

through the windings of the motor. At such

times the “slip” between the driving and

driven elements is increased, the energy

which with the ordinary clutch would be

absorbed in the heat of friction, in this

case being converted into electric current,

and used in energizing the motor and aid

ing in the propulswe effort. A variety of

combinations are obtainable in this way

by the use of a controller similar to that

used in the ordinary electric vehicle, and a

wide range of speed changes thus obtain

able, the generator is released from the

main shaft of the car and is clutched in a

fixed position, The generator thus as

sumes the work of an ordinary dynamo,

and the current it produces is utilized in

driving the motor in either direction, ac

cording to the disposition of the controller

lever.

Among the special features which have

been applied in the chassis construction de

signed for this machine, may be mentioned

briefly the rear axle driving group, in which

all adjustments may be made from outside

the case, the use of a special type of pro

peller shaft having a double spline provision

in the slip joint, a novel form of radius rod,

and a heavily trussed frame.

As to the smaller car, the engine has been

enlarged, the cylinders now measuring 4%

by 4% inches, bore and stroke. The water

jacket areas have been increased, while the

firing holes of the make and break ignitors

have been reduced in size, and to obvious

advantage.

The half-time gears are now fully encased

and run in oil, and the water piping has

been rearranged. As for the transmission,

the change gear shafts now run in annular

bearings, the clutch diameter has been in

creased, the wheels have been enlarged to

34 inches, front and rdar, while the mech

anism of control has been improved by the

adoption of a larger steering wheel than

has been used heretofore.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c.' The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.

MISPLACEI) LOADS 0N THE CAR

Bad Effect of Added Stress on Steps,

Guards and Wings—Errors of Users

that Reflect on Makers.

From the fact that such parts of the car

as the steps, the guards and wings which

serve to protect the sides of the vehicle

from the side slung mud from the wheels,

as well as the protecting strips between the

running boards and the chassis, are not

called upon to carry any load except that

of their own weight when the car is in ser

vice, or at the most a very light load, such

as tool and battery boxes, many designers

fall into the error of making ‘their supports

far too light. As a result of this they are

prone to excessive vibration, and frequently

tend to work loose after a short period of

use, developing a disagreeable rattle and

ultimately requiring repairs or replacement

far sooner than should be the case.

The point which seems difficult for the

average user to grasp in this connection is

that the static load which a part may carry

when the car is at rest has absolutely no

relation to the stress which may be thrown

upon it when the car is in motion, and fur

ther, that where there is the slightest lee

way for vibration or oscillation under such

circumstances, the racking strains devel

oped are greatly multiplied by the frequency

and variety of the minor movements to

which the vehicle is subjected. The lack

of appreciation of this fact in the case of

the user, is shown by the way in which

spare parts are disposed about the car with

out regard to their effect upon the running

stresses which they are likely to set up in

the parts to which they are attached. The

same lack of appreciation is shown by many

designers in the use of mud guard and run

ning board supports which are altogether

too light. either to support their own weight

with proper stability, or to carry the extra

load which is apt to be put upon them by

the heedless user.

On this account such parts, and more es

pecially the running boards, should be sup

ported with sufficient stability to carry far

more than their nominal loads. not simply

as a safeguard against absolute breakage

under sudden shock to the vehicle, but also

with an eye to checking that vibration which

is almost certain to produce a disagreeable

noise sooner or later More than that.

such receptacles as the battery and tool

boxes should be secured in such a fashion

that they cannot break away from their

fastenings under any circumstances. and so

that in the event of their being overloaded.

the resulting strains will not he likely to

disturb the supporting member. The de

signer cannot be blamed if a failure occurs

through misuse of the machine in any way.

But the fact remains that such failure in

variably redonnds more or less to his dis

credit. It is not a question of cost or ex

cessive weight, but of sound judgment.

Setback for Advocates of Alcohol.

Advices from Washington concerning

results of the official tests being conducted

by the government at the Jamestown Ex

position as to the relative cost and effi

ciency of gasolene and alcohol say that

the results are a disappointment to the al

cohol enthusiasts.

For six weeks a Federal experimental

station at the Exposition has been making

comparative tests of the two fuels, the work

being in charge of R. M. Strong and un

der the general supervision of Joseph A.

Holmes, chief of the technologic branch of

the United States geological survey, and H.

H. Wilson, chief engineer. The general

results of the tests so far, roughly indi

cated, show that it takes about a gallon and

a half of alcohol to do the work of a gallon

of gasolene. Inasmuch as denatured alcohol

costs about twice as much as gasolene at

the present time, the newer fuel is at a de

cided disadvantage.

The denatured alcohol advocates main

tain that improved methods of using it are

both possible and probable, and that the

price is bound to drop as its use grows and

the farmers begin distilling in large quan

tities from farm refuse. Although it is at

present quoted at 30 cents per gallon, the

opinion is expressed that its future price

will be in the neighborhood of 10 or 12

cents, and that in spite of the unfavorable

showing in the government tests on the ba

sis of cost, there is a great future before it.

The tests will be extended to other fuels.

American Ideas Catch on Abroad.

After several years of scoffing at the fric

tion transmission, among other so-called

Americanisms in the way of automobile de

sign, England is now in a fair way to have

a friction driven car, the transmission of

which in many respects is a close counter

part of one which has been in use in this

country for several years. Air cooling has

almost ceased to be taken as a joke in Great

Britain by this time, and one of the newest

of the season’s new cars, is equipped with

a two-cycle motor. The trade as a class,

however, still affects to look with some dis

dain upon American construction and

methods of design.

Thomas to Quit Track Racing.

E. R. Thomas, the Buffalo manufacturer,

has announced that after this season his

company will have no more to do with rac

ing on horse tracks. He gives as his opin

ion that such courses are unsafe and un

suitable. Before retiring, however, Mr.

Thomas expresses a wish to have his car

engage in one more 24-hour race, with par

ticular reference to the two foreign cars

that won the long grinds at Morris Park

this fall. He has named H. S. Houpt, his

New York agent, to act for him in arrang

ing such a contest,
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FEATURES 0F Tllli FRANKLIN

Concentric Valves Constitute Radical In

novation—Other Parts in Which Air

Cooled Cars Are Bettered.

A number of alterations in the construc-

tion of the engine, amounting practically

to a redesign of that important organ, thus

permitting the development of new horse

power ratings for all types; the use of an

new standards for the 1908 Franklin line.

As heretofore, the Syracuse (N. Y.) plant

of the H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Co.,

will be devoted to the construction of three

main types of chassis, two having four-cyl

inder motors, and one a six, to which va

rious sorts of bodies will be applied accord

ing to the numerous uses to which they are

applicable.

The most remarkable feature of the new

engine construction is the use of a type of

concentric valve _which is entirely novel,

 

 

 

 

 

   

FRANKLIN CONCENTRIC VALVES

entirely new type of selectively operated

change speed gearing on the two larger

models; as well as a number of less impor

tant improvements, serve to create entirely

chamber, carrying with it sundry thermal

advantages, held to be very great. The in

let valve, seating directly in the cylinder

head in a cage of special construction, in

stead of taking the familiar mushroom form,

consists of a hollow sleeve having a conical

or funnel shaped head, and fitting closely

a guide above, which separates the inlet
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FRANKLIN MOTOR

and which besides generally simplifying the

mechanical construction of the cylinder

units, permits the .adoption of the hemi

spherical formation for the combustion

and exhaust ports in the cage. It also car

ries a second guide which directs the stem

of the exhaust valve, the latter being a rider

in the inlet and opening communication from
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the cylinder to the exhaust main through

the hollow interior of the inlet. Both

valves are actuated independently of one

another, from above, and in the usual way,

the two members acting in unison to secure

the inlet relation, and the inner member

alone being operated to secure the exhaust.

In using this method of distribution, con

siderable advantage is secured by the use

of the auxiliary exhaust ports in the cylin

der walls at the end of the piston travel,

through which some three-fourths of the

charge is delivered before the release of

the main valve.

The use of an oil baffle plate at the base

of each cylinder for the purpose of controll

ing the splash lubrication—an innovation

last year, is continued. The phosphor

bronze radiating flanges are shrunk in place

on the cylinders, a special feature, also con

tinued from last year, being the use of dif

ferent numbers of flanges on different cyl_

inders, thus proportioning the radiating

surface to the amount of air circulation

which it is destined to receive, as measured

by its distance from the front and rear

fans. Of the latter, the forward member

is gear driven from the crank shaft, and

rigidly mounted in front. The second is

made integral with the fly wheel, and exer

cises simply a suction effect in assisting

the work of the other. The two-to-one

gearing is placed at the rear of the motor,

and is completely enclosed. and protected.

The new features in the carburetter com

prise the use of a novel- type of jet, which

has a number of forked branches and a mul

tiplicity of orifices, thus tending to encour~

age the intermingling of the ingredients of

the mixture; a rearrangement of the float

and mixing chambers, the latter now partak

ing of the nature of the Venturi tube, and

a new method of supplying warm air to

the carburetter. This comprises a heat col

lector, surrounding the exhaust box, and a

feed pipe leading to the carburetter.

Another new departure is found also in

the construction of the timer which is of

entirely new design, and is “non-wearable”

as well as non-adjustable. Contact is made

between a hardened steel roller and seg

ments of the.same metal, the latter being

insulated by means of air gaps instead of

fibre as is more commonly employed for

the purpose. Another improvement in the

ignition systems applied to the two larger

models this year, is found in the use of the

Bosch high tension magneto. The smaller

model still uses batteries as the source of

its ignition current.

The multiple disc clutch arrangement is '

the same as that used on this year’s cars.

The change speed gear used on the larger

cars, in addition to being extremely neat

and compact, possesses a rather unusual

feature in the shifting arrangement. For

this, the usual gridiron segment has been

dispensed with, the shifting lever instead.

riding on a simple segment about which it

is pivoted in order to secure the selective

motion of the single gear striking rod. A

couple of springs surrounding the latter

member, serve to keep it normally in the

central or neutral position, from which it

is displaced by the operator in order to

make the' gear selections. This arrange

ment, together with the neat design of the

emergency brake lever, makes a particularly

simple and effective lever group at the side

of the machine.

The three models produced this year

will be of 16, 28, and 42 horsepower, respect

ively, corresponding to the 1907 ratings for

the corresponding machines of 12, 20, and

30 horsepower, respectively. The increased

powers are attributable to the general im

  

  

PRANKLIN CONTROL LEVER

provement in the construction of the ma

chine, to which also the lighter weights of

the motors made possible by the new design

should add in net output. Mainly, however.

the increase is secured by the new valve

construction, which in addition to its theo

retical advantages, has proved to be of

great practical benefit,

Witherbee Produces New Spark Plug.

Having for some seasons supplied

motorists with the “juice” end of their ig

nition outfits, in the way of accumulators,

the VVitherbce Igniter Co., New York, now

is supplying plugs for the cylinder end of

the ignition circuit. ' The new plugs take

their name from the initials of their manu

facturer and are called “Wico” plugs. The

most novel feature of their construction is

the incorporation of a micrometer attach

ment, from the readings of which the

motorist may separate the points to any pre~

determined distance with an exactitude

which is calculated to insure good results.

The readings run as fine as a thousandth of

an inch. Thus the gap may be adjusted to

any condition of compression or current.

The insulating porcelains are easily re

moved in their brass carriers, for cleaning,

and are as easily put back without altering

the adjustment. The sparking end is

formed to act as a clearing syphon..

Position of the Fuel Tank.

One of the strongest arguments ad

vanced against the rather popular method

of feeding the carburettcr from a low tank

by means of pressure taken from the engine

exhaust, is based upon the assertion that

the gases tend to mingle with the fuel thus

carrying over into the mixture a certain

proportion of unburnable gas which, how~

ever low. yet acts as an undesirable and

inert diluent. It is well known' that all

liquids are subject to a certain amount of

aeration, and the fact that the fuel in the

low-hung tank is constantly being agitated

when the car is in motion, coupled with

sundry otherwise inexplicable shortcomings

of the system, lends color to the idea. On

this basis, the more complicated method of

using pure compressed air, has very ob

\‘iutiS advantages.

It is a well known fact that with the

ordinary type of gravity flow fuel tank

mounted under the seat and feeding the .

carburetter 'through a low head, steeply

pitched bills have a marked effect on the

behavior of the motor, owing to variations

in the fuel pressure in the float chamber.

In all probability, however, the average

owner fails to consider that as fast as the

fuel is used from the tank the head is

proportionately lowered, so that not alone

is the effect of grades affected by low fuel

in the tank, but also in some measure, the

performance of the machine on the level.

The absolutely constant pressure supply

system is yet to be developed.

Just a Question of Etiquette.

Motoring etiquette has been accustomed

to demand that the chauffeur shall stand

either directly in front of his car or im

mediately at one side of the bonnet while

waiting for the owner. It is perfectly evi

dent that this custom is as antidiluvian and

seedy as the hitching post at the present

time, however. For every up-to-the-minutc

and particular motorist drives a car which

has a self-starting motor. Putting the

chauffeur out in front indicates that the

motor must be cranked before starting

llence even those owners whose motors

still require the preliminary wind-up before

setting about their business, should assume

that attitude of gentle prevrrication, known

as a bluff, and let the driver remain seated

at all times or at least, until it becomes

necessary to give away the secret.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street. New York City.
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Minions 0F Min-is 0F__ROAI)S

Progress in Work of Improvement—Where

Advance Has Been Made—Indiana

Has Most Good Highways.

While it is known in a general way that

some parts of the country have made

greater progress than others in the improve

ment of the public roads, and that enor~

mous sums are expended annually on road

construction and repairs, there has been no

informatiOn compiled up to the present time

showing just what has been accomplished

and how much is expended annually for

this purpose in the United States, says a

A few of the

States have published reports giving some

\Vashington correspondent.

information upon these subjects, but only

in rare cases have they shown the mileage}

of improved roads or the road expenditures

by local authorities.

The ofiice of public roads in the Agricul

tural Department has just completed the

collection, compilation and publication of

information from every county of the

United States in regard to the mileage of

improved and unimproved country roads in

the year 1904, and the expenditures on roads

and bridges from property and poll taxes,

bond issues, and State funds under the

State-aid laws, and the amount of valu'e of

the labor expended under the statute-labor

laws.

In 1904 there were 2,151,570 miles of

public road in the United States. Of this

mileage, 108,232.9 miles were surfaced and

gravel; 38,621] miles were stone, and

6,809.7 miles were special materials, such as

shells, sand-clay, oil, and brick, making

in all 153,664.15 miles of improved road.

From this it follows that 7.14 per cent. of

all the roads in this country have been im

proved.

By comparing the total road mileage with

the area of all the States and Territories it

appears that there was 0.73 of a mile of

road per square mile of territory. A com

parison of road mileage with population

shows that there was one mile of road to

every thirty-five inhabitants, and one mile

of improved road to every 492 inhabitants.

The majority of all the roads in this

country were originally laid out along the

boundary lines of farms, with little regard

for drainage, topography, and alignment.

In the Eastern States the boundary lines

of farms were very irregular, and conse

quently many of the roads are crooked and

badly located with reference to grades. In

the Middle West, where the land was laid

out by the Government, the roads follow

the section lines, and in thickly settled

communities, the quarter-section lines. In

compiling these figures, the aim has been to

include only the mileage of roads actually

open and in use,

Only four States have more than 100,000

miles of roads. Texas stands first, with

121,409 miles; Missouri second, with 108,

133; Iowa third, with 102,448; and Kansas

fourth, with 101,196. The District of Co

lumbia has only 191 miles of road, Rhode

Island has 2,361 miles, which is the smallest

mileage of any State. Delaware has only

3,000, and Arizona only 5,987 miles.

By comparing the road mileage with the

areas in square miles, the District of C0

lumbia is found to stand first, with 3.18

miles of road per square mile of area, while

Connecticut is highest among the States

with 2.90 miles. Rhode Island has 2.24

miles, Pennsylvania 2.21 miles per square

mile of area. Arizona has only 0.05 of a

mile, the smallest mileage per square mile;

Utah has 0.08 and Wyoming 0.10 of a mile

per square mile.

Assuming the average width of the rights

of way of country roads in the United

States to be 40 feet, the area of such

rights of way in 1904 amounted to 10,431,

727 acres. Estimating the value of this

land on a basis of the valuation of farm

lands in each State, the approximate value

of the rights of way of all the public roads

would be $341,899,306. A much higher val

uation would be amply justified by the fact

that in sections where the mileage of roads

is greatest the land is considerably above

the average in value.

It was generally believed at the time

when railroad building was first undertaken

in this country that the railroad would sup

plant the wagon road, and this line of rea

soning accounts in a large measure for the

neglect of the common roads from about

1835 until about .1890. The necessity for

the improvement of the common roads is

impressing itself upon the people more now

than at any time in the history of the coun

try. The mileage of public roads is greater

now than it has ever been, and the exten

sion of railroad and trolley lines has in

duced such an amazing development of the

country's resources as to bring about a re

markable increase in traffic over the com

mon roads. The heads of the great railroad

systems are now seriously directing their

efforts toward securing the improvement of

the common roads, which they recognize

as feeders to their railroad lines. For every

mile of railroad we have about ten miles of

wagon roads.

Of the 153,662 miles of improved roads

in the United States, Indiana has the largest

mileage—that is, 23,877 miles. Ohio occu

pies the second place, with 23,460 miles.

Wisconsin is third, with 10,633 miles; Ken

tucky fourth, with 9,486 miles; California

fifth, with 8,803 miles. Illinois, Massachu

setts and Michigan have over 7,000 miles

each; Minnesota over 6,000 miles; New

York over 5,000 miles; Tennessee over 4,000

miles; Connecticut, Maine, Missouri, New

Jersey, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Texas,

over 2,000 miles each; and Alabama, Geor

gia, Iowa, Maryland, New Hampshire,

North Carolina, Rhode Island, South Car~

olina, Vermont, Virginia, and Washington,

over 1,000 miles each of improved roads.

In about two»thirds of the States, gravel

has been the principal surfacing material

used in improving the roads. The largest

mileage of gravel roads was found in In

diana, Ohio, Wisconsin, Massachusetts,

Michigan, Minnesota, Illinois, and Califor

nia. In eight States the mileage of mac

adam roads exceeds that of gravel, and in

a few others it is nearly equal. Kentucky

has the largest mileage of road surfaced

with stone—over 8,000 miles-—and Ohio is

second with a little over 7,000.

By comparing the percentage of roads

improved with the population per mile of

road, it will be noticed that in most cases

the States which have the highest per

centage of improved roads have the largest

population per mile of road, and vice versa.

While it cannot be claimed for improved

roads that they invariably lead to an in

crease in population, good roads are cer

tainly a powerful factor in encouraging im

migration, especially in sparsely settled re

gions.

The percentage of improved roads in any

community or State depends upon a va

riety of causes, the most important of which

which may be summed up as follows: (1)

Availability of suitable road-building ma

terial; (2) wealth of the State in agricul

ture, manufactures, transportation, etc.;

(3) requirements of traffic. Prosperity

promotes a desire for the advantages and

benefits to be derived from the improve

ment of the roads; but whether a com

munity is rich in agriculture or otherwise,

If it had to depend on materials imported

from distant places, progress in the im

'provement of the roads will be much slower

than if local materials are abundant.

There are several other reasons why the

percentage of improved roads is higher

in some of the States than in others. The

high percentage of improved roads in Mas

sachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, and

New Jersey is due principally to the facts

that suitable road-building materials abound,

that these States are densely populated,

and that many of the roads have been built

through the aid of the States and under

the direction of competent State author

ities. Indiana and Ohio have an unusually

high percentage of improved roads, because

the social and economic conditions were fa

vorable to the making of public improve

ments.

A comparison of the percentage of roads

improved with the acreage values of farm

lands in the United States, shows that the

average percentage of the improved roads

in all States where the land is worth less

than $20 per acre is 1.9 per cent., whereas

in the States showing an acreage value of

more than $20, improved roads constitute

an average of 9 per cent, of the total mile

age. Expressed inversely, the States show~

ing a high percentage of improved roads

have on the average relatively high acreage

values, while those showing a low percent

age have low acreage values.
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SKILLFUI. FUNMAKING AT NEWTON

Gymkhana Meet Attracts a Large Attend

ance—Clever Work in Series of

Amusing Stunts.

 

\Nhile jobless policemen looked on and

grinned, automobiles raced around a quar—

ter mile track backwards, smashed barrels

to smithereens and performed many other -

novel stunts for the edification for a large

crowd at Newton, Mass, last Saturday, 12th

inst., the occasion of the second annual

gymkhana games of the Bay State Automo<

The severa levents were

the athletic

bile Association.

contested on old Newton

grounds.

The first event was a rather mild contest

but it was one in which the policemen took

a lot of interest. The contestants drove

once around the track at the nearest to a

lZ-miles an hour pace they could judge,

and to have made this pace exactly would

llarry \V.

Knights, Pierce Arrow, won in a walk in

have required 90 seconds.

90% seconds, which is certainly a feat in

accurate pace judgment.

How quickly a driver can bring his car

to a stop when going 15 miles an hour was

demonstrated. A pistol shot marked the

instant to apply brakes and at the same

time a small bag of flour was dropped from

the car to mark the exact spot. I. L. Snow

brought up his Peerless in 18 feet 4% inches,

winning by a jerk,

Walter Schmunk was the best cigar light

er and pufffl'ed around the track in 58% sec

onds. He also finished first in the obsta

cle race, in which the cars had to tag each

barrel in two rows without knocking it over.

The backward race was awarded to

Schmunk, as was the “man-killing” race, in

which the barrels were all knocked down in

the least possible time. He drove a White.

Ralph Coburn guided his Maxwell through

two rows of barrels without touching one

and so got a cup for his expertness.

The summaries:

Speed judgment contest, at 12 miles an

hour (90 seconds required time)——Won by

Harry W. Knights, Pierce Arrow; second,

A. A. Knights, Oldsmobile; third, F. A.

Hinchclif‘fe, Winton. Time, 090%,

Stopping contest, at speed of 15 miles—

W'on by J. L. Snow, Peerless; second,

Ralph Coburn, Maxwell; third, R. R. Ross,

Peerless. Distance, 18 feet 4% inhces.

Cigar lighting contest—“ion by Walter

Schmunk, White; second, F. A. Hinchliffe,

Winton; third, R. R. Ross, Peerless. Time,

015836.

Barrel touching contest—Won by Walter

Schmunk, White; second, S. H. Baker,

Stevens-Duryea; third, Ralph Coburn, Max

well. Time, 213%.

Onesquarter mile backward race—Won

by \Nalter Schmunk, \Vhite; second, R. R.

Ross, Peerless; third, I. L. Snow, Peerless.

Time, 0:44%.

Expert driving contest—By Ralph Co

burn, Maxwell; second, A. A. Knights, Olds

mobile; third, Walter Schmunk, White.

Time, 0:17.

“Man killing" race—Won by \Nalter

Schmunk, White; second, R. R. Ross, Peer

less; third, ]. L. Snow, Peerless, Time,

1:40%.

Club Aids Street Improvement.

Macadam will displace the mud of Euclid

avenue, from the village of Euclid, Ohio,

to the county line, through the efforts of

the Cleveland Automobile Club. The club

has provided $20,000 and the village of Eu

clid an additional $15,000, the club in addi

MARKING ROADS F0]! TOURISTS

Jeffery Setting up Guideboards on Many

Highways—Systematic Plan of Mark

in the Route Plain.

Although it is not .generally known,

Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., Kenosha, Wis,

have undertaken a sign-posting campaign

that now has reached proportions that com

mand attention. The work has progressed

so rapidly during the past month that 2,500

have already been put up in the touring

Middle West. Another

2,500 are now awaiting shipment to Ram

The

districts of the

bler agents for immediate placing.

  

MAKING THE WAY OF THE TOURIST PLAIN

tion guaranteeing to make good any deficit

up to $5,000. The contract for the work of

macadamizing the road has been given to

Asa Goddard, secretary of the Cleveland

A. C.

London’s Modern Fire Apparatus.

Motor-driven fire fighting apparatus is

rapidly gaining favor abroad. In addition

to placing several machines in London, the

famous house of Merryweather & Sons has

recently sent a new gasolene driven engine

to Glasgow, a steamer to Singapore, and a

gasolene driven ladder and hose tender to

Bombay. Steam engines have been ordered

by the fire brigades of Londonnerry and

Widnes, Ireland, as well.

Minneapolis Suffering from Theft.

Minneapolis is contesting against a wave

of automobile theft, despite the watchful

ncss of the special detective recently placed

on duty by the local automobile club, to

guard against this sort of thing. One night

last week five machines were stolen, and

all were found the following morning un

harmed, except one, which had a punctured

tire.

signs are of sheet steel, and, as shown by

the accompanying illustration, are sufficient

ly sharp and clear to be seen from a great

distance. The roads between Milwaukee

and Chicago have already been well pro

vided with them, while all the roads to the

southern \Visconsin lake resorts, such as

Lake Geneva,'are thoroughly marked. The

Oconomowoc lake region, which has many

intertwining roads which are puzzling to

the average driver, will be made clear to

the motorists through the efforts of the

Rambler Garage Co. of Milwaukee, who will

superintend the erection of the signs in this

district. The signs are usually placed on

fences, but when solid supports are not

available they are placed on special posts

provided for such emergencies. The next

few months will see the extension of these

signs to roads in all parts of the United

States.

Automobile Postage Stamp Arrives.

The automobile postage stamp has at

last made its appearance. Bosnia and Her

zegovina, has recently adopted a new stamp

on which a motor driven mail van appears

in bold relief.
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Sennrr's ruin» nAcI-zjjuuwcur

He Had Captured Two at the Chicago Meet

—Lost Big Event Through the Break

ing of a Tire.

Besides making the fastest time of the

day at the much postponed meet of the

Chicago Automobile Club at the Harlem

track, last Saturday, 12th inst., Charles W.

Van Sickle, of Hammond, Ind., gained the

distinction of riding a motorcycle in the

fastest mile ever made on an unbanked

track. Van Sickle covered the distance in

56 seconds, but as intermediate miles are

not recognized, and this was made during

the course of a ten miles race, his wonder

ful performance will not be chronicled in

the book of records. The meet was suc

cessful despite cool weather and two post

ponements, about 2,000 persons watching

the races from the grandstands.

One accident, which resulted fortunately

for the drivers involved, occurred to the

big Stearns car in the half-hour race, the

feature of the meet. C. P. Schlipp had

created the sensation of the meet, by driv

ing rings around the other contestants in

the events to which he was eligible and was

looked upon as a likely winner in the half

hour grind. He took the lead at the start

of the race. but had gone only a mile before

a tire gave way, and a portion of it flew

up and mixed with the steering gear, caus

ing the driver to lose control of the ma

chine. It ploughed the fence and tore a

tree from its roots, bringing up in a dense

growth of brush. R. C. Chevalier, the me

chanic, was thrown from the seat and fell

on his chest, breaking his collar bone.

Schilpp was uninjured and was calmly light

ing his pipe when the track attendants

reached the scene. The race was won by

George Farnsworth, Cadillac, who covered

23% miles in the 30 minutes of riding, Da

vid Buck, Apperson, was a close second

with 231-16 miles.

The three mile open for cars listing at

$1,500 and under was won by R. L. Bartol,

Ford, who beat Frank X. Mudd in another

Ford, by a narrow margin. Farnsworth

captured the five miles for cars under $3,000.

The five miles restricted to Chicago A. C.

members who are owners not connected

with the trade, went to W. G. Lloyd, Stod

dard-Dayton, with Frank Mudd, Ford, as

the runner<up_

Prior to his accident Schilpp had captured

two fast‘evcnts—the pursuit race, in which

he "tagged" David Buck, Apperson, after

four miles were covered in 3:58, and the ten

miles free-for-all, in which he covered the

distance in 10:22.

Van Sickle was the star of the two

wheeled brigade who furnished plenty of

excitement in three close races. In the

ten mile open to machines not exceeding

30.65 cubic inchs cylinder displacement,

Van Sickle won out over a large field in

12:46; he also won the three miles open

for motorcycles of the same cylinder ca

pacity in 3:33%. His fast mile was made on

a twin Indian in the ten mile handicap,

when he passed the seventh and remaining

man in the last mile, which was made in

56 seconds flat, the fastest time ever made

by a motorcycle on an unbanked mile

track. Fred Huyck, Harley-Davidson, was

the runner-up in the two open events, and

E. L. Hess, R~S, secured the place in the

handicap.

The summaries:

Ten mile open for motorcycles—Won by

Charles W. Van Sickle, Indian; second,

Fred Huyck, Harley-Davidson; third, G.

Blankenheim, Torpedo; fourth, J. F, Alof

sin, Racycle. Time, 12:46.

Three miles for cars listing at $1,500 or

under—Won by R. L. Martol, Ford; sec

ond, Frank Mudd, Ford; third, E. W. Wil

lett, Buick. Time, 4:40.

Five miles for runabouts listing at $3,000

or under—Won by George Farnsworth,

Cadillac; second , E. W. Willett, Buick;

third, E, W. Disher, Ford. Time, 6:36.

Three mile open for motorcycles—Won

by C. W. Van Sickle, Indian; second, Fred

Huyck, Indian; third, H. Bernard, Harley

Davidson; fourth, J. F. Alofsin, Racycle.

Time, 3:33%.

Five miles for C. A. C. owners, not con

nected with the trade—\Von by W. G.

Lloyd, Stoddard-Dayton; second, Frank X.

Mudd, Ford; third, C. E. Gregory, Thomas.

Times, 11:S7%, IKE, 12:05%.

Unlimited pursuit for stock cars—Won

by C. E. Schlipp, Stearns; second, David

Buck, Apperson; third, E. W. Disher, Ford.

Distance, 4 miles. Time, 3:58.

Ten miles free-for-all, handicap for motor

cycles—Won by C. W. Van Sickle, Indian;

second, E. L. Hess, R-S; third, Harvey Ber

nard, Harley-Davidson; fourth, J. F. Alof

sin, Racycle. Time, 11:09.

Ten miles free-for-all—Won by Charles

Schilpp, Stearns; second, David Buck, Ap

person; third, George Farnsworth, Cadil

lac. Time, 10.22.

Half-hour invitation—Won by George

Farnsworth, Cadillac; second, David Buck,

Apperson. Distance, 23% miles.

One mile exhibition—By David Buck, Ap

person. Time, l:05%.

Plans Gasolene Supply Station.

Cleveland drivers will not have to walk

a mile or more for gasolene if the tanks g0

dry, if the proposition of Frank B. Many

is accepted by the Board of Elections of

that city. Many proposes to use the voting

booths for gasolene stations, fitting a dozen

or more with permanent gasolene tanks

supplied with nickel in the slot arrange

ments, whereby one may purchase any

amount of gasolene by dropping a coin in

the slot. He offers to rent the booths at a

consideration that would pay for them in

three years; it is said that the proposition

is being carefully considered.

NASHVILLE SEES 600D RACING

Christie‘s Nephew Proves Himself a Speed

Merchant—Jack Prince Gets into

Automobile Sport.

Lewis Christie Strang, a nephew and un

derstudy of Walter Christie, broke into the

automobile game as a driver of real racing

cars at the meet at historic Cumberland

Park mile track, Nashville, Tenn., last Fri

day, 12th inst.

but, driving an exhibition mile in 54 sec

onds, within one second of the world’s

record. Simultaneously, John Shillington

Prince, the dean of bicycle race meet pro

moters, made his entrance into automobile

racing circles, for he it was who arranged

“Jack” Prince has not conducted

a bicycle meet for some time, but has been

making money fast in Nashville with a

skating rink, and it has been a mystery to

his acquantances how he so long has kept

his hands out of automobile sport.

The meet also emphasized the fact that

Barney Oldfield, who is invincible for the

reason that he has not allowed himself to

meet any one in a match except by his own

arrangement, is afraid of Walter Christie.

Since W. H. Pickens, Oldfield's former

manager, took hold of Christie, to recuper

ate his own fortune and also Christie’s, he

has been trying to “make Oldfield look like

thirty cents," to quote Pickens himself. He

almost accomplished it at Pittsburg, when

unbeknown to Oldfield he took Christie to

Brunots Island track and planned to have

his “star” ride rings around Oldfield. Only

the _unfortunate accident to Christie pre

vented the carrying out of his plans. Old

field got very much rufiled, so rufiled, in

deed, that he sought Pickens in the Fort

Pitt hotel and a fistic encounter ensued,

which was broken up when bystanders

parted the belligerents.

Ever since, Pickens has been gunning for

Oldfield and when he learned he was to

compete at Nashville he made arrange

ments for Christie to appear there also.

When he heard of it, Oldfield cancelled his

contract and failed to appear. Christie had

not fully recovered from his Pittsburg in

juries so he entrusted his car to Strang for

a mile trial. Although the track is not the

best in the country the young understudy

covered the distance in 54 seconds. This

led Christie to publicly challenge Oldfield,

stating that he will wager $1,000 that Old

field cannot duplicate Strang's perform

ance, and $5,000 that Oldfield cannot beat

either Strung or himself in a five mile race.

Christie offers to give Oldfield a quarter

mile start, but no one has made it clear

where the $5,000 is coming from.

The five mile touring car open was well

contested by local drivers. Green driving

a Wayne and Yowell in a Pope-Hartford,

raced neck and neck for four miles, and the

He made an auspicious de

the meet.
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former won out by less than a length on the

tape. A handicap match between a Ford

and an Oldsmobile was won by the latter.

The summaries:

One mile exhibition—By Lewis C. Strang,

Christie. Time, 0:54.

Three miles against time—By L. C.

Strang. Time by miles, 0:57, 0:55, 0:54.

Five miles open, for touring cars—First

heat, two miles, won by Joseph Yowell,

Pope Hareford; second, Edward Sweeny,

Stevens-Duyrea. Time, 2:55. Second heat

won by Newman Hill, Pope-Hartford; sec

ond, Joseph Roller, Rambler. Third heat

won by John Green, Oldsmobile; second,

J. C. Sims, Ford. Time, 3:00. Final heat

won by John Green, Wayne substitute; sec~

ond, Joseph Yowell, Pope-Hartford; third,

Newman Hill, Pope—Hartford. Time, 8:53.

Five mile match handicap—Won by John

Green, Oldsmobile (scratch); second, Cleve

land Sims, Ford (%;mile). Time not stated.

Fix in a Series of Bad Fixes.

Albert Fix is in a fix himself through his

ability to fix motor cars and for not fixing

one as securely as he should have. Fix,

who lives in Detroit, was employed by a

Mrs. Wilson, of Lexington, Mich., as a

chauffeur, He got $50 a month and ex

penses during the summer and when, a few

days ago, his season’s work was finished,

he persuaded Mrs. Wilson that her machine

was worth very little after a whole sum

mer’s use and bought it from her for the

small sum of $125. _

After talking the matter over with friends,

Mrs. Wilson decided that she had sold al

together too cheaply, so she decided to get

the car back again. Fix, who had not left

Lexington, was locked up in his room at

the local hotel by an officer, under the di

rection of Mrs. Wilson, who took this

means to prevent his escape. Finding him—

self a prisoner, he kicked down the door

during the night and escaped. When he

learned that Mrs. Wilson wanted to have

him arrested, he surrendered himself to a

justice of the peace, but the latter refused

to hold him on the showing made by the

complainant. Fix then put the automobile

aboard the steamer Flora and started for

Detroit. During a storm, the boat gave such

a lurch as to send the car plunging out of

the gangway into the bottom of Lake Hu

ron, where neither Fix nor Mrs. Wilson

will ever be able to find it. Blue with the

results of the trip, Fix had further trou

hles when he got to Detroit, being arrested

there when he stepped off the boat, on tele

graphic advice from Lexington, where Mrs.

\Vilson had obtained a warrant against

him.

By telling his hard luck story in full, Fix

was able to fix it with the Detroit police

so that he could have his liberty on the

promise to appear at the police station when

the officer from Lexington should arrive.

It still remains for him to fix up matters

with Mrs. W'ilson, who has threatened to

“fix” him.

0LDFIELD AMAZES TERRE [MUTE]:

The “Star” and His “Satellite” Perform to

the Delight of Hoosiers—Savin Wins

One Event as Usual.

Before a crowd of 4,000 people at Terre

Haute, Ind., Sunday of last week, 6th inst.,

Barney Oldfield broke a record. His “sen

sational” performance was not a world’s

record, however; Oldfield merely drove a

mile in 59% seconds, which was some

faster than the Terrehautians had ever wit

nessed a mile covered before. But that was

not all of Ooldfield’s feats at Terre Haute

that day. Far from it, for did he not defeat

the “daredevil Italian,” Ollie “Savini,” in as

close a race as was ever witnessed on cir

circular track? He did. And was not

Terre Haute mightily tickled and did it not

sound the praises of the mighty Oldfield?

Again, “it did." Whereat the peerless Old

field did wax exceedingly pleased and did

say unto himself: “This is a jay g00d town,

I will return yet again, for this is the land

of easy shekels and Mumm’s my word."

It must have been great when Oldfield

covered a mile in the unheard of time in

Terre Haute of 59% seconds. According

to the local papers a “large crowd of spec

tators turned out to see the most wonder

ful feats ever performed in auto circles——

the professionals greeted with round upon

round of applause—Barney swung around

the track at lightning speed, scarcely paus

ing in his mad flight around the curves of

Death—onlookers watched him with amaze

ment—loudly cheered for his nerve-racking

feat. It was most marvellous!"

And then to cap the' climax Oldfield de

feated Savin in the “most thrillingest” race

imaginable. He let him lead until almost

the finish then rushed by in one mad dash

at the tape, winning out in a gasp. Barney

“retained his title of world’s champion only

after a hard fight.” It was wonderful. Even

Savin, the “daredevil Italian," drive an ex

hibition at a mile-a-minute clip. No won

der Terre Haute just sat up in the grand—

stand and hugged itself in a paroxym of

unalloyed joy,

Of course, there were other great races,

but they paled into insignificance beside

the marvelous feats of Oldfield and his self

named “dare-devil Italian." The following

summary will suffice to show the results:

Three miles for motorcycles—Won by C.

W. Twigs, Yale; Second, George Ar

rowsmith, Curtiss; third, T. R. Casebeer,

Yale.

Three miles for Ford runabouts—Won by

Virgil Pounds; second, Claude A. Floyd;

third, C. Hayes. Time, 448%.

Two miles against time—By Ollie Savin.

Time by miles, 1:03yg, 2:06}*§.

Two miles against time—By Barney Old

field. Time, 1:01%, 2:01.

Three miles, free-for-all, handicap—Won

by Ollie Savin (scratch); second, C. Hayes,

Ford; third, Ed. Weiant, Buick; fourth, W.

B. Fox, Pope-Toledo.

Two mile championship match between

Barney Oldfield and Ollie Savin—Won by

Oldfield. Time, 23%.

Ten mile open—Won by Pounds, Ford;

second, Weiant, Buick; third, Hayes, Ford.

Brooldands Track Made Safer.

A remedy, almost primitive in its sim

plicity, has at length been developed for

the protection of drivers using the runover

to the finishing stretch at the Brooklands

Motordrome in England, making safer

that portion of the course upon which

during races, so many accidents have

occurred. This consists of nothing

more nor less than a broad black

line painted on the cement of the track and

termed the limit line. It leads in a long

sweeping curve around from the stretch to

the main course and terminates at the en

trance to the paddock. Drivers finishing a

race are obliged to keep within its bound

aries upon penalty of disqualification, and

must not stop their cars until they have

crossed a second intersecting boundary

called the stopping line. This leaves a

strip of the main course always clear in

case other cars are still running at the end

of a race, besides requiring drivers to have

their cars under full control after crossing

the finishing line. All drivers must sub

scribe to the new rules before entering a

race. It is hoped in this way to put an end

to a long series of mishaps at this point,

several of which have been serious in their

nature, and one fatal.

Pittsburgers Organize a 6-ty Club.

A press agent in Pittsburg has bestirred

himself and formed the Six Cylinder Club,

adherents of this type car only being eligi

ble. It is stated that if a member speeds

faster than 6-ty miles an hour he has to

pay a fine in the form of a banquet to his

fellow members, each plate to cost $6 a

plate. It is not added what the judge’s

fine will be if a member is caught for speed

ing at 60 miles an hOur. Naturally the

membership will be limited to 6-ty.

Club Organized for Hudson Valley.

The Hudson Valley Automobile Club was

organized at a meeting held in oughkeep

sie, N. Y., one night last week. The club

starts with a membership of fifty, and these

officers: President, Dr. J. W, Poucher;

first vice-president, Ralph Tompkins; sec

ond vice-president, Albert A. Simpson;

third vice-president, John Hopkins; secre

tary, Otis W. Sherman; treasurer, Clinton

D. Parkhill.

Sacramento Valley Has New Club.

Thirty-eight motorists have formed the

Sacramento Valley Automobile Club, which

will have its headquarters in the California

city of that name. Officers will be elected

at a future meeting.
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PLANS A BPNEVOLENT INVASION

Tyler Promises to Make Nantucket Pros

per—Peaceably, if He Can; Forcibly,

if He Must.

The new ordinance passed by the select

men of Nantucket closing “particular roads

and ways" in that town to the automobile,

and thus practically excluding the vehicle

from the entire island, threatens several

varieties of trouble. At present it is be

fore the State Highway Commission, for

the approval of that body. There will be

considered in relation to it a protest

against approval, which has been signed

by a number of permanent residents who

side with the automobilists against the

anti-automobile element on the island. Al

ready the commission has discountenanced

the exclusion policy of the selectmen and

the new ordinance appears likely to meet

an adverse fate.

Should the ordinance get by the commis

sion, however, Frank J. Tyler, of Boston,

is ready to follow up the signal victory he

won against the town through the recent

decision of Judge Edgar Gray Sherman in

the Superior Court. How Mr. Tyler re

gards the situation, and what he purposes

to do is best told in the text of the follow

ing letter sent by him to the governing

board of the town:

“To the Selectmen of Nantucket:

“On Thursday, October 1, Judge Sherman

of the Massachusetts Superior Court ren

dered a'decision upholding my contention

that your automobile exclusion order could

have no standing in the courts of this com

monwealth. To any one older than seven, it

must be apparent that Nantucket, being a

part of this commonwealth, has no more

legal right to deprive a citizen of his rights

than has any other section of the State; and

that her highways cannot be closed to any

legal method of travel.

"Having this in mind, I am greatly

amused at the attitude of your board. as

reflected in the order which appears in the

Inquirer and Mirror of October 5, and

which reads as follows: ‘Automobiles are

hereby excluded from these particular roads

and ways in the town of Nantucket. viz.:

Broad street, North and South Water

streets, Federal street, Center street, Union

street, Orange street, Main street and the

Milestone road. Selectmen of Nantucket.

John M. Winslow. Secretary.’

“Now. any one familiar with the situation

knows that this order is in effect an ab

solute exclusion of automobiles from the

island. Your ban covers every avenue of

travel from the steamboat wharf, every pos

sible avenue of approach to the State high

ways, and even the State highway between

Nantucket and Siasconset as well.

“Your contention is, judging from this

and your former order, that you have the

right to dictate the kind of Vehicle that shall

be used for conveyance over Massachusetts

roads. If I happen to land at Nantucket and

desire to proceed to Siasconset, you say

to me, ‘You must engage one of Selectman

Pitman's livery teams, or one from some

other of the numerous liverymen of the isl

and, all of whom seem to be brothers, cou

sins, uncles, sons, fathers, or some other

close relative of one or more of the select

men—at an expense of $3 if I take the

right hand road, and $3.50 if I take the left.’

“Notwithstanding there are some 200 or

more livery horses on the island, apparently

all owned by the selectmen, their brothers,

fathers, sons. etc., I was not able to find

one late in August that the society for the

prevention of cruelty to animals would al

low drivcn about the streets of Boston.

They were subjects for the fertilizer mills

-—tired out, worn out—and I consider it a

crime to drive them.

“I was told that with one of these over

worked animals, by a liberal use of the goad,

I might negotiate the distance from Nan

tucket to Siasconset—about eight miles of

as beautiful state highway as one would care

to ride over—in an hour and 20 minutes;

that I would find a livery stable at the Sias

conset end owned by Selectman C. H, Pit

man, where I could have the poor over

worked beast baited for $1. and then I

might allow at least one hour and 15 min

utes to drive back. I can see no justifica

tion for the cruelty to animals this drive

would impose. or for the outlay of $3.50 by

one road or $3 by the other. A much more

humanitarian means of making the trip

would be to iump into my Maxwell touring

car and in 20 minutes (with no pangs of re

morse for cruelly prodding over the road

the poor overworked scarecrow of a horse)

at an expense of about 16 cents I am at my

destination in Siasconset.

"There are hundreds of people who spend

their summers in Siasconset who want this

method of transportation. and there are

miles of as beautiful seashore as God ever

created as barren of houses as the north

pole of sunflowers, a large portion of which

you would see covered with beautiful sum

mer homes if you would but hold out the

glad hand.

“The Maxwell automobile will prove the

greatest godsend Nantucket ever had. I

intend to give Siasconset people a quick.

comfortable and economical method of

reaching their homes from the steamboat

landing in Nantucket. and if you will join

me. we shall make your bleak, unpeoplcd

shores blossom as the rose.

“Selectman Pitman and all other livery

men instead of being driven out of the liv

ery business and forced to quarters in ‘our

island home.’ will find profitable use for a

much larger number of livery horses- than

they now employ for short pleasure drives

to places of interest. in all parts of the isl

and.

“If you don't care to join my band wagon

of prosperity, of course you are privileged

Barnes, representing several

to stay off. I want you, however. Come

on!

“Just one more wcrd in closing. Your

automobile exclusion order has no more

legal effect than the prattle of a nursing

babe. I shall in a short time drive my Max

well car over the public highways from Nan

tucket to Siasconset, and I will prosecute to

the fullest extent of the laws of this com

monwealth any one who interferes with my

rights.

(Signed)

“Boston, Oct. 9, 1907."

“Frank J. Tylen.

“Marine” Insurance for Automobiles.

\Vhy "marine" insurance companies

should be authorized to insure such vehicles

as automobiles under the Massachusetts

laws was a question that appeared as a co

nundrum to the legislative committee which

is holding recess sessions to consider ques

tions connected with insurance. Charles E.

such com

panies, appeared before that committee in

Boston on October 10. and asked for the

insertion in the insurance laws of a pro

vision enabling them to insure automobiles

against loss by damage through collision

and similar causes.

It appears that, under a recent ruling of

the state's attorney general, marine compa

nies were permitted to insure automobiles

against fire and the request made was with

the aim of having the other class of damage

underwritten in the same policy. The mem

bers of the committee seemed to be unaware

of the existing privilege under the attorney

general’s ruling and a number of questions

were fired at Mr. Barnes to elicit informa

tion as to why "marine" companies were

permitted to insure vehicles which have no

connection whatever with the perils of the

sea. Mr. Barnes explained that the word

"marine" had become obsolete in its literal

insurance sense. and that "transportation

insurance" would be a more accurate de

scription.

Centenarians Given a "Joy" Ride.

Four thousand years took an automobile

ride around New York last Sunday. _Sev

eral philanthropists thought that old peo

ple who have outlived their usefulness

should be entitled to an outing as much as

orphaned children. so they got several cars

and gave seventy residents of the Home

of the Daughters of Jacob what to practic

ally all of them, was their first automobile

ride. The combined ages of the occupants

of one of the large cars amounted to more

than 4.000 years. The unusualsight caused

pedestrians to stop and cheer or wave greet

ings at the old folks, which were enthus

iastically returned in kind.

"The A B C of Electricity."

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. -The Motor World Publishing

Co., l54 Nassau Street, New York City.
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The Week's Patentl.

863,151. Automatic Spark-Advancer.

Benn P. Churchill, Milwaukee, Wis., as

signor of two-thirds to Retta Pierce Da

venport and Everett C. Rockwell, Chicago,

111. Filed July 28, 1906. Serial No. 328,188,

1. .In a gas engine, the combination of a

rotating member, a switch connected with

the sparking mechanism of the engine, a

governor weight movable with reference to

the rotating member, a link connected to

said governor, extending along one side of

the center of the rotating member, a contact

mounted on the link adapted to engage the

switch, means for so guiding said link that

as the governor weight moves it moves said

contact on the link about the center of the

rotating member for the purposes set forth.

863,206. Resilient \Nheel for Motor Cars

and Other Road Vehicles. Tom Oldfield

and Joseph A. Schofield, Halifax, England.

Filed July 27, 1906. Serial No. 328,068.

1. In a wheel, the combination, with an

outer rim, and an inner or hub portion; of

sleeves pivoted to the said inner portion,

normally radial bars having their middle

portions slidable in the said sleeves and

their outer ends pivotally connected with

the said rim, abutments secured on the end

portions of the said bars, and helical springs

arranged between the ends of the said

sleeves and the said abutments.

863,266. Speed Indicator. Isaac 1’. Da

vis, Springfield, Mass. Filcd Nov. 2, 1906.

Serial No. 341,765.

1, In a speed indicator, the combination

of a rotary non-reciprocating governor

shaft, 3. ball governor consisting in part of

a rotary sliding member on said shaft, a

rotary member at one side of said gov

ernor shaft having a peripheral spiral, a

pointer in operative connection with said

spiral member, and connecting means be

tween the rotary sliding member of the gov

ernor and the spiral member whereby the

spiral member is caused to revolve by rea

son of the rising and falling movement im

parted to said sliding member on the gov

ernor shaft.

863,317. Transmission Gear.

Richards, Torrington, Conn.

21, 1907. Serial_No. 363,704.

1, In an automobile transmission mechan

ism, the combination with a fly wheel of a

plurality (if sets of planetary gears of dif—

ferent diameters held to the fly wheel, a

transmission shaft rotatably held in the

fly wheel, a plurality of gears held to r0

tate with the transmission shaft as an axis

and meshing with the planetary gears,

Julius I-I.

Filed March

means for locking certain of the gears to

the transmission shaft, together with means

for imparting a rotary movement to the

sets of gears on their own axis as they move

with the fly wheel.

863,337. Fluid Cooler. Allie R. “'elch

and Fred S. \Velch, Pontiac, Mich. Filed

June 5, 1905. Serial No, 263,724.

1. In a cooler consisting of a plurality

of tubes for the passage of a cooling me

dium.and having circulating passages there

between and an inclosing frame, a hollow

casting forming a part of said frame having

its hollow communicating with said pas

sages, a pump chamber forming part of

said said casting and having a passage com

municating with said hollow through which

passage the pump is adapted to cause a

fluid to flow.

863,341. Transmission Mechanism.

hard T. Alber, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Dec. 20, 1906. Serial No. 348,695.

1. In a frictional transmission mechan

ism, the combination of the driving and

driven shafts in parallel relation, a friction

cone upon each of said shafts, said cones

being so disposed that the base of one cone

stan s opposite the apex of the other cone,

an eccentrically journaled shaft adjacent to

said cones and so positioned as to lie paral

lel with the opposed faces thereof, the axis

of said shaft being inclined with res ect to

the axes of said parallel shafts, a riction

roller mounted upon said shaft to rotate

thereon and to slide longitudinally, means

for sliding said roller longitudinally of said

shaft, and means for rocking the shaft to

carry said roller toward and from said

Er

Filed

cones.

863,342 Muffler. Erhard T. Alber, Aim

Arbor, Mich. Filed Dec. 20, 1906. Serial

No. 348,697.

1. In a mufller, the combination of the

non-perforated casing, a central cylinder

therein disposed to form an annular space

between it and the wall of the casing. the

wall of the cylinder at its forward end be

ing provided with perforations which com

municate with said annular space. a movable

piston within the cylinder, an induct pipe

communicating with the forward end of

said cylinder, and an educt pipe communi

eating with said annular space through the

rear end of said casing.

863,348. Construction of Automobile Ve

hicles. Marcus Birkigt, Barcelona, Spain.

Filed June 23, 1905. Serial No. 266,647.

1. In an automobile vehicle the combin—

ation of a frame,comprismg flanged metal

side members, a motor crank casmg and a

gear box, portions integral with the flanges

of said side members extended to and bolted

to said crank casing and gear box respect

ively, and brackets extending to and carried

directly by said side members and support

ing the weight of said casing and gear box

irrespective of the said portions of the side

members, substantially as described.

863,353, Tire Tool. William C. Broad

well, Rochester, N. Y. Filed Nov. 21, 1906.

Serial No. 344.391.

1. In a device of the character described;

an arm adapted to be inserted between the

tire and the rim of the wheel and to react

on the rim and a support adapted to hold

such arm at an operative angle with the

plane of the wheel with one end engaging

between the rim and the tire and the other

extending in a dirction oblique to the axis

of the wheel and effectually in a plane radial

thereto. '

863,369. Sparking Device for Explosive

Engines. Joseph S. Elverson, Catasauqua,

Pa. Filed Feb. 6, 1907. Serial No. 355.978.

1. In a sparking device, an engine hav

ing an explosion chamber therein, electrodes

having terminals extending into said cham

ber, non-conducting means having an 'open

ing interposed between said terminals and

means for actuating said non-conducting

means so as to permit the opening thereof

to be brought opposite the terminals of

said electrodes, said non-conducting means

adapted to normally prevent passage of

sparks between the same until the openings

have been brought opposite said’terminals.

863,388. Lamp. William S. Hamm, Lake

side, Ill., assignor to The Adams & West

lake Company, a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed May 12, 1905. Serial No. 260,191.

1. In a lamp of the kind described, in

combination, a chambered body provided

with an upper annular air chamber, such

annular chamber having annularly arranged

induction ports and being in communica

tion with the body chamber; and annularly

arranged radially disposed perforate parti

tions in the air chamber_

863,451. Vehicle Wheel. Thomas Row

land, Coraopolis, Pa. Filed April 9, 1906.

Serial No. 310,620.

1. In a wheel, the combination With a

hub, and a tire, of a plurality of elliptical

springs supported between said hubs and

said tire, and having their major axes ra

diating from said liub. each spring consist

ing of a strip of metal wrapped a number

of times u on itself, washers interposed be

tween sai wrappings, substantial y as de

scribed.
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asset for any dealer.

New Haven, Conn.

 

  

Au 1PM li'il“'w'p.tfi sliuit‘n'iir

A \‘Vinner in all Prominent Events Last Season.

CAR THAT’S MADE 0001)
'

Write for agency for unassigned territory; a valuable

A Car with a proud record, and glorious future.

iiiie conuniiiu A1110 are. c0.

   

  

h. in @T'

1'

(W“Av[N

Model C, 35-40 II. P. 6-Paasenger, $3.000.
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The Lambert

The Car Without AIGear Box

SPECIFICATIONS.

CAPACITY—Three passengers. WHEEL BASE—95 inches. TREAD—SG inches. FRAME—Pressed steed. WHEELS—30inch, wood artillery.

TIRES—30x3 inch Michelin. MOTOR—Z-c 'linder opposed, 18 h. p. TR:\NSMISSION~—Fr~iction. SPEED—1 to 35 miles an hour. CARBURETOR—

Float feed. IGNITION—Jum spark. RA IATOR—Hone comb. DRIVE—Sin le chain to rear axle, encased. BRAKE—External on each rear huh.

BEr\RINGS_—Hyatt Roller an Standard Ball. CLEARANCE—12 inches. GAS LINE CAPACITY—12 gallons. LENGTH OF BODY, from inside

of dash—76 Inches. WIDTH OF BODY. to ouside mud guard—63 inches. WIDTH OF BODY—~32 inches. WIDTH OF FRONT SEAT—36 inches

maide of cushion. WIDTH OF REAR SEAT—18 inches inside of cushion. HEIGHT OF FLOOR FROM GROI7ND—29 inches PAINTING—French

gray. UPHOLSTERING—Fine uality of leather; springs in cushions and backs of seats. “HEIGHT—1,350 pounds. EQUIPMENT—Two oil lamps.

orn and full tool equipment. P ICE—$800 complete. f. o. b. factory. -

$800 "THE LAMBERT 18 ” $800

THE BEST VALUE IN AMERICA AT THE PRICE

Ask the best_ osted mechanic of your acquaintance what he thinks of the Friction DriveI and the answer will be: "The Best. on Earth." Ask a

farmer and he Wll _not know, because his cal ing has not required that he keep abreast with the improvements in power transmission—especially ll

applied to automobiles.

_ Better still, see the Lambert, have a demonstratinrr examine the mass of testimony that has come to use llnfiflllcltcdiwc fell sure that the verdict

Will be: “I Will buy a Lambert because it is thc simplest, iinbbiest and best car on the market for the mo'ricy." Write for catalogue.

See the Lambert in Section "D" main floor. Grand Central Palace, New York City. Oct. 24-31.

THE BUCKEYE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, A Few 0004 Again. Wanted ANDERSON, INDIANA

  

WITHOUT A DOUBT

Other things being equal, you certainly prefer a car, which

Starts Without Crankan

In a Blinding Rain Storm

. through six inches of mud for thirteen consecutive

hours during the recent 24 hour race at Philadelphia a

e Lozier car won, equipped with the

_" *— B 'atlery Wilherbee
SELF-STARTING CAR

is the outgrowth of years of experience, and_ embodies in its construction The batteries occupied an exposed position in the

the three cardinal Virtues

RmABm_DURABlLITY_C0MFoR-r rear of the chassis and from two to ten pounds of mud

. . were scraped from them every time the car came off

the track for water and gasolene. These same batteries

ran the car to New York.

If you want the best Ignition System—specify

\Vitherbee Batteries for your 1908 Car.

. \Vrite department 20 for catalogue

lfliiiter

_ Company

THREE FACTORIES.

New York, Chicago,

541 W. 43d St. 1429 Michigan Ave

Detroit,

220 Jefi'erson Ave.

Baltimore Office:

  

It is the only car equip ed with a Self-Starting Motor, and is so simple

that any lady may rive it without the attendance of a chaufi'eur.
There is nothing to watch, nothing to get out of order. You simply 5m Communal Tm“ Building

"Pth we lever “d me mun". s‘armu Will exhibit at Grand Central Palace Show,

THE TRIUMPH Car Model A—30 II. P~4Cyllnder Runabout. - $2800.00 Oct. 24-31, and Madison Square Garden

is built in two styles: lModcl c—ao n.i>., 4-Cyiimiei- Touring Car.saooo.oo Show- Nov- 2-9

Triumph Motor Car Co., Dept. c, Chicago, Ill.
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Empire t Tire Co., Trno
' New York—Broadway 8: 73d St.; 148 Chambers St.

Chicago—20 LaSalle _St.: 1615 Wabash Ave. Philadelphia: Perm. Auto Squly Co.

Boston—292 Devonshlre St. Providence—Waite Auto Sup y Co.

Bufinlo—Sl W. Huron St Seattle, Wash.-—Fobes Auto upply C0.

- .1; v» .~ t.» .~ 'Ws'rmrr"rwv-w ZAR‘fl-“fl'
~ - -~ v» .t. t; “.1 . Wu -. *1 .--~'* / V -i~ > ~ H > ' -

  

7N A‘s

W‘h Solar Gas Generators

Y Always Satisfy.

(LBecause they embody

the only correct principle of gas

generation (wick feed) making flood

ing impossible. (LAre made round

so as to enable each part to be drawn

from one piece of heavy sheet brass

(not four pieces soldered together).

 

  

It was found that

3 Out of Every 4 Tourists
  

Qutance "4 0

my... had used (LThis absolutely removes the possi

Warner Auto-Meters bility of leakage and produces a steady

Yes, sir; of the 48 cars that finished at New York in supply Of never gas.

this year's Glidden ’I‘our. exactly 36 carried “'nrner Auto

Meters. Just think of that! Three times as many Auu»

Meters were used by these experienced motorists as there

were of all other speed-and-distance indicators combined!

This sweeping victory for Warner Auto-Meters, followed last year‘s

equally creditable performance in the Glidden Tour. and the recent notable

triumphs in the Chicago Sealed Bonnet Content and the Boston Endur

ance Race. establish beyond the possibility of a doubt that the Warner Auto

Meter is the only speed-and-distance indicator that can be depended upon

to do the work right at all times and under all conditions.

Accurate as a Watch—Reliable as a Compass

Warner Auto-Meters are made on the unwell-successful magnetic prin

ciple. They're just as reliable and durable as a umrluer’s compmm. No

matter how rough the road, you can tell at a glance exactly how fast you

are going. The arrow never flutters or bobs buck and forth. The Warner

Auto-Meter is as accurate as a watch.

You ought to have an Auto-Meter on your machine—it doubles the pleasure

of autoiug. helps you to control your machine and frequently saves cm

bnrrassing situations in the police court.

You'll notice the handsome little Auto-Meter on most of the best cars. Take

1 look at it; inquire about it—nearly all automobile dealers sell Auto-Meters.

Write us the name and power of your car. and we'll tell you just what it will

cost you to put an Auto-Meter on the dashboard.

THE WARNER [NSIBJ‘JCZEESIZIggzclszcnglevelt Sl.,Be|0|i,Wis. BADGER BRASS MFG. CO” Kmodn’ wh

Eutern Brunch. 11th Ave.. 3&37th 52s.. New York City

  

 

 
l

 

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

TEAmarimln Ball-Bearint 60,

L. 8. i M. 8. Ry. & Ed‘wotor Pork

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.I.A.
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You Cannot

Compare The New

  

with Any Other Automobile Tire

It is as totally different as it is decidedly better.

“The Tire of the Day,” G & J Raised Oval Tread gives greater satisfaction than

any other tire for the simple reason that it is better made.

No other tire manufacturer ever made an Oval Raised Tread tire by the open- ;

cure steam process—distinctively the G & I method. t

No other process _makes as good tires—and no other tires gives as much wearing

surface—as much reSiliency—as long life and complete satisfaction as do G 8: J Tires.

Try them and you‘ll say The G & J "The Tire of the Day” for me.

* The G & J Tire Company, Indianapolis, Ind. ,;
BRANCHES {Boston—243 Columbus Ave. Detroit—247 Jeflereon Ave. New York—10 W. Sixtieth St.

Cleveland—New No. 1837 Euclid Ave. Chicago—1434 Michigan Ave. San Francisco—423433 Golden Gate Ave.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES—G & I Tire Aglgncy, Denver Colo., 1528 Court Place. G & J Tire Company,-Bufia_lo; N. Y“

912 Main _St. G & J Tire Agency, Philadelphia, 5., 711 N. Eroad St. Western Rubber and Supply Co., a Angelel, Cal..

1010 S. Main St. _ Omaha Rubber Shoe Co., Omaha, Neb.. Eleventh and Farnum Sta. Northwest Auto Sui? y ‘COLJ Spokanei

Wash, 1419-27 First Ave. Pittsbur h Rubber Co., Pittsbur h. Pm, 913-915 Liberty Ave. Enterprise Rubber 0. _Boston, Mus"

Masa., 1T0 Federal St. Alexander- yen Co., Atlan Ga., 5 N. Pryor St. Keats 8: Co., Portland, Ore., 64-66 Sixth'ffl‘.“ Pleat

Bros., Minneapolis _Minn. 21 S. Second St. Central ubber Co. Chiea o. 11. 84 Lake St. Sgacuse Rubber Co.,‘Syneule

N. Y. 212-21_4 S. Glinton St. Rochester Rubber Co., B cheater, Y., 5; Main St" East. Jerome . Parker Co., Memphis, Tenn"

lBl-lél Madison St. Day Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.

 

 

  

TRUFFAULTf "ARTFURD
SHQCK ABSORBER

l Renders Real Rough Road Relief

The spring action of a car effects its smooth running qualities.

Proper control of the springs prevent excessive oscillation, which

insures LESS WEAR and TEAR, LONGER LIFE OF. TIRES,

GREATER SPEED AND GENUINE COMFORT.

This control of the springs can be secured only by the use of

the TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD, the PIONEER Shock Absorber.

The device that makes cobblestones and rough roads seem like as—

phalt.

  

“ASK ANYONE WHO uses THEM"

Send [or Rufi Road Booklet, Dept Ib

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

06 Vestry Street, New York

see us AT Tris snows
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Pennsylvania 5 0

Electric

and Gasnlene Models

For 8 A motor car faultlessly made of chrome

_ _ nickel steel—and annular bearings—a

Wm 1" mad“ during H" “‘X" tw° ""1"- valvc-in-thc-head motor of 50 H. P. and

It '11 b t b b' ‘ .W1 e 0 asor mg interest. the prlcc

ELEBTHIU VEHIIILE GUMPIIIY, llarllnrtlJlunn. PENNSYLVANIA AUTO moron co.

Member A. L. A. M. BRYN MAWR, PA.

  

 
 

 

 

  
 

 

 

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

MILLER TIRE BRACKETS FOR CARRYING EXTRA TIRES IN THE CAR WHEN TOURING

 

These brackets sre msde oI

fine yellow brsss corn sition

and are highly apolish Set

No. 7 is intend for can 'ng

one tire. Pn'ce, including res

pieces, $8.00 per set.

No. 8 is Intended Ior carry

ing two tires. Price, per set of

Iour pieces. 10.00. T h e s e

brackets are l iustable snd can

easily be sttschcd to any style

of car on the market. We quote

I large discount to msnufsc

turers, jobbcrs and dealers who

buy in large quantities.

C,E,NlLl_£R

N.Y. '

GUYONV-LS

THE MILLER SPARK PLUG

There has been a constant demand for s first-clus porcelain plug and Gusrlnteed for 90 Dsys.

we have arranged to manufacture this plug in large tiiusntities and in this This plu has been on the market for the past Iour years and there

way we have reduced the cost of manufacturing the pug, and we ofl'er one are thousands of them in use. It is considered one ol the best on the

o! the best spark plugs on the market at a low price. The material and market, and is guaranteed for 90 dsys. Price of Stsndsrd size, 81.50 esch.

workmanship are the finest on the market and or: guaranteed The list We can furnish s ecial size to fit on car on the market.

price is $l.00 each. OUR CATALOG—THE LARGEST OF ITS KIND, IA! ED ON REQUE T.

CHAS. E. MILLER, Manufaclum, lohlm, Exporter and Impumr
anm I seams-s Hm om“ :a-eazsoluem ‘X‘

is ep is s.. - . ros t. ' etroit, i . - e arson vs.

Cleveland. Ohio. 406 Erie Street. 97'99'IOI R°.d° 8'" NEW YORK CITY Buflslo, N. Y.. .24 Mom St.
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Handleet

hm

Wranchas

A Set of 5 B. 81 5.

General Service

Wrenches

(l0 openings) put

up in a handy

KIT BAG

Get our last

Catalog

The Bllllngs &

Spncu Company

Hartford, Conn.

  

  
  

 
 

  

Warning hm"

Harroun DON‘T an BUMPBD

Auto 1; '- Tr: i" *3: are
'- tumper '1 Other: Imeitat‘oers

THE HARROUN BUMPE PATENT has been allowed, and as soon as

it_ca_n be issued we Will bring suit against all USERS of Bumpers in

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN. Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

SOLE LICENSEE-S, U. S. A. SYCAMORE, ILL.

 

KINWllllll AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LEADERS:

Kinwood Perfection Radiators

nd

Klnwood Meclianlcal Oilers.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STEEL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and Water tanks, mufflers,

dust and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings,

etc, etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries

K. FRANKLIN PETERSEN, THOMAS J. WETZEL,

IOB Lake 8t., Chlcazo, l l Warren 8t., New York,

Western Representative. Eastern Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. 00., Dayton, Ohio.

  

The Springfield Motometer

Presents New and Valuable Features

The Maximum Hand: Marks hi heat speed attained. Re

sets instantly. Can be disconnected in a moment.

New Easy Reading Dial—Big plain figures. Fired Enamel.

Reads from the tonneau.

Spring Steel Reinforce on each end of the driving shaft.

Compels easy curves and smooth running. Far better than

gears.

Non-Clogging Pinion. Mud proof. Will not hold mud.

A rainy weather necessity.

With these additional excellences, the Motometer is mere

than ever “The Speedometer for Service."

Send for Catalog W.

The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Established 1865. Incorporated 1883.

 

FllfilNliS for llle AUTUMUBILEHAEE
Satisfaction

v!"
w“ “" In Guaranteed

  

Thousands of our

Spring (lips

are now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

‘‘illlilp"5”

HI

  

Have you secured our prlces?

THE M. SEWABD SUNS COMPANY, New Haven, Bonn.

 
 

  THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automobile Conslruclon

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Strung, Tough and hold

Threads.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZE

CASTINGS.

Guaranteed above

ment Specifications.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINGS.

Coolest Running and Beat

Wear Resisting Bronze on

the Market.

Light Mtg. & Foundry Co.

POT'I‘STOWN. PA. _

Govern

 

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
Let us quote you on 4»cylindrr

motors for A708

THEN-R SIZES

4% in. x 4% in.

4% in. x 5 in.

5 in. x 5 in.

4-cylinder with self-con

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

ma neto.

ur new factory and ma

chinery enable us to uar

antee uality and deiver

ies. lso clutches and

_ transmissions. Send for

catalo ue.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON.

166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Western Representative.

THOS. 1. WE ZEL

29 w. 42d SL, N" York.

Eastern Representative.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. co., Muskcgon, Mich.

w
  

 

  

 

HEINZE

BUILS
Send for

I907 Catalog

and Prices.

-. ‘.~~ abut-m ‘

HEINZE EL CTRlc co., Lowell, l‘lass.
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The Royal Motor Car Coij’fi‘fp, Cleveland, 0.

A new ssrrsrmou
Equip your car with

  

Supplamanlary Spiral Springs

and notice the difference. No jolts, no

jars, no broken springs, or dislocated

points. The “Thank-ye-marms" will

still be with you, but on won’t

know it. Our new ooklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking. -

Sillllllllllllllflll Spiral Spring 00.

 
 

 

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

I New Your Brunch. 52 West 67th sweet

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

    

r— ‘ 1'15.

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ ’

Carburetor

LET us GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR ('30.,

res. Light Soft Gray Iron, res: and Aluminum Castings.

i MOTOR MAKERS

that's what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before price,

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world.

we are now making and selling.

Lousnsport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Motors “Rutenber” Carburetors, and Sup

 

 

 

What One Man Says

C. F. SPLITDORF, New York.

Dear Sin—Kindly quote me price on your four cylinder

coil.

I have had two gasoline cars previous to the present

one, both equipped with Splitdorf Coils, and I never knew

what ignition trouble was until I bought my present car

which does not have a Splitdorf Coil.

Yours truly,

W. B. NASH, Pasadena, Cal.

Moral: Use Splitdorf Ignition.

0. F. SPLITDDllF, Wallon Ave. and 138lh St, New York
Broadway Brancheilfi79 Broadway

Pacific Coast Branch—391 Golden Gate Ave. San Francisco. Cal.

    

  

 

Model B, 40 H. P.

Although this is an entirely new car, the design is

practically an adaptation of the principles of our Model A

and H cars to the requirements of a larger car.

Engine: 4%x5%, make-and-break, low tension ignition.

W eel Base: 114 inches. Capacity: 7-passenger.

STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE CO., South Bend, Ind.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

General Office, Cleveland Ohio

 

 
   

P A c K A R 1)

Enameled Ignition Cable

/,__.._.___.
~*<~

PACKARD CABLE. \_

  

is the choice of the most discriminatin buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TEN ION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

 

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC C0., Warren, 0.

  

  

PlllSDNS’ MANGANESE BIIDNZE LEVER DASTINGS
  

 

Sole Melton '

1'"! WILLIAM ORAMP l SONS SHIP & ENGINE

IUILDINO COMPANY, -

 

Philadelphia, Penna.

 

 
 

IF

DOUBIFUL
TURN TO THE

INDEX

Speed Indicator

AND BE

CONVINCED

INDEX SPEED INDICATOR DD.
(Formerly Oliver Instrument Co.)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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THE VIM SPARK PLU PanE $2.00

.w

NC“e“? l
Hva‘. ‘l’ I ‘5 '(‘h‘ l.

,‘H!

 

Shoots flame into cylinder. No packin ; Soot

rooi; trouble-proof. Your money bac if it

ails to give 10 per cent. more power.

THE k-W IGNITIOF CO

38 Power Ave, CLEVELAND, O.

,. "VULLAN” l
i' 3 . v l I 1

Sta-Rita l
1

Spark rlugs =

“KEEPS THE LID ON." 1

On Maxw iis. Mitcheiis. Autocars. Americans. Giides.

etc., in their contests. They’ll do the same for you.

Send for sample set. ‘

THE R. E. HARDY 00., 86 Water St. New York 0in ‘

  

 

 

un;
WLCAN gum

 

  

THE

  

uzén

SPEED - cliuof

The only mechanlell Ipeed

indicator in which the entire

' mechanum is balanced againat

any (‘flt'l'il of gravity or shock.

Shows lpccd and .iistmcc.

    

  

(‘nn-iPACi

JAR PROOF _ SIHAiisnauSi SilMlRViLiJZ MASS \  

OOOMOWMM”i

‘iouiiiiiii iiiii

 

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES

HIGH} CARBON NICKLE

OR CHROME NICKLE

Prompt Deliveries Prices Right

  

Park, Clinton and Virginia Streeta

Send Printa for Eatimatea

A. 0 SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

  

 

 

WE WILL NOT

\ accept your contract unleaa we can live you the

i delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Preaaed Steel Framea and Auto

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 
 

   

 

\ l | l I | l I iTHE F. B. STEARNS 00., *- ALluuimiiui BODIIISI I i

i” OLEVELAND,OHIO, u.a.a. .3 — j, M, QUINBY 8; CO. _

W _ Ear-.1834 _

_ Carrillo Iiilllm. IEIAII. I. i. -

"' |||]||||||l|\

STAMPED PARTS '

FOR AUTOMOBILES i

l

THE enosny company

Buffalo, New York

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATW OD MFG. CO.,l

  

    

  

 

  

TRIDENT TIRES

do not have the troublea other tire. auler. Book

let No. 37 tella why. Write for it.

TRIUENT TIRE COMPANY

1593 Broadway, NEW~YORL

 

 

 

LASCOE°¢T§§ FRONT
Simple, effective, correctly designed Mahogany

finish wood frame, trimmed in brass, 3-16 crystal

plates, steel stay rods. bottom of frame sha ed to

dash of any standard automobile. Can i: at

tached easily and quickly.

We make the London Tops. Write for details

and prices.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY co.

1233 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO
 

 

 

Bcltcr Because Regular

An Oberdorier Pump never "sticks." It works

day in and day out in a uniiorm manner.

Is yours an Oberdorieri’

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Water St., Syracuse, N. Y.‘

" S U CC E S S ”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original AutoBuggZ

Practical, durable economical

and absolutely safe. A light.

atron . ateel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suitable for city or country uae.

Speed from 4 to 20 miiea an _

hour. Our 1907 Model he an extra powerful engine.

patent ball-bearing wheels; price $275._ A150 10 ..

$400. Rubber Tires, $25 extra. Write for deac p.

tive literature.

Suceua Auto Buggy Ill. Co., Inc.

  

 

 

  

531 Ila Balivm "L, St. limit, In.

  

 

A esbury, Masa.
  

I

 

How Are Your Batteries?

A CONNECTICUT VOI.'l' AMME'I'EI ‘

will tell you.

I ‘vual'anteed, and the price ia righi.

send for catalogue and trade die

counts

toll Animator, $0.00. liiimlai only. $4.00

GUHHEGTIGUT TELEPHONE

and ELECTRIC 00.. Inc

MERIDIN, CONN

  

 

  

 

Motor Car Accessories

3 ark Pluga, Cable, Switches. Lampa

orna, Goggiea Auto Clothing an

Wet Weather liquipniant oi our own

manufacture.

New illuatrated catalogue iree.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

glad to hear from

agencies who will

push the “’uyne iii unoccupied ter

ritory.

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

 

\Ve are always

 

 

 

 
 

The Hardy 52°00
Troublele .iiii ggyagayr

 

 

will do and do it

Better and Quicker.

We'll PROVE this on the

road any time vou say. Call

at any Mitchell Branch any time

and be "shown." Mi MotorcuCo

tclieil Street, Ircin Wit.
-al-mhi-i- American more-“M re he on t.

 

Limousine and Tonneau Bodies, Tops, Slip

Covers. Iron and Steel Work, Upholstcring, Inc.

0

Painting of Automobiles a Specialty. Estimates

furnished. We are the EASTERN DISTRIBUTORS

for the

Gabriel Horns, Supplementary Spiral Springs.

Harroun Auto Bumpers and Foster Shock Brakes.

\Vrite for prices and samples.

FIGKLIHG & 00.. (Inc) 154 East 571h 8L. H. Y.

   
 

 

Name. a a,

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(The {Iboth "(illicith

for one year, commencing with the issue of- in

Address a, , s ,
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QIMIOTTI

GARAGE

New York Oily

Broadway and ll0th 5t.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal attention.

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting. Try us.

Tel. 2686 River.

 

 

SPROCKETS, CHAINS

~ and DIFFERENTIALS

in stock or to order. Send for

Catalogue

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

i032 Dunning St., Chicago

 

  

 

 

 

HAYN ES
"The car the Repairman seldom sees.”

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America

Members A. L. A. M., Kokomo, Ind.
 

 
 

Jackson Automobiles

“ no HILL T00 8TIEP"

Sold for Catalogue

JIBKSOI AUTUIOBILE 00.. Jackson. Illuh.

 
 

 
 

 
 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

Honeycomb, Flat Tube, Round Tube.

Staggered Tube. Film Tube; horizontal or

vertical flow; with or without easing; with

or without amt.

Fenders. an a, Hoods also made. Send

Ior catalog.

Old Radiators'kepaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRISCOE MFG. CO.

DETROITWMICH. NEWARK. N. I.

 

  

 

‘ ' They'n apecllylng

flRE'S
on I908 Cars."

CONTINENTAL CAOU'ICI'IOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street. New York

Representation everywhere.

“If”; your eye on Conlr'nrnlnl:

aure° “"l °

p C

agiy'g'ig‘glmr

 

r

 

 

 

  

DIMONDCI'IAIN 0 mm co.

150 W. Georgia St,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

MORE GAS—LESS MONEY

PURITIN GAS TANKS
30.00

Old Colony Light Company

Motor Mart, Boston, Mass.

 

The Btlillln Gilli Iiillllllll

—IIAII—

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets. Spin and Bevel

floors.

BtllIln Olitlll & Mtg. 00.,
\\ orcostar. Mass.. U.S.A.

  

  

Fiiiei<ibin1g257l

automobile is now recognized as a

practical, reliable car for commercial

purposes as well as for pleasure. For

the service of physicians, rural letter

carriers and many other lines it has

no equal. flOur double-opposed cyl

inder 9-10 H. P. machine will nego

tiate any roads over which any other

car can be driven. Price, $375. We

want reliable agents in unoccupied

territory.

H'n'le lnrlay/or Catalogue am! Nor-(Inn

W. H. KIBLINGER COMPANY

N Box \o.250 AUBUH~_INI).J

1907 WHITLOCK COOLERS

Manufactured by

The Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

Hartford, Conn., U. S. A.

Will be the standard for high grade cars.

  

 

 

 

STANDARD

MILLER BEARING GDMPAIIH

50th St. & Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls,

Ball Bearings, Roller Bearings and

Automobile Axles

land for New catalocuo Io. l6

l

THE CHANDLER on.
Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

 

--ll
56 GREENPOFN'T AVE.. BROOKLY

spokes.

security. In doin

  

Nuts That Require Tightening holding the sprocket ring:

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the 1

Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

this care should be taken not to throw the

sprockets out of line—From "Motor World," August 8. '07.

Use Columbia Lock lute

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT 60.. Inc" saucepan, Conn

Will exhibit at both New York Automobile Shown.

TheBali Tgcannsmission o

5"“ Automobiles MlotorBoats 'HE'E

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

,N.Y. '

  

  

After considerable use the bolts

to the i

The Great Smith Car

1

We are now closing contracts for l908.

 

 

 l .

Springfield Ton
(Pat. 189$)

ALU "I‘ll um

BOD es.

Springfield Halal

Bod! 00-.

m lirals halls.

Saringtisll, Ilu.

  

 

 

The Car of

Power
Dolson.

60 H. P. 7 Passengers. $3250

Gilbert Supplies
THE ONLY ONES WORTH

HAVING

Catalog on Request

GILBERT MFG.C0.

NEW HAVEN. CONN.

 

  

 

 

  

 

INVFSTIOATE

SMITH AUTO. C0., MFRS.

TOPEKA. KANSAS
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5000

MILES

Wrapped Tread Tires

BETTER THAN EVER FOR l908, and

THE GUARANTEE JUST AS GOOD

Visit us at the show, examine the tire, read the Guarantee and judge for yourself.

Write for copy of Guarantee to Dept. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY,

General Office: N. E. Cor. 52d St. and Broadway, New York

Factorles: Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES:

San Francisco, 438 Market St.

Los Angeles, 1040 South Main St.

AGENCIES:

St. Louis, 3948 Olive St.

Seattle, 1419 Broadway.

Minneapolis, Nicollet St.

Jacksonville, Fla., 317 W. Forsythe St.

Cincinnati. 0., 331 East 5th St.

Kansas City, Mo., Maxwdl-Briscoc Auto Co.

Detroit, 743 \Voodward Ave.

Chicago, 1418 Michigan Ave.

Baltimore, 20 St. Paul St.

Philadelphia, 1413 Race 51.

Boston, 819A Boylston St.

\Vashington, D. C., 602-604 E St.. N. W.

l'iltshurg, 201 \Vood St.

Dayton, Ohio, Borderwisch & Glancy Auto
mobile Co. i

Des Moines, Iowa, Automobile & Supply Co.

Sioux City, Iowa, Wm. Warwick.

l’orto Rico, 32 Marina, San Juan.
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If you have the slightest doubt

that the six-cylinder is the master inpiece of motor car;1 making, take a For Ten Good

critical ride in t e new Winton
Six-Teen-Six and you’ll be enthu- Charfcurs

siastically converted. Fim Awd "uu'om

Goes the route “like coasting Second Am“!down hill.” Starts from the seat Thin; Awd "mum

on compressed air. Rides luxuri- Fem Aw“ "Haw

ously. Try the Six Others .......$100

A plan to benefit on

ers u well a driv

en. Ask us

Six-Teen-Six and find the newest lbw“ "

ioy oi motoring.

Six quiet, powerful cylinders, producing power three times in every crank-shaft

revolution, exerting constant tension on the driving mechanism—eliminating vibration, jar,

shock, noise and the jerk and the wear of four-cylinder motors—using only minimum power

for ordinary work and reserving tremendous power for bursts of speed and triumphant hill

climbing, minimizing expense of operation and upkeep, giving its owner a ioy and pride hereto

fore unrealized—the most superb car possible to imagine—this is the Winton Six-Teen-Six.

  

  

 

The exclusive car of l908—entire output limited to 500 cars. Purchase price includes

five-bow top, five lamps, gas tank or generator, horn, tools and glass front.

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

“ember A. L. A. 11.

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SEATTLE

BOSTON PITTSBURG DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO -

 

At the Madison Square Garden ShowI New York, November 2-9.
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When you pay $3000 to $5000 foranAutomobile, Mr. Business Man,

you get a pretty good car—but you don’t get your money’s worth

You don‘t because toda most automobile values bear the same rela- will 'deeide the question of automobile prices and value once and for

' b cycle values and prices bore all time.tion to automobile fire: at i to each

other twelve year: a o. Isn't savin 1000 or $3000 on an automobile which prover itself right

You paid $125.00 for a good wheel them. Today you can buy a better wort/1 consi ering. XML Business 1111?

one for 60 per cent less. If you saw a chance to save 00 ipr your business, wouldn‘t you go

Before you pa $3000. 0 $5000. for an automobile. find out what t° at 1935‘ 5500 “Oral ° o it?

sort of a car the ilitclle To save $7000t

. o

f trouble to d

on your automobile. which is worth $3000 to you

bl t I! dd ‘ ‘

is at $2 . _ .

Don Itakeitfor granted that $2000 can‘t buy as ood automobile value. p"\{0"al!7' ‘15 n I“): e a a J,“ 085” t costha"3"_/””f’- , d

Prove that i (an; it isn't a. bit of trouble. higher prices on the (no grais'imggo? ffgufngranand'vtvgne a gggéngtsgti£gu are mares“

defensive. Doi his way— 8 > p _ '“ '

. . ,, Th k t , M . Business Ma D kn w 00d b

Try the Mitchell—anhy agent anywhere Will be glad to "show you a nessqike reason 11/ , 1)“ should pay in th n 5 0m i m b 1 P

‘tmbman‘m Of Style' mSh~ QOnStl-“Ctlon and, “rformance "‘P we Prove that there isn‘ anyvby wrlting us or the nearest agent for names

“lumen new mOdels- the superior 0f “hwh has” een "Show" "3 any of many satisfied users of the Mitc 1: who have d1 iven their cars thou

“. made tOday regardless 0‘ pnce' ' sands of miles over a 1nds of ma 5 a ills, and have: encountered

See the Mitchell a e show-scru inize it most critically—leave your everyknowp road tes at makes or brea s a car. Let them e 1 you

business card and a ress and state e most convenient time to call facts in thelr'e'very-day experience whlch proves the Mitchell 0 e the

i r you most econ m l a to keep as well as to buy.

Then we'll send a car around and show on a silent argument that . . . .

will instantly appeal to your business ju ment and tonz/l'nee you—a MltChe" Motor Car Co., Mitchell St., Racine, WI!

silent argument the equal of which no salesman ever will be capable. Member American Motor Cm- Manutaorurers’ Association

The Mitchell u'illpfove value equal to that of any car. The Mitchell If not going to the then), write for Catalog No. 18

wr...l /'/ .1 ,

9""
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The new Model “K” and Model “L”

WHITE STEAM CARS

will be lelibited at

the Automobile Show in

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

November 2-9
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camalile
~ 19.08

PROVED RELIABILITY

ABSOLUTE SAFETY
MAXIMUM DURABILITYv

$2900 up

ficomolik Dealers

ALBANY Tfi'lor Automobile Co.

ERDA , N. Y. Wm. Dale.

BALTIMORE. MD., Callahan, tltinson & Co.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., W. T. Harrison Co.

CONN. J. B. Sessions.

BROCKTON MASS, w. H. Marble. ,
BROOKLY N. Y., The I. S. Reinson Mtg.'Compauy.

CHARLES C'iTY, 1A., B. A. Stevens.

CINCINNATI, 0., Hammer Auto Co.

DAVENPORT, 1A., Buck Auto 8; Implement Co.

DECATUR, ILL., Geo. W. Ehrhart.

DENVER COLO., The Chicago Auto Co.

DES MOINES IA. Iowa Auto & Supply Co.

ELKHART 1ND.. C. B. Pratt.

E . 0
FALL RIVER, MASS, Sterling Mfg. Co.

GREENWICH, CONN. Allen, Aaten & Co.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., Dudley E. Waters.

HAVANA CUBA, German Lo e1.

HOUSTON TEX. Mosehart E Keller Auto Co.

MO. The Bonney Motor Car Co.

GELES CAL. Success Auto Co.

MARLBORO M'ASS. hunk Billii‘llfl.

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.. T. M. uuell.

MILWAUKEE. WIS, Schreibcr Motor Car Co.

MEXICO CITY Comlsania Vehiculol Electrioos.

MINNEAPOLIS MI N., Jordan Auto Co.

NEW BEDFORD MASS. S. C Lowe Supply Co.

NORWALK, CONN. F. ii. Lockwood a. 0.

NEW HAVEN, CONN, Auto 81 Supply Corporation.

NEWARK N13. Greene Motor Car Co.

NEW ORLEA S Automobile Company.

PROVIDENCE 1., Davis Auto Co.

PITTSBURG i‘A., Fort Pitt Auto Co.

PONCE, PORTO RICO, Robert Graham.

PORTLAND, ORE., Covey 8: Wallace Motor Co.

READING, PA., Penn Auto Co.

ROCHESTER N. Y. U. S. Auto Co.

SAGINAW, MICH. Norris Auto Co.

SPRINGFIELD MASS, Springfield Auto Co.

ST. LOUIS M ., Ca en Motor Car Co.

SAN FRANCISCO 6A1... r. G. Miner.

TAUNTON MASS. Carlow Auto Co.

WILKESBARRE, PA. Wyominlg Valley Motor Car Co.

WASHINGTON, D. C'., Luttrel Co.

WATERBURY, CONN., E. H. Towle C0.

WICHITA KAS., A. S. Parka.

YONKERS, Yonkers Auto Station.

Applications for open territory may be sent

to factory or to the nearest Branch Office

The 50011106178 Company oi America, Bridgeport, Connecticut

BRANCH OFFICES

NEW YORK. Broadway and 76th St.

PHILADELPHIA, 245 No. Broad st

BOSTON 400 Newbury St.

CHICAGO. m4 Michigan Ave.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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WON
“A Mechanical Masterpiece”

The Easiest Riding Car in the World

Air-Cooled

Water-Cooled

  

Do These Points Interest You?

‘LDo you want the easiest riding car in the world without (Do you want, all through your car, just such rovisions

any exception; a car that will go over rough roads With for railroad reliability With mental, hysical an financial

comfort to the occupants and Without straining the mech- comfort? Get acquainted with the armon Motors (air

anism of _the car? If so, look into the Marmon Double cooled and water-cooled) Marmon Perfected Cast Alumi

Three-Poxnt Suspension. num Body, Marmon Selective Transmissmn, and other

. . . distinctive Marmon features.

‘LDo you want a car in which a woman can tour Without '

fear of exhaustion and without injury to her health? ‘Lghfiaznnigganggil;ggegfiiit uis 35%; :llllyitgg

I' 1

beauty of appearance, all the quality, and all the advantage

of reputation to be found in any other car at any price.

In short, do you want the most actual value for your

The Marmon is the only car that fully satisfies this re

quirement. '

.LDo you want an unfailin oiling system that needs no

watching, no adjusting? he Marmon has it.
money?

Do You W3!" a dumb that “fies Wear 39“ Sta!“ the c" A study of Marmon construction and a ride in the car it

“Withom a Jerk? 5% the Marmon Muml’le Disc Chm”i self will prove the above points and should precede the

\ With Cork 1‘15"“- ' purchase of any autOmobile. "

‘L Do you want a strong, dependable steering gear so easy ‘L Model H, Touring Car, 40-45 H. P.. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. $3,500

that it can be 0 erated with one finger? Examine the Model H, Roadster, 40-45-1-1. . . . . .. 3,500

Marmon Roller caring Steering Column. Model G, Touring Car, 35-40 .. . . . . . . .. 3,0“)

A full description of the 1908 Models will

be sent on request of Dept. 16.

Nordyke & Marmon 'Co.
-

\ .

(Eatab. last) Indianapolis, Ind. i ,. §

  

Model H

  
& ModelCl

\ in t

L. I ._ ' .7 1

Represented by ‘ “'1

N Y I; Cit , Theo. E. Schulz 1843 Broadwa . Baltimore, Md., Snodeal Automobile Co., 2552 Pittabur . PL, Penna Iva la Auto Co., H
lei‘ga 0:; Ill.,YAMaxwell-Briscoe-Chaae Co., 1437 Madison Ave. B St. 1 Kelly Ave.."llilginaburg. "

hi i an ve. - - in ha t n,N.Y.,H ll -S M t .Bostgi'i,l tass.,Ali‘. E. Wing Motor Car Co., l2 Entagg: J" Rmkey M“:th C0" 92 w.f=n$,°n. Y., Waeteti-oopAzamgbiJI‘lecélco

Philadoel‘ghlia?l’arel3razier Auto Works, 38th and St. Louis, Mo., Van Automobile Co., 706 L" Anlld“. CIL. C. 8. Anthony. “9 w- 334 S!

Marlret Sts. Washington Ave. Milwaukee, Wia, John Ure, Jr., & Co., I72

      

GRAND CENTRAL PALACE, NEW York. 7 ' 1908 Territory' 316*"COLISEUM snow, cmcaoo. Being Placed- ' ' 'L
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=JAOKSON=
TllE liliiiin Giaiiriiii. Piiini Snow

 

Here are brief hints of the Jackson line for l908;

-—the cars themselves await your examination.

Model E

5-passenger touring car. 35 h. p. shaft drive. 3 speed selective type trans

mission. 34 inch wheels. 3% inch tires. Ill wheel base. Price $2000.

Model D

2-cylinder opposed under hood. 24 h. p. shaft drive. 3 speed selective type

transmission. 32 inch wheels. 3% inch tires. 106 inch wheel base. Price $1550.

Model F Jackson Runabout

2-cylinder opposed under hood. Shaft drive. 2 speed planetary transmission.

30 inch wheels. 3 inch tires. 85 inch wheel base. Price $850. 14 h. p.

Model C

2-cylinder opposed under body. chain drive. 2 speed planetary transmission.

30 inch wheels. 3% inch tires. 96 inch wheel base. Price $1250. 24 h. p.

Gentleman’s Roadster

3-passenger. 35 h. p. Shaft drive. 3 speed selective type transmission.

34 inch wheels. 3% inch tires. Speed 60 miles. Price $2000.

 

JABKSUN AUTUMUBILE BUMPANY
JACKSON, MlCl-I.
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1908 1908

THOMAS

Thomas 4-20 Town Cars

Runabouts, Broughams, Cabriolets,

Limousines, Landaulets and Doctor’s Cars

$2500 to $3250 F. 0. B. Buflalo

Reliability Comiort

Thomas 4-40 Detroit

Runabouts, Tourabouts, Touring Cars

and Limousines

$2750 [0 $3750 F. O. B. Detroit

 

Thomas 4-60 Flyer

Runabouts, Tourabouts, Touring Cars,

Limousines and Landaulets

$4500 “185700 F. O. B. Bullan

Reserve Thomas 6-.70 Special Reserve

Runabouts, Touring Cars, Limousines

Strength and Landaulets Power

$6000 to 87200 F. 0. B. Bullalo

CATALOGUE AND SPECIFICATIONS ON REQUEST

 

 

 

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.
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rush 2-Cylinder

Announcement

 

 

 

  

Price-$750.00 Speed 50 Miles per hour

Tool Box and Rumble Seat $50.00 extra. Detachable Surrey Rear Seat $1L0.00 extra.

This 1908 addition to our line has been called a “Dream on Wheels," because of

the wonderful smoothness and sweetness of its 2-cylindcr vertical BALANCED motor,

theoretically and practically the superior of a 4-cylinder.

The removable seat idea gives a 2-, 3- or 4-passenger car in five minutes time.

And the l-Cylinder $500.00 Runabout—

the greatest seller of the times. Has exceeded all expectations.

The $600.00 PACKAGE CART is just out.

The $800.00 2-cylinder delivery wagon will appear soon.

IS THIS LINE WORTH HANDLING?

SEE US AT THE SHOWS—

New York, October 24-31 Chicago, November 30, to December 7

BRUSH RUNABOUT COMPANY, DETROIT
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Foreign Industry
 

Fewer Purghasers of Automobiles in

European Capitals Than Makers

Had Prepared For.

____._._-_—

smullen cons ‘WlLl. RESULT
 

Lighter and More Economical Machines

Likely To Be the Solution of

the Problem.

-______.___

[snot/u. cum 1‘0 1:1: IIIRALDJ

HERALD Br-mut‘. l

N0. 49 Aves“: on L‘OPERAJ

PAltiB. Monday. J

Is there or not a. orisls in the automobile

industry? A stranger entering the auto

mdbile trade circles of any of the large

European capitals at present might almost

be 'i'orcc-d to conclude in the affirmative.

On all hands in France. Italy and Ger

many there is talk bah-ind the scenes that

a. stranger hug-ht very well come away

with an alarmed Wow 0! the sltlu-nion

Verv Itew Writers have cared to deal with

the question. pressing though it is thought

to be. .

Newspapers have maintained stubborn sl

lcnce. with what obleot it is difficult to

tell. The ostrich policy Mm been adopt-id

lnmost cases. confirming the suspicion that

 

things are not going well.

“F 9"- nIJIl "‘0

The Herald’s correspondent is right.

industry; both abroad and in the United States. The main cause is the unscientific

and extravagant upkccp of the average powcrful and heavy motor-car.

is past.

mical automobile.

{8 Facing a CrisiSlSlHM-[lil
 

Several serious reasons for tho nituntim

nose and the more important of these are

overproduction and the cost of upkeep.

That there is a serious overproductor‘

or large automobiles is proved by the tact

that lll the dealers and makerspwith a

few notable exceptions for which there

are Ipecial reasons. find themselves em

barrassed-with large stocks of “classes”

either fitted with coach work or in an

unfilled state.

The cost of the unkeep of powerful duh)

'mobiles is perhaps Just as, responsible (or

the present stagnation as overproduction

'Even the;,rlchest quail at bills, which the

ly in use inevitably brings. _

People are learning llowly that speed

costs motley, especially speed with weight.

This to dome oxtent explains the preoont

situation, and dismal predictions on to the

future are hardly Justified.

Om of ohe present crisis there will come

a. more perfect motor, a. smaller automo—

bile, eoonomlcal. but still speedy and all

that reasonable people can desire. Thero

are plenty of indications that this will be

the we.

Makers Who are not totally blind m the

fact that opinions are changing mom

purchasers are studying the economical

machine of small power capable of doing

all that ordinary people require.

_.Chorniots are emerimonting with trolls

l-Iuels; tire makers are looking (or {wall

“Earn-Ila @Mocesga o1 fabrication.

l
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There is a crisis in the automobile

specified dclivcries of the strong scientific high-power and light weight.

Franklin
The 1908 models are now on sale by dealers

lo h. p. Runabout, “780

16 h. p. Touring-cur, $|850

28 h. p. TourlnI-olr or Run-bolt, $2350

42 h. p. Tourlngar or Ranch-t, 84000

Prlcol I. o. b. Syraculo

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacture".

_ _ . And its day

The (31518 18 all to the advantage of the Franklin, the sensible and ccooo

That is why wc are 102 per cent. ahead of last year on actual,
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"The Pullman ot Motor Cars”

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR

   

 

 

 

 

  

 

OUR NEW PLANT. FROM WHICH IS COMING THE 1908 “MODEL D." TO ADD TO RAINIER FAME.

OUND business economy demands that in selling a car under our original and distinctive

guarantee, “Free of repairs for one year," that the chief expenditure must be at the

beginning, that is, at the factory and, in material and construction, instead of in the local

repair shops: Therefore our new factory at Saginaw, Mich.

The new plant comprises sixty acres of ground, with spacious brick buildings, in which k

every piece of machinery is new and specially designed for building the RAlNlER. Nothing

has been omitted that would tend to insure accuracy and superlative quality. James G. Heaslet,

the original designer of RAlNlER cars, is responsible for the 1908 RAINIER, which is

higher-powered and more strikingly than ever a “ Pullman” in quality and finish. “(@ality, %

not quantity," is our factory watchword, and the I908 output has been limited to 300 cars.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Factory, Saginaw, Mich. Broadway and 50th Street, New York

CHICAGO BRANCH—"'25 Michigan Ave. ROCHESTER—Thus. J. Northway, 92 Exchange St.

BOSTON—Morrison & Price Co., 169 Huntington Ave. MEXICO—H. J. Braschi, Mexico City. -

NEWARK—Coburn & Belden, 577 Central Ave. CINCINNATI—~Auto Motor Car Co., 804 Sycamore Sr.

l'lTTSBURG—B. F. Benson 8: Co., 559 Seventh Ave. LUS ANGELES. CAL—Smith Bros.

CL'BA—C. J. Fiels, Havana.

 

Grand Central Palace Show, October 24th to 31st
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"The Pullman oi Motor Cars”

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR

   
  

 

 

1908 "Model D,” 45-50 H. P.

SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE—Rated H. P., 45-50; four c Iinders, vertical, cast in pairs;

5-inch bore, by 5 4-inch stroke; cy inders hard gray iron castin ,

accurately groun to size; pistons ii ht but ri d, round to t;

valves on opposite sides, mechanica y operate , al interchange

able; cams forged' integral with shafts; crank shaft nickel steel

forging, with bearing surface ground; main engine bearings and

connecting rod bearings of nest babbitt metal, enclosed in

bronze cases, a construction the same as that in the highest priced

imported cars. '

lGNITION—Make-and-break s stem, with Simms-Bosch, low tension

magneto, but with a greaty improved and simplified mechanical

sparking device, insuring_ac_curatc timing and minimum need for

adjustment; one upright ignition shaft in place of four.

LUBRICATION—Positive feed mechanical oiler, driven by gear

from the cam shaft, provides for en ine bearings, magneto and

pump shalt; Cylinders and pistons ie by splash system.

CARBURETER—Improved automatic type, having auxiliary air con

trol‘ on dash; feed by gravity flow t rough trap and screen; Ca

61“in of asoline tank, 20 gallons, two in reserve. ’

CO LI G S STEM—Extra large radiator with fan running mounted

on a pedestal over the timing ear case; fan belt runs vertically,

driven by a pulley directly on t e crank shaft.

CLQTCH—Multiple disc, alternate bronze and steel plates, running

in oil; very sensitive touch.

TRANSMISSION—Selective type of gears, four speeds forward_and

one reverse direct drive on third speed; shafts and gears nickel

steel, and shafts mounted on imported ball bearings; counter shaft

located below driving shaft, enabling use of scaled bearings,

thereby avoiding oil eakage.

I’ROPELL'ER SHAFT—Nickel steel, with new and im roved uni

versal joints; driving pinion forged integral with the s aft.

REAR AXLE—Driving axle of floating type, with hubs mounted on

tubular axle which carries the weight of the car; drive is bevel

gear through clutch driven hubs; driving gear housings manganese

ronze, while differential case is drop forging.

BRAKES_—lland and foot brakes mounted on rear wheel drums, both

interior expanding; hand brake pulls towards operator.

FRONT AXLE—Drop forging manganese steel, I beam section; wheel

hubs mounted on imported annu ar baII bearings.

WHEELS—364mm!» with lyi-inch spokes, second growth, grade A

re ory.

TIRES—Rear 36 x4'i-inch, front 36 x4-inch. Make optional.

FRAMlE—Pressed nickel steel, with 2%-inch drop forward of rear

ax e.

CONTROL—Spark and throttle on steering wheel, with stationary

segment and foot accelerator pedal.

MUFFLER—Cut-out on all cars.

WHEEL BASE—119 inches.

SPRINGS—Front, semi-elliptic; rear, improved type of platform _or

three point suspension; size of spnn s greatl increased; quality

of spring steel 15 mnn -~oensive an finest o tainable.

BODY—Double side entrance. seven assendger capacity, full aluminum,

ironed for top; extra scars can be fol ed or removed instantly.

EQUIPMENT—Two acet Icne head lights, generator, two oil side

lights, oil rear light, arge horn, brass coat rail, brass foot rest.

tire carriers, trun rack tool box_on_step With full set of tools,

including pump, Jack and tire repair kit.

WEIGHT—2,850 pounds.

PRICE—$4,500.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Factory, Saginaw, Mich. Broadway and 50th Street, New York

Grand Central Palace Show, October 24th to 315i .

s
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The Pope Hartford-“30” for 1908

$2750
Says the Hartford Globe, Sunday, Oct. 6th:—

‘Certain it is the new Pope-Hartford is a beauty. The

lengthened wheel base, the larger wheels, longer springs: the

new convex body line the large and room tonnenu, with

large side door; the rakish steerin column wit lur er steering

wheel, with the front axle dir 1 under the radiator, 'vee

.the :1: "an appearance that is at once distinctive and decidedly

ems

 

 

Changes in design and construction of the Pope-Hartford for 1908 are not of a revolutionary

character. The modifications adopted tending only to further refine and bring the product

thoroughly in line with the best and latest practice.

The 1907 Pope-Hartford was right. It made hill-climbing, touring, track and reliability history.

The 1907 Model L is admittedly and unquestionably the speediest, most powerful, most popular

and highly endorsed car in its class of the year.

Model M, its successor, has now been on the road many weeks; has been put to every conceivable

road, hill-climbing, speed and reliability test. '

SOME NEW FEATURES FOR 1908 ARE AS FOLLOWS:— _

Selective change speed gear. Gears of Chrome axle reduces all friction so it is now possible to

nickel steel. Road wheels 34x34 and 34x4, respect

ively. Wheel base 112 inches.

New carburetor giving all the flexibility of the

multiple jet vaporizer. Quietness of operation of all

geiars. Radiator is now located directly over from

ax e.

The Clutch same as Model L, excepting cork in

serts to the number of 34 have been added. Rear

axle is now of the clutch drive type, rather than the

semi-floating variet as used in the 1907 car.

Clutch type 0 axle the very latest practice.

Chrome nickel steel shafts. This new clutch type of

 

push the Model M car when standing on the level

with one hand,

The brakes, both internal and external, have been

increased in surface, width and diameter. An im

portant detailed improvement of rear braking con

struction is the taking of the driving and braking

torque by the same member of the hub construction. ‘

The steering column has been given a larger rake.

and a much larger hand wheel is supplied.

The 1908 body has convex lines, is decidedly more

roomy. Front springs are 2x38 and the rear 2x52.

Aluminum guards with patent leather aorons,

Ask us to do any “stunt” you want; ask us to go where any car will go irrespective of make, price

horsepower or number of cylinders.

If you make the others, in and out of our class, do the same things under the same conditions,

)ou'll buy a Pope-Hartford.

The Pure Manufacturing Bumnany,
Member:

A. L. A. M.
  

  

Hartford, Bonn.
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"Breech-B10ck
INSTANT REMOVAL AND

REPLACEMENTtwrl'HOUT TOOLS @

\fifour "Breech-Block" plugs can be opened,

\ - 5 v ' cleaned and closed in Sixteen Seconds by the watch.

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

[MM/fl

‘42% A Gentlemens’ Spark Plug
 

  

Saves

time, tools, temper and trouble;

  

lnsures

cleanliness, freedom from the “fussed-up” uncom

fortable condition consequent of working around

a hot engine and, best of all, insures comparative

' freedom from faulty ignition.

Breech-Block Plugs

mark a distinct advance in spark plug construction.

Made of the finest materials, including genuine

German porcelain, in our own factory (one of the

largest in the' country devoted to the manufacture

'of fine mechanical specialties), they fulfill the

purpose for which they are designed better than

has heretofore been possible.

Specify them on your cars.

  

HAMBERED :no
gig-7' I; pnorecrs PORCELAIN Made by

e Standard Ca.
Torri'ngton,Conunusaa.
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fil®m§i§
WRAPPED THE-AD

mamas
GUARANTEED

 

5,000 MILES

'RIDINC.

And we mean it

  

 

Making the best tire, backing it by the most

liberal guarantee! and standing squarely behind

every word of that guarantce has placed us in '

thirteen months among the leaders of the (

tire industry. -

 

l908

EXHIBIT
AT THE

Grand Central Palace Show

AND AT

177($ BROADWAY

Ajax-Grieb

Rubber Co.

FACTORIES:

TREN I‘ON, N. J.

Branches in all

large cities.
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TRUfFAULT-HARTFUR

SHOCK ABSORBER

“,Renders

(I The spring action of a car affects its smooth

running qualities. Proper control of the springs

prevents excessive oscillation, which insures LESS

WEAR and TEAR, LONGER LIFE OF TIRES,

GREATER SPEED AND GENUINE COMFORT. "

(LThis control of the springs can be secured only

by the use of TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD Shock

Absorberithe device that has made SAFE, ECO

NOMICAL AND COMFORTABLE automobil

ing possible.

(Lin the 1908 model we believe that we have

practically obtained perfection.

(L A distinctly new feature has been added, consist

ing of a regulating dial with indicator, making it

possible for even a novice to obtain a perfect and

 

  

Real Rough Road Relief”

uniform adjustment to suit the exact requirements

of the car as measured in terms of its gross weight,

and easily secure the maximum benefit.

(LThe Truffault-Hartford is the only spring

retarding device manufactured with a regulating

dial. It is automatically lubricated, absolutely dust

and water proof, interchangeable, practically inde

structible and fully guaranteed.

(LTwrnty prominent automobile manufacturers

now use the Truifault-Hartford Shock Absorber

exclusively as part of the reqular equipment of

their cars.

(LWrite for our “Ruff Road” booklet, Dept. I, or

a demonstration will convince you—see us at the

shows.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO., 66 Vestry St. New York

SEE US AT THE SHOWS
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PLANT OF

THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE CO.

 
“WIT I '§ ‘4” ‘01.:an v m"L -— *4.

x ‘ ‘ ‘v ‘ -, '0- v .‘l '

 

  

  

  

HARTFORD, CONN” U. S. A.

WHITLOCK
COOLERS AND MOTOR CONNECTIONS OF ALL KINDS WILL BE USED AS

A PART OF THE REGULAR EQUIPMENT FOR

1 9 0 8

HIGH GRADE CARS

We Have the FINEST FACILITIES in this COUNTRY FOR MAKING

COOLERS f i' f __ w_ i I HOODS

EXHAUST ' " 'PIPES HINGES

INTAKE ' MQTQR

PIPES CONNECTIONS

l '1 ‘

l . ‘ ‘ u‘ .‘ I ,

(“\va~-
‘ ‘ “a ‘

U

v “ v‘9‘} 1 i

s‘ l ' 8‘ w ' ‘

f’ “V: ' y 'W WM, v

I F I " W“ I M...

" w, . y ~~a

I ‘w

W ‘\,

l W \

’w ' ~

\_
>
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Over 1500 of this type were

 

 

We have over 40,000

Coolers 'of one type

alone on American cars

 

  

placed on the highest grade

of English cars in England

during the past year.

"I
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“KEEP YOUR EYE ON CONTINENTALS"

‘ 3

‘fThey’re Specifying

0mm
TIRES

on 1908 Cars”

~ ~

*0

Continental Caoutchouc Company

43 Warren Street, New, York

JOB M. GILBERT. General Manager

ALSO

729 Main Street, Bufialo, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

Western Continental Caoutchoue Co., 1438 Michigan Boule

2100 Broadway, cor. 73d St., New York. 260 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Post & Lester Co. 821 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Jaa. _ . Gibney & ll .. 2 N. Bro St., Philadel hia, Pa.

Conti ntal Agency 0., 68 Eu ' Ave., Clevelgnd, 0.

San Francisco,

Tubs-MARK

vard Chicago, Ill.

Pacific Continental 're Agency, 640 Golden Gate Ave.,
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"The Tire oi the Day”

Great Innovation tor 1908

  

9??
Never mind what your experience has been with any other tire;
never mind what “the other fellown says, be absolutely on

the safe side in selecting your tires.

Specify and insist on

G & J Tires

“The tire without a peer."

One quality—absolutely the best.

  

For Your New Car

Specify the new Midgley Universal Rims, G or J

Tires, and you will have absolute tire perfection.

G & J Tires With Midgley Tread Positively Non-Skid

GaJIIRI‘: Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

BRANCHES

BOSTON—243 Columbus Ave. _ J CHICAGO—1434 Michigan Av .

CLEVELAND—Now No. 1837 Euclid Ave. NE YO K—lO .‘ Sixtieth .

DETROIT—247 Jefferson Ave. _ SAN FRANCISCO—423433 Golden Gate Ave.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES

G & TIRE AGENCY, Denver Colo. 1528 Court Place. ENTERPRISE RUBBER CO., Boston Mass. 110 Federal St.

0 & TIRE COMPANY Bufl'alo _N. v. 912 Main St. ALEXANDER-ELYEA co.. Arum... Ga. as h. Pryor so

0 a» TIRE AGENCY, Philadel in... Pa., 711 N. Broad St. KEATS & 00.. Portland. Ore. 64-66 Sixth St. ,

WES ERN RUBBER AND S PPLY CO., Los Angeles, Csl., 1010 PLANT BROS. Minneapolis lviinn., 21 S. Second St. 1.

s. Main st. CENTRAL Rubs R 00.. Chicago, Ill. 84 Lak St. ‘

OMAHA RU iBER SHOE CO., Omaha, Neb., Eleventh and Farnum Sts. SYRACUSE RUBBER CO. Syracus , Y., 21 - l4 S.‘Clinsnn St.

NORTHWEST AUTO SUPPLY CO., Spokane, Wash" 1419-27 First Ave. ROCHESTER RUBBER CO., Roch , N. Y., 55 Main— SerEast.

PITTSBURGH RUBBER CO., Pittsburgh. PL, 913-915 Liberty Ave. JEROME P. PARKER CO., Memphis, ‘enn., 181-183 Madison St.
  



  

 

 

 

The representative car, “TI-IE TYPE” so to speak may

never have existed, but if it could be produced would be more

suitable to its environment than any car existing at the same

time. Every detail would have been established by evolution

rather than by “personal engineering idiosyncrasy.” It would

be the safest car one could buy.

The design of the Garford car has been developed to come

as near “TI-IE TYPE” as possible, and embodies the experi

ence of all cars rather than the limited experience of a few

individuals working alone on a restricted line.

NO “TALKING POINTS” OR “EXPERIMENTS”

ADDRESS

Eastern Inquiries Western Inquiries

Gariord Motor Car Co. of New York Garford Motor Car Co. of Cleveland

1540 Broadway, New York City 1372 East 12th St., Cleveland
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MR. MOTORIST:

’ There’s some

interesting news

on the other page.

Digest it.

 
 

 

 

  

' The Anti-Fatigue Bar
It never grows weary of well doing. All are beginning

now to realize what the users of it and its builders always

have known—that the

Americanlncumntive Mntnr an
is the “greatest touring car in the world, bar none.” Tourists boast that with this machine they can always keep

their schedule and those who have driven it farthest, say:

"IT STAYS NEW”
American Workmanship.a, Imported Materials.

‘

.0
Vanadium, “the anti-fatigue metal," is in ALL its steel and iron.

What lasts best, i: best.

The energies and backing of a $50,000,000 company are behind it.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

1886 BROADWAY, NEW YORK Factory, Providence, R. l.

W. W. SIAW Co._AIEIICAN Loconm'rtvx AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

' Chime

PAR! SQ. An'ro STATION .

PittsburzBoston

 

 

 

;fT‘o keep'posted, read

THE MOTOR WORLD
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lt Motorists would equip their cars

with. good tires they would have a

feeling of contentment that should

make motoring a decided pleasure.
  

Morgan & Wright Tires are

ever ready to supply the Motor

ist with proot conclusive that

there is lots ot contentment

stored away in good tires.

  

Branches and

Agencies

New York:

214 W. 47th St...

17 Warren St.

Ch

  

Some Motorists don’t know

this—that’s because they don’t

  

icago: ‘ , n 1'

8t Michigan Ave.

  

Boston: xxx-Yb!“ 0 . -

Worm _, specity good tires.“erratum s: —

-' r

MORGAN & WRIGHT faunas

ARE GOOD TIRES

Bufl'alo: > '

379-383 Wuhington St.

Rochester:

55 Main St. E.

Pittabur :

913315 Liberty Ave.

Pbiladel hia: _ V _ ,.....‘,-...._.maps; Cherry Sta.

Cleveland:

1829 Euclid Ave.

Dayton:

9405-411 East Third St.

L

Minneapolis:

'1 708 Hennepin Ave.

' Atlanta: -

90 No. Pryor St.

St. Louis:

538 N. Vandeventer Ave.

  

  

..v'-

FOR DUNLOP

(Note rubber filler in clincher on left)“ "

‘ FOR CLINCHER
I .

  

  

  

King]; ‘ 15“ SL The Imrroved Midgleg R' , illustrated above, accommodat‘e's' eir'ery

__ make 0 _Chnche.r or un ,tll‘CS, as we every type of median-“0m

Denvesr: B d - pally-fastened tires, except one. Stand measurements thruout, ‘ _

1 62 '°' "Y' ‘ Including m51de diameter. Solid bead.

Loa Angelea:

113-122 E. Tenth St.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT

Grand Central Palace Show—Space 158.

Madison Square Garden Show—Space 78.

San Francisco:

423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

Portlan :

8 xth St.

Seattle:

Ninth Ave &. Pike St.

  

12$"
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MOTOR CARS
THE ALL BALL BEARING CARS

 

 

 
 

THE I908 LINE

consists of two 4-cylinder and two 6-cylinder models in Touring Cars, Limousines

and Roadsters, each equipped with National Ball Bearing Motors— the entire line

embodies'the tried. and proven National type of construction, refined and perfected

in all details to the highest degree.

See our Exhibit, Space [8, New York Show, October 24 to 3/ at Grand Central Palace

 

WRITE FOR DISORIPTIVI MATTIR

National Motor Vehicle Company

IOO‘! E. 22d Street, - - ' - Indianapolis, Indiana

Member American Motor Car Mire. Au'n, N. Y.
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'fihe fact that there are so

many of you

and only one of me prevents my being able to meet every

one of on who read this ad and telling you what_a_splendid

line of) cars you’ll find at the “Maxwell” exhibit at the

Grand Central Palace Show, October 24th to Slst.

First and foremost the new model D, Four-cylinder

H. P.

" am .911"
at $1750

  

stands out as the greatestachievement since the automo

bile was invented. It brings to the motoring public a four—

cylinder touring car of the most advanced type, a car at a

price extraordinarily low, supplying all the efficiency of

the extravagantly priced car.

This car is the triumph of Mr. J. D. Maxwell's career

—and those who know the automobile industry know that

Mr. Maxwell’s name heads the list of American motor

car designers.

During the past year Mr, Maxwell devoted his entire

time to the perfecting of this model. Though re eatedly

urged he has refused until he was perfectly satis ed with

the result, to put .it on the market the past year.

As promised, specifications of the Model D Maxwell

are here given:

SPECIFICATIONS.

Motor—Four-eylinder vertical, Springs—Semi-elliptic.

cylmqe'.’ ca“ .‘Fpan'dy- Carburetor—Float-feed giving

Transmission—Slidlngzv Gear, pro- perfect mixture at ‘11 wee“

disc. Cooling—The "Maxwell" therrho

' ' siphon system of water cooling.
Three point suspension.

Bodies—Sheet metal, upholsteredI)riv&*Shaft.

Frame—Pressed steel, channel in leather and hair.

“‘3'0'5' . . Wheel-Base—96 inches.
Lubrication—Positive force-iced. . d
Ignition—Jump-spark‘ current we‘ghf_2'wo poun 5'

supplied by dry cells and ator- Equipment—Three Oil Lampl,

age battery. tools, horn, etc.

You vwill be a lot more “motor-wise" after comparing

it With others—and it costs you $1,750.

W 'l \

President. _

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

Monk's A. M. C. M A.

40 Mt. Pleasant Street, 'l‘arrytown, N. Y.

FACTORIES:

Chicago, 111., Pawtucket, R. I'., New Castle, Ind.

DEALERS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

 

 

Exhibited at the in (l e p e n d e n t Show, Grand

Central Palace, New York City, October 24 to 31

Four 4%x4yainch cylinders, cast in pairs; valves

on one side; progressive type transmission, located on

rear axle; I beam drop-forged front axle, roller-bearing

rear axle; 96-inch wheel base; drop frame of pressed

steel; storag‘e battery ignition; speed up to 55 miles an

hour; weig t 1,800 lbs.; cone clutch, leather-faced;

brakes, 14-inch drums, metal to metal internal and ex

ternal; ball-bearing front axle and gear box; Diamond

tires 32x3% inches. The price includes full equip

ment of five lamps, horn and tools,

The Dragon Touring Car 01 1908

The success of our 1907 touring car has induced us

to put a similar model on the market for 1908, cm

bodying all the good features of the 1907 car, together

with such improvements and refinements as have been

found desirable and necessary. It has all the advan

tages of correct design, fine workmanship, absolutely

best material, handsome appearance and perfect per

formance on the road. Excessive speed was not the

object in designing the Dragon, but it will take you

forty miles an hour when you care to travel that fast.

\Vrite for information.

24-26 H. P., five passenger, full elli tic springs,

wonderfully easy riding, silent shaft rive, double

hub brakes—$2,100 f.n.b. Philadelphia.

The Dragon Automobile Co.

30th, 315! and Chestnut Streets, Phlladelphla

Member A. M. C. M. A.
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' THE BRAMPTON CHAIN
The stongest chain in the world; made of self-hardening steel with

large spun rivets, chamferred side plates (no sharp edges). All parts of

this chain are polished and fit the sprockets (which are properly cut) with

_ out friction.

Imitation, What’s the Definition?

Some chain manufacturers have copied the Brampton chain as near

as they could. Their chain somewhat resembles the Brampton chain in

appearance, but they have been unable to copy the material (self-harden

ing steel).

No change has been made in the construction of the Brampton

chains in the past ten years. What does that signify?

Our price list is not copyrighted and our competitors are welcome to

use it. One of them has done so, using our numbers, sizes, prices and

descriptive matter.

It is therefore easy to be seen that the Brampton chain is The One

Standard of the World.

All Brampton Chains are stamped with the name Brampton on each

outside link; Beware of the imitators and get the genuine Brampton.

PRICES THE SAME AS AMERICAN-MADE CHAINS.

We are the Sole American Agents. Catalog on request.

ans. E. MILLER, htiti.“i'iih.é%iiii

PHILADELPHIA BOSTON CLEVELAND
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Price! That’s The Rub
The price of the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAINS, (the

best in the world) is the same as the American made chains.

Large Sales

make it possible for us to import the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON

CHAIN from England (paying freight and duty) and sell it at the same

price at which the several other automobile chains are sold to manu- _

faeturers, jobbers, dealers and users.

Price Being Equal

What would you do?

The manufacturers of American motor cars will fit the BRAMP

TON CHAIN to your car if you order that way—no extra cost to either

you or the manufacturer.

We carry in stock all BRAMPTON Standard Sizes to fit

American and Foreign cars.

PRICE, the same—QUALITY, that's DIFFERENT.

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory

Home Office, agiigéillt, New York City

DETROIT BUFFALO 54th Street and Eighth Ave, NEW YORK CITY
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Automobile Buggy

is not only a decided success at the present time, but

it is destined to take the place of the horse and buggy

in almost every community. So great is the demand

for the Kiblinger Auto among Physicians, Rural Mail

Carriers and Farmers that Dealers cannot fail to do a

large and profitable business selling these machines.

Write to-day for complete catalogue illustrating and

describing our six different Models. We build a 4,

6 and 10 H. P. Runabout, also a 4 passenger car with

folding seat, which makes it very easy for the Dealer

to secure orders.

Discounts and terms mailed on request. Get the

agency in your territory before it is closed.

The Price Is

$250 to $500

Our Model D as above illustrated has Double op

posed cylinder and develops 9-10 H. P. This is the

most practical and reliable machine on the market for

the service of Physicians, Rural Mail Carriers, and in

fact anybody requiring an automobile for business pur-"

poses as well as pleasure. This machine has two speeds

forward and one reverse and will climb any grade not

exceeding 30%. Negotiates muddy or sandy roads with

perfect ease. It will travel 6 to 25 miles per hour on

high speed and consumes 4 gallons of gasoline per 100

miles. I 1 ii

Don’t fail to see our exhibit of the original Motor

Buggy at the New York Automobile Show in October.

W11.Kiblinger Company

Box 250 Auburn, Ind.

  
  

EIGHTH NATIONAL

Automobile

Show

November 2 to 9, 1907

Madison SquareGarden

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE

Associatlou ol Llceused Automobile Manulaeturers

The following Standard GASOLINE Cars, licensed un

der the Selden Patent will be exhibited:

Apperson ‘ Locomobile Royal Tourist

Autocar Lozier Alden Sampson, 2d.

Buick Matheson Selden

Cadillac Northern Stearns

Corbin Oldsmobile Stevens-Duryea

Columbia Packard Studebaker

Elmore Peerless Thomas

Franklin Great Arrow Thomas Detroit

Haynes Pope-Hartford Waltham-Orient

Hewitt Pope—Toledo. Walter

Knox Pope-Tribune Winton

ELECTRIC

Babcock Ranch 8: Lang Pope-Waverly

Studebaker General Vehicle Co. Columbia

Baker \Voods

STEAM

White

Full Exblblt by The Motor and Accessory Manulaclnrers

lncorporlled

FIRST COMPLETE EXHIBIT 0F MOTORCYCLES

Unequalled Display of Commercial Vehlcles

 

Admission 50c. Tuesday and Thursday. $1.00
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You’re Sure 01

Your Trip

When you start in an American

Mors you're sure of reaching the

destined point without trouble or

delay.

No matter what hills, what the

condition of the road or other ordi

nary and even extraordinary auto

mobile obstacles, the American

Mors will get you there.

Every part of the American Mors

is built to do a specific share of the

work—and it does it.

No one part shifts the work on

another.

They all work together harmo

niously and make “the perfectly

balanced car."

AMERICAN MOIIS TOURING CARS—THREE TYPES:

14-" I. r.. 88,000 m: I. r.. mm 40-52 a. r., $6,000

 

 

  

  

All bodies of the moat Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

Send for our Catalog. Addre- Dept. H

The St. Louis Car Company

Automobile Department, St. Louis, Mo.

  

New York: 1706-1718 Broadway, cor. 54th Street

  

Licenced by the Soddt‘ Anonyme d'Eleetrieité et

d'AutomobIleo, “I035,” Porto, France

  

  

Built by the Largest Builders

oi Street Cars in the World
  

  

odel G

In the races at Harlem track, Chicago, Oct. 12th,

the 20 H. P. $2,000 four-cylinder “Model G" Cadillac

again covered itself with glory. 'Thc car was a

stock runabout which had received no special pre—

paration aside from the removal of running boards

and fenders.

It won the five mile contest, defeating a 24 H. P..

a 30 H. and a 40 H. P. six cylinder car and others.

It also carried off the honors in the principal

event of the day, a half-hour invitation race, covering

23% miles, or a rate of 47% miles per hour, defeat

ingaSS H.P.,a30 H. P.,a60H. P.,a40H. P.

six cylinder and a 55 H. P, six cylinder.

The Cadillac victories were especially significant

from the fact that its rated power was the lowest

in the entire entry list, viz.: 20 H. P., and its com

petitors were rated all the way from 50 to 200 per

cent. higher and some of them listing at over double

its price.

While the higher powered cars showed great

spurts of speed for short distances at times, it was

the even running, even balance and unfailing con

stancy of the Cadillac which enabled it to win.

If it is constancy, ample speed, and ample power

you are looking for, the features that make automo

biling a pleasure, get a demonstration in a “Model

G"!

WE ARE DELIVERING 1908 MODELS.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Detroit. Mich.

Members of All'll Lloenud Auto. Mln.

Cadillac cars will be exhibited in New York at Madison

Square Garden only, Nov. 2-9, and in Chicago at the
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The Lambert

$800 '

" THE LAMBERT 18 ”

The Car Without {Gear Box

SPECIFICATIONS.

CAPACITY—Three passengers. WHEEL BASE—9S inches. TREAD—Sé inches. FRAME—Pressed steed. VVHEELS—IIO-inch wood artillery.

TIRES—30x3 inch Michelin. MOTOR—Z-c Iinder opposed, I8 h. p. TRANSMISSION—Friction. SPEED——I to 35 miles an hour. CARBURETOR—

Float feed. IGNITION—Ium spark. RA IATOR—Ilone'comb. DRIVE~SingIc chain to rear axle, encased. BRAKE—External on each rear hub.

BEARINGS—Hyatt Roller an Standard Ball. CLEAR/\N E—IZ inches. GASOLINE C.~\PACITY-—12 gallons. LENGTH OF BODY, from inside

9i dash—76 inches. WIDTH OF BODYI to ouside mud guard—63 inches. \VIDTII OF BODY—32 inches. WIDTH OF FRONT SEAT—36 inches

inside of cushion. WIDTH OF REAR SEAT—18 inches Inside of cushion. IIEIGIIT OF FLOOR FROM GROUND—29 inches PAINTING—French

gray. UPHOLSTERING—Fine uality of leather; springs in cushions and backs of seats. WEIGHT—1,350 pounds. EQUIPMENT—Two oil lamps,

orn and full tool equipment. P ICE—$800 complete. i. 0. b. factory.

$800 "THE LAMBERT 18 ” $800

THE BEST VALUE AMERICA AT THE PRICE

Ask the best osted mechanic of your ac uaintance what he thinks of the Friction Drive, and the answer will be: “The Best on Earth." Ask a

Isrmer and he wil not know, because his cal ing has not required that he keep abreast with the improvements in power transmission—especially as

applied to automobiles. _

Better still, see the Lambert, have a deOIISIFQIIKIn~ examine the mass of testimony that has come to use unsolicited—we fell sure that the verdict

will be: “I will buy a Lambert because it is the Simplest, I'IUIJDICSI and best car on the market for the money." Write for catalogue.

See the Lambert in Section "D" main floor, Grand CentrsI Palace. New York City, Oct. 24-31. a ‘ _ i! I \

THE BUCKEYE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, A Frw 000.1 Agmtr Wanled ANDERSON, INDIANA

  

'r

 
 

“LONG=ARM” AUTO PARTS

QUALITY—QUANTITY—QUICKNESS—COUNT IN PLACING ORDERS

EA 8. FULL FLOATING TYPE, SHAFT DRIVE

R R , SINGLE OR DOUBLE BRAKES. QUIET GEARS

F SOLID l BEAM SECTION.

R , PADS FORGED ON j,”

All Axles with Plain Ball, “F. 6: S.” or “H-B” Bearings—2 Standard SiZes

CLUTCHES—Cork Insert Design; Cone Type

STEERING REACHES—liigh-Class, Tube Type“

l-in., Us-ln. and lk-in. BALLS

Also Propeller Shafts. Hand-Levers, Transmissions, and Gear Cutting

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CUTS—QUANTITY PRICES

 
 

Samples Promptly Furnished to Responsible Parties for Inspection and Tests

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY

The American Distributing Co., TQJS'BTRII‘CDII. Cleveland, Ohio
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SMITH FRAMES

From Smallest to Largest Pressed Steel Automobile Frames
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NICKEL STEELHIGH CARBON, NICKEL OR CHROME

I
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SEND IN PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES

'A. O. SMITH CO.

 

 

 

 

Largest-Producers of Pressed Steel Automobile Frames in Ame

STEEL STAMPINGS OF ALL KINDS

 

 

[ 
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Standard onld‘

Clincher ‘ DCIHCIIHIDIC

  

 

Your 1908 Car

can just as well be equipped with superior tires as

ordinary ones and at no additional expense to you, if

you specify and firmly insist upon

 

Woes/atone”
TIRES

They are a little more expensive to the automobile

manufacturer, but he will put them on for you if you

firmly insist.

There is not a tire on the market to-day

that is made of as good materials as FIRE

STONE Tires. That is one reason why

they cost a little more and serve a great

deal better.

Speciiy Them! Insist Upon Them!

77!: larger! txrlun'r'! r1166” lire maker: in Amer/(a

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company

Factory and General Oliices, Akron, Ohio

h

NEW YORK BOSTON PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS DETROIT BUFFALO. PITTSBURG

 

FOR COMMERCIAL CARS

  

Made in both Single and Dual forms

The Recognized Standard Equipment '

  

THE FRAYER-MILLER
 

Etnnouncement
 

This is the car with motor cooled by

a blast of air from a blower. The ONE

air-cooled car made in large and small

sizes and able to compete on even terms

with the proudest.

The opening of the season of 1908

permits us to record the acquirement of a

new and adequate fictory at Springfield,

Ohio, enab ing us to add to the number

of czrs produced, as well as to the num

ber of styles.

 

NOTE THE FOLLOWING:

24 H. P. Runabout, 2 passengers . . . . . . .. $2,250 00

24 H. P. Combination Car, 2, 3 or 4 pas

sengers. .All combinations . . . . . . . . .. 2.500 00

24 H. P. Touring Car, 5 passengers . . . . .. 2,750 00

36 H. P. Touring Car, 5 passengers . . . . .. 3,200 00

50 H. P. Runabout, 6 cylinders, 3 passen

gers 3,5“) 00

50 H. P. Touring Car, 7 passengers . . . . .. 3,500 00

Una, Two and Uni-Half and Four Tin Trucks

21A-ton Trucks ready for delivery . . . . . . . . . $3,000 00

We are one of the half dozen companies delivering

Trucks NOW, and Ours is the best.

Write for reasons "why."

THE 080“! LEAR

AUTHINBILE GOIPMIY

SPRINGFIELD, 0.

At Grand Central Palace Show, Oct. 24-31.
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CHROME NICKEL STEEL

ANNULAR BEARINGS

PENNSYLVANIA

DISTRIBUTORS.

Los An elee, Ca1.:

Greer- obbins Company,

01-1505 S. Main St

San Francisco, Cal.:

City Hall Automobile

Company, 66 Fulton St.

Boston, Mass.:

Frederick E. Randall

Company, 245 Columbus

Ave.

Chicago, 111.:

Hamilton Automobile

Company, 1218 SIiCl'll

gan Ave.

Providence, R. I.:

Pennsylvania Motor Car

Agency. 133 Washing

ton St.

VALVE-lN-HEAD MOTOR

ALUMINUfl BODY

  

Denver, Colo.!

Denver Omnibus & Cab

Companv. Denver.

Kansas City. Mo.:

Mr. Robert V. Jones,

409 New England Bldg.

PENNSYLVANIA

DISTRIBUTORS.

I’insburg Pa:

Bellefield Motor Com

gany, 4514-16-18 Henry

1

Brookl n, N. Y.:

Char es F. Batt, 1378

Redford Ave.

New Yo :

Archer Company, 1597

Broadwa .

Spokane, ash.:

L. H. Rose, 1218 Second

Ave.

Troy, N. \'.:

Lucey Motor Car Com

nanv. 231 River

Philadelphia, PEI.§

\Vt'st'Stillman Motor

Car Company, 253 No.

Broad St.

Baltimore. .\1d.:

Rice‘s Garage, North &

Madison A

R. '1‘. mini; Washing

ton Hotel.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Company, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

  

 
  

  

 

(I It's not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

(“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

(L Largely increased facilities en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers of the kind that place

quality before price.

(LThe Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(LIf you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

HONEYCOMB. CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

  

 

 

 

MAYO RADIATOR COM‘PANY, New Haven,Conn.
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Automobiles

PM the year 1908 the entire facilities

of the Rambler factory will be devoted to

the production of two Models, 34 and 3|.

Model 34. a five-passenger touring car With four-cylinder

vertical motor, 32 horse power, has selective type transmission with

shaft drive. The wheel base is l l2 in., wheels 36 in., with 4-in.

tires. Price, fully equipped, $2,250. The same chassis, however,

with appropriate changes in detail, will be equipped with a

roadster body with rumble seat, at the same price.

 

 

  

Model 3| is a live-passenger touring car with detachable

tonneau, equipped with the Rambler unit power plant, comprising

double opposed motor, multiple disc clutch and planetary trans

mission entirely enclosed. Price, fully equipped, $l,400. This

model can be furnished with torpedo declr in lieu of the tonneau,

at $l ,300.

Both models have been brought to the highest

possible degree of perfection in every detail that

insures

Service, Economy and Comfort

A complete line of 1908 Ramblers will be shown at a private

exhibit at the salesrooms of the Homan & Schulz Company,

38-40 West 62d Street, New York City, during both New York

Automobile Shows.

You cannot afford to miss making a critical inspection of

these I908 models of

The Car of Steady Service.
Advance catalog now ready; write for a copy to-day.

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company

Main Office and Fierory: Kenosha, Wis.

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES: Chlca 0 Milwaukee, Boston. Philadelphia, San Francisco.

Representatives in 10 leading cities.
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YULE T0 ACT AS (Ill-RECEIVER

Creditors' Chairman Will Assist in Straight

ening Pope Affairs—Sale of Pope

Toledo Plant in Abeyance.

\Vith the consent of the creditors and

agreeable to the Pope interests, George A.

Yule, president of the Badger Brass Mfg.

Co., Kenosha, Wis, is to become co-rc—

ceiver of the Pope Mfg. Co. and the Pope

Motor Car Co., to act in conjunction with

Receiver Albert L. Pope.

der for Mr. Yule’s appointment now is in

The court or

preparation.

Mr. Yule, who was active in calling the

Pope creditors together at the time the em

barrassment of the big companies first oc

curred and who since has been acting as

chairman of the creditors’ committee, which

grew out of that meeting, is generally reck

oned a clear-headed, conservative business

man who will be able to render valuable

assistance in straightening out the Pope

affairs. His appointment as co-receiver

will also considerably relieve Receiver Pope,

the division of duties saving the latter much

time spent in traveling and in attending

meetings in the \Vest and dealing with

other matters affecting that part of the

country to which Mr. Yule will be able to

devote himself.

The sale of the Pope-Toledo factory is

in statu quo. It transpires that the oifer

made for purchase was merely an oral pro

posal and has not been placed in such

form as to receive formal cognizance or to

permit of its being presented to the courts.

It also develops that in making the offer

of $1,000,000—$400,000 in cash, the remain

der in bonds—A. E. Schaaf, the manager of

the Pope-Toledo plant, was acting not for

Charles F. Schwab, the steel magnate, but

for the latter’s brother, Joseph.

To Produce Bearings in Nebraska.

The Bearing Company of America, of

Omaha, which has been incorporated un

der the laws of Nebraska, with capital stock

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, October 24,

of $150,000, has leased and is installing ma

chinery in a disused street car power

house at Nineteenth and Nicholas streets,

Omaha, and expects to begin operations

within two weeks. The concern will man—

ufacture bearings made under the patents

of George I, S. Collins, and which the pro

ducers think “will be used by all the auto

mobile manufacturers in the country." The

officers of the company are: President, Ar

nold C. Koenig; vice-president and general

manager, George J. S. Collins; treasurer,

Lysle 1. Abbott; secretary, Will F. Seiden

topf.

Warren Becomes Sales Manager.

Frank I. Fanning, sales manager of the

Haynes Automobile Co., of Kokomo, Ind.,

has resigned that ofiice to engage in part

nership with James Levy, of Chicago, agent

for the Autocar and other cars; his resigna

tion will become effective after the Madison

Square Garden show. Mr. Fanning will he

succeeded by C. B. Warren, who for several

years has been manager of the New York

branch of the Haynes company. Mr. War

ren, during his term of office in New York

has been most active in his position, hav

ing disposed of more Haynes cars in New

York than ever were disposed of by any

previous manager.

Winchester Speedometer Stops.

On Friday last, 18th inst., Irving Wash—

burn was appointed temporary receiver for

the Winchester Speedometer Co., New

York, the action being taken on the peti

tion of three directors for a voluntary dis

solution. The concern made what was

formerly styled the McGiehan speedometer

but did not sell enough of them to create

much of a stir. Its liabilities amount to

$4,977 and its assets to $1,712.

Bell Trustee for Deere-Clark.

At the meeting of the creditors of the

Deere-Clark Motor Co., Moline, 111., last

week, Benjamin S, Bell was chosen trus

tee. It is stated that a new company may

be formed, although the trustee has applied

for permission to sell the property.

1907. No.4

T0 TURN GOVERNORS lN'l'0 MONEY

Lee Ephraim’s the Boy Who Can Do It!—

He Offers an Unparalleled Opportunity

for Automobile Manufacturers.

 

Lee Ephraim is “the goods," and if dur

ing show time he is not surrounded by

clamoring manufacturers it will be due to

no fault of his own. For it is he who holds

the key that will unlock the opportunity of

a lifetime.

Lee has been an object of keen interest

before. Only a few short years ago, he and

his brother were in the supply business in

Bufi‘alo, and they made such a picturesque

failure and in due course Lee made such

a wonderful witness that his fame is secure

for all time. After his doting creditors had

let up on him he came to New York and

set up in the sale of second hand and third

hand cars, while his brother journeyed to

San Francisco where he earned so much of

the love of others in the supply business

that they look back on the earthquake as a

deliverance from some evils at least, Mean

while Lee has drifted out of old cars and

into the sale of new gas tanks. The tanks

are empty ones, but there are those who

maintain that Ephraim can supply all the

gas that may be necessary.

Perhaps it is due to this likelihood that

he is enabled now to offer to automobile

manufacturers an unparalleled opportunity.

His proposal smacks somewhat of publicity

promotion, but even if Lee has not organ

ized himself into an association, he is train

ing for entry into that class of press agents

that can, to order, “pull off" a hill climbing

contest or even a road race for Charity'$

sake. After a fashion Ephraim’s scheme

makes a “charity” road race look like 29

cents, for while benevolent press agents

bait their hooks with sheriffs and the like,

Lee is not angling with such small bait.

Nothing less than a governor, or rather a

string of governors for him!

When he unfolded his magnificent pro~

ject to an awe-struck manufacturer during
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the past week, he said he had already writ

ten to and “landed” eight or ten governors,

and that the fishing still was good—that

they had expressed the great pleasure it

would afford them to drop the cares of

State and to ride with such dis—

tinguished gentlemen when he called. A

camera forms a part of the plot. It will

be concealed about the Ephraim person and

be “snapped” at the proper moment.

It appears to be Eph’s idea that a pho

tographic collection composed of pictures

of governors, all seated in the same car and

flanked by Mr. Lee Ephraim, will simply

set the world afire and cause such a rush

for the car in question that the manufactur

ers of it will have to turn the flood of money

in his assembling room,

Lee appears to have secured the cam

era. All he now requires is a manufacturer

able to realize the full merit of his enter

prise sufi'iciently to let him have a car and

a chaufieur. The name of the car or of the

driver makes no difference to Lee. Oh,

yes—and he wants also a mere trifle of

$5,000 and expenses for the prodigious task

of turning governors into money; he evi

dently figures that the sale of gas tanks—

empty—“on the side" will prevent him from

starving.

The enterprise is so stupendous, the op

portunity so unparalleled, and the Ephraim

reputation so high, that it does not seem

possible that less than 57 varieties of man

ufacturers will be willing to toss $5,000—and

expenses into his lap. Therefore apply

early and avoid the rush!

Captures Cadillac Tire Order Again.

All 1908 Cadillac cars are to be fitted

with the Midgley universal rim, which in

alm0st natural sequence means that they

will be fitted with either Hartford, Morgan

& \Vright or G & J tires. Those tires will

be used exclusively and, of course, their

makers consider that having again booked

the big order in the face of keen competi

tion, it conveys a wholesome moral,

Motor Buggies with Friction Drive.

The Commercial Automobile Co. have

set up a plant at 1408 West Fifty-sixth

street, Chicago, which already is at work

on a line of cars of the motor buggy type,

which shortly will be styled and placed on

the market. The vehicles, one of which is

a truck, will be styled the Hennegin, and

will employ a double—opposed motor, a fric

tion drive and 40~inch wheels.

Drake Resigns as Fisk Manager.

F. A. Drake, who succeeded J. W. Bow

man as manager of the Fisk Rubber Co.’s

New York branch, has resigned that office.

His successor has not been appointed.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Increases Capital.

The Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Dalton,

Mass, has increased its capital stock from

$20,000 to $100,000. The added $80,000 al

ready has been paid in,

The Week’s lncorporations.

Canton, Ohio.—Havana Auto Cab 8: Gar~

age Co., The, under Ohio laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—L. S. McIrwin and

others.

Denver, Col.-—Felker Automobile Co., un

der Colorado laws, with $40,000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—Delia

W. Felker, W. L. Dayton and G. A. Max

well, all of Denver.

Cleveland, Ohio._—Woodland Motor Car

Co., under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—Mor

ris Trenhaft, Joseph C. Block, C. W. Sni

der and F. J. Moore.

Lincoln, Neb.—Standard Automobile Sup—

ply Co., under Nebraska laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in automobiles and acces

sories. Corporators—Ole Hibner, H. D.

Boodwin, and Martin J. \Voli.

Bayonne, N. J.—-William Sandford Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $10,000 cap

ital; to deal in automobiles and accessories.

Corporators—William Sandford, Charles R

Goldman and John L. Woolson.

Chicago, Ill.—Forty-third Street Automo

bile Co., under Illinois laws, with $40,000

capital; to deal in, store and repair auto

mobiles. Corporators—Arthur B. McCord,

H. J, Osdick and George C. King.

Springfield, Mass—H. C. Medcroft Auto

mobile Co., under Massachusetts laws, with

$35,000 capital; to deal in automobiles, etc.

Corporators—D. E. Leary, president, and

H. C. Medcroft, treasurer, both of Spring

field.

Seattle, Wash.——Queen City Motor Car

Co., under Washington laws, with $10.000

capital; to deal in automobiles, etc. Cor

porators—W_ E. McKenzie, Edward Fer

ris, Frederick Haggist, A. F. George and C.

E. Hagyard.

New York City, N. Y.—Motor Car Main

tenance Co., under New York laws, with

$10,000 capital. Corporators—Nicholas Bet-

ajmin, 25 Broad street, New York City;

William H. Webster, Pelham, and Thomas

J. Toner, Tarrytown.

New York City, N. Y.—Fiat Automobile

Co., under New York laws, with $100,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—William F. Ashley, Jr., 40 Exchange

place; Henry M. Wise, and Robert W. Ash

ley, 141 Broadway, New York City.

Wilmington, Del—McCarthy Steel Car

Tire Co., under Delaware laws, with $10,000

capital; to manufacture automobiles and

kindred products. Corporators—Thomas J.

McCarthy, Los Angeles, Cal.; Benjan'iin

Mann, Philadelphia, Pa., and William H.

Wallace, Wilmington.

Epidemic of Fires in Garages.

There has been an epidemic of fires re—

cently. Thomas Gehringer’s garage at Al

lentown was damaged on October 13th, to

gether with a touring car. The damage was

estimated at $3,000. The garage of C. J.

Bousfield at Bay City, Mich., was burned

on the 15th. Two cars were destroyed.

Loss, $7,000. Several automobiles and bug

gies were destroyed in a fire which burned

Juseph King’s garage at Menominee, Mich.,

12th inst. Damage, $8,000. Spark from a

match fell into a gasolene tank of a car in

William S. McKinney’s garage at 310 Aiken

avenue, Pittsbury, 14th inst. The loss was

$5,000. The same amount was the extent

of damage caused by fire at the warehouse

of the Jonas Automobile Company, Eleventh

and National streets, Milwaukee, 19th inst.

The origin is unknown. A loss of $10,000

at the building owned by the Quaker City

Motor Co., at 50 North Twenty-third street,

Philadelphia, 16th inst., completes the list.

Freeport Clung to Shoemaker.

Freeport, Ill., did not speed its parting

resident, the Shoemaker Automobile Co.,

which so recently accepted an invitation

from Elkhart, Ind., to locate there. Instead,

while eight carloads of the concern’s ma

chinery and merchandise were on the rail

road tracks awaiting shipment to Elkhart,

they were attached by the State Bank of

Freeport for a debt of $10,000. The affair

gave rise to unpleasant talk, some of which

scored the sheriff's office “for suppressing

matters of public record." The trouble,

however, appears to have been straightened

out. It was attributed to “the absence of

certain bank otticials and misunderstanding

of details by others.”

Post Once More in Harness.

Wallace B, Post, for so many years

“envoy extraordinary" for the Billings 8:

Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn, and one of

the most wholesouled men that ever booked

an order, is again able to attend to busi

ness. For the past six months Post has

been practically blind, but care and atten

tion have restored his sight and he is him

self once more.

Ford to Use Firestone Tires.

The Ford Motor Co.’s order for tires to

meet their entire requirements for 1908,

has been captured by the Firestone Tire &

Rubber Co. It probably is the largest or

der ever placed for pneumatic tires, and is

in the nature of a tribute to the quality of

the Firestone tires, of which the Ford peo

ple used several thousands during the cur

rent year.

New York Branch for Babcock.

On November 1st, the Babcock Electric

Carriage Co., of Buffalo, will open a branch

house in New York at 1591 Broadway, It

will be in charge of H. E. Wagner, who will

have the title and duties of general eastern

sales manager.

Cordner Goes to Studebaker.

E. Q. Cordner, manager of the Chicago

branch of the Rainier Motor Car Co., has

resigned that office to become manager of

the automobile department of the Stude

baker Bros.’ Chicago house.
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ROAS'I' PIG, FACTS AND FIGURES

They Form the Features of Licensed Asso

ciation’s Reception to Newspaper Men

—-Figures Prove Big Business.

Nearly all the writers and other news

paper workers who will paint word-pictures

0f the two New York automobile shows

during the next two weeks now are well

fortified for their tasks. On Monday last,

21st inst., the Association of Licensed Au

tomobile Manufacturers, the sponsors of the .

Madison Square Garden show, made them

its guests and stuffed the whole lot “full

up to the neck,” with roast pig. The stuff

ing was done at the Chateau des Beaux

Arts, at Huntington, L. I., whither the en

tire party was conveyed in nineteen 1908

cars, all of which, needless to add, were of

the licensed brand, the demonstration oi

which was an incidental feature of the oc

casion. The repast was styled a “roast pig

luncheon,” but, of course, there was more

than pig that tickled the palate and more

than water that washed it down.

The always-cordial George Pope acted

as master of the few ceremonies, and after

bidding the guests welcome, made a short

address pregnant with hopeful facts and im

pressive figures. Among other things, he

said:

“These 1908 models, which we have had

the good fortune to see practically tried

out this early, are undoubtedly the finest

products in the line of motor cars yet seen

and they are destined to sell readily.

“I want to say that in spite of the depres

sion of the stock' market, the talk of hard

times and the doubts cast upon the wisdom

of holding early shows, that the automobile

industry is right now flourishing and its

prospects are fine. You may take is from

me as a manufacturer and one who knows

what is going on, that fall orders for imme

diate delivery of 1908 models are being re

ceived by all makers of standard cars.

“The automobile business of 1907 far sur

passed that of 1908, and there is good rea

son to believe that the business of 1908

will show quite as great an advance.

“A long period of weather prejudicial to

automobile business was experienced dur

ing the early months of this year and there

was good reason. to fear that the year would

show a declination in sales of cars. The

facts are interesting. There was no fran

tic rush of purchasing at any time, but sales

were made steadily from about May lst

till October 1st. There has been a longer

selling season this year than at any time

since 1903 and 1903. The returns upon the

sales of cars made by members of the As

ciation of Licensed Automobile Manufac

turers, who pay royalty upon their output,

enable me to speak from exact figures.

“The business done by the licensed mak

ers during the first six months of 1907 was

nearly as great as during the whole of 1%6.

The sales of the 1907 half year amounted to

$40,000,000, while for the whole of 1906 they

were only $45,000,000. The sales of the first

nine months of 1907 have surpassed the to

tal of 1906 by more than $5,000,000, and the

total business of this year will exceed that

of last year by at least $15,000,000. This is

to say that the total business done this year

by the licensed makers will show a gain of

at least 33% per cent. over 1906.

“The figures justify an optimistic outlook

for 1908, as does also the quality oi the

cars themselves. The American car has

rapidly attained the excellence of the for

eign product; and it has even demonstrated

itself superior for the roads of this coun

try. The industry has withstood the trials

of unfavorable weather and the blows of a

panicky stock market and is still in good

condition as a whole. Every circumstance

warrants confidence in a prosperous future

for the conservative maker and dealer."

Besnard System for Solar Lamps.

The blinding glare of the acetylene lamp,

which, from the standpoint of other road

users and of the public generally, has con

stituted one of the evils of automobiling, is

in a fair way. of being subdued, or at least

controlled. Alive betimes, the Badger

Brass Mfg. Co., makers of Solar lamps, have

secured the American rights of the famous

Besnard system which attains that end. In

substance the system affords what may be

styles a double light; it both projects and

diffuses the rays and includes a shutter

operated from the seat by a small lever and

a flexible shaft and which, when desired.

shuts off the projected and blinding rays,

leaving only the diffused illumination; both

headlights are connected so that the one

lever operates the shutters of both. The

Solar people adopted the Besnard system

only after many months of experimentation

and considering the far-reaching benefits

which it affords they very rightly esteem it

as a giant stride in lamp manufacture and

one that will meet with quick recognition.

Matlack Made Michelin Manager.

I. C, Matlack has been elected vice-pres

ident and general manager of the Michelin

Tire Co. of America. Matlock was general

manager of the International A. & V. Tire

Co., at Milltown, N. 1., when its plant was

taken over by the Michelin interests and

was named as the Michelin agent at the

time the American company was incorpor

ated. C. C. Harbridge, who is well known

in the trade, is to have the management of

the Michelin Chicago branch.

Atwood Moves up Aldrich.

R. D. Aldrich, sales manager of the At

wood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass, has been

elected secretary of the company. The

promotion comes as a well earned reward,

as Mr. Aldrich “made good" on the Ioad.

winning many friends for himself and the

Atwood line of lamps.

AUTOMOBILE AR'I‘ AT CHICAGO SIIOW

One Hundred and Fifty-two—Count 'Em—

Oil Paintings Included in Decorations

—More Space Obtained, too.

 

In addition to being an automobile ex

hibition, it seems probable that the Chi

cago show, which opens November 30th,

will be something of an automobile art gal

lery, also. For included in the plan of dec

oration there are 142 oil paintings, all of

automobile subjects, and which will cover

8,704 square feet of canvas. Of these pic

a part of the back

ground of the booths. They are being made

by Haratta, one of the foremost of Chica

tures 112 will form

go's artists. The remainder, covering a

space of 8 by 668 feet, will encircle the build

ing, around the gallery front.

The first samples of the arches which

are to form the setting for the Maratta

pictures have arrived in Chicago and are

pronounced superior to last year's work.

As there are fifteen makers of automo

biles and forty makers of accessories on

the waiting list, some additional space has

been pressed into service in the Coliseum

basement, making room for three of the

automobile manufacturers who had been

left out. The west end of the First Regi

ment Armory gallery will also be used,

making room for about ten additional ex

hibits of accessories. Some of those on the

waiting list probably will be located in the

.commercial vehicle section, in which 26

makers of such vehicles have

space, with four more in prospect.

engaged

Warner Makes Aggressive Moves.

Having decided to stand by their price

on the Autometer and to “cut loose” from

jobbers, the Warner Instrument Co. is pur

suing its agressive policy with renewed

vigor. Further evidence of the fact is con

tained in the appointment of Clarence A.

Shaffle, an experienced territorial type~

writer manager to a permanent station in

San Francisco, from which he will regu

larly “cover” California, Oregon and Wash

ington, and in the establishment of a “de

partment of promotion," in charge of Ed

gar W. Jordan, former advertising manager

of the Shaw-Walker C0.

Turns from Incubators to Motor Cars.

Having made a success of incubator man

ufacture, M. M. Johnson, of Clay Center,

Neb., now is preparing to hatch automo

biles. To that end he has purchased the

plant and machinery of a one-time grain

drill concern, and will turn it to use in

the production of motor cars. According to

a Clay Center correspondent, “Mr. John~

son has some new and original ideas which

he proposes to develop in the form of a

machine at a price within the reach of a

large class of people.”
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"Famous Apperson Cars”
'1] The Strongest and for their rated horsepower, the fastest cars in the world.

1]] interested reliable dealers in unoccupied territory are invited to write us at once.

ql Four and Six-Cylinder’Cars fully equipped, selling hom $2750 to $5000 each.

Can be seen at the National Shows.

Madison Square Garden, New York, November 2-9, Space I2

Coliseum, Chicago, November 30 to December 7, SPace C-l

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company,

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.,

225 W. 49th SL, New York, N. Y.

JOSEPH F. GUNTHER CO.,

1240 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Kokomo, Ind.

Mamber A. L. A. M

FRED 5. SMITH,

38 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

PHILADELPHIA AUTO COMPANY

338 North Broad St., Philadelphia. Pa.

 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

 

“Working in flawless fashion throughout the distance, the (Corbin) cat finished the race in 1 hour, 2 minutes, 14%

seconds, which is a new SO-mile record for the Readville wacky—BMW" PM. September 15, 1907,
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Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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The Promise of the Show.

Now that the automobile, generally speak

ing. is a pretty well developed piece of

man's ingenuity and handiwork, even the

half-informed visitcr no longer looks for

The

linger

“startlers” :t the annual exhibitions.

casual dropper-in probably will

longer and find more to whet his curiosity

in the ll‘OIOl' buggies than in the big tour

ing cars and limousines.

But for all of that, the foreshadows of

the Palace show, as depicted elsewhere in

the Motor World, indicate quite plainly that

designers have not been content to rest

on their laurels. cars

made by new manufacturers which are but

just making their first bid for public favor,

the older and established manufacturers will

demonstrate that they have still further

profited by ripe experience. While they have

not been able to perform any wonder-work

Apart from new

ing, their 1908 models constitute evidence

that the refining hand founi more room for

work than there was reason to expect would

prove the case,

Nor have the producers of parts and ac

cessories stood still.

ness which the show will disclose is of sur

The volume of new

prising extent. Even in respect to tires,

which it was supposed had settled into

pretty well defined channels, there is new

ness, not of the freakish sort, but coming

from makers of the proudest repute.

The man who merely skims the surface

of the show probably will find little to sat

isfy curiosity, but the one who really seeks

for it, will discover very much that is not

only but instructive and

“primed” with a reading of the Motor

World's forecast his task will be rendered

very much easier.

interesting

 

The Passing of "The Game."

Indications make it appear that the 1908

shows, which paradoxically will occur dur

ing 1907, will mark the flood tide of the in

dustry.

The shows, the first of which will be in

augurated in New York City this evening,

will mark also the beginning of the trans

ition of the industry from a game to a

business.

Of late years it has been the popular

habit to style practically every pursuit of

life a “game”; and never was the term bet

ter applied than to the methods employed

by not a few of those engaged in automo

bile manufacture. To them it has been, in

truth a game. The stake has appeared a

rich one and the temptation to “sit in" and

play high with limited capital, or insuffi

It has

It is

not strange that the wings of some have

cient skill or both, has been great.

attracted many moths to the flame.

been singed and that many more have been

wholly devoured by the fire.

Of 66 American automobile manufactur

ers who exhibited their product at last

year’s show in the Grand Central Palace,

one-fifth will be missing from the function

which begins this evening. Twelve of the

66 who “sat in the game," drew poor cards

or found the gaming so swift and so stren

uous that they were forced to quit, receiv

ers appointed by the courts taking charge

of their wreckage; four others at least were

singed and crippled by contact with the

flame. And this

those manufacturers who exhibited at other

shows or no shows, who also played their

cards and lost.

The industry is not yet free of those to

is without reference to

Some of them are

"squeezing" their cards hard and to them

the shows themselves are the green tables

whom it is but a game.

at which they are seated, and which will

bring good luck or ill.

Probably this sort of thing occurs in the

It has been

aggravated in the case of automobile man

early life of every industry.

manufacturers by mirrors, which have

seemed to reflect only mountains of gold

that have lured on those fortune seekers

who not unnaturally prefer the shortest

cut to wealth.

With the fading of the reflections the

industry rapidly will cease to be a game.

It will become a business in which the fit

est will survive and they who will survive are

those who are well entrenched and with

flags flying that bespeak proud reputations

and the staffs of which rest not so much on

the foundations of to—day as on those of

to-morrow. In other words, the time has

arrived when reputation counts and will

bring its full reward to those who possess

it.

For the Ladies’ Sake.

Although a few of the big runabouts still

are distinguished by rumble seats, the very

sight of which is suggestive of discomfort.

the vast majority have been greatly im

proved in that respect; their rather prcca

rious rear perches also

 
 

have been made

safer by the quite general adoption of hand

rails, thus at last reducing the hazards to

which “the man behind" is subjected.

There is one other detail in which such

vehicles may be made at least more con

venient, not for the occupants of the rum»

ble, but for the woman passenger. Few

selfrespecting women ever will be content

to use the rear seat; it was never designed

for woman's use, and few men with any

regard for propriety, ever will permit her

to occupy it. Her place is in the scat be

side the driver, and it is in this fact that

the room for improvement lies.

In New York and in some other cities the

traffic regulations require that when stopped

all vehicles shall have their right sides to

the curb. As the big, nominally two-pas

senger runabouts are all steered from the

right hand regulations

that to either enter or leave the car the

passenger must step from the sidewalk onto

the street, very much as was the case with

the old rear entrance tonneau.

side, such mean

That such a procedure is not either de

sirable, convenient or in “good form,” par
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ticularly where a woman is concerned, is

self-evident. It suggests the advisability

of removing the steering wheel from the

right to the left hand side of the car. It

is certain at any rate, that whoever uses a

runabout of the sort in New York’s down

town district will discover that a. change of

the sort is very much to be desired.

New Order of Salesmanship.

the

business have brought about a great change

the

Instances of

“black sheep” of wealthy families, who,

having failed at everything to which they

have previously been put, drift into the sell

ing of automobiles to their social acquaint

ances and soon make "barrels of money"

Altering conditions in automobile

, in the kind of salesmen required for

retailing of motor cars.

for themselves, grow constantly less fre

quent and will soon become almost impos

sible. In competition with the trained

salesmen of the preéent and future, these

aristocratic dabblers will have little chance,

particularly in view of the growing famil

iarity and keen interest in the mechanical

features of the automobile which the public

at large is evincing.

When the motor car was new and could

only be regarded as something representing

a luxury of extravagance, the function of

the sociable cap with a host of wealthy

friends was valuable in introducing it. He

had no need of impressive patter about

ignition sys

tems and mechanical refinements, to sell

Had he talked of such things he

would have been voted a bore, because his

differentials, transmissions,

cars.

hearers would have been unable to com

It was sufficient that he

should let choice spirits of his own rollick

ing disposition, but with more money, taste

the joys of motoring. feel the thrill of hand

ling a steering wheel and realize that pos

prehend him.

session was theirs if they had the price.

And with good efi’ect he could “cut in"

where susceptible members of the fair sex

were not averse to participating in the new

sport, creating an envy that suggested the

acquirement of a car to the minds of the

young bloods who were left behind. In

fact the very exclusiveness of motoring lent

a peculiar advantage to him who

deepest in the convivialities and foibles of

the idle rich.

cars was along wine-agent methods, where

was

In a degree the sale of motor

either studied or spontaneous recklessness

and irresponsibility, with the proper touch

-~f sang‘froid, were commercial assets,

But champagne methods are fast disap

pearing. People buy cars in the same cold,

calculating spirit that they would buy hard

coal for the winter, or a new lawn mower.

Any prospective purchaser can get a host of

advisers who will tell him to look out for

this point and that until the importance of

the mechanical side of the question assumes

the utmost importance to him. The sales

man who lands his order is the one who has

the convincing argument in competition

with a dozen others whose arguments al

most convince. There is an advantage to

an automobile salesman in having a wide

acquaintanceship and in knowing how to

use it without impairing it, but in a match

between trained salesmanship alone and

wide acquaintance without training or great

natural ability, the former will from now on

One of the most

successful sales managers in the country

be constantly the victor.

has found that men who have undergone

the schooling of the great cash register and

adding machine concerns, where the sales

men are taught in amost thorough manner,

that

completely eclipse the less aggressive meth

make records in selling automobiles

ods of the motor car salesmen who have

been able to sell cars principally through

wide social relations.

The changed conditions and the growing

competition in the trade make it harder and

harder for the class of salesmen who have

in the past found in the automobile business

a means of “easy money.” Conversely they

make the rewards bigger and more certain

for the salesmen who can apply real sales

manship and enterprise to the retailing

problem, without regard to social pull or

wealthy relatives. The keener the compe

tition the greater will be the premium on

ability, in battles' where wit and stamina

count.

Subduing the Blinding Glare.

The fact that there finally is to become

available a means of controlling and sub

duing the blinding glare attendant on the

use of the gas headlights employed on mo

tor cars is in the nature of tardy but wel

For if the whole truth be

told, the glare of the big lamps has con

COITIC I'ICWS.

stituted a real evil and a dangerous one.

However advantageous to the man be

hind the wheel, the projected brilliancy is a

menace to the safety of every person ap

the

whether afoot or awheel.

proaching from opposite direction,

only blinding but bewildering and the num

The light is not_

COMING EVENTS

  

 

October 26, Allentown, Pa.—Race meet

at fair grounds track.

October 24‘31, New York City—Automo~

bile Club of America‘s eighth annual show

in Grand Central Palace.

November 2-9, New York City—Associa

tion Licensed Automobile Manufacturers'

eighth annual show in Madison Square Gar

den.

November 9-16. Philadelphia, Pa.——Phil

adelphia Automobile Trade Association's

annual show at First Regiment Armory.

November 15-16, Newark, N. J.—New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club's 24

hour endurance contest.

November 26, 27, 28, Chicago, [IL—Chi

cago Motor Club’s three days' 600-mile re

liability run.

November 30-December 7. Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers' first annual exhibition of commercial

motor vehicles in 7th Regiment Armory.

November 30-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers' Annual show in Coliseum and First

Regiment Armory. .

December 9-14, Detroit, Mich—Detroit

Automobile Dealers’ Association's show at

Wolff's pavilion.

January 14-18, Hartford, Conn—Hart

ford Automobile Dealer's Association's

annual show in Foot Guard Hall.

February 10-15, Detroit, Mich.-—Tri-State

Automobile and Sportsmen’s Association's

show in Light Guard Armory.

March 9-14, Buffalo, N. Y.—Automobi1e

Club of Buffalo’s show.

April 4-11, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association show in Du-l
quesne Garden. I

 
 

ber of persons it has caused to “take to the

woods" or to the roadside ditches or the

number of accidents for which it has been

responsible never will be done. But- that

the number is not small is reasonably cer

tain.

As the Motor \Vorld long ago remarked,

it always has seemed possible that a hood

of some sort could be applied to the lamps

that would at least reduce the evil, and

now that it has been made possible to fully

control the glare and to employ and sup

press it at will, every real friend of automo

biling will earnestly hope that the means

speedily may find its way into universal

use. It is needed and needed badly and it

will remove one more of the objection

which so many of its enemies have so read

ily brought to bear.
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Palace Show and What it Promises

Shakes

peare the assurance has been handed down,

“The show's the thing.”

Since automobile shows became the vogue

Since the time of the late Mr.

and particularly during the last three years

it has become necessary to ask, “\Vhich

one?"

It is a rather natural question for during

this lattgr period, the automobile situation

has been a changing and a strenuous situa

tion.

The division of the trade into two camps,

those who are for and those who are

against the Selden patent, has put an edge

on the. razor of competition so keen that

it has "forced" the show season, until the

spectacle now is presented of two 1908 ex

hibitions being held while the cmbers of

1907 still glow bright and rcd and both of

which are open to the whole public.

The first of them will be inaugurated this

evening at 8 o'clock. when the doors 01

Grand Central Palace, New York, will

swing wide open and disclose the eighth

show in the promotion ofv which the

Automobile Club of America has been en.

L’Zlgcd. and the third in which it has had the

cooperation of the American Alotor Car

Alannfacturcrs' Association. which repre>

sents that part of the industry which is

against the Selden patent. it is a numerous

part as the show will testify.

“'hether it is the show that will prove

"the thing" remains to be sccn.

If the “Which one?" question was put to

Benjamin Briscoe, the head of the Amer

ican Manufacturers Association. or to V\~"ill

iam Mitchell Lewis, the chairman of its

show committee, or to Alfred Reeves, thu.

galvanic manager of the association—if the

question were asked of Gen, George Moore

Smith, the A. C. A. chairman, or S. M.

Butler. the hardworked secretary of the A.

C. A., there is no doubt what their answers

would be, if. indeed. they did not answer the

Calendar for the Week.

_ Thursday, October 24.

Private vucw of exhibition for A. C. A.

members, 4 t0 6 p. m.

Formal opening of the Show. bl p. in.

Friday. October 25.

Merchants’ night.

Saturday, October 26.

Smoker, Automobile Club of

10.30 p. m.

America,

Sunday, October 27.

Open house at Automobile Club of Amer

ica.

Monday, October 28.

Engineers' night

Meeting Committee of Management,

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation, 10 a. in.

Tuesday, October 29.

_ _ (Society night.)

Admission $1.00 instead of 50 cents.

Second annual show luncheon of the

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation _at Hotel _Manhattan at 1 p. in.

Meeting American Motor League, Grand

Union Hotel, 8 p. m,

\Vednesday, October 30.

Military night.

Conference of Committee of Automobile

.\l:nufacturers on track racing.

Alerting directors Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers' Association, 10 a. m., Hotel

Belmont.

Conference, autolrobilc trudc associations

with American Automobile Association. 437

Fifth avenue, N. Y., 4 p. 111,

Thursday. October Bl.

American Automobile Asmciutiou annual

meeting.

 

our question with another—"What consti

tutes ‘thc thing’?" which is even more dif

ficult of reply.

They are the men who have borne of the

the brunt of this Palace show and that they

have borne it well, the show itself will denr

onstrate,

That it will prove the most eye pleasing

exhibition with which the A. C. A. and the

A. M. C. M. A. have had to do is certain

Grand Central Palace is so constructed in

lcriorally that it does not readily lend it

self to decoration, but simple though it may

be, the dressing of autumn foliage, harmon

izing with a soft green background and

d: rk red carpeting should afford the out-of

doors atmosphere that has been sought and

prove both uncommonly agreeable and ef

fective.

The fact that a number of the partitions

which divide the Palace into so very many

rooms, galleries and passageways, have

been removed for this occasion, should also

render the show more agreeable and more

satisfying from the visitor's standpoint and

assist in the effectiveness of the exhibition

as a whole.

The roster of the show

names of 64 manufacturers of cars of one

includes the

sort or another. Mainly their product is

of the pleasure typo but five of them dc

voting themselves to the commercial field.

One of the latter. The Lansden Co. the

sole representative of the electric vehiclc

industry showing at the Palace, also pro~

Seven of tho

three-scon

duces a line of pleasure cars.

makers included among the

builders of pleasure cars. however. also con

struct utility vehicles. and several of them

will show commercial applications of their

The gas

olcne engine will be the dominent feature

product in one form or another.

in the way of the prime movers, the Lans
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den electric, and the Lane steam cars be—

ing notable exceptions to the rule.

The tourist of the Show will find 13 cars

which are entirely new, which never have

been shown at any exhibition of this sort,

and which will be of absorbing interest on

this account. Moreover there will be no

less than 6 cars which, though not strictly

new, never have been shown in New York—

cars from which the bloom of newness was

not rubbed oI’f at the late shows of winter

and spring this year. The new models

which a large number of makers have added

to their line, as well as the various improve

ments which have been made in those pre~

viously introduced, will add to the novel

ty thus created.

Within the year, considerable attention

has been drawn to a sturdy little group of

makers who are devoting themselves to the

production of automobiles of the buggy

type. No less than 6 cars answering to this

  

BENJAMIN BRISCOE

Chairman A. M. C. M. Association

description will be on view, only one or

which has been seen in New York before.

One or two will be exhibited for the first

time at any Show, and all will display points

of interest and novelty. Naturally they fall

into the same general group as the low

priced and universally handy runabout of

which there will be another half dozen. A

round dozen of light vehicles built by as

many makers, all listing at $1,000 or under.

thus will furnish ample opportunity for In

vestigation 0f the type.

Continuing the convenient and expressive

price classification, there will be a dozen

and two or three exhibits in which will be

found cars costing upwards of $1,000, but

not more than $2,000. A score of makers

will stage cars in the $2,001-$3,000 group,

and about an equal number, machines rang

ing in price from $3,001 to $4,000. At least

a dozen types of the more impressive sort

of car will be staged also, for which, owing

either to elaborate body designs, or un

usually complete and expensive mechan—

isms, prices will be asked exceeding the last

named figure. The contingent of utility ve

hicles will display a like variety of cost,

the prices ranging from $800 to $6,500, for

the types staged.

Plenty of interest centers in the growth

of the six-cylinder movement. Fourteen

makers will be on hand with sextuple en

gined machines, two of whom have espoused

the six-cylinder cause to the exclusion of

all others. Founcylinder machines will

predominate, as heretofore, but twin mo

tors will be strongly in evidence among

cars of the lighter and lower priced class,

while there will be two or three single cyl

inder machines, and one three-cylinder—

the latter staged by one of the three mak

ers showing two-cycle engines.

 

THE VEHICLES IN EVIDENCE.

Automobiles.

Acme Im erial

A. K. Jac son

American Kisselkar

American Mors Klibinger

Anderson Klink

Atlas Lane

Austin Lambert

Brush Marion

Cameron Marmon

Cartercar Maxwell-Briscoe

Carter Mitchell

Chadwick Moline

Cleveland Moon

Colt Mora

Compound Napier

Continental National

Crawford Overland

De Luxe Pennsylvania

Dorris Premier

Dragon Quinby

Ellsworth Rainier

Fraver-Miller e0

Ford Reliable-Dayton

Gaeth Smith

Gariord Schacht

Gearless Stoddard-Davton

Glide VVelch

Hartford Wayne (Detroit)

Hatfield Wayne (Richmonrli

Holsman York Pullman

Commercial Vehicles. '

Lansden Ra id

Logan Re iance

Mack

Motor Bicycles.

Reading Standard Ovington F. N.

 

It is practically certain that the Ford

line for 1908, including the $1,000 taxicab.

as described in last week's Motor World.

will prove as much of a sensation as was

furnished a year ago by the appearance of

the four-cylinder runabout which since has

become so distinguished. Another striking

vehicle in the category of the sensational,

will be the Brush runabout, seen for the

first time at any New York show. Similar

ly the brand new Maxwell touring car of

26 horsepower, selling at $1.750, will be sure

of attracting attention, while the Colt, Mas

rion and York-Pullman runabouts of the six

cylinder sort, each selling at something less

than $2.800, are not likely to be ignored by

the interested visitor.

Features of noteworthy importance in the

cars which are new to the Show may be

characterized very briefly, as follows: In

the Continental is a quadruple braking sys~

tem which may be actuated individually or

collectively, and which acts at once upon

the driving shaft at both ends of the chrnge

gear, and upon double drums on the rear

wheels, large surfaces being utilized in each

case; a special form of large diameter mul

tiple disc clutch, having five working mem

bers fitted with cork inserts; and special

interlocking joints in the steering connec

tion. The Garford, which though absolute

ly new, is the product of long experience

in car building, has a form of rear axle con

struction which is worth investigating; em

ploys both progressive and selective change

gears on its two chassis models, according

to duty classification, thus bringing out a

novel distinction between the requirements

of the operating mechanism in this respect.

The double heating of the carburetter. by

jacketing and by preheating the air, also is

  

ALFRED REEVES

Manager A. M. C. M. Association

of interest. Similarly, the “Second Impe

rial,” which is the first of its name to be

shown publicly, embodies a special double

drop frame construction, which serves to

lower the chassis very materially, bringing

down the center of gravity, and at the same

time permitting the use of a perfectly

aligned transmission gear.

The Ellsworth, also a brand new product,

is a “special steel" car throughout. Among

other things, its ball bearing, crank shaft,

which is_ of built-up construction, as well as

its conoidal coil master clutch, are both

novel and exclusive. The Colt Runabout

already has been mentioned, Its light

weight construction is an achievement

worthy of notice. The Allen-Kingston,

while not radical in any way, is yet an all

new car, and in the runabout form, mounts

a convertible body seating two, three, or

four passengers according to circumstances.

Although not new, the Gearless line.

which has not been shown in New York

before, pos5esscs a number of special feat
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ures, among them a planetary friction

change speed gearing, which is best char

acterized as a toothless planetary system;

the four and six cylinder four-cycle types of

motor, and the four cylinder two-cycle type,

each of which is fitted to one of the three

principle cars of the series. The low ten

sion make and break ignition system em

ployed on the Gaeth touring car, as well as

its original type of constricting band mas

ter clutch, are points which serve to differ

will be shown for the first time a light de~

livery wagon,

New models added to lines already famil

iar to the show goer, will be found in many

instances, and of these, several will mount

six-cylinder engines. This is true of the

Mora; both the “Racytype” and "Tourer"

answer to this description and are entirely

new. They present among other features,

a high ratio of power to weight, dust and

mud proof mechanisms, double ignition, and

cylinder models instead of one, as formerly,

Model T, being supplemented by the addi

tion of Model R. The latter has a very

compact engine in which, for the sake of

space economy among other reasons, but

four annular bearings are employed on the

crank shaft, instead of seven, as in the

larger model. A number of special refine»

ments added to this new motor combine to

make it especially free from vibration. A

second newcomer in the National group—
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cntiate it from many of the other cars on

view. The Kisselkar, and the Richmond,

both new comers at the Palace, are of the

class of light touring cars, each of which

presents several points of distinction.

Among the builders of motor buggies,

the Holsman Automobile Co., alone has ex

hibited in the East before. The Holsmaii

cars are driven by a newly designed motor

this year, which is of improved form in

the matter of suspension in the frame. They

also have a new transmission in the form

of a protected chain system instead of the

simple cable formerly used. The Ander

son, Hatfield, Kiblinger, Schacht and Relia

ble-Dayton lines, all show considerable

originality, especially the latter, which has

been entirely redesigned, and incorporates

a novel form of change gear and counter

shaft construction. Under this name also
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annular ball bearings in the engines. The

latter are of the same cylinder dimensions

as the four cylinder motors of last year

and this. A noteworthy feature of Mora,

1908 construction is the use of full platform

springs in the rear of the chassis. This is

found on the Tourer only, the Racytype

model having three-quarter elliptic springs

in the rear. The Marion Flyer, also will

be shown in six as well as four cylinder

form. The makers of the Chadwick Great

Six, on the other hand, have permanently

abandoned efforts at other types of con

struction and present the scxtuple machine

only, but in touring and runabout forms.

The chassis is of massive, chain-driven con

struction, the driving chains being fully en

closed in an aluminum housing. which is ex

clusive. and unique in several ways.

The National line will include two six

which incidentally comprises four separate

chassis to which various types of body may

be applied—is known as Model K, and is a

four-cylinder car intended to satisfy the de

mand for a lower price than is asked for

either of the other types. Another machine,

which takes on new strength by the addi

tion of both six and four cylihder models,

is the York-Pullman. The “440" and "6

30" are entirely new, while the Model H

car, a 20 horsepower light touring car, re~

places a model of somewhat similar char

:ictcristics made last year.

New four cylinder models will be still

more in evidence than the sixes, however.

and among the more noteworthy will be

found the new Marmon water-cooled car.

which in addition to its motor, is newly de

signed, and which also is a new departure

for its makers, who thus are reaching out
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from a stable position in the air-cooled

realm to increase their hold on the public.

The Ford and Maxwell innovations already

have been mentioned. The latter comprises

a machine possessing all the characterictics

of a high priced car, but made to sell at a

moderate price. Its features may be

summed up thus: Motor. with 45/4 by 4%

inch cylinders. 19 disc clutch; three speed

progressive sliding change gear; doubler

Four

 

chine also, has its change

mounted on the rear axle.

Almost as a matter of course, where mak~

ers have not produced runabouts in addi

tion to their touring cars hitherto, they are

doing so now. Several new comers are

thus to be found which mechanically are

Clusc counterparts of well-tried types. The

new Rco Model C is a good example of

this class. Another is the Great Smith.

gear group

 

 

GREAT SMITH

  

YORK-PULLMAN

jointed cardan drive; pressed steel frame;

semi-elliptical springs; sheet metal body.

The thermosyphon cooling system, which

is a Maxwell feature, as well as the Max

well carburetter, of course are in evidence.

The Pennsylvania Model C, which is en

tirely new at this time. has been described

in these columns recently. Its most strik

ing feature perhaps, is the rear axle con

struction. The moving parts are housed

in manganese bronze, the single casting

also enclosing the change-gear group,

being entirely self~contained and very com

pact. Another newly designed model is

the Wayne Thirty, which supersedes Model

X, of last year, and with its runabout equi

valent is the only model produced under

that standard at the present time. This man

their own plant, and has been altered con

siderably as an incident to the new meth

od of production. The Rainier, which is

similarly situated this year. for the first

time, has a new motor among other changes

in its makeup. The new power plants in

these machines do not embody such radical

departures from precedent, however, as are

found in the case of the Stoddard-Dayton,

which now appears with valves mounted in

New Models from Old Makers.

  

CHAD\VICK

 

 

Success in the development of the two

cycle line, has encouraged the makers of

the Atlas, which up to this time, has been

known only as a light runabout, to enlarge

upon their product. Accordingly a new

three cylinder type has been added, which

is in runabout form with rumble seats for

two passengers in the rear, in addition to

which is a natty light touring car seating

five passengers and having a four-cylinder

motor. In both of the new cars, the mo

tors possess the same general characteris

tics as that of the lighter machine, except

for the difi'ercnce *in the number of cylin

ders.

New motors have been adopted by several

makers, as for instance, the builders of the

Cleveland car, which is now produced at

MARION

the head, instead of oppositely at the sidc>

of the cylinders, and with a new type of

continuous feed lubricating system adapted

to very nice regulation. In the case of the

Marmon air cooled motor, described re

cently in the Motor World, the adoption of

two-piece cylinders, with the valves seat—

ing directly in the removeable heads, where

by a number of gains are made, constitutes

one of the most noteworthy motor improve

ments discoverable,

Generally speaking, however, the changes

in motor construction will prove hard to

lind, though none the less important in so

far as the running of the motor is con

cerned. Thus the Mitchell motors have

slightly larger cam shafts than last year'

while the width of the cam face also has
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been increased. By enlarging the diameter

of the two-to-cne gears, it has been found

possible to do away with the idle gear for

merly employed, incidentally reducing the

amount of noise made by the machine to a

very considerable extent.

Clutches, generally speaking, reveal small

alteration, except, as in the case of the

Cleveland and one or two other cars, where

the use of the multiple disc has come to

Four of

 

the Big Runabouts

pletely housed, while the I-beam front axles

have been dropped more than formerly in

order to permit the lowering of the frame

a couple of inches. Occasionally it will be

found that the type of the front axle has

been changed, as in the case of the Stod

dard-Dayton cars, in which the I-beam

type is now used exclusively.

A curious example of the tendency to in

crease wheel sizes is to be found in the

that

are shod with 36-inch tires, instead of the

smaller sizes formerly employed.

The tendency to increase the braking

area of all cars is well illustrated in the

case of several of the cars under discussion.

The Mitchell touring car, for example, new

has 14-inch drums instead of 10%-inch, as

hitherto. Also the fact that all the brakes

are now mounted on the rear wheels is ex~

pressive of a tendency that will be found to

Will Make Their Debuts.

  

  

RAINIER

 

MITCHELL

supplant the plane cone type. Change gear

systems also prove ameanable to less and

less alteration as time goes on, it would

seem. The Atlas runabout is now equipped

with a planetary gear having hardened

bearings, and produced entirely in the home

shop. In the case of the Great Smith car,

roller bearings have been supplied, instead

of plain bushings, for the lay shaft. In the

Cleveland, a selective gear has been sub

stituted for the former progressive type, its

special feature being the use of a fourth

speed which is “stepped up" higher than the

engine speed.

Driving shaft and axle construction is

modified in a few instances, as in the case of

the Mitchell line, in which the universal

joints on the cardan shafts are now com

  

 

 

CLEVELAND

   

 

case of the Great Smith car. Thirty-four

inch wheels are mounted on the touring car

which is an improved form of last year's

carI while the new runabout has 36-inch

wheels. Increases in vtheel base are found

on numerous cars, frequently including the

entire line, or what amounts to the same

thing, as in the case of the 1908 Stoddard

Daytons, the Mitchells, which now have 92

and llZ-inch bases instead of 90 and 108, as

during the present season. The Rec cars

are mounted on 32-inch wheels, carrying

3%-inch tires this season, instead of 30 by

3-inch equipments, as heretofore, the re

sult being among other things, a gain of

2 inches in road clearance. A number of

cars of the high-grade type. such as the

Cleveland and Rainier, already mentioned.

WATER COOLED HARMON

be pretty general. In the case of the Rec

touring car, added braking strength has

been gained by installing an emergency

brake on the rear wheels in addition to the

equipment previously used. On the Rainier,

also, all brakes are now mounted on the

rear wheels, working on pressed steel drums

instead of castings.

Frequently it will be observed that the

motor controlling levers have been removed

from their former positions and now ap

pear on the steering wheel, working over

sectors of the ratchet type. This is true

of the Great Smith, Wayne and Rec cars.

Another way in which considerable altera

tion in the appearance as well as the con

struction of the machines has been brought

about, will be found to lie in the use of im
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THE $1750 MAXWELL

proved types of mud guards. These and the

running boards now receive considerable

attention from' the designer, and with profit,

Changes which will be remarked in this re

spect,: apply to the Maxwell,-\¢Vayne, Reo,

and Molin'e lines. Further improvement in

the appearance of the Moline two-cylinder

car having-been secured by the adoption

of an entirely new type of hood, which,

with the new body, combine to alter its as

pect very materially. ,

Changes in body design are difficult to

describe, but nevertheless, contribute great

ly to the changed appearance of the car,

where even slight alterations have been

made. The Marmon, Great Smith, and

Stoddard-Dayton, bodies, for instance, have

been made more comfortable by the lower

ing of the tonneau seats. Others have been

similarly altered. A new departure in the

way of electives offered to the prospective

purchaser, is that presented by the makers

of the National car, the various types of

which may be had with either cast or sheet

aluminum bodies. The variety of this com

prehensive line is still further extended

by the option of two types of radiator and

hood, namely the familiar “round radiator"

which has become so well known to the

public, and a new rectangular pattern,

which, with its hood, presents a very novel

as well as pleasing appearance.

  

THE $3500 NATIONAL

For the first time, the names Rambler

and American Berliet will be missing from

the Palace show. In both cases the inad

equacy of the show space allotments re

ceived by the respective makers, accounts

for the hiatus which cannot fail to be re

marked. The American Locomotive Auto

mobile Co., and Thomas B. Jeffery & Co.,

however, have no lack of “show spirit," and

consequently will hold exhibitions of their

own during show week. The Berliet cars

will be on view at the Waldorf-Astoria ho

tel, and the new Rambler line in its entirety

will be displayed in the warerooms of Ho

man & Schulz, the New York agents, at

38-40 West Sixty-second street.

,Neiivnesfs ‘To,|B.e,Found ln Tires and Appurtenances

Notwithstanding the high degree of de

velopment to which}. automobile tires have

already been brought, thus apparently lim

iting the room for possible improvement,

the surprising array of new tires to appear

at the Show indicates that the manufac

turers are far from resting on their laurels

and are giving every encouragement to in

ventive genius. Special tires for special

service are also receiving a degree of at

tention heretofore unthought of, but bear

ing evidence of the diligent co-operation of

the tire manufacturers in making the auto

mobile a perfect vehicle. While considera

ble daring of design is shown in the new

offerings, the experience and reputation of

the_firm whose names they bear is an as

surance that the new products do not be

long to the freak classes of earlier days,

but represent true advance in the art. They

also rnake it evident that the industry has

not reached a stage of smug self-satisfac

tion which would be calculated to discour

age progress toward perfection.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., of

Akron, 0., will disclose the 1908 Firestone

dual, non»skid tread for pneumatic tires,

which by its ingenious construction is cal

culated to afford protection against skid

ding. The 1908 Firestone dismountable rim

will likewise be shown; the company also has

something up its sleeVe, which may be re

vealed during the week. A new "cellular"

tire and a self-healing pneumatic tire will

be shown by the Swinehart Clincher Tire

& Rubber Co., of Akron. Both of these

represent decided departures from usual

tire design. The new Motz non-skid cush

ion tire of the Motz Clincher Tire & Rub

ber Co., Akron, will make its first show ap

pearance.

By reason of the fact that an American

plant for the manufacture of Michelin tires

has been started at Milltown, N. J., consid

erable interest attaches to the 1908 product

offered by the Michelin Tire Co., of which,

first and foremost will be the new “com

pressed tread" clincher type tire, exhibited

for the first time in America. The design

of this tire is such as to compress the tread

from the two sides, so that if the tread be

scarred or cut the action of the air pressure

will be to close the wound rather than to

open it with pressure from behind. Sec

tions of the new tire are shown and the ac

tion of the air pressure in compressing in

stead of expanding the tread, is explained.

The exhibit of the Diamond Rubber Co.,

of Akron, in addition to showing the "stand

pat" wrapped tread products and the Marsh

quick acting clincher rim, will also contain

the new Diamond “Electric” tire, a special

tire of great resiliency for use on light

electric cars, which aims to reduce current

consumption by absorbing the resistance

offered by obstacles or uneven road sur

faces. A perfected form of dcmountablc

rim also will be shown together with a new

line of white rubber solid tires for buggy

type automobiles.

Ajax tires, shown by the Ajax-Grieb

Rubber Co., of New York, will represent a

different method of building from last year,

wrapped tread construction being used,

while Morgan & Wright, of Detroit, will

have a new quick detachable clincher tire, as

has the Hartford Rubber W‘orks Co., of

Hartford. Both these concerns exhibit the

new Midgley rim, which has been so thor—

oughly exploited by advertising as already

to seem old, although it is but making its

first appearance at a show. The rim is also

demonstrated at the booth of the Midgley

Mfg. Co., Columbus, 0., its makers. An

other new rim to make its bow is the Par

ker rim, invented by Orrel A. Parker, pres

ident of the Newmastic Tire Co., of New

York, in whose space it will be shown. The

outer half is removable and the distance be»

tween the clinchers may be varied. It was

originally designed to expedite the applica

tion of tires filled with Newmastic com

pound instead of air, but will be offered for
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regular clinchcr tires as well. Complete

Newmastic-filled single tube tires also will

be presented for sale. Leather tubes and

metal armored casings of new design will

be exhibited for the first time by the Leath

er Tire Goods Co., of Newton Upper Falls,

Mass. The J. H. Sager Co., of Rochester,

N. Y., branches out from the equalizing

spring field to include the manufacture of

something new in tire gi-ips. The electric

vulcanizers of the C. A. Shaler Co., of

\Vaupun, Wis., will have several additions

to the line, including a new large model and

a special valve stem vulcanizer, designed for

use on tires having rubber valve stems,

 

Developments in Accessories and Parts

New things have a special claim for at

tention because they constitute one of the

chief grounds for holding a show and are

what the average person wants to know

about. It follows that in the 190 exhibits

of parts and accessories much that is new

and interesting will be found. For not only

is that field still fertile with ingenuity and

invention, but it more readily lends itself to

show demonstrations, of which full advan

tage will be taken by not a few exhibitors.

In addition to well informed salesmen and

demonstrators, the performance given for

the entertainment and edification of the

visitor includes the appearance of a knight

in full armor, a hive of bees, the pleasant

smiles of l-Iebc White—a young lady who is

in rivalry with Phoebe Snow for keeping

clean on long tours, several Teddy bears,

workmen making batteries, miniature auto

mobiles on a rolling roadway, flashing elec

trical displays, a school day blackboard,

and demonstration devices that convey a

lesson to the most uninitiated in matters

mechanical.

Speed indicators with new names are not

so numerous as at former shows, the ma

jority of those shown being devices already

known to the public, but with such detail

improvements as the past season has shown

to be possible. An entirely new instrument

of this class, however, will be shown by

the Jones Speedometer Co., of New York,

in what is termed an automatic speed con

trol governor. It makes it possible for the

man in the tonneau or limousine of a car

to prevent the chauffeur or driver from ex

ceeding any predetermined maximum rate

of speed, by simply setting the lever, after

which the instruments works automatically.

If the chaufieur is driving alone, he may

set the instrument himself and be sure that

he will not go over whatever maximum the

device is arranged to permit. A new Jones

speedometer at the low price of $25, com

plete with season mileage odometer, and

known as Model 22, is a mild sensation of

fered by the same company to supplement

the several more expensive models. An

other speed instrument which makes its first

appearance at the Show is the Phelps vehi

cle recorder, which will be exhibited by

Wm. S. Jones, of Philadelphia. The re

corder keeps a graphic record of speed,

mileage and duration of stops and may be

applied to almost any sort of vehicle.

An optical demonstration of the efficacy

of shock absorbers will be given by the

Hartford Suspension Co., of New

York, by means of two small m0

tor cars on a e moving roadway,

one without shock absorbers and the

other equipped with them. The road is

very rough and the workings of the demon

stration will give a veg convincing idea of

the effect of shock absorbers in smoothing

out ordinary road shocks. The Hartford

Trtiffault shock absorbers have a new feat

ure for 1908 in a dial arrangement which

enables the user to determine the proper

friction tension for whatever car to which

they may be applied, and to make the ten

sion correct for all four devices in a set.

The Hotchkin Mfg. Co., of Chicago, will

offer a new model of the Hotchkin anti-jolt

device and will enlist the services of 3

Teddy bear in showing its virtues, little

Bruin being subjected to many severe

bumps when the device is taken off ,but

having a comfortable time when it is on.

The new model of the Diezemann shock ab

sorber will be displayed by the Diezemanii

Shock Absorber Co., of Hoboken, N. J.

\Nhile the same in principle as previous mod

els, it is quite different in form, its various

new features being explained with the as

sistance of unassembled parts.

Ignition has received a great deal of at

tention and a variety of new and improved

devices will be in evidence. The Splitdorf

Laboratory, of New York, will feature a

synchronized distributing coil, which while

using an individual coil unit for each cyl~

inder, is designed to give perfect and uni

form timing throughout a multi-cylinder

motor. What is described by the K-W lg

nition Co., of Cleveland, as an “entirely new

ignition system" is shown by that concern,

together with the new, improved K-W plug

and a new line of engine speed magnetos.

Importations from Europe in the magneto

line that are radically new, constitute the

exhibit of Lavalette & Co., of New York.

Simplicity is the feature of a new high

tension magneto which will be presented

by the Remy Electric Co., of Anderson,

Ind., in which no coil is used and only one

shaft. New types of timers, distributors

and magneto switches will be staged by the

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co., of

Meriden, Conn., together with a new dial

adjusting screw on coils, by which the coils

may be adjusted without the use of an in

dicator, while the Witherbee lgniter Co., of

New York will blossom out with a full line

of ignition specialties bearing the name

"Wico" and including a departure in the

roller type of timers, which by the em

ployment of a loose ring gives large con

tact surfaces. Plug switches and spark plugs

also will be shown, together with the new

coils equipped with percelain tops and hav

ing special accessibility features. A “hu

man interest" exhibit in the booth will be

a bee hive in the form of a Witherbee bat

tery and filled with live honey bees, to ini

press the "with-whee” name. Those who

like to see how dry cells are made will have

only to watch the workmen iii the exhibit

of the Crown Battery Co., of New York,

where Crown batteries are shown to the

automobile trade for the first time. Geis

zlcr Brothers, of New York, claim high

non-sulphation qualities for the new accu

mulators which they show.

For the first time the much discussed

feature of variable shading of the light from

acetylene lamps takes concrete form in an

exhibit at an American show. The Badger

Brass Mfg. Co., of Kenosha, Wis., and New

York City, will exploit the Solar lamps

equipped with the Besnard shutter system,

by means of which the blinding glare from

the headlights may be toned down as much

as desired in an instant, from the seat. Sev

eral new lamps also will be shown by other

exhibitors, but the majority of these are de

tail alterations in style. -

The parts makers will have new things

to show, too. In exhibiting at this time they

will hope to make converts before the ac

tual rush of manufacturing commences and

.to have their products impressed upon the

minds of the designers in case new models

are later brought out. The Timken Roller

Bearing Axle Co., of Canton, 0., will pre

sent a front axle with Timken roller bear

ings in the knuckle head, for which many

virtues are claimed. The axle is of the l

beam type and is for use on pleasure cars

up to 3,400 pounds. The same company will

also show a rear axle embodying the new

Hedgeland equalizer in its newest form of

application, thus doing away with the usual

differential gearing. New for.iis of Timken

hubs for heavy trucking will also be shown.

The American & British Mfg. Co., Bridge

port, Conn., plans to exhibit the famous

llerreshotf 40 horsepower “1908" motor de

signed like the power plant of the record

breaking racing boat "Den" but which is

suitable for motor cars. In chains there

are to be obvious improvements shown. The

Diamond Chain & Mfg, Co., of Indianapo

lis, Ind., will present two new styles of

chain. The first will be distinguished by

the use of chronic nickel steel for the side

bars, which will make it possible to use side

bars scarccly half as heavy as those ordi‘

narily used and thus lightening the whole

chain considerably. The second of the new

styles that will make their initial how will

be a “built-up" block chain, similar in ap
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pearance to a roller chain, but with hard

ened steel bushings on the rivets to take

the place of the rollers. The Whitney Mfg.

Co., Hartford, Conn., will also show driving

chains for 1908 made by improved pro~

cesses, now possible because of an immense

new factory. To make plain to everybody

the advantages of a new bearing containing

two rows of balls, the New Departure Mfg.

Co., of Bristol, Conn., intends to install a

testing machine which will subject the bear

ing in question to severe radial load and

end thrust tests. Both the practical and

theoretical advantages of the new type of

bearing will be given complete exposition.

Inexpensive tank gages and a line of brass

specialties will be among the new things

to be exhibited by the Hancock Mfg. Co.,

of Charlotte, Mich. The Gemmer Manu

facturing Co., of Detroit, Mich., will offer

a new ball bearing gear system, in addi

tion to improved forms of previous types.

The Worcester Pressed Steel Co., will

have no demonstrators or salesmen in

charge of its exhibits but will depend upon

specimens of “autogenous welding," dis

played in cabinets, to call attention to its

work, Oxygen and acetylene are used in

a blow pipe flame for this new process, and

interesting results will be shown.

The latest model of Columbia lock nuts

will interest the mechanically inclined vis

itor at the exhibit of the Columbia Nut &

Bolt Co., of Bridgeport, Conn. Manufac

turers and garage repairmen will be ap

pealed to at the exhibit of the Clover Mfg.

Co., of New York, The concern will dem

onstrate the rapidity with which cylinders

and bearings may be ground by the use of

Clover compound, a new preparation for

automobile use. A novelty in the way of

a tubular steel automobile steering wheel

will be shown by the Standard Welding

Co., of Cleveland, in addition to its regu

lar exhibits. The wheel will be copper

plated, galvanized, nickel plated and buffed.

The Hill Mfg, Co., Bufialo, N. Y., is mak

ing plans to exhibit a new, revolving aux

iliary chair seat which will have fold-up

qualities and compactness to recommend

it. The company also intends to show an

entirely new wind shield, which while fold

ing over and having the glass in two pieces,

will have no frame in the middle of the glass

which might obstruct the view. The edges

will match so closely as to make the shield

like one piece.

The knight in full armor will preside at

the booth of the Travelers Insurance Co.,

of Hartford, Conn., his habiliment stand

ing as a symbol of the protection afforded

by an insurance policy Miss Hebe White,

the keep-clean girl, is subsidized by a non

fluid oil concern, and will hand out a book

let of her experiences on a long automo

bile tour.

Free education in automobile matters

will be offered in tabloid doses to visitors

at the exhibit of the New York School of

Automobile Engineers. If any one be con

fused as to the difference between a plan

etary and a sliding gear transmission, a tor

sion and a strut rod, high tension or low

tension ignition, or between a cardan and

a universal joint, all he has to do is to go

to the School space and have it explained

to him. In fact the school proposes to

maintain a free information bureau for the

public, to go into the mysteries of two-cy

cle and four-cycle motors, or progressive

and selective change gears and to make

clear anything that may puzzle the non

technical. To assist in this worthy cause

a vast array of apparatus will be installed.

The exhibit will contain among other

things a four cylinder, four cycle motor

thoroughly sectionalized and equipped with

a sectionalized carburetter and muffler and

arranged for the attachment of high ten

sion ignition by four coils and a timer, by

one coil and a distributor, and by high ten

sion magneto. With this engine demon

strations will be given in valve setting, ig~

nition wiring, carburetter adjustment and

engine faults. The exhibit will also include

transmissions, a sectionalized rear axle

showing shaft drive arrangement, appar

atus illustrating steering principles, section

alizcd spur and bevel gears, a dismounted

differential, secondary coils, make and break

ignition outfits and a library of charts, to

gether with a blackboard. The exhibit will

be in charge of men who agree to answer

any technical questions, a promise so rash

as to be startling in its nature.

 

The Exhibitors,

Automobiles.

Anderson Carriage Co., Detroit, Mich.,

first gallery, 136—Anderson gasolene cars.

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co., Newburgh,

N. Y., main floor, 24—Frontenac gasolene

cars.

Acme Motor Car Co., Reading, Pa., main

floor, 39—Acme gasolene cars.

Allen-Kingston Motor Car Co., Kingston,

N. Y., main floor, Z—Allen-Kingston gaso

lene cars. ‘

American Motor Car Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., main floor, 6—American gasolene cars.

Atlas Motor Car Co., Springfield, Mass,

main floor, ISO—Atlas gasolene cars. _

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich., main floor, S—Austin gasolene cars.

Bartholomew Co., Peoria, Ill., main floor,

9—Glide gasolene cars. _

Brush Runabout Co., Detroit, Mich., mam

fioor, 34—Brush gasolene cars. _

Buckeye Mf . Co., Anderson, Ind., main

floor, 27—Lam ert gasolene cars.

Cameron Car Co., Brockton, Mass, first

gallery, ZZJ—Cameron gasolene cars. _

Carter Motor Car Corporation, Washing

ton, D. C., first gallery, 228—Carter gaso

lene cars. _

Chadwick Engineering Works,'Philadel

phia, Pa., main floor, ZS—ChadWick Great

Six gasolene cars.

Cleveland Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.,

main floor, 47—Cleveland gasolene cars. _

Colt Runabout Co., New York City, main

floor. 43—Colt gasolene cars. _

Com ound Cars, Middletown, Conn., mam

floor, O—Compound cars,

Their Exhibits and

Continental Auto Mfg. Co., New Haven,

Conn., main floor, 3—Continental gasolene

ears.

Crawford Automobile Co., Hagerstown,

Md., main floor, 38—Crawford gasolene

cars.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio,

main floor, 14—Stoddard-Dayton gasolene

cars.

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

main floor, 49—De Luxe gasolene cars.

Dorris Motor Car Co., St. Louis. Mo.,

main floor, 23—Dorris gasolene cars.

Dragon Automobile Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., main floor, 6l—Dragon gasolene cars.

Ellsworth, J, M., New York City, first

gallery, ZZZ—Ellsworth gasolene cars.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.,

floor, lS—Ford gasolene cars,

Gaeth Automobile Works, Cleveland, 0.,

main floor, 29—Gaeth gasolene cars. _

Garford Motor Car Co., New York City,

main floor, 46—Garford gasolene cars.

Gearless Transmission Co., Rochester, N.

Y., main floor, 28—Gearless cars.

Hatfield Motor Vehicle Co., Miamsburg,

0., first gallery, ZZl—Hatfield gasolene cars.

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago, 111.,

first gallery, 226—Holsman gasolene cars.

Imperial Motor Car Co., Williaumsport,

Pa., main floor, 37—Second Imperial gas

olene cars,

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson. Mich.,

main floor 22—]aekson gasolene cars.

Kiblinger Co., W. H., Auburn, Ind., first

gallery, 214—Kiblinger gasolene cars.

main

Their Locations

Kissell Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.,

main. floor, 4l—Kissellkar gasolene cars.

Klink Motor Car Mfg. Co., Dansville, N.

Y., mam floor, 4S—Klink gasolene cars.

Lane Motor Vehicle Co., Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., mam floor, 40—Lane steam cars. .

LearIAutomobile Co., Oscar, Springfield,

0., mam floor, 51—Frayer-Miller gasolene

cars. '

Lansden Co., The, Newark, N. 1., first gal~

lery, ZlZ—Lansden electric cars.

Logan Construction Co., The, Chillicothe,

0., first gallery, 208—Logan gasolene cars.

Marion Motor Car Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.,

main floor, 35—Marion Flyer gasolene cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarry

town, N. Y., main floor, lZ—Maxwell gaso

lene cars.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.,

main floor, Iii—Mitchell gasolene cars.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, 11.,

main floor. 19—Moline gasoline cars.

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo., main

floor, 26—Moon gasolene cars.

Mora Motor Car Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

main floor, 21—Mora gasolene cars.

Motorcar Co., Detroit, Mich., main floor,

7—Cartercar gasolene cars.

Mack Bros. Motor Car Co., Allentown,

Pa., first gallery, 206—Manhattan gasolene

cars.

Napier Motor Co. of America, Boston,

Mass, main floor, 33—American Napier

gasolene cars.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.. main floor. l8—National gasolene cars.

Nordyke 8: Mzirmon Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., main floor, 20—Marmon gasolene earl.
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Overland Automobile Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., main floor, l—Overland gasolene cars.

Ovington Motor Co., New York City,

first ga lery, 215-—F. N. motorcycles.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn

Mawr, Pa., main floor, 4—Pennsylvania

gasolene cars.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis.

Ind., main floor, 17—Premier gasolene cars.

Quinby & Co., J. N., Newark. N. J., main

floor, 42—Bodies and cars.

Rainier Motor Car Co., New York City,

main floor, 48—Rainier gasolene cars.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.,

first gallery. 209—Rapid gasolene cars.

Readin Standard Co., Reading, Pa., first

gallery, 2%3—R-S motorcycles.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co.. Chicago,

111., first gallery, 220—Reliable Dayton

gasolene cars.

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.,

first gallery, 207—Reliance gasolene cars.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich., main

floor, l6—Reo gasolene cars.

St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis, Mo., main

floor. lO—American Mors gasolene cars.

Schacht Mf. Co., The, Cincinnati, 0.,

first gallery. 2 5—Schacht gasolene cars.

Smith Auto Co., The. Topeka, Kan., main

floor, 44—Great Smith gasolene cars.

W'ayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich..

main floor, ll—Wayne gasolene cars.

W'a ne Works, Richmond, Ind., first gal<

lery, g24—Richm0nd gasolene cars.

VVelch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.,

main floor, 36—Welch gasolene cars.

York Motor Car co., York, Pa., main

floor, 32—York Pullman gasolene cars.

Parts and Accessories.

Acetyvone Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y., first

gallery, l47—Carbide and lamps.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City,

first gallery, 202-Ajax automobile tires.

Allen Auto Specialty Co., New York City,

second gallery, 324—Tires jackets and spe~

cialties.

American & British Mfg. Co., Bridgeport,

Conn., first gallery, lZS—Frames, motors,

axles and parts.

American Ball Bearin Co., Cleveland, 0.,

first gallery, lS9—Ball earings. '

American Electric Novelty & Mfg. Co.,

New York City, first gallery, 137—Ever

Ready batteries, lamps, and tire specialties.

Ampere Mfg. Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, 337—Batteries and ignition

specialties.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works, Philadelphia,

first gallery, ZOl—Igniters and timers.

Aurora Automatic Machine Co., Aurora,

111., first gallery, 192—Thor motors and

components.

Autocoil Co., Jersey City, N. J., first gal

lery, l87—Coils and ignition specialties.

Auto Accessories Mfg. Co., Detroit.

Mich., first gallery, 123—Tops, tire jackets

and specialties,

Auto Improvement Co., New York City,

first gallery, I38—Self-starters and special

ties.

Auto I niter Co., New York City, second

gallery, 69—Igniters.

Auto Pump Co., Springville, N. Y., first

gallery, l68—Pumps and specialties.

Automobile Supply Mf . Co., Brooklyn.

N, Y., second gallery, 34 —Horns, tubing

and brass specialties.

Auto Spring Repairer Co., New York

City, second gallery, 375—Spfing repair

outfits.

Automobile Utilities Co., Boston, Mass.,

second gallery, 364.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., New York City

and Kenosha Wis., first gallery, 111.—So

lar lamps anti acetylene generators.

Baldwin Chain 8: Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass., first gallery, 161—Baldwin chains

and recoil check.

Gus Balzer, New York City, second gal

lery, 326—Lamps, crests and monograms.

S. F. Bowser & Co., Fort Wayne, 1nd.,

first gallery, 126—Gasolene and oil storage

outfits.

Breeze Carbureter Co., Newark, N. J.,

first gallery, 183—Breeze carburetters.

J. . Bretz Co., New York City, second

gallery, 355—Ball bearings and high ten

sion magnetos.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., first

gallery, 163—Radiators and fittings.

Brooke Automobile Suppl Co., New

York City, second gallery, 3&2—Supplies.

Brown—Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,

first gallery, 107—Transmissions, differen

tials and steering gear.

Brownell-Trebert Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

second gallery, 316—Motors.

Bureau of Tours, Automobile Club of

America, second gallerv. 376—Model hotel

room for tourists.

Byrne-Kingston & Co., Kokomo, 1nd.,

first gallery, 171—Kingston carburetters.

Clover Mfg. Co., New York City, second

gallery, Sol—Grinding compound.

Coe's Wrench Co., Worcester Mass., first

gallery, l35—VVrenches.

Columbia Nut 8; Bolt Co., Inc., Bridge

port, Conn., first gallery, 169—Columbia

lock nuts. ,

Commonwealth Rubber Co., Reading,

Mass., second gallery, 344—Tires.

Comptoir d'lnnovations Automobiles,

Paris, second gallery, 351—Tire inflators and

French specialties.

Connecticut Telephone 8: Electric Co.,

Meriden, Conn., first gallery, 195—Spark

coils, switches and ignition specialties.

Consolidated Optical Co., New York City,

second gallery, 365—Goggles.

Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York

City, first gallery, le—Continental tires.

Cowles & Co., New Haven, Conn., first

gallery, ZOIA—AcCessories.

Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Building

Co., Philadelphia, first gallery, 162—Bronze

castings and automobile parts.

Crown Battery Co., New York, second

gallery, 314—Dry ~cells.

\V. Smalley Daniels, Boston, Mass., sec

ond gallery, 317—Jacks and pumps.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, 0.,

first gallery, 157—Igniters and ignition spe

cialties. '

J. E. Demar, New York City, second gal

lery, (HZ—Detachable rims.

Diamond Chain & Mf . Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., ,first gallery, 191— iamond chains.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, 0., first

gallery, 104—Diamond tires.

Diezeman Shock Absorber Co., Hoboken.

N. J., first gallery, l43—Shock absorbers.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jerse City, N.

J., first allery, l75—Graphite lubricants.

C. J. Downing, New York City, second

gallery, SOl—Supplies.

W. J. Duane & Co., New York City, first

gallery,~ l4l—Tops and slip covers.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N.

J., first gallery, l77—Batteries,

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich., first gallery, 184—Lamps and special

ties.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, first gallery, l48—Accumulators.

Elite Mfg. Co., Ashland, 0., second gal

lery, 306—Jacks and pumps.

Empire Auto Tire Co., 'Trenton, N. J.,

first gallery, 127—Empire tires.

F. R. V. Auto Parts Co., New York City,

second gallery, 325—Shock absorbers.

Firestone Tire 8: Rubber Co., New York

Cit , first gallery, l66—Firestone tires.

isk Rubber Co., Cliicopee Falls, Mass.,

first gallery, IIO—Fisk tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.,

first gallery l98—Gabriel horns.

Geiszler Bros, New York City, second

gallery, 312—Batteries.

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., first

gallery, 193—Steeriii gears and parts.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., bfew Haven, Conn., first

gallery, ISIS—Tire jackets, lamps, covers

and rubber cloth specialties,

B. F. Goodrich Co., New York, first gal

lery, IlZ—Tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

first gallery, ll9—Goodyear tires.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind., first

gallery, lOS—G & J tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass., first

gallery, 103—Lamps.

Gray‘Hawle Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.,

first gallery, 90'—Chime whistles and cut

out mufflers.

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

first gallery, 139—Lanips.

Hancock Mfg. Co., Charlotte, Mich., first

gallery, l95A—Oilers, tank guages and fit

tings.

A, W. Harris Oil Co., Providence, R. 1.,

first gallery, l49—Lubricants.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford.

Conn., first gallery, lOl—Hartford tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., New York,

City, first gallery, léS—Hartford-Truftault

shock absorbers.

Hayes Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., first gal

lery, l40—Fenders and fittings.

Hartford Auto Parts Co., Hartford, Conn._

first gallery, ISO—Universal joints and au

tomobile parts.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass., first

gallery, 144—Coils and ignition equipment.

Herz & Co., New York City, first gallery,

156—Tiniers, plugs and ignition specialties.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, first

galler , 173—Bearings.

Hicks Speed Indicator Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y., second gallery, 333—Speed indicators.

Hill Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.second gal

lery, 338—Oilers.

Hotchkin Mfg. Co., Chicago, 11]., first

gallery, 132—Anti-jolt device.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N.

J., first gallery, 116—Bearings.

Ignitcr Appliance Co., Cleveland, 0., first

gallery, 194A—Ignition specialties.

Index Speed Indicator Co., Minneapolis,

Minn., first gallery, l45—lndex speed indi

cators.

International Auto llorn Mfg. C0,. New

York City, second gallcr , IMO—Horns.

Jeffery-De Witt Co., ewark, N. J., sec

ond gallery, 356—-Spark plugs.

Isaac G. Johnson & Co., Spuyten Duyvil,

N. Y., second gallery, (MS—Forgings and

castings.

Jones Speedometer Co., New York City,

first gallery, l99—Jones speedometers, an

nunciators, odometers, speed regulators and

specialties.

K-\V Ignition Co., Cleveland, 0., second

gallery, 319—K-W magnetos, master vibra

tors, plugs, and ignition system.

Julius King Optical Co., New York City.

second gallery, 336—Goggles,

Kinsey Mfg. Co., Dayton, 0., first gal

lery, 196—Kinwood automobile parts.

Charles L. Klauder, Philadelphia, second

gallery, INS—Special leathers.

Kokomo Electric Co.. Kokoiiio, 1nd., first

gallery, l70—Ignition specialties.

Richard E. Krause, Cleveland, 0., sec

ond gallery, JSO—Carburetters.
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Lavalette Co., New York, second gal

lery, 33l—Magnetos.

Leather Tire Goods Co.,‘Newton Upper

Falls, Mass, first gallery, lSO—Non-skid

covers and leather inner tubes.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co., Pottstown,

Pa., first gallery, l78—Automobile parts and

castings.

Long Mann Co., Rochester, N. Y., sec

ond gallery, 352—Tire tools.

.Loring Auto Appliance Co., New York

City, second allery, 328—Speed indicators.

Roger B. cMullen, Chicago, 111., second

gallery, 330—Frames, axles and parts.

Leon Mann Co., New York City, second

gallery, SSS—Automobile clothing,

Manhattan Screw & Stamping Works,

New York City, first gallery, lSl—Lamps,

horns and tire carriers.

John W, Masury & Sons, Brooklyn, sec

ond gallery, 371—Varnishes and colors.

Merchant & Evans, Philadelphia, second

gallery, 357~Multip1e disc clutches and au

tomobile fittings.

Metal Stamping Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, 307—Radiators.

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J., first

gallery, 129—Michelin tires.

Midgeley Mfg. Co., Columbus, 0., first

gallery, 117—Midgley rims and wheels,

Charles E. Miller, New York City, first

gallery, 218—Brampton chains and automo

bile supplies and accessories of all kinds.

William P. Miller's Sons, Long Island

City, second gallery, (QB—Lubricants.

Model Mfg. Co., New York City, second

gallery, 373—Spccialties.

Morgan & Wright, Detroit, Mich., first

gallery, 158——Morgan & \Nright tires.

Morrison, McIntosh & Co., Grinnell, 1a.,

second gallery, 334—Gloves and gauntlets.

A. R. Mosler, New York City, first gal

lery, lSS—Spark plugs.

Motor Car Specialty Co., Philadelphia

first gallery, lZO—Speed indicators and ac

cessorics.

Motz Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., New

York City, second gallery, 303—Tires.

Nathan Novelty Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, INS—Covers and protectors._

National Battery Co., New York City,

second gallery, SZZ—Batteries.

National Carbon Co., New York City,

first gallery, llS—Batteries.

National Sales Corporation, New York

City, second gallery, 374—Accessorics.

National Surety Co., New‘ York City,

main floor, 57—Liability policies.

Newmastic Tire Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, ZOS—Compound filled tires.

New York Coil Co., New York City, sec—

ond gallery, 368—Coi15,

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co., New York

City, first gallery, 164—Lubricants.

N. Y. School of Automobile Engineers,

New York City, second gallery, Sll—Exam

ples of pupils‘ work,

N. Y. Sporting Goods Co., New York

City, second gallery, 360—Accessorics.

Noona'n Tool & Machine \Norks, Rome,

I N. Y., second gallery, 3OS—Tools.

Norris Auto Co., Saginaw, Mich., second

gallery, 363—Tire protectors.

Norton Co., New York City, second gal

lery, 343—-Grinders and emery supplies.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., first gal

lery, l7Z—Jacks and accessories.

Pacific Iron Works, Bridgeport, Conn.,

second gallery, 329—Motors,

Pantasote Co., New York _City, first gal

lery, l42—Top and upholstering material.

Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, Ltd., New

York City, second gallery, 346—Tool out

fits and specialties,

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeanette, Pa.,

first gallery, 180—Tires.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, 0., sec

ond gallery, 349—Springs. .

Pneu L’Electric Co., New York City, first

gallery, 217~Tircs.

Post 8: Lester Co., Hartford, Conn., first

gallery, Filo—Accessories.

Presto Detachable Rim, Jersey City, N.

J., second gallery. 34l—Rinis.

Prest-Lite Co., New York City, first

gallery, ISS—Gas tanks and tire inflators.

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York, sec

ond gallery, 308—Krupp steel.

Raimes Co., New York City, second gal

lery, 366—Meta1 polish,

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass, sec

ond gallery, 340—Oil guns.

Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., first gal

lery, 152—Tops and accessories.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind., first

gallery, 167—Magnetos,

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, 0.,

first gallery, 124—Tires.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, first gallery,

109—Lamps.

Rountree-Stimmcl Auto Check, New York '

City, second gallery, 304—Recoil checks.

J. H. 'Sager Co., Rochester, N. Y., first

gallery, 146—Supplementary springs.

Saxon Lam Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, 3 O—Lamps.

Scandinavian Fur & Leather Co., New

York City, first gallery, 227—Clothing.

 

The Village Blacksmith.

Under the spreading chestnut tree

The village smithy stands,

The smith, a mighty man is he

Now prepared to meet demands

For prompt repairs to auto cranks,

Magnetos, sparkers, chains, hoods, tanks;

New parts for every known machine;

Full stock oil, graphite, carbide, gasoline—

 

And the muscles on his brawny arms

Arc strong as iron bands,

His hair is crisp, and black, and long,

His face is like the tan;

His brow is wet with honest sweat,

He earns whate'er he can

—Vulcanizing, riveting, brazing, repairing

Of radiator, clutch, cylinder, bearing;

Inner tubes for sale, cement, patches, tires,

Battery cells, spark»plugs, coils, wires-—

And looks the whole world in the face,

For he owes not any man.

Toiling—rejoicing—sorrowing,

Onward through life he goes;

Each morning sees some task begun,

Each evening sees it close . . . ,

—Tires recovered, relined, retreaded; sec

tional and tube patching; aluminum brazmg;

repairs to radiators, mud-guards, sprocket

concs; overhauling and adjustment of every

description; on hand day, night and Sun

days (residence, third house to right, behind

school house); prices reasonable; all work

guaranteed; patronage of automobile resp.

invited—

. Something attempted, something done,

Has earned a night’s repose. L_f

— ie.

Schwarz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, first

gallery, 182—Whecls.

C. A. Shaler Co., Waupun, Wis., second

gallery, 339—Electric vulcanizers.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,

first gallery, 114-—Tubing.

R. H. Smith Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.,

first gallery, 154— pringfield motometers.

Spicer Universal Joint Co., Plainfield, N.

1., first gallery, 197—Universal joints.

C. F. Splitdorf, New York City, first gal~

lery,‘106——Timers, distributors, coils an

ignition specialties. '

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, 0., first

gallery, 194—Toos and wind shields,

‘ Springfield Portable Construction Co.,

Springfield, Mass, second gallery, 377-—

I’ortable automobile houses.

Standard Brake Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, SSS—Brakes.

' Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

first gallery, ZOO—Bearings.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, 0.,

first gallery, loo—Tubing and electrically

welded parts,

Stewart 8! Clark, Chicago, 111., first gal

lcry, ZOS—Speed indicators.

Supplementary Spiral Spring Co., St.

Louis, Mo., second gallery, 359—Supplemen

tary springs.

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron, 0., first gallery, lBS—Tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton,

0., first gallery, 118—Bearings and axles.

Travelers Insurance_Co., Hartford, Conn..

main floor, S3-—-Liability and accident pol—

icies.

'l‘ravcr Blowout Patch Co., New York

City, second gallery, 315—Tire repair out

ht.

Triumph Engineering Co., Brooklyn, N

Y., second gallery, 321—Spark plugs.

Troy Carriage Sunshade Co., Troy, 0..

second gallery, 358—T0ps.

Turner Brass Works, Sycamore, 111., first

gallery, 133—Harroun automobile bumper.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., first

gallery, 113—Odometers and speed indica

tors.

Ventilated Cushion & Spring Co., Jackson,

Mich., second gallery, 309—Upholstery

spring system,

Victor Shock Absorber Co., New York

City, second gallery, 354—Sh0ck absorbers.

\Varner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind., first gal

lery, 176—Gears and parts.

\Varner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis., first

gallery, l79—Warner Auto-meters.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York

City, first gallery, 131—Non-skid chains.

West Side Y. M. C. A. Automobile School,

New York City, second gallery, 362——Ex~

amnles of pupils’ work.

Wheeler & Schebler Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., first gallery, 174—Carburetters.

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co., Hartford, Conn.,

first gallery, 102—Radiators and automobile

parts.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., first

gallery, lOS—Whitney chains and keying

system.

Winchester Speedometer Co., New York

City, first gallery, 189—Speed indicators.

Witherbee Igniter Co., New York City,

first gallery, 186—Witherbee storage bat

teries and VVico spark plugs.

\\"illiam “'ooster, New York City, sec

ond gallery, ISIS—Accessories.
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01.0815 RUN Fol! KNIGHT TROPIIY

Hoffman Again First in Chicago Economy

Contest—Much Arithmetic Required

to Determine Results.

For the third consecutive time

Paulman's Pierce Arrow car has been re

Harry

turned a winner in a Chicago economy test.

Its latest laurel wreath was won in the

200 miles economy test for the Knight tro

phy which was decided in the Windy City

last Friday, 18th inst.

in which, as the results abundantly dem

The contest was one

onstrated, practically every drop counted.

Paul Hoffman drove the Pierce but his

victory was not by such a large margin as

to leave a chance for much hurrahing. Not

that the victory was not deserved or any

thing like that. Far from it, for G. H.

Bird’s Corbin car disputed the victory bril

liantly, losing first place by only .075 per

centage. If the battle for first was close,

so was the fight for third, fourth and fifth

places, in which the Apperson, Berliet and

Silent Knight figured, and the technical

committee was forced to run its summary

into three decimals before it could arrive

at the result.

This economy contest was for the Knight

trophy and was open to the first ten cars

that finished in the Chicago Motor Club's

Chicago-Valparaiso economy contest in

September, which Hoffman won. The

course was from Chicago to New Carlisle,

1nd., and return via Michigan City, a dis

tance of 200 miles, and although the old

formula of dividing the weight of the car

by the weight of the gasolene consumed

was employed, the committee had evolved

a weight allotment, that was designed to

make it more of a motor efficiency con

test than an economy test. Each car had

to carry 13% pounds of weight for each

cubic inch of piston displacement,

Thursday afternoon special tanks con

taining 15 gallons of gasolene were attached

to the front seats of the contending cars,

the tanks were filled and the cars put un

der lock and key in a garage and also un

der the surveillance of two Pinkerton de

tectives, to guard against tampering during

the night.

Despite the early hour of 6 o'clock, all

the contestants were ready for the start a

few minutes after that time. Hoffman was

Pos. Driver. Car.

1 Paul Hoffman. Pierce Arrow . . . . . . . . . . ..

2 G, H. Bird, Corbin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

3 Edgar Apperson, Apperson . . . . . . . . . . . ..

4 Waldon \V. Shaw, Berliet . . . . . . . . .

5 C. Y. Knight. Silent Knight . . . . . . . . . . . ..

6 C. A. Tilt, Diamond T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

7 C. Birchwood, Ha nes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

8 James Buchanan, erliet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

9 A. J. Banta, Locomobile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

the lucky drawer and started first after the

Ford pilot car. The order of start of the

other contestants was: C. W. Birchwood,

Haynes; C. A. Tilt, Diamond T.; W. W.

Shaw, Berliet; A. J. Banta, Locomobile; C.

Y. Knight, Silent Knight; G. H. Bird, Cor

bin; J. Buchanon, Berliet, and Edgar Ap

person, Apperson.

The run to New Carlisle was uneventful,

the pilot car reaching there first, followed

by A. J. Banta in the Locomobile. There

was a long wait for the others who ran well

within the legal speed limits.

back there was one accident that threat

ened to prove serious. Two women were

driving along the road in a buggy and when

they saw the press car bearing down upon

them one of them jumped out directly in

front of the car, To avoid running over

the woman Donald Kilbourne, who was

driving, had to turn quickly and in so do

ing bumped against the carriage, which was

overturned. The other woman was thrown

out and bruised some, but both were driven

to their homes in the automobile, as their

horse had taken fright and made tracks for

home.

The first car to finish at Chicago back of

the pilot car was the Locomobile, manned

by Banta, and after all had checked in the

technical committee got out their arithmea

tics and two or three reams of paper and set

in to work. After several hours they an

nounced that the Corbin had won, and on

the strength of that announcement, the

Corbin adherents treated the crowd. Then

the committee located some more figures

to prove how it happened and discovered

that it didn’t. Somebody had mislaid five

sixth of an eon of gas, and this added to

the floating decimal divided by the vibra

tion of the general opinion subtracted the

Corbin from the headlines. There was not

any dispute, as the victory was so close

that :1 seconds evaporation of gasolene on

either side would have changed the result.

The Pierce Arrow, which weighed 5.832

pounds, consumed 12 gallons 15.6 ounces,

and its percentrge was 1.875. The Corbin,

weighing 3,649 pounds, used 7 gallons 3

quarts 17 ounces; its percentage was 1.8.

So close was the fight for third place

that the nun'erical jugglcrs had to move the

decimal point several places before they

could swear to the answer. The Appersou

had 1647 rud the Berliet, driven by Shaw.

1.637. The Silent Knight was next with a

score of 1.54. The complete summary 01

this unusual and hard fought contest fol

lows: -

Fuel

_ Consumption. Per

Weight. Gal. Qts. Oz. centa e

5,832 12 0 15.6 1.

3.649 7 3 17 1.8

6,412 15 0' ' 26.5 1.647

3,123 7 1 25.5 1.637

4,723 11 3 23.5 1.54

4.784 13 0 15.25 1.425

3.830 10 2 4.5 1.42

3,123 9 0 15 1.33

,683 12 1 17 0.848

On the way.

FARMERS FDUGIIT 1111.1. CLIMBERS

Rochester's Twice Postponed Contest At~

tended by Rustic Violence—Talbot

Makes Best Time of the Day.

Twice postponed on account of unfavor

able weather the annual hill climb of the

Rochester Automobile Club, held on the

Penfield dugway, near that city last Satur

day afternoon, 19th inst., was a success de

spite the hostile manifestation of neighbor'

ing farmers. Several thousand spectators

were attracted to the hill, but the meet was

not appreciated by the farmers, and be

cause of agrarian anger, there were several

lively scrimmages and exasperating delays.

The fastest time of the day was made in

the free-for-all gasolene touring cars, which

was won by Charles Talbot, driving 21

Franklin, who climbed the hill in 48 sec

onds, The summary:

Gasolene Runabouts Costing

$1,000 or Less.

Fred E. Mason, Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 112%

Blank, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:4734,

J. \V. Cook, Ford .. ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:57

Gasolene Runabouts Costing

$1,000 to $2,000.

Blank, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . . . . . . .. 1:08

R. G. Finacune, Franklin . . . . . . . . . .. 108%,

\\". H. Campbell, Stoddard-Dayton.. 118%

Gasolene Touring Cars Cost

ing $1,000 to $2,000.

J. F. Ilitchcock, Franklin . . . . . . . . . .. 1:14

George E. .\'oeth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:22

17.. M. Gillette, Cartercar . . . . . . . . . .. 126%

N. O. Laffel, Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:41

Gasolene Stock Runabouts.

Dr. J. J. A. Burke, Stevens-Duryea.. 1:02

Gasolene Stock Touring Cars.

\Valter Smith, Pope-Hartford . . . . .. 1:02

John lleberger, Corbin . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:043/5

Blank, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . . . . . . .. 1:07

Gasolene Stock Touring Cars.

George Foster, Pope-Hartford . . . . .. 0:58

Blank, Oldsmobile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:00

J. F. Hitchcock, Franklin . . . . . .. . 1:04

Gasolene Stock Runabouts.

Roy Hollis, American . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 053%

Gasolene Stock Touring Cars.

J. A. Maiser, Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . .. 056%

Gasolene Touring Cars.

J. Natez . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:52

N. B. Stetsel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:53

J. J. Finacune, Packard . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:55

11. Strickland, Packard . . . . . . . . . . .. 02.55%

C. Parolik, Stcarns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.56%

Free‘for-all Gasolene Tour

i n g C a r 5.

Charles Talbot, Franklin . . . . . . . . .. 0:48

C. S. Bonbright . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:51

J. J. Finacune, Packard . . . . . . . . . . .. 052%

C. B. Judson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:52-14

H. S. Woodworth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 054%

W. B. Armstrong . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:56

G. J. Bauer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:58

\V. S. Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:59

A. M. Lindsay, Jr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:30

Frec-for-all Gasolene Run

a b o u t s .

Roy Hollis, American . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:49

Blank, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . . . . . . .. 0:5334

. Burke, Stevens-Duryea . . . . ..1:05%

Ef'é: inacune, Franklin . . . . . . .. .. 1:18%
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No more Duty—no more trans-Atlantic Transporta

tion Charges on MlCHELll‘ll/j-l‘ires. Manufacturers

can now afford to equip thei "cars with MlCHELlNS.

What kind of an excuse can be given {by the agents

of the manufacturer who can, but does not ?

The car-buying public KNOWS that MlCHELlN Tires

are the world’s standard~are by far the most durable,

serviceable, most economical that money can buy. The

car buyers want the BEST—manufacturers can now

afford to give it to them.

The manufacturer who DOES equip his 1908 cars with

MlCHELlN Tires thereby gives to the public an unmis

takable demonstration, a convincing proof, that he is

determined to make his product the best in its class in

EVERY particular. He gives his agents the strongest

possible selling argument for the new year.

A large number of America‘s highest-priced cars will use .\ll(ll§l‘il.l.\' 'l‘ires. They will

he the standard catalogued equipment of leading cars in other elasseg {Agents who sell these

cars will find that .\ll(‘H ELIN Tires are a tremendously [powerful selling aid. ('ustomers who_ -

in
gI

."I'.‘ ,
v .‘

buy these cars will find .\ll('lll“.l.l.\'S a. great saving in t're ('ost lll);_tll€ course of a year. 1%,“;

The high import. duty and heavy trnmlportation chimes on" MICHELIN 'l‘ires have been .‘ 1"

eliminated through the erection ot'our great American . [(1131le Tfm-tory. The tires made .35,

here are identical with the output of our other factories in Fra‘fce, l‘ln land and Italy—the .uorld-t'mnous MICHELINS tlmt hare been used on the “inning 'nrs in nl the world's great- 15.

est races for the last six years and whichimade their victories Pt sihle. '

Exhibiting at Grand Central Palace, Gallery Space 129. ‘

Exhibiting at Madison Square Garden. Basementlgpace 209.

Exhibiting at Chicago ColiseumdAnnex Spaces 102 and 103.
  

CLINCHER TYPE. ' QUlCK DETACHABLE TYPE.

Round, Flat and Anti-Skid. 'i '.Round and Anti-Skid.

American and Millimeter Sizes. '. y American Sizes only.

All the above CaitliQ-As‘sl on nni‘nf the well-known Q“ elaehahlc Rims  

" MICHELIN TIRE COMPANY, .

1 Milltown, N. J.,a.“ “8‘

  

    

I'fi i’" 3‘;- _. 3‘ i “a

._
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G001) RACING AT KANSAS CITY

Derby Day Crowd at the Sixth Annual

Meet—Chandler Captures Four of

the Chief Events.

A record breaking crowd of 6,500 persons

attended the sixth annual race meet of the

Automobile Club, Kansas City, at the Elm

Ridge track, near that city, on Saturday

19th inst. Although no

records were broken, fast time was the or

afternoon last,

der of the day. Joseph Chandler made a

“killing,” winning four firsts. Not since

the memorable jockey club meetings had

Elm Ridge presented such an, animated ap_

‘ pearance. It was like Derby day. Before

the first event was called every seat in the

grandstand was occupied, the porches of

the club house were crowded, the center

field was crowded with automobiles and

their occupants, while the fences were lined

with spectators.

Chandler, driving a six-cylinder Stevens

Duryea, started his winning streak in the

first event—a fifty miles endurance derby

for stock cars. Nine cars started in the

event and after the weeding out process be

gan Chandler assumed a position in front,

which he relinquished but once, then on ac

count of a punctured tire. He finished first

in 1 hour 10 minutes, a Mitchell being sec—

ond with 47 miles.

Chandler brought his car to the front in

the five miles for fully equipped touring

cars costing $3,000 and over, in 5:59; the

ten miles free-for-all for the Board of

Trade's cup, in ll:35%, and the five miles

- match for fully equipped touring cars.

Honors in the other events were fairly

well distributed, drivers of Stoddard Day

ton cars winning both five mile runabout

races; the Ford won two events and the

Buick one. An exhibition mile by “Whist—

ling Billy" White was covered in 1:05, and

John Vogel finished first in the five miles

for motorcycles. The summaries:

Fifty miles endurance “derby, for fully

equipped touring cars—Won by Joseph

Chandler, StevensADuryea; second, Mitch—

ell. 47 miles; third, Stevens-Duryea, 46

miles. Time, 1:20.

Three miles for fully equipped runabouts, .

costing $1,000 and under—'W'on by Ford;

second, Mitchell; third. Maxwell. Time,

4:33.

Five miles for fully equipped runabouts

costing between $1.000 and $2,000—W0n by

Stoddard-Dayton; seeohd, Stoddard-Day

ton; third, Jackson. Time, 7:42.

Five miles for fully equipped runabouts

costing between $2,000 and $4.000—Won by

Stoddard-Dayton; second, Moon; third,

Oldsmobile. Time, 621%.

Fiv'e miles for fully equipped touring cars

costing $2,000 and und_er—\‘.'on hy Buick;

second, Cadillac; third. Jackson. Time.

7 :22.

Five miles for fully equipped touring

cars costing between $2,000 and $4,000—

VVon by Ford; second, Stoddard-Dayton;

third, Stevens-Duryea. Time, 6:28.

Five miles for fully equipped touring' cars

costing over $3,000—‘Non by J. Chandler;

Stevens-Duryea; second, \Nhite. Time,

5:59.

One mile exhibition—By \Vhite racer.

Time, 1:05.

Ten miles free-for-all, for Board of Trade

cup—\Von by J. Chandler, Stevens'Duryea',

second, Oldsmobile; third, Ford. Time,

11:35%.

One mile high gear race—Stevens-Dur

yea made fastest time and Ford slowest

time. Award withheld pending protest.

Five mile match for fully equipped tour

ing cars—\N’on by J. Chandler, Stevens

Duryea; second, Stoddard-Dayton. Time.

6:32.

Atlantans See a Strang Fast Mile.

As the meet was unsanctioned, and fur

ther than that was promoted by William H_

Pickens, who has been suspended for his

connection with the lamented Brighton

Beach meet, it is likely that those who com

peted at Atlanta, Ga, Monday of last week.

14th inst.. will receive a dose of American

Automobile Association medicine in the

form of suspension, that is, if the controll

ing body acts in accordance with its

rules. Those who competed at the Atlanta

meet are Louis C. Strang, New York City;

John H. Bryant, Ernest Jones and W. L.

Gilbert, of Atlanta.

That there are some 5,000 people in At~

tanta and its environs who do not care how

recklessly they squander their money was

brought out by the “meet.” The word

"meet" is used grudgingly, for besides

Strang's exhibition and a challenge match

race between two local cars, there was

nothing else to it,

Notwithstanding. there were about 5.000

people who readily thought they had their

money's worth. This would be surprising

but for the fact that the meet(?) was held

in connection with the annual State fair.

where every one who goes expects to get

buncoed.

Piedmont track is a half mile affair and it

was in very bad shape when Strang pushed

his uncle’s racing car on it for a mile 'rec

ord trial. Numerous horse races had the

effect of making the surface unusually

dusty. and after Strang circled it once pre

paratory to a flying start it was worse.

Christie‘s young understudy made two laps

in 1:16, and as this was three seconds

faster than Barney Oldfield had done last

year. the crowd proclaimed Strang a hero.

The only other race was a five mile chal

lenge between the owners of a Ford and a

Pope-Hartford. John H. Bryant drove the

Ford and Ernest Jones and W. L. Gilbert

sat in the other car. Bryant got the better

of the start and lead until the finish, cover

ing the distance in 8 miriutes 6'4 seconds.

OLDFIELD AND SAVIN A'l‘ MEMPHIS

Barney Wins “Two Miles Sweepstakes for

Purse of $1,000”—Local Riders in

Well Contested Races.

'For competing in Barney Oldfield's and

Ollie Savin's race meet at Memphis, Tenn.,

on Saturday last, l9th,inst., a number of

 

Memphis drivers made themselves liable to

suspension by the American Automobile

Association, for competing at ari unsanc

Oldfield and Savin al

ready are under investigation for having

tioned race meet.

promoted and competed in unsanctioned

meets.

A crowd numbering 3,000 gathered at the

Montgomery park track to witness the meet.

which it might be added, was not so much

on the hippodrome order as some other

meets that Oldfield has had the promoting

of. Several races for local drivers were

provided and they all were spirited and well

contested.

Tragedy came near lingering in the wake

of the meet. Tim Green, a negro helper,

employed by Roy VVillener, was hanging on

the steps of a White in the last lap of the

two mile race. Jack Carey, in a Buick car

was leading at the half mile. He ran a

little wide and VVillener attempted to go

through on the pole. The Buick then

swerved toward the inside rail, and Wille

ner had to take his choice of running into

the car or the fence. He chose the latter

and a piece of scantling pierced the fleshy

part of the negro's leg as the car ploughed

through the fence. The b0y was brushed

off. Suffering great agony he was taken to

a hospital ,where it was said there is a

chance to save his leg if blood poison does

not set in.

Oldfield drove several exhibitions, his best

being a mile in 1:07. The summary of

events follows:

Three miles for cars costing less than

$2.000—VVon by Jack Carey, Buick; second.

\Villiams, Buick; third, Roy VVillener.

\Vhite. Time, 4:35.

Two miles for cars costing $3.000 or l€$s

—\Von by Butler, Ford;‘second. Mthm

ald. Rambler. Time, 3:55.

Two miles free-for-all stock cars—“1m

b',’ J_ W. Myers. Pope-Toledo; second. But

let. Ford. Time. 3:35.

Five miles novelty—\Non by J. \\'. .\l_\‘

crs. Pope-Toledo: second, Barney Ol'lfiel'l.

Two mile exhibition—By Ollie Smin.

Time by miles. 108%, 2:18.

Two mile exhibition—By Barrie}

lll'ltl. Time by miles, 1:07. 2:15.

Three miles free-for-all handicaps \\'on

hv Ollie Savin (scratch): second. J \\'

Myers. PopeToledo (0:201; third, Williams.

Buick (1:30). Time, 414%.

Two miles sweepstakes for "purse of

$1.000”—W0n by Barney Oldfield; second.

Ollie Savin. Time, 2:39“.

Oltl
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In the Retail World.

\V. B. Bennett is erecting a garage at 651

Clarkson street, Denver, Col. The struc

ture,of brick, will cost $8,000.

Robert Smith, Rockford, Ill., moved into

his new garage in Eighteenth street this

week.

The Clifton Garage & Livery Co. will

erect a commodious garage on Howell ave

nue, Clifton, Ohio. The estimated cost will

be $50000.

The Utica Motor Car Co., which has the

agency for the Pierce Arrow in Utica, has

openei a branch in Syracuse. A, A. Leder

man will be in charge.

Judge Holt has granted a discharge in

banqruptcy to Albert H_ Funke, who dealt

in automobile supplies and sporting goods,

at 83 Chambers street, New York City. His

liabilities were $102,338.

A. E. Morrison has joined partnership

with A, J. Price, and the firm will handle the

Rainier in Boston vicinity. Morrison &

Price, as the firm will be styled, will be lo

cated at 169 Huntingdon avenue.

The building on South Madison avenue,

Peoria, Ill.. now occupied by \Villiam Turn

bull as a garage will be torn down to make

room for a new garage. It will measure 52

x165 feet and have entrances on two streets.

The Borderwisch & Glancy Automobile

Co., which maintains a garage on North

Jefferson street, Dayton, Ohio, has been

changed to the Bordenwisch Automobile

Co. Since the death of E. M. Glancy, Ed

ward Borderwisch has bought the entire ni

terest of the firm.

The Star Motor Co., has opened a garage

at 222 Halsey street, Newark, N. J. Lester

B. Harris is president of the new concern;

Leon B. Harris is treasurer, and P. F. Gil

lette, formerly with the Plainfield Motor

Car Co., will act in the capacity of secre

tary and general manager.

W. M. Peale, of Philadelphia, has pur

chased the Varn Automobile Co., St_ Louis

and Campbell streets, El Paso, Texas. The

name will be changed to Peale Automobile

Co., and it will have the agency in El Paso

and territory for Ford and Reo cars.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy

was filed last week in the United States Dis‘

trict Court against the Plaza Automobile

Co., 918-920 Union street, Brooklyn, on pe

tition of Abraham Adelbey. The company,

through its president, Howard B. Sands,

admitted its inability to pay its obligations

and Oscar A. Lewis was appointed receiver.

Los Angeles, Cal., real estate men are

erecting a modern cement garage at Nine

teenth and Arapahoe streets. that city, for

which it is expected there will be many bid

ders. The walls will contain air chambers,

insuring an even temperature at all times.

and it will be equipped with turntables and

all up-to-date appliances. The c0st will be

$l5,000.

Duties of Trade Associations.

That the holding of automobile shows

should not be the chief and only reason for

local automobile trade associations is the

opinion of Max L. Rosenfeld. the newly'

elected president of the Automobile Deal

ers’ Association of California. He be

lieves their work is much broader.

“Commercially,” said Rosenfeld, in dus

cussing come of the larger questions of as

sociation duties, “the dealers at the pres

ent time do not hold the position in the

business world that the trade demands.

When we consider the large amount of

money that automobile transactions repre

sent, there are few commercial enterprises

in any city that should command more at

tention. Up to the present time the mem

bers of an automobile trade association

have been satisfied with merely keeping to

gether for what looks like the sole purpose

of holding annual automobile shows. A

trade association should do more. It

should look into the character of its mem

bership. It should watch the names sub

mitted for admission, Lax methods of do

ing business, and the breaking of contracts,

written or verbal, on the part of either

members or their customers, or on the part

of the manufacturers with whom they deal

should be investigated. It is only through

close attention to matters of this nature

that we will be able to command the re

spect of the business world.”
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Assembling: its

 

Relation to Success and to Failure

 

 

.-\merican cars have rapidly advanced

during the last few years to a position

much envied by the makers of other lands

at the present time, and one of deserved

repute. Their design is complete, in that

it is not confined to the mere delineation

of parts, but is extended to embrace the

very intimate processes by which they are

produced; their construction is unstinted

in the matter of c05tly and rare materials.

in cars of the

cheaper grz'de: the extensive use of Stand

which are applied even

ardized and interchangeable parts advances

them still further in the path of absolute

utility. But too many makers manifest a

tendency to skimp in the assembling pro

cess. both the labor and pains which are

due it, thereby stultifying their product and

threatening at once their own position in

the industry. and that of their fellow mak

ers.

However unwelcome the fact may be. it

is undeniable that just where the advantages

of specialized construction of components,

and the benefits of multiple production

methods might best be utilized in securing

a product the imperfections of which would

be reduced to their lowest terms, “Amer

ican haste," and a pardonable desire to re

duce working costs are allowed to inter

fere.

Haste That Makes Waste.

Cars which are well designed, well con

structed, and built of excellent materials,

frequently suffer a hard life and a discon

solate end, through being put together

hastily or roughly. Thousands of dollars

expended in the preliminaries of manufac

ture. are literally wasted because the car

upon which they are outlayed is dumped

upon the market, with the final inspection

and testing processes. either restricted by

an overbearing sales department. or stran

gled by inconsiderate or incompetent man

agement. The fault is not inclusive. but

it is sufficiently general to attract attention.

Furthermore the causes which lead up to it

are so dominant and so evident as to de

mand immediate removal.

The work of assembling and testing cars

is work of a thoroughly routine nature. it

presents few of the exigencies developed

by other divisions of the productive effort.

Accuracy in the elementary processes is

constantly improving. which tends to sim

plify still more these final branches of the

work. Hence there is a well defined ten

dency to pass over them more and more

lightly. But the nominal economy of hasty

assemblage'and inspection, develops an un

satisfactory quality in the product‘ which

though often traced to other apparent

sources. frequently springs from no more

remote cause. So the “turning out" of

large numbers of cars at high speed, often

may be counted against the maker who

boasts of the fact, while every hour of la

bor saved in final adjustment, is taken di

rectly from the user, who must give for it

not one, but often many hours of time or

its monetary equivalent.

Carelessness Spreads.

Hasty assembling means that that de

sire to make a showing which animates the

management. is likely to be iniected into

the mechanics who perform the work, lead

ing them to produce results with little re

gard for method. In this way small at

tention is likely to be paid to the align

ment of bearings, for instance, and even

where self-aligning systems are employed.

such neglect results in the development of

excessive resistance, even while the parts

are in their normal relation. Similarly ad

iustments are apt to be hastily made, or

even overlooked entirely: nuts are turned

down “hand tight.” and left for the wrench

which is perpetually busy elsewhere: pip

mg and wiring are strung up with an eye to

convenience in the beginning rather than

bolt

"drifted" into line: bearings left slack or

convenience in service: holes are

shimmed out instead of being scraped to a

seat: and generally interest in doing the

work is sacrificed to interest in completing

it.

Much of the result of such haste might

be overcome by careful testing and run

ning in, or “breaking in.” as it more prop

circumstances.erly becomes under such

But where such conditions prevail in one

department, they are almost certain to ex

ist in the same degree throughout the plant.

The tester who is given so many cars to

pass up in a day, devotes himself to the

simple purpose of making them pass the

stated trials to which he is confined. Usu~

rlly he does not bother himself with parts

which are not so badly awry as to cry for

a remedy. His sensibilities are not easily

punctured. and much that might appeal to

the owner as being decidedly wrong, escapes

his attention as being trivial, or of so com

mon occurrence as to merit no notice.

Cars so produced, when sent about their

It may be the duty

of the agent to set them right; perhaps the

work, soon go wrong.

company is so placed as to be able to rec

tify some of the evils which thus have been

produced. Eventually, however, they rack

themselves to pieces, and so the high main

tenance costs of many low priced cars, be

comes chargeable less to their cheap con

struction, than to their hasty production.

Bearings which are permitted to remain

out of line while the car is new, soon be

come loose and develop a pound. Loose

nuts never tighten themselves. Poor ad

justments. do not improve under the tute

Careless

handling on the road is bad enough, but

added to careless handling on the assem

bling and testing floors, it invariably sows

lage of owners who are novices.

the seeds from which spring the junk man's

harvest. ,

of Good Work

Conversely, cars of wretched design fre

Durability

quently perform remarkably well, all things

considered, because they have received close

attention in the final stages of production.

This is noteably true of some of the earlier

foreign cars, which. according to present

that is radically

Yet such

cars. even though produced by makers lit

standards embody much

wrong in structure and material.

tle known. in their day, and perhaps for

gotten now, still amble about with no more

racket than attended their progress the day

they left the shop.

The contrast in this respect between old
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and new cars, is frequently remarked, but

seldom attributed as largely as it should

he, to the fact that the early machines were

put together by mechanics, and that no

time was spared in making them work as

well as they could work. Thus many of the

old French cars, began by being old, as it

were—were hundreds of hard miles old

before they ever were new at all—yet their

age never seems to weigh them down, and

the signs of decrepitude are manifest first

in their scabby paint and shaky bodies.

Considered very broadly, the relation of

assemblage to the other branches of produc

tion is thus a peculiar as well as an im

portant one. In fact, as a process, it may

be considered the first real point of differ

entiation between motor car manufacture

and machine manufacture along any one of

a dozen other lines. It is the process un»

der which the car first assumes its indi~

viduality, and as such requires a degree of

specific method not found in any of the

more elementary branches of its creation.

Failure to regard assembling in this light

may possibly account for the easy and even

slipshod way in which it is passed over in

many shops. Its apparent function is mere

ly that of bringing together a number of

finished parts, each of which is fitted ex

actly to fall into its appointed place with

others to which it is co-related. Actually,

it is the point at which all processes com

mon to other manufacturing lines cease, and

motor car building commences. In this way

it comes to have a totally different signifi

cance.

An Aid to Specialization.

Thus all mechanical parts, for whatever use

they are intended must be cast or forged,

dressed, milled, drilled, jigged and fitted,

according to certain methods common to

every machine shop. Every part which

goes into the car is produced under the

well-tried rules of one or another well

known trade. The purpose they are to ful

fill has little effect on the detail methods

of doing the work. Whatever differences

exist in this way, are taken care of by the

engineer in laying down the sequence of

operations. But the co-ordination of the

parts in the finished machine, requires a

different method from that employed in the

assemblage of mowing machines, for in

stance, or printing presses, or machine

tools. Whatever advantage the automobile

maker may have taken of past experience

in other lines in the production of the parts,

is thus lost sight of when the parts are put

together, and though the process has the

appearance of simplicity, its difficulties are

in reality very great. In order that the

parts shall go together in the way they are

intended, each maker must work out his

own assembling method, and the deceptive

aspect of the work constitutes its greatest

handicap on this account.

Incidentally, the independence of the

elementary processes from the final and

cumulative one, lends itself most admirably

to the requirements of specialization. The

mechanical processes incident to production

are closely related, as already observed. De

sign and the sequence of operations differ

more particularly with different classes of

work, So the maker finds himself enabled

to avail himself more and more of the spe

cialists' efforts in parts which he buys al

ready completed and ready for installation

in the chassis. This is broad economy ex

cept where a great number of cars are to

be made. But it breeds trouble unless ex

treme caution is employed in the assembling

process.

Where all 'the parts of the car are made in

one factory, the departments producing

them may be as independent as though they

were independently owned and operated,

but the standards are the same, and both

the accurracy and quality of the work is

found to harmonize. This is not the case

where parts are bought of special makers,

or are jobbed in the open market. Hence

the more the maker depepds on outside

sources of production for the components

of his car, the greater the need of accurate

and close work in assembling them.

Methods

Two possible methods face the maker in

his consideration of the assembling prob

lem, and their applicability depends in

great measure upon the nature of the car,

in regard to the relation of its parts. One

may be termed the complete assembling

method, and the other the partial or group

system. One follows the lines of building

construction, where the materials are

brought onto the ground and put into place

one by one as their places are made for

them; while the other resembles more near

ly the equipment of a factory into which

are put a number of machines, each com

plete in itself. In the one case, the various

parts are brought to the assembling floor

as fast as they are required—or more often.

as fast as they are made—and are used as

needed. In the other, such groups of parts

as are capable of independent assemblage

are put together, adjusted and tested in the

departments where they are produced, after

ward being set up on the assembling floor.

Evidently, the first method throws the onus

of assembling, with all its difficulties on

the assembling crew, while the second di

rects responsibility for a large proportion

of it upon the departments directly respon

sible for any difficulties which may arise.

The Group Method.

Commonly, motors, change speed gears.

live axles, and such of the auxiliaries as

timers, magnetos, pumps and lubricators,

are set up independently. Yet with proper

system, the method is capable of further

extension, in the assemblage of other parts,

as well as in detailed operation. Complete

assembling is practically obsolete at the

present time, but its trail is found in the

Two of Assembling.

method by which the assembling crew is

made to do much of the work of fitting

which belongs in other departments. The

more the parts are required to be complete

in themselves, the more the groups are

mounted and tested independently, the

greater the advantage in reducing the num

ber of operations incident to the final pro

cess, and in simplifying the work.

Furthermore, with the simplifying of the

work in this way, it becomes possible to as

sign the operations to the same men repeat

edly as the work comes up in rotation, thus

developing specialization among the assem

bling workmen as well as in the elementary

processes. The old method of giving to a sin

gle crew the entire work of assembling was

wastefulI in that it prevented close time ac

counting on each operation. With the bet

ter segregation of the work, each man's

task is laid out for him, and his time on

each job is closely checked, thus making

cost keeping nearly as simple in assemblage

as in ordinary productive labor at the bench

or machine tool.

Close Inspection Assured.

Another feature of the group method,

which is of great utility, is that it compels

close inspection and furnishes an automatic

check on the .rate of production, which is

not always possible otherwise. The re

quiremcnt for close accounting of manu

factured parts, both as to rate of produc

tion and quantity on hand, is essential be

cause the time required for the production

of certain of the components is much great

er than that required for others, while some

are required in duplicate for each machine,

and others singly. Hence, since all must

be ready for installation at practically the

same time, the rates, of production of dif

ferent departments must vary. Unless

closely checked, any variation in this rate

must put a stop on the rate of assemblage

and either delay the output, or involve that

greatest of all factory wastes—overtime

work. Where parts are assembled group by

group and the groups are tested independ

ently, the testing or inspecting processes

furnish a simple and automatic check on

production, which is useful in a double sense

on that account and adds but little to the

expense of the bookkeeping department of

the shop. ,

Inspection, which becomes more and

more requisite as automatic production and

duplicating machinery and methods are

used, should not be permitted to relax as

the assembling floor is reached. Yet in

many cases, the fact .that all parts are ac

cording to guage. and all groups have

passed muster leads to the conclusion that

the final gathering together of the compo

nents must of necessity proceed smoothly

and without danger of error. That such is

apt to be the case, however, is apparent in

many cars which are assembled under this

mistaken notion. The fault in any case.

where difficulty arises, however, is due
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rather to lack of proper oversight during

the assembling process, than to any flaw in

the basic method.

\Vhere assembling is simplified in this

way by the finishing and fitting of all parts,

the tendency is for the mounting to be done

in the most offhand and perfunctory man

ner. Even very considerable errors in con

struction of parts, may thus be passed over

without correction, and great harm done in

consequence. With constant oversight,

however, and the use of standard methods

of test, by gauge and otherwise, the check

ing being done by the inspection depart

ment, such errors must be discovered and

recorded, not simply in season to prevent

injury to one or two cars, but also in time

to prevent a constant repetition of the bun

gle through the entire line. Similarly such

a method of constant inspection demands

the use of proper parts in every case, and

prevents the transposition of similar parts,

or the transfer of parts from one model to

another.

\Vork of Testing by Groups.

Similarly, testing by groups before the

final test of the complete machine, is at

once a more exacting and accurate process

than that which is possible after the chassis

has been completed. The two chief points

by which a running test may be judged are

the heating of bearings, and the develop

ment of undue resistances. These criterions.

if applied to the complete machine, while

serving to indicate the presence of trouble,

seldom give more than a feeble clue to its

real cause. \Nhereas if each group of parts

is known to have been in perfect running

order before being assembled, any such

symptoms developing on final test, at once

indicate a fault either in alignment or ad

justment, and show faulty work on the as

sembling floor, or improper laying out of

the chassis.

More than that, the work of running

in and testing when performed group by

group, is certain to be done with greater

attention to detail than when left to the

final and general test, because each depart

ment is held to certain specifications in its

product and any failure other than of the

most insignificant sort, involves the throw

ing back of the group, This lends certain

prominence to the failure which otherwise

might escape it. Furthermore, it places the

cost of rectifying the mistake under its

proper head, namely that of the producing

department. Cost keeping again is simpli—

fied in this way and all cross charging be

tween departments is. eliminated,

Dangers at the Finish.

Again, however thoroughly the work of

chassis assembling and testing may be car

ried out, there is yet room for the injury

mi the machine to an almost incalculablt

degree if it is not properly handled in the

final process of finishing and reassembling

Commonly, production is accounted as be

ing at an end when the chassis is sent up

on the “paint line." Far from it, however,

the dismounting of wheels, brakes, driving

gear and control mechanism which is gen

erally involved in the finishing process, to

gether with the uniformly unmechanical

tendencies of painters as a class, tends to

undo much of the good work that already

has been done, in the way of adjusting and

smoothing the working of such parts as are

subject to treatment during the final stages

of completion.

Careful makers see to it that the final as

semblage is placed in the hands of compe

tent mechanics who will thoroughly clean

bearings which have been exposed, and

look to the final adjustments after the body

has been put in place and the turnbuckles

of brake and distance rods smeared with

paint. Hasty production, on the other

hand, implies a desire to overlook such small

details and to take it for granted that the

work of the road tester will be left undis~

turbcd. How seldom it is, and how fre

quently cars require thorough retuning in

many ways after being put into commission,

only the heads of carefully conducted fin~

ishing departments know. That a great

amount of such work is generally required,

is beyond question. That it is too fre

quently overlooked. unfortunately. is true,

especially in factories where records are be

ing broken in the matter of voluminous out

put.

Sales Department Enters.

Here, too, the work of the inspection de

partment should never be allowed to relax.

Inspectors as a class, are unlimited by the

regard for big results, which ferments in

the superintendent’s office. Their simple

occupation of making sure that things go

according to specifications, forbids any such

disconcerting spirit to work. Hence it is

only under the direct impetus of orders to

“let them through anyhow," that their eyes

can be closed to improper conditions in the

product as it leaves the factory. Yet even

with the best of systems, there is always a

chance of lax observation and hasty or care

less work, regardless of whatever pains may

be taken to put a stop to it. Even at the

best, all departments of the factory come

under the general head of “production,” and

all co-operate to the one end of building

cars. Every department is more or less em

barrassed by conditions existing in every

other.

The sales department, on the other hand.

is hampered by no such intimate considera

tions. It is concerned only with matters

relating to the salability of the product—

whcther it will do what it is advertised to

do, and whether there is sufficient uniform

ity in the output to make each car actually

worth as much as every other of its type.

On this account the system employed by

one or two American makers of the more

careful sort. whereby the final test after

finishing is made jointly by representatives

, the business.

of both factory and selling forces, appears

to furnish the best cross check possible.

Under this system, one inspector is ac

tuated solely by the motives of the me

chanic and the factory behind him; the other

regards the car in the light of a piece of

merchandise, and looks upon its perform

ance with a view to its possible selling value.

This co-operation between the production

and selling departments is a direct recogni

tiOn of a true relationship which it is well

to bear in mind. Nominally, close stand

ards of design and manufacture are directed

solely for the benefit of the selling end of

Yet too often the selling de

partment is called upon to perform an un

natural duty in getting rid of a faulty pro

duct, and too often its relation with the

active business of production is strained

and inharmonious.

Value of First

Whatever may be the ultimate worth of

a car, its performance during the first few

weeks of its active service measures largely

the esteem of its owner. Good running

qualities early in the life of the car are

more dependent upon careful assemblage

and the check upon it which is obtained

through careful testing and inspection. than

upon quality of material or upon details of

design as affecting actual performance.

Therefore the maker who looks upon his

product from the broad viewpoint of the

merchant as well as the producer, must con

sider the final stages of manufacture as of

supreme importance. An apparent lack of

appreciation of this point has already done

much harm to the typical American, pro

duct, as expressed in a comparatively lim

ited number of machines which have been

carelessly put together. So great is the

need of more care in this respect. and so far

have matters of design and construction

progressed in other respects, that this one

matter of care in applying the finishing

touches to the machine well may be re~

garded as the crux of the situation at the

present time. It is not the cars so much

as the standards of the makers, which re

quire mending. and though the require

ment may be limited to but a small num

ber. numerically speaking. its meaning to

the industry at last is very great indeed.

Perfomances.

May Build Railway Inspection Cars.

.’\s the result of good work on the part

of an experimental car which they built

and which has been in use on the C., M. &

St. P. Railway, it is probable that the Fari~

bault (Minn) Gasolene Engine Co.. will

engage in the manufacture of motor driven

railway inspection cars. A friction drive is

one of its chief features. In fact. it is

stated that the motor and transmission may

be applied to an ordinary handcar and thus

dispense with the manual labor.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor World Co.. 154 Nassau St.

New York City.
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BURDPEAN AND ASIATIC ROADS

French Government Dealing with the Dust

Problem—Turkey Lax in Construc

tion and Repair.

Roadways, their process of construction,

maintenance and repair and the dust prob—

lem, are being given more attention and

study by American consuls abroad now

than formerly, before the introduction of

the automobile, and it is not unusual for

the daily consular report issued by the

Bureau of Manufactures, at Washington, to

contain one or more accounts of road build

ing abroad.

no less than three countries were discussed

In a recent report roads of

—France, England and Turkey.

In stating that the question of the sup

pression of road dust has been, within the

last few years, a subject of constant atten

tion on the part of the French government,

through the department of public works,

Consul W. H. Hunt, of St. Etienne, sums

up the results of the experiments as fol

lows:

“Hitherto water alone was employed for

the purpose, but its effect was only tran

sitory and the treatment had to be re

newed every morning. This half measure

nevertheless gave satisfaction until auto

mobiles and road tramways began to cir

culate, creating, by their speed, an amount

of dust as annoying as it was previously

unknown. A report has just been presented

to the minister of public works, reviewing

the advantages and disadvantages of four

methods. considered as more or less ef

fective in laying dust—a coating of crude

tar mixture, heated petroleum. a solution of

water and salts, and construction of a beton

and tar surface.

“To the mixture of crude tar, tar oil in

the proportion of 10 per cent. is added to

render it more fluid. and before sprinkling

it on the road certain conditions are neces

sarv—the road should be more or less cyl

indric in shape. recently maeadamized. dry.

and swept of all dust. The tarring should

be done in dry and warm weather, while

no circulation of vehicles should be allowed

until the coating is sufficiently dry.

“The durability of the coating varies as

to the time of the operation. whether in

summer, autumn. or winter. If done in the

last two seasons. the tarring seldom re

sists until the following spring. Very fre

quently it disappears at the end of two or

three months leaving in its place an abund

ant supply of disagreeable mud. As long

as the coatingr of tar endures. the road bed

is guaranteed against wear and tear. but

once it gets diluted the road becomes de

teriorated all the more rapidly. as the mud

retains the water with greater facilitv. Al

though the quantity of the tar mixture em

ployed varies with the absorbent nature of

the road, a proportion of two pounds to

the square yard is considered sufficient

Frost does not seem to have any evil effect

on tarring, but heat may soften it and ren

der it slippery. The cost of tarring is esti

mated at 3 cents per square yard.

“The second method, or that of petroleum

heated to boiling point, is used in the north

of France and around Paris. The variety

of oil employed is that known under the

name of “mazout.” The oil is placed in

reservoirs similar to ordinary watering

carts and sprinkled over the roads, pre

viously swept. It is allowed to cool, after

which the dust is swept back over it again;

the dust is effectively laid and will not ad

here to the car wheels. Unfortunately, au

tumn rains rapidly destroy this coating. In

dry climates, however, the above two meth

ods are very effective against dust.

“The saline mixture consists in either

plain sea water or a solution of certain salts

(chloride of calcium or chloride of magne

sium, which from their hygrometric proper

ties maintain on the road the humidity of

the atmosphere, thus prolonging the effect

of ordinary watering. Information, how

ever, is wanting as to the results of the ex

periments.

“Westrumite is tar rendered soluble in

water by the addition of ammonia and

other cheap products. It is particularly use

ful in preparing a race track, as its effects

are limited as to duration.

“The fourth and last method is costly and

has not yet been put into operation to any

extent in France. It consists in construct

ing the road with beton or concrete, into

which tar is incorporated. Further experi

ments are about to be made by the govern

ment, not only for the purpose of adopt

ing the best dust-laying substances, but'

also for determining the effect of the oper

ation itself on the roads.”

Turkey presents difficulties for automo

biling because of its inferior roads, which

are especially bad in Asiatic Turkey, ac

cording to Consul E. L. Harris of Smyrna.

“Generally speaking, road building in this

part of Turkey is not in an advanced state,

and but little attention is paid to it,” states

the American consul. “Large appropria

tions are made from time to time by the

government for the

highways in certain parts of the country.

Good roads are often built with this money.

but no appropriations are made to keep

them in repair after they have once been

laid out. Some twenty years ago a splen

did road was built from Magnesia-on-the

Meander to Sokia. About the time this

road was completed a branch of the Aidin

Railroad was extended to the same point.

running almost parallel with the highway.

From the time the railroad was completed

the public highway was permitted to fall

into disuse. and now it is extremely dif

cult for even a camel caravan to use it, The

recent floods _in the Meander Valley have

destroyed a good roadway which led from

Aidin, a town in the center of the fig dis

trict of Asia Minor, across the plain to

purpose of building .

some of the finest orchards known in that

region. It is feared by those interested in

figs that the road will not be repaired in

time, if at all, in order that this season's

figs from that particular district may be

moved as rapidly to market as has hitherto

been the case.

“The roads in the immediate vicinity of

Smyrna are kept in a fairly good state of

repair. This is more or less due to the in

iative and energy of the British residents

of Smyrna and the two suburban towns of

Bournabat and Boudja. One enterprising

Englishman practically built the road be

tween Smyrna and Bournabat, a distance

of five miles, and he gets the interest on

the money invested and keeps up repairs

by charging a toll on all vehicles which

traverse the road. He is also the owner of

the only automobile in Smyrna, a machine

which he imported from Switzerland two

years ago, but about the only place he can

use it with any degree of enjoyment at least

is on his own road between Smyrna and

Bournabat. I am also informed that a sec

ond road is being built by him, in the same

way, to connect the two suburban towns

of Cordelio and Bournabat. It is therefore

self-evident that the condition of the pub

lic roads in this part of Asia Minor will al

ways militate against the use of the auto

mobile in these parts, and it is extremely

unlikely that this country will ever offer

a market for these machines.

“The general make-up of Turkish cities

and towns also acts as an obstacle against

the introduction of automobiles. The

streets, apart from being narrow and wind

ing, are paved with cobblestones and are

extremely rough. This primitive pavement

is gradually being replaced by flagstones,

with which all principal streets are now laid.

Unfortunately the preparation of the road

bed prior to laying the flags is so insuff

cient that within six months a newly paved

street is practically in need of repair. It

is hardly to be hoped that conditions in

the road and street line will soon change in

Turkey."

Club’s Work for Good Roads.

At its annual meeting at Lansdowne, Pa.,

last week the Delaware County Automobile

Club announced that it had done much for

the betterment of roads in the county dur

ing the past year, and would work with

the supervisors for a continuation of the

good work next year. Although organized

only a year ago the club now has 150 mem

bers and is in a flourishing condition finan

cially. The officers elected at the annual

meeting are: President, I. H. Weeks. Rut

ledge; vice-president, W. P. Anthony. Eddy

stone; treasurer. I. E. Mitchell. Glenolden:

secretary. Dr. E. M. Harvey, Media; audi

tors, A. H, Tomlinson, Dr. Miller and J.

D. Wood.

“The A B C of Electricity.” Price SOe.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas~

sau Street, New York City.
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Development

 

of the Railway Motor Coach

 

 

Probably no factor has offered a greater

chance for railroad service, in such a short

length of time, than has the gasolene en

gine. The modern locomotive, with high

steam pressure and the attendant flue and

fire box troubles, the troubles due to form

 

r. 7 . ___ _

should give more continuous service with

out breakdowns.

To the theorist, at least, it always has

appeared that while the advantage of the

gasolene railway car for short hauls or on

branch lines is self-evident and that it may

power and machinery, at the Union Pacific's

shops in Omaha, Neb., through whom the

has reached what

may be termed a state of accomplishment.

Since Superintendent McKeen construct

ed the first experimental car in March, 1905,

gasolene motor car

  

ONE OF THE UNION PACIFIC‘S GASOLENB MOTOR CARS

ation of scale, broken staybolts, leaky front

ends, defective draft, poor coal and kindred

necessary evils incidental to the use of a

separate power generating unit, such as a

boiler entails, is a much more complicated

and vulnerable piece of machinery than the

gasolene motor car. The complicated gen

with its attendant

parts that are like to get out of order is

erator multitudinous

absent in the gasolene engine, so that it

follows, that a gasolene motor car, properly

constructed and built with the same care

and skill as a locomotive, is much less vul

nerable a machine than a locomotive and

permit two trains where one exists to-day,

its possibilities travel,

particularly in the nature of "specials," or

“limited fliers" or

even for long

for private service,

scarcely have been scratched. ,

It was due to the fact that although on

many of its branch or interurban lines steam

passenger lines are operated at a financial

loss, the passenger service must be main

the Union Pa

cific Railway was led to experiment with

tained notwithstanding,

the gasolene railway coach, and the man

responsible for the experiment is W. R.

McKeen, Jr., superintendent of motive

the Union Pacific Railroad has built thir

teen gasolene motor cars, each of which

has been an improvement on its prede

cessor and has pointed the way to greater

This railroad has thoroughly dem~

onstrated the practicability of the gaso

lene coach for railway purposes to such an

extent that twenty-two additional cars are

in course of construction.

From time to time since the first one

things.

was built spasmodic reports of its perform

ance have found their way into print, but

it was not until this week when the Union

Pacific itself issued a beautifully printed
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and illustrated brochure on the subject, that

a full and sufficient story of the develop

ment of the cars anu of the “gasolene ser

vice” became available.

First Car an Experiment.

The first car built, No. 1, was an experi

mental car, thirty-five feet in length,

mounted on a single four-wheel truck, the

wheels of which are 42 inches in diameter.

The weight of No. l is a trifle over twenty

tons. That car was turned out of the sh0ps

during the last week in March, 1905. Be

fore being tested in actual road service it

was thoroughly operated and broken in

around Omaha shops and vicinity, and dur

ing these tests the motor car was coupled

to two passenger cars, a standard mail ear

weighing 52,100 pounds and a standard

coach weighing 60,000 pounds. These cars

were successfully started and accelerated,

both on a descending grade and on a one

third per cent. ascending grade, the motor

thus starting a total load of 152,100 pounds.

Pulling the mail car alone, a trip was

made to South Omaha and return. This is

up a 1.6 per cent. grade, which was ascended

at the rate of 11 miles per hour, the total

load pulled being 94,000 pounds. In an

other test the motor car successfully as

cended a sharp grade of 7.8 per cent., or

about 400 feet to the mile, the car being

stopped and started repeatedly on the grade.

Its first long distance run, however, was

inaugurated on April 2, 1905. Leaving Oma

ha at 10 a. m., the run was made west to

Valley on the main line of the Union Pa

cific, a distance of 34.8 miles, and the per

formance was successful, especially on the

return trip, when the schedule for ordinary

passenger trains was maintained without.

effort. Leaving Omaha April 16th, the car

made the trip entirely under its own power

from Omaha, via Denver,'to Portland, Ore.,

and return. Its most notable achievement

on that trip was in climbing Sherman hill,

the summit of the Rocky Mountains, after

leaving Cheyenne; the steep grade is 27

miles long. Motor Car No. 1 went into

regular service on August 21, 1905, making

one round trip daily between Kearney and

Callaway, Neb., a distance of 65 miles.

Standard Design Adopted.

Motor car No. 2 was then built. It is an

all steel car of standard design for these

cars, six similartto it already being in ser

vice. This car has two four-wheel all steel

trucks; the driving wheels are 42 inches in

diameter, the other wheels 33 inches. It is

55 feet long, and has a seating capacity of

57. The inside finish of the car is antique

mahogany, the ceiling being cream white

with decorations in gold and sepia, making

a striking but harmonious contrast. The

seats are finished in leather, with a semi—

circular tufted seat, as in small launches,

at the rear. Maroon, striped in gold is the

exterior finish of the car, while the trucks

are painted olive green.

With its steel sills and bracing, the steel

car lines and ribs and the angle bracing

and outside steel shell, the new car is one

of remarkable strength, affording great

safety to passengers in case of accident or

wreck, as the structural design and strength

of the car almost entirely precludes the pos

sibility of telescoping. In line of design,

the car body is similar to that of a racing

yacht inverted, the front of the car being

tapered off into a sharp point, and the roof

being rounded off at the top, presents no

flat surface for wind resistance. As the

rear of the car is rounded off as well, the

usual vacuum produced by flat end cars

is avoided.

Ventilating and Heating.

The upper deck and the old-style sash

ventilators have been entirely done away

with, adequate and sanitary ventilation be

ing secured by means of roof ventilators,

which exhaust the air from the inside by

suction, fresh, air being taken from the front

of the car,"through the roof. By this meth

od a complete change of air can be secured

every four minutes, if desired, and the un

sanitary atmosphere condition so often

encountered in old style cars is entirely

avoided. To further augment sanitation

the floor of the car was made entirely water

tight and can easily be cleansed by flush

ing with hot wattr,“ destroying all germs

and disease“;

Two,ingenious"systems of coils afford a

perfect system of-regulating the tempera

ture inside the ,ear. “1n cold weather heat

is radiated to the interior of the car by

running the water from the' cylinder jack

ets of the engine around the sides of the

car, and ,in warm weather this 'water'is

piped to coils immediately below the car.

The acetylene. gas lighting system is used,

givinga 'powerful light for.the headlight,

and the lamps on the interior are provided

with opalescent panels, producing a" soft

and at the'sa'me “time a powerful light.

The car is equipped with air brakes of

the direct system, with braking power on

all wheels. Attached to the crank shaft is

an air pump which supplies and maintains

100 pounds air pressure in two reservoirs

of 41 cubic inches each. Numerous test_s

at a speed of twenty miles an hour have

shown that the car stops in 112 to 115 feet,

without inconvenience to passengers. To

provide additional and auxiliary safety the

car also is equipped with a ratchet lever

hand brake.

Details of the Engine.

A six cylinder gasolene engine, built after

special railroad patterns, designed to meet

regular car service, and rated at 100 horse

power, is the power plant of this car. It

has make and break ignition with a primary

battery to start on and a magneto for reg

ular running service. The cylinders are

8x10 inches, of the upright type, placed at

right angles to center line of car.- The six

‘
.

.i/

-use “the gear speeds.

cylinders are arranged and connected up in

opposed sets of three cylinders, resulting

in three power giving pulsations at each

revolution of the crank shaft. Air is used

for starting the engine and a synchronizer

facilitates and simplifies the changing of

speeds. Immediately in front of the oper

ator is the air brake valve lever and the

emergency spark cut-out which enables him

to stop the engine and apply full brake

power in less than half a second. The

clutches and controlling devices are all me

chanical and of the simplest design. By

means of a special chain the engine crank

shaft drives direct onto the driving axle.

The metal clutch operated by hand levers,

which proved so successful on Motor Car

No. 1, has been applied to No. 2, but is

operated by air pressure, c0ntrolled by a

specially designed operating valve, by

means of which the car is started at slow

speed, engine disconnected, or thrown into

high speed at will,

The Capacity for Speed.

The cars are capable of a speed of from

40 to 60 miles an hour, the acceleration

from a standstill to 300 feet is claimed to

be superior to any electric car of the same

horsepower, it being slower than any elec'

tric car for the first fifty feet, thus eliminat

e ing jerking in starting while the accelera

tion from 100 feet on is very rapid. On a

level 0r_ one-half per cent. grade the car

starts readily on high speed, directly con

nected without the use of gears; although

on anything over one-half per cent grade,
or vwith a heavy trailer, it is necessary to

One operator is all

that is necessary to operate the car, and it

can be stopped and reversed at will, al

though designed to run in one direction.

H i l 1

Motor Car No. '2 was tested as thoroughly

Tested in Climbing.

- as its forerunner and its initial official trip

was made September 14, 1905, when the car

ran from Omaha to Valley, Neb., a distance

of 34.8 miles. On the westbound trip no

effort was made to make a fast run. How

vever, the distance was made in-l hour 11

minutes, actual running time. Especially

noteworthy was the performance of the car

ascending Elkhorn hill, where the grade is

42 feet per mile. The hill was ascended at

the rate of 32% miles per hour. On the re

turn from Valley the trip was made in 57

minutes actual running time, an average of

37 miles an hour, which was at one time

increased to 52 miles. A week later the

car made its second trip to Valley, and

this time it averaged 39% miles an hour

on the west bound trip, which it increased

to 30 minutes for a 25-mile run on the

eastern trip, of an average of 50 miles an

hour. Several miles of this run were made

in 57 seconds, or 63.2 miles per hour, and

mile after mile was accomplished at better

than a mile a minute. Since October 6,

1905, No. 2 has been in regular service on
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the branch line between Kearney and Calla

way, Neb., making one round trip or 130

miles daily, and on the branch St. Paul to

Loup City,

Motor cars Nos. 3 and 4 are of the same

general design and description as No. 2,

except the former have baggage compart

ments. Cars 5 and 6 are the same as No.

2. N0. 3 left Omaha November 10, and

made the trip under its own power to Hous

ton, Tex., and now is in regular service on

the Southern Pacific, making the trip be

tween Houston and Galveston. No. 4, after

being turned out of the shop, made a trip

to the Chicago and Alton road and was in

service on that line out of Bloomington,

Ill. This car also made the trip to Port

land, and was in service there from April

16 to August 4, when it returned to Omaha,

and since has been in regular service on

the Kearney and Callaway branch, in con

junction with No. 2. Car No. 5 left Omaha

January 5, en route to Los Angeles, reach

ing that place January 23. The distance

from Salt Lake City to Los Angeles, 778

miles, was covered in less than four days,

running eight hours a day. The car was

tested on various lines and since its return

to Omaha, was put on regular service on

the Loup City-St. Paul line. No. 6 is in

service between Leavenworth and Law

rence, Kan, making the round trip of 68.6

miles daily. The train consists of the mo

tor car and trailer and is operated on the

regular schedule of a steam train. These

trailers are combination, baggage, mail and

express cars, 31 feet long, mounted on a

4-wheel rigid truck, and weigh 18,000

pounds. The exterior finish is the same as

that of the motor cars,

Improving the Design.

While Motor Car No. 7 is of the same

general design as previous cars, it embraces

some new features. The square design of

the window has been done away with and

the air, water and dust proof round win

dow sash substituted. The sash is similar

to the port hole of a steamer, and keeps out

all the elements, which the double sash

in the finest Pullman is unable to do. Car

No. 7 has side entrance, doors being lo

cated near the center of the car. The pas

senger compartment is 41 feet long, with a

total seating capacity of 75. The seats

are built-up veneered wood seats, with seat

ing capacity of three people each, while the

semi-circular seat in the rear holds 11 peo

ple. The roof of motor car No. 7 is nine

inches lower than in the other motor cars,

and as the others are 15 inches lower than

an ordinary passenger car, this makes No.

7 two feet lower than the ordinary coach.

The interior of the car is finished in English

oak. Its weight complete is 58,000.

On April 4, No. 7 made its initial trip to

Valley and attained a maximum speed of 45

miles. It first long distance trip was made

a week later, when it was run as second sec

tion of No. 1. The car gained on No. l to

such an extent that at Fremont, 46 miles

from Omaha, it had to be held on the block

six minutes. The actual running time of

No. 7 to Grand Island, 153.6 miles was 4

hours 32 minutes, an average of 34 miles

per hour. Although a hot bearing was met

with on the return trip the distance was

made in 4 hours 10 minutes, averaging 36.3

miles per hour. A maximum speed of 53

miles an hour was attained on this trip.

This car is now in service on the Erie Rail

road.

Developments in the Engine.

The car body and trucks of No. 8 are sim

ilar in design to those of No. 7, and few

changes have been made in the mechanical

transmission on the front trucks from that

used on previous cars, except to substitute

steel gears instead of bronze. The engine

proper was built in the Omaha shops. Its

cylinder dimensions are 10x12, and is rated

at 200 horsepower. The engine was par

ticularly designed for motor car service

with a view of overcoming the ordinary

troubles experienced with gasolene motive

power, the reliability of performance being

an absolutely essential feature of the motor

car service, where cars are operated in con

junction with and on the same track as

steam locomotives. The engine is designed

to develop a high percentage of horse

power at the lower speeds with the express

object of facilitating the acceleration of the

car, It generally is claimed that a gasolene

engine is a constant speed machine; the en

gine on No. 8 was especially developed with

the idea of controlling the speed of the car

by regulating the speed of the engine; the

engine's speed being increased or decreased

simply by opening or closing the throttle

and regulating the spark. The speed of

this car can be regulated by means of the

engine alone, from two to 65 miles per

hour. Although rated as 200 horsepower,

the engine actually develops 230 horse

power.

Features of the Transmission.

The engine is directly connected to the

axle, although it is preferable to use the

gear in putting-the car in motion, but after

once in motion the gears are thrown out
and the s’peedl'of the car entirely controlled

by the speed of the engine. One special

feature of this engine is that all parts have

been given good liberal bearing surface, and

the design, the patterns, the castings, the

workmanship, all have been simplified to

admit of material for repairs being obtain

able at any ordinary repair shop. Another

feature of this engine design is that the ex

haust and inlet valves, the air valve, spark

plug, _valve stems, valve seats, and in fact,

practically all the engine mechanism, is a

part of the cylinder head, so in case of

trouble, with any one part, or breakage, re

pairs are greatly facilitated by applying a

new cylinder head complete, while the old

one can be sent to the shop for detail re

pairs. Thus the life of the engine is indefi~

nitely extended. ‘The car weighs 61,000

pounds, and is finished in Cuban mahogany.

Ventilation is obtained from the use of the

air intake and the Cottier exhaust ventila

tors. Motor Car No. 8 went into service

between Lincoln and Beatrice, Neb., in Sep

tember, 1906, making round trips daily, and

since that time has failed but once. So suc

cessful has its work been that 22 additional

cars of the same design now are being con

structed by the company at the Omaha

shops.

Numbers 9, 10, ll, 12 and 13 have been

placed in service out of Denver, C01. The

engine of No. 12 was tested' out with a hy

draulic brake test and developed 250 horse

power at 500 revolutions per minute. No.

9 has a special engine developing 100 hotse

power. These cars all run 60 miles an hour

and some of them at a speed of from 65

to 70 miles.

Severe Endurance Test.

The endurance test of No. 12 was one of

the severest ever accorded gasolene motor

cars. Previous to starting on the trip to

Denver, August 22, it had made only two

trial trips, and there was some question

about sending it on such a long trip with

out a more thorough tryout. But the de~

signer was sanguine and the car proved its

worth, making the trip of 586 miles in 16

hours 34 minutes; the running time of the

Colorado Special is 17 hours 15 minutes.

On July 29, 1907, the car was tested out

more thoroughly, hauling successfully back

and forth over the same track ten empty

freight cars. Two days before that Car

No. 10, under the same conditions that a

locomotive would operate, placed a 40-ton

carload of coal up the incline of coal chutes

at the Omaha shops.

Adjusting Shock Absorbers,

In adjusting shock absorbers it is absov

lutely essential that those applied to oppo

site sides of the frame upon either end be

given the same tension. The sets applied

at the front and rear ends of the car may

be differently adjusted without injuring the

chassis, and frequently, where the load is

unevenly distributed or the springs are not

properly proportioned, this may be done to

considerable advantage. Where opposite

absorbers are differently tensioned, how

ever, the tendency is for the chassis to be

racked and strained under usage, exactly as

would be the case were springs of different

strengths to be applied in the same way,

Motor Mail Wagons a Success.

Use of automobile mail wagons for col

lection purposes has proved a great success

in Milwaukee, where the expreiment was

first tried. Since their installation the cars

have traveled more than the distance around

the globe. During the eight months they

have been in service Milwaukee's motor

mail wagons have covered 28,000 miles in

congested streets, and the mail service in

that city has been greatly facilitated by

their use.
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IlAlIlil-INSACK’S FLORAL DARADI'I

Many Beautifully Decorated Cars in Line—

President Roosevelt in the Louisiana

Jungle One of the Features.

Historical Hackensack, N. 1., mentioned

in all entomological works on account of its

mosquito producing meadows and in Jer

sey guide books as the home of great com

I‘

  

Hackensack, N. 1., every one could see

that the decisions must be just. But all

thoughts of georgemcohan—beg pardon,

\Vashington, were relegated to the archaic

past. President Roosevelt and his bear~

slaying propensities were in the ascendency,

depicted most forcfully by the decorations

in H. M. Bogert’s Pope-Toledo, which was

a minuature Louisiana jungle, with the pres

ident himself, represented by the driver,

attired in regulation hunting togs and a

 

WINNER OF PRIZE FOR BEST DBCORATED CAR

inutors, to say nothing of the fact that

George \Vashington once visited “in its

midst," had reason to be real proud and

harbor a welcome-to-our-city-and-peace-be

with-you feeling last Saturday, 19th inst.

Automobiles gave the old town a new ex

perience to talk about. More than forty

gayly decorated machines, all displaying

evidences of originality of design and ar—

tistic taste, paraded through the main thor

oughfares of the town and competed for

prizes. The parade, crystalized into an ac

tuality by the Bergen County Automobile

Club was, beyond peradventure, one of the

most successful and pleasing of the year.

The club offered three prizes—for the

first and second best decorated cars and

for the most unique creation—and as two—

thirds of the judges were local ministers,

there coul'ii be no question over the result.

The procession formed in front of the green

at the historic Mansion House, where there

is a tablet marking the spot where George

Washington had his camp during the Revo~

lution. As the two ministerial judges, not

to cast any reflections on the other judge

who was not a reverend divine, stood di

rectly in front of tablet-reminder of the

veracity of the Father of Our Country and

' l'OSCttCS.

rough rider hat, at the wheel, and beside

him a negro guide holding aloft the stand

ard “which bore this strange device”—-“De

lighted!” A big teddybear, one that the

president didn't bag, played hide-and-seek

behind a small tree.

Mayor Courtland Linkroun headed the

parade. Just behind came Frank Acker

son's car that won first prize. A canopy

richly adorned with white lilies was erected

over the car, its sides enclosed with green

lace. A large white teddybear was seated

on the bonnet and the wheels were green

Totally dilterent was Joseph M.

Diaz’s ackard, which was accorded second

prize. Against a solid background of black

were wreaths of yellow chrysanthemums,

while Mr. Diaz's little daughter sat in the

middle of the car holding long yellow driv

ing reins. It was no easy task to pick the

most uniquely decorated car. The judges

picked Mrs. W. A. Atwood's Maxwell.

though some thought the prize should have

gone to the Louisiana “jungle” and "Pres

ident Roosevelt." Mrs. Atwood's car bore

a huge sign, “Country Pumpkins." and on

every available space was attached big Ber

gen county pie fruit. Where there wasn't

room for a pumpkin yellow hollyhocks con

cealed the bare spots,

Wilson Heads Houston Club,

The Houston (Texas) Automobile Club

has elected the following officers for the

ensuing year: President, Harvey T. D.

Wilson; vice—president, C. H. Dunbar; sec—

retary, S. E. Bering; treasurer, J. W. Thiel;

governors, C, G. Pilot, Colonel Thomas J.

Anderson, Douglas Burnett and O. J.

Lorehn.

  

“PRRQIDINT ROOOEVILT IN LOUIOIANA JUNGLE"
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STRANG CUT 0|.DFII-ILD’S FIGURES

Did a Mile in 51% Seconds at Birmingham

Meet Unsanctioned and Record

May Not Stand.

Walter Christie will doubtless realize that

it is better to travel alone than in bad

On Wednesday last, 16th inst.,

at Birmingham, Ala., Christie's racing car

company.

broke the world's mile track record in

51% seconds, but as the time was made at

an unsanctionecl meet, and one that was pro

moted by William H_ Pickens, a suspended

promoter, who acts also as Christie's busi

ness manager, it is not likely that the time

will be accepted, although application has

the

The

amusing part of the affair is that sanction

been made for a post-sanction from

American Automobile Association.

was not applied for until after the time was

made in order to make it an official record,

:1 dodge of a publicity promoter that un

doubtedly will fail in its purpose. In addi

tion, Strang will probably be shelved for

some time from future sanctioned competi

tion as this is his third offense, the first

being at Nashville, and the second at At

lanta.

The meet was arranged by \Nilliam H.

Pickens, under suspension by the American

Automobile Association; and Homer

George, a New York publicity man, who

once lived in Birmingham, and it was

carded as the feature of the Alabama State

Fair. So far as the Motor World can

learn the other drivers, besides Strang,

who made themselves open to suspension

by competing at the meet, are John Fahey,

a 12¢year-old Birmingham boy; W. T. Har

rison, Charles Denegree, and another local

driver named Wood.

According to Birmingham reports more

than 5,000 people were in the grandstands

when Strang came out for his record trial.

The circular mile track is one of the best

in the country and was in excellent condi

tion, except perhaps a trifle dusty. Strang

has nerve and plenty of it, for he steered

the front drive racing car around the circu

lar track in 51% seconds; the record for a

mile track is 52 seconds, held by Barney

Oldfield, who now also is under investiga

tion by the racing board for having pro

moted and competed in unsanctioned track

races.

After this Strang drove three miles in an

attempt to lower the local record of 3:45

set up by Oldfield on the Birmingham track

last year. Strang was successful as the

timers clocked him at 3:03.

Charles Denegree won the “amateur

championship of the State," his time for

three miles being 4:33. The three and a

half mile pursuit for Franklin cars was

won by Wood in 6:29. John Fahey, a 12

year-old youngster, finished second. W. T.

Harrison finished first in the four mile

Cadillac handicap, covering the distance in

6:41.

Prize Winners in Malden Parade.

With 65 cars participating, and most of

them decorated, the first parade of the Mal

den (Mass) Automobile Club last Satur

day, 19th inst., was a pronounced success.

The route of the parade covered 15 miles,

and of the 65 starters, 59 completed the run

and drew up in front of the judges' stand

for the award of prizes. For the best dec

orated touring car Charles W. Small of

Malden took the prize. l-lis car represented

the battleship Illinois, with members of the

party in full dress naval uniform. Second

prize was awarded to James W. Wilmot.

First prize for undecorated cars went to

J. \V. Maguire, and second to Willard E.

Robinson. Miss Guptill won first prize for

decorated runabouts, and second was ac

corded Dr. C. C. Burpee. In the undec

orated division of this class, first and sec

ond were awarded respectively to Willard

Ii. Robinson and Miss Chamberlain, Mal

den and Melrose Gaslight Company's truck

won first prize for commercial vehicles,

second going to Gerald A. Sullivan.

New Boston-New York Record.

Ray McNamara and George Preston of

Boston took chances with the police last

Thursday, 17th inst., and succeeded in set

ing up a new record from Boston to New

York and return. Allowing 36 minutes for

luncheon in New York the round trip was

made in 22 hours 59 minutes actual run

ning time. McNamara and Preston started

from Boston in a 4—cy1inder 24 horsepower

Premier car at 3:58 a. m., and arrived at

Columbus Circle, New York City, at 1:51

p. m. Before leaving Boston both bonnet

and high speed gears were sealed and these

seals were intact when the car arrived in

New York City, and also when it got back

to Boston. On the return trip to the Hub

McNamara and Preston left New York at

2:28 p. m. and were checked at Boston the

following morning at 3:34 o'clock, making

the elapsed time f0 rthe round trip 22 hours

59 minutes.

Electric Car Makes 100-Mile Run.

A road run of 101% miles in a stock Co

lumbus-Stanhope electric car was the stunt

performed by Charles S. Henshaw of Bos

ton, Thursday last, 17th inst. Henshaw

started the trip from in front of the State

house in Boston at 9.30 a. m., Thursday,

followed by a car containing observers. The

route was through Charlestown, Chelsea,

Revere, Lynn, Swampscott, Phillips Beach,

Salem, Beverly, Pride's Crossing, Manches

ter, Magnolia, and Gloucester. The run to

Gloucester, 35 miles, was made in three

hours. A slight detour was made on the

return trip which made the total mileage

back to Boston 74.7 miles. Continuing, Hen

shaw rolled his mileage up to 101% miles

before the current was exhausted.

lillLlCli "HEATED BY DISASTER

Badly Hurt at Detroit in Attempt to Make

New Mile Record—His Car Turned

Three Somersaults.

Frank Kulick, of Detroit, who has gamed

prominence through his connection wtih

Ford interests by driving its cars in races,

was seriously but not fatally injured while

attempting to break the world's mile rec

ord at the State fair grounds track, Detroit,

Friday afternoon last, 18th inst.

‘For some time Kulick had been privately

testing the new 120 horsepower six-cylin

der Ford racer and when it was unofficially

timed at 49 seconds for the mile, Henry

Ford decided to obtain sanction from the

American Automobile Association for an of

ficial trial.

Kulick had been burning up the track for

fifteen or twenty minutes at 52 and 53

seconds to the mile, when he made ready

for the mile trial. The timers got their

watches ready as Kulick let the big car out

and came thundering down the stretch for

the start. A second later the car skidded on

the lower turn and plunged through the

wire fence, turning over twice before it

landed bottom up. Kulick was hurled some

distance away and was conscious when the

spectators reached him, although he was

hysterical.

There was some delay in securing a hos

pital ambulance to come out of the city

limits so Mr. Ford directed that the rear

tonneau of his touring car be cut out to

make room for a stretcher with Kulick upon

it to be placed within. Then he was taken

to a hospital where it was discovered that

his right knee cap is split and the right

femur broken in two places, near the mid

dle and near the knee joint. He also sus

tained contusions along the spine, shoul

ders and back of the head, but the doctors

promise recovery, although it will be some

weeks before the injured man can leave

the bed. The car was partially wrecked.

According to local newspapers Mr. Ford de~

clared that he will never build another rac

ing car,

Delevan Owners Form a Club.

The Delevan Automobile Club, of Dele

van, Ohio, was organized last week with

the following officers: President, E. M.

Wayne; vice-president, C. B. Wood; secre

tary, Dr. G. W. Fockler; treasurer, Daniel

Crabb. The club starts with a member

ship of nineteen, and plans to hold a race

meet soon.

The Automobile Club of Buffalo, N. Y..

claims to be the largest local organiza

tion in the world. At its meeting last week

it admitted 96 new members, which brings

the total membership up to 1,023.
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Bl.0W-S lll'llt ll0ltN WELL, AT LEAST

Chicago's Professional "Chaufieuse" Lists

Her Qualifications—She Claims Supe

riority for Women as Drivers.

 

Are women professional chauffeurs dis

criminated against because of their sex?

Offhand, this question seems easy to an

swen because the feminine chauffeur is as

yet a rarity in this country, but when Marys

and Roses and Angelines become as com

mon in the chauffeur‘s seat as mere Johns,

Jameses and Henrys, they no doubt will be

discriminated against by the opposite sex

to the same extent that women have always

been discriminated against when entering

upon the vocations generally followed by

species of the genus homo. But that is not

the question.

There is a feminine chauffeur, or perhaps,

chauffeuse would sound better, in Chicago

against because she wears her hair

long and skirts, and not because she

hair long and skirts, and not because she

lacks any of the essential qualities that go

to make a good knight of the steering

wheel. She is Kathryn Lockwood, who

worked for some time in Los Angeles as a

china painter, and went to Chicago, an

nouncing that her sobriety should qualify

and land her a job as a professional chauf—

feur. Miss Lockwood found that her chosen

professional career was not a palm-gin

boulevard in Chicago, at any rate, so she

has written to a good friend on her home

paper, pleading the advantages of her sex

so well that she should get a position as

Lady of the Steering Wheel very quickly.

In part, this chauffeuse is quoted as setting

forth her position thus:

“I am only waiting an opportunity to

demonstrate to the public in general that

women will be as great a success in the

automobile trade as we have proven to be

in other lines of business. The advantages

in having a woman driver are:

“Cautiousness—A natural quality of a

woman, and the first requisite of a good

chauffeur.

“Cleanliness—A clean machine will last

twice as long as one which is allowed to

go with only the sides and tires washed.

ln cleaning a machine thoroughly every

day, bolts and nuts just working loose are

found and tightened, saving the chance of

breakdown. Cleanliness is a prime natural

quality of women.

“Frugality—A natural quality of women,

very helpful to the owner of the automo

bile.

“Good Habits—Many more reasons could

be named, but none which would be better

recommendation than this. Men drink and

smoke, and both are against a chauffeur.

“Why is it that I am discriminated

against, simply because I am a woman? If

1 can do the same work and give more sat

isfaction than a man, why not give me a

trial?

“I am willing to go on any tour, or ride

in any race—I will, in fact, go any place

on the globe than an automobile will go.

I am a good talker, a good saleswoman,

and I can repair and run both automobiles

and motor boats. I would prefer a posi

tion as a demonstrator with some firm, but

I will take work in a public garage, in a

private family, or I will drive a commercial

truck, I will take entire charge of my car,

keep it clean, and do all my own repairing.

I am not afraid of hard work.

"All I want is an opportunity to prove

my ability in my chosen profession. I am

ready to furnish references. Is there any

AUTOMOBlLl-I F0lt R0“) 0R RAIL

How an Ingenious Californian Avoids Poor

Highways—His Car Can be Adapted

Quickly to Railway Travel.

Without suitable roads on which to run

an automobile, most men would give up the

idea of operating a machine, but S. 0. John

son, of McCloud, Cal., refuses to be de

terred by any such difficulty. His business

requires him to make extended tours

through the timber country, many parts of

which are impassable for a motor car. When

he encounters a stretch of the latter sort.

    

 

TOURING CAR FITTED FOR RAILWAY TRAVEL

one in California who will give an energetic,

ambitious woman a chance to make good?"

Incidentally, Miss Lockwood emphatical

ly states that she will not discard her skirts

for masculine raiment.

Made Angry by Red Ink.

Another Philadelphian has made a tilt

against the New Jersey department of mo

tor vehicles, and after December next may

have to find an automobile route between

the Quaker City and New York which will

keep him outside of the intervening State.

The “blood on the face of the moon” con

sists of red ink used in endorsing a letter

returned to Dr. Lewis H. Adler, of Phil

adelphia, for correction of a clerical error

in the application for a renewal of his

driver’s license.

Dr. Adler was angered by the ruby en

dorsement, regarding the use of red ink as

an insult. Accordingly he wrote a letter

to that effect, requesting the return of his

$3, sent in the previous letter, unless an

apology were made. Commissioner Smith

returned the money. In place of an apol

ogy Dr. Adler received notice to appear be

fore the department to show cause why his

license should not be revoked.

he fits a special set of railroad wheels to

his Thomas Flyer, as shown in the picture,

and takes to the railway tracks. The work

of fitting the special wheels seldom takes

more than half an hour, and the car so

equipped is capable of the speed of the fast

est “limited” that travels in that part of

the country.

“Joy ” Ride Led to Sorrow.

Harold Crawford, :1 17 year old Buffalo

1:.(1 went "joy riding" one night last week;

now he wishes he had not. For a long

time Harold's “lady friend" has been be

seeching her youthful lover to take her au

tomobile riding, and although Harold did

not possess a car or the requisite hire Oi

one the appeals became so strong that he

cast discretion to the four winds and made

off with Police Commissioner Zellcr’s car.

He had taken his “lady friend” for a ride

and was returning when the police nabbed

him,

Automobiles have been barred from the

parks, boulevards and lawn extensions of

Ann Arbor, Mich. The city council met last

week and passed an ordinance which has

that effect.
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The Week's Patents.

863,403. Speed Indicator. Carl Knopf,

New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 10, 1907. Se

rial No. 351,645.

1._ A speed indicator, comprising a casin

having an inclined front wall, a vertica

shaft within the casing, an inclined shaft

within the casing and mounted substantially

parallel to the front wall, bevel gearing

connecting said shafts, centrfugal means

carried by the inclined shaft, a longitudi

nally movable rod connected to said centri

fugal means, an indicator adjacent to the

inclined front wall, and means whereby

movement of the rod causes a corresponding

movement of the indicator.

863,406. Motor Vehicle Actuated by

Friction Gear. Josef E. Labus and Gustav

J. Schreiber, Vienna, Austria-Hungary.

Filed March 13, 1906. Serial No. 305,791.

1. In a motor road vehicle actuated by

friction gear, the combination of a verti

cally arranged motor provided with cool

ing ribs and seated in the fore part of the

vehicle with its shaft parallel to the wheel

axles, fiywhcels on the ends of said shaft,

fans operatively connected with the fly

wheels, one of said flywheels being disc

shaped, and a friction wheel adjustably ar

ranged across the face of said disc-shaper

flywheel, substantially as described.

863,449. Valve. Charles G. Richardson

and Frederick N. Connet, Providence, R. I.

Filed March 6, 1905. Serial No, 248,439.

1. In a device of the character described,

the combination of a valve seat, a valve, a

stem, a spring, and a locking device upon

the stem including a collar to form an abut

ment for the spring, means engaging said

stem to prevent the accidental removal of

said collar therefrom, said engaging means

being itself normally held from removal

from said stem by engagement with said

collar, and means whereby said collar may

be withdrawn from said engaging means

and locked to the stem against an endWise

movement to permit the removal of said

engaging means from said stem.

863,488. Vehicle Tire. Joseph Allend,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed March 19, 1906.

Serial No, 306,707.

1. The combination of a wheel rim hav

ing a peripheral channel therein, a resilient

tire within said channel and having an in-

terior diameter greater than the diameter of

the base of the channel, a retaining ring

extending through the tire radially arranged

bolts engaged with said ring and extending

through said rim to retain the tire within

the channel, a pair of spring rings laterally

of said bolts and of greater diameter than

the diameter of the base of the channel

and enga ing said tire, and means arranged

at interva 5 around the tire to prevent move

ment of said rings toward the base of the

channel

863,516. Carburetter.

ing, Des Plaines, Ill.

Serial No. 287,705.

1. In a carburetter, the combination of

a casing having a valve controlled inlet dis

posed centrally of its bottom and having

an annular groove in the upper side of

said bottom and provided with radial open

ings in the outer edge portion of said bot~

tom in communication at their inner ends

with said annular groove, and a valve of

approximately frusto-conical form having

an inwardly extended flange to rest upon

the bottom of the casing and normally close

the upper sides of said annular groove.

863.539. Wheel Tire. Adoniram J. James,

William E. Down

Filed Nov. 16, 1905.

Houston, Tex" Filed Dec. 26, 1905. Serial

No. 293,303.

1. A device of the character described,

comprising a bridge-piece forming a tire

splicing member and having a longitudinal

groove in its underside; inward extending

lugs projecting from the tire and having

ribs entering said groove, series of remov

able “ridcrs” adapted for insertion between

said bridge piece and tire ends, tightening

means between said lugs, and securing

means between said bridge piece and said

tightening means, ' .

863,565. Vehicle Spring. Joseph H.

Athons, Los Angeles, Cal., assignor to Jo

seph Lawrence Pike, Los Angeles, Cal.

Filed Feb. 20, 1907. Serial No. 358,516.

The combination with an axle, of a spring

seat thereon provided with a hole, a plate

provided with a stud exgaging in the hole,

and also provided with countersunk bolt

holes, the countersink being on the same

side of the plate with said stud, said plate

being also provided opposite the stud with

an indentation, superposed spring leaves on

said plate provided respectively with inter

locking indentations and bosses, the lower

leaf being provided with a boss to engage

the indentation of said plate, a plate on top

of said leaves, the same being provided

with bolt holes, bolts in said countersunk

bolt holes and in the holes of the upper

plate, nuts on said bolts, said bolts engag—

ing the edges of the spring leaves, bolts

through the top plate and spring seat, and

nuts on said bolts.

863,604. Power Driven Vehicle. John A.

Herzog, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to The De

Luxe Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Dec. 7, 1906. Serial No, 346,723.

1. In a driving axle of floating shaft type,

the combination, substantially as set forth,

with the depressed beam and the axle arms

thereof and the equalizer casing supported

by the beam, of guard tubes having their

outer ends in abutting connection with the

inner ends of the axle arms and having

their inner ends clamped to the outer ends

of the equalizer casing, whereby the equal

izer casmg and tubes form a strut in the

and line of the general construction.

863,639. Friction Clutch. Nicholas M.

Powell, New York, N. Y., assignor of one

half to Lewis G. Young, New York, N. Y.

Filed Dec. 22, 1906_ Serial No. 349,203.

1. A clutch comprising a casing, a drum

in said casing provided with a shaft which

extends beyond one end thereof, a friction

member constructed to fit the outer periph

ery of said drum, a clamping member the

end of which is operatively connected to

said casing, said friction member being free

to slide relative to said drum and clamping

member, and means for tightening said

clamping member on said friction member

and thereby forcing said friction member

forcibly in contact with said drum.

863,640. Friction Clutch. Nicholas M.

Powell, New York, N. Y., assignor of one

half to Lewis G. Young, New York, N. Y.

Filed Dec. 19, 1906. Serial No, 348,511.

1. A clutch comprising a casing, a drum

in said casing provided with a shaft which

extends beyond one end thereof, a friction

section external to said drum, clamping

members hinged at one end and external

to said section and drum, said friction sec

tion being movable circumferentially on

said drum and relative to said clam ing

members, a crank connecting said mem ers

at their opposite ends, and provision where

by the crank can be moved to either con

WAITS AND FOR SILE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—A 1906 Mercedes, as h. p.,

fully equipped with two tops; car wsr

$12,000. Will accept any reasonable ofier.

Le itimate reason for selling. Address A.

J, ING, 238 N. Broad St., Philadelphia.

 

tact or relax the clamping members to

cause the friction section to engage or be—

come disengaged respectively from said

drum.

863,680. Power Transmission Device.

Edward P. Warner, Chicago, 111., assignor,

by mesne assignments, to Warner Clutch

Company, a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Nov. 3, 1906. Serial No. 341,921.

_ 1. A power transmission device compris

ing _a revolving driving member, and a re

volving member whose axes align, a series

of two or more independent and disconnect

ed circumferential bands connected to one

of_ said members, and means for causing

said bands seriatim, to frictionally engage

the other member.

863,689. Armored Pneumatic Tire. Henry

W. Avery and Wallace S. Judd, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Feb. 3, 1905. Serial No. 243,

920.

1. As a new article of manufacture an

armored tire sheath having embedded in it

a spirally wound protecting member whose

edges overlap to present a double protec

tion and allow easy telescopin of the parts,

the tubular sheath being attened and

curved transversely and longitudinally to

correspond to the tire.

863,739. Carburetter. Harry B. Maxwell,

Rome, N. Y, Filed Oct. 9, 1905. Serial No

281,871.

1. The combination in a carburetter of

a float chamber having an axial passage

through the same, a valve located in and

arranged for throttling the said passage at

two points, a carbureting nozzle arranged

within said passage between the two throt

tling points and communicating with the

interior of the float chamber, means for

suppl ing carburetter fluid to the float

chamber, a float, and a valve controlled by

the float and controlling the supply to the

float chamber, substantially as set forth.

863,916. Speed Regulator for Internal

Combustion Engines. Jules Grouvelle and

Henri Arquembourg, Paris, France. Filed

Sept. 24, 1902. Serial No. 124,649.

An internal combustion engine, having a

conduitto supply it with combustible fluid.

means for throttling said fluid, a diaphragm

and diaphragm chamber, the latter con

nected with the' suction of the engine for

producing a partial vacuum in the said

chamber, means between and connecting

the diaphragm with the fluid throttling

means, whereby the former controls the

opening of the latter, and means for admit—

ting air to the diaphragm chamber at Will

for regulating the pressure on the_dia

phragm, said last named means comprising

a pipe open at one end to the atmOsphere

and at the other end to the diaphragm

.chamber, a valve device in said pipe con

sisting of a piston valve which is slidable

and axially rotative, and which has axial

and transverse ports, the spring which holds

said valve normally open, the stem .of said

piston valve, and means carried by said stein

for imparting both a slidable and rotary

‘ motion to the valve.
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 R0YA T O v IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

~ i " The Bicycling World

92 Motorcycle Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

x.“ »'

  

.‘_.._1_

Punusnnn EVIlY SATURDAY AT

' _ ‘ 154 NASSAU STREET. NEW YORK
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The Royal Motor_Car Cd. Cicyeland, 0. $2.00 $13 '33-'51?” W'”
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An Industrious

Ignition System

Manufacturers who have “tried

out” the

Battery Witherbee

KNOW that its use means new life to the. car, means

less cost of “up-keep,” means perfect ignition.

The Witherbee is not a "drone"—it does not go to

sleep or forget.

Write department 20 for catalogue.

Will exhibit at Grand Central Palace Show, Oct. 24-31,

and Madison Square Garden Show, Nov. 2—9.

lgnlter

Company

THREE FACTORIES.

N Y Detroit, Chicago,
541 4gdbSt. no Jeflerson Ave. 1429 Michigan Ave

Baltimore Office: 510 Continentfl Trust Building.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT

Electric

and Gasnlene Models

Forl908

Will be made during the next two weeks.

It will be of absorbing interest.

ElElillllB VEllllilE WNW", llaillurll, Bonn.

Member A. L. A. M.

  

Remy Magnetos
which have become so well known to the automobile world and which

have lined such reat fnv0r_nmong their_ many users, are now being

mnnu actured in t 4! best equipped plant, in the world devoted to the

exclusive mpnufacture pf Mngnetos. This new factory, a model from

the standpoint of efficient_arran e_ment and high class equipment, to—

gether With perfected designs w ich are the results of years of ex

perience in t_il line of manufacture, makes possible the turning out

of the very highest grade ignition apparatus on the market.

For _1908 our line. includes a new high tension Magneto without

coil, which_we_ build in large quantities and are selling at a medium

price. It ll simple, small and well made. .It can be installed with

minimum expense and II a high ade uipmeiit in every respect.

We also build Magnetos with coil; or .doub e ignition, and alternating

and direct current Magnetos for all ignition purposes. It WI" pay

you to investigate our Magnetos before deciding upon your ignition

equipment for your 1908 can.

We will exhibit at both New York Shows and the Chicago Show.

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

ANDBR50N, INDIANA, u. s. A.
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. The Ford

at the

Palace Show

fires a shot

that will be

heard around

_.the

wo.r1d_then

the whole

Ford battery

gets

into action.

Ford'Molor Co., “132:3?” Detroit, Mich.
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When a manufacturer equips with Eisemann-Lavalette Magnetos it

means that he considers his cars equal in class to the highest grade

foreign cars, although there may

The greatest cars of Europe use Eisemann-Lavalette Magnetos ex

clusively. The Peerless. Packard and other leading American cars equip

their entire output with our magnetos and freely admit that it is in a

great measure due to the perfection of our instrument that the run

ning qualities of their cars have brought them to their present remark

able popularity.

Magnetos are as permanent an integral part of the motor car con

struction to-day as pneumatic tires.

The question then is—which magneto?

The answer is—the Eiscmann-Lavaiette.

The Eisemann-T.avalette. in spite of its admitted superiority. coats.

with dual ignition, $50 less to install than any competing make. because

of its mechanical points of extreme simplicity. which cannot be dupli

cated without infringing our patents.

It does away with the cumbersome necessity of placing a timer on

the motor with all its attendant wiring complications and expenses. It

gives a. greater increase in efficiency than any other magneto on the

market. It is the most durable instrument of this sort. and it will out

wear any car on which it is installed. It is perfect in the matter of

timing. This means that it lengthen! the life of the motor to a remark

able degree, gives perfection of service under all conditions. which can

he obtained in no other way. and in as much a factor in strengthening

the performance. and. consequently the reputation of the car as any

other One point in its construction.

The strongest point on automobile sales agent can make in offering

:1 mos car to the public is the statement that it is equipped with an

FIIwmnnn-Lavalette Magneto.

 

be a wide difference in price.

If you make a moderate price car. say 82.000 or 82,500. the use of

our magneto will at once class it as a leader at that price. It will

enable your agents to give demonstrations fully equal to a 84.000 or

$5.000 car. provided the difference in horse power is not too great. It

will mean an enormously increased demand for your care in 1909. with

no effort to yourself. and it will also mean that the best automobile

agents will be more apt to solicit making connections with you on your

own terms. They know the value of our instrument and we are taking

strong steps to see that they do not forget it.

The Eisemann-Tevalette Magneto carries its coil in a separate box.

thus providing ample space for a heavy thickness of insulation. The

space is so ample that we would increase this insulation provided there

was any advantage to be gained by it. Barring accidents. it is impossi

hle for IhOf't-Cll‘f‘tilflfll to occur. In the very rare cases where short

circuiting has occurred it has been a matter of slight expense and a

few minutes of time to install a new coil in this separate box. thus

making the instrument absolutely as good an new. When short-cir

cuiting occurs in this separate boat. which i! a safe distance from the

armature. the magneto is entirely unaffected.

ln competing makes. which claim to be as good as the Eiaemnnn

Lavalette. the coil is carried in the space inside the armature. This

snacc is so small that the insulation is. of necessity. very thin and

inadequate. With inadequate insulation short-circuiting is bound to

occur sooner or later. and when it does occur the entire magneto is out

of commission and must be replaced by a. new instrument or sent to

the factory for repaira.

When you sell a man a car equipped with an Eiscmann-Lavalette

Magneto you can guarantee him freedom from ignition tnoublea. Our

guarantee to you stands behind yours. By using our inctrument you

greatly reduce his coat of upkeep.

Are you dissatisfied with your present ignition system ? We have engineers,

specialists in WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW. We will gladly send one to you

to work out your ignition problem for you.

We are exhibiting at all of them.

Madison Square Garden, spaces 120 and 121.

automobile shows.

Grand Central Palace, space F.

Better still, come and see us at the

#LAVALETTE & co., 112 West 420 Street, New York
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' Solar Gas Generators

Y Always Satisfy.

(LBecause they embody

the only correct principle of gas

generation (wick feed) making flood- ; W

s,

 

 

ing impossible. (LAremade round ,, .

so as to enable each Part to be drawn 11‘7" ’ ' ~ -- -

from one piece of heavy sheet brass 1' "m “"4 ""1‘

(not four pieces soldered together). v ,' “in ' 3 Out of Every 4 Tourists

{This absolutely removes the possi- Tv‘zésdi'fifi‘ had “"1

bility of leakage and produces a steady u'ii‘mr Warner Auto-Meters

  

Yes, sir; of the 48 cars that finished at New York in

this year's Glidden Tour, exactly 36 carried Warner Auto

Meters. Just think of that! Three times as many Auto

Meters were used by these experienced motorists as there

were of all other speed-anddistance indicators combined!

This sweeping viriory for Warner Auto-Meters, followed last year‘s

equally creditable performance in the Gliddcn Tour. and the recent notable

triumphs in the Chicago Sealed Bonnet Contest and the Boston Endur

ance Race. establish beyond the possibility 0! a doubt that the Warner Auto

Meter is the only speed-and-distance indicator that can be depended upon

to do the work right at all times and under all conditions.

Accurate as a Watch—Reliable as a Compass

Warner Auto-Meters are made on the nroven-snoeessful magnetic prin

ciple. They‘re just as reliable and durable as a mariner’s compass. No

matter how rough the road, you can tell at a glance exactly how fast you

are going. The arrow never flutters or bobs back and forth. The Warner

Auto-Meter is as accurate as a watch.

You ought to have an Auto-Meter on your machine—it doubles the pleasure

of autoing, helps you to control your machine and frequently saves em

barrassing situations in the police court.

You'll notice the handsome little Auto-Meter on most of the best cars. Take

a look at it: inquire about it—nenrly all automobile dealers sell Auto-Meters.

Write us the name and power of your car, and we‘ll tell you just what it will

cost you to put an Auto-Meter on the dashbonrd.

THE WARNER lNSTRUMENT CO., 7" Roosevelt SL, BeloiLWis.

Agencies in all Principal Cilia

supply of never failing gas. a

 

 

  

BADGER BRASS MFG. CO., Kenosha. Wis.

Eastern Branch, 11th Ave. 36-37th Sts.. New York City    

 

   

 

.

+.
’1' "Ann" ,6‘

“tum/EN"

  

ALl mm WTOR an. SHUIILD BE
A Winner in all Prominent Events Last Season.

CAR THAT’S MADE (500D

Write for agency for unassigned territory; a valuable

asset for any dealer.

A Car with a proud record, and glorious future.

'ilBlIE CUNllliNlENl'AlL AIUl'U MllFii. M).

New Haven. Conn.

 

 

4.“ .iififl if *_7_vfl V ' :1

Model C, 3540 H. P. 6-Passenger, $3.000.

  

 

 .MMQ..., .w.~.. (.4 "mu..." _... v.   

  

mpire Auto Tire C., Trenton, N. J.
New York—Broadway & 71d SL; 148 Chambers St.

  

  

    
  

Chicago—20 LsSllle §t.: 1615 Wabash Ave. Philndel his: Penn. Auto Sup 17 C0.

Boston—292 Devonahire St. Providefi’ce—Walte Auto Supgiy (i0. Ca

"99 Y
    Ruthie—9 W. Huron St. Seattle, Wash—Fon Auto

  

ab
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Better than any

Speed Indicator

in th e Wor l d

  

“EVERYTHING

DHUP-EURHED”

That means that our Auto Tools

are the strongest and most durable

that can be made. They last a

life-time. The steel selected is of

the highest grade. In design our

tools are thoroughly up to date.

   

1908 Jones Speedometer

is to speed indicators what the highest type of

Limousine is to the cheap Runabout—with (E:

exception—the cost. The Limousine will cost ten

times more than the Runabout, but full value is

received. Many Speed lndicators cost as much as

the Jones—but they are in the Runabout class and

should be sold as such.

The Jones is the pioneer speed indicator. lt is the

accepted standard speed indicator. lt is used in this country

and Abroad by the Police Departments as a means for timing

motor vehicles for reason of its accuracy. lt won the Royal

Automobile Club's Reliability award, finishing the Contest

without one marlt against its mechanical construction, receiv

ing the Gold Medal. lt was used by S. F. Edge on his

Napier Cars when he made the World's most remarkable

record on the Brooklands Track, London, England; L588

miles; l,3l0 yards in 24 hours. 66 miles an hour means

4,039,200 revolutions of the speedometer shaft. lsn't this

more than a demonstration of Jones' staying qualities?

Thay iii the hand

They are handy

in manipulate

They are readily

adaptable

Thay are never

failing in use 

THE B. & S. AUTO WRENCH

is a tool as necessary to your car as

the engine itself. Don’t fail to get

our catalog of Auto Forgings and

Tools.

The Billings & Spencer 60.

"Mind, Conn.

London: 8 Long lane, Aldengate St.

The Jones guarantee for Reliability and Accuracy is

stronger than that of any other manufacturer. From every

point of view the Jones is the best in the World.

Exhibit at both Grand Central Palace and Garden Shows.

 

Jones Speedometer

76th Street and Broadway

 

New York

BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA,

109 Massachusetts Avenue. 259 N. Broad Street.

CHICAGO. CLEVELAND,

1421 Michigan Avenue. 1841 Euclid Avenue.
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r Universal Valve
Trade Mark Registered April 30, I895

Schrade

..
  

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the

regular equipment for G & _] Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop

Detachable Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. (LOur No. 797

Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2%-inch and 3-inch

tires and our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

tires larger than 3 inches.

 

Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, Inc., 28-30-32 Rose Street, New York

 

 
 

 
 

 

B H LDW l N
Improved

Detachable

Detachable at Bach Link. ¢

 

  

 

As Serviceable as a Riveted ehain.

Made with accuracy and care of the best selected material.

Made in all sizes.

Cannot become detached by accident.

Prices the same as other chain.

Baldwin Qhain and Mia. (‘30..
Ghandler Street, Worcester, Mass.

AGENTS—H. V. GREENWOOD, 166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill. H. D. SIMMONS, 1717 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

 

 

 

Makers of fill Kinds of

SPROQKETS
For Samples and

In Large Quantities.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS
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MOTOR MAKERS

that's whet we err. We have

made the moton in some at

the most successiul cars, for

years. Quality heiore price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ ’

Carburetor

which as motor upertn we

picked on the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR CO., Lonnnnport, Ind.

Menuiscturers oi "Rutenber" hiotors “Rutenber” Carburetors, and Sup

plies. Light Soit Gray Iron, Ilrus and Aluminum Castings.

  

  

   

Warning Patent

DON'T GET DUMPED

The First In the Market

The Best in the Field

Harrouii

Aqu Bumper Others Are Imitatorn

THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT has been allowed, and as soon In

it can be issued we will bring suit against all USERS oi Bumpers in

fringing on and not manulacturcd under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN. Patentce.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

SOLE LICENSEES, U. S. A. SYCAMORE. ILL.
 

 

KINWUUB AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE 8581'

OUR LEADERS:

Kinwood Perfection Radiators

d

Klnwood Mach-anion] Ollers.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STEEL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes, tenders, galolenc and water tanks, mufiors,

dust and drip pans, radiator inns, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings,

etc., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSEN, THOMAS J.WETZEL,

IOU Lnko 8t., Chicano, l i Warren 8t., New York,

Western Representative. lacuna Reprnolnhfl“.

THE KINSEY MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohio.

 

  

 

 

The Springfield Motometer

Presents New and Valuable Features

The Maximum “and: Marks hi hest lpecd attained. Ic

sctr instantly. Can be disconnect: in I moment.

New Buy Reading Dial—Big plain figures. Fired EnmeL

Reads irom the tonneau.

Spring Steel Reinforce on each end of the driving shaft.

Compels easy curves and smooth running. For better than

gears.

Non-Clogging Pinion. Mud prooi. Will not hold mud.

~\ rainy weather necessity.

With these additional excellencel, the Motorncter is more

than ever “The Speedometer lur Service."

Send ior Catalog W.

The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Established 1865. Incorporated ll”.

 

rooouios for no AUTUMUBILE nun;
Satisfaction - ’ '

Guaranteed

Thousands of our

Spring (lips

me now in use,

having been sup

plied to the leading

automobile manu

facturers.

Have you secured our prices?

THE NI. SEWARD SUNS COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.

  

  

THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automobile Construction

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS,

Strong, Tough and hold

Threads.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZE

CASTINGS,

Guaranteed above

ment Specifications.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINOS.

Coolest Running and Best

Wear Resisting Bronze on

the Market.

Light Mtg. & Foundry Bo.

POTTS'I‘OWN, PA.

Govern

  

 

Lct_us quote you i-n 4-cyllnder

motors ior i908

  

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD

THRBB SIZES

4): in. x 4% in.

y in. a 5 in.

5 In. x 5 in.

4-cylinder with' sell-eon

tsincd oiling system.

Motors are ready loi

coupling any standard

rna neto.

ur new factory and ms

chinery enable us to ur

antee uality and dc ivcr

ies. _ [so clutches and

M transmissions. Send ior

catalogue.

n. FRANKLIN PETERSON

166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Western Representative.

T1105. 1. WE ZEI.g

29 W. 42d L, New York

Enter-n Representative.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO., Muskegon, Mlch.

 

 

 

  

HEINZE

BllllS
Send ior

I907 Catalog

and Prices.  

-,
,i.

HEINZE ELECTRIC co., Lowell,l‘las§,
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IIION OASTINOS
Let us quote on your requirements of

cvrmnrnsmsrnusmms PUT i

Our long experience with this class of work, our s ecial

facilities and equipment, added to the necessary ‘ now

how," have enabled us to secure and hold the business of

the leading automobile manufacturers.

Send us your drawings and specifications. i

  

  

IHE NIIIIIFIOTIIRIRS I0llIIIlRY OOIPIIIY, IIIlIRBllIIY, GOIIII. ot Motoring

A smooth running engine is more satisfaction than

smooth roads. Mobiloil—the perfect automobile

lubricant—is the only oil that makes smooth easy

running absolutely certain. There is a grade of

VACUUM

MOBILOIL
especially prepared for every

engine. The Mobiloil booklet

lists every make of automobile

and tells at a glance what grade

of Mobiloil to use. It’s free.

Mobiloil sold by dealers every

where—in barrels and cans of

varying capacities.

Mannlactured by

VACUUM OIL CO., Rochester. N. Y.

Model A. Studebaker “30”

Delivery of open can In Octobes—Dellvery 0! closed cars In November.

Model H, Studebaker "30”

Delivery 0! open and closed cars in October.

Model B, Studebaker "40”

Delivery of open and closed cars in December.

STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE CO., St)th Bend, Ind.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

General Ultlt'e, Gleveland. Ohlo

  

 

 

PACKARD

I Enameled Ignition Cable

    

“RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

IIIIJAII AIITO SUPPLY OOINPANY

140 WIISIIINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. I.

PACKARD casté.

  

is the choice of the most discriminatin buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TEN ION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

ILTHE PACKARD ELEClRlC c0., Warren, 0. ‘

 

    
 

 

 

 
 

PARSONS’ MANGANESE BRONZE LEVER CASTINGS Piusfieh] Coils and Jewel Plugs

Jr Insure Sure and Economical Ignition

 

 

 

They are used by

' careful manufacturers

and intelligent users of

V Y; .1 experience. Sold by all
7 iii good supply houses

F? . Pittslleld Spark Coll u.

\ J _..-,' _ NIOI. Mao-t

(I U“6“ DISTRIBUTING aces-rs:

Excelsior Supply Co., Randolph St, Chicago lll....Western Distributors

nl Goods Co., 17 Warren St. 'N Y., New York DIatrIbutora

.4, '

  

SCI. Mil.“

Till WILLIAM ORAIP I. SON. CHIP a INOINI New York 590 .

IUILOINO COMPANY, ' Philadelphia, Penna. Peltilllell lAndrswa. Pearl & Atlantic Ave. beckon. New Enl- Distributors
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Joints. The

still be with you, but on won't

know it. Our new ooklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Supplementary Spiral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

' New York Branch, 52 West 67th Skeet

 

 

A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Supplementary Spiral Springs

and notice the difference.

jars, no broken springs, or dislocated

“Thank-ye-marms" will

  

No jolts, no

6' F.

 

 

WATCHES ARE NOW MADE in America, shipped

to Switzerland and re-shipped

WHY? Well, Americans think they want hand

That they really prefer the more

accurate creation of the machine is proven by

made things.

their purchase of “Swiss” time pieces made in

FORD automobiles may yet beMassachussetts.

reshipped to American buyers from France.

to America.

There is Something of Great Interest to

r Every Automobilist

IN OUR

Exhibit at the Grand Central Palace Show

‘ SPAGE '06 GALLERY '

S P L I T D OR F

WALTON AVE. and l38th ST., NEW YORK

Broadway Branch—1679 Broadway

  

 

 

FORD.

 

 
 

IF

DOUBTFUL

TURNTOTHE

INDEX

Speed Indicator

AND BE

Index Speed Indleiior So.

(Formerly

Oliver Instrument Co.)

Minneapolis, Minn.

 

 

 

 

 

@IMIOTTI

GARAGE

NewYork City

110th St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped .

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting. Try us.

Tel. 2686 River.

  

 

 

If You are Interested

in Motorcycles . . . .

T H E BICYCLING W O RLD

and MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Will Interest You.

Published Every Saturday at

154 Nassau Street, New York City.

Specimen Copies Gratis.

$2.00 per Year . . . . . .

BRISCOE RADIATORS

Honeycomb, Flat Tube, Round Tube.

Staggered Tube, Film Tube; horizontal or

vertical flow; with or without easin|; with

or without umB.I

Fendera, an , Hoods also made. Send

Ior catalog. _

Old Radiators Repaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRISCOE MFG. CO.

DETROIT, MICE. NEWARK, N. I.

  

 

 

 

STANDARD

ROLLER BEARING COMPANY

50th St. & Lancaster Ave, Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls,

Ball Bearings, Roller Bearings and

Automobile Axles

Send for New Catalozuo No. IO

" The car the Repairman seldom aesa.‘

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America

Members A. L. A. M., Kokomo, Ind.

rrrr enrrrerrrr en.
Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

 

 

The Car of

Power

7 Passengers. $3250

Dolson

60 H. P.

 
 

  

 

 

Silherl Supplies
THE ONLY ONES WORTH

HAVING

Col-lo; on Request

GILBERT MFG.C0.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

  

 

 

SPROCKETS, CHAINS

and DIFFERENTIALS

“ in .stock or to order. Send for

Catalozue

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

1032 Dunning s:., Chicago

  

 

 

 

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

Sl'IITrI AUTO. 60., MFRS.

TOPEKA. KANSAS
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INSURE YOUR MOTOR

  

THE YllA SPARK PLUG PRIOE $2.00

'1 ‘ Mm... /

. / - fi ..

fl 7- .11 3L. _.:_I/\' I;
“ ; a mud"

Shoota flame into cylinder. No packin

roof ; trouble-proof. Your money bac

aila to give IO per cent. more power.

THE K-W IGNITION CO.

38 Power Ave., CLEVELAND, O.

"VULGAN"

Sla-lillo

.. Spark Hugs

“KEEPS rm: LID on.

On Maxw'lls. Mitchells. Autocare. Americans. Glides.

etc., in their contests. They‘ll do the same for you.

send for sample set.

THE R. E. HAROY 00., 86 Ylaler St. New York Olly

; Soot

if it

  

 

 

  

 

m

vawvvvv"

MWWMOO;

TOURING OAR

THE F. B. STEAIINS 60.,

CLEVELAND, omo, u. a. A.

we

STAMPED PARTS

FOR AUTOMOBILES

THE Gnosnv GoMPAMY

Buffalo, New York

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

 

“m

 

 

 

ATWOOD MFC. CO.,

AMesbury, Mass.

  

g

 

 

BAKER ELECTRICS

The brifht articular star of the Electric Ve

hicle wor —argest selling electric made—be

cause best. Best because made in the beat

equi ped factory by the beat designer. Write [or

Cat 0 description of the largest line of electrics

ever 0 ered.

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE CO.

22 80th St... N. W., Cleveland, 0.

Springfield Ton
(Pn- lies)

“s‘b'fll'éR.”

Springfield Intel

Body 00»

I“ ll ll Avenue.

‘Illll ell. Int.

  

 

 

  

 

  

rm cum»: 0 mm co.

150 W. Georgia St.,

' ' Indianapolis, Ind.

DIAM

Against wear and carbon troubles by using

“INVMIER”

lllL
TWO GRADES—LIGHT AND

MEDIUM HEAVY

YOU mum THE CAR—WE‘LL

NAME THE GRADE

INVADER SEMI-FLUID

COMPO U N D

A thickened oil for transmissions

  

 

RIGISTERED  

INVADER LUBRIOATINO COMPOUND

For Compression Cups ICHAS. r. KELLOM & 00. I

128 Arch Street. PHILADELPHIA

WE WILL NOT i
accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Preaaed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO..

Cleveland, Ohio.
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_ ALUMINUM BODIES

J. M. QUINBY 8: CO.

851'. 1834

Carriage Builders.

 

ill

IEYIARI.I.J.

I | | | I | | i |
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TRIDENT TIRES

do not have tl.e troubles other tir- antler. Book

let No. J7 tella why. Write for It.

TRIDENT TIRE COMPANY

1593 Broadway, NEW YORK.

 

 

 

LASCOE°HT§ FRONT
Simple, eflective, correctly designed Mahogany

finish wood frame, trimmed in brass, 3-16 crystal

plates, steel stay rods, bottom of frame sha ed to

dash of any standard automobile. Can e at

tached easily and quickly.

We malre the London Tops. Write for details

and pricea.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO.

1233 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO
 

 

 

Bcttcr Because Regular

An Oberdorfer Pump never “nicks.” It worka

day in and day out in a uniform manner.

Is yours an Oberdorfer?

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Water St.. Syracuse, N. Y.

" S U C C E S S ”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable economical

and abaolutely_ safe. A light.

strong ateel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suita le for city or country uae.

Speed from 4 to 20 miles an

hour. Our I907 Model haa an extra powerful en ne,

patent ball-bearing wheels; price $275. Also l0 .r?"

$400. Rubber Tires, $25 extra. Write for deac

tive literature.

Sucre" Aulo Buggy Ill. 00., Inc.

 

 

 

 

  

531 ll. Balivm Av... Si. loull, Io.
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Motor Car Accessories
' S ark Plup, Cable, Switchea, Lamps

orna, Goggles, Auto Clothing an

Wet Weather Equipment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue tree.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

“w glad to hear from

agencies who will

push the \Naync in unoccupied ter

 

 

\Vc are always

rito .r{WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

 

 

 

 

.\_q“

SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

rue womo's sun/0.4m;

FIRESTOIE TIRE It RUBBER 00.. Akron. Ohio

  

 

SAOER SPRINGS
ELIMINATE SHOCKS

Economlcal and ServloeabIe—Over l0,000 In use

l H. SABER OOIIPAIIY. lionhatlor. I. Y.

 

 

 
 

154 Nassau Street,

Name_ -

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

'I (the (lbotor "@10th

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

 

 

New York

_ fc___ r‘.

 
 

 

 

AddrCSL
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“WHITNEY” CHAINS

January 1, 1907 to November, 1, 1907, conditions as follows:

On January 1, 1907, we were renting about 38,000 square feet of floor space in a building not adapted for

our growing business. At the same time we were giving much attention to our new buildings which were

under construction, and not completed until July, 1907. During this period we moved our entire equip

ment to our new factory and for a number of weeks were obliged to operate machinery in both plants, We

also carried on important experiments and constructed much special apparatus for our new factory. While

thus handicapped we could not fully meet the increasing demand for “Whitney” Chains" Nevertheless, we

succeeded in shipping a greater number than ever before for an equal period of time.

HITNEY” CHAINS

November 1, 1907, to December 31, 1908, conditions as follows:

New fire-proof factory, one of the best, strongest and safest in the country. Floor space over 70,000

square feet. Best of light and excellent conditions for employes. Location one of the best

in Hartford. Private side-track connecting with main line between New York and Boston. Land area

over ten acres. Large increase in new machinery and tools. Improved methods. Inspection system more

rigid than ever. Greater accuracy. Increased strength by the use of new materials and improved treatment.

Greater durability. Better finish.

THE WHITNEY MFG. (30., - Hartford, Conn.
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SIX-CYLINDER CARS

and only six-cylinder cars will be

,displayed at the WINTON exhibit in

Madison Square Garden.

That’s because the Winton Company

believes the Six-Teen-Six the best car

there is, and isn't wasting its time on

second-grade or out-of-date models.

 

 

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

Member A. L- A. IL

NEW YORK v PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SEATTLE

BOSTON PITTSBURG DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO

IT
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"The Pullman of Motor Cars”

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR

’ "H1937, I. - ‘

OUR NEW PLANT, PROM WHICH IS COMING THE 1908 “MODEL D,” To ADD TO RAINIER FAME.

SOUND business economy demands that in selling a car under our original and distinctive

guarantee, “Free of repairs for one year," that the chief expenditure must be at the

beginning, that is, at the factory and, in material and construction, instead of in the local

repair shops: Therefore our new factory at Saginaw, Mich.

The new plant comprises sixty acres of ground, with spacious brick buildings, in which

every piece of machinery is new and specially designed for building the RAINIER. Nothing

has been omitted that would tend to insure accuracy and superlative quality. James G. Heaslet,

the original designer of RAINIER cars, is responsible for the I908 RAINIER, which is

higher-powered and more strikingly than ever a “Pullman” in quality and finish. “@ality,

not quantity,” is our factory watchword, and the I908 output has been limited to 300 cars.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Factory, Saginaw, Mich. Broadway and 50th Street, New York

ROCHESTER—Thus. J. Northway 92 Exchange St.

MEXICO—H. J. Braschi, Mexico City.

CINCINNATI—Auto Motor Car Co., 804 Sycamore St.

LOS ANGELES. CAL—Smith Bros.

CUBA—C. J. Fiell, Havana.

CHICAGO BRANCH—IRS Micki an Ave.

BOSTON—Morrison 81 Price Co., 69 Huntington Ave.

NEWARK—Coburn Br Belden, 577 Central Ave.

PITTSBURG—B. F. Benson 8: Co., 559 Seventh Avc.
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"The Pullman oi Motor Cars”

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR10NE iYEAR;"-i_

  

\ \_ _-a

  

1908 "Model a,"

    

-
_/_,__,

45-50 H. P.

SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE—Rated H. P. 45-50: four cylinders. vertical, cast in pairs:

$~inch bore, by Said-inch stroke; cy inders hard y iron caatin ,

accurately groun to size; pistons lifiht but rig? and to t;

valves on opposite sides, mechanics y operat , a interchange

able: cams forged integral with shafts; eranlr shaft nickel steel

forging. with bearin surface round; main engine bearings and

connecting rod bea ngs of neat babbitt metal. enclosed in

bronze cases. a construction the same as that in the highest priced

imported cars.

IGNITION—Malte-and-brealt a tem. with Simma-Boseh. low tension

magneto. but with a greaty improved and simplified mechanical

sparlnng device. insuring accurate timing and minimum need for

adjustment; one upright ignition shaft in place of four.

LUBRICATION—Positive feed mechanical oiier driven by gear

from the cam shaft, provides for en ne bea ngs. magneto and

pump shaft; Cylinders and pistons f by splash system.

CARBURETER—Improved automatic t , having auxiliary air con

trol' on dash: feed by gravity flow t rough trap and screen: Ca

I)an of gasoline tank. 20 gallons. two in reserve.

COOLI G SYSTEM—Extra large radiator with fan running mounted

on a pedestal over the timing gear case; fan belt runs vertically.

driven by a pulley directly on the crank shaft.

CLUTCH—Multiple disc. alternate bronze and steel plates. running

in oil; very sensitive touch.

TRANSMISSION—Selective type of gears. four speeds forward_snd

7 one reverse. direct drive on third speed: shafts and gears nickel

steel. and shafts mounted on imported ball bearinrs: counter shaft

located below driving shaft. enabling use of sealed bearings.

thereby avoiding oil leakage.

PROPELLER SHAFT—Nickel steel. with new and im roved unl

veraal joints; driving pinion forged integral with the a aft.

REAR AXLE—Driving axle of floating type. with hubs mounted on

tubular axle which carries the weight of the car: drive is bevel

ear throu h clutch driven hubs; driving ear housings manganese

ronze, while difl'erential case is drop for ng.

BRAKES—Hand and foot brakes mounted on rear wheel drums. both

interior expanding; hand bralre pulls towards operator.

FRONT AXLE—Drop forgin man nese steelI I beam section; wheel

hubs mounted on importe annu ar ball besringa.

WHEEkias—M-inchea with lit-inch spokes. second growth. grade A

e ry.

TIRES—Rear 36x856-inch, front 36x4-inch. Make optional.

FRA.1\:‘E—Preased nickel steel. with 25-inch drop forward of rear

e.

CONTROL—Spar!- and throttle on steering wheel, with stationary

segment and foot accelerator pedal.

MUFFLER—Cutout on all cars.

WHEEL BASE—119 inches.

SPRINGS—Front. semi-elliptic; rear. improved type of platform or

three int sus ension; size of sprin greatl increased: qualityof spriiiog steel a mo" ~nensive an finest o tainable.

BODY—Double side entrance. seven gassen er capacity, full aluminum,

oned for top; extra seats can e fol ed or removed instantly.

EQUIPMENT—Two acet lene head lights. generator. two oil side

lights. oil rear light. large horn. brass cost rail, brass foot rest.

tire carriers. trunlt rack. tool box on_ step with full set of tools.

including pump. iaclt and tire repair kit.

WEIGHT—2.850 pounds.

PRICE—$4.500.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Factory, Saginaw, Mich.
  

Broadway and 50th Street, New York
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"Famous

Apperson Cars”

may be seen at the Madison Square Garden Show, New York,

opening next Saturday, November 2d.

The car with a reputation and fifteen years of experience in

automObile construction behind it.

Four-Cylinder and Six-Cylinder cars rightly constructed from

the right materials.

Roadsters at $2750.

Touring Cars at $3000 to $5000.

Runabouts at $27 50 to $5000.

We build automobiles that are mechanically, commercially,

practically and economically correct. Many people know this by

experience. All interested parties, users or. dealers, are cordially

invited to call at our exhibit at the Garden, Space l2, where we

will be prepared to demonstrate and prove all of our claims for the

“FAMOUS APPERSON CARS."

An interview or correspondence with Dealers from unoccu

pied territory is invited. '

 

 

  

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company

Kokomo, Indiana

Memben A. L. A. M.

FRED 5. sun“,

38 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mun.

PHILADELPHIA AUTO coma/my

as North Broad SL, Philadelphia, m.

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBILE CO.

225 W. 49:11 EL, New York, N. Y.

JOSEPH 1'. GUNTHER C0.I

1240 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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Air Cooled

Watergooled

The Easiest Riding Car lnTheWorld

HE. wives of Marmon owners are its staunchest friends. The Marmon rides '
a I

so easily, takes the rough roads so gently that a woman can tour in it all day , .

without exhaustion and without injury to her health. No other car, foreign or ' 3

domestic, even approaches it for comfort. The reason for this unrivalled ease of i

motion is readily apparent to any one who investigates.

(LThe Marmon offers a number of just such striking advantages, not to be found in any other car.

{At the same time it offers all the advantages of beauty, quality, repute and ability, to be found

in any other car at any price.

(LThe exclusive mechanical excellence of the Marmon demands your careful consideration.

(LModel H Touring Car, 40-45 H. P., $3500; Model H Roadster, 40-45 H. P., $3500;

Model G Touring Car, 35-40 H. P., $3000.

(LPor full description of all 1908 Models, address Dept. 16.

Nordyke 8: Marmon Co., (8"?2'5'ih“) Indianapolis. Ind.

Represented by | i T

New York City, Theo. E. Schulz, 1843 Broadway. Baltimore, Md., Snodeal Automobile Co., 2552 Pittsburg, PL, Pennaylvpnia Auto Co., Hay

Boston. Mass., F. E. Wing Motor Car Co., 12 Madison Ave. St. 6: Kelly Ave, Wilkinsburg.

Columbus Ave. East Oranie N. 1., Rickey Machine Co., 92 Binghamton, N.Y., Heller-Spawn Motor Car Co.

Philadelphia. Pa.I Brazier Auto Worka, 38th and Eaton {3176- Waterloo, N. Y., Waterloo Automobile Co.

Mark" S“- St. Louis, Mo., Van Automobile Co., 706 Milwaukee. Wis., John Ure, Jr., & Co., 172

L01 Angela, Cal., C. S. Anthony, 440 W. 33d St. Washington Ave. erh St.

AGENTS—I908 Territory Now Being Placed
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While you are looking up the advanced ideas in construction at the

Show, stop at the Haynesbooth and

1. See a high-powered car without side-chains.

A unique principle—the Haynes bevel]ed-sprocket-and-roller-pinion—makes shaft drive

perfectly feasible and practical even on the 60 H. P. Model U, with its long wheel-base and

great power. The abolition of the dirty, noisy stretching side-chains alone is sufficient

reason for a selection of the Haynes.

2. See the way the Haynes universal joints are made practically unbreakable, with a

floating cube of solid steel taking the wear instead of the usual slender pins.

3. See the Haynes change gear system——high speed to low without a jar or a possi

bility of stripping or burring the gears. (A lady can handle it.)

4. See the unique Haynes Master Clutch which works like a brake, metal to metal. It

makes shocks impossible, it won't wear out, and there is no leather to renew.

5. See the stock model Haynes that represented America in the Vanderbilt Cup Race

where these and other unique devices received one of the hardest tests ever given a stock

chassis.

6. See the new member of the Haynes family—the Model W, 45 H. P., with a new body

design, $3,000, ranking in power and size between the 30 H. P. Model S at $2,500,'and the

60 H. P. Model U, at $3,750.

The Haynes factory was the first automobile factory built in America, and the Haynes

cars for 1_908 are the fruit of fourteen years of brilliant but conservative progress as

pioneers in original and successful invention.

AY“
For mlalag'uz addru: Des-k C58

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, KOKOMO, lND.

Older! Aulamabil: Manufarturer: in Ameriaz - - - Member: A. L. A. .41.

NEW YORK: l7l5 Broadway CHICAGO: I420 Michigan Avenue
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THOMAS ‘
THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.

presents four styles of chassis

and nineteen styles of bo_dies

 

Thomas 4-20 Town (‘Zar

Combines luxury with utility and necessity; designed particularly for city and suburban

use in good or bad weather, for calling and shopping, for the theatre, for social functions

and touring on good roads. This car is furnished with brougham, landaulet, cabriolet, Ii

mousine and doctor’s car bodies. In Europe this style of car is the vogue, as it rapidly

is becoming in America. Prices, $3,000 to $3,250.

Thomas ll-ZIO Detroit

A marvel of smooth and quiet running with a dash in operation and distinctive st le in

appearance that denotes the thoroughbred and fascinates the most critical. The has

been strengthened and improved where the wisdom of experience has suggested. It is

especially designed to successfully eclipse at a much lower price, shaft driven cars of the

highest price and class. It is equipped with runabout, tourabout, touring and limousine

bodies. Prices, $2,750 to $3,750.

Thomas 4-60 Flyer

The Old Reliable is smoother, snappier, faster, lighter, quieter and roomier than ever. It has

been redesigned and refined until it has become one of the most beautiful and stylish cars

to be seen. The mechanical changes are largely refinements, though the motor generates

more power. A hearing between each cylinder is still one of its chief characteristics. It is

equipped with runabout, tourabout, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $4,500 to $5,700.

Thomas 6-70 Special

This is the climax of automobile construction, and is one of the most powerful and flexible

cars made, retaining as it does, the structural principles that have counted so much for

reliability in the Thomas 4-60 Flyer. There 15 not a single experimental feature in its

entire construction. For speed, smooth running on hills and bad roads, and for slow

speed, all on the high gear, the 6-70 Special is not equalled. It is equipped with runabout,

touring, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $6,000 to $6,900,

E. R. Thomas Motor Q0.

Members at. L. n. n. BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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HE Great _ Arrow Six-Cylinder Car is not theory. It is fact. A

single experience in a six-cylinder Great Arrow will prove that vibra

l tionhas been reduced to a minimum. This comfort, this added touch

; i of luxury to a car already most efficient in construction, makes the I908

g Great Arrow six-cylinder the ideal car for the man who wants everything.
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1 GREAT ARROW

SIX-CYLINDER

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

  

  

The best mechanical description ever written will not be so convincing to you
a g I

as a smgIe hour s demonstration.

“ 4-cylinder Great Arrow 30 H. P Price $4000

HERE ARE THE 1908 I4-cylinder Great Arrow 40 a. P2 Price $5000

T A 6-cylinder Great Arrow 40 H. P. Price $5500oURlNG C Rsifi-cylinder Great Arrow 60 H. P: Price $6500

The George N. Pierce Company, Buiialo, N. Y.
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1908 Announcement
 
 

  

  

 

Pope-Toledo Type XVII

lts lreynote of design is close attention to those fine details and niceties of construction which

enhance the comfort and convenience of the user in quietness, freedom from vibration, cleanliness, speed,

luxurious accommodations and appointments, ample carrying space for luggage; an entire separation of

the mechanical part of the car from that used by the passengers; two separate and independent systems

of ignition on two separate sets of sparlr plugs, practicall eliminating all electrical trouble, encased noise

less Chrome Nicltel Steel chains; castled nuts and split Keys to every mechanical fastening; an enclosed

detachable pan under the whole car to prevent the entrance of dirt or water to the propelling mechanism;

an entire absence of brass parts, blued steel being used on all parts handled by the chauffeur; all handles

and fittings in that part of the car occupied by the passengers covered with fine seal leather; double

extension robe rail, folding detachable seats, dress-suit cases for the ladies' apparel and pockets for the

gloves, goggles and other articles.

We take great pleasure in announcing to our dealers and many

friends of the Pope-Toledo Car that our new models are

NOW READY FOR DELIVERY

See our exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show

Pope Motor Car Company

Member A. L. A. M. Toledo, Ohio
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The new Model and Model “L”

WHITE STEAM CARS

will be exhibited at

the Automobile Show in

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

November 2-9
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When you pay $3000 to $5000 for anAutomobile,Mr. Business Man,

you get a pretty good car—but you don’t get your money’s worth

You don't because toda most an omobile value: bear the same rela- will 'decr'de the question of automobile prices and value once and for

ion to automobile rire: at (air a values and prices bore to each all time.

' 't saving $1000 or $ on an automobile which proves itself right0 er twelve years a o. 15,;

o paid $125.00 for a good wheel then. Today you can buy a better "107% Cvflil'dtri'lg'. Mf- “SiHBSS all ?

t less.one or 60 per cen If ou saw a chance 0 save $ for your business, wouldn't on go13’ . y
Before you pa 000.00 to $5000.00 for an automobile. find out what to at east 550° worth rouble to deli? _ _

sort of a car the i dull is at 82000. To sav _$3000 on your automo ile, which 15 worth $3000 to you

Don't take it for granted that $2000 can't buy as ood automobile value. pegxzasim' lzngfrggsrl; “aim?!haach62fssggggs:hzzy;zrlnie interested

. _ . , . . . e
ddfrfflfethalgétizigislsvgrif a mt of trouble“ hwh” prices on the (no obliga iOn on your part) and want a demonstration.

. . , Think it over Mr. Business Man. Do you know a single

Try the MItChen—ang {igent aflYWhel'F “"11 be glad to "Show You ' a ness-like reason '10}: on should pay more than $2000 for an au'omobile?

09mm!“ 1° Of Style. mSh' QonStchon and, “formance "1,“ the Prove that there in" an y writing us or the nearest agent for names

Mitchell ew models. the superior of which hasn een "shown in any of many 5 tisfied user have

car made mday regardless Of Pnce' sands of miles over a inds of roa s and hills. and have en ountered

See the Mitchell at the show—scrutinize it most critical] — eave your every_know_n road tes at makes or breaks a car. Let them e 1 you

business card and address and state the most convenien ime to call facts In the"_"/¢'J/-day eXl-lel'leflce thh Proves the Mltfllell 0 e the

for you. most economical car to keep as well as to buy.

a s o the Mitc e who driven their cars thou

c

Then we'll send a car around and show you a silent argumenl that

r 'business judgm 'will instantly appeal to you eat and convmce you-a Mitchell Motor CAI Co., Mitchell SL, Racine, Wll.

silent argument the equal of which no salesman ever will be ca able. Member American omr car Manufacturer-3’ Association

The Mitchell willprave value equal to that of any car. The i chell If not going to e alto rite for Catalog No. I8

\“ "7" I?" " -

\1;,"5 - - g \“

  

7 V. a"
, .

\\‘

\1
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MOTOR CARS
“THE ALL 'BALL-BEARING CARS"

 

 

 

 

 

 

The l9 0 8 Line consists of

Two 4-llylinller and Two ll-CYIlllllBl Models

in Touring Cars, Limousines and Roadsters. Each equipped with Nlllllllll BIII-Btllllll Motors

The entire line embodies the tried and proven NATIONAL type of construction. refined

and perfected in all details to the highest possible degree.

National Model K, 4-cylinder, 47/5x5, $3,500.00 National Model R, 6-cylinder, 41/,x43/v $4,200.00

National Model N, 4-cylinder, 5x5, $3,700.00 National Model T, 6-cylinder, 5x5, $5,000.00

Each machine carries 7 passengers comfortably,

National Motor Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Member American Motor Cor Min. An'm N. Y.
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GOODYEAR LEADS

A count of the automobiles equipped with Quick Detachable

Rims at the Grand Central Palace Show, just held in New York

City, shows the following result:

Goodyear Unlversal les on 27 Cars

' ' Marsh Rims on 19 Cars

Goodrich Rims on 17 Cars

Midgley Rims on 8 Cars

fisk Rims on 2 Cars

 
 

The Goodyear Universal Rim has been adopted exclusively

for [908 by the following manufacturers, representing an output

approximating 64,000 rims, viz:

The Bartholomew Co. (Glide) Jackson Auto Co.

Buick Motor Co Motorcar Co. (Cartercar)

Chalfonte Motor Car (0. Plerce Engine Co. (Pierce-Racine)

Crawford Auto Co. Reo Motor Car Co.

De Luxe Motor Car Co. The Smith Auto Co.

Dolson Auto Co. Waltham Mfg. Co.

York Motor Car Co. E

See it and the Goodyear Tire demonstrated at the Garden

Show or any branch. Tire off or on in less than a minute.

GOODYEAR RED SEAL 1908 TUBES

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
AKRON, Ol'llO

 

 

 

BRANCHES:

- NEW YORK—64th St. and Broadway. - PITTSBURG—5988 Centre Ave.

BOSTON—Cor. Dartmouth and Boylston Sts. PHILADELPHIA—1404 Ridge Ave.

CHICAGO—80-82 Michigan Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—506 Golden Gate Ave.

ST. LOUIS—712-7l4 Morgan St. - BUFFALO—719 Main St.

BALTIMORE—400 5. Fremont Ave. 1.05 ANGELES—932 S. Main St.

CINCINNATI—317 East 5th St, DETROIT—251 Jefferson Ave.

DENVER
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j I %@o BETTER VALUE'I'HfiNY OTHER PLUGreeeh- loe

1NSTANT REMOVAL AND

* r REPLACEMENT WITHOUT TOOLS _
mm“ "uni t
1. IIIIIIIIMLA “A 6 0

2* ~' 135:??stassesses: .1 -

xfour "Breech-Block" plugs can be opened,

cleaned and closed in Sixteen Seconds by ihe watch.
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A Gentlemens’ Spark Plug
\@

  

   

Soor

PROOF
  

Saves

time, tools, temper and trouble;

  

UNAFFECTED

  

Insures

cleanliness, freedom from the “fussed-up” uncom

fortable condition consequent of working around

a hot engine and, best of all, insures comparative

freedom from faulty ignition.

Breech-Block Plugs

mark a distinct advance in spark plug construction.

Made of the finest materials, including genuine

German porcelain, in our own factory (one of the

largest in the country devoted to the manufacture

of fine mechanical specialties), they fulfill the

purpose for which they are designed better than

has heretofore been possible.

Specify them on your cars.
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\LE‘Zr/' PROTECTS PQRCELA'N' Made

The Standard Co..
Torrington,CORD..U.S.A.
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PLANT OF

THE WHITLOCK COIL PIPE CO.
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HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.

WHITLOCK '
COOLERS AND MOTOR CONNECTIONS OF ALL KINDS WILL BE USED AS

A PART OF THE REGULAR EQUIPMENT FOR

1 9 0 8

HIGH GRADE CARS

We Have the FINEST FACILITIES in this COUNTRY FOR MAKING

COOLERS

EXHAUST

' PIPES

INTAKE

PIPES

HOODS

HINGES

MOTOR

CONNECTIONS

 

 

Over 1500 of this type were

placed on the highest grade

of English cars in England

during the past year.

We have over 40,000

Coolers of one type

alone on American cars
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“KEEP YOUR EYE ON CONTINENTALS"

8

“They’re Specifying

TIRES

on 1908 Cars”

Continental Caoutchouc Company

43 Warren Street, New York

JOB M. GILBERT. General Manager

ALSO

729 Main Street, Bnflalo. N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING ENTS

W rn Continental Caoutchone Co., NJ! Michigan Boule

vard Chicago, .

Pacific Continental 're Agency, 640 Golden Gate Ave,

San Francuco, C

2100 Broadway, cor. 734 St., New York. 260 Jefleraon Ave" Detroit, Mich.

Poet 8: Leater Co. 821 Boylaton St. Boaton, aaa.

Jaa. L. Gibney 5. km, 211 N. me $1., Phlladel an, Pl.

Continental Agency Co., 1268 Euclid Ave., Clev O.
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MR. MOTORIST: a

There’s some

interesting news

on the other page.

Digest it.

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

Model G Touring Car . . . . ..$2,000

25 H. P. Four Cylinder.

 

  

  

 

Model G Runabout . . . . . . . ..$2,000

25 H. P. Four Cylinder.

  

  

 

Model G Limousine . . . . . . ..$3,000

Model Limousine . . . . . . . . . ..$3,600

 

  

 

Model H Touring Car

30 H. P. Four Cylinder.

  

Will be exhibited at Madison

Square Garden, November 2-9.

  

 

Model T Coupe . . . . . . . . . . . . .$1

10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

,350

  

 

 

Model T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l,000

10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

   

  

 

Model S Runabout.

10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

  

 

Model M Delivery.

10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

 

Member Association Licensed

CADILLAC MOTOR'CAR (30., DETROIT, MICH.
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It Motorists would equip their cars

with good tires they would have a
 

  

feeling of contentment that should

make motoring a decided pleasure.

Branches and

Agencies

New York:

214 W. 47th St.,,

17 Warren St.

Chicago:

81 Michigan Ave.

5yrrrrre:

214 Clinton St.

Buffalo:

379-383 Washington St.

Rochester:

55 Main St. E.

Pittsbur :

913515 Liberty Ave.

Philadelphia:

13th 8: Cherry Sta.

Cleveland:

1829 Euclid Ave.

Dayton:

405-411 Eu: Third St.

Minneapolis:

708 I-Iennepin Ave.

Atlanta:

90 No. Pryor St.

St. Louis:

538 N. Vandeventer Ave.

Kansas City:

605-607 E. 15th St.

Deeeer:

1562 Broadway.

Lon Angeles:

118-122 E. Tenth St.

San Francisco:

423433 Golden Gate Ave.

Portlan :

B xth St.

Seattle:

Ninth Ave & Pilre St.

  

  

Morgan & Wright Tires are

ever ready to supply the Motor

ist with proot conclusive that

there is lots of contentment

stored away in good tires.

Some Motorists don’t know

this—that’s because they don’t

specity good tires.

MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

    

FOR DUNLFOR CLINCHER

(Note rubber filler in din er on left.)

  

The lm‘proved Midgle ' , illustrated above, accommodates every

make 0 Cli cher_ or un p tires, as well as every type of chan

really-fastened tires, except one. Standard measurements ruout,

including mside diameter. Solid bead.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT

Madison Square Garden Show—Space 78.
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qeaJ The Tire oi the Day
0

Q

a

 

Wearing quality—that’s what the Motorist looks for in the tire he buys.

But there’s absolutely, no positive way of telling what’s in the tire in the way of service until

he has tried it.

The name of the maker of that tire—stamped on his product—is the only thing by which

the purchaser can be governed.

The tire which lasts longest in actual service and gives the owner the

least trouble is certainly the best tire—and the cheapest—n0 matter what

its first cost.

And we want to prove to you that the

G&J

Oval Raised Tread Tire

is not only the best made automobile tire of today——but it will outwear and outlive all other

makes. Therefore we want to show you that it will be cheaper if you buy G & J Tlres.

There are several reasons for the above assertions.

The G & J Oval Raised Tread Automobile Tire is made of the best rubber and fabric which

can be put into a tire.

We are the only sole manufacturers of automobile tires in America.

The G & J Oval Raised Tread Tire is the culmination of over fifteen years’ experience

and effort to produce the perfect automobile tire.

The G & J Oval Raised Tread was designed solely to meet the demands for a tire that

would stand the wear and tear of strenuous service on American roads.

The G & J Oval Raised Tread Tire gives most wearing surface—where it is most needed;

it makes skidding less liable—and equipped with the famous Midgley Tread, as we build them

when desired—it makes all skidding and slipping absolutely impossible.

The G & J Oval Raised Tread Tire you will find more resilient and durable than any other

make of tire you ever tried.

But you must try to prove all this true. Will you do so?

Good thing to remember in equipping your car is that we can supply Iyou with .the new 1908 Universal Midgley Rim

which will fit any Clincher or unlop Tire.

6&3 IIRECG. ~
INDIANAPOLIS, IND

  

BRANCHES

BOSTON—MS Columbua Ave. CHICAGO—I434 Mlchi Ave.

CLEVELAND—Now No. 1837 Euclid Ave. NEW YORK—l0 W. Sixtieth St.

DETROIT—247 Jefleraon Ave. SAN FRANC SCO—423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES

 
,, G 8: TIRE AGENCY Denver Colo. 1528 Court Place. ENTERPRISE RUBBER CO., Bolton Mall. "0 Federal St.

q o a mu: COMPAN'Y Buffalo N. ‘Y.. 912 Main St. ALEXANDER-ELYEA co.. mam, On. 3 iv. Pryor 5e

1,; G & TIRE AGENCY, l'hiladel hia PL. 711 N. Broad St. KEATS R: CO., Portland. Ore. 64-66 Sixtll St.

" WES ERN RUBBER AND SgPPLY CO., Loa Angeles, Cal. 1010 PLANT BROS. Minneapolis. 'Minn“ 21 S. Second St.

S. Main t. CENTRAL RUBBER CO.. Chicago, Ill. 84 Lake St.

MAHA RU BER SHOE CO., Omaha. Neb., Eleventh and Barnum Sta. SYRACUSE RUBBER CO. Syracuse. Y., 212-214 S. Clinton St.0

gORTléIWEST AUTO SUPPLY CO., Spokane, Wash" 1419-27 Fire! Ave. ROCHESTER RUBBER CO. Rochester N. Y. 55 Main St., East.

URGH RUBBER CO., Plttaburfh, Pa" 913-915 Liberty Ave. 'JEROME P. PARKER co.. 'Memplua. an... l81-183 Madison St
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iiigh Tension

Magnetos *

  

When ajmanuiacturer equips with Eisemann-Lavalette Magnetos it

means that he considers his cars equalgin class to the highest grade

ioreign cars, although there may be a wide diflerence in price.

The greatest cars of Europe use Eisemann-Lavalette Magnetoe ex

clusively. The Peerless. Packard and other leading American cars equip

their entire output with our magnetos and freely admit that it is in a

great measure due to the periection 0! our instrument that the run

ning qualities 0! their cars have brought them to their present remark

able popularity.

Magneth are as permanent an integral part of the motor car con

struction to-day as pneumatic tires. ’

The question then is—which magneto?

The answer is—the Eisemann-Lavalette.

The Eisemann-Lavalette. in spite of its admitted superiority, costs.

with dual ignition. $60 less to install than any competing make, because

ot its mechanical points of exrreme simplicity, which cannot be dupli

cated without inirlnging our patents.

it does away with the cumbersome necessity of placing a timer on

the motor with all its attendant wiring complications and expenses. it

gives a greater increase in emciency than any other magneto on the

market. it is the most durable instrument 0! this sort, and it will out

wear any car on which it is installed. it is perfect in the matter of

timing. This means that it lengthens the life 0! the motor to a remark

able degree. lives pertection oi servtce under all conditions, which can

be obtained in no other way. and is as much a factor in strengthening

the pertormance. and. consequently the reputation of the car as any

other one point in its construction. -

The strongest point an automobile sales agent can make in otter-ing

a 1908 car to the public is the statement that it is equipped with an

Eisemann-Lavalette Magneto.

 
It you make a moderate price car, say $2,000 or 82,500, the use of

our magneto will at once class it as a leader at that price. it will

enable your agents to give demonstrations tuily equal to a $4,000 or

$5,000 car, provided the difference in horse power is not too great. It

will mean an enormously increased demand for your cars in 1909, with

no eflort to yourself, and it Will also mean that the best automobile .

agents will be more apt to solicit making connections with you on your

own terms. They know the value oi our instrument and we are taking

strong steps to see that they do not iorget it.

The Eisemann-Lavalette Magneto carries its coil in a. separate boz.

thus providing ample space for a heavy thickness of insulation. The

space is so ample that we would increase this insulation provided there

was any advantage to be gained by it. Barring accidents. it is impossi

bie tor snort-circuiting to occur. in the very rare cases where short

clrcuiting has occurred it has been a matter 0! slight expense and a

tow minutes 0! time to install a new coil in this separate box. thus

malting the instrument absolutely as good as new. When short-cir

cuitlng occurs in this separate box, which is a sate distance irom the

armature, the magneto is entirely unanected.

in competing makes, which claim to be as good as the Eisemann

Lavalette. the coil is carried in the space inside the armature. This

space is so small that the insulation is, of necessity, very thin and

inadequate. With inadequate insulation short-circulting is bound to

occur sooner or later, and when it does occur the entire magneto is out

_oi commission and must be replaced by a new instrument or sent to

the luxury tor repairs.

When you sell a man a car equipped with an Eisemann-lravalette

Magneto you can guarantee hiin it'eedom irom ignition troubles. Our

guarantee to you stands behind yours. By'using our instrument you

greatly reduce his cost of upkeep

Are you dissatisfied with your present ignition system ? We have engineers,

specialists in WHAT YUU WANT TO KNOW.

to work out your ignition problem ior you.

We are exhibiflng at all 01 them. '

Madison Square Garden, spaces 120 and 121.

automobile shows.

Grand .Central Palace, space F.

We will gladly send one to you

Better still, come and see us at the

LAVALETTE & C0., 112 West 42d Street, New York
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“Renders

(I The spring action of a car affects its smooth

running qualities. Proper control of the springs

prevents excessive oscillation, which insures LESS

WEAR and TEAR, LONGER LIFE OF TIRES,

GREATER SPEED AND GENUINE COMFORT.

(LThis control of the springs can be secured only

by the use of TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD Shock

Absorber—the device that has made SAFE, ECO

NOMICAL AND COMFORTABLE automobil

ing possible.

(In the 1908 model we believe that we have

practically obtained perfection.

(L A distinctly new feature has been added, consist

ing of a regulating dial with indicator, making it

possible for even a novice to obtain a perfect and

 

TRUffAULT-HARTFURI]

SHOCK ABSORBER

  

Real Rough Road Relief”

uniform adjustment to suit the exact requirements

of the car as measured in terms of its gross weight,

and easily secure the maximum benefit.

(The Truffault-Hartford is the only spring

retarding device manufactured with a regulating

dial. It is automatically lubricated, absolutt ly dust

and water proof, interchangeable, practically inde

structible and fully guaranteed.

(Lthnty prominent automobile manufacturers

now use the Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorber

exclusively as part of the reqular equipment of

their cars.

flWrite for our “ Ruff Road " booklet, Dept. I, or

a demonstration will convince you—see us at th:

shows.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO., 66 Vestry St. New York

'SEE US AT THE snows
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Better Than Evr For l908 and

The Guarantee Just As Good

' AJAX-CRIEB RUBBER COMPANY '

General Office: N. I. Cor. 57th St. and Broadway, New York

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES: ,

Detroit, 743 Woodward Ave. San Francisco. 438 Market St. ,

Chicago, 1418 Michigan Ave. Los Angeles. 1040 South Iain St.

Seattle, 1102 Broadway.

‘ AGENCIES: ‘

Baltimore, 20 St. Paul St. St. Louis, 3948 Olive St. Kansas City, Mo., Maxwell-Briscoe Auto Co.

Philadelphia, 1413 Race St. Seattle, l-il9 Broadwa -. Dayton, Ohio, Bordcrwmch 81 Clancy Automobile Co.

Boston, 819A Boylston St Minneapolis, Nicollct ‘St. '_ l‘les Moines, Iowa, Automobile 8: Supply Co.

\Vashington, D. (A, 002-604 E St., N. W. Jacksonville, Fla 317 W'. Forsythe St. Sioux City, Iowa m. Warwick.

l'ittsbur , 201 Wood St. _ Cincinnati, 0., East 5th St. l’orto Rico, 32 .\ arins San Juan.

Fisher utomobile Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Joseph Strauss & Sons Co., Buffalo, N. Y. James Bros., Tampa, Eli.
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BRAMPTON'S

I"Ey_

ribs

  

‘f .11*5:ll

J

.4:~~ BRAMPTON'S am

 
 

 
 

THE BRAMPTON CHAIN
The stongest chain in the world; made of self-hardening steel with

large spun rivets, chamferred side plates (no sharp edges). All parts of

this chain are polished and fit the sprockets (which are properly cut) with

out friction. '

Imitation, What’s the Definition?

Some chain manufacturers have copied the Brampton chain as near

as they could. Their chain somewhat resembles the Brampton chain in

appearance, but they have been unable to copy the material (self-harden

ing steel).

No change has been made in the construction of the Brampton

chains in the past ten years. What does that signify?

Our price list is not copyrighted and our competitors are welcome to

use it. One of them has done so, using our numbers, sizes, prices and

descriptive matter.

It is therefore easy to be seen that the Brampton chain is The One

Standard of the World.

.All Brampton Chains are stamped with the name Brampton on each

outside link; Beware of the imitators and get the genuine Brampton.

PRICES THE SAME AS AMERlCAN-MADE CHAINS.

We are the Sole American Agents. Catalog on request.

MANUFACTURER, JOBBER

E. .EXPORTERANDIMPORTER

PHILADELPHIA BOSTON CLEVELAND
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DETROIT BUFFALO

Price! That’s The Rub

The price of the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAINS, (the

best in the world) is the same as the American made chains.

Large Sales

make it possible for us to import the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON

CHAIN from England (paying freight and duty) and sell it at the same

price at which the several other automobile chains are sold to manu

facturers, jobbers, dealers and users.

Price Being Equal

What would you do?

The manufacturers of American motor cars will fit the BRAMP

TON CHAIN to your car if you order that way—no extra cost to either

you or the manufacturer.

We carry in stock all BRAMPTON Standard Sizes to fit

American and Foreign cars.

PRICE, the same—QUALITY, that’s DIFFERENT.

Agents Wanted in Unoecupied Territory

Home Office, agiigélllt, New York City

54th Street and Eighth Ave, NEW YORK CITY
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CHROME NICKEL STEEL VALVE-lN-I‘IEAD MOTOR

ANNULAR BEARINGS ALUMINU“ BODY

  

  

 PENNSYLVANIA ‘ i V i PENNSYLVANIA

DISTRIBUTORS. DISTRIBUTORS.

Los An eles, Cal.: ' Pittsburg Pa.:

Greer- obbins Company, Bellefield Motor Com

1501-1505 S. Main St. any, 4514-16-18 Henry

San Francisco, Cal.: L

Ci Hall Automobile Brag], e; N15. Y-fim 1378

Company, 66 Fulton St. Bedford Ave. I

  

Boston, Mass.: New York,

Frederick E. Randall '
Company, 245 Columbus Eiggdiva .Company' 1597

  

Ave. Spokane, aah

L. H. Rose, i218 Second

  
;  

Chicago Ill.:

Hamilton Auto obile » ‘ Ave.

Company, 1218 ichi- Troy, N. Y.:

gan Ave. Lucey Motor Car Com  

nanv, 231 River St.

Philadel hia. Pa.:

West- tillman Motor

Car Company, 253 No.

Broad St.

Baltimore. Md.:

Rice‘s Garage, North 8:

Madison Aves.

St. Louis. Mo.:

R. '1‘. Harris, Washing

ton Hotel.

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

  
Providence, R. 1.:

Pennsylvania Motor Car

Agency, 133 Washing

ton St.

Denver, Colo.:

Denver Omnibus 8: Cab

Company, Denver.

Kansas City, Mo.:

Mr. Robert V. Jones,

409 New England Bldg.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Company,
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" THE LAMBERT 18 ”

The Car Without A_Gear Box

SPECIFICATIONS.

CAPACITY—Three assengera. WHEEL BASE—95 inches. TREAD—S6 inches. FRAME—Pressed steed. WHEELS—SO-inch

TIRES—30x3 inch lichelin. MOTOR—Z-c linder opposed, 18 h. p. TRANSMISSION—Friction. SPEED—l to 35 mill(es an hour. CARBURETOR—

wood artillery.

Float feed. IGNITION—Jum spark. RA IATOR—Hone comb. DRIVE—Sin 1e chain to rear axle, encased. BRA E~External on each rear hub.

BEARINGS—Hyatt Roller an Standard Ball. CLEARAN E—lZ inches. GAS LINE CAPACITY—l2 gallons. LENGTH OF BODY, from inside

of dash—76 inches. WIDTH OF BODY. to ouside mud guard—63 inches. IDTH OF BODY—32 inches. WIDTH OF FRONT SEAT~36 inches

inside of cushion. WIDTH OF REAR SEAT—18 inches inside of cushion. HEIGHT OF FLOOR FROM GROUND—29 inches PAINTING—French

ray. UPHOLSTERING—Fine unlity of leather; springs in cushions and backs of seats. WEIGHT—1,350 pounds. EQUIPMENT—Two oil lamps,

om and full tool equipment. P ICE—$800 complete, f. o. b. factory.

$800 "THE LAMBERT 18 ” $800

THE BEST VALUE IN AMERICA AT THE PRICE

Ask the best sted mechanic of your a uaintance what he thinks of the Friction Drive, and the answer will be: “The Best_ on Earth.” Ask a

farmeri and he wilb iliot know, because his cal ing has not required that he keep abreast With the improvements in power transmission—especially as

applie to automo ies. _ _ _ _ _ _

Better still, see the Lambert, have a demonstration—examine the mass of testimony that has come to use unsolicited—we fell sure that the verdict

will be: "I will buy a Lambert because it is the simplest, nobbiest and best car on the market for the money." Write for catalogue.

See the Lambert in Section "D" main floor, Grand Central Palace, New York City, Oct. 24-31.

THE BUCKEYE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, A Fm Good Agent: Wanlzd ANDERSON, INDIANA
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AS The count of solid tire equipment at the Grand Central

Palace Show emphasizes the overwhelming superiority of

“risesnonne”

Side-Wire Mntnr Tires—The World's Standard

20 cars equipped with “Firestone” tires

4 equipped with nearest competing make

Mora Than Twine is Many “FIREISTUNE” is All llther Snllds linmhinad

FIRESTUNE TIRE 8:. RUBBER 60., AKRON, lll'llll

 
 

 

  

 

 

WHY IS IT?

Year after year you see these same cars at the difierent Automobile Shows? And why is it year after year these

same CZII'S use

in their construction?

And this list grows each year—would it grow?

TIMKEN _ ROLLER BEARINGS

WHAT IS THE ANSWER?

Would they continue to use TIMKEN PRODUCTS if they could use

anything better, or if there was anything better for them to use? Ask the man who makes good cars.

Here are some of them—look for them at the Shows.

PLEASURE CARS.

Peerless Motor Car Co.

Smith Automobile Co.

St. Louis Motor Car Co.

Nordyke & Msrmon Co.

Apperaon Bros Auto Co.

Conover Motor Car Co.

York Motor Car Co.

Pope Manufacturing Co.

Wanton Motor Carriage Co.

Babcoek Electric Co.

at:an Automobile Co.

sync Automobile Co.

Pope Manufacturing Co.

Auto Car Equipment Co.

Logan Construction Co.

Hewitt Motor Co.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co.

Messelbach Motor Wagon Co.

Holsmsn Automobile C0.

Zimmerman Mi . Co.

Success Automo ile Co.

The Grand Central Palm Show

New York—October 24-31

Northern Motor Car Co.

De Luxe Motor Car Co. (Queen)

Acme Motor Car Co.

Auto Vehicle Co.

Reo Motor Car Co.

Royal Motor Car Co.

Adams Manufacturing Co.

Deere-Clark Motor Car Co.

E. R. Thomas Detroit Co.

Electric Vehicle Co.

Adams Co.. En land.

Buckeye Man acturing Co.

Thomas B. Jeii'ery 8: Co.

Dayton Motor Carriage Co.

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co.

Kissell Motor Car Co.

Austin Automobile Co.

Autocar Co.

Olds Motor Works.

Bartholomew Co.

Buick Motor Co.

E. R. Thomas Motor Car Co.

Diamond T. Motor Car Co.

Hewitt Motor Co.

COMMERCIAL CARS.

Baker Electric Co.

American Mach. & Mfg. Co.

Mack Bros. Motor Car Co.

Knox Automobile Co.

Cop ock Motor Car Co.

Sou es Motor Car Co.

Reliance Motor Car Co.

Oscar Lear Auto Co.

Champion Wagon Works.

Biddle-Murray Mf . Co.

Torbenson Motor ar Co.

New York Transportation Co.

AUTOMOBILES OF BUGGY TYPE.

The Bendix Co.

W. H. Kiblinger Co.

Ranger Motor Car Co.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co.

Micr Carriage A Buggy Co.

Kaufl'man Bu gy Co.

Schact Mfg. 0.

International Harvester Co.

WE WILL EXHIBIT A'I‘

Madison Square Garden Show

New York—November 2-9

TIIE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE COMPANY, Canton, 01110

Eastern Branch, 10 E. Slat St., New York.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

. . rsnkltn Mfg. Co.

Louis S. Ross.

Med-Bow Automobile Co.

Knight 8 Kilbourne Co.

Haynes Auto Co.

Columbus Buggy Co.

Dragon Automobile Co.

Dorris Motor Car Co.

Mora Motor Car Co.

And many others

Knox Motor Truck C0.

General Vehicle Co.

Gseth Automobile Co.

Iroquois Iron Works.

American Motor Truck Co.

And many others.

Columbus Buggy Co.

Staver Carriage Co.

And many others.

Chicago Colltseum and 7th Regiment

Armory Shows In December

Western Branch, 429 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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HINDLEY SPIRAL GEARS

. “s.—

  

Especially adaplea   

to

HEAVY TOURING CARS

AND

TRUCKS

These Gears were used on a Mitchell

Truck in its run from Chicago to

New York.

You are invited to ride in our

demonstration car when in

Philadelphia.

 

MORSE, ‘WILLIAMS 8C CO., Engineers, Philadelphia, Penna.

 

 

 

 
 

“LONG=ARM” AUTO PARTS

QUALITY—QUANTITY—QUICKNESS—COUNT IN PLACING ORDERS

EA 8. FULL FLOATING TYPE, SHAFT nmve \

R R , smoua 0R DOUBLE BRAKES. ouuar GEARS .

F soup r BEAM SECTION.

R , PADS FORGEDON

All Axles with Plain Ball, “F. 6: S." or “I'I-B” Bearings—2 Standard Sizes

CLUTCHES—Cork Insert Design, Cone Type

STEERING REACHES—lligh-Class, Tube Type

1-In., Us-ln. and 154-in. BALLS

Also Propeller Shafts, Hand-Levers, Transmissions, and Gear Cutting

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CUTS—QUANTITY PRICES

 
 

Samples Promptly Furnished to Responsible Parties for Inspection and Tests

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY

The American Distributing Co., Tét'i‘s’iR'rfi‘DNQ. Cleveland, .Ohio

=L
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WIDMER MACHINE WORKS, inc.
Manufacturers of GEARS, PARTS, Etc.

SPECIALTIES—GEARS: STEERING GEARS:

Silent Running Special Filled “NEW DEPARTURE”—en

Gears “Electronde.” tirely new design for heavy

Grey Fibre Filled Gears.
cars.

Spiral Cut Gears, generated. nglzg‘Iflgs’tmejgec'any de—

Planed Gears. '"LI LE GIANT," for light

Herringbone Gears, cars.

We are prepared to take on high grade machine work.

Send us your blue prints for quotations.

45, 47, 49 Fort Slmt East, DETROIT, HIGH.

l l l I l ! I I I' I 'I I ‘ll E

 
 

 

eQuipped with

0111MBIA IocK NUTS
They do not shake n an ace N9 l69 GRAND CENTRAL PAlACE

from the. bolt. Shovéd at 5

Explain N9 79 MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

Columbia Nut 8; Bolt (3.). Mam";a“6is‘+i'“23m’ff‘oi'éi‘xi“
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SMITH FRAMES TI

From Smallest to Largest Pressed Steel Automobile Frames

men CARBON, NICKEL OR crmomr NICKEL STEEL
 

1111 t .
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A. O. SIVIITI—I CO.
MILWAUKEE; WIS.

Largest Producers of Pressed Steel Automobile Frames in America

STEEL STAMPINGS OF ALL KINDS SEND IN PRINTS FO'R ESTIMATES
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TIIE CAR~ BUILT FOR PERMANENCE

'. You’re Sure oi

Your Trip

When you start in an American

Mors you’re sure of reaching the

destined point without trouble or

delay.

No matter what hills, what the

condition of the road or other ordi

nary and even extraordinary auto

mobile obstacles, the American

Mors will get you there.

Every part of the American Mors

is built to do a specific share of the

work—and it does it.

No one part shifts the work on

another.

‘They all work together harmo

niously and make “the perfectly

balanced car."

AMERICAN M0ltS TOURING CARS—THREE 'l‘YPl'S:

14-10 11. P., 33.000 24-32 11. P., 85,000 40-52 5. r.. 86,000

All bodies of the most Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment

‘1

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

Send for our Catalog. Addre- Dept. I"!

The St. Louis Car Company

Automobile Department, St. Louis, Mo.

New York t 17061718 Broadway. cor. 54th Street

Lloemed by the Sod“ Auonyme d'Eleetridt‘ et

d'Automobllea, "MORS," Paris, France

Built by the Largest Builders

01 Street Cars in the World

a, a
a...»

1900 Roadster

35 H. P., $1850

Four 4%x454 inch cylinders, cast in pairs; valves

on one side; progressive type transmission, located on

rear axle; I-beam drop-rorged front axle, roller-bearing

rear axle; 9&inch wheel base; drop frame of pressed

steel; stora e battery ignition; speed up to 55 miles an

hour; weigTit 1,800 lbs.; cone clutch, leather-faced;

brakes, 14-inch drums, metal to metal internal and ex

ternal; ball-bearing front axle and gear box; Diamond

tires 32x37, inches. The price includes full equip

ment of five lamps, horn and tools.

"The Happy Medium Car”

is a phrase that fits the Dragons to a T. They embody

only details approved by sound engineering precedent

and justified by actual work on the road,

The ambition of the Dragon builders is to give

Dragon buyers the best service they can get anywhere

for anything like the Dragon prices—long life for the

car and small expense for upkeep.

The Dragon Roadster is simple, strong, light and

speedy—55 miles an hour if you want it. And it looks

the part.

The Dragon Touring Car of 1907 was the best of

its class for that year. It needed only the few refine

ments we have made to make it the best of its class

for 1908

24-26 H. P., five passengers, lull elliptic springs in rear,

Wonderfully easy riding, silent shaft drive, double

hub lirnkesASZJOI) i. o. b. Philadelphia.

The Dragon Automobile Co.

30th, 3lst and Chestnut Streets, l’hlladelphls

Member A. M. C. M. A.
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r— The 1908i

e and©fi

“EVERYTHING

BRUP-FURGEIJ"

That means that our Auto Tools

are the strongest and most durable

that can be made. They last a

H P ' ‘ life-time. The steel selected is of

0 o
the highest grade. In design our

3 AT tools are thoroughly up to date.

presents more really remarkable "mm m hand

features than you will find in any " ' _

other car now offered, no matter its _ Th" m handy

country or price. ~ to Lmanlpulala

  

'\

There isn’t a detail that a perfect car should have

that is missing from the 1908 Cleveland, There isn’t a

detail that is unworthy of absolute motor car per
Thay an readily

fection that is present in the 1908 Cleveland. Every ..feature could be made a special “selling feature.” '

qSuch features, for instance, as ignition, lubrication,

brakes, and a novel ratchet-sprag, you will find dis

tinctively new. But its many features are so notably ' The, a" llfllfll

in advance of any car so far built that you will have . . In use

to examine it in detail to appreciate its intrinsic

merit,

qAnd just consider for a moment the extraordinarilylow price at which this 4045 H. P. Cleveland is of-i THE B. & 8. mm WRENCH

fend' is a tool as necessary to your car as

q“ you are not sure just what dealer is handling this the engine itself. Don't fall to get

car nearest to your home, just drop us a line and we

will immediately advise you of his nude and ad

dress, and enclose a request that he furnish you

with a complete demonstration at your convenience.

qlf you are a dealer, and have not yet gotten into & so.. ,,

communication with us concerning this 1908 Cleve

land—get busyl It is bound to be the selling sen- _ “arnmd’ conn— ‘

sane“ Of 1903' ll London: 8 Long lane, Aldersgate St.

This car was conceded complete mechanical suprem

acy over all others by the critics at the Grand Cen

tral Palace Show.

our catalog of Auto Forgings and ,.

Tools. 0'

CLEVELAND Moron CAR COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES AND SALBSROOMS

 
 

K 1659 Broadway. New York City
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Type D—28 h. p. $2850

What do automobilists want?

The automobile that "does things.”

What’s that?

High power and light weight.

Why?

You’d better look into this question. French makers are already waking up to the public demand for light

weight, which produces better results, with less cost, more safety, and more comfort. American makers will follow.

Franklin has been high power and light weight since the start in 1902.

The best(book on this subject is the Franklin 1908 catalogue.

Send forit. -_. ,_.__’_.,

" 1908 Franklin Models

16 h. p. Run-bout, - - $l750 28 h. p. Touring-cor or Runabout, $2850

Io h. p. Touring-cur, - $I850 42 h. p. Touring-cur or Runabout. $4000

Four-cylinder Lnndnulet. $4000 Six-cylinder leousine, - . $5200

- Prices f. o. b. Syracule

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,

We exhibit at Madison Square Garden—the Licensed Show—November 2 to 9
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I A Few oi Our Domestic flute Special 'es_|

THE ROYAL TIRE HOLDER

Double

 

LUGGAGE CARRIERS

 

 

  

.u' - ‘3'

Made in stationary and folding _styles. The braces on the folding

carrier are provided With knuckle Jomts so-that when the rack is not
Will fit any car and any size tire. Will hold either one or two in use it can be foldtd.

tires. Set consists of two long and one short pieCc. Made of extra

    

heavy brass, highly polished and fitted with strong leather straps. Price, stationary . . . . . . .1.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.00

Per set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............$7.00 ‘._‘Price,folding........_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.00

.,‘

.

ROBE RAIL ‘

" OIL GUNS

g i THE IMPERIAL m
Keeps your robes and wraps from being d d

LOCK TIRE»HOLDERcrushed or mussed in bottom of car. _Rails

are made of extra heavy brass tubin ,. highly

polished. Made in stationary and a justable

  

This is one of the many varieties of oil and

  

 
 

  

rcase guns of which we carry a large stock.
styles. _ 24 _ ‘1 so ogr;geu‘;t-ritlil:s 13mg“ Fl‘_llii: No. _125 Oil Gun is a 00‘i substantial

Price stationary so in . . . . . . . . . 1.75 use of the Imperial 01 'er.h Itdis well made and IS tte With heavy

gr!" Siatioggzy 36 ‘ ‘ '" 2'00 L0_ck Tire Holder. gnp a“ le' _ _

:dzdgtabli 30V in ‘ ' "' 2'50 Will accommodatef No. 125, length 16 in., Price . . . . . . . ..50 cents

‘ _ . on: of ‘WO tires 0
Price adjustable 30% m........ . 4.00 my size and can cash

I ly be attached to any

FOOT REST make of car. Set
ROYAL SCREW JACKS

consists of two side

and one lock bottom

  

  

  

iece. Made of hcav

  

Foot rests enable the occupant of the Straps- ‘

Tonncau to brace themselves in a comfortable

position and also prevent the accidental Pricei P" ill-$10130

scratching and damaging of the body of the

car. Constructed entirely _ of heavy brass

highly polished and are adjustable.

Price, 32

THE PHARE CONTINENTAL

Flare Front Search Light.

Made entirely of extra heavy brass. The Mirror Lens has great

projecting power and a focusing attachment enables the adjustment

of the range of light as desired. Continental Search Lights are well

known for their superior qualities. These lamps are also made With

swivel attachment.

Prices from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$l$.00 to $25.00

The dealer who desires to handle the BEST line of Automobile Specialties would do well to investigate our line of

splendid and profitable goods. Our 128 page catalog will be sent upon request.

THE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT CO.
Manufacturers. Importers and Distributors 0! Automobile Accessories

MAIN OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE,

ronze, hi hly p0

ishcd and itted with

the finest leather

  

  

  

Especially adapted for heavy

cars. Its lifting capacity is

5,000 pounds. ack can be

raised or lowerc by simply

turnin'r a lever. It is recom

mended for garage use.

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.75

  

CONTINENTAL MOTOR CHIME

Four-Tone

   

 

This chime can produce a low rnusical note or a clarion blast, as

the “occasion may require," Consists of a single 'lS-ineh tube divided

in four compartments, which produce four blended sounds in one.

Price complete. with 1% or 2 in. Valve. . . $15.00

Price complete, with 2% or 3 in. Valve. . . . . 17.50

  

55 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK

 

 

I
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EJACKSUN—
Here are brief hints ofithe

Jackson Line for» l908—

Model E

5-passenger touring car. 35 h. p. shaft drive. 3 speed selective type trans

mission. 34 inch wheels. 3% inch tires. 111 wheel base. Price $2000.

  

Model D

2-cylinder opposed under hood. 24 h. p. shaft drive. 3 speed selective type

transmission. 32 inch wheels. 3% inch tires. 106 inch wheel base. Price $1550.

Model F Jackson Runabout

2-cylinder opposed under hood. Shaft drive. 2 speed planetary transmission.

30 inch wheels. 3 inch tires. 85 inch wheel base. Price $850. 14 h. p.

Model 0

2-cylinder opposed under body. chain drive. 2 speed planetary transmission.

30 inch wheels. 3% inch tires. 96 inch wheel base. Price $1250. 24 h. p.

Gentleman’s Roadster

3-passenger. 35 h. p. Shaft drive. 3 speed selective type transmission.

34 inch wheels. 3% inch tires. Speed 60 miles. Price $2000.

 

JABKSUN AUTUMUBILE BUMPANY

JACKSON, MICH.
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MODEL 31—$l400

  

For the man desiring a car for steady, daily service with the lowest

possible cost of operation, care and maintenance the two-cylinder

onAer’
_ remains supreme.

There are more of these cars today in constant, daily service than of

any other make on the market and their unfailing reliability has

been proven beyond question wherever automobiles are used.

If you are in or near New York visit the display of the

full 1908 line at

} Homan 8: Schulz Company

38-40 West 62d Street or if notsend for catalog

THOMAS B. JEFFERY‘8: COMPANY
HAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY: KENOSI'IA, WIS.

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES: Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco. Representatives

in all leading cities.
* l
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Slll'll SPEAKS OUT HIE ONE SNOW

Chairman of M. C. M. A. Committee De

clares Himself at Annual Lunch—

Other Subjects Discussed.

Unexpectedly the first gun fired at the

almost intolerable two-show situation was

publicly touched ofi at the annual luncheon

of the AmericanMotor Car Manufacturers

Association in the Hotel Manhattan, New

York, 'on Tuesday last, 29th inst.

‘;The man who fired the gun ,was none

other than H. O. Smith, chairman of that

association's show committee, which fact

to his Mr.

Smith not only expressed the opinion that

 

gave added force remarks.

the time had arrived when there was room,

or at any rate, there should be desire for

but one truly national show representative

of the whole industry, which should be held

neither in October or January, but in July

or August, and that it should be a show not

for the public, but for manufacturers and

dealers only. The shows for the public, he

said, should be local shows, held in the

spring, by the local trade organizations.

Mr. Smith led up to his address, which

was brieftand pointed, by firing a shot also

at the practice of exploiting new models

each year, which practice, he said, was

surelypassing, but while it prevailed, and

coupled with the present system of shows

and their dates, the best interests of the in

dustry were not being served. He said

the subject had been discussed by the A, M.

C. M. A. show committee, but added that

his remarks represented merely his personal

views.

Gen. George Moore Smith, chairman of

the Automobile Club of America’s show

committee, in what may be described as a

real nice tone of voice, found fault with

the: big cars now in vogue. He does not

consider seven passenger cars desirable and

thinks that the lengthening of wheel bases

has been carried too far and resulted in a

type ’of‘vehicle' suggestive of those designed

for carrying theatrical scenery and tele

graph poles. The result has been overloada

ing and a general increase of. tire expenses

and other costs of upkeep. Lighter and

shorter cars of moderate power are moi'c

desirable from every point of view. Hav

ing lodged his complaint, the General con

gratulated the A. M, C. M. A. on its growth

and success and advised makers generally

to turn more of their attention to commer

cial vehicles. In due course, Benjamin

Briscoe, chairman of the A. M. C. M. A.

management, returned the compliment by

congratulating the A. C. A. and thanking it

for its co-operation_

Of course, Winthrop E. Scaritt attended

the luncheon, and, of course, he was called

on to make a speech. He went soaring, as

usual, without the aid of a balloon. He

predicted that the motor fuel of the future

would be radium. A speck on the point of

a knife, he said, would furnish sufficient

power to drive an automobile daily for

twenty-five years. No one challenged the

statement.

Diezeman in Receiver’s Hands.

Following the filing of a petition in bank

ruptcy against the Diezcman Shock Ab

sorber Co., New York, Judge Holt on Mon

day last, appointed W. H. Smith receiver

for the concern. The petitioning creditors

are Charles L. Kohler, $808; Theo. Cohn,

$450; and W. A. Feuchs, $100, all on notes.

It was alleged that the company is insol

vent, had made preferential payments of

$2,000, and transferred merchandise and

accounts amounting to $2,000. The liabil

ities are over,$32,000, and assets $7,500, prin

cipally in the factory at 1311-1313 Hudson

street, Hobqken.

Badger 'Erass After Infringers.

Having acduircd the American rights of

the famous Bcsnard system, the Badger

Brass Mfg. Co. means to protect them. Al

ready legal warnings have been served on

three lamp makers whom the Badger people

consider are attempting to infringe their

riglng‘ 1;) llis', .fl')

MAKING CONTINENTALS IN AMERICA

German Tire to be Reproduced Herof

Tischbein Says Demountable Rim

Tends to Solve Tire Problem.

On October 24th, the American Continen

tal tire made its first formal appearance on

the American market. It is in every detail

a faithful reproduction of the tire made in

the parent factory of the Continental

Caoutchouc Co., at Hanover,~ Germany,

which heretofore has been supplied by the

American company. On the same date,

there went into effect a new scale of Amer

ican prices, in the making of which the fact

that both frcightage and import duties now

are avoided met with full and proper con

sideration. " '

That the Continental people were pre

paring to market an American made tire

has been a closely guarded secret for the

better part of two years. The first ones

were made in 1906 for use on certain of the

American cars that participated in the Van

derbilt cup race, but they were not used

for that purpose. Since that time, the ar

rangements for quantity production have

been gradually developing but nothing con

cerning them was permitted to escape un

til evcry detail had been perfect ‘d and the

American product had been so thoroughly

“tried out” by actual usage as to receive

the unqualified O, K. of the experts of the

llanover factory. All this has been effected

and the American tire now is in being, and

in no way can it be distinguished from the

imported product.

The American Continentals are being

made in the big plant of the Revere Rubber

Co., at Chelsea, Mass, which company is

one of repute and long establishment, and

which employs about 1,000 operatives. The

affiliation and working agreement between

the Continental and the Revere companies

is very intimate, E. S. Williams, general

manager of the latter being also a director

of the former, while the superintendents of
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the Continental department in the Chelsea

plant and of the Continental factory in

Hanover have exchanged visits and spent

several months at several different times

in their respective plants in order that the

reproduction of the processes and of the

completed tire shall be exact. The German

superintendent is none other than Dr. Al

bert Gerlach, who is of wide renown as a

chemist and rubber expert in Europe. It

was he who passed final approval on the

American tire,

Willy Tischbein, who is the managing di

rector of the Hanover plant and also presi

dent of the Continental Caoutchouc Co., of

America, came over to attend the “launch

ing” of the American product. He is now

in New York and expressed himself as be

ing thoroughly satisfied with the situation.

in the course of a conversation, he departed

from tires for a moment to give as his un

qualified opinion that the demountable rim

represents the final solution of the so-called

tire problem. The Continental rim of this

type, which now is being shown in America

for the first time, and which also will be

manufactured here, already is well known

and is in gradually increasing use in Europe.

Practically all tire troubles, Mr. Tischbein

said, arise from the first hurried repair made

on the road. The chaufieur is flurried or

nervous and, as a result, sand or small

stones get between the tube and the shoe;

or the tire is insecurely fastened to the rim

or insufficiently inflated and more trouble

ensues. With a demountable rim all this

is avoided. The spare tire is always in

flated and ready for quick and instant ap

plication, and the punctured one may be re

paired properly and at the leisure of the

driver. These considerations are so great

and so far reaching that while it may bev

slow of attainment, Mr. Tischbein believes

that the final triumph of the deniountable

is beyond question.

So far as the marketing of the American

Continental tire and rim is concerned, there

will be no change. That work will be p'er

formed by the Continental Caoutchouc Co.,

with Joe M. Gilbert as its manager, and

from his headquarters at 43 Warren street,

New York. Gilbert, however, insists that

the work is not work, but pleasure.

Firestone Opens Philadelphia Branch.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. will

this week open a branch in Philadelphia at

256 North Broad street, which is in the

heart of the automobile district. It will be

one of the largest establishments of the

sort in the East, having a total floor space

of 14,250 square feet. W. R. Walton will

be its manager. '

Detroit Auto Vehicle Assets for Sale.

The public sale of the assets of the bank

rupt Detroit Auto Vehicle Co., Detroit,

Mich, has been set for November 5th. The

property will be sold either in bulk or in

parcels.

The Week’s Inc0rporations.

Bloomfield, N. J.—Torbenson Motor Car

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $500,000

capital; to manufacture automobiles and

motors. Corporators not named.

New York City, N, Y.—Pardee Motor Co.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—William J. Jackson, Leon B.

Smith, and W. 1-1. Webster, all of New

York City.

Ithaca, N. Y.—Thomas & Grant, under

New York laws, with $25,000 capital; to

make automobile and marine engines. Cor

porators—C. C. Thomas, F. W. Grant and

F. A. Cobb, all of Ithaca.

Jersey City, N. J.—Advance Engine 8i.

Mfg. Co., under New Jersey laws, with $25,—

000 capital; to manufacture automobiles,

motors, etc. Corporators—H. O. Coughlin,

A. C. Bear and John R. Turner.

Kittery, Me.—American Auto-Ad Co.,

Motors, under Maine laws, with $700,000

capital. \ Corporators—O. S. Paul, pres

ident, Kittery, Me; H. P. Knowlton, sec

retary and treasurer, Maiden, Mass.

South Orange, N. J.—-Brick Church Auto

mobile & Supply Co., under New Jersey

laws, with $100,000 capital. Corporators—

Amelia Hull, New York City; John B. Todd

and Melvin O. C. Hull, South Orange.

Alexandria, Va.—Flynn Motor Car Co.,

under Virginia laws, with $15,000 capital;

to do general automobile business. Cor

porators—J. J. Flynn, president, F. M.

Scott, secretary-treasurer; H. 1. Quinn,

vice-president, all of Washington, D. C.

Gloversville, N. Y.—Gloversville Auto

Glove Co., under New York laws, with $25,

000 capital; to make automobile gloves.

Corporators—F. S. Mills, E. J. Wilkins, S.

B. Morrell, and E. W. Mills, all of Glovers

ville.

Rochester, N. Y.—F. A. Brownell Motor

Co., under New York laws, with $400,000

capital; to manufacture automobiles, cars,

boats, etc. Corporators—F. A. Brownell,

W. A. Dunn and W. Deinberger, all of

Rochester.

Omaha, Neb.—-Bearing Company of

America, The, under Nebraska laws, with

$150,000 capital; to make bearings for an

tomobiles. Corporators—Arnold C. Koc

iiig, George J. 5. Collins, Lysle 1. Abbott

and Will F. Seidentopl.

New York City, N. Y.—-Standard Auto

Rolling Chair Co., under New York laws,

with $500,000 capital; to manufacture mo

tor rolling chairs, automobiles, etc. Corpor

ators—J. H. Kahrs, L. Albert, and L. J.

Gregory, all of New York City.

In the Retail World.

The Wilson Trading Co., one of the old—

line cycle jobbing houses of New York,

will, on December lst, open a retail store

at 46 Cortlandt street. Automobile acces—

sories also will be handled.

The Longacre Motor Co. will open its

/

new garage at 48 West Forty-third street,

New York City, this week. The company,

of which J. Hovey Hill is president, will

transact a general garage and renting busi

ness. .

The Favorite Automobile Company,

backed by W. C. Favorite, has been formed

in Chicago and will open a garage at 1253

Michigan avenue. Charles W, Price, form

erly with the Maxwell agency, has been se

cured as manager.

Fire in the Capen Motor Car Company's

garage at 4739-43 McPherson avenue, St.

Louis, Mo., October 17th, threatened for a

time to destroy 45 cars. Prompt work by

cmployes prevented a spread of the blaze.

The damage was only $1,200.

A. E. Gilmore, one time manager of the

Rambler branch in Boston, and latterly

connected with the White Co.’s New York

depot, .has doubled up with Charles E.

Whitten, also well known to the New Eng

land trade, and secured the Thomas agency

for Boston and vicinity. They will operate

as the Whitten & Gilmore Co.

Oscar A. Eskuche and Mitchell Mackay

have formed the Commercial Automobile

Co., which will look after Logan interests

in Milwaukee. The firm has secured tem

porary quarters at Eleventh street and

Grand avenue, pending the erection of a

large garage to be located at Twelfth and

State streets.

The Rees Co., which less than a year ago

set out to engage in “advanced garaging"

at 42 West Sixty-second street, New York,

"went broke" on Tuesday last, when four

creditors representing small amounts, filed

a petition in bankruptcy on the concern. It

was incorporated in January last with cap

ital stock of $120,000, which amount was

increased to $160,000 in August,

Charles E. Miller, the well known New

York manufacturer, jobber and exporter,

has added another link to his extensive

chain. He has leased the large store at 1392

Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, and will be ready

for business there in a couple of weeks.

Hardly had this announcement been made

when he closed contract with the Hartford

Rubber Works Co. for the exclusive agency

for Hartford and Dunlop tires in that Bor

ough.

Judge Seabury, of the Supreme Court, has

appointed Hugh F. Weston receiver for

the Auto Operating C0,. 305 West Seventy

ninth street, New York City, under a bond

of $20,000. The company is being sued for

an accounting by its president, Charles F.

Keuerleber, against David J. Curran, treas

urer, and William J. Curran, secretary. The

company was incorporated in December

last year, with $10,000 capital, of which the

president held one-half, and the Currans

the remainder. An automobile livery was

maintained at Lakewood and at Manhattan,

Beach the gross receipts of which were

$10,351.
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SMIE SERINKAGE IN SEPTEMBER

Month's Export Losses Widely Spread, but

Total Shows Impressive Increase—

Where Ground was Lost.

While the grand total for the nine months

shows an impressive increase, September

proved an off month for the export of Amer

ican automobiles and parts, as disclosed by

the report of the Bureau of Statistics at

Washington. The reason for the shrinkage

that occurred is not apparent, but the fact

remains, nevertheless. As compared with

the corresponding month last year, losses

are shown in seven of the geographical

groups recognized, while the total exports

during September of this year are $95,886

smaller than during September 1906, while

there is a loss of nearly 50 per cent. over

last month.

\Nere it not for the total, which shows a

gain on the whole, it might be thought that

America is losing its hold in British do

mains, to the degree that it is strengthening

its position in France. The United King

dom, British North America and British

East Indies all show losses for the month,

the first-named with a decrease of almost

50 per cent. as compared with the figures for

September, 1906. Italy also jumped over

to the debit side, in contradistinction to its

position last month. France shows a gain

of $3,997. Other Europe, West Indies and

Bermuda, South America, British Australia

and Africa have substantial gains.

Better results are shown, however, in the

totals for the nine months ending Septenr

her, substantial gains predominating. The

table is apt to be confusing as the returns

for 1907 are for nine months, while those

of 1906 are quoted for six months. The to

tals show an apparent gain of $680,294 for

the nine months, as compared with the six

months of 1906, with an actual increase

amounting to $2,738,252, as set against the

corresponding period of 1905. The total

number of cars exported during the month

was 113, as against 177 during September,

1906. During the nine months 2421 cars

have been shipped abroad, their total value}

being $4,442,478, exclusive of parts valued

at $521,407.

r—Septemher—m

Neighbors Object to Garage.

Eugene N. Foss, who is landlord of the

garage on Newburg street, Boston, occu

pied under lease by the Locomobile Com

pany of America, is somewhat victimized

in having built a $67,000 structure for such

use on land restricted against any build

ings “ofiensive to the neighborlde for

dwelling houses.” Mr. Foss had begun the

erection of the garage when Charles R.

Evans, owning land near by, got an injunc

tion against him. Purchase of the Evans

property for $18,000 settled that matter.

Later several other neighbors got busy

and on October 22, Judge Loring, in the

Supreme Court at Boston, issued an injunc

tion on their application, restraining Foss

and the Locomobile Company from using

the building for automobiles. The matter

is to be taken to the full bench of the court,

Manrion wm Study Methods Abroad,

Howard C. Marmon, of the Nordyke 81

1Marmon Co., and designer of the Marmon

car, will leave for Europe immediately after

the shows. Although his own genius is oi

well proved fertility, he thinks it possible

that the old country may ofier some ideas

which might still further add to the attract

iveness of the car in which he is so wrapped

and he 'goes abroad with that idea in mind.

Baltimore Show Dates Fixed.

Baltimore dealers will hold their annual

show the week of November 16 to 23, in

the same building in which it was held last

year, namely the large garage at Maryland

and Mount Royal avenues. B. R, Johnson,

who managed the exhibit last year, will as

sume charge of the show this 'year.

Bates Will Make Spark Coils.

Charles Bates, with whom is associated

Dr. J. H. Wellings, has leased the old

Bijou theatre building in Lansing, Mich.,

and will convert it into a factory for the

production of the Pearson spark coil. It is

expected that the plant will be in operation

before January lst.

Robbins to Represent Rainier.

A, M. Robbins, formerly eastern manager

for the Aerocar Co., now will go west. He

has engaged as manager of the Rainier

branch in Chicago.

r—Nine months ending September—x

 

I906 1907 1905 I 1907

Exported to— Values. Valucs. Values. Values. Values.

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $69,365 $39,321 $554,646 $1,021,908 $1,503,791

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 4,130 251,840 271,319 532,383

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,092 5,338 93,836 1 1 1,767 158,274

ltaly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,747 655 152,585 239,744 242,191

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7,434 9,816 214,914 178,689 261,061

British North America . . . . . . . . . .. 110,088 50,250 483,050 766,431 1,086,541

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61,199 25,583 136,578 546,064 512,682

West Indies and Bermuda . . . . . . . . 1,728 12,589 112,278 203,169 222,311

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 19,050 31,514 42,367 103,459 185,054

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,722 1,748 24,982 26,267 28,711

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12,956 19,004 81,505 100,913 154,490

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . . . .. 12,654 10,379 59,273 57,189 59,863

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 841 1,438 26,021 10,672 7,489

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 850 108 1,758 6,588 9,038

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $307,759 $211,873 $2,235,633 $3,644,179 $4,963,885

FOREIGN MISSION E011” REEVES

A. M. C. M. A. to Send Its Manager Abroad

to Investigate Export Opportunities

—P1a.ns are Comprehensive,

Believing that the foreign field, which

has been overtilled by the makers of large,

ponderous cars, ofl'ers opportunities for the

American type of car, the committee of

management of the American Motor Car

Manufacturers’ Association, at its meeting

in New York on Monday last, delegated its

general manager, Alfred Reeves, to visit the

London and Paris automobile shows next

month and generally to study foreign con

ditions, with a view of paving the way to a

more aggressive campaign.

The best methods for selling cars whether

through agents or branches; the plan of ad~

vertising campaign that should be followed,

and other details are to be carefully inves

tigated.

It is very well understood that marketing

cars abroad cannot be done without a

thorough understanding of the situation and

the report of the investigations made by

Mr. Reeves when placed before the big mak

ers of this country, are expected to be of

considerable interest. One of the large sug

gestions that has been broached revolves

around an idea of a combined exhibit of

American cars at the foreign shows of next

year, to be participated in by all the mem

bers of the A, M. C. M. A., whose total out

put for 1907 is estimated at about 07,000

cars.

Reeves has been a prodigious worker in

his capacity of manager of the association,

and while he is quick to absorb ideas, if the

snuff of salt water serves merely to refresh

or add to his vitality, the organization will,

be well repaid.

At Monday’s meeting it was decided to

work further on the matter of admitting

gasolene trucks to the docks and piers of

New York, and to start a campaign in other

seaboard cities. About half the docks in

New York now permit their use.

There were interesting reports from the

Committees on Good Roads, Legislatidn,

Freight, and other departments that are in

operation.

The idea of a stock chassis in the spring

was strongly endorsed, with the explicit

provision, however, that it be under proper

management. It was recommended that it

be held early in May.

B. F. Everitt, of the \Vayne Automobile

Company, was elected a member of the

Committee of Management.

In attendance at the meeting were Bcn<

jamin Briscoe (Maxwell), chairman; R. E.

-Olds (Reo); W. H. Van Dervoort (Molinei:

Charles Lewis (Jackson); C. C. Hanch

(Marmon); J. B. Bartholomew (Glide); A.

C. Newby (National); and Charles E. Dur

. 1 , .i . 1 _.-. -J
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_ On All the Best

Cars You Will Find the

Jones Speedometer

and here's a reason or two:

'

  

 

The Jones‘is the DIOIICCI' speed indicator. ‘

The Jones is the accepted standard speed indicator.

The Jones is used in this country and abroad by Police Departments as

a means for timing motor vehiclesfor reason of its KCClll'ZlCY.

The Jones won the Gold Medal Reliability Award in the Royal Automo

bile Club’s Contest. All American and foreign manufactured speed indicators

sufficiently practical to enter were in this contest.

5. F. Edge had the Jones on his Napier cars when he made the world’s

most remarkable record, traveling 1,588 miles I, 310 yards in 24 hours, averag

ing 66 miles per hour, on the Brooklands Track, London, anland.

The Speedometer cable revolutions per hour, at a 66 mile speed, total

168,300 or 4,039,200 in 24 hours, demonstrating the Jones “staying” qualities.

Do not buy a 1908 Speed Indicator without a Maximum Speed Hand and Instan

taneous Resetting Trip Odometer. These ieatures are POSITIVE NECESSITIES. They

are exclusive with the Jones Speedometer and are included on all Jones standard

instruments without extra charge.

  

JONES SPEEDOMETER

76th Street and Broadway

New York

We will send you upon request without charge a catalog and

Speedometer Bulletin. Write Dept. No. 20.
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enough the situation will solve itself.

 

For One Show Only.

It requires no very extended inquiry to

discover that at least every other man iden

tified with the industry is unfeignedly weary

of the two—show situation.

The strain, physically, mentally and finan

cially, that has endured during the last three

years has been sufficient to cause many of

them to openly and profoundly wish that

a means were found to relieve a situation

that has become almost intolerable and of

the number so disposed it is quite natural

that a majority should be men who have to

do with the manufacture of parts and ac

cessories.

With the chief point of difference that

caused the automobile manufacturers to

draw apart and travel two separate roads

these accessory men had nothing to do and

with it they are but indirectly concerned.

But despite the fact, the burden, or at least

the show burden, has fallen most heavily

on them. They practically have been com

pelled to follow both armies. It is not

strange, therefore, that some of them are

wearied almost to the point of crying

“Enough” and that they should crave the

relief to which they are entitled, but which

under present conditions is so difficult of

attainment. There are some of the automo

bile manufacturers, who, while more can

tions of expression, it is plain to see are

similarly minded.

It is possible, of course, that given time

Car

ried to its logical conclusion, one or the

other of the two nominally opposing fac

tions must become exhausted. But of this

end there is no pronounced evidence in

sight, and whether it is wise to pursue

a policy of exhaustion is a grave question.

Since two shows became the vogue, things

have changed mightin and as one of the

thinkers of the trade remarked but a few

days since, it does seem, if they will not

bury the bone of contention, that the two

armies, both enlisted in a common cause,

can well afford to no longer quarrel over it

in public. So far as shows are concerned,

he would have the Selden patent and all its

He would have but one

If the

Automobile Club of America desires to in

issues forgotten.

show and that a truly national one.

terpose objections, or to assert “prior

rights,” he would bowl it out of the way,

gracefully, if possible, but bowl it, anyway.

It has secured its full pound of flesh and

more from show promotion and can well

afford to retire with good grace. If it ap

pears that qualification is necessary to weed

out the undesirables and those to whom the

business is but a game, this thinking man

would have an exhibitors' qualification es

tablished, either in respect to age or stand

ing, or to price of show space. But above

all arises the desire for one show and one

show only,

That this man voiced more than his own

opinion is certain. It probably is an opin

ion that will be discovered beneath the skin

wherever it is scratched. The trade as a

whole may be said to have wearied of the

double show bill.

makers are undisguisedly so; so too, are,

Many of the accessory

very many dealers, and indications are not

wanting that press and public are about

becoming tired of “too much of a good

thing."

They are wise who are able to read hand—

writing on the wall and who are able also

to profit by it. The obstacles are many, but

'where the cause of the whole industry and

not of any part or parts of it are to be

served, there should exist a disposition to

bear and forbear, and to give and forgive,

and there should arise men strong enough

to turn the disposition into its natural chan

nel. The proverb regarding the house di

vided against itself seems now to apply,

and with the accessory men caught between

the two walls of the house, it seems logical

that from their ranks should come the men

to meet the occasion and who will lead to

the cementing of the breach and to one

show.

The unexpected but timely public pro

nouncement of views in line with these

opinions, as expressed by Mr. H. O. Smith,

chairman of the American Motor Car Man

ufacturers Association show committee, at

that organization luncheon in New York

on Tuesday last, is evidence that the “get

ting together" necessary to effect the con

summation so devoutly wished for should

prove easier of accomplishment than seemed

possible a week ago.

 

Friction in the Factories.

Preparations for the 1908 outputs being

well under way, and the makers as a rule

being about ready to go ahead with quantity

production, it is borne in upon the factory

man and the salesman alike, that the sea

son is at hand when the commencement of

deliveries will begin to make inroads upon

stock in hand, and frequently on stock sup'

posed to be on hand. The thought at once

conjures up a vision of irate sales depart

ments, urging the factory by all the known

gifts of destiny to send cars at any cost;

of dim lights burning all night in the shops

where toiling hands are sweating out the

work; and later by weeks or even months,

of a second series of libelous attacks on

the men in overalls, because the cars were
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got out in too much of a hurry, and are

not fit for their work.

Another phase of the vision presents

these same production and selling depart

ments in heated conflict over structural de

tails which are held to be at fault, or sat

isfactory, according to the point of view.

It shows bickerings and strife, and even

where the question of rate of production

and actual saleability of the product is not

in doubt,

hauling" between what are essentially two

at all more or less of “pull

equally essential branches of the same un

dertaking. But why it should be that the

salesman should feel imposed upon when

the cars go wrong, and lay the blame upon

the factory, or why the factory should blame

the salesman when cars are thrown back

for renewal of parts, is not distinctly ap

Only the factory

man and the salesman know that it is so.

Evidently the question resolves itself into

a consideration of system or lack of sys

parent to the outsider.

tent to a, great extent, tempered with the

existence, or lack, of a proper spirit of co

operation between the departments, which

enter into the business. The lack of proper

sympathy between the heads and hands of

the shops and agencies, and the ruffled tem

pers it often produces appears in a super

ficial way, to affect only the feelings of the

men themselves, and to have small influ

once over the success or failure of the sea

son’s business. But in reality it acts di

rectly on the profit balance of the maker and

to a costly degree.

No one element in the business should

All

must come under one head and be governed

by it, The dictatorial attitude of the sales

department, frequently is bred of a broader

understanding of market values and com

mercial merit than is the opposition ar

rayed against it. Similarly, production is

be permitted to dominate another.

governed by certain fixed laws of an eco

nomical and technical nature which not

every salesman can understand. Only the

administration is capable of overseeing

completely the operation of all departments,

and that fact should be understood through

out the organization. Manufacturing and

selling departments perhaps to an almost

universal extent, should be more in sympa

thy. More than that, the

himself, should always have his ear to the

manufacturer

ground to detect any signs of aggression on

either side, and suppress it, not alone as a

policy of good government, but because the

interests of the business demand it.

HEAVY FINES AGAIN IN PROSPECT

New York City‘s Failure to Erect Signs

Nullifies Its $10 Tarifi—Imprisonment

for Third Ofienses.

By a unanimous decision of the Appelate

Division of the Supreme Court last week,

the ordinance passed by the Board of Al

dermen of New York City limiting the fine

for overspeeding by automobilists to $10

for each ofiense, is declared illegal, as not

conforming to the provisions of the State

motor vehicle act of 1904. Ever since the

much talked of decision of Justice Truax,

early in August, when he held that the ordi

nance of the Board of Aldermen on the

speed question superseded the State motor

vehicle law, New York city magistrates

have dealt with the alleged offenders, and

instead of sending them to the Court of

Special Sessions for trial, as had hitherto

been the custom, have merely imposed num

inal fines.

The decision of the Appelate Division

was rendered in the case of William H.

Hainer, who was held for Special Sessions,

but who secured release from custody on a

writ of habcas corpus. His arrest was used

as a test case to determine the validity of

the city ordinance, and to expedite a deci

sion on appeal. Justice Truax, in the Su

preme Court, upheld the writ and ordered

Hainer's discharge. District Attorney Je

rome at once took appeal, and his position

was confirmed by the unanimous finding of

the higher court, which means that the city

ordinance is illegal. llainer must therefore

return to custody,

Hainer was arrested under the provisions

of the State law of 1904 which makes over

specding in the city limits punishable for

the first offense by a fine not exceeding

$100; for the second by a fine of not less

than $50 nor more_than $100, or imprison

ment for thirty days, and for a third or any

subsequent offenses by a fine of not less

than $100 and imprisonment for thirty days.

Offenders must be held for Special Ses

sions and tried there.

'Under the provisions of the State vehi

cle act of 1904 municipalities were empow

ered to regulate the speed of such vehi

cles by special ordinances and under this

provision the Board of Aldermen a year

ago passed an ordinance superseding the.

motor vehicle law within the city limits

and making the only punishment for over

speeding a summary fine in a magistrate's

court, of not more than $10 for each of

fense, despite the fact that the State law

specified that such cases be sent to Special

Sessions, and also named the punishment

for convictions.

The decision of the Appelate Division

is of more than ordinary interest, both from

the fact that it is of the utmost importance

and that a fine point of law is involved in

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

October 24-31, New York City—Automo

bile Club of America’s eighth annual show

in Grand Central Palace.

November 2-9, New York City—Associa

tion Licensed Automobile Manufacturers'

eighth annual show in Madison Square Gar

den.

November 9-l6, Philadelphia, Pa.—Phil

adelphia Automobile Trade Association's

annual show at First Regiment Armory.

November 15-16, Newark, N. J.—New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club’s 24

hour endurance contest.

November 26, 27, 28, Chicago, [IL—Chi

cago Motor Club's three days' 600-mile re

liability run.

November ISO-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers' first annual exhibition of commercial

motor vehicles in 7th Regiment Armory.

November (SO-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

'ers’ Annual show in Coliseum and First

Regiment Armory.

  

the finding. Justice Clarke, writing the

court's opinion, says that the sole question

at issue is whether the city ordinance com

plies with the requirements of the motor

vehicle law under which it was authorized.

Justice Clarke holds that wherever a

special ordinance is made by a city or vil

lage “such city or vilage must" erect signs

on every street or roadway affected by the

ordinance, warning vehicles to slow down

on that street or roadway to the speed limit.

As no attempt has been made by the city

to erect such signs throughout the city

streets, Justice Clarke says, it is plain that

the legal requirements authorizing the city

ordinance were not complied with. Hence

the ordinance is void of all legal value and

cannot be respected by the courts until the

necessary signs, which must be conspicu

ously displayed, are erected on every city

street and roadway.

Following this reasoning Justice Clarke

and his colleagues find that Hainer's deten

tion for Special Sessions was justified, and

the order of Justice Truax upholding the

writ is reversed and Hainer remanded to

custody.

As a result of the decision the special

sessions court now has disposal of nearly

four hundred cases which had accumulated

because of varying decisions as to the law,

and especially because of the decision by

Justice Truax. In disposing of these cases

the special sessions court has decided that

hereafter for a first offense the fine will not

exceed $50, which sum will be the minimum

fine for a second offense, the maximum be

ing placed at $200. For a third offense it

is agreed the defendant will be sent to

prison for thirty days.
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It is doubtful if, during late years, a pub

lic function opened under more unfavora

ble conditions than did the eighth annual

show of the Automobile Club of America

which was inaugurated in Grand Central

Palace, New York, on Thursday evening

last, 24th inst., and which ends this even

mg.

With Wall Street and other financial

centers sorely distressed, with a dozen

banking institutions closing their doors

and practically every other bank being sub

jected to the drains of panicky depositors,

and with the germ of public panic in the

air—conditions such as these are not cal

culated to bring smiles to the face of the

promoter of any enterprise, and least of

all to the promoter of and the participants

in an automobile show. A motor car repre

Sents more money than the average man is

able to lay away in the course of a year or

two. Popularly, at least, it is supposed to

be the vehicle of the man of means and he

was the man most vitally concerned with

the financial stress which has just about

been relieved.

But for all of that the Palace

opened with a rush and a crush.

show

Opening

night always is “paper night," and while the

box office usually gives a good account of

itself, it is the “complimentaries” that

causes the crush. The Palace was jammed

to suffocation Thursday evening, but it was

plain to see that the bulk of the crowd was

not of the sort that is interested in the

transactions of stock exchanges or the re

ports of bank balances. It was largely

made up of young people and some not so

young, who would be motorists—or autoists,

as some wise ones would say—if wishes

were but motor cars. They were more in‘

tent on collecting souvenirs than in delving

into the mysteries of polished chassis.

Souvenirs, by the way, were more numerous

than at the previous show or two, and while

none were ornate or expensive, the women,

as usual, scented them out and led the rush

for them, and, also as usual, a few of the

young men who ordinarily do not wear

evening dress when making sales, and who

do not often get so far from home, found

the souvenir distribution an occasion for

too politely termed

The wonder is that some of them

becoming what is

“fresh.”

do not feel the sharp end of a hatpin or the

knuckled side of a fist.

With the froth of the opening night blown

away, Friday evening ushered in a crowd

that, to tell the whole truth, was disap

pointing. There was no occasion for any

Officially it

was denominated “Merchants Night" and

one to elbow his neighbor.

possibly the average merchant was too

much concerned about the safety of his

bank account to think of automobile shows.

The attendance on Saturday—“City Offi

cials’ Night"—-was a distinct improvement

and about the same attendance has since

been the rule. How many of the city offi

cials were present never will be known. It

is certain, at any rate, that at least one of

them was there, and he did not wait for

nightfall to put in an appearance. He was

the Fire Commissioner, and immediately

following his visit things began to happen.

“No smoking" had been the cry that first

met the visitors’ ears when they set foot

in the lobby of the Palace and in printed

form it met their gaze at almost every twist

and turn of the many twists and turns

within the building. He who gave no heed

to the warnings and in defiance of them

carried a cigar between his lips or fingers

was often tapped on the shoulder and re

minded of his offense by the gray uniformed

But despite

these precautions smoking continued, ex

hibitors being the worst offenders. Within

their own little enclosures some of them

guards who policed the place.

considered themselves immune, and per

sisted in puffing, that is, until the Fire

Commissioner dropped in. lie served no

tice that if the smoking was not stopped

the show would be closed forthwith. The

gray garbed guards “got busy" with re

doubled energy and at least one of them

received a black eye as a reward for his

efforts. One of the exhibitors who refused

to douse his glim or who objected to the

manner in which he was requested to do so

handed the darkened optic to the man in

gray.

out of the building and "invited" to stay out.

For his generosity, he was hurried

A flat tired newspaper man who “butted”

into the proceedings, was likewise ordered

The lat

ter, however, sneaked back through a side

out and instructed not to return.

door and sought refuge in the press room,

where later he was discovered by the guards

who promptly sought to eject him a second

time. He placed himself under the pro

tecting wing of the manager of the press

bureau, who played the part of protector so

well that the guards retired across the

threshold. They lay in wait for their

prey, however, and he remained marooned

in the room for a considerable length of

time. Ilow he finally made his escape is

not made clear.

There were others whom the enforcement

of the no smoking order seriously incon

venienced. Stories are told of more than

one big man in the industry who closed

themselves within stuffy coupes or town

cars for a surreptitious puff, only to be de

tected and routed out by the vigilant watch

men.

The visit of the Commissioner

brought more than personal inconvenience

Fire

to a few men, however. It caused the show

itself to shed its dressing of autumnal

The foliage had

proofed and perforce, it had to be removed.

“Au

sounded good,

foliage. not been fire

And truth to tell, it was small loss.

tumnal woodland Setting"

and it looked well in imagination, but in

reality it was painfully suggestive of noth

ing so much as a collection of common, or

dinary, everyday dead leaves, devoid of con

trasting colors, which some one had forgot

ten to remove from a previous exhibition of

When the dry

leaves were removed the exposure of the

tloriculture or forestry.

gilded ballistrarles wrought a distinct im
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provement. Many persons then learned for

the first time that the balconies are gilded.

With the foliage gone, there was left

only the huge electric emblem of the Au

tomobile Club of America, the red carpeting

and the green bunting, which hid the nak

edness of posts, pillars and walls. This

green bunting was the despair of photog

raphers and if there are few decent general

views or pictures of exhibits of motor cars

it is due to no fault of the camera operators.

They tried hard but snapping dark objects

against a dark background usually results

in pictures of dark next-to-nothingness. The

photographers thanked their lucky stars

that there were exhibits of lamps and of

other sundries that glistened. The strin~

gent application of the fire regulations

which greatly. circumscribed the use of

flash lights, added to the discomfiture of

the picture takers and when on Sunday the

doors of the Palace were locked against

them, as they were locked against even the

exhibitors, their cup of bitterness spilled

over.

While the Fire Department may have ap

peared unnecessarily stern in its enforce

ment of the regulations, it is not to be

railed at for refusing to “take chances." It

requires no vivid imagination to picture the

horrors of a panic of any sort in a building

so full of halls and corners and passages,

and steep, narrow stairways. No safe

guards can be too great for such a place.

Of the exhibits there are none that

“stand out" from their fellows. Uniform

ity of sign and decoration do not make for

anything of the sort. Those cars which

have pride of place on the main floor of

course have a great advantage, but it is a

pretty question if, though they lack the

glare of light, the Rainier, Garford and

Cleveland exhibits in the “annex” are not

the most effective. And they are effective

because they occupy generous space and

the space is not crowded. Few cars and

plenty of room constitute an open secret

of impressive display that is too little ap

preciated. Some fine day some astute ex

hibitor will create at least a mild sensation

and become the center of attraction by

staging one car and one car only in the

center of a generous space. There was one

booth in the main hall that, while it held

much of interest, disappointed many by

what it failed to hold, i. e., the booth of the

Ford Motor Co. The Motor World’s ex

clusive story of the Ford four-cylinder lan

daulet, touring car and rumble runabout at

prices approximating $1,000, $800 and $600,

respectively, had caused many to “whet

their appetites" for a view and inspection

of such sensationally-priced cars, but alas:

not one of them was in evidence. The now

well known Ford runabout and six-cylinder

touring car, which were the startlers of the

previous year, were there, but the new

comers—well, according to apparently well

founded report, they were on very private

view at the Ford store further up town.

The Ford Motor Co. will not begin making

deliveries of the new models until February

and they were not anxious to create a pre

mature demand by disclosing them to the

general public.

 

The show was absolutely devoid of sen

sations, so-called and otherwise. There

 

CENSUS OF THE SHOW.

Total Exhibitors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 267

Cars, 67; Motorcycles, 4; Accessories, 196

PLEASURE CARS.

Gasolene:

One cylinder 2

Two cylinder............... 23

Three cylinder 3

Fourcylinder 107

Six cylinder 23

Eight cylinder 2

Total Gasolene Pleasure. . . . . . . . . . . 160

 

 

 

 

Electric 3

Total Pleasure 166

Limousines

Touring Cars . . . . . 73

Runabouts (Ordinary) 13

Runabouts (Buggy)... 8

Runabouts (Roadster) 44

Chassis:

Two cylinder 6

Three cylinder 1

Four cylinder 21

Six cylinder........ . . . . . .. 6

Total Chassis . . . . . . . . . . 34

Air-cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

Water-cooled . . . . . . 178

COMMERCIAL CARS.

Gasolene: ‘

One cylinder 1

Two cylinder 9

Four cylinder . . . . . . .. 4

Total Gasolene...... . . . . 14

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Total Commercial . . . . .. 16

Commercial Chassis 4

MOTORCYCLES.

One cylinder 6

Two cylinder 3

Four cylinder 2

Eight cylinder 1

- Total Motorcycles . . . . . . .. 12

Total Gasolene Vehicles............... 224

Total Steam Vehicles................. 3

Total Electric Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Total all vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 232

At the Palace show last December, a to

tal of 273 vehicles was exhibited, of which

171 were gasolene pleasure cars, 9 steamers,

6 electrics, 19 motorcycles and 50 chassis.

The remainder was made up of 18 commer

cial vehicles, 15 of which were gasolene and

3 electric.

 

was not one car that was more talked about

than any of the others; not one exhibit that

attracted a larger crowd than was attracted

to any of the others, souvenir distributing

stands excepted. Possibly the cr0wd might

linger longer in front of, say the Colt run

about, but if so, it was because that creation

crudely suggested a Vanderbilt cup racer

or because some of those who stopped and

gazed were curious to discover whether

with its massive front and “dinky” seats

placed on what may pass as the flooring of

the car, it really was designed as a vehicle

for pleasure. Of vehicles that excited inter

est and caused at least passing comment, it

is safe to say that none caused more than

the big green wire-screened vehicle in the

exhibit of Rapid commercial cars. It was

lettered “City of New York. Police De

partment," and despite its boasted cosmo

politanism, New York, in which horse cars

still are to be seen, found in a motor

propelled police wagon cause for curiosity

and chatter of the light and bantering or

der. The idea or practice of driving pris

oners to jail in an automobile still is new—

to the average New Yorker.

In the accessory departments, there was

room for variety and for some action at

least. At the exhibits of ignition appli

ances, sparks-snapped or crackled, and

wherever there was a speed indicator, an

electric motor served to show it in the act

'of indicating. But for human action it was

necessary to view the several displays of

shock absorbing devices. The men who

demonstrated them earned their pay and

their chief reward was that as they alter

nately compressed and released a set of

springs, the sight or the noise never failed

to attract a crowd. The men whose busi

ness it was to demonstrate demountable

rims also “earned their passage.” Of all

the accessory exhibitors, the tire people, as

usual, made the most of their spaces.

Whether from intuition or extensive ex

perience, they long since ceased to make

their show exhibits resemble a retail store

or a wareroom, and of late years their

booths have been more like well appointed

private offices or high-grade sample rooms,

which is to say that they have become re

fined, restful and inviting, and, generally

speaking, this was true of their displays at

the Palace Show,

 

Motor cars and accessories were not the

only things for sale at the show, as was dis—

covered when, with no intent to deceive

and in all innocence, a Motor World man

wandered into the Carter reservation. He

was not neglected. In fact, he did not have

time to introduce himself before he was

asked to buy a two-motor car without any

tiresome preliminaries about the virtues of

the vehicle. But this seeming directness

and getting to the point soon took on the

light of itself being a mere hasty prelim

inary to a more vital matter, as apparently

no importance was attached to the answer.

In fact had the visitor been ripe for so

sudden a proposal of purchase he would

for the moment have lacked opportunity to

indicate it, as the salesman hurried to call

attention to the fact that it was still possi~

ble to buy stock in the company.

“Yes, indeed," said the salesman, more

in emphasis of his own declarations than
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in confirmation of any expression by the

visitor, “you can get stock now for $3 a

share that will go up to $5 in a very short

time now. After that you can't get a share

of it under $5. Not only that, but if you are

a stockholder and want to buy a car you can

get it at 10 per cent. off the regular price,

so you see for even just a small investment

you get a chance to save $400 on a $4,000

car, which is pretty good. Then too, there

is a mighty good chance of a young man

like you being appointed a sales manager

if he is one of the early stockholders. Pos

sibly not in New York City, but in one of

the big cities of the country, which would

be a grand thing with lots of money in it.

“But you wouldn't even have to wait for

the factory to be completed," he continued,

“because you could start right in selling

stock as I'm doing and make a mighty good

thing of it. We've just come up from the

Jamestown exposition, and the people that

saw our proposition there are mighty en~

thusiastic about it. This will tell you all

about how the stock is allotted, and when

you've read it Over you ceme back and sub

scribe."

NIGHT VIEW FROM ONE OF THE BALCONIES

This last was as the visitor edged away

from the stand. He stood outside a mo

ment, surprised to find himself loaded down

with booklets and leaflets enough for a win

ter's reading course. As he was about to

go the salesman followed him up, with a

pencil and tablet in hand.

“Give me your name, please," he re

quested. “You understand, of course," he

continued deprecatingly, “that when you

come in as a stockholder in our corpora—

tion there is a little bit in it for me, and if

I have the record of your name why then

I’m sure of getting it. You see I want to

be sure of my commission just as you

would be if you were selling the stock. as I

hope you will be before very long, because

its a right good thing.”

If the salesman’s talk was persuasive and

convincing, the printed matter that was

supplied was not less so. The salesman

had said that the price of the stock was $3

a share. and the first of the booklets said

the price was $2, The subscription blank

gave the price at $2.10 per share, all of

which was somewhat confusing, particularly

as in later conversation on the subject some

  

one seemed to recall that the price to gov

ernment clerks in Washington, when the

“golden opportunity” was offered to them,

was something like $7 a share with a possi

ble advance to $10. 50 the Motor World

man went back again a little later to have

it explained. He was also curious to knovt

about the factory in Hyattsville, Md, that

the circular told about. Inquiry concern

ing the latter was put first, another sales

man being approached.

“Our factory will consist of nineteen big

buildings right near Washington," the sec

ond salesman explained with enthusiasm.

“it is’nt built yet, but we have a site near

Vl'ashington and close to Hyattsville, too,

and expect to have at least one of the

smaller buildings finished before the end of

this month. We already have a small as

sembling plant in Detroit and are very busy

building a machine for the Vanderbilt cup

race."

\thn it came to explaining about the

various stock quotations. he suggested that

the inquirer see the salesman with whom

he had originally ttlked, and turned to con

vert others of the show crowd who stood
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gaping at the curious double motored dis

play. The original salesman could not be

found for the moment, so the question of

the price of getting a car at a discount and

a good job selling stock remained uln

answered,

About the Cars Generally.

One thing should be a source of devout

and profound gratitude to the motorist,

namely that American automobile manu

facturers and all who pose in that category

have come into a realization of the true

worth of well finished bodies, irrespective

of type, class or size. In the matter of

body work the hand of the carriage maker

grows stronger and stronger, and his in

fluence is more readily apparent as time

goes on. The result is a grateful relief from

some of the productions which have been

thrust before the show goer in days gone

by. The cunning hand of the carriage mak

er has molded panels into graceful curves

and given them that subtle strength which

counts for so much. The same hand has

put some of its best work not simply into

the dressing of the cars,. but also into the

  

ANOTHER NIGHT VIEW FROM THE BALCONY

choice of colors and dainty blending of

trimmings and lines that until within a year

or two were unseen and undreamed of.

True, on severalof the cars exhibited

were to be seen varnish runs. Traces of

wet paint—the trail of the scramble for the

early show—came OH on inquisitive fingers

applied to the under sides of frame sills

and the edges of doors, and occasionally

a body would be seen which, because of its

roughness, proved a painful eyesore t0 mar

the harmony of the show as a whole. Such

instances might almost be counted off on

the fingers, however. Most of the cars

were well and carefully “done up,” and

gleamed the fact both far and near. As to

the color schemes. they were mostly of the

gentle and harmonious sort which pleases

without being intrusive. Yet here and there

a flaming hue would jar the visitor's sys

tem, and one or two combinations were so

vibratory as to excite comment. A strong

claimant for distinction in this respect was

the National runabout. which was gay with

red bonnet and seats and green running

gear set ofi' with suitable striping. the c<il~

urative climax being secured in the painting

of the cylindrical fuel tank and its cradle in

the rear which wore a clamorous direct

drive plaid of the same decorative elements,

set oFf in gold. The effect was exclamatory

—to put it mildly, but as a wilful and inten

tional violation of all precedent in automo

bile decoration, it was pardonablc, and even

laudable' as an attempt at improving the

scenic efi'ect of the Palace.

Interior trimming and upholstering, like

the gloss upon the outside of the cars, ap

pears to improve from show to show. If

one 01‘ another point of criticism were per

missible, they might be based on the

grounds that the all-prevalent folding or

“jump” seats are almost universally crowd

ed too close to the rear seat. whereby the

occupants of the latter cradle have little

or no knee room when the tonneau is load

ed to its full capacity. Or that these same

seats fail to disappear when bid to do so.

but obtrude themselves in ugly mechanical

bundles at the side or on the floor of the

car. Or that in many cases the drivers'

seats are even yet practically inaccessible

to any but an actobat or a very thin person

of india rubber texture. But these things
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are trivial in the light of what might have

been said righteously one time, and had bets

tcr be let pass.

Styles in body construction appear to be

quiescent.

more, and a touring car is a touring car, a

runabout not an aspirant for honors in an

other class, while the closed vehicle has

settled down to a condition of apparent use—

fulness suggestive of theatre parties and

shopping junkets rather more than of min

iature dwelling places built for the accotn

Types are converging more and

ing to the description of runabout, or handy

machine, of one type or another. Formerly,

the runabout was a diminutive vehicle capa

ble of seating two passengers and possibly

two more—except on hills. The term at

present applies merely to type of body and

at the show, was found to apply to some

rather husky vehicles in which passenger

accommodation appeared to be something

of an afterthought. and a hasty one at that.

The type is a taking one in many respects;

it is inclusive; it is American; and further

  

 

  

 

THE NEW PREMIER

modation 0f the motorist en panne. The

census shows that some 17 per cent, of

all cars shown were of the closed type, and

a goodly proportion of those answered to

the description of the landaulet or cab.

This is a new departure and in some re~

spects a welcome one, since the heavy li

mousine, while useful in many ways, is

hardly suited to any but the high-powered

car, while its smaller classmate is apt to

have either an over or underdone appear

:‘nce. The advantage of the landaulet,

above all other advantages is its converti

bility. This elemént appears in the limou

sine occasionally as well. however, as in

the case of the body shown on the large

American Mors car, the sides of which

were removable and might be folded up and

tucked away in compartments under the

roof when the owner wished a semi-open

vehicle. The Garford and Stoddard‘Day

ton landaulcts as well as the neat little in

side driven coupe of the latter' type, were

seemingly better suited to the work of the

moderate weight and mobile vehiclc most

in requisition for average use. The daily

change of exhibits at the Garford stand,

also brought out on Monday an extremely

neat and pleasing Victoria with a sort of

Central Park air, its body as yet in the

wood.

The strong feature of the show, however.

counting both numerically and from the

standpoint of average interest, was the run

about feature. A full quarter of all vehi

cles shown were of the roadster runabout

pattern. This to say, they were of the full

grown chassis type, fitted with young

bodies. Further groups of 8 and 5 per cent.

respectively, made up of smaller runabouts

and runabouts of the buggy type, added to

a total of 40 per cent. of all vehicles, answer

nzore, it lays no stress of tradition upon the

designer. _l-lcnce, in part, its popularity.

 

Second only to the general appearance of

the machines, perhaps the point which most

forcibly struck the visitor at the Palace

was the general movement toward the sim

much can be eliminated or hidden from

view.

in many instances there was apparent on

investigation, a real simplifying of the con

trolling devices requircd for the operation

of the vehicle. Thus in the Garford ma

chines. and especially in the case of the

little Victoria already mentionel, the long,

sloping footboard. rose to about half the

height of the dash, which was adorned with

nothing more than a single push-button

for short-circuiting the magneto. Two pedal

plates of the popular broad, push pattern

the steering column surmounted with two

levers for controlling the motor, and the

two usual side levers, completed the visible

equipment. Nor was the space under the

angle of the footboard and behind the dash

a place of concealn‘ent. Only the pressure

fecd oiler was mounted there, and a small

trap in the flooring gave ready access to

it. The Model B. chassis, of the same

make, had, in addition to the equipment

already named, a foot accelerator of the

piano pedal type, located between the clutch

and brake controllers.

A distinct and remarkable opposite ex

treme was observable in the case of the

new Ellsworth car. which mounted a hol>

low dash answering to all the requirements

of the Pandora's box of narative fiction. It

contained in addition to the actuating de

vices brought down from the steering col

umn, the high tension magneto. coil, timer,

and crrburetter, all neatly and compactly

arranged. and destined to be covered in by

  

  

 

THE NEW GARFORD

plilication—or apparent simplification—of

the control mechanism. Once, designers

strove to elaborate the fittings and equip

ment visible on the dashboard to the high

est possible degree. It was bewildering to

the novice, and thereby impressed him; it

was mechanical-IOoking, and therefore rec~

ommendcd itself to those who love harm

less and amusing complication, or who en

Joyed having something to watch; and it

glittered, and hence recommended itself to

the purposes of the exhibition. The tide

has ebbed now, and the race is to see how

a perfectly plain panel board. The effect

of simplicity was thus triumphantly con

summated without removing the important

auxiliaries frotn the driver's reach. The

steering column of this machine also was

noteworthy in several ways. The pillar,

instead of being tubular and of light or even

flimsy construction, such as many of the

cheaper machines mounted, was massive.

made of steel, and roughly triangular in

section. Just below the wheel, and pro

truding from either side of a rectangular

box were a set of four push rods extend
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ing transversely of the machine and ending

with finger-pieces placed within easy reach

ing distance from the rim. In driving, the

fingers of one hand might easily reach

either of the button tips, to push it toward

the column, while those of the other would

naturally force it in the opposite direction,

if required. In this way the magneto

timer, coil timer, throttle, and magneto

coil switch, could be actuated at will, and

without the necessity of releasing the grip

of the wheel, each bar moving through a

detent mechanism which gripped it in suc

cessive notches and prevented jarring out

of adjustment.

Between these two types, the whole ga

Varied

  

STODDARD-DAYTON

CONTINENTAL

mut was run from actual to merely apparent

simplicity, the result in every case being

a uniform simplification of the actual mo

tions required to operate the vehicle, and a

very profitable doing away with needless

visible mechanism. Pedals, were almost

without exception of the push plate type,

with large pads, often protected at the sides

with flanges to prevent the sole from slip

ping to one side. This device was found

on the Stoddard-Dayton cars and others.

The large plates on the Acme pedals were

hinged and held in normal position by

springs, the intention being to allow them

to conform to the natural angle of the foot.

Like the Garford chassis, the Rainier and

Cleveland accelerators were mounted be

tween the clutch and brake pedals, and were

of the piano lever type. A couple of ex

ceptions to the push-pedal rule, were found

in the Maxwell and Gaeth machines. The

former, as applied to the accelerator of the

26 horsepower car, had both heel and toe

plates, arranged to interlock, the pedal be

ing set by direct push, and released by de

pressing the heel catch. The Gaeth pedal

was of the same sort, the clutch being ap

plied and locked in engagement by direct

thrust, and contrary to general practice,

while its release was accomplished by rock

ing the foot back upon the heel plate.

An unusually simple system proved to

be that of the little Overland runabout,

which was controlled by three pedals, two

for the change gearing and one for the

brakes, while no levers were used except

those on the steering wheel, required to

chines, the usual practice of placing the

emergency brake lever outside the gear

lever was reversed, the emergency being lo

cated nearest the steering column and the

driver’s hand. The selective lever system

employed on the little Brush cars was re

markable in so small a car, and also from

the fact that the emergency brake was ap

plied by one of the four possible selections.

The Atlas runabout was distinguished by a

change gear lever which in addition to its

regular motion might be swung outwardly

to permit of ready access to the seat from

the right hand side of the vehicle—a simple

device, in principle and effect, which well

might be imitated.

Disposition of Dash Board Equipment.

  

MITCHELL

handle the motor. The brake and high

speed levers were of the push pattern, while

the low and reverse controller had a round

ed top suitable for engagement by the ball

of the foot, and capable of being rocked

forward or backward as occasion demanded.

The interconnection was such that throw

ing in one pedal released the others.

Seemingly there could be little variation

in the use and structure of the side levers.

Yet a number of interesting variations to

common practice were observable, as in the

case of the De Luxe gear shifting member,

which had a latch for guarding the inad

vertent use of the fourth speed as well as

the reverse, which commonly is the only

one so protected. The Stoadard-Dayton

gear levers are mounted inside the chassis

frame and well within the confines of the

footboard. In the cases of the National,

Crawford Model E and Pennsylvania ma

GARFORD

Among unusual features in the same con

nection may be instanced the placing of

the coil under the front seat of the -new

Imperial roadster, to clear the dash of litter;

the mounting of the timer in front of the

dash of the Moon ear, behind glass, set

flush; the use of low side doors on the

Dragon touring car; the Frontenac dash

with its large storage space; and the dash

of the Wayne roadster which also afforded

some little storage room. Aluminum foot

boards were observable on the Premier,

where only the inclined riser was of this

metal, and the American Napier six-cylin

der limousine, which had also a thoughtful

provision in the shape of plates covering

the sills at the ends of the footboard, which

were of sheet iron roughed up with rasp

teeth, to form a safety tread. One or two

other cars also had aluminum floors. Among

them was the De Luxe, which was unique,
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in that the incline mounted a rectangular

bronze plate in which were arranged the

auxiliary air and oil pumps, with their stop

cocks, all nicely labelled and set flush or

nearly so, with the board. Brass or bronze

trimmings to the foot board appeared in

various instances, the Great Smith car hav

ing a somewhat unusual provision in the

shape of a bronze'casting carrying the slots

through which the pedals worked, thus

protecting them and strengthening the

flooring. 1“- '

 

It is several years since the makers, as a

rule, gave over the practice of adding the

  

wings and splashboards, or mud guards and

fenders, as a sort of final and reluctant

finishing touch to automobile beauty, as ‘it

was then rated. Almost universally the de

lineator of the body now has influenced the

shaping of the elements to harmonize with

the characteristics of the vehicle as a

whole. Those inconsequential-looking lit

tle flanges turned down around the outer

edges of the guards, which began to appear

last year for the first time, have proved

their worth in checking the out-thrown dust.

They are somewhat more in evidence than

formerly in consequence—if a general im

pression may be relied upon—and are va

riously constructed with either brazed or

riveted flanges. The latter method of con

struction gives a rather novel appearance

to the guard because of the rows of rivet

heads around its periphery. The National

and A-K cars mount this type, among

\tl'leS.

In form the use of the long sloping front

guard and rear close one conforming to

the shape and size of the wheel, is a com

bination frequently to be seen. Such cars

as the Rainier, Garford, Premier, and

Wayne roadster, are so equipped. The

Continental, Glide, Pennsylvania, York

Pullman and Cleveland, mount rear guards

carried directly backward from the top of

'the wheel, either ending in a plain tangent

or bending up slightly at the very end. The

full benefit of the straight tangent guard

from the decorative point of view, might

be observed to advantage in the new Mar

mon cars, the guards of which in addition

to this point were convexed slightly on the

upper side, softening the effect, as well as

improving the action of the system on the

road. With the big runabout roadsters, nat

urally the front guards are carried to a

lengthy extreme, as instance the conspic

uous cases of the Gearless Greyhound,

Great Chadwick Six, Frontenac, and other

monstrous creations.

A considerable number of the makers use

protecting wings between the running

boards and the sides of the chassis, thus

doing away with all cross draughts when

the car is in motion, and very materially in

creasing its cleanliness. This is true of the

Lambert, Marmon, De Luxe, Garford, Max

well and Austin, among others, while in the

Premier, the rear guards only are brought

over to the body, and in numerous other

instances. only the front guards are brought

over. The Reo guards are made full and

complete this year. Many other Cars, great

and small, however, have no such provision.

Running boards, here and there, pre

sented points of “difierence” from what

might have been expected, as instance the

American Napier and De Luxe aluminum

plates, and the built-up steel type found on

the Dragon touring car and the Moon, in

which thin strips of metal, set on edge and

riveted together, gave much the same effect

as the expanded metal used in structural

work, and which must invariably present

an even and safe resting place for the foot,

as well as having no power of retaining mud

or water.

Among the interesting things to be dis

 

covered in axle construction may be men

tioned the equipment of the Brush run

about, both in the single and twin cylinder

types, which is of wood, oil-soaked, trussed

and braced with metal, and fitted with metal

cud pieces carrying the wheel journals.

Another departure from the ordinary de

veloped in the case of the latest model

Crawford car, which has a tubular front

axle, reinforced by a solid bar inserted in it_

As for metals of construction, the use of

steel is, of course, practically exclusive, yet,

one or two exceptions are employed, as

instance, the Cameron and Acme bronze

front axles, representing two widely di

vergent classes of service. In one case,

that of the Great Smith car, the former use

of a bronze front axle has been discon

tinued in favor of steel of similar section.

Little in the way of novelty was to be

expected in axle sections, and little was

found. The Ellsworth axles appeared ex
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Pennsylvania.

tremely light, probably owing to the use of

the precious automobile metals of which

the machine is reputed to be constructed

throughout. The Mitchell front axle has a

much wider flange at the top than at the

bottom, thus giving the effect of a T-section

in some degree. The American Mors front

axle is of square section at the ends and

rounded in the centre. Otherwise, the

types used were either of tubular or I-beam

section—and in the ratio of about one to

three, so far as could be judged.

Rear axles were for the most part of

tubular section, owing to the preponderating

use of shaft drive. In fact, this pattern of

axle was exhibited on about 90 per cent. of

all the cars staged. Exceptions to the rule

were found in the case of the chain driven

cars, such as the Chadwick, Ellsworth,

Acme and the ever exceptional Brush, The

DeLuxe l-beam, live axle, a well-known

feature of the machine, is continued in un

altered form.

 

Car weight is a matter of comparatively

small importance in itself, so long as every

vehicle has sufficient power to propel itself

under the average conditions of the coun

try where it is used. More than that, less

and less interest appears to be manifested

in it by the show goer, from year to year

Yet between weights and tire sizes, there

is a direct relation which, considering all

that is involved, would appear to be of suf

ficient exactitude and importance to breed

some little agreement between cars of cor

responding types. That such is not ab

solutely the case, however, but that instead,

considerable variety exists, is a somewhat

surprising conclusion. For another thing,

the nominal growth of the use of large tires,

is not so apparent at this time as might

have been expected.

Thus, taking a representative group of

the show cars, including the best and most

consistently designed machines as well as

several of the most successful, 17 were found

to be equipped with 34 by 4-inch tires, front

and rear, and their weights ranged from

2,100 to 3,000 pounds, in jumps of approxi

mately 100 pounds, nominal rating. Three

of them weighed 2,400 pounds, and three

groups of two each developed 2,500, 2.800

and 3,000 pounds. The remainder were of

increasing powers between these limits, and ,

neither in design, purpose, nor geographical

location was discoverable any explanation

of the popularity of this one size.

Five others, taken at random from spe

cifications of all cars exhibited. and weigh

ing between 2,000 and 3.000 pounds, were

shown with 32 by 3%-inch tires. The fact

that they, were roadster models, would seem

to explain the agreement, were it not for

 
l

. .z z;_,

  

Rainier.

the fact that their weights diflered by sev

eral hundred pounds in the extreme, and

that others of the same class, and weighing

no more, were shod with 36inch tires,

either 4 or 4% inches in diameter.

As a matter of fact it was difficult to find

makers who had increased tire size since

last year on models still carried without ma

terial change. The Rec ears run on 1-inch

larger tires than last year, to be sure, but

are little different in other respects, which

might be supposed to affect the matter. The

Jackson touring cars, by way of contrast,

were said to have %-inch smaller tires than

last year, and to have their wheel base re

duced by 1 inch. Nothing like the almost

unanimous acclamation of increased tire

sizes such as that of the last Palace show,

was heard,

The use of unequal sized tires on front

and rear wheels, also showed small develop

ment one way or the other. Several rather

startling combinations were to be found,

however, as on the Chadwick touring car,

which was listed with 34 by 4-inch tires in

front, and 36 by 5 in the rear, or the Amer

ican roadster with a 36 by 3% and 36 by 4

equipment. All told, perhaps a round dozen

of the makers of standard cars of the me

dium type and included within the above

weight range, regularly stock different sizes

on front and back of car.

  
 

  

Continental. Cleveland.
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Water Cooled Marmon.

Similarly an attempt to discover any

growing fixture of relation between wheel

bases and weights, or wheel bases and duty

classification proved disappointing. Out of

some 40 cars, weighing, as before, 2,000 to

3,000 pounds, a range of 3 feet was found

to exist in the wheel bases. Two of these

machines with 103 and 136 inch bases,

weighed, according to listing, 3,100, and

3,000 pounds, respectively, and other equally

eccentric variations were found.

A general increase of wheel and wheel

base sizes followed the increasing weight of

the car, as a matter of course, yet the re

lation did not appear to be in either case.

the fixed one that might have been expected.

Generally speaking, runabout and touring

car lines were shown on chassis closely re

lated, if not exactly alike except for

alterations in the positions of the radiator

and steering gear. Yet the credited weights

failed to reveal as much difference as might

have been expected, and no general sim

ilarity of practice in altering tire sizes or

leaving them the same in both types, was

noticeable.

MOTORS.

With a total horse power reaching well

into the hundred thousands, ranging from

4 horsepower units in runabouts to 90

in touring cars, the endeavors of man

ufacturers to increase the reliability of the

motor proved an interesting feature to vis

itors at the Palace.

Strict attention' appears to have been

given to each motor that the best equip

ment might be procured for ignition, lu

brication and carburation, and in no case

have these three important features been

neglected. While these are the vital

auxiliaries 0f the hydro-carbon motor, in

relation to the reliability, other details to

accomplish economy and durability also ap

pear to have been given due consideration

to a marked degree. The four cylinder ver

tical motor predominated, of course. but,

also, of course, the six cylinder engine

shows an increase, there being twenty-three

of the latter in evidence exhibited by

eighteen manufacturers. Of striking inter

est among these may be mentioned the new

2-Cylinder Brush.

Rainier.

  

  

American More.
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National “Little Six," a particularly com

pact machine considering its power; the

Stoddard-Dayton and American Mors.

Among those which have been seen before,

the Ford “6-40" still holds its own as a

model of lightness and simplicity. The

chief aim in most cases has been

simplicity, which, of course leads

to less mechanical intricacies, giving

an opportunity for the novice to derive the

best of satisfaction from his power equip

ment. In general, no noticeable effort has

been made to reduce the weight of the mo

tors, the aim of the designers having been

simplicity, accessibility and durability,

without sacrifice to cost. 4

N0 noticeable radical features were to be

found in the array of motors, notwithstand

ing the fact that quite a number were ex

hibited for the first time. The number of

motors with overhead valve gears, however,

such as the new Stoddard-Dayton four, the

Pennsylvania, and the Model E Jackson,

was sufficiently great to attract attention.

The Marmon air-cooled 90 degree motor,

with its new detachable cylinder heads,

easily removable without disturbing any of

the valve adjustments, was a prominent and.

characteristic feature. The valves are sit

uated in the heads, the latter being at

tached to the cylinder by four long stud

bolts passing through the cooling flanges

to the crank case. .The new water-cooled

Marmon also proved something of a revel—

ation, the arrangement of its intake piping

being absolutely unique. Siamesed intake

ports are employed in its twin cylinder

units, the gas entering the first and fourth

cylinders over the inlet valves of the sec

ond and third.

Apart from the interest created in the

Brush runabout and its sister car of greater'

pretentious, as a whole, the motor of this

little car deserves special mention as show

ing what its designer has attempted to ac

complish in the way of balancing the crank

and piston groups. The single cylinder mo~

tor of the smaller car is counter-balanced

in the usual way by means of weights set

opposite the crank throws. The method

of treatment of the twin motor on the

larger car, is however, particularly original

and novel.

In this machine, both pistons work on the

same crank pin, the forces to be opposed

thus being exactly double those existing in

the single motor. Instead of placing the

entire counter-balancing weight in one or

two masses opposite the crank throws, how

ever, balance is obtained by what the in

ventor correctly terms a “foolishly simple

device." The weight necessary to oppose

the vertical thrusts of the pistons and

cranks is divided, one half being mounted

in the usual way on the crank webs, and

the other being placed on a secondary coun

ter shaft mounted in an independent case

at one side of the crank case and a little

above the center line. This mass with its

shaft, is driven by spiral gears from the

crank shaft, and since it turns in the oppo

site direction from the crank shaft, exactly

counteracts all horizontal forces set up by

the rotation of the principal weight. At the

same time the theoretical effect is to remove,

the vertical forces as well.

A secondary and radical purpose further

appears as the reason for placing the aux

iliary counter shaft above the crankshaft

as well as at one side. The natural effect

of the resistance to the rotation of the crank

shaft of this (or any other) motor, which is

developed by the load, is to capsize it in

the car. The arrangement of the weights

is such that in addition to correcting th

internal vibrations of the motor a purely

external and artificial vibration is devel xped.

The object of this is to counteract by an

average amount, the twisting or torque

vibrations of the motor as a whole. How

ever radical the method, certainly the re

sult evolved, is an astonishingly smooth

running motor, which is a credit to such a

revolutionary undertaking.

Lubrication.

The lubricating question has at last be

come of sufficient seriousness as'to be rec

ognized as most essential to the life of the

motor. While a poor grade of oil may be

somewhat to blame, still, that the lubricat

ing system must positively lubricate the

wearing surfaces of a hydro-carbon motor,

is becoming more and more apparent by

the endeavors made each season toward the

perfection of various devices. Placing the

motor in the ha*'ds of novices has

created a demand for positive lubrication

under most exacting circumstances, and

caused the development of systems of rec

ognized reliability. This has been proved

this year more than ever by nearly every

motor being equipped with a force feed In

bricator. either as a separate accessory or

self contained within the motor crank case,

as found in the Klink, Great Smith, De

Luxe, Ellsworth and Imperial. In the Mar

monv system of lubrication an automatic

gear pump forces the oil from the crank

case, through a hollow crank shaft, to the

various parts requiring lubrication, Several

were equipped with two systems and

where the pistons and crank pins of all

the motors were not lubricated by force

feed, it was accomplished by splash.

The American Mors motor was eouipped

with an original lubricating system

of its own, utilizing the lower part of

the crank case as a reservoir, pumping the

supply through a sight glass on the dash.

From the sight glass a tube leads to the

side of the motor brackets, entering a cop

per tube arranged within an outer tube or

container, from which the distributing tubes

lead to the various bearings. The inner

tube referred to has several small holes to

emit the oil to the outer tube, the location

of which it is claimed, is very essential to

equalize the flow of oil therefrom at any

angle the motor may assume while on the

climb or descent of steep grades or tipped

to the side.

Ignition.

Inspection of the motors exhibited

brought to light the effects of the great

energy expended by the manufacturer to

overcome the difficulties experienced with

the ignition system. This examination of

the various products showed the almost

universal predomination of the jump spark,

as was a foregone conclusion. Fifteen

makes were equipped with double ignition,

one with make and break and jump spark,

two with make and break alone, the

balance utilizing high tension magneto and

storage battery with coil, coil with storage

battery or dry cell, high tension magneto

with dry cell and coil, or high tension mag

neto only. Several equipments with mag

neto consisted of a single coil and distri

butor, the make and break, of course, util

ized a low tension magneto. Among the

cars mounting the high tension magneto

as a stock feature may be cited the Frayer

Miller (Model C), Glide and Mors. Low

tension make and break systems were ap

plied to the Rainier, Garford and American

Mors. The National, Cleveland and Stod

dard-Dayton (8—G) cars were among those

fitted with double ignition. The adoption of

the magneto is worthy of note, and so com

mon is considered the demand that arrange

ments are made for its introduction on cars

not regularly so equipped, but in no case

was the addition of the high tension mag

neto a gratis opeion. Storage batteries and

dry cells were optional in most cases. Com

mutators or timers were generally found to

be of the ball contact or revolving roller

type. '

Bearings.

While ball bearing motors, as they are

called, are equipped with ball bearings for

the crank shaft and cam shaft bearings, it

is very interesting to note that no engineer

had the temerity to place ball bearings on

the crank pin. Several firms, such as the

makers of the National, De Luxe and Mora,

for example, exhibited ball bearing

crank shafts, and one concern equipped

the first bearing with balls, the rest

with anti-friction metal. The general

practice as observed, embodied bronze

in the motor bearings throughout, either

white, phosphor, or other alloys, and a few

manufacturers still adhere to plain bab

bitt, which speaks for itself. While sev

eral claims were made that no changes were

apparent the stress invariably laid upon the

length of bearings. tended to convince the

observer that longer bearings were being

made or had been anticipated for next

season.

Carburetters.

Another prcblem that has to some ex

tent been settled is the use of carburetters

made by the motor car manufacturers
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themselves. There now are so many stand

ard makes of carburetters, made by car

buretter specialists and so many of them

were in use on the cars at the show that it

pointedly suggested that the automobile

manufacturers have decided to leave the‘

carburetter design and manufacture alone.

Several individual makes of carburette‘r

were shown, however, among them

types of both single and multiple

jet, also several equipped with hand regula

tion of needle valve or auxiliary air from

the dash. The demand, however, appears

for the type with the jet located in the

center of the float reservoir.

A constant level carburetter was found

on the Brush motor which resembles the

type used in the stationary gasolene motor

field. A small diaphragm pump forces the

fuel from the tank to a constant level res—

ervoir, the level of which is governed by

an overflow return to the tank, the height

of the overflow corresponding with the top

of the nozzle in the induction tube. Other

cars shown with original carburetters in

cluded the Maxwell, Acme, Gaeth, American

Napier, Chadwick, and the new Fay-Ells

worth product.

Minor Details.

Practice places the throttle and spark

levers on the steering column; in only a

few instances is the throttle interlocked

with the clutch mechanism. The use of the

pedal accelerator appears to be growing,

however. As the years progress, details

of a small nature can be discerned, as be

ing adopted by different makers. Fibre

washers and plugs are being used to a

considerable extent to silence the clatter

of the valve mechanism. Manifolds, es

pecially those of the inlet, are receiving

more attention. A most compact “equal

path" inlet manifold was to be found on the

Gearless six-cylinder motor. A similar ar

rangement in a general way, but with more

liberal areas and less abrupt bends, ap

peared on the new National sextuple en

gine. The new four-cylinder model of the

same mark, has a perfectly straight dis

tributing chamber. in the G'arford engine,

 

 

  

the two cylinder groups are fed from op

posite sides of the mixing chamber through

liberal pipes with long, sweeping bends.

Oddly enough, in the Chadwick Six. how

ever, no such provision is found, the gas

being inducted through spherical chambers

at the cylinder groups, but in such a way

that while the second and third cylinders

get a direct draught upon the carburetter—

which is centrally placed—the two end

groups must draw their gas more than twice

as far. A restriction in the area of the

branch to the middle group, probably is in

tended to counteract the tendency to un

equal distribution. The aim in general is to

give length, so that the gas has an equal

amount of friction and the same number of

turns to make, to reach each cylinder. Very

few motors contained any offset, and th:

valve locations were about equally distri

buted on the sides, though the growing use

of valve-in-the-head constructions, provided

an interesting variety.

The tendency seems to be to cast the cyl

inders in pairs as a majority were so con

structed. It was an exception to find the

equipment without_ a pump, very few using

the thermo-syphon system. Such as the Atlas

2-cycle, and the Maxwell and Gaeth sys

tems, however, proved remarkable and con- '

vincing exceptions to the rule. It might be

said, as a whole, cams were pinned and keyed

0n the cam shaft, one instance wherein in ad

dition to both methods cams were brazed,

one instance where cam and shaft were

forged in one piece, and two cases where

they were cut from steel and case hardened,

proving exceptional.

Two 2-cycle engines were to be found.

They were the products of the Atlas Motor

Car Co., and the Reliance Motor Car Co.,

the former a runabout, the latter a truck.

In design the Atlas differs from any 2-cycle

engine in use. The exhaust ports extend

all around the cylinder. the crank case

charge entering the cylinder through the

center of the piston from ports in the pis

ton wall corresponding with cylinder wall

ports below the exhaust ports.

Apparently the wholesome influence of

the horsepower contr0versy which has been

raging so brickly for several years, is at

length beginning to be felt. This is no

ticeable in the use of single and double

ratings, as well as in the conservatism ob

servable in many instances. For instance,

out of a rough count of half a hundred rep

resentative makers exhibiting, full 50 per

cent, rated their motors in a single term. A

scant 20 per cent. employed both single

and double ratings on different models

which they produce, while only 30 per cent.

of the entire number had recourse to the

misleading hyphenated expression.

FRAME CONSTRUCTION.

Pressed steel frames may be the order of

the day, but the fact remains patent that

many frames are in use which are not

pressed steel—plain rolled channel steel or

angle iron being freQuently mistaken for the

more expensive article by the uninitiated,

in which understanding, he is sometimes

encouraged, it is to be feared. A remark

able fact in this connection, is the use of

the reinforced or trussed wood frame by

several makers, such as Grout, Brush, Cam

eron, and Smith. Their staunch allegiance

to the type, introduces some little question

as to whether or not its abandonment by

many of the makers in years passed, was

well advised, all things considered.

However that may be, the majoroity at

present adhere to the so-called pressed steel

frame—some of them developing strikingly

beautiful designs, as for example the Stod

dard-Dayton, Cleveland, and De Luxe

frames, the latter of which is of inverted

U pattern with reinforced thickness at the

open edges. The other two are arched

above the rear axle, in order to obtain

proper clearance for spring action without

disturbing the plain surface of the chassis

itself. Of course the same motive develops

the dropped frame constructions of the

Rainier, Garford, and others, not to omit

the “double drop" scheme applied to the

new Imperial. The use of a 3%-inch drop

both in the front and rear ends of the chas

sis in this instance was cause for not a lit~

tle comment at the show. though the abso

lute necessity of the design was not perfect
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ly evident, although its purpose was com—

mendable.

Formerly, sub-frames were very much in

evidence, and more recently they have

seeemed to be growing more and more out

of favor. The use of the gearset mounted

on the rear axle, the planetary, the unit

power plant complete, and various other de

vices, have served to undermine its former

strong position. Nevertheless, at the pres

ent show, the number of makers of standard

  

front, were found on a round half dozen

cars, while two, the Cameron and Elsworth,

mounted three-quarter elliptics.

A noteworthy point in the suspension of

the new water cooled Marmon car, which,

like its predecessors, has full elliptic springs,

is the hanging of the lower side of the front

members below, instead of above, the axle.

To this end a special form of suspension

is used, taking the form of a couple of grab

hooks, which grasp the lower flange of the

Stoddard-Dayton Rear Frame Arch.

types of car employing the sub-frame, and

the number avoiding its use as studiously,

appeared to about the same.

Spring Suspension.

Generalizing on the matter of spring con

struction, it was observed that while some

thing like 80 per cent, of the cars mounted

semi-elliptical springs in front, only about

30 per cent, had a similar equipment in the

rear. This was counted for by the evident

fact of the growth of the three-quarter plat—
  

Marmon Understrung Saddle.

form type, on certain cars, as well as by the

continued use of the full elliptic pattern of

rear suspension on others. The relative

proportions stood at about 12 and 15 per

cent., respectively. Full elliptic Springs in

.3'3

  

designed solely for the purpose of guiding

the spring oscillations in the vertical di

rcction.

The Ellsworth springs were distinguish

  

Lansden Spring Suspension.

able from the fact that instead of the usual

articulation at the jointure of the upper

and lower members of the three-quarter

and full elliptical elements, the ends were

drawn out flat and secured by passing

through them a single rivet. The leaves,

instead of being kept in alignment by “kit

ten ears" such as were found on many sus

pensions, were ridged through the center on

one side, and grooved on the other, all the

leaves thus fitting together compactly yet

without any possibility of disalignment. The

same scheme was also applied to one or two

other systems.

Quite the most novel thing in the way

I

Extended Rear End of Rainier Frame.

I-beam axle. The effect is to lower the for

ward part of the frame several inches, and

is required by the double three-point sys

teln employed.

On the National runabout was seen a de

vice for preventing the weaving of the frame

over the rear three-quarter platform sus

pension, which was termed a “parallel bar,"

and which took the form of a guide mounted

on the chassis and engaging a thin block

shod with camel's hair fabric, which was at

tached to the lower spring member near

the axle. The device, though readily mis

taken for a shock absorber, was said to be

of springs, was the original system em

ployed in-suspending the Lansden electric

touring car, which was bolstered at each

corner of the frame upon a set of four heli

cal springs, mounted on a broad seat on

the axle. A close rival to this in point of

novelty, was the method of hanging the

Brush runabouts. This consisted in the use

of four helical springs, mounted over the

corners of the frame, and affixed to vertical

rods which ran down through them to the

axles below, thus giving a free suspension,

at the same time providing a stop to vio

lent plungings by the presence of the axles
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against which the frame would bring up on

such occasions. The use of radius rods

which also combined the functions of shock

absorbers of the friction joint variety, also

was distinctive, and exclusive, although sev

eral makers regularly equipped their ma

chines with absorbing devices of one sort

or another, one or two, like the Austin, pro

ducing their own.

cork inserts is practically universal with

this type, and it also is growing sporad

ically among others as well. Thus the De

Luxe clutch is of the plain cone typeI the

male member being of bronze fitted with

inserts, the female member being the reg

ular metal of the flywheel. The cone clutch

of the Mora racytype is leather faced in

traditional fashion, but also is provided

  

Imperial Double-drop Frame.

The full platform suspension of the new

Mora six-cylinder cars proved to be exclu

sive, also. The two cross members were

clamped to the frame cross suspension

members in the longitudinal center of the

vehicle, while the side springs, of course,

were mounted on the axles. The result was

a cradle in effect, which was said to ride

very easily.

Variety in Clutches.

Plainly the multiple disc type of clutch

is growing in favor among the makers. The

diversity of its application, however, as well

as the fact that there seems to be no set

tled limit either as to the number of discs

  

National “Parallel Bar."

to be employed, nor of the metals them

selves, resulted in an almost bewildering

variety of devices of this nature. Thus

while the Premier cars are driven through

a clutch having 53 discs, all of steel, and

the Cleveland, through one having 50 discs,

the Austin cars have a 40-disc clutch

(rrounting 10 morediscs than last year),

the Glide, one of 12 discs, 12 inches in diam

eter, and the Great Smith, one of 23, bronze

and steel discs.

The ring type of clutch, in distinction

from the true multiple disc variety which

usually has a greater number \of elements

of smaller diameter, begins to become a

factor in the show. Thus the Continental,

with 5 rings, Jackson with 6, and Imperial

with 3, one of steel and two of bronze, the

latter being fitted with cork inserts, are

worthy of study. Incidentally, the use of

with cork inserts, which replace the more

common springs set under the leather.

In a general way it way be said that

about 40 per cent. of all clutches seen at

the show were of the multiple disc type;

some 35 per cent. or more were of the cone

type, either plane or inverted; 10 per cent.

answered to the description of the ring

type, and the remainder were scattered

among the several radical devices. Among

these, the Wayne internal expanding type,

contrasted with the Gaeth contracting

clutch, already mentioned in connection

  

clutch itself, unless the tendency to racking

is successfully counteracted by the manner

of supporting the forward universal joint.

A typical illustration of the way in which

this system may be worked out, appeared

in the new Pennsylvania Model C, while

further possible developments along the

same line were to be found on the Glide.

Frayer-Miller, and Dragon roadsters. The

second possible variation in the placing and

use of the clutch is to enclose it in the

gear ease, or in a separate compartment of

the same casting, thus eliminating the ne

cessity of interposing a flexible connection

between these two elements, The remark

ably neat design of the Maxwell power

plant in which this feature is embodied,

shows what may be done along this line,

while of the several other systems carrying

along the scheme, the Crawford and VVelch

—the latter with its two independent disc

clutches, and the Smith, with its single lever

control system, are interesting examples of

the wide variety possible.

Change Speed Gearing.

Coming to the two principal groups of

planetary and sliding gear speed modifying

Full Platform Suspension of‘ the Mora.

with the actuating devices. The metal to

metal cone device of the York-Pullman cars,

in which cork inserts were used, and the

radical coned clutch of the coiled band type

used on the Ellsworth car, as well as other

occasional departures from the ordinary fur

nished plenty of variety for one who was

willing to seek it out.

The majority of designers still place the

clutch in the flywheel and connect it to

the drive shaft of the change gear system,

either by direct shaft or through one or

two universal joints. Two possible va

riations present themselves forcibly, how

ever, one is the arrangement required when

the change speed gearing is mounted on the

rear axle, when the drive shaft and usually

the torsion tube as well, is transferred from

the back to the front of the gear box, thus

bringing a new sort of strain upon the

devices, there is room for Mnlimited va

rietyI not a little interest centering about

the relative importance of the two from

year to year. While the continuous growth

into favor of the sliding gear type of trans

mission in its various forms is very marked,

the planetary group still finds well de

served favor with a few makers. Notable

among these are the builders of the Atlas

cars, who this year have brought out a

planetary gear of their own design which

is entirely of the spur type and has no in

ternal annular gears. This device also

mounts a very neat multiple disc clutch of

the single metal variety. The planetary

gear of the Brush runabonts is unique in

several ways, the noteworthy feature being

the use of but a single set of pinions which

are counterbalanced in the case to prevent

vibration. Another remarkable point about
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this device is its lubricating system, which

is of the force-feed order, circulation be

ing induced by the effect of centrifugal

force, and centrifugal force alone. The

friction contact planetary system of the

Gearless cars, also excited no little com

ment.

There were shown approximately four

times as many sliding gear devices as plan

etary, however, and hence the bulk of in

terest centered about them. For the most

part they were of the three speed direct-on

high pattern, a fair majority of those ap

plied to the medium powered machines be

ing either of the vertical or inverted ver

tical pattern such as those of the National,

American Mors, Dorris, Mora, and the

brand new Colt runabout. A decided ad

vancement in the use of the selective meth

od of actuating the gears, was brought out

  

Overland Planetary Gear.

in this connection, the ratio between the

progressive and selective types being prob

ably as high as nine to one when the new

models alone were considered, but count

ing the entire range of pleasure vehicles on

display, the ratio was reduced to something

like four to one. The point is interesting,

however, as showing an unmistakable

growth on the part of the selectively ac

tuated gear. The use of the friction drive

on the Lambert and Carter cars was for

the first time supplemented by the appear

ance of the same sort of transmission on

machines of the buggy type.

Although several makers had improved

their transmissions to some extent by using

ball or roller bearings instead of the plain

bushings of last year, and though ball bear

ing change gears were numerous, nothing

appeared to indicate a strong increase in

the use of anti-friction bearings for this

purpose. The several gearsets mounted on

the rear axles, however, such as the Penna

sylvania, Glide, Frayer-Miller, Dragon road

ster, \Vayne and Cameron—the latter

mounting a peculiarly simple and effective

system of original design—were, with per—

haps a single exception, mounted in anti

friction bearings.

Counting the new models of medium and

high power only, it became apparent that

fully nine times as many cars were driven

by cardan shaft systems, as were driven by

  

Pennsylvania Rear Axle.

chain or chains. Yet taking the show

around, including models of all sorts, this

proportion was reduced to something like

four to one. The result in either case, mere

ly confirms the impression gained by even

the casual on-looker, that this was above

all else a show of shaft drives.

This conclusion naturally developed a

very interesting field for study in the mount

ing and general design of the live axles.

Here the usual variety was discoverable,

the evidently popular method of mounting

the axle in the chassis being that known

as the “spring drive," in which the rear

springs are shackled only at one end and

take all the traction load due to the driving

effort through the ends which are pivoted

directly to brackets or frame sills. With

this system, the torsion bar or bars may be

shackled to the chassis with absolute free

dom of motion, except in the plane at right

angles to the axle. With the older system

of double shackling the springs, naturally

radius and distance rods must be used. The

  

Maxwell Interlocker.

use of torsion tubes, housing the driving

shaft and also preserving its alignment, was

found to be quite extensive.

The Moon rear axle group in which the

two torsion bars were brought together and

joined in a universal suspension above the

driving shaft, was quite an unusual arrange

ment; while the simplicity of the Dorris sys

tem, in which the spring drive principle was

applied to a three-quarter platform sus

pension, was sufficiently marked to draw

attention directly to the arrangement; The

extremely simple spring drive system of the

Wayne, also was creditable.

Chain drives, both single and double, have

been in use for so long as to be ameanable

to litttle or no variation from the well tried

plan of radius rod drive, which is univers~

ally employed. Oddly enough, the chain

system appears to be confined largely to

machines of both high and low extremes of

power and weight, cars in the middle range

,being for the most part shaft driven.

Improved Brakes.

A general movement, set on foot during

the past summer, has developed a degree of

attention to the braking problem which is

as commendable as it was requisite. Gen
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Moon Torsion Group.

erally speaking, the braking areas have not

been increased to-a remarkable extent, so

far as could be learned from the average

stand attendant, but the provisions for ap

plication of the brakes, have been re-de

signed in so many cases as to excite con—

siderable interest.

In the Garford chassis, for example, in

stead of a mass of rigging leading from the

side lever around to the rear wheel brake

levers, the telescoping shaft upon which the

gear changing rock shaft rides, is continued

through the upper part of the gear case,

which contains the selective mechanism,

where it is surmounted by a, short rocker

arm, playing in a slot in the top of that

portion of the case. A straight rod leading

from that point back along the center line

of the car, is attached to a flat horizontal

equalizing bar extending clear across the

frame\and working in suitable slots in the

side members. From its extremities, the

brake links are led in a straight line to the

brakes themselves.

Several cars now mount the compensat

ing brake beam extending across the frame,

among them being the Moon—in which the

beams for both brakes are under-hung from
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the torsion member—the Dragon, and Mar

mon cars. The Maxwell line, is uniformly

supplied-with cable equalizing devices run

ning over little sheaves mounted substan—

tially on the frame. The same device was

found on the Ellsworth car, which has four

independent brakes, two on the rear wheels,

and two on the countershaft—the latter be

ing readily adjustable from the side of the

car and without the use of a wrench. Cable

equalizing systems also are employed on the

Continental, York-Pullman and others.

The, short equalizing beam found on so

many‘ oficthefcars was in the case of the Dor

 3‘ IQ; "— T

i i'. i _ I|\\

inch in diameter outside the connecting

links, and are intended, it would appear, to

prevent those members from dropping en

tirely in the event of a broken ball and

socket joint. Like a number of other parts

of this car, they appear to be extremely

light.

This arrangement, together with the

worm and bevel combination gear employed

on the Frontenac car, the somewhat sim

ilar gear and rack and pinion device of the

Crawford machine. and the plain rack and

pinion which continues to be used on the

Dorris cars, and which is innocent of any
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Garford Emergency Brake Mechanism.

ris, removed from its usual horizontal posi

tion within the frame to a vertical one at

the right side, where it is readily accessible

for inspection or lubrication. The service

brake in this car is mounted just back of '

the gear case, and takes hold of a drum

over the drive shaft. In most of the cars,

however, the external-internal pattern of

rear wheel brake was employed. In some

cases, extraordinary precautions were taken

to improve the brakes to the highest possi

ble degree. A noteworthy example of the

care outlayed in this respect, was the inter—

nal expanding brake employed on the Pre

mier cars for the coming year. This con

sists of a massive bronze ring, made of a

solid piece, and having a series of cork in

serts sunk in its working face,

The cone clutch type of brake employed

on the Great Smith cars last year again ap

pears, but in reversed position and enlarged

form, the result being greater power of. re

tardation, and a safer method of application

since the entire mechanism now acts in ten

sion. It may be said that the spirit which

prompted this alteration is apparent every

where, the tendency being to make the

braking mechanisms more mechanical than

they ever have been before.

Steering Devices.

The Ellsworth steering connections mount

a special feature in the shape of extensions

to the rocker and knuckle arms, which ter

minate in flat buttons something like an

checking or irreversible properties, consti

tuted the chief points of interest in the way

of steering gears. The designer, however,

probably would be interested in following

the layout of the gears, and noting the ap

parent growth of the custom of placing the

drag link behind instead of in front of the

axle.

As a matter of fact, some 45 per cent, of

the cars shown at the Palace, were equipped

in this way, the connecting rod from the

  

Ellsworth Steering Column.

rocker arm to the knuckle being passed un

der that member in the majority of cases.

A round half dozen of cars, and among them

the Dorris, Mitchell and \Vayne, had their

connections on the left side of the car. The

result in each case was that the steering

gear itself came well forward in the chassis

and permitted the steering column to be

given an extremely long rake. Some 5 or

6 machines, had connecting rods led over

instead of under the axle, as was the case

with the majority, and in order to accom<

plish this end, a considerable offset in the

steering arm was frequently necessary.

The Electric Vehicles.

Mention has already been made of the

spring mounting of the Lansden electric

touring car. This machine, which, but for

its springs, has the aspect of a full-fledged

gasolene touring car, is a rather graceful,

even if massive vehicle, having a trussed

wood frame, under-hung battery equipment,

double side chain drive and single motor.

Its wheel base is 126 inches, and it is

equipped with solid rubber tires. Outfitted

with the Edison battery, it is rated for

speeds up to 30 miles an hour, and has a

nominal mileage of 100 miles on one charge,

taken at a speed of 20 miles per hour, aver

age. Two other electric vehicles were also

shown on the Lansden stand. One, a typi—

cal covered express wagon of sturdy pro

portions, and the other a florist's delivery

vehicle, panelled in gold leaf and painted

all in white.‘ Both the commercial types

are equipped with the Edison battery and

single motor equipment.

The only other exhibit of electric vehi

cles was that of the Anderson Carriage Co.,

makers of the Detroit Electric. This proved

to be a neat little vehicle of the medium

sized runabout order, and revealing these

features: Pressed steel frame, semi-elliptic

and full elliptic springs, front and rear, the

latter having scrole ends; double chain

drive; tubular axles; leather chain and mud

guards; and a single motor fully housed. It

is made to run on a 24-cell battery, and is

guaranteed for 100 miles per charge. It

was displayed with both victoria and in

side driven coupe bodies,

The Motor Buggies.

For the first time at any New York show

the buggy type of runabout made its ap

pearance in sufficient numbers to constitute

a veritable “section” of its own, and a corner

of no little interest as well. In all, seven

makers staged machines answering to this

description, all representatives of a rapidly

growing class of makers of the middle west,

who are coming into notice at a rapid rate.

The Holsman, the only one of the group

which had been seen in New York before

show season, appeared with several im

provements, among them being a new type

of driving cable, thought to be essentially

durable as well as flexible, a new motor, and

a new form of motor suspension, compris

ing the use of a couple of tubular members

placed transversely of the frame, and rest

ing on a sort of sub-frame supported under

the body sills, and at a distance of several

inches below it. _

The Reliable-Dayton appearing this year

in thoroughly redesigned form, had an op

posed twin cylinder motor in front, a band

clutch, sliding gear transmission with coun
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tershaft enCIosed in a single housing, the

final drive being by double side chains. In

the Hatfield a friction disc type of trans

mission is employed, as in the Schacht and

Pontiac. The latter, in addition to its fric

tion transmission, has a special form of

friction clutch device, taking the place of

the differential on the countershaft, and in

tended to operate by automatically releas

ing the outer wheel on a turn, from the

driving relation. The Kiblinger buggy has

an air cooled motor, planetary change gear

and double chain drive to each of the rear

wheels. The horsepowers of these machines

ranged from 8 to 15. All are of the true

buggy type, with high wheels,

Commercial Vehicles.

While the representation of commercial

vehicles was not strong numerically, the

exhibits staged occupied a considerable

area, and "bulked" large and interestingly.

The' Rapid chassis, which is adaptable to

a variety of purposes, was shown with no

less than ten different bodies, the power and

size of the chassis being suited to the work

in hand,

Because of the simple construction of the

two-cycle motor mounted in the Reliance

trucks, which also were shown, a high de

gree of interchangeability is claimed. The

cylinder units being of the same size, only

a single series of standard parts need be

carried by any owner for any type of ve

hicle, or for any number of different types.

Further than this, the motors may be trans

posed from one chassis to another, thus

making it possible to increase the engine

power on occasion, and without rebuilding

the vehicle. The Reliance sloping platform

stake truck shown, was claimed to be an ab

solute innovation in the motorgtruck field,

and particularly convenient for loading.

Among the several features observed in

the construction of the new one and three

ton Logan trucks, We the use of massive

radius rods for both front and rear axles.

the use of ball bearings of the annular type

in the change gear boxes, the arrangement

of the four-cylinder vertical motors in

front, under the footboard, and the heavy

and serviceable looking brakes, of which

two were mounted on the counter shaft,

one on the driving shaft, and two more on

the rear wheels. The heavy Manhattan

trucks and sight-seeing vehicles have verti

cal motors, and an original form of change

gear, selectively actuated, in which a direct

high speed relation is obtained, the lay shaft

being disengaged and stationary at same

time. The mechanism of these, as well as

the other commercial vehicles was impress

ively heavy and substantial looking.

The Tires and Their Appurtenances

At the space occupied by the Diamond

Rubber Co., of Akron, 0., two new mem

bers of the Diamond tire family made their

debut. The first of these was the "electric"

tire, designed for use on electric vehicles in

city service- Its chief feature is a very soft

yielding outer case which completely ab

sorbs the ordinary road shocks and obsta

clea met with in city driving. This casing

is too tender for heavy cars or country

roads, but is said to be entirely satisfactory

for its special purpose and to reduce cur

rent consumption by about 25 per cent. over

ordinary tires. The second tire, a solid,

was new in material only, its form being

on the lines of previous tires, but its ma

terial being white rubber, for which great
  

durability claims are made. The line of

“stand pat" models was as complete as

ever, the Diamond wrapped tread construc

tion being featured, and the Marsh rim dem

onstrated.

In addition to the tires designed for use

with the special Fisk rims, the Fisk Rubber

Co., of Chicopec Falls, Mass, showed this

year tires made for use on regular clincher

rims, thus providing a complete Fisk line.

Wrapped tread construction also charac

terized the 1908 samples shown. The dis

play was enlivened by exhibitions of quick

tire changing with the Fisk rim arrange

  

»

Demountable Firestone Rim.

ment which permits of replacing a punc

tured tire with another fully inflated tire

complete on its own rim.

Goodyear tires, made by the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Co., of Akron, 0., were

shown both complete and in section in a

great variety of sizes and shapes. The Good

year contingent were pleased at the census

of cars exhibited which gave the Goodyear

detachable rim a splendid showing. The

operation of the rim was demonstrated.

Morgan & Wright, of Detroit, Mich, the

Hartford Rubber Works, Co., of Hartford,

Conn., and the G & I Tire Co., of Indian

apolis, Ind., all featured new hard bead

clinchers, with wire in the bead, the tires

being suitable for use without lugs. The

Midgley non-skid trend and the Midgley

rim were also prominent in the displays.

A deep groove in the center of the tread

and corrugations on the raised portions

marked the new dual, non-skid tread of

fered by the Firestone Tire 8: Rubber Co.,

Akron, 0. The new Firestone demount

able rim was also shown. The wheel peri

phery is recessed in places to engage studs

on the rim which holds the inflated tire,

and the latter, after being put on the wheel

is clamped at the side by suitable fasten

ings. The studs and recesses prevent the

creeping of the dismountable rim on the

wheel, and the clamps secure it from lateral

play. The regular types of Firestones in

pneumatic and solids constituted the re

mainder of the exhibit.

The Continental Caoutchouc Co., of New

York, exhibited the new Continental rim

for the first time, an industrious colored

  

Michelin “Compressed Tread" Design.

boy in uniform being kept busy lifting a

completely inflated tire and its rim on and

ofi the wheel. The tire which fits on the

wheel is sufiiciently greater in diameter to

slip on or off very easily when desired, and

to prevent its rusting or “freezing” on; but

when the wedge shaped clamps are applied,

_ the rim is rigid with the wheel and is ca

pable of withstanding all strains which

might seek to loosen it. A section of a

very luge Continental tire for special ser

vice was shown, in addition to the regular
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Continental types of clinchers with lugs.

Two new models of tires were shown at

the space of the Swinehart Clincher Tire &

Rubber Co., of Akron. One was a dual tire

the halves of which were made in the usual

Swinehart solid section, but in the middle

  

of the rim, between the two tire parts a

heavy chain was introduced, its function

being to act as a non-skid and to strengthen

the whole tire against lateral strain. The

other was the new “cullular” tire, which is

a square sectioned solid tire with numerous

  

plain holes from the tread directed tan

gently toward the axis. A semi-pneumatic

effect is ascribed t0_this construction in con

junction with a sucking action which lessens

skidding_

Many an inquisitive hand was burned at

the exhibit of the Newmastic Tire Co., of

New York. To prove that the compound

which the company ofi‘ers as a substitute

for air will not lose its elastic consistency

when subjected to great heat such as it

might encounter through the friction of

fast road work or the action of the sun, a

large piece of the compound was placed on

an electric hot plate, where it broiled and

scorched but did not melt. Unaware of the

calorific altitude of either the electric plate

  

v

Continental Demountable Rim.

or the piece of compound resting on it, vis

itors were prone to finger them, always with

immediate and violent results. Polite sales

men were kept busy restoring the unfor

tunate ones to good humor by explaining

the nature of the test and pointing to the

victim’s own experience as an evidence that

the Newmastic was really hot. The Parker

rim, which consists of a clincher rim split

in the center and having the distance be

twceen the two clinchers variable accord

ing to the degree that the side bolts are

tightened up, was also shown. It was orig

inally designed to make easier the applica

tion of Newmastic filled tires, but is now

ofiered for regular air inflated clincher

tires as well. \Vith the latter the air pres

sure in the tire may be increased by sim

ply binding the clinchers closes together

instead of pumping in additional air, the

operation requiring only a tightening up
of the bolts. I

Wrapped tread construction was dis

closed as a 1908 feature of Ajax tires, at

the exhibit of the Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.,

New York City and Trenton, N. I. Smiling

assurances from the “Ajax Girls” on the

walls tempted the visitor to enter and dis

cuss the Ajax 5,000»mile guarantee which

will obtain for the coming year as hereto»

fore. The tires were exhibited in a num

ber of sizes.

The Empire Automobile Tire Co., of

Trenton, N. 1., had an exhibit that was se<

verely simple. but which was inviting as

an oasis of rest since it had a welcome for

friends who wished to sit and watch the

crowds or read the trade papers. The 1908

Empire tires were shown, the emphasis be~

ing laid on quality rather than on any rad
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ical new feature of design. In this respect

the exhibit resembled that of several other

manufacturers with displays of tubes and

casings.

American made Michelin tires executed

their official bow to the public in the ex

hibit of the Michelin Tire Co., of Milltown,

N. J. The feature of the exhibit was the

new “compressed-tread” which made its

first appearance in the United States on this

occasion, although it already has a trail of

racing glory behind it in connection with

European c0ntcsts. The construction of the

tire is such as to compress the rubber of

the tread from each side when the tire is

inflated. This effect is obtained by making

the casing proportion:.tely narrow, with the

inner side quite p'ointeditoward the tread.

  

Snugging Device for Weed Chains.

An exceedingly stiff arch of canvas concaves

over the air space and when the tire is in

flated the canvas arch straightens out to

some extent and in doing so compresses the

rubber tread which backs it. It is claimed

that practice has shown remarkable results

for this feature, cuts and gashes in the tread

being immediately compressed tightly to

gether again instead of being opened and

distended by the air pressure from the in

side. The full Michelin line also includes

the flat tread type clincher, the anti-skid

clincher with steel rivets and leather tread,

and a quick detachable round tread type

with hard wire bead, the latter made only

for the American trade and in American

sizes. It is supplied in both rubber and

anti-skid tread.

Leather covered inncr tubes occupied a

prominent place in the offerings of the

Leather Tire Goods Co., of Newton Upper

Falls, Mass. A new tire armor of linked

metal parts was also prrt of the exhibit, to

gether with metal studded leather tread

protectors and non-skid straps,

By the use of four spiral springs to a

wheel the Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., of

New York, has hit upon a successful method

of keeping the chain grip snug to the tire

without binding, doing away with the rat

tling of the chains against fenders or rods.

an annoyance which sometimes occurred

when the chains were loosely fitted. The

springs are arranged quadrilaterally and"

  

draw towards the center of the wheel. Since

they are fastened to the side chain to which

all the cross chains are attached, the latter

are kept close to the tread. The device was

shown mounted on a wheel. A non-skid

grip for solid tires was also shown. It con

sists of linked plates across the tire tread

instead of chains, the plates immediately

over the tread being broad and flat, but with

rectangular holes in the center.

Labelled with the names of the cars on

which they are used, the showing of the

Midgley pressed steel wheels was significant

  

 

of the growing popularity of these products

of the Midgley Mfg. Co., of Columbus, 0.

Sections of the wheels, indicating their con

struction and assembly were available to

those who took an interest in the subject.

The new Midgley rim, with its removable

flange and facility for taking either clincher

or Dunlop type tires was also in view.

Not at all times is the chaufieur given his

choice of how he will come home if he hap

pens to have a blowout or a puncture. The

Presto detachable rim was designed with

this idea in mind. It permits of the use of

{Ru ELECTRIC col
PARK COIL S.
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any style or make of tire the driver may

have with him, or is able to buy or borrow;

he is restricted only in size, but not in small

diameter, and when a tire cannot be found,

he can remove the attachments from the rim

and come home on a wide steel flat tire not

unlike those found on heavy horse drawn

commercial vehicles. By an ingenious shap

ing of both sides of removable flanges, to

be held in place by clips adjustable to vary

ing widths this invention of L. H. Broome

permits the immediate fitting of a Dunlop,

a clincher, or any detachable, removable

rim or any other type of tire to the wheel

with no other tools than a small monkey

wrench, and any wheel is made ready for

the Fiesta detachable rim by simply turn

ing down the felloe 3-16 of an inch.

Pertaining to Parts and Accessories

Ignition Apparatus.

Three types of magnetos were shown at

the stand of the Splitdorf Laboratory, New

York City. The trio included a low ten

sion, a high tension and a low tension with

coil to give high tension current. With

the latter system a single coil is used and

the high tension current induced in it is

distributed to the various plug leads through

a distributor mounted on the magneto. The

latter thus performs the double function of

supplying a primary circuit to the coil and

of distributing the secondary circuit from

the coil to the different plugs. In connec

tion with the system the coil box is equipped

with a switch by which magneto or batter

ies may be used. That part of the coil

equipment which is used in connection with

the batteries has a vibrator but the coil

which takes its primary current from the

magneto is non-vibrating. The balance of

the exhibit included samples from the very

complete Splitdorf line of timers, coils, dis—

tributors, plugs, plug switches and the like.

Refinements in ignition equipment char

acterized the exhibit of the Connecticut

Telephone & Electric Co., of Meriden.

Conn. The coil offered by the company for

1908 is fitted with a “kick-switch” having

a large, substantial knob which will not

break off when hit a drive from one side to

the other with the foot. When thrown to

the side marked “battery,” it closes the bat

tery circuit to the coil, making it subject

only to the interruptions of the timer, and

at the same time short circuits the magneto

circuit. \Vhen the cut-out plug is with;

,drawn, it opens the battery circuit and

closes the magneto circuit so that any one

tampering with the car would find it im»

possible to start the motor on either the

battery or the magneto. The phenomenon

of getting a steady light from a circuit hav~

ing a vibrator was shown to be possible by

the inspection lamp which the exhibitors

supply equipped with a plug which may be

inserted in the coil front. This is a neat

little lamp with a handle and a generous

length of cord, and when plugged into the

primary battery circuit of the coil it shines

steadily and brightly despite the vibrator.

because the resistance it offers to the cur

rent flow is sufficient to make the vibrator

inoperative. A new timer and a new dis

tributor were shown. The distributor is

constructed so that there is no back or for

ward movement of the secondary wire con

nections when the timing lever is moved to

advance or retard the ignition. \Vhile a

roller contact is used in the timer shown,

a rather clever construction marks it from

the ordinary run. Instead of having a flat

face or rolling surface, the roller has a

double bevel while the stationary contacts

are like a double track with a slot between,

into which the bevel is forced. The two

sides of the contacts are of different height,

so that the bevel cannot roll without some

degree of slippage on one or both of them.

The effect of this construction is to avoid

having the contact faces of the roller touch

the fiber insulation from which they might

acquire a glaze, and the sliding on the con

tacts makes both the latter and the roller

bevels bright and clean. A full complement

of volt and ammeters and ignition supplies

Were also displayed.

As one of the pioneer magneto manufac

turers, the Remy Electric Co., of Anderson,

Ind., has each year shown something new

in this form of ignition, and this year it

presented a new model high tension, alter

nating current magneto, known as the

Model F, which for simplicity of operation

appeared to great advantage. The systems

offered provide either for a distributor on

the magn'eto or the running of two plugs in

series at a time on a four cylinder motor.

No coil is used in connection with the mag

neto, the secondary winding being on the

armature, so that the whole outfit makes a

very neat and compact ignition equipment.

Movement, and lots of it, attracted the

visitor to the space of the Witherbee Igni

ter Co., New York City. The hive of live

honey bees which stood in the middle of

the space as a reminder of “with-a-bec”

drew'various expressions of alarm or in

terest from those who gazed at it. Every

thing on the counters that was capable of

buzzing, sparking or flashing light was in

circuit with one of the new loose-ring tim

ers, and the winking of the electric lights

and the hum of the coils together with the

sharp crack of the jumping high tension in

the spark plugs had both a fascinating and

a confusing effect on the average visitor.

In addition to the well known Witherbee

batteries of previous years, the company

exhibited its line of new “Wico” special

ties, including coils with white porcelain

tops, timers and distributors of novel de

sign, and spark plugs and minor accessories,

such as an electric cigar lighter, recom

mended for lighting one’s cigar or cigarette

while traveling 60 miles an hour, an inci

dental evidence of the rapid age we are

living in.

Two complicated but delicate looking in

struments supplementing the usual display

of coils, magnetos and sparking plugs at

the exhibit of the Heinze Electric Co., of

Lowell, Mass, attracted the attention of

both the idle curious and the seeker after

ignition information. Investigation devel

oped that the instruments were not them
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selves designed for motor car use, but were

used for testing the materials and the per

formance of Heinze coils, one of the de

vices being used for determining the mag

netizing qualities of the soft iron used in

the coil cores, and the other for indicating

the voltages of the secondary currents,

which in Heinze coils run very high. The

magneto ignition system put out by the

company this year provides for a single unit

coil with a distributor mounted on the mag

neto. The regular line of coils and switches

was shown, with refinements in detail over

previous models.

Quite out of the ordinary, both in de

sign and arrangement, the new synchron

ized ignition system of the \IVestern Elec

tric Co., of New York and Chicago, was the

subject of careful study by both profes

sional and amateur investigators interested

in ignition problems. The chief visible

characteristic of the outfit shown is a long

cylindrical coil box placed alongside the

cylinder heads of the engine, from which

only short leads of high tension cables are

necessary to convey the current to the

plugs. This coil box, which is but little

larger in appearance than the insulating

tube sometimes used along the side of the

engine to convey the secondary wiring,

contains a separate coil unit for each cylin

der. The coils themselves are not fitted

with vibrators, but a single vibrator on the

dash serves them all so that they deliver

the spark of a vibrating coil. The primary

current goes through the dash vibrator to

a distributor, which directs it to each coil

unit in turn. It will be seen that this ar

rangement gives nothing but low tension

wiring from the batteries to the dash vi

brator and from there to the coil tube along

the top of the engine, so that the second

ary wiring is simply the short leads from

i
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the coil tube to the plugs. This does away

with the possibilities of high tension cur

rent leaks and short circuits to the frame

that are incurred in long secondary current

wiring. By reason of the fact that the de

mands made on the single vibrator are mul

tiplied by the number of cylinders in the

engine, provision is made to prevent the

platinum points pitting from the flow of

current in one constant direction. This is ac

complished by equipping the vibrator with

a switch which, when turned on before

 

 

 

hVestern Electric Coil Disposal.

starting the engine, reverses the poles from

what they were on the last previous run

ning of the motor. This change of po

larity each time keeps both platinum points

of the vibrator restored of any losses.

While either or both of the two sets of bat~

teries may be used, the pole changing switch

has to be used in stopping and starting the

engine so that its operation cannot fail

through thoughtlessness or neglect. Great

economy of current consumption is claimed

for the system, the figures of a recent

experiment being given as a current con

sumption of only .3 amperes for a six cyl

_-\:> a. 8"“ - ,Nde-au-u‘>
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inder engine, with a primary current sup

plied by four dry cells.

Incandescent lamps of a whiteness and

brilliancy not ordinarily met with testified

to the power of Apple ignition and lighing

current at the exhibit of the Dayton Elec

trical Mfg. Co. The system of “floating

the battery on the line," which the company

originated, was made clear to the inquirer.

It consists of a small dynamo or generator

actuated by the car engine, the current from

which passes through an accumulator, in

the circuit to the coil. When the car engine

is not running, the accumulator may be

called upon to give up some of the current

which it has figuratively taken as toll when

the dynamo was in operation. Thus while

the engine is running the current is sup

plied by the dynamo, and when the engine

is stopped the accumulator is available for

lighting or for starting on the spark. The

regular line of ignition supplies made the

balance of the exhibit.

The great length of the sparks emanat

ing from a modest little coil at the booth

of the Kokomo Electric Co., of Kokomo,

Ind, created the suspicion on the part of

observers that the primary current for the

coil was supplied by a large dynamo and

that the coil was near the limit of burning

up or rupturing. The demonstrator, how

ever, was at all times willing to convince

the skeptical that the current came from

only an ordinary ignition accumulator and

that the length of the spark was entirely

normal for the coil. Ignition specialties

of the familiar types also were shown.

A handsomely finished low tension mag

neto. comprising a self contained circuit

breaker and selector. doing away with dis

tribution and timer is one of the exhibits

of the K-W Ignition Co., of Cleveland, 0.

In equipping a car with this magneto there

is used in conjunction with it a two unit

non-vibrating coil for the four cylinder

types of engine, the coil being so arranged

that a spark occurs simultaneously in the

exhausted cylinder and in the compression.

For cars equipped with vibrating coils this

company is putting out the K~\V Master

Vibrator to correct the synchronism of the

engine by causing each cylinder to fire its

charge in exactly the same angular position

Since spark plugs first were employed,

porcelain and mica have had the field to

themselves. almost without challenge from

other insulators. This year. however. glass

appears in the exhibit of the Anderson Glass

Spark plug. It constitutes a combination

of pvro-elastic glass welded to steel. As

an insulator of electricity glass has always

been recognized as most perfect. and to

gether with the fact that it is non-absorbent

it suggests infinite possibilities. In the An

derson invention a large. strong shell of

steel has the usual metal core 'which is

eiift'filltflk‘d bv the glass forced in while

molten and welded to the metal so that the

finished chm is actually one piece. with

neither gaskets or washers necessary to

make it tight. The cylinder explosions can
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be seen through the top of the plug, thus

providing occular means for regulating the

explosive mixture.

Since the earliest days of the jump spark

there has been almost no change in the prin

ciple 0f the spark plug; it is true that re

finements have occurred from time to time,

resulting in the neat compact plug in gen

eral use to-day, where earlier designs were

cumbersome, and in their finish crude; yet

the very earliest designs contained the two

stationary points or a construction varying

but little from this, and then as now the in

ventor’s chief claim was of the case with

which the sparking surfaces could be cleaned

and the unlikelihood of the plug fouling or

short circuiting. At the show this year is

exhibited a “vibrating” plug, the product of

the Triumph Engineering Co, of New York,

,which marks a departure from the accepted

standard. The plug consists of three parts,

the sectional shell or base, the bushing and

the core; the core is of the usual form em»

ployed in the mica plugs, mica discs com~

pressed around a metal center, but has a

valve seating around it, which fits into the

bushing and works like a piston in the shell,

as the compression and exhaust stroke of a

four cycle engine and each upward stroke

of the two cycle force the plug core or ar

mature, as it may well be called, up into

the valve seat that is constructed in the

bushing. The continued rapid movement of

the core is designed to prevent the carbon

or oil deposits which usually cause short

circuiting; the poppet valve construction

prevents loss of compression, and yet the

cylinders may be primed through the plug

without loosening the latter or in any way

affecting its position.

Compact transformers and rectifiers were

shown by the E. 8: M. Development Co.. of

Asbury Park, N. 1., suitable for converting

alternating lighting current into direct for

ignition battery charging, and a variety of

accumulators and dry cells were shown by

other exhibitors, including storage batteries

of large capacity and very low price by

Geiszler Brothers, of New York.

Shock Absorbing Devices.

While the term “shock absorber” should

in a strict sense, be used only with a care

ful regard for the propriety rights of its

originators, the makers of the Truffault

Hartford, yet it is such a useful descriptive

term that it is now generally accepted as

embracing many devices of the same gen

eral class, even including special spring sus

pensions. The field was well represented

at the show. The Hartford Suspension Co.,

New York, put on view the 1908 Truffault

Hartford shock absorbers, equipped with

indicator dials by means of which the proper

friction tension for any car may be arrived ,

at without the necessity for experiment.

The new styles also have a construction

which makes it impossible for slush or grit

to get to the friction surfaces,

kin anti-jolt device, made by the Hotchkin

Mfg. Co., of Chicago, was mounted on a

The Hotch-_

display'stand illustrative of the many styles

of lugs and fittings with which it can now

be supplied, to facilitate application. The

latest Diezemann, with universal joints at

the ends of the arms where they attached to

frame and axle, respectively, was to be seen

at the space of the Diezemann Shock Ab

sorber Co., of Hoboken, N. J. A pneumatic

brass cylinder shock absorber was num

bered among the specialties of the Turner

Brass Works, of Sycamore, 111., and the

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., of Cleveland, ex

hibited its friction shock absorber.

A whole car was used to demonstrate the

workings of the Stolp shock absorber. The

system requires the moving of the rear axle

back several inches to the rear ends of two

  

F. R. V. Friction Recoil Check.

long side bars underneath the frame. The

points of support for the rear of the body

are then placed on a rocker arrangement

on the side bars, and the front ends of the

side bars are supported by a vertical shackle

dropped from each side of the frame. Op

posed spiral springs in the shackle keep

the side bar ends normally at mid point,

but when a bump is struck the rear axle

of the car goes up and the front end of

the side bars go down, while the rocker

which supports the rear springs of the cars

is just at the fulcrum point, and little shock

is conveyed to the passengers. Sager spiral

springs for correcting and easing of spring

action were shown by the I. H. Sager Co.,

of Rochester, N. Y., at a nearby stand.

An inexpensive shock absorber is among

the exhibits of the F. R. V. Auto Parts Co.,

which they maintain automatically prevents

the rebound of motor car springs when rid

ing over rough roads.

The absorber consists of five parts, the

drum, belt. arm, coil spring, and cover. The

axle of the drum is fastened to the frame

or upper spring support; the belt passes

over and partially around the drum, one

ending fastened to the car axle. When the

car strikes an obstruction or rut and the

car springs contract, the coil spring in the

absorber drum to which the free end of the

belt‘ is attached instantly-takes up the slack

in the brake belt preventing violent recoil

of the springs which constitutes the shock.

Unless a very close inspection is made

of the Reliance Spark Plug the investiga

tor wonders by what process porcelain has

been converted to a conductor of electri

city for no sparking point is easily visible

in the core of the plug manufactured by the

Jeffery-De Witt Co., Newark, N. 1., but

with a magnifying glass there may be seen

a minute platinum wire which comes flush

with the core in its center and from which

the spark jumps. Working on the theory

that a spark leaving such a minute point

will be concentrated and intensified the in

ventor baked in porcelain a platinum wire

seven-thousands of an inch in diameter and

found in his tests that the heat and scour

ing action of the spark against the surface

of the insulator with which it was flush in

stantly destroyed any short circuiting sub

stances which may have collected around

and over the point, in fact, the exposed sur

face was too small to gather an accumula

tion which would not be immediately

pierced by the spark. This is the main

and prominent feature of the Reliance plug

which is otherwise of the same appearance

as the generally accepted designs. In the

Palace exhibit the plugs are being demon

strated with the points under water where

apparently unaffected, they are a source of

wonder to those whose experience on the

road or in an open boat, in the rain, has

taught them the short circuiting tendencies

of water.

The Acme Spring Check Co. demontsrated

a new recoil check styled_ “The Shoc

sorber,” consisting of a simple arrange

ment of four small rollers placed in tapered

openings equidistant around the edge

of a drum. The arms or levers are attached

to this drum and move with entire freedom

when the opposite ends, which are fast—

ened respectively to the frame and axle, are

closing as the body is sinking toward the

axles. When the springs are depressed to

the maximum of the shock and attempt to

regain their normal position by throwing

the car body violently upward, the rollers

are directed into narrow portions of the

tapered openings by small springs and exert

a friction on the ring which is not released

until the body is aga'n in its usual position

to the axles.

Speed Indicating Instruments.

The group of speed indicator exhibitors

were all to be complimented on the dis

plays they made of their respective instru

ments. The Jones Speedometer, of New

York, and Stewart 8: Clark, of Chicago, re

vealed new instruments at low prices in

addition to their regular lines or higher

priced indicators, but the Warner Instru

ment Co., of Beloit, Wis., offered only its

standard Auto-meter, with a clock and elec

tric light attachment as available extras.

W. S. Jones. of Philadelphia, in addition to

showing the indicator which he has handled

in the past, exhibited'the Phelps Vehicle

l
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recorder, a device which may be locked on

a car or vehicle and which, without any

driving connections with either wheels or

motor, will register the periods of travel.

It consists essentially of a clock mechanism

rotating :1 disc on which a paper record for

a whole week may be placed. A small os

cillating pendulum inside the case makes

the recording pen give an irregular jagged

line when the vehicle is moving, leaving a

smooth line tracing while the vehicle is

standing still. The periods of travel or

_rcst are thus graphically recorded, the vi

bration of the vehicle on street or road be

ing sufficient to affect the pendulum in the

instrument. Refinements in detail were ob

servable in the Springfield Motometer, made

by the R. H. Smith Co., of Springfield,

Mass, the Index, made by the Index Speed

Indicator Co., formerly the Oliver Instru

ment Co., of Minneapolis, Minn., and the

Loring, of New York.

It would be interesting to know how much

commission the Model Mfg. Co. will have

to pay _to a chauffeur to sell him a Timo

graph for the “boss’s” car. This simple ma

chine, about 5 inches high and four in di

ameter, may be attached to any part of the

car and if wound once a week will pre

Sent an absolute record of every movement

of the car, recording even the short stops

required by the traffic regulations. Unless

one possesses the key the Timograph can

not be removed from the car nor can the

record be altered. The plan is not unlike

the dial of a watchman's clock and is not

apt to meet with favor with the “joy rid

ing" chauffeur, who cannot easily explain

the midnight record when the owner was

home asleep.

Acetylene and Oil Lamps.

Really new things in lamps were dis

closed at the stand of the Badger Brass

Mfg, Co., of Kenosha, Wis., and New York

City. The first exhibited sample of a Solar

lamp equipped with the Besnard system of

light refraction and projection and fitted

with an eclipsing shutter for diminishing the

dazzling glare at will, was shown. The

chief features of the lamp apparent to the

eye are that instead of a bull’s-eye lens

supported by a bracket in front of the

flame or cemented to the center of the

front glass, the whole front glass is itself

a condensing lens, while back of the flame

there is a hyperbolic reflector. The dimv

ming mechanism is simply a little arm with

a round black disc on it, which can be

swung down back of the flame to intercept

the rays which ordinarily focus from the re~

flector to the lens. The arm is actuated

from the driver's seat by means of a small

handle with a flexible cable lead to the lamp

or lamps. The standard Solar lens mirror

headlights and the fancy side lights and tail

lights were displayed. but these were stip

plcmented by oil lights finished in a man

ner unique in lamp making. The finish is a

plain black which the uninitiated might

easily mistake by its appearance for com

mon japanning. It is a secret process fin

ish heretofore used almost exclusively on

government range finders and similar in

struments and never before applied to auto~

mobile lamps. Its virtues are that mud can

not spoil it, dents cannot crack it, it retains

its lustre through all kinds of hard knocks

and that it is rich in general outdoor wear

ing qualities.

Other lamp exhibitors also presented

lamps in black nickel or gun metal finishes,

but in the main their exhibits were chiefly

detail changes in previous models.

Parts for the Builder.

To the layman, ignorant of mechanical

matters or automobile construction, there

i
E .

 

of its own manufacture, at the Palace show

.it disclosed motors of the kind it is now

making under contract. The .famous

Herreshotf motor, rated at 40 horsepower,

was displayed with sections cut away to

show the valve action and the arrangement

of the interior. The horsepower test fig

ures given in connection with the total

weight of the motor indicate that it is above

the average in performance, and it is given

as a part explanation of the inventor's suc

cess in getting such results that as a marine

architect he generated many curves and

sweeps that are known only to the ship de

signer.

Great display racks of heavy axles

equipped with Timken roller bearing hubs

  
 

 

  

Cramp One-Piece Casting for Rear Axle.

was little to attract the eye in the exhibit of

the Wm. Cramp & Sons Ship 8r. Engine

Building Co., of Philadelphia, in whose

space were a lot of castings of odd sizes and

shapes. But, the experts who wandered that

way were arrested by the sight of a com

plete rear axle differential housing and axle

tubes, all cast in one piece, with spring sad

dles and brake mechanism supports all on.

The casting was of Parsons manganese

bronze and was in many respects a wonder

ful piece of work. By virtue of doing away

with the necessity for a great deal of riv

eting and brazing, the casting is said to

offer great economy antl more than usual

strength. Front axle castings 0f the .same

material for various famous car makers

were also shown, together with bushings for

bearings, made of Parsons white brass.

While at previous shows the American

  

F. R. V. Gearless Differential.

& British Manufacturing Co., of Bridge

port. Conn., has exhibited automobile parts

formed the big feature of the exhibit of the

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., of Can

ton, O. The form of axle with roller bear

ings in the steering knuckle head received

considerable attention from engineers and

designers visiting the show, and the newest

application of the licdgcland rear axle was

also given critical examination. Large hubs,

some 3 inches or more, were shown as 1908

additions to the company’s range of offer

ings to the manufacturer who wishes to

buy his axle and hub parts.

The F, R. V. gearless diflerential, which

permits the faster wheel to override the

slower one by means of a ratchet arrange~

ment, was shown taken apart and also as

sembled on a complete rear axle with auto

mobile wheels. The demonstrations took

in back and forward tests, and the simple

mechanism, with only five parts. apparently

did everything required of such a device.

' The ratchets which might be expected to

prevent driving the car backward, automat

ically meet the condition by jamming to

gether and making the ratchet effect dis

appear. The essence of the construction is

that only one side of the ratchet arrange

ment can act at a time.

As beauty lies in the eye of the beholder.

the exhibit of the Light Mfg. & Foundry

Co., of Pottstown, Pa, was beautiful or

not. according to the observer's knowledge

of fine castings. To the technical eye the

specimens of work done by the company

in aluminum alloy castings of crank cases,

covers and the like, were of extreme inter

est, and the automobile in miniature. made

of the same sort of castings caught the at

tention of many who were necessarily ig

noiant of the value of the rest of the ex

hihit.
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Whitlock radiators in an imposing array

of styles bore evidence to the Whitlock

Coil Pipe Co.’s peculiar capabilities for this

sort of work. Specimens of pipe bending

and manifold work were also shown to dem

onstrate the specialized manufacture for

which the big Hartford plant is well fitted.

Some of the radiators exhibited were of

the styles made for prominent cars, sug

gesting the approval with which the auto

mobile manufacturers regard them.

Such improvements as have been incor

porated in the manufacture of Whitney

chains cannot be indicated by mere external

appearance, so that the big rack of chains

in the space of the Whitney Mfg. Co., of

Hartford, Conn., looked much the same as

in previous years, showing the usual va

riety and testifying to the increasing de

mand for the company's products. Display

hoards of the keying system which the

\Vhitney Co. fathers were likewise shown.

A rear axle differential housing and axle

tubes drawn from sheet steel was a new

offering of the American Ball Bearing Co.,

of Cleveland, 0., in connection with the

regular line of bearings and axles. In fact

the drawn steel housing is so new that de

livery dates on it are placed in the future

instead of the immediate present.

Hoods, fenders and radiators in profu

sion were observable in the Briscoe Mfg.

Co.’s space as off‘hand specimens of the

kind of work done at the factory in De

troit.' Seemingly no attempt was made to

show all the great variety of styles in which

Briscoe radiators are made or all the classes

of work that the concern is capable of do

ing.

In the center of the space of the Kinsey

Mfg. Co., of Dayton, 0., a chassis frame

  

  

bore a hood of the company's manufacture,

together with a radiator, fenders and other

parts of which it makes a specialty. The

display was designed to suggest the prepar

edness of the concern in supplying the au

tomobile manufacturer with parts which he

would find no advantage in making at his

own plant.

Chains with the imprint of the Diamond

Chain and Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis, on

the links were exhibited in simple display

on a table. Spectacular methods of exploit

ing such a well known product are naturally

hardly worth while, since it is by reputation

and performance that chains are judged.

The built-up chain having hardened steel

bushings with large rivets, and the latest
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chrome steel chains were shown as lead

ers. The company also exhibited its axles

and steering connections.

At the Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co.'s space

both chains and sprockets were shown, The

Baldwin chain with detachable links was.

of course. featured, and the presence of the

sprockets asserted the Worcester company's

competency to supply full chain drive equip

ment.

An electric motor taking the place of the

regular motor. just for the purposes of

the show, a very good demonstration of its

rear axle and differential was given by the

Standard Roller Bearing Co., of Philadel

phia. Incandescent lights concealed in the

housing made it possible to view the mech

anism through glass covers substituted for

the regular cover plates. Axles, parts and

ball bearings were the products shown.

Columbia locknuts in two general styles

and a variety of sizes were exhibited by the

Columbia Nut 8: Bolt Co., of Bridgeport.

Conn. Split sections of the nuts on

threaded bolts made clear the method of

obtaining the locking effect.

Quite a show in itself, the space of Chas.

E, Miller, the famous New York jobber,

whose stores are dotted over the continent,

contained such a variety of automobile

goods as to impress even the most casual

visitor with the immensity of his main

stock. Most of the goods in the Miller

space at the show, however, were but sam

ples of full lines of clothing. goggles, jew

elry, novelties and accessories. and did not

give representation to his stock of parts

and supplies. However, the celebrated

Brampton chains were shown in many sizes.

together with an old Brampton chain that

has seen an unconscienable mileage. The

Miller speed indicator was attractively dis

played on a stand with a variable speed

drive so that the steady action of the hand

might be observed. Copies of the big Mil

ler catalog were handed to visitors, supply‘
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ing them with a book of reference on sup—

plies and accessories.

Improved types of the transmissions, dif—

ferentials and steering gears of the Brown

Lipe Gear Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., were

shown in that company’s space. The selec

tive transmissions had their lids off so

that the public might see the compact ar

rangement of the gears and try the feel of

the change gear lever,

, Each year the users of gasolene engines

find a new indicator gauge presented for

their approval and at the Palace show a

very clever and simple invention is shown

by the Webster Mfg. Co. A brass tube,

partially slotted on one side for the free

movement of the rod to which a ball float

is attached, contains a pair of gears, the

rise and fall of float changes their relative

positions, the change being depicted on a

silvered steel face. calibrated to inches,

where a hand indicator under glass presents

an always ready true indication of the quan

tity of gasolene in the tank.

Among the smaller specialties an electric

gasolene gauge made by the Auto Pump

Co:I of Springville, N. Y., attracted c0n~

siderable attention. The face of the gauge

was in divisions, and upon pressing a push

button a bright electric light would shine

behind the division answering “to the fuel

level, indicating whether the tank were

half full, three-quarters full, etc. The de

vice is so constructed that upon the fuel

level getting close to the bottom the alarm

light of “Empty” starts of itself without

pushing the button. The float in the tank

has roller contacts on two sides of a vul

canized rod running to the tank bottom.

On one side the insulating rod has individ

ual contacts for each light in the gauge and

on the other it has one common electrical

return. so as the float goes up and down

it makes the contacts for the different lights.

A wealth of minor aCcessories of one

sort- or another were shown at different

spaces. Tire jackets and inner tube bags

were noticeable, leading to the belief that

drivers are growing to understand their

value in saving tire money. The Gilbert

Mfg. Co., of New Haven, had a very com

plete line of them, including some in gay

colors to match special car bodies. The

company’s display also included leather

protectors for various parts of the car, such

as steering knuckles and universal joints,

together with slip covers, and rain aprons

for both cars and drivers,

  

The full list of exhibitors and the goods

they displayed is as follows:

Automobiles.

American Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

American Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis and one 4-cylinder

roadster.

Atlas Motor Car Co., Springfield, Mass.

Atlas Gasolene Cars.

One 3-cylinder roadster, one 2-cylinder

runabout, and one 4-cylinder touring car.

Acme Motor Car Co., Reading, Pa.

Acme Gasolene Cars.

One 6-cylinder touring car, and one 4

cylmder touring car.

Allen-Kingston M<§or Car Co., Kingston,

. Y

A-K Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder touring car and one 4

cylmder roadster.

Anderson Carriage Co., Detroit, Mich.

Anderson Electric Cars.

One electric coupe and one electric Vic

torra,

Austin Auto Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Austin Gasolene Cars.

_ Onel6-cylinder touring car, one 6-cylinde_r

hmousme and one 6-cylinder roadster.

Abendroth 8t Root‘I leg. Co., Newburgh,

Frontenac Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder touring car, one 4-cylinder

roadster, and one 4-cylinder limousine.

Bartholomew Co., Peoria, Ill.

Glide Gasolene Cars.

Two 4-cy‘linder touring cars, one 4-cylin

derdimousme, and one 4»cylinder model

engine.
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Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Lambert Gasolene Cars.

One 2—cylinder roadster, one 4-cylinder

chassis, and two 4-cylinder touring cars.

Brush Runabout Co., Detroit, Mich.

Brush Gasolene Cars.

One Z-eylindcr runabout, one l-cylgnder

delivery wagon, and one l-cylinder run

about,

Crawford Auto Co., Ilagerstown, Md.

Crawford Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis, one 4-cylinder

landaulet, and one 4»cylinder touring car.

Cameron Car Co., Brockton, Mass.

Cameron Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder runabout and one 4-cyl

inder roadster—both air cooled.

Carter Motor Car Corp'n, “"ashington, D.C.

Carter Gasolene Cars.

Two S-cylinder air-cooled touring cars.

Cleveland Motor Car Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

Cleveland Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis, one 4-cylinder li

mousine, one 4-cylinder roadster, and one 4

cylmdcr touring car.

Continental Automob' e Mfg. Co., New

Haven, onn.

Continental Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder touring car, one 4-cylin

der roadster, and one 4-cylinder Victoria.

Colt Runabout Co., New York City.

Colt Gasolene Cars.

One 6~cylinder chassis and one 6-cylinder

racing runabout.

Chadwick Engineering \Vorks, Phila., Pa.

Chadwick Great Six Gasolene

C a r r .

One 6-cylinder chassis, one_ 6-cylinder

roadster, and one 6—cylinder touring car.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Stoddard-Dayton Gasolene

Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis, one 6-cylinder

chassis, two_ 4-cylindcr roadsters, one 4

cyhnder touring car, one 6-cylindcr touring

car, one 4<cyl1nder limousine, one 4-cylinder

taXicab, and one 4 cylinder doctor's car

riage.

Dragon ~Auto Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dragon Gasolene Cars.

_Qne 4-cylinder roadster. one 4~cylinder

t'qurlng car, and one 4 cylinder model en‘

gme.

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

De Luxe GaSolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis and two 4-cylin

der touring cars_

Dorris Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Dorris Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis, one 4~cylindcr

touring car, one 4-cylinder limousine, and

one 4-cylinder roadster.

Eagle Motor Co., Middletown, Conn.

Compound Gasolene Cars.

One 3-cylinder chassis, one 3-cylinder

runabout, and one 3—cylinder touring car.

J. M. Ellsworth, New York City.

Ellsworth Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis and one brougham

body.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.

Ford Gasolene Cars.

Two 4 cylinder runabouts, one 6-cylinder

roadster, and one bicylinder touring car.

Grout Bros. Automobile Co., Orange, Mass.

Grout Gasolene Cars.

one 4-cylinder chassis and one 4—cylinder

touring car.

Gearless Transmission Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Gearless Gasolene Cars.

One 6-cylinder roadster, one 6'cylinder

chassis, one 4'cylinder touring car, one 6

cylinder touring car, and one 6-cylinder

model engine.

Gaeth Auto Works, Cleveland, Ohio.

Gaeth Gasolene Cars.

One 4—cylinder chassis and one 4'cylin—

der touring car.

Garford Motor Car Co., New York City.

Garford Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis, five 4-cylinder li

mousines, one 4-cylinder roadster and one

4<cylinder touring car.

lIatfield Motor Veh. Co., Miamisburg. Ohio.

Hatfield Gasolene Cars.

One 2—cylinder high wheeled “buggy

about" and one Z-cylinder chassis—both

air cooled.

- IIolsman Auto Co., Chicago, Ill.

Holsman Gasolene Cars.

One Z-cylindcr high wheeled buggy run

about and one 2-cylinder high wheeled sur

rey—all air cooled.

Imperial Motor Car Co., Williamsport, Pa.

Second Imperial Gasolene

C a r s .

One 4-cylinder chassis and two 4-cylinder

roadstcrs.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.

Jackson Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis, one 4-cylinder

roadster and two 2-cylinder touring cars.

\V. H. Kiblinger Co., Auburn, Ind.

Kiblinger Gasolene Cars.

One 2-cylinder chassis, one 2-cylinder

high wheeled buggy, and one Z-cyhnder

model engine—all air cooled.

Klink Motor Car Mfg. Co., Dansvillc, N. Y.

Klink Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder roadster and one 4-cyl

-inder touring car.

Kissell Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.

Kissellkar Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis. one 4-cylinder li

mousine and one 4-cylinder touring ear.

Lane Motor Veh. Co., Poughkeepsic, N. Y.

Lane Steam Cars.

Two steam roadstcrs and one steam tour

incr car. _ _ _ _

Logan Construction Co., Chihcothe, Ohio.

Logan Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder air-cooled chassis, one 4

cylinder air-cooled delivery wagon, and one

4-cylinder water-cooled chassrs,

The Lansden Co., Newark, N. J.

Lansdcn Electric Cars.

Two delivery wagons and one touring

car.

Oscar Lear Auto Co., Springfield, Ohio.

Prayer-Miller Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder roadster, two 4-_cylinder

touring cars. and one 4-cyhndcr racing run

about—all air cooled.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Rapid Gasolene Cars.

One Z-cylinder chassis, one 2-cylinder

police patrol, one 2-cyhnder 1%-ton truck,

one 2»cylinder l6-passenger wagonette, one

Z-eylinder 12»passenger sight seeing car,

one Z-cylindcr lZ—passenger bus, one Z-cyl

inder l-ton delivery wagon, one Z-c'ylinder

20 passenger sight seeing car, and on. 2

cylinder IZ-passenger opera bus.

Maxwell-Briscoe' £1401?” Co., TarryteiWn,

Maxwell Gasolene Cars.

Two 4-cylinder touring cars, one 4~cylin

der limousine, one 4-cylmder roadster, one

4-cylinder chassis, one 2-cylinder chassis,

one Z-cylinder touring car, and one Z-cylin

der runabout.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.

Mitchell Gasolene Cars.

One 4'cylinder runabout, one 4=cylinder

limousine, one 4-cylinder roadster and one

4-cylinder touring car,

Mora Motor Car Co., Newark, N. Y,

Mora Gasolene Cars.

Two 4'cylinder roadsters, one 4-cylinder

touring car, one 6-cylinder chassis, one 6

eylinder roadster, and one 6~cylinder tour

ing car.

Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Cartercar Gasofene Cars.

One Z-cylinder chassis and two Z-cylinder

touring cars.

Mack Bros. Motor Car Co., Allentown, Pa.

Mack Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder 22~pas9enger sight seeing

car and one 4-cylinder 3-ton truck.

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Moon Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis. two 4-cylinder

touring cars. and one 4-cylinder roadster.

Moline Automobile Co., East Molina, Ill.

Moline Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder touring ear and one 2

cylinder touring car.

Marion Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Marion Flyer Gasolene Cars.

One 6-cylinder roadster, and two 4-cylin

der roadsters.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Marmon Gasolcne Cars.

One 4-cylinder air-cooled chassis, one 4»

cylinder air-cooled touring car, one 4-cylin

der water-cooled roadster, and one 4-cyI

inder water-cooled touring car.

National Motor VCPISIC Co., Indianapolis,

n .

National Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder roadster, one 6-cylindcr

limousine. two 6-eylinder touring; cars, one

4-cylinder_touring car and one 4-cylmder

model engine.

Napier Motor Co_ of Amer. Boston, Mass.

American Napier Gasole'ne

Cars.

One 6-cylinder limousine and one 4-cylin

der runabout.

Overland Auto Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Overland Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis and one 4-cylindcr

roadster. -

Pontiac Spring and Wagon Works, Pontiac,

Mich.

Pontiac Gasolene Buggy.

One 2~cylinder high wheeled buggy run

about.

Pennsylvania Auto-lil/gotor Co., Bryn Mawr,

a.

Pennsylvania Gasolch Cars.

one 4-cylinder chassis._ one 4-cylinder

touring car, and one 4-cyhnder roadster,
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Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Premier Gasolene Cars.

Two 4-cylinder touring ears one fi-cylin

der roadster, and one 6-cylnider touring car.

1. N. Quinby & Co., Newark, N. 1.

Bodies.

One 4-cylinder Panhard touring car, one

4-cylinder Simplex limousine, and one 4

cylinder Simplex roadster.

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Reliance Gasolene Trucks.

One 3-cylinder chassis, one 4-oylinder 5

ton truck and one 2-cylinder Z-ton truck.

Reliable-Dayton Motor Car Co., Chicago, Ill.

Reliable-Dayton (Buggy type)

Gasolene Cars.

One 2~cylinder chassis, one Z-cylinder

high wheeled buggy runabout, and one 2

cylinder coupe.

Rainier Motor Car Co., New York City.

Rainier‘ Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder chassis, one_ 4-cylinder

touring car, and one 4-cylinder limousine.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.

Reo Gasolene Cars.

Two 2—cylinder touring cars, one 2—cyl

inder roadster, one 2-cylinder chassis and

one l-cylinder runabout.

Smith Auto Co., Topeka, Kan.

Great Smith Gasolene Cars.

One 4-cylinder touring car and one 4

cylinder roadster.

Schact Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Schact Gasolene Cars.

,(Bugsiq Type)

Three 2-cylinder high wheeled buggy

runabouts.

St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.

American Mors Gasolene Cars.

One 6-cylinder chassis, two 4-c_ylinder li

mousines and one 6-cylinder touring car.

Wayne Auto Co., Detroit, Mich.

Wayne Gasolene Cars.

Two 4-cylinder touring cars, two 4-cyl

inder roadsters, and one 4-cylinder chassis.

Welch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Welch Gasolene Cars.

One .6-cylinder limousine and one 4-cyl

inder touring car. .

Wayne ‘Works, Richmond, Ind,

Richmond Gasolene Cars.

Two‘4—cylinder air—cooled touring cars.

York Motor Car Co., York, Pa.

York Pullman Gasolene Cars.

One 6-cylinder roadster, two 4-‘cylinder

model engines, two 4 -cylinder touring cars,

Pam and Accessories.

Acetyvorie Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y., first

gallery, l47—Carbide and lamps.

Acme Sprin Check Co., New York, sec

ond gallery—Spring recoil checks.

Aero & Marine Motor Co., Boston, Sec

ond gallery—Air and water cooled m_otors.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City,

first gallery, 202—Ajax automobile tires.

Allen Auto Specialty Co., New York City,

second gallery, 324—Tires jackets and spe

cialties. _

American 8; British Mfg. Co., Bridgeport,

Conn., first gallery, IZS—Frames, motors,

aides and parts. _

American Ball BearmgeSo', Cleveland, 0..

first gallery, 159—Ball rings.

American Electric Novelty 8r Mfg. Co.,

New York City, first gallery, 137—Ever

Ready batteries, lamps, and tire specialties.

Ampere Mfg. Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, 337—Batteries and ignition

specialties.

Atwater-Kent Mfg, Works, Philadelphia,

first gallery, ZOl—Igniters and timers.

Aurora Automatic Machine Co., Aurora,

111., first gallery, l92—Thor motors and

components.

Autocoil Co., Jersey City, N. 1., first gal

lery, 187—C0ils and ignition specialties.

Auto Accessories Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich., first gallery, 123—Tops, tire jackets

and specialties,

Auto Improvement Co., New York City,

first gallery, lSB—Self—starters and special

ties.

Auto Igniter Co., New York City, second

gallery, 369—Ig-niters.

Auto Pump Co., Springville, N. Y., first

gallery, 168—Pumps and specialties.

Autolyte Mfg. Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery—Lamps, generators, horns, etc.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,

N, Y., second gallery, 347—H0rns, tubing

and brass specialties.

Auto Spring Repairer Co., New York

City, second gallery, 375—Spning repair

outfits.

Automobile Utilities Co., Boston, Mass,

second gallery, 364.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., New York City

and Kenosha, Wis., first gallery, Ill.—So

lar lamps and acetylene generators.

Baldwin Chain 6: Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass, first gallery, lol—Baldwin chains

and recoil check.

S. F. Bowser 8: Co., Fort \Vayne, Ind..

first gallery, 126—Gasolene and oil storage

outfits.

Breeze Carbureter Co., Newark, N. 1.,

first allery, 183~Breeze carburetters.

1. Bretz Co., New York City, second

gallery, 355—Ball bearings and high ten

sion magnetos.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., first

gallery, l63—Radiators and fittings.

Brooke Automobile Supply Co., New

York City, second gallery, 302—Supplies.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.,

first gallery, 107—Transmissions, difieren

tials and steering gear.

Brownell-Trebert Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

second gallery, 316—Motors.

Bureau of Tours, Automobile Club of

America, second gallerv, 376—Model hotel

room for tourists.

Byrne, Kingston & Co., Kokomo, Ind.,

first gallery, l7l—Kingston carburetters.

Clover Mfg. Co., New York City, second

gallery, 361—Grinding compound.

Coe’s Wrench Co., Worcester Mass, first

gallery, 135—Wrenches.

Colin, Frank & Co., second gallery—Spe

cialties.

Columbia Nut & Bolt Co., Inc., Brid e

port, Conn., first gallery, 169—Colum ia

lock nuts.

Commonwealth Rubber Co., Reading,

Mass, second gallery, 344—Tires. .

Comptoir d‘Innovations Automobiles,

Paris, second gallery, SSl—Tire infiators and

French specialties.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

Meriden, Conn., first gallery, l95—Spark

coils, switches and ignition specialties.

Consolidated O tical Co., New York City,

second gallery, 3 S—Goggles.

Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York

City, first gallery, le—Contincntal tires.

Cowles & Co., New Haven, Conn., first

gallery, ZOIA—Accessories.

Cramp & Sons Ship & Engine Building

Co., Philadelphia, first gallery, l62—Br0nze

castings and automobile parts.

Crown Battery Co., New York, second

gallery, 314—Dry cells.'

\V. Snialley Daniels, Boston, Mass, sec

ond gallery, 317—1acks and pumps.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, 0.,

first gallery, 157—Igniters and ignition spe

cialties.

1. E. Demar, New York City, second gal

lery, 332—Detachable rims.

Diamond Chain 8: Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.,~first gallery, lQl—Diamond chains.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, 0., first

gallery, 104—Diamond tires.

Diezeman Shock Absorber Co., Hoboken,

N. 1., lirst gallery, l43—Shock absorbers.

1os. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N

1., first gallery, l75—Graphite lubricants.

Dow Portable lileetric Co., Braintree,

Mass, second gallery—Coils, ignition spe

cialtics.

C. 1. Downing, New York City, second

gallery, 30l—Supplies. .

W. 1. Duane & Co., New York City, first

gallery, I4l—Tops and slip covers.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N.

1., first gallery, l77—Batteries,

Edinunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich., first gallery, 184—Lamps and special

ties.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, first gallery, l48—Accumulators.

ILlCCll'lCill and Mechanical Development

Co., Asbury Park, N. 1., first gallery—

'l‘raiisforiners and rectifiers.

Elite Mfg. Co., Ashland, 0., second gal

lery, SQo—Jacks and pumps.

Empire Auto Tire Co., Trenton, N. 1.,

first gallery, 127—Empire tires.

F. R. V. Auto Parts Co., New York City,

second gallery, 325—Shock absorbers.

.l‘ll'CSlOlle 'l'ire & Rubber Co., New York

CIFX, first gallery, 166—Firestone tires.

isk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass,

first gallery, llO—Fi'sk tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.,

first gallery, l98—Gabriel horns.

Geiszler Bros, New York City, second

gallery, 312—Batteries.

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., first

gallery, l93—Steerin gears and parts.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., ew Haven, Conn., first

gallery, 153—Tire jackets, lamps, covers

and rubber cloth specialties,

C. P. Goerz Optical C0..

Y., second gallery—Lenses.

B. l". Goodrich Co., New York, first gal

lery, llZ—Tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.,

first galler , ll9—Goodyear tires.

G & 1 ire Co., Indianapolis, Ind., first

gallery, lOS—G & 1 tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass, first

gallery, IDS—Lamps.

Gray-Hawley Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.,

first gallery, l90—Chime whistles and cut

out mufi‘lers.

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.,

first gallery, 139—Lanips.

Hancock_ Mfg. Co., Charlotte, Mich., first

gallery, l‘)n.\—Oilers, tank gauges and fit

tings.

A, \V. Harris Oil Co., Providence, R. 1.,

first gallery, l49—Lubricants.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford.

Conn., first gallery, lOl—Harttord tires.

' Hartford Suspension Co., New York,

City, first gallery, 165—llartford-Trufiault

shock absorbers.

Hayes Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., first gal

lery, l40—l"eiirlers and fittings.

Hartford Auto Parts C0,, Hartford, Conn.,

first gallery, ISO—Universal joints and au

tomobile parts.

Rochester, N.
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Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass., first

gallery, l44—Coils and ignition equipment.

Herz. & Co., New York City, first gallery,

156—Timers, plugs and ignition specialties.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, first

gallery, 173—Bearings.

Hicks Speed Indicator Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y., second gallery, 333—Speed indicators.

Hill Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.second gal

lery, 338—Oilers.

Hotchkin Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., first

gallery, 132—Anti-jolt device.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N.

J., first gallcr , 116—Bearings.

Hydraulic ressed Steel Co., Cleveland,

second gallery—Pressed steel parts.

Index Speed Indicator Co., Minneapolis,

Minn., first gallery, 14S—Index speed indi

cators. _

International Auto Horn Mfg. C0,. New

York City, second alleia, 310—Horns.

Jefi‘ery-De Witt Co ewark, N. J., sec

ond gallery, 356—Spark plugs.

Isaac G. Johnson & Co., Spuyten Duyvil,

N. Y., second gallery, 348—Forgings and

castings. _

Jones Speedometer Co., New York City,

first gallery, l99—Jones speedometers, an

nunciators, odometers, speed regulators and

specialties.

K-W Ignition Co., Cleveland, 0., second

gallery, 319—K-W magnetos, master vibra

tors, plugs, and- ignition system.

Julius King Optical Co., New York City,

second gallery, 336—Goggles,

Kinsey Mfg. Co., Dayton, 0., first gal

lery, l96—Kinwood automobile parts.

Charles L. Klauder, Philadelphia, second

gallery, 313—Special leathers.

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind., first

galler , l70—Ignition specialties.

C. Koster Co., second gallery—Spe

cialties.

Richard E. Krause, Cleveland, 0., sec

ond gallery, 350—Carburetters.

Lavalette Co., New York, second gal

lery, 331—Magnetos.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper

Falls, Mass, first gallery, lSO—Non-skid

covers and leather inner tubes.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co., Pottstown,

Pa., first gallery, l78—Automobile parts and

castings.

Long Mann Co., Rochester, N. Y., sec

ond gallery, 352—Tire tools.

Loring Auto Appliance Co., New York

City, second allery, 328—Speed indicators.

Roger B. cMullen, Chicago, 111., second

gallery, 330—Frames, axles and arts.

Leon Mann Co., New York City, second

gallery, 353—Automobile clothing,

Manhattan Screw & Stamping Works,

New York City, first gallery, ISl—Lamps,

horns and tire carriers.

John W. Masury & Sons, Brooklyn, sec

ond gallery, 371—Varnishes and colors.

Merchant & Evans, Philadelphia, second

gallery, 357—Multiple disc clutches and au

tomobile fittings. _

Metal Stamping Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, 307—Radiators.

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J., first

gallery, 129—Michelin tires.

Midgley Mf . Co., Columbus, 0., first

gallery, 117— idgley rims and wheels,

Charles E. Miller, New York City, first

gallery, 218—Brampton chains and automo

bile supplies and accessories of all kinds.

William P. Miller’s Sons, Long Island

City, second gallery, 325—Lubricants.

Model Mfg. Co., New York City, second

gallery, 373—Specialties._

Monogram Crest & Sign Co., New York

City, second gallery—Monograms, etc.

Morgan & Wright, Detroit, Mich., first

gallery, 158—Morgan St Wright tires.

Morrison, McIntosh & Co., Grinnell, 1a.,

second gallery, 334—Gloves and gauntlets.

A. R. Mosler, New York City, firstigal-* fi R. H. Smith Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass,

- rstlery, 18S—Spark plugs.

Motor Car Specialty Co., Philadelphia,

first gallery, 120—Speed indicators and ac

eessories.

Motz Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., New

York City, second gallery, 303—Tires.

Nathan Novelty Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, 345—Covers and protectors.

National Battery Co., New York City,

second gallery, 322—Batteries.

National Carbon Co., New York City,

first gallery, 115—Batteries.

National Sales Cor oration, New York

City, second gallery, 3 4—Aceessories.

National Surety Co., New York City,

main floor, S7—Liabi1ity policies.

Newmastic Tire Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery ZOS—Compound filled tires.

New Yor Coil Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, 368—C0ils,

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co., New York

City, first gallery, 164—Lubricants.

N. Y. School of Automobile Engineers,

New York City, second gallery, 311—Exam

ples of pugils' work,

N. Y. porting Goods Co., New York

City, second gallery, 360—Accessories.

Noonan Tool & Machine Works, Rome,

N. Y., second gallery, SOS—Tools.

Norris Auto Co., Saginaw, Mich., second

gallery, 363—Tire protectors.

Norton Co., New York City, second gal—

lery, 343—Grinders and emery supplies.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., first gal

lery, l72—Jacks and accessories.

Pacific Iron Works, Bridgeport, Conn.,

second gallery, 329——Motors_

Pantasote Co., New York City, first gal

lery, l42—Top and upholstering material.

Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, Ltd., New

York City, second gallery, 346—Tool out

fits and specialties,

Pedersen Mfg. Co., New York City, sec‘

ond gallery—Oilers.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeanette, Pa.,

first gallery, ISO—Tires.

Perfection Sprin Co., Cleveland, 0., sec

ond gallery, 349— prings.

Pneu L‘lilectric Co., New York City, first

gallery, 217—Tires.

Post & Lester Co., Hartford, Conn., first

gallery, 216~Accessories.

Presto Detachable Rim, Jersey City, N.

J., second gallery. 341—Rims.

Prest-O-Lite Co., New York City, first

gallery, ISS—Gas tanks and tire infiators.

Thomas Prosser & Son, New York, sec

ond gallery, 308—Krupp steel.

Raimes Co., New York City, second gal

lery, 366—Metal polish,

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass, sec

ond gallery, 340—Oil guns.

Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., first gal

lery, lSZ—Tops and accessories.

Regal Coat Co., New York City, first gal

lery——Automobile apparel.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind., first

gallery, 167—Magnetos_

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, 0.,

first gallery, 124—Tires.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, first gallery,

lOQ—Lamps. -

Rountrce-Stimmel Auto Check, New York

City, second gallery, 304—Recoil checks.

J. H. Sager Co., Rochester, N. Y., first

gallery, bio—supplementary springs.

Saxon Lamp Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, SZO—Lamps.

Scandinavian Fur & Leather Co., New

York City. first gallery, 227—Clothing.

Schware Wheel Co., Philadelphia, first

gallery, l82—Wheels.

C, A. Shaler Co., Waupun, Wis., second

gallery, 339—Electric vulcanizers.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,

first gallery, 114——Tubing.

gallery, 154—Springfield motometers.

Spicer Universal Joint Co., Plainfield, N.

J., first gallery, 197—Universal joints.

C. F. Splitdorf, New York City, first gal

lery, loo—Timers, distributors, coils and

ignition specialties.

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, 0., first

gallery, 194—Toos and wind shields.

Springfield Portable Construction Co.,

Springfield, Mass, second gallery, 377-—

Portable automobile houses.

Standard Brake Co., New York City, sec

ond gallery, 335—Brakes.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

first gallery, ZOO—Bearings.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, 0.,

first gallery, 160-—Tubing and electrically

welded parts,

Stewart & Clark, Chicago, 111., first gal

lery, 203—Speed indicators.

Joseph Stokes Rubber Co., Trenton, N.

J., first gallery—Hard rubber goods.

C. Stolp, Brooklyn, first gallery—Spring

suspensions. ,

Supplementary Spiral Spring Co., St.

Louis, Mo., second gallery, 359—Supplemen

tary springs.

Swinehart Clincher Tire 8L Rubber Co.,

Akron, 0., first gallery, l88—Tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton,

0., first gallery, ll8—Bearings and axles.

Travelers Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.,

main floor, SIS—Liability and accident pol~

icies. '

_Traver Blowout Patch Co., New York

City, second gallery, ISIS—Tire repair out

ht.

Trenton Rubber Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.,

first gallerwaires. _

Triumph Engineering Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y., second gallery, 321—Spark plugs.

Troy Carriage Sunshade Co., Troy, 0.,

second gallery, 358—Tops.

Turner Brass Works, Sycamore, lll., first

gallery, 133—l-larroun automobile bumper.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., first

gallery, ll3—Udometers and speed, indica

tors.

Ventilated Cushion & Spring Co., Jackson,

Mich., second gallery, 309—Upholstery

spring system, '

Victor Shock Absorber Co., New York

City, second gallery, 354—Shock absorbers.

Visor Knitting Co., second gallery—

Woolen neck protectors, caps, etc.

W'arner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind., first gal

lery, l76—Gears and parts.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, \Nis., first

gallery, 179—Warner Auto-meters.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co. New York

City, first gallery, l31—Non-skid chains.

West Side Y. M. C. A. Automobile School,

New York City, second gallery, 362—Ex

amples of pupils’ work.

Wheeler & Schebler Co., Indianapolis,

Ind., first gallery, 174—Carburetters.

Whitlock Coil Pipe Co., Hartford, Conn.,

first gallery, lOZ—Radiators and automobile

parts.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., first

gallery, lOS—Whitney chains and keying

system,

'VVinchester Speedometer Co., New York

City, first gallery, 189—Speed indicators.

Witherbee Igniter Co., New York City,

first gallery, 186—Witherbee storage bat

teries and Wico spark plugs.

William Wooster, New_York City, sec

ond gallery, 318-—-Accessories.
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READY NOW FOR THE GARDEN SHOW
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How the Garden Will

There may be other shows and other

show buildings, but it is certain that the one

which is housed in Madison Square Gar

that fact,

starts with a tremendous advantage which

den, New York, by virtue of

not even the most embittered rival can

Not only is it centrally located

but

Madison Square Garden was specially de

gainsay.

and close to.“dear old" Broadway,

signed for exhibition purposes and readily

lends itself to effective decoration and dis

play.

that its full effectiveness

display was realized. Five previous exhibi

tions of the sort had been held within the

superb structure, but then it was that the

It was not until three years ago

for automobile

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

  

be Transformed for

facturcrs, deciding to flock by itself, se

cured a lease of the building, and by lavish

expenditure so transformed it into a semi

fairyland that a new standard for automo

bile shows was created; and as in no other

structure is it possible to attain that stand»

show standsard, perforce the Garden

alone. Not only is the setting far more

beautiful than that of any other exhibition,

but even the “atmosphere” is different, due

partly to the surroundings and in part to

the fact that most of the manufacturers who

display their cars are the pioneers of the

industry and of wide repute.

The eighth automobile show to be held

in the Garden will be uncovered Saturday

evening next, November 2. It will be the

t h e S h o w .

third under the A. L. A. M. auspices and it

will be in keeping with its two immediate

predecessors.

The color scheme is to be gray and

crimson and white. There will be no starry

sky overhead, but the girders of the big

dome will be screened by a canopy of soft

The ex

hibition spaces of the main floor and ele

material, rich, warm gray in tone.

vated platform will be carpeted with a spe

cially woven fabric of deep crimson, with

the visitors' aisles between sharply set off

by the gray material. Entering from the

foyer, the visitor will be confronted by a

towering gateway, a replica of one at the

Back of

the real iron gratings of this gateway, will

Florio Toresca villa in Florence.
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be visible :1 garden wall with trees and

shrubbery behind. While on canvas, this

garden will have a literal perspective of

seven feet, for the gateway structure has

just that much depth. Beyond this en

trance piece will extcnd the main display

space, a broad path of rose hue, between

the side aisles, with a row of ornamental pil

lars, fourteen feet in height, crowned by

lamp globes extending along the middle.

In the distance, at the Fourth avenue end,

the vista will be that of Italian villas with

terraced gardens of their own. This view

will be presented by an immense painting,

such as was used last year to mask the tiers

of boxes and rear walls.

The plan of having the elevated platform

above the arena boxes project slightly over

the main floor and of covering the high rear

seats so as to make a sort of mezzanine

floor, will be repeated, but the idea has

been extended and the lines of the Garden

are to be further obscured and more space

gained by decking over the first balcony, so

as to have the flooring extending beyond

the balcony railing and overlapping the

elevated platform. For the edges of the

balcony, the platform and mezzanine floor,

special railings have been designed, which,

like the lamp and sign pillars, will be fin

ished in pure white. In the general view,

these railings of the platform, mezzanine

floor apd balcony will rise in three rows at

the sides and the downward and backward

slope from the balcony railing to the sup

ports will bc dressed in the gray and crim~

son. The stairways from the main floor to

the platform will be white, with the newel

posts supporting ornate urns containing

ferns and flowers. The lamp pillars on the

main floor and other pillars, twelve foot

high, on the platforms, will all bear shields

displaying the names of the exhibitors

whose space they mark, this being a dis

tinctly new and artistic sign scheme. A few

heroic statutes in staff work will adorn the

platform.

The same gray and crimson scheme will

be found in the cafe and basement, but in

the latter place the walls which do not

flank exhibits will be picture covered. A

rathskeller with novel grotto effect will be

located in an out of the way corner of the

basement.

In the concert hall, a departure in the

decorative scheme is to be made by ar

ranging it as an adjunctory rose garden,

Set with latticed arbors in green and white.

There will be an arched entrance, with lat

tices of the double diagonal pattern framed

in white, a central dividing lattice down the

hall, while the walls under the balconies and

back of the stage will be finished with the

same restful design.

Of late years the Garden shows have been

shows of big, impressive cars; runabouts

and eyen big little touring cars have been

in a very respectful minority; the one which

opens on Saturday will be notable for the

increased number of still bigger cars, those

of seven-passenger capacity and those with

six-cylinder engines, which will then make

their first appearance. Pierce and Frank

lin and Stevens~Duryea exhibited “sixesH

last year, and on the forthcoming occasion

they will be reinforced by Thomas, Winton

and Olds, among others.

Ponderous limousines will be in abun

dant evidence, of course, but the so-called

town car, with a four-cylinder gasolene

engine, the short, light car of moderate

power and of the landaulet type, will mark

its beginning, its chief exponent being the

E. R. Thomas Motor Co. and the Knox Au

tomobile Co., although the single~cylinder

Cadillac coupe, which is no stranger to show

goers, will be there to testify that the town

car idea is not wholly new even if it may

have been amplified.

Two of the exhibitors will for the first

time stage water-cooled models, Corbin and

Knox, although this does not imply any di—

minished regard for their familiar air—cooled

cars; it will, however, leave to the Frank

lin, the distinction of being the only all-air

cooled line, and with their daring and rad

ical development and adoption of concen

tric valves the Franklin exhibit should not

lack notice at any time. The Columbia gas

olene-electric car, which dispenses with

gears and clutches, was shown last year,

but it has been redesigned and has gained

interest meanwhile and should therefore

prove an object of keen attention.

To say nothing of improvements in pre

vious models, such pioneers as Apperson

and Haynes each will show an addition to

their respective lines—the former one of

30-35 horsepower, the latter one of 45 horse

power. Studebaker also will disclose new

gasolene models, while the Pope-Hartford

will be presented as a redesigned car and

not to remark mechanical improvements, the

Pope-Toledo and the Cadillac, for instance,

will be distinguished by new bodies that

will somewhat change their familiar appear

ance. While embodying some few refine

ments, such cars as the Locomobile and the

Packard will have their respective and

known and proven quantities as their lead

ing attributes.

In the electric department the greatest

diversity of body design and appointment

will be found, as usual, and among the

commercial electric vehicles will be found

the “startler” of the show—a “gas-electric

road train," the invention of Alden Samp

son, 2d, which will be exhibited by the Al

den Sampson Manufacturing Co. The train

comprises a tractor and several trailers,

each of which carries an electric motor and

transmission, in addition to an automatic

steering gear, controlled by the operator

on the tractor. The current supply for the

entire train is developed by a gasolene-elec

tric plant on the tractor, and the general

principle of operation is the same as is

used in ordinary suburban electric railway

service.

For the first time since the A. L. A. M.

took control of the Garden show, steam has

been permitted to enter. It was limited to

one representative and it goes without say

ing that the solitary representative will be

the peerless White—peerless, for while dis

pute always will exist as to the merits of re

spective gasolene and electric cars, the

world admits the leadership of the White in

the steam class. There is no other that is

to be mentioned in the same breath with

it; and the 7White, too, will prove a worthy

compeer of any car of any sort that may

be staged anywhere.

Generally speaking, the show in Grand

Central Palace which closed to-night, will

have “taken the shine off” the tires and

other accessories which will be exhibited at

the Garden, but for all of that, the number

of accessory manufacturers who were not

at the Palace and will be in the Garden is

surprisingly large.

The full list of exhibitors, their locations,

and the wares they will display, is as fol

lows:

Main Floor.

1. Pope Motor Car Co.—Pope-Tolcdo cars.

2. Royal Motor Car C0.—Royal tourist cars

3. Buick Motor Co.—Buick cars.

4. Autocar Co.——Autocars.

5. F. B. Stearns Co.—-Stearns cars.

6. Elmore Mfg. Co.—Elmore cars.

7. Northern Motor Car Co.——N'.orthern

cars.

8. Lozier Motor Co.—Lozier cars.

0. Knox Automobile Co.—Knox cars.

10. Haynes Automobile Co.—Hayncs cars.

11. Electric Vehicle C0.-—Columbia cars.

12. Apperson Bros.’ Automobile Co.—Ap

person cars.

13. Locomobile Co. of America~Locomobilc

cars.

14. Packard Motor Car C0.—Packard cars.

15. Cadillac Motor Car Co.—Cadillac cars.

16. George N. Pierce Co.—Pierce Arrow

cars.

1'1. E. R. Thomas Motor Co.—Thomas cars.

18. H. H. Franklin Mfg. C0.—Franklin cars.

19. Stevens-Duryea Co.-—Stevens-Duryea

cars.

20. Peerless Motor Car Co.—Pecrless cars.

21. Pope Mfg. Co.—Pope-Hartford cars.

22. Olds Motor Works—Oldsmobiles.

23. Winton Motor Carriage Co.—~Winton.

Elevated Platform.

24. \Valtham Mfg. Co.—Waltham-Orieut

cars.

25. Matheson Motor Car Co.—Matheson

cars.

26. Walter Automobile Co.—Walter cars.

27. Selden Motor Vehicle Co.—Selden- cars.

28. Alden Sampson, 2d.

29. The White Co.—White steam cars.

. Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation.—

Corbin cars.

31. Studebaker

baker cars.

Exhibition Hall.

32. Babcock Electric Carriage Co.-—Babc0ck

Automobile

electric cars.

C0.—Slll(lt*

baker commercial cars.

33. Studebaker

34. Ranch & Lang Carriage Co.-—R. 8: L.

electric cars.

35. General Vehicle Co.—General electric

cars.

36. Pope Motor Car Co.——Pope-Tolcdo

commercial cars.

.37. Columbus Buggy Co.—Colurnbus elec

tric cars.

Automobile Co.—Stude
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38. Electric Vehicle—Columbia commercial

cars.

39. Baker Motor Vehicle Co.—Baker elec

tric cars.

Basement.

41. Knox Automobile Co.—Knox

niercial cars.

42. Royal Motor Car Co.—Royal commer

cial cars.

45. General Vehicle Co.—General electric

commercial cars.

46. Northern Motor Co.—Northern com

mercial cars.
47.v Pope Motor Car Co.—-Pope-Toled0

commercial cars.

48. Packard Motor Car Co.—Packard com

mercial cars. 4

49. Studebaker Automobile Co.—Stude

baker commercial cars.

50. Alden Sampson, 2d—Crest trucks.

51. Champion Wagon Co.—Champion elec

tric commercial- cars.

52. Cadillac Motor Car C0.—Cadillac com

mercial cars.

53. H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.—Frankliii

commercial cars.

54. E. R. Thomas Motor

commercial cars.

55. Hewitt Motor Co.—Hewitt trucks.

Mezzanine Platform.

56. Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.—Dia

mond tires.

57. C. F. Splitdorf, New York City—Igni

tion specialties.

58. Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Akron,

O.—Goodyear tires.

' 59. Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg—Tub

ing.

00. Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton,

U.—Ignition specialties. .

61. G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis—G & J

tires.

62. Gray 81 Davis, Amesbury,

Lamps.

63. Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—

Odometers and speed indicators.

64. R. E. Dietz Co., New York City—

Lamps.

65. Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works, Philadelphia

' —Igniters and timers.

66. Byrne, Kingston Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston carburetters.

67. National Carbon Co., New York City——

Batteries.

68. Baldwin Chain and Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains and recoil check.

69. Brennan Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Brennan motors.

70. N. Y. and N. J. Lubricant Co., New

York City—Lubricants.

71. Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia—

INheels.

72. The Autocoil Co., Jersey City, N. J.—

Coils and ignition specialties.

73. Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia-—

Bearings, . -

74. Webb Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.—Speed

indicators.

75. Swinehart Clincher Tire and Rubber

Co., Akron, O.——Swine“nart tires.

76. Light Mfg. and Foundry Co., Potts

town, Pa.-—Aut0mobile parts and castings.

77. Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.—

Warncr Auto-meters.

78. Morgan 81 Wright, Detroit, Mich.

Morgan 8: Wright tires.

com

Co.—Thomas

79. Columbia Nut and Bolt Co., Inc.,

Bridgeport, Conn—Columbia lock nuts.

80. Hartford Auto Parts Co., Hartford,

Conn—Universal joints and automobile parts.

81. . Cook’s Standard Tool Co., Kalamazoo,

Mich—Standard jacks.

82. The Auto Pump Co., Springville, N.

Y.—Pumps and specialties.

83. Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Up

per, Falls. Mass—Non-skid covers and leather

inner tubes.

Mass.— '

_ Duff Mfg. Co., Pittburg, Pa.—Barrett

Jac s.

65. _Precisi0n Appliance Co., Chicago—Hill

precision oilers.

66. Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Philadelphia

—Spark plugs.

tats. Chandler Co., Springfield, Mass—Name

plates.

69. Globe Machine & Stamping Co., Cleve

land—Metal stampings.

90. Kilgore Mfg. Co., Old Town, Me.—

Pneumatic shock eliminators.

91. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., New

York City—Firestone tires.

92. Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago—Jacks and

accessories.

93. Hartford Suspension Co., New York

City—Hartford-Truttault shock absorbers.

94 Phineas Jones & Co., Newark, N. J.—

Wneels. '

95. Jones Speedometer Co., New York

City—Jones speedonieters, annunciators, odor

meters, speed regulators and specialties.

96. Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeanette,

Pa.—Tires.

97. Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton.

Ind.——l\'10tsinger automobile sparkei'.

98. Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Can

ton, O.—Bearings and axles.

99. Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears

and parts.

100. Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind.—

Magnetos.

101. 'I he Manufacturers

Waterbury, Conn—Castings. ,

102. Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

-—'l‘ransmissions, differentials and steering

gears.

103. Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Pittsfield,

Mass—Ignition specialties.

104 Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—

Wliimey chains and keying system.

105. Standard Welding Co., Cleveland-—

Tubing and electrical] welded parts.

106. American Bal Bearing Co., Cleveland

—Ball bearings.

107. Badger Brass Mfg. Co., New York

City—Solar lamps and acetylene generators.

108. Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

—-Fisk tires. ‘

109. Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison,

N. J.-—Bearings.

11o. Whitlock Coal Pipe Co., Hartford,

Conn—Radiators and automobile parts.

111. Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia—Lamps.

112. Midgley Mfg. Co., Columbus, U.—

Midgley rims and wheels.

113. Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford,

Conn—Hartford tires.

114. B. F. Goodrich Co., New York City—

Tires.

Foundry Co.,

Balcony.

115. Witherbee Igniter Co., New York City

—Witherbee storage batteries and Wico spark

plugs. ,

116. Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,

N. J.—Grapliite lubricants.

117. Valentine 8: Co., New York City—

Varnishes.

118. Eastern Carbon \Vorks, Jersey City,

N. J.—Batteries.

119. A. R. Mosler 81 -Co., New York City—

Spark plugs.

120. R. E. Hardy Co., New York City——

Sta-Rite spark lugs and ignition specialties.

121. F. H. heeler, Indianapolis, Ind-—

Schebler carburetters.

122. O. W. Young, Newark, N. J.—Oils

and lubricants.

123. National Battery Co., New York City

—Batteries.

124 Edmunds 81 Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich—Lamps and specialties.

125 Gilbert Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Tire jackets, lamps, covers and rubber cloth

specialties.

126. Uncas Specialty Co., New York City——

Specialties.

127. Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.—

Drop forgings, parts, frames, etc.

128. 'the Win. Cramp 61 Sons Ship and

Engine Building Co., Philadelphia—Bronze

castings and automobile parts.

129. J. H. Sager Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

Supplcmentary springs.

130. American Electrical Novelty 81 Mfg.

Co., New York City—Ever Ready batteries,

lamps and tire specialties.

131. Adam Cook’s Sons, New York City—

Albany gears.

132. Carpenter Steel Co., New York City—

Automobilc steels.

1133. Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, O.

— ires.

134 Hotchkin Mfg. Co., Chieago—Anti-jolt

device.

135. Gray-Hawley Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

—Chime whistles and cut-out mufflers.

136. Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York

City—Non-skid chains.

137. Winchester Speedometer Co., New

York City—Speed indicators.

138. Lipman Mfg. Co., Beloit, Wis—Speed

indicators.

139. Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago—Bat

teries.

14o. Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co., Plain

field, N. J.—-Universal joints.

141. Auto Improvement Co., New York

City—Self starters and specialties.

142. R. H. Smith Mtg. Co., Springfield,

Mass—Springfield motomcters.

143. Herz & Co., New York City—Timers,

plugs and ignition specialties.

144. McCord & Co., Chicago—Lubricators,

radiators, carburetters, spark plugs and wire

belting. ,

145. Index Speed Indicator Co., Minne

apolis, Minn—Index speed indicators.

146. Holley Bros. Co., Detroit, Mich

Carburetters and magnetos.

147. Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.

—Gabriel horns.

148. Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New

York City—Tires.

149. William C. Robinson &‘ Sons Co.,

Brooklyn—Greases and lubricants.

150. Standard Roller Bearing Co., Phila

delphia—Bearings.

151. Noera Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn.—

Pumps, etc.

Concert Hall.

152. Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, 0.—

Tops and wind shields.

153. Auto Accessories Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich—Tops, tire jackets and specialties.

154. American & British Mfg. Co., Bridge~

port, Conn—Frames, motors, axles and parts.

155. Indestructible Steel Wheel Co., Chi

cago—Steel wheels.

156. S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc, Fort Wayne,

Ind.-—Gasolene and oil storage outfits.

157. Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Tops

and accessories.

158. Springfield Metal Body Co., Spring

field, Mass—Bodies.

159. Win. J. Duane Co., New York City—

Tops and slip covers.

160. Pantasote Co., New York City—Top

and upholstery cover.

161. Prest-O»Lite Co., New York City—

Gas tanks and tire inflators.

162. Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York

City—Ajax automobile tires.

163. The Sherwin-Williams Co., Newark,

N. J.-—Paints and varnishes.

164. C. Cowles 81 Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Accessories.

165. Motor Car Specialty Co., Philadelphia

—Speed indicators and specialties.

166. Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Steering gears and parts.
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167. Wray Pump 81' Register Co., Rochester,

N. Y.——Tire pumps and registers. '

168. Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.,

Aurora, Ill—Thor motors and components.

~ 169. Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianap

olis, Ind—Diamond chains.

170. C. T. Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

—Lamps. .

71. Hofiecker Co., Boston, Mass—Speed

indicators;

172. Avery ‘Portable Lighting Co., Mil

waukee, Wis—Gas tanks. '

173. Stackpole Battery Co., St. Marys, Pa.

—Batteriea. ‘ 'v

‘174. Electric Storage Battery Co., Phila

delphia—Accumulators.

175. Hancock Mfg. Co., Charlotte, Mich.—

Oilers, tank gages and fittings.

1'76. Muncie Auto Parts Co., Muncie, Ind.—

Parts.

177. L. C. Chase & Co., Boston—Top and

cover leathers.

178. Coes Wrench Co., Worcester, Mass.—

Wrenches.

179. Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co.,

l\leriden, Conn—Spark coils, switches and

ignition specialties.

Balcony.

180. Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass.

—Oil guns.

181. Isaac G. Johnson & Co.,

Duyvil, N. Y.—Forgings and castings.

182. Acetyvone Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.—

Carbide and lamps.

183. J. S. Bretz & Co., New York City—

Ball bearings and high tension magnetos.

184. Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., New York

City—Rubber goods.

185. Manhattan Screw & Stamping Works,

New York City—Lamps, horns and tire car

new.

186. Westinghouse Machine Co., New York

City—Electrical equipments. _

187. Breeze Carburetter Co., Newark, N. J.

‘-—Breeze carburetters.

188. Rushmore Dynamo Works, Plainfield,

N. J.—Lamps.

, 190. English & Mersick Co., New Haven,

Conn—Automobile hardware.

Spuyten

192. Thomas Prosser & Son, New York

City—Krupp steel.

Second Tier Boxes.

193. Charles E. Miller, New York_City—

Brampton chains and automobile supplies and

accessories of all kinds.

194. The A. Z. Co., New York City—Hoods,

radiators, tanks, etc. ,

195. H. A. Allers & Co., New York City—

Metal polishes.

196. E. M. Benford.

197. Traver Blowout Patch Co., New York

City—Tire repair outfits.

198. John W. Masury & Son., Brooklyn—

Varnishcs and colors. _

200. Antioak Tire Co., New York City—

Leather tires.

202. Delta Mfg. Co., Bloomfield, N. J.—

Spark plugs.

203. Igniter Appliance Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Igniter specialties.

204. Waters Mfg. Co., New York City-—

Exhaust horns.

205.—Jel’frey-Dewitt Co., Newark, N. J.—

Spark plugs. .

206. C. A. Slialer Co., Waupun, Wis—Elec

tric vulcanizers. ,

207. Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York

City—Continental tires.

Basement.

208. New York Sporting Goods Co., New

York City—Accessories.

209. Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J.—

Aliclielin tires.

210. Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia-—

Multiple disk clutches and automobile fittings.

.211; Healy Leather Tire Co., New York

City—'1 ires. ‘

212. Robert Bosch, N. Y., Inc., New York

City—Magnetos.

213. havoline Oil Co., New York City—

Lubricants.

' 215A. Uow Tire Co., New York City—

lires.

215B. American Motor Co., Waltham, Mass.

—l\lotorcyeles.

215. 15er Ribbon Auto & Carriage Co.,

Bridgeport, Conn—Bodies.

21o. Amos Shirley, New York City—Styria

motorcycles.

217.‘ Manhattan Auto Top & Body Co., New

York City—Bodies, tops and wind shields.

218. Gould Storage Battery Co., New York

City—Batteries.

219. P. Rielly & Son, Newark—

220. Lavalette & Co., New York City—

Magnetos.

221. Lavalette & Co., Importers—Ignition

specialties.

222. Pierson Motor Supply Co., Brooklyn—

Supplies.

223. 'Albert Champion Co., Boston, Mass.—

Ignition specialties.

_224. Columbia Lubricants Co., New York

City—Lubricants. _

225. Auto Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn—

Horns, tubing and brass specialties.

226. New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol.

Conn—Coaster brakes, bells and annular ball

bearings.

228. Troy Carriage Sun Shade Co., Troy,

' U.— 1 ops.

_ 229. American Aluminum Coating Co.,

ritisourg, Pa.—

230. ventilated Cushion & Spring Co.,

Jackson, Mien—Ventilated eusiiioii system.

231. Glaenzer 61 Co., New York City-—

N ieuport ‘ magnetos.

232. 1... J. Mutty Co., Boston, Mass—Top

fabrics. '

233. Charles J. Downing, New York City—

Supplies.

L234. Kalb 81 Berger Mfg. Co., New York

ny—

236. Leon Mann, New York City_-Automo

bile clothing.

237. hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.—

lnoian motorcycles.

238. The bicycling World Co.

240. G. h. Curtiss Mtg. Co., Hammonds

port, N. Y.—-Curtiss motorcycles. I

241. Light Mtg. & Foundry Lo., Pottstown,

Pa.'—~Light motorcycles.

244. Reading Standard Co., Reading, Pa;—

R; S. motorcycles.

245. Uvington Motor Co., New York City—

F. N. motorcycles.

247. N. S. U. Cycle & Motor Co., New York

City—N. S. U. motorcycles.

248. Excelsior Motor & Mfg. Co., Chicago

—Excelsior motorcycles.

25o. Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, 0.—

Yale-California motorcycles.

251. Merkel Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis.—

Merkel motorcycles.

253. Livingston Radiator Co., New York

Cit —'Radiators.

4.. National Oil Pump 8: Tank Co.—

Dayton, O.—Storage tanks.

255. S. Smith & Son, Ltd., New York City

——Speetl indicators.

256. A. W. Harris Oil Co., Providence, R.

I.—Lubricants.

257. Hopewell Bros, Cambridge, Mass.—

Tire cases.

259. John T. Stanley, New York City—

Cleaning compound.

260. Standard Brake Co., New York City—

Brakes.

262. Vacuum Oil Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

Lubricants.

263. Julius King Optical Co., New York

City—Goggles.

264. Patterson, Gottfried & Hunter, Ltd.,

New York City—Tool outfits and specialties.

265. Empire Auto Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.

—Tires.

267. Briscoe Mfg. Co.,

Hoods, Tanks, radiators, etc.

268. Heinze Electrical Co., Lowell, Mass.—

Coils and ignition equipment. -

269. Hicks Speed Indicator Co., Brooklyn—

Speed indicators.

270. Comstock Shock Absorber Co.,

New York City—Shock absorbers.

271. Motz Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., New

York City—Tires. - ‘

272. Post & Lester Co., Hartford, Conn.-

Supplies and specialties.

273. Norton Co., New York City—Grinders

and emery supplies. ‘

274 Newmastic Tire Co., New York City—

Compound filled tires.

Third Tier Boxes.

_ 275. Kitsee Storage Battery Co., Scranton,

Par—Batteries.

276. Peerless Igniter Mfg. Co., Brooklyn—

Ignition specialties.

278. Allen Auto Specialty Co., New York

City—Tire jackets and specialties.

279. Turner Brass Works, Sycamore, Ill.—

Harroun auto bumper.

Geiszler Bros., New York City—Bat

. 286. Automobile Utilities Co.,

Mass—Supplies.

287. Aluminum Solder & Refining Co., New

York City—Solder.

288. Norris Auto Co., Saginaw, Mich.—

Tire protectors,

289. Victor Shock Absorber Co., New York

City—Shock absorbers.

291. Loring Auto Appliance Co., New Y01k

City—Speed indicators.

292. Empire State Tire Co.—

293. Clover Mfg. Co., New York City—

Brunding compound.

294. Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Springs.

Detroit, Mich.—

tt ries.

Boston,

Depew Causes Santa Rosa to Dream.

Amos Depew, of Sherlock, Wis.,-where

ever that may be, has caused Santa Rosa,

Cal, to become excited by threatening to

establish an automobile factory there. Amos

wants a site of 10 acres, but why he should

go so far from dear old Sherlock to obtain

it, is not made clear. Lebanon, Ind., also

'has visions of an automobile factory com

ing its way, but the identity of the Amos

in its case is not disclosed.

East Liberty Changes to Arlington.

Owing to the confusion often resulting

from the mixing of the names of the East

Liberty Automobile Company and the Lib

erty Auto Company, Pittsburg, the former

has decided to change its title to

the Arlington Motor Co. The new gar

age, rendered necessary by fire some time

ago, which is being erected at 5971 Center

avenue, will be ready for occupancy next

week.

Smalley Plant Bought by Ames.

At the receiver's sale last week, the plant

and property of the Smalley Motor Co.,

Bay City, Mich., the plant was purchased by

G. W. Ames for $26,000, and the merchan

dise by C, A. Eddy for $6,250. The total in

ventoried value of the assets was $110,000.
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The Highest Standard of Elliciency Ever 0tlered

In Any Commercial Rubber Tire At Any Price

Hartford Solid Motor Tires are absolutely Hartford Solid Motor Tires are absolutely

protected from rust by the method of water-proof and are never affected by

fastening them to the rims. rust.

Hartford Solid Motor Tires are fastened

in place by longitudinal wires imbedded Hartford Solid Motor Tires are held in

and vulcanized in the body of the tire place by compression and in addition

itself. are clamped into position by side

Hartford Solid Motor Tire retaining wires flanges—hence

never come in contact with the moisture ,

from the streets—hence Hartford Solid Motor Tires Never creep.

The Hartlord Rubber Works Co., Hartford, Conn.
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HE MATHESON is standardized. The few changes for 1908 are unimportant refine

ments. As a matter of fact, most of these were incorporated in mid-season, in our ’07 cars.

This is the Matheson policy. We do not “save up” new features till the beginning of a new

selling season. We neither expect nor desire Matheson owners to buy a new car every year, nor

every other year. We are building today 1908 Mathesons, 1909, 1910, 1912 Mathesons, and he

who invests will have, years hence, a car which will, after the hardest use, be running as strongly,

as reliably, giving as efficient and as economical road service as any high class car then offered for

sale. A 1906 Matheson stock touring car still holds the world’s record for having carried seven

passengers a mile in 50% seconds. Most cars are bought:

Matheson cars are invested in.

Write for our new booklet, “I Drove My Matheson—” by Matheson owners, some

of whom have made thousands of miles without even an adjustment, some of whom have

gone through an entire season with a repair bill of nearly five cents. Better still, visit

our exhibit, Space No. 25 in the gallery, at the DIadison Square Garden Show. The

Matheson sets a standard by which you may judge other high powered ears.

Licensed under Selden Patent Touring Cars, H. P0, Guaranteed One Year

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Company

1619 Broadway (Formerly Matheson Co. of New York.) New York
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TIIVIKEN PRINCIPLE CORRECT

‘TIMKEN QUALITY SUPREME

Why Is it?

49%

of all the makers that exhibited at The Grand Central

Palace are using

Timken Roller Bearinqs
Not a question of cost surely, for there are others

cheaper, so it must be a questidn of QUALITY,

and that’s the reason why makers of over 66% of all

High Grade American Automobiles and 95% of all

Trucks made in this country use TIMKEN PRODUCTS

WE WILL EXHIBIT AT

Madison Square Garden Show

New York, November 2-9

Chicago Coliseum 8: 7th Regiment

Armory Shows in December

an'rmm ROLLER BEARING AXLE no;

CANTON, OHIO

Eastern Branch—10 E. Slat St., New York. Western Branch—429 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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NIBLEAU I.

 
 

 

 

STAINTON'S NIB LEA U A. K. C. 87094

SENSATIONAL WINNER AND SIRE OF [906.

The Proven Sire of Prize Winners.

STAINTON’S NIBLEAU ll

Winner of the Puppy Class and Novice Class the first time the two

classes were ever won by a puppy at the New York Show in the

history of the Show. Since then, Nibleau II. has won the Open under

22 lbs., defeating all comers, and also the Open American Bred at

Mineola and Brighton Beach Shows.

DOGS AT STUD AND PUPPIES OF ALL AGES FOR SALE

A. H. STAINTON, infirm St, New Yiiill City

 

 

  

NIBLEAU II.

  

 

 

THE CONSUMMATION OF Connmeroial

1

is marked by the

LOGAN Motor Trucks

For 1908

Car Building

 

   

Model T

One Ton

Two Trucks which for strength,

simplicity and efficiency are un

approached and unapproachable.

  

Model S

Three Ton.

 

  

DON'T FAIL TO SEE THEM AT THE NEW YORK SHOW, SECTION G, GALLERY.

The Logan Construction Co.,

  

Chillicothe, Ohio

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

Il-‘American Bail-Bearint (in.

L. S. & M. S. Ry. & Edgwator Park

CLEVELAND. OHIO. 0.8. A -.

   

“$6.0m
Combines Piliin Reliability Willi lncraasaii Efficiency and Low (lustful lip-Kean“

.—I 
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The Week’s Patents.

863,827. Vehicle \Vheel. Joseph Alloatti,

Gerzat, France. Filed _Ian. 19, 1906. Se

rial No. 296,8401/2.

1, In a vehicle, a series of movable pis

tons arranged in rows transverse to the per

imeter of said wheel and forming the tread

thereof, means for guiding said pistons,

spring means for retaining said guiding

means, and elastic means arranged to re

ceive the thrust of said pistons.

863,838. Gas Engine. John G. Ennis, Ap

ponaug, R. I. Filed Dec. 31, 1906. Serial

No. 350,197.

1. An explosive engine comprising a

cylinder, a piston working therein, a crank

shaft operated by said piston, valves for

controlling the flow of exploswe gases to

said cylinder, means for reversing said

valves and simultaneously igniting the gases

in said cylinder, whereby said engine is

caused to run in the opposite direction.

853,848. Automobile Wheel. Adolph

Heldman, New York, N. Y, Filed Sept.

19, 1906. Serial No. 335,217.

1. In a wheel the combination of a main

rim and auxiliary rim adapted to fit around

the main rim and arranged to carry a tire,

both rims being tapered toward the wheel's

axis, fasteners arranged to straddle the

main rim and to embrace the auxiliary rim,

and means for holding said fasteners.

863,864. Friction Clutch. Albert Mas

ter. Chicago, Ill. Filed Feb. 4, 1907. Se

rial No. 355,555,

1. A friction clutch comprising a mem

ber having a series of axiallv extending

ide grooves or ways, a circular series of

giiiction blocks having lugs engaging and

sliding in said rooves or ways, said blocks

being indepen ently shiftable in axial di

rection upon said clutch member and a_ sec

ond clutch member comprising a pair of

oppositely disposed jaws and _means for

shifting said Jaws to grip said friction

blocks. substantially as described.

than D. Maxwell, Tarrytown, N. Y., as

signor to Maxwell Briscoe Motor Company.

North Tarrytown, N. Y., a Corporation of

New York. Filed Dec. 31, 1904. Serial No.

239,160.

1. Power transmitting and controlling

mechanism for automobiles and the_ like.

comprising a gear case having aplurality of

chambers; an engine having a driving crank

shaft and connecting rods in one of said

chambers, and a clutch deVice, speed chang

ing devices and a driven.shaft in another

of said chambers, substantially as described.

864,016. Clutch and Drum. Jonathan D.

Maxwell, Tarrytown,, N, Y., assignor to

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company, North

Tarrytown, N. Y., a Corporation of New

York. Original application filed Dec. 31.

1904, Serial No. 239,161. -Divided and this

application filed Sept. 28, 1905. Serial No.

280,450.

1. In a plate clutch'for power transmit

ting apparatus, driving and driven plates

alternating in series, means adjustable in

an annular field to maintain said plates in

operative contact, and a spring wear disc

864,015. Transmission Gearing. Jona

intermediate said means and plates, sub

stantially as described.

864,077. Timer. Harry A. Butler and

Franklin C. Peterson, Haverford, Pa. Filed

Jan. 27, 1906. Serial No. 298,140.

 

_tact.

   

Charges.

in other classes.

and which made their victories possible.

Exhibiting at

CLINCHER TYPE

Round, Flat and Anti-Skid

American and Millimeter Sizes

MICHELIN TIRE CO.,

 

@Lflfi
AMERICA. .4; r:

The car equipped with Michelin Tires is

the car which will be the easiest to sell

in 1908. Manufacturers can now afford

to equip with Michelins. No more Duty

—-no more Trans-Atlantic Transportation

Michelin Tires included in a car‘s equipment means that the manufacturer is

scrupulously careful to give in every way the BEST, the MOST for the cus~

tomer‘s money. Michelins will be used on a large number of America's highest

priced cars and they will be the standard catalogued equipment of leading cars

What excuse can an agent give a customer for try

in to sell him a car not equipped with Michelins?

The high import duty and heavy trans-Atlantic transportation charges on

Michelin tires have beenv removed through the erection of our American

Michelin factory. Its tires are identical in every particular with the products

of our factories in France and Italy—the same famous Michelins which have

been on the winning cars in the world's greatest races for the last six years

It is the manufacturer’s duty to his agents to give them the best

selling proposition possible—his duty to the purchaser to give him

the greatest possible value for his money. Michelin Tires are the

world’s standard. A car can hardly hope to be classed as standard

that is not standard in every particular of its equipment.

Madison Square Garden, Basement Space 129

Coliseum (Chicago) Annex, Spaces 102 and 103

QUICK DETACHABLE TYPE

Round and Anti-Skid

American Sizes only

All the above can be used on any of the well-known Quick Detachable Rims

Milltown, N. J., U. S A

1
1:1“

iii

 

 

l. A timer comprising a sliding contact,

means tending to press the contact in one

direction, and a rotary cam member engag

ing the contact, said member normally re

straining and periodically releasing the con

864,089. Wheel for Vehicles. Airry L.

Finnell, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 30,

1905. Serial No. 294,01l.

1, A wheel for vehicles comprising a se

ries of radial spokes secured to a central

hub and projecting through a surrounding

inner rim and an outer tire rim, and mov

able spacing blocks between the inner and

outer rims said spokes being provided with

surrounding springs between the hub and

inner rim, substantially as shown and de

scribed.

 

 

Bcttcr Because Regular

Ari Oberdorfer Pump never “sticks.”

day in and day out in a uniform manner.

I: yours an Oberdorfer? '

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Water St.,

 

It works

Syracuse. N. Y.

 

 

 

  

Gilbert Supulies
THE ONLY ONES WORTH

HAVING

Catalog on Regan“

GILBERT MFG.C0.

NEW HAVEN. CONN.
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An Industrlous

Ignition System

Manufacturers who have “tried

out" the

Ballery Wilherbee

KNOW that its use means new life to the car, means

less cost of “up-keep,” means perfect ignition.

The Witherbee is not a “drone”—it does not go to

sleep or forget.

Write department 20 for catalogue.

Will exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show, Nov. 2-9

Comp“)!

THREE FACTORIES.

Few York. Detroit, Chicago,

54 W. 43d St. 220 Jefferson Ave. X429 Michigan Ave

Baltimore Office: 510 Continental Trust Building.

 

 

A DEFINITION:

TALKING POINTS—Features

of mechanical design in which

engineering considerations are

subordinate to those of adver

tisement and sale. They are al

ways unnecessary, seldom advan

tageous and frequently injurious.

“Talking Points” have been shunned

in the design of “The Garford.” The

Garford Company recognizes an “ortho—

dox type.” As THE TYPE improves

we propose to anticipate, if possible, that

improvement. But we will not abandon

the fruits of the costly experience of all

makers, and claim difference where the

claim ought to be conformity to “THE

TYPE,” and where in the case of the

Garford Company it is conformity.

CONFORMITY AT ANY TIME

MEANS SUITABILITY

ADDRESS

Eastern Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co. of New_Yorlr.

1540 Broadway, New York City.

Western Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co. of Cleveland,

1372 East 12th St., Cleveland, 0.

  

THE ANNOUNCEMENT

OF. ‘ I

    

  

Electric

and Gasulene Models

Forl908

  

Will be made during the next two weeks.

It will be of absorbing interest.

ELEBIBIB VEHICLE GUMPANY, Hartford, Bonn.

Member A. L. A. M.

  

 
 

HOTEL EUCLID

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

  

  

 

  

  

 

“NIGHT CONTROL"

for visiting automobilists. “First-class in

every respect. “The most attractive grill

room in town. flMusic and good cheer await

you. “Give it a trial.

FRED S. AVERY, - - - Manager
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INDEX

SPEED mm
THE ACME

0F

PERFEGTION

Visit us at the

show and let as ex

plain the merits of

THE INDEX, if

you are not ac

quainted with them

already.

Write for Booklet

lllilEX SPEED lllllll'iATilll Bil.

POIKRRLY

OLIVER INSTRUMENT C0,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

  

 

I

Miles "41""

snow

d Illa!

3 Out of Every 4 Tourists

had used

Warner Auto-Meters

Yes, sir; of the 48 cars that finished at New York in

this year's Glldden Tour, exactly 36 carried Warner Auto

Meters. Just think of that! Three times as many Autu

Metvrii were used by these experienced motorists as there

were of all other speed-und-distance indicators combined!

This sweeping victory for Warner Auto-Meters, followed last Year‘s

equally creditable performance in the Glidden Tour, and the recent notable

triumphs in the (‘hicnzo Seuled Bonnet. Contest and the Boston Endur

ance Race, establish beyond the possibility oi a doubt that the Warner Auto

Meter is the only speed-and-distance indicator that can be depended upon

to do the work right at all times and under all conditions.

Accurate as a Watch—Reliable as a Compass

Warner Auto-Meters are made on the provon-sueeessf’ul magnetic prin

ciple. They're just as reliable and durable as a mariner-'5 compass. No

matter how rough the road, you can tell at. a glance exactly how first you

are going. The arrow newer flutters or bobs back and forth. The Warner

Auto-Meter is as accurate as a watch.

You ought to have an Auto-Meter on your machine—it doubles the pleasure

of autoing, helps you to control you machine and frequently saves em

barrassing situations in the police court

You'll notice the handsome little Auto-Meter on most of the best cars. Take

a look at it: inquire aboutit—uearlynll automobile dealers sell Auto-Meters.

Write us the name and power of your car, and we'll tell you just what it will

cost you to put an Auto-Meter on the dashboard.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT C0-, 775 Roosevelt SL, Beloit,Wis.

Agencies in all Prinripai Cilia

Dislonro

rrnvsv‘led‘

w

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

‘lr mm P
t” mull“

ALL THAT/l MOTOR CAR SHOULD BE

A Winner in all Prominent Events Last Season.

CAR THAT’S MADE GOUD

Write for agency for unassigned territory; a valuable

asset for any dealer.

A Car with a proud record, and glorious future.

'l'lHllE (ION'lllNlEN'l'AIL AUTO llllFli. C0).

New Haven, Conn.

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Ne Y k—B d

Chicago—20 sSalle Sc: 1615 Wnbgih mil” ‘"

Bolton—292 evonshire t.

Buil'slo—O W. Huron St.
 

  

  

Eme Auto Sire Co.,

1 & 71d SL; 148 Chamber's St

  

Trnton, N. J.

Philadelphia: Penn. Auto Sup ly Co.

Providence—Waite Auto Sup y Co.

Seattle, Wash—Pobes Auto upply Co.

~4
. fin»w~i'h€* . . .
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS, Incorporated

ASSOCIATION LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS

AMERICAN MOTOR CAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

MOTOR AND ACCESSORIES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, Incorporated

The members of all of them will participate in the

   

 

SEVENTH ANNUAL SHOW AT BHIGAGU
NOVEMBER 30—DECEMBER 7, l907

For the third consecutive season it will be THE ONLY NATIONAL SHOW.

conjunction with it will be held the

First Annual Exhibition of Commercial Oars

Tim Bulldlngs—Goliseum, First Regiment Armory, Seventh Reglment Armory

The usual courtesies will be extended to visiting dealers from 10 a. m. until noon daily.

S. A. MILES, Mgr., NEW SOUTIIERN HOTEL, CHICAGO

  

 

In

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

  

 

(LIt’s not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

(L“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

(L Largely increased facilities en—

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers of the kind that place

quality before price.

(The Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(If you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

HONEYCOMB, CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

  

 

MAYO RADIATORCOMPANY, New Haven, Conn.
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in Scrader Universal Valve

 

 

Trade Mark Registered April 30, I895

 

  

.. SIMPLE ano assoLU'rELv an: TIGHT

3 if, (LSchrader' Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the

regular eduipm‘ent for G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop

l; 'Detachable 'Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. (LOur No. 797

_; Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2%-inch and 3-inch

tires and our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

’ tires larger than 3 inches. n

Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUPACTURBD Bl

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, lnc., 28-30-32 Rose Street, New York

133 LDW l N

$523151: QHA lN
Detachable at Bach Link.

As Serviceable as a Riveted ehain.

Cannot become detached by accident. Made with accuracy and care of tne best selected material.

Prices the same as other chain. Made in all sizes.

Baldwin Chain and Mia. (20.,
Ghandler Street, Worcester, Mass.

AGENTS—H. V. GREENWOOD, 166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill. H. D. SIMMONS, 1717 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

  

 

 
 

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Makers of fill Kinda of

SPROQKETS
For Samples and

In Large Quantities.

SBND FOR QUQTRTIONS‘
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1 MOTOR MAKERS

that’a what we are. We have

made the motora h aorne ol

the moat eucoeaalul eara. (or

years. Quality before price.

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ ’

Carburetor

which aa meter expel-ta we

picked as the heat in the world,

7 we are now making and aelling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR ('20., Lonnneport, Ind.

Manulacturera of “Rutenber” Moto “Rutenher” Carburetora, and Suppliea. Light SoIt Gray Immraraaa and Aluminum Caatinla.

  

   

  

Warning £ Patent

[Ian-0m DON’T err BUMPED

The Firat in the Market

The Best in the Field

Auto Bumper \‘ . I —-"" Othera Are Imitatora

:I‘HE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT ha been allowed, and aa aoonaa

It can he leaned we mll bring auit a‘ainat all USERS o_I Bumpera an

Iringing on and not manuIactured under the HARROUN hcenae.

R. W. HARROUN. Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

sou: ucansnns. u. s. a. svcauonn, 11.x.
  

KINWUUU AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LEADERS:

Klnwood Perfection Radiatora

d

Klnwood Mochtnlcal Ollera.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

Framea, hoods, daahea, fenders, gaaolene and water tanlu, muflera,

duat and drip pans, radiator fans, laaolene gaugea, fittln‘a, eeupllnp,

etel, etc.

Large facilities and dependable dellveriea.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSEN, THOMAS J. WlTllL,

l06 Lake 8t., Chicano, I l Warren On, New York,

Weatern lepraeentatlwe. Iaatara Repreaenhnve.

THE KINSEY mm. 00., Dayton, Ohlo.

McCORD

LUBRIGATURS RADIATURS
“Marks of a Good Motor Oar”

McKlM COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McCORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE Old Colony Bulldlnz

24 Broad Street CHICAGO

  

 
  

Letzua quote you on 4-cyllnder

motora for |908

THRBB SIZES

4 Vin“: 455$lln.

x n.

s in. x s m.
4-cyllnder with aelI-eon

tained oiling ayatern.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
  

Motora are ready I01

coupling any atandard

eto.

ur new factory and ma

chinery enable us to gun

antee uality and de ver

iea. lao clutchea and

transmiaaiona. Send Ior

catalogue.

K. FRAN LIN PETERSON

166 Lake St... Claim. 11
Weatern Reg‘reaentatlva.

THOS. J. WE 221%

W 43d , New Y“

Eaatera wrdaantative

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO” Munkeqon. Mich.

  

The Springfield Motometer

Presents New and Valuable Features

The Maximum Hand: Marka hi eat apeed attained. le~

aeta inatantly. Can be diaconneet in a moment.

New Buy Reading Dial—Bil plain figuree. Fired EnameL

Reads from the tonneau.

Spring Steel Reinforce on each end oI the driving ahaft.

Compell eaay curvea and amooth runninl. Far better than

gears.

Non-Clogging Pinion. Mud prooI. Will not hold mud.

A rainy weather neeeaaity.

With that additional excellenceaI the Motometer la more

than ever “The Speedometer for Service."

Send for Catalog W.

The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.

SPRINGFIILD, MASS.

Eltahliahed "68. Incorporated ll".

 

  THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automobile Bonslrucllon

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS,

Strong, Tough and hold

Threada.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZI

CASTINGS,

Guaranteed ahove' Govern

ment Specification

AUTOMOBILE BIAID

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINOS,

Cooleet Running and Beat

Wear Reel-ting Brenna on

the Market.

HIM Mfr. & lery 00.

POTTITOWN. PA.
 

 

  

 

 

HEINZE

UUILS
Send tor

I907 Catalog

and Prlcea.
  

.

a, ~~.,_.l

E ELECRlC (20., Lowell, l'lasa.

  

HEINZ

 

I
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IIiIIN GASTINGS
Let us quote on your requirements of

CYLINDERS, PISTONS, IilNIi FBI ,2

Our long experience with this class of work, our special

facilities and equipment, added to the necessary “know

how,” have enabled us to secure and hold the business of

the leading automobile manufacturers.

Send us your drawings and specifications.

INE IINNINGTIJRIRS FOUNDRY GUNPIINY, NiiiIRBllRY, CONN.

  

 

Pillslielrl Coils and Jewel Plugs

insure Sure and Economical Ignition
  

" They are used by r a

' careful manufacturers ,7

  

H and intelligent users of

4 - experience. Sold by all

good supply houses.

L Pitlsiield Spark Coil Co.

Dalton. Mano.

' DISTRIBUTING AGENTS: ‘

Excelsior Supply Co., Randolph St., Chicago Ill....Western Distributors

New York Sporting Goods Co., 17 Warren St. .N.Y., New York Distnbuton

Pettin‘all ‘ Andrews, Pearl & Atlantic Ave., Boston, New Eng. Distributors

 

 

 

A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Suppiamoniary Spiral Springs

and notice the difierenee. Nodmlta, no

_ 'srs, no bro springs, or ocatod

Joints. The "Thank-ye-msrrns" will

still be with you, but on won't

know it. Our new ooldet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the sslring.

Suppismsniary Spiral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave.. St. Louis

New York Branch. 82 West 67th Street

  

 

  

  

 

 

There is Something of Great interest to

Every Automobillst

in our Exhibit at Madison Square Garden

SPACE 57 MEZZANINE PLATFORM

C. F. SPLITDORF

WALTON AVE. and l38th ST., NEW YORK

Broadway Branch—1679 Broadway

  

  

ROYAL TOURIST
  

The Royal Motor Car Co. 53%, Cleveland, 0.

 
 

-_i
  

PACKARD

Enameled Ignition Cable

PACKARD CABLE. \

  

is the choice of the most discriminatin buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TEN ION CABLE is s

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECl'RlC C0., Warren. 0.

  

 
 

 

 

PARSONS' MANGANESE BIIIINZE LEVER CASTINGS

  

SoloMaksrs

THE WILLIAM ORAIP l SOHO CHIP & ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, - Philadelphia, Penna.

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

' amIVlotorcycle Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

Pususrrsn Evssv DATUIDAY s1

l54 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

$2.00 $22.

 

Spool-on Copies

Gratis
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1"?" .
:BEST 7

To 1"! NJ A 60 027

T-l-HNG l5 Tn LOUK

rm m wt H'AVE

AWN-I, ' N This em Ma netos

A UW UR A lg hiltlrcedbleifghmc§ggoifngriigngollllziriotggrgogig :2???"
a

manufactured in e best equipped plant. in the world devot to t e

exclusive manufacture pi Magnetos. This new factory, a mo :1 from

the standpomt of etfieient' arrangement and high class equipment t0~

getl'ier With ertected designs w ich are the results of years 0 ex

perience in this line of manufacture, makes possible thek turning out

r et.

 

 

 

of the very highest grade ignition apparatus on the ma

For 1908 our line includes a new high tension Magneto without

‘ A Z; '1 hi I! b lld' 18 e 113 me and e elll I medil 7 AND 7 - 32:5." .: twins... sale...“ .21; 1...... i: .2. than... as
minimum ex rise and is a high rade eqluipment in every respefl.D 0 K We also 'uilseMagnetos with c0ils or doub e ignition, and nltematill.

W, L L 0 v d dire current Magnetos for all ignition purposes. It will 7

gtlgate our Magnetos before deciding upon your igulsgn

? ? do a ' We will exhibit at both New York Shows and the Chicago Show.

A.” a “'4 WM? ', u 7‘5 REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY
_ -

u U I L L ANDERSON, INDIANA, U. s. A.

r your 1908 cars. 

 

 

 

  

  
 

SPROCKETS, CHAINS

and DIFFERENTIALS

in stock orcio order. Send for

51. on, It stay rods, bottom nine shag

u of on It rd sutomo He. Can e at

Mime
I

tsehed sully anq quickly.

G A R A G E inlvfia'fik“ “' 1°" W" '°' 4”" CULLMAN WHEEL co.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO. l032 Dunning St., Chicago

New York City

  

 
12:: Michigan Avenue CHICAGO Y, 3. m?

‘ T‘YJ

 
 

 

 
  

  

, BRIOCO A IATORSBroadway and l l0th 5t “mm”. :yl! W“ Hm E N E

Stmod Tube. 0mm; risontal or .

Run as a garage ought to be run. 3 or In! using; th .

Personal attention. Wham“: Tug!- del Ii. III“!- 3¢fld NamC Platcs and Stampings

Old Rodisttrszmked. Send-tenuresthctory. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

BRISGQE FIFO. 0 .New and completely equipped DETROIT, ulcl'l. ling“. N. 1.

 

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No RentingiTel. 2686 River. T” m. The car 0f

notttn BEARING comm Dolson

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_ 50th St. 2 Lancaster Av... Phllsdllphil- 91- Power

Manufacturers of Steel Bran and Bronze Balls. —

___-__——- BullBlflIinll. Iielhrlnrlnll "$3 60 H P 7 Passengers, $3250

Automobile Axles

land tor New O“.wa No. l6

Sl'llTl'l AUTO. CO., MFRS. . .

TheBall Tg‘annsiiiissmnTOPEKA. KANSAS

THE BICYCLING WORLD ; I} I ,

a. ammete- Ramw 174'" Automobiles Miami-Boats " .3
w‘" mm" Y“ * NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

' tPuiiii'ihii-Flfivsg‘xaii'e; York City. 56 GEENPOI'N’T AVE.,BROOK LYN , N. Y.

  

 

 

0
l
l

 

  

l
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WEBER PORTABLE TRUCK TURNTABLES

All other hmIZZeA:::cI::bII-ceslnlrlngelnenls

We Own the Belle Pltenl

_q

Im SI .(I! “U
h A“a '17" l. C: a

'DE e: H1 9-)NOC}

  

Shoots Home into cylinder. No pecking Soot

prool: tmbleprool. Your money bee II It

all: to give 10 per eent. more power. '

THE K-W IGNITION CO.

8‘ Power Av... CLEVELAND, O. PATENTED

  

  

 

Will move the heaviest machines in the moat limited

h ” space. Work equally well on the two front or two

 

  

rear wheels. A time end money saver. The truck is

made up of one solid Mallesble lron casting without

4 "é : i '3‘ I I _, t In t bolts or nuts. Ruaranteed for any weight machine. w . t K.

is . . . Susi; P'lu'gs fif.‘é?§?§.€2ff2m”‘l.“ll.f£;.$233215“ e In er mg

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

   

 
 

 

  

 

 
  

 

 
 

‘ v -' Headquarters, nu: ween even: a surru co. . .

"KEEPS THE LID ON]. No. 6 East Klovn St., Colorado Sprllfls, Colo. aiFggofihblégggenggtloitggggjrfi; 3;;

“.emeieemesme wen .i" winter as in mm» Np
Send forelrnpleeet. freesing._ No punct_ured tires. This

Tlli n. E. mm co., as mm s:.. mum cm WE WILL NOT w 18 bulk for ""1". Y9! 1* affords

‘ t.“ “I”. n m d" m ‘ all the pleasfiire tlliere is gr igotoring

“c.” 7°" °°‘" ' at a price t at a can a or . Sim

;“MWWW 32:3?“ “1‘1"”; BYY'flam,:;,mdg°g plicity, durability and reliability are

each. We nuke Pressed Steel Inner lad Ano- its chief features. _ .Let us send you

T u u R l N G BAn mobile 51mph!!- our agency proposition. 1: W1" sure

rai: nvonuuc rues“ sum. 00.. ly 399"“ t° Y°“

Wrfll Ind. Cstain and N I!!!THE F. e. eTEAnue eo., “We We ”” "‘ ”‘ ‘ ,

OL'ViLAND omo u . A W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

’ ' ‘ ' ' I Box No. no AUBURN, mmJ

. ”“"" \Illlllllllllll

srAMPE PARTS _ “"""'”"' “D — J. M. QUINBY & c0. —
_ Ba . m4 "—FOR AUTOMOBILES __ Clrrleplllllm. T IEIIII. I. l. _

llll.ll|||||'|

THE Gnosnv GOMPAMY

  

 

Buffalo, New York
 

 

 
 

Motor Car Accessories  

  

HIGH-GRADE llllll PS ‘ ..-=.. $250 "fill-2.9.5.32”
Acetylene Gas and Oil

menuheture. The Original Auto-Bug"

Practical, dursble eoonomlcel

New Illustrated catalogue free. end lbsolutely safe. A light, _ a

strong "eel-tired Auto-Buy".

ATWOOD MFG. CO. THE AUTOMOBILE squrrmeur co. 1.5:}; °i".:’,3°“:.‘.i:.“:';

 

  

‘ h . O l 07 lAmeSbU l’y, M _, 25‘ qucr‘on An" Dam," Imh' £32m be‘IlibleinuzdheeeI'e?i 400 Rubber T rel, $2! extre- Write for p

tive literature.

II" All Your BIIIUIIISP imm no law In. 00., I". 511 n. Bellvm ina si. um. lo.

A CONNECTICUT VOLT AIIITEI

will tell you.

‘ Gunnm.uiim price II right. M We are always

gend tor cetslogue lud trede I; glad to hear from

COUIIL

 

 

 SOME IN THE RANKS protested

Napoleon' wes‘ not'greot—they

spoke to the', rhythm’i'of _> the

  

march as they followed him'. “Hinton”. momma.“ h h W agendes Who Will

FORD. pus t e ayne in unoccupied ter
GOIIEGTIgUT TELEPHUIE mm,“

and EL! Tlllll 00.. In AYNE AUTOMOBILE 00.,

memos-u. conn Detroit, Mich.
 

 

  

 

 
  Spilngllaldlon
}

  

(Pu-um

"'o‘b'fil'éll." THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

Surlmtlgolbhl 154 Nassau Street, New York

7 I! ll Avenue,

;: hrll ll, Ina.

D '1; mar e0

 

  

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Elie motor Worlb

 

  

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

  

 

; 4n" ~ ' X Name—__.* _A-_-._* O *U

,i m Address

3 o DIAMOND elm

MARK 150 Georgia St.,

lie, Ind.
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“WHITNEY” CHAINS

January I, 1907 to November, 1, 1907, conditions as follows:

On January 1, 1907, we were renting about 38,000 square feet of floor space in a building not adapted for

our growing business. At the same time we were giving much attention to our new buildings which were

under construction, and not completed until July, 1907. During this period we moved our entire equip

ment to our new factory and for a number of weeks were obliged to operate machinery in both plants, We

also carried on important experiments and constructed much special apparatus for our new factory. While

thus handicapped we could not fully meet the increasing demand for "Whitney" Chains.. Nevertheless, we

succeeded in shipping a greater number than ever before for an equal period of time.

Patented

“WHITN Y” CHAINS

November 1, I907, to December 31, 1908, conditions as follows:

 
 

New fire-proof factory, one of the best, strongest and safest in the country. Floor space over 70,000

square feet. Best of light and excellent conditions for employes. Location one of the best

in Hartford. Private side-track connecting with main line between New York and Boston. Land area

over ten acres. Large increase in new machinery and tools. Improved methods. Inspection system more

rigid than ever. Greater accuracy. Increased strength by the use of new materials and improved treatment.

Greater durability. Better finish. ‘ '

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO” - Hartford, Conn.
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r T
The Winton Six-Teen-Six combines the

sweetness of electricity and the flexibi

lity of steam with a greater efficiency

of the gasoline motor than is mechanical

ly possible in four-cylinder construction.

  

THE WINTON MOTOR CARRIAGE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

MembflhLAM.

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO SEATTLE

BOSTON PITTSBURG DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO

0f course you know that 1908 will he a Six-cylinder Year
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1908i Announcement

 
   

 

Pope-Toledo Type XVII

lts keynote of design is close attention to those fine details and niceties of construction which

enhance the comfort and convenience of the user in quietness, freedom from vibration, cleanliness, speed,

luxurious accommodations and appointments, ample carrying space for luggage; an entire separation of

the mechanical part of the car from that used by the passengers; two separate and independent systems

of ignition on two separate sets of spark plugs, practically eliminating all electrical trouble, encased noise

less Chrome Nickel Steel chains; castled nuts and split keys to every mechanical fastening; an enclosed

detachable pan under the whole car to prevent the entrance of dirt or water to the propelling mechanism;

an entire absence of brass parts, blued steel being used on all parts handled by the chauffeur; all handles

and fittings in that part of the car occupied by the passengers covered with fine seal leather; double

extension robe rail, folding detachable seats, dress-suit cases for the ladies' apparel and pockets for the

gloves, goggles and other articles. '

We take great pleasure in announcing to our dealers and many

friends of the Pope-Toledo Car that our new models are

NOW READY FOR DELIVERY

See our exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show

Pope Motor Car Company

Member A. L. A. M. TOIQdo, Ohio
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"Famous

Apperson Cars”

THE LINE

Model J. R.—"Jack Rabbit” Runabout, 50-55 H. P., 85000

Model K—7 Passenger Touring Car, fully equipped, including Top

50-55 H. P., $4200 .

Model S—7 Passenger Touring Car, fully equipped, including Top

SIX-CYLINDER, 50-55 H. P., $5000

The full line is now on exhibition at Space l2,

Madison Square Garden, New York

Model M

Roadster

  

THE NEW MEMBER OF THE APPERSON FAMlLY

A medium-priced car is the attraction at the Show.

A car for four passengers, 30-35 H. P. engine (4%.);5 inches) having two independent

systems of ignition—i. e. Magneto and Storage Battery.

A car that fully maintains “Apperson (bahtyf'

Dealers in unoccupied territory are invited to call or write us.

ln Chicago, Nov. 30 to Dec. 7, we shall exhibit at

Space C. l. in the Coliseum

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company

Kolromo, Indiana

Memben A. L. A. M.

FRED 5. SMITH,

8 Columbus Ave. Boston, Mass.

PHILADELPHIA AUTO COMFANY.

338 North Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa.

DIAMOND MOTOR CAR (0.,

959 South Main St., Los Angeli-s, Cal.

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBILE CO"

22 W. 4 S , New York, N. Y.

JOSEPH P. GUNTHER .CO..

1240 Michigan Ave, Chlam- Ill.

BAZILLE AUTO CO., '

15 East Ninth St., St. Paul, Minn.
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"The Pullman of Motor Cars”

l GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR

  

OUR NEW PLANT, FROM WHICH IS COMING THE 1908 “MODEL D," TO ADD TO RAINIER FAME.

OUND business economy demands that in selling a car under our original and distinctive

guarantee, “Free of repairs for one year,” that the chief expenditure must be at the

beginning, that is, at the factory and, in material and construction, instead of in the local

repair shops: Therefore our new factory at Saginaw, Mich.

The new plant comprises sixty acres of ground, with spacious briclr buildings, in which

every piece of machinery is new and specially designed for building the RAlNlER. Nothing _

has been omitted that would tend to insure accuracy and superlative quality. James G. Heaslet,

the original designer of RAlNlER cars, is responsible for the I908 RAlNlER, which is

higher-powered and more strikingly than ever a “Pullman” in quality and finish. “Qiality,

not quantity," is our factory watchword, and the I908 output has been limited to 300 cars.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY ’

Factory, Saginaw, Mich. Broadway and 50th Street, New York

CHICAGO BRANCH—I725 Michl ROCHESTER—Thou. I. Northway, 92 Exchange St.

BOSTON—Morrison 8: Price Co., MEXICO—H. I. Braschi, Mexico City.

CINCINNATI—Auto Motor Car Co., 804 Sycamore St.

LOS ANGELES. CAL—Smith Bros.

CUBA—C. J. Fiela, Havana.

Chicago Automobile Show, November 30th to December 7th

n Ave. , 3 '1- ,

69 Huntington Ave.

NEWARK—Coburn 81 Belden. 577 Central Ave.

PITTSBURG—B. F. Benaon & Co., 559 Seventh Ave.

  

___.._..:;_...4.
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"The Pullman ot Motor Cars”

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR

  

1908 w"Model.D,”H1P5-5il H. P. '

SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE—Rated H. F"! 45-50; iour cylinders, vertical, cast in pairs;

5~inch bore, by 5 ~1nch stroke; cylinders hard gray iron castings,

accurately groun. to size; pistons light but rigid, ground to tit;

valves on opposite sides, mechanically operated, all interchange

able; cams iorged integral with ahaita; crank shalt nickel steel

iorging, with bearing suriace hground; main engine bearings and

connecting rod bearings oi nest babbitt metal, enclosed in

bronze cases, a construction the same as that in the highest priced

imported cars. ‘

IGNITION—Makeand-break a tent, with Simms-Boseh, low tension

magneto, but with a greaty improved and simplified mechanical

sparking device, insuring accurate timing and minimum need ior

adjustment; one upright ignition shsit in place of tour.

LUBRICATION—Positive iced mechanical oiler, driven by gear

from the cam shait, provides for en 'ne bearings, magneto and

pump shalt; Cylinders and pistons ic by splash system.

CARBURETER—Improved automatic tyne, having auxiliary air eon

trol_ on dash; feed by gravity iiow t rough trap and screen; Cs

Opamlt? oi asoline tank, 20 gallons, two in reserve.

CO LI G SYSTEM—Extra large radiator with in running mounted

on‘ a pedestal over the timing gear case; ian belt runs vertically,

driven by a pulley directly on the crank shalt.

CLUTCH—Multiple disc, alternate bronze and steel plates, running

in oil; very sensitive touch.

TRANSMISSION—Selective type of gears, iour speeds iorwsrd and

one reverse direct drive on third speed' shafts and gears nickel

steel, and shafts mounted on imported bal bearings; counter shsit

located below driving shait, enabling use oi sealed bearings,

thereby avoiding oil eakage.

PROPELLER SHAFT—Nickel steel, with new and improved uni

veraal Joints; driving pinion iorged integral with the shalt.

REAR AXLE—Driving axle of floating type, with hubs mounted on

tubular axle which carries the weight oi the car; drive is bevel

gear through clutch driven hubs; driving gear housings manganese

more, while diflerentlsl case is drop iorging.

BRAKES—Hand and ioot brakes, mounted on rear wheel drums, both

interior expanding; hand brake pulls towards operator.

FRONT AXLE—Drop iorging man anese steel, I beam section; wheel

bubs mounted on importe annu ar ball bearings.

WHEEkLS—Sd-inches with lM-inch spokes, second growth, grade A

re ory. .

TIRES—Rear 36xt%-inch, iront 36x4-inch. Make optional.

FRAfiE—Pressed nickel steel, with ZK-inch drop iorwsrd oi rear

Gs

CONTROL—Spark and throttle on steering wheel, with stationary

segment and ioot accelerator pedal.

MUFFLER—Cutout on all cars.

WHEEL BASE—119 inches.

SPRINGS—Front, semi-elliptic; rear, improved type oi platiorm .or

three point suspension; size oi springs greatly increased; quality

oi spring steel is most enoensive and finest o tainable.

BODY—Double side entrance, seven gassenger capacity, lull aluminum,

ironed ior top; extra seats can e iol ed or removed instantly.

EQUIPMENT—Two aeet lene head lights, generator, two oil side

lights, oil rear light, arge horn, brass coat rail, brass ioot rest,

tire carriers, trun rack, tool box on step with iull set oi tools,

including pump, jack and tire repair kit.

WEIGHT—2.850 pounds.

PRICE—$4,500. s

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY

Factory, Saginaw, Mich. Broadway and 50th Street, New York

Chicago Automobile Show, November 30th to December 7th
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oi a

Motor Car
is not determined by its list price, but by its construction and

performance. The 1908 PREMIERS embody structural features

not to be found in other cars, and these special features do not

savor of freakishness. Their clean, efficient motors with double

ignition systems, enclosed multiple disc clutch, large braking sur

faces, unusually wide pressed steel frame members, clutch drive rear

axle, large roomy bodies, are all features which appeal to those who

know—the “motor wise.” We believe that a careful comparison with

any other cars relatively the same size and power, without reference

to price, will result favorably to the

PREMIER
"The Quality Car”

  

The PREMIER was awarded perfect score in the 1907 Glidden

Tour; in Chicago endurance and sealed bonnet contests; holds world’s

record for non-stop run—4,906 miles; Boston-New York single and

round trip records; Boston-VVorcester record, and numerous others.

Model 45—7 passenger touring car; 45-55 horse-power; make-'

and-break ignition with Bosch low tension magneto and high tension

Jump spark with storage battery; 124-inch wheel base. Price, $3,750.

Model 30—5 passenger touring car; 4 cylinders, 30-35 horse

power; make—and-break ignition with Bosch low tension magneto and

high tension jump spark with storage battery; 108-inch wheel base.

Price, $2,600.

Model 24—5 passenger touring car; 4 cylinders, 24-30 horse

power; jump spark ignition, with storage and dry batteries; 108-incb

wheel base. Price, $2,250.

Send for Catalogue.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. CO.

Member A. M. C. M. A. Indianapolis, Ind.
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High class, reliable cars built,

not to perform occasional “stunts,”

but to satisty the buyer under both

tavorable and uniavorable conditions

THREE GASOLINE MODELS

Studebaker “30,” Model A, Touring Car, Speed Car, Limousine, Landaulet

Studebaker "30,” Model H, Touring Car, Speed Car, Limousine, Landauiet

Studebaker "40,” Model B, Touring Car, Speed Car, Limousine, Landaulet

The design ol our Model B, an entirely new car, while adapted to the requirements

ol :1 larger car, lollows very closely that ol our smaller cars, Models A and ll

The chassis of all_tl1ree cars is the Garford, which perhaps _more than any other repre

sents the highest attainment of the orthodox art. This conviction led to our financial inter

est in the Garford Company.

Our qualification as experts in the design and equipment of a body is unquestioned. As

the manufacture of automobiles is becoming more and more standardized the design of body

and the equipment now receives from the prOSpective buyer more attention than heretofore

and the discriminating purchaser should not fail to visit our exhibit at the

Combined Show in Coliseum, Chicago, Space 3-B

STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE (10., South Bend, Ind.

MEMBER ASSOCIATION LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS

General 0iiice, CLEVELAND, 0810

5 Electric

3 Electric Delivery

Pleasure Wagon and

Car Models Truck Models
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Morgan & Wright

duce the cost 01
 

   

Good tires have much to do

comfort of motoring. They have

do with the protecting of other

give them credit for. GOOD tires

well as earn it in the pleasure they

ficance in the fact that Morgan {St

unusual RESERVE strength than

extra strength not only fortifies

much toward saving the car horn

thereby actually minimizes the

We have dozens of letters

is from a Pennsylvania motorist:

“By the use of your tires the cost

tically cut in half, to say nothing of

equipment that gives no trouble

ticulnrly pleased with them after hav

cur-foumop

B"!

same kind of

Using

same

of

‘ MORGAN &

BRANCHES, AGENCIES OR
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Tires actually re

car maintenance

 

 

‘with the economy as we“ as the

CONSIDERABLY MORE. to

parts of the car than many motorists

can and do SAVE their cost, as

give. Hence there is more signi—

Wright Tires are possessed of

may appear on the surface. This

against costly repair bills, but it does

unnecessary strain or injury, and

cost of maintenance.

similar to the following one, which _ i... “In i ,flnnfiflnmmmm I

i I nonnirnpnrrrm’pr‘u.

of operating my car has been prac

the satisfaction of having a tire

under the hardest service. I am par

ing used three other leading makes."

wants it, can have the

service by

the

WRIGHT, Detroit

DEALERS EVERYWHERE
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JACK

 

 

 

 

 

More value for the money——

not in appearance alone but in

VALUE. It's the kind of value

that the dealer finds in making

profits and the owner finds in

splendid service.

 

It's not our fault if you over

look opportunities for infor

mation concerning the wonderful

Jackson line, because we are

glad to give you every facility to

learn fully just what we are

giving.

Consider these three models,

for instance.

 

 

WRITE US A LETTER ASKING

WHATEVER YOU WANT TO KNOW

 

R E M E M B E R—

N!) rand loo deep,

M [1171 too steep—

Fou THE JACKSON

 
 

JACKSON

AUTOMOBILE

COMPANY

JACKSON, MICHIGAN

 

 

  

MODEL E.

Five passenger touring car. 35 h. p. Shaft drive. Selective

transmission with 3 speeds. 34-inch wheels. 3%-inch tires.

Wheel base 111 inches. Price, $2,000.
  

GENTLEMAN’S ROADSTER.

_ Three passenger, 35 h. p. Shaft drive. Selective transmis

51011 with 3 speeds. \Vlieels 34 inch. Tires Syrinch. Speed 60

miles per hour. Price, $2,000.

  

M O D E L D .

Two cylinder opposed under the body. Shaft drive. 24 h. p.

Selective transmission with 3 speeds. Wheels 32y. inch. Tires

3-inch. Wheel base 106 inches. Price, $1,550
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ADVANCED IDEAS IN DESIGN I

You are going to the Automobile Show to find out what is new in the industry—to

keep posted on the latest developments and improvements in motor cars. _

As in former years, experts always watch the Haynes exhibits. From the time _when

Elwood Haynes built the first American gasolene car (now in the Smithsonian Institute)

the _Haynes has always held the leadership in invention—not in passmg freak dewces,

but in those features such as- the magneto, the side entrance, large wheels, aluminum alloy,

etc., etc., which have since become permanent features of all cars. _ _ _

In the present year, the leadership of the Haynes in correct invention 15 still unchal

lenged. These are the unique features of the 1908 Haynes which we invite you to ex

amine at the Showzl _

1. The roller-pinion—and-bevclled-spr0cket direct drive. This device replaces the trou

blesome bevel gears and reduces rear axle strains. It makes shaft drive possible even

in our high-powered Model U, and this model is probably the only high-powered car at

the_Show which does not have those noisy, stretching and mechanically incorrect Side

chains.

2. The unique Haynes Master Clutch. This Clutch works like a band brake, metal

to metal. It takes up the load smoothly and gently, without jerking. NO leather to

renew,

3. The Haynes Change-Gear System. This embodies a ratchet and pawl device

which makes the burring and stripping of the gears impossible and entirely prevents

shock to the mechanism when changing from a high to a lower gear. .

4. The Haynes Unbreakable Universal Joints. the wear on which 15 taken by large

flat surfaces instead of light pins.

5. The Roller-Bearing Power Route. all the way from piston stroke to the hub of

the road wheel.

The Haynes is made in three models, all embodying the above advanced devices.

Model S, 30 H.P., $2500 Model W, 45 H.P., $3000 Model U, 60 H.P., $3750

For catalogue addru: Derk 0-60

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE. COMPANY, KOKOMO, lND.

Older! Automobile ll/anu/adurer: in America - - Member: A. L. A. M

NEW YORK: l7l5 Broadway CHICAGO: I420 Michigan Avenue

“ii-31M“33";..'1m"
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Electricity is not a prime power agent,

yet as a means of transmission and

control of power it has supplanted all

other methods in steam railroads, street

railroads, warships, factories, etc., and

in the new high powered 7 passenger.

gasoline car electricity has supplanted

all friction clutch, gear boxes and

shifting levers.

Also: the light Columbia touring car, runabout and

limousine has many and important improvements for 1908
 

Electric Vehicle Company
Hartford, Connecticut

New York: 134436-138 W. 39th Street Slim/iii.
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Six=cylinder Franklin - $4000

What’s six cylinders for?

More power per weight—means more “do;”

more “go.”

What a mistake, therefore, to add a ton of

weight with the extra two cylinders!

The Franklin six-cylinder weighs only 300

pounds more than the Franklin four-cylinder.

Strong? What other automobile could

have stood that 15-day trip from San Francisco

to New York?

 

 

1908 Franklin Models

Io h. p. Runabout, - - $I750 28 h. p. Tourlng-car or Runabout, $2850

l0 h. p. Touring-car, - $l850 42 h. p. Tourlng-clr or Runabout. $4000

Landnulete and leoualnes

  

    

Price! f. o. b. Syrian-e

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,
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THOMAS
THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.

presents four styles of chassis

and nineteen styles of bodies

Thomas 4-20 Town ear

Combines luxury with utility and necessity; designed particularly for city and suburban

use in good or bad weather, for calling and shopping, for the theatre. for social functions

and touring on good roads. This car is furnished with hrougham, landaulet, cabriolet. li

mousine and doctor's car bodies. In Europe this style of car is the vogue, as it rapidly

is becoming in America. Prices, $3,000 to $3,250.

Thomas 446 Detroit

 

A marvel of smooth and quiet running with a dash in operation and distinctive style in

appearance that denotes the thoroughbred and fascinates the most critical. The 4-40 has

been strengthened and improved where the wisdom of experience has suggested. It is

especially designed to successfully eclipse at a much lower price, shaft driven cars of the

highest price and class. It is equipped with runabout, tourabout, touring and limousine

bodies. Prices, $2,750 to $3,750.

Thomas 4-60 Flyer

The Old Reliable is smoother, snappier, faster, lighter, quieter and roomier than ever. It has

been redesigned and refined until it has become one of the most beautiful and stylish cars

to be seen. The mechanical changes are largely refinements, though the motor generates

more power. A bearing between each cylinder is still one of its chief characteristics. It is

equipped with runabout, tourabout, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $4,500 to $5,700.

Thomas 6-70 Special

This is the climax of automobile construction, and is one of the most powerful and flexible

cars made, retaining as it does, the structural principles that have counted so much for

reliability in the Thomas 4-60 Flyer. There is not a single experimental feature in its

entire construction. For speed, smooth running on hills and bad roads, and for slow

speed. all on the high gear, the 6-70 Special is not equalled. It is equipped with runabout,

touring. landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $6,000 to $6.900,

E. R. Thomas Motor 80.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

 

Members 1!. L. H. II.
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' "Breech-Block
INSTANT REMOVAL AND

“I ~ ,1“ REPLACEMENT WITHOUT TOOLS .
_ 'lllllunmwall ,, I 0

FwaMi/ m : /

e S ,

Four "Breech-Block" plugs can be opened,

 

   

 

 

 

  

  

    

cleaned and closed in Sixteen Seconds by the watch.

\11

~ $1 A Gentlemens’ Spark Plug
iv

 
  

Soo'r

PROOF

  

Saves

time, tools, temper and trouble;

  

UNAFFECTED

  

lnsures

cleanliness, freedom from the “fussed-up” uncom

fortable condition consequent of working around

a hot engine and, best of all, insures comparative

freedom from faulty ignition.

Breech-Block Plugs

mark a distinct advance in spark plug construction. ‘

Made of the finest materials, including genuine

German porcelain, in our own factory (one of the

largest in the country devoted to the manufacture

of fine mechanical specialties), they fulfill the

purpose for which they are designed better than

has heretofore been possible.

Specify them on your cars.

  

 

 

 

 

    

/

flamenco run

PROTECTS Ponceuu» Made by

The Standard Co. ‘
Torrington,Conn..U.s.A.
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“Renders Real Rough Road Relief”

(1 The spring action of a car affects its smooth

running qualities. Proper control of the springs

prevents excessive oscillation, which insures LESS

WEAR and TEAR, LONGER LIFE OF TIRES,

GREATER SPEED AND GENUINE COMFORT.

(LThis control of the springs can be secured only

by the use of TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD Shock

Absorber—the device that has made SAFE, ECO

NOlVIICAL AND COMFORTABLE automobil

ing possible.

(Lin the 1908 model we believe that we have

practically obtained perfection.

(L A distinctly new feature has been added, consist

ing of a regulating dial with indicator, making it

possible for even a novice to obtain a perfect and

 

uniform adjustment to suit the exact requirements

of the car as measured in terms of its gross weight,

and easily secure the maximum benefit.

(LThe Truffault-Hartford is the only spring

retarding device manufactured with a regulating

dial. It is automatically lubricated, absolutely dust

and water proof, interchangeable, practically inde

structible and fully guaranteed.

(LTwrnty prominent automobile manufacturers

now use the Truffault-Hartford Shock Absorber

exclusively as part of _tbe reqular equipment of

their cars.

(LWrite for our “Ruff Road” booklet, Dept. I, or

a demonstration will convince you-see us at the

shows.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO., 66 Vestry St. New York

SEE US AT THE SHOW
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Don’t Ask Us

Ask the men who make the good cars their

reasons for using

Timken Roller Bearings

and then you will understand WHY

of all the cars exhibited at the of all the cars exhibited at the

Madison Square Garden Show 0 Madison Square Garden Show

are equipped with

I imken Roller Bearings

and this in addition to a Showing of

of all the makers who exhibited at I

the Grand Central Palace Show

Each year sees more and more users added to the list and'

the beauty of it is last year’s users are this year's users.

The Timken Roller Bearing Axle Company

Canton, Ohio

Eastern Branch—10 E. Slst St., New York. ' W'cstern Branch—429 Wabash Ave., Chicago. 1]].

Exhibiting at

Madison Square Garden Show, Chicago Coliseum and 7th Regiment

November 2-9. . Armory Show, December.
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THE INCOMPARABLE.

WHITE
THE CAR FoR SERVICE

  

MODEL “K” 30 HORSE-POWER WHITE STEAM TOURING CAR

Price $3700, f. o. b., Cleveland

  

"V- ' -

MODEL “L” 20 HORSE-POWER WHITE STEAM TOURING CAR

Price $2500, f. o. b., Cleveland

Write ior catalog describing the above models and our runabouts,

limousines and landaulets

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The Anti-Fatigue Bar
It never grows weary of well doing. All are beginning

now to realize what the users of it and its builders always

have known—that the

American Locomotive Motor Car

  

is the “greatest touring car in the world, bar none." Tourists boast that with this machine they can always keep

their schedule and those who have driven it farthest, say:

"IT STAYS NEW”
American Workmanship.

Vanadium, “the anti-fatigue metal," is in ALL its steel and iron.

What lasts best. i: best.

The energies and backing of a $50,000,000 company are behind it.

AMERICAN LUCOMUTIVE AUTUMOBILE COMPANY

1886 BROADWAY, NLW YORK Factory, Providence, R. I.

AHEIKIAN Locouorrvx Au'rouomus Aoancv

Pittsburz

Imported Materials.

W. w. Snaw Co.PARK SQ. Aoro STATION

ChicagoBoston

  
   

 Matheson

HE MATHESON is standardized. The few changes for 1908 are unimportant refine

ments. As a matter of fact, most of these were incorporated in mid-season, in our ’07 cars.

This is the Matheson policy. We do not “save up” new features till the beginning of a new

selling season. We neither expect nor desire Matheson owners to buy a new car every year, nor

every other year. We are building today 1908 Mathesons, 1909, 1910, 1912 Mathesons, and he

who invests will have, years hence, a car which will, after the hardest use, be running as strongly,

as reliably, giving as efficient and as economical road service as any high class car then offered for

sale. A 1906 Matheson stock touring car still holds the world’s record for having carried seven

passengers a mile in 50% seconds. Most cars are bought:

Matheson cars are invested in.

Write for our new booklet, “I Drove My Matheson—” by ZlIatheson owners, some

of whom have made thousands of miles without even an adjustment, some of whom have

gone through an entire season with a repair bill of nearly five cents. Better still, visit

our erehibit, Space No. 25 in the gallery, at the Illadison Square Garden Show. The

Blatheson sets a standard by which you may judge other high powered cars.

Licensed under Selden Patent Guaranteed One YearTouring Cars, 50 H. E, 85500

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Company

(Formerly Matheson C0. of New York.)1619 Broadway New York
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SMITH FRAMES

From Smallest to Largest Pressed Steel Automobile Frames

mon CARBON, mcrrrr 0R CHROME NICKEL srrrr
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at

. lVNlLWAUKEE, WIS. '

Largest Producers of Pressed Steel Automobile Frames in America

STEEL STAMPINGS OF ALL KINDS SEND IN PRINTS FOR ESTIMATES

LL——f~_'fj r
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“KEEP YOUR EYE ON CONTINENTALS”

New Prices

0
TIRES

The tremendous volume of business that has come to us

on Continentals enables us to manufacture with greater economy

without lowering the quality.

  

Write for new price list. All styles and sizes included.

“They're specifying Continentals on I908 cars”

Continental Caoutchouc Company

JOE M. GILBERT. General Manager

43 Warren Street, New York

BRANCHES:

2100 Broadway, New York. 729 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

The Post & Lester Co., 821 B0 Iston St., Boston, Mass. Excelsior SupRly Co. (Western Continental Cauotchouc Co.),

Jas. L. Gibney & 1311)., 21! N. road St., Philadelphia, Pa. 1438 Mic igan Ave, Chicago, Ill.

Continental Agency Co., 1268 Euclid Ave, Cleveland, 0. Pacific Continental 'l‘ire Agency (H. W. Bogen. Prop.) 460

Plant Rubber Co., 322824 l'irst Ave. N., Minneapolis, Minn. (SloldIen Gite A‘venCSzin Francisco, Cal.; 1018 South Main

t., 05 . nge es, a.

260 Jefferson Ave., Detroit. Mich.

  

TIADB-MARK ' ‘*
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favor of

Tires

make

ing 12 sets.

~nbcp- II-Qp'n

in solid tire7 1 is the preference

to 5
equipment at the two New York

hows voluntarily expressed in

" FIRESTONE ”

Side-Wire Motor Tires

The World’s Standard

3 7 Cars equipped with Firestone Solid Motor

5 Equipped with nearest competing type and

Seven other competitors divided the remain

Every Firestone Tire was bought and paid

for at regular prices.

Flrestone Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, 0hio
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The information which it contains is so remarkable— so very much out

of the ordinary—that this advertisement will have failed in its purpose

if it does not impel you to consult with the nearest Elmore agent at once.

The Elmore agent is prepared to show yout—A car which

will run for 2,000 miles on one set of ordinary six-inch

dry cells.

' A car that will drain those cells to so low a point that cells

ordinarily discarded as useless for others cars will

Operate the Elmore.

A car in which all troubles due to batteries, timer or coils

are cut out altogether.

A car in which the ignition system ceases to be any occa

sion for thought or care at all.

A car which has not a single valve and consequently none

of the troubles incident to valves, cams or springs.

A car equipped with continuous turning power which

means—no idle stroke—and an impulse from each cylin

der with every turn of the fly wheel.

\

A car in which the repair cost is practically nil because it

contains none of the deficiencies or complications in

engine construction, ignition system or usage of valves

by which repairs are rendered necessary.

A car that to the unbiased investigator puts the four-cycle

theory of construction into a defensive attitude and has

helped to hasten the widespread adoption of the six

cylinder idea—a vain effort to approach thro' increased

cylinders, cost and complications, the marvelous effi

ciency of the Elmore continuous torque.

A car that is doing so many almost unbelievable things in

the hands of several thousand owners that our chief

difficulty is to find plain English words which will con

vey to you an adequate idea of the wide gulf that

separates it from the ordinary four-cycle car,

Write for the Elmore literature—but see an Elmore agent.

THE ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO., Amrn‘d‘fim, CLYDE, O.
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’5} BRAMPTON'S

  

 
 

THE BRAMPTON CHAIN
The stongest chain in the world; made of self-hardening steel with

large spun rivets, chamferred side plates (no sharp edges). All parts of

this chain are polishtd and fit the sprcckets (which are properly cut) with

out friction.

Imitation, What’s the Definition?

Some chain manufacturers have copied the Brampton chain as near

as they could. Their chain somewhat resembles the Brampton chain in

appearance, but they have been unable to copy the material (self-harden

ing steel).

No change has been made in the construction of the Brampton

chains in the past ten years. What does that signify?

Our price list is not copyrighted and our competitors are welcome to

use it. One of them has done so, using our numbers, sizes, prices and

descriptive matter.

It is therefore easy to be seen that the Brampton chain is The One

Standard of the World.

.All Brampton Chains are stamped with the name Brampton on each

outside link; Beware of the imitators and get the genuine Brampton.

PRICES THE SAME AS AMERICAN-MADE CHAINS.

We are the Sole American Agents. Catalog on request.

CHAS. r. MILLER, l“.t’t’.§.ti.“i't§a.t%iiti

PHILADELPHIA BOSTON CLEVELAND
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Price! That’s The Rub

The price of the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON CHAINS, (the

best in the world) is the same as the American made chains.

Large Sales

make it possible for us to import the CELEBRATED BRAMPTON

CHAIN from England (paying freight and duty) and sell it at the same

price at which the several other automobile chains are sold to manu

facturers, jobbers, dealers and users.

Price Being Equal

What would you do?

The manufacturers of_ American motor cars will fit the BRAMP

TON CHAIN to your car if you order that way—no extra cost to either

you or the manufacturer.

We carry in stock all BRAMPTON Standard Sizes to fit

American and Foreign cars.

PRICE, the same—QUALITY, that’s DIFFERENT.

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory

Home Office, “233951.21. New York City

DETROIT BUFFALO 54th Street and Eighth Ave. NEW YORK CITY
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TIRE LO
    

 

MEN who are careful in their selection of tires usually choose a tire that is carefully

made by experienced conscientious makers. We believe that this Oval Raised

Tread is the best automobile tire made. Many men call it “The Tire of the Day.”

We know that if you'll give one G 8: J tire a fair, square trial on your automobile,

you'll soon equip it with a whole set, 1] Are you willing to trust us? Will you make

the trial? Will you write for prices? ‘1] We buildour Oval Raised Tread Tire with

the famous Non-skid, non-side—slip Midgley Tread if desired. We can also supply you

with the new 1908 Universal Midgley Rim.

GaJIlnnCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

 

BRANCHES 1

BOSTON—243 Columbue Ave. CHICAGO—1434 Michigan Ave.
CLl‘iVELANDiNeW N0. 1837 Euclid Ave. NEW YORK—10 W. Sxtleth St.

DETROIT—247 Jeflenon Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—423433 Golden Gate Ave.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES

E AGENCY Denver, Colo., 1528 Court Place. ENTERPRISE RUBBER CO., Boston Mass. 110 Federal St.

E COMPANY Bu 0 . Y., 912 Main St. ALEXANDER-ELYEA CO:, Atlanta, (is as N. Pryor St.

E AGENCY, l’hiladel hie, m., 711 N. Broad St. KEATS & co., Portland, Ore. 64-66 Sixth St.

ERN RUBBER AND S PPLY CO., Loe Angelee, Cal., 1010 BROS. Mini-lea olil Minn" 21 S. Second St.

Main gt. CENTRAL RUBBER Cb. thicago, 111. a4 Lake St. _

BER SHOE CO., Omaha. Neb., Eleventh and Farnum Ste. SYRACUSE RUBB R CO. Syracuse, N. Y., 212-214 S. Clinton St

WEST AUTO SUPPLY CO., Spokane. Wash, 1419-27 First Ave. ROCHESTER RUB ER CO., Rochester N. Y., 55 Main SL, Eat.

URGH RUBBER CO., Pittsburgh, Pa., 913815 Liberty Ave. JEROME P. PARKER CO., Memphis, 'l‘enm, 181-183 Madison St
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MOTOR CARS
“THE ALL BALL-BEARING CARS”

 

 

 
 

 
 

The l908 Line consists of

Two 4-Bylindor and Two fi-Bylindor Models

in Touring Cars, Limousines and Roadsters. Each equipped with Nllltlllll Ball-Belilng M0l0l8

The entire line embodies the tried and proven NATIONAL type of construction, refined

and perfected in all details to the highest possible degree.

National Model K, 4-cylinder, 4%:(5, $3,500.00 National Model R, 6-cylinder, “AXE/4. $4,200.00

National Model N, 4-cy1inder, 5x5, $3,700.00 National Model T, 6-cylinder, 5x5, $5,000.00

Each machine carries 7 passengers comfortably,

National Motor Vehicle Company,

Member American Motor Car Mfrs. Au'n, N. Y.

Indianapolis, Ind.
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l HINDLEY SPIRAL GEARS l

Especially adaplea " ' flew. . _ . .

\ ' to H '\

HEAVY TOURING CARS

AND

TRUCKS

    

These Gears were used on a Mitchell

Truck in its run from Chicago to

New York.

You are invited to ride in our

demonstration car when in

Philadelphia.
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fir“ f“ ” aviiig your car

eQuipped With

OLUMBIA locrr NUTS

 

  

They do not shake shown :gspace No l69 GRAND CENTRAL PAlACE

from the 1’0"" Explained N9 79 MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

  Columbia Nut 8; Bolt Co. sassassessors?"assist"
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“evenymme

llllllP-FURGEB”
That means that our Auto Tools .I 'Lare the strongest and most durable

that can be made. They last a

life-time. The steel selected is of

the highest grade. In design our

tools are thoroughly up to date.

THE CAR BUILT FOR PERMANENCE

You’re Sure of

Your Trip

When you start in an American

Mors you’re sure of reaching the

destined point without trouble or

delay.

No matter what hills, what the

condition of the road or other ordi

l nary and even extraordinary auto

mobile obstacles, the American

Mors will get you there.

Every part of the American Mors

is built to do a specific share of the

work—and it does it.

No one part shifts the work on

another.

They fit the hand

They are handy

to manipulate

 

They are readily

 

 

 

ada tableII They all work together harmo

niously and make “the perfectly

‘ bala ced car."They are never n

lining "I use AMERICAN mas roumma CARS—THREE TYPES:

Wyn: P was l. r.. 83,000 2442 n. r., $5.000 40-52 . r.. 30,000

B. & S. All bodies of the moat Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment

is a tool as necessary to your car asthe engine itself. Don't fail to get

Send for our Catalog. Addre. Dept. H

 

our catalog of Auto Forgings and

Too“; The St. Louis Car Company

& so. Automobile Department, St. Louis, Mo.

lilillll. New York: 1706-1718 Broadway. cor. 54th Street

London: 8 Long lane, Aldennte 5t. —_

  

Licensed by the Sodét‘ Anonyme d’Eleetrieit‘ et

d'Automobilee, "MORS," Perle, France

Built by the largest Builders

of Street Cars in the World
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’5'
WRAPPED TREAD I

  

GUARANTEED Fo

5,000 MILES RIDING

Why is it that no other tire manufacturer will give an

equal guarantee of quality.

Could any manufacturer afford to give such a guaran

tee if he was not prepared to stand squarely behind 1t.

SEND FOR COPY OF GUARANTEE, STATING SIZE TIRE YOU ARE USING.

 

 

 

DEPT. A.

AJAX=GRIEB RUBBER: CO.

 

 

 

 

    

General Office:

N. E. Cor. 57th St. and

Broadway, New York

AGENCIES:

Baltimore, 20 St. Paul St.

Philadelphia, 1413 Race St.

Boston, 819A Bo lston St

Washington, D. ., 602-604. E 51.. N. w.
l’ititsburg, 201 Wood St

n l

 

 

 

 

is. Ind., Fisher Automobile Co.

St. Louis, 3948 Olive St.

Seattle, 1419 Broadwa .

Minneapolis, Nicollet St.

Jacksonville, Fla., 317 W. Forsythe St.

Cincinnati, 0., 331 East 5th St.

{(oseph Straus 8: Sons Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

atgas City, Mo., Maxwell-Briseoe Auto

 

 

 

 

 

 

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

  

  

  

  

BRANCHES

Detroit, 743 \Voodward Ave.

ghicago, I418 Michi an Ave.

an Francisco. 438 Nlarket St.

Los Angcles. 1040 South Main St.

Seattle, 1102 Broadway.

  

 

 

0.

Dayton, 0. Borderwish & Glancy Auto

mobile 0.

Des Moines, Io¥a,'Aut0mobile & Supply

0.

Sioux City, Iowa, Wm. Warwick.

Porto Rico, 32 Marina. San Juan.

Tampa, Fla. ames Bros.

Watertown,

 

 

 

 

I . Y., Warner Automobile Co.

ring-field, Mass., Geisel Automobile Co.
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Four Exclusive Innovations for 1908

SILABS
  

Badger Brass Manufacturing Company

Kenosha, Wis. ' _ New York City
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In this car is embodied every modern feature that has withstood

the severe test of practical service, and each has been refined and

developed to the highest degree of mechanical perfection.

Through the offset crank shaft, straight line drive, direct from

transmission gear to rear axle without an intervening joint, and ball

or roller bearings at every point in the transmitting system, every

ounce of cylinder pressure is delivered to the road wheels with the

lowest possible loss in efficiency.

Equal improvements have been made in accessibility, comfort

and outward appearance, and we ofl'er this car as the equal. from

every practical standpoint, of any car on the market, regardless of

price.

We invite your most thorough examination, positive that it will

convince you of the superiority of the Rambler.

I Exhibited and demonstrated during the period

of the New York Show at Homan & Schulz Co.,

38-40 West 62d Street, New York City

Our advance catalog, describing in detail this car, both as touring

ear and roadster, and the new utility car, Model 31, is at your dis~

posal. Write for it now.

Thomas B. Jeffery & Qompany
Main Office and Factory: KENQSHH, WISC'BONSIN

Branches and Distributing Agencies ~

CHICAGO MILWAUKEE BOSTON PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO

Representatives in All Leading Cities
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BUOLONG NOW A. L. A. M. MANAGER

Former Hartford Man Chosen to Succeed

Cutler—Clifton Re-elected President

and G. H. Day a Committeeman.

M. I. Budlong is once more a large cog

in the automobile industry—this time as

general manager of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, to which

post he was elected yesterday to fill the

vacancy' made by the retirement of E. H.

Cutler.

When Budlong resigned the presidency of

the Electric Vehicle C0_ and went abroad

some two months ago, it was a safe assur

ance that a man of his tact and ability would

not long remain out of harness. Since his

return from Europe he has not lacked pro

posals and that he chose to become the

manager of the A. L. A. M. is no surprise.

After the embarrassment of the Knox Au

tomobile Co., of which he was the head, it

was known that E. H. Cutler would retire

and Mr, Budlong has been for several weeks

mentioned as his most likely successor. As

the representative of the Electric Vehicle

Co., Budlong had been a member of the ex

ecutive committee of the A. L. A. M. from

the time of its organization, and in conse

quence is familiar with its affairs.

Hardly less notable that Mr. Budlong's

election is the return of George H. Day,

the father of the A, L. A. M., as one of its

active counsellors. He was made a member

of the executive committee at the annual

meeting which occurred yesterday in the

New York office of the association.

Thirty of the thirty-one firms holding

membership in the association were repre—

sented at the meeting, and the election of

officers resulted as follows: Charles Clif

ton, George N. Pierce Co., president; Thom

as Henderson, Winton Motor Carriage Co.,

vice-president; H. H. Franklin, H. H.

Franklin Manufacturing Co., treasurer, and

L. H. Kittredgc, Peerless Motor Car Co.,

secretary. The new executive committee

chosen comprises President Clifton, who

has proven the right man in the right place;

George H. Day (Electric Vehicle C0.),

VViIIiam E. Metzger (Cadillac), S. T. Da

vis,]r. (Locomobile),and Thomas Henderson

(W'inton). Mr. Henderson succeeds F, L.

Smith of the Olds Motor Works. Mr.

Smith asked to be relieved, as he finds it

impossible to get to New York to attend

the regular meetings of the committee.

Shoemaker Tangled in Two States,

Before the Shoemaker Automobile Co.

had removed all of its effects and money

from Freeport, III, to Elkhart, Ind, the

funds in bank that remained in the former

place, were attached by Frank W. Stewart

on a claim of $3,737.50, alleged to be due

for commissions on the sale of the com

pany's stock. The papers in the case were

served at midnight. In Elkhart, too, some

of the subscribers to the fund that induced

the Shoemaker company to remove to that

point became timid and refused to pay the

amounts subscribed until they actually saw

the factory in operation. As a result,

Charles E. Clark, manager of the concern,

applied for the appointment of a receiver.

The proceeding was a friendly one and is

understood to be in the nature of a pro

tective measure.

Court Deals with Pope Affairs.

As the Motor \Vorld stated would be the

case. George W. Yule, the head of the Bad

ger Brass Mfg. Co., and chairman of the

creditors’ committee, has been formally ap

pointed permanent co-receiver of the Pope

Mfg Co. At the same time Albert L. Pope's

appointment as temporary receiver was

made permanent. They are required to file

a joint bond of $200.000. For his services

as temporary receiver, Mr. Pope was al

lowed by the court the sum of $2,500; and

the two appraisers of the Connecticut prop

erty, Fred C. Billings and John R. Hills,

were each allowed $1,000. In the course of

the proceedings it was made known that

during his term as temporary receiver Mr.

Pope had conducted the business without

borrowing a penny.

HENDERSON NEW IIEAII OI" N. A. A. M.

No Other Change Made at Annual Election

—Retiring President Urges Conserva

tism—Initiation Fee Now $500.

Thomas Henderson, of the Winton Motor

Carriage Co., Cleveland, is the new pres

ident of the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers. He was clected to

the office at the annual meeting of the or

ganization held in New York City yester

All other of the incumbents were re

elected as follows: Vice-president, S. D.

Waldon, Packard Motor Car Co.; second

vice-president, \Villiam E. Metzger, Cadil

lac Motor Car Co.; third vice-president, L.

H. Kittredgc, Peerless Motor Car Co.; sec

retary, C. C. Hildebrand, Stevens-Duryea

Co.; treasurer, W'illiam R. Innis, Studebaker

Automobile Company. In accordance with

the request of the American Automobile

Association for the appointment of a con

ference committee, the president was in

structed to make such an appointment. The

suggestions relative to racing on circular

tracks recently adopted by a conference un

der the auspices of the American Automo

bile Association, were fererrcd to the con

test committee for action,

Immediater preceding the session of

the executive committee,,the general meet

ing was held at which Charles Clifton

(Pierce), William E. Metzger (Cadillac),

S. T. Davis, Jr. (Locomobile), S. D. Wal

don (Packard), and L. H. Kittredge (Peer

less), the members of the executive com

mittee, were re-elected to serve for a term

of three years.

The general meeting also amended the

by-laws by increasing the initiation fee

from $25 to $500,

The report of the retiring president, Al

bert L. Pope. was of uncommon interest.

He warned the members of the association

that a conservative course would be the best

one to pursue for some little time as re

gards their plansfor marketing cars. He

gards their plans for marketing cars.

day.
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In the Retail World.

J. E. Kennedy & Co., of Crawfordsville,

Ind., have opened a new garage.

H. B. White is erecting a, brick garage

at 1325 Mount Curve avenue, Minneapolis,

The cost is estimated at $5,000.

The American Auto Co., a new company

of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has purchased the

interests of the Henderson Auto Co., of

that city,

The Lichtie Automobile Co., of Toledo,

0., is building a new garage at Eleventh

and Madison avenue; it will be completed

the first of December.

The recently organized Owego Motor Co,

of Owego, N. Y., will erect a concrete

building to be occupied as a garage. It will

be on Central avenue, and is to cost $3,000.

Beloit, Wis., is to have a new garage to

cost $7,000, located on Broad street, just

outside'the business center of the city. Mrs.

C. R. Robinson will own it and Harry Vale

is to be manager.

William Oldknow and John F. Kiser, of

Atlanta, Ga., have, petitioned for incorpora

tion of the American Motor Car Co., to be

capitalized at not less than $1,000, and to

act as an automobile sales agency.

F. H. Osler, of Pomona, Ca1., is having

plans drawn for a brick building on Third

street, between Main and Thomas. He will

occupy it with his pump, engine and auto

mobile business on its completion.

Schedules in bankruptcy filed by the Man

ufacturers Motor Car Co., New York, gar

agemen, disclosed assets of $8,232, and lia

bilities of $11,692. Of the assets $6,987 is

represented by accounts and $2 by real

cash.

Philip Drenner, Dixon’s (111.) pioneer

blacksmith and wheelwright, is “going in

to” automobiles. To make room for the

new business he has built an addition 571:

28 feet, and besides conducting a repair

shop, will have an agency.

G, L. Hudkins has built a large garage on

South Pennsylvania avenue, Cawker City,

Kan, and will operate a general garage

and livery business. Three touring cars

and twelve runabouts have been purchased

for the conduction of the latter.

A slight fire, supposed to have been

caused by spontaneous combustion, slightly

damaged two or three cars in the sales

rooms of the W. A. Frederick Co., 16 Co

lumbus avenue, Boston, Tuesday of last

week. The damage is estimated at $1,500.

The Spear Automobile Company has

opened on Exchange street, near Federal,

Portland, Me. William Dugan is president,

Hon, Charles N. Trefethen vice-president,

and Albert M. Speare, Jr., manager. The

company will have the agency for Ford

cars.

John Vaile and his son, John, Jr., have

purchased a controlling interest in the Fort

Smith (Ark) Automobile 8: Supply Co. As

the stock purchased represented the hold—

ings of Samuel McCloud and A. N. Sicard,

the latter president, change in officers will

be necessary.

Putting new wicks in the lamps of an

automobile for a party from Newark re—

sulted in a fire in Browne & Schmidt’s gar

age on Paterson street, Paterson, N. J.,

about midnight, Sunday, 3d inst. When the

lamps were lighted a‘ lamp tray which had

been set on the floor burst into flames. The

premises were considerably damaged and

serious injury was caused to four automo

biles. Two employees were badly burned

while endeavoring to check the flames be

fore the arrival of the firemen.

Still More Shrinkage in Imports.

The shrinkage of imports continues in

increasing proportions, the decline shown

by the statistics for the month of October

amounting to $217,586.15. The number of

automobiles entered was 202, or 18 less than

in October, 1906, the appraised value being

$591,466.63, as against $809,052.78. The to

tal imports for the ten months ending with

October numbered 1,093 cars, valued at $4,

064,249.84; for the corresponding period in

1906 there were brought into thi scountry'

1,302 cars valued at $4,605,315.21; the de

cline in imports thus shown for the ten

months was 209 cars, and $541,065.57 in ap

praised valuation.

Plan to Continue Dolson Business.

Creditors and stockholders of the Dolson

Automobile Co., Charlotte, Mich., have

agreed upon a plan for carrying on the af

fairs of the company. The creditors are to

take 50 per cent. of their respective claims

in stock, 5 per cent. in cash and the bal

ance in long time notes. The stockholders

are to raise an additional $30,000 preferred

stock. If the plans go through as marked

a new board of directors will be elected con

sisting of three named by the creditors and

two by the stockholders,

Drake and Lamb in New Places,

F. A, Drake, former manager of the Fisk

Rubber Co.’s New York branch, has been

added to the staff of the G & J Tire Co.

The vacancy in the Fisk depot has been

filled by the transfer of W. J. Lamb, who

hitherto has cared for the Fisk interests

in Detroit.

Empire Opens New York Depot.

The Empire Automobile Tire Co.,' Tren

ton, N. J., has established a New York

depot at Seventy-third street and Broad

way. It is in charge of Marcus Allen, for

mer manager of the Auto Equipment Co.

of Detroit.

Parker to Place Michelin Ads.

Burton Parker has “signed up" as adver

tising manager of the Michelin Tire Co.

For several years he occupied a similar post

in the Fisk Rubber Co.

The Week's Ineorporatlons.

Nashua, N. H.—Pollard Auto Co., un

der New Hampshire laws, with $5,000 cap

ital. Corporators not named.

Wilmington, Del.—Phoenix Auto Works.

under Delaware laws, with $25,000 capital;

to manufacture automobiles.

Fort Worth, Texas—Maxwell Fort Worth

Auto Co., under Texas laws, with $5,000

capital. Corporators—J. Blankenhedges, J.

D. Hadley, and Anson T_ Feagin.

Camden, N. J.—Direct Motor-Drive Mfg.

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $100,000

capital. Corporators—Lewis Ryan, Walter

O. Foss and William Phillips, Jr.

Milwaukee, Wis—Auto Specialty Mfg.

Co., under Wisconsin laws, with $25,000

capital. Corporators—F. E. Foster, Chas.

E. Hughson, and Henry Cummings.

Wilmington, Del—Phoenix Auto Works,

Inc., under Delaware laws, with $25,000

capital. Corporators—R. Lopton, G. C.

Maris, G. B. Lewis, Wilmington, Del.

Rochester, N. Y.—University Automobile

Co., under New York laws, with $15,000

capital. Corporators—Edward G, \Vhite,

Victor L. Craft, A. Vernon Hart, directors.

Bayonne, N. J.—Automobile Exchange,

under New Jersey laws, with $100,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Edward D. Cronin,

Frederick Knowlton, and E. A. Monfort.

Boston, Mass—Jamaica Plain Automo

bile Co., under Massachusetts laws, with a

capital of $5,000. Corporators—James H.

McClellan, Issacher M. Burdett, Lewis F.

Clark.

Rochester, N. Y.—Frederick A. Mabbett

Co., (automobiles), under New York laws,

with $40,000 capital. Corporators—Fred A.’

Mabbett, Joseph W. Pressey and Raymond

M. Bettys, Rochester, N. Y., directors.

Elmira, N. Y.-—Morrow Mfg. Co., under

New York laws, with $5,000 capital, to man

ufacture automobile and bicycle parts, ma

chine tools, machine parts, etc. Corpora

tors—A. P. Morrow, J. Morrow, S. C. Mor

row, Elmira, N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.——F. B. Stearns Co.,

automobiles, under New York laws, with

$5,000 capital. Corporators—George E.

Daniels, Madison, N. J.; David C. Watts.

125 East Fifty-seventh street, and \Villiam

F. Wilbour, 161 Madison avenue, New York

City, N. Y., directors

New York City, N. Y.—Harry Curtis

Auto Co., under New York laws, with $10,

000 capital. Corporators—Amanda Curtis,

309 West 111th street; Harry S. Rogers, 430

West 122d street, and Joseph S. Brown, 66

West Forty-third street, New York City,

N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.—New England

Auto Top Co., under New York laws, with

$12,000 capital. Corporators—Guy A.

Mackay, 212 West 108th street; George L.

Wilson, 145 East Fifty-sixth street, and

Benjamin Eisenstein, 322 East Eighth

street, New York City, N. Y., directors.
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IE'I'ZGER’S VIEWS 0F CflNDl'l'lleS

Detroiter Lets Fall Some Stimulating Opin

ions and Points Out the Logic

of the Situation.

Of course, W. E. Metzger, sales manager,

and more, of the Cadillac Motor Car Co.,

is in New York this week. Wherever there

are shows or meetings or doings of impor

tance, there it is safe to say Metzger will

be found, and in demand. He is fruitful of

ideas, is clear headed and far seeing, and

these are qualities that have made his opin

ions and counsel of value and worth the

seeking. Of course he has opinions of con

ditions as they exist and as they are likely

to exist. They are opinions that would put

heart into the drooping spirityand cause it

to take on new life. Because the automo

bile industry may have felt the influence of

the financial unrest that has prevailed and

because it may have become overdone by a

comparatively few speculative manufactur

ers is not reason why the legitimate manu

facturer should take alarm or be perturbed,

is the Metzger opinion expressed with

characteristic earnestness.

“Does any one suppose that there are any

lines of industry that has not to some de

gree felt the effects of the financial dis

turbance?” he asked. “If you make inquiry

regarding even such a staple and firmly

rooted business as the dry goods business,

it is safe to say that it will be found to have

felt the influence. There have been fail

ure in the dry goods trade every year for

very many years, but the business goes on

and will go on just the same and the legi

timate manufacturers and dealers will con

tinue to exist. Too many people, even some

of those in our business, do not fully appre

ciate the position of the industry. Why,"

continued Metzger, warming to his words,

“it is estimated that there are 118,000 au

tomobiles in use in this country. This num

ber represents what? The product of just

about six years. Each of these six years

has been a good year. It has shown a big

increase over the business of the previous

year. This year, 1907, is not an exception.

It also shows a good growth. The per

centage of increase may not have been as

large as other years, but it has been an in

crease and a good one; the falling off has

been more imaginary than real and it is

very easily accounted for. Of course,

there have been failures in this busi

ness exactly as there have been fail

ures in other businesses. But not a

few of the manufacturers who failed

would have failed any way, it matters not

if there had been no financial unrest or how

good the demand might have been. Dis

turbances of that sort should cause no fear

to the legitimate and conservative manu

facturer. This is a big country and no one

can make me believe that with a population

of eighty odd millions, an output of 118,000

or 120,000 motor cars spread over a period

of six years, or less than six, will cause

stagnation. I believe the position of the

legitimate manufacturer will, if anything,

be more firmly fixed and I will not be sur

prised if instead of 120,000 cars in six

years, there is not a sale for 500,000 of them

within the next five years.

“And look at the prospect for the com

mercial car. It has been but little more

than scratched. I have had good opportuni

ties for witnessing the results of two fac

tories that have been devoted solely to the

production of commercial ears. These re

sults have been positively inspiring and

point to a future that simply must exist. I

believe that the average merchant now is

about convinced not only of the superiority

of motor vehicles for business purpose—

that scarcely admits of argument—but of

their reliability and economy, as well. I

believe that by 1909, certainly by 1910, we

will see a tide set in for commercial cars

that simply can’t be stemmed. Why has it

been so long coming? Because, in the first

place, the demand for pleasure cars has

kept us all busy and, in the second, because

the development and demonstration of com

mercial vehicles would entail just about

double the capitak It costs not merely

about twice as much to build and develop

them, but it costs as much more to demon

strate them as they must be and should

be demonstrated to satisfy the hard-headed

business man.

“But it’s a good thing for every one that

the demand for pleasure cars came first

and has so greatly preponderated. The men

who will buy commercials are the men

who have been using pleasure cars and this

use has served to show them how gradually

and how greatly the gasolene motor has

been perfected. Many of them used the cars

of earlier years and suffered accordingly. If

they had suffered such expensive troubles

with business wagons, they would have cast

them out forever more, and the growth of

the commercial vehicle industry would have

been stunted or killed before it had fairly

begun. But in the pursuit of pleasure, it is

different. Perhaps there has been a sug

gestion of sportiness in automobiling and

when a man is in pursuit of pleasure or

sport, he will endure many things which he

would not suffer for a moment in business.

This sort of man has continued to use mo

tor cars until to-day, he simply must know

that in the right hands and given the right

treatment, they are as reliable as a horse

and will do work and far more of it and

more cheaply than any horse that ever was

foaled.

“Yes, sir,” broke off Metzger, “ I repeat

that if the speculators and promoters and

stock jobbers in the business have found

cause for apprehension, there is no real rea

son for uneasiness on the part of the legi

timate manufacturer. The past has proven

‘ all right and there’s nothing the matter with

the future."

0U) IANDS' REIMN A'l‘ 'I'Il Ilill

Accessory Association Makes Few Changes

in Official Slate—Definitely Decides to

Establish Permanent Ofl'ice.

Excepting in the case of one of the vice—

presidencies, no change was made in the

official personnel of the Motor and Acces

sory Manufacturers, Inc., at their annual

meeting in Hotel Astor, New York, yester

6th inst., the officers chosen by the directors

being as follows: H, S. White, president;

H. E. Raymond, first vice-president; H. T.

Dunn, second vice-president; F. E. Castle,

third vice-president; \N. S. Gorton, treas

urer; P. S. Steenstrup, secretary.

Immediately preceding this action by the

directors, the annual general meeting of

the members occurred in the same place.

The revised constitution and by-laws having

come into effect, directors were for the first

time elected on the new basis, the result of

the vote being as follows: Directors for

three year terms: W. S. Gorton, Standard

Welding Co.; H. S. White, Shelby Steel

Tube Co.; P. S. Steenstrup, Hyatt Roller

Bearing Co.; H. E. Raymond, The B. F.

Goodrich Co. For two years: C. E. Whit

ney, The Whitney Mfg Co.; D. 1. Post,

Veeder Mfg. Co.; ' C. T. Byrne, Byrne,

Kingston & Co.; W. H. Chapin, Brown-Lipe

Co, For one year: E. S. Fretz, Light Mfg.

& de. Co.; H. T. Dunn, Fisk Rubber Co.;

F. E. Castle, Gray & Davis; L, M. Wain

wright, Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.

A membership of 192 was reported and it

was definitely decided to establish perma

nent headquarters. The treasurer’s report

disclosed that the organization's strong box

is well filled,

Schanf Resigns Pope-Toledo Management.

Albert E. Schaaf, manager of the Pope

Toledo factory, has resigned that office

and temporarily, at least, the position will

be filled by Harold Pope. The plant in

Toledo probably will be shut down for a

couple of weeks, but the Pope people want

it known that neither Mr. Schaaf's resigna

tion nor the shut-down indicates any less

ening of energy or determination to keep

the famous car to the fore. It is such a

valuable asset that when certain changes

are effected in the plant, it will be restarted

with undiminished force and its product will

be pushed with no lack of aggressiveness.

Napier Suffers Another Fire.

Fire starting in the stock and tool room

of the Napier Motor Company's plant, Ja

maica Plains, Mass, Thursday last, 3lst

ult., caused a loss of probably $50,0(X), the

greatest loss being to the stock. This is

the second bad fire which the Napier Motor

Co. has had. Several years ago there was one

in the same plant which caused a loss of

$125,000,
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On All the Best

Cars You Will Find the

Jones Speedometer

and here's a reason or two:

  

The Jones is the DlOHCCI‘ speed indicator.

The Jones is the accepted standard Speed indicator.

The Jones is used in this country and abroad by Police Departments as

a means for timing motor vehicles for reas< n of its accuracy. I'

The Jones won the Gold Medal Reliability Award in the Royal Automo

bile Club's Contest. All American and foreign manufactured speed indicators

sufficiently practical to enter were in this contest.

5. F. Edge had the Jones on his Napier cars when he made the world's

most remarkable record, traveling 1,588 miles 1,310 yards in 24 hours, averag

ing 66 miles per hour, on the Brooklands Track, London, anland.

The Speedometer cable revolutions per hour, at a 66 mile speed, total

168,300 or 4,039,200 in 24 hours, demonstrating the Jones “ staying” qualities.

Do not buy a 1908 Speed Indicator without a Maximum Speed Hand and Instan

taneous Resetting Trip Odometer. These teatures are POSITIVE NECESSITIES. They

are exclusive with the Jones Speedometer and are included on all Jones standard

instruments without extra charge.

JONES SPEEDQMETER

76th Street and Broadway

New York

We will send you upon request without charge a catalog and

Speedometer Bulletin. \Vrite Dept. No. 20.
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The Show as a Stimulant.

It is doubtful if the tonic effects of an

industrial display ever were better illus

trated than by the Madison Square Garden

show which now is occupying the boards.

There is no disguising the facts that the

semi-panic of last week and the week be

fore made its discomfiting influence felt at

the Grand Central Palace show and that

when it ended there were some sighs of

sort. If,

between Thursday night when the Palace

and Saturday, when the Garden

opened, there was not something akin to a

temporary relief of a peculiar

closed

blue Friday, it was because the expressions

of many belied them.

This feeling was pretty well dissipated

before the Garden show was 48 hours old.

It was a rec0very of spirit so remarkable

as to prove rightful cause for remark. The

Garden show was one of those things that

occurred at exactly the right time in exactly

the right way, and perhaps in exactly the

right place.

Its good effects will be represented not

merely by the volume of sales, but by the

renewed faith and spirit with which it in

fused a large part of the industry and the

will be

shared by even those who were not of the

good influence imparted to and

exhibitors,

“blues” the Garden

show is an emphatic success and is worth all

As a cure for the

and more than it may cost.

Less Polish; Greater Utility.

One of the gratifying, though not alto

gether unexpected new features of detail

that have become markedly apparent is the

and black

nickel lamps in place of the all too preva

use of blued steel trimmings

lent brass work of former years. In one

or two instances, it appears that makers

are prepared to equip all their cars in this

fashion, while in others one or two ma

chines are so mounted in what seems to be

a more or less tentative manner. However,

that may be, the fact that several of the

lamp and fiitting makers are listing 1908

lines in which the dull oxide finish is a fea

ture, is proof that a real movement in this

direction has commenced.

Agitation in favor of such a development

has not been lacking for some little time.

As has been pointed out in these columns

repeatedly, the lustrous finish, while orna

mental and even beautiful when not carried

to a foolish extreme, is in the nature of a

needless luxury. More than that, the ac

cepted fact that it is difficult to keep in

proper condition, is of far less importance

than the danger of disaster which it involves

through risk of temporarily blinding the

driver by its reflection of light into his

eyes.

The dull finish, whatever its ornamental

value, at all events always looks the same,

regardless of weather conditions or a large

or small amount of care bestowed upon it in

the way of cleaning. .This is its chief ad

vantage. Another point worth considering

in the same connection, is that its use afw

fords the maker a greater latitude in the

choice of metals, permits the lightening of

weight, increasing of strength, or reduction

of original cost, practically regardless of

the exterior surface to be obtained in the

finished part. The almost exclusive use of

brass for this purpose thus may be elim

inated, plating done away with, and by the

use of the proper reagents, the final colors

may be graded to suit a wide range of taste

and to harmonize with an astonishingly

great number of color schemes.

The Eight Suggestions of the A. A. A.

Perhaps it is possible to conduct racing

on the lines drawn by the eight sugges

tions discussed by the A. A. A. racing

board and its invited

which are printed in another column, but

it well may be doubted.

round the sport with every possible safe

trade guests, and

It is well to sur

guard, but from practically no safeguard

to an almost impenetrable hedge of them

is an almost about-face which the A. A. A.

seems in a fair way of executing.

The suggestions read for all the world

as if only the large club, the professional

promoter and the big car were in mind.

Scores of races have been held in country

places where clubs impossible and

where nominations six weeks previous to a

BIC

race are beyond the realm of practicability

and yet so far as known, such events have

not been attended by accident and undoubt

edly they have served to spread the gospel

of the automobile and to stimualte its use.

To say that promoters of such afl‘airs, say,

in Kansas, or Nebraska, or Mississippi, shall

first find a club to stand sponsor for them

then hire a photographer, and an expert on

0

curves, angles and fences, and pay a big

fee for their services and for the sanction,

is equivalent to either snufiing out such

helpful events or to encourage “outlaw”

racing, that is, disregard of the A. A. A.

and its rules. It is to be observed that in

practically all such races, small cars are

the rule, which may account for their free

Thc A. A, A. has made

a praiseworthy move in suggesting a limit

of horsepower, but it practically is a fore

gone conclusion that the limit will be based

on big car practice.

dom from accident.

It certainly is courteous on the part of

the A. A. A. to ask others how it shall con

duct the sport, but once more it is respect

fully suggested that the mis‘sion of a gov

erning body is to govern. Why the A. A. A.

did not invite the tire makers into the

conference, or provide for an inspector of

tires or at least for a definite method of se

curing tires to the rim, is an open ques

tion. Burst tires are said to have caused

very many of the tragedies, and though it

sounds impractical, the suggestion of an

official inspector or an official or supple

mentary form of tire fastening is not worse

than some of the suggestions laid down.
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PIDBABIJ'I 000M 01" TRACK RACING

Sanctions Will Come High if Granted at

All—Suggestions Considered by A.

A. A. and Conferees.

 

granting of

sanctions for track racing by the racing

board of the American Automobile Asso

ciation, as advanced at a meeting of a spe

cial committee, held at the offices of the

association Wednesday of last week, are

carried out literally, there will be little or

no track racing in this country. The meet

ing was called to consider the advisability

of the American Automobile Association

withholding sanctions for meets on tracks

If the suggestion for the

originally built for horse racing, and the

outcome was that definite action be deferred

until the various suggestions made should

have been referred to the organization rep

resented at the meeting and passed upon

by them. W. H, Hotchkiss, president of the

American Automobile Association, presided

at the meeting, and the others in attend

ance were Jefferson De Mont Thompson,

chairman of the American Automobile As

sociation racing board; Benjamin Briscoe,

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation; Samuel A. Miles, National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers, and Per

cy Owen, Importers’ Salon. Ira J. Cobe,

Chicago A, C., and Charles Clifton, Asso

ciation Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers, who also were appointed on the com

mittee, were absent.

The discussion resulted in the drafting of

a tentative set of rules to govern the rac

ing board in granting sanctions, to be

passed upon by all the organizations inter

ested, before definite action is taken. If the

suggestions literally are carried out it will

place sanction fees so high as to be out of

reach of a majority of promoters. It was

the sense of] the committee that a limit of

horsepower, as advocated by the Motor

World, to be fixed by formula, be adopted.

The suggestions are that the racing board

of the American Automobile Association

grant sanctions for speed contests on tracks

not specially built for the purpose, only on

certain. terms, viz.:

1. That the application be made through

or by) a club or organization which is a

e .mem r of such association.

2. That such 'application be so made at

least six weeks before the date set for the

contest; provided, that in case a sanction

has been granted for a contest on such

track prior to the date of such application,

and after the investigation and under the

conditions here outlined, such second or

other application could be made within a

shorter time before the date set for the

contest. _ '

3. That such application be accompanied

by a photograph or photographs, showmg

the turns of such track, and the location of

the grandstands and public enclosures there

on, and also b an accurate drawmg and

specifications 0 the track, fences and struc

tures adjacent.

4.. That such application be also accom

panied by a certificate of such club or or

ganization, that it has examined such track

and the fences and buildings adjacent, and

that, in its opinion, the contest or contests

for which sanction is asked, can be held

thereon with reasonable safety to specta

tors and participants, which certificate must

contain an agreement upon the part of such

club or association that the public will be

limited to certain portions of such build

ings or grounds—specifying them—and ex

cluded from all other portions.

5. That such application include the nom

ination of a person or ersons, whom, or

from whom, the racing fioard may appoint

a referee, who, at such contests, shall be

the official representative of such board

and charged with the duty of compellin

the observance of all stipulations specified

in such sanction and application, as well

as the rules of the racing board, in parti

cular as to the competency of drivers and

the mechanical condition of cars.

6. That sanctions on such applications be

granted by the racing board only after an

investigation of the track, fences, buildings

and adjacent grounds, to be made by such

board or member of it or a competent en

gineer appointed by it for that purpose.

7. That all sanctions granted y the rac

ing board specify: (a) the number of cars

which may take part in any heat, and (b)

the upward limit of the horsepower of such

cars, the same to be fixed by a formula_to

be subsequently announced, as to which

limit of horsepower and as to which form

ula the committee requests the advice of

the various organizations represented.

8. That applications for sanctions be ac—

companied by a sufficient fee, to be fixed

by the racing board, to cover all its ex

penses in connection with the examination

of. the track and its surroundings, as well

as the reasonable expenses and compensa

tion of any referee whom it may appomt as

its representative.

Those at the meeting agreed that the

above suggestions be submitted to the va

rious organizations represented in the near

future, and after such submission the com

mittee would be called together by its chair

man and definite action taken. As a part

of the proceedings 21 report was presented

summarizing the vote of the clubs in the

American Automobile Association which

have thus far taken action for or against

the granting of future sanctions on horse

tracks as now constructed, although it was

admitted that most of the clubs voting fa

vored the continuance of racing on suit

able tracks or under suitable restrictions or

supervision, so that the result of the vote

really is not to be accepted at its face value,

which is as follows:

In favor of such sanctions unqualifiedly—

Milwaukee Automobile Club, Motor Car

Racing Association of Baltimore, Automo

bile Club of Kansas City.

In favor of such sanctions, but with cer

tain restrictioiis—Chicago Automobile Club,

Bay State Automobile Association, Quaker

City Motor Club of Philadelphia.

Against such sanctions—Automobile Club

of Cincinnati; Massachusetts Automobile

Club; Automobile Club of Pittsburg; Rhode

Island Automobile Club; Rochester Auto

lsland Automobile Club, Rochester Auto

mobile Club; Automobile Club of Buffalo;

Cleveland Automobile Club; Wilkesbarre

Automobile Club; Albany 'Automobile’Clfib'; '

Wilkinsburg, Pa., Automobile Club‘s.

Springfield, Ohio, Automobile Club; Auto

mobile Club of Detroit; Brockton, Mass,

Automobile Club; Automobile Club, Cass

County, Ind.; Automobile Club of Central

Pennsylvania; Janesville, Wis., Automobile

Club; Automobile Club of Auburn, N. Y.;

Grand Rapids, Mich., Automobile Club; Au
tomobile Club of Schenectady, N. Y.;v

Worcester Automobile Club; Long Island

Automobile Club; Weld County, Col.; Au

tomobile Club of St. Louis; Owatonna,‘

Minn.,_ Automobile Club; New .J'erSey Au

tomobile and Motor Club; Lima/Ohio, Au-.

tomobile Club, and the Peoria, 111., Auto

mobile Club.

Against such sanctions in the opinion of

the club secretaries, but no official action

yet taken—Oswego, N. Y., Automobile

Club; Springfield, Ill., Automobile Club;

BIOOmington, Ill., Automobile Club.

 

“Legal Speed Limit Run" in Rain.

Driving through a rainstorm that at times

was blowing and served to make the roads

slippery, eight automobiles “contended in

the annual cross country run of the Auto

mobile Club of Philadelphia, on Saturday,

2d inst. The run, designated the “legal

speed limit run," was for the Brazier chal

lenge cup. Under the sules of the contest

the speed maintained was to be the max

imum permitted under the States laws and

by the regulations of the cities and towns

through which the course lay. Every min

ute ahead or behind time at- the checking;

stations, which were unknown to the con

testants, constituted a point against the.car

gaining or losing the time. ‘

Two pilot cars started from the Manufac

turers' Club, Philadelphia, at 7.30 a, m., lay

ing out a course through Paoli, West Ches

ter, Pheonixville, Iefi‘ersonville, and Centre

Square, scattering confetti on the way. G.

B. Fletcher, 30 Packard, was the first start

er, at 8 o'clock, and was followed at two

minute intervals by Henry P. Bailey, 40

Winton; Ewing L. Miler, 30 Packard; H.

Morris, 35 Stoddard-Dayton; Dr, W. A.

Phreaner, 40 Winton; C. Yarnell Abbott, 35

Pennsylvania; Allan Wood, 35 Ford, and C.

I. Swain, Apperson “Jack Rabbit." The

course measured 88.6 miles, and the running

time allowed was 5 hours 19% minutes.

Swain won with a penalization of 14.5

points, Wood being second, with 15.5 points.

Governor Floyd Advocates Boulevard.

Governor Charles H. Floyd, of New

Hampshire, who was the principal guest'

at a special meeting of a section of the

State Grange at Plymouth on October 24. .

discussed the matter of State roads and said

he was in favor of the next legislature

passing a bill for the appropriation of

$300,000 to build three boulevards—one in

the Connecticut valley, one in the Merrimac

valley, and one on the east side of the

State,
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ThehGarden Show, its Exhibits and its .

Probably one show in New York would

prove better than two, but let it be said

that for once the automobile industry has

been well served by the “double bill,” which

has been presented during the past few

years.

If it were not for the show which opened

in Madison _Square Garden on-Saturday last,

2d inst., and which Will continue until Sat

urday evening next, a very large part of

the trade would have had a very pronounced

case of the “blues.” Not even desire to

make it, will permit of the statement that

the results of the earlier show, the one held

in Grand Central Palace the week previous,

were of the sort to promote an excess of

enthusiasm or contentment.

Perhaps the long period of financial un

rest which climaxed in semi-panic during

the week had something to do with the less

ened attendance and dearth of and interest

of sales which marked the Palace show,

but whatever the cause, disappointment was

the portion of very many of those who ex

hibited there. Most of the better known

manufacturers of cars are not included in

this category. They had come to the Pal

ace with their 1908 outputs either practi

cally sold or over-sold, and their presence

was largely due to sentiment of the “rally

’round the flag, b0ys,” kind. But to the

new makers and to those who depended on

the show to fill their order books the har

.t‘
\. -_- I .e. v

vest was meagre, indeed. The accessory

manufacturers, who, as is always the case,

comprised an overwhelming majority of the

exhibitors, were outspoken in their disap

pointment. They made no effort to con

ceal it. Hope for better things at the show

in Madison Square Garden was the circum

stance which served to keepwtheir faces from

falling lower. And for once hope was not

misplaced. '

\thn the show opened Saturday evening

a howling storm of wind and rain prevailed,

It was not the sort of weather to tempt

people out of doors, but for all of that the

And

Chairman

George Pope and his fellows of the Associa

attentlance was ‘unexpectedly large.

once within the big building,

tion of Licensed Automobile Manufactur

ers' show committee, had performed their

work so well that it was easy to fqrget the

raging elements without.

As was the case at the A. L. A. M. show

last year, there were no Swiss guards in

ruffs and helmets to catch the eye of the

visitor; there were no splashing fountains

or water nymphs; nor were there painted

suggestions of Alpine snows or Alpine rug

gedness. But chaufi’eurs in fancy dress, the

most conspicuous feature of which was a

scarlet coat, greeted the visitor as he

passed the ticket~takers in the lobby. The

scarlet coats constituted the first sugges

tion of warmth, and after passing the he

  

  

HHUCI'ICE

roic Italian gateway, which constitutes the

show the

itself

merely

“frontispiece” of the

of the

apparent. It

the

of the deep crimson,

glow

became

the

glow of electric

lights, but which

relieved by a soft, warm gray, formed the

decorative plan

“'35 not

thousands of

color scheme. The carpeting was of the

same cordial hue, as were the signs on which

the lettering was of gold. “Dummy” railings,

delineated on cloth, circled each of the

three balconies, and if one strained his im

agination, he might fancy that residents in

_the huge painting of an Italian vila, which

was employed to mask the rear walls and

boxes, were looking from afar on a great

amphitheatre filled with modern motor cars.

If less elaborate, the whole setting is more

effective than the Alpine scenery of a year

ago. All is harmony, that is, all save the

telharmonic music which is supposed to

issue from nowhere. It is the one jarring

note. It resembles the "music" ground out

Italian.

Fortunately, there is not too much of it.

on a handorgan by a concealed

and fortunately, also, a full orchestra re

lieves the rather doleful dirges.

Under the influence of the illumination,

the warmth of decoration, the collection of

magnificent cars, and of a large first-night

attendance, spirits that had drooped be

. imme

VVhen the show

cause of previous disappointment

diately began to revive.
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the {adventurer V -

  

Under the “Italian Villa" at the East End of the Garden.

closed that night, practically every one had

recovered “tone” and was feeling distinctly

better. On Monday the good feeling was

strengthened. Throughout the day the

number of dealers in attendance was grat

ifying and in the evening the crowd also

was large and of good class. On Tuesday—

“Dollar day"——and, incidentally, election

day, when increased admission fee and hol

iday was expected to prove a combination

that would considerably reduce the “gate,”

there was another agreeable surprise. While

the crowd in the early afternoon was light,

it picked up amazingly in the evening, and

a practically full house resulted.

It is, of course, essentially a show of big,

impressive cars, and nowhere can such cars

be shown to better advantage than in Mad

ison Square Garden. Other buildings may

be as expansive, but they lack the light and

the great height of dome that adds so much

to the general effectiveness. The Cadillac

is almost alone in the field of small, pop

ular priced cars, but it holds its own well

and, with their new bodies, which seem of

higher finish than heretofore, the Cadillacs

never showed to better advantage. Even

the body change in the. famous single cyl

inder Cadillac, while not extensive, has

served to give it a “niftier” appearance.

There is a buckboard in the show, but it is

in a class apart and also is there an Auto

car runabout, but it is quite overshad

owed by its big brother. There are a few

big little cars like certain of the Frank

tins, and there is a new Buick runabout at

$850, which is making its debut, but, of

course, it has yet to earn its spurs, so to

speak. Probably the Thomas town car also

comes under the head of a big little vehicle

and it is not too much to say that it merits

all the attention it receives. The Frank

lin cab was one of the unanticipated cars,

which, because of its high build and unlike

ness to anything else in evidence, “stands

out" quite prominently. In the electric de—

partment there are of course, a number of

runabouts. Practically every exhibitor has

one or more, and as always and generally

speaking they are of pleasing design and

superb finish.

With big cars the rule and not the ex

ception, it is difficult for any one of them

to so “stand out” as to be specially distinct

ive, but, if apart from striking colorings,

there are three cars that do so stand out,

undoubtedly they are the Pope-Toledo tour—

ing coach, the Apperson touring coach and

the Corbin “Comet,” the latter a rather

lightly built double rumble runabout which

with wide sweeping mud guards fore and

aft suggests a huge winged bird perched

on wheels. Of cars which catch the eye

and cause tongues to wag, none have caused

more of the wagging than the big Packard

runabout finished in lavender and gold and

upholstered with white calf. it has been

dubbed the “honeymoon car'I and it looks

the part.

 

Viewed with an eye to color effects the dis

play, as a whole. is surprisingly harmonious,

and while here and there a bit of vivid color

may be seen there is little that suggests

garishness. Something more of this qual

ity is to be seen on more detailed inspec

tion, but the loud colors are exceptional.

A great majority of the color schemes ex_

emplify a refined taste, even where asser

tive hues prevail, and in a number of in

stances the bright color employed loses its

loudness in the service of setting off a jetty

black or a very deep blue or green. Per

haps the daintiest specimen of the painter's

work in the entire show is the “honeymoon

car,” a Packard runabout from the tires of

which one might almost expect to pick out

kernels of rice. The color is light lavender

picked out in gold and a darker shade of

lavender in stripes. The upholstering is in

white enamelled calfskin.

Apart from this particular vehicle the

Packard exhibit is a pleasing one in the

substantial richness of finish scen on the

cars, which, with this and one other excep

tion, are finished in the standard colors of

this make—dark blue body picked off with

primrose, and the running gear in primrose.

The other exception is a limousine body in

very dark green, picked off in black. The

running gear is primrose.

Of scvcral cars finished in unusual col—

ors one is a cape top Matheson touring car,

finished in a peculiar shade of light green

for which no name could be found. It is

gravely stated to inquirers that a lady for

whom the car is intended could not name

the color in which she wanted it finished,

but presented her gloves and parasols to

be matched in the paint shop. The “green

ery-yallery" or whatever the aesthetic hue
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may be, is set off by black stripes. The

car is upholstered in oak tanned pigskin.

Another Matheson production which at

tracts attention is a three-quarter limousine

showing a beautiful natural wood finish, the

finely grained panels divided by mouldings

of a lighter color. The mud guards are of

light colored leather. The interior is fin

ished in woven rattan and the upholstering

is in pigskin.

\Vhat many persons consider the most

elegant body in the show is 3 Pierce Great

Arrow limousine, much of the beauty of

which is the interior. The upholstery and

trimming are in rawhide, all the decoration

being hand tooled. The decorative scheme

is rich and somewhat profuse, but not be

yond bounds, and in some parts there is ef

fective use made of tiny bits of red and

blue. The ceiling, with an electric lamp, in

the center, is a feature in the scheme. Ex

teriorly the body is of dark maroon, with

black sides, the hood also being black,

which color appears also in stripes on the

maroon. The panels are maroon, picked

off with black stripes. The running gear is

painted chocolate color, with black strip

ing.

Another limousine body which repays a

look inside is the Pope-Toledo touring

coach. It is a striking vehicle in its out

ward appearance of bright yellow. The

yellow is picked off with black striping, and

:1 Victoria hood over the driver’s seat serves

to quiet, with its black, the noisier color.

The interior finish of the body is in curly

French walnut, and the upholstery is in a

soft gray material. An interior electric

light, sliding windows and blinds, and fold

ing spare seats are other inside features.

This car carries oxydized lamps, which,

with black lamps are appearing to chal

lenge the lamps of polished brass and

nickel.

A Pope—Toledo four-seat runabout pre

sents one of the few oddities in color. It

is a peculiar light green, set ofi= with gold

stripes about a quarter-inch wide. The up

holstery is leather of the tint known as

ashes of roses.

An English mail coach of the old style,

with an automobile hood in front of it is

the form taken by one of the Apperson

cars. It is a tolerably exact reproduction,

and some of the well known lines in the

old coach are emphasized in the color

scheme of the finish, scarlet predominating.

the bright color being set off by the black

top and trimming. Another Apperson pro

duct staged is a touring car of pleasing

body design the lines of which are lost in

a perpendicular arrangement of black and

red stripes, the forward portion of the body

being mainly in red.

A Columbia gasolene—electric runabout,

finished in a peculiar yellowish color, is

one of the conundrums to visitors who are

not familiar with the painting trade. Fired

at attendants the conundrum elicits an an

swer which, as near as it can be spelled by

ear is “serpentan.” The attendants de

clared they were not joking, but they de

clined all invitations to spell. The color is

picked off with gold stripes, and the car

is upholstered in dark maroon.

 

CENSUS OF THE SHOW.

PLEASURE CARS.

Gasolene:

One cylinder .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 97

Six cylinder .. . . . . . . . . 15

Total Gasolene Pleasure . . . . . . . . .. 124

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38

Total Pleasure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 166

Enclosed Bodies . . . . .. 47

Touring Cars . . . . . . . . .. 65

Runabouts (Ordinary).. 29

 

 

 

 

Runabouts (Roadster).. 25 166

Chassis:

Gasolene.

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1

Four cylinder 23

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

27

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Total Pleasure Chassis . . . . . . . . . . .. 30

Air-cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16

Water-cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 136

COMMERCIAL CARS.

Ga‘solene:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Total Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12

Total Commercial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22

Commercial Chassis:

Gasolene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 2

Air-cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Water-cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7

MOTORCYCLES.

One cylinder . . . . . . . . .. 37

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . .. 13

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . 2

_ Eight cylinder . . . . . . . . . 1

Total Motorcycles. . . . 53

Belt Drive . . . . .. 28

Chain Drive .. . .. 22

Shaft Drive . . .. .. 3 53

Total Gasolene Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 215

Total Steam Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

Total Electric Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 54

Total all Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 273
 

Cream yellow, striped with dark green

and narrower stripes of red. make an at

tractive finish on a Haynes cape top touring

,car. The upholstery is green.

An effective display of color schemes

marks the exhibit of White steamers, one'

of which in white is especially noteworthy.

It is a runabout, finished in white, with nar

row red striping and upholstered in terra

cotta colored leather.

Rich tones mark the colors on the Stude

baker cars, one of which, a large touring

car, is a bright red. The lower part of the

body and the hood are black, with broad

striping of red. The running gear is red

with black striping. Black leather is em

ployed in the upholstering. Another hand~

some Studebaker is a runabout with a rich

emerald finish on the body, black striping

and red leather upholstery. The black hood

has brass hinges and a brass front.

An attractive color scheme is seen on a

Locomobile with a yellowish green body,

lightly striped with red. The chassis and

running gear are red, striped with the color

seen on the body.

Among the electric cars :1 Baker runabout

is marked by the contrast between the dark

blue body, striped with primrose and the

primrose running gear striped with dark

blue.

 

It has (201110 to be generally accepted that

the internal mechanism of the car now of

fers small room for startling improvement.

Nevertheless several features are disclosed

at the show which are worthy of being sin

gled out, while a few others are of a more

significant nature. Thus the use of the

concentric type of valve on the Franklin

motor is absolutely revolutionary in its ef

fect, while the Haynes double fly wheel, ad

vanced as an “answer to the six-cylinder

argument" is fraught with far-reaching pos

sibilities. The Winton self-starting gear

proved to be unique, both as to purpose

as well as in general simplicity and effect

iveness, while incidentally the application

of the double jet principle to the “puddle

type" of carburetter, the first development

along this line of a type which appears to

be growing in popularity, also was distinct

ive. .

The "bloc" type motor applied to the

Thomas town car line, and which is made up

of but two castings, practically speaking,

is another feature of moment, while the

construction of the remainder of the little

chassis in itself is interesting in the ex

treme. The Columbia gasolene-electric sys

tem, though not absolutely new at this time,

having been shown last year, yet proves in

teresting not alone because of its continued

novelty, but because of the general improve

ment in the system as a whole brought

about by the adoption of the new and ex

cellently designed motor.

In a still more general way, the fact that

three of the former exclusive adherents of

air-cooling for motors now produce in ad

dition to their regular lines cars which are

closely parallels with them, but driven by

water cooled motors, serves to draw atten

tion anew to the subject of cooling and

cooling systems, and incidentally gives

Franklin, as the exclusive air cooler, an

opportunity to point out that the auxiliary

exhaust, as employed in the Franklin moa
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tor is one of the big secrets of the air

cooled system. An apparent growth in the

use of the shaft drive, the increased use of

either full elliptic or platform suspensions

in place of the formerly abundant and al

most exclusive semi-elliptic pattern, draws

attention to this matter, while sundry im

provements in another way, focus attention

on the braking problem and the new ideas

which have developed within a twelve

month. The fact that in one or two in

stances wheel bases have been decreased,

or weights lightened over those of last sea

son, are doubly significant as indicating fur

chassis, with its various bodies, of course

is placed on view for the first time.

The specifications of the latter machine

are: Wheel base, 100 inches; tire sizes, 32

by 4 inches, front and rear; transmission, se

lective gear change and propeller shaft;

springs, semi-elliptical front, and full ellip

tical with scroll ends, rear; weight approx

imately 1,800 pounds. Its general light

ness and low chassis level are noteworthy,

especially since the compactness of the de

sign permits the use of a low frame with

out material sacrifice of road clearance, the

nominal height of the lowest point above

 

actuated from below by direct thrust, and

from the single cam shaft.

The lower portion of the motor, compris

ing the usual bed and crank pit formation,

also performs a multiple function in its con

duction of the cooling water, and housing

of the carburetter mixing chamber within

the water inlet port to the cylinder jackets.

To this end an independent passage is

cored out ofthe side of the crank case, lead—

ing from the front of the base casting to the

junction between the third and fourth cyl

inders, from below. Just at the point where

the joint is made between the base cast

   

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

ther convergence of types, and the working

out of certain notions of design to their

limiting values.

THE THOMAS CARS.

For the 1908 season the Thomas product

has been so enlarged that it may now be

said to embrace three distinct lines, namelyl

the Thomas Flyers, which are made in four

cylinder 60 horsepower and six cylinder 70

horsepower types; the Thomas-Detroit,

which is a 40 horsepower machine, and the

Thomas town car line, which is based upon

the new and very remarkable 18-20 horse

power chassis. The first two lines have

undergone some little change since last

year, the six—cylinder Flyer being an inno

vation at the present show. The town car

Thomas Town Cars.Four Forms of

the ground being 10 inches. The center of

interest, however, is the motor. which is re;

markable in the extreme.

With its four cylinders cast “en bloc,"

and containing not simply four cylinders

together with their valve chambers and

ports, but also the inlet and exhaust mani

folds—the latter being cooled to some ex

tent by the use of external radiating flanges

—the economy of space is simply amazing,

especially considering its cylinder dimen~

sions, which are 3% by 45-16 inches, bore

and stroke. The exhaust pipe is led out at

the rear end of the cylinder casting, while

the inlet pipe is coupled at the center of

the block, and below the overhang of the

valve chambers. Both sets of valves are

placed on the left side of the group and are

ing and the cylinder casting. this passage

is enlarged, and is made to surround a small

chamber which does duty as mixing cham

ber, and to which are connected the float

chamber, as well as the short length of in

take piping.

The crank and cam shafts run on annular

ball bearings, one set mounted at either end

of the base, serving in each case, these four

bearings being the only ones in the entire

motor. The only auxiliary, if the carburet

ter be accepted as integral with the motor

itself, is the high tension magneto. which

is driven by a spur gear from the two-to-one

group at the forward end. The water con

nections, both to top and bottom of the

radiator are very large, and circulation is

by the thermo-syphon system. Fan blades

._

\
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Four-Cylinder Pierce Great Arrov

are made integral with the fly wheel, this

member also mounting the plain cone clutch.

The change gear group is mounted in a

housing integral with the differential cas

ing on the live rear axle, the torsion tube

being unusually long, and supported just

back of the clutch in a universal hanger,

which also is adapted to receive the traction

drag from the wheels. This important ar

ticulation, like those of the selective me

chanism adjacent, is lubricated by force

feed, one sct of branched leads taking care

 

 

 
 

  

Thomas Town Car Motor.

of all the bearings in the chassis which re

quire frequent attention in this way.

The change gear affords three chanch

of speed with a direct drive on the high,

its concentration on the rear axle, along

_with the brakes, making but two centres

requiring attention, namely the motor in

front, and the driving group in the rear.

The frame is dropped from the rear axle

  

 
  

  

 

 

behind, thus affording the very low normal

chassis plane mentioned, and permitting the

adoption of a wide variety of comfortable

bodies.

Among the alterations which have been

brought about in the more familiar cars of

the Thomas line, may be mentioned the de

velopment of the new six cylinder Flyer,

which has 5% by 5% inch cylinders, 137~

inch wheel base, 36 by 4% by 5 inch tires,

front and rear, selective gearset, giving four

speeds with double bevel drive, furnishing

direct connection on both third and fourth

relations, and is chain driven. The altera

tions in the four-cylinder Flyer comprise

among other things, the adoption of the

straight line type of body, a new form of ra

diator, straight dash, and the use of a suc

tion fan in the fly wheel in addition to that

mounted back of the radiator. The wheel

base is now 128 inches, as against 118 inches

last year.

The Thomas-Detroit cars also have been

considerably improved, a new form of mo

tor having been adopted, which has both

valves on one side, worked by direct thrust

from below, and with cylinder dimensions,

5 by 4% inches, bore and stroke. A new

carburetter is in use, which has a water

jacketed mixing chamber; while such im

provements as are embodied in an increase

in the size of the water pump, and the

adoption of a larger and stronger fan

among others, tend to increase the running

efficiency of the power plant.

The wheel base now is 112% inches, and

  

  i

 

 

Six~Cylinder Pierce Great Arrow. -

the wheel and tire sizes are 34 by 4, front

and rear alike. The selective type change

gear, affords three forward changes of

speed. The use of larger springs and heav

icr steering knuckles, makes for easier rid

ing, and the increase in the dimensions of

the tonneau by 5 inches in length and 6

inches in breadth, conduces to creature com

  

Torsion Group, Thomas Car.

fort. Both the Detroit and Flyer cars are

made in roadster or runabout forms as well

as in the regular touring car pattern.

PIERCE GREAT ARROW.

Four distinct and different chassis mod

els comprise the “tried and true" Pierce

  

 
 

Packard “30” Landaulet. Packard “30" Touring Car.
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FOUR OF THE BIG RUNABOUTS AT THE SHOW.

      

  

Packard.

 

 

 

Winton.

Great Arrow line, two being driven by four

cylinder motors, and two by sextuple en

gines, one of the latter being a new model.

The details of construction are very sim

ilar throughout the line, and as is the case

with practically all standard cars of this

type, there have been few alterations in

structure, except in minor details.

Summarized, the specifications of the sev

eral types, each of which may be had either

with closed or open bodies, are as follows:

For the 30 horsepower, four-cylinder car,

cylinders, 4% by 4% inches; wheel base, 112

inches; for the 40 horsepower four-cylinder

cars, cylinders 5 by 5% inches. wheel base,

124 inches; for the 40 horsepower six-cylin

der car, cylinders 4% by 4% inches; wheel

base, 130 inches; for the 60 horsepower, six

cylinder car, cylinders, 5 by 5% inches;

wheel base, 135 inches. The 6-40 type is a

new model.

General features common to the line are

the use of individually cast cylinders, dou

ble ignition by magneto and battery with

two sets of spark plugs, oppositely disposed

valves, actuated from below by direct

thrust, auxiliary drives fully housed in every

case, continuous flush lubrication by grav

ity feed from oil tank at side of cylinders

to all bearings, including the crank pin jour

nals, which are fed through ducts in the

shaft. There is no sub frame, and the three

speed, direct-drive-on-high gearset is hung

from cross members of the main frame.

Transmission is through a leather faced

cone clutch fitted with cork inserts, and by

  

 

shaft to the live rear axle. The external

internal brakes on the rear wheels are equal

ized by beams extending the full width of

the chassis and applied by center pull,

As already indicated, the alterations—re~

finements probably is the better word——

found necessary have been few and appar

ently insignificant. They include, by way

of illustration, the use of a new type of

auxiliary air intake vaIVe on the carburetter,

which somewhat resembles in form, the reed

,of a common motor horn, the engine suc

tion serving to lift the tongue in proportion

  

Intake Manifold, Pierce Great Arrow.

to the demand for extra air. Two of these

valves are employed, one acting at medium

motor speeds, and the other at high speeds.

The construction is such that for all ranges

of service, any tendency to whistling in the

carburetter is completely overcome. A com

pensating adjustment on the valve lifters

is another improvement of a simple but im

portant nature, which further exemplifies

the almost absurd simplicity of the altera

0

k

i?

Apperson.

tions which are now deemed requisite from

year to year.

WIN_TON SIX-TEEN-SIX.

As the only car exhibited by a maker de

voting himself exclusively to the six cylin

der product, as well as by reason of a num

ber of unique features peculiar to itself,

the W'inton cars with their rather cryptic

appclation, “Six-Teen-Six," were practically

certain to command attention; and they

have not failed to do so, and deservedly so.

The Six-Teen-Six, besides being entirely

new is of general and particularly interest

because of the self-starting gear with which

it is equipped—a feature long sought for

and much to be desired.

This consists of nothing more compli

cated than a distributing valve driven from

the cam shaft and timed with it to open a

port corresponding to each cylinder at the

firing point only. Leads from the delivery

side of the valve, which' is of simple disc

form, connect with the cylinders, while a

supply pipe connects the valve with a stor

age tank under the left side of the chassis.

A check valve on the forward cylinder, set

to open at 90 pounds, serves to collect a

small proportion of the cylinder contents

‘during the firing stroke, and to pass them

on to the tank, where a considerable vol

ume of gas may thus be accumulated. W'hen

it is desired to start the motor, simply de

pressing a push-button on the dash, suffices

to direct the compressed air and gas into

the distributing valve which, in turn, auto

.\
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matically selects the proper cylinder, and

introduces the gas into it. The gas already

compressed in the cylinder from previous

running thus receives additional pressure

from the supply tank, and when the full

force of the tank pressure has made itself

felt, the accumulated pressure becomes

great enough to move the piston, when, the

firing point being reached, the first ignition

takes place, and from this artificial impluse

the regular cycle of operation is at once

instituted. The starter is always in gear

and always ready for use. Its simplicity,

moreover, affords it a strong recommenda

tion.

An important point in connection with the

lubricating system proves to be the means

by which all surplus oil is returned from

the crank pit to the supply chamber of the

pressure feed oiler regularly employed on

the car. The oiler is mounted in the chas—

sis just below the left side of the dash, and

in an accessible position, whence it feeds

nearly every bearing in the car. Adjacent

to it is a small gear driven pump which re

moves oil from the crank pit as fast as it

accumulates, and returns it through suit

able strainers, to the oiler to be used over

again.

The carburetter also is unique in being

provided with a mufller to deaden the whis-'

tling sound of the air intake. Like last

year's model, it is of the so-called “puddle”

type, in which the air supply is drawn in

constant volume over a plain orifice at the

base of a U-tube which is slightly sub

merged below the fuel level of the float

chamber. This year’s type, adds to the sim

ple device thus formed, a second U-tube

of smaller size and a compensating throttle

arrangement whereby at low speeds and

small throttle opening, the smaller tube

only is in action, while for higher engine

speeds the second is brought into play, the

pair working together in producing the re

quisite mixture.

The Six-Teen-Six specifications may be

be quoted briefly in this way: Cylinder di

mensions, 4% by 5 inches; 48:6 horsepower;

wheel base, 120 inches; tires, and wheels,

 

Winton Six-Teen-Six.

36 by 4% inches, all around; transmission

by multiple disc clutch having 65 members;

three-speed selective gearset, shaft drive,

and floating type axle; both rear and front

  

Winton Carburetter.

axles being mounted on Timken roller bear

ingS.

ROYAL TOURIST.

The most striking feature in connection

with the motor equipment of the Royal

Tourist, is, as was the case last year, the use

cf double ignition, comprising the Bosch

  

Type I Standard Locomobile.

  

high tension magneto, and coil and accumu

lator, applied to a single set of plugs, the

distributing arrangements being such that

the coil is thrown entirely out of service

when the magneto is cut in. This feature is

retained absolutely without change; indeed,

minor refinements only have been found

possible in the whole structure of the car.

The principal points covering the struc

ture of the vehicle in general are the wheelv

base, 114 inches; wheels and tires, 36 by

4% inches, front and rear, shaft drive; three

speed change gear system. The motor,

which is rated at 45 horsepower, measures

5 by 5% inches, bore and stroke, has cyl

inders cast in pairs, with integral jackets,

centrifugal pump, cam and magneto gears

fully housed, and interchangeable valves ar

ranged on opposite sides of the motor.

Of the comparatively few alterations

which are to be found in the 1908 model,

the adoption of the semi—platform type of

spring in the rear, together with the semi

elliptic type in front, and formerly used all

around, stands out most conspicuously.

Besides this the tire sizes have been in

creased from 34 by 4 inches to their pres

ent dimensions, while slight modifications

—almost too unimportant to notice, have

been made in the steering gear, hubs, radius

rods and general arrangement of the rear

axle group.

POPE TOLEDO.

In the Pope-Toledo, than which no car is

more impressive, a sufficient number of al

terations have been brought about to ma

terially alter its action in several ways.

Two chassis are built at the present time,

the chief distinction between them being the

length of wheel base, which is 115 and 126

inches, respectively, and such difl‘erence in

position of motors and steering gears as the

requirements of the runabout and touring

types of body demand. The bodies used

are newly designed, and combine with sta

bility of line a high degree of artistic effect.

As for the principle difference in the me

chanism which distinguish the models of
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Pope-Toledo, Type XVI.

1908 and 1907, while the weight of the mo

tor has not been increased, a number of

changes have been made. Thus, while the

jacket capacity has been increased, the de

sign of the cylinder heads has been altered

and simplified to lighten them somewhat.

Double ignition is now fitted, the system

being one of complete duplication, the Eise

man high tension magneto being supple

mented by a quadruple coil, timer, battery

and independent spark plugs. One of the

comparatively minor refinements is the use

of manifolds and drain pipes leading from .

the pet cocks on the cylinder walls to the

pan beneath the crank case, thus leading

away all oil and soot from the combustion

chambers, and leaving the motor clean at

all times.

A new carburetter of the concentric float,

vertical pattern is employed, one of its Orig‘

inal features being the adoption of a gas

adjusting valve, regulating the quality of

the mixture, and adjustable from the driv

er’s seat by the manipulation of a small

handle on the dash. The crank shaft is

mounted on three annular bearings, and the

entire interior of the engine is lubricated by

an original and improved form of self-ad

justing, constant level splash distribution. To

this end, the crank base is divided later

ally into two compartments, the upper form

ing the crank pit proper, while the lower

serves as a sump and storage compartment

for the reserve supply of lubricant. From

the sump a small pump feeds the oil into

the crank case, overflow pipes returning

the surplus to the lower compartment as

fast as the level rises beyond the proper

point. In this way a constant level is main

tained at all times, irrespective of local

conditions. The splash into the lower sides

of the pistons is prevented from flowing di

rectly back into the crank pit by a flange

cast inwardly upon the lower end of the

shell, a small amount of oil thus being

gathered and retained until distributed over

the cylinder walls through several small

holes drilled outwardly through the shell.

The master clutch, which has been light

ened and strengthened at, the same time, by

the adoption of improved metals and the

readjustment of the wearing surfaces, has

  

.s‘
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Pope—Toledo Carburetter.

33 discs in all, 17 of which are “dead” and

turn with the engine shaft, the balance be

ing keyed to the driven member. The

change gearing, which is of the selective

type, as has been the case hitherto, is

mounted on five annular bearings. It is ar

ranged to give a direct driving connection

on the third speed, the fourth being geared

up considerably nearer to the speed of the

engine. As was the case with the previous

model, the differential and countershaft

group is moupted considerably to the rear

of the gear case, the final drive being by

double chain with the necessary reduction

divided evenly bethen the bevels and

chains._ A new feature in this connection,

is the use of leather chain guards, which

completely protect those members from

dust and dirt,

The mechanism of control comprises in

addition to the motor controlling levers on

the steering wheel, a foot accelerator, the

unsual pair of side levers, and three pedals,

one of which sets the rear wheel expanding

brakes, also fhrowing out the clutch, the

second actuating the clutch alone, while the

third operates the countershaft brake, which

is entirely independent of the clutch con

trolling device. The use of blued steel in

stead of polished finish in a number of parts

is not the least of the noteworthy innova

tions.

MATHESON.

The sturdy and powerful characteristics

of the Matheson car, due in part to the gen

erally massive design of the machine, and

in part to its original construction in sev

eral noteworthy points, have been further

increased in the latest chassis, by the adop

tion of several improvements which, though

few in number, are significant in detail. The

specifications of this machine may be sum

marized thus: Bore and stroke of motor, 6

by 5 inches, the excess of bore over stroke

being a Matheson asset in which no small

value is placed; nominal power, 50; multiple

disc clutch; change gear, selective type af

fording four forward speeds through a dou

ble bevel system, with direct drive to coun

ter shaft on the fourth; double chain trans

mission to wheels; four brakes, one pair on

 

 

   

Pope-Hartford Touring Coach_
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counter shaft, mounted at either end and

applied by pedal, and the other expanding

into drums on the rear wheels_

The peculiar construction of the valve

and ignition mechanism which has been a

feature of the car hitherto, is continued

practically unchanged except that the single

cam shaft is now driven through spiral

gears, from a vertical, instead of an inclined

shaft, the mechanism being entirely housed,

and possessing means of adjustment to com

pensate for wear. In the ignition mechan

ism, small change has been made, the feat

ure of a removable fixed electrode in the

make and break sparker, which may be

taken out without disturbing the hammer,

against dropping in the event of a broken

arm, while a quicker reduction is afforded

in the gear.

The various types of body suited to this

machine are all of broad and ample propor

tions, and are designed along stable lines.

AUTOCAR.

The Autocar chassis common to the li

mousine, touring car and roadster, is to the

forefront in the space of the Autocar Co.,

of Ardmore, Pa. It mounts a 30 horse

power motor and is gay in whites and reds

of special show chassis finish, with gen

erous dashes of blued steel. The motor,

base, fly wheel and transmission are con

mission is the progressive sliding gear type.

No unusual departures from conventional

construction are apparent, but the unique

Autocar system of throttle and spark con

trol from grips in the rim of the steering

wheel is retained.

WALTER.

The Walter car is of 40 horsepower, its

four cylinder motor dimensions being 5 by

5% inches; double high tension ignition

by battery and Eiseman magneto; cone

clutch; selective type change gear giving

three forward speeds with direct drive on

the third; shaft drive; brakes on drive shaft

and on rear wheels. Contrary to usual prac

 

  

 
 

 
 

 

Locomobile.

  

Pope-Toledo.

 

CARS AS

VIEWED FROM

THE

DRIVER'S SEAT.

  

 

Corbin. Studebaker.

 

and without the necessity of re-timing the

system, having been retained. No change

has been made in the carburetter, which is

of the constant flow-feed type, and multiple

jet in action. The placing of the motor

close to the radiator, thus reducing the

length of the bonnet, as well as ensuring

positive action for the strong induction fan

incorporated in the fly wheel, though not

new, still is noteworthy.

The selective mechanism of the change

speed gear has been redesigned with a view

to housing and protecting the parts, and

Several other changes of a minor nature

have been made. Among them, the layout

of the steering gear has been improved,

the connecting rod from the reducing gear

to the steering knuckle is now safeguarded

tained in a unit case supported at three

points, doing away with subframe construc

tion, The two forward points are bolted

direct to the frame, and the third, under the

transmission, is bolted to a cross member

of the frame. A'generous torsion rod for

the shaft drive is provided but no distance

rods, the rear springs taking the forward

push. The motor, as in previous models

has the inlet valves in the center of the cyl

inder heads, and double acting push rods

for the valves make but one rod necessary

to a cylinder. The cylinders are separate,

4% by 4% inch, with integral water jackets.

The clutch is of the floating ring fly wheel

type as in previous years, a metal faced

ring binding over the metal periphery of

the fly wheel for engagement. The trans

tices, the right hand member of the two

foot pedals releases the clutch, the left

pedal applying the full set of brakes simul

taneously. The emergency brake lever ap

plies the rear wheel brakes without releas

ing the clutch. The wheel base is 120

inches, or 4 inches less than that of last

year; the wheels are 36 inches diameter.

shod with 4 and S-inch tires, front and

rear; the weight of the touring cars is 3,200

pounds.

The motor used this year is materially

different from that employed hitherto, the

valves being placed on the left side of the

motor and-actuated from below, instead of

being placed in the heads, as previously

was the case; the carburetter is now placed

on the right side, the intake pipe leading
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over to the left side of the cylinder group

for delivery. The rear axle group also has

been redesigned, a torque rod having been

installed in place of the torsion tube used

before, the double shackling of the semi

elliptical rear springs necessitating the use

of radius rods under the frame sills, these

horizontal opposed, water cooled motor set

well back in the frame, and driven by dou

ble chains through an improved form of fric

tion change gearing. This chassis, which

is made in 102 and 92-inch wheel base ac

cording to the type of body to be mounted,

is otherwise practically the same in each of

rise to‘ a curious result, the false radiator

at the front having no connection with the

main cooler other than as a hood for catch

ing the air. The under pan runs clear for

ward in this model, and thus the space en

closed beneath the bonnet between the front

and the radiator proper is entirely barren
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members being aflixed to collars riding

loosely on the ends of the axle tube. Two

conventional types of body are mounted on

the chassis with comparatively slight alter

ation, both the limousine and touring types

being of ample proportions.

WALTHAM.

The chief feature of the_Waltham-Orient

line is the new 14 horsepower chassis with

the types presented, which comprise a run

about and a roadster, as well as a democrat

wagon, which is suitable for commercial

purposes and carries a removable rear seat

secured to a stout box body of the express

type. In each of the machines the radiator

is set- well to the rear and very low down,

the under side of the motor and its mechan

_isr_n) being housed in by a substantial‘i'inder

pan. In the roadster, this practicehgives

of any paraphernalia, mechanical or other

wise, for some four feet of its length.

The change gear, embodies an ingenious

modification of the ordinary double disc

form whereby the highest speed ratio is

obtained without the slight slippage across

the tread which obtains in the ordinary re

lation. To this end, the two discs which

comprise the group are bevelled, and roll

together bevel to bevel at high speed, occu

'i
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60 H. P. Haynes U.

pying the exact relation of bevel gears roll

ing on their pitch surfaces. The method of

control is, as heretofore, by pedal and lever.

CORBIN.

In the Corbin line is presented the par

alleling of both air and water cooled types

throughout the complete list of cars manu

factured—with one exception. The water

cooled Corbin motor is an innovation this

year, and is produced, as the Corbin people

explain, entirely out of deference to popular

sentiment, which even yet is somewhat in

clined at times to question the reliability of

the air cooled principle. The fact that the

Corbin company have absolute faith in air

cooling, as well as in their own solution

of the problem, is proved by the facts that

the air cooled line is continued with few

changes of detail, and that the price of the

air cooled product is kept slightly above

that of the newer type. Except for the m0

tor, the chassis are essentially the same

in both cases, while it may be said that the

motors are the same except for the single

feature of the method of cooling.

The touring car, runabout—a brand new

body design with four bucket seats, high

backed, and shaped with wings to give a

distinctive appearance—a limousine—built

only to order—and the “Comet,” comprise

the line. The latter machine, which is en

tirely new as to body, though mounted on

  

Corbin, Model S, \Nater Cooled.

the standard type air cooled chassis, al

tered somewhat to suit conditions, is a semi

racer of the most approved pattern, with

seat set well back on the frame, leaving an

extraordinarily long foot board space in

front, cylindrical fuel tank cradled imme

diately in the rear of the seat, and rounded

storage boot beneath. But however much

its appearance might serve to draw atten

tion, the novel guarantee under which it is

sold, and which supplies it with the catch

phrase, “$50 a mile,” goes even further in

advertising its merits. As it is explained,

the machine is sold under a guaranteed

speed capacity of 60 miles an hour. If un

der suitable test it fails to come up to that

minimum, the makers agree to deduct from

the selling price a sum amounting to $50

for every mile per hour of deficiency. This

“anti-comeback" method of marketing, at

once inspires absolute confidence in the car,

and removes all question as to the good

faith under which the guarantee is made.

The Corbin specifications briefly are as

follows: Motor, four cylinder vertical, air

or water cooled, cylinders 4% by 4% inches

bore and stroke, this being an increase of a

quarter inch in bore over the cylinders used

hitherto; three speed, selective type change

gear; shaft drive; wheel base 108 inches;

weight 2,200 pounds; tires 34 by 3% and

34 by 4. The springs are 40 and 50 inches

long, front and back, semi-elliptical, and 2

  

 

40 H. P. Haynes \V.

and 2% inches wide. Annular ball bearings.

are used throughout the car excepting only

the intermediate crank bearing, and the cam

shaft supports.

STUDEBAKER.

In addition to the two previous models

of Studebaker gasolene cars, the name this

season is carried in a third model of gen

erally heavier specifications and somewhat

greater stability as is required by its greater

weight and capacity. This machine is driv

en by a 40 horsepower motor, while the

other two are propelled by 30 horsepower

plants. The cars are known as models B,

A, and H, respectively, and while belonging

to the same class of design, they possess

several point of difference outside the va

riations in sizes of parts. Thus the heavier

and most recent model has a selective type

change gear affording four changes of for

ward speed with direct drive on the third,

and cone clutch with cork inserts, while

the smaller cars have progressive gear sets

with plain cone clutches of the more fa

miliar type, giving but three speeds. Each

type may be had with the usual variations in

body construction. those on view at the

show being touring cars on the models A

and B chassis, and a runabout and limou

sine on the Model B chassis.

Features which are common to the line

may be thus enumerated: Cold rolled,

Corbin, Model R, Air Cooled.
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pressed steel frame, aluminum under pan;

wheels, 34 inches diameter; external-inter

nal type brakes on rear wheels; I-beam sec—

tion drop forged front axles, clutch driven

rear members; ball bearings on front axle

and throughout rear axle, connecting rod

bearings of special white bronze, wrist pin

bearings of hardened and ground steel. The

cylinder dimensions of the B model are,

4% by 5% inches, the output being 36 horse

power, by the A. L. A. M. formula, and 40,

according to nominal rating; the smaller

motor, which is rated at 30 horsepower

nominal, and 27.2, A. L. A. M, method, has

CADILLAC.

The adoption of the A. L. A. M. rating

formula has proved something of a revela

tion in the case of the four-cylinder Cadil

lac cars, and delevoped the fact that the

20 horsepower nominal figure applied to the

Model G type which was brought out for

the first time last' year, was far too low.

The 1908 rating therefore, has been raised

to 25 horsepower, according to the system

which is being used by quite a number of

makers, and that without any change being

required in size or construction of the mo

tor itself. As has been the case for several

and stroke; cylinders copper jacketed; orig

inal selective type change gear, affording

three forward speed changes; drive, cardan

shaft; wheel base 100 inches; tires, 32 by

3% or 32 by 4 inches, according to body.

The large car,'Model H, has a 30 horse

power motor, with cylinders, 4% by 5

inches, bore and stroke; change gear, orig

inal type of planetary gear affording three

forward speed changes; drive by cardan

shaft; wheel base 103 inches; tires, 34 by

4 inches, or 34 by 4% inches, according to

body.

As already indicated, there have been

 
 

  

 

cylinders 4% by 5% inches, bore and stroke.

The wheel bases are respectively 114 and

104 inches, and the tire sizes are 4% inches

front and rear, and 4 inches front and rear,

except in the case of the A type closed cars,

when 4% inches rear tires are employed.

Some little variation also is shown in the

method of suspending the chassis, the A

and B types having three-quarter platform

springs in the rear and semi-elliptical in

front, while the H type has semi-elliptical

springs all around. Some slight difierences

in the detail method of hanging the springs

to the frames and axles also are observa

ble, but they are of comparatively minor

importance. The four complete vehicles

and polished chassis shown in this connec

tion comprised one-third of what is said

to be the largest individual exhibit in the

Garden.

 

  

  

Four of the Cadillacs.

'years, the famous single cylinder car con

tinues to hold no inconspicuous place in

the Cadillac family; its appearance this

year in somewhat altered body adds not a

little to its appearance.

Three types of chassis are the basis of

the line, an unusual variety of body equip

ments, particularly in the case of the small

car, serving to amplify the choice thus of

fered the purchaser to a degree which

should brook no lack of satisfaction on that

particular score. The specifications of the

smallest chassis include: Motor, rated at

10 horsepower; cylinder, 5 by 5 inches, bore

and stroke, horizontal type; change gear

planetary; drive, single chain; tire sizes,

30 by 3, or 30 by 3%, according to body;

springs, transverse, semi-elliptical in front,

semi-elliptical rear. Of Model G, the char

acteristics are: Motor, 4 by 4% inches, bore

 

comparatively few changes in the construc

tional details of any of the cars. In all

three types, new styles of body have been

developed, while in the case of the Model

S, the little machine, the wheel base has

been increased, while running boards and

new and improved types of fenders have

been installed, thus altering the appearance

of the machine not a little.

FRANKLIN.

Undoubtedly the mechanical

the Franklin exhibit is the new cylinder

construction involving the use of hemi

spherical heads and concentric valves. By

this means, as well as by virtue of other

and less noticeable changes, a slight increase

in dimensions, among them, the power of

the motors, has been increased to such an

extent that the quadruple type, former

feature of
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Franklin Cab.

rated at 12 horsepower, now is rated at 16;

the founcylinder 20 horsepower motor, has

been raised to 28, and the 30 horsepower to

42, in rating.

The arrangement of the new valve per

mits the casting of the cylinder in identi

cally the same fashion as though there were

but a single valve, the line of valve motion

being along the axis of the cylinder, and

that member being perfectly symmetrical

in every way. The single valve cage bolted

to the head, carries the manifold connec

tions for both intake and exhaust, the cylin

der ports being concentric. The inlet takes

the form of an annular opening surround

ing the exhaust. The main valve seat in

the head carries the inlet valve, which, in

stead of being a plain mushroom, is a hol

low sleeve with a conical flange at its lower

end, shaped at the proper angle to take the

seat, and drawn in above to a rather sub

stantial stem which is fitted with a collar

and spring outside the cylinder, in the' usual

manner, and is actuated by a walking beam

and push rod contrivance from the cam

shaft on the left side of the engine base. A

long guide for the exhaust valve stem also

is fitted into the inlet member_

Seated within the conical flange of the

inlet is the exhaust valve, which is of the

ordinary mushroom pattern and smaller

than is customary—this being made possible

by the use of the auxiliary exhaust ports

in the cylinder walls at the lower end of pis

ton travel, which are controlled by inde

pendent valves, and are calculated to carry

away some 70 per cent. of the burnt charge

before the main exhaust is opened.

The stem of the main exhaust valve

passes up through the hollow opening in the

stem of the inlet valve, is topped by the

usual collar and spring, the latter resting on

a fork surrounding the inlet stem, and

mounted on the cylinder head, and being

actuated by a second beam and push rod,

similar to the first.

As a result of this arrangement, when

the inlet gear is actuated by its cam, both

  
 

 

valves move together, the inlet passage be—

ing opened but the exhaust remaining closed

to the cylinder, while the cylindrical body

of the inlet valve, isolates the inlet and ex

haust ports. \Vhen the exhaust gear is

operated, on the other hand, the inlet re

mains closed, while the exhaust valve alone

opens, the refuse gases being passed into

the exhaust manifold through the interior

of the inlet sleeve.

The construction of the inlet valve which

is the vital portion of the arrangement has

been worked out with extreme care, the
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Franklin Concentric Valve Gear.

walls being very thin, to reduce expansion

as far as possible, the metal used being a

form of chrome nickel steel, ' which is

worked down from the bar, hardened and

ground. Under test, this part is stated to

have withstood successfully a number of

impacts equivalent to those involved in five

years of continuous average service on the

car. The trial was carried out on an impact

machine especially designed for the purpose.

The cylinder dimensions of three types

of motors enumerated above are, respective—

ly, 3% by 3% inches, 4% by 4 inches, and

4% by 4, the latter being applied to six

instead of four cylinders, as in the other

Cadillac Coupe.

two instances. The three types of chassis

produced are known as G, D, and H, the

first being delivered with runabout or tour

ing body, the second with runabout, tour

ing car or landaulet, and the third with run

about, touring car or limousine bodies, They

are mounted on 90, 105, and 127 inch wheel

base, respectively, the tire sizes ranging

from 30 by 3 by 3% inches to 34 by 4 by

4% inches, according to type and style of

body. All springs are full elliptic, brakes

are mounted on the driving shaft and on

the rear wheels, and the change gears are

selectively actuated on the two larger types

of chassis, but are of the progressive type

on the smallest. Multiple disc clutches are

used, and the control is standard in respect

to the application of pedals and levers.

A newcomer in the line is the Franklin

taxicab, which is mounted on the truck chas

sis, driven by the 16 horsepower motor

with worm driving gear on the rear axle,

but modified to a certain extent, mainly as

regards the suspension, this being similar

to that employed on the medium weight

touring car.‘ The body of this neat little

vehicle is of the cab type and occupies the

entire length of the chassis back of the mo

tor space, the latter being completely

housed by the front of the body. The driv

er's seat is raised above to a commanding

elevation, and is located at the extreme

front of the car. Barring the grilled open—

ing in front of the motor, which serves as

intake for the cooling air, there is little in

the general appearance of the machine to

differentiate it from the electric cabs of

common city service, excepting only its

weight, which is evidently very low.

SELDEN.

One of the newcomers at the show, and

one which, bearing the name of the now

famous patentce, is interesting from that

fact, if for no other reason, is the

Selden, which appears in two models, of

25 and 45 horsepower, fespectively.

Both types are of uniform and apparently
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excellent construction, and both involve

more or less originality, without in the least

diverging from current practice in general

respects. The larger and heavier car in

particular, reveals a number of original

features, ‘

Among the specifications of this machine

may be mentioned the cylinder dimensions,

which are 5% by 6 inches, and the wheel

base, 123 inches. The motor is of the T

_head type, with oppositely disposed valves

worked by direct thrust from below. Dou

ble ignition of the high tension type is em

ployed, with two sets of plugs in the cyl

inder heads. An original form of carbur

  

Schebler Carburetter on “Selden Courier."

etter is used with this motor, and is of un

usually simple and compact construction.

It may be described brieflyas being of

the concentric float type, and of plain cyl—

indrical exterior contour. Within, and

and above the float chamber, is a plunger or

piston valve, seated at the base of the mix

ing chamber by gravity alone, and capable

of entirely closing the air inlet when seated,

the air being taken in through the base by

way of an annular port surrounding the

jet tube. The air rising up past the jet lifts

the fuel in the usual way in astraight path

to the engine.f manifold directly above, a

gauze screen through which it must pass

in entering the two branches of the forked

manifold, assisting in breaking up the fuel

and mingling it with the air. A water

jacket connected in parallel with the cooling

system of the motor surrounds the mixing

chamber, this and the fuel inlet connection

constituting the only connection except

that of the manifold above.

As a result of this simple disposition, by

loosening four lug bolts which pass from

top to bottom of the device, it is possible

to dismount simultaneously the float and

mixing chambers, as well as to remove the

governing or piston valve. In action, the

weight of this member is just sufficient to

ensure a rate of air flow proportional to

that required by the motor speed which de

velops the suction. At the same time, the

lift of the air piston, also serves to lift a

small cone needle valve which is adapted to

partially close the jet opening, thus pro

portioning the fuel delivery to the air sup

ply. VVith this device no auxiliary air valve

is employed.

A rather large plain cone type of master

clutch is employed, in conjunction with an

original form of selectively actuated change

speed gear, affording four speeds forward,

with direct drive on the fourth. A rather

unusual feature of the gear case employed

is that instead of the usual cover plates of

large size, only two hand holes are provided

in the top, protected by screwed-in caps.

The case proper is in two parts, and di

vides along the central line of the bearings.

The car is shaft driven, and is heavily

framed and mounted.

The smaller car may be outlined thus:

Wheel base, 109 inches; wheels, 32 by 3%

inches; annular bearing axle and transmis

sion; three-speed selective gearset; shaft

drive; leather-faced cone clutch; motor,

4% by 4% inches, bore and stroke; rated

output, 25 horsepower. It is made up

either as a five-passenger touring car, or a

three~passenger runabout, with the usual

rumble seat behind. The weight complete

is about l,900-pounds_

LOZIER.

To the chain-driven, 40 horsepower tour

ing car which has stood in such excellent

stead heretofore, the Lozier makers have

added two new models this year, embody

ing two radical and basic departures from

their traditions. These are shaft drive,

which system is common to both of the new

models, and a six cylinder motor. These

two types, mount a number of alterations

in detail which are innovations as well as

advances in Lozier practice.

The specifications of the sextuple type

are in a word, motor power by A. L. A_ M.

  

Lozier Transmission Mounting.

rating, 50 horsepower; cylinders, 4% by

5% inches, cast in pairs, with jackets inte

gral and valves actuated from below, the

effect of thq twin casting and economical

arrangement of the annular bearings on the

crank shaft being to secure a motor requir

ing a bonnet space only seven inches longer

than that requireder the quadruple motor.

The complete duplicate system of ignition

is employed, high tension throughout. The

wheel base is 131 inches, and its weight,

with seven-passenger body and full equip

ment, is 3,400 pounds.

The new four-cylinder car, on the other

hand, has these salient features: cylinders

5% by 5% inches bore and stroke; slightly

ofiset, as in the case with the sextuple nio

tor; A. L. A. M. rating, 45 horsepower;

wheel base 124 inches; weight, fully

equipped, and with seven—passenger touring

body, 3,200 pounds, In the transmission

mechanism common to these cars, the

clutch is of the multiple disc type, housed

in the fly wheel and running in oil. The

change gear is of the selective type, afford

ing four forward speeds, with direct con

nection on the third. The final transmis

sion as well as the mounting of the gear

  

Lozier Fuel Tank.

case is somewhat unusual as regards the

joint support of the torsion tube and gear

case on a single trussed cross member of

the frame.

The torsion tube itself rides freely in a

bronze sleeve of stable character, which

has a ball shaped endI fitting closely at spher

ical socket in the transverse frame mem

ber mentioned. Surrounding the forward

end of this socket is a collar by which the

rear end of the gear case is carried. Two

points of support at the side, and a com

plete attachment to the cast pan under the

fly wheel, complete the hanging of the gear

set, the arrangement of the supporting cast

ing being such that a complete cast alum

inum under pan is formed beneath the en—

tire power plant. So compact is the ar

rangement of the driving mechanism that

the 30-gallon fuel tank suspended in the

rear of the chassis has to be cut away to

afford proper clearance for the differential

housing.

OLDSMOBILE.

The new six cylinder Olds, known as

Moch Z, is the headliner at the Olds

\Vorks stand. This is a seven passenger

car rated at 48 horsepower, with a wheel

base of 130 inches. The cylinders. which

are 4% by 4% inches. are cast in pairs and

have both valves on the same side. The

crank case is a one piece aluminum cast

ing. Three cover plates on the lower part

of the case give access to the crank shaft

and connecting rod bearings. The crank
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shaft is of hand forged nickel steel, 1%

inches in diameter and is supported on four

ball bearings, a set on either side of the

middle pair of cylinders and a set at each

end. Selective transmission is employed

with three speeds forward and a reverse,

high speed being direct. The transmission

is carried in an oil and air tight aluminum

case of its own, and has ball bearings

water jackets. The valves, located in the

heads, are interchangeable and are operated

by one set of cams and push rods. The

clutch, of the reversed cone type, has both

large diameter and wide face. Leather with

34 compressed cork inserts makes the

clutch surface. Selective transmission, three

speeds forward, is used and the gear teeth

this year are beveled to facilitate engage—

  

  

 

 

Pope-Hartford, Model M.

throughout. The rear axle is of the Tim

ken full-fioating type, with a tubular strut

rod and a nickle steel- torsion rod. Full

elliptic springs are used at the back. Spark

and throttle levers are on the steering wheel

but an accelerator foot button is also pro

vided for driving through heavy traffic.

Double ignition, storage battery and mag

neto, is supplied. The show car, finished

in natural wood, is comfortable, and pleas

ing to the eye. A burnished chassis of the

Model M, 36 horsepower, four cylinder

Olds, which presents several changes over

last year, is also on view. The open hearth

steel frame is raised considerably at the

back to accommodate full elliptic springs.

The transmission is carried on full ball

bearings, the ends of the transmission case

being composed of the bronze holders for

the bearing sets. These holders are thread

ed and may be screwed in or out for ad

justment or removal. Simms-Bosch mag

neto ignition and cork inserts for the clutch

are further 1908 features for this model.

The Model M, dressed in variOus bodies,

has as companions the Model MR, a smart

runabout with the same mechanical equip

ment, and the Model X, a 32 horsepower

car for five passengers.

POPE-HARTFORD.

The new Model M Pope-Hartford occu‘

pies the center of the stage at the exhibit

of the Pope Mfg. Co., of Hartford, Conn.

It is a refinement of previous models. The

motor, rated at 30 horsepower, has the cyl

inders cast in pairs with integral heads and

steering wheel on a non-revolving sector.

The steering wheel itself is 17 inches in

diameter and is made of aluminum with a

mahogany rim. _

Fitted with wind shield, top and a com

plete outfit of extras, a Model M with a

striped Brewster green body and brilliant,

shining red upholstery attracts a great deal

of attention. By edging the top of the ton

neau sides with strips of mahogany a very

pretty finish touch has been added. The

same car is also shown in its regular cat

alog form, with a “purple lake" finish to

the body which is very rich, the effect being

a deep translucent maroon. A runabout in

red completes the Model M display. The

Model R Pope-Hartford, lower in price, is

shown as a touring car and with a limou

sine body. This model is similar in ap

pearance and general lines to the Model M,

but is fitted with Dow magneto ignition in

stead of batteries, and represents many lit

tle economies of construction in the motor

and other parts. Two Pope-Tribune mod‘

els are shown, a touring car in red and a

French gray runabout.

LOCOMOBILE.

Having first been introduced to the public

shortly after midsummer, the 1908 Locomo

bile line appears at the show as an already

well known and thoroughly proven group

     

 

Columbia Gasolene'Electric.

ment' in gear changing. The rear axle,

fitted with Timkin roller bearings, is of

the clutch type instead of the semi-floating

variety formerly used, so that with the new

model it is possible to take out all the in

terior rear axle driving mechanism without

disturbing the rear wheels beyond removing

the hub caps to withdraw the driving axles.

An improved carburetter is used for 1908,

designed to prevent flooding. Ignition and

throttle control center on the top of the

of vehicles, which therefore, and because

they are practically unchanged from pre

vious models, are to be considered as ex

hibits of structural excellence rather than

as mechanical novelties, or sensational dis

closures. The name Locomobile is applied

to two types of chassis, one of 20 and the

other of 40 horsepower, each being adapt

able to the uses of either touring car, run

about or limousine. The ever increasing

popularity of the closed car for city and
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White, Model L.

suburban use the year round, however, in

this case hasstimulated the development of

two very excellent and graceful limousines,

one, of trim-looking design as applied to

the smaller chassis, and the other of ample

proportions, designed for the more lux

urious purposes of the larger.

Type “I,” which is a counterpart of the

1907 type “H,” only a trifle enlarged and

improved, may be described in outline thus:

Motor, 5 by 6 inches; cylinder dimensions

instead of 4% by 5, as in type H; cylinders

cast in pairs; valves mounted on opposite

sides and actuated from below by direct

thrust; ignition by low tension magneto

make and break ignitors, with auxiliary

starting equipment of accumulators; select

ive type change gear, affording four for

ward changes of speed; chain drive; wheel

base 123 inches; tires, 36 by 4 by 4% inches.

Though similar to last year’s car in many

respects, a few alterations have been made

in addition to the increases "in power

and wheel base. How insignificant these

exceptions are, however, is shown by men—

tioning one or two other of the more im

portant ones, such as the adoption of a

new form of hot air intake for the car

buretter, which is affixed directly to the

exhaust manifold; the removal of the clamp

ing screw which binds the fastening yoke

to the magneto from the side to the more

convenient position at the top of the mug

net; and the use of a flexible coupling on

the pump shaft.

Type E has the same general mechanical

features as the larger car, but on a reduced

scale. Its wheel base is 102 inches, or 116

inches, where the limousine body is used.

  

Columbia Electric Transmission.

Both machines are of original design

throughout, are massive in construction, yet

it is noteworthy that they are designed with

such skill as to be entirely free from any

suggestion of clumsiness.

COLUMBIA.

The presence of a model chassis of the

Columbia gasolene-electric car, or more

properly speaking, “the car with the elec

tric transmission," serves to draw a great

deal of attention to that vehicle, as well it

may. Although shown in the form of a

complete vehicle last year for the first time,

White, Model K.

it attracted far less attention then than

now, probably owing to the advantage of

the completely exposed mechanism in the

present case. The fact that the car has

been redesigned to a certain extent, and

that it has a new and perfectly suitable mo<

tor, however, adds to the interest which

otherwise attaches to it.

The electric transmission, which does

away with all mechanical gearing between

the engine and the diflerential group on the

rear axle, if somewhat complicated in exact

electrical theory, certainly is the very es

sence of mechanical simplicity. It consists

merely of two electrical units—dynamo and

motor—arranged with their rotary parts

mounted directly on the driving shaft of the

car. A special form of jaw clutch between

them, and“ an electric controller of

the rotating drum type. actuated by

two levers, comprise the entire me

chanism of control. Taking the

place of the ordinary. motor fly wheel.

is an annular drum which is wound to form

the field magnet of an electrical generator.

the armature of which fits closely within

it, but has no mechanical connection with

it. its shaft being perfectly free to revolve

independently of the speed of the motor as

far as the mechanism alone is concerned.

\Vhenever the engine is turning, and the

armature stationary, or whenever both are

turning, but at different rates of speed, an

  

Studebaker, Model H. Loeomobile, Type E.
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electric current must be generated, as a

matter of course. The generation of this

current requires a certain amount of ener

gy, however, and consequently if the ar

mature is free to turn about its own axis,

when the circuit is closed, the tendency

is for the field to pull the armature around

with it, but at a slightly reduced rate of

speed. This constitutes in effect an elec

tro-magnetic clutch, and is used for the

direct drive, or ordinary running speed, the

armature shaft being in line with the propel

ler shaft of the car, and directly connected

with it at this time.

In order to obtain difierences of speed

between the engine and propeller shaft

greater than this simple arrangement would

permit, a second member is added, which

is nothing more nor less than an ordinary

electric motor having a stationary field and

revolving armature which also is mounted

on the propeller shaft a short distance back

of the generator clutch. W'hen it is desired

to run the car more slowly than the normal

engine speed permits with the direct drive,

electrical connection is made between the

dynamo circuit and the motor, as a result

of which the current generated by the rota—

tion of the field and armature of the genera

tor at different rates of speed, is carried

over to the motor, where it serves a useful

purpose in helping to pull over the propeller

shaft,

By the use of suitable controller con

nections, similar in a general way to those

employed on electric street cars, it is pos

sible to vary the speed of the shaft through

a considerable range, while the speed of

the engine remains constant. In this way

five changes of forward speed are secured

without the use of gearing of any sort, the

only manipulation required in effecting

them, being the progressive movement of

the controller handle.

To obtain the reverse, it is necessary to

move a lever which disconnects a jaw

clutch between the generator and motor, at

. “1
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Locomobile Exhibit.

the same time locking the armature 0f the

generator fast to the frame of the car, and

converting the generator-clutch into an

ordinary dynamo in which the fields revolve

instead of the armature, but which other—

wise is perfectly regular. This being done,

the current generated by the motion of

the engine, may be used in driving the mo

tor on the propeller shaft in either direc

tion and at various speeds. In practice, but

two reverse speeds are employed. Suit

able manipulation of the electrical connec

tions provides in addition to the forward

and reverse driving relations, a perfectly

reliable and efficient electrical brake, which

is strictly double acting.

The 50 horsepower motor which is uSed

in this machine, has cylinders, 5% by 5%

inches, bore and stroke, cast in pairs, and

with the inlet valves placed in offset pock

ets directly over the exhausts, and actuated

by push rods and walking beams. The in

take aud exhaust ports for each cylinder

group are siamcsed, the piping thus being

considerably simplified, the intake being

led up from the right side of the motor to

the top of each of the twin castings, where

the gases are led in in a vertical direction.

this disposition being somewhat unusual.

Ignition is by jump spark, and the usual

Apperson Exhibit.

auxiliaries reveal little that is exceptional.

A new rear axle group is another new

feature of the electric transmission car this

year, a double jointed cardan shaft being

employed, with torque and radius rod con

nections between the axle and. chassis.

These parts are particularly substantial

looking, the radius rods in particular being

noteworthy in that they are of preSSed steel,

channel section, and carry short rocker

shafts which serve as a connecting link in

the brake mechanism, giving it a direct line

of tension from the main rocker shafts in

side the frame, to the braking arms just in

side the wheels. The brakes are of the ex

ternal-internal type, actuated by pedal, and

equalized by means of cables running over

small sheaves on the extremities of the

rocker arms.

The Columbia light touring car has been

considerably improved since last year, the

motor having been increased in size, its

cylinders now measuring 4% by 4% inches,

and the rated output consequently being

28 horsepower, while the water jacket vol

umes have been increased to some extent,

and the firing holes of the make and break

ignitors have been reduced in size. In ad

dition to this, the change speed gearing now

is mounted entirely on annular bearings,

the clutch diameter has been increased, the

diameters of the steering hand wheel and

the road wheels also having been enlarged,

the latter to 34 inches. Otherwise, and ex

cept for the newly designed bodies, the car

remains practically} during the last two

years.

WHITE.

As the sole exponent of the gospel of

steam as applied to motor car construction

exhibited at the Garden. as well as the car

rier of what is beyond a doubt the most

complete and efficient steam plant of its

size in use for any purpose. the mechanism

of the White car proves a strong center of

attraction for that mechanically inclined. as

well as those who are interested merely in

the externals of the machine. Two models

are shown this year, as last, the exhibit ap

pearing in the "Licensed" show for the first

time since separate shows have been held.

Model K is of 30 horsepower, and Model

L has a 20 horsepower plant, in general,
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no startling changes have been developed

for either model, but certain improvements

have been made which are significant in

their way. One of these, which applies to

both types, relates to the placing of the

thermostat, which governs the temperature

of the steam, and plays an important though

somewhat delicate part in the final regula

tion of the working fluid. The construc

tion of this device also has undergone some

little alteration.

The water supply to the semi-flash gen

erator being derived from two parallel

sources under independent control, the

function of the thermostat is to supplement

the action of the “regulator,” which re

sponds only to variations in steam pres

sure, by a more sensitive action affecting

directly the temperature of the steam. To

this end, a bronze rod of special alloy is

supported in the steam line, and the latter

being of iron, any changes in temperature

of the steam will cause an unequal expan

sion of the two elements, thus producing a

very slight motion on the part of the bronze

piece, which is multiplied through linkage,

and utilized in governing a valve by means

of which water is introduced into the genera

tor whenever the temperature of the steam

becomes too high, thus lowering it at once:

the reverse action taking place, and the

valve being closed whenever the tempera

ture of the steam falls below a certain

point. So fine is the regulation developed

in this way, that it is claimed that in prac

tice on the road, the temperature of the

steam seldom exceeds a variation of 10 de

grees Centigrade.

The action of the thermostat is now

checked by means of a thermometer placed

within easy reading distance of the operator

and in plain sight at all times. Further

more, the device itself is located in such a

position that it may be reached either from

the side of the car, or through the foot

board at an instant’s notice. The new loca

tion is such that there is sufiicient flow of

steam over the expanding member to pre—

vent any incrustation due to the use of im

pure water which otherwise might tend to

occur. ’

A straight line type of body is now ap

plied to Model K, considerably altering its

appearance, while the lengthening of the

  

Packard Exhibit.

wheel base from 116 to 122 inches, and the

lowering of the car as a whole by hanging

the generator and motor lower in the frame,

but without altering the road clearance,

which remains 10% inches, as hitherto, in

addition to increasing its stability, also have

served to modify its appearance.

The smaller car has not been altered in

these respects, but the adoption of a new

generator of one-third greater capacity than

that employed last year, as well as the new

. method of mounting the motor on an alum

inum pan, thus eliminating‘the subframe

construction, are changes which are by no

means insignificant.

HAYNES.

By the development of a third and new

type, the Haynes line has now been brought

up to an even gradation in three steps from

the Model S, at 30 horsepower, to the Model

U at 60. Model W, the new car, which is

shown for the first time, in addition to a

number of other original features, possesses

a double fiy wheel construction which is

absolutely. new.

Instead of bulking the entire mass of the

fly wheel at the rear end of the crank shaft,

the same weight is used which naturally

would be required with that arrangement.

the fly wheel being built in two Sec

tions, as it were, and a portion

amounting to less that one-half of

it is placed at the forward end of the motor

where, in addition to its nominal function.

it is useful as a belt pulley for the fan drive,

This secondary balance wheel is of smaller

diameter than the other, and consequently

reacts on the variations of torque in a dif

ferent way from that of the main member.

In addition to this, the fact that the two

parts co-act upon opposite ends of the shaft

probably gives additional aid in steadying

the movement of the motor. Both the cyl

inders and cam shafts are offset (the former

by $4; inch), the result being a motor of ex

ceptionally smooth action even at a mod

erate and very low speed and under load.

as well as one which is “absolutely free"

from the “gas” knock, which sometimes ac

companies slow-speed running,

The general details of this model are:

Output, 45 horsepower; cylinders, cast in

pairs with oppositely placed valves, the

Haynes method of coring large openings in

the heads to provide means of access to the

combustion chambers for cleaning purposes,

being continued; double, high tension igni

tion; three-speed, selective change gear;

shaft drive; wheel base, 106 inches; tires,

34 by 4 inches; weight, 2,650 pounds. In

the change gear group, the use of the rat

chet driving gear for the lay shaft—an ex

clusive Haynes feature—is continued. while

the roller gear bevel drive in the axle

group. also remains a distinctive feature.

The torque bar, which formerly was placed

vertically from the differential housing and

projected between a pair of roller guides

and up into the body under the rear seat. is

continued in principle, but reversed in form.

That is to say, an arm projects between the

legs of a forked extension of the differen

tial casing, the result accomplished being

precisely the same as in the original sys
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tern, the space under the seat, however, be~

ing left perfectly free for storage purposes.

This altered construction of the torque

bar, also is applied to Model U, the 60

horsepower car, which has been changed

in a number of other ways since its intro

duction. Of these changes, the most im

portant center about the engine, which has

the double fiy wheel arrangement, enlarged

valves, a hot air intake for the carburetter,

and double ignition, these improvements

inder cars are unchanged from those put

out last season, and the four cylinder em

bodies the construction refinements devel

oped on the other models, except as to cyl

ihder multiplicity.

NORTHE‘RN.

Only two-cylinder 24 horsepower cars are

displayed at the space of the Northern

Motor Car Co., of Detroit, Mich., although

a new four-cylinder car is promised for a
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Apperson, Model M.

furnishing an authentic reason for increas

ing the power rating from SO—the former

figure—to its present amount. The super

ficial details of the car are: Cylinder di—

mensions, 5% by 6 inches; wheel base, 118

inches; tire sizes, 36 by 4% inches, front and

rear; the weight complete, with touring

body, 2,950. _

The third car of the line, Model S, is con

tinued practically as heretofore. It has a

3% by 5 inch, 30 horsepower, four

cylinder motor, selective change gear, shaft

drive, 102 inch wheel base, and 34 by 4 inch

tires. It weighs comething like 2,250 pounds.

and its regular touring body is adapted to

a five-passenger load. Features of this and

the other cars not already enumerated are

the pressed steel frames, reinforced with

wood, the clutch, which is of the contract

ing band type and of original design, and

the brakes, which are of good size and of

the popular external-internal pattern. The

Haynes is exclusively a roller bearing car

For the front axles, Timken bearings are

employed, as also for the end thrust of the

roller pinion drive in the differential group.

The rear axle, which is of the live type

with telescoped driving end on one side, 15

mounted in Hyatt bearings, while the gear

set is mounted on American bearings.

STEVENS-DURYEA.

“Big Six" cars with touring body and li~

mou‘sine, respectively, a show chassis of the

“light six,” together with a new four_cylin

der car in touring body and limousine con

stitute the showing of the Stevens-Duryea

Co., of Chicopee Falls, Mass. The six-cyl

little later in the season. The chassis dis

played emphasizes the claims for simplicity

and compactness of mechanism that are

made, although it is bare of radiator and

other necessaries that when added would

lessen the effect to some degree. The dou—

ble opposed motor is mounted in front, un

drive shaft all the way up to the point where

it emerges from the transmission in front,

the leverage obtained making it permissible

thus to throw a slight twist friction on the

drive shaft. By this arrangement the whole

rear of the frame back of the dash is clean

and bare, except for the muffler.

APPERSON.

Of the two new Apperson models exhib

ited, safe to say the Model S, six-cylinder, 50

horsepower car, shown most conspicuously

in runabout form, attracts the. greatest

amount of attention from the fact of its ex

treme compactness of motor build, as well

as the neat details of its external appear

ance. Noteworthy points in connection

with its motor equipment are the use of

T-head independent cylinders, the bore and

stroke of which is 4% by 5 inches; the use

of complete double ignition with two sets

of plugs, the usual multiplicity of electrical

connections so frequently in evidence where

this system is used being notably absent

in this case, the leads for each set of plugs

being taken through brass conduits perma

nently affixed to the tops of the cylinders,

and all loose and aimless connections being

dispensed with; the elimination of waste

room in the bonnet, the cylinders nearly

filling the hooded space, both longitudinally

and vertically, while the auxiliaries are com

pactly arranged, and also, as a result of this,

the freedom from that ostentation in the

general appearance of the machine, which

becomes objectionable in several types of

six-cylinder car.

The second new model on view, which, in

cidentally is more or less of an innovation

  

  

 

 

Thomas 40,

der the hood, and immediately back of it is

placed the planetary transmission. Motor

and transmission are so tilted as to give a

straight line from the crank shaft to the rear

axle driving pinion, a long one piece driv

ing shaft extending almost the whole length

of the frame. The rear springs take the

drive and a torsion rod is dispensed with

by the use of a tube housing covering the

in the Apperson ranks, since it is shaft

driven, appears in the form of a four-seated

runabout with individual seats of the same

size front and rear, a not uncomely body,

and roomy passenger accommodations. The

motor of this, Model M, car is of the four

cylinder variety, with cylirftlers 4% by 5

inches, bore and stroke, and rated at 30

horsepower. The wheel base is 106%
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inches, the tires are 34 by 4 inches, the

weight is 2,400 pounds.

Model K, the 50 horsepower touring car,

which is somewhat similar to the new six

in general specifications, but is driven by a

5% by 5 inch four-cylinder motor, is con

tinued from last year in improved form.

Its wheel base is 114 inches, wheel and tire

sizes, 36 by 4 by 4% inches, and its weight

in touring car form 3,200 pounds.

The change gear systems of all the cars

are of the selective type, that on the model

M affording three forward speed changes,

while the larger cars are provided with a

fourth speed as well. Double chain drive

is used on all except the Model M car, and

a special type of contracting band clutch

also is featured. Mounting the same gen

eral features as the four-cylinder touring

car, but of semi-racing build and specialized

accordingly in several particulars, the “Jack

rabbit” is, like the touring car, continued

with only such minor alterations in struc

tural detail as have been found necessary.

PACKARD.

Probably not stauncher or more famous

exponent of the one-design-a-yea-r prin

ciple exists in the American market than

the Packard, which is continued over from

' year to year, with few changes, if any, in

its makeup, yet without falling back into

the leftover class at any time. This is due

in part to the fact that its fundamental de

sign was correct originally, though rated

somewhat radical at the time of its intro

duction, and in part to the fact that a cer

tain number of refinements are made each

year in so subtle a fashion as to bring the

new model into line with others in its class,

without in the least destroying the sem

blance of the absolute constancy in detail

which is only infringed upon in minor ways.

The Packard exhibit displays the touring,

runabout and limousine models.

The specifications peculiar to the stand

ard model are, motor, rated 30 horsepower;

cylinders, 5 by 5% inches, bore and stroke;

valves placed on opposite sides of the cyl

inders; ignition, double with a single set

of plugs, the Eiseman low tension magneto

being supplemented by a storage battery,

the vibrator coil for which is mounted on

the dash along with the transformer for the

magneto; master clutch of the internal ex

panding type, actuated by screw and nut

mechanism; transmission, propeller shaft

with double universal joints; change gear

mounted on the rear axle in housing made

integral with that of the differential group;

brakes, internal-external on rear wheels;

wheel base, 123% inches; tires, 36 by 4 by

4%, front and rear for the touring car, and

36 by 3% by 4, for the runabout.

Of the changes which serve to distin

guish the present type from previous mod

els, the use of the 36-inch tires is the most

noteworthy, not alone because it is the only

one which is conspicuous, but also because

the alteration has been accomplished with

out disturbing the center of gravity of the

vehicle as a whole, notwithstanding the

fact that its axles have been raised. This

effect has been secured by arching the rear

of the frame so that the springs may be set

lowe'r, thus allowing them full play with

out risking the bumping of the axle under

strenuous highway conditions. The wheel

base also represents a, slight increase over

that of last year, the difference in length

having been introduced entirely in front of

the dash, giving the front springs a better

leverage on their load, and tending to make

the car ride easier in front. The diameter

of the steering wheel has been increased,

also, as has that of the steering column,

which thus is made even more substantial

than hitherto. The radiator capacity has

been increased somewhat, as has that of the

lubricating oil tank, which holds approx

imately twice as much as before. The ra

diator also is fitted with a new type of fill

ing cap with a form of bayonet lock.

The master clutch has been altered to the

extent of adding a relieving spring to one

side to ease the gripping action coming

with too sudden release of the pedal, while

the pedal linkage controling the clutch has

been altered in such a way as to decrease

the throw of the pedals. A change in the

construction of the axle transmission group

which has added something to its strength

as well as improving its appearance very

materially, consists in the use of internal

strengthening webbs on the casing, instead

of the external flanges which were former

ly employed. A few detailed alterations

have been made in the delineation of the

bodies, but they are comparatively insig

nificant, with the pessible exception of the

limousine body, which is now pocketed at

the sides in order to give more inside room

with the same amount of wheel clearance as

before, I

ELMORE.

As the sole exponent of the two-cycle

principle to be found in the Garden, the

Elmore cars, as in former years, are cen

ters of no small amount of interest and en

thusiasm. Incidentally, the growing pro

duction of six-cylinder motors of the four

cycle type, has served as a strong text for

preaching the two-cycle gospel, and the

amount of technical discussion which the.

week has developed about the Elmore stand

has been of a voluminous and instructive

nature. Two types of car are produced un

der this aegis, namely the “30” and the “40,”

of three and four cylinders, respectively.

Both are ‘continuances of former models,

but with sundry changes which make for

i decided betterment in action. It is sig

nificant, however, that these alterations re

late mainly to the construction of the chas

sis and not to the motors.

The larger car has a three port valveless

motor, of 4% by 4 inches, cylinder dimen

sions, selective type, change gear affording

three forward speeds, shaft drive, llO-inch

wheel base, 34 by 4 inch tires, and weighs

equipped, 2,250 pounds. The dimensions of

the three-cylinder motor are the same, per

cylinder, while the overall specifications of

the car are l04-inch wheel base, 32 by 3%

inch tires, and weight, 2,100 pounds.

The Atwater-Kent timer system has been

adopted for the new cars, in addition to

which, such changes as an increase in the

wheel base of the larger, the adoption of a

new type of steering gear, and the use of a

new type of air cooled emergency brake on

the rear wheel, as well as the use of an im

proved form of rear axle, are to be ob

served. In this connection, it is noteworthy

that the three-quarter platform suspension

used in the rear is supplemented by the use

of helical springs mounted in tension be

tween the rear axle and brackets offset from

the side frame members on the inside of the

chassis.

BUICK.

The strong feature of the Buick line for

1908 is the brand new offering of a 20 horse

power, four-cylinder runabout, with rumble

seat, for $850. This little machine, which

has a particularly sturdy and gratifying ap

pearance, and seems to be quite the marvel

it is claimed to be, has a vertical motor

with cylinders, 3% by 3% inches, bore and

stroke, with valves in the head seated in

removable cages, actuated by push rods

and walking beams, planetary change gear,

shaft drive, semi-elliptical front and full

elliptical rear suspension, expanding brakes

on rear wheels, contracting band brake on

drive shaft, 88-inch wheel base, and 30 by

3 inch tires. The power plant is mounted

on a sub-frame, which, like the main frame,

is of pressed steel. The parts are all com

pactly and neatly designed, and the general

effect is that of a staunch and reliable ma

chine of the light class.

A second innovation in the Buick line is

a 2,000-p0und, 24 horsepower touring car of

the medium priced class, which is built much

more solidly and in more general accord

ance with common practice. It has lO6-inch

wheel base, 32 by 4 inch tires, selective type

change gear, shaft drive, multiple disc

clutch, full elliptic rear springs. The mod

els made last year are again continued with

various improvements.

STEARNS.

What is little short of freak body design

is disclosed on the four and six cylinder

four-passenger roadsters at the space of

the F, B. Stearns Co., of Cleveland. The

two front seats, with very low backs are

but a few inches above the floor, and are

“staggered” so that the driver's seat is con

siderably in advance of that of his com,

panion. The passenger who rides thus on

the driver’s port quarter, as it were, has an

immense area of floor space in front of

him, so that he may squeeze his shoulder

blades into the little cup shaped seat and

lie supine along the floor with his legs

stretched forward till they reach a brass

footrail that is provided. The two rear

passengers, while having less provision for
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reclining positions, are nevertheless given

the same sort of indentations to sit in. An

outrigger seat over the runningboard, for

the chauffeur when he is not at the wheel,

is further provided on the four cylinder

roadster, an innovation which suggests

great possibilities of dotting extra seats

in many now unthought-of places. The cars

are finished in the richest style and how

ever much on first view the passengers’

comfort may be doubted, they present a

striking and imposing appearance. The

Stearns four cylinder chassis is on display

but presents no radical changes over the

model made familiar during the past sea

son. A seven passenger touring car on this

chassis is shown which is a delight to look

upon. It is finished in broad alternate

stripes of deep green and black.

KNOX.

The feature of the Knox exhibit is the

type L car, shown in addition to the several

types of air cooled machines which are

practically unchanged; it is the first Knox

to employ a water cooled motor, but other

The Electric Pleasure Cars in

Like a “wheel within wheels" the electric

vehicles are having a show within a show

and are monopolizing the large room which

was formerly known as “the restaurant,”

but which has of late years suffered so

many interruptions in the meal survice on

account of various shows and exhibits that

it is now given the more dignified desig

nation of the “Madison avenue exhibition

hall.”

Here the electric pleasure vehicles reign

supreme, nearly all of them being gathered

in the one fold, the exceptions having to be

located elsewhere through lack of room.

The exhibits of electric models show a most

enterprising diversity, from speedy run

abouts capable of almost 40 miles per hour

to the most practical and economical of

service rigs, and from dainty little Victoria

type phaetons to immense and luxurious

family carriages. The mileage and speed

possibilities of the regular types show

marked increases. The difficulties that con

fronted the prospective purchaser in former

years as to getting proper charging current

are also lessened, as rectifying and charging

apparatus is offered in variety, giving evi

dence of the growing wisdom of the mak

ers of electrics in making easy the main

tenance of their cars.

In the center of the hall the Electric Ve—

hicle Col, Hartford, Conn, displays five ve

hicles, four of which have one chassis in

common. The brougham, landaulet, han

som and Victoria, all of which list $4,000,

have a 40 mile radius and a maximum speed

of 20 miles per hour. The chassis has a

single motor shaft drive and is equipped

with three-quarter platform springs in the

rear. The battery equipment is 44 Exide

cells. A smart Victoria phaeton at $1,000,

known as Mark LXIX, Lot 3, is rated with

a mileage capability of 68 miles and a max

imum speed of 22 miles per hour. This rig

has a single chain drive and a battery equip

ment of 30 cells.

In the Pope-Waverly line, offered by the

Pope Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind., the

Model 70 C Victoria-coupe with inter

changeable bodies is featured. The con

struction of the body is such that the coupe

top may be removed, leaving a Victoria

phaeton, to which a leather top may be

added if desired. The passenger floor is

curved to a low point where the step ad

joins, a constructional refinement on which

great stress is laid. The vehicle lists at

$1,900. Like the regular Victoria phaeton,

Model 67, which lists at $1,600, and is also

shown, it has one special Pope-Waverly mo

tor designed for double overload and gives

a speed of from 5 to 16 miles per hour with

a 30 cell battery equipment. Noiseless

“herring-bone” gearing, running in oil and

protected in dust proof cases, is used. The

Model 26 Chelsea, with removable coupe

top, at $1,700, and the Model 65 Stanhope

with leather t0p at $1,500, both having the

same general running gear specifications as

the models previously described, are also

shown. A speed of 17 miles an hour is

claimed for the Model 71 runabout with

leather top, at $1,500, and the Model 69 run

about with leather top at $1,225, as these,

while having the same power equipment as

the others, bear much lighter bodies. The

Model 60 surrey, which is also on the floor,

has two motors and 42 cells. With its com

plement of four passengers it makes 15

miles per hour. Complete with leather ex

tension top, as exhibited, it sells for $1,900.

Three open electrics with tops, together

with a 14-passenger omnibus and an ambu<

lance, constitute the non-commercial elec

tric exhibit of the Studebaker Automobile

Co., of South Bend, Ind. The Model 16d

Victoria-phaeton, with graceful curves and

splendid finish leads off. It has a mileage

capacity of from 60 to 70 miles on the high

speed, the distance, of course, being sub

ject to great increase on the lower speeds.

The rate of 15 miles an hour is not at all

difficult for it. One special type motor is

used, with ample overload capacity, while

the battery equipment consists of 28 cells

of Il-plate battery, part carried in front

and part in the rear, for equal weight dis

tribution. Models 22e and 22a, of the Stan

hope type, vary only slightly in body de

sign, and being lighter, match in perform

ance the phaeton as to mileage and speed

with a battery equipment of 24 cells. The

l4-passenger bus, known as Model 2006e.

has two motors of special design, each 80

volts and 20 amperes. The battery equip

ment is 40 cells in four separate units of 10

cells each. The mileage is betWeen 30 and

wise agrees in general specifications with

the Model H of last year. The motor in

question, which is 4% by 4% inches cylin

der dimensions, and is rated at 30.6 horse

power, is of the same general type as the

air cooled original, is mounted on the same,

type of unit base, and has valves in the

head, actuated by push rods from a single

cam shaft. An unusual feature of the con

struction is the use of independent cylinder

heads, which, though completely water jack

eted, are held to the main cylinder castings

by means of four lug bolts.

Evidence

40 miles and the speed on good roads from

3 to 10 miles. The vehicle, which weighs

5,500 pounds, accommodates 14 occupants

beside the driven

When the Baker speed roadster, built to

look like a gasolene runabout speedster,

was disclosed last year it created a buzz of

comment as something very radical in the

electric line. A similar model is shown this

year by the Baker Motor Vehicle Co., of

Cleveland. It is styled the Model M road

ster and is credited with a speed of 38

miles an hour, and a radius of 70 miles when

driven at the lower speeds. It is a long,

rakish runabout with rumble seat in the

back, holding a total of three passengers

when necessary. The battery equipment

is 40 cells, 9 P. V. The power from the mo

tor is conveyed through a planetary gear

reduction and shaft drive to bevel gears on

the rear axle. The speed control is of the

continuous torque system, the speed

changes being made without sparking.

There are nine speeds forward and three

reverse, eight of the forward speeds being

without resistance. From the first to the

fifth speed inclusive the batteries are in

parallel, while for the higher speeds they

are in series. The speed lever is mount

ed on the steering wheel. The motor is

rated at 3% horsepower. Ball bearings are

liberally used to give high efi‘iciency. The

blue of the body together with the yellow

running gear give the car a very natty ap

pearance, and it attracts a great deal of

attention. The company also has for inspec

tion the Queen Victoria, a popular design

for general use or woman’s driving. It is

capable of 20 miles an hour and has a bat

tery equipment of 24 cells, 9 M. V. The

Baker inside driven coupe is likewise shown.

It is the same chassis with coupe body,

the latter being interchangeable with the

Queen Victoria body if desired. The coupe

style is recommended for physicians and

for winter driving. A demonstration chas

sis of these two models is featured. It

shows the steel frame which is a Baker

feature and the control system giving six

speeds forward and three reverse.

Another electric speedy roadster is re

vealed in the space of the General Vehicle

Co., of Long Island City, N. Y. It is a

racy, gray affair, with a battery equipment
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of 40 cells and capable of 30 miles an hour.

One the lower speeds it has a rated radius

of 150 miles. A fancy green runabout seat

ing two is also shown. This can make 18

miles per hour and can go 50 miles on one

charge. The same chassis takes a phaeton

body. A landaulet, luxurious in every way,

is displayed. It can go 60 miles on one

charging and can travel at the rate of 15

miles an hour. The battery equipment is 40

cells, and the complete vehicle weighs 3,000

pounds. A feature of the General method

of construction is the use of Morse silent

chain both for the gear reductions and for

the final drive, rather than the employment

of any gears.

A clever little canopy top Victoria-effect

runabout confronts one at the stand of the

Columbus Buggy Co., of Columbus, 0. It

has a maximum speed of 21 miles an hour

and when driven at the more moderate pace

of 12 or 13 miles an hour can cover 75

miles without recharging. A single motor

is used with double chain drive from a dif

ferential countershaft, and 21 cells consti

tute the baatery equipment. A Victoria

and a coupe on the same chassis are offered,

The chassis is also shown stripped for

demonstration purposes.

For the Babcock roadster, Model 5, ex

hibited by the Babcock Electric Co., of

Buffalo, N. Y., it is claimed that at 16 miles

an hour on good, level macadam roads 85

miles can be readily obtained on a single

charge of the battery. The maximum speed

is 26 miles per hour. The equipment of

battery is 36 cells, divided between the

front and the back. Five forward speeds

and two reverse are given. When fitted

with the Victoria phaeton body the speed

is reduced to about a 25 mile maximum,

but the latter body, because of its low hang

ing and wide entrance has many advan

tages for stout and elderly people. Wheel

steer is used in both models, the steering

column having a breaking joint to permit

easy ingress and egress to the operator's

seat. The same chassis is also shown fitted

with a coupe body. The Model 1, a Stan

hope, completes the exhibit. This has a

mileage rating of 50 miles for ordinary

roads, and a maximum of 18 miles per hour,

being equipped with 40 cells.

A Stanhope and a coupe mounted on what

is termed their Model 10 chassis are shown

by the Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., of

Cleveland. The chassis itself is also shown

stripped of any body. It has 24 cells, 9

M. V., and can carry either the Stanhope

or the coupe at 20 miles an hour. \Vith suit

able tires and good roads it is claimed that

it can cover almost 100 miles on one charge.

A six-passenger landaulet with 24 cells, 17

M. V., is displayed, too. It has a maximum

speed of 18 miles per hour, which the man

ufacturers thing amply high for city driving.

Concerning the Commercial Vehicles
  

A round dozen makers staged commer

cial vehicles and their combined products

range from a road train capable of carry

ing 20 tons cargo, to light wagons built for

loads under 1,000 pounds. Two makers ex

hibit five ton trucks, one gasolene and the

other electric, and in the smaller vehicles

the two powers divide things about even,

the freight train straddling by using both

in a combination whereby gasolene gener

ates the primary power and electricity trans

mits it.

What is described by its makers, the Al

den Sampson Mfg. Co., of Pittsfield, Mass,

as a “multiple unit road train," is literally

the big feature of the commercial section,

as it also is interesting from the point of

novelty and radical design. It consists of

a tractor with two trailers, the tractor

mounting an electrical generator for sup

plying current to the motors individual to

the trailers, the whole outfit being operated

like the multiple unit system of a subway

train, where the operator in front controls

the action of not only the first car, but of

those that are attached behind. The tarctor

itself has six wheels and the trailers, too,

have six wheels apiece, three on a side,

the center wheel in each case being a drive

wheel 54 inchs in diameter with S-inch steel

tires, while the wheels at either end are but

42 inches in diameter, with 3% inch steel

tires. The tractor and two trailers in com

bination are capable of carrying 20 tons at

a rate of 6 r‘niles an hour on level, hard mac

Alden Sa
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adam. The power plant of the tractor con

sists of a slow speed four cylinder motor

of about 60 horsepower, driving a direct

current generator. The current thus ob

tained is available for the electric motors

operating the drive wheels on the trailers

through the medium of connecting cables

and when the whole train is in motion the

two driving wheels on the tractor and the

driving wheels on each of the trailers are

all operated by electricity. Each trailer,

therefore, has sufficient driving traction for

its own load and the tractor is relieved of

having to pull the whole mass, There are

two motors to each car, a motor to each

driving wheel, thus doing away with the

The driving wheels

are so free and unhampered in their action

that they will easily ride over obstructions

12 inches high.

In turning corners the cars track each

other practically perfectly and the whole

train can make a complete turn in a 20-foot

radius. Each car is steered by a tongue at

tached to the rear of the car ahead of it,

the front and rear sets of wheels being cross

connected so that in rounding a curve all

six wheels follow concentric radii. The cars

are 17 feet long by 4 feet 2 inches wide, and

stand 4 feet high, weighing 7,000 pounds.

The wheel gauge is 72 inches.

The power plant on the tractor makes it

possible for the latter to stand still and

yet supply power to move a trailer that is

quite a distance away from it, if suitable

mpsoni'Gasolene-Electric Road Train.
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lengths of wire are provided to supply the

trailer motor with current from the tractor

dynamo. Series-paralleling is accomplished

by means of a rotary switch which is inter

locked with the one-minute starting hreostat

in such a way as to make it impossible for

a careless or ignorant operator to cause

damage to the electrical equipment, Brak

ing is done by short circuiting the motors,

making two magnetic brakes for each car.

 

The Hewitt Motor Co., New York City,

exhibits a S-ton truck of the most sturdy

design. It is equipped with a gasolene mo

tor rated according to the A. L. A. M. for

mula at 28 horsepower, and having four

cylinders of 4%-inch bore by 5%-inch

stroke. The main fuel tank is at the side

of the car, from which gasolene is from

time to time pumped to the gravity feed

tank on the dash. Simms-Bosch high ten

sion magneto ignition is used, without sup

plementary batteries of any kind. The ra

diator extending across the front of the

wide dashboard has an unique spring sus

pension mounting to save it from the strains

and warpings that it might ordinarily get

on the stiff truck. Spiral springs at each

side of the dash support it and the arrange~

ment is such that the whole radiator may

be taken off with little difficulty.

A shaft with two universal points con

veys the power to the cone clutch and

planetary transmission. The latter has the

usual two speeds forward and a reverse, the
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drive, of course, being direct on the high

speed. The brake bands on the transmis

sion are of fibre. Two universal points are

also used on the shaft from the transmis

sion to the differential and the power is

conveyed thence to the rear wheels by side

chains. The long frame of channel section

is of pressed steel, strongly reinforced at

the corners. The springs are of the semi

elliptic type and those in the rear have 19

leaves. The rear wheels, which may be sup

plied with either twin or triple tires, are

fitted with internal expansion brakes 24

inches in diameter and with 3-inch faces.

There is also another brake on the trans

mission. Special Timken roller bearings

are used for all heavy bearings. The chas

sis alone lists at $4,500, but equipped with

a stake truck body sells for $5,000, a com»

plete truck thus fitted out being shown.

The same style of chassis with coal wagon

body might be seen the fore part of the

week delivering 5 tons at a time to the

Madison Square Garden coal chutes.

The standard light Hewitt

wagon is also shown. This has a single

cylinder motor rated at 12 horsepower, the

dimensions being 4%-inch bore by 6-inch

stroke. The whole power plant is mounted

on a special sub-frame made of one piece

of pressed steel. When fitted with light

delivery body the vehicle sells for $1,600,

while with an omnibus body it is $2,000.

The balance of the exhibit consists of a

standard four cylinder Hewitt motor and

an eight cylinder V type motor for omnibus

use, fitted with a special carburetter, guar

anteed to give a steady gas supply to all

eight cylinders, and a special eight lead

distributor.

 

The 5-ton electric truck is shown by the

General Vehicle Co., of Long Island City,

N. Y. It has a single motor and uses

' Morse silent chain for the first reduction

to the countershaft and differential, thus

avoiding the use of gears. The motor'is

.hibit of the company.

delivery _

ball bearing and Timken roller bearings

are used for the countershaft and wheels.

Side chain drive is employed from the dif

ferential countershaft. The truck is capable

of about 25 miles on a charge and the speed

is in the neighborhood of 6 miles an hour.

The beer truck style, as shown, lists at

$4,500. A 3%-ton truck, with the same

general principles of construction, is ex

hibited by the same makers. It is capable

of 8 miles an hour and is good for 30 miles.

The price for this style is $4,000. The 1,000

pound wagon completes the commercial ex

It lists at $2,200 and

can make,40 to 50 miles, its maximum speed

being 12 miles per hour.

 

Two styles of wagons were shown by the

Knox Automobile Co., of Springfield, Mass,

the first being a 30 horsepower 3-ton truck

with a four cylinder air cooled motor, three

speed selective transmission, double chain

drive, and rear wheels equipped with twin

tires. Complete with Boston brewer’s body

it lists at $4,200. The 1%-ton truck, with

two cylinder air cooled motor rated at‘16-20

horsepower, has planetary transmission

and lists at $2,600 for the chassis alone, an

open body costing about $200 more.

 

The Pope Motor Car Co. shows electrics

from its Indianapolis plant, the Pope-Wa

verly Model 43 and an express wagon model

being exhibited. The former, which is the

lighter model, has a single motor suspended

from the frame and uses a double chain

drive from a countershaft fitted with differ

ential. It carries 42 cells for battery equip

ment. With an open body it lists at $1,800,

and with a closed body at $1,850. The ex

press wagon type has a double motor and

is of about double the power. It uses dou

ble chain drive from a differential counter

shaft , like the other model, but differs from

it in that semi-elliptic springs and plain

bearings are used instead of full elliptic

springs and ball bearings Its price is

$2,500, complete with the express wagon

type of body with top.

 

A single Franklin truck is displayed, this

being the 16 horsepower stake truck with

four cylinder air cooled engine and spiral

gear drive. The vehicle lists at $2,000, the

manufacturers being the H. H. Franklin

Mfg. Co., of Syracuse, N. Y.

 

The Cadillac light delivery car at $1,000,

with a single cylinder 10 horsepower motor

occupies the downstairs space of the Cadil

lac Motor Car Co., of Detroit, Mich. The

vehicle has a covered body and has a carry

ing capacity of from 500 to 600 pounds.

 

The commercial chassis of the Baker

Electric Co., of Cleveland, 0., capable of

taking a variety of bodies, is shown fitted

as a police patrol wagon. The complete

chassis with 42 battery cells, 9 MV in se

ries at all speeds, weighs 3,000 pounds. The

frame is of pressed steel, which is some

thing of a departure in electrics. Renold

silent chain is used from the motor to the

differential countershaft, and side chains

from the latter to the rear wheels. The

batteries are carried in an underslung cra

dle beneath the frame.

 

Electricity is also the power for a neat

Wagon Co., of Owego, N. Y. The vehicle,

with enclosed body, has a carrying capacity

of 750 pounds and can go 35 miles on one

charge. It has a single motor' equipment

and a triple linked spring suspension.

 

While making no exhibit of commercial

vehicles, the Packard Motor Car Co., of

Detroit, Mich., has a large space in the

commercial vehicle section where a factory

expert is ready to figure with those inter- .

ested as to the use of the Packard com

mercial chassis. The company is prepared

to supply a great variety of bodies,

ln the Realm of Tires and Accessories

Between the closing of the Palace show

on Thursday night and the opening of the

Garden show on Saturday, forty-five hours

later, it scarcely was to be expected that

those exhibiting in the first show would dis

play anything new in the other show which

so closely followed. Perforce, so far as ac

cessories are concerned the Palace funtion

' took much of “the shine off" the second,

but, as a matter of course, practically all

of the better known accessory manufactur—

ers were “present and voting" at both

shows, as, for instance, the Diamond Rub

ber Co., Morgan 8: \Nright, G 8: J Tire Co.,

Continental Caoutchouc Co., Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co., Hartford Rubber Works C0,,

Fisk Rubber Co., Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co.,

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., and the

Michelin Tire Co., and, of course, there are

Midgley rims, Timken axles and bearings,

\Nhitney chains, and Truflault-Hartford

shock absorbers, and Solar lamps, and the

Jones, Warner, Smith and Index speed in

dicators, Splitdorf, Witherbee, Heinze and

Pittsfield ignition apparatus, and all of the

well known products that contribute to the

satisfaction of automobile usage.

But despite the fact, there are installed at

the Garden not less than eighty-one acces

sory exhibitors who did not display their

goods at the former, and it is among them

that any newness must be looked for.

Two entirely new products appear in 61-8

exhibit of the Jones Speedometer, of New

York, in addition to the regular line of

Jones Speedometers. The first is the auto

matic speed regulator, having a dial ar

rangement which may be placed in the ton

neau while the speed indicator part is on

the dash of the car. The dial may be set

for almost any maximum speed, and when

that speed is reached the device automatic

ally prevents the car going faster, by cut

ting out the spark or controlling the throt

tle. A new recording instrument, christ

ened the “speedograph,” is the other nov

elty. When put out in perfected form it will

give graphic records of time, distance and

speed on disc records of paper.

Each year the Garden show offers the

opportunity for the Splitdorf Laboratory,

New York, to bring out its new discoveries

and always something new may be ex

pected from it. This year the “something

new" is a four cylinder unit coil with one

synchronizing vibrator for the four coils,

insuring an absolute correct timing of the

ignition. 'The vibrator is of the high speed

type, consuming a quarter of an ampere;

these coils are also equipped with an aux
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iliary condenser in each unit, whose sole

purpose is to absorb the spark or are which

is ever a menace to the commutator. This

will be appreciated, especially as it is esti

mated that 90 per cent, of the ignition trou

bles are due to the destruction of the con

tacts in the commutator. The speed of the

synchronizer is due to the short magnets

which are employed in series with the pri

maries of the other units in operating the

armature, and as a special unit is reserved

for this vibrator a sufi‘icient amount of con

denser is supplied in this unit which will

take care of any possible spark between the

platinum points of the vibrator.

In addition to the Eiseman magneto and

imported parts, of particular interest at this

time, when the taxicab is very much in the

public eye, not alone of the automobile man

ufacturers, but of those in the transit meth

ods generally, is one of the exhibits of Lava

lette & Co., of New York, who are showing

an absolutely new taximeter for use on both

motor cars and other wheeled vehicles. It

is designed, of course, for use in indicating

the amount of fare to be collected at the

end of performed service. In outward ap

pearance it is much like a small steel cash

box, black, with a gold stripe; it is about

9 inches high, 5 inches wide and 7 deep;

the front of glass permits a view of a sil

vered dial bearing indexes of the tariff-—

i. e., day or night use—fare in dollars and

cents, also an index for "extras," by

which is intended the baggage charges.

operated at the vehicle by the gears of the

same general type as used in speedometers.

The connection to the taximeter is through

a flexible shaft. On the side of the meter a

small red metal flag indicates by its posi

tion if the car is engaged or is for hire, a

perpendicular position indicating it is for

hire; dropped or horizontal, that it is en

gaged. On the same side a small T handle

is for the purpose of winding the clock

work, which is started automatically when

the vehicle is waiting the return of the pas

senger who has engaged it. In the event

of a delay for which the fare is not re

sponsible, a break or puncture, a lever on

the same side as the other mechanism is

thrown forward, showing a dial indication

of “not recording." On the back is a series

of indicator dials or wheels not unlike the

appearance of an odometer, which show the

total number of fares carried during a cer

tain period of time, the number of miles

traveled and the amount collected. The

registration of “extras” is controlled by a

push button arranged on the back.

A high tension magneto in which the pri

mary circuit is automatically broken by the

use of the magnetic force is the principal

feature of the Albert Champion Co. exhibit.

In this magneto the primary contact breaker

has also the advantage of acting as an auto

matic cutout. \Nhen the armature has reached

a certain speed it controls the high ten

sion and makes it constant, the primary

break in magneto fields acts as an automatic

blow-out, eliminating arcing between the

points of the primary breakers. In the dis

tribution of the current there is no 2 to l

shaft used, its place being taken by an in

ternal gear in connection with a floating

gear. A wide range of speed with spark

advance is controlled by a shutter which dis

places the magneto field between the ar

mature and pole-pieces.

In respect to tires, the Dow non-deflation

inner tube undoubtedly is the greatest nov

elty. It previously had been seen by many

men in the trade and some of those in the

Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers thought so well of it that they

have been more or less indirectly exploiting

it. At the Garden it is shown in improved

form.
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Dow Non-Deflation Inner Tube,

The Dow inner tube may be described

as a tube within a tube. Considering the

smaller diameter, the contained tube is vul

canized to its casing for about one-quarter

of the diameter, the rest of it forming a

pocket which is filled with a compound of

paste and selected feathers. Inserted in a

shoe in the same manner as the ordinary

tube, it is inflated in the usual manner; the

outward- appearance is conventional. When

the inevitable puncture occurs the feather

compound finds the opening, seals it without

appreciable loss of air and the puncture

ceases to exist. With the pressure main

tained in the tube the life of a shoe, which

is always shortened if run soft, is neces

sarily lengthened by being used in the con

dition for which it was constructed, the

probability of blow»outs becomes remote

and as the tube construction does not Sub

tract from the resiliency of the tire one

obtains the maximum mileage with mini

mum trouble and expense.

The makers of the Kelly-Springfield tire

bounce into the ring at the Garden show

as makers of pneumatics. The Consolidated

Rubber Tire Co., of New York, shows the

new Kelly-Springfield pneumatic tires in a

great variety of sizes. The new tires are

regular type clinchers, with raised corru

gated tread.

Holley Bros. Co. radically have changed

their 1908 Holley carburetter, both in de

sign and principle; it now constitutes a de

parture from the conventional designs of

carburetter. A high air velocity is obtained

in the mixing chamber by applying the prin

ciple of the Venturi tube, which feature,

though not original in this carburetter, is

important, for the reason that frequently

is incorrectly applied. The true Venturi

tube acts to discharge a liquid or gas with

a velocity through the smallest section of

the tube greater than the velocity due to

the head alone, In the new Holley carbur

etter the gasolene level in the float cham

ber, instead of being slightly below the gas

olene orifice, is about one-eighth inch

higher, and it is in this fact that the radical

departure lies. In some carburetters it is

necessary to lift the gasolene by vacuum

to produce a mixture, and at slow speeds

the suction to accomplish this is lacking;

in the new model there is a puddle one

eighth inch deep in the bottom of the cham

ber when the motor is at rest. Consequent

ly when the motor is starting or running

very slowly, the air does not have to lift

the gasolene at all, but draws over the pud

dle and is carburetted by surface evapora

tion. As the throttle is opened and the air

velocity increases, the puddle gradually is

swept away by the strong air current over

it, thus reducing the surface area of the

puddle, and maintaining constant propor

tions of mixture. At the higher speeds the

puddle is wiped out entirely and a spray

of the ordinary sort takes place. Another

feature claimed for the new model is that

it has but one adjustment, all of it being

made through the needle valve. At a slight

additional cost the needle valve is fitted

with a universal joint from which a small

rod may be run through the dashboard,

thus permitting adjustment from the seat

while the engine is in motion.

R. E. Hardy 8: Co., whose Sta-Rite

spark plugs are too widely known to require

description, has brought out what is termed

a magneto plug. In general construction

the plug embodies the same principle as all

Sta-Rite products, with a shell separable

for cleaning and the porcelain protected by

a metal cap, but it differs from the others

in that it has a center sparking point of

thick nickel, with four ground wires, the

claim being made that this arrangement

eliminates any chance of burning out the

contact points, as the heat from the spark

is equally distributed. The Stackpole Bat

tery Co., St Mary's Pa., shows an assort

ment of dry cells and battery connections.

In addition to its batteries, the Vesta Asv

cumulator, Chicago. exhibits a line of elec

tric horns, operated by push button from

the steering wheel.

The Leavitt distributor, marketed by the

Uncas Specialty Co., has been improved to

some extent, and a new model of the Leavitt

siren horn, with an eight-inch hell, also has

made its appearance. Janney, Steinmetz &
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Co., Philadelphia, have found improvement

impossible in their large line of seamless

cold drawn steel tanks, and that company

still is marketing the Hill gasolene lock,

the Lowndes duplex pipe wrench, and Rich—

ards’ aluminum solder; the only new arti

cle the firm has to show is the “Flash

Light" spark plug, with platinum iridium

tips, in a variety of sizes, and at a popular

price.

Two improvements are manifest in the

Kilgore pneumatic shock eliminator, the

most important being a change in the ad

justmcnt of the working cylinder proper.

In last year’s device eight small by-pass

holes lined one side of the cylinder, but

when after exhaustive tests it Was found

that the presence of so many holes did not

afford sufficient resistance, six of the holes

were done away with, leaving one each near

the top and the bottom. Arguto wood pis

ton rings have been substituted instead of

steel rings. Originally wood was employed,

and later steel, but the latter material was

found to scratch the brass cylinder to an

unnecessary degree, and this brought about

a return to arguto wood.

Making the parts of a product that man

ufacturers either have not the facilities for

making or do not care to make is the busi

ness of the Globe Machine & Stamping

Co., Cleveland, which shows a comprehen

sive array of band brakes, brake drums,

gear cases and stampings of all sorts. The

company this year is making steel battery

and tool boxes, that are unique, a wood lin

ing having the effect of strengthening as

well as rendering them practically noiseless

when filled with either batteries or tools.

The Radio—Escape, invented by Walter C.

Baker, is another new product. It merely

is a device to be applied to any radiator,

and consists in sealing the radiator by clos

ing the overflow, and screwing on the di—

vice in place of the cap at the top. The

claim is advanced that in winter it retains

the vapor from the anti-freezing liquid

within the radiator, necessitating refilling

only after long service; while in summer

the radiator can be filled with rain or dis

tilled water, which does not produce tube

clogging lime scale, and the same water

retained throughout the entire season.

Increased accessibility denotes the change

in the Hill precision oilers, shown by the

Precision Appliance Co., Chicago. On the

new model oiler all the working parts are

mounted on the cover and are removable

with it, thereby making inspection of the

working parts possible without removing

the oil from the tank, a feature simplicity

in itself. Apropos of lubrication, William

C. Robinson & Sons Co. are represented

with a large display of oils and greases,

as also is Orlando \‘V, Young and Adam

Cook’s Sons, the last named with its time

tried Albany grease. Young has concocted

one new light oil and is showing the Cox

vulcanizing clamp, so called, consisting of

two metal clamps padded with felt, an in

strument devised to hasten and make per

fect patch repairs to inner tubes. The re

paired tube is placed between the two felt

lined plates and the clamps screwed down.

The felt, being soft, gives way at the thick

portion of the patch and thus exerts an even

pressure on the whole, making a quicker,

easier and safe'r repair than by the old

style method of pressure from the hand un

til the solution takes hold.

A small but very important change has

been wrought in the Barrett automobile

jack, manufactured by the Dufl Mfg. Co.,

Pittsburg, Pa. Until this year the eccen

tric, or thumb screw, which reversed the

movement, was contained at the side, which

made manipulation difficult when the jack

was in place under a wheel. The reversing

lever now is in front of the frame alongside

the operating lever and can be thrown up

or down and thus reverses the movement

without reaching in between the spokes of

the wheel. Four new models are shown,

the most striking an eight inch jack with a

five inch raise, and a single acting jack for

trucks. Cook’s Standard Tool Co., Kala

mazoo, Mich., also show the Standard jacks

is a variety of sizes.

In addition to its electric speed indicator

and rotary pumps, the Lipman Mfg. Co.

has on its stand an electric odometer, with

out shaft, a dash board gasolene guage, and

a special timer for Ford runabouts, all of

which are new this season. The dashboard

gasolene guage is a compact instrument

with a scale denoting fifteen inches, and

consists of a copper tube to be placed in the

gasolene tank when it is desired to know

the amount of fluid in the tank. The pres

sure of the fluid in the tank forces a colored

liquid in the bottom reservoir of the instru

ment up a scale tube on the face of the dial,

recording up to fifteen inches. The Hof

fecker Co., of Boston, shows the Hoffecker

speed indicator, and the Webb Mrfg. Co.,

Newark, N. 1., has an interesting exhibit

of various kinds and sizes of flexible shaft

ing, as used in many of the well known

speed indicators on the market to-day. A

gasolene indicator, for dashboard use, is

exhibited by the Edmund E. Hans Co., of

Minneapalis,

The Comstock shock absorber, which is

designed to be placed on a car at an angle

of 45 degrees, is about the only one of that

numerous family not exhibited at the pre

vious show. It is of the hydraulic tribe.

The chamber is filled with oil until the time

of impact when the piston is depressed,

forcing the oil through a recoil valve into

the space behind the piston. At the point

of greater depression the valve is unseated

in which way care is taken of the spring

recoil, allowing only a gradual resumption

of the normal position of the spring, ob

viating the possibility of a break and pre

venting the personal discomfort of the shock

or jar to the passengers.

To obtain a metal not heavier than alu

minum, but with greater tensile strength,

to retain the rough surface so that a finish

easily may be given by the painters, to have

the rigidity of steel and anti-rust qualities

of the lighter metal, were some of the prob- '

lems claimed to have been solved by the

American Aluminum Coating Co., of Pittss

burg, Pa., the result of their research in an

exhibit of aluminum coated sheets, to be

used for radiators, mud guards, panels for

metal bodies, etc. Using a steel base, elec

trolysis is employed to coat it with alumi

num or to plate it as one would obtain gold

or silver plating. The surface of the

coated steel not having the high polish that

is given to pure aluminum sheets, it is un

necessary to rough or scarf it to enable the

painters to apply a lasting coat of paint,

and the greater strength of the steel base

permits the use of a much lighter guage

metal which about equalizes the weight

with pure aluminum.

In respect to design, material, workman

ship and finish of such commonplace ar

ticles as grease guns and gasolene primers,

it would be difficult to excel those shown by

the Randall—Faichney Co., of Boston. The

firm is famous for their surgical instru

ments. They have shown the same care

in the production of the tools that is found

in their instruments. The novelty of the

guns and primers is in the piston construc

tion which employs solid brass without

recourse to cork, leather, or rubber gas

kets. The piston is ground to fit the cyl

inder and does so so perfectly that leakage

behind it is impossible. The tips are made

of seamless brass tubing, precluding the

possibility of “joint leaks.”

Some day it may be that bearings will

have reached a stage of development when

new designs will cease. That this time has

not come is shown by the principal feature

of the New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol,

Conn., whose exhibit is chiefly of an annu~

lar ball bearing that takes an end thrust and

radial load, with twice the strength and

double the load capacity. It is, in fact, two

bearings in one. Two rows of balls with

separator holding the balls in place, the

rows being staggered, this separator per

forms no other function than to maintain

the position of the balls; it does not in any

way participate in the load carrying work of

the bearing. The cone is a single grooved

piece of steel and the raceways for the balls

are in two pieces. When assembled the

raceways, cones and balls fit into a case

and are held in position by the edge of the

case being spun over. The bearings are

supplied in standard sizes in diameters and

bore.

With some refinements in the Perfect.

Speed Indicator, shown in the basement of

the Garden by S, Smith & Son, Ltd, they

offer a novelty which they call the “Tour

ists’ Companion," consisting in addition to

the speed indicator of an eight day watch,

barometer and compass, the whole mount

ed in compact form on a brass base, each

instrument of sufficient size to be readily
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read from the seat. At first thought the use

of a barometer and compass is not readily

determined, but when one remembers the

road book directionsof E. NE. or South,

and realizes how few people can keep their

bearings in mind, the use of the compass

is apparent, and many a cautious person,

with the occasional rheumatic tendencies

and past experience in tire repairs on a

rainy roadside, will accept an unfavorable

barometer reading as a direct reason for

postponing an all day trip. This firm is

showing also the “Perfect Duplex or Dou

ble Speed Indicator,” to be placed in the

limousine where it will indicate to the oc

cupant a duplicate reading of the dash in

strument. Constructed with a clock, season

and trip odometer, with speed indicator and

maximum hand is gives absolute knowledge

of the pace of the car from the limousine

seat. A communicating device within easy

reach permits of a signal for more or less

speed and in all ways the action of the

chauffeur may be directed by the electric

signal.

With a combination of three mechanical

powers, the wedge, the screw and the nut,

though in only two parts, a device for abso

lutely fastening automatically both the nut

and bolt, constitute the exhibit of the Co

lumbia Nut and Bolt Co., of Bridgeport,

Conn. While this device has met with a

very general acceptance in the railroad

world, its adoption by the automobile in

dustry has been sufficiently slow to be a

cause of wonder. Realizing, as all practi

cal automobilists must and do, the immense

damage a floating bolt or nut can accom

plish, not alone in a crank or transmission

case, but on any part of a moving car, it

is difficult to know why an inexpensive con

trivance that will not slack back or work

loose, that is easily adjusted and may be

used on any car without change in its stan

dard equipment, has not been universally

adopted. The principal of the nut, for such

is the designation of the whole thing, is a

device consisting of an inner and outer

part, which when assembled are a unit.

The inner nut, which is threaded to receive

the bolt, is slotted throughout its length

and is tapered from above downward to fit

and correspond with the toper of the out

ward or binding nut. By applying the

wrench and tightening the nut in the usual

way the nut working on the taper binds the

bolt without dependence on a lateral strain

to hold it in place. Though readily re

moved, it will not of itself work loose and

its general adoption in the automobile trade

where already many cars have accepted it,

is-surely a matter of but a short time.

The Ball trunnion suspension, which is

exploited by the A. Z. Co., New York, is

offered as a solution of the problem of re

lieving the lateral strain to which radiators

are subjected when the going is rough. In

the A-Z constructive method, a ball is fast

ened securely to each side of the radiator,

near the bottom. A sliding bushing is re

cessed to fit the ball and its outside is

turned to fit and rest in the support which

is attached to the chassis. The ball in its

socket permits of any twisting of the car

frame, and the bushings allow for its spread

ing. The strain it is claimed is thereby

entirely removed from the radiator which

retains its normal relation to the engine

by means of the rubber water line connec

tion. Another contrivance also designed to

relieve tanks or liquid carriers from strain

is a cradle in which the force tank is car

ried without connection from it to the car

save by the gasolene line.

Users of storage batteries frequently have

cause to complain of the way in which acid

deposits on the outside of the case corrode

the terminals and connections to the serious

detriment of the latter’s contact efficiency.

To render this corrosion impossible, The

Kitsee Storage Battery Co., Scranton, Pa.,

exhibit cells with connections of burnt lead

which is non-corroding. To the same end

they are using brass binding screws which

also are lead covered, while hollow tube

vent caps minimize the chances of acid be

ing spilled out by the car vibration.

In the storage batteries of Peerless

Ignition Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., is disclosed

a sealing compound to prevent acid leaks

with their consequent corrosion, and as a

further prevention of the latter the lead

terminals are extended to the top of the

jar. Rubber is used in the construction of

the jars which are not of the compartment

type. All rubber separators, both corru

gated and fine perforated fiat sheets, are

used between the plates, the former for

preventing short circuiting, the latter to

keep all material intact.

THE EXHIBITORS AND THE WARES THEY EXHIBITED.

Alden, Sampson Mfg. Co., Pittsfield,

Mass—One gasolene-electric tractor and

two electric trailers.

Anderson Carriage Co., Detroit, Detroit

electric cars—One coupe and one runabout.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Kokomo,

Ind., Apperson gasolene cars—Two 4-cyl

inder touring cars, one 4-cylinder limousine,

one 4—cylinder roadster and one 6-cylinder

roadster.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa, Autocar gas

olene cars—One 2-cylinder runabout, one

4-cylinder roadster, one 4-cylinder limou

sine, one 4-cylinder touring car and one

4-cylinder chassis.

Babeo‘ck Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo,

Babcock electric cars—Three electric rune

abouts and one coupe.

Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich., Buick gas

olene cars—Two 4-cylinder chassis, one 2

cylinder touring car, two 4‘cylinder road

sters, and two 4-cylinder touring cars.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ba

ker electric cars—One chassis, one road

ster, one enclosed cab, one brougham, one

runabout, one enclosed coupe, and one pa

trol wagon.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Cadil

lac gasolene cars—One l-cylinder light de
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livery wagon, one 4-cylinder chassis, two

4-cylinder touring cars, one 4-cylinder li

mousine, one 4-cylinder roadster, one 1

cylinder runabout, one l-cylindcr touring

car, and one l-cylinder coupe.

Champion Wagon Co., Owego, N. Y.,

Champion electric commercial cars—One

electric delivery wagon.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus, Ohio,

Columbus electric cars—One chassis, one

coupe, and two runabouts.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation, New

Britain, Conn., Corbin gasolene cars—One

4-cylinder air-cooled runabout racer, one

4-cylinder air-cooled roadster, one 4‘cylin

der water cooled chassis, one 4-ccylinder

water cooled tourin car, and one 4-cylin

der air cooled mode engine.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.,

Columbia gasolene and electric cars—Two

4-cylinder touring cars, two 4-cylinder li

mousines, one 4-cylinder chassis, one 4

cylinder roadster, two electric enclOSed car

riages, one electric buggy, and one electric

hansom.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio, Elmore

gasolene cars—One 4-cylinder roadster, one

4-cylinder chassis, and two 4-cylinder tour

ing cars.

Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse. N. Y.—Onc

4-cylinder runabout, one 4-cylinder model

engine; one 4-cylinderv landaulet, one 4-cyl—

inder taxicab, two 4-cylinder touring Icars,

one 6-cylinder touring car, one 4-cylmdcr

roadster, and one 4-cylinder 2,000 pound

truck—all air cooled,

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City,

N. Y., General Electric cars—One roadster,

two runabouts, one limousine, two trucks,

and one delivery wagon.

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.,

Haynes gasolene cars—Five 4-cylinder tour

ing cars.

Hewitt Motor Co., New York City, Hew

itt gasolene commercial vehicles—One 4

cylinder chassis, one 4-cylinder S-ton truck,

one l-cylinder light delivery wagon, and one

l-cylinder small omnibus.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass,

Knox gasolene cars—One 4-cvlinder watel

cooled touring car, one 4-cylinder air cooled

limousine, one 4-cylinder air cooled road

ster, one 4-cylinder air cooled chassis, two

4»cylinder air cooled touring cars, one 2

cylinder air cooled lVrton truck, and one

4~cylinder air cooled 6,000 pound truck.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn., L0com0bile gasolene cars—One 4

cylinder limousine, one 4-cylinder chassis,

two 4-cylinder touring cars, one 4-cylinder

roadster, and two 4-c lindcr touring cars.

Lozier Motor Co., lattsbur h, N. Y., Lo

zier gasolene cars—One 6-cyinder limou

sine, one 6'cylinder touring car, one 4-cyl

inder touring car, one 4-cylinder chassis,

and one 4-cylinder model engine.

Matheson Motor Car Co., VVilkes-Barre,

Pa., Matheson gasolene cars—One 4<cylin
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der chassis, one 4-cylinder limousine, one

4-cylinder roadster, one 4-cylmder touring

car, and one 4-cylinder demi-limousine.

Northern Motor Car Co., Detroit, North

ern gasolene cars—One 2-cylinder touring

car, one Z-cylinder limousine, one 2-cylinder

chassis, and one Z-cylinder roadster.

Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Mich., Olds

mobile gasolene cars—One 4-cylinder road

ster, one 6-cylinder touring car, two 4-cyl

inder touring cars, one 4-cylinder limousine,

and one 4-cylinder chassis.

Packard Motor _Car Co., Detroit, Pack

ard asolene cars—One 4-cylinder chassis,

one -cylinder roadster, one 4—cylinder tour

in% car, and one 4-cylinder limousine

eerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Peer

less gasolene cars—-One 6-cylinder model

en ine, one 6-cylinder touring car, one 4

cyiinder touring car, one 4-cylinder chassis,

one 4-cylinder roadster, and one 4-cylinder

limousine.

Pierce Co., Geo. N., Buffalo, Pierce Great

Arrow gasolene cars—One 6-cylinder chas

sis, one 4-cylinder semi-limousine, one 4

cylinder limousine, and two 6-cylinder tour

ing cars.

Po e Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn, Pope

Hart 0rd gasolene cars—One 4-cylinder li

mousine, one 4-cylinder runabout, four 4

cylinder touring cars, one 4-cylinder road-.

ster.

Pope Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Pope

Waverly electric cars—Five runabouts, two

enclosed coupes, one touring car and three

delivery wagons.

Pope Motor Car Co., Toledo, Pope-To

ledo gasolene cars—One 4-cylinder model

engine, one 4-cylinder roadster, one 4-cyl

inder colonial limousine, one 4-cylinder li

mousine, and two 4-cylinder touring cars.

Rauch & Lang, ClevelandI R. & L elec

tric cars—One chassis, one enclosed doc

tor’s carriage and one limousine.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Royal

Tourist gasolene cars—One 4-cylinder chas

sis, one 4-cylinder touring car, and one 4

cylinder limousine.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co., Rochester, N.

Y., Selden gasoiene cars—Two 4-cylindei

chassis, and one 4-c linder touring car.

Simplex Automobi e Co., New York City,

Simplex gasolene cars—One 4—cylinder

chassis, and one 4-cylinder touring car.

F, B. Stearns Co., Cleveland, Stearns gas

olene cars—One 4—cylinder chassis, one 4

cylinder touring car, and one 6—cylinder

roadster.

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls,

Mass., Stevens-Duryea gasolene cars—Two

6-cylinder touring cars, one 6-cylinder chas

sis, one 6-cylinder limousine, and one 4

cylinder touring car.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind.. Studebaker gasolene and electric cars

—Three electric runabouts, two electric

commercial cars, one electric chassis, one

electric truck, one electric deliver wagon,

two 4~cylinder touring cars, one -cylinder

chassis, one 4-cyiinder roadster, and one 4—

cylinder limousine.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Butfalo and

Detroit, Thomas gasolene cars—One 6-cyl

inder touring car, two 4-cylinder touring

cars, three 4—cy1inder limousines, one 4*

cylinder taxicab, and two 4-cylinder chas

SIS.

Walter Automobile Co., Trenton, N. 1.,

Walter gasolene cars—One 4~cylinder chas

srs, one 4-cylinder limousine, one 4-cylinder

roadster, one 4-cylinder touring car, and one

4-cylinder demi-limousine.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass., Wal

tham-Orient gasolene cars—One 4—cylinder

air cooled runabout, one l-cylinder air

cooled runabout, one 2-cylinder water

cooled runabout, one 2-cylinder water

cooled roadster, and one 2-cylinder com

bination democrat and delivery wagon.

White Company, Cleveland, White steam

cars—One runabout, two touring cars, and

two limousines.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland,

Winton gasolene cars—One 6-cylinder chas

sis, one 6-cylinder roadster, one 6-cylinder

-touring car, and one 6-cylinder limousine.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago,

Woods electric cars—Three runabouts and

one coupe.

TIRES, PARTS AND ACCESSORY EXHIBITS.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works, Philadelphia—Ig

niters and timers.

Autocoil Co., The, Jersey City, N. J.-—Coils and

ignition specialties.

Auto Pump Co., The, Springville, N. Y.—

Pumps and specialties.

American Ball Bearing Co.,

hearings.

American Electrical Novelty and Mfg. Co.,

New York City—Ever Ready batteries, lamps

and tire specialties.

Auto Improvement Co., New York City—Selt

starters and specialties.

Auto Accessories Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Tops, tire jackets and specialties.

American and British Mtg. Cd., Bridgeport,

Conn—Frames, motors, axles and parts.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City—Ajax

automobile tires.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, Ill.

—Thor motors and components.

Avery Portable Lighting Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

——Gas tanks.

Acetyvone Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.-—Carbide

and lamps.

A. Z. Co., The, New York City—Hoods, radia

tors, tanks, etc.

Allers & Co., H. A., New York City—Metal

polishes.

American Motor Co.,

motor-cycles.

Auto Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn—Horns, tub

ing and brass specialties.

American Aluminum Coating Co., Pittsburg—

Aluminum coated steels.

Allen Auto Specialty Co., New York City—

Tlre Jackets and specialties.

Automobile Utilities Co., Boston—Supplies.

Aluminum Solder and Refining Co., New York

City—Solder.

Cleveland—Ball

Brockton, Mass.-—M-M

Briscoe Mtg. Co., Detroit—Hoods, tanks, ra

diators, etc.

Bosch, N. Y., Inc., Robert. New York City

Sims—Bosch magnetos.

Blue Ribbon Auto and Carriage Co., Bridge

,pm-t, Conn—Bodies.

Bicycling World Co., The, New York City.

Beniord, E. M.

Breeze Carburetter Co., Newark, N. J.—~Breeze

carburetters.

Bretz 8: Co., J. S., New York City—Ball bear

lugs and high-tension magnetos.

Byrne-Kingston Co., Kokomo, Ind—Kingston

carburetters.

Baldwin Chain and Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains and recoil check.

Brennan Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—-Brenna.n

motors.

Brown-Lips Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—Trans

missions, diflierentials and steering gears.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., New York City—Solar

lamps and acetylene generators. '

Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem,

torgings, parts, frames, etc.

Bowser & Co., Inc., S. F., Fort Wayne, Ind.—

Gasolene and oil storage outfits.

Pa.—Drop

Columbia Nut and Bolt Co., Inc., Bridgeport,

Conn—Columbia lock nuts.

Cook's Standard Tool Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.—

Standard jacks.

Chandler Co., Springfield, Mass—Name plates,

hub caps, monograms, etc.

Cramp & Sons' Ship and Engine Building Co.,

The Wm., Philadelphia—Bronze castings and

automobile parts.

Cook's Sons, Adam, New York City—Albany

grease.

Carpenter Steel Co., New York City—Steels.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co., New York City

—Tires.

Cowles & Co., 0., New Haven, Conn.—Lamps.

Chase & Co., L. C., Boston~Top and cover

leathers.

Coes Wrench

Wrenches.

Connecticut Telephone and Electric Co., Meri

den, Conn—Spark coils, switches and ignition

specialties.

Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York City—

Continental tires.

Champion Co., Albert, Boston, Mass—Ignition

specialties.

Columbia. Lubricants Co.,

Lubricants.

Curtlss Mtg. Co., G. H., Hammondsport, N. Y.

~Curtlss motor-cycles.

Comstock Shock Absorber Co., New York City

~Shock absorbers.

Clover Mfg. Co.,

compound.

Co., Worcester, Mass.—

New York City—

New York City—Grinding

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Diamond

tires.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Ignition specialties.

Dietz Co., R. E.. New York City—Lamps.

Dui'f Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—Barrett jacks.

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City, N. J.

—Graphite lubricants.

Duane Co., Wm. J.. New York City—Tops and

slip covers. !

Diamond Chain and Mfg. Co., Indianapolis—

Diamond chains.

Delta Mfg. Co., Bloomfield, N. J.—Spark plugs.

Dow' Tire Co., New York City—Dow puncture

proof inner tubes.

Downing, Charles J., New York City—Sup

plies.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N. J.—

Batteries

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit—Lamps

and specialties.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia—

Accumulators.

English & Mersick Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Automobile hardware.

Empire Auto Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.—Tires.

Empire State Tire Co., New York City—Tires.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., New York City

—Firestone tires.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass—Fisk

tires.

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio——

Goodyear tires.

G. 8: .l'. Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind.-—G. & J

tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Lamps.

Globe Machine and Stamping Co., Cleveland—

Metal stampings.

Goodrich Co., B. F., New York City—Tires.

Gilbert Mtg. Co., New Haven, Conn.——-Tire

Jackets, lamp covers and rubber cloth special

ties.

Gray—liawley Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mlch.~Chime

whistles and cut-out mufflers.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., CleVeiund, OhioiGa

briel horns.

Gemmer Mfg. Co.,

gears and parts.

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York City

Storage batteries.

Detroit, Mich—Steering
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Glaenzer 8: Co.,

magnetos.

Geiszler Bros, New York City~Storage bat

ieries.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia~Bearings

Hartford Suspension Co., New York City—

Hartford-Truflault shock absorbers.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J.—

Bearings.

Hartford Rubber \Vorks Co., Hartford, Conn.

—Hartford tires.

Hardy Co., R. E.. New York Clty—Sia-Rite

spark plugs and ignition specialties.

Hotchkm Mfg. Co., Chleago—Anti-jolt device.

Herz & Co., New York City—Timers, plugs

and ignition specialties.

Holley Bros. Co., Detroit—Carburetters and

New York City—Nieuport

magnetos.

Hamm Mfg. Co., C. T.. Rochester, N. Y.—

Lamps.

Hof'tecker Co., Boston, Mass.—Speed indica

tors

Hancock Mfg. Co.,-Charlotte, Mich.—Oilers.

tank gages and fittings.

Healy Leather Tire. Co.,

Tires.

Havollne Oil Co., New York City—Lubricants.

Harris Oil Co., A. \V., Providence, R. I.—

Lubricants.

Hopewell Bros., Cambridge, Mass—Tire cases.

Hicks Speed Indicator Co., Brooklyn—Speed

indicators.

Heinze Electrical Co.,

and ignition equipment.

Hartford Auto Parts Co., Hartford, Conn.—

Universal joints and automobile parts.

Index Speed Indicator Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

—Index speed indicators.

Indestructible Steel Wheel Co.,

Steel wheels.

Igniter Appliance Co., Cleveland—Ignition spe

einlties.

Jones Speedometer Co., New York City Jones

speedometers, annunclators, odometers, speed

regulators and specialties.

Jeffrey-Dewitt Co., Newark, N. J.—Spark

plugs.

Johnson 8; Co., Isaac 0.. Spuyten Duyvll,

N. Y.—Forgings and castings.

Jones & Co., Phineas, Newark, N. J.—-Whecls.

Kalb & Berger Mfg. Co., New York City—

King Optical Co., Julius, New York City~

Goggles.

Kitsee Storage Battery Co., Scranton, Pa.—

Storage batteries.

Kilgore Mfg. Co., Old Town, Mia—Pneumatic

shock ellminators.

Light Mfg. and Foundry Co., Pottstown, Pa.

—Aut0moblle parts and castings.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper Falls,

Mass.—Non-skid covers and leather inner tubes.

Lipman Mfg. Co., Beloit, Wis—Speed indica

tors, gasolcne gauges and odometers.

Lavalette & Co., Importers, New York City—~

Magneth and ignition specialties.

Livingston Radiator Co., New York City—

Radiators.

Lorlng Auto Appliance Co., New York City~—

Speed gauges

Morgan 8: Wright, Detroit—Morgan & Wright

tires.

Motsinger Device Co., Pendleton, Ind—Mot

slnger automobile sparker.

Midgley Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio—Mldglcy

rims and wheels.

M05101" 8! Co., A R., New York City—Spark

plugs.

Motor Car Specialty Co., Philadelphia—Speed

indicators and specialties.

Muncle Auto Parts Co., Muncie, Ind—Parts.

Manhattan Screw and Stamping Works, New

York City—Lamps, horns and tire carriers.

Miller, Charles E.. New York City—Brampton

chains and automobile supplies and accessories

of all kinds.

Masury & Son. John W., Brooklyn—Varnishes.

New York City—

Lowell, Mass—Coils

Chicago.—

 

Michelin Tire Co., Mllltown,

tires.

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia—Multi

ple disc clutches and automobile fittings.

Manhattan Auto Top and Body Co., New York

City—Bodies, tops and wind shields.

Mutty & Co., L. J., Boston—Top fabrics.

Mann, Leon, New York City—~Clothing.

Motz Clincher Tire and Rubber Co.,

York City—Tires.

Manufacturers' Foundry Co., The, “’uterbury,

Conn—Castings.

National Carbon Co.,

tcries.

N. Y. and N. J. Lubricants Co.,

City—Lubricants.

National Battery Co., New York City—Bat

teries.

Noers. Mfg. Co.,

ties.

New York Sporting Goods Co., New York

City~Accessories '

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.—

Coaster brakes, bells and annular ball bearings.

National Oil Pump and Tank Co., Dayton,

OhlofiStoragc tanks. .

Norton & Co., New York Clty—Carborundum

grinder and emery supplies.

Newmastic Tire Co., New York City—Com

pound tire filler.

Norris Auto Co.,

tectors.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago—Jacks and accessor

ies.

Precision Appliance Co.,

cision oiiers.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,

Tires.

Pittsfleld Spark Coil Co., Dalton, Mass—Ig

nition specialties.

Pantasote Co., New York City—Top and up

holstery leather.

Prest-O-the Co., New York City—Gas tanks

and tire inflators.

Prosser & Son,

Krupp steel.

Patterson, Gottfried 8; Hunter, Ltd.,

York City—Tool outfits and specialties.

Post & Lester Co., Hartford, Conn—Supplies

and specialties.

Peerless igniter Co., Brooklyn—Ignition spe

(:iuliieS.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland—Springs.

Pierson Supply Co., Brooklyn—Supplies.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Magnetos.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia—Lamps.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown,

Tires.

Robinson & Sons Co., William 0., Brooklyn—

Greases and lubricants.

Rnnds Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Tops and ac

cessories.

N. J.—Michelin

New

New York City—Bat

New York

Waterbury Conn—Spcciai

Saglnaw, Mich.—Tire pro

Chicago—lilll pre

Jeanette, Pa..—

Thomas, New York City—

New

Ohio—

Randall-Falchney Co., Boston, Mass—Oil

guns

Rushmore Dynamo Works. Plaintleld, N. J.—

Lamps.

Reilly & Sons, P., Newark, N. J.

Splitdorf, C. F., New York City—Ignition spe

cialties.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Plttsburg—Tublng.

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia—Wheels.

Swinehart Clincher Tire and Rubber Co.,

Akron—Swinehart tires.

Stewart 8: Clark Mfg. Co.,

Speed indicators.

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland—Tubing and

electrically welded parts.

Sager Co.. J. 11., Rochester, N. Y.—-Supple

mentary springs.

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co.,

N. J.—Unlversal joints.

Smith Mfg.-Co., R. 14., Springfield, Mass.—

Sprlngfield motometers.

Standard Roller Bearing Co.,

Bearings.

Sprague Umbrella Co., NorWalk, Ohio—Tops

and wind shields.

Philadelphia—

Plainfleld.

Philadelphia—

Springfleld Metal Body Co., Springfield, Mass.

~Bodles and tops. '

Sherwin-Williams Co., The, Newark, N. J.‘

Paints and varnishes.

Staekpole Battery Co., St. Mary's, Pa.—Bat

ieries.

Shaier Co., C. A., Waupun, WlB.—Electric vul

canilers.

Smith & Son,

Speed indicators.

Stanley, John T.. New York City—Cleaning

compound.

Standard Brake Co., New York City—Brakes

Timken Roller Bearing. Axle Co., Canton,

Ohio—Bearings and axles.

Traver Blow-out Patch Co., New York City—

Tire repair outfits.

Troy Carriage and Sunshade Co., 'l‘roy, Ohio

—Tops.

Turner Brass \Vorks, Sycamore. lll.—Hnrr0un

automobile bumper. ‘

Uncas Specialty Co., New York Clty—Leaviti

timers and distributors and specialties.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—-0dometers

and speed indicators.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago—Batteries.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., New York City—

Rubber goods.

Ventilated Cushion and Spring Co., Jackson,

Mich—Ventilated cushion system.

Vacuum Oil Co., Rochester, N. Y.—Lubricants.

Victor Shock' Absorber Co., New York City—

Shock absorbers.

Valentine 8r. Co., New York City—Varnishcs.

Webb Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.—Flexible shaft

3.

Warner Instrument Co., Beluit, Wis—Warner

auto-meters. /

“'arner Gear Co.,

parts.

Whitney Mfg Co., Hartford, Conn—“'hitney

chains and keying system.

Whitlock Coll Pipe Co., Hartford, Conn—Ra

diators and automobile parts.

Witherbee Igniter Co., New York City—With

crhee storage. batteries and Wico spark plugs.

Wheeler, F. 11., Indianapolis, Ind.—Schebler

carburetters.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York City—

Non-skid chains.

\Vinchester Speedometer Co., New York City

Speed indicators.

Wray Pump and Register Co.,

N. Y.—Tire pumps and registers.

Ltd., 8., New York City——

Muncie, Ind—Gears and

Rochester.

Watres Mfg. Co., New York City—Exhaust

horns.

Young, 0. “2, Newark, N. J.—Oils and lu

hrleunts.

MOTORCYCLES.

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass. M-M

moror-cyeles—Three l-cylinder motor bicycles.

Baker & Co., F. A., New York City, Motor

cycles and supplies—One 1-cylinder Indian mo

tor bicycle.

Curtiss Mfg. Co., G. H., Hafnmondsport, N. Y.,

Curtlss motor-cycles—Two l-cylinder, one 2

cylinder and one 8-cylinder motor bicycles.

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio, Yale

California motor-cycles—Two 1—cyilnder motor

bicycles.

Excelsior Motor and Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ex

celsior and Triumph motor-cycles—Three 1

cylinder motor bicycles.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass, Indian

motorcycles—Pym 2-cylinder motor bicycles,

two 1-eyiinder motor bicycles, one 2-cylinder

delivery van, one 2-cylinder tricar and one 2

cylinder tricycle.

Light Mfg. and Foundry Co., Pottstown, Pa...

Light motorcycles—Two 1-cyiinder motor bi

cycles.

Merkel Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis., Merkel

motorcycles—Two 1-eylinder motor bicycles.

Shirley, Amos, New York City, Styria, R-5

and Indian motorcycles—Three l-cylinder and

two 2-eylinder motor bicycles.

N. S. U. Cycle and Motor Co., New York City.

N. S. U. motorcycles—Three i-cylinder and two

2-cyllnder motor bicycles and one 2-cylinder tri

car.

Ovington Motor Co., New York City, F. N.

motorcycles—One 4-cylinder and one l-cylln

der motor bicycle and one 4-cylinder tricar. -

Beadln Standard Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa.. R-S

motorcyc es—Three 1-cylinder motor and one

2-cylinder motor bic cles, one l-cyllnder motor

tandem, one I-cylin er convertible tricycle and

one 1-cylinder delivery van.
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The Witherbee

Is Not A Drone

  

A Drone Bee—a “tramp” hasn’t much chance in a hive

of “active workers”—he soon finds himself on the outside.

A sleepy, forgetful ignition System is no better than the

“drone” bee. it isn't of any use to your car. The most

industrious Battery on the market to-day is the

WITHERBEE '

7 its use means perfect ignition; means new life to the

car; means less cost of “up-keep.”

  

  

Exhibit at Madison Square Garden Show

WITHERBEE IGNITER CUMPANY

541 WEST 43d STREET, NEW YORK

CHICAGO, DETROIT, BALTIMORE OFFICE

1429 Michigan Ave. 220 Jefferson Ave. 510 Continental Trust Bldg.

2%:
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The Week’s Patents.

Carburetter. Frank W. Sickles,

Filed Nov. 9, 1906. Se—

864,11l.

Hartford, Conn.

rial No. 342,709,

1. A carburetter comprising an annular

axially vertical receptacle having a central

upwardly open passage therethrough, and

having a tube vertically and centrally dis

posed within said passage open at top and

bottom, a nozzle tube centrally within, and

separated from the walls of, said tube, and

a valve provided way leading from the an

nular receptacle to said nozzle tube, a cyl

indrical enlarged casing provided above the

. receptacle and to center of which said cen

tral opening in the receptacle communicates,

and having a tangentially located conduit

leading therefrom towards the cylinder, an

axially vertical rotary.

864,135. Spark Plug. Charles A. Mezger,

New York, N, Y. Filed Dec. 26, 1906. Se

rial No. 349,505.

1. In a spark plug, a shell or body, an

insulation member therein with an annular

enlargement, a bushing screwing into the

shell and surrounding the insulation mem

ber and an annulus of relatively soft metal

surrounding the insulation member at said

enlarged portion, the annulus having its

edges beveled in the same direction, one

of such edges engaging the enlargement of

the insulation and the other edge being en

gaged by the bushing, whereby when the

bushing is screwed home, the annulus is

caused to expand against the enlarged por

tion of the insulation and to contract against

the main portion of the insulation.

864,243. Variable Speed and Reversing

Gear. William S. Hovey, Three Rivers,

Mich., assignor to Shefi‘ield Car Company,

Three Rivers, Mich. Filed Aug. 4, 1905. Se

rial No. 272,701.

1. The combination with a suitable frame

of a driving shaft; a sleeve revolubly mount- '

ed thereon; a gear secured to said driving

shaft; :1 gear secured to said sleeve; a main

drum or casing; a set of connected plane

tary gears, two of which are arranged to

mesh with said gears on said driving shaft

and sleeve; a spindle therefor carried by

said main drum; an auxiliary' drum or cas

ing revolubly mounted on said sleeve; a

gear revolubly mounted on said sleeve, se

cured to said auxiliary drum, and arranged

to mesh with one of said planetary gears;

means for locking said drums against rota

tion; a friction plate carried by said driv

ing shaft, arranged to engage said main

drum for locking the same to said driving

shaft; a sprocket wheel; a driven shaft on

which said sprocket wheel is mounted; a

gear on said driven shaft; a pair of gears

revolubl mounted on said sleeve and driv

ing sha t, said gears having inwardly pro

jecting clutch jaws thereon; a jawed ~clutch

collar slidably secured to said sleeve,

adapted to engage the jaws on said gear;

and means for shifting said collar, for the

purpose specified.

864,258. Power Transmission Mechanism.

Carlton R. Radcliffe, New York, N. Y., as

signm', by direct and mesne assignments, to

International Patent Corporation, Jersey

City, ‘N. J., a Corporation of South Dakota.

Filed June 24, 1905, Serial No. 266,767. Re

newed July 18, 1907. Serial No. 284,413.

1. In a planetary gear system, a driving

member, a'driven member, a sun gear, a

secondary sun gear, planetary gears ar

 

 

  

 

Model G Touring Car.... ..$2,000

25 H. P. Four Cylinder.

 

  

Model G Runabout . . . . . . . ..$2,000

25 H. P. Four Cylinder.

   

 

Model G Limousine . . . . . . ..$3.000

Model Limousine . . . . . . . . . ..$3,600

   

 

Model H Tourin Car

30 H. P. Four Cy inder.

  

Will be exhibited at Madison

Square Garden, November 2-9.

   

 

Model T Coupe. . . . . . . . . . . . .$l,350

10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

  

 

  

 

Model T. . . . . . . ..$1,

10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

    

 

Model S Runabout.

10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

 

Model M Delivery.

10 H. P. Single Cylinder.
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ranged to mesh with both of said sun gears,

and means of shifting one of said sun gears

and bringing it into engagement with the

other sun gear, and co-operating brake

mechanism.

John 1.864,313. Explosive Engine.

Leary, Rochester, N. Y., assignor to Roch~

ester Gas Engine Company, Rochester, N.

Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Sept. 25, 1906. Serial No. 336,167.

1. In an explosive engine, means for pre

venting the passage of gases through the

bearings, comprising bearing caps, V-shaped

grooves one half of the groove being formed

in said caps and the other half in the engine

body and together forming inverted V

shaped semi-circular grooves, packing in

said groove and means for compressing said

packing.

 

  

Bcttcr Bccausc Regular

An Oberdorier Pump never “sticks.” It Iorh

day in and day out in a uniform manner.

In your! an Oberdorier?

M. L Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Water St., Syracuse. N. Y.

 

 

 

  

Gilbert Supplies
THE ONLY ONES WORTH

HAVING

Conn; on Requnt

GILBERT MFG.C0.

NEW HAVEN. CONN.

 

 

LOGAN TRUCKS

The Logan Construction Co.

CHILLICOTHB, OHIO

 

 

 

IHEMHRMON
"A Mechcnlccl Mulfirfloe.“

For catalog, address Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Emil). I851) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

SABER SPRINGS
ELIMINATE SHOCKS '

Economical and Servleeable—Over 10.000 In use

i. ii. SABER COMPANY, Rochester. I. Y.

DRAGON
Touring Oar $2l00 Roadate 8 I850

TWO “HAPPY MEDIUM" CARS.

Not too heavy—not too light,

Not too costly—price just right.

DRAGON AUTOMOBILE 60.,

30th, 31st and Chestnut Sta" Philadelphia, Pa.

 

_$2000

Will do any

thing any car

will do and do it

Better and Quicker.

We'll PROVE this on the

road any time you any. Call

at any Mitchell Branch any time

'hdbe"ahown." MitchcllMOtOrClICOQ

276 Mitchell Street, i'l Wia.
lumbar American Motor For M ra ' Au'll, I. Y.

FRANCE ENGLAND
ITALY \AMERILCAV

MICHELIN TIRE CO..

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

Mllltdwn, N. J.

 

 

 

 

1907 WHITLOCK COOLERS

Manufactured by

The Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

Hartford, Conn., U. 8. A.

Will be the standard for high grade cars.

We are now closing contracts for 1908.

 

 

  

ElSEIVIANN-LAVALETTE

Magnetos

LAVELETTE & CO.,

112 W. 42d St., New York

 

 

 

itself.

from the streets—hence

 

Hartford Solid Motor Tires are absolritely

protected from rust by the method oi

fastening them to the rims. ‘

Hartford Solid Motor Tires are fastened

in place by longitudinal wires imbedded

and vulcanized in the body of the tire

Hartford Solid Motor Tire retaining wires

never come in contact with the moisture

The Highest Standard oi Elficiency Ever 0ilered

In Any Commercial Rubber Tire Al Any Price

Hartford Solid Motor Tires are absolutely

water-proof and are never affected by

rust.

Hartford Solid Motor Tires Never creep.

The Hartlord Rubber Works Co.,

Hartford Solid Motor Tires 'are held in

place by compression and in addition

are clamped into position by side

flanges—hence

Harliord, Conn.
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The Sensation of

THE LAMBERT 18 FRICTION FLYER

"The Car. Without A Gcar Box "

SPECIFICATIONS.

CAPACITY—Three passengers. WHEEL BASE—95 inches. TREAD—56 inches. FRAME—Pressed lte d. WHEELS—305 ch d rt'll .TIRES—30x3 inch Michelin. MOTOR—2~c linder opposed, 18 h. p. TRANSMISSIONT—Friction. SPEED—e1 to 35 miles an haul".1 CAKEOURETbg—l:

Float feed. lGNlTION—Jum spark. RA IA'EOR—Hontéycomb. ' DRIVE—Sm le chain to rear axle, encased. BRAKE—External on each rear hub.

BEARINGS—Hyatt Roller an Standard Ball. LLEARAN E—lZ inches. GAS LINE CAPACITY—12 gallons. LENGTH OF BODY, from inside

of dash—76 inches. WIDTH OF BODY, to ouside_ mud guard—453 inches. WIDTH OF BODY—32 inches. WIDTH OP FRONT SEAT—~36 inches

inside of cushion. WIDTH O_F REAR SEAT—l8 inches inside oi_cu|h|on. HEIGHT OF FLOOR FROM GROUND-29 inch" PAINTING—French

ray. UPHOLSTERING—Fine (ualtty oi leather; springs in cushions and back: of seats. WEIGHT—1,350 pounds. EQUIPMENT—Two oil lamps,

Eorn and lull tool equipment. P lCE—SSOO complete. i. o. b. factory.

No car on the flooriat the New York Show attracted so much attention as the Lambert 18. Sold at a price that abso

lutely precludes comparison. In value it has a field all to itself. Bmlt to stand the hardest service, its solid, substantial ap

pearance and correct_11nes of construction made it‘the “raciest” looking car of the lot. If you are looking for a runabout, see

the Lambert 18—it Will be a case of “love at first sight 1”

THE BEST VALUE IN AMERICA AT THE PRICE,

Easily controlled. Is simplicity itSelf. Always ready to go and will keep on going until it gets there—and at any desired

speed up to 35 miles an hour.

'I‘IIE BUCKEYE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, A my Good Agznt: Wanlrd ANDERSON, INDIANA

  

 
 

HOTEL EUCLID

CLEVELAND, OHIO

 

Speed

Indicator

THE ACME

0F

PERFEBTION

Visit us at the

show and let us ex

plain the merits of

THE INDEX, i!

you are not ac

quainted with them

already.

Write for Booklet

  
 

  

 

  

  

 

“NIGHT CONTROL"

for visiting automobilists. “First-class in

INDEX SPEED IllnchTon no. 322.5126:- “lit; 3225;332:5523:
you. 1IGive it a trial.

  

 

fiLlVBR IEIZSISGJLLIENT C0

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. FRED S-AVERY' - - - Manage:

  
 

 

j
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4' "m: e"

4“HAVENALL THATA nnrnncnn SHOULD BE
A Winner in all Prominent Events Last Season.

CAR THAT’S MADE GOOD

Write for agency for unassigned territory; a valuable

asset for any dealer.

A Car with a proud record, and glorious future.

'lllHllE lEONlillNlENllAlL AIUllO lillFlIa, (CO,

New Haven, Conn.

  

 

  

a ‘
AR > ,' *LONGEST

:e a5 ;>- . 'Qilfixvieii 5% 2%! a ’2"

pire Auto Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.
New York—Broadway & 71d SL; I48 Chambers St.

  

 

 

 

  
  

Chicago—20 LaSulle _St.: 1615 Wabash Ave. Philadelphia: Penn. Auto Supply Co.

Boston—292 Devomhrre St. Providence—Waite Auto Sup 7 Co.

Bufialo—9 W. Huron St. Scuttle, Wash—Fon Auto upply C  

  
T'" v- .    

  

 

_i

  

Gnmhines Proved Reliability Wilh Increased Ellieleney and Low anl of Up-Keep

 

 

A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Supplementary Spiral Springs

and notice the difference. No jolts, no

jars, no broken springs, or dislocated

AUTOMOBILE FRAME STEELS

We produced most of the Cold Rolled High Carbon

Basic and Special Alloy Steels used in high grade'l908

cars and our preparations for the new season will be ade

rsluatf. N0 unreasonable delays if you specify "Columbia"

tee s, .

IIIGI‘I CARBON BASIC OPEN HEART"

CHROME NICKEL ALLOY, VANADIUM ALLOY

 

   

' Joints. The “Thank-ye-marms" will

still be with you, but on won't

know it. Our new ooklet is

very interesting, and is your:

for the asking.

Supplementary Spiral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave.. St. Louis

New York Branch, 52 Welt 67th Street

THE COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY

ELYRIA, OHIO
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(LIt’s not What we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

(“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

(L Largely increased facilities en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers of the kind that place

quality before price.

(LThe Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(L If you are a Quality Maker '

better write us at once.

  

HONEYCOMB. CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

  

 

MAYo RADIATOR COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.
 

4“}
 

 

 

 

 

Schrader Universal Valve
Trade Mark Regllfored April 30, I895

  

 
99"—""" " SIMPLE AND HBSfiLUTELY AIR TIGHT

QM........ , (LSchrader Motor TireValVes, as shown in cut, are the

regular equipment for G 8: J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop

Detachable Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. (LOur No. 797

Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2%-inch and 3-inch

tires and our No. 72 5 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

‘ tires larger than 3 inches.

Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUPACTURBD Bl

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, Inc., 28-30-32 Rose Street, New York
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A motor car faultlessly made of chrome

nickel steel—and annular bearings—a

valve-in-the-head motor of 50 H. P. and

the price $2800.00.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.

BRYN MAWR, PA.

G0 the Man Who Is

cars appeal most strongly.

 

 

 
 

 

 

Tilt Bast

LOOK FOR

THE NAME.

TIRE COVERS

Glove fitting—Glove fastening, Best enamel duck, $4.00

and $4.50. Handled exclusively at all Fisk Branches.

TIRE HOLDERS

Adjustable—dctachable—l to 3 tires. Parsons’ Manganese

Bronze—per set, $12.00.

TIRE LOCKS

Prevents theft of tires-holds two 5-in.—Parsons’ Manga

nese Bronze,$10.00. Cheaper ones; single, $4.00; double, $5.50.

LAMP COVERS

Best grade rubber-coated Drill. Perfect fit, $1.00 to $1.50.

EVERYTHING GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY.

THE ALLEN AUTU SPECIALTY 00.. Itanutr's., 1931 Broadway, New York Olly

  

 

 

H is Own Chauffeur

Z'Jféxzréfll”

The marvelous simplicity of mechanism eliminates the

necessity of a technical course and enables the owner to

know his car in an incalculably short time.

Did you read that story in the Outlook of October 5th

about the man with the “Get-there” car? He went from

St. Louis, Missouri, to Maine—and back, bumped all kinds

of weather and road conditions, but he came through—

and we couldn’t see how that "Get-there” car could be

anything but a “MAXWELL,” so we asked him. And—

well you can’t mistake the performance of 3 “MAX

WELL,” even under a ndm-de-plume—we guessed right.

There are 8,000 other “MAXWELL” owners who are

just as proud of their cars as the man with the “Get—there."

If you don't know the “MAXWELL” line—if you have

never ridden in one of these cars, write to me personally,

Dept. 2, and I will see that you get a “MAXWELL” dem

onstration.

  

The new four-cylinder 26 H. P. Model D “MAX

WELL” is already breaking records in sales—and why

shouldn't it at $1,750?—when it offers all the efficiency of

cars costing infinitely more. It is the triumph of J. D.

Maxwell's career.

The 14 H._ P. Tourabout at $825 and 20 H. P. double

cylinder touring car at $1,450, were oversold last year and

may be again this year, in spite of the fact that our new

factory at New Castle, Indiana, has facilities for turning

out 10,000 cars a year.

Get your “MAXWELL” demonstration without delay.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

HnnblnA.MC.ll.A.

40 Mt. Pleasant Street, Tarrytown, N. Y.

FACTORIES:

Chicago, Ill., Pawtucket, R. 1., New Castle, Ind.

DEALERS IN ALL LARGE CITIES)
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' l MOTOR MAKERS
that's what we are. We have

made the motors in some oI

the most succeeatul ears, for

years. Quality beiore price.

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ '

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the beat in the world,

. we are now melting and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR 80., Lonansport, Ind.

Manufacturers 0_I “Rutenber” Motors “Rutenber” Carburetors, and Sup

plies. Light Soft Gray IronI Brass and Aluminum Castings.

  

 
 

 

  

Patent

Harroun nou'r err mum

The First in the Market

The Beat in the Field

Au‘o Bumper ', Others Are Imitatora

:I‘HE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT has been allowed, and as soon _as

it_ can be issued we will bring suit against all USERS oi Bumpers in

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

sou; LICENSEES, u. s. a. svcamonn. ILL.

Wanting

  

KINWUUB AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE OUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LBADBRS:

Kiuwood Perfection Radiators

- a

Kinwood Mechanical Oiiers.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES .'

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, muflers,

dust and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings,

ete., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSEN, THONIA! J. WETZEL,

I06 Lake lt., Chloaao, I I Warren 8t., New York,

Western Representative. Eastern Rapreaonhllva,

THE KINSEY MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohlo.

McCORD I

.LUBRIBATUBS | RADIATURS
“Marks_ of a Good Motor Oar”

McKlM COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McCORD 8; COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE Old Colony Building

24 Broad Street OHIOAOO

  

 

O

CONTI1\IE1\ITAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
Let_us quote you on 4-cyllnder

motors for |908

THREE SIZES

4% in. a 4% in.

4% in. a 5 in.

5 m. x 5 in.

4-cylinder with sell-eon

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

ma eto.

 

 

\

5,

ur new factory and ma

chinery enable us to ar

antee uality and delver

. ies. ’ lso clutghead a‘nd

- , _ transmissions. en or

3- ‘ are. catalo e.

., x. FRANRIN PETERSON
~ "9‘ 166 Lake St., Chicago, ILL

‘ Western Re resentatlve.

THOS. I. WEE‘ZEIg

29 W. 42d L, No. Yes-h.

Eeatera Raprasantativa

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO., Muskegon, Mich.

  

The Springfield Motometer

Presents New and Valuable Features

The Maximum Hand: Marks highest speed attained. Be

scts instantly. Can be disconnect in a moment.

New Easy Reading Dial—Big plain figures. Fired Enamel.

Reads from the tonneau.

Spring Steel Reinforce on each end oI the driving shaft.

Compels easy curves and smooth running. Far better than

gears.

Non-Clogging Pinion. Mud proof. Will not hold mud.

A rainy weather necessity.

With these additional excellences, the Motometer is more

than ever "The Speedometer for Service."

Send ior Catalog W.

The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Established 1865. Incorporated 1583.

 

THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Auiamobils Bonsiruciion

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS,

Strong, Tough and hold

Threads.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZE

CASTINGS,

Guaranteed above

ment Specifications.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINGS

Coolest Running and Best

Wear Resisting Bronze on

the Market.

Light Mir. & Foundry Go.

POTTSTOWN, PA.

Govern

  

 

 

  

 

 

HEINZE

BUILS
Send lor

[907 Catalog

and Prices.  

  

HEINZE ELECTRIC CO., Lowell, floss.

w
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IRON HASTINGS
Let us quote on your requirements of

BYLINOER8,P|8TONS,RINO POT ,a
Our long experience with this class of work, our special

facilities and equipment, added to the necessary “know

how,” have enabled us to secure and hold the business of

the leading automobile manufacturers.

Send us your drawings and specifications.

THE MANUFACTURERS FOUNDRY OOiiPillY, YYRTERBURY, OORR.

  

  

  

The Oil

For Your

Automobile

Mobiloil comes in different

grades, 11 grade for every make

of automobile and engine.

That's why you never run any

risk in using Mobiloil. The only

oil which is scientifically and

accurately prepared to take care

of every condition under which your engine works. Moblloli is in

surance against engine troubles.

VACUUM

MOBILOII.
comes in barrels and runs of varying capacities. Sold by dealers everywhere.

Send ior booklet which lists eve make of automobile and tells what grade of

Moblloil to use with each one. 1 's free. Mohiioil is manufactured by

VACUUM OIL 60., Rochester. N. Y.

  

  

  

  

  

 

Pittsiield Coils and Jewel Plugs

insure Sure and Economical Ignition

They are used by .

careful manufacturers ‘

and intelligent users of

experience. Sold by all

good supply houses

,- Plttsileld Spark Coll Co.

Dalton, Mun.

fl DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Excelsior Supply Co., Randolph St. Chicago III"..me Diem

New York Sporting Goods Co., 17 Warren St. 'N.Y.. New York Distributor!

Pettingell & Andrews, Pearl 8: Atlantic Ave. Boston, New Eng. Distributor!

  

  

  

 

WARNING!

It has come to our attention that certain unscrupulous

concerns are making imitation Splitdorf parts, especially

the ratchet adjustment screw and the Bogert contact

spring, which are ABSOLUTELY \VORTHLESS so far

as the operation of the 'coil is concerned, and the use of

them will only break down the coil in a very short time.

All Splitdorf parts are covered by Letters Patent. We

are bringing suit for infringement against these parties,

and wish to call especial attention to the fact that any per

son buying, selling or ofiering for sale any of these parts

becomes liable for infringement.

All Splitdorf parts now bear our registered trade-mark.

SPLITDONF LABORATORY, ""‘°'L§¥$'€3|l§?1'h '"

 
 

 
 

ROYAL TOURIST
  

 

 
 

 

PA c KARD

Enameled ignition Cable

PACKARD cAaté'.

  

is the choice of the most discriminatin buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TEN ION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC C0., Warren. 0.

 

 

 

F

 
 

 

 

  

SckMakerl

ORAIP l SON. CHIP A. INOINETI'II WILLIAM

IUILDINO COMPANY, - Phil-dolphin, Penna.

 

 

 
 

 

“RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

RAJAN AUTU SUPPLY UUNPANY

140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.
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Remy Magnetos
which have become so well known to the automobile world and which

_ reat favor among their many users, are now being

actured in t e best equipped plant in the world devoted to the

exclusive manufacture of Magnetos.

the standpoint of etiieient_arran51

gether With perfected designs w ich are the results of years of. ex

is line of manufacture, makes possible the turning out

of the very highest grade ignition apparatus on the market.

For 1908 our line includes a new high tension Magneto without

coil, which we build in large quantities and are selling at a medium

It is simple, small and well made.

This new factory, a model from

ement and high class equipment to

_It can be installed with

minimum expense and is a high grade eqluipment in every respect.

We also build Magnetos with coils _ _

and direct current Magnetos for all ignition purposes. It will pay

you to investigate our Magnetos before deciding upon your ignition

equipment for your 1908 cars.

We will exhibit at both New York Shows and the Chicago Show.

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

ANDERSON, INDIANA, U. S. A.

or doub e ignition, and alternating

 

 

 

 

QIMIQTTI

GARAGE

NewYork city

I IOth St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting. Try us.

Tel. 2686 River.

 

 

LASCOET'R'Q'E FRONT
Simple, efiective, correctly designed Mshogan

finish wood frame, trimmed in brass, 3-16 crys

slates, steel stay rods, bottom of frame aha ed to

ash of any standard automobile. Can e at

tached easily and quickly.

- We make the London Tops. Write (or details

and prices.

LONDON- AUTO SUPPLY CO.

1233 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO
 

 

 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

Honeycomb, Flat Tube, Round Tubs.

Staggered Tube, Film 'l‘ube' horisontal or

vertical flow; with or witho easing;

or withoutFenders, an s, Hoods also made. Send

for catalog.

01d Radiators Repaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRISCOE MFG. CO.

DETROIT, IICH. NEWARK, N. J.

  

 

 

 

 

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

Sl‘IITI'I AUTO. 00., MFRS.

TOPBKA. KANSAS .
 

For Motorcyclists.

T H E BICYCLING W O R L D

and MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Published Every Saturday at _

154 Nassau Street, New York City.

 

  

 

SPROCKETS, CHAINS

and DIFFERENTIALS
i in stock or to order. Send for

Catalogue

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

1032 Dunning St., Chicago

  

  

 

THE BHANDLER 00.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

 

STANDARD

ROLLER BEARING COMPANY

50th St. & Lancaster Ave, Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls,

Ball Bearings, RcllerBearings and

Automobile Axles

Band for New Catnloauo No. l6

 

The Rllllllll Chili Compim

— nan —

Automobile Chains.

Sprockets, Spur and Bevsl

Gears.

Blllllln lith & Mtg. 00.,

 

 

The Car of

Dolson PM,

60 H. P. 7 Passengers. $3250

 

  

 

 

BAKER ELECTRICS
The success of this electric is due solely to its

demonstrated merit. N0 "frenzied" sales meth

()dSiI'IOiillii but a quality carriage for quality

folks. Sen for Catalog describing largest line

ever offered.

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE CO.,

VI omster, Masa., U.S.A.

22 80th St., N. W., Cleveland, 0.
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THE VIM SPARK PLUG PRICE $2.0

“I I ) I was»)
all '

Sboota flame into cylinder. No packin : Soot

rooi; trouble-proof. Your money bac if it

aila to give 10 per cent. more power.

THE K-W IGNITION CO.

88 Power Ave., CLEVELAND, O.

‘ “VULGAN”

- Sia-lllio

Spark Plugs

N.”

On Maxwella. Mltcbeils, Autoeara, Americana. Glidea.

etc.. in their contesta- They'll do the same for you.

end for sample aet.s

THE ll. E. HARDY 00., 86 Water St. Noll York Olly

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

ommmo»;

{TOURING on

i.

THE F. B. STEARNS 60.,

cLevaLauo, omo, u. a. a.

. Md
 

 

STAMPED PARTS

INSURE YOUR MOTOR

Againat wear and carbon tronblea by using

“INVADER”

Ull.
TWO GRADES—LIGHT AND

MEDIUM HEAVY

YOU NAME THE CAR—WE’LL

NAME THE GRADE

INVADER SEMI-FLUID

COMPOUND

A thickened oil for tranamiuiona

  

RIGIQTEIIZD

INVADER LUBRIOATINO COMPOUND

For Compression Cups

CHAS. P. KELLOM 8 00.

128 Aroll Sinai, PHILADELPHIA

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unleaa we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

eontracta than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Preaaed Steel Frame! and Auto

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL 60.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

 

 

   

  

FORAUTOMOBILES \'|'I|||||||'|'/
F ALUMINUM comes —

THE CROSBY GOMPAIIY : J. M. QUINBY 8: CO. :

Buffalo! "9"! York _ Caniagollalldon.EST 1 IEIIII. I. J. _

/||'[|lllllll'l\

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

  

ATWOOD MFC. 00.,
b

Amesbury, Mass.

 

THE MAN WHO has always been

right in the past can safely be

trusted for the future—

FORD.

  

 

SpringilaldToo
(Pat. 1‘95)

“Willi.”

Sorlogflold Ioial

My 00-.

ill II It luau.

Sula] old. Ila.

  

 

  

  

0ND CHAIN e MFG c0.

[50 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolia, 1nd.

 
  

 

  

The Kiblinger Motor Buggy has an

air cooled engine and runs equally as

well in winter as in summer. No

freezing. No punctured tires. This

car is built for service, yet it affords

all the pleasure there is in motoring

at a price that all can afford. Sim

plicity, durability and reliability are

its chief features. Let us send you

our agency proposition. It will sure

ly appeal to you.

Writ: today/or Cdialogue and Now/ell:

W. H. KIBLINGER COMPANYJ

I Box No. 250 AUBURN, IND.

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Motor Car Accessories

S ark Plugl. Cable, Switchea, Lampa

oma, Gogglea Auto Clothing and

Wet Weather fiquipmant oi our own

manufacture.

New illuatrated catalogue iree.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich

 

 

‘ Eastern Inquiries,

§ GARFORD MOTOR CAR co.

% OF NEW YORK,

% New York City.

Western Inquiries,

GARFORD MOTOR CAR CO.

OF CLEVELAND,

Cleveland, Ohio.

  

“SUCCESS”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable economical .

and absolutely aai'e. A light, > a. .

atrpng steel-tired Auto-Buggy.Suita le [or city or country uae.

Speed iron: 4 to 20 milea an

hour. Our 1907 Model haa an extra powerful ne,

atent ball-bearin wheela; price $275. Alec lo I?"

.400“ Rubber T rea, $25 extra. Write ior deae p

tlve literature.

  

 

 

heron Iuio Buggy Iig. Co., Inc. 531 It Ballma Am, it. look, Io.

\Ve are always

glad to hear from

agencies who will

push the Wayne in unoccupied ter

rito .rHVAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Detroit. Mich. 

 

 
 

 

Address

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

“(the (Iboth "(Morlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

Name.__CC_e . e e,  
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“WHITNEY” CHAINS

January 1, 1907 to November, 1, 1907, conditions as follows:

On January 1, 1907, we were renting about 38,000 square feet of floor space in a building not adapted for

our growing business. At the same time we were giving _much attention to our new buildings which were

under construction, and not completed until July, 1907. During this period we moved our entire equip

ment to our new factory and for a number of weeks were obliged to operate machinery in both plants, We

also carried on important experiments and constructed much special apparatus for our new factory. While

thus handicapped we could not fully meet the increasing demand for "Whitney" Chains.. Nevertheless, we

succeeded in shipping a greater number than ever before for an equal period of time.

Patented

HITNEY” CHAINS

November 1, 1907, to December 31, I908, conditions as follows:

New fire-proof factory, one of the best, strongest and safest in the country. Floor space over 70,000

square feet. Best of light and excellent conditions for employes. Location one of the best

in Hartford. Private side-track connecting with main line between New York and Boston. Land area

over ten acres. Large increase in new machinery and tools. Improved methods. Inspection system more

rigid than ever. Greater accuracy. Increased strength by the use of new materials and improved treatment.

Greater durability. Better finish.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., - Hartford, Conn.
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WINTQN _
  

THE WINTON MOTOR

CARRIAGE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

New York Pittsburg Detroit

Boston Chicago Seattle

Philadelphia San Francisco

 

$2,500 in Gold

For Ten Good Chauffeurs

First Award . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,000

Second Award . . . . . . . . . . .. 500

Third Award . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250

Fourth Award . . . . . . . . . . .. 150

Six Others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

A plan to benefit owners as well

as drivers. Ask us about it.

  

 

* “A Six-Cylinder Courtship"

Saturday Evening Post.

 

The Best of Fours

will rank with other superseded models

when you catch the spirit of the six

cylinder year.

Qne ride will make you an enthusiast.

Try the Winton Six-Teen-Six on hill or

parkway, at a crawl or a dashing spin—

observe that speed changes are made on

throttle without shift of gears—note how

this car starts (on compressed air) without

cranking—how it throttles down without

jerk or jar—how handily it picks up and

gets away——how it goes the route like

coasting down hill.

Qbserve these things and you'll agree

that the Six-Teen-Six is precisely the car

for the man who wants the best there is.

“To own such a car is to own a

kingdom; the driver's seat is a throne, the

steering wheel a sceptre, miles are your

minions and distance your slave.”e
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NOTICE

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS

AUTOFOID
The Finest, Toughest and Most Durable Material for

Automobile Upholstering and Tops is now on the Market
 

ONE TRIAL MEANS FUTURE ORDERS

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS TO

THE AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. Co., BUFFALO, N. Y.

 

 

 

NATIONAL'ASSOCIATION AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS, Incorporated

ASSOCIATION LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS

AMERICAN MOTOR CAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

MOTOR AND ACCESSORIES MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION, Incorporated

The members Of all of them will participate in the

  

 

SEVENTH ANNUAL snow AT CHICAGO
 

NOVEMBER 30—DECEMBER 7, l907

 

I I j

For the third consecutive season it will be THE ONLY NATIONAL SHOW. In

conjunction with it will be held the

First Annual Exhibition of Commercial Cars

Thm Billings—Coliseum, First Regiment Armory, Seventh Regiment Armory

The usual courtesies will be extended to visiting dealers from 10 a. m. until noon daily.

5. A. MILES, Mgr., NEw SOUTHERN HOTEL, CHICAGO
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THOMAS
THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.

presents four styles of chassis

and nineteen styles of bodies

 

  

Thomas 4-26 Town Car

Combines luxury with utility and necessity; designed particularly for city and suburban

use in good or bad weather, for calling and shopping, for the theatre, for social functions

and touring on good roads. This car is furnished with hrougham, landaulet, cabriolet, li

mousine and doctor‘s car bodies. In Europe this style of car is the vogue, as it rapidly

is becoming in America. Prices, $3,000 to $3,250.

Thomas 446 Detroit

A marvel of smooth and quiet running with a dash in operation and distinctive style in

appearance that denotes the thoroughbred and fascinates the most critical. The 4-40 has

been strengthened and improved where the wisdom of experience has suggested. It is

especially designed to successfully eclipse at a much lower price, shaft driven cars of the

highest price and class. It is equipped with runabout, tourabout, touring and limousine

bodies. Prices, $2,750 to $3,750.

Thomas 4-60 Flyer

The Old Reliable is smoother, snappier, faster, lighter, quieter and roomier than ever. It has

been redesigned and refined until it has become one of the most beautiful and stylish cars

to be seen. The mechanical changes are largely refinements, though the motor generates

more power. A bearing between each cylinder is still one of its chief characteristics. It is

equipped with runabout, tourabout, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $4,500 to $5,700.

Thomas 6-70 Special

This is the climax of automobile construction, and is one of the most powerful and flexible

cars made, retaining as it does, the structural principles that have counted so much for

reliability in the Thomas 4-60 Flyer. There is not a single experimental feature in its

entire construction. For speed, smooth running on hills and bad roads, and for slow

speed, all on the high gear, the 6-70 Special is not equalled. It is equipped with runabout,

- touring, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $6,000 to $6,900,

E. R. Thomas Motor (20.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

 

Members 2!. L. 8.51.
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MQL/f’leson

HE MATHESON is standardized. The few changes for 1908 are unimportant refine

ments. As a matter of fact, most of these were incorporated in mid-season, in our ’07 cars.

This is the Matheson policy. We do not “save up” new features till the beginning of a new

selling season. We neither expect nor desire Matheson owners to buy a new car every year, nor

every other year. We are building today 1908 Mathesons, 1909, 1910, 1912 Mathesons, and he

who invests will have, years hence, a car which will, after the hardest use, be running as strongly,

as reliably, giving as efficient and as economical road service as any high class car then offered for

sale. A 1906 Matheson stock touring car still holds the world’s record for having carried seven

passengers a mile in 50% seconds. M'ost cars are bought:

Matheson cars are invested in.

 

Write for our new booklet, “I Drove DIy Matheson—” by Matheson owners, some

of whom have made thousands of miles without even an adjustment, some of whom have

gone through an entire season with a repair bill of nearly five cents. Better still, visit

our ea'hibit, Space No. 25 in the gallery, at the Madison Square Garden Show. The

Matheson sets a standard by which you may judge other high powered cars.

Licensed under Selden Patent Touring cars, H. P., I Guaranteed One Year

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Company

1619 Broadway (Formerly Matheson Co. of New York.) New York

Factory at Wilkes Barre, Pa.

 

 
 

 
 

 

(LIt’s not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

(“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well," is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

(L Largely increased facilities en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers oi the kind that place

quality before price.

(The Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(If you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

HONEYCOMB. CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.
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The. $2000

 

 
  

  

The Standard oi American

Automobile Value

you've noticed that mostliiicais

. cost more than the Mitchell. ‘LDid you

ever notice that they were any better in finish or in material—

" ' or any better in performance on the road? (Ride in a $2000 Mitchell and .7

g ‘Ll-lave any Mitchell agent “show you” a Mitchell. (Look it over—

go out into the country and test it on the toughest hill you know of—through

some particularly bad stretch of sandy or muddy road. Notice your power

—notice speed—notice the sweet running motor—the tranquil action ofa_ll

moving parts—ease of control—notice general efficiency, Mr. Prospective

owner. {Then ii you can see how you’ll get two or three thousand dollars

more automm value out of any other car—buy the other car we won t say

aword. “But you won't find more value in any other car. (Present day

automobile value is standaziized in the Mitchell at $2000. (LA demon

stration will prove this to m (lYou are under no obligation to buy

when you ask for‘ a demonstration. (lli you are considering the purchase

of a car we want you to know the Mitchell, we want “to show” you what

you get in a Mitchell at m0 and that you can't get any ing: 1n‘a_ny

(M' car regardless of the price. Call up

the Mitchell agent.

  

  

The Right

Price tor the

Right Car

Wrile us for Catalogue No. I8

7 Mitchell Motor Car Co., “0.5720... Racine, Wis.
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MR. Moromsr:

Th e r e ’ s s om e

interesting news

on the other page.

Digest it.

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 
- Model H ITourin Car Model T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "$1,000

M°d°§5GH?%?'R$,CE;1;,;3;§2'°°° 30 H. P. Four Cy inder. 10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

 

 
  

 
 

  

 

 

Model S Runabout.

MedeéSGHFg?aFt?g:li“C.yliridei-.$z’ooo 10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

  

 

  

Model G Limousine ...... "$3,000 Model T Coupe ....... .._....$1,350 Model M Delivery.

Model Limousine _ , _ , _ , _ _ _ ,_$3,6m 10 H. P. Single Cylinder. 10 H. P. Single Cylinder.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., ‘friiltfiiffiifififi DETROIT, MICH.
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Mr.

  

Branches and

Agenctes

New York:

W. 47th St.,,

Warren St.

Chic: 0:

SI Michigan Ave.

Boston:

Motor Mart.

Syracuse:

214 Clinton St.

Buffalo: '

379-383 Washington St.

Rochester:

55 Main St. E.

Pittsburs:

913- 15 Liberty Ave.

Philadelphia:

130: 8: Cherry Ste.

Cleveland:

l829 Euclid Ave.

Dayton:

405411 East Third St.

Minnelpolil:

708 Hennepin Ave.

Atlanta:

90 No. Pryor St.

St. Louis:

53! N. Vandeventer Ave.

Kaneu Ci :

605-60 . 15th St.

Denver:

1562 Broadway.

Lon Angeles:

118-122 E. Tenth St.

San Francisco:

423-43 Golden Gate Ave.

Portland:

86 Sixth St.

Seattle:

Ninth Ave 8! Pike St.

  

Motorist:

You may think this egotism—

but it’s not.

Morgan & Wright Tires are

making a big hit with the -~ ~
‘ 1

motorist because they eonf 7

. tinue to make good. if _.Here is what one motorist has

to say about good tires. ' "

POLAND SPRINGS, MAlNE, Oct. 11/07

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT.

GENTLEMEN :—

Six weeks ago today we left Detroit with our

l908 Packard equipped with your tires; we have

crossed the Green Mountains once and the White

Mountains twice and have been thoroughly over

P .Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont roads, we have

had two punctures on the entire trip, we register today

3284 miles and 'our tires today look as good as the

day we left home.

if your tires last like this what is to become of

your repair department? And what's the use of

carrying extra casings on our machine?

' Very truly,

F. E. WADSWORTH.
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MOTOR CARS
“THE ALL BALL-BEARING CARS"

 

 

 

'

\

j\ ' 7|

, 7 ,i

‘i'

l»

l
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a, p

. - ' 1 “H 7“no

 
 

The 19 0 8 Line consists of

Two 4-llylinoor and Two B-llylimlor Models

in Touring Cars, Limousines and Roadsters. Each equipped with Nlilllllll Blii-Btlllllfl Mllllllt

The entire line embodies the tried and proven NATIONAL type of construction, refined

and perfected in all details to the highest possible degree.

National Model K, 4-cylinder, 4W5, $3,500.00 National Model R, 6-cylinder, 4%x43/4, $4,200.00

National Model N, 4-cylinder, 525, $3,700.00 National Model '1‘, 6-cyiinder, 515, $5,000.00

Each machine carries 7 passengers comfortably,

National Motor Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Member American Motor Car Mira. Aas‘n, N. Y.

 

 

  

'"-.
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

  

  

' I ‘ ' '\' I

\ , ' 1 x 7, T>v .

\ l U 1 _ ‘

I A 1

r , ‘ V - H

' ' w; f9" .

. .
_.

MODEL “K” 30 HORSE-POWER WHITE STEAM TOURING CAR

Price $3700, f. o. 1)., Cleveland

  

\

2

' I

»

\
. -,".
VA '1‘” w

MODEL “L” 20 HORSE-POWER WHITE STEAM TOURING CAR

Price $2500, f. o. b., Cleveland

  

Write for catalog describing the above models and our runabouts,

_ limousines and landaulels

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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THE CAR BUILT FOR PERMANENCE

You’re Sure of

Your Trip

When you start in an American

Mora you’re sure of reachin the

destined point without troub e or

delay. '

No matter what hills,‘ what the

condition of the road or other ordi

nary and even extraordinary auto

mobile obstacles, the American

Mors will get you there.

Every part of the American Mors

is built to do a specific share of the

work—and it does it.

No one part shifts the work on

another.

They all work together harmo

niously and make “the periectly

balanced car.”

AMI-IIIIIZAN MOIIS TOUIIING CARS—THREE 'I'I'PI-IS:

ii-is ii. r., $3,000 2442 ii. r., $5.000 40-52 ii. r. ".000".

All bodies of the most Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

Send for our Catalog. Addre- Dept. H

The St. Louis Car Company

Automobile Department, St. Louis, Mo.

New York i l706-I7I8 Broadway, cor. 54th Street

Licensed by the Sod“ Anonyme d’Eleetrleit‘ at

d'AutomobiIes, "Ions," PM PM

Built by the Largest Builders

0i Street Cars in the World

  

E’

An Orthodox Car

Every car of the same model

and style absolutely like

every other car of the same

model and style.

    

  

Not “occasional gOOd ones,”

but uniform, excellence.

Two 30’s and a 40 H. P.;

various types of body.

STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE CO.

South Bend, Indiana

Gellerll Otllce, CLEVELAND, OIIIO

  

Branches:

KANSAS CITY PORTLAND

S.\N FRANCISCO DENVER

DALLAS

Licensed Under the Selden Patent.

'1 HE GARFORD conforms exactly

with the widest and most experi

enced opinion as to what constitutes cor

rect design.

Any variation from Gariord principles,

even in small details, is a departure from

- standard and follows the minority judg

merit.

The combined judgment of all automo

bile builders and experts would produce

a Garford as the composite of the best

practice of the day.

Address

Eastern I uiries

Garford Motor Car . of New York.

1540 Broadway, New York City.

Weste Inquiries

Garford M r r Co. of Cleveland,

l372 Eas 2th St.. Cleveland, 0.
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Type (1

Light Touring-Car

16 Horse-Power

$ Top Extra

  

4—cylinder, 16 h p, $1,850.

.o ""

4. .

High power with light-weight makes an

automobile “do things."

Of course—nobody doubts that. And yet automobile manufacturers keep on

handicapping their machines with the weight and inefficiency of a water-cooled engine,

The Franklin cuts out all the weight of water-apparatus and the extra material

necessary to carry that weight. By close study of design, materials, and construc

tion, every part of the Franklin is made light-weight but strong.

The Franklin engine is smaller because it works at the temperature of the

highest efficiency, 350' or more. A water-cooled motor can’t keep up to this

temperature, the water would boil away. This is why the Franklin went 95 miles

on two gallons of gasoline in the great Efficiency Contest, while the nearest water

cooled machine stopped at 48 miles.

Type G, the light family touring-car, is a striking example of high power with light-weight and per

fect strength. It does more and lasts longer than any machine at or near its price. It is the easiest on

tires, fuel, and repairs, and gives the most service, dollar for dollar.

You’d better look into this matter of

light-weight and the Franklin.

1 The 1908 Franklin catalogue goes very fully into the subject.

1908 Franklin Models

lo h. p. Touring-Car, - $l850 28 h. p. Touring-Car or Runabout, $2850

lo h. p. Runabout, $1750 42 h. p. Touring-Car or Runabout. $4000

Landaulets and Limousines ‘

Prices f o b Syracuse

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,

‘ FRANKLIN
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‘I"It sModel 34$2,250

In this car is embodied every modern feature that has withstood

the severe test of practical service, and each has been refined and

developed to the highest degree of mechanical perfection.

Through the offset crank shaft, straight line drive, direct from

transmission gear to rear axle without an intervening joint, and ball

or roller bearings at every point in the transmitting system, every

ounce of cylinder pressure is delivered to the road wheels with the

lowest possible loss in efficiency.

 

Equal improvements have been made in accessibility, comfort

and outward appearance, and we offer this car as the equal, from

every practical standpoint, of any car on the market, regardless of

price.

We invite your most thorough examination, positive that it will

convince you of the superiority of the Rambler.

Our advance catalog, describing in detail this car, both as touring

car and roadster, and the new utility car, Model 81, is at your dis

posal. Write for it now.

Thomas B. Jeffery & QOinpany

CHICAGO

Main Office and Factory: KENOSHH, WISGONSIN

Branches and Distributing Agencies

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

Representatives in All Leading Cities

MILWAUKEE SAN FRANCISCO

,0
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RECEIVER APPOIN‘I'I'ID NR ROYAI.

Solvent, but Financial Stringency Forces

Friendly Action Against Big Company

-President’s Statement.

On Tuesday, 12th inst., the Superior Sav

ings & Trust So. was appointed receiver

for the Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, in

United States Circuit Court. The proceedings

were instituted by E. W. Cottrell, of De

troit, and \Nitt K. Cochrane, of Chicago, a

stockholder and a creditor. The

which is in the nature of a friendly suit, is

brought to tide the company over embar

action,

rassment due to money stringency.

The company, it is stated, has plenty of

orders ahead and under the protection fur

nished by the receivership expects to be able

soon to continue business as before.

Immediately following the appointment

of the receiver, E. D. Shurmer, president of

the company, issued the following state

ment:

“The Royal Motor Car Co. is abundantly

solvent. No one interested in its affairs

need feel seriously concerned abont the ap

pointment of a receiver. A financial state

ment recently prepared by the Audit Co. of

Cleveland shows that on September 1 the

Royal Motor Co. possessed assets amount

ing to more than $650,000 in excess of all

liabilities.

“The company is in fact suffering from

nothing more serious than a rapidly grow

ing and profitable business coupled with a

stringent money market. The contracts on

hand for cars to be delivered during the

fall, winter and early spring has necessi

tated the employment of considerable bor

rowed money and present monetary condi

tions have made it impossible for the com

pany to immediately meet its maturing ob

ligations. There is no reason why the re

ceivership should be other than temporary

and in the meanwhile the business of the

company will be carried on without inter

ruption." '

On Tuesday, F. A. Scott, secretary

of the Superior Savings & Trust Co., said:

“The trust company was only notified

this afternoon of its appointment by the

court and has had no opportunity as yet

to examine the Royal company’s affairs.

We are advised by those interested that the

company’s embarrassment was caused en

tirely by the rapid growth in its business

and failure to obtain additional funds dur

ing the present financial stringency."
 

Minich to Direct Franklin Sales.

V. E. Minich, formerly general manager

for the Haynes company, and more recently

advertising manager for the National Cash

Register Co., has been appointed director of

the selling division of the H. H. Franklin

Mfg. Co., Syracu-re. Minich will have

charge of the Franklin branches and also

general supervision of the sales department,

the supplies and sundries business, and the

advertising. F. R. Bump will continue as

sales manager, and J. G. Barker will con

tinue as head of the sundries department.

Charles M. Steele has been appointed ad

vertising manager. Steele is a former Chi

cago newspaper man. Until recently has

been head of the publicity department of

the National Cash Register C0.

Morse Becomes at Thomas Manager.

The E_ R. Thomas Motor Co. has created

a new office, that of commercial manager,

which has been filled by the appointment

of F.. C. Morse. He will be in full charge

of all matters pertaining to the sale of the

Thomas product and of the advertising. Mr.

Morse was for eight years prominently

identified with the sales department of the

National Cash Register Co.

Sweet Adds Automobile Tires.

The Sweet Tire & Rubber Co.. Batavia.

N. Y.. which hitherto has devoted itself to

the production of solid tires, will enlarge

its sphere by engaging in the manufacture

of automobile and bicycle tires also. The

necessary machinery for the purpose now is

being installed.

HO0N'S CHANGE AND 'l'llli CAUSE

Adopts New Name and Replaces a Foreign

Car—New York House to Handle

Eastern Territory.

As the result of negotiations that have

been in progress ever since the Hol-Tan

Co., of New York, relinquished the Amer

ican agency for the Fiat car, a change has

come over the Moon. Henceforth it will

be known as the Hol-Tan and the Hol-Tan

Co. will act as chief sales agents and will

handle all territory east of_ Pittsburg and

Buffalo, including those two cities.

The car will continue to be made by the

Moon Motor Car Co., of St. Louis, who

will appoint agents and generally care for

the business in that part of the country not

covered by the New York house.

Harry Fosdick, sales manager of the Hol

Tan Co., will direct the selling campaign.

He is possessed of some original ideas in

respect thereto which he promises will

prove more than interesting to agents—

,and others. Until he "mixed" with the Ital

ian car, Fosdick always had handled an

American car and is “at home" again_

 

Kansas City Company in Trouble.

Involuntary bankruptcy proceedings were

instituted on the 9th inst. against the Kan

sas City Motor Car Co., Kansas City, Mo.,

at the instance of F. E. Wear. president of

the company, and other creditors. Mr.

Wear, the principal creditor, said the com

pany is solvent, but the temporary financial

stringency had made it impossible to finance

the current business of the company. Its

plant is near Sheffield, Mo. Its officers

state that the available assets amount to

$400,000, while no statement of the liabil

ities is obtainable, although other sources

place the liabilities at $300,000, and the as

sets at half that sum, Although the com

pany started in a small way and cut no fig

ure outside its immediate vicinity, it ex

panded greatly during the past year.
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In the Retail World. ’

Greensburg, Ind., now has a fully

equipped tire vulcanizing and repair plant.

\/V. P. Skeen opened for business last week.

The Fort Wayne Motor Car Co., Ft.

Wayne, Ind., has moved from West Berry

street. The garage now is located on Co

lumbia street.

Leakage of an oil stove caused a slight

fire in the National Motor Car Co. garage

at Oakland, Cal., November 3. The loss is

estimated at about.$1,000.

The American Auto Co., has absorbed the

Henderson Auto Co., both of Cedar Rapids,

lowa. Cadillac, Franklin and Buick cars

will be handled as formerly.

J. E. Odell, Ackley, lowa, has sold his

garage to F. M, Michaels. Following the

sale he purchased the business of L. Rice

at Cedar Falls, which he will continue.

Archer, Combs 8: Winters Co., lnc., is

the style of a new jobbing house which

has commenced business at 306 Oak street,

Portland. Ore. Its capital stock is $20,000.

fully paid in.

The Buck Automobile Co., has moved

from Davenport to Des Moines, Iowa. It is

located at 612-614 Mulberry street. where

Royal Tourist, Oldsmobile and Peerless

cars will be carried.

0. G. Roberts will build a cement block

garage on Gay street, between Seventeenth

street and Miami avenue, Cblumbus, Ohio.

The dimensions of the building will be 75

x145 feet, and will cost $6,000.

A four story terra cotta brick garage will

be erected on the east side of Michigan

boulevard, north of Fourteenth street, Chi

cago, by Mrs. Julia F. Heyworth. The

building will be leased to the Winton Auto

mobile Co.

Plans have been made for Lechter's Gar

age to be erected at North First street and

St, James place, San Jose, Cal. The speci

fications call for a two story building, with

a front of half timbered English style. The

structure will measure 69x132 feet.

No cause is assigned for the fire which

partially destroyed ten cars and damaged

twenty others in the garage of the Rec

Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 3d inst. The

building was not badly damaged but the in

jury to the cars will result in a loss of sev

eral thousand dollars.

Fire which started in the four-story

“fiat-iron" building in Portland, Me.. Tues

day, 12th inst, spread to the adjoining es

tablishment of the James Bailey Co., deal

ers in automobile supplies. The losses are

not itemized, but the total damage is esti

mated at $100,000.

The Clifton Livery 8: Garage Co., Cincin

nati, last week elected ofi‘icers as follows:

President and general manager, M. E.

Braum; vice-president, William Windisch:

secretary-treasurer. George Behlan: direc

tors. Dr. L. S. Colter, Dr. J. A. Haerr.

F. H. Kirchner, M. F. Galvin and F, S. Krug.

Contracts have been let for the erection

of a large garage on Eighth street, for the

Solliday Motor Car Co. It will be two

stories high, 75x125 feet, providing 20,000

square feet of floor space.

Business Difficulties.

Howard E. Whitney, a dealer in Cam

bridge, Mass., this week filed a petition in

bankruptcy. His liabilities are $11,563, and

assets $7,926.

F. F. Dudley, a Winthrop (Mass) dealer,

has filed an involuntary petition in bank

ruptcy. His liabilities are $6,487, of which

$4.658 is secured, while his assets amount

to but $402.

Louis C. Howard, who dealt in automo

biles at 216 West Fiftieth street, New York,

has been petitioned into bankruptcy by

three creditors, whose claims aggregate

$649. Several judgments which previously

had been issued against him, had been re

turned unsatisfied.

On petition of the R. C. McClure Co., R.

B. Sweet and Jesse C. Low, James C_ Setri

gut has been appointed temporary receiver

for the Elbridge Motor 8: Tool Co., of El

bridge. N. Y. The liabilities are estimated

at $5,000. The company has a plant at El

bridge where it has made motors for auto

mobiles and motor boats. Moving the plant

to Syracuse after reorganization, is being

talked of,

A petition in bankruptcy has been filed

against the Da-An-Nite Auto Supply Co.

of 1912 Broadway, New York, by three tire

companies. whose claims aggregate nearly

$8,000. It is alleged that the company on

Nov. 4 admitted in writing that it is insol

vent and willing to be adjudicated bankrupt.

The company was incorporated Dec. 3, 1906,

with a capital stock of $20000. with Francis

J. Wallace president.

The Kalb 8: Berger Mfg. Co., manufac

turer of automobile bodies, at 532 East

Seventy-second street. New York, has been

attached on a claim for $2,000 in favor of

Mary Ritter on a note. The company was

incorporated in January, 1907, under the

laws of the District of Columbia, with a

capital stock of $250,000. The sheriff levied

on the machinery and tools in the factory,

and also upon an automobile. Mrs. Ritter

loaned the $2,000 to the company. she said,

on .August 3, on representations that it was

doing a large and profitable business; she

now alleges that the business is not much

more than a repair shop. She is a widow,

and drew the money out of a savings bank

to make the loan.

Carrie to Assist Manager Jewell.

Frank G. Carrie has been appointed as

sistant manager of the recently created

Franklin branch in New York City. Car

rie was formerly New York branch manager

for the Haynes company. With the Frank

lin people he will be associated with W. S.

Jewell. who recently took charge of the

New York depot.

The Week’s ’Incorporations.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Allen-Swan Co., The,

under New York laws, with $27,000 capitalj

to deal in automobiles, etc. Corporators——

K. Swan, H. Swan and L. H. Allen, Brook

lyn.

Memphis, Tenn.—Cullcn-Butler Auto Co.,

under Tennessee laws, with $5,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—E.

H. Ward, H. A. Simms, E. R. Odle, F. L.

Butler and H. H. Cullen.

Oakland, Cal.—Roslyn Motor Car Co., un

der California laws, with $50,000 capital.

Corporators—Charles R. Ellenwood, Theo

dore Olmstead. J. M. Limbaugh, Ira H.

Keene and F. B. Ellenwood.

New York City, N. Y.—C. G. V. Import

Co., under New York laws, with $120,000

capital; to manufacture and sell automobiles.

Corporators—Emil Voight, J. P. Murray

and C. A. Conlon, New York City.

Newark, N. J.—Howe Motor Car Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $125,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—Al

bert E. Howe, Michael F. O'Neil, John

Howe and Thomas J, O’Neil, Newark.

Reading, Pa.--A. H. Yocom Co., under

Pennsylvania laws, with $50,000 capital; to

manufacture motors for automobiles. Cor

porators—Arthur H. Yocum, George Y.

Yocom, and Isaac Hollenbach, Reading.

New York City, N. Y.—Eastern Auto

Service Co., under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital; to manufacture automo

biles, etc. Corporators—F. D. Hollister, J.

Seitz, Brooklyn; M. Kram, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—D. P. Harris

Hardware Co., under New York laws, with

$200,000 capital; to manufacture and deal

in motors, engines, hardware, etc. Corpor

ators—D. P. Harris, S. Maskowitz and H.

Goldman, New York City.

Brooklyn, N. Y.-—-Carlson Motor 8: Truck

Co., under New York laws, with $75,000 cap

ital; to manufacture automobiles, motors,

trucks, etc. Corporators—C. A. Carlson,

Brooklyn; C. S. Calvert, Newark, N. J.; E.

H. Slickels, Edgewater, N. J.

Flint, Mich—Michigan Motor Castings

Co., The, under Michigan laws, with $50,000

capital; to moke motor castings. Corpora

tors—J. W. Thompson, Detroit, president;

Frank Bromley, Detroit, vice-president and

treasurer; A. H. Goss, Flint, secretary.

New York City, N. Y.—lnternational Au

tomobile School and Engineering Co., un

der New York laws, with $50,000 capital.

Corporators—John T. Baldwin and May

Baldwin, 239 East Fifty-third street; Law~

rence Gregory, 629 West 135th street, New

York City, directors.

Smith Woodworking Plant Enlarging,

The Smith Automobile Co., Topeka, Kan,

is making another addition to its plant in

which all the wood working will be done.

-The company already has the distinction

of producing everything that enters into the

make-up of its cars, save the tires.
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HAVE HAD ENOUGH 0|" EARLY SIIOWS

Well Defined Opinion Growing Out of the

New York Exhibitions—How

They “Panned Out.”

It is fairly safe to say that the trade has

had more than enough of so-called “early

shows.”

If, when the show in Madison Square Gar

den, New York, closed on Saturday night

last there was any one who was anxious

to again assist in “forcing the season," by

holding an exhibition in October or Novem

ber, his voice was not very strong or very

numerous.

It was not that the show was not a suc

cessful one. The attendance was gratifying

ly large. There was a full house each even

ing and on the two “dollar days" and the

closing night the crowd was not much re

duced. It is understood that the total gate

receipts for the week were not fifteen

per cent. less than the record of the show

in the Garden in January last. But while

there may be a few exceptions to the rule,

the sales did not hold true in the same

ratio. Business was done and, in some

cases, good business, but generally speak

ing, any caution in placing orders not born

of the disturbed financial situation was due

to a not unnatural disinclination to make

purchases so far ahead of the season of ac

tual service.

As the Motor World of last week stated,

however, the Garden show served a useful

and stimulating purpose in restoring the

spirits which had drooped as a result of

the disappointing harvest of the show in

Grand Central Palace the previous week.

But for all of that, there is small doubt

that unless a sweeping reversal of views and

opinions occur, the last has been seen of

automobile shows in either October or No

vember. While the executive committee of

the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers has not met since the exhibi

tion closed, a sufficient number of influen

tial members of the organization have made

known their views and they seem to point

unerringly to a return to January dates.

It also is probable that whenever the

next show may occur, some safeguard will

be'thrown around the sale of the so-called

“trade tickets." These are sold in lots to

exhibitors at 50 cents each, and it appears

that there were those who were not above

turning a few dollars into their pockets

by disposing of them to speculators. As

on two nights of the week, the admission

fee was raised to $1, it left the speculators

room to cut prices and yet earn a profit.

It is understood that detectives who were

engaged to ferret out the guilty exhibitors

succeeded in doing so in at least two in

stances.

Of the future of the Grand Central Palace

‘ show nothing is yet known. Coming zit the

very crisis of the financial upheaval when

people were more concerned about the

safety of their bank accounts than about

automobiles, it felt the effects in unduc

measure and few exhibitors had cause for

congratulation. The accessory exhibitors

especially were disgruntled, but Time is a

wonderful healer and a twelve-month may

alter their feelings and opinions.

It is freely stated that the Automobile

Club of America, which conducted the Pal

ace show, has had enough and will how it

self out. But when pressed for a specific

statement, A. C. A. officials are inclined to

be evasive and to take refuge in the fact

that the directors have not held a meeting

since the show closed.

“We may or we may not have to do with

another show,” is the nearest to an ex

pression of opinion that can be drawn from

Secretary Butler. He did say, however, that

the Palace exhibition had earned a profit

and that a rebate would be paid the space

holders.

Merger Off; Dividends Restored.

The news that a dividend of 1 per cent

was paid on October 31 on the common

stock of the Rubber Goods Manufacturing

Co., which includes the Hartford Rubber

Works, G & J Tire Co., and Morgan &

Wright, and that this disbursement would

probably be made quarterly hereafter.

came as a complete surprise to financial

circles this week. Last summer the United

States Rubber Co., which owns all but

$200,000 of the Rubber Goods $16.94l,700

common stock and all but $3,000,000 of its

$10,351,400 preferred stock, announced that

the two companies would be merged for

economy of management as soon as pos

sible, probably by an actual liquidation of

the Rubber Goods Company. At the same

time it was announced that the dividends

on the Rubber Goods common stock would

be discontinued.

An official of the United States Rubber

Co. admitted that the putting of the Rubber

Goods company on a regular 4 per cent.

basis signified that the consolidation of the

two had been given up, for the present at

least. The reason for it was not stated.

From July, 1901, to October, 1906, when l

per cent. was declared, there was no dis

bursement on the common stock.

Deere-Clarke Property is Sold.

Interests represented by C. H. Pope have

purchased the property of the Deere-Clark

Motor Car Co., Moline, lll., for $37,500, or

40 per cent. of the aggregate of claims held

against it. The purchasers represented all

but about $10,000 of the total of $93,000 of

claims. They secured this $83,000 of claims

by purchase on the basis of 40 cents on the

dollar. The factory was purchased on the

same basis, with the result that creditors

whether previously selling to Mr. Pope or

taking the dividend to be declared from

the sale of the property will realize approx

imately the same percentage on their claims.

SMALL CARS FEATURED A'l' PARIS

Vehicles of Moderate Power Conspicuous

at French Show—Decorations Elab

orate; Prices Reduced.

In two ways the tenth Paris Salon, which

opened Tuesday, 12th inst., nearly a month

to eclipse all

According

to cabled reports the gorgeousness and

earlier than usual, is said

former exhibitions of its class.

elaboration of its decorations have never

before beein in any way equalled, and the

tendency toward the production of cars of

medium and low power, as well as a marked

reduction in the cost of some of the better

known and more powerful high priced ma

chines, also is unprecedentcd in the history

of French shows.

As was the case a year ago, the space

available in the Grand Palais and vicinity

proved inadequate, and a temporary struc

ture has been built in the' Esplanade des In

valides, across the Seine. As also was the

case last year, this section of the exhibi

tion is devoted to commercial applications

of the motor vehicle, motors, machinery of

construction, and parts, while the main

portion of the show is occupied by the nu~

merous exhibitors of pleasure vehicles, the

accessory people being relegated to the

cramped quarters of the galleries and ad

jacent halls_

The decorations involve a lavish use of

electric lamps for the ceiling and walls.

while the individual exhibitions have been

permitted to follow their own inclinations in

staging their displays. The usual result has

followed. many garish and wonderful as

well as beautiful effects being secured. The

most prominent display in this respect is

that of the De Dion company, which takes

the form of a Chinese Pagoda, commemora

tive of the Pekin-Paris race_of last sum

mer. In the same connection, the group

ing together on one stand of all the cars

which have won notable contests during

the year. also attracts considerable atten

tion.

Nearly all the French makers are now go

ing in for light models of l6-20 horse

power, and costing from $1,000 to $2.000

Many of these cars are now shown for the

first time. Several of the European mak

ers outside of France also are showing sim~

ilar constructions, notably those of Italy.

This. coupled with the lowering in price of

the higher powered cars, already mentioned,

the cut being variously stated as averag

ing from 15 to 40 per cent., reveals a ten

dency on the part of the Continental branch

of the industry which is considered as being

very significant. Structurally, little novelty

is to be found. There are few freak dea

signs on view, and everything points to an

increased trend toward absolute standard

ization of design, regardless of type or

horseporew.
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THE LlNE OF

"Famous Apperson Cars”
INCLUDES THE NEW

Model M, $2750

30-35 H. P., Double System oi Ignition. Best Value on the Market

Space C-l Chicago Show, November 30 to December 7.
 

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company, 5,3359%. 59‘};

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN A OMOBILE co.. FRED S. SM! ,

. 49 , New York, N. Y. Col

PHILAD P A AUTO COMPANY JOSEPH F. CUNTHEZRCO" _

orth Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 40 Michigan Ave., Chicago. Ill.8

BAZILLE AUTO CO.. DIAMOND M OR CAR CO.

15 East Ninth St., St. Paul, Minn. 959 South Main St., 'Los Angeles, Cal.

umbue Ave., Boston, Mass.

 

 

 

  

 

Don't Ask Us

Ask the men who make the good cars their reasons for using

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS

and then you will understand WHY

of all the cars exhibited at the of all the cars exhibited at the

Madison Square Garden Show 0 Madison Square Garden Show

were equipped with

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS

and this in addition to a showing of

of all the makers who exhibited at

49% the Grand Central Palace Show

Each year sees more and more users added to the list and the beauty of it is

last year’s users are this year’s users.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Canton, Ohio

Eastern Branch—10 E. 31st St., New York. Western Branch—429 Wabash Ave., Chica

Exhibiting at Chicago Coliseum and 7th Regiment Amory Show, December.
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Trade Papers.

"We take this occasion of renewing our

sense of obligation to the different trade

papers that appeal to the carriage builders

for their constituency. \Ve are probably so

used to this item of necessity in our busi

ness as to take its existence as a matter of

course. If we were deprived of them for

any period, however small, we probably

would be brought to a realizing sense of

their value and how much we depend upon

them.”-—From the committee report ren

thde at the Carriage Builders’ National

Association's annual convention.

 
 

Brakes and Braking Mechanism,

Brakes and braking mechanism have re

ceived an unwontcd, though justly deserved

amount of discussion during the last few

months, and the reward of past experience,

coupled with this agitation, is seen at once

in the improved devices applied to a ma

jority of the new cars. But however near

to the ideal the braking arrangements of a

car may be, they are liable to failure, or to

inetiicient response unless the driver learns

when and how to use them, and wherein

their limitations lie. It is possible to stop

the average car in an almost incredibly

short distance, even when running at a high

rate of speed. Knowing this, the average

driver pays little or no attention to the ef

fect of such a stop upon the machine, un

less the efiect on the tires, which is plainly

evident, be excepted. Yet the intelligent

and consistent use of the brakes is as much

and perhaps more, an art, than the intelli

gent and consistant use of the clutch and

gears, and braking should be given full as

much attention by the learner as any other

into which it is

possible to segregate the art of car manip

ulation.

of the several divisions

Few drivers would think of jumping a

car into high gear and getting the engine

up to its normal rate of speed inside of a

city

Yet

in case of emergency, the brakes are called

upon to bring the machine to a full stop in

a distance equivalent to perhaps less than

half the block. The

amount of work involved in accelerating a

distance equivalent to a couple of

blocks, under ordinary circumstances.

length of a single

car to any given speed, may be considered

as roughly equivalent to the amount of

work involved in bringing it to rest in the

same distance from that speed.

stopping a car in a shorter distance than is

Hence

commonly required for getting up speed,

must inevitably throw upon it strains which

are largely abnormal.

A foreign scientist recently has been ex

amining into the theoretical relation be

tween the stresses due to positive and neg

ative acceleration, and announces that for

a 3,000 pound car, running at 30 miles an

hour, and stopped in 20 yards, a braking

eflort equivalent to 67.3 horsepower is re

quired. At 40 miles an hour, 63.6 horse

power would be required to stop the same

car in 50 yards, while a 3,500 pound car, run

ning at 60 miles an hour would demand the

expenditure of 126 horsepower if it‘were to

be stopped in 100 yards. One hundred and

seventy-two horsepower would stop the

second car in 5 seconds, and 252 horsepower

in 50 yards, or 630 horsepower, if the full

stop Were to be attained in 20 yards. These

figures represent the amount of work re

quired to overcome the kinetic energy of

cars of these weights, moving at the speeds

stated. No matter how the brakes are ap

plied, the equivalents of these amounts of

work must be expended somewhere about

the machine in order to check its motion.

Comparison in this way of car weights

and “braking horsepower,” it the term may

be employed, shows at once the necessity

for an excess of retarding over accelerating

power, and also implies that where that ex

cess is lacking, sudden stoppages must

throw enormous and disastrous strains on

the car. To avoid these strains, the brakes

should be applied gently and only in such

The

best drivers are those who have recourse to

an amount as conditions may require.

the brakes only in case of emergency. The

less the brakes are used, the less the me

chanism of the car is strained, and though

this fact is commonly conceded, absolute

realization of’its importance comes only by

comparison of the respective power costs of

starting and stopping.

Why the Double Rumble?

It may be possible that the big runabout

with the rumble seat may survive the test

of time, but it is difficult to discover what

particular niche is filled or is to be filled

by the runabout with the “double rumble."

Unless it appeals to harum-scarurn youths

in or out of college, who are possessed of

more money than brains and more of af

fected “sportiness” than either of the other

things, where the market lies for such ve

hicles will be one of the matters of at least

passing interest that the future will decide.

There is some shadow of excuse for the

single rumble. It may appeal to the ultra

iashionable who would have their chauf

feurs possessed of the appearance, if not the

virtues of a liveried footman, or on occa

sion it may prove of real use, as, for in

stance, when an owner may wish to drive

a guest to a given point and in turn may

desire to have his chauffeur do the driving

on the return journey, or, if he is possessed

of a negro driver, the rumble seat aflords a

means of preventing such misunderstand

ing on the part of the rabble as was once

disclosed by that famous remark attributed

to one of the latter. “Say, look at the nigger

with a white driver.” Certainly the "double

rumble” was never designed for woman’s

occupancy and with big, comfortable ton

neaux available, is not easy to comprehend

why any man should desire that any of his

male friends or any two male members of

his family should after performing mutual

contortions from opposite sides of the car,

stow eachthemselves in a squat seat

below the level of the heads of the men in
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front, and in posrtlon to receive the full

benefit of every jolt, and which withal is not

too safe. it may be that a few “young

bloods" amuous to “cut a dash" may revel

in that sort of tllillg, but if so it hardly

scents probable that they exist in profitable

numbers.

Viewed from whatever standpoint, it is

difficult to see' in the “double rumble" any

01 the elements of permanency. At the

same time, it is possmle to see how some

unthinking persons purchase such bodies as

an improvement on the touring car and thus

il.eet With disapponltment. In other words,

tile tonneau so much more comfortably and

acceptably fills the same bill that the ques

tion cannot but arise, as, indeed, it several

times has arisen, W hyvtlle double rumble?

The Use of One Chassis.

A most important phase of the develop

ment of motor car design at the present

time, is revealed to a great extent by the

prevalence of the high-powered runabout.

Generally speaking, whetner known as run

about, tourabout, "sportabout," roadster, or

gadtly, this class of vehicle is mounted on

a chassis practically identical with that of

the touring car produced by the same mak

er. In certain instances the position of

the radiator is altered, the wheel base

shortened, and the angle of the steering

column changed to suit the altered condi

tions of load and seating position. In

others practically no change is made. In

variably, the same parts, with few excep

tions enter into both chassis. The same re

lation, with about the same number of pos

sible exceptions as to detail, apply to the

limousine or closed body and the chassis

upon which it stands.

For a long time makers strove to make

the body as nearly as possible independent

of the chassis, to make the power plant

and running gear an independent automobile

unit in other words. This having been ac

complished to an almost inclusive degree,

the advantages of reducing the number of

chassis produced to one or two, is appeal

ing strongly to all the makers. In many

instances the fact that the chassis em

ployed in several models are practically the

same, is to be learned only upon close ques

tioning. In others, no secret is made of

the fact, while in at least one instance a

maker takes pains to advertise his use of

but a single understanding for all three of

the car types he produces.

This is broad and valuable economy as it

practice, both in the simplification of shop

methods, reduction in the number of parts

to be produced, and consequent limitation

of production expenses, and also in that it

tends to segregate chassis and body build

ing into two independent branches. This

latter trend, of course, encourages the en

trance of the old-line carriage makers into

a most important contributory line of the

industry and gives them a footing which

otherwise they might be long in gaining.

lts ultimate ctfect on the purely commer

cial side of automobile building is entirely a

matter of conjecture at the present time.

.But apart from that side'of the question

which relates to the important and rather

ticklish matter of specialization in its tend

ency to subdivide of the work of production,

there can be no doubt of the general ben

efit to be derived from the concentration

of manufacturing eflort upon one, or at the

most, two basic types of mechanism,

adapted to as many changes of aspect as

may be expedient,

One advantage of the show season,

which, though utilized very largely, seldom

appears to excite any comment, is the op—

portunity it presents for the makers of at

tachments of various sorts to get into touch

with the constructions displayed, both for

studying their nature, and for gathering data

to be used in preparing both special equip

ments and universal liittings. Thus from

opening day to closing night, a crew of

draughtsmen and engineers may invariably

be seen going from car to car, measuring

and recording the dimensions which most

vitally concern them, or questioning the de—

signers. It is only by such close.and ac

curate means that the accessory makers

are enabled to ship their instruments with

any degree of certainty that they will go

into place as required. What it saves them

in time and labor, to have all, or nearly all

the cars gathered under a, single roof for

a few days, would be impossible to compute.

Much that they learn, in fact, could be ob‘

tained in no other way except in the course

of years of study.

There is no longer any doubt of the ad

vantage of using a direct drive on the gear

ratio which is most used in ordinary driv

ing. Cars having speed changing devices

in which three options are given on the for

ward relation are almost universally sup

plied with such an arrangement, while the

practice also is common on four speed
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November 9-16, Philadelphia, Pa.-Phil

adelphia Automobile Trade Association's

annual show at First Regiment Armory.

NoVember 15-‘16, Newark, N. J.—New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club's 24

hour endurance contest.

November 16, Providence, R. I.—Rhode

Island Automobile Club's annual hill climb

ing contest on Riverpoint hill.

November 26, 27, 28, Chicago, [IL—Chi

cago Motor Club’s three days’ 600-mile re

liability. run. -

November 28, Wilmington, N. C.—-Auto

mobile races on Wrightsville beach.

November 28, Riverside, Cal.—Annual

hill climbing contest on Box Springs hill.

November ISO-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers' first annual exhibition of commercial

motor vehicles in 7th Regiment Armory.

November 30-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers’ Annual show in Coliseum and First

Regiment Armory.

December 7-14, San Francisco, Cal.—Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association of Califor

nia’s second annual show in the Coliseum.

December 9-14, Detroit, Mich—Detroit

Autonlobile Dealers' Association's show at

Wolff's pavilion.

December 14-21, St. Louis, Mo.—-St. Louis

Manufacturers’ and Dealers’ second annual

show ill Jai Alai building.

january 14-18, Hartford, Conn—Hart

ford Automobile Dealer's Association's

annual show in Foot Guard Hall.

February 1015, Detroit, Mich.-—Tri-State

Automobile and Sportsmen's Association's

show in Light Guard Armory.

March 9-14, Buffalo, N. Y.—Automobile

Club of Buffalo's show.

April 4-11, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association show in Du

quesne Garden.
 

 

gears. It has required several years, how

ever, to convince designers of four-speed

gears that it is good economy to place the

direct drive, that is to say, the connection

on which the lay shaft is idle, if not station

ary, on the speed normally used, 'regardless

of whether it happens to be the thord or

fourth. In most instances it is the third

speed, and accordingly third speed direct

drives are the most advantageous, since

they permit the most economical transmis

sion of power the greater part of the time.

The “double direct" on third and fourth

speeds, while desirable, if of questionable

advantage when obtained at the expense of

a twin bevel drive.
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A. A. A. RE-ELEC'I'S 0L1) UEFICERS

Annual Meeting of Directors—Financial and

Other Reports Presented—"Banquet

ing Tour" One of the Suggestions.

William H. Hotchkiss, of Buffalo, suc

ceeded himself as president of the Ameri

can Automobile Association at the annual

meeting of the Board of Directors, which

took place in New York City, Friday last,

8th inst. All the other incumbent officers

also were unanimously re-elected, as fol

lows: First vice-president, Lewis R. Speare,

Boston; second vice-president, Asa Paine,

Minneapolis; third vice-president, Ira J.

Cobe, Chicago; treasurer, George E. Far

rington, New York City; secretary, F. H.

Elliott, New York City.

Because of the presence of so many out

of town directors in New York on account of

the shows, the annual meeting of the board

was the largest ever held, representatives

from Leominster, Springfield and Worces

ter, Mass; Providence, R. I.; Hartford,

Conn.; Buffalo, Syracuse, New York City,

Binghampton, Schenectady and Rochester,

N. Y.; Newark, Paterson and Jersey City,

N. J.; Philadelphia and Pittsburg, Pa.;

Cleveland, 0.; Chicago and Washington, be

ing in attendance.

‘ Besides the election of officers and a vote

to increase the board from 11 to 17 mem~

bers, the meeting was taken up by reading

the annual reports of the officers, the treas

erer’s report naturally being the most in

teresting, as this was the first time that a

detailed account of the association’s finan

cial affairs has been made public.

On November 1st, when the report was

made, there remained a balance in the treas

ury of $4,851.03. The fiscal year began on

February lst and the balance on hand at

that time was $8,487.84. The total receipts

from February lst to November lst have

been, including the balance carried over,

$20,862.85, divided as follows: 64 sanctions,

$2,045; blue books, $925.05; maps, $200;

buttons, $105.25; pins, $97.75; individual

memberships, $532.75; associated clubs,

$3,426.50; unaffiliated clubs, $562; Vander

bilt race, 1906, $3,587.06; protests, $70; do

nation account of rent, $425, and several

minor items. There is also coming from the

touring board the sum of $2,020.19.

The largest item of expenditure is the ac

count of the secretary's office, where

$4,973.05 was paid to the secretary and his

assistants in salaries; $1,177.32 for sta

tionary and postage, and $2,120.94 for trav

eling and sundry expenses, making a total

of $8,271.31. The expenses of the other of

fices naturally are small in comparison

$297.50 being the total expense of the treas

urer's office, the items being a bookkeeper's

salary and sundry expenses; $625.98 for the

president’s office, where the items were $280

for a stenographer and $345.98 for travel

ing and sundry expenses, and $523.25 for

the touring board, the largest item there be—

ing for clerical assistance. The next larg

est item was the money returned to State

associations, pro rata of dues, the amount

being $2,533.76, which left a balance from

that source of only $892.74. A number of

sanction fees also were returned for various

reasons, and the rent for the association’s

offices was $1,256.24; the other items are

of minor importance.

President Hotchkiss rendered a long re

port, in which he announced that the per

manent edition of the association's year

book, to number 20,000 copies, will be

mailed to the various club secretaries to be

distributed to the individual members free

of charge, about the 15th of this month.

The present year book is small and much

space is devoted to symposiums of the offi

cers, and President Hotchkiss advocates

that in future it should be much enlarged

and perform the function of the hand-book

published yearly by the Royal Automobile

Club of England. The growth of the na

tional body makes necessary an enlarge

ment of the executive committee, which now

numbers seven, said Mr. Hotchkiss. The

present committee numbers seven, and with

it have met the chairman of the boards,

who have not heretofore been members

thereof, making a governing body of ten

in all, In the coming year there will be

six boards instead of four. Each chairman

should, in President Hotchkiss's judgment,

be ex-officio a member of the executive

committee instead of only the president,

first vice‘presidqnt and treasurer, as is

now the case. Under the present by-laws

four members at large, not officers, are ap

pointed to such committees, which number

he thought should be increased to seven.

The change was adopted so that the exec

utive committee will hereafter in effect be

one of seventeen members instead of ten

as at present.

President Hotchkiss also recommended an

active campaign for individual members.

The president thinks, however, that there

should be a more equitable division of the

fees paid in by individual members, for as

present conducted, seven-eighths of the

revenue inures to the benefit of the clubs

and associations, while the national body,

which bears the expense of recruiting them

receives only one-eighth of the revenue.

The report mentioned the fact that a spe

cial committee of sanctions had been ap

pointed to make suggestions governing

track racing, and that there should be a

Vanderbilt cup race next year and also a

contest for stock touring cars, the sugges

tion being advanced that the racing board

have an additional officer, to be known as

a vice-chairman—preferably an engineer—

to whom many of the matters on which the

racing board will have to pass, may be re

ferred, and from whom expert advice and

services could be secured, the additional

expense to be met by an increase in sanc

tion fees.

Secretary F. B. flower, of the touring

board, reported that the receipts from the

Glidden tour and the tour for the Hower

trophy were $7,401.24, and the expenses

$5,381.06, leaving a balance of $2,020.19,

which will be reduced to $1,463.85, if the

general expenses of the board, amounting

to about $566.34, are deducted.

According to Secretary F. H. Elliott, the

association now has an aggregate mem

bership of 19,209, consisting of 16 affiliated

State associations, comprising 120 clubs

with a membership of 17,550; 15 unfeder

ated clubs with a membership of 1,035; 621

individual members and three life members.

According to the records of October 1,

1906, there were 5 State associations, com

prising 70 clubs, with an approximate mem

bership of 8,857, showing a healthy increase

of 10,352 members during the past nine

months. The racing board has granted 64

sanctions, for which about $2,000 has been

received. The secretary also advocated a

campaign for individual members, suggest

ing that each State association take up the

question, and also that a uniform yearly

rate of $2.00 be charged, to be divided

equally between the State associations and

the national body.

A somewhat amusing part of Mr. Elliott’s

report is a suggestion “that a banqueting

tour be arranged so that representatives

of the association may be present at the so

cial functions which are held during the

winter months by the afiiliated clubs.”

Berkshire Roads to be Posted.

As the Berkshires aflord a popular tour

ing ground for automobilists, it will no

doubt be welcome news to learn that the

Berkshire Automobile Association, recent

ly formed at Pittsfield, Mass., will make its

first work that of posting the highways

with guide posts, warning signs and other

information. The association elected offi~

cers as follows: President, Daniel England;

first vice-president, Franklin Weston; sec

ond vice-president, Samuel G. Colt; treas

urer, R. P. Parker; secretary, S. H. Clapp.

Scranton Forms an Association.

With forty-three charter members the

automobilists of Scranton, Pa., have organ

ized the Automobile Association of Scran

ton, electing the officers as follows: Pres

ident, Dr. H. B. Ware; vice—president, Geo

Jermyn; secretary and treasurer, Hugh R.

Andrews. Nine physicians are included in

the present membership. Scranton has about

200 automobilists.

Sacramento Club Elects Ofl'icers.

Recently formed, the Sacramento County

Automobile Club, of California, has com

pleted organization by the election of the

following officers: President, Dr. J. A.

McKee; vice-president, R. A. Wood; secre

tary, Gilbert P. Beere; treasurer, J. G, Pat

terson; directors, Dr. H. C. Bulson, L. J.

Shepard, Dr. C. L. Megowan, E, S. Brown

and R. H. Weil.
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SIIOW WEI-III IN PHILADELPHIA

Seventh Annual Exhibition Opened with

Big Attendance—Practically All Lead

ing Makes of Cars are Staged.

 

Without formality other than the fanfare

of many horns and other noise makers,

the seventh annual automobile show pro

moted by the Philadelphia Automobile

Association opened auspicioust in the First

Regiment Armory, that city, Saturday night

last, 9th inst.

Because of the proximity of the Madison

Square Garden show, which closed the night

the Quaker City exhibit opened, naturally

all the exhibits were not in place when the

doors were swung open at 8 o'clock, and it

was thought this fact would cause the at

tendance to be smaller than on previous

opening nights, but just the opposite de

veloped. The crowd was so great that in

spcction of the exhibits was out of the

question, and this fact made the dealers

feel confident of a corresponding increase

throughout the week. It was not until

Monday that the several vacant spaces were

filled by the arrival of exhibits from New

York.

The evening attendance since the open

ing has averaged fair, but of the crowds that

have not come during the daylight hours,

the less said the better.

Philadelphia's show of course is a local

affair, and is the first of the community ex

hibitions to take place this show season.

It is the seventh annual display, and is a

record-breaker in every respect for Phil

adelphia, being greater in scope and num

ber of exhibits, than any previous affair.

How the effort to “force the season" by

such early dates will “pan out" is another

question. Thirty-two automobile exhibit

ors are in evidence, representing forty-two

cars, while the number of accessories ex

hibitors foots up to twenty-four.

"Autumn" is the theme predominant in

the decorations. White and yellow are the

prevailing colors hung from the ceiling of

the armory. The aisles, covered with brown

burlap, are suggestive of just ordinary

roads, which will resolve into an intimation

of oiled highways when the country visitors

shuFflc some of the rural mud off their

boots. The idea of turf is expressed in the

flooring of the exhibit spaces, which are in

green. Trees and autumn leaves heighten

the illusion. Instead of a motley assort

ment of signs that has marred some pre

vious shows, but one neat sign giving the

name of the car or article manufactured is

permitted in each booth, which gchs a pret

ty ensemble, one that will not cause visitors

to weary of their surroundings.

Practically all the leading makes of cars

are represented, including the Peerless,

Franklin, Ford, Rambler, Mathcson, Pope

Hartford, Pierce-Arrow, Cadillac, Baker,

Stoddard-Dayton, Packard, Maxwell, Loco

mobilc, Stcarns, Crawford, Elmore, Royal

Tourist, \Vinton, Marmon, Acme, Mitchell,

Appcrson, Autocar, Lozier, Reo, Premier.

Columbia, American Mors, Cleveland, Wal

ter, American, Overland, Marion, National,

Pullman, Jackson, Mercedes, Pope-Waverly,

Pennsylvania and Wayne. With few excep

tions they are shown by the Philadelphia

agents. In accessories, the majority of

staple articles are displayed by local sun

dries dcalers. The list of exhibitors fol

lows:

Quaker City Automobile Co.—Pecrless

and Franklin.

Ford Motor Car C0.—F0rd.

The White Company—White.

Thomas B. Jeffery & C0.—Rambler_

Titman, Leeds & Co.—Mathcson.

Foss-I'lughcs Motor Car Co.—Pierce Ar

row, Cadillac and Baker electric.

Hamilton Auto Co.—Stoddard-Dayton.

Keystone Motor Car Co.—Packard,

Kelsey Motor Car Co.—Maxwell.

Locomobilc Co. of America—Locomobile.

Motor Shop, Inc—Oldsmobile and

Stcarns.

T. M. Twining—Crawford,

Gawthrop 8: Wister—Elmore.

Hills Motor Car Co.—Royal Tourist.

Brazier Automobile Works—Marmon.

W'inton Motor Carriage Co.-—Winton.

John L. Scull—Acme,

Penn Motor Car Co.-~Mitchell.

Philadelphia Automobile Co.—Apperson.

Autocar Company, Ardmorc, Pa.—Auto

car.

General Motor Car Co.——Lozier.

Reo Motor Car Co.—Premicr and Reo.

Prescott Adamson—Columbia.

Girard Motor Car Co.—American Mors

and Cleveland.

International Motor Car Co.-—Walter,

American, Overland and Marion.

Tioga Automobile Co.——National.

L. R. French—Pullman

Spencer Motor Car Co.—-Jackson.

W'cst-Stillman Motor Car Co.—Mercedes,

and Pope-Waverly.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co.,

Mawr, Pa.—Pennsylvania.

Rittenhouse Garage—Wayne,

Carter Motor Car Corporation, Washing

ton, D. C.—Cartercar.

Bryn

Accessories.

_Firest0ne Tire & Rubber Co.—Firestonc

tires.

Charles E. Miller—Accessories and-sun

dries of all kinds.

George \V. Nock Co., Inc—Accessories.

Eugene L. Richter Electric Co.—Altcr

noting current rectifier.

Rose Mf . Co.-—-Neverout lamps.

Charles Kelom & Co.—-Lubricants_

Brown Auto Top Co.-—Tops.

B. F. Goodrich Co.—Goodrich tires.

James L. Gibney & Bro—Tires.

Auto Equipment Co.—Accessories.

Manufacturers’ Supply Co.—Accessorics.

Diamond Rubber Co.—Diamond tires.

Philadelphia Auto Accessories Co.-—-Au

tomobile tops and accessories.

Columbia Lubricants Co.—Oils

greases.

Puritan Soap Co., Rochester, N. Y.-—Au

tomobile soaps and metal polish.

Morgan & Wright—Morgan & Wright

ill'CS.

Autolight & Motor Supply C0.—Accesso

I'ICS.

Standard Rubber Tire Co.—-chublic

tires.

and

Edmond E. Hans Co., Minneapolis—

Dashboard tank gasolenc indicator.

Indian Motor Cycle Agency—Indian mo

torcycles.

Goodyear Rubber Co.——Goodyear tires.

Home Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.—Tircs and

hard rubber specialties.

M. L. Snyder—Rubber goods

equipment.

and fire

Adding Space for St. Louis Show.

Because the Jai Alai building, in which it

will hold its second annual show, during the

week of December 14 to 21, is too small, the

St. Louis Automobile Manufacturers’ and

Dealers' Association, will erect another

building adjoining the exhibition hall to

provide room for all the exhibitors. The

new building will be only temporary and

will be built on the east side of the Jai

Alai building with an archway in the center

connecting the two. It will have the same

floor space as the permanent building.

Mutual Benefits for Columbia Men.

Employees of the Electric Vehicle Co., of

Hartford, have organized a mutual benefit

association. Six dollars a week, not exceed—

ing thirteen weeks in one year, and a death

benefit of $50 arc to be paid. The com

pany has agreed to back the association on

to a certain extent. One hundred and fifty

workers in the Columbia factory signed the

charter roll and elected officers as follows:

President, 0. C. Johnson; vice-president,

R_ Thomas Huntindon; secretary, W. E.

McLaren; treasurer, F. D. Fay.

Milwaukee Association Abandons Show.

Members of the Milwaukee Automobile

Trade Association have decided that it

would be impracticable to hold a show in

that city this year. \thn the question was

discussed, a majority of the members were

in favor of a show, but when it was brought

out that in order to make a Milwaukee ex

hibit a success it would have to be held

before the Chicago show, and as this would
be impossible, the association I voted to

abandon thoughts of a show this year.

“Accessory Lifters” Busy in Chicago.

The “accessory lifters” are making their

presence felt in Chicago. Ten fur coats

from the Motor Car Supply Co., and nearly

$1,000 woth of inner tubes from the G &

J branch, are the latest reports to the po

lice. Manager Bliss of the Rambler garage,

and John Pierson, an employee, surprised

the intruders at that establishment, but the

burglars evaded capture and escaped.

Garden City Has a Fa'ctory Dream.

Garden City, Kan., is all excitement these

days. It has a vision of an automobile fac

tory as T. G. Musselman, of Chicago, is “in

its midst," looking for a site to establish an

automobile company. Musselman's com

pany proposesh to make three styles of cars,

one of them with “one-piece axle," it is

stated.
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“DUCKIWBILE” 0N 'I'llE HUDSON

New French Wonder Makes Its American

Debut—Bowls Along the Boulevard

and Rides on the River.

Waterlandl, the Jules Verneish amphib

ious automobile invented by Jules Reveil

ler, of Paris, and brought to this country

two weeks ago with a view to establishing

 

A number of automobilists and motor boat

experts followed the land and water craft

as it chugged up' Broadway. At Lafayette

boulevard the Waterland I. went up as far

as 173d street, turning into the extension of

Riverside drive leading to the narrow road

down to W'ashington point.

From the drive down to the point the road

is so rocky that the advance guard shouted

a warning, but the pilot said in French,

which was translated and passed on to the

for a ride, and after she was seated in the

stem the pilot reversed the engine and the

machine backed into the water. After cut

ting scveral figures, and performing all the

stunts that a well-meaning motorboat can

do with propriety, it came ashore and was

transformed into an automobile again,

The rig, which is of dark blue set off

with bright yellow striping, is essentially

a broad beam boat, with 34-inch disc wheels

for land running. It is 35 feet long and 6

 

   

 
 

an agency here, had its first public demon

stration on Tuesday last, 12th inst. Inci~

dentally, it proved that the comic artists,

who, for many years have “made game" of

just such a craft, builded better than they

knew. The queer craft naturally attracted

considerable attention, and almost drove

a chauffeur to drink when it plunged into

the Hudson river at 173d street.

With the inventor himself at the wheel,

a mechanicien and General John T. Cutting

aft, a start was made early in the afternoon

from the Oldsmobile salesroom on Broad

way, where the machine had been stored.

WATBRLAND 1. ON THE ROAD AND ON THE RIVER

expectant newspaper men and others:

"Never mind, we will proceed!" The boat

car ploughed its way through the soft sand

and the momentum acquired was sufficient

to carry it out into the river some distance,

when the pushing of a lever set the pro

peller blades to churning the water almost

immediately. M. Reveiller steered the craft

straight out into the stream for a hundred

yards, then turned it once in its length,

backed, halted, cut a figure eight, and came

ashore. Mrs. Julian P. Thomas, wife of

the uncooked wheat bread expert aeronaut

motorist, who was standing close by, asked

feet wide, and is equipped with a two-cylin

der De Dion engine, variously rated at from

12 to 20 horsepower. The disc wheels are

hollow to give buoyancy in the water, and

are equipped with solid rubber tires for land

use. The front wheels are controlled by a

regular automobile type steering wheel in

the cockpit, and not only govern the direc

tion on land but assist the small rudder at

the back when the boat is in the water. The

rear wheels are driven by side chains; the

jack shaft ends with the driving sprockets

extending out of the sides of the hull, the

bearings being packed to exclude water.
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The radiator is mounter flat along the for

ward deck, and the latter also bears a small‘

capstan or Windlass which is geared to the

engine, so that by tying a rope to a tree on

land, the boat when in the water may pull

itself up the steep declivities of the shore.

By one movement of a lever by the oper

ator's seat, the engine power is changed

from the driving wheels to the propeller or

vice-versa. Two seats are provided, each

holding two persons, the operator occupy

ing the right half of the forward seat. Oars

and boathooks, together with a small com

panion step ladder, give nautical fittings suf-‘

ficient to generate plenty of conversation

about “stewards quarters,” "main dining

salon,” “pacing the quarter deck," and sim

ilar jesting.

Suggestions for More Improvements.

"Two things that I had expected to see

materialize at the shows,” said an automo

bile expert in reviewing his impressions,

"failed to make their appearance. The

first of these was the more general featur

ing of left-hand control for closed town

cars. It is ridiculous to think that in cars

designed almost exclusively for city use

the control should be on the right side,

where to get off to the sidewalk the driver

has either to perform an acrobatic leap

frog act over the control levers or get out

on the left side and walk around the car in

the mud. If in the landaulet style of car

the occupants expect the chauffeur to get

off and open the door at a stop, it should

not be necessary for the latter to run around

the front of the car before he can get to the

sidewalk. The control should be on the

left so that he can be at the door an in

stant after the car stops. Left hand con

trol is already in great vogue 0n electric

vehicles, where the makers are alive to its

advantages for city driving. Some of the

gasolene light cars for city use also employ

it, but it is nevertheless much too infre—

quent

“The other thing which I had in mind,”

he continued, “is curved wind shields. It

has been shown abroad that curved wind

shields which have their top considerably

below the level of the face are entirely

satisfactory in keeping off the wind, and yet

I saw none at the shows. The curved de

sign serves to create a strong vertical up

ward draft in front of the driver, through

which the direct wind cannot penetrate, so

that while the driver has an unobstructed

view of everything before him he is pro

tected from bugs and wind by a shield of

air. Very ingenious wind shields of one

kind and another were shown, some of them

folding over in such a way as to give almost

the effect described, but none that I saw

embodied the idea in its entirety. The nec

essary curve to be given should not be dif

ficult to ascertainment, and once the ad

vantages of the system become generally

known there should be no difficulty in pop

ularizing such a style, which would add

greatly to the comfort of riders.

R0“) DIRT IN 'l'lll'l MECHANISM

Analytical Experiments of an Expert and

His Deductions from Them—Sugges

tions Preventing the Evil.

Recent investigations have shown that
the iefiect of fine particles of dust drawn

into the carburetter of the automobile en

gine from the atmosphere, is far more wide

spread and general than had been supposed.

Considerable new light is now thrown upon

this subject by the investigations of a

Scotch experimenter, G. D. Macdougal, of

Dundee, who has gone farther into the

matter than has been done before, testing

first, the fine deposite found upon the walls

of the mixing chamber of the carburetter

after it has been in use for some little

time, and second, the spent oil drawn from

the crank case of a motor which had been

undergoing road service. The presence of

common sand in both instances, though al

most unaccountable, especially as discov

ered in the old oil, .nevertheless points to

the desirability of excluding it from the

carburetter air ports, which appear to be

the only points of posisble entrance for it.

Such a method he alludes to in a recent ar

ticle in the Autocar.

It will be remembered that early in the

year a foreign investigator announced the

then startling conclusion that the so-called

carbon deposits in the combustion spaces

and over the valves of automobile motors,

was composed largely of mineral and sili

ceous material, which could be accounted

for in no other way than on the supposition

that it had been drawn into the cylinder

through the carburetter. Up to that time

it had been supposed that the carbonization

of the cylinder lubricant, coupled with a

certain amount of redisuum derived from

imperfect combustion of the fuel, consti

tuted the only possible sources of such de

posits. Later tests showed that in some

cases as high as 90 per cent. of the deposit

must be attributable to highway dust, and

to nothing else. Mr. Macdougal, working

on this hypothesis, examined the walls of

the mixing chamber with a view to analyz ‘

ing the deposit found there.

“The dust of ordinary macadamized roads

consists essentially of the powdered stones

or material of which the road is made, and

such organic matter as may be dropped

upon the road surface,” says the inves

stigator. “Road dust finds its way

past the ordinary barriers against its

way past the ordinary barriers against its

entrance in much larger quantity than is

generally supposed. If a small piece of

cotton wool slightly moistened with gly

cerinc is rolled round the end of a wire

andlthis miniature swab brought in con

tact with or rubbed against the walls of the

passages either leading to or from the car

buretter, or against the walls of the car

buretter itself, or the valve chambers of an

ordinary automobile petrol engine which has

been running for a little while, on subse

quently pressing the cotton-wool against a

microscope slide or cover glass and exam

ining with a moderate power, a large num

ber of sandy-looking particles will in near

ly all cases be seen. Under certain circum

stances sufficient of this material may be

collected to allow of chemical analysis. The

following figures were obtained from the

examination of one specimen of swabbed

out material:

“Volatile constituents, consisting of un

removed oil, moisture, etc., 19.20; organic

matter (variable according to nature of road

surface), 3.20; calcareous and other material

soluble in hydrochloric acid (variable ac

cording to nature of road material), 7.25;

sand, 7035—10000.

“Some of the silicious residue was made

into a slide for enlargement, and examined

under the microscope. The sharp and an

gular character of the sandy particles was

clearly apparent. Regarding this, he con

tinues:

"As a grinding or finishing polish for

valves when undergoing repair, this ma

terial might be of value, but it will be

agreed that its more or less continuous pres

ence under normal working conditions can

only result in needless wear and tear of

valves, piston rings, etc. The ordinary wire

gauze of 3,000 to 4,000 mesh to the inch will

not keep out dust. The above slide was

from an engine thoroughly protected so far

as this could be done mechanically by wire

gauze of 3,500 mesh to the inch, assisted

by cotton cloth of such fineness as not to

throttle the air supply. If wire gauze is of

finer mesh than 4,000 to the inch, it rapidly

becomes plugged up and gives trouble

through throttling the air supply. Indeed,

“There is nothing to effective, in the writ

er’s opinion, for the stoppage of road dust

as a large number of comparatively large

passages kept in a moist condition either

with water, or, better, some sticky or adhe

sive non-evaporating material, such as gly

cerine. Sugar and water or golden syrup

on suitable sponges or very porous ma

terial is the finest filter yet experimented

with,

“If the drain cock at the bottom of a

crank case be opened and some of the dark

oil obtained and microscopically examined,

there will be observed solid-looking parti

cles of a different character as compared

with those from the valves and passages.

Under certain circumstances, it is possible

by treating the whole of the oil contents

of a crank case to separate sufficient solid

material to admit of chemical analysis. One

sample of such material yielded the follow

ing figures:

 

Volatile matter . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2687

Loss on ignition . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.34

Metallic iron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 25.36

Sand . . . . . . . . . . . .. 35.43

100.00
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REAL VALUE 0F SPECIAL S'I'I'II'ILS

Eames Discusses Their Place in Automobile

Engineering—The Problem One of .

Lightness and Strength,

 

A great deal is heard of special steels, and

their

tion. In fact it is occasionally made to ap

pear that the car which is not built of spe

cially compounded metals is lacking in

application to automobile construc

some of the essentials of successful opera

tion, though the suggestion is usually one

The fallacy of this idea,

however, as well as the exact purpose of

the special automobile metal, and the eco

nomical limitations of its use, are brought

of pure inference.

out for the first time by Hayden Eames, of

the Studebaker Automobile Co., in the fol

lowing interview, in which he character

izes the use of special steels as a “craze.”

“The craze for special steel is a phase

through which the automobile industry at

the present time is passing. It is held out

as a general panacea for all ills, without

care or thought as to its proper applica

tion,” remarked Mr. Eames.

“The automobile engineer cannot follow

formulas which hold good for a large sta

tionary engine and which do not hold at all

for the modern high-speed motor.

"The practices of modern automobile con

struction have been largely those of adapt

ation. They are, in every sense of the word,

empirical, and the factor of safety is some

times as high as 200 or 300.

“That special steels have their place in

automobile engineering is undoubtedly a

fact, but if they are to be valuable, if they

are to bring anything to the automobile in

dustry, it must be done by the elimination

of weight.

“A car which claims a special steel for

every part, when the designer has no knowl

edge, or to put it plainly, when there is no

knowledge to be obtained that is particu

larly adapted for this part, is experimenting.

“To be more explicit, if a 50-point car

bon steel has been found by practice to be

sufficiently strong for a certain point, then

nothing is gained by replacing it with a spe—

cial steel unless the weight is actually re

duced, and so far as I have been able to

judge, this has not been accomplished.

“From an advertising point of view, the

special steel proposition sounds attractive

to some people. It is a talking point pure

and simple. To illustrate my meaning, the

Studebaker chassis is composed of steels

which have been adopted and which have

proved satisfactory by the best foreign man<

ufacturers. In building, it has been our aim

to produce as light a car as is consistent

with strength. Comparing this chassis with

other cars using so-called special steels, in

almost every instance we have found our

chassis to be lighter. Therefore, why make

any change?

“If a bar of steel tests a'certain per cent.

stronger than a similar sized bar of other

material, and the size is reduced on these

figures alone, it does not follow that the

smaller bar is going to stand up in the

various stresses to which automobile parts

are subjected.

“I do not want to be understood as de

crying the use of special material, but I

do most emphatically disapprove of blindly

substituting something which is compara

tively unknown, for something which has

been tried by practice. Since practice only

can determine its worth, I am not disposed

to place any particular value upon a car

composed of special steels which weighs no

less than an automobile built of materials

which have been proved by time and ex

perience to be satisfactory."

Ten Commandments for Fire Users.

What might be termed the ethics of the

tire problem is embodied in the text of a

cleverly devised hanger which the Firestone

Tire 8: Rubber Co, is distributing to be

hung in garages and such other places as

will keep it before the eyes of commercial

motor vehicle chauffeurs. It is replete with

hints of value to chauffeurs of every class.

It is printed on heavy parchment paper in

the form of a certificate bearing a large

and formal looking seal, and certifies that

its possessor having “the interest of his

vehicle at heart, and unmindful of the

yearnings of the repairman and the junk

dealer,” has adopted the “Cliauf’feur's Moral

Code," as follows:

(I) I will not over-load or over—speed my

vehicle, because this will be harmful to the

mechanism and tires. I realize that a good

rubber tire has a certain amount of “life”

and if persistently overworked it cannot

recover.

(2) I will always keep the brakes work

ing evenly and the axles and wheels “trued

up.” I can thereby save rack and wear on

my vehicle and prevent unnecessary strain

on any one of the tires.

(3) I will not allow oil or grease to ac

cumulate on my rubber tires, as this will

eventually cause decay.

(4) I will never expose my tires to burn

ing heat as the wear-resisting properties of

the rubber would thus be destroved.

(5) I will always remember to start my

vehicle in a straight line before turning the

steering wheel; because by turning front

wheels when vehicle is standing still, a

heavy and unnecessary strain would be

placed upon the tires.

(6) I will start and stop my vehicle grad

ually and avoid jerky motions under all

circumstances.

(7) I will not persist in running my ve

hicle along street car rails, as that would

grind down the edges of the tires.

(8) I will always, when possible, choose

a smooth pathway, avoiding obstacles and'

road irregularities; and will cross car tracks

preferably at an angle. _

(9)As merely resetting or repairing a tire

will in many cases double its life, i will

have my tires attended to promptly when

damaged, in order to secure the greatest

amount of service from them.

(10) And above all things, I will use my

influence to have my vehicle equipped with

the best tires made—“Firestone” side-wire

motor tires.

PRINCIPLES (IF THE SPARK PLUG

Weiss Explains Them and Specifies Causes

of Misfiring—He Describes Various

Methods of Manufacture.

W'hatever may be the primary cause of

the difficulty, the spark plug usually is first

to come into question when the motor be~

gins to miss-fire. Yet so simple is the con

struction of the average plug, and so ex

cellent its behavior as a rule, that the aver

age motorist pays little or no attention to

its action or condition ordinarily, except

when it fails. On this account, the follow

ing excerpts from a brief treatise on the sub

ject recently read before the Long Island

Automobile Club by Louis T. Weiss, chair

man of its technical committee, is particu

larly enlightening. Also it explains the the

ory and action of a new type of plug which

has lately been placed on the market, and

of which great things are expected:

“Causes to which may be traced inter

mitent or entire stoppage of firing the mix

ture in the cylinders of the motor are very

numerous," says Mr. Weiss, “but we shall

mention only a few; such as, the fouling of

the plugs, caused by lubricating oils or car

bon or carbon compound deposits; the

mixture of the gases being either too rich

or too poor; too little voltage in the pri

mary circuit causing sluggish action in the

secondary, or high tension current; leaky

wires, especially those conducting the high

tension current; and last, but not least, the

‘leakage,’ in the plugs themselves. We

ought not to say ‘lcakage,’ since it generally

is a, flowing of currentfrom one electrode

to the other, instead of jumping in order

to produce the desired spark. ‘ “ “

“Most of our automobiles are equipped

with jump spark plugs, which necessitate a

very high tension current produced either

by a magneto, a spark coil, or a vibrating

spark coil, the latter giving 'a number of

sparks in contradistinction to a coil without

vibrator which furnishes but one spark. In

all cases, however, there is necessary a cur

rent of very high voltage, but very little

ampereage or quantity.

“An electric current, like all other things,

takes the path of least resistance, and it is

due to this fact, that the high voltage cur

rent, of which we have so little, flOWS‘Oi'

leaks away, especially so since we try to

force it to jump a gap. That we make mat

ters worse for the current when compress~

ing the gases which increases the electrical

resistance considerably, is shown by the

fact that a plug will spark in the atmosphere

but not in the cylinder, or still better by

the phenomenon which takes place when

the porcelain outside of the cylinder is -

moistened, and a spark jumps from the ter

minal of the plug to the follower nut, or

body of same, a distance of half or three

quarters of an inch, instead of leaping
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across the distance between the two elec

trodes inside of the cylinder separated by

one-thirty-second inch only.

“It seems, then, to be necessary that the

insulation separating the two electrodes be

a very good non-conductor of the current,

and that we expose as little of its surface

as possible, so as to afford as little oppor

tunity as possible for the current to flow

over, instead of jumping, even when oil or

carbon are deposited on their surfaces, etc.

The insulator must also stand a high de

gree of heat, and must be quite strong in

order to withstand the rough treatment it

sometimes is subjected to. Lava, mica,

glass and porcelain are the principal sub

stances which have been used.

“Lava has a very high resistance for the

current, but since it absorbs moisture freely

it ceases to be so when such is applied

either in oil, water or gaseous mixture.

“Mica is still used with some satisfaction.

Glass carries the prejudice with it of being

too brittle and of breaking during the oper

ation of screwing the plug in place, or when

hot and being chilled suddenly

“One concern, who claims to have a new

process of welding it to the body, is making

glass insulated plugs, which when clean of

carbon, answer as windows through which

you can see the fire of the explosion.

“Porcelain, however, we might say, is

universally resorted to. The French and

German porcelains have a reputation of be

ing far superior to those manufactured in

this country. Whether the natural product

is better than ours, we do not know, but

it is certain that the manner of manufac

ture has much to do with the quality of

the finished article.

“The components of porcelain are felt

spar, hint and clay. They are mixed into a

plastic consistency, and in Europe, are al—

lowed to remain many months before the

plugs are shaped so that they can be turned

in a lathe to the proper Size and form. And,

again, they are allowed to dry very slowly

before they are finally fired and glazed.

After baking it is necessary to allow them

to c001 as slowly as possible in order to

avoid cracking them. By cracking, we do

not mean one pronounced crack, but mil

lions of small cracks, or pores invisible to

the naked eye, but detrimental to the non—

conductivity of the porcelain. By piling up

the raw material after having been mixed,

and leaving it for months and months, we

allow the chemical affinity of the different

substances time to act and thoroughly com

bine into really one new homogeneous sub—

stance, resulting in a better, straighter and

more uniform non-conductor when properly

finished.

“We are glad to state that our American

manufacturers have recently turned out

porcelains for spark plugs, equally good, if

not better than the imported goods.”

Referring to the new type of plug men

tioned, which is of novel construction, he

says: “The central electrode is a platinum

wire of .007 inch diameter. This wire is

placed in position before the porcelain is

baked, or fired as it is called. There is no

opening between it and the porcelain. In

order to be sure that it appears on and does

not project 'over the end of the insulation,

the porcelain with the wire in it is passed

over a grinding wheel. The cross section

of the platinum wire .007 inch in diameter

is all from which the current can either

flow or jump. The exposed surface being

so small seems to not allow a flow even

when entirely covered with carbon. The

maker tells us that the intense heat of the

current oxidizes, consumes and destroys the

particles immediately on or about the sur

face of the platinum and at once produces

a gap across which the spark appears.

Whether that is so or not, we cannot tell,

but if it sparks, that is enough. * * "‘ *

“The inventors "‘ * * claim that it is

self-cleaning, and that their experiments

with air cooled motor cars and many others

were entirely to their satisfaction, and that

neither of the four plugs missed fire after

being in use many months. Also when

starting a motor, other plugs having failed

after cranking for ten minutes, theirs would

start off on the first pull up.”

Lubrication of Brake Surfaces.

Although the principle appears to be an

incorrect one, it is sometimes of advantage

to lubricate the working surfaces of service

brakes. Many of the transmission brakes

used on the cheaper grades of car have an

unpleasant habit of dragging when not in

use, and even a slight amount of lubrica

tion under such circumstances tends to re

duce the friction thus developed. It is on

the more reliable and powerful brakes used

on the larger cars, however, that lubrica

tion is employed to best advantage. In

this connection, it tends to prevent the

bands from "screeching" and from gripping

suddenly, and thus in the ordinary use of

the foot brake, prevents the sudden pull

ing up of the machine, which is at once un

pleasant, and injurious to the tires. When

the brakes are applied hard, the lubricant

soon burns off, leaving the surfaces in their

normal condition and with their braking

efficiency unimpaired. One well-known

American maker, even goes to the length

of placing a grease cup on the transmission

brake band, for this purpose. In one or

two other cases, a spring is introduced into

the braking linkage, for the purpose of reg

ulating the pull on the bands to a prede

termined amount, and with the same end in

view.

Increased Use of Block Motors.

A considerable gain in .favor appears to

have been made during the last two years

by the block type of motor, which is now

used abroad quite extensively, more partic

ularly in chassis of the town car type. A

couple of extensions of its use are now to

be found in the case of the new 18-22 Dar

racq car, which although of the general

town car type, also is suitable for light

touring, and is fitted with a touring body in

its stock type, while its further application

in the new Miesse gasolene engine, which

is of the six-cylinder variety, is remarkable

because of the great length and general

complexity of the cylinder casting required.

The Darracq vehicle, mentioned, is fur—

ther noteworthy in that it is provided with

an axle-mounted change gear, the axle be

ing of the true live type, the main por

tion being of l-beam section; well cranked,

while the gear case is mounted upon it, with

the lay shaft running transversely of the

car. The only American example of this

- general class of construction yet produced,

so far as is known, is the new 'Thomas town

car chassis, shown for the first time last

week.

 

Adjustment of the Pedals.

Although many of the newer and better

cars which are equipped with pedals of the

push type, are provided with ample adjust

ments as to position of the pedals and angle

of the foot plates, others are not so sup

plied, and consequently often prove difficult

to drive when the operator does not hap

pen to “fit” the only driving position pos_

sible to obtain. In nearly every instance,

however, it is possible to alter the position

of the pedals slightly, by changing the

lengths of the links connecting them with

brake or clutch. The angle of the foot

plate may be altered to suit conditions read—

ily enough, by drilling a couple of holes

through it and bolting on a wooden block,

bevelled sufficiently to secure the desired

lift or pitch.

How to Loosen the Radiator Cap.

Radiator caps occasionally develop a ten

dency to stick just when it is most impor

tant that they should be loose enough to be

removed without difficulty. When this oc

curs, it is not necessary to force off the of

fending member by means of a cold chisel

and hammer, or to apply that prevalent

abomination, the pipe wrench. Instead, by

winding a piece of chamois leather about

it and twisting the ends tightly together, a

sufficient grip may be obtained to loosen it

in almost every case. Incidentally, it is

well not to screw the cap on too tightly

when the radiator is hot, as otherwise it

may tend to set when cold, and give con

siderable trouble.

Pa‘nhard Adopts Shaft Drive.

One of the most significant innovations

of the forthcoming show season abroad,

will be the uncovering of a new type of

Panhard car having shaft drive. This ma—

chine, which is of 15 horsepower, and built

to satisfy the requirements of town and

city driving as well as light touring to a

limited extent, although typically Panhard

in other respects, marks the first depart

_ure of that historic firm from the tradi‘

tional double chain drive to which it has

steadfastly adhered heretofore.
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INNOCEN'I'S ABROAD A'l' 'l'llli Sll0W

Wild Attempts of Artless Visitors to Ex

plain the Things They Saw—Funny

Side of the Exhibition.

“It’s like trying to explain a baseball

game,” a friend who had just paid two dol—

lars at the box office on “Society Night”

quietly remarked to me; and he was right.

He had been showing his dainty wife how

a motor worked and she asked:

“Well, what part of the engine is the mag

nesia?”

“The what?”

  

each other’s arms, kissed, gushed over one

another, and at length, one exclaimed:

“My goodness, I never thought I should

get here to-night! My car kept sliding and

skidding all over the wet asphalt. That

stupid chauffeur of mine forgot to put the

mufflers on the tires!"

Later in the evening, one of these very

women was at her escort's side, when he

remarked that a certain make of plug was

a very good one.

“What are the plugs for?" the dear,

sweet thing wanted to know. “To keep the

gasolene from leaking out of the tank?"

Numerous exhibitors wore a smile when

they heard about the young girl who was

so interested in six~cylinder cars. She

ll 'li
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Of course the show would not have been

complete without a few wild animals in

some of the exhibits. One of the Anti

Jolt Device people had one of those large,

ever popular Teddy bears, which they sub

jected to all sorts of shocks and jars in an

effort to demonstrated their product, until

they were in danger of having the S. P. C.

A. pounce down upon them. The VVither

bee lgniter Company had in captivity a fine

crop of live bees, in a large glass case

shaped like a Witherbee battery, but these

bees were not there for the purpose of man

ufacturing honeycomb for honeycomb ra

diators, as some of the ladies imagined.

Demonstrators at the booth made this point

clear.
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GOOD NIGHT TO THE SHOW—THE AUTOMOBILES IN THEIR "NIGHTIES"

“The magnesia," she repeated.

Then he told her what she meant—the

magneto—the mechanism for generating

an electric current to produce a spark in

the cylinders.

“Well, are the shock-absorbers attached to

the electric storage battery, or do they ab

sorb shocks from the magneto, too?”

And so on down the line, even to some

talk about the Winton company's Sweet

“Sixteen-Six” that had never been kissed.

Motor car shows have their humorous

and amusing sides, and it is this element of

fun that relieves the monotony of show

week for exhibitors and occasionally makes

even visitors smile,

The questions that some people ask re‘

garding certain cars and their parts, parti

cularly inquiries made by women, while

often exasperating, make life during show

week worth living for the men who have to

answer these queries.

When the show opened in Madison Square

Garden on a rainy Saturday night, I no

ticed two exquisitely gowned women meet

as they entered the lobby. They rushed to

seemed like a real, sure ’nufi motor enthus

iast and uttered a'few really sane remarks

and asked several sensible questions about

one of the Big Six models. Finally she

ventured:

“I suppose they split the motor up into

six sections so that a greater division of

parts will make it cool more easily, do they

not?"

The guards with their red coats and

cream white trouserings gave a picturesque

and sometimes comical air to the grand en

trance. In fact when Barney Oldfield was

introduced to a sales manager of one of the

large companies and the latter casually

asked:

“Oh, are you interested in the sport of

motoring, Mr, Oldfield?” the racing driver

remarked: “I suppose next I’ll be taken for

one of those Swiss cheese guards!"

Last year, owing to a mistake in the la

beling certain photographs sent to the press,

the pictures of these red-coated attendants

were printed with the title “Swiss Guards"

and a lot of people have not yet learned the

difference.

“You see this is the show given by the

Licensed Association,” a man at One of the

booths explained to a young lady—a sister

perhaps—-who was in doubt. “The show

last week at the Grand Central Palace was

given by the unlicensed car makers—"

“Well, doesn't a motorist get arrested if

he drives without a license?" the young

woman interrupted. Further explanation

was necessary.

The services of the motor car police pa

trol were not required. The company exhib

iting this wagon kept two salesmen con

fined inside its wire walls at all times to

show that it was thoroughly suitable and

well adapted for police work.

One of the best exhibits in the light run

about class was that of the Alden-Sampson

Co., who showed a road train that weighed

about as much as a first—class battleship. It

was a sort of ship of the desert affair, oper

ated by electric, gasolene and several other

kinds of power, applied for use in deserts

and such, and had two trailers dragging be

hind that were a caution. When a young

child saw the outfit he exclaimed:
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“Oh, I know what that is. That’s Twenty

Mule Team Borax!”

Yes, as one of the promoters of the exhi

hition declared, “an automobile show is

more fun than a funeral.”

M. W. C.

  

“Innovations.”

As is usually the case, the Olympia au

tomobile show, which opens in London

this week, for a twelve days’ run, will un

London Sees Some

 

cover a number of mechanical “innova

tions” the like of which have never before

been seen—in England. One of these is

the “Autolectric,” which fulfills the follow

ing seven-fold purpose:

1. Automatic starting by pedal of the en

gine (Autolectric does the rest). 2. Igni

tion (high or low tension) of the explosive

mixture. 3. Electric illumination of the car

(lamps, powerful head-lights, etc.). 4. Elec

tric heating of the steering wheel if re

quired. 5_ Inspection lamp for running re

pairs at night. 6. Electric carburation. 7.

Automatic recharging of accumulators.

“Electric carburation," consists in heat

ing the mixing chamber of the carburetter

by means of a coil through which the cur

rent is passed, a further purpose being

served by an “electric pump” which is used

in flooding the mixing chamber by simply

depressing a button on the dash. The mo

tor is started by sending current from a set

of accumulators through the dynamo, which

thus becomes a motor for the time being. a
special set of gears being used in drivingv

the fly wheel. After the motor is in mo

tion, a direct drive is established between

it and the dynamo, the latter then supplying

the ignition current directly and without

the aid of either transformer coil or high

tension distributor, a low tension circuit

breaker being attached directly to the cam

shaft for the purpose of distributing the

current to the various plugs. Save in a few

details, the System appears to be a reha‘

bilitation of an old American idea.

  

RAMBLER SIIOW AM) AN leIIDEN'l'

High Priests of Seldenisrn “Caught in the

Act”—Display of the Jefi'ery Otter

ings for 1908.

What was considered a good joke on the

members of the executive committee of

the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers occurred during the prelim—

Association, riding in a Rambler car from

the Association offices to a private rehearsal

of Tel-Harmonic music to judge of the lat

ter’s suitability as a show feature.

The Rambler being an “independent” car.

not licensed under the Selden patent, was

not represented at the Garden Show, but

was exhibited during the week at a show of

its own, held in the display rooms of the

Homan & Schulz Co., at 38-40 West 62d

street. This show the members of the Li

censed Association committee were like

wise given an opportunity to see. Palms

and pictures were judiciously used to secure

an ornate efl’ect and a proper show atmos

phere, and the 1908 offerings of Thomas B.

Jeffery & Co., of Kenosha, Wis., in Ram

blers of various styles were displayed to

good advantage, as may be seen by the pho

tograph reproduced herewith.

The Rambler show, which ostensibly

closed on Saturday night went one better

on both the Palace and the Garden shows.

covering in its own way the combined

period during which both of those shows

were open. Practically it is a year-round

show, and its essential features are open

to the inspection of the public on every day

in the week, from now on.

When the Magneto Fails to Act.

W'hen a low tension magneto refuses to

act properly although the make-and-break

    

 

VIEW OF THE RAMDLER "INDEPENDENT" SHOW

inaries to the Madison Square Garden

Show when an enterprising photographer

"snapped" the “licensed” committee mem‘

bers riding in an “independent” car. The

protographer’s success is indicated by the

accompanying illustration, which shows F.

L. Smith, of the Olds Motor \Vorks; S. T.

Davis, of the Locomobile C0. of America;

E. H. Cutler, of the Knox Automobile Co.;

Wm. E. Metzger, of the Cadillac Motor

Car Co.; George H_ Day, and Marcus I.

Brock, assistant general manager of the

gear appears to be in good order, the

ground wire should be disconnected as a

'test for the insulation on the ignitor side

of the circuit. If the ground wire throws

an arc on being withdrawn from the frame

while the armature is revolving, the igni

tors being cut out temporarily, there must

be a leak in the ignitor circuit.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing C0.I 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.
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'l'llli Poll-I SEEKING AUTOMOBILE

Lieutenant Shackleton’s Vehicle for Ant

arctic Exploration Completed—Peculiar

Features, Some for Camp Service.

Next to the proposal to reach the north

pole by balloon the most fanciful is that

of the young English naval officer, Lieuten

ant Shackleton, who aims to make a “far

thest south" by the aid of a motor car. If

he never gets any further he has gone so far

as to have built an “ice motor car" which,

as the illustration shows, is a nondescript,

which is expected to serve some other pur

poses than transportation, such as melting

laws this winter, which may or may not

prove true. He expressed the opinion that

other countries would do well to copy

American legislation, by which evidently

he meant State legislation, as the only‘pro

tection against adverse measures adopted

by villages and rural authorities.

Indianapolis After a Rake-ofl'.

Under the vehicle ordinance of Indian

apolis the controller of that city purposes

bringing to book about 750 local owners

of automobiles who have not paid the city

license fee of $3. About 1,200 Indianapolis

owners are registered in the office of the

Secretary of State, and only 450, in round

numbers, have paid the city fee.

This ordinance was tested in the Supreme

   

 

  

AUTOMOBILE FOR ANTARCTIC FXF‘LORATION

snow for the “explorer's” use. The special

features in construction pertain, of course,

to the wheels. The back wheels are shod

with round bars of iron, to grip the snow.

When the surface is hard and slippery

spikes can be screwed into holes in these

iron tires, giving the wheels a grip on the

ice. The front wheels have solid rubber

tires and are mounted on runners resem

bling elongated toboggans. A 12-15 horse

power engine, air-cooled, supplies the power,

and a Special feature is a pipe from the ex~

haust, laid under the footboard to act as a

foot warmer, passing also through a small

tank for the purpose of melting snow when

water is wanted,

German Opinion of American Laws.

Twenty organizations were represented

by one hundred delegates at the annual

meeting of the German Imperial Automobile

Club at Berlin on Saturday, 2d inst., ac

cording to a special cable dispatch. In dis

cussing a proposition for the holding of an

international conference for-the purpose of

obtaining the adoption of uniform speed

regulations and license laws, which propo

sition was indorsed, one speaker declared

that the United States would adopt such

Court several years ago, and was held to be

valid, in spite of the fact that it was ob

jected to as imposing double taxation. In

addition it was alleged against it that under

the State automobile law a municipality

may not regulate automobile ownership.

The latter objection was met by the claim

on the part of the city that the ordinance

was a revenue measure.

Massachusetts Insists on Double Tax.

Massachusetts automobilists who have

failed to comply with the requirements of

the latest legislation by paying the extra

license fee imposed are to be debarred

from the streets and roads of' the Bay

State. Failing to make collections the

State highway commission has issued to

chiefs of police in all the cities and towns

a list of the owners who have not paid, to

gether with their license numbers. Each

chief has been instructed that cars carry

ing these numbers cannot be operated le

gally on the streets and roads.

 

The latest grievance against the automo

bile is that of the people who breed car

riage dogs. They claim that their business

is injured.

“1051 CONSTABULARY T0 CIRCUS

Secret of Longmeadow’s Automobile Chaser

is Out—His Road Exploits a Training

for Stunts in the Ring.

Charles M. Hanrattie, the constable of

Longmeadow, Mass, who was the terror

of automobilists so long as he was'per

mitted by the authorities to work his traps

and make arrests, is a truant ofi'icer at pres~

ent. His occupation as a chaser after

scorching automobiles was spoiled when

law-abiding automobilists and the author

ities got together to secure respect for the

State law.

Since his disappearance from the road it

has transpired that Hanrattie's vigilance in

bringing scorchers to justice served for him

a triplicate purpose—it brought him imme

diate emolument it afforded him training

for a future vocation, and it gave him a

measurable fame that may have value as an

aid to popular success in that same vocation.

In other words, Hanrattie as a constable

was qualifying for a circus performer.

Many stories are told of Hanrattie’s suc

cess in leaping from the road onto a flying

automobile to make an arrest. It is said

that the only automobile that ever got away

from him was going at a 45-mile clip, which

was a bit too fast for him. To land on a

machine going at thirty or thirty~five miles

an hour was a cinch,.and he is said to have

made his leaps in a variety of sensational

ways. Once, it is stated, he leaped over the

hood into the front seat and collared the

chauffeur. Before becoming a constable he

was a railroad brakeman, in which capacity

he acquired the knack of boarding cars in

rapid motion.

For some time past Hanrattie has been

in negotiation with a well known big show.

and his prospect for an engagement is be

lieved to be rosy, especially as he has a

"drag" with an influential member of the

show management. The act in which he

will appear is to include four jumps from

the ground into an automobile coursing the

hippodrome of the circus. He will board

the car once at each end and once at each

side, the star jump being over the hood

into the driver's seat.

To Prison for Stealing an Automobile.

Stealing an automobile in Iola, Kan, is

not as easily accomplished as one might

think. ‘ Getting away with a motor car is

not hard . but to retain it without knowl

edge of the police is another proposition.

So thinks Ed Fuller, who took a liking to

Dr. P. S. Mitchell's car. Fuller "pinched"

the car from the garage, drove it 28 miles

northwest of Iola, concealed it in the dense

timber, and then went to Rich Hill. Mo,

where two deputy sheriffs escorted him back

to Iola. On account of his youth the judge

sentenced him to a term in the reformatory.
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Nullifying Local Speed Laws.

Speed restriction by local ordinance is

receiving close attention from the Massa

chusetts State highway commission,

through the activity of automobilists guard

ing their rights. The selectmen of Ded

ham named a number of points where

speed was limited to ten miles an hour.

Some of these were on thoroughfares trav

ersed by automobiles traveling between Bos

ton and Providence. After several hear

ings the commission decided that the re

striction should apply to only three streets,

and to certain short stretches.

Taunton, a much traveled city, with lim

its extending well out on highways where

houses are far between, has an ordinance

limiting speed to eight miles an hour with

in two miles of City Square, and to twelve

miles within the city limits beyond that

radius. The State commission investigated

the conditions with the result of vetoing

the ordinance. Automobile travel in Taun

ton, therefore, is regulated now only by the

State law.

Chicopee Plans for Fire Apparatus.

Willimansett, which is within the city of

Chicopee, Mass, has the half promise of an

automobile fire-truck, the board of alder

men having passed the necessary order

through the first reading stage. It will have

to be a hill climber, a fact brought out in

the debate, but one of the city fathers met

the opposing argument, based on that fact,

by suggesting that if the truck cannot ne

gotiate the protuberance in the Williman

sett section it can be transferred to another

section of the city. Another interesting

fact alleged during the debate was that.

while it is estimated the truck and provis

ion for its housing will cost about $6,500.

it would cost $15,000 to provide horse-drawn

apparatus and the accommodations for it.

Washington to Regulate Rubbernecks.

Police regulation of sight-seeing automo

biles in Washington, D. C., has been un

dertaken by the authorities of that city.

Among the regulations under consideration

is one forbidding any such vehicle stand

ing longer than fifteen minutes at a time

at any place other than a public hack stand,

nor at such place again until the expira

tion of an hour. Another rule is that no

proprietor of a sight-seeing automobile

shall have more than two offices within

the city, and that only one car at a time

shall be permitted to stand in front of each

ofiice.

 

Dick Turpin Up to Date.

Bold Dick Turpin and his good mare

Bess would not be in it these days with the

automobile. Bess wouldn’t be fast enough

to keep up with the procession and Dick

would run chances of getting knocked sky

high if he bounced out on a dark lane in

front of an automobile. So the modern

highwayman needs his own automobile. He

held up \Villiam Floyd, a retired New

Brunswick merchant, on a lonely road 12

miles outside of town, and not only took

the victim's watch and money, but his

$5,000 touring car. The merchant was

driving when he heard a horn sound be

hind him. Instead of pulling to one side

the merchant put on more speed and so did

the pursuing car, the occupants of which

finally shot holes in the tires of the one in

front to'compel it to stop. According to

the tall story from New Jersey’s manufac

turing town, the highwaymen compelled

Floyd to give up not only his money and

valuables, but his touring car.

Automobiles for Farm Hands.

Finding that high wages and a country

dance given in their honor did not sufiice

to keep hired men, Walter Smeetson, a

wealthy farmer living near Wagner, S. D.,

has offered to purchase an automobile for

the use of his male help, according to a

press story from South Dakota. To empha

size his ofier, which verbally was made in

the community, Smeetson went to Wagner

and inserted in the local newspaper the fol

lowing advertisement:

\VANTED—A man to plow; will fur<

nish riding plow with canopy top; I

will feed, harness. hitch and unhitch

horses and carry breakfast to him in

bed; if the water doesn’t agree with

him, will get some from Avon that will;

will also furnish him team and buggy to

drive evenings and Sundays; should he

prefer an automobile, will buy him one.

Within twenty-four hours'after the adver~

tisement appeared, Smeetson received appli

cations from a dozen husky men. Accord

ing to the verncious story-teller, all de

clined to work, however, until the automo

bile is brought to the farm. It is said that

Smeetson has rented a car pending the ar

rival of a touring car that he had ordered.

Motoring for the Chorus Girls.

Chorus girls need no longer be dependent

upon stage door “Iohnnies” for automobile

rides. The managers of the New York

Hippodrome have purchased fifteen large

touring cars to be used in the spectacle

which follows the attraction now on the

bills. Fifteen chorus men, or near-actors,

as they sometimes are called, will manipu

late the cars on the stage of the hippo

drome. The new spectacle is billed to be

gin in a couple of weeks. and in the mean

time the cars will he used to advertise the

attraction. Every morning at 10 o’clock.

when the chorus girls go to work, they'll

be loaded in the cars, which work they will

not shirk; then they'll be joined by other

girls from all Shubert possessions. and ca

vort up through Central Park in mighty gay

processions.

Land for San Mateo Boulevard.

The San Mateo Automobile Club, which

is engaged in an effort to build an automo

bile boulevard from that place to San Fran

cisco. has received from the San Mateo

Improvement Co. a lot of land valued at

$800 as a contribution in aid of the project.

Motorphobia Incites to Crime.

That motorphobia-may develop into crime

was illustrated in the arrest at Mildale',

Conn, of two well known men charged

with attempting to wreck automobiles on

the bridge there. During the preceding

night timbers forming‘the rail of the bridge

were pried off and piled near either end of

the bridge in the roadway. An automobile

striking either pile would inevitably have

been overturned, and its occupants would

almost as surely have gone into the river.

The men arrested gave as an excuse their

hatred of automobilists who, they said, were

reckless of the safety of people on the roads.

The obstructions were discovered by C. W.

Blately, who was driving his car very slow

ly and struck one of the obstructions with

out sustaining any damage. The case was

taken in hand by the State police, who sus

pected that robbery was the motive, but

nevertheless got hold of the right parties.

Big Registration in Washington State.

Old Dobbin soon will be a back num

ber in Washington, according to the re

ports of the county assessors in that State.

The assessors have been trying to locate all

the automobiles and horses in the State in

order to assess them for taxes, and they

found 721 cars, which they valued at $448,700.

They must have missed some as 1,032 regis

tration numbers have been issued. The to

tal valuation of all kinds of horses in the

State is $10,281,673.

Natural Gas Serves as Fuel.

Natural gas is employed by an automo

bilist at Medicine Hat, Assiniboia, to drive

his car. According to the tale, no alteration

has been made in the original machinery,

but a tank to carry compressed gas has been

added, with a tube connecting it with the

carburetter. Medicine Hat is somewhat OR

the main line of travel and the name itself

is quite suggestive of pipe dreams.

Motor Cars for Piano Delivery.

An automobile delivery car specially de

signed for carrying pianos has just been

put in commission by the Mason & Hamlin

company of Boston. It is two-cylinder, 16

horsepower Knox, built to order, and has

capacity for two grand pianos at once. It

is said that with this vehicle a delivery that

formerly took half a_day can be completed

in two hours or less.

 

Vanderbilt Cup Winner Burned.

According to telegraphic reports from Ot

tawa. Canada, the car which won the last

Vanderbilt cup race met an unhappy fate.

Lord Hale, of Pembroke, its present owner,

was touring in Western Quebec, when the

car caught fire. It was destroyed.

Houston’s garage employees and chauf

feurs have formed the Auto and Motor

Boat Company, for social purpOses. At the

organization meeting sixteen mechanics

were present and signed the charter roll.
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FARMER ADVOCATES BETTER MW

Massachusetts Grange Official Working to

Bring Agriculturists and Automobilists

Together—New Law the Aim.‘

Among movements for bettering the au

tomobile laws of Massachusetts one that

aims to bring together two elements sup

posed to be largely at variance is being en

gineered by former State Senator M. A.

Morse, of Belchertown, a lecturer of the

State Grange. Mr. Morse is engaged in an

effort to get the automobilists and the

farmers together, through the State Grange,

for discussion of the problems connected

with the use of roads, with a view to hav

ing introduced in the legislature a new au

tomobile law satisfactory to all parties. The

matter of “closed” roads is one that would

be carefully considered, with the object of

devising means to make the exclusive en

actments of such towns as Nantucket un

necessary and impossible.

Mr. Morse has found that many of the

farmers believe automobilists should be per

mitted to go as fast as they please on

straight stretches of road, where there are

no hidden crossroads or where there would

be no danger to residents or property; but

they believe that the speed at curves should

be limited.

The matter will be brought before the

State Grange during the annual session in

Pittsfield in December and Mr. Morse will

endeavor to have a committee of farmers

appointed to meet a committee of automo—

bilists. The latter committee he would have

appointed, if possible, by the automobile

associations. The two committees would be

authorized to frame a general automobile

law, and by presenting a united front, Mr.

orse believes the automobilists and farm

ers would be able to secure satisfactory ac

tion by the legislature.

Damages Claimed for Injured Tree.

Whether J. Frank Hale’s car skidded

“wilfully” on a public highway in Hingham,

Mass., and damaged an ornamental shade

tree is the weighty question that will be

thrashed out in district court November lst.

The charge was preferred by Tree Warden

Arthur W. Young of Hingham, in behalf

of the town, and is the outcome of an ac

cident on Lincoln street early last sum

mer, when Hale’s car skidded and banged

into an elm tree, wrecking both the tree

and the car.

Rotten Bridge Causes Law Suit.

Charging neglect in allowing a bridge to

get out of repair, Edward Lawrence, a Jol

iet (Ill.) automobilist, has brought suit

against the village of Channahon, 111., for

$1,000. Lawrence and a party were cross

ing the bridge over the Dupage river some

time ago, when one of the spans gave way

and the car and its occupants were plunged

into the river. Lawrence and a Mr. Lar

son, of La Salle, were nearly drowned. The

Rambler car was badly damaged, so that

Lawrence‘s estimate of damage seems un

usually reasonable.

Speeding Not an Ofiense.

“On the charge of reckless driving the de~

fendant could not be conwcted on the mere

fact that he was going at a high rate of

speed, unless there was evidence that there

was much traffic in the highway as to show

danger to human life," declared Judge Will—

iam B. Stevens in court at Plymouth, Mass.,

recently, as he charged the jury in the

case of the State vs. Andrew N. Winslow,

of Newton Centre. Winslow was found

guilty in the district court on charges of

reckless driving, overspeeding and refusing

to stop when ordered by an ofiicer. He

was given a three months’ sentence, but

took an appeal on all counts. The jury ac

quitted him on two of the charges, but

sustained the finding of the lower court on

the charge of refusing to stop when ordered

to do so.

Wholesale Remission of Fines.

That one good turn deserves another was

exemplified a few days ago by the action

of Mayor Rice and the city commissioners

of Houston, Tex., in remitting all fines as

sessed in the corporation court against au

tomobilists, the remission being made with

out solicitation. None of the offenses

charged were of a serious or wilful nature.

The local automobilists are on the best of

terms with the city authorities, and during

a recent visit of foreign spinners they re

sponded with alacrity to the request of the

mayor and the reception committee to give

the visitors a joy ride.

Appeal Against a Prejudiced Jury,

Prejudice of the trial jury against auto

mobiles, or “benzine buggies,” as they

termed them, will result in a new trial in

the ease of Mary Sorenson against Clar

ence Wheeler, in the district court at Orna

ha, Neb. The plaintifi secured a verdict

of $849 for damages sustained in a collision

between her bugg and Wheeler's automo

bile. Because the jurors were manifestly

prejudiced against automobiles and took no

pains to conceal their dislike, Wheeler has

asked for a new trial, which likely will be

'granted.

Alabama Automobile Bill Dead.

The Blackmon automobile bill, as it was

called, which passed both the House and

Senate in Alabama, died of strangulation

on the governor’s desk. The measure was

drafted and introduced by Senator F. L.

Blackmon of Calhoun county and the most

important feature of it was the provision

that would have caused motorists to stop

whenever meeting a horse or mule. The

measure went through both houses but it

was not approved by the governor.

JUDICIAL NAllloWNI'ISS REBUKED

Severe Construction of the Law's Letter

Disallowed on an Appeal—Decision

Relative to “Stop” Signal.

Narrow reading of a law may mar the in

tention of the enactment, according to a re

cent decision of the Indiana Supreme Court.

The decision reversed the judgment of a

lower court which quashed an indictment

charging Samuel Goodwin with failure to

The af’fi

davit set forth that Rosa and Josie Case,

driving in a buggy on a highway in De

stop his automobile on signal.

Kalb county, met Goodwin traveling in an

opposite direction in an automobile, the

latter ignoring Josie's signal to stop. Rosa,

who was driving, was using both hands in

the effort to control the frightened horse.

The lower court held the affidavit insuffi

cient because the signal was not given by

the driver.

Judge Hadley of the Supreme Court, in

reversing this judgment, said it is obvious

that the legislative purpose in enacting the

law “was to provide protection to travelers

on the public highway by vehicle, from the

dangers incident to the animal attached to

such vehicle becoming frightened at the ap

proach of an automobile. There could have

been no reason for the law makers to have

designed a greater protection for the driver,

or director of the animal, than for other oc

cupants of the vehicle, who would be

equally exposed." The court was, there

fore, as Judge Hadley expressed it, “un

able to give the statute the narrow and se

vere construction contended for by the ap—

pellee, and which seems to have been placed

upon it by the court below."

After illustrating what “driving” means

in its popular sense, Judge Hadley declared

that even a strict construction of the law

“would require us to hold that any occu

pant of the vehicle may give the signal. A

contrary construction would be without the

letter as well as without the spirit of the

statute.

“It would seem highly unreasonable, if

not absurd, to so interpret the law as to

exonerate the driver of an automobile who

refuses to heed a signal of distress on the

ground that it was not given by the driver

in person. Such a rendering would give im

munity in many aggravated cases especially

aimed at by the statute, where, as is alleged

in this case, the driver becomes so en~

grossed by his efforts to restrain the fright

ened animal as to be unable to give it.

“It is hardly too much to say that it was

the legislative view that when a driver of

an automobile is appealed to to stop, when

approaching a vehicle drawn by a fright

ened animal, if his sense of moral or social

duty is not strong enough to induce him

to do so, the rigor of the law should be

interposed.”
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The Week's Patents.

864,141. Compressed Air Cushion Me

chanism for Automobiles. Thomas F.

Scott, Everett, Mass. Filed June 14, 1906.

Serial No. 321,772.

1. In an automobile, or other road vehi

cle, the combination with the body and a

wheel axle, of a vertical piston cylinder

with closed heads, vertical standards fixed

to the underside of the body, means sus

pending the iston cylinder on and between

said standar s for it to swing in a longitu

dinal vertical plane on the body, a piston

head in said cylinder, a piston rod extend~

ing from the lower side of the piston head

to and through a stuffing box of the lower

closed end of the piston cylinder, means

hanging the piston rod on the wheel axle

for it to turn in a longitudinal vertical plane

thereon, a by-way or passage connecting

the opposite end portions of the piston cyl

inder, a regulating valve in said byway, an

opening at which to charge the piston cylin

der, and means to open and close said open

ing, all for operation. substantially as de

scribed for the purposes specified.

864,364. Motor Vehicle. James Forrest,

Spokane, W'ash, Filed Aug. 23, 1906. Se

rial No. 331,812.

1. In combination with the axle of :1 ve

hicle, driven wheels journaled thereon, gear

teeth upon said wheels, a vehicle frame hav

ing elon ated slots in plates forming a part

of said rame and through which slots said

axles are adapted to pass, the frame being

designed to have a slight vertical movement

independent of the axles, means for limit

ing the upward movement of the frame,

shafts carried by the frame, and gear wheels

fixed to said shafts and in mesh with the

teeth of said driven wheels, as set forth.

864,375. Wheel Rim. Ernest Hopkin

son, East Orange, N. J. Filed Sept. 13,

1905. Serial No. 278,329.

1. The combination in a wheel rim, of a

main rim member provided on its outer

face with a rabbet to receive and form a

seat for one margin of a tire sheath and a

contractible and expansible side flange c0

operating with said main rim mem er to

clamp the margin of the tire sheath in said

rabbet, said main rim member and said re

movable side flange will efl‘ect the clamping

of the margin of the tire sheath,

864,409. Roller Bearing. Ellsworth J.

Edwards, Los Angeles, Cal. FiledOct. 24,

1906. Serial No. 340,305. ‘

1. In combination, a plurality of rollers,

tWo annular members, one adjacent each

end of said rollers, journals carried by said

members and in engagement with said roll

ers, and means in engagement with the out—

er surface of one of said members and the

inner surface of the other member for spac

ing the members and holding them in posi

tion.

864, 409, Roller Bearing. Elsworth J.

Edwards, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Oct. 24,

1906, Serial No. 340,306.

1. A roller bearing, comprising an inner

cylindrical bearing sleeve, an outer cylin

drical bearing sleeve, collars semi-circular

in cross section carried by each of said

sleeves, a plurality of bearing rollers hav

ing cylindrical body portions in engagement

with both of said sleeves and rounded end

'portions in engagement with said collars,

each of said bearing rollers being provided

with a plurality of circumferential grooves

intermediate its ends, and means for spac

ing said rollers, said means comprising a

plurality of intermediate rollers having cir

cumferential flanges adapted to engage with

the grooves of said bearing rollers, and

having rods or journals connecting said cir

cumferential flanges.

864,412. Device for Testing Explosive

Engines. Harvey C. Estep, Aberdeen, S.

D. Filed Aug. 20, 1906. Serial No. 331,342.

1. In combination, a cylinder for explo

sive engines having admission and exhaust

ports, an ignition device adjecent one end

of the cylinder, a piston Within the cylinder

movable toward and away from the igni

tion device, a duct leading out of the cylin

der, the mouth of the duct being uncov

ered by the piston adjacent the end of its

outstroke, and a manually controlled valve

in the duct.

864,413. Lens Fastening for Lamps. Er

nest C. Everett, New York, N. Y., assignor

to R. E. Dietz Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed Nov. 20, 1905. Serial No, 288,194.

1. In a lamp, the combination of a lens,

a surrounding supporting frame, supporting

rods connected at their inner ends with the

lens, and individual fastenings which con

nect the outer ends of the several rods sep

arately with said frame and which are ra

 

WANTS lllll FOR SALE.
l!eenuper1ineofsevenwoflb,enohwithordor.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

FOR SALE—1906 White Steamer, fine

condition, with top; excegtional bar

gain. E. S. YOUSE, Reading, a.

b OR SALE—1907 Thomas Flyer, 60 H.

P., cost $4,250; at a sacrifice; used

2,200 miles; tires like new; absolute perfect

condition; any kind of a demonstration;

small car of standard make in exchange.

P. 0. BOX 356, Reading, Pa.

SIDE-WIRE $01.10 MUTUR TIRES

run WORLD'S STANDARD

FIRESTIIIE TIRE 8i RUBBER 00., Alroii, flhlo

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

_The surest _and _easiest way to get

l'ld'Of your ignition troubles is to

equip your car with a

SPLITDORF COIL

The Ignition you hear so much about.

O. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave. & 138th St. New York.

 

“ The Pullman of Motor Cars"

1908 MllllELS

RElllY HlR DELIVERY.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR 60.

Broadway, Cor. 50th it. Now York

 

  

 

 

KEEPYOUR EYE ON

/0’ -lléyl ‘08

CAIE 6712‘

MADE IN New HAVEN

 
  

 

 

New York Branch, Broadway and 52d St.

 

 

 

THE LAMBERT 18

“ Friction Flyer”

- $800

Write for catalogue describing our full line.

The Buckeye Mfg, Co., Anderson, Ind.

 

   

1908

  

cal/mlile
Bumhlnas Proved Ballahlllty Wlth Increased Efllclancy and Low 00st at lip-Kain
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dially adjustable, thereby enabling the lens

to be focused with reference to the flame,

substantially as set forth.

864,534. Air Cooled Engine. Neville E.

Harris, Port Huron, Mich. Filed Dec. 2,

1904. Serial No. 235,186.

1. The combination with a cylinder of

an explosive engine, of a casing or jacket

surrounding the cylinder and inclosing the

head thereof, a plurality of tubes extending

from the sides and head of the cylinder

to said casing and communicating with

apertures in the casing, each of said tubes

having a lateral opening therein, and means

for causing the exhaust from the cylinder

to create a current of air through said cas

ing and tubes.

864,586, Gasolene Engine. Le Roy Wott

ring, Prospect, Ohio. Filed Sept. 17, 1906,

Serial No. 334,999.

1, In a device of the character described,

the combination with a gas engine cylinder,

of a head which closes the lower end of

said cylinder, a fuel conduit leading to the

lower portion of the cylinder, a check valve

located in said fluid conduit and opening in

wardly, a hollow piston slidably disposed

in the cylinder, said piston having heads

which close its upper and lower ends, a

check valve opening inwardly which is car

ried by the lower head, and a check valve

opening outwardly which is carried by the

upner head.

864,623. Driving Gear for Motor Vehi

cles. William H. Douglas, Belleville, N. 1.,

assignor to Healey & Co., New York, N, Y.,

a Corporation. Filed Sept. 26, 1906. Serial

No. 336,254.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination

with an axle having stub axles and wheels

journaled on the stub axles, said wheels be

ing provided with internal gears, a motor

supported on the axle, and pinions in mesh

with the internal gears, means in connec

tion with the stub shafts for supporting the

pinions, and double universal ioints between

the shaft of the motor and the pinions.

864,324. Flexible Shaft. William H.

Douglas, Belleville, N. 1., assignor to Healey

& Co., New York, N. Y., a Corporation.

Filed Sept. 26, 1906. Serial No. 336,255.

1. A flexible shaft, comprising a lural

ity of knuckles, each having sets 0 rigid

lugs extending longitudinall from one face

of a knuckle, and diametrically extending

pivots each held in one set of lugs and en

gaged by a set of lugs of the adjacent

knuckle the outer face of said knuckles be—

ing screw threaded and a spiral spring rest

ing in the threads.

864,625. Brake Mechanism. William H.

Douglas, Belleville, N. 1., assignor to Healey

& Co., New York, N. Y., a Corporation.

Filed Sept. 26, 1906. Serial No. 336,256.

1. A brake mechanism comprising a

brake wheel, a brake band, a fixed support

on which the middle portion of the brake

band is secured to form two independently

flexing side arms for braking engagement

with the inner face of the rim of said brake

wheel, a fabric covering on the brake band,

and a clamping bolt for clamping the cover

to the face of the said band, said band hav

ing a recess for the reception of the cover

ing material under the head of said bolt.

864,626. Controller for Driving Gears.

William H. Douglas, Belleville, N. 1., as

signor to Healey & Co., New York, N, Y.,

a Corporation. Filed Sept. 26, 1906. Se

rial No. 336,257.

l.‘ The combination with the steering

post and the controller for the driving gear,

of a sleeve provided with a handle and slid

able on the post, a gear journaled on the

lower end of the ost for actuatin the con

troller, said gear eing provided With spaced

lugs on the upper face thereof, said sleeve

having pins for engaging between the lugs,

a fixed collar encircling the sleeve, said col

lar being provided wrth parallel slots ex

tending in opposite directions, a pin on the

sleeve for engaging the slots, said slots be

ing arranged in different planes and being

connected at their adjacent ends by a trans~

verse slot, said transverse slot correspond

ing to the position of the pin when the con

troller is at zero position, whereby to pro

vide a positive stop for the controller at

said zero position.

12,686. Fluid Gauge. Morris Martin,

Malden, Mass., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Boston Auto Gauge Company,

Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Massachu

setts. Filed May 22, 1907. Serial No. 375,

176. Original No, 794,675, dated July 11,

1905, Serial No. 233,329.

1. In a fluid gauge, a tank, a bushing sus

tained thereby, a head having a pivot, a

ma etic needle mounted thereon a float

gui e depending below said head, a rock

shaft having a magnet secured to its upper

end, a float controlled by said float guide

to turn said shaft,-and a ring nut to camp

the head on said bushing in any position

in which it may be set when adjusting said

head and magnet on said bushing.
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A NCW

60 011

MOTOR CAR

With ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION

7 Passenger

 
 

H'A Vi
Electricity is not a prime power agent, yet

as a means of transmission and control of

power it has supplanted all other methods

in steam railroads, street railroads, warships,

factories, etc., and in the new high powered

7 passenger gasoline car electricity has sup

-planted all friction clutch, gear boxes and

 

Also:

shifting levers. m

the light Columbia touring car, runabout and

limousine has many and important improvements for 1908
 

 

 
 

Electric Vehicle Company

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

New York—134, I36, 138 West 39th Street

MembmA-LAM.
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“LONG=ARM” AUTO PARTS

QUALITY—QUANTITY—QUICKNESS—COUNT IN PLACING ORDERS

I RSI Full Floating Typo, Shaft Drive

AX A , Slnglo or Double Brakes, gulot Gear.

Solid I Beam Section, Pads Forged on

All Axles with Plain Ball, “F. 6: S.” or "ti-B" Bearings—Two Standard Sizes

sou) EXCLUSIVELY By

The American Distributing Co., TQSS’iRlfifD'B. Cleveland, Ohio

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

$0880 I,‘ Indlcatur

%' ‘ " Tutoécme

'7'“ ‘ PERFEGTIUN

Visit us at the

show and let us ex

plain the merits of

THE INDEX, if

you are not ac

, quainted with them

The Device That Made Safe, Speedy already

and Comfortable Automobiling Possible Write for Booklet

The springy action of a car affects its smooth running qualities.

Proper contro of the springs prevents excessive oscillation which

insures less wear and tear, longer life of tires, greater speed and gen

uine comfort. I -

This control of the springs can be secured only by the use of the

Trufiault—Hartford Shock A sorber. The device that makes cobble

stones and rough roads seem like asphalt.

Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department I.

 

 

  

 

  

Ponlxncv

OLIVER INSTRUMENT C0.

    

 

We - ~»-_~~(---WW , ‘. - Y . . 1

HARTFORD SUSPENSION c0. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

E. V. HARTFORD, Pres. 66 VESTRY STREET, NEW YORK

L, 1 L.

@I’" {M
L- WEAR ,___ ONGEST ' i

  

Empire Auto ire Co., Treon, N. J.
New York—Broadway Q 73d SL; 148 Chambers St.

  

Chicago—20 151110 St; 1615 Web-ob Ave. Philadelphia: Penn. Auto Supply Co.

Bolton—292 evonlhire St. Providence—Waite Auto Supgy Co.

,1; 3183M w- Hum 3'- Senttle, WuL—Fobee Auto upply Co.
" w m "*7 157 - ' <--. 1.1": ~

.. as *“7~- “sew _. : ..
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THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA

THE MILLER AUTOMOBILE JAOK

The Miller Automobile Jack is a quick acting, automatic lowering jack, designed especially for

automobile use and is adapted to the factory or garage, as well as to be carriezl as a part of the

equipment on motor cars. The Miller Jack is constructed of the best material and every part is

machine finished, and in material, workmanship and finish it is a high grade and one of the finest

finished jacks on the market.

We guarantee this jack for 12 months, and at

the price, it is the best value ever offered to the

automobile trade.

We are in a position to quote a special price to

manufacturers, Jobbers and dealers who buy in

quantity.

The list rice of the Miller Jack, guaranteed for

12 months, .50 each.

Pan-American Automobile Body Polish

Pan-American Polish was awarded the Bronze

Medal at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St.

Louis, 1904. This polish has been carefully pre

pared for the Automobile trade. It is also applicable

to the carriage trade, or can be used on any varn

ished furniture or woodwork of any kind. It will

remove stains, cover scratches, leaves the automobile with its original new

lustre, without being sticky or greasy.

It can be used on the leather seats or tops with the very best results.

Can be used on any color or kind of varnish, from the clearest white to

the darkest black.

Furnished in eight-ounce bottles. Guaranteed not to harm the finest _ _

varnish. For sale by all automobile dealers. Price, 60 cents per bottle. Catalog, largest of the kind, mailed on request

CHAS. E. MILLER, Manufacturer, Jobber, intact and Import"
N" York CI! ' ’34 Elihu AYCII‘IQ- "on! OFF|OI . Boston, Ma... 202-204 Columbus Ave.

, J N. B d ' Dd 't, Mich., "7’44" elereon AV.Si'lli'ifl'lifibni 4%? eff. so“? 5" 91-99- i 0| Reade 8n, new vomt cirv Bus'l’i... n. Y., m nu. ISL

 

  

  

 

  

 
 

HOTEL EUCLID

CLEVELAND, O_HIO

 

  

  

Remy Magnetos
which have become I0 well known to the automobile world and which

have lined such rest favor _nmong their many users, are now being

mariu nctured In e best equipped plant_ in the world devoted to the

exclusive manufacture of Magneto; This new factory, a model from

the standpoint of efficient arran ement and high class equipment to

  

  

 
gether With Eerfected designs w ich are the results of years 0 ex

perience in t in line of manufacture, makes possible the turning out

of the very highest grade ignition apparatus on the market

“ ’, For 1908 our line includes a new high tension Magneto without

coil, which we build in large quantities and are sell.ng at a medium

price. It is simple, small and well made. It can be installed with

 

' _ _ _ _ _ minimum expense and in _a high grade uipment 11 every respect.

for VISlllf‘lg automobilists. “First-class in We also build Magneto! with Will or _doi_il’_: e ignition, and alternating

. . and direct current Magnetos for all ignition purposes. It will y

every respect. 1IThe most attractive grlll you. to investigate our Magnetos before deciding upon your ignlsgn

room in town. “Music and good cheer await “impmem f“ y°‘" 1908 “n‘

you' “Give it a triaL We will exhibit at both New York Show: and the Chicago Show.

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

FRED S. AVERY, - - - Manager
ANDERSON, INDIANA, U. S. A.
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ESQLARS
 

Dosseses Many New and

Exclusive Features .

 
 

11 Our; new designs

are assembled without

solder, but by interior

screws, which leave a

perfectly smooth ex

terior surface — of

great convenience for

cleanliness.

(LIf accidentally

broken the lens mir

ror can be easily re

moved and new one

inserted without the

necessity of sending

lamp to the factory—

an exclusive feature

of great convenience.

 
 

For Other Features Get

Our 1908 Booklet c- .

  

 

  

BHDGDR BRASS MFG. @6.

Kenosha, Wis. New York @ity   

 

 

  

 

_@f_§\'534§
WRAPPED TREAD

GUARANTEED
FOR

5,000 MILES

RIDING

Write for a copy of that

Guarantee, stating size tire

you are using.

Addreu 1):)”. A

AJAX - GRIEB

RUBBER 00.

General Ofice:

N. 8. Corner

87th 8treet and

brosdway

NEW YORK

 

 

Branches or

Agents in

all large

cities.

 
 

  

 

J!
rule‘s-Pun”
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It was found that

BM... 3 Out of Every 4 Tourists

Tuajg‘led had used

“3?; . Warner Auto-Meters

Ab Yes. sir; of the 48 cars that finished at New York in

‘ ‘- this year's Glidden Tour. exactly 36 carried Warner Auto

Meters. Just think of that! Three times as many Auto—

Meters Were used by these experienced motorists as there

were of all other speed-and-distance indicators combined!

'l‘his sweeping victory for Warner Auto-Meters. followed last year's

equally creditable performance in the Glidden Tour. and the recent notable

triumphs in the Chicago Sealed Bonnet. Contest and the Boston Endur

ance Race. establish beyond the possibility of a ioubt that the Warner Auto

Meter is the only speed-and-distance indicator that can be depended upon

to do the work right at all times and under all conditions.

Accurate as a Watch—Reliable as a Compass

Warner Auto-Meters are made on the prevail-successful magnetic prin

ciple. They're just as reliable and durable as a marlner‘s compass. No

matter how rough the road. you can tell at. a glance exactly how fast you

are going. The arrow never flutters or bobs back and torth. The Warner

Auto-Meter is as ai-cur'ate as a watch.

You ought to have an Auto-Meter on your machine-it doubles the pleasure

of autoing, helps you to control your machine and frequently saves em

barrassing situations in the police court.

You'll notice the handsome little Auto-Meter on most of the best cars. Take

a look at it; inquire aboutit—neariyall automobile dealers sell Auto-Meters.

Write us the name and power at your car. and we'll tell you just what it will

cost you to put an Auto-Meter on the dashboard.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT CO., 787 Roosevelt St.,Beioit,Wis.

AZCMICJ in all Principal cm“

  
  

  

  

A "Tramp” Ignition System

It matters not_what price Lou may have paid for your car—a "tramp"

ignition system will take all t e life out of it.

Faulty, sleepy, forgetful Batteries result in a tie up. “Your car will

go on strike," sooner or later.

THE BATTERY WITliERBEE is a most industrious igniter. It is

not :i “drone"*-it never forgets.

_Spe_ci_iy Witherhec Batteries for your 1908 car if you wish to eliminate

§ill ignition Worry. Exhibit at Chicago Show. Dept. 20 will send catalog

rce.

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

541 West 43d Street. New York

CHICAGO, DETROIT. BALTIMORE ()l-‘i-‘ICI'I.

HJ’) Michigan Ave. 330 Jefferson Ave. 510 Contincnlal Tl’\l\\ Bldg.
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' lBliN GASTINGS ii?“
Let us quote on your requirements of ‘ WIanchas

CYLINDERS. PISTUNS, RING PDT .1“

 

A Set of 5 B. & S.

General Service

Wrenches

(10 openings) put

Our long experience with this class of work, our special “D i“ ‘ handy

  

facilities and equipment, added to the necessary “know i K" BAG

how,” have enabled us to secure and hold the business of la“

the leading automobile manufacturers.

Send us your drawings and specifications. g“. &

"Ni an II

THE Innunnrnnins FOUNDRY GilllPllllY, liliiRBllRY, iiiillll. Hfmcon: ’

    

 

   

  

A NEW SENSATION i

Equip your car with

Supplementary Spiral Springs

and notice the diflerenee. No jolts, no

'srs, no broken springs, or dislocated

oints. The “Thenlt-ye-marms" will

still be with you, but on won't

know it. Our new ooklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Supplsrnaniary Spiral Spring lin.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

New York Branch. 52 West 67th Street

PACKARD

Enameled Ignition Cable

  

PACKARD CABLE

  

is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENSION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC co., Warren. 0.

 

  

 

 
 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

eldMotorcycle Review

i

i

i

i
i

i wru. mrsmasr YOU

1

i

 

Pususnsn Evnsv Serusmw rt

[54 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

  

 

  

 
  

 

Per Speclslsen Copies

5°“ “'"m' Year Gratis

THE WILLIAM ORAMP d SONS SHIP a ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, - Philadelphia, Penna.  
 

 

  

The output of complete Front

‘ and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

T-"‘llmnripan Ball-Bearinn 00.

L. S. It M. 8. Ry. & Edgweter Perk

CLEVELAND, OHIO. U.I.A.
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. MOTOR MAKERS
that’e what we are. We have

made the motora in none of

the moat auceeaaful earl, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber "

Carburetor

which aa motor uperta we

picked a the heat in the world,

we are now making and eelling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR 30.. Lonnnaport, Ind.

Manufacture“ of "Rutenber" Motor? “Rutenber” Carburetora. and Sup

plies. Light Soft Gray Iron, raae and Aluminum Castings.

  

    

  

Patent

iiarroun , mm on Bumrm

‘ , ' The Firat in on. Market

AIIIO BIIIIIIJQI' , The Best in the Field
Others Are imitatora

TiIE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT ha been allowed, and aa aoon‘aa

if. can be iaaued we of bring auit againat all USERS oi Bumpere tn

lnnging on and not manufactured under the HARROUN licenae.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

sou: chnusnas, u. s. a. SYCAMORE. 11.1..
 

KINWUUU AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST.

OUR LBADBRS.‘

Kinwood Perfection Radiators

d

Klnwood Mechanical Oilera.

KINWOOD PRBSSBD STEEL SPECIALTIES :

Framea, hooda, dalhea, fendera, gaaolene and water tanks, haulers,

duet and drip pane, radiator fan, gaaolene gaugea, fittinga, cenplinga.

ete., etc.

Large facilitiea and dependable deliveriea.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSEN, THOMAO J. WETZIL,

IOO Lake Ot., Ohloaao, l l Warren St., New York,

Weatern Rapraeentatlve. Eaatem Repreeentativa.

THE KINSEY MFG. 60., Dayton, Ohio.

McCORD

LUBRIGATURS BADIATURS
“Marks of a Good Motor Car”

MoKIM COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McCORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE

24 Broad Street

Old Colony Bulldlnlz

CHIOAOO

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
Let Ila quote you on 4-cyllnder

motora for |908

THREE SIZES

4 in. a 0% in.

l 5 III.

S . a 5 in.

4-eylinder with aelf-con

tained oiling ayateln.

Motora are ready fol

coupling any atandard

ma eto.

_ ur new factory and ma

chinery ennbie ua to ar

_antee uallty and de ver

lea. _ iao clutchea and

tranamlaalona. Send for

f' - catalogue.

' I. FRAN LIN PETERSON

1 use Ln“ 5... Chicago, 11L
Wellern Regreaentative.

T805. 1. WE ZElg

29 W. 43d L, New Yeti.

Eutera Repreaentativa

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO., Munkeqon, Mich.

  

 

  

The Springfield Motometer

Presents New and Valuable Features

The Maximum Hand: Marka hi eat apeed attained. Re

aeta inatantly. Can be diaconnect in a momenL

New Eaay Reading Dial—Big plain figurea. 'red Enamel.

Reada from the tonneau.

Spring Steel Reinforce on each end of the driving ahalt.

Compela eaay curvea and amooth running. Far better than

geara.

Non-Clogging Pinion. Mud proof. Will not hold mud.

A rainy weather neceaaity.

With these additional excellencea, the 'hfotorneter in more

than ever "The Speedometer for Service.

Send for Catalog W.

The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Establiahed "6!. Incorporated Ill].

   

THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automobile Bonslluollon

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Strong, Tough and hold

Threada.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZE

CASTINGS,

Guaranteed above

ment Specificationa.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINGS.

Cooleat Running and Beet

Wear Reeiating Bronae on

the Market.

thlll Mlg. & Foundry Go.

POTTITOWN. PA.

Govern

  

 

 

  

 

 

HEINZE

BUILS
‘5‘ Send for

I907 Catalog

and Pricea.ite
Iv

4. .v-- @

I'IEINZE ELECTRIC co., Lowell, flass.
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QIMIOTTI

GARAGE

New York (2in

l I0th 5t.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting. 'Try us.

Tel. 2686 River.

  

 

 

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

SI‘IITH AUTO. CO., MFRS.

TOPEKA. KANSAS

LASCOET'E'I‘E FRONT
Simple, efi'ective, correctly designed Mahogany

finish wood frame, trimmed in brass, 3-l6 crystal

plates, steel stay rods, bottom of frame shaged to

dash of any standard automobile. Csn e nt

tached easily and quickly. I

We make the London Tops. Write for details

and prices.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO.

1233 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO

 

 

THE BHANIILER 00.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

 

 

IHEMKRMON
"A Muchanlcnl Mosfc-rpioco“

For catalog, address Dept. l6.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(E:tab,18_51) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

 

 

The Car of

Dolson

60 H.P. 7 Passengers. $3250

 
 

  

 
 

ElSElVIANN-LAVALETTE

Magnetos

LAVELETTE & CO.,

112 W. 42d St., New York
 

 

1907 WHITLOCK COOLERS

Manufactured by

‘Ihe Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.

Hartford, Conn” U. 8. A.

Will be the standard for high grade cars.

We are now closing contracts for 1908.

DRAGON
Tourlng Oar $2 I 00 Roadsto SIBBO

TWO “HAPPY MEDIUM” CARS.

Not too heavy—not too light,

Not too costly—price just right.

DRAGON AUTOMOBILE 00.,

30th, 31st snd Chestnut Sta" Philadelphia, Pl.

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

Honeycomb, Flat Tube, Round Tube,

Staggered Tube, Film Tube; horizontal or

vertical flow; with or without casing; wi

or withoutFenders, an s, Hoods also mode. Send

tor catalog.

Old Radiators Repaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRISCOE MFG. CO

DETROIT. MICI-I. NEWARK, N. ].

 
 

 

Bcttcr Because Regular

An Oberdorfer Pump never “sticks.” It works

day in and day out in s uniform manner.

ls yours on Oberdorier?

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Water Se, Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 
 

 

STANDARD

MILLER BEARING COMPANY

50th St. & Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Bulls,

Ball Bearings, RcllerBearings and

Automobile Axles

Band for New Cotoloauo No. I6

 

. SPROCKETS, CHAINS

. and DIFFERENTIALS

In stock or to order. Send for

Catalogue

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

1032 Dunning St., Chicago

  

 

 

Th0 Baldvln Ghlln 60mm

— MAXI _

Automobllo Chslns,

Sprockets. Spur and Bevel

(lurlf5

Baum chili & Mtg. 00.,
\\ oroester, Moss., U.S.A.

  

 

 

LOGAN TRUCKS

The Logan Construction Co.

CIIILLICOTHE. OHIO

  

 

 

FRANCE ENGLAND

\ITALYKAMERICA

MICHELIN TIRE CO.. Milltown, N. J.

  

 

 

“ They're specifying

0%
on I908 Cars."

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCI‘IOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street New York

Representation everywhere.

“Ker; your eye on Conlinenlals’
 

 

 

PENNSYLVANIA

moron cARs

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co.,

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

 

 

 
 

Jackson Automobiles

“ no HILL TOO ares?"

Sand for Catalogue

JACKSON AUTOIUBILE $0., Jackson, lloll.

Gilbert Supplies
THE ONLY ONES WORTH

HAVING

Corning on Request

GILBERT MFG.C0.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.

  

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

spokes.

security.

  
boltsh After considerable use the", thg

olding the sprocket rings

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

Hence, when overhauling an' old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

In doing this care should

sprockets out of line.—From “Motor World," August 8. '07.

Use Columbia Lock Nuts

COLUMBIA NUT 8s BOLT CO.- Inc.. Irldgoporr, Conn.

be taken not to throw the

 

TheBall Transmission 6 '
r . FOR_ _

all" AutomobilesMIptorBoats 'WH -

NEW YORK GEAR‘WORKS. "‘1- I

  

56 GREENPOHQT AVE}. BROOKLYN , N. Y.
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How Are Your Ballarlas?

A CONNECTICUT VOLT Allfli'l'l-Il

will tell you.

Guaranteed, and the price is right.

send for catalogue and trade dio

counts.

Toll Imnslsr. $6.00. Inmlunnly. $4.00

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

and ELECTRIC 00.. In

MIRIDIN, CONN

a. ; ,,,,_ “VULCIN”

v E; WI. Sta-Bile

- ~ SpaikPlugs

“KEEPS THE LID ON.”

On Maxwrlls. Mitchells, Autoears, Americana, Glidea.

etc.. In their contests. They‘ll do the same for you.

Send for sample set.

THE II. E. HARDY to. 86 Nate: St. New York City

{OWMWWMi

TOURING CAII

THE F. B. STEARNS 60.,

i”

STAMPED PARTs

ran AUTOMOBILES

THE CROSBY GOMPANY

Buffalo, New York

KC.»
1)

 

  

 

 

 

 

HICH-CRAOE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MPG. 60.,

Ahiesbury, Mass.
1

I.

 

THERE'S A KEEN SATISFAC

TION in having a product you

can stand back of all the time—

FORD.

 

SpringlieldTnn
(Pat. ll”)

‘t‘b'fllflm

Springfield Hill

a“! a.»

"I ll ls luau,

larla sll,Iass.

  

 

  

DIMOND CHAIN G MFG CO

150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

SMITH AUTOMOBILE PARTS.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES,

STEERING COLUMNS,

FRONT AND REAR AXLES,

TRANSMISSIONS,

 

  

STEEL STAMPINGS.

A. O. SMITH COMPANY

_243 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.

  

 

 

HAYNES
“ The car the Repairman seldom aeaa.’

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America

‘ Members A. L. A. M., Koltomo, Ind.

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not aeeept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRISSED STEEL 60..

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

 

 

   

 

 
 

\|||||I|||_|||||/

_ ALUMINUM BODIES

_ J. M. QUINBY & CO. -

— Est-.1834 _

__ Carriage Builders. IEINNN. I. l. —

/|||ll|l|l|l|l\

 

 

 

  

The Winter King

The Kiblinger Motor Buggy has an

air cooled engine and runs equally as

well in winter as in summer. No

freezing. No punctured tires. This

car is built for service, yet it afiords

all the pleasure there is in motoring

at a price that all can afiord. Sim

plicity’ durability and reliability are

its chief features. Let us send you

our agency proposition. It will sure

ly appeal to you.

Write today/or Catalogue and N01111:!!!

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

\ Box Nit-250 ausuuu, mo.

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

“SUCCESS”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable economical

and absolutely safe. A light,

strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suits le Ior city or country use.

Speed irorn 4 to 20 miles an

hour. Our 1907 Model has an extra powerful en ne,

patent ball-bearing wheels; price $275. Also 10 .rrq

$_400.' Rubber Tires, $25 extra. Write Ior desc p

tive literature.

  

 

  

 

 

Motor Car Accessories

8 ark Plugs, Cable, Switches. Lamps

orns Goggles Auto Clothing an

Wat Weather Equipment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue Irea.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, llch.

 

 

 

' lulu Buggy Mfg. Co., Inc. 531 Ila Ballrsrs Am, St. Louis. Io.

\Ve are always

glad to hear from

agencies who will

push the \Vayne in unoccupied ter

l'llO .l’{VAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Detroit, Mich.
 

 
 

Name

Address

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the (Iboth Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue 0L___—_

 

 
 

 

 
 _L_== 1.

 

é
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TIRE LOGIC
  

    

  

 

MEN who are careful in their selection of tires usually choose a tire that is carefully

made by experienced conscientious makers. We believe that this Oval Raised

Tread is the best automobile tire made. Many men call it “The Tire of the Day.”

We know that if you'll give one C & J tire a fair, square trial on your automobile,

you'll soon equip it with a whole set, (1] Are you willing to trust us? Will you make

the trial? Will you write for prices? ‘1} We build our Oval Raised Tread Tire with

the famous Non-skid, non-side-slip Midgley Tread if desired. We can also supply you

with the new I908 Universal Midgley Rim.

GaJInu:Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

 

  

 

  

BRANCHES  

 

  
 

 
  

 

  

BOSTON-24: Columbua Ave. CHICAGO—1434 Mlchl n A".

CLEVELAND—New No. 1837 Euclid Ave. NEw YORK—10 w. sigma 5:.

DETROIT—247 Jefieraon Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—423433 Golden Gate Ave.

msTRrBUTrNO Aonucms

G 8: TIRE AGENCY Denver Colo. 1528 Count Place. ENTERPRISE RUBBER CO., Boaton Man. 110 Federal St.

O & TIRE COMPANY Buffalo _N. 'Y.. 912 Mam 5:. ALEXANDER-ELYEA C0.. Arum, Ga. as N. Pryor s:.

G & TIRE AGENCY, Philadelphia P... m N. Broad St. KEATS & 00., Portland, Ore. 64-66 sad. 5:.

WES ERN RUBBER AND s PPLY C0.. Loo Angelee, cu" 1010 PLANT BRos. Minneapolia mm, 21 s. * St.

5. Main 1. CENTRAL RUBBER co.. Chicago, 111. 84 Lake St.
OMAHA RU BER SHOE CO., Omaha, Neb., Eleventh and Farnurn Sta. SYRACUSE RUBBER CO. Syracuse, N'. Y., 212-214 S. Clinton St.

NORTHWEST AUTO SUPPLY CO.. Spokane. Wash" 1419-27 mm Ave. ROCHESTER RUBBER Co. Rochester N. v. 55 Maln St., Em.

PITTSBURGH RUBBER c0-. Pimburah, PE. 911-915 when, A". JEROME P. PARKER co., 'Memphia. Tm, lei-1s: Madiaon St
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WINTN

To Own

Such a Car

is to own a kingdom. That's what the

hero of “A Six-Cylinder Courtshipn

says in the Saturday Evening Post.

  

You'll feel like saying the same

thing when you ride in the self-starting

Winton Six- een-Six.

Combines the sweetness of electri

city and the flexibility of steam with

a greater efficiency of the auto

THE WINTON MOTOR mobile motor than was ever before

CARRIAGE COMPANY achieved

~ CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

Goes through traffic from a crawl to

N Y 1: P'ttsb D tr 't -

3:10..“ chug? 5:..1’1'. a dash Without change of gear. Takes

Philadelphia San Francisco

hills on the high where fours drop back

to second. (biet, sweet running, plenty

of reserve power. Goes the route like

$2,500 in Gold coasting down hill.

For Ten Good Chauffeurs

 

Precisely the car for the man who
First Award . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,000

Second Award . . . . . . . . . . .. 500 '

Third Award ........... .. 250 wants the beSt there 15

Fourth Award . . . . . . . . . . .. 150

Six Others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

A plan to benefit “mm a we“ Fully equipped when you get it.

as drivers. Ask us about it.
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THE CAR BUILT FOR PERMANENCE Gun

You’re Sure of

Your Trip For the 1908

’ .

When you start in an American S l C l d

Mors you’re sure of reaching the e ygelstined point without trouble or

e ay.

No matter what hills, what the . »

condition of the road or other ordi- @ .

nary and even extraordinary auto- 0 /

mobile obstacles, the American ’ '

Mors will get you there. 6 @

Every part of the American Mors I

is built to do a specific share of the I 9

 

 

work—and it does it.

No one part shifts the work on

another.

They all work together harmo

niously and make “the perfectly

balanced car.” CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO.,

Greenville, S. C., Nov. 8, 1907.

Detroit Michigan.

AMERICAN Mons Tomum; CAB—THREE TYPES: Gentlemenz—I want to tell you how perfectly de‘

"-18 II. P., ".000 24-82 I. P., 85,000 40-52 I. P., $6,000 lighted I am with the Model T 1908 Single Cylinder

Four-passenger.Cadillac received a few days ago.

Allbodter oi the melt Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment I have never seen an engine with such snap, vim

and energy. She takes hills like a four-cylinder—

and how any man can want anything better—I can’t

see. This hew car rides like a Pullman—and has all

Seadi omen-1°" Addn- new." the speed and power any reasonable man can pos

sibly want. I must say--I am surprised myself,

though I have been a Cadillac enthusiast for years.

The Si. car . It is the most magnificent running car I have ever

Automobile Deparunenl, st. Louis, Mo. sat in, and on the road this afternoon I passed cars

costing more than twice as much, easily. I have

_______.__ examined this car carefully and tried it thoroughly

New York: 1706-1718 Broadway, cor. 54th Street and I do not believe you can make an improvement

—— in it anywhere. Yours truly,

Licensed by m swim Anonyme a'zimaau a EUGENE F- BATES

d'Automobtlee, "ICES," Put; Iranee

The price of the Model “T” is $1,000. It is the same depend

Bum by the Largest Bilildel‘s 231°53231meeiidoiii'l‘i‘l‘ié'ki $215.2? iiii‘iiflfm" Cam“

M Street cars m the world Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich

Member \of Association oi Licensed Automobile Manufacturen.
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THOMAS,
THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.

presents four styles of chassis

and nineteen styles of bodies

 

Thomas 11-20 Town Gar

Combines luxury with utility and necessity; designed particularly for city and suburban

use in good or bad weather, for calling and shopping, for the theatre, for social functions

and touring on good roads. This car is furnished with brougham, landaulet, cabriolet, li

mousine and doctor’s car bodies. In Europe this style of car is the vogue, as it rapidly

is becoming in America. Prices, $3,000 to $3,250.

Thomas 440 Detroit

A marvel of smooth and quiet running with a dash in operation and distinctive style in

appearance that denotes the thoroughbred and fascinates the most critical. The 4-40 has

been strengthened and improved where the wisdom of experience has suggested. It is

especially designed to successfully eclipse at a much lower price, shaft driven cars of the

highest price and class. It is equipped with runabout, tourabout, touring and limousine

bodies. Prices, $2,750 to $3,750.

Thomas 11-60 Flyer

The Old Reliable is smoother, snappier, faster, lighter, quieter and roomier than ever. It has

been redesigned and refined until it has become one of the most beautiful and stylish cars

to be seen. The mechanical changes are largely refinements, though the motor generates

more power. A bearing between each cylinder is still one of its chief characteristics. It is

equipped with runabout, tourabout, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $4,500 to $5,700.

Thomas 6-70 Special

This is the climax of automobile construction, and is one of the most powerful and flexible

cars made, retaining as it does, the structural principles that have counted so much for

reliability in the Thomas 4-60 Flyer. There is not a single experimental feature in its

entire construction. For speed, smooth running on hills and bad roads, and for slow

speed, all on the high gear, the 6-70 Special is not equalled. It is equipped with runabout,

touring, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $6,000 to $6,900,

E, R. fiiomas Motor (20.
Members n. L. ii. iii. BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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NOTHING BETTER MADE

The more you compare G 8: 1 Tires with other makers, the more favorably you

will become impressed with them. The material they contain, the manner in which

they are constructed and cured, make them superior to any other tire. They are being

specified on a great many 1908 cars.

0&JIIRI: Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

Don’t forget that

we can supply you

with the new 1908

Universal Midgley

Rims which fit any

  

BRANCHES.

BOSTON~243 Columbus Ave. DETROIT—247 Jefl’erson Ave. NEW YORK—~10 W. Sixtieth St.

CLEVELAND—New No. 1837 Euclid Avc.CIIICAGO-—1434 Michigan Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—423433 Golden Gate Ave.
 
 

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES—G & Tire Agency, 8528 Court Place, Denver Colo. G & Tire A enc , 912 M iBufl'alo, N Y. G & 1 Tire A ency, 711 . Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. Western Rubber 8: Sn . C0.8 10 0 S. Maaiii1Los Angeles, Cal., Omaha Ru ber Co., Eleventh and Farnum Sts., Omaha Neb. Pittsburg Ru ber Co., 913-915 Liberty

Ave., Pittsburg Pa. Day Rubber Co., ’415 North 4th St. St. Louis, Mo. Enter rise Rubber Co. 110 Federal St. Boston,

Mass. Alexander-El ea Co., 35 N. Prior St., Atlanta, a. erome P. Parker 0., 181-183 Madison St., Mem his, Tenn.

Keats & Co.,I64‘66 ixth St., Portland, Ore. Plant Bros., 2 S. Second St., Minneapolis, Minn. Central Rub er Co., 84

Iéake ISt.,hClzicagIor, QI. Syracuse Rubber Co., 212-214 S. Clinton St., Syracuse, N. Y. Rochester Rubber Co., 55 Main St.

ast, oc es er, . .

Dunlop or clincher

tire.   

The Anti-Fatigue Bar
It never grows weary of well doing. All are beginning

now to realize what the users of it and its builders always

have known—that the

American anumntive Motor Car
is the “greatest touring car in the world, bar none." Tourists boast that with this machine they can always keep

their schedule and those who have driven it farthest, say:

. "IT STAYS NEW”
Imported Materials. American Workmanship.

Vanadium, “the anti-fatigue metal," is in ALL its steel and iron.

What lasts best, 1'.- best.

The energies and backing of a $50,000,000 company are behind it.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

1886 BROADWAY, NEW YORK Pneu)“, Providence, R. [

Pnur So. Au-ro STATION AIEIJCAN Locomo-rrvn Auromonrnn Aonncv W. W. SHAW Co.

Boston Pittsburg Chicano
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no it on the S

Don’t buy your automobile without having it weighed.

Light-weight means net ability and low expense.

Unnecessary weight means loss of power. Repair bills. Gasoline bills. Tire

expense. Awkwardness, Discomfort. Danger.

Every pound of superfluous weight means more work for your engine to do.

Your horse-power doesn’t do so much~less speed, slower work on the hills.

\Vhat’s the use of buying high horse-power and throwing it away on weight?

A heavy, complicated, water-cooled engine has more to get out of order than

an air-cooled engine—that means more repair bills. A heavy automobile injures

itself by jarring. That means more repair bills. A heavy automobile wears out

tires fast—more expense.

A heavy automobile is hard to manage—that means danger.

There is no comfort possible, under average touring conditions, with a heavy

stiff-frame half-spring- machine. ‘

The 16 h p. Franklin touring-car at $1,850 weighs 1,600 pounds; the 28 h. p.

at $2,850 weighs 2,200; the six-cylinder 40 h. p. at $4,000 weighs 2,500 pounds.

“Run it on the scales." Weigh your automo

bile—of whatever make—before you buy it.

Send for 1908 Catalogue.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. COMPANY, Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,

FRANKLIN' ‘
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Mr. Motorist:
You may think this egotism—but it’s not.

Morgan & Wright Tires are making a

big hit with the motorist because they

continue to make good.

Here is what one motorist has to say

about good tires.

POLAND SPRINGS, MAINE, Oct. ll/07

MORGAN 6r WRIGHT, DETROIT.

Gentlemenz—Six Weeks ago today we left Detroit with our I908 Packard

equipped with your tires; we have crossed the Green Mountains once and the White

Mountains twice and have been thoroughly over Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont

roads, we have had two punctures on the entire trip, we register today 3284 miles

and our tires today look as good as the day we left home.

it your tires last like this what is to become of your repair department? And

what's the use of carrying extra casings on our machine? Very truly,

F. E. WADSWORTH.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Detroit

New York: 214_ 47th SL, 17 Warren St. Pittaburg: 913-915 Liberty Ave. Kansas Ci : 605-607 E. 15th St.

Chicago: 81 Michigan Ave. Philadelphia: 1 & rry Sts. Denver: 1 Broadwa .

Boston: Motor Mart. Cleveland: 182 ucli . Los Angeles: 118-122 Tenth St.

Syracuse: 214 Clinton St. yton: 405-411 East Th: St. San Francisco: 423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

Bufia : 379-383 Washin%on St. 'nneapolis: 708 Henne in Ave. Portl : _86 Sixth St.

Roch r: 55 Main St. . anta: 90 No. Pr Seatt ; Ninth Ave. and Pike St.or t.

Louis: 538 N. Jandeventer Ave.

 

 
 

 

  

 

ESTABLISHED 18“

SGHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade Mark Registered April 30, I895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

([Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

(1 Our N0. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tiresplarger than 3 inches. . .'

Supplied to am Trade by an Trio Manufacturers

SGHRADER'S SOIL, Inc" 28-30-32 R080 SI" HOW Yflrk

  

  

  

Manufactured by .
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_ , THE

. A
' Automobile

  

THE HOL-TAN Company, for many years sole importers of

the FIAT cars in America, begs to announce that it will close

out remaining models of this make at greatly reduced prices and hereafter

will devote its entire energies to marketing the new HQL-TAN Car.

y In 1906 we became aware that some of the American cars were

conforming closely to European standards in mechanical excellence

and that the American demand was for a car of moderate horse

power, cost and up-keep.

We therefore reduced our importations of FIATS and requested Mr. Louis P. Mooers,

the well known American engineer, to design for us a model to be known as The HOL-TAN

Car, which should incorporate those principles and refinements which our experience had

shown to be most satisfactory to our former customers. ,

After a year’s work we are now able to offer to the public a satisfactory American car at

the right price, $3000.

The chassis is made in two models with the same engine in both.

The HOL-TAN STANDARD, Wheel Base, no inches, is adapted to open touring

car bodies for five passengers or for any Runabout or Roadster design.

The HOL-TAN SPECIAL, Wheel Base, 121 inches, will take a touring car body

seating seven or a cab, coupe, landaulet or limousine.

The car is manufactured for us by the Moon Motor Car Co. of St. Louis and includes

the following special features: -

Motor, 4-c linder, 4%:(456'

ignition, osch high tension magneto.

ultiple disc clutch. Direct drive. Mooers selective four speed gear.

Drop frame, permitting full elliptic springs in rear.

25 H. P. with valves in the head.

Cellular radiator.

Send for ‘ ‘ Broads“),

. anTHE D] .TANCO- gm
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Motor Cars

“ The A11 Ball-Bearing. Cars”

 

The 1908 Line consists of

Two li-Cylinder and

Two 6-Cylinder Models

in Touring Cars, Limousines and Roadsters. Each

equipped with NATIONAL BALL-BEARING

MOTORS.

The entire line embodies the tried and proven 1 .

NATIONAL type of construction, refined and per— ' ‘7 ,_ a "

iected in all details to the highest possible degree. "

National Model K, 4-cyllnder, 4%:5, $3,500.00 National Model R, 6-cylinder, 41/,x43/p $4,200.00

National Model N, 4-cylinder, 5x5, 83,700.00 National Model T, 6-cylinder, 5x5, $5,000.00

Each machine carries 7 passengers comfortably.

National Motor Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

Member American Motor Car Hire. Ass'n. N. Y.

  

    

it " ' WEAR ONGEST

Empire Auto Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.
New York—Broadway & 73d SL: 148 Chambers St.

Chicago—20 sSalls SL; 1615 Wabash Ave. Philadelphia: Penn. Auto Supply Co.

Boston—292 evonshire St. Providence—Waite Auto Supgy Co.

    

  

-_--.

j Buflelo—Q W. Huron St. Seattle, Wash—Fon Auto apply Co. , m

" Ax. 5.

  

 

 

  

camafiile
Bumblnas PiliIliii Raliabllliy With lncraasad Efficiency and Low linsi oi llp-Kaap
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

  

. WRITE FOR THE NEW WHITE CATALOG

We would like to send a copy of our new catalog to everyone interested in

any phase of motoring. Everyone should read, for example, the description of the

White generator, that wonderful steam-making device wherein the water is at the top

and the steam at the bottom and wherein none of the conditions oi the ordinary boiler

are present. The references to the continuous success of the White in all forms of

competition during the last seven years will also prove of interest. Also, we invite

attention to the detailed specifications of our two models—one of 30 horse-power and the

other of 20 horse-power—with touring car, runabout, limousine and Iandaulet bodies.

 

A POSTAL TO US BRINGS A COPY

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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24 H. P.—$1.750.

Do you know why this new

4-eylinder 24 II. P.

2165x1161 "

can he sold at a price heretotore

unheard ot in cars ot equal size

and power?

Because never before in‘ the history of automobiling

have touring ears been manufactured on such an enormous

scale—and because Mr. J. D, Maxwell, who has desi ned

and perfected the entire "Maxwell" line, has always ept

not a millionaire.

You know the record of this car. It is an exact dupli

cate, mechanically, of the famous Deming Trophy Winner

of 1906 and Pilot of the Glidden Tour of 1907. n

It ofiers to the man of moderate income all the motor

ing pleasures enjoyed by the plutocrat—it gives all the

ef’ficiency of cars costing infinitely more at an operating

cost far below that of any other car of equal size. It

costs $1,750.

The 14 H. P. Tourabout at $825 and 20 H. P. Touring

car at $1,450 uphold the standard of “Maxwell” efficiency

at “Maxwell” prices. The universal satisfaction these cars

have given is evidence of “Maxwell” supremacy.

I want you to know this NEW “MAXWELL”——ride in

it—get a “Maxwell Convin'cer" at your convenience. Ad

dress Dept. 2.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

Mamba-r A. I”. C. M A.

40 Mt. Pleasant Street, Tarrytown, N. Y.

FACTORIES:

Chicago, Ill., Pawtucket, R. .I., New Castle, Ind.

DEALERS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

 

16-20 H. P.—$l,450.

foremost in his mind the fact that the average citizen isv

  

M.

 

 

A New '

7 Passenger

MOTOR CAR

With ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION
 
 

Electricity is not a prime power agent, yet

as a means of transmission and control of

power it has supplanted all other methods

in steam railroads, street railroads, warships,

factories, etc., and in the new high powered

7 passenger gasoline car electricity has sup

planted all friction clutch, gear boxes and

shifting levers.

 

Also: _ the light Columbia touring car, runabout and

hmousme has many-ands important improvements for 1908

 

  

Electric Vehicle Company.

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

- MembenA.L.A.M.

 
 

New York—134, I36, 138 West 39th Street 1

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

$2800 With Magneto, $3000

Touring Car, Roadster, Touring Roadster, Limousine.

Valve-in-head Motor, Chrome Nickel Steel, Annular Bearings.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

PENNSYLVANIA DISTRIBUTORS. 1

Los Angeles, Cal.—Greer-Robbins Company, 1501-1505 South Main St.

ban Francisco, Cal.-—-City Hall Automobile Com any 66 Fulton St.

Boston, Mass.—Frederick E. Randall Company, 45 Columbus Ave.

Chica o, Ill.—Hamilton Automobile Co., 1218-20 Michi an Ave.

Provi ence, R. L—Pennsylvania Motor Car Agency, 13 Washington St.

Denver, COL—Denver Omnibus & Cab Comgany. >

Kansas City, Mo.—Auto-Motor Company, It 2-1124 East 15th St.

Pittsburg, a.—Bellefield Motor Compan , 4514-16-18 Henry St.Brook‘ltyn N. Y.—Charles F. Batt, 1378 liedtord 'AVQ- ' -

New orlc City—Archer 81 Company, 159? Broadway.

Sp‘okane, Wash.—Dulma c-Rose Automobile Company, 1212 Second Ave.

P iladelphia, Pa.—West- tillman Motor Car Company, 153 No. Broad St.

Baltimore, Md.—Rice's Garage, North 8: Madison Aves.

St. Louis, Mo.——Richard T. Harris, Washington Hotel. _

Buffalo, N. Y.——Brunn's Carriage Manufactory, 1140 Main St.
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WRAPPED TREAT)

ARE GUARANTEED FOR

5,000 MILES RIDING

THE AJAX TIRE that does not come

through that 5,000 miles with satisfaction to its

owner, loses money for its maker.

 

  

You may be pretty sure, therefore,that every

AJAX TIRE is made “up to” that guarantee.

As long as no other tire manu

facturer dares to back his product with

as strong a guarantee, it is a natural

conclusion that the AJAX must be

the best.

Write for copy of guarantee, stating size tire you are using,

DEPT. E.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Office:

N. E. Cor. 57th St. and Broadway, New York.

Factories: Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES:

Detroit, 743 Woodward Ave.

Chica o, 1418 Michi an Av .

San rancisco, 438 fidarket .

Los Angelea, 1040 South Main St.

Seattle, l102 Broadway.

Boston, 819a Boyl t n St.

Denver, 1529 Clev nd Place.

AGENCIES:

Baltimore, 20 St. Paul St.

Philadelphia, l4l3 Race St.

Washington, I). C., 602-604 E St., N. W.

Pittsburg, 201 Wood St.

Indianapolis Fisher Automobile Co.

St. Louis, 3§48 Olive St.

Seattle, 1419 Broadwa .

Minneapolis, Nicollet t.

{:acksonville, Fla, 317 W. Forsythe St.

incinnati O., 331 East 5th St.

Bufi'alo, Y., Jose h Straus .8: Sons Co.

Kansas City, Mo., axwell-ancoe Auto Co.

Dayton 0., Borderwisch & Clancy Auto

mobil’e C0. _

Des Moincs, Iowa, Automobile & Supply Co.

Sioux Qit , Iowa, Wm.

Warwrc '

‘ Porto Rico, 32 Marina,

San Juan.

Tampa. Fla., ames Bros.

Watertown, . Y., War

ner Automobile Co.

Springfield, Mass., Cei

sel Automobile Co.
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The Purchase of An Automobile

has become a purely business transaction in which the

’ returns in satisfactory service, reliability and

economy of maintenance are balanced against the

investment.

From the standpoints of economiCal maintenance,

absolute reliability and minimum depreciation in

market value, the

Kama:
stands preeminently the gilt-edge investment of the

ll industry, a position won and held through years of

satisfactory service.

 
 

The 1908 models mark the nearest approach to

mechanical perfection ever attained.

I Our advance catalog, now ready, will show you

how and why and a demonstration will convince.

1 Both are at you service. Write today or see the

' ' nearest Rambler representative.

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

CHICAGO MILWAUKEE BOSTON PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO

Representatives in All Leading Cities
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KANE CLAIMS III-I WAS "STUNG"

Purchased a “Guaranteed” Second Hand

Car and Trouble Followed—Now

Wants His Money Back.

The Times Square Automobile Co., New

York, which on occasion is said to have

caused the rival firm of Morris & Ginsberg

'to turn green for envy, has been made the

defendant in a suit of the sort which caused

their 'rivals to be advertised by many “lov

.ing friends." John 1. Kane, of Brooklyn, is

'the plaintiff in the case, and his tale does not

differ greatly from those of others who

have bought not wisely nor well.

The Times Square~concern deals in job

lots and second hand cars and also cars,

the manufacturers of which, for various

reasons, prefer to be sold outside the usual

channels. The Times Square people are

wise in their generation and know how to

talk of “guarantees” or “warranty” in just

the right way at just the right time, and

otheiwise to drive a bargain in effective

style.

Kane was attracted by one of their allur

ing advertisements and, of course, he was

duly impressed by the conversational guar

antees. He bases his suit on an alleged

breach of warranty and seeks damages to

the amount of $2,678.45, made up of $1,200

as the first cost of the car he purchased,

and the balance for repairs. Mr. Kane is

an old and well known resident of Brook

lyn. In his complaint he states that he went

to the defendant company on or about April

last to buy a second-hand touring car. He

had seen the company's advertisements, he

said, that appeared in the newspapers, and

was shown a beautiful car at the company's

place of business. This car, he was in

formed, he says, had cost $3,000 and had

only been run 500 miles. It was in first—

class condition, he says he was told, and

had only been in use for three months.

There was some bargaining as to price.

and Kane made the indirect acquaintance of

the stern, but finally-relenting, owner who

so often figures in sales made at “second

hand cmporiums." He says he was told that

the owner wanted $1,800 for the car, but he

was finally told he could have it for $1,200.

He paid for it, and, he alleges, it broke

down five times on the way over to Brook—

lyn. He says that the car has been in the

repair shop most of the time since he had

it, except when it was breaking down with

him somewhere in an out-of-the-way place.

He has got a good car now, he says, but

it cost him more than the price of a new

one.

In his prayer for relief the plaintiff asks

that the defendant corporation be compelled

to take back the car and refund the pur

chase money, together with thc sums he has

laid out for repairs.

Dolson Finally Forced to the Wall.

The prolonged financial straits of the

Dolson Automobile Co., Charlotte, Mich.,

culminated on Friday last, 15th inst., in the

filing of a voluntary petition in bankruptcy.

Three Chicago creditors with claims aggre

gating $1,000 are responsible for the peti

tion being filed. The book value of the as

sets are said to aggregate more than $250,

000, with unsecured indebtedness amounting

to about $140,000. C. B. Hathaway, repre

senting the Muncie Automobile Parts Com

pany of Muncie, Ind., has been made cus—

todian of the plant pending the appoint

ment of a trustee.

Receivership Marks Okey’s Quick Finish.

As the result of failure to meet notes for

$3,000, C. M. Chittenden, the surety for the

paper, on Thursday last, applied for the ap

pointment of a receiver for the Okey M0<

tor Car Co., Columbus, Ohio. Chittenden

also alleged that the company’s liabilities

exceeded its assets. The court named

George W. Smith receiver. The Okey com

pany was organized only in January last

with $25,000 capital, but if ever it actually

built any cars they did not get very far

from Columbus.

'I'IIE WAYS 0F THE PROM0'I‘ER

One of the Conspicuous Examples of Means

Used to Attract Investors—Impressive

Language and Figures.

The “ways of a man with a maid” are

probably as queer to-day as they were in

Solomon's day, but they are as nothing

compared with the ways of the promoter

with the “golden opportunity." Such un

heard of stores of optimism as he has to

draw upon must create envy among the

down hearted, but it will be cheering, in

deed, for automobile manufactures in gen

eral to learn that while they have been wor

rying over their business problems they

have been making money hand over fist, no

matter what their books may show. No

less an authority than the Carter Motor Car

Corporation, of Detroit, Mich., and Wash

ington, D. C., for instance, incidental to

preparing the minds of its "prospects" for

stock purchase, makes the following state

ment as to conditions in the automobile

' trade:

“The purchase of automobile stock is a

plain, commercial proposition, not a spec—

ulation. One automobile company is paying

annually $1,500,000 in profits and is mak

ing millions for its stockholders. Several

automobile concerns are paying from 100

to 300 per cent. on but recent investments,

while all other automobile companies are

paying from 10 to 300 per cent. dividends.

The man who invested $1,000 in an automo

bile company only eight years ago, now has

a snug fortune of $200,000, and is receiving

in annual dividends the sum of $25,000."

The feature of the Carter's promised

product is the equipment of two engines

per car. Just the manner in which this

brilliant conception came to the inventor

is dwelt upon interestingly and to some

length in the company's literature. It can

not well fail to be of interest to the now

pitiful single engine makers and devotees,
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as showing by what fortune they came thus

to be put in a hole. Listen to it:

“Despite the fact that rapid transit an

nihilates distance, from time immemorial

throughout the endless succession of cen

turies, the inventive genii of the world have

failed to rise to the demands of trade and '

commerce, merely seeking an acme of trans

portation within the time-worn limitations.

Finally the n0i5y nineteenth century rail

road car, a cold, methodical,

proposition, whether engine or cable driven

devoid of ethical interest save as a mere

mode of transportation, made its appear

ance. Following rapidly came electrical

systems for rail and vehicle, and finally the

automobile, outdistancing all predecessors

with its powerful yet single engine; still the

eminence of perfection was not quite

reached, one more step forward seemed re

quisite ere the crowning height would be

attained.

“Great epochs of history are conserved by

notable dates honored and celebrated

throughout the civilized world; to-day's

transpirings but enrich the field of future

memory. As the Fourth of July, 1776, com

memorates our absolution from the thral

dom of monarchy, so hereafter will the

nineteenth of May, 1905, be remembered as

the birth of an epoch of transportation un

paralleled in the history of the world, the

day upon which Howard 0. Carter con

ceived the acme of motor car perfection,

the now famous Carter Two-Engine auto

mobile.

“On May 19, 1905, when miles from home,

’mid moaning pines and grim-visaged rocks,

upon a road suffering from a generous out

pouring of Jupiter Pluvius, Mr. Howard 0.

Carter, the inventor of the now famous Car

ter two-engine car, found himself com

pletely at the mercy of a balky engine which

no amount of coaxing could satisfy. Com

pletely fatigued and thoroughly disgusted

with the unavailing efforts to continue the

trip homeward, the inevitable was accepted,

and, after a weary trudge to an electric line,

relief and civilization were finally reached.

“The humiliation of the event had so

worked upon the hospitality of the gallant

host that the ‘mother of invention' came

to the rescue. The conception came, it be

gan to grow, and, like Mr. Finney’s turnip,

made famous by Longfellow, it grew and

it grew, until to-day we present to the mo

toring public and to the world the concep

tion perfected, the Carter two~engine auto

mobile. Henceforth, when the host of any

autoing party seeks his way through the

wilds of the mountain canyons, or winds

along the beautiful shores of a river or lake.

whether in mid-day or at midnight, he will

be absolutely certain of reaching his jour

ney’s end, because never more will he pin

his faith to a poor single-engine car.

“After weeks of unremitting toil, despite

seeming insurmountable obstacles and the

derisivcuess of auto ‘cxperts,’ the theory of

a two-engine car was reduced to a practical

working model which possessed indisputa~

mechanical '

ble points of advantage over all other

makes, embracing qualifications absolutely

unattainable by others. This triumph

caused the so-called 'expcrts’ to view with

wonderment this marvel of the auto age.

The success in inventive achievement was

enhanced when without the disallowance of

a single count Mr. Carter received upon his

invention exceedingly broad patents, there

by insuring to him the reward of his labor

and genius.

“As the moth flies to‘ the flame so now

did the scoffer and capitalist alike seek Mr.

Carter. Without solicitation numerous fiat

tering offers were made for the control 0i

his patents; but, considering the faithful

ness of the few, who in the early days of

doubtfulness, when success hung in the bal

ance, were ‘friends in need’ and who should

share in the glories of victory, n0ne were

accepted. The formation of an independent

company was deemed preferable. Accord

ingly, upon conservatively laid plans, the

Carter Motor Car Corporation was organ

ized and subsequently incorporated under

the laws of South Dakota. The capital

stock was placed at $2,000,000, with the par

value of the shares within the reach of all,

namely, $1.00. "‘ * *

“As great oaks from little acorns grow,

so from a modest beginning the future

seemed destined to eclipse the most san

guine anticipations of the few who had

thrown their lot with the vicissitudes of

motor car construction. Buckling to a

strenuous stock selling campaign, for the

purpose of erecting a factory in the vicin

ity of Washington, the public soon became

aware of the pecuniary advantages in the

owning of Carter Motor Car Corporation

stock, and without hesitancy there was in

augurated a tide of rapid purchase in blocks

ranging from 50 to 5,000 shares. The orig

inal quotation of 50 cents per share met

with popular approval. This campaign of

personal solicitation developed so satisfac

torily, a broader plan of publicity was de

cidcd upon and in the Washington press of

January 13, 1907, there appeared the first

advertisement offering our stock to the gen

eral public at the above quoted price. The

result was magical. Inquiries and applica

tions for options began to pour into the

offices of the company. Not alone were the

responses local, but from far distant States,

even Canada and far away Cuba. The fu

ture was assured.

“The field before us is unlimited. As yet

it has been practically untouched by auto

makers, and the success of our company

therefore is doubly assured. The extreme

unreliability of single-engine cars has been

the bugbear in the motoring world. It is

just that difficulty we have surmounted.

Observing this fact, our order list from

prospective purchasers of cars (of every

description) is growing daily—the output

for the current season having been entirely

sold.

“In each>and every statement herewith

made, either of fact or by comparison, we

have endeavored to hew to the line of truth,

letting the chips of disconcertion for our

competitors fall where they may. We in

vite the closest scrutiny of both our car

and our claims, whether it be a stock or

machine purchasing proposition, feeling no

hesitancy as to the outcome."

Stock purchase, incidentally, carries with

it the privilege of in turn selling stock on

commission to one’s friends.

Interior Refinements in Closed Cars.

The interior refinements that have been

evolved in closed cars recently is well il

lustrated in the case of the Quinby bodies,

all of which now are supplied with individ

ual card cases for man and wife, cases for

stationery, a fountain pen, a note book and

a clock. Not a few other limousines have

been fitted with complete toilet and mani

cure sets and individual lunch sets to say

nothing of speaking tubes, electric lights

and other conveniences, while Quinby &

Co. have also built several big bodies which,

in addition to all the other appointments,

include lavatory and toilet accommodations

with running water and a large mirror oc

cupying half the roof, which may be let

down when milady desires to discover

whether her hat is on straight or whether

her nose requires a dab of powder.

Maxwell’s Belief in Alcohol Fuel.

J. D. Maxwell, of the Maxwell-Briscoe

Co., is so firmly convinced that alcohol will

be the automobile fuel of the future that he

has set aside a special building at the Tar

rytown factory, in which experiments are

carried on, and has placed a large order for

denatured alcohol with a Tacoma concern

which is beginning the manufacture of in

dustrial alcohol from sawdust, a raw mate

rial that is obtained practically without ex

pense in the lumber regions of Washington.

Mr. Maxwell has also designed a special

carburetter, which when applied to Maxwell

cars will vaporize gasolene, kerosene or

alcohol with equal facility. '

What Impressed President Studebaker.

J. M. Studebaker, president of the Stude

baker Co., who recently returned from

abroad, states that the two things which

most impressed him were the number of

enclosed cars in use and the number of

American tourists who were driving Amer

ican cars. Of the high grade cars he saw

on the roads, Mr. Studebaker believes that

at least two-thirds of them were fitted with

enclosed bodies.

General Machinery Co. Succeeds Smalley.

The Smalley Motor Works, Bay City,

Mich., disposed of recently at a receiver's

auction for $26,250, has been reorganized as

the General Machinery Co_ The stock

holders clccted G. W. Ames, N, A. Eddy, C.

F. Eddy, and E. C. wen, directors, who in

turn elected Ewen president, C. F, Edy

vice~president, and N. A. Eddy secretary“

treasurer.
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IN THE RETAIL WORLD.

Edward Mallory, John McCammon and

Eber Hotchkiss have opened a garage at

Topeka, Kas.

The Whitten & Gilmour Co., which re

' cently was formed to handle the Thomas car

in Boston, has established itself at 909

Boylston street.

The St. Paul Motor Vehicle Co., 184

\Vestern avenue, St. Paul, Minn., suffered a

slight fire on November 11th. The blaze

was extinguished after it had scorched one

car.

W. M. Jenkins & Co., Boston agents for

the Mitchell, have moved from 304 Colum

bus avenue to No. 268 on the same avenue.

More elbow room made the change neces

sary.

Five cars were destroyed in a fire that

gutted the stable building owned by M. W.

\Yhitncy & Co., at Albany, N, Y., Sunday

last, 17th inst. The total loss was over

$50,000.

Luce & Banks, of Grand Rapids, have

sold their North Division street garage to

\V_ S. Farrant. The new owner has taken

the agency for the Ford, formerly handled

by the Richmond-Jarvis Co.

E. A. Grady and Victor Mills have pur

chased the garage and business formerly

conducted at 413 Santa Fe avenue, Pueblo,

Col, by E. A. Griggs. The new owners will

continue the business as heretofore.

George F, Kehew has entered the retail

trade in Chicago, having secured the agency

for the Pope-Hartford. The Orlando F.

\\"ebcr Co., which previously handled that

car, will devote itself wholly to the Pope

Toledo.

The Times Square Automobile Co. has

found New York City too narrow for its

operations. In consequence, the company

has opened a branch for the selling of sec

ond hand cars at 309-311 Michigan avenue,

Chicago. 1

A negro porter employed at the garage of

the Acme Automobile Co., 3044 Olive street,

St. Louis, never again will attempt to scrub

the floor with gasolene. He knows the dif

ference between it and water now. A vis

itor to the garage dropped a match in a pool

on the floor while William was scrubbing

out, thinking a puddle of water was the

safest place to drop a match. The employes

and firemen succeeded in getting $50,000

worth of cars out of the garage before much

damage was caused.

Factory for Each Maxwell Type.

Despite the practical completion of the

big Maxwell-Briscoe plant at Newcastle,

1nd., it appears that there is no likelihood

of the immediate or entire abandonment of

the factory at Tarrytown, N. Y., where, in

deed. a 350-foot addition is in course of

erection. Following a visit of Benj. Bris

coe to Newcastle, it is announced that the

plant at that point will be devoted to the

two-cylinder Maxwell and the Tarrytown

works to the four cylinder model, while the

runabouts will be built at Pawtucket, R. I.

Berg Seeks to Block the Transfer.

Charles Berg, a stockholder oif the Com

mercial Truck Company of America, Phil

adelphia, has filed a bill in equity to re

strain the officers of the company from con

veying its plant in Blairrcounty to 11. S.

Kerbaugh, Incorporated. Berg declares

that the officers of the company, despite

his protest, passed a resolution authorizing

the conveyance of the plant, Kerbaugh

agreeing to deliver to the Commercial Com

pany $100,000 worth of stock of the concern.

Berg insists that the property is worth far

more and that the officers had no legal

power to authorize the conveyance and that

this is vested in the stockholders.

St. Louis Personal Property for Sale.

The trustee for the St. Louis Motor Car

Co., Peoria, 111., is inviting bids for the pur

chase of the tangible personal property of

the bankrupt. The property includes ma

chinery, office fixtures, raw material and

several finished and unfinished automobiles.

Tenders will be received up to November

22. Meanwhile the referee is taking tes

timony on the claim of Sears & Burgess,

former agents in Chicago for the St. Louis

car, who seek to recover $8,000 for com

missions and alleged damage.

Duplex Ignition is Short Circuited.

Following the filing of a petition in bank

ruptcy, John Grunberg has been appointed

receiver for the Duplex Ignition Co., mak

ers of spark plugs, etc., at 307A West

Thirty-sixth street, New York; The chief

petitioning creditor was Fritz Lowenstein,

president of the concern, whose claim for

money advanced amounts to $1,075. Leo

Lowenstein is the secretary-treasurer.

Pratt Out of the Cadillac.

J. Elmer Pratt, for so many years W. E.

Metzger’s right hand man in the sales de

partment of the Cadillac Motor Car Co.,

Detroit, has resigned his office and for a

while at least purposes indulging his pen

chant for life in the open. Pratt is such a

hard, earnest worker, however, that he

scarcely is likely to long remain out of har

ness.

Willyoung Absorbed by Westchester.

The Westchester Appliance Co. has taken

over the Willyoung Appliance Co., of Yon

kers, N. Y., makers of ignition specialties.

etc. The new concern, which was incorpor

ated last week under New York laws, with

capital stock of $125,000, will continue the

business at the old stand.

Leather Goods Go up in Flames.

The plant of the Leather Tire Goods Co.,

Newton Upper Falls, Mass., of which Wood

ward Bros, are the proprietors, was de

stroyed by fire last week. The loss aggre

gates $50,011).

THE WEEK'S INCORPORATIONS.

Beloit, Wis.—Beloit Automobile Club, un

der Wisconsin laws, with no capital, Cor

porators—F. M. Strong, L. F. Bennett, W.

A. Goss, and H. M. Vale.

New York City, N. Y.—Manhattan Taxi—

metcr Co., under New York laws, with $5,

000 capital. Corporators—Cecil P. Stewart,

Arthur A. Stewart, and Arthur Cleve, all of

New York City,

Newark, N. J.—National Automobile

Transit Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$25,000 capital; to deal in automobiles. Cor

porators—VV. S. Muchmore, W'illiam Loch

enberg and Lorenzo Habby,

Buffalo, N, Y—-—Thomas Motor cab Co,

under New York laws, with $50,000 capital;

to manufacture automobile cabs. Corpor

ators—E. R. Thomas, Edwin L. Thomas

and Arthur Z. Mitchell, all of Buffalo.

Springfield, Mass—Bullard Specialty Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $100,000 cap

ital; to make speed registering instruments.

Corporators—J. H_ Bullard, president; A.

C. Fairbanks, treasurer, both of Springfield.

New York City, N. Y.—Hillside Motor

Car Co., under New York laws, with $40,

000 capital. Corporators—Joseph A. Jones,

115 Palmetto street, Brooklyn; Marion S.

Sears, 88 Madison avenue, New York City;

Robert McC. Robinson, Jamaica, N. Y.

Yonkers, N. Y.—VVestchester Appliance

Co., under New York laws, with $125,000

capital; to manufacture ignition appliances.

Corporators—William H. Cornell, M. Case

well Heine, 76 William street; John L.

Lockwood, 60 Wall street, all of New York

City.

New York City, N. Y.—National Taxicab

Co., under New York laws, with $25,000

capital; Corporators—W .Bernard Vance,

128 Willoughby avenue, Brooklyn; George

A. Knoblich, 198 Broadway; Woodford

Mowbry, 251 Washington avenue, New York

City.

Cedarhurst. N. Y.-—American Battery Co.,

under New York laws, with $200,000 capv

ital; to manufacture batteries of all kinds.

Corporators—W. H. Orr. 230 East 179 the

street, New York: 1. T. Kortz, 297 Waverly

avenue, and H. F. Rhatigan, 424 Prospect

place. Brooklyn.

Studebaker Branch in Philadelphia.

The Studebaker Bros, Co. of New York

have established a branch house in Phil

adelphia for the handling of the Studebaker

cars, both gasolene and electric. It will be

in charge of A. J. King, who formerly was

connected with the Keystone Automobile

C0. of Philadelphia.

Fire Damages Two Dayton Firms.

Fire last week in the Stoddard building.

Dayton, Ohio. caused some damage to the

plants of the Dayton Motor Car Co., and

the Kinsey Mfg. Co. The loss. however,

was slight, not exceeding $5.000 in each

case. The fire was caused by a live wire.
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ModelM .

4-Passenger ‘ *

Roadster

OTHER MODELS AT $3,500, $3.750, $4,000, $4,200 and $5,000.

All Models are of the APPERSON JACKRABBIT QUALITY

Space C-l Chicago Show, November 30 to December 7.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company, 522.59%. '2‘};

S. B. BOWMAN AUTO CO. DEALERS BAZILLE AUTO CO., _

225 West 49th St., New York, N. Y. St: Paul, Minn.

FRED 5. SMITH, 105. F. GUNTHER CO., _ 10$. 1. MANDERY,

38 Columbus Ave., Boston. 1240 Michi an Ave., Chicago, Ill. Rochester N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA AUTO CO., DIAMOND MOT R CAR CO., ALBANY GARAGE ('30.. -

338 North Broad St., Philadelphia. Los Angeles, Cal. Albany, N. Y.

 

 

 

  

 

Don’t Ask Us

Ask the men who make the good cars their reasons for using ‘

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS

and then you will understand WHY

of all the cars exhibited at the of all the cars exhibited at the

Madison Square Garden Show 0 Madison Square Garden Show

were equipped with

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS

and this in addition to a showing of

of all the makers who exhibited at

49% the Grand Central Palace Show

Each year sees more and more users added to the list and the beauty of it is

last year’s users are this year’s users.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Canton, Ohio

Eastern Branch—10 E. 3lst St., New York. Western Branch—429 Wabash Ave., Chica

Exhibiting at Chicago Coliseum and 7th Regiment Armory Show, December.
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The Chicago Show Numbers of the Motor

World will bear dates November 28 and De

cember 5.

Concerning Double Ignition.

\Vith the generally increased use of dou—

ble ignition as applied to cars of the better

class, a question naturally arises as to

whether the advantage gained is sufficient

Evi

neg

to repay the added cost of equipment.

dently it has been answered in the

ative by a number of makers, inasmuch

as their magneto equipments are made only

on specification. Others, who specify the

magneto with the regular equipment of the

car also make it a practice to include the

battery or accumulator and coil service,

without extra cost to the purchaser.

Except for the magneto and the use of

double wiring, the additional cost of the

complete double ignition is not significant.

That is to say the increase in cost of one

set of spark plugs and high tension leads is

The

question to be decided then, is as to whether

not of material importance in itself.

the magneto is sufficiently reliable to war—

rant its application without the use of an

accessory equipment as a standby, and

whether the so-called double ignition really

proves in practice to provide the actual du

plicate system it.promises.

On this point, there is reason for grave

doubts.

plugs are in use, the idle set, being con

For where two sets of sparking

stantly exposed to the play of oil and soot

in the cylinders without the clarifying in

fluence of the spark, is liable to foul, and

in road service generally is found to be out

of order when its service is required. This

being the case the process of shifting from

one set of ignition to the other involves

more than the simple throwing of the mas

ter switch. In fact, it usually involves the

removal and cleaning of one or more of the

plugs which have been standing idle.

Where a single set of plugs is used with

two possible sources of primary current, on

the other hand no such difficulty exists.

Plug trouble is discernable at once, since

the same sort of failure developed with one

source, holds good when the other is tried.

A brief test at the terminal connections on

the motor, or on the coil box then is suffi

cient to locate the seat of trouble absolute

More than that,

while the cost of secondary wiring is not of

ly and beyond question.

material significance where large and well

equipped cars are under consideration, the

complication which it involves is of some

little moment. Hence, all things considered,

the double plug system may be considered

as not being altogether advantageous, and

indeed, superfluous.

As to the question of reliability, several

years of abundant use of the high tension

magneto, and the low tension arrangement

used in connection with the high tension

transformer, has given ample assurance of

the suitability of either

continuous and rigorous service.

arrangement for

Its suita

The

difficulty of starting the motor under mag

bility may no longer be questioned.

neto ignition, however, gives sufficient rea

son for applying the extra battery service

to cars of large power, and in which no

question of economy of first cost enters.

As a standby, batteries are not altogether

satisfactory in this connection, since their

lower current capacity is not always sufii—

cient to produce a good spark in plugs

which have been supplied with magneto cur-'

rent for any length of time. Either system

is satisfactory in itself, and either is suit

able by itself.

the double considerable,

would hardly seem to be sufficient to com

The additional security of

system, while

pensate for the cost of equipment, how

ever, except in such cases as already men

tioned, where economy is not a material

consideration.

The Matter of Bank Credits.

At this time, when tight money is the rule,

almost anything that promises to relieve the

It follows that a

“fall street view of the conditions existing

tension is of interest.

in the automobile industry merits at least

some notice. A view of the sort is con

tained in a bulletin issued by a firm of Wall

street accountants, which treats the sub

ject with intelligence and which so far as

the matter of credits is concerned, says:

“One of the gravest mistakes of many

concerns in the automobile industry has

been in attempting to operate on too small

working capital, Many such companies

have been started with insufficient invested

capital, sometimes because of the actual lack

of capital and sometimes because of the

lack of information as to the large capital

requirements necessary to insure success in

the automobile industry.

“Starting with insufficient invested cap

ital, demands for additional capital have rap

idly increased and the concerns have found

it necessary'to secure outside aid to protect

the integrity of their investment and handle

an increased volume of business.

“In many instances, they have made the

mistake of borrowing funds instead of tak

ing capitalists into partnership, their desire

being to retain as large a share of the an

This has re

sulted in the danger of a large floating debt

——current liabilities far in excess of current

assets.

ticipatcd profits as possible.

There was a time when it was com

paratively easy to secure large investors in

almost any concern in the automobile line.

To

concerns who are over-extended we would

To-day it is far more difficult. those

advise the early retirement of their current

liabilities, even at a sacrifice.

“On the other hand, there are many con

cerns who are entitled to reasonable bank

accommodation, and who could use such

funds safely and to profitable advantage.

Banks are slow to encourage new indus

tries by credit extension and many automo

bile manufacturers have found it difficult

to negotiate loans to the extent they believe
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their bank balance and credit entitle them.

As the whole

gresses in conservative administration and

automobile industry pro

strengthened financial position, and as bank—

ers familiarize themselves with the condi

tions of this line of business, the easier will

it become to secure propore bank credit_

“The best policy for the individual man

ufacturer seeking credit, is to shape up his

financial position, systemize his business

methods and thoroughly organize his fac

tory. The careful examination of the books

and affairs and report thereon by a reputa- I

ble professional accounting firm, preferably
i the

tends to gain the necessary confidence of

bankers.”

Of course the obvious object of the bul

specialists in automobile industry,

letin is to secure employment for the “pro

fessional accounting firm” that issued it,

but whether or not the services of a con

cern of the sort will prove a short cut to

extension of credit, there is no doubt that

there is much of sage counsel embodied in

its views.

 

Is It a Sport or a Business?

It is not strange that the all powerful

Amateur Athletic Union has put up the

bars against the American Automobile As

It was almost

inevitable that the first time-his standing

should be called into question that the A.

A, A. “amateur” would receive his proper

sociation type of "amateur."

brand. I I

Sport is sport, it matters not what imple

ment may be used in its pursuit and the

man who engages in it for the money it

may net him, or who places himself on the

same level with the cash ,chaser, has no

right to the title amateur.

sional and should be so stamped and the

attempt of the A. A. A. to close its eyes

to the fact is as condemnable as its effort

He is a profes

to set up a caste definitionvby making, not

racing for cash, ,but the nature of a man’s

occupation, the chief distinction between

professionalism and amateurism. That sort

of thing- savors of snobbery in its Worst

It might be rather embarrassing for

pitted

against his former chauffeur, or some other

form.

a man of means to find himself

man's chauffeur, but to hold that he may

so compete and yet remain an amateur,

while the workingman is, ipse facto, a pro

fessional, is ridiculousness of the side-split

ting sort.

The so-called “gentleman amateur" long

since so thoroughly merged with the misty

past that he is part resurrection. The ama

teur definition applies to all men without dis

tinction of whatever sort and the sooner

the A_ A. A. realizes the fact the better

it will be for the sport .of automobiling and

the less its own position will be comprom

Pos—

sibly the action of the Amateur Athletic

Union may assist in quickening the A. A.

As the A. A. A. rules them

selves further declare a professional to be

ised and made appear inconsistent.

A. conscience.

one who has been so stamped by other gov

erning bodies and as the rules of all such

bodies make competing for cash or against

professionals the chief foundations of pro

fessionalism, the fact that the A. A, A. prac

tically "outlaws" all who engage in com

petitions under its own provisions is mani

fest to any man with half an eye, and

shows the full inconsistency of its position.

Because a millionaire who desired to pose

:s an amateur sportsman and yet despite his

unlimited resources wailed that “automo

bile sport is expensive," and urged there

fort that

sary—because this sort of alleged ama

teur had to do with moulding the A. A. A.

rule

money prizes were HCCCS

is no sound reason for its contin

uance. There is no disgrace in racing for

money. The shame of it is in permitting the

men who want it or who need it, and who

race for it, to masquerade as amateurs.

There is further shame in that A, A. A.

rule which legalizes the use of assumed

names in order, if they find it necessary, that

competitors may deceive their families or

life insurance companies, or both. ,

Automobile competition is either a, sport

or a business and the distinction should be

made clear. It is assumed that the A, A.

A. considers it to be a sport, and if this as

sumptiou is correct, it should be placed on

the basis of sport, of which amateurism is

When the A.

A. A. performs that act, it is likely to dis

cover that the sport will become not the pur

the fundamental principle.

suit of the tradesman, but a pastime for the

private owner, who is its bulwark and who

should be encouraged by every means pos—

sible, but whose interest now is wet-blan~

keted by the rules that offer him no in

ducement and afford him small chance for

successful competition.

Motor Print certainly knows good things

when it sees them, butavhen so very many

of them are “lifted” from the columns of

the Motor World it would seem that the

re-Print’s conscience would be pricked suffi—

  

COMING EVENTS‘I

 

November 26, 27, 28, Chicago, Ill.-—Chi

cago Motor Club's three days' 600-rnile re

liability run.

November 28, Wilmington, N. C.—Auto

mobile races on Wrightsville beach.

November 28, Riverside. Cal.—Annual

hill climbing contest on Box Springs hill.

November ISO-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers’ first annual exhibition of commercial

motor vehicles in 7th Regiment Armory.

November 30-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers’ Annual show in Coliseum and First

Regiment Armory.

December 7-14, San Francisco, Cal.—-Au

tomobile Dealers' Association of Califor

nia’s second annual show in the Coliseum.

December 9-14, Detroit, Mich—Detroit

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s show at

Wolff’s pavilion.

December 14-21, St. Louis, Mo.—St. Louis

Manufacturers’ and Dealers’ second annual

show in Jai Alai building.

January 14-18, Hartford, Conm—Hart

ford Automobile Dealer’s Association’s

annual show in Foot Guard Hall.

February 10-15, Detroit, Mich.—Tri-State

Automobile and Sportsmen's Association's

show in Light Guard Armory.

March 9-14, Buffalo, N. Y.—Automobile

Club of Buffalo’s show.

April 4-11, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association show in Du

quesne Garden.
 

 

ciently to give credit where credit is due,

say at least once in a hundred cases. It

may be very kind to regularly "borrow"

page after page of matter and to hold it un—

til it is thoroughly seasoned—or half forgot

ten—but then to parade it under big black

headlines as the product of professors or

engineers with high sounding and fanciful

names is—well, “2 mutch,” especially when

the practice is continued for a year or more.

rPress agents are very useful persons, but

receipt of an item of the kind impels us to

remark in all kindness that however im

pressive, it behooves the p. a. to leave un

heralded reports of fast performances be

tween New York and Philadelphia, or be

tween any other points entailing travel in

New Jersey. That State is possessed of a

lynx-eyed Commissioner of Motor Vehi

cles and publication of reports of the “sort”

are known ti; have attracted his attention

and to have made very much more than a

peek of trouble for several men in the trade.
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SEVEN MADE PERFECT SCORES

Fourteen Survivors in New jersey 24-Hour

Endurance Run—One of the Contest

ing Cars Destroyed by Fire.

Covering 472 miles over road that varied

in condition from the finest macadam to a

mere path across a swamp, without a re

pair or replacement, without involuntary

stop of engine and on schedule time is the

ute, and to keep to schedule during the

night was hard work. The other points

considered were: To stop motor between

controls without making an adjustment or

repair, 3 points per minute; to stop car on

last circuit without making repairs or ad

justments, 3 points per minute; to stop me

tor for purpose of making repairs or ad—

justments, 4 points per minute; to repair

car or make replacements with motor run

ning, 2 points per minute; to drive car in

a circle to delay passing final control, 2

 

 

  

SCENE AT THE FINISH, SHOWING NEWARK‘S INTEREST

notable record of seven cars in the 24-hour

endurance run promoted by the New Jer

sey Automobile and Motor Club, which fin

ished in Newark, N. 1., Saturday afternoon,

16th inst. The seven cars with perfect

scores and their drivers, were: Matheson,

John B, Ryall; Locomobile, R. A. Greene;

Oldsmobile, Ralph R. Owen; Frank

lin, F. C. Tinni, In; Thomas, Monta—

gue Roberts; Ford, A. T. Purcell, and

Haynes, R. G. *KeISey. The Haynes and

the Ford were runabouts; the other five

touring cars. The lucky seven cars that

finished will be awarded silver loving cups.

Of the 22 cars that started in the contest

Friday afternoon, fourteen survived the

twice-around-the-clock contest, the others

having been withdrawn 'for a variety of rea

sons.

Mayor Hausling, of Newark, fired the

starting gun that sent the first car, Ryall's

Matheson, on its way at 2 o’clock Friday

afternoon, and the others left at one min

ute intervals. There were thirteen touring

cars and nine runabouts, C. E. Johnston’s

Continental failing to put in an appearance.

This contest of the New Jersey organiza

tion was the most unique and undoubtedly

one of the most strenuous endurance con

tests that has ever been held in this coun

try. The drivers were required to keep

going continuously for 24 hours over a five

lap circuit. Arriving at a control more than

three minutes behind or ahead of schedule

meant a loss of two points for every min

‘ fect score.

and back to the club house. This circuit

was traversed five times.

Stories without number could be told

about the accidents and incidents, amusing

and serious, that went to make up the con

test, but none would surpass in interest the

tale of the late night and early morning

hours of Friday at the club house. All the

flotsam and jetsam of Newark that never

goes to bed, and hundreds of other persons

who do ordinarily, made a night of it. There

was ‘much that was fascinating about the

cars as they came in from the rounds, with

their powerful searchlights throwing

streams of white haze hundreds of feet

ahead, and then the bustle and activity in

cidental to filling tanks, clianging‘crews, and

so forth. Down in the grill fur-coated

drivers, student observers and officials,

snatched sandwiches and cups of cofi'ee

while their cars were being filled with gas

olene and oil, to be off again a minute later.

As the night lengthened and the changes

of drivers and crews Occurred, the scene

became more animated. At frequent inter

vals some belated motorist would stumble

into the sleeping room on the top floor,

'where thirty cots had been set, and drop

w (it? into slumber for a few hours.

' ' The most spectacular incident of the night

hours was when P. F, Gillette, finished the

second round in his Pullman, with a per

All the lamps of the car had

‘been extinguished and some helpers were

  

TYPICAL NEWARK CRO\VD AROUND A WINNING CAR

points. Double penalties were imposed

when the driVer received assistance in mak

ing repairs or adjustments,

The course was from the club house in

Newark to Bloomfield, ‘Glen Ridge, Mont

clair, Verona, Caldwell, Pine Brook, Par

sippanny, Denville, Dover, Kenvil, Mount

Freedom, Morristown, Benardsville, Far

Hills, Bedminster, Somerville, Bound

Brook, Plainfield, Springfield, Irvington,

filling the tanks with gasolene and oil. No

one knows how it happened, but suddenly

a sheet of flame burst from all sides of the

car. Peter L'aGreca, who was sitting in the

car at the time was pulled from the fiery .

furnace, but not before he was badly burned.

Gillette, who was superintending the fill

ing, also was burned about the hands. The

crowd fell back and not an instant too soon

for there was an explosion which sent a
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volume of fire toward the sidewalk. This

was the end, for the fire had consumed all

that was burnable about the car. Three

minutes later the fire department arrived

on the scene and extinguished what was left

of the blaze. The accident was lamentable

as Gillette had but recently started in busi

ness in Newark and the car was not in

was the case. The few hours between mid

night and sunrise marked the fall of not a

few cars from the perfect score position.

In attempting to pass a hay wagon on a bad

stretch of road between Mt. Freedom and

Morristown, the Marmon driven by L. H.

Roberts, got into a bog at the side of the

roadway and stuck. Attempts to get the

   

ONE OF THE CAUSES OF PBNALIZATION

surcd, which means to him a loss of $2,000.

As the drivers arrived news of incidents

on the course was brought in. Several of

the contestants reported that an obvious at

tempt to wreck the cars had occurred at

Denville during the night. A short distance

beyond Fox Hill grade crossing, where

the road winds in and out of the scrub land,

some persons evidently placed long tree

trunks across the road at intervals of two

feet. These, averaging in thickness about

four to six inches, were laid at a point in

the road where there is a sharp turn and

a deep gulley just beyond. J. A. Hopson,

driving the Oldsmobile “Mud Lark,” was

the first to discover the obstruction. Hop

son had lost considerable time on account

of tire trouble and was way behind the

other cars at Denville. At the point men

tioned the searchlights revealed something

in the road ahead and Hopson braked as

quickly as possible, but not before the car

had passed over the first piece of timber.

Running slowly another log was encoun

tered a few yards further on and then a

whole mass of logs laid dovetail fashion

across the road. When the car reached the

Denville Hotel Hopson sent a telegram to

-the club house and a car full of officials

went out and cleared the road. Other driv

crs reported that they had seen the ob

struction in time to avoid accident.

After daylight the rounds were unevent

ful, but previous to that just the opposite

stopped perforce. Dr. I. Finley Bell, in

the Hewitt runabout, experienced the same

predicament. He had a perfect score for

one lap until the tank went dry.

I. M. Uppercue, in the four-cylinder Cad

illac, came near having a serious accident,

when he mistook the signals of some men

with lanterns, and instead of taking the

right angle turn near Somerville continued

straight ahead; the car bumped into a high

bank. One of the wheels was smashed, and

the time required to get a new one caused

the car to lose 1,098 points. The little single

cylinder Cadillac entered by Uppercue and

driven by I, D. Plank, covered itself with

glory. It has been a figure in several en

durance contests and was plugging bravely

along in this until it bumped into a tree and

the engine stopped long enough to entail

a loss of three points. This was the only

mark against it.

A brief summary will show what hap

pened to the other cars that either did not

finish or that were penalized. Hopson's

Oldsmobile had clutch trouble on the first

round and was penalized 12 points, while

ignition trpubles caused the withdrawal of

Charles Fleming’s Maxwell. The other two

Maxwells, driven respectively by J. W. Ma

son and Dan Nichols, also did not finish.

A babbit burned from the bearing of Ma

son’s car on the first lap, due to lack of lu

brication, and Nichols, after finishing four

laps with a perfect score was compelled to

quit'because a leaky radiator developed. P,

 

  

MRS. M. H. RICKEY, THE ONLY WOMAN CONTESTANT

car out of the ooze were fruitless and final

ly the machine had to be pulled out by a

pair of horses. It had a perfect score up

to that time, but was withdrawn after the

accident. Mrs. M. H. Rickey, in the other

Marmon, was penalized 341 points when

the car ran out of gasolenc and the motor

H, Johnson, Grout, had no points against

him for two laps, and then lost 107 points

for accidentally stopping the engine while

repairing a chain. William Mazzaco’s

Mitchell lost 105 points through coil and.

other trouble. E. Cooley’s and E. H. Cad

mus’s Mitchells were both withdrawn, the
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former on account of the breaking of a

truss rod and the latter because of engine

trouble. Fisher's Autocar lost 76 points

from a broken spark plug and minor trou

  

bles. The summary:

Penalization

Car. Driver. Points.

*Matheson, John B. Ryall . . . . . . . . . .. 0

1'Haynes, R. G. Kelsey, J. Calhoun.. .. 0

*Oldsmobile, Ralph Owen . . . . . . . . .. 0

*Locomobile, R. A. Greene .. 0

TFord Six, A. T. Purcell . . . . . . . . . . .. 0

"Franklin, F. C, Hinni, Jr., C. L. Ed

son . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

1'Thomas, Montague Roberts . . . . . . .. 0

*Cadillac, I. S. Plank . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

*Oldsmobile, J. A. Hopson . . . . . . . . . . 12

'tAutocar, C. E. Fisher . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76

*Grout, P. H. Johnston . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 107

TMitchell, William Mazzaco . . . . . . . .. 105

*Marmon, Mrs, M. H. Rickey . . . . . . .. 341

'l'Cadillac, I. M. Uppercue . . . . . . . . . .. 1,098

*Maxwell, Charles Fleming .....withdrawn

~I‘Maxwell, J. W. Mason . . . . . . ..withdrawn

'l'Maxwell, Dan Nichols . . . . . . ..withdrawn

*Marmon, L. H. Roberts . . . . . . .withdrawn

fMitchell, E_ Cooley . . . . . . . . . ..withdrawn

*Mitchell, E. H. Cadmus . . . . . . . .withdrawn

*Pullman, P. F. Gillette . . . . . . . . . . ..burned

THewitt, J. F. Bell . . . . . . . . . . . ..withdrawn

* Touring car. 1' Runabout,

A, A. U. Bars A. A. A. “Amateurs.”

That the Amateur Athletic Union will

not accept the American Automobile As

sociation's “amateurs” who race for cash

and against professionals was made clear at

the annual meeting of the big athletic body

in New York on Monday last, 18th. The

subject was brought up on a point of in

formation raised by the delegate from the

Federation of American Motorcyclists,

which is allied with both of the other or

ganizations, and whose rather unusual po

sition was explained. The short discus

sion that ensued was followed by the adop

tion of a resolution instructing the regis

tration committees of the various A. A. U.

districts to refuse registration as amateurs

to all automobilists who may have raced

for cash or against professionals. As the

rules of the American Automobile Associa

tion make the occupation of the chauffeur

in itself an act of professionalism, and yet

permit “amateurs” to not only race for cash

but against hired drivers, the A A. U. reso

lution reaches further and affects more men

than appears on the surface.

Cobe Again Heads Chicago Club.

Election Day at the Chicago Automobile

Club passed off quietly without any arrests

being made for illegal voting. There was

no opposition, one ticket only benig in the

field, Ira M. Cobe, president, and F. H.

Pietxch, first vice-president, were re-elected,

and T. J. Hyman was elevated from treas

urer to second vice-president. N. H. Van

Sicklen succeeds Sidney Gorham as secre

tary, while Charles F. Gregory was chosen

treasurer, The board of directors consists

of John Farson, A. J. Banta, W. W. Shaw,

Claude Seymour, T. N. Koehler and F. D.

Countess,

MILE-A-MINUTE HILL-CLIMBING

Cedrino's Fast Time at Rhode Island Meet

—Six Events Contested—Burst Steam

Pipe Spoils a Finish.

Emmanuel Cedrino, driving a new 60

horsepower Fiat racing car, 'won the free

for-all class and established the fastest time

of the day at the sixth annual hill climb—

ing contest of the Rhodc Island Automo

bile Club at Riverpoint, a short distance

from Providence, R. I., last Saturday, 16th

inst. Knight's Hill, a half mile incline aver

aging 13 per cent. grade, was the scene of

action, and this Cedrino climbed in 30 sec

onds, just four seconds less than Blacking

ton, his runner-up, required to make the as

cent. Although Cedrino made the fastest

time the most glory went to J. \V. Grady,

whose hill climbing propensities have as

serted themselves in the past. In a stock

Pope-Toledo Grady won two events and

finished third in the free-for-all, and in the

latter his time was only seevn seconds

slower than that recorded for the Italian.

The day was ideal for the meet and the

hill was in good condition. The one bad

turn was banked so the cars, most of them,

rushed it without cutting out power. The

stone wall that follows the road on the

right going up was crowded with spectators,

and with several hundred persons stationed

at the finish, besides fifty or more automo

biles, the crowd was estimated at several

thousand. There were twenty-three en

tries but the officials worked in harmony

and with such precision that there were no

vexatious delays.

Dutee \V. Flint started the ball rolling by

winning the class for gasolenc cars costing

$1,000 and less from H. B. Hunt in 49 sec

onds. Both drove Ford runabouts. Two

Stanleys, driven respectively by Baldwin

and Blackington, made the going in the

touring car class for -steam cars, Baldwin

winning in 0:36%. These two men were the

only contestants in the steam runabout

class and Baldwin added another cup to his

shelf by finishing in five seconds faster than

in the previous event.

Three cars contested the class for gaso

lene cars under $3,000, a Pope-Hartford

with Grady at the wheel, a Ford with My

ers up, and a Pennsylvania which had

Sweeney in the driver’s seat. They fin

ished in this order, Grady in 37%, Myers in

44% and Sweeney in 55 seconds. In the

$5,000 and under class, Grady was timed

exactly the same as in the other event, to

the fifth part of a second. John L. Snow,

of Boston, in a Peerless, was the runner

up; his time was 42 seconds. In another

Peerless of higher power Snow won the

$5,000 and over, from Cral’ford, who manip

ulated a F. I, A. T. Their respective times

were 39 and 45% seconds.

What incidents there were happened in

the last event on the card—the free-for-all.

John Dower, in a Corbin, made the first

trial and gave the crowd momentary cause

for alarm when he skidded ofi’ the road,

rubbed along the stone wall and then bound

ed off. The car suffered no damage and

Dower finished in 38 seconds. Grady then

essayed to better Dower's time and he did,

by one second, but Blackington, who fol

lowed, clipped three seconds from Grady’s

figures. Baldwin in the other steam car

did not finish. He had planned to cut a

streak in the atmosphere that would put

his name down in hill climb history, and in

consequence had steam up to a bursting

pressure. Baldwin got away like a rocket,

negotiated the curves in a hair-raising man

ner and was on the final straight when the

car was suddenly enveloped in steam and

started to slide down hill. A pipe had

burst and Baldwin and his car were shoved

off the course. Cedrino was the last to

start and because of this he knew just how

fast to drive his car in order to win. He

made a spectacular run, but shut his power

ofi‘ before the finish and coasted across the

line. At that the watches gave him 30 sec

onds, the fastest time made at the meet,

and which is at the rate of a mile a minute

for uphill work. The summary follows:

Gasolene Cars Costing $1,000

and Less.

1 Dutee “7. Flint, Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:49

2 H. B, Rust, Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 02.56%

Steam Touring Cars with

Tonneau.

1 L. F. N. Baldwin, Stanley . . . . . . .. 0:36'

2 B. F. Blackington, Stanley . . . . . .. 0:40/5

Gasolene Cars Costing $3,000

and Less.

1 J, \V. Grady, Pope-Hartford . . . . . . 0:37

2 Myers, Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:44;;

3 Sweeney, Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . .. 0:55

Gasolene Cars Costingr $2,000

and L e s s.

1 Davis, Oldsmobile . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:491/5

2 I. O. Pugh, Corbin . . . . . . . . . . . . . “051%

Steam Runabouts.

l L. F. N. Baldwin, Stanley . . . . . .. 0:31-36

2 B_ F. Blackington, Stanlev . . . . . .. 0:33

Gasolene Cars Costing $5,000

and Less.

1 J. W. Grady, Pope-Hartford 0:37%

2 John L. Snow, Peerless ...,. . . . . .. 0:42

3 Calvin D. Snow, Stevens-Duryea.. 0:47

4 Sweeney, Pennsylvania . . . . . . . . . . . 050%

Gasolene Tourin Cars Cost

ing Over 5,000.

1 John L. Snow, Peerless . . . . . . . . .. 0:39

2 Crafi'ord, F, I. A. T . . . . . . . . .'. . . . .. 0:45‘/§

3 Congar, Stevens-Duryea . . . . . . . .. 0:51

Free-for-All.

l Emmanuel Cedrino, F. I. A. T.... 0:30

2 B7 F. Blackington, Stanley . . . . . .. 0.34

3 J. \V Grady, Pope-Hartford . . . . .. 0:37

4 Dower, Corbin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:38

5 L. F. N. Baldwin, Stanley . . . . . . . .. ——

It is of the utmost importance that the

bolts holding together the parts of a live

axle housing be drawn up to their full ca

pacity at all times. Any slackness may per~

mit a slight amount of play, which will al

ter the relation of the parts sufficiently to

cause undue wear, besides rendering them

liable to rupture.
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GETTING READY Fol! CHICAGO SHOW

Decorative Work Completed—Figures Dis

close Immensity of Exhibition—Ban

on Sub-Leasing Withdrawn.

Although the Chicago show will not open

its doors until November 30, the transform

ation of the Coliseum and armory buildings

which are to house it has already begun,

and the artistic brush is busy on the 8,704

  

According to the figures of the manage

ment, the Chicago show will haVe more ex

hibitors of automobiles than the Palace and

Garden exhibitions together, the latter

two having a total of 110, while Chicago

will have 117 exhibits on view. These with

the motorcycle section and the accessories,

will occupy a space of 110,000 square feet.

While 180 concerns are officially scheduled

for space in the accessory division, the num

ber actually represented will be consider

ably greater by reason of the fact that the

to what was used last year, and these ad—

ditions alone are said to equal 75 per cent.

of the entire space available at the Palace

and Garden shows in New York. Exhib—

itors will be tucked into every possible nook

and corner, yet the indications are that there

will still be a large disappointed waiting

list.

Not the least significant and interesting

demonstration of automobile bigness in

connection with the Chicago Show is the

shipment of show cars from the Madison

 

ARTISTS PREPARING DECORATIVE SCEhIES FOR THE CHICAGO SHOW

square feet of canvas, comprising 142 oil

paintings, which will make beautiful the set

ting of the exhibits. Around the gallery

front for 668 feet, paintings 8 feet deep

will depict motoring scenes, and 112 pic

tures will form a part of the background

of the booths.

While the number and dimensions of the

pictures are susceptible to numerical state

ment and square measure, respectively, in

advance, their essence of art quality re

mains for judgment when they are disclosed

but as their execution is in the main under

the direction of Maratta, one of Chicago’s

foremost artists, the assurance is given that

they will be of a very high order. Those

who have had an advance peek into the

studios are enthusiastic, so that the art

gallery feature of the show may be ex

pected to prove quite an attraction,

management has this year abandoned the

objection to sub-letting that has heretofore

prevailed. This departure is explained on

the ground that “the management feels that

it would be unfair to prohibit the admission

of people for whom it is unable to provide,

if they are able to find some kind friend

who will take them in." ' -

Heretoforc the prohibition against sub

letting space has been very stringent at all

of the big shows because of the speculative

efiorts of some enterprising persons to get

an allotment of as large a space as possible

to later farm it out to less fortunate appli

cants at a profit. The experiment of remov

ing to some extent the ban against it will

in its results influence other show manager

ments in the futude. ‘

The great press of applications for space

made it necessary this year to add greatly

Square Garden that is now making its way

westward to the Windy City exhibition in

two long train loads, each train consisting

of thirty freight cars and each car contain

ing from two to four automobiles. This is

said to be the largest automobile shipment

ever made, and, in fact, the largest ship

ment of any one manufactured product to

be transported at one time over one rail

road route.

All of the arrangements for loading and

forwarding the machines were made by the

traffic department of the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, and the

facilities which were offered made it possi

ble to load the entire lot of automobiles in

six hours after the close'of the Madison

Square Garden show, without a single case

of damage. Upon arriving at Chicago the

two trains will be switched to different
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ONE OF MARATTA‘S SYMBOLIC PANELS AT THE CHICAGO SHO“'

points with a view to avoiding congestion

and minimizing the possibility of damage

through overcrowding, thus facilitating the

work of unloading. In the past it has been

difiicult for automobile manufacturers to

get suitable cars in which to ship their ma

chines, the ordinary box cars ofiered by the

railroad being fitted with small, inconve—

nient side doors. For the shipment of cars

to Chicago, the traffic department secured

special wide-door cars so arranged inside

that the machines could be well packed and

secured against slipping or bumping.

Baltimore Show Opens Tamely.

Opening night at Baltimore’s third annual

show, Saturday, 16th inst., was robbed of

some of its interest by the same cause that

made the Philadelphia exhibition not quite

as auspicious as it might have been. The

Philadelphia show overlapped the New

York show and the Baltimore affair trod on

the heels of the Quaker City display, open

ing on the night the Philadelphia show

came to an end. As a result many of the

exhibits were not in place when the doors

of the hall opened.

Baltimore has no public exhibition hall

large enough for the purpose so the show

is staged in the garage of the Motorcar

company, at Maryland and Mount Royal

avenues. The garage was profusely dec

orated with bunting and flags.

One of the prominent cars missing is the

Matheson. There was insufficient room at

the garage exhibition hall, so Palmer &

Singer, ,New York agents for the car, are

holding an exhibition of their own in the

Hotel Belvedere, in the tea room to be ex

act. Among the exhibitors showing cars

are the following: Baltimore Motor Car

riage Co., \Ninton. Callahan,Atkinson &Co.,

Locomobile. Hamilton Auto Co., Stod

dard-Dayton. Lambert Automobile Co.,

Maxwell. Shatter Mfg. Co., Pullman, Snow

deal Auto Co., Marmon. French & McCor

mick, Oldsmobile. ]. L. B, Wilhide, Atlas

and Kisselkar. Mar-Del Co., Franklin,

Packard, Elmore, Buick and Pope-W'averly.

Motor Car Co., Peerless. Mount Vernon

Motor Co., Autocar. Maryland Motor Car

Co., Maryland. W'hite Agency, \Vhite steam

cars. Southern Automobile Co., Pierce Ar

row. Auto Storage & Supply Co., National

and Lambert. W'. D_ Gill, Royal Tourist.

Where Owner’s Liability Ceases.

That an owner of an automobile cannot

be held liable for damages caused by his car

when it is in charge of a chauffeur without

the owner's permission is the decision of

the State Superior Court in reversing a de

cision of the Philadelphia Common Pleas

Court. The case was decided on the ap

peal of an owner of a car which killed a

child while being driven by an employee

who had taken several of his friends for a

ride in opposition to the wishes of the

owner.

  

ANOTHER OF MARATTA‘S CRIATIONS OF THE AUTOMOBILE IN ART
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CONVl-IRTIBLE QUALITY 0r ENERGY

How It Appears in the Operation of the

Automobile—Efiect of Temperature

Range on Efficiency.

Energy is a term which is constantly

coming up in discussions regarding any sort

of mechanism, and one which is more or less

apt to be misunderstood because of its

close relationship to motion and power,

which, in a way, may be termed its visible
I The distinction is appar

ently a fine one, speaking from the non

manifestations.

technical point of view. Nevertheless, it is

important to bear it in mind continually in

order to appreciate the theory of action of

any mechanical device in a thoroughly clear

and intelligent manner. On this account,

the following elementary presentation of

the distinguishment between energy and

the primary forces of heat and motion, is

valuable because of its simplicity and point

edness. The writer, a foreign expert, also

lets fall some light on the much vexed ques

tion of the efficiency of the gas engine,

“The word energy is one which is con

stantly in use, and is most commonly used

in connection with some mechanical appli

ances,” he remarks. “Thus if one sees a

revolving flywheel, a conception of the ener

gy stored in it is entertained by the diffi

culty which would be experienced in stop

ping the wheel. This, in fact, forms a true

conception of the energy stored in the

wheel, for the work done in this way is a

measure of the stored energy. This, how

ever, is only one form of energy; there are,

of course, others, such as chemical, thermal,

electrical, etc., and the amount of energy

stored in any one of these forms can be ex

- pressed in terms of any one of the others.

"An example of heat energy being stored

chemically is found in ordinary lime, for

if water he added to it and the lime be

slaked a considerable amount of heat is

evolved. This heat was stored in the lime

and water in some particular molecular

form as chemical energy, and by converting

the lime into slaked lime the amount of

heat equivalent to the amount of chemically

stored energy was liberated. If now we

can conceive the slaked lime being con

verted back into lime and water again heat

would have to be taken in by the lime in

order to store up the necessary chemical

energy. This essential heat for the process

would be taken from the containing vessel,

and thus leave it (the vessel) and the sur

rounding objects at a lower temperature.

1* i i It #

“During the formation of petrol from its

elements heat must be absorbed, and is

stored up in the petrol as chemical energy,

for in converting one gallon of petrol with

a suitable quantity of air into so much soot

and waste gases by burning it sufficient heat

is given out to raise 140 gallons of water at

60 degrees Fahr, to boiling point.

“Suppose two equal quantities of petrol

be taken and one portion be burnt in a suit

able burner, and all the heat so evolved be

measured. Suppose also the other equal

portion be utilized in driving a petrol motor

under load, and all the heat proceeding from

the motor be carefully measured. Then it

would be, and has been, noticed that more

heat is obtained from the burner than from

the motor. The reason for this is that upon

the instantaneous ignition of the fuel in

each case exactly the same amount of heat

is evolved; but in the case of the motor

some heat entirely disappears, being con

verted into work, this being an instance of

the convertibility of the different forms of

energy referred to previously.

“A very good idea of the amount of heat

equivalent to a certain amount of mechani

cal work done is obtained by rubbing to

gether, say, two flat pieces of wood. The

heat so evolved is an exact equivalent of

the work done by rubbing. It must be borne

in mind that the work done by rubbing and

the heat so evolved are convertible. That

is to say that if an amount of heat equal to

that generated by friction were given, then

it would be possible with a perfect heat en

gine to do just the same amount of work

as was done in the first place by rubbing.

“If it be considered how much work

would have to be done by rubbing two sur

faces together to produce as much heat as

proceeds from the exhaust of, and by ra

diation from, a petrol motor an idea is

gained as to how much more mechanical

work a motor would do if absolutely ther

mally perfect. In such an engine the ex

haust gases, having been robbed of all their

heat energy and converted into work, would

be cold, and the fuel consumption per unit

of work would be correspondingly de

creased. Such considerations are embraced

in the science of thermodynamics, and it

can be shown that the possible thermal ef

ficiency increases as the difference in tem

perature of the explosion and the exhaust

gases increases. It should be remembered,

however, that the thermal efficiency would

not be increased by cooling the exhaust

gases with a water jacket. The difference

in temperature referred to must be pro

duced by the expansion of the gases, and

the only way in which the temperature of

the exhaust gases may be decreased with

a view of increasing the thermal efficiency

is by allowing the gases to expand further

while pushing the piston.

“From this it is seen that the higher the

temperature of the explosion (while the

temperature _of the exhaust gases remains

constant) the greater is the possible ther

mal efficiency, which is limited by mechan

ical and chemical properties of the engine

parts and lubricants.

“Now, in the case of a car, that heat which

is converted into work pushes the piston

along, which motion is eventually used to

turn the wheels of the car, and it is inter

esting to enquire what becomes of all this

mechanical work, which is given to the pis

ton. First of all, a certain quantity of the

mechanical work is required to overcome

the friction of the moving parts of the me

chanism of the car, and this so used work

is once more directly converted into heat.

The work transmitted to the driving wheels

which propels the car (along a level road)

is also entirely used in overcoming the fric

tional resistances of the road and air, and

consequently this work must also be con

verted into heat. Thus it is seen that the

heat abstracted and stored up during the

natural formation of petrol at some remote

period is reproduced by the running of a

motor, and is used in heating the earth and

the air, either by friction or conduction

from the hot exhaust gases. It should be

further noted that the conversion of the

whole of the stored energy in petrol into

heat, when running a car, does not depend

upon the thermal inefficiency of the petrol

motor. If the motor had a thermal effi

ciency of 100 per cent., and the exhaust

gases were cold, the stored up energy in

the petrol would still be reproduced as heat,

because the whole of the work done by an

engine in driving a car (along a level road)

is dissipated in overcOming frictional re

sistance, giving rise to an equivalent amount

of heat."

New Form of Spring Shackle Finds Favor.

’One of the little detailed alterations which

is observable on a number of cars this year,

and which, though of small apparent value,

yet may be at times of considerable impor

tance, is the use of the new form of spring

shackle which in addition to the two bosses

and side pieces necessary to its action, car

ries also a bar connecting the two sides, and

so placed as to prevent the member from

being reversed, thus permitting the spring

to come into a position below instead of

above the dumb iron. In the past, consid

erable trouble has frequently been exper

ienced owing to the tendency of weakened

springs to reverse their shackles in this way,

This condition naturally tending to

warp the frame slightly, threw several

sorts of unnatural stress upon it and

was apt to strain it, in addition to forbod

ing the breaking of the shackle if not the

spring itself, if not quickly observed and

pried over into its proper position.

 

To Prevent Bonnet from Rattling.

When a two-piece bonnet of the Conti

nental type gives offense by rattling con

tinuously and persistently, a simple method

of checking the sound and a large part of

the motion which causes it as well, is to

place a stout leather thong or belt lace be

tween it and its supporting flanges on ra

diator and dash. To this end the flanges

may be drilled at regular intervals with

small holes, not large enough to weaken the

metal, while the thong is simply laced

through them, alternately over and under,

the ends being firmly secured.
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'I'ES'I' 0|" 'l'llli SIX CYCLE ENGINE

Two Extra Strokes Designed for Scaveng

ing Purposes Appear Worth While—

The Results Deduced.

It is well known that many of the short

comings of the common type of four-cycle

motor are due to the dilution of unburnt

gases with a portion of residue left over

from the previous explosion. Some effect

ual method of scavenging the cylinder, has

been sought on this account, but without

avail up to the present time, because all such

efiorts, however successful, thermally speak

ing, have involved more or less mechanical

complexity which the increased economy

has not been sufficient to repay. In con

nection with these attempts, the proposi

tion of employing an extension of the Otto

cycle in the form of a six stroke cycle, the

two extra strokes serving merely to induct

and expel pure air, has been broached more

than once. It has become well known that

such a system would-result in increased

economy of performance in several ways.

but broad and general data on the subject,

and covering the results of authentic tests,

has been lacking, although such tests are

known to have been carried out more or

less completely.

On this account the results of certain ex

periments conducted at the University of

Birmingham (England) by Professor Bur

stall, and covering the performance of an

engine of the “six-cycle type," recently de

signed by Arthur Rollaston, are particularly

interesting. Briefly speaking, this motor,

which is practically identical with the or

dinary four-cycle motor except for the ad

dition of a scavenging valve, deVeloped

about the same ratio of power to weight as

the ordinary type of motor, notwithstanding

its slightly heavier construction, and showed

on certain tests, as much as one third in

crease in power over what would be ex

pected from its bore, according to the Au

tomobile Club formula, which is the same

as that eniployed by the Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, in this

country. In efficiency, it developed a very

decided improvement over the ordinary type

of automobile motor.

The motor under test, which measured

5 by 5% inches, bore and stroke, and was

of three-cylinder construction, had its in

let valve, placed in the center of the

head, the exhaust being located in a

pocket at one side, and working from a di

rect cam lifter in the ordinary way. The

scavenging valve, was placed directly

over the exhaust valve, and in the position

frequently used for the inlet of the ordinary

motor.

Theoretically, the air in the valve cham

ber does not mix with the explosive charge

in the cylinder when it is first admitted.

Consequently, at the beginning of the ex

plosion, the air contents absorb a certain

amount of heat from the main body of the

charge, which they later give out. In this

way, it is claimed, the maximum pressure of

the explosion is reduced, while the mean

pressure throughout the stroke is increased.

By the same token, the mean temperature

of the explosion stroke is reduced to a cer

tain extent, while the maximum tempera—

ture is considerably lowered. Still another

point which is of considerable value to the

motor from the mechanical standpoint, is

that the scavenging charge, being taken in

directly over the exhaust valve, cools that

member very effectually, thus prolonging its

life. The cycle is precisely that of the Otto

engine except that at the end of the exhaust

stroke a charge of pure air is inducted

through the scavenging valve, and again ex

pelled on the succeeding stroke through the

exhaust, the cylinder being thoroughly

cooled and washed clear of the residue of

the former explosion before the new charge

is inducted.

The advantages claimed for the arrange

ment are: First, the certainty of absolute

and complete combustion of the charge,

whether it be up to full cylinder capacity,

or closely throttled. This is not possible

of attainment with the ordinary type of mo—

tor for the reason that as the charge is

throttled, the ratio between the live gas of

the new charge and the dead residue left

over from the last explosion, is increased,

the increase of this “coefficient of dilution”

rendering combustion less and less perfect

as the quantity of the fresh charge is di

minished, even though its quality be weak

ened proportionately. Second, the extra

strokes serve the purpose of cooling the

cylinder to such a degree that it is claimed

no overheating can take place with a mo

tor of ordinary design, even though run at

full load for a great length of time. Back

firing also is prevented, because of the low

cylinder temperature encountered by the

incoming charge, as a result of which, also

it is possible to run the compression press

ure to a much higher point than is possible

ordinarily and without risk of preignition.

Third, by the insurance of complete com

bustion under all conditions, the exhaust is

clarified to such a degree that it is ren

dered practically odorless and innocuous, a

point which under certain circumstances, is

of considerable value.

Indicator diagrams taken during the test

show clearly that the cycle obtained is an

improvement over that of the ordinary mo

tor, The typical card shows a mean efi'ective

pressure of 75 pounds, and an indicated

horsepower of 17.1 at 800 revolutions per

minute, the brake horsepower at this rate

being no less than 14.1. The tests were

carried out at speeds ranging from 450 to

1.080 revolutions per minute, the runs be

ing of long duration in every case.

“At full load at speeds varying from 300

to 1.000 revolutions per minute, the con

sumption of petrol was 0.54 lb. per i. h. p.

hour and 0.66 lb. per b. h. p. hour The

thermal efficiency of the engine per i. h. p.

was 25 per cent., while the heat to water

jacket was 30.7 per cent., and to exhaust 44.3

per cent." says the Autocar, in reference to

the tests. “The analysis of the exhaust

gases gave carbon-dioxide 6.3 per cent., oxy

gen 8.7 per cent., and the exhaust contained

no carbon-monoxide or hydrogen, and was

also clear and odorless

“The compression of the engine was 75

pounds per square inch, and the mean pres

sure shown on the indicator cards was 90

pounds per square inch. The mechanical

efficiency was 82.5 per cent., which must

be considered a very good performance for

a six-stroke engine. At all speeds and

powers during the trials, the engine worked

without overheating or any other trouble,

and with an exhaust without the least sus

picion of color or smell. \Vhen using hy

dro-carbon fuels, the six-stroke engine is

found to be practically equal in power to a

four-stroke engine at the same speed. This

is due to the replacing of the hot products

in the clearance by comparatively cold air,

and to the cooling down of the cylinder,

which allows of a greater weight of the

combustible gas being taken in, this being

approximately 33 per cent. more per charge

than usual. This large charge of combusti

ble gas can be burnt completely, owing to

the products of combustion being replaced

by air,

“Owing to the cooling action of the scav

enging air on the walls, piston, and valves,

to the time between the explosions being

increased, and to the lower temperature of

the explosions, the temperature of the cyl

inder walls, pistons, and valves is consid

erably lower than in non-scavenging en

gines. As a consequence the lubricating

oil does not become burnt and form dcp05

its of carbon on the piston, valves, and

sparking plugs. A less quantity of lubri<

eating oil is required in working. The

lower temperatures of the scavenging en

gine preventing deposits of carbonized oil

in the cylinder, combined with the low tem

perature of combustion and the absence of

shocks and strains to the engine parts, en

able these engines to run for long periods

without cleaning or attention, and with lit

tle wear of the working parts."

Further results of the trials are given in

the following table: -

Referred Referred

to brake toindicated

h. p. h.p.

Petrol, per b.h.p . . . . . .. 0.66 lb. 0.54lb.

Revolutions per minute 717

Thermal efficiency on

brake . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20.5% 25%

Percentage of heat of

fuel rejected to jacket

water . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37.2% 30%

Heat to exhaust . . . . .. 42.3% 45%

Composition of exhaust ases—

Carbon-dioxide 5.3%

Oxygen .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 8.7%

An interesting comparison with these re

sults is furnished by the results of tests car

ried out on a four-cylinder automobile mo

tor of standard construction early in the

year, by Professor Hopkinson, oi Cam
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bridge University, in which the best results

obtained at 1,000 revolutions per minute,

gave for consumption referred to brake

horsepower, 0.75 pounds, and referred to in

dicated horsepower, 0.60 pounds. The ther~

mal efficiency referred to brake horsepower

was, in this instance, 19.3 per cent., and re

ferred to indicated horsepower, 24.2 per

cent. The motor in question was a veritcal

machine of the four-cylinder pattern, with

3% by S%-inch cylinders, and developed a

maximum horsepower of 17% at 1,000 turns

of its shaft.

Guard for the Bar Sprag.

\Vhile the simple type of bar sprag is

not perfectly well adapted to the purposes

of ordinary touring car, still because of the

simplicity of its application to existing ma

chines, as well as its low first cost, there

are times when it is preferable to any other

style. In commercial vehicles, of course, it

is always to be preferred to any devices

which are applied to the sprockets or driv

ing gear because it is not dependent on the

condition of any other portion of the me

chanism, such as the chains and sprockets.

Wherever it is employed, however, and par

ticularly in connection with heavy vehicles,

it should be guarded by means of a stout

chain linking it to the chassis in such a

way that it cannot be reversed in case it

finds a footing in soft earth. The chain

should be of sufficient length to permit the

sprag to bite into the roadway two or three

inches, or up to the collar which usually

surrounds the toe, but no further, and it

should be independent of the chain or cable

by which it is to be drawn up when out of

use.

Care of Selective Gears.

In cars employing the selective method of

gear changing, it is very essential that the

telescoping shafts of the brake and gear

mechanisms be kept clean and well lubri

cated at all times. The gear rocker shaft

in particular, on account of its rotative and

longitudinal motions, tends to accumulate

sand and dust from the road, and transfer

it gradually through the entire length of

the shaft, find into the gear box, if that en

closure happens to be in direct communi

cation with it.~ On this account the external

portion of the shaft should be kept as free

from oil as possible and carefully cleaned

whenever the machine has been exposed to

muddy roads. Lubrication should be pro

vided only through the regular oilers, but

at frequent intervals, care being taken not

to use an excess of oil in any case.

To Keep Metal Steps from Busting.

Metal steps and running boards, if wiped

off with a rag dipped in kerosene whenever

the car is washed, are not likely to rust,

and always look tidy and neat. Further

than this, it is Well to touch up the worn

treads with asphaltum paint occasionally, in

order to protect the metal and prevent it

from looking old and worn.

MOTORCYCLIS'I'S WIIO COD"; IIIGII

Being a Story with an Obvious Moral,

Which Led to the Police Court and

a $25 Fine.

Even the victim of the joke laughs at it,

and it is a good one, at the expense of a

well known busineSs man in Newark, N. J.,

who owns and drives a high powered auto—

mobile. lie was driving along Central

avenue a few days‘ ago with another young

man as his companion. Keeping well within

the speed limit they were overtaken by a

man and a woman on a motorcycle “built

for two." The latter passed them, dropped

back, and then circled them. Nothing was

said, but the motorcyclists seemed to be

enjoying immensely the fact that the big

machine dared not let out its speed and

that their little one could run all about it

and chug-chug with delight, besides send

ing out an occasional snort of disdain or

defiance.

For a few minutes the automobilists

stood the teasing, but then the man at the

wheel bristled up, pulled a lever sharply

and let out a few notches of speed and in

less time than is consumed in telling the

story sent his powerful machine away from

the little motorcycle, leaving the latter a

couple of blocks behind~ Believing himself

rid of the annoyance, the automobilist

slowed down. A block further on he passed

and saluted a motorcycle cop who was rest

ing at the curb.

The cop mounted his machine after the

automobile had passed, and started along

in the same direction. Hearing the motor

cycle the automobilist remarked to his

friend, “Here come that man and woman

again to have fun with us, but I’ll fool

them." Then he opened up again and went

ahead at a 20-mile clip. Instead of losing

the motorcycle, however, the little machine

seemed to be gaining, and the speed of the

automobile was increased.

It was at this point that the friend looked

back, the first time that either occupant of

the automobile had thought of so doing.

“Pull her down! It’s a cop!” he yelled. But

the man at the wheel didn’t understand and

kept up the high speed. “Stop; it's a cop!"

his friend excitedly shouted in his ear.

He didn’t understand even then, but he

looked around to see what the trouble was

and saw the motorcycle policeman, who was

then abreast of his machine. In an instant

he slowed down and stopped. An explan—

ation was made, but the policeman courte

ously insisted upon making an arrest. \Vhen

the police station was reached the story was

told again and all hands enjoyed a good

laugh, but the automobilist had to put up

$100 for his future appearance. Later the

story of how the automobilist unwittingly

raced with a policeman was repeated before

Judge Herr, but there was no denial of

the speed law having been violated, and the

magistrate imposed a fine of $25.

“Those motorcycles, when driven by any

one who likes to show his contempt for an

automobile and to impress upon automobil

ists that the little snorters can go as fast

as the big machines, and who do not hesi

tate to do it in an offensive way, are a great

annoyance,” said the automobilist later.

“They will goad almost any man with red

blood in his veins into taking a chance by

letting out a few speed notches in order to

get away, but the next time I do it I’ll make

sure that the motorcyclist is not a cop. The

one who arrested me is a good fellow and

did only his duty under the circumstances.

He was as much astonished at my trying

to run away from him as I was at his chas

ing me. There was no reason for me to at—

tempt to race away from him, because we

had just spoken to each other, and I knew

that was not the time or place to put on

speed. I did it merely to get away from

the man and woman whom I believed were

coming up behind again to have fun with

me."

Fuldner Re-elected by Milwaukee Club.

Dr, Louis Fuldner was re-elected presi

dent of the Milwaukee Automobile Club at

the annual meeting last week. Other offi

cers chosen were: First vice-president, Emil

Schandlein; second vice<president, J. C.

Baird; secretary-treasurer, James T.

Drought. The annual report showed a

membership of 200, and a cash balance in

the treasury of $500. During the past year

the club paid out over $3,000 for good roads

and in working for favorable legislation.

Automobiles for Detective Service.

Automobile service_for fire or burglary

dispatch is the latest innovation of a Mil

waukee detective agency, who have just

purchased three Rambler automobiles, to

be placed at the disposition of patrons in

cases of fire, burglary, or to attend to un

locked vaults. The service will be in force

between 6 p, m. and 6 a. m. and will be free

to subscribers. Automobiles also will be

provided to convey patrons to night or early

morning trains or for doctor calls.

St. Paul Club Elects Officers.

At the annual meeting of the St. Paul

(Minn.) Automobile Club the following of

ficers were elected for the ensuing year:

President. Reuben Warner: vice-president.

R. M. Neely; secretary, H. S. Johnsona;

treasurer, W. O. Washburn; directors, Os

car L. Taylor, F. B, Lynch, T. W. Inger

soll, and W. R. Edwards The club has a

little more than $2,000 in the treasury and

the membership numbers 140.

A two‘mile automobile track is to be

built at Venice, a Los Angeles (Cal.) re

sort. A club house and garage also are

planned and the promoters expect to hold

meets as often as advisable. The course

will be ready for use about January 25th, it

is stated.
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MANY STRANGE CAUSES 0F FIRE

Elements that Contribute to the Expense of

Insurance—How Risks Might be Less

ened and Premiums Lowered,

Automobile manufacturers and garage

proprietors are not alone in feeling the bur~

den of high fire insurance rates, as the car

riage industry has much the same thing to

contend with, but the carriage manufactur

ers are giving the question of insurance

rates some close study and their investiga

tions both into the fiscal side and into the

causes for fires are of direct concern to the

automobile trade because of the similarity

of the risks.

of the causes for confiagrations according to

Seemingly strange are some

the. report of the insurance committee of

the'Carriage Builders’ National Association,

and yet many of these causes are said to

be much more'common than is generally

supposed.‘ The committee has been charged

with the duty of giving the matter of fire

risks and rates careful investigation and

rendered its report to the carriage builders

at their last annual convention, recently

held in New York.” In discussing fire

causes and the question of insurance rates,

the report has the following to say:

“When we realize that on an average over

$160,000,000 is destroyed by fire in the

Unit‘ed States every year, we will see we are

facing one of the most important questions

thavt chit come before us. It makes us real

ize that it is necessary to investigate the

causes of fire and to seek to reduce the fire

loss as far as possible.

“Sixty per cent. of all the fires that oc

cur start from preventible causes. Part of

this loss is caused by ignorance, and an ed

ucation along the line of fire prevention

will help. A great part of this loss is

caused by rank carelessness, and the results

of such carelessness should be published in

such a way that the careless individuals will

be more careful

“Even when we are most positive in our

own minds that we have our property in

such shape that no fire can possibly start,

we would do well to stop to realize some

of the hundreds of ways in which a fire

might start outside of human agency—to

say nothing of the danger from personal

enemies, or those people who, without any

animosity whatever, have been known to

set fire to buildings simply for the purpose

of seeing the excitement. We had the lat

ter case illustrated at Indianapolis within

the last eighteen months in the plant of E.

C. Atkins Co., one of the largest saw man

ufacturers in the world. Two small boys

set fire to some material in the department

in which they were working, and while the

blaze was extinguished without much loss,

the boys repeated the act on three different

occasions before they were discovered.

“But leaving human agency aside, it would

~ cockroaches.

'is given by an agent at Jacksonville, Fla,

be very profitable to glance at some causes

from which fires originate: Cotton waste or

other material for spontaneous combustion

thrown into a corner; ashes recklessly

knocked from a pipe or cigar; the'stump of

a burnt match thrown into combustible ma

terial; an overheated stove; a neglected fur

nace-room; matches left for rats or mice to

drag between the floor and ceiling; old

clothes — especially painters’ clothes —

thrown down into a pile on‘the floor, or left

near a stove; a watchman’s broken lantern,

or any one of many other causes too numer

ous to enumerate.

“Lightning causes much more loss in the

country than it does in the cities. Brick

. platforms under forges, or stoves, are not

safe, unless the wooden floor beneath is

protected with zinc because live coals some

times sift down between the bricks. '

“Mostmen are careless of the necessity

of keeping matches in tin or stone jars to

prevent being ignited by rats, mice or even

A most remarkable incident

who made the report that while his fam

ily was absent from the city he went to his

house at noon, and when he was in one of

the rooms he heard a noise behind him, and

turning, saw a box of matches which had

been ignited by the gnawing of a cock

roach—oneof the largest he had ever seen

-‘—which, frightened by' the fire, was running

‘ down the leg of the table on which the box

of matches stood. Here is an instance, ca

pable of proof by an intelligent man, of a

danger at which most people would langh

as being improbable. ‘

“The Journal of Commerce and Commer

cial Bulletin, New York, gives the follow

ing clipping: ‘A great deal has been said

about mice starting fires, but it is seldom

that positive proof of the assertion can be

found. This week Fred Wedigen, a \Vill

iamsport, Pa, agent, received from a grocer

a box which showed just how such fires are

started. In this instance, one-half of the

matches were gone and the remains were

used in building a nest for the mice. Two

young mice, probably as many days old.

were found in the nest. The mice gnawed

the wood of the match until it resembled

cxcelsior. All but the heads of the matches

were used. The heads were carefully piled

away in one corner of the box under the

nest. It is when the mouse gnaws too

close to the head that fire is started. In<

stantly one is ignited the shavings in the

box blaze up, and sometimes serious con

flagrntions result.’ We would most'heart

ily recommend the use of safety matches

as a means of preventing loss from this

source.

“Working over hours causes many fires.

through the sleepy indifference of tired

workmen, especially where the overtime

work is only for a few hours, as, in the hurry

to get home, they are liable to leave with

out taking proper precautions to see that

there are no hot journals, etc. It is a grave

question whether all-night work is not less

hazardous than half-night work. Where

employees work half the night to make up

time, and go home tired out, they too fre

quently fail to examine journals and put out

smouldering fires, which blaze up after they

leave, when there is no one to extinguish

them.

“0in waste is often the cause of fire in

shops running machinery where it is used

to wipe off the machines, and afterwards

carelessly thrown aside in some closet or

rubbish heap_

“It will be understood also, that heat re

sults from almost every operation of force

—the friction of machinery, the turning of

iron in a lathe, the cutting of threads on a

bolt. the driving of a nail into wood, and

especially into hardwood, the electricity

generated by a rapidly moving belt, and a

hundred or more operations that are famil

iar to mechanics.

“Long and Costly experience has taught

the fire insurance inspector to be on the

constant look—out for untidiness in a risk

~carelessness as to rubbish, waste, ashes,

and other accumulations which are danger

ous. It is safe to assume that there is no

such thing as ‘clean waste,’ and that all ac

cumulations of rubbish are objectionable,

because they almost invariably contain self

igniting substances, or become the resting

places for cast away cigarettes, cigars or

half-burnt matches. The insurance inspect

ors work on the basis that it is always best

to decline a ‘dirty risk.’

“The best receptacles for waste are large

iron cans or legs lifting them from the

floor, and with hinged metal covers, whose

contents might burn out without igniting

the premises, and they should be emptied

each night, their contents being burned un

der the boilers before closing hours. or re—

moved from the premises to a safe distance.

“It is in the majority of cases a most

profitable investment to have a well-con

structed building made of brick, with fire

doors, fire walls, elevator shafts cut off from

the main building, lighted by electricity, and

heated by steam. But, above all, as a rate

saver, the automatic sprinkler is certainly

the best. While automatic sprinklers are

very expensive in the initial cost, yet after

being installed they make a saving, not sim

ply for the time being, but on the premiums

paid year after year, and are a most profit

‘ able investment.

“The average business man would not

think of making an ordinary contract with

out first reading the terms of the contract,

and yet when he takes out fire insurance on

thousands of dollars worth of property. he

is just as apt as not to take the policy

(which is the contract) and put it away

without even looking at the terms of it. It

is Well to know that, if property stands on

leased ground, this must be stated in the

policy, or the insurance will be void. A

personal friend of the writer's lost almost

all of the money he had just from this one

point. It is necessary to inform the insur

ance company, if there is any other insur
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ance on the property, or if mechanics are

employed in altering the building for more

than fifteen days at any one time, or if any

change takes place in the title to the prop

erty, or if the property becomes vacant.

The company will not be liable on accbunt

of neglect of the insured to use all reason

able means to save and preserve the proper

ty at and after a fire, or when the property

is in danger of fire, nor by explosion'of any

kind unless fire ensues, and then for the

damage of fire only.

“The past year has seen a continued in

crease in the number and in the strength

of the mutual fire insurance companies, es

pecially those that carry factory risks. When

we realize that it costs the ‘Old Linc' com

panies as high as 50 per cent. of the pre

mium simply to get the business and put

it on the books, and without any account

being taken of the loss expense, it becomes

evident that there is a large field for a mu

tual campany which has no agents at all,

and which has no high-salaried officers.

The stock company is organized primarily

to make money for its stockholders, while

the mutual company is organized primarily

to make money for its policy holders.

“As the 'stock companies have formed

rate associations all over the country, there

is no competition between them, and con

sequently there is no hope for any cheaper

rates from them. The rrutual companies

are the only sources of relief that the in

sured has, and for that reason they hrve

been filling a irost iii-portant place in the

fire insurance world.

His Dicticnary Didn’t Save Him.

. Neither the oratory of his eloquent coun

sel, his dictionaries and other exhibits in

the case, nor the extreme delicacy of the

novel contention raised, saved Edward F.

Davenport, of Cambridge, from being fined

$10 by Judge Kelley in the Hingham

(Mass) court, on the charge of overspeed

ing at “the intersection of public ways," as

the complaint put it. Some time ago Dav

enport was haled into court on the dual

charge of rounding a curve too fast and also

for overspeeding at the intersection of East

Kilby and Summer streets. He was ac

quitted on the “curve” allegation, and be

cause of the technicalities raised relative to

the other complaint the hearing of that

phase was postponed.

aries, geometries and other text books were

produced and an argument lasting several

hours resulted over the word “intersection,”

the judge found the motorist guilty. Dav

enport promptly took an appeal against

this judgment,

An Owl to Do His Honking.

Stephen Cass has just brought the first

motor car into Haskell county, Kansas.

That fact is not startling, but the Kansas

City Star states that Cass has a trained

screech owl that he will perch on the dash

and use instead of the “usual honk-horn."

Accessory manufacturers take notice.

Although diction-_

PRGGRESS TYPIFIED IN PARADE

Horses as Guests on Big Electric Trucks—

Their Drays Dragged Along as

' Idle Trailers. '

As a bit of picturesque symbolism relating

to the horse and the self-propelled vehicle,

three big electric trucks, made by the Stude

baker Co., paraded down Broadway, one

Forty-eighth

street to the Battery, giving New Yorkers

afternoon last week, from

something of a shock by carrying great

truck horses as their load and hauling in

the rear the drays such as the horses pull.

Just why big, healthy draught horses should

ion took a determined stand against this

decision. Thousands of signatures were

collected to a hostile manifesto demanding

a referendum on the matter, with the result

that the Federal Council’s proposal has been

upset by 10,000 votes against 2,000 who de

clared in favor of admitting motor cars on

certain specified routes.

Apart from this local instance of open

public hostility against automobiles there

can be no doubt, judging by the personal

experiences of many American motorists

during the past season, that a feeling of

marked antipathy exists against them in

official circles in every canton of the re—

public. chatious restrictions and annoy

ances, amounting in most cases to nothing

less than official blackmail, are to be met

 

 

   

 

CELEBRATING TEE VICTORY OVER THE HORSE

be toted around in automobiles in the man

ner shown by the accompanying illustration

was something of a puzzler for the crowds

at first, until the point dawned on them and

then there was many an appreciative grin.

The horses themselves did not relish the

joke and one of them registered his pro

test against so public an intimation of his

passing usefulness by kicking the side pieces

off the automobile that was carrying him.

At the conclusion of their parade the elec

trics were delivered to the ll. B. Claflin

Co., making a total of six now in use by

that concern. Each vehicle weighs 8,400

pounds and has a capacity of three and one

half tons, with a maximum speed of seven

miles per hour.

Swiss Antipathy to Automobiles.

The Canton of the Grisons is the only

part of Switzerland where automobiles are

under an official ban, according to a foreign

correspondent of the Sun. The Federal

Council, it is true. resolved a while ago,

he states, to open certain roads through the

canton to automobile traffic, but public opin

at every turn. It is a common experience

on passing through a village to be peremp

torily held up by the local gendarme, who

accuses the uphappy motorist of driving at

a greater speed than say ten miles an hour,

or of having run over some domestic ani

mal in the last village.

Polite assurances to the contrary and an

gry protests are alike of no avail; the trav

eler is ordered to go back at once or pay a

fine that may be anything from $5 to $25

on the spot, when he is allowed to proceed

on his way. Knowing that complaints to

superior officials will be met with cold dis~

dain, most tourists prefer to pay the fine

and thus save themselves time and further

bother and expense. One American alone

touring through Switzerland last summer

was victimized in this way to the extent of

$1,200 in fines inflicted on baseless charges

of scorching or other imaginary infringe

ments of the local regulations.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 56c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.
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REFINEMENT IN (10“!!! SCHEMES

Abnormal Hues Giving Place to Rich,

Warm Tints—Sugestions for Some At

tractive Combinations.

Until such time as automobile owners and

users no longer scoff at speed limitations,

and cease to defy the established laws of

the

prevalence of colorv monstrosities, says M.

C. Hillick, in the Carriage Monthly. As a

matter of evidence, introduced to sustain

their case in the court of public opinion,

safety, we may expect wide-spread

certain courageous captains of the automo

bile industry have said, recently, that “un

der the existing reign of speed mania, the

course of safety is best served by painting

the horseless vehicle in abnormal colors or

combinations of colors."

How much or how little this contention

is supported by actual facts is a conclusion

left for the reader to reach through the me

dium of his own personal experience and

observation. Suffice it to say—and we are

pleased to be able to say it—that the ma

jority of automobiles painted during the

past two years have conformed closer to

the standard of the trained colorist than the

average man is aware of. Of the wide

range of colors used, red finds largest dis

play. The term red is, in a sense, an ex

ceedingly broad one, and covers a multitude

of favorites, chief among which has been,

is now, and promises to long continue to

be, maroon. Maroon fills the eye, entices

the beholder, thrills the spirit, and under

an imperial structure of varnish, displays an

unsurpassed luxury of color efiects. Other

greatly used reds comprise automobile ver

milion, a first cousin to English red, with

the flush of the sunset pervading it, Aurora

red, Rubens red, Mohawk red, deep, French

carmine, coach painters' red, coaching red

and English vermilion, deep shade. Inter—

spersed between the lights and shadows of

these reds are a great number of other reds,

more or less admired, and all having a glow

and warmth immensely attractive without

respect to seasons.

In choice of greens, criticism may be di

rected, and, we believe, rightly directed, to

the lack of relief given these colors upon the

surface. The most glorious green the mind

may suggest has little capacity for making

the most of itself unless given a touch of

contrast in association with some other

color. For the past two years automobile

green, and such other greens as somewhat

approximate it in intensity of effect, have

chiefly prevailed upon the pleasure automo

bile. The greens are invariably popular

from the fact that they carry the one touch

of aristocracy that unites all men in a com

mon admiration of their fourfold graces.

Until recently, however, the design of the

automobile, speaking in general terms, has

not invited the extended use of the dark,

rich greens which for more than a decade

ave met with practically universal accept

ance in the practice of carriage painting.

The blues have been widely used, and no

less widely abused, during the past 24

months, and prior to that time, upon auto

mobile surfaces,

If a standard was ever contemplated for

the prudent guidance of painters in the em

ployment of blue pigments upon the auto

mobile, it has been wholly lost sight of.

One of the best-known carriage and auto

mobile painters in New York has admitted

to the writer that the family of blue colors

has suffered more at the hands of painters

who have permitted themselves to be influ

enced by the clamor of a, rebellions public

than any class of colors, which admission,

by the way, is in itself a sad commentary

on the intrusive propensity of an ill-advised

following of people.

Automobile blue, a deep, fine blue, fully

possessed of the witchery of color, has, of

course, led all other members of the blue

family in point of popularity. Following

has come Richelieu blue, azure and perfect

blue, cobalt and ultramarine blue, along

with an almost startling variety of modifi

cations from these, running all the way from

the now famous Alice blue to the deep

toned, changeable Prussian blue, which to

the layman may appear blue or black, as the

point of view may disclose. Automobile

owners, especially those of the fair sex,

have been moved to take liberties with the

blue colors to a degree unheard of in the

use of most other colors.

That the painters, as a rule, have obeyed

their instructions is manifest from the sur

faces of blue, which, by the standard of the

trained colorist, must pass as actual color

deformities. Moreover, the determination

of no small number of automobile owners

and users to set up an individual scheme of

colors for the horseless carriage, to the end

that each owner may flaunt an exclusive

color upon his machine distinctly unlike

that of any other, is responsible for many

of the uncouth and unassertive blue pig

ments worn by the automobile. A society

woman of note who braves the scorn of

painters, and makes pretense of inventing

her own automobile colors, naively declares

“it is so easy to dabble in blues!"

Much as we may decry the illogical, in

congruous and inartistic choice of colors

so widely displayed upon a certain class of

automobiles, particularly of the runabout

order, we must concede that by virtue of

numerous characteristics which even the

most consummate designer and builder may

scarce hope to eliminate, the precise art of

painting applied to the horse-drawn car

riage can in no wise find adaptation upon

the automobile.

First of all, perhaps, the automobile

should be painted in a raiment to promote

cheerfulness, and to dispel the gloom some

itmes pervading the horse-drawn vehicle

dressed in its solemn-visaged pigments.

But brightness of raiment and cheerfulness

of color perspective should not be asso

ciated with sensational effects. Between the

sombre effects reduced to a fine art upon

the stately brougham or landau, and the

lurid colors cast lavishly upon the automo

bile, is a happy medium to attain, which the

automobile builder and the automobile-us

ing public should be moved to unite. A

simple elimination of those colors and com

bination of colors which tend to convert

the automobile into a “freak” conveyance

will speedin put the painting of the motor

car upon an art basis of unchallenged merit.

Contributory to this must come, and, in

point of fact, is fast coming a quality of

surfacing and finish strictly in keeping with

the grade of such work applied to the horse

drawn carriage. A new favorite in the fam

ily of red pigments, or, rather, what is des

tined to be a favorite, is Washington red.

Washington red possesses the charm of

maroon and the brilliancy of carmine. It

may be used effectively with the deep shade

for the seat panels, medium shade for the

lower panels, and the light shade for the

chassis. A novelty in this style of locating

the three shades of Washington red, which,

we may say in passing, is obtained by the

use of glazing effects, is worked out by

drawing l-inch stripes of cadmium-toned

orange, at a distance of 3 inches apart, ver

tically through the lower panels, and glaz

ing with No. 40 carmine. The color effects

thus obtained are original and decidedly

smart. '

Graduated striping effects, vivid, without

the touch of sensationalism, are to be had

over this red by drawing a 95—inch line of

Tuscan red and edging this on either side

with deep orange chrome to the width of

y, inch. Then glaze with carmine. Make

the stripes vertical and 2 inches apart.

Another combination consists of upper

panels of jet black, lower panels deep ma

roon, and chassis lighter shade of maroon.

Then draw vertical lyrinch stripes, 2%

inches apart, in black, across the lower pan

els. This style of color effects may be

worked out in the reds, greens and blues,

and for the season of 1908 it bids fair to

prove the piece de resistence in combina

tion novelties.

To obtain a similar color novelty in car

mine, bring the ground for the glazing up

to the final coat, making the ground for a

deep carmine. Then vertically across the

lower panels draw Vz-ITICl'I lines of Tuscan

red, 1 inch apart. Then glaze the entire

surface with carmine. The, at a distance,

almost invisible effects work out admirably

upon a fairly close inspection. Philadelphia

red is a warm, brilliant red, of a splendid

color depth, closely allied in shade to the

now famous automobile red, but a bit lighter

in tone. This color may be used as an all

one-color scheme pigment, or it may be

used in combination with Kimball red, :1

dark, rich, new western red. Use Kimball

red for upper panels, and Philadelphia red

for lower panels and chassis, and black all

the body mouldings. Imperial red, with
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fairly the brilliancy of carmine thrust over

a field of vermilion, is another red fit for

1908 honors. It can be effectively com

bined or alternated with any number of an

army of other reds. With upper part of

the automobile body painted maroon and

lower part Imperial red, with a %-inch

black stripe skirting the panels, you have

a combination to catch the fancy of prince

and pauper alike.

In greens take the deep, bottle green,

made by glazing with yellow lake, and coat

the body in solidly. Stripe the panels with

double %;-inch lines of black, Z inch apart,

and 2 inches from edge of panels. For ex

clusive city use, paint upper panels black,

lower panels deep Quaker green, and run a

line of gold leaf around all the panels. Paint

the chassis light shade of Milori green. In

terstate green, a little lighter in tone than

olive green, deep, and with more depth and

lustre to it, especially when glazed with yel

low lake, will be a next year’s star in auto

mobile color realms. The upper panels of

the automobile body may be painted maroon

and lower panels and chassis Interstate

green, the whole tricked out with lines of

black. Saratoga green, a few shades lighter

than Brewster green, light shade, is a new

green of striking color lustre, and produces

a fine field of green when used alone, and

striped with dainty lines of automobile

red or No. 40 carmine. Or it may be used

effectively in combination with other greens,

preferably with darker greens above it.

Puritan blue is not listed in color grind—

ers' price schedules, but it is entitled to at

tention, nevertheless. It is a dark, brilliant

blue, and for park and boulevard service it

is especially suited. Under hair lines of

silver white it affords luxurious effects. It

can be used with much success in combina

tion with cobalt blue or with azure blue,

deep shade. Manhattan blue has all the

wealth of color, or should have, without the

sombre touch of ultramarine blue, but pos

sesses a lighter tone. Outlined with ver

tical stripes of black after the style above

described, this blue shows royal effects.

There are at least 24 members of the blue

family, all of which may be employed sin

gly, or in combination, upon the automobile,

They all have the elegance which invariably

attaches to really sumptuous colors, but are

not so well adapted for touring car service

and across country work as colors of bright

er tone and livelier suggestions.

Novelty in a Gasolene Traction Engine.

A distinct novelty is to be found in the

case of a patent recently granted on a form

of gasolene traction engine in which the

principle of the locomotive exhaust blast is

utilized to create a draught through the rap

diator thus obviating the need of a fan.

While not directly applicable to the pur

poses of the ordinary pleasure car, there is

yet sufficient apparent worth in the idea

to commend a study of it to the considera

tion of designers of cars of the common

type.

UTILIZES CENTRIFUGAL FORCE

Novel Features in a New Carburetter—How

the ~Whir1ing Principle is Employed

' and What it Effects.

Two features of novelty and rather un

in the

Watts-Detroit carburetter, which has just

been placed on the market by the Watts

Detroit Carburetter Co., Detroit, Mich. One

of these is designed with a view to elimin

usual merit, are comprised new

P

L

ating all effects of jar and shock to the de—

vice no matter how induced, the construc—

tion also compensating for the effect of

changing level owing to the inclination of

the road. The other feature is intended to

  

aid in the mingling of the fuel ingredients

by a most ingenious application of the prin

ciple of the whirling spray.

The popular concentric float principle is

employed, to which is added a counter-bal

  

ance, which not simply_steadies the motion

of the float, but also acts as a dash plunger,

preventing any tendency to dancing, and

regulating its motion. The auxiliary air is

made to entirely surround the mixing cham

ber, its entrance being through a series of

horizontally inclined converging vanes,

which tends to establish a spiral rotation

in the mixture as it enters. The efl'ect of

this rotational motion is to cause any par

ticles of liquid which may be entrained in

the gas, to be thrown outwardly by centri

fugal force, thereby encountering directly

the concentrated stream of extra air as it

enters the chamber, by which means it is

broken up and mingled. The inertia of the

gas, further tends to continue the spiral mo

tion as it is delivered to the intake mani

fold, thus eifectually preventing any ten

dency to stratification or pocketing of the

fluid.

Structurally, the device is of compact and

simple construction. As will appear from

the accompanying sectional illustration, the

outer shell, A-A, which is a brass casting,

carries the central air passage and induc

tion tube, which is constricted through its

central portion, the concentric float cham

ber, C-C, carrying in addition to the usual

float, D-D, the counterbalance and plunger

disc, H-H, which is linked to the float by

means of the equalizing levers, G-G, pivoted

to brackets, F-F, carried by the tube, E-E.

The fuel inlet valve, I, is held to its seat

bylthe spiral spring, I, and therefore re

mains closed except when acted upon by

the float mechanism. The jet, L, is con

trolled by the conical valve, M, regulable

from below by means of the adjusting screw,

N, and throws a conical stream of fuel up

into the mixing chamber, under the influ

ence of the central draught of air drawn

through the induction tube from the base of

the carburetter.

The cover of the mixing chamber, G,

which is in the form of a hood,-carries also

a series of vanes, placed tangent to the

chamber proper, and equally spaced, as a

result of which they converge rapidly,

forming a series of ducts which introduce

the air at a high velocity, to the chamber,

R. The amount of air admitted is con

trolled by means of the automatic annular

valve, S, which is seated by the spiral spring,

T, over the auxiliary air passage, V, which

surrounds the shell. The cap, \\’—\V, cov

ers the top of the mixing chamber and

guides the air valve. The outlet pipe X,

is vertical and in the center.

Such is the effect of the vane arrange

ment of the extra air inlet that a suction of

one pound per square inch produces a velo

city of flow of 332 feet per second at the

throats of the tangential passages, which

corresponds . to a rotational velocity of

something like 500 revolutions per second.

This rate being sufficient to throw out and

break up any particles of fuel which may

have passed the jet without being vaporized,

thus producing theoretically a perfectly uni

form mixture.
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011. TREATMENT 0F MACADMI l0“)

Chicago Experiments in Lincoln Park with

Good Results—Method Employed to

Make a Dustless Roadway.

 

The treatment of macadam roads with

mixtures and emulsions of oils was begun

in Lincoln Park, Chicago, during May,

-."1907, says M. H. West, assistant superin

tendent of that public domain, in an article

dealing with the subject of dust laying and

road preservation. In this park the roads

are for the most part limestone macadam,

but owing to the excessive and fast increas

ing automobile traffic it was found neces

sary to re-surface sometimes twice a year.

It was found very difficult to sprinkle

with just the right quantity of water, so

that no excess would show on the surface.

During hot, dry days the dust would arise

within a few minutes after the sprinkling

cart had passed.

In experimenting with asphalt oils the

paramount idea was to lay the dust. VVhat

ever lasting properties the material might

give to the road metal was a secondary con

sideration. Experiments were started with

California asphaltum, 98 per cent. pure,

bought of the California sales agency at

$30 per ton, or about 10 cents per gallon.

Sections of road were built with the pure

asphaltum oil incorporated in the road met

al, as well as being merely sprinkled upon

the surface in the form of an emulsion with

soap and water. In either form the material

proved too sticky to warrant further use.

Experiments were continued, using Kan

sas and Kentucky fuel oils of different spe

cific gravities, but with minor success, as

there seemed to be a lack of sufficient body

to maintain a wearing surface. A mixture

of two or three oils was then tried, and at

last results warranted the adoption of a

mechanical mixture or emulsion formed by

the use of soap and hot water with the Cal

ifornia asphaltum previously described, and

a Kansas fuel oil of about 26 degrees spe

cific gravity, purchased at 3% cents per

gallon. ‘

A great deal of care was found necessary

in securing a soap which would work best

with the water at hand. For the hard lime

water of Lake Michigan, the “Tak-a-nap"

brand, a soft naphtha soap, gave the best

results. This emulsion when applied to the

road surface does not become sticky, on ac

5>count of the lubricating properties of the

Kansas oil, but on the contrary, presents a

malleable, rubber-like cushion, which rolls

down to a smooth surface under automo

bile traffic. It penetrates into the road

inetal sufficiently to give the desired bond,

and the surface retains sufficient adhesive

properties to cause dust particles to com

bine with the road surface for a consider

able length of time. The road assumes a

dark seal brown color, restful to the eyes,

and emitting no disagreeable odor, such as

is commonly noticed on oiled roads. Traf—

fic may continue unmolested while the oil

is being applied, and no bad results have

been noticeable on rubber tires or on veg

etation.

The mixing plant consists of a series of

three ZOO-gallon hogsheads, set close to

gether on end with their top heads removed.

These hogsheads are connected at the bot

tom with three-inch pipe having gate valves.

In each of these receptacles are pipes for

live steam and for cold water. From the

bottom of the hogshead connecting pipes

lead to a steam pump of about 40 gallons

capacity. Arrangements are made so that

the material can be pumped through any

one of the hogsheads back into the same

or other compartments through a reduced

nozzle; or, so that the material may be

pumped from the oil delivery wagon to any

of the receptacles; or, from any of the re

ceptacles into a sprinkler, which is used in

applying the emulsion to the road,

In making the emulsion, 60 gallons of

water are drawn into two of the hogsheads,

the third hogshead being disconnected and

reserved for heating water for subsequent

use. Live steam is then turned on, and the

water brought to a boiling point. Fifteen

pounds of soap are then added, and the

water allowed to boil five minutes longer.

Sixty gallons of the Kansas oil are then

added, and the mixture allowed to pass out

of the bottom of one hogshead, through the

steam pump back into the top of hogshead

number two, through the agitating hose for

about five minutes, when one-half barrel of

California asphaltum is added, and the whole

mixture allowed to mulsify for twenty min

utes longer. It is then pumped into a dis

tributing sprinkler of 800-gallon capacity,

fitted with an adjustable cup discharging

attachment.

After receiving the stock solution, the

sprinkler is filled to its capacity with boil

ing water. Eight hundred gallons of the

emulsion will cover approximately 4,000

square yards of road surface.

Four or five applications should be made

as close together as practicable.

Roads in Lincoln Park, treated in this

manner on the 19th of June, and having no

further applications of oil, have remained

in good repair until the middle of October,

when a limited amount of patching was

found necessary. A number of holes ap

peared in the surface, which were cleaned

and deepened, after which a concrete formed

of small stone screenings and hot mixed

oils were filled in and tamped down. These

roads have given entire satisfaction, there

being absolutely no dust visible during the

summer months, night or day, and the cost

did not exceed one-half cent per square

yard for the five applications of emulsion

put on in June. One or two further appli

cations will be necessary to carry the roads

through the winter.

On several pieces of road where resur

facing was necessary, the following method

was used: The road was spiked by steam

roller, after which a scarifier was used un

til the surface was formed to the proper

grade. The emulsion was then applied un

til the road became exceedingly wet. The

roller was then sent over the road until the

oil and water appeared on the surface, when

screenings were put on, and it was again

rolled until the surface became dry and

thoroughly packed. This allowed the emul

sion to penetrate to a depth of four to five

inches,

This treatment has been found success

ful where weather conditions were good.

The road must be allowed to harden for

24 hours before traffic is resumed over it,

and the work should be done when the

weather is hot and dry. Considerable more

oil is used in this method of treatment, and

the cost for oil and for labor of regrading

and resurfacing, costs approximately three

quarters of a cent per square yard.

Where it is found necessary to redress

the road with stone, the best results have

been obtained by using a three-inch mac

adam. The large size of the stone gives it

an anchorage not easily displaced by pass

ing vehicles or horses’ feet. The oil and

screenings fill the interstices, giving a bond

much more firm than that ordinarily ob

tained by the use of water. The finest lime

stone screenings are used. With the use of

oil, limestone screenings give better results

than do granite or gravel. The absorbent

properties of the stone allows the oil to

penetrate, giving a better bond than is af

forded with the harder stones.

In a series of experiments in succession

with the use of pure oils on one of the

boulevards subjected to the greatest amount

of automobile traffic, the following to date

has been found most successful. The badly

worn road was spiked and scarified to the

depth of four or five inches, and a mixture

of 75 per cent. California asphaltum and 25

per cent. Kansas fuel oil, heated to 200 de

grees, was applied, one-half gallon per

square yard. Three-inch macadam was then

spread over the surface, bringing the road

to the required grade.

This was rolled thoroughly with a lS-ton

roller until the oil began to show on the

surface, after which a second application

of the hot oils, also to the amount of one

half gallon per square yard, was applied.

Limestone screenings were then spread over

the surface, and the road was thoroughly

rolled; screenings being spread wherever the

oil came through. This method was con

tinued until the surface presented a uniform

light brown color, and no material adhered

to the roller. Traffic was allowed to be re

sumed at once. Two days later, one appli

cation of 10 per cent. emulsion was made.

This road has had no subsequent treat

ment, and now presents a uniform pave

ment, but which is soft enough to allow a

footing for horses' hoofs. and to prevent

automobiles from skidding. The noise re

sultant from hard pavements is entirely

done away with.
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211/2 Per Cen

of all cars shown at the Madison

Square Garden Show were equipped

with

Midgley Universal Rims

and

38 Per CQIII

of all detachable rims on cars in this

Show were

Midgley Universal Rims

 
  

  

  

  

  

 

 

At the Philadelphia Show, one-fifth of all cars

were equipped with the Midgley Universal

Rim—6| % more than its nearest competitor.
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The Midgley Manufacturing Co., 3°???
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The Week’s Patents.

864,627. Wheel. William H. Douglas,

Belleville, N. J., assignor to Healey 8; Co.,

New York, N. Y., a Corporation. Filed

Sept. 29, 1906. Serial No. 336,742.

A traction wheel for vehicles com

prising a wheel hub, spokes extending there

from, a rim carrying the tire and having

means for engagement by the outer ends

of the spokes to allow longitudinal and

transverse movement of the rim and spokes

one .relative to the_other, and a device for

locking and unlocking the rim and spokes,

the said device being carried by the rim

and having‘a head at one end adapted to

be moved into or out of contact with a

spoke.

864,680. Automobile Truck. Thomas Ne

ville and Harry A, Thayer, Oshkosh, Wis

Filed Jan. 22, 1907. Serial No. 353,538.

In a device of the class described, a

wheeled frame, spaced treads mounted up

on the frame, and rovided with spaced

openings, spaced si e pieces upstandin

from oprSite edges of the treads, chucfi

blocks proportioned to be disposed upon

the tread and between the side pieces, and

pins insertible through the openings in the

tread and to prevent displacement of the

chuck blocks.

864,687. Vaporizer. Carlton R. Radcliffe,

New York, N. Y., assignor to International

Patent Corporation, Jersey City, N. J., a

Corporation of South Dakota. Filed June

5, 1906. Serial No. 320,288.

1. In a vaporizer, an annular reservoir,

a fuel discharge nozzle located within the

passage through said annular reservoir, a

chambered discharge pipe, a perforated par

tition at the side of the mixing chamber, a

controller gate co-operating with said parti

tion to open and close the passages there

through, a movable funnel-shaped controller

co-operating with said gate, having a pass

age through the same, said passage being

located over said nozzle, a portion of said

funnel co-operating with said gate to pro—

vide air passage around said funnel and be

tween it and said gate, and means to move

said funnel toward said gate to reduce the

size of the passage between said parts,

movement in an opposite direction being

produced by the inrush of air.

864,702. Bonnet for Motor Vehicles.

John Sherwin, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to

The Garford Company, Elyria, Ohio, :1 Cor

poration of Ohio. Filed March 3, 1906. Se

rial No. 303,999,

1. As an article of manufacture, a “bon~

net” for automobiles consisting of a metal

lic casing having an insulated material ap

plied to and completely covering its. inner

surface and intimately united thereWith.

864,706. Locking Device for Screw Ad

justments. James M. Smith, Philadelphia,

Pa., assignor, by mesne assignments, of

one-half to The Autocoil Company, a Cor

poration of New Jersey. Filed April 5,

1907. Serial No. 366,472.

1. In combination, a bridge for an in

duction coil having a vibrator screw in

threaded engagement therewith,_a friction

clamp or shoe slidable in and guided on all

sides by said bridge. said shoe havmg an

elongated opening to receive said screw,

and a spring for impelling said shoe in a

direction to frictionally bind against the

threads of said screw.

864,707. Reversing and Speed Changing

Gearing, George G. Talinage, Washta, Ia.

Filed Nov. 10, 1906. Serial No. 342,826.

1. _ In a reversing and changeable speed

gearing, a drive shaft, a sleeve mounted on

said shaft having one end forming the driv

ing member of a differential gearing, the

other end of the sleeve formed with a

flange, a pinion keyed to said drive shaft,

and means to impart motion to said flange

from said pinion, substantially as shown

and described.

864,708. Power Transmitting Gear. Geo.

G. Talmage, \Vaslita, Iowa. Filed Nov. 24,

1906, Serial No. 34" 972.

1. A universal joint connecting two shafts

.comprising a ring, voke arms extending

from one of said sh fls and pivotally se

cured to said ring, a cross-head on one end

of the other shaft having a longitudinal

hole therein, a pin extending through said

hole and the ring, and a set screw secured

in said cross-head and engaging said pin,

substantially as shown and described.

864,709. Sparking Plug for Gas Engines.

Jesse F. Thomas and Herman J. Bolinski,

New London, Wis. Filed Aug. 29, 1906.

Serial No. 332,524.

1. A sparking plug for gas engines com

prising a hollow casting rovided with a

series of external flanges orming interme

diate air spaces, an insulator extending

through said casing and the insulator for

containin a cooling compound, substan

tially as described,

864,724. Fluid Clutch Mechanism, Fred

erick M. Brown, Warren, R. I., assignor of

two-thirds to Isabel F. Harris, Providence,

R. I. Filed Feb. 2, 1906. Serial No. 299,

224,

1. A fluid clutch mechanism comprising

an outer casing, an inner casin arranged

within said outer casing and orming an

inner chamber at one side of'the center of

the outer casing and having inlet a‘nd_out

let passages communicating with said inner

chamber through its oppOSite sides, a drive

shaft extending through said outer casmg

and inner casing, an idler shaft Journaled

within said casing and spaced from the

drive shaft, intermeshing gears carried _by

said shafts within said inner casing With

their interengaging teeth in alignment be

tween said inlet and outlet passages, a valve

arranged in said outlet passage .and oper

ating to regulate the flow of liquid through

the inner chamber, and means for actuating

said valve.

12,683. Vehicle Brake. Thomas L. Sturte

vant, Quincy, and Thomas J. Sturtevant,

Wellesley, Mass, assignors to Sturtevant

Mill Company, Portland, Me., a Corpora

tion of Maine. Filed April 27, 1907. Serial

No. 370,729. Original No, 799,690, dated

Sept. 19, 1905. Serial No. 240,424.

1. The combination with a stationary

casing and a driven part or shaft, of a mul

tiple disc brake comprising a series of discs

or rings a portion of which are connected

with said driven part or shaft, to rotate

therewith, and a portion of which are en
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gaged with said casing so as to be re—

strained from rotation, combined with a

pressure cylinder attached to said casing,

and a piston in said cylinder for forcing

the said discs or rings into frictional con

tact with each other when a braking force

is to be applied.

864,766, Starter for Explosive Engines.

John B. Bartholomew, Peoria, Ill., assignor

to The Bartholomew Company, Peoria, Ill.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Sept. 1,

1903. Serial No. 171,545.

1. In a starting device for an internal

combustion engine, the combination of the

engine shaft, a fly wheel mounted thereon,

having a friction surface, a rotary recipro

cating friction shoe arranged to engage with

the friction surface of the fly wheel when

moved in one direction, and arranged to

easily separate therefrom when moved in

the opposite direction, means for moving

the friction shoe bodily toward the fly wheel

to engage with and turn the latter forward

or for moving it bodily away from the wheel

to disengage the shoe, and automatically

actin devices for disengaging the shoe fromthe lily wheel when it is carried backward,

substantially as set forth.

864,823. Variable Speed Gearing. John

S. Barnes, Rockford, Ill., assignor to W.

F, & John Barnes Company, Rockford, Ill.,

a Corporation of Illinois.

1907. Serial No. 377,260.

1. In a variable speed gearing, the com

bination of a driving member, and a driven

member, of a plurality of spur gears fixedly

connected to the driven member, a plurality

of shafts arranged equi-distant from the

driven member, a spur gear fixedly con

nected with each shaft and meshing with

one of the spur gears connected to the driv

en member, a spur gear on the driving mem

ber, a secondary spur gear connected to

each shaft, and an intermediate spur gear

in constant mesh with the spur gear on the

driving member and capable of being moved

into mesh with any one of the secondary

spur gears of the shafts.

Filed June 4,
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The Oil

For Your

Automobile

Mobiloil comes in different

grades, a grade for every make

of automobile and

That's why you never run any

risk in using Mobiloil. The only

oil which is scientifically and

accurately prepared to take care

oi'cvery condition under which your engine works. Mobiloil is in

  

MOBILOIL
comes in barrels and cans of vsryina capacities. Sold by dealers everywhere.
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engine.
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AUTOMOBILE BODIES
  

high-class enclosed work.

Output for this season. 9000 jobs. complete, trimmed and finished
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suit your compression, insuring rhythmic running.

The electrode and chamber are so constructed that WICO

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House inAmerica
 

The Miller Spark Plug

GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS

  

C,E,MILL[R

OHVONVJ.’

PLUGS are practically self-cleaning. Can also be taken apart

without disturbing the packing or altering the adjustment.

WICO SPARK PLUGS are made in all standard sizes.

Price, $1.00. A sample sent upon receipt of price.

Write Dept. 20 for catalog.

For Sale by Agents and Dealers Everywhere.

Witherbee Igniter Company

541 West 43d Street

New York

CHICAGO, DETROIT.

1429 Michigan Ave. 220 Jefferson Ave.

BALTIMORE—510 Continental Trust Bldg.

 

 

 

 
 

This plug has been on the market for the past four years

and there are thousands of them in use. It is considered one

of the best on the market, and is guaranteed for 90 days.

Price of Standard size, $1.50 each. We can furnish special

size to fit any car on the market.

Our Catalog—the largest of its kind, mailed on request.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mass, 202-204 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia 318-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich. 22736-229 Jefferson Av.

Cleveland, ohio, 406 Erie St. Buffalo, N. vi, 824 Main St.
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ESQDLARS
 

Dosseses Many New and

Exclusive Features .

  

11 Our new designs

are assembled without

solder, but by interior

screws, which leave a

perfectly smooth ex

terior surface —- of

great convenience for

cleanliness.

(11f accidentally

broken the lens mir

ror can be easily re

moved and new one

inserted without the

necessity of sending

lamp to the factory—

an exclusive feature

of great convenience.

For Other Features Get

Our 1908 Booklet .- .

  

 

  

BHDGER BRASS MFG. (20.

Kenosha, Wis. New York City

21-:

2..“ Auto-Meter

Z.’

7..

 

 
 

  

  

HEN we began

making speed

indicators, we re

solved to make the

best that could be pro

duced—how well that

resolve has been kept

is proved by the fact

that 70 per cent. of

the cars in the 1907

Glidden Tour carried

The

  

The correctness of the Warner magnetic

principle is proved by the fact that the

United States Government has adopted it

to obtain readings of wind velocity. Uncle

Sam thoroughly investigates anything he

buys—he wants the best. Let us prove to

you what the Warner Auto-Meter is—write

to-day.

WARNER INSTRUMENT C0.

791 Roosevelt Ave., Belolt. Wisconsin
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Remy Magnetos
which have become so well known to the automobile world and which

have sincd such reat favor among their many users. are now being

manu actured in t e best equipped plant in the world devoted to the

exclusive manufacture .of Msgnetos. This new factory. a model from

the standpmnt of efficient arran ement and high class equipment to

gether With perfected designs w ich are the results of years 0 ex

perience in t is line of manufacture, makes possible the turning out

of the very highest grade ignition apparatus on the market.

For 1908 our line includes a new high tension Magneto without

coil, which we build in large quantities and are selling at s medium

price. It is simple, small and well made. It can be installed with

minimum expense and is a high rade uipment in every respect.

\Ve also build Magnetos with coils or doub e ignition, and alternating

and direct current Magnetos for all ignition purposes. It will pay

you to investigate our Msgnetos before deciding upon your ignition

equipment for your 1908 cars.

We will exhibit st both New York Shows and the Chicago Show.

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

ANDERSON, INDIANA, U. S. A.
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Handieat

lulu

Wrenches

A Set of 5 B. & S.

General Service

Wrenches

(10 openings) put

up in a handy

IIIUN HASTINGS
Let us quote on your requirements of

BYLINDERS,PISTONS,BINE Pill
Our long experience with this class of work, our special

  

. . . . KIT BAG

facilities and equipment, added to the necessary “know 1
how,” have enabled us to secure and hold the business of $3.12!; a“

the leading automobile manufacturers.

Send us your drawings and specifications. gill &

PIS" lllll III]

THE MANUFACTURERS FOUNDRY GORPIRY, YlAliRBllRY, 00M. "ammo":

    

 

 

A NEW SENSATION PAQKARD

Equip your car with o o

Supplamamm 8mm springs Enameled Ignition Cable,

and notice the difference. No jolts, no

ars, no 'lbriokenTaprizgs, or MOCICOld _ -. j

Joints. e “ an -ye-marms” wil "
still be with you, but on won't PACKARD CABLE‘

know it. Our new ooklct is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Supplamanlary Spiral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

New York Branch, 52 West 67th Street

  

is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENSION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO., Warren. 0.

 

  

   

 

 
 

Pittslield Coils and Jewel Plu

Insure Sure and Economical Ignition

It has come to our attention that certain unscrupulous concerns , ....-|are making imitation Splitdorf parts, es eciall the ratchet adjustment ' "

screw and the Bogert contact spring. n ma ing these parts we use

only the highest grade of iridio-platinum, while in the imitation a base

metal is substituted, making them ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS so ._ ,

far as the o oration of the coil is concerned, and the use of them Will =1

only break own the coil in a ver short time. _ -

All Splitdorf parts are covere by Letters Patent. We are bring—

ing suit for infrin ement against these parties, and would call special '

attention to the act that all genuine Splitdorf parts now bear our

registered trade-mark. v

_. Pillstlelrl Spark Coil Co.

qu) Dalton. Mun.

wnltonNnge.Y&Oéla(?th at. Excelsior Suppl Co., giggingzlggofcalilfig.Wutem DII

trlbnmrl

New York Spo ng Goods Co., 17 Warren St. .Y., New York Distributors

Pettingcll & Andrews, Pearl & Atlantic Ave" Sooton, New En}. Distributors

J

  

They are used by

careful manufacturers ‘

and intelligent users of
H ' experience. Sold by all

good supply houses.

at; r

‘41 \_i lll,l lJL-J ell-I I1 i
  

  

 
  

 

 

PARSONS' MANGANESE BRONZE LEVER HASTINGS

‘f “RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

NAJAII AlITII SUPPLY SOMPANYi

“h "m" 140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

THE WILLIAM CRAMP l SONS SHIP & ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, - Philadelphia, POI‘IHI.
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that'a what we are. We have

made the motora In eorne of

the moat aueoeeefnl eara, for

yeara. iQnality before priee,

and BOTH right

The “ Rutenber ' ’

Carburetor

which an moter experta we

picked ae the heat in the world,

we are now making and aelling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR 80., Lonenaport, Ind.

Manufacturera of “Rutenber” Mote “Rutenber” Carburetore. and Sup

pliee. Light Soft Gray Iron. raaa and Aluminum Cutinge.

  

    

 

 

Warning Patent

Harroun now an BUMPED

The Firat in the Market

Alllf) Bumper The Beat in the 1mm
. Others Are Imitatora

THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT ha been allowed, and aa eoon an

it can be iaaned we will bring luit againet all USERS of Bumper! In

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN lioenee.

R. W. HARROUN. Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

sou: LICENSEES, u. s. A. svcauonn. ru.
 

KlNWflllll AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE GUALITY—THE BEST

oun LBADBRS: } .

Klnwood Perfection Radlatora

d

Klnwood Meen‘inleal Ollere.

KINWOOD PRBSSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

Framea, hoods, daehea, fendere, gaeolene and water tanka, mule",

duet and drip pane, radiator fan. gaaolene gaugee, fittings, oonplinge.

"6., OQC.

Large faellitfea and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PITIROIN, THOMAI J. WITZIL,

IOO Lake Ot., Ohloaao, I l Warren St., New York,

Weatern Repreaentatfve. laatera Repreeenhdve.

THE KINSEY MFG. O0., Dayton, Ohio.

McCORD

LUBRIBATUBS RADIATURS
“Marks of a Good Motor Oar"

m:th COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McCORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE

24 Broad Street

Old Oolony Iulldlmz

OHIOAOO

Q

CONTINENTAI. MOTORS ARE STANDARD
Letqu quote you on 4-cyllnder

motore for I908

THRBB SIZES

I . '  

5

4-eyllnder with aelf-eon

tained oiling ayatem.

Motore are ready for

coupling any atandard

rna e10.

ur new factory and ma

chinery enable ue to ar

antee uality and do Her

iea. lao clutchea and

._ trammiaaione. Send for

catalogue.

K. FRAN LIN PETERSON

use Lake St., Chicago, 11!.
Weatern Re reeentative.

recs. I. weizerg
2’ W. 42d t., New York

lantern Rqreeatadm

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. (10., Muskcgon, Mich.

I

  

  

The Springfield Motometer

Presents New and Valuable Features

The Maximum Hand: Math hi eet apeed attained. le

eeta inatantly. Can be dieconneet in a moment.

New Ealy Reading Dial—Big plain figurea. Fired Enamel.

Read: from the tonneau.

Spring Steel Reinforce on each end of the driving ahaft.

Compela eaay curvea and amooth running. Far better than

gears.

Non-Clogging Pinion. Mud proof. Will not hold and.

A rainy weather neceasity.

With these additional exeellencee, the Motorneter ia more

than ever “The Speedometer for Service."

Send for Catalog W.

The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Eetabliahed "65. Inoorporehd II”.

  

 
  

THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automobile Gunslmcllon

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS,

Strong. Tough and hold

Threada.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZI

CASTINGS.

Guaranteed above Govern

ment Specification;

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

PLASTIC BRONZE DIAR

ING METAL CASTIN08.

Cooleat Running and Heat

Wear Reaiating Bronae on

the Market.

Light Mfg. & leq 0|.

POTTBTOWN, PA.

  

 

 

  

 

 

HEINZE

BUILS
Send for

I907 Catalog

and Pricea.

  

"W'~”’"f: v,

HEINZB ELECTRIC CO., Lowell, Flasa.
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ell“ i®TTl THE CHANDLER inu.

G A RAG E

 

$250 and

Upwards

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no '

  

 
punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relia

NewYork city 5’l"...3?3§‘°..§§3$i§;3 ‘1' .13... Eizzzsifi.‘
B d d l D l The Car of for automobile dealers. ~

['08 an I 0 Writ! today/or Catalam andNawlelh

POW" w. n. KIBLINGER commuv
Run an a garage ought to be run. — a“ u... m aueunu, mo.

Peraonal attention. 60 H. P. 7 Passengers.

 

 

  

  

 
  

New and completely equipped
  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

repair shop. Expert workmen. ' ‘- ‘ _ " a “No Renting. Try us. N _

Tel. 2686 River. —' " *LAVELETTE 8. co” FRANCL ENbLAND

112 w. 42d St., ~ New York ITALY AMERICA

INVESTIGATE MICHELIN TIRE co.. Mllltown, N. .I.

I

The Great Smith Car Bcitfl Bccausc Regular
A Ob d ri P “ ticka." I hCO" MFRS_ daynin as; gagsroutu'itiipanfiivrici‘iogn manner.' '0' PE N N s N I A

la youra an Oberdorier?

TOPBKA' KANSAS M. L. Oberdorfer Braaa Co.,W“" St" synm “— Y. Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co

DI N G .EOLLA a Bryn Mawr, Pa. '

' l ' a 0 an

..?:i"%£2;..§‘i§?.;1f'hang?“nghmacéej BAKER ELECTRICS
tfl'ICC II [0., oomo_r?:E:..°‘..:;i; :Ea"::.;2..;"‘°'"°b"* C“ = will" {gill grim; °é§ifigfmmg~wb:

' CI

ing/gum? the London Topa. Write ior detaiia gt?€peddkctqrgby ,2" fl

3 a 0 CSCHP 10!! 0 e IT‘S 0 6.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY C0. ever 0 ered.123: Mickie-n Avenue CHICAGO ma amen moron vm-ncu: co. Jackson AutomOb cs

2: son: s:.. N. w.. Cleveland, 0. “no HILL TOO .TIIP"

Sold for Catalogue

BRISCOE RADIATORS -11......“ r13! 1%. 1?.33 ‘3“... Emggdgfm ucxsou AUTDIOIILE 00., Jim», am.

‘ Of§§iilg§£°%03?b=ith :r‘ with: coaai::; 'Ilh Garleid mesorkgrakr Co,

FJFE€£L.QF:EI, Hooda alao made. Send £33,Old Radiators Repaired. Send toneareat factory. Ga¥;‘§éelfiogof;qlg;;fslco ¥heulgrlidy _BRISCOE MFG. CO. iCl 1 d ' r0 ee

nn'rnorr, men. nnwaax. u. I. 137? Easivizaiii St.,

 
 

  

 
eveland.

'STANIJARD . v.

liilLLlill mama comm —

50th St. & Lancaster Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacture" of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balle,

Ball Bearings. Roller Bearinga and

land for arrow-rite No. i6 KEEPYOUR EYE ON

4 . ~ I ‘0 8
SPROCKHSéEgmfiS BElllY Hill DELIVERY. 1 400/ {a

iaartgckevifiorder. Send for 60' MADE lN NEW HAVEN 1"

“mm” Broadway, Cor. 50th St. New York

CULLMAN WHEEL CO. New York Branch, Broadway and 52d St.

l032 Dunning St., Chicago

Better and Quicker.

We'll PROVE thil on the

road any time you any. Call

at any Mitchell Branch any time

29mm "shown." MitchellatotorCarCo.

6

lemberluariean IMO" I .' ha I I.

  

  

  

 

" The Pullman of Motor Cara"

 

 

  

 
  

 

 

  

 

 

Af 'd bl"ills Th" "Willi" “5mm”! howl-i; 32°51;th “lingihmb‘iii:

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

spokes. Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the lake of

security. In doing thta care should be taken not to throw the

sprockets out of line—From “Motor World," August 8, ’07.

' Uao Columbia Lock lluta

common "or a con (20.. men-“Mme.”

 
 

 

Th0 Baldwin Chain Bompam

— NAKI —

Automobile Chaim,

Sprockata, Spur and Bevel

(hare.

Baldwin can] & Mig. 00.,
Vt orcoater. Mala., U.S.A
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“ " ' msum: YOUR moron

SMITH AUTOMOBILE PARTS. mmmnmmmmmm

 
  

" v PRESSED STEEL FRAMES
17!". .. I

. ~ ‘ spglk Plugs STEERING COLUMNS, “ n

.. “mumméffifmfinfi'... mm“ AND REAR AXLES'

etc.. in their oonteata. 'They'll do thfaaine you?" TRANSMISSIONS’

Bend (or aample aet.

UIL
I

TWO GRADES—LIGHT LND

MEDIUM HEAVY

YOU NAME THE CAR—WE'LL

NAME THE GRADE

INVADER UEMFFLU'D

COMPOUND

IIOII‘I’EIED A thickened oil for trlnamiaaiona

Tiii Ii. E. HARDY 00.. 86 Ill" 8L. litl Yul BIT]

y‘Tuu|i||ié.mi:”A”ll“i

THE F. B. STRAIN! 00.,

OLIVILAIID, onlo, u. e. a. “i

M

 

 

m

  

“‘

vvvvvv'v

i“

  

INVADER LUBRIOATING COMPOUND

" For Comprenaion Cupa

STEEL STAMPINGS.

D RAGON a. o. sm'rl-l comm" CHAS.P. KELLOM 8 00.
To | o 210 ' - - .‘" "§WO°I;APPY°“D§§;“§A°;S_"8” 2‘3 Chm“ 8‘" “ham” “"8- m Arch sum. PHILADELPHIA

Not too heavy—not too light.

Not too math—~96“ iuat right.

mucou AUTOMOBILECO., H A Y N E s

 

   

' a in "7" I “

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

30th, 81!! and Chum“! sit, Halddphh, Pl. " The car the Repairman seldom aeeu'

" They're apocllylng E c

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY Ro88 Y 00"PAN Y

OldeatAutomobile Manufacture" in America 8",,"0I "9w York

Member: A. L. A. M., Kokomo, Ind. .

on I908 Cara."

CONTINENTAL caou'rcnouc comm“ WE WILL NOT

43 Warren 8"“!- Nflv York ' mt your contract unleaa we can live you the

Representation everywhere. delivery you require. We will not accept more

“Ker your eye on Cantinental: ' contracta than we can fill with proper attention to

 

each. We make Preaaed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stamping;

THI HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL 60..

IGH-GRADELAMPS I $550"SUCCESS"
AUTOMOBILE

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

Acetylene Gas and Oil \ I I I | | I l l I | | | I l / motion-11m»!!qu

ATWOOD MFC. co.,

Ar'nesbury, Mass.

 

Practical, durable economical

ALUMINUM BODIES and ablolutely safe. A light,

-— etron . steel-tired Auto~Bu . ‘

J. M. & Co' Suitagle for city or country351 1334 . _ Speed iron: 4 to 20 miles an

hm". hm.“ "Ink |_ L _ hour. Our 1907 Model haa an extra powerful engine.

patent ball-bearing wheels; price $275. Alan M . .,

| | fl | | | | | | | | r | \ $400. Rubber Tlrtl, $25 extra. wm. [or due p

tive literature. i'“

Success Auio In“! Iig. Co., Inc. 531 lie Ballvau “L, Si. louil. ll.

  

Ill

1

'  

  

 
 

  

 

IF i8 reell the ain- ' —‘

" Motor Car Accessories wearcalwa s
cerest form of flattery then one . Y

' 8 ark PIS“, ICable‘ ‘Switéra‘ Lampa glad to hear from
a m . -

ml'ker is entitled to we: a WZtmIWeatgilag “iquipLZnt at; o?! own agencws who w|ll

—- manu acture. _ ' . .
lug“ hat FOR ' New illuatrated catalogue irea. Rubh the Wdyne m unoccupled ter

l' I .ma AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT co. wrimwm: Auromomu: co.,

2“ Jeflerson Ave., Detroit, Itch. ’ Detroit. Mich.

 

  

 

 

ngfltliTan
 

 
   

  

 

(PILIUQI)

“WNW.” THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

"nan." I'm 154 Nassau Street, New York

‘I U.» i

'14.“iii-1' Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to
 

(The motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of—___

Name“ L,

AddresLe . if. r L e .
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“WHITNEY” CHAINS

January 1, 1907 to November, 1, 1907, conditions as follows:

On January 1, 1907, we were renting about 38,000 square feet of floor space in a building not adapted for

our growing business. At the same time we were giving much attention to our new buildings which were

under construction, and not completed until July, 1907. During this period we moved our entire equip

ment to our new factory and for a number of weeks were obliged to operate machinery in both plants, We

also carried on important experiments and constructed much special apparatus for our new factory. While

thus handicapped we could not fully meet the increasing demand for “Whitney” Chains.. Nevertheless, we

succeeded in shipping a greater number than ever before for an equal period of time.

Patented

“WHITNEY” CHAINS

November 1, 1907, to December 31, 1908, conditions as follows:

New fire-proof factory, one of the best, strongest and safest in the country. Floor space over 70,000

square feet. Best of light and excellent conditions for employes. Location one of the best

in Hartford. Private side-track connecting with main line between New York and Boston. Land area

over ten acres. Large increase in new machinery and tools. Improved methods. Inspection system more

rigid than ever. Greater accuracy. Increased strength by the use of new materials and improved treatment.

Greater durability. Better finish.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., - ,Hartford, Conn.
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WINTQN

  

THE WINTON MOTOR

CARRIAGE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

New York Pittsburg Detroit

Boston Chicago Seattle

Philadelphia San Francisco

 

$2,500 in Gold

For Ten Good Chauffeurs

First Award . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,000

Second Award . . . . . . . . . . . . 500

Third Award . . . . . . . . . . . .. 250

Fourth Award . . . . . . . . . . .. 150

Sir: Others . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100

A plan to benefit owners as well

as drivers. Ask us about it.

  

 

‘ "A Six-Cylinder Courtship"

Saturday Evening Post

We Have the Car

you've been looking for. One that

starts from the seat (on compressed air)

without cranking. One that gives the

widest range of speed on direct drive,

in response to throttle. A car that

crawls or flies without shift of gear. A

quiet, sweet running car. A joltless

car. A car fully equipped when you

get it. One that gives greatest mileage

at minimum wear and tear.

It's the six-cylinder Winton Six

Teen-Six, the exclusive car of the

season. Made in the only plant in the

world that makes six-cylinder cars

exclusively.

“T9 own such a car is to own a

kingdom; the driver's seat is a throne,

the steering wheel a sceptre, miles are

your minions and distance your slave.“

At the Chicago Show, November

30 to December 7.
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HE Great Arrow Six-Cylinder Car is not theory. lt is fact; A

single experience in a six-cylinder Great Arrow will prove that vibra

tion has been reduced to a minimum. This comfort, this added touch

of luxury to a car already most efficient in construction, makes the l908

Great Arrow six-cylinder the ideal car for the man who wants everything.
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THE

  

 /

1 GREAT ARROW

SIX-CYLINDER

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 

 

  

The best mechanical description ever written will not be so convincing to you

as a single hour's demonstration.

4-cyllnder Great Arrow 30 H. P., Price $4000

laws" 2"” a a 5» are as:
y n er rea rrow . ., ceTOURING CARS iG-cyllnder Great Arrow 60 H. P., Price $6500

The George N. Pierce Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
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POPE- OLEDO

 

 
 

  

 

One of 0ur 1908 Models

 

As to the policy of the Pope-Toledo factory for I908, we make the

following statements:

Isl—Our line for I908 as shown at the New York Show was acknowledged

' by dealers, users and the press to be the finest exhibited.

l 2d—This product is now being manufactured and in fact is largely completed

ready for assembling.

lid—Deliveries are being made with our usual promplness in rotation as booked.

4th—The business is being pushed aggressively and progressively; our old

agents are being protected and we want new live ones only, where not

satisfactorily represented.

5m—Our “square deal " policy towards the user and dealer is being continued.

(“ll—We will make enough cars to take care of the demand.

7lh—An aggressive advertising and publicity campaign is being pushed.

sill—Our new catalogue, the finest we have ever issued, is in the printer's hands.

 

if you want the finest line of cars made in America today, correspond with us at once

l_-——

ngo Motor Car Company, Toledo, 0hio

  

 

 

p.
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THOMAS
THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.

presents four styles of chassis

and nineteen styles of bodies

Thomas 4-20 Town Gar"

Combines luxury with utility and necessity; designed particularly for city and suburban

use in good or bad weather, for calling and shopping, for the theatre, for social functions

and touring on good roads. This car is furnished with brougham, landaulet, cabriolet, li

mousine and doctor’s car bodies. In Europe this style of car is the vogue, as it rapidly

is becoming in America. Prices, $3,000 to $3,250. ‘

Thomas 440 Detroit

A marvel of smooth and quiet running with a dash in operation and distinctive st le in

appearance that denotes the thoroughbred and fascinates the most critical. The has

been strengthened and improved where the wisdom of experience has suggested. It is

especially designed to successfully eclipse at a much lower price, shaft driven cars of the

highest price and class. It is equipped with runabout, tourabout, touring and limousine

bodies. Prices, $2,750 to $3,750.

Thomas 4-60 Flyer

The Old Reliable is smoother, snappier, faster, lighter, quieter and roomier than ever. It has

been redesigned and refined until it has become one of the most beautiful and stylish cars

to be seen. The mechanical changes are largely refinements, though the motor generates

more power. A bearing between each cylinder is still one of its chief characteristics. It is

equipped with runabout, tourabout, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $4,500 to $5,700.

Thomas 6-70 Special

This is the climax of automobile construction, and is one of the most powerful and flexible

cars made, retaining as it does, the structural principles that have, counted so much for

reliability in the Thomas 4-60 Flyer. There 15 not a single experimental feature in its

entire construction. For speed, smooth running on hills and bad roads, and for slow

speed, all on the high gear, the 6-70 Special is not equalled. It is equipped with runabout,

touring, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $6,000 to $6,900,

 

E. RTThoinas Motor Q0.
‘ BUFFALO, new YORKMembers 1!. L. ll. ll.
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THE CAR BUILT FOR PERMANENCE Gun

You’re Sure 0!

Your Trip For the 1908

Q 0

When you start in an American S l C l d

Mors you’re sure of reaching the e ygeistined point without trouble or

e ay.

- No matter what hills, what the

condition of the road or other ordi- @ .

nary and even extraordinary auto- 6] /

mobile obstacles, the American , ’ '

Mors will get you there. @ @

Every part of the American Mors J

is built to do a specific share of the

work—and it does it. ' d

No one part shifts the work on

another.

They all work together harmo
' '11,S. .,N .s,1907.moust and make “the perfectly Greenw e c 0v

balanced car.” CADILLAC MOTOR CAR C0.,

Detroit Michigan.

AMERICAN MORS “DURING CARS—THREE TYPES: Gentlemenz—I want to tell you how perfectly de

“48 l p” "'m 2442 l p” $5,000 40.52 5. [in $6,000 lighted I am with the Model T 1908 Single Cylinder

Four-passenger Cadillac received a few days ago.

Allbodiel oi the most Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment I have "ever See" an engine With 5110}! Snap, Vim

and energy." She takes hills like a four-cylinder—

‘ and how any man can want anything better—I can’t '

see. This new car rides like a Pullman—and has all

Sun! for our Catalog. Address Dept.H the speed and povVer any reasonable man can pos

‘ sibly want. I must say—I am surprised myself,

though I have been a Cadillac enthusiast for ears.Ste Car It is the most magnificent running car I haveyever

Au'omobu_ Deparunen" St Louis, Mo. sat in, and on the road this afternoon I passed cars

costing more than twice as much, easily. I have

examined this car carefully and tried it thoroughly

and I do not believe you can make an improvement

in it anywhere. Yours truly,

EUGENE F. BATES.

New York: l706-17l8 Broadway, cor. 54th Street

9

Licensed by the Société Anonyme d’Electricité et

‘1 d’Automobiles, “MORS,” Paris, France

The price of the Model “T” is $1,000. It is the same depend—

Buill by the Largest Builders 21°$323111el‘fdoiifiii‘l‘ié‘liif$2132?iililififlfm" cad‘m"

“1 Sued Cal S “‘ “‘6 w"1“ Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.
Member of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturer!
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Years of study and experience are neces

sary to produce a tire that will prove satis

factory under all conditions. Our plant is

devoted exclusively to the manufacture of

pneumatic tires, and as pioneers in that line

we have had the necessary experience, and

the results of our close study in one line

exclusively are shown in our 1908 tires.

  

Manufactured in a factory devoted ex

clusively to the production of pneumatic

tires.

Manufactured by the Pioneer builders of

clincher Automobile tires in America.

  

  

Spaces 38 and 39 Coliseum

Chicago Auto Show
  

0&JIIRI': Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

BRANCHES

Boston: 243 Columbus Ave. New York: 10 W. Sixtieth St. Chica o: 1434 Michigan Ave.
Detroit: 247 Jefierson Ave Cleveland: New NO. 1837 Euclid Ave. San I<sranciscoz 423433 Golden Gate Ave.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES

Denver: 8528 Court Place. Oinaha: Eleventh and Farnum Sts. Portland, Ore.: 64-66 Sixth St.

Buffalo: 912 Main . Pittsburg: 913-915 Liberty Ave. Minneapolis: 21 S. Second St.

Philadelphia: 711 N. Broad St. St. Louis: 415 North .viain St. Syracuse, N. Y.: 212-214 S. Clinton St

Los Angeles: 1010 S. Main St. Atlanta, Ga.: 35 N. Prior St. Rochester, N. Y.: 55 Main St. East.

  

Memphis: 181-183 Madison St.  

 
 

“LONG=ARM” AUTO PARTS

QUALITY—QUANTITY—QUICKNESS—COUNT IN PLACING ORDERS

A 8. FULL FLOATING TYPE. SHAFT DRIVE

R R , SINGLE 0R DOUBLE BRAKES. QUIET GEARS

F soup i BEAM SECTION.

R , PADS FORGEDON

All Axles with Plain Ball, “F. 8: S." or "H-B” Bearings—Two Standard Sizes

CLUTCHES—Cork Insert Design, Cone Type

STEERING VREACIIES'——IIigh-Class, Tube Type

i-in., tle-in. and iM-in. BALLS

Also Propeller Shafts, Hand-Levers, Transmissions, and Gear Cutting

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE CUTS—QUANTITY PRICES

 
 

Samples Promptly Furnished to Responsible Parties for Inspection and Tests

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY

The American Distributing Co., Tét'i‘s‘iR'ifi‘DNQ. Cleveland, Ohio
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120 Elmore Cars kept in repair by one man
 

  

190'8
 
 

 
 

 

Elmore Thirty, $1750
1“. 0. B. Factory

The full force of this fact—that 120 Elmore cars in New

York are kept in repair by one man—Will not come home

to you till you have considered what it really means.

Just imagine, one man for instance, trying to take care of

half that many cars 'of the four cycle type—with their hun

dreds of trouble-giving valves, cams, rollers, springs, lifts

and other mechanical complications.

Yet it is being done in New York with the Elmore—be

cause it is the Elmore, because the Elmore is elementally

simple, because it has no valves, rollers, lifts, springs, or

cams at all, and because it is the most perfect type extant

of two-cycle construction.

Elmore Forty, $2500
F. 0. B. Factory

If you wish verification of this astonishing and significant

fact you can get it through inquiry addressed to A. E. Ranney

& Co., New York agents of the Elmore company.

You will find further verification of the fact that Elmore

repairs are practically nil and non-existant in every city in

the country in which Elmore cars are operated—from every

man, in fact, who owns an Elmore car.

From this same man—if he owns a 1908 Elmore car—you

will also find verification of the fact that the Elmore ignition

system with the installation of the Atwater-Kent spark gen

erator is positively the most wonderful and economical ig

nition 5 stem in existence—a system that will run a car

2,000 mi es on one set of six ordinary six-inch dry cells and

drain those cells to so low a point that cells discarded by

others as useless will operate the Elmore. car for miles.

Write for the Elmore literature—but see an Elmore agent.

1104

THE ELMORE MFG. COMPANY, Amanda saw. CLYDE, OHIO
Members A. L. A. M.

 

 

 

;_—_—.

Los An cles, Cal.:

Boston, Mass. :

Chicago

Kansas City, Mo.:

 
 

 

 

Type .C

 

 

 

 

Touring Car, Roadster, Touring

Roadster, leouslne

PENNSYLVANIA

DISTRIBUTORS.

reer- obbins Company,

1501-1505 S. Main St.

San Francisco, Cal.:

City Hall Automobile

Company, 66 Fulton St.

Frederick E. Randall

Company, 245 Columbus

Ave.

IlL:

Hamilton

Company,

Michigan Ave.

Providence, R. 1.:

Pennsylvania Motor Car

Agency, 133 Washing

ton St.

Denver, Colo.:

Denver Omnibus & Cab

Company, Denver.

Automobile

1218-1220

 

Auto-Motor Com any,

1122-1124 East 15 St.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Company,

din-head Motor, Chrome NtckelMagneto, valveSIeel, Annular Bearings

PENNSYLVANIA

DISTRIBUTORS.

Pittsburg Pa.:

Belle-field Motor Com

any, 4514-16-18 Henry

t.

I Company,

1597 Broadway.

Spokane, Wash.:

Dulmage-Rose

0nd Ave.

Philadelhia. Pa.:

West- tillman

Broad .

Baltimore, Md.

Automo

bile Company, 1212 See

Motor

Car Cosmpany, 153 No.

1

Rice's Garage, North &

Madison Aves.

SLRLouis. Mo.:

. '1‘. Harris, Washing

ton Hotel.

Buf'faln. N. Y '

Brunn’s Carria c Man

ufactory, 1140 ain St.

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

  

WRITE FOR THE NEW WHITE CATALOG

We would like to send a copy of our new catalog to everyone interested in

any phase of motoring. Everyone should read, for example, the description of the

White generator, that wonderful steam-making device wherein the water is at the top

and the steam at the bottom and wherein none of the conditions of the ordinary boiler

are present. The references to the continuous success of the White in all forms of

competition during the last seven years will also prove of interest. Also, we invite

attention to the detailed specifications of our two models—one of 30 horse-power and the

other of 20 horse-power—with touring car, runabout, limousine and landaulet bodies.

 
 

A POSTAL TO US BRINGS A COPY

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Meson
  

  

 

Eve Matheson car turned out in the last ten years is still running and is reported to be in

good con ition. Most of the Mathesons turned out within the last three years have never had

a single replacement and are still giving eriect service to their original purchasers. Man l9 0 6

Mathesons have to date, been not only ee from re airs but from even adjustments. \{/e have

many letters from owners of l9 0 7 Mathesons w 0 have given their cars hard and constant

use for the last seven months without spending five cents for repairs,

The salient Matheson features are those of the greatest foreign cars. The Mathe

son differs from these ‘li'i one important respect—it’s better. The great string of

Matheson Victories during the past season, its new speed records, hill climbing records,

endurance records, its perfect scores galore in reliability contests, made not only with

out need of repairs, But without even adjustments, all these have repeatedly proven

to us that there is no room for improvement in the Matheson. We have sought in vain

for records of performance that would direct the improvement of a single feature.

Feature for feature through the world’S‘o‘utput of high powered cars, not excepting

the best of the foreign makes, there is nothing that can compare with the Matheson

for performance over American roads.
I!

Write for our new booklet, “I Drove my Matheson—” by Matheson owners, some of whom have made

thousands of miles without even an adjustment, some of whom have gone through an entire season with a repair

bill of nearly five cents. The Matheson sets a standard by'which you may judge other high powered cars.

Licensed under Selden Patent ' Touring Cars, 50 H. ‘P'o, Guaranteed One Year

Palmer 81 Singer Mtg. Company

1619 Broadway (Formerly Matheson Co. of 'New York.) - New York

Factory at Wilkes Barre, Pa.

 
  

 
 

 

ATALOGUES 0F.

  

Walk Your Horses 6350 e C 3

It's a sure case of “walk your horses" if your motor car has not a . .

perfect system of ignition. eThe automobilist who wants horsepower; who wants to get the “full

value" out of his engine equips his car with the ‘

Battery Witherbee are handsome speclmens of printing and faithfully show

The consistant performance of the battery Witherbee; has so stand- the cars

ardized this product that it is included as “part equipment’ on the greater

majority of motor cars manufactured in this country.

In writing Department 20 ior battery catalogue please request Wico

Spark Plug literature and mention Motor Vt'orld.

if interested, apply to our branches or home offices.

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY ' °
THREE moms, Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.

SFW‘XQFSIE 14 QCQLEQES'AV._ ZZOBEFRIEQLTM, New York, 134 West 39m St. Chicago, 1332 Michigan Ave.
. 2

BALTIMORE OFFICE: 510 Continental Trust Building. (Boston, 74 Stanhope St

  

 

 

,
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MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRES

have made gig gains in the tire field during

the past season, due wholly t0 the tact that

they have stood Q in a way that command

ed the attention gt manuiacturers, dealers

all users.

It is already clear that 1908 will be a banner year

tor good tires.

There ls no method 01 making trlends

equal to the method of makan good.

 

  
  

- nuaazn mu

~ ' Ton OUNlOP mus

.,_

  

The mproved Midgley Rim, illustrated

above, accommodates every make of

Clincher Dunlo tires, as well as everytype of chanicalJIy-iastened tires, ept

one. Standard measurements thruo , in

cluding inside diameter. Solid bead. DUNLOP

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Detroit

New York: 214 W. 47th St., 17 Warren St. Pittaburg: 913-915 Liberty Ave. Kansas City: 5-6 )5. 15th St.

Chicago: Michigan Ave. Philadelphia: lilth &‘ rry Sta. Denver: ma 2 .

Boston: 0 or Mart. Cleveland: 1 Each . Ang : 118-122 Tenth St.

Syracuse: 214 Clinton St. Dayton: 495- East Th: Francisco: 423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

Buffalo: 379-383 Washingn St. Minn point 708 Henne in A tland: _86 Sixth St.

Rochester: 55 Main St. I a a: 90 No. P or t. ttle; Ninth Ave. and Pike St.

Louis: 538 N. andeventer Ave.

 

 
 

 
 

 

'wcmafiile
Combines Provad Baliahlllly Wllh lncraasad Etllclency and low 60st of lip-Keep
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CHICAGO

 
 

The Purchase of An Automobile

has become a purely business transaction in which the

returns in satisfactory service, reliability and

economy of maintenance are balanced against the

investment.

From the standpoints of economical maintenance,

absolute reliability and minimum depreciation in

market value, the

am»
stands preeminently the gilt-edge investment of the

industry, a position won and held through years of

satisfactory service.

The 1908 models'mark the nearest approach to

mechanical perfection ever attained.

Our advance catalog, now ready, will show you

how and why and a demonstration will convince.

Both are at you service. Write today or see the

nearest Rambler representative. '

Thomas B. Jeffery 6: Company

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

MILWAUKEE BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

Representatives in All Leading Cities

SAN FRANCISCO
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GETTING KNOX 0N I'l'S FEET AGAIN

After Long Delay Obstacles to a Plan of

Settlement are Removed—Terms of

the Agreement Reached.

Objections which prevented the putting

into operation of the plan of settlement

submittéd to the creditors of the

Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass., finally

have been overcome and accordingly the

liabilities will be capitalized and the cred

itors will practically conduct the business

Knox

until their claims are discharged. As a re

sult, the company may be said to be in a

fair way of being again formally placed on

its feet.

Under the terms of the agreement, the

company will now issue preferred stock to

an amount not to exceed $500,000, to be

preferred as to assets and dividends, and

to be 8 per cent. cumulative stock, with

semi-annual dividends. One share of such

stock of a par value of $100 will be issued

for each $100 of indebtedness. The net

earnings after payment of the 8 per cent.

dividend, less whatever amount is required

for working capital will be applied to retir

ing the stock; when it all is retired, the

business will, of course, revert to the orig

inal stockholders.

The Knox company never had issued any

preferred stock and its $363,000 of common

stock will draw no dividends until after

the retirement of the $500,000 of preferred

stock, which now will be issued. The com

pany made an assignment to A. N. Mayo

on July 22d last and this plan of settlement

was presented early in September. A large

majority of the creditors promptly accepti

it, but there were several of the larger ones

who persistently refused their assent, and

progress thus was blocked. W'hat means

finally were taken to overcome their objec

tions has not been made known.

When the new arrangement goes into ef

fect six of the nine directors and the clerk

and the treasurer will be chosen by the

holders of the preferred stock—the cred

itors—while the other three will be elected

by the holders of the common stock who

are the officials of the company.

About 200 creditors whose claims are of

less than $100 each will receive cash in set

tlement. The Knox liabilities totaled $556,

000,’ and the assets, as a going concern,

$970,000.

Benson Goes from Tires to Cars.

E, R. Benson, secretary of the Hartford

Rubber \Norks Co., has resigned that office

to engage with the Cadillac Motor Car Co.,

Detroit. He will be identified with W. E.

Metzger in the sales department. Benson

has practically grown up with the Hartford

company having worked his way up from

the lower rounds; on that account, his

change will prove in the nature of a consid

erable surprise.

Gas Engines Coming from Colorado.

W. H. Green, of Colorado Springs, Colo.,

has closed a deal with the Hassell Iron

\Vorks of that citv for the manufacture of

a gasolene engine or which he is the in

ventor and which is claimed to develop more

power than the general order of engines.

An addition, 60 by 75 feet, is being made

to the Hassell plant, to provide for the new

department.

To Build Wagons for Farmers.

The Dowagiac Automobile Co, is being

formed in the Michigan city of that name

for the manufacture of light, high-wheeled

motor wagons, designed for farmers’ use

and which will sell for less than $500. I.

A. and J. V. Lindsley, father and son, are

the men responsible for the enterprise.

Makers' Committee to Meet in Chicago.

A meeting of the committee of manage

ment of the American Motor Car Manufac

turers’ Association has been fixed to occur

in Chicago on Wednesday, December 4. It

will be held in the New Southern Hotel,

which is convenient to the Coliseum.

'I‘IIE DEATII 01" GEOROE II. DAY

The End Came Suddenly at Daytona—His

Busy Career and His Large Place in

Automobile History.

George H. Day, who played such mighty

parts in the founding and upbuilding of the

automobile industry, passed into eternal

rest on Thursday morning last, 21st inst.

His death occurred suddenly at Daytona,

Fla, whither he had gone in quest of health,

and while his ailment, heart trouble, was of

long standing and was of a nature that many

of his friends feared would terminate with

out warning, the news of Mr. Day's death

nevertheless proved a profound shock. He

was much in evidence during the Madison

Square Garden show in New York early

this month, and to outward appearance was

in good health. Almost immediately there

after, however, he sufl'ered an attack and

went South, accompanied by two of his

sons.

George Herbert Day was born in Brook

lyn, Conn., April 3, 1851, his family for four

generations having lived in the Quinebaugh

valley in that State, the village of Dayville

taking its name from his great grandfather.

He received such common school education

as his native town afforded and afterwards

entered Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y., but

in the latter part of 1869 was obliged to give

up his studies because of an affection of

his eyes. In October, 1870, he went to Hart

ford and entered the employ of the Charter

Oak Life Insurance Co. as a clerk, and re

mained with that company for seven years.

He resigned in 1877 to form a connection

with the Weed Sewing Machine Co., which.

after a boom period, was then struggling

against adverse conditions. At about that

time Col, Albert A. Pope had become in

terested in bicycles, and in the following

year, having convinced himself that there

was a future for bicycles of American man

(Continued on page 475)
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THE WEEK'S INCORPORATIONS.

Detroit, Mich—Grant Automobile Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $10,000 capital.

Allentown, Pa.—Lehigh Valley Motor

Car Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with

$10,000 capital. Corporators not named.

Boston, Mass—Back Bay Garage Co., un

der Maine laws, with $25,000 capital. Cor

porators—L. A. Ingalls, president; A. M.

Currier, treasurer,‘ '

Denver, Colo—Electric Garage Co., un

der Colorado laws, with $5,000 capital. Cor

porators—G. D. Lee, L. S. Sterrett, and L.

B. Brown, all of Denver,

Boston, Mass—Frederick E. Randall Co.,

under Massachusetts lawsnwith,$25,000 cap¢

ital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators—

Miller A. Dykemann, Herbert F. “Croes, and

Nellie c. Randall. ’ ‘

Denver, Colo—Tom Botterill Automobile

Co., under Colorado laws, with $50,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Tom Botterill, Frank

Botterill, and B. Botterill,,all of Denver.

St. Louis, Mo.—St. Louis Auto Exchange,

under Missouri laws, with $30,000 capital,

fully paid. Corporators—J. E, Brennan,

Hugo F.,Koch, A; M. Work, and Robert J.

Thompson. \ ‘

. New York City, N. Y.—New York Coach

& Auto LampCoq The, under New York

lawsfwith‘ $2,500 capital. Corporators——

Aaron Fuittern‘ian, Rachel Futterman, and

Etta Futterman, 867 East 164th street, New

York City.

New York City, N. Y.-——Park Avenue

Garage, under New York laws, with $125,

000 capital. vCorporators—\Nilliam H. Bar

nard and William H. MacIlroy, 54 Howard

street; Edmonds Putney, 2 Rector street,

New York City.

Brooklyn, N. Y.-—~Greenpoint Ath School,

under New York laws, with $6.000 capital.

Corporators—Clinton D. Anquinos, 177

Nassau street; Charles Miller, 890 Metro

politan avenue; and Joseph Allspach, 160

Meeker avenue, Brooklyn.

New York City, N. Y.-—Marion-Overland

Automobile C0,, under New York laws, with

$15,000 capital. Corporators—George W.

Garland, Jr., and Albert L. Martin, 1875

Broadway; George P. Strobel, 262 West

Ninety-first. street, New York City,

New York City, N. Y.—Fleur De Lis Au

tomobile Co., under New York laws, with

$25,000 capital. Corporators—Fred Knowl

ton, 638 East 139th street; Edgar A. Mom

fort, 1350 St. Nicholas avenue; and Ed

ward D, Cronin, 277 Vanderbilt avenue.

Brooklyn.

New York City, N. Y.——Recometer Com

pany of America, under New York laws.

with $300,000 capital; to manufacture speed

indicating devices. Corporators—Frank W.

Waggoner and Frank E. Sarstarphen. 253

Broadway, and Daniel M, Miers, Has

hrouck Heights, N. J.

New York City, N. Y.—George F, Ryan

Mfg. Co., under- New ‘York laws, with

$5,000 capital; to make automobile supplies.

  

Corporators—Fred Knowlton, 638 East

139th street; Edgar A. Montfort, 1350 St.

Nicholas avenue, New York City; Edward

O_ Cronin, 277 Vanderbilt avenue, Brook

lyn.

Chalmers Enters Thomas Afiairs.

Having purchased a large stock interest

in the corporation, Hugh Chalmers, former

ly vice‘president and general manager of

the National Cash Register Co., Dayton,

Ohio, has been elected president of the E.

HUGH CHALMBRS

R, Thomas Detroit Co.

duties on December lst.

E. R. Thomas, of Buffalo, retains his

stock holdings and his membership on the

board of directors, and in no way loses his

identity with the organization. The pro

duct will continue to be marketed by the

E. R, Thomas Motor Co., of Buffalo.

Mr. Chalmers makes his entry into the

automobile industry preceded by a proud

reputation. He advanced from the hum

ble position of office boy to that of general

manager of the Cash Register Co.-—from a

salary of less than $5 per week to one of

$5,000 per year, every bit of it due to his

own efforts. He is credited with being the

man who really is responsible for most of

the system and other things which have

served to make the National cash register

concern world famous. He is said to be

both forceful and incisive; a_lightning

thinker and as quick to act. He does not

brook incompetency in any form. He has

the habit of demanding Why? when things

do not go right, and the man who fails to

ansvar it satisfactorily must go elsewhere.

It follows that'Mr. Chalmers should prove

a veryvital-féctorfimthe automobile busi

ness.

He assumes the

v 1, Bruick-Johnson

IN THE RETAIL WORLD.

Fred J. Pardee, who has the Chicago

agency for the Brush runabout, has opened

a sales room at 1229 Michigan avenue.

Arlington, Cal., now has an automobile

supply and repair shop. R. D. Woodward

and C, G. Johnson opened in the Davidson

building last week.

Nicholas J. Redmond has opened a gar

age at 808-814 South Kenzie avenue, Chi

cago. A general garage and renting busi

ness will be done.

A two—story brick garage to cost $8,500

will be erected by the Indianapolis Motor

Car Co. It will be located at 419-423 East

Market street, Indianapolis.

C. R. Johnson has sold his interest in the

, Automobile Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich., to George Waller. The busi

ness will be continued under the old name.

The Cuyahoga Motor Car Co., Cleveland,

will erect a new garage at 1054 Euclid

avenue. It will be one story high, 45x130

feet. Concrete building blocks will enter

into its construction.

The Akron Auto Garage Co., moved into

its new garage on East Buchtel avenue,

Akron, last week. The building is con

structed of concrete, and measures 70x150

feet.

The Northwestern Cadillac Co., now lo~

cated at 316-322 Fourth avenue south, Min

neapolis, will change its location on De

cember lst. The new home will‘be at 316

322 Fifth avenue south, where much greater

room is to be had.

Reorganization of the Iowa Auto 8: Tire

Co., of Davenport, has been effected by a

transfer of stock. The new officers and

directors are: President, G. F. Burmeister;

vice-president, F. Jungohann; secretary

treasurer, Walter Preister.

The Cleveland Automobile Dealers’ As

sociation elected officers last week as fol

lows: President, W. D. Price; vice-presv

ident, F. W. Phillips; secretary, Bert

Adams; treasurer, H. S. Moore; directors,

F. W, Phillips, Bert Adams, George S.

Waite, C. M. Brockway, and W. D. Price.

The Buck Auto Carriage 8: Implement

Co., has not moved from Davenport to Des

Moines, Iowa, as stated in a recent issue

of the Motor World. It develops that the

company has bought out the Goodwin Gar

age at Des Moines, and has established a

brinch there, the capital city affording

a more central location for the State. The

main office will remain in Davenport.

The Algonquin Motor Car Co., with Ar

thur E. Adams as manager and W. F. Mc

Quillan as treasurer, has been formed to

succeed the Henshaw Motor Car Co., as the

Boston representatives of the Oldsmobile

and Columbus electric. The new company

will take over the store occupied by the

Henshaw company at 97 Massachusetts

avenue. Adams has had wide experience in

the automobile field, having been connected

with the trade for seven years.
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DUNN? DECLARES 100 PER CENT

Explanation of this Large “Melon Cutting

—It Raises the Expectations of Britons

Concerning Big Profits.

British investors are active traders in the

stock of automobile companies and allied

concerns, and are now eagerly awaiting the

annual fiscal reports which will show the

results of the year’s activity and announce

the dividends. A dividend of 100 per cent.

to the stockholders in a subsidiary concern

of the big Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co., has

for some unexplained reason created expec

tation of big dividend announcements from

the motor car makers, and a generally opti

mistic feeling prevails on the strength of

it. The 100 per cent. dividend, however,

went principally to the Dunlop Pneumatic

Tyre Co., and such of its shareholders as

took stock in the prosperous subsidiary

company, and the report for the latter

shows how remote is its relation to what

may be expected from the complete car

manufacturers.

The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., which con

stitutes the manufacturing division of the

Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co., discloses for

the fiscal year of 1907 a profit ~of £300,058

as against a profit of £209,969 for 1906, an

increase of £90,089, so that the dividend to

the shareholders is raised from 82.47 per

cent. to 100 per cent. The company’s cap

italization is 220,000 shares at £1 each, of

which shares the Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre

Co. owns 181,881, while individual stock

holders in the tire company, bought the re

maining 38,119 Rubber company shares last

March at six times their par value, or £6

per share. The net return to the individual

stockholders who thus bought at a pre

mium is therefore 16% per cent. on the 100

per cent. dividend basis. In fact it is even

a little better than this by reason of the

fact that on allotment the purchasers of this

stock were required to pay only two-thirds

of the purchase price and the remaining

third three months later, while the dividendv

applies from the time of allotment. The

showing is so satisfactory that a proposal to

give the directors of the company a com

mission of 2% per cent. each out of the £5

premium on the 38,119 shares sold to the

individual stockholders, was ratified with

considerable enthusiasm by the latter at a

mass meeting.

 

Topics for the Chicago Conference.

Standardization of automobile bodies, co

operation between the automobile engineers

and the body builders, and the reduction of

weight and the proper wheel base for a

practical car, are three of the important

subjects that are scheduled for discussion

at-the Chicago meeting of the Mechanical

Branch of the Association of Licensed Au

tomobile Manufacturers, which will be held

during the Chicago show. Some of the lead

ing body builders of the country will be

represented at the meeting and the engin

eers will endeavor to get their views on

how far standardization is possible and to

what degree co-operation between the body

builders and the engineers may be carried.

The meeting will be held at the Chicago

Athletic Club, as was the meeting last year.

After their official business is over the

members of the Mechanical Branch will

visit the show in a body for an inspection

of the cars on display.

Continental Apportions More Territory.

The Continental Caoutchouc Co. have

added two more distributing agencies to

their list, viz.: The Plant Rubber Com

pany, Minneapolis, Minn., who will cover

Minnesota, South Dakota, North Dakota,

Montana and \Vyoming, and the Neustadt

Auto & Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

who will act as distributing agents for

Eastern Missouri, Oklahoma, Arkansas and

Indian Territory.

To Make Accessories in Newark.

The Hydro Carbon Machine Co.. a re

cently incorporated concern, will shortly

establish a plant for the manufacture of

automobile and motor boat accessories at

43l-433 Bloomfield avenue, Newark, N. J.

The officers of the company are W. H. Van

Alstine, president; I. H. Market, vice-presi

dent and treasurer, and Alexander W. Ost

ler, secretary and general manager.

Maxim Designs a New Phaeton.

It has become known that the car which

will be'built by Hiram Percy Maxim, former

chief engineer of the Electric Vehicle Co.,

and T. W. Goodridge, former general ,man

ager of the Studebaker Automobile Co.,

who “doubled up" for the purpose, will be

a light electric Victoria phaeton. It is said

to incorporate several departures.

  

Michelin Brings Out an “Air Bottle.”

A new compressed air tank or “air bot

tle" as it is called, for use in inflating tires.

has been brought out by the Michelin Tire

Co. This.“air bottle" weighs less than 9

pounds and contains 450 litres of air, com

pressed t0'150 atmospheres, which is suf

ficient to completely inflate 8 to 10 large

tires. ‘

Wahoo Protection for Tires.

Dr. J. G. Smith, of \Vahoo, Neb., who

has invented an automobile tire protector,

has organized a company for its manufac

ture. A number of Wahoo's “leading cit

izens" are interested in the venture, Thomas

Killian being president of the company, and

Dr_ Smith himself vice-president.

'Two Factories Working Overtime.

There has been no let-up of activity at

the factories of the Dayton Motor Car Co.,

and the Premier Motor Mfg. Co. Both

plants are working 24 hours per day.

nor MBA") or an 'musmn

British Editor Stirred by Suggestion of

American Competition in Europe—He

Sees no Chance for It Success.

Accounts of the suggested European in

vasion by the American Motor Car Manu

facturers' Association having been cabled

abroad, the foreign editors make haste to

explain to their readers that it is either a

journalistic hoax or a rash and ill-advised

proposal which they need not fear in any

degree. With smug self-satisfaction and

congratulations they recite with what se

curity the manufacturers on the other side

have made the local markets proof against

American competition.

A] Reeves, the general manager of the

Association, having wired as to his safe

arrival on the other side in connection with

his mission of looking over the field, may

be expected to dissolve by his presence the

impression that the project is entirely a

journalistic invention. The contention of

the foreign press that, if serious, the move

ment is doomed to failure remains.

In that delightful, unabashed, first per

son singular style which is in such favor

among English trade papers, the editor of

a prominent automobile weekly sums up the

situation in Great Britain, as follows: “I

do not say in any levity or real cheerfulness

of spirit, but with thankfulness that the

British motor trade has been allowed to se

cure a command of its own market, which

no American invasion can now greatly af

‘ fect. Had .the fray come a year ago even,

it would have been serious, but to-day our

market is so roped in, so closely and en

terprisingly covered by our own and the

manufacturers of the Continent, that I

cannot conceive how these new American

raiders are going to win a trade success

save by patient and expensive enterprise.

We have with us as successful trading prop

ositions at the moment, the \\'hite, Cadil

lac, and Ford cars, from the States. Those

.who have run these ventures and have won

for themvtheir present positions, know what

they will have to do to secure a footing on

the-British market. It is, I suppose, a case

of 'nbeds must when the devil drives,’ but

many an hour's hard work, many a dollar

.well spent. will have to be devoted to the

task ere the American manufacturer can

hope to force a sale for his wares in this

country."

Shoemaker to be Receiver’s Manager.

C. C_ Shoemaker, president of the con

cern, has been appointed manager for the

receiver of the Shoemaker Automobile Co.,

Elkhart, Ind. lle displaces W. E. Johnson,

secretary of the company, who first had

been named for the position. Shoemaker

expects that the receivership will be ter

minated in about two weeks.
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EVIDENCE OF APPERSON QUALITY

40% of the 73 most prominent owners

of automobiles in a large city purchased

"Famous Apperson Cars”
To dealers—Think this over

We can tell you why! Write us

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company, K°k°m°' "."1:
Mmbn': A. L. A

nmmns

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBILE co. Jos. F. GUNTHER COMPANY,

235 . 49th St., New York, N. Y. 1240 Michigan Ave., Chicago, In.

PHILADELPHIA AUTO COMPANY JOS. J’. MANDERY,

N. Broad s:.. Philadelphia, Pa. Rochester, N. Y.

BAZILLE AUTO COMPANY, DIAMOND MOTOR CAR_ COMPANY,

15 E. 9th St., St. Paul Minn. 959 South Mam St, Los Angeles, Cal.

FRED S. SMITH, ALBANY GARAGE COMPANY,

38 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

 

Albany, N. Y.

 

 

  

 

AT THE RISK OF LIFE AND LIMB

of the purchasers who buy Automobiles, some manufacturers are still equipping their

cars with axles purchased BECAUSE the price was lower than ours.

  

TIMKEN HEAVY I BEAM FRONT AXLES

with Timken Roller Bearings in the knuckle-head. For high powered Touring Cars

are not made to sell cheap. They are made better than they need be to sell. Yet

the price does not prevent the makers of the better make of automobiles using them.

W ? There is safety insurance in every TIMKEN AXLE.

The process of making makes them what they are. And I

the danger of Crystalization is eliminated by this process.

SPECIAL ANALYSIS STEEL—ALL DROP-FORGED AND HEAT TREATED

If it is your desire to make a dependable car—write us for facts about the relation

Timken Axles bear to good cars.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., Canton, Ohio

Eastern Branch—10 E. Slst St., New York. Western Branch—429 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Exhibiting at Chicago Coliseum and 7th Regiment Armory Show, December.
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GEORGE HERBERT DAY.

Although it is inevitable, whenever a

leader is cut down, it is cause for sorrow.

When such a leader as George Herbert Day

is cut down, “sorrow” is a word too poor

for adequate expression. He was a good

friend, a poor enemy. His triumphs- were

many and always were they triumphs that

added to the world's advance. His wisdom

was sound and far seeing; his talents always

constructive. No man acted larger parts

in the automobile industry or acted them

so unobstrusively or so unaffectedly. He

earned respect—he commanded admiration

'by deserving it. No man has left a deeper

impress on the industry. His loss is its

loss_

Clearing Away the Fog.

In addition to being a very large and a

very beautiful exhibition, the Chicago show

will be a thoroughly happy function—if the

urging of the maligement is taken to

heart_ The manager has issued an appeal

to all prospective exhibitors to leave their

troubles. real or fancied, at home, and to

bring only smiling faces to Chicago. Says

this appeal:

“There were too many wet blankets at

the New York shows; too many complaints

that there was no business in sight; too

much talk about that popular idiocy, ‘the

money panic'; too free expressions of doubt

real or feigned, whether So-and-So would

be able to pull through the season; too

much pessimism; too much ‘knocking'—

not only of individual concerns, but of the

industry as a whole.

“The Chicago show wants optimists, not

pessimists; “boosters,” not croakcrs; pleas

ant faces, not sighs and regrets.

“There is no money panic in Chicago; but

for the newspaper reports of the doings

of Wall Street, Chicago would long ago

have forgotten that there had been so much

And the great West, about

which the East knows so little, is fairly

as a ripple.

bulging with prosperity.

“Let us banish the thought that there is

anything the matter with the automobile

business."

The appeal, of course, is based on the

laugh-and-thc-world-laughs-with-you belief,

and while it is somewhat overdrawn, it is in

The old saw

to the contrary notwithstanding, that weep

the main a laudable efiort.

ings beget weepings, was never better illus

trated than by the very conditions which

It is a

fact that at every large gathering during

gave rise to the Chicago appeal.

recent months the tongue of gossip has

wagged most vigorously. There has been

too much ‘.‘comparing of notes" and ques~

tioning of credits to serve good purposes.

These gatherings invariably have been fol

lowed by rumors of troubles which never

have materialized, and in at least one con~

spicuous instance, those most concerned

directly attribute the crisis in their com

pany's affairs to a well attended meeting of

tradesmen at which so many notes were

compared, and where whisperings were so

general that the mischief done could not

be checked.

As very many men in business have rea

son to know, the so-called‘“money panic"

is not altogether a “popular idiocy.” Panic

 

is scarcely a proper word to apply to it,

but that it is a time for conservatism and

a readjustment of affairs is plain to every

thoughtful man, and every man of that type

is safeguarding, or has safeguarded his in

terests accordingly. It does no harm to the

automobile business nor to any concern of

standing in the business to say that it has

It has exceeded the speed

limit, so to speak. The fact is obvious and

been overdone.

public admission of the truth will serve to

clear away some of the fog and to explain

the tongue-wagging that has caused much of

the fog. It profits none to chase rainbows.

The fact is equally clear that the automobile

industry has not been affected more than

other industries have been affected, and

that there is no more danger of it going to

the dogs than there is danger of other in

It will be

all the better—all the stronger for the re

dustries going the same way.

adjustment.

This is the irrefutable situation as it ex

ists, and is the view that should be spread

broadcast; it will do more to increase re

spect and to check the idle tongue of gossip

than all the simple faith cures that may be

applied.

There is nothing the matter with the au

There has been

something the matter with some of those

tomobile business itself.

engaged in it, and the reasons therefor are

not hard to discover.

Bodies and Body Builders.

During the brief period which has elapsed

since the construction of the chassis has

been such as to permit of the independent

fabrication of suitable bodywork, small

change has been made in the spirit with

That

is to say, the automobile body, however

which that task has been undertaken.

much the principles of the coach building in

dustry have been infused into it, yet is de

sigiicd and built distinctly and directly for

the automobile. A recent proposal indi

cates indirectly the desirability, and even

the future necessity of designing the chassis

to fit the body, Furthermore, since the sug

gestion comes from no less a source than a

well-known journal of the carriage trade, it

is to be regarded not only as plausible, but

as having direct bearing on the eagerness

of the carriage builder to absorb as great

a portion of the automobile melon as he is

Hitherto, his portion has

His desire to dip into the

permitted to take.

been chiefly 'rind.

pulp as well is not only pardonable, but to

be expected, since he has a certain legiti
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mate right to at least such portion of it

as relates to the production of that which

is purely carriage work,

The suggestion referred to has to do more

particularly with cars of the town type in

which the drop frame is used in order to

lower the flooring of the passenger section

of the vehicle, largely for purposes of con

venience in entering. Says the journal in

question:

“The drop and rear end was made a ne

cessity when the high rear wheels were

adopted, but the latest method is the d0uble

drop chassis, which carries with it the ne

cessity of designing the body first and mak—

ing the drop curve of the chassis to suit the

bottom curve or sills of the body. The

straight chassis and straight sill body em

bodied such similarity as made it impossi

ble to make but very few changes in out

lines. For this reason so many touring cars

seem to be built over the same model, but

the double drop chassis will change this

somewhat, as different curves may be adopt

ed to suit the styles of the different bodies,

and will be quite a change from the straight

line chassis and body.”

Nor is the idea lacking in wisdom, al

though its presentation carries a subtle sug

gestion that the body maker may ultimately

become of more than subsidiary impor

tance to the automobile industry. The ac

tual construction of chassis lines in ac

cordance with body specifications evidently

Ab

chassis

is applicable only to a limited extent.

solute interchangeability between

and bodies of certain plan dimensions, is

most desirable and any movement tending

to further this ideal should be acceptable to

all who are“ connected with the vehicle trade

in any way. For certain de luxe types of

passenger vehicle, however, this reversed

sequence of design would appear to have its

advantages.

In fact, it will not be long before either

some definite settlement of the body build

ers’ status in the automobile industry will

have to be arrived at, or open warfare de

clared. The excellence of the carriage mak

er’s product as applied to the automobile

is not to be questioned; he is not accustom~

ed to occupying a subsidiary position; he

demands open recognition for his labors,

and rightfully. Yet whether he shall con

tinue to work subordinate to the maker of

the mechanical portions of the automobile,

whether the two shall share an equally sig

nificant relationship, or whether the car

riage maker shall succeed to a mastery of

the marketing situation, are questions which

must be decided in good time, and about the

settlement of which must hinge in large

measure the final status of the industryv

 
 

The Demand and the Supply.

It is not to be questioned that automo

biles have become a necessity to the world

at large, but more especially to the world

at home. People have reached a point

where they actually feel the need of motor

propelled vehicles. The feeling is spread

ing, and not all the extravagantly planned

and executed cars, not all the wild misuse

of the highways by reckless drivers, nor

costly lessons in maintenance and upkeep,

can check the growth of the sentiment that

the motor vehicle is a useful and sometimes

a necessary means of transportation.

Here-is a man who drives a crude carriage

like contrivance, plainly of domestic manu

facture. In extenuation of its existence,

he explains that after his horse died he was

left with the phaeton on his hands, and

also a two and a half horsepower motor

which had been used for another purpose,

but which then lay idle. The mechanic's in

stinct taught him to combine the two in

some way for economy’s sake—because the

horse was dead. Actually, he

sessed of that respect for mechanical pro

was pos

pulsion, which has led some more foolish

individuals to invest in three thousand dol

lar cars, when their incomes and require

ments only warranted a five hundred dollar

expenditure. His inborn economy, how

ever, prevented his giving heed to the im

pulse until after the equine obstacle was

removed from his path.

Here also, are makers catering to such

a sentiment, which is not peculiar to this

one man, and offering to market parts for

converting buggies into automobiles. The

thing sounds ridiculous, but it has a solid

basis, since it provides for an economical

transformation from animal to mechanical

propulsion. The motor buggy makers stand

next in logical order, and next to them,

the makers of light and inexpensive run

The mak

ers of cars of larger pretensions, cater to

abouts and commercial vehicles.

a less extensive and more temporal demand,

as the qualities of power and speed, and

cost increase.

The automobile market is an accomplished

fact

sure, while in others it has been overdone.

But everywhere there is a demand. Where

there is a demand, as where there is a va

In some quarters, it is nascent, to be

‘ Automobile Dealers’

  

COMING EVENTS

 

 

November 28, Wilmington, N. C.—Aut0

mobile races on \Vrightsville beach.

November 28, Riverside, Cal.—Annual .

hill climbing contest on Box Springs hill.

November 30-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers' first annual exhibition of commercial

motor vehicles in 7th Regiment Armory.

November 30-December 7, Chicago—Na

tional Association Automobile Manufactur

ers' Annual show in Coliseum and First

Regiment Armory.

December 9-14, Detroit, Mich—Detroit

Association show at

Wolff’s pavilion.

December 14-21, St. Louis, M0.—St. Louis

Manufacturers’ and Dealers’ second annual

show in J'ai Alai building.

January 14-18, Hartford, Conn.—Hart

ford Automobile Dealers' Association’s

annual show in Foot Guard Hall,

February 10-15, Detroit, Mich—Tri-State

Automobile and Sportsmen’s Association’s

show in Light Guard Armory.

March 9-14, Buffalo, N. Y.—Automobile

Club of Buffalo’s show.

April 4-11, Pittsburg, Pa.~—Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association show in Du

quesne Garden.

 

cuum, there must be an equal supply.

The laws of the universe forbid with equal

insistency the excess, as well as the paucity

of the counteracting influence. Things must

equalize, in business as well as physics.

What profit or what loss arise from the ef~

fort to fulfill a demand, may be counted to

the credit or otherwise, of the forces under

lying the supply.

The automobile market is a reliable.

growing factor in the world of real busi

ness. What gain the industry extracts from

it, however, depends solely upon the indus

try itself, and the wisdom with which it is

molded to cover the market and nourish or

restrain it to the best interests of progress.

It is of passing interest to note that a

race for ‘gentlemen amateurs" will form a

It is to be

hoped that some one will now arise and de

feature of the Florida carnival.

fine that type of amateur. We presume, of

course, that he is the sort who lives on

wealth for which his father labored and to

whom real work is repulsive; but if he has

competed for cash or against a professional

who has soiled his hands by labor, can he

be either or both an amateur o ra gentle

man?
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DEATH OF GEORGE H. DAY.

(Continued from page 269)
 

ufacture, he turned to the Weed company,

whose condition was such that they accepted

and executed a small order for Columbia

bicycles. In this way Mr. Day and Col.

Pope were first brought together. The

former thus ranks as one of the founders of

the bicycle industry. He soon became im

bued with Col. Pope’s faith and enthusiasm

and urged that the Weed plant be turned

from sewing machines to bicycles. In 1879

he was elected secretary of the Weed

company and thereafter his influ

ence became more potent.

Each succeeding year bicycles

formed an increasing part of the

company’s product, and with the en

larging demand the Pope Mfg. Co.

acquired larger and still larger

blocks of the Weed stock, until in

1890 it took over the entire prop

erty. Meanwhile, Day had become

president and general manager of

the Weed Sewing Machine Cat, and

when it was absorbed by the Pope

Mfg. Co., Mr. Day went with it, be

ing elected president and general

manager of the latter concern. He

held those offices and the close as—

sociation with Col. 'Pope. formed in

1878, continued for twenty-two years

or until 1900, when the compressing

processes of the American Bicycle

Co., more correctly termed the Bi

cycle Trust, with which the Pope

Mfg. Co. had been merged, served

to sever the business relationship of

the two men.

During the long span of time Mr.

Day had seen the bicycle industry

grow from a tiny acorn to the

mighty oak that spread its branches

from ocean to ocean and beyond.

The names Pope and Columbia had

become household words; the Pope

plant had become the greatest of

Hartford‘s many industrial estab

lishments, and one of the greatest

in the world. It included not mere

ly two immense factories for the

building of bicycles, but a steel tube

mill and a tire plant, for the Hart

ford Rubber Works then was a Pope pos

session, and a factory for the manufacture

of automobiles,

It was while Mr. Day was at the head

of the Electric Vehicle Co. that the com

pany purchased the now famous Selden pat

ent, with which the name Day ever will

be associated. On and around it he built

what many consider his greatest monument,

the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, of which he was the gen

eral manager until early in the present year,

In effecting its organization, he performed

the heroic task of smoothing all differ

ences and conflicting views, of inducing rec

ognition of the patent and payment of roy

alty, and sharing of business experiences

and confidences, and of generally making

real and earnest what may be termed a com

munity of interest on the part of nearly all

of the leading and rival, and therefore more

or less jealous manufacturers of the time,

such as few, if any, industries have known.

In many respects the A. L. A. M. stands

as the ideal commercial organization, and

it was brought into being in 1903 in a man

ner characteristic of Day—without fuss,

feathers or flourishes. It was formed and

well knit almost before the trade at large

was aware that such a movement was un

  

GEORGE HERBERT DAY

der way or realized its scope. The percep

tion and the patience and diplomacy re

quired to perform such an achievement also

were typical of Mr. Day, as his creative and

directive genius is further exemplified by

the gradual development of the successive

departments of the A. L, A. M., each with

a well defined and useful purpose.

His ailment giving warning that his health

required more attention, Mr. Day resigned

as manager of the A. L. A. M. early this

year, and soon after, he went to Florida

where he remained several months. When

he returned he projected a visit to Europe,

but that was abandoned and he spent most

of his time at his summer home in Fen

wick, Conn., with only occasional dips into

business. His counsel was of such value,

however, and he was so interested in its

work, that only this month he permitted

himself to be elected a member of the A.

L. A. M. executive committee.

The industries with which he had been

identified having done much to build up and

add to the growth and importance of Hart

ford, it follows that Mr. Day was held in

high esteem in that city. He was one of

the originators of the Board of Trade, but

the only semi-public offices which he held

were those of park commissioner, and, by

designation of the governor, a man

ager of the Connecticut World's

Fair fund in 1893. At the time of

his death he was a director or trustee

of three Hartford banks and of two

insurance companies. He was a

vestryman of the Church of the

Good Shepherd, but practically the

'only club of which he was a mem

ber was the Engineers' Club of New

York.

In 1877 Mr. Day married Miss

Katharine Beach, daughter of the

then president of the Weed Sewing

Machine Co., who, with five chil

dren survives him.

Mr. Day’s remains were brought

from Florida and interred in Cedar

Hill Cemetery, Hartford, on Mon

day last. His funeral was impres

sive and was attended by a multi

tude that attested the regard in

which he was held. The floral trib

utes practically overflowed his late

residence. As a mark of respect the

Pope and Electric Vehicle factories

and that of the Underwood Type

writer Co., of which he was a direc

tor, suspended operations for the

afternoon.

Among those who attended the

funeral were Messrs. Charles Clif

ton, S. T. Davis, Jr., and Thomas

Henderson, of the A. L. A. M. ex~

ecutive committee; M, I. Budlong,

who succeeded Mr. Day as presi

dent of the Electric Vehicle Co., and

now fills his chair as general man

ager of the A. L. A. M.; E. H. Cut

ler, Mr. Day’s immediate successor

in the latter office; Albert L, Pope,

Charles E. and Wilbur F. Walker, of the

Pope Mfg. Co.; I. B, Entz and H. W. Kyte,

of the Electric Vehicle Co., and George B.

and H. R. Selden.

As his achievements in two revolutioniz

ing commercial movements, here briefly re

counted, serve to indicate, Mr. Day was a

real captain of industry. He shaped the

plans and directed the operations rather

than marched, with plumes waving, at the

head of the procession, and that his every

campaign was marked by impressive suc

cess, gives the true measure of the man and

of his capacity. If he was dignified he was

democratic; there was not a trace of bump

tiousness in his make-up. If he was re

served, he was both cordial and consid<
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crate. If he did not project himself, he did

not hold himself aloof. He was always ac

cessible and his handclasp was warm and

his tone kindly. He was the sort of man

that wonconfidences. He had to deal with

many men—not a few of them inventive

cranks—and it is a tribute to his memory

that some of the humblest of them were

warmest in his praise. He was so gifted

that it often was said of him that figura

tively he could “kick a man downstairs” so

kindly that he man would praise him for the

compliment bestowed. Also was he a keen

judge of men and if the roll were called of

those who won their spurs in the cycle trade

or who to-day figure high in the automobile

industry, it would be found that the num

ber of them is not small who must bear wit

ness to the helpfulness of the hand of

George Herbert Day.

Hill Climbing Car Falls 500 Feet.

Few entries, due to insufiicient prelim

inary advertising, caused the Witter hill

climb at Witter Springs, Cal., on Saturday,

16th inst., to be somewhat of a failure. Two

accidents further marred the meet. The

worst accident was when I. A. Nikrent’s

Tourist skidded off a dangerous turn and

toppled over a 500-foot embankment. The

car landed bottom up in a creek below, a

mass of wreckage.‘ The driver saved him

self by jumping. The second accident was

only a minor mishap. When the Lambert

car was running fifteen seconds ahead of

record time a chain came off, bringing the

car to a stop. It was quickly readjusted but

the race was lost. Nickrent’s accident hap

pened in a special match race, which was

won by Frank Murray, Peerless, who

climbed the 2543-mile hill in 6 minutes 21%

seconds. Driving a Buick in the free-for—

all Murray won handin in 6:26. Frank Hill,

Peerless, was second, and I. W. Dearup,

Lambert, third.

Wildwood Planning a Banked Track.

Success of its two race meets held last

summer has prompted the Motor Club of

Wildwood, N. J'., to talk of building a

banked mile track to be used exclusively

for automobile racing. The local Board of

Trade is said to be interested in the pro

ject,‘ for the reason that an automobile
track iwill perhaps bring people to the sea

side resort. A real estate company has

donated a tract of land just west of Wild

wood proper as a site for the proposed

track and a preliminary survey has been

made for a direct automobile roadway lead

ing from the main highway from Philadel

phia to the course. It is stated that work

will be started at once.

 

All the incumbent officers of the Bay

State Automobile Association were re

elected at the annual meeting held in Bos

ton last week. They are: President. Elliot

C. Lee; vice-president, James P. Coghlin;

treasurer, J. C. Kerrison; secretary, James

Fortescue.

A. C. A. TAKES A IIAND IN ".0!le

It Will Manage This Winter’s “Sandfest"—

Forecast of Events that are to

Make up the Card.

There will be a Florida beach carnival

The Automobile Club

of America unexpectedly announced late

this winter, after all.

last week that at a meeting of its directors

it was decided to accept the invitation of

the Florida East Coast Automobile Asso

ciation, composed of W. J. Morgan, the

New York promoter, and the Florida hotel

and railway men who derive most of the

benefits from the meet, and take a hand in

managing the annual sandfest.

The past five tournaments 0n the Flor

ida beach have been conducted by the Flor

ida East Coast A. A.,_ which association, in

view of the fact that last year's meet was a

lamentable fizzle, doubtless realized that it

scarcely could hope to promote another

tournament without the aid of some power

ful organization; hence the solicitation of

the Automobile Club of America to manage

the meet. The date of the meet has not

been decided, but probably will be in March,

and the program has been left to the con

test committee of the New York club, of

which Robert Lee Morrell is chairman. It

is stated that three long distance events will

take place, one for gentlemen amateur

drivers, one for strictly racing cars, and one

for stock cars. To prevent the appearance

of freak racing cars in the mile-a-minute

and two-miles-a-minute classes, the com

mittee states that the entrants will be com

pelled to qualify for their events by going at

least twenty miles at a minimum speed of

about 45 seconds to the mile.

Only $10 for Parkway Speeding.

Offenses of exceeding the speed limit of

New York City, when committed in drive

ways under the control of the Park Com

mission come under the jurisdiction of the

police court magistrates, and that such

cases need not be sent to the Court of Spe

cial Sessions, notwithstanding a recent rul

ing of the Appellate Division, was the sub

stance of a decision rendered in the West

Side Court, last week, by Magistrate Walsh.

It means that while arrests made in other

parts of the city may entail fines up to $100,

those made in the parks or on the parkways

will be limited to a maximum of $10.

The point in regard to the parkways was

raised in a brief submitted by Clarence K.

McGuire, an attorney, in a previous exam

ination of the defendant, Hugh Fentie, of

No. 313 West Forty-seventh street, a

chauffeur who was arrested on November

8 for speeding an automobile in Riverside

Drive between Seventy-fourth and Sev

cnty-fifth streets. The defendant’s attor

ney desired to bring the case under the

jurisdiction of the police court magistrate

because the penalty for the violation of

the park ordinance is lighter than for vio

lation of the State Motor Vehicle law, and

imprisonment does not follow repeated of—

fenses.

Magistrate Walsh made the following

memorandum on his decision :—

“Riverside Drive is conceded to be a park

Way. It is provided by subdivision 4 of

section 3 of the Motor Vehicle law that

authorities may enforce rules concerning

the speed of motor vehicles in parkways if

signs are erected indicating the rate of

speed permitted. It is conceded that such

signs are on the parkway. That being the

fact, I believe the park ordinances are in

force, and the offenses thereunder are

punishable in the Magistrate’s court. The

present complaint not charging a violation

of the park ordinance, but a violation of

the Motor Vehicle law, which is not opera

tive, this complaint must be dismissed, and

a new complaint may be drawn covering

the violation of the park ordinance which

is punishable by this court.”

Hotchkiss Appoints Committee Heads.

President William H. Hotchkiss of the

American Automobile Association, has an

nounced his appointments to the chairman

ships of the various boards for the coming

year. The boards have been increased

from four to six, the new ones being the

Technical and Publication boards The

former chairmen are all re-appointees, and

are as follows: Legislative, Charles Thad

deus Terry, New York City; Good Roads,

Robert P. Hopper, Philadelphia; Touring,

Frank B, Hower, Buffalo; Racing, Jeffer

son DeMont Thompson, New York City;

Of the Technical board, N. H. Van Sick

len, Chicago, is chairman, and of Publica

tions, A. G. Batchelder, New York City.

The chairmen of these boards will select

their committee members, who will be ap

proved by the directors at the next meet

ing to be held in Chicago preceding the

show.

Automobiliats' Rights on Turnpikes.

The Laurel Ru’n Turnpike Company,

which maintains several roads in the vi

cinity of Walkes-Barre, Pa., has been made

the defendant in a suit brought against it

by W. W. Scranton, which will be of in

terest to all automobilists who have occa

sion to drive around the Diamond City. The

Laurel Run Company has never permitted

automobiles to travel over its roads. A few

weeks ago Scranton attempted to drive his.

car over one of the roads, but was held up

at a toll gate by the keeper, armed with

an axe. Scranton then brought suit against

the company to compel it to open the road

to automobiles, contending it was a public

highway, and automobiles therefore could

not legally be barred from it.

“The A B C of Electricity.” Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau St., New York City.

/\
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The Chicago Show; What it Will Present

The Chicago show, which this year opens

its doors on Saturday next, 30th inst., al

ways has been a much larger show than the

average easterner supposes to be the case,

and last year, at least, a much handsomer

one.

The promoters love to style it “the na

tional show,” and, of course, there is some

excuse for it. Nominally, at least, it is con

ducted by the National Association of Li

censed Automobile Manufacturers, and the

question of Selden license or the lack there

of does not enter into its affairs. For the

nonce, Seldenites and “independents” lose

sight of the patent that marks the line of

demarcation, and exhibit their cars side

by side.

' Whether or not it is truly "the" national

show, there is every promise that the forth
comingvshow will be not only a larger one

than any of its predecessors, but a more

beautiful one to look upon. Three build—

ings—the Coliseum, the First Regiment Ar

_ mory, and the Seventh Regiment Armory—

instead of two, will be required to house

it, and one of the armories will be given

over wholly for a display of commercial

vehicles. The trappings will include 142

oil paintings of motoring scenes, of which

112 will form the backgrounds of the

booths. The others will encircle the Coli

seum around the gallery’front. There will

be snow white arches of staff and stat~

uettes of the same material.

What Chicago loses is due to the priority

of the two New York shows, which may be

said to have absorbed the element of nov

elty. It will be in the nature of an old

story to those who a month and more ago

viewed the exhibits in Grand Central Pal

ace and Madison Square Garden. for with

very few exceptions the makers whose

names are headliners in the industry, al

ready have displayed their wares at one or

the other of those functions. As a result,

except in the spectacular sense, the student

of shows ‘does not expect to be thrilled by

Neverthe

less, of the 117 names of car manufacturers

new or startling developments.

listed on the Chicago program, no less than

  

ONE OF THE BMBLBMATIC STATUETTES

23 will be new to the show this season,

Most of them will

be indigenous to the western portion of the

even to New Yorkers.

country, of course, and it is expected that

some little individual novelty will be de

veloped among these newcomers.

This list includes such cars as the Pungs

Finch, Silent Knight, Gale, Aerocar, Pierce

Racine, Tincher, Queen, Dolson, Auburn,

Shoemaker, Diamond T., and Pullman,

while ‘the C. I."V., which is a six-cylinder

machine, the Cornish-Friedburg, Lauth

Jeurgens, Lorraine and Oakland cars, are

among those which have not been shown

before, even in Chicago. In addition, the

show will house the Rambler and Berliet

in Newcars, both of which Y_ork were

staged at “shows” of their own. The lighter

types of car—the runabouts and high

wheeled buggies, also will be well repre

sented among those vehicles which were

not at either New York show, among them

being numbered the Duer, Staver, Monarch,

Aurora, Bugrnobile, and Stratton.

The commercial section, because it is the

first tangible realization of what practical

ly the entire industry has been more or less

idly predicting for several years as being

the one inevitable thing in connection with

the development of the motor vehicle, will

constitute a very notable feature of the

Chicago function. As the first actual and

individual exhibit of commercial vehicles,

therefore, as well as being a thoroughly

representative one, the commercial section

is bound to attract a deal of attention from

visitors of the thinking sort, if hot from

the mere show crowd, in the average sense.

Practically speaking, it will reveal about all

that was seen in its own line at both of the

New York exhibitions, and even as much

more which was not seen in the metropolis.

Speaking merely of those machines which

have not been exhibited already this fall,

from the total of 28 exhibitors, these may

be reckoned as new: White, Safir. American,

Plymouth, Sayers & Scoville, Continental,

Coppock, Gifford-Pettit, Streator, Pittsburg,

Worth, Lambert, Pope-Hartford, Mitchell,

Couple-Gear, and Meiselbach.

In the accessory line, it is usual to ex

pect a number of exhibitors who do not
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find their way east as far as the coast, and

who present more or less that is new and

novel in one sense or another. Moreover,

forecasting the exhibitors of parts and sun

dries at the Chicago show has usually been

rendered more or less ineffective because of

the considerable number of non-appearances

of those named on the advance list, as well

as the actual appearance of others who came

late. This year, the task is rendered still

more difficult by the fact that sub-letting

of space is permitted, as a result of which

it is absolutely impossible to predict how

many exhibitors will be visible, or what

will be the nature of their product,

According to the list, however, it is made

to appear that some 35 of the 180 accessory

exhibitors present will be showing their

goods for the first time this season. These

are: T. Alton Bemus, Warner Clutch Co.,

Triple Action Spring Co., Duplex Coil Co.,

Longdin-Brugger Co., Pfanstiehl Eletcrical

Laboratory, Vivax Storage Battery Co.,

Never-Miss Spark Plug Co., Imperial Brass

Mfg. Co., R. H. Smith Mfg. Co., Motsinger

Device Co., Long Mfg, Co., Ross Gear and

Tool Co., Western Maleable Steel Co., Cor

coran Lamp Co., Whiteley Steel Co., Li—

mousine Carriage Mfg. Co., Standard Lamp

and Mfg. Co., Eugene Arnstein, Franco

American Auto & Supply Co., McKenna

Mfg. Co., Standard Varnish Works.

Excelsior Supply Co., Atwood Mfg, Co.,

Edward Neely & Co., Heitger Carburetter

Co., Auto Parts Co., Electrical and Mechan

ical Development Co., Central Rubbers Co.,

Vehicle Top and Supply Co., Chicago Wind

Shield Co., McCord & Co., Cartier, Chap

man & Co., and the Atlas Mfg. Co. Four

new types of motorcycles also will be

shown, namely the Harley-Davidson, Ar

mac, Manson, and Torpedo.

The complete list of exhibitors, grouped

according to general location, follows:

Coliseum—Main Floor.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Packard gasolene cars.

Locomobile Company of America, Bridge

port, Conn.—L0c0mobile gasolene cars.

Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Wayne gasolene cars.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.—

Columbia gasolene and electric cars.

Knox Automobile Co., Springneld, Mass.

—Knox gasolene cars.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, Ill.--‘

Woods electric cars_

Reo Motor Co.,

gasolene cars.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind—Studebaker gasolene and electric cars.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Bufialo, N. Y.

—'I‘homas gasolene cars.

F. B. Stearns Co., Cleveland, O.—Stearns

gasolene cars.

Apperson Bros, Auto Co., Kokomo, Ind.

—Apperson gasolene cars. _ _

Northern Motor Car Co., Detrort, Mich.

—-Northern gasolene cars.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, O.—Elmore gas—

olene cars. , ' ,

Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.—

Oldsmobile gasolene cars:

Lozier Motor Co., New York—Lozier

gasolene cars. P

Dayton Motor Car‘ Co., Dayton, 0.—

Stoddard-Dayton gasolene gars.

Pope Motor Car Co., Toledo, O—Pope

Toledo gasolene cars_.

Pope Mfg, Co.,;fiartford, Conn.—Pope

Hartford gasolene cars.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

—Franklin gasolene cars.

Bartholomew Co., Peoria. Ill.—Glide gas

olene cars.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham,

Waltham-Orient gasolene cars.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.,

Ind—Premier gasolene cars.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkesbarre,

Pa.—Matheson gasolene cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown,

N. Y.—Maxwell gasolene cars.

Geo. N. Pierce Co., Buffalo, N. Y.——Pierce

Great Arrow gasolene cars.

White Company, Cleveland, O.—White

steam cars_

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

—-Stevens-Duryea gasolene cars.

Haynes Automobile Company, Kokomo,

Ind—Haynes gasolene cars.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland,

O.-—Winton gasolene cars.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Royal Tourist gasolene cars.

Thomas B. Jefiery & Co., Kenosha, Wis.

—Rambler gasolene cars.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—National gasolene cars.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo, N.

Y.--Babcock electric cars,

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.—

Mitchell gasolene cars.

Lansing, Mich.-—Reo

Mass.—

Indianapolis,

PungIs-Finch Auto & Gas Engine Co., De

troit, ich.—-Pungs-Finch gasolene cars.

Coliseum Annex—First FlOOr.

Autocar Co., Ardmorc, Pa.—Autocar gas

olene cars.

Dragon Automobile Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—Dragon gasolene cars.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.

—Baker electric cars.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Cadillac gasolene cars.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Peerless gasolene cars.

Imperial Motor Car Co., Williamsport,

Pa.—Second Imperial gasolene cars.

Welch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Welch gasolene cars_

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, O.—

Pecrless gasolene cars.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corp., New Brit

ain, Conn—Corbin gasolene cars.

First Regiment Armory—Main

Floor.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind—Lam

bert asolene cars.

Co umbus Buggy Co., Columbus, 0.—

Columbus electric cars.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis,

Ind.—M_armon gasolene cars.

American Locomotive Auto Co., New

York—American Berliet gasolene cars.

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland,

O.—-R & L. electric cars.

Western Tool Works, Galesburg, Ill.—

Gale gasolene cars.

Aerocar Motor Co., Detroit, Mich.——Aero~

car gasolene cars.

Gearless Transmission Co., Rochester, N.

Y.——Gearless gasolene cars.

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—

Moon gasolene cars.

Pierce Engine Co., Racine, Wis—Pierce

Racine gasolene cars.

Tinchor Motor Car Co., South Bend, Ind.

—Tincher gasolene cars.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich—Austin gasolene cars. '

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

De Luxc gasolene cars.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.

—Jackson gasolene cars.

American Motor Car Co.,

Ind—American gasolene cars.

Chicago Coach & Carriage Co., Chicago,

Ill.—Duer gasolene buggies.

Staver Carriage Co., Chicago—Staver

gasolene buggies.

Oscar Lear Automobile Co., Springfield,

O.-—Frayer-Miller gasolene cars.

Dolson Automobile Co., Charlotte, Mich.

--Dolson gasolene cars.

Indianapolis,
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Acme Motor Car Co., Reading, Pa.—

Acme gasolene cars.

Monarch Motor Car Co., Chicago Heights,

Ill.—Monarch gasolene cars.

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, Ill.

—Moline gasolene cars.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind.—

Auburn gasolene cars.

Diamond T. Auto Co., Chicago—Dia

mond T. gasolene cars,

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago.—

Holsman gasolene cars.

Wayne Works, Richmond, Ind—Rich

mond gasolene cars.

Rainier Company, New York—Rainier

gasolene cars.

Kissell Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.——

Kissellkar gasolene cars.

Smith Automobile Company, Topeka,

Kan—Great Smith gasolene cars.

Coliseum Basement—Cars,

Bugmobile C0. of America, Chicago.—

Gasolene buggies.

Chicago School of Motoring, Chicago.—

Lauth Iuergens Motor Car Co., Chicago—

Shoemaker Automobile Co., Freeport, Ill.

—Shoemaker gasolene cars.

Schacht Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.—Schacht

gasolene buggies.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co., Chicago.

-—Rcliab1e Dayton gasolene cars.

Aurora Motor Works, Aurora, Ill.—-Au

rora gasolene cars.

Lorraine Automobile Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Pullman Motor Car Co., Chicago—Pull

man gasolenc cars.

Gaeth Automobile Works, Cleveland, 0.

—Gaeth asolenc cars_

Hatfield Motor Vehicle Co., Miamisburg,

O.—Hatfield gasolene cars.

Atlas Motor Car Co., Springfield, Mass.—

Atlas gasolene cars.

Cornish-Friedberg Motor Car Co., Chica

g0.——C0rnish-Fricdberg gasolene cars._

C. V, I. Motor Car Co., Jackson, Mich.—

C. V. I. gasolene cars. _ '

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

C. H. Stratton Carriage Co., Pontiac,

Mich.

Coliseum Basement—

Accessories.

K. VV. Ignition Co., Cleveland, O.—K-_VV

magnetos, master Vibrators, plugs and ig

nition system. _ _

C. A. Shaler Co., Waupun, Wis—Electric

vulcanizers.

Norton Company, Worcester, Mass.—

Carborundum grinder and emery supplies.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston, Mass.—

Grease pum s and primers.

Auto Goods Co., Boston, Mass—Supplies.

T, Alton chus, Boston, Mass—Ignition

timers.

American Aluminum Coating Co., Pitts

bug, Pa.—-Aluminum coated steels.

Vehicle Top & Supply Co., St. Louis, Mo.

—Tops and su plies.

Roger B. cMullen, Chicago—Frames,

axles and parts.

Ovington Motor Company, New York.—

Motorcycles,

Automobile Topics, New York City.

' Jeffery-Dewitt Co., Newark, N. ].—Spark

plugs.

Warner Clutch Co., Chicago—Clutches.

Triple Action Spring Co., Chicago.—

Springs.

Duplex Coil Co., Fond du Lac, Wis.—

Ol .

Longdin-Bruggcr Co., Fond du Lac, Wis.

—Bodies,

Pfanstiehl Electrical Laboratory, No. Chi

ca 0, Ill.—‘§/nition specialties.

hicago ind Shield Co., Chicago.—

Wind shields.

Vivax Storage Battery Co., Chicago.—

Batteries.

Coliseum Gallery—

Accessories_

Kinsey Mfg. Co., Dayton, O.—Kinwood

automobile parts.

Sprague -Umbrclla Co., Norwalk, 0.—

Tops and wind shields.

Never-Miss Spark Plug Co., Lansing,

Mich—Spark plu s.

Adam Cooks Sons, New York—Albany

grease.

Indestructible Steel Wheel Co., Chicago.

—Stecl wheels.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago—Spe

cialties.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, O.—

Tires.

Prest-O-Litc Co., Indianapolis, Ind.—

Gas tanks and tire inflators.

Valentine & Co., Chicago.—Varnishes.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.—Accumulators.

McCord 8: Co., Chicago.—Lubricators.

Auto Improvement Co., New York—Self

starters and specialties.

Wray Pump 8: Register Co., Rochester.

N. Y.-—Tire pumps and registers.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Auro

ra, lit—Thor motors and components.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.

—Tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., New York.—

Hartford-Trufiault shock absorbers.

Wm. Cramp & Sons’ Ship & Engine Bldg,

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—-Br0nze castings and

automobile parts.

R. H. Smith Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.

—Springfield motometers.

Chicago Battery Co., Chicago—Batteries.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—

Whitncy chains and keying system,

Motsmger Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton,

Ind.-—Motsingcr automobile sparker.

Wheeler & Schebler, Indianapolis, Ind.—

Schebler carburettcrs.

Morgan & Wright, Detroit, Mich—Mor

gan 8: Wright tires.

R. E. Dietz Co., New York—Lamps.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, 0.—

Igniters and ignition s ecialtics.

Hartford Rubber orks Co., Hartford,

Conn—Hartford tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton,

O.—Bearings and axles.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.--Dia

mond tires.

B'own-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Tr‘ lsmissions, difierentials and steering

gear. -

.'-.picer Universal Joint Mfg. Co., Plain

field, N. I.—Universal joints.

_ G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind—G & J

tires.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenoshzi, Wis.—

Solar lamps and acetylene generators.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Odo

meters and speed indicators,

Gray 81 Davis, Amesbury, Mass—Lamps.

A. W. Harris Oil Co., Providence, R. l.—

Lubricants.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, O.—Bat

teries.

Ross Mfg. Co., Philadelphia. Per—Lamps.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.—Tircs.

C. F. Splitdorf, New York—Timers, dis

tributors, coils and ignition specialties.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N.

J.—Roller bearings.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—

Tubing. ‘

Long Mfg. Co., Chicago—Radiators.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires. _ '

Diamond Chain & Mfg, Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Diamond chains.
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105 W. Jones, New York—Jones speed-_

ometers, annunciators, odometer-s, speed

re ulators and specialties.

arner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears

and parts.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York.—

Ajax automobile tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

—Goodyear tires.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains and recoil check.

Pantasote Co., New York—Top and up

holstering material.

\Varner Instrument Co., Beloit, \Vis.—

Warner Auto-meters. -

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron. O.—Tires.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co., New York.

—Lubricants.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Mag

netos.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.—

Firestone tires.

Motor & Accessories Mfrs., Inc.

Cook’s Standard Tool Co., Kalamazoo,

Mich—Jacks.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago—Jacks and ac

cessories.

S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne,

Ind—Gasolcne and oil storage outfits. _

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detr01t.

Mich—Lamps and specialties.

Byrne, Kingston 8: Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston Carburetters.

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind—Ig

nition specialties.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York.—

Non-skid chainsv

Hancock Mfg. Co., Charlotte, Mich—Oil

ers, tank gauges and fiittings.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper

Falls, Mass—Non-skid covers and leather

inner tubes.

Coliseum Annex—Second Floor,

Ilotchkin Mfg. Co., Chicago.—Anti-jolt

device.

Auto Accessories Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

—Tops, tire jackets and accessories.

Duff Mfg, Co., Allegheny, Pa.—Barrett

jacks.

W'estern Malleable Steel Co.,

Mich—Steel castings and forgings. _

Midgley Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.——M1dg

ley rims and wheels. _

R. E. Hardy Co., New York—Sta-Rite

spark plugs and ignition s ecialties.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., hicago.—Graph—

ite lubricants.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co.,

Speed indicators.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. \Norks, Philadelphia,

Pa—Igniters and timers.

Elite Mfg. Co., Ashland, O.—Jacks and

pumps,

Empire Auto Tire Co., Trenton, N. 1.—

Empire tires.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

-—Gears.

J. H, Sager Co., Rochester, N. Y.—~Sup

plemcntary springs. _

Holiecker Co., Boston, Mass—Speed m

dicators.

C. Cowles & Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Lamps.

Breeze Carburetter Co.—Breeze carbur—

etters.

Auto Pump Co., Springville, N. Y.-—

Pumps and specialties.

Gray--Hawley Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Chime whistles and cutout mufflers.

Lipman Mfg Co., Beloit, Wis—Speed

indicators, gasolene gauges and odometers.

Detroit,

Chicago.—

National Battery Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—

Batteries.

Michelin Tire Co., Milltown, N. J.—

Michelin tires, _

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Micl-L—Steer

ing gears and parts.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Hoods,

nks, radiators, etc.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass—Coils

ahd ignition equipment.

Wm. C. Robinson & Son Co., Baltimore,

hid—Greases and lubricants.

.‘Oliver Instrument Co.,

Minn—Speed indicators.

Whiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind.

Atwood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass.—

Lamps and generators.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.—Bearings.

Motor Car Specialty Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.-~Speed indicators and specialties,

Conn. Telephone & Electric Co., Meriden,

Conn—Spark coils, switches and ignition

specialties.

Diezmann Shock Absorber Co., Hobokcn,

N. ].—Shock absorbers

Avery Portable Lighting Co., Milwaukee,

Wis—Gas tanks.

Precision Appliance Co., Chicago—Hill

precision oilers.

Kilgore Mfg, Co., Old Town, Me.——Pneu

matic shock eliminators.

Uncas Specialty Co., Norwich, Conn.—

Leavitt timers and distributors and special

ties.

Witherbee Igniter Co., New York—\Nith

Minneapolis,

erbee storage batteries and Wico spark

plugs.

Muncie Auto Parts Co., Muncie, Ind.

-—Parts.

Coliseum Annex—Second Floor

Motorcycles.

Ilendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass—In

dian motorcycles.

Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Chicago.—

Harley-Davidson motorcycles.

Armac Motor Co., Chicago.—Armac mo

torcycles.

G. H. Curtiss Mfg. Co., Hammondsport,

N Y.——Curtiss motorcycles.

Fowler-Manson-Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Chicago—Manson motorcycles.

Light Mfg. 8: Foundry Co., Pottstown,

Pa.-—Light motorcycles.

Excelsior Motor & Mfg. Co., Chicago.—

Excelsior and Triumph motorcycles.

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.—Yale

California motorcycles.

Merkel Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis.—

Merkel motorcycles_

Hornecker Motor Mfg. Co., \Nhiting, Ind.

—Torpedo motorcycles.

L. C. Chase & Co., Boston, Mass—Cover

and to materials.

Stac pole Battery Co., St. Mary's, Pa.—

Batteries.

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg, Co.

New York—Ever Ready batteries, lamps

and tire specialties.

Co., Chicago—BatVesta Accumulator

teries.

Igniter Appliance Co., Cleveland, O.—-Ig

nition specialties.

Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Tops and

accessories.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Gabriel horns,

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

Lamps.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Dalton, Mass.—

Ignition specialties.

National Oil Pump & Tank Co., Dayton,

O.—~Storage tanks.

Limousine Carriage Mfg. Co., Chicago.

—Wind shields.

A, R. Mosler & Co., New York—Spark

plugs.

Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Paints and varnishes.

First Regiment Armory-—

Gallery.

Standard Lamp & Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Motor Way, Chicago. -

Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York.

FContinental tires.

Eugene Arnstein, Chicago.~—AcceSsories.

Motor, New York.

Acetylene Co., New York—Carbide and

lamps.

Tilios Prosser & Son, New York—Krupp

stee .

Ventilated Cushion & Spring Co., Jackson.

Mich—Ventilated cushion system.

‘Edward Neely & Co., Chicago—Special

ties.

Newmastic Tire Co., New York—Com

pound tire filler,

Franco-American Auto & Supply Co., Chi

cago.——Batteries.

Cycle & Automobile Trade Journal, Phil

adelphia, Pa.

McCanna Mfg. Co., Chicago—Supplies.

Standard Varnish Works, Chicago—Var

ms _

Motz Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,

O.—Tires.

Morrison. McIntosh & C01. Grinnell, Ia.—

Gloves and gauntlets.

Horseless Age, New York.

Manhattan Screw & Stamping Co, New

York—Lamps, horns and tire carriers.

Motor Age. Chicago.

' Excelsior Supply Co., Chicago—Acces

sorics.

Class Journal Co., New York.

Heitger Carburetter Co., Indianapolis.

Ind.—Carburetters. ‘

Healy Leather Tire Co., Chicago—Tires.

Auto Parts Co., Chicago,

Edmund E. Haus Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

F. A. Brownell Motor Co., Rochester, N.

Y.-—Motors.

Electrical 8: Mechanical Development Co.,

Ashury Park. N. I.

Norris Auto Co., Saginaw, Mich—Tire

protectors.

Central Rubber Co., Chicago.

Robert Bosch, New York, Inc, New York

City.——Sims-Bosch magnetos.

Troy Carriage Sun Shade Co., Troy, 0.—

Tops.

Seventh Regiment Armory.

Commercial Vehicles.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Axrrnerican Motor Truck Co., Lockport,

Sill-u Automobile Co., Zurich, Switzer

n .

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.

White Company,>Cleveland. O.

hCommercial Motor Truck Co., Plymouth,

10. .

Sayers & Scovill, Cincinnati. O.

Continental Motor Car Co., Chicago.

Coppock Motor Car Co., Marion, Ind.

General Vehicle Co., New York.

Logan Construction Co., Chillicothe, O.

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gifford-Pettit Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Alden-Sampson Mfg. Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

Oscar Lear Automobile Co., Springfield,

Ohio.

I itudebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

n .

ope Motor Car Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Streath Motor Car Co., Streator. Ill.

Pittsburg Motor Vehicle Co., New York.

MitchellMotor Car Co., Racine Wis.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

I :iVorth Motor Car Mfg. Co., Evansville,

n .

E. R, Thomas Motor Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Colt Runabout Co., New York,

Brush Runabout Co., Detroit. Mich.

-A. D. Meiselbach Motor \Vagon_ Co.,

North Milwaukee, Wis.
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CLASSIFICATION 01" TO0RING CARS

System Developed by British Makers

Adopted by Royal Automobile Club—

How Classes are Determined.

After a long period of consideration, a

committee of the Society of Motor Manu

facturers and Traders, of England, has de

veloped a system of classification for tour

ing cars, the result being the establishment

of a series of 10 types, each defined by cer—

tain standard specifications. The Royal Au

tomobile Club has adopted the system, after

its confirmation by the Society, and will use

it as a basis of classification for its com

petitions in future. Furthermore, an effort

is being made to have other motoring or

ganizations adopt it for general use.

The factors considered in making up the

groups embrace the horsepower rating, ac

cording to the R. A. C. formulae; a factor

composed of the square of the cylinder bore,

multiplied by the number of cylinders; the

seating capacity; weight, with passengers,

tools and equipment, complete; the distance

from the dash to the center of the rear

axle; and the windage area of the complete

vehicle. Each group or class includes cars

falling within certain limiting dimensions

in these respects, and such is the method

upon which they are drawn, that the design

and completespecifications of the car are

pretty closely defined in this way. The

classifications and limiting dimensions are

given in the following table:
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The methods of obtaining the various

factors are further explained by the commit

tee responsible for the system, as follows,

the letters referring to columns in the above

table:

a. R. A. C. ratings for internal combus

tion engines. For steam cars, equivalent

rating to be settled by the Technical Com

mittee of the R. A. C.

b. The dimensions in this column are

those governing the classes at Brooklands.

c. In this case, maximum.

(1. Distance from Dash to Back Axle.—

In the case of “curved” or "dished" dash

boards, the measurement is to be made

from the back of the foremost plane portion

of such dashboard. Cars which so far de

part from the usual design as to render the

determination of the dashboard’s position

difficult, or impossible, shall be deemed to

have a dashboard 28 inches forward of the

front portion of the driver’s seat.

e. In measuring bodies for wind resist

ance area, the mean width at the widest

part—usually the back—is to be taken. The

height is to be measured from top of frame

to top of body, including any projecting up

holstery. If the frame be bent upwards at

the rear end, then the height is to be taken

from the level of top of frame before such

upward bend occurs. The bodies contem

plated in Table 4 are open touring bodies

only. .

f. By the “vertical projection of the two

front wings" is to be understood the sum

  

STANDARD OF WINDAGB MEASUIU-MENTS

of the two rectangles indicated in dotted

lines in the accompanying sketch. All tour- -

ing cars are to have as much wing area to

the rear wheels as to the front wheels.

The need of some such system, in the

face of the marked inadequacy of horse

power, weight and price classifications, has

long been felt. Moreover the various at

tempts which have been made at rating by

formula, while satisfactory in some degree,

have nevertheless, fallen far short of the

ideal. For several years foreign competi—

tions have been carried out on a formula

basis in one way or another, the most elab

orate being the British Tourist Trophy, in

which the rules used this year and last,

were so exacting as to require the construc

tion of special cars for the event. The

same unhappy circumstances, also circum

scribed the builders of cars for the three

great European events of the year, that is

to say, the Kaiser cup race, the Grand Prix,

and the Targa Florio.

Whether or not the present system will

prove sufficiently inclusive, and at the same

time, will display sufficient latitude for fur

thed improvement of cars, remains to be

seen. At all events, the effort is one which

is worthy of the serious attention of all

motorists, and one the outcome of which

will be watched with considerable interest.

Moreover, it looks toward a broader stand

ardization of design.

SEES WEALTH IN SPARE WHEELS

America Waiting for Them, Helm Declares

—Half a Million Dollars His Estimate

of Yearly Profits.

From St. Anne, Illinois, to London,

England, is a far cry, but the two locali

ties are to be linked by an automobile ac

cessory enterprise for which the diffident

promoters, after a most cautious and con

servative estimate, promise an annual net

profit of $514,440, and that, too, on a beg

garly capitalization of about $420,000. This

figurative gold mine, while having its thea

tre of operation in the United States and

looking to American pockets for its divi

dends, is being withheld from American

participation in the opportunities it pre

sents for investment, and under the title of

the Spare Motor Wheel of America, Ltd.,

is being financially launched in Great Brit~

ain where an eager public is said to have

over-subscribed for the 62,000 of the £1

shares which were offered for subscription

out of the total of 85,000 shares.

“To manufacture and sell the Stepney

spare motor wheel in U. S. A.” is the

avowed purpose of the company, and that

the field is a well chosen one, with possi—

bilities quite proportionate to the magni

tude and traditional greatness of the good

old “U. S. A.," is made clear by the pros

pectus which has been filed with the Brit

ish registrar of joint stock certificates.

With an adeptness for multiplication not

unpleasantly reminiscent of the renowned

Colonel Sellers, who figured that “in India

there are 200,000,000 natives; every native

has two eyes; and those 400,000,000 eyes

need eye-water,” the calculations given in

the prospectus show that on January I, 1908,

there will be in use in the United States

280,000 automobiles, each automobile hav~

ing four wheels, and each wheel liable to

tire puncture, thus giving the Stepney de

vice “prospective sales on 1,120,000 wheels."

Apparently no attempt will be made to

supply all of the 1,120,000 "prospective"

wheels the first year, however, a more mod

est plan of action seemingly having been

decided upon. Through the activity of \V.

W. G. Helm, described as the “late head

of the Helm Manufacturing Co., of Jackson

ville, Ill.,” and who is to be general man

ager, the company has acquired “the val

uable, comprehensive and fully equipped

freehold land and factory, plant, machin

ery, etc., of the St. Anne Kerosene Motor

Company, of St_ Anne, Ill.," and it is here

that the manufacture of the Stepney spare

wheel for the American trade will be begun.

Associated with General Manager Helm in

the manufacture and sale of the device in

America will be Lester E. Broyles, "late

president of the Bradley Stilwell Co., of

Kansas City, Mo." who will be managing

director; Ivor F. Thomas, of St. Anne, Ill.,
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who is slated as resident secretary; and W.

H. Titus, of the Clay County State Bank,

Excelsior Springs, M0., who will serve on

the “advisory committee in America."

Broyles has been engaged for five years at

an annual salary of $3,000, supplemented

by an arrangement under which he gets 10

per cent. of the net profits of the company

for the excess over 50 per cent. On the

prospectus estimate of profits this will mean

for him at least $30,000 a year, the estimate

giving assurance of £102,888 net profit on

the £85,000 capitalization. The estimated

profits are based on 3,000 wheels a month.

That W. G. G. Helm is the man for his

job is indicated by the magnetism of the

figures he compiled for the benefit of the

British public and which, printed in big,

black type in British publications, have

served to draw the £ 5. d. from the

British pocketbooks. Listen to Mr. Helm:

“According to your instructions, I have

as thoroughly investigated, as limited time

would permit, the automobile situation in

America as to the number of cars in use

and number manufactured each year; also

location of plant, equipment, cost of pro

duction, cost of plant and marketing (based

on probable demand),and conservative pro

fits based on the following facts, estimates

and opinions.

“The facts, figures, and estimates were

obtained from those, who are considered

the most reliable, experienced, and conserv

ative authorities in their various lines in

America. The U. S. Government report is

undoubtedly correct, but I regret the sta

tistics are not more up to date.

'“Considering there is a continued daily

increase of sales of motor cars, and basing

my figures on the authorities, I think you

may conservatively estimate there are now

(Aug. 3) in use in the United States 200,000

machines.

“I do not think there is any doubt but

the estimate of 80,000 for 1907 will be

reached, showing a gain of 33% per cent.

over 1906. The statistics show that since

1906 the United States lead in the number

manufactured. -

Estimated Profits.

3,000 wheels per month, at $25

eac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $75,000.00

Material and product

ive labo'r . . . . . . . . . .. $559.32

Non-productive labor. 84.12

Sales department 97.84

$741.31, divide by

200, equals . . . . . . . 3.71

Cost of. 3,000 wheels,

at $3.71 . . . . . . . . . . ..$ll,130.00

Commission, ‘20 per

.cent.'—$5.00, or 3,000

,wheels _ . . . . . . . . . . .. 15,000.00

.____ 26,130.00

Monthly-profits .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. $48,870.00

Yearly profits on same basis... $586,400.00

Less royalty of $2 per wheel... 72,000.00

Annual net profits . . . . . . . . . . . . $514,440.00

or

£102,888

“These figures are based on a production

of 40 per cent. reserve stock.

“After considering the above informa

tion, and the fact that it was obtained from

recognized automobile authorities and other

reliable courses, I can conservatively esti

mate that you should sell 36,000 wheels the

first year (and should not be surprised if

your sales run 60,000 wheels per annum),

my estimate being based on 12% per cent.

of the probable 280,000 cars in use on Jan

uary lst, 1908, or, carried still further, you

have prospective sales on 1,120,000 wheels,

with puncture liabilities. Your succeeding

years should show a large increase in sales,

as I am thoroughly convinced the wheel has

such unusual merits that each one in use

will prove an advertisement]?

The Stepney spare wheel has for its chief

feature a demountable rim carrying an in

flated tire, the spare rim and tire carried

on the car being readily substituted on the

wheel when the tire on the latter is punc

tured. It is at present enjoying a great

popularity in England, being fitted to both

taxi-cabs and private machines, and the

shares in the British company have yielded

20 per cent. in dividends for nine months

business and stand at a 50 per cent. pre

mium. Having thus in a measure conquered

England, the conquest of America is the

next step, the new company being formed

with this purpose. Beyond paying a roy

alty of $2 per wheel to the parent company,

the American company will be entirely in

dependent, and its plan of marketing the

wheels is designed to take advantage of

that peculiar open-handedness and disre

gard of price with which the American au

tomobile public is popularly credited. This

is brought out in the fact that while the

wheels sell for about $14 in England the

price in the United States is to be $25, which

on a manufacturing cost of $3.71 is rather

“rubbing it in,” particularly in view of the

fact that only those Americans with fore

sight enough to cable to London for shares

will have a chance to participate in the sale

to the 1,120,0(X) “prospectives.”

Color Schemes for Trucks.

The business or commercial automobile,

speaking upon the basis of a broad appli

cation, has received kinder treatment at the

hands of the painters than the pleasure ve

hicles, and for this reason: Owners of com

mercial automobiles have dictated less in

regard to the employment of colors than

have the owners of pleasure vehicles, and,

as a result, the painters have used color de

signs suited, in most cases, precisely to the

form, size and business requirements of the

vehicles. To recite, even in a general way

the colors chosen and made use of in the

painting of the business automobile would

transcend the limits of this paper. We need

only to say, remarks the Carriage Monthly,

that the range and variety of colors is in

finite, and clearly comprehend, within the

law of strict harmony, all the known pig

ments from white to black- At the present

combination with other colors,

time, the business automobile, quite to the

_ same extent as the business wagon, is more

or less at the mercy of the Napoleon of

colors and the pictorial artists. And to the

fancies of these clever craftsmen few can

take exception, since the business wagon

and the business automobile are in part

given over to advertising purposes.

In all the leading American cities one may

see daring feats in the treatment of colors

executed upon horseless trucks, drays, vans,

and commercial wagons generally, and, save

an occasional exception, the effects are ad

mirable. Naturally overdisplayed the effects

pass uncriticized, being accepted as exag

gerations of the advertiser, rather than color

misconceptions of the painter. And, indeed,

this assumption is more often than not the

true one. '

The day is not far distant, if, in fact, it has

ever been foretold, when other than nominal

modifications in the present color treat

ment of business auto-surfaces may be ex

pected. The business automobile painter

has asserted his ability as a colorist, pictorial

artist and finisher.

Brilliant reds, greens, both light and deep,

blues of pale and deep shade, and yellows

running through many intermediate tones,

together with warm, soft browns, and grays,

with cheer and rest to them, are the colors

that promise to win continued favor with

owners and users of this class of vehicles.

Combinations of Tuscan and Indian red

and any of the yellow pigments, barring the

extremely pale tones, furnish rich, pleasing

effects. Deep and medium shades of red

judiciausly located in combination with the

deep, brilliant greens, display effective re

sults. Blues, to be used without offense in

must be

handled with caution. Not a few of the soft,

neutral browns--those, for example. made

chiefly from the siennas—may be placed

very effectively in combination with blues.

Wine colors and the neutral grays combine

nicely together. The ornamental effects ap

plied to these colors, and combinations of

colors, and to an infinite variety of others

which might be mentioned, not infrequently

serve, as they should, to soften down and

mellow what might otherwise prove out in

the field of service harsh and, possibly, in

consistent efiects.

Keeping Dust frbrn the Motor.

Where tightly closing bonnets are em

ployed, it appears a needless refinement to

provide a housing for the working parts of

the motor, such as the valve gear and mag—

neto. But when it is considered that the

chief source of dust and dirt is the suction

through the radiation, which becomes the

more violent and effective in its scouring

action on bright metal parts, the more per

fect the enclosure of the hood is made. Not

until the cooling air is made to pass through

a closed duct, completely isolated from all

working parts, will it be really expedient

to expose working surfaces to the interior of

the motor enclosure,
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NEW THINGS AT THE l0NDON SIIOW

They Were Seen Mostly in Detail Features

Noteworthy

Amcrican Cars that were Staged.

—Some Departures—

New things at the London show at Olym
ipia, which closed its two weeks’ run last

Saturday night, were by no means absent,

and though no revolutionary complete car

designs were disclosed, yet novelty and de

parture from old practice in detail features

were to be found on every hand.

The show was the sixth so-called inter

national motor car exhibition given by the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and Trad

  

Belgian products next in order; one car

from Spain also was in evidence. The total

of exhibitors is given as 312, of whom 140

were pleasure car exhibitors, who exhibited

some 600 cars.

In design tendencies perhaps the mOst

marked features were the majority use of

the three-quarter elliptic springs for the

rear suspension, and the use of pressed steel

frames narrowed in front, to give wider

swing to the steering wheels, and raised

at the back. Three-quarter platform spring

suspension in the rear was also prominent.

Ball bearings for crankshafts were shown in

a great variety of forms, some in combina

tion with plain bearings, and others employ—

ing multiple ball bearings at points where

long plain bearings were formerly used, al

on third with a geared-up fourth was per

haps the more popular form. A few worm

drive cars appeared. Selective transmis

sion was general, the selective mechanism

in nearly all cases being enclosed in a box

of its own to protect it from mud and dirt.

Half-compression cams to make easy the

starting were fitted to a large number of

cars, while the representation of self—start

ers, though small, was significant. Clutch

brakes to still the gears in the transmission

case for gear changing were shown in va

riety, and in at least one case an additional

clutch, back of the gear box, was intro

duced, so that with the car running the

gears all may be brought to a stop.

Hopeful evidences that makers are begin

ning to realize that set and uniform dis
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TWO OLYMPIA EXAMPLES OF SIX CYLINDER MOTOR EXTERNAL SINPLICITY

ers, and it basked in the sunlight of royal

patronage, the flattering presence of H. R.

H. the Duke of Connaught gracing the

opening ceremonies on Monday, Novem

ber 11, The body of the immense building

was reserved for the car exhibits, while

tires and accessories were staged in the

galleries. In addition to the cars in the

building, there_were flocks of demonstra

tion cars outside at the Hammersmith en

trance, many of the exhibitors thus show

ing models outside that space limitations

prevented their putting on display in the

building.

No uniformity of decoration governed the

exhibits and individual fancy was given full

play, yet the general effect was not bad.

Elaborate arches ornamented with electric

lights were the most usual form. Photogra

phers were forbidden to use their cameras

after 11 o’clock in the morning, with the

result that on account of morning fog and

dullness they were seriously hampered in

their work. The closing hour in the even

ing was also advanced to 9 o'clock instead

of 10, which was the subject of complaint.

Four American cars, the White, the Cadil

lac, the Ford and the Buick, were shown,

but British makers, of course predomin

ated, with the French, German, Italian and

though a few makers this year returned to

plain crankshaft bearings. Thermo-syphon

cooling was given a large representation

and there were numerous examples of the

use of one distributor for both the mag

neto and the accumulator high tension ig

nition where duplicate systems were em

ployed. Low tension magnetos were com

paratively few. A very general effort to

have the valve mechanism as clear and ac

cessible as possible was observable, the in

let and exhaust manifolds and piping being

so disposed as to give plenty of space around

the push rods, springs and caps, In some

cases the inlet and exhaust ducts were in

the cylinder casting itself, thus minimizing

the outside piping. The placing of all valves

on one side seemed to be on the increase.

The system of casting all four cylinders

en bloc had concrete form in about a half

dozen exhibits, while several makers showed

six cylinder cars with the cylinders cast in

sets of three. The great number of six

cylinder cars bore testimony to the popu

larity which this form of motor now enjoys,

and the use of six cylinders in the lower rat

ings, down to 15 horsepower, indicated to

what extent the movement has taken hold.

Direct drive on both third and fourth

speed was much in evidence, though direct

stances and movements for clutch pedals

and operating mechanism will not suit or

accommodate all drivers, owing to diversity

in leg length or other physical dimensions,

came to light in the fact that some of the

cars had special provision for adjusting

these lengths and distances to please the

operator. The leather faced cone clutch

held its own against the invasion of the

multiple disc, while the floating ring clutch

showed new converts. Shaft drive on high

powered cars, with propeller shaft en

closed by a casing or sleeve to take the

torque, was more general than heretofore,

as was the use of chain cases for cars with

side chains. In many instances these cases

took on the added function of serving as

radius rods, a few also carrying the brak

ing strains. In the chain driven cars there

was a general tendency to place the differ

ential gear box and countershaft well back.

to shorten the chain length from the driving

sprockets to the rear wheels. Mechanical

lubrication was to be found on the majority

of cars. In carburetters there was little

novelty, although multiple jets appeared

on quite a few of the cars. Wire wheels

figured on some of the most prominent ex

hibits, but gave little sign of any general

adoption.
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An enumeration of some of the more con

spicuous departures from general practiCe

shows that designers and builders have not

as yet settled down to any dull ruts so far

as detail arrangement is concerned. Thus

on the Armstrong-Whitworth car the brak

ing application on the rear wheels is bal

anced by small differential gears, instead of

by pulley block or balance beam. The

Bentall car mounts a transmission gear box

that is hinged to the frame, so that it ac

commodates itself to the radial action of

the propeller shaft and gives a straight line

drive from gear box to rear axle bevel.

Clutch position adjustment is provided on

the Benz cars. The bonnet on the Alldays

car is made in removable halves, dispens

ing with the usual hinges which 'are subject

to strain and injury. The Brittania has a

clutch brake which is composed of an ex

tension of the clutch spring in sleeve form,

shaped conically at the end and fitting into

a conical boss on the end of the clutch

center, thus braking the movement of the

clutch when it is withdrawn. The same car

has a back axle that permits of ready

changes of eight different gear ratios at the

bevels, so that the most suitable gear ratio

may be fitted. Variable lift to the inlet

valve is a feature of the Brown. On the

B. S. A. the gas is admitted to the engine

cylinders without passing through any pipes

from the carburetter, the latter being placed

in a recess between the two sets of cylin

ders and the throttle set up close to the

castings. Rubber blocks in the coupling

between the clutch shaft and the gear box

of the C. G. V. provide a spring drive effect

that last year was obtained by the use of

spiral springs,

Several unique features distinguish the

Chenard-Walcker models that were shown.

By adding to the number of layshaits in

the gear box the main gear shaft is balanced

of strain, and ease of gear changing and

freedom of distortion friction are claimed.

The fan behind the radiator is backed by a

plate which keeps the dust from being

thrown on the engine and the high tension

magneto current is conveyed to the spark

plugs by bare wires instead of heavily in

sulated leads, the ordinary air being relied

upon for insulation. The joints between the

cardan shafts and the drive pinion are fitted

with radial rollers in corresponding slots,

to combine both universal and longitudinal

functions. One of the Clyde models dis

played a three cylinder engine set trans

versely across the frame and driving to the

rear axle change box by a single chain. In

the transmission the gears are always in

mesh, changes being efiected by dog

clutches. A mercury dashpot on the air in

let of the carburetter is a feature of the

Wasp. By oxy-acetylene welding the two

halves of the back axle casing and differen

tial housing of the Daimler are made prac

tically one piece, covers being provided for

removing the difi'crential. The rear springs

act also as radius and torsion rods, and ig

nition, throttle and extra air are controlled

by a single lever on the steering wheel. In

the chain driven model the chain cases, in

addition to acting as radius rods, carry the

rear brake spindles. With the bevel drive,

differential and change speed all in one case

mounted on the rear axle, the Darracq con'

struction presents considerable unsprung

dead weight over usual practice, but a sav

ing is claimed in the total weight. The lay

shaft of the transmission lies transversely

across the car, parallel with the rear axle.

On the front of the radiator are two knobs

for manipulation in starting. One retards

the high tension magneto, and the other

"tickles" the carburetter. After the car is

started the driver is given no further con

trol over the ignition timing.

Canting the rear wheels is made possible

on the De Dietrich by introducing universal

joints between the ends of the differential

   

REAR AXLE AND TORSION GROUP OF M. M. C.

shafts and the live axle shafts rotating the

rear wheels, so that the latter may be cam

bered or dished as are the front wheels. The

Delaunay-Belleville 15 horsepower six cyl

inder car has the cylinders cast en bloc in

sets of three. On the Dennis car the cylin

ders, though cast separately, are connected

at their adjacent points in such a way as to

throw all the water spaces of the jacketing

into one. Low tension magnetic plugs ap

pear in the Du Cros Mercedes ignition. A

new steam car, the E. J. Y. R., which starts

on gasolene and switches to kerosene, has

a flash generator and a three cylinder sin

gle acting engine, with tappet valves, and

has a disconnecting clutch. In the new Fiat

the engine is governed by the pump of the

oiling system.

The Gobron-Brillie, which has two pis

tons in each cylinder, one going up and the

other down when the Charge is expanded

between them, was shown in both fours and

sixes. The six cylinder model, having

twelve pistons, is externally very smooth

and clear in appearance around the engine.

It is equipped with a compressed air start

ing system, the pressure from which also

may be utilized for inflating tires. Two

water circulation pumps are fitted to the

Hillman-Coatalen six cylinder, one to each

set of three. The Hotchkiss light car of

four cylinders has the latter cast en bloc,

and the secondary ignition leads to the va

rious cylinders are in different colors, so

that wiring mistakes are easily avoided. The '

[den and the Pullman are front wheel drive

affairs, acting as fore-cars or tractors. Air

cooling and belt drive by means of two

belts to the rear wheels distinguish the O.

T. A. V. cars that were exhibited. The air

is forced through a cooling jacket around

the cylinders, after the manner of the

Prayer-Miller. An unusually strong gear

box is mounted on the M, M. C. six cylin

der and the propeller shaft is enclosed in a

generous casing which comes up to the

back of gear box, terminating in a ball and

socket and acting as a torsion rod. Coil

clutches were shown on a few cars, the

Mors having this type, in which a steel

hand coils around the periphery of a ring

forming part of the fly wheel. The Moto

bloc four cylinder engine, with the flywheel

between the second and third cylinders, al

though not new, attracted attention.

Panhards were shown in their latest

forms. While the three cylinder 8~ll

horsepower remains about the same, the

15-20 has a clutch removed from the fly—

wheel and back in the gear box with the

transmission. Engine braking is permitted

by a foot pedal which closes the exhaust

valves and makes the motor work against

compression. A compressed air self-starter

is mounted on the 18-24 Panhard chassis.

The Renault also mounts a self-starter.

Porthos cars offer various combinations of

pedal action to suit the customer. On the

Straker-Squire the frame‘is flanged in the

forward portion to form the engine bed.

Roller guides on the Sunbeam, to prevent

side sway with heavy limousine bodies, show

an eye to modern conditions. The Valve

less, having two cylinders communicating

with one combustion chamber and twin

geared crankshafts was the only car of its

kind. A special pedal for braking the

clutch shaft in gear changing marked the

Weigel control and the Withers dash

mounted a ratchet starting device, operated

by repeated back and forward movements

of a short lever.

San Francisco Show is Abandoned.

San Francisco will not have a show this

season, the dealers having voted against

holding a show, at their meeting last week.

It was found that new models could not be

secured by the second week in December.

the date proposed. As the next.available

date was in February, the time of the last

show, the dealers considered this too late

and decided by a vote of 13 to 7 to not hold

’1 show at all.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau St, New York City.
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COUNTERBALANCING Tllli M0'I'0R

How It Overcomes Vibration, as Shown

in the Brush Runabout—Application of

New and Revolutionary Ideas.

Because of the thoroughly original na

ture of their design, no little interest centers

about the construction of the two types of

car produced by the Brush Runabout Co.,

Detroit, Mich. With the advent of the light

runabout nearly a year ago, considerable

attention was attracted to its general econ

omy of construction and the ingenious man

ner in which it was displayed. With the ap

pearance of the new twin-cylinder car of

somewhat larger dimensions at the recent

New York show, however, it was made

plain that in addition 'to a departure from

 

  

BRUSH BALANCE WEIGHT

many of the traditions of other automobile

builders, the designer had developed one or

two points which were worthy of study in

themselves because Of the radical and fear

less way in which certain inherent difficul

ties of the average machine had been at

tacked.

No qualification of this statement is re

quired when attention is called to the fact

that the new motor is balanced in part by

means of a revolving weight hung on a lit

tle shaft placed at one side of the motor,

and entirely independent of any other me

chanism, its sole purpose being that of es

tablishing a beat of the proper time and

strength to counteract the natural vibration

of the motor. \Vhen the manner in which

this contrivance has been worked out is

further considered, it appears that in place

of being merely a random effort, it is

founded on a very rational idea.

The two connecting rods being coupled

to a single crank pin, the pistons move in

unison, an impulse thus being secured at

every revolution of the shaft. At the same

time, the amount of vibration developed in

the essential organs of the motor, becomes

practically double what it would be with

the single cylinder motor of the same size

and design.

Considering the pressures underlying

this vibration, it may be said that there

are three of sufficient importance to

be treated independently. That is to say.

one caused by the piston and upper ends of

the connecting rods; one caused by the

centrifugal force of the crank, crank pin,

and the lower ends of the connecting rods;

and one produced by the reaction of the

entire motor, due to the turning effort of I

the shaft, which is, in effect, the tendency

of the whole ,motor to revolve about the

shaft, instead of remaining stationary while

the shaft turns within it. The first of these

forces tends to make the motor dance up

and down in the frame; the second if un

balanced, would produce a constant rotary

effect, since the weight of the crank group

is constantly pulling away from the shaft,

 

  

~BRUSH SPRING SUSPENSION

while traveling around it; while the third

would tend to rock the motor violently in

the frame, even upsetting it, if not coun

teracted in some way,

The method in which these three sorts of

vibration cause are overcome is this: A

weight, a, is attached to the crank shaft, c,

opposite the crank throws, its combined

mass being sufficient to counteract the pull

of the crank group entirely, and to coun

teract one-half of the vertical force devel

oped by the moving piston group. The ad

dition of this weight, however, while re

moving a portion of the vertical force, also

adds a new force pulling alternately right

and left in a horizontal line and also, to a

certain extent, in all other directions ex

cept the vertical. By using another set of

weights of exactly the same size, set an

equal distance from the axis of rotation, but

compelled to turn opposite to this, it is

evident that the remainder of the vertical

force would be counteracted, and all other

unnecessary forces as well. This, however,

is impracticable in this connection, and al

though a second equal weight is used, it is

placed on a countershaft, set at one side of

the crank shaft and a little above the level

of the main shaft.

As shown in the diagram, the secondary

weight, b, concentrated in a single mass

of metal, is mounted in an independent

case at one side of the crank case, its shaft,

c, being driven directly from the crank

shaft by spiral gears. It will be observed

that the elevation of the second shaft above

the crank shaft, instead of resulting in an

absolute counter-balance of all the forces

under discussion, must result in setting up

still another set of forces tending to yank

or pull the motor around its shaft. Instead

of being haphazard and unintentional, as

might appear, however, the result is a delib

erate effort to counteract the tendency of

the entire motor to rock in the frame of the

car. This it does completely, or nearly so,

under conditions of average load and speed

—these being the only conditions under

which it is possible to compensate with an

invariable device.
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BRUSH VIBRATION CARDS

How successful is the result of this sim

ple system, with its rather complex theoret

ical foundation, is apparent from the ac

companying graphic records of the vibra

tion actually produced in the car with and

without the balance shaft. The records were

produced by affixing a pencil to some point

on the frame, corresponding to the center

of the radiator front, in a general way, and

causing a card to travel before it, first hor

izontally and then vertically. Evidentally

any deviation from a straight line produced

when the card is moved horizontally, must

reveal in a general way the amplitude of

the vertical vibrations, while similarly, the

vertical graph, shows horizontal vibrations.

In the accompanying figure, the lines a and

b were produced by the machine with the

motor running without the auxiliary weight,

while the lines, c and d were drawn after

the secondary shaft had been put in place.

and with the motor running under exactly
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the same conditions. The graphs, here

shown are reproduced from actual cards, se

cured in this way.

While, as already indicated, every portion

of the Brush cars is more or less revolution

ary, perhaps, none is more strikingly so,

according to the understanding of the aver

age motorist, than the construction of the

chassis proper, which is mainly of wood,

stayed and reinforced with maleable iron

castings. This construction is extended

even to the axles, which, though reinforced

by iron truss rods, are of selected wood, oil

treated.

The spring suspension also is of particular

interest, in that helical springs are em

ployed in compression in conjunction with

automatic shock absorbing radius rods. As

indicated in the illustration, the frame, A,

is supported by the spring, C, which rests

in a socket bolted directly to the sill and

is attached to the axle, B, by a rod in com

pression resting in a spheri al joint. The

casting which supports the spring link, also

carries the axle end of the combined ra

dius rod and spring brake or shock absorber

D, which is bracketed to the frame, by

means of the friction joint, E, adjustable by

means of the nut, F. Four of these radius

rods, combined to preserve the location of

the frame over the axles, leaving to the

springs no function except that of support

ing the superimposed weight of the chassis.

The general specifications of the two-cyl

inder car include the cylinder dimensions,

which are 4 by 4 inches; the rating, which

is 12 horsepower; the speed range, which is

600 to 2,500 revolutions per minute; and

the general construction of the motor, which

embraces screwed-in cylinder heads, me

chanically operated valves placed on the left

side, tubular-connecting rods, and contin

uous feed fioatless carburetter, which is

supplied with fuel by a diaphragh pump ac

tuated by the variations of pressure in the

cylinder. The transmission is by modified

planetary change gear, having but a single

set of pinions, counterbalanced to avoid vi

bration, and double chain drive. The wheels

are 30 inches in diameter, shod with 3%

inch tires, solid tires being optional with the

purchaser; the wheel base is 88 inches, the

weight 1,200 pounds, and the I standard

equipment, a runabout body, with rumble

box seat or rear surrey seat, as an extra.

Another Compressed Air Automobile.

Another compressed air automobile has

been developed—this time in Maine. The

leading feature of its construction, aside

from the fact that the air~compressor is

driven by a gasolene motor, while the driv

ing motor is actuated by compressed air, is

the fact that the compressor is developed

upon an alleged new plan of construction,

the mechanism being mounted within the

tank which it supplies. The heat generated

by compression thus has a regenerative in

fluence on the air on storage. A 50 per cent.

increase in power is claimed to result from

that arrangement.

CONTINUOUS lUBRlCATlNG SYSTEMS

Their Advantages 1nd Disadvantages in

Comparison—Cost of Installation the

Most Serious Objection.

Because they are no longer a novelty,

force fed, continuous lubricating systems,

as applied to motors, are no longer heard

of to the extent which prevailed a year or

two ago. Nevertheless, it is to be remarked

that where such systems have been applied

they have not been given over, but are re—

tained as valued, if somewhat expensive

features of the cars to which they belong.

The principle is a good one, and as used

in larger power plants, is reckoned as one

of the most valuable aids to continuous and

reliable Operation.

The requirements of a running journal in

the matter of lubrication, may be laid down

in terms of so many drops per minute at

certain rates of speed. The rate of feed as

measured on this basis may be altered to

But it

serves satisfactorily only when certain con

ditions of alignment, bearing load, and qual

ity of lubricant are fulfilled.

Regarding the flushing system of lubri

cation, it is an old rule requiring no dem

onstration, that a bearing never can have

too much oil. The cooling function of the

oil is better carried out when the supply

is in eccess of the actual demand, the cer

tainty of having enough for all actual re

quirements is assured, and the need of reg

ulating the circulating medium with relig

ious exactitude is eliminated. More than

that, the factor of reliability is consider

ably increased,-with an increase in the

quantity of flow.

Among the possible objections to the

principle, may be mentioned the increased

cost of forming ducts in the crank and

connecting rod members; the cost of the

single continuous flow pump and the sump

or oil reservoir in the crank case, as con

trasted with the cost of the independent

mechanical oiler which they generally sup

plant; the power absorbed in driving the

pump, as contrasted with the power ab

sorbed in driving the mechanical oiler; and

lastly, the drawback arising from using the

oil over and over instead of feeding per

fectly fresh lubricant to each part. Of

these, only the latter may be considered as

of material import in cars of the better

class.

Where a considerable volume of the lu

bricant is contained in the system at any

one time, however, or where frequent re

newal is insisted upon, no harm can result

from the gradual deterioration in lubricating

value of the oil as it passes through its cir

cuit and is returned to the sump. The op

portunity given it to settle there, as well

as the purifying action of the strainers

suit any reasonable speed variation.

which always are provided, not to mention

the continuous dilution of the oil by the

addition of a fresh amount from time to

time in order to keep the quantity constant,

would seem to be sufiicient to keep the

value sufficiently constant for all practical

purposes. Certainly in practice, no diffi~

culty has been experienced, so far as is

known, from this cause.

Generally speaking, then, the advantages

of the system are greatly in excess of the

disadvantages, except in the matter of first

cost. This, of course, is not to be con

sidered in large machines where certainty of

performance is a primary consideration.

That being the case, it is somewhat to be

wondered at that the system is not more

widely extended in use among the makers,

and further, that it is not broadened suffi

ciently to make it include the gear case as

well as the motor, since such an extension,

while adding to the load upon the system.

also would increase the amount of oil in

service, thus reducing the frequency with

which renewals would be required. Where

annular bearings are employed, this would

be superfluous, to be sure, but on the other

hand, were ample lubrication always an as

sured fact, the use of these expensive mount

ings might well be foregone, except in

cases where extreme durability and low

bearing resistance was required, regardless

of cost.

How to Increase Battery Output.

A very simple and effective method of

increasing the output of ordinary dry bat

tery cells is recommended by a motorist

who is identified with the telephone busi

ness, and who claims to have adopted the

same scheme in that line. It is merely to

remove the usual binding post from the

carbon terminal, break off the pole flush

with the packing on top of the shell, and

drill it out carefully to a depth of about an

inch and a half. Afterward, a brass screw

of about the same length may be inserted, or

a specially made binding screw, equally

long. In cases where this treatment has

been applied, both to old and new cells, the

amperage has been found to have increased

to a surprising extent. In one instance, he

claims that the original reading of 18 am

peres per cell, was raised to no less than

28 by this means, while, as showing an op

posite extreme, an old and run out Cell

which had given a 3 ampere reading, after

treatment, gave exactly 7 amperes. As

showing further, that the life of the cell is

not necessarily reduced by this means. in

one case a former vehicle mileage of 500 is

said to have been increased to 1,500, with no

other possible means of accounting for the

alteration in performance. The theory is

that the longer screw giving better contact,

as it does, reduces the internal resistance

of the cell, and so increases its efficiency.

“The A B C of Electricity.” Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.
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GETTING 0N T0 TIIE NEW STYLES

Some Methods Explained in a Show Vis

itor’s “Confession"—Stealing Meas

urements and Sampling Materials.

“I saw an article in the Motor World the

other day about how all the makers of at

tachments take show time to measure up

the different cars so as to be sure of hav

ing their stuff fit right when they send it

out, and that’s right, too. But there’s a

good lot of measuring of another kind, that

you don’t see done, and that nobody knows

about except the men that do it and their

Only you see the result, and won

der how it is that styles catch on so quick

with a whole lot of makers scattered pretty

The speaker

gazed out of the car window for a moment,

bosses.

much all over the country.”

and then turned quizically to his seat mate.

“Did it ever occur to you that about the

only exclusive points on the average autb

mobile body, are those you’d get rid of if

you were having a new one made?" he said.

“You see," he continued after a pause, “it

all goes back to the days when everybody

had a horse and at least two wagons, and

when the carriage builders had to scratch

pretty hard to keep up with the parade. Now

I come from Buggytown, Mass., and all the

old line firms down there are turning gray

worrying their heads about the automobile

body game. And it’s just the same way it

used to be in the old carriage days. Let

one man bring out something new, and all

the rest would have it copied about as soon

as it came out of the paint shop, or certain

ly before the end of the first show at which

it was exhibited,

“How was it done? Well, that was some

thing a good many builders wanted to know.

You might say it was done whatever way

came handiest.

“Why, in the 01d carriage days it was no

uncommon thing to send a blacksmith to

look over a job somewhere and expect him

to come back to the'shop and build a pretty

good imitation of it on the strength of what

he could remember from one good look and

a few stolen measurements. The stealing

was done in pretty cute ways sometimes, tea,

for it did not do to be caught with the

goods. So when a man wanted to get the

height of a wheel, say, he would go stand

along side it and make a chalk mark on his

coat, perhaps, and then go out and measure

himself somewhere against a wall. Or

maybe he would carry a bit of string with

knots in it, and use it when no one was

looking.

“Now those same tactics come into play

with automobile bodies. Every show gets a

lot of carriage men from all over the coun

try, and Buggytown sends its share of them,

too. Some are trimmers, some are' black

smiths, and some are painters, and they are

all there for study. ‘

' “Why, last year, I ‘had a friend along

with me, and we measured the width of

the seats of every job in the show, just sit

ting in them and passing a tape line across

back of us. And we did a lot more measur

ing the people there didn't know anything

about, too. My firm sent up a draughtsman

who walked over the show with a cane, and

I guess some of them thought he wanted to

buy the cars, the way he looked ’em over,

but if they only knew it, that cane was laid

off with inch marks the full length, in little

fine scratches. When he got home, he could

draw plans for most anything he had seen,

and draw them to work from at that. My

way is to carry a program rolled up in my

hand. Of course it isn't as good as a ruler

would be, but when you know how long it

is and have a pencil mark or two where the

inches come, you can guess pretty close to

what you want to know.

“But those little ways don’t show a can

dle to what has to be done when you're

really up against it. Now last year, there

was one western firm had a certain kind

of a button on all its jobs, and we couldn’t

find out where it came from or how it was

made. It was new—that was all—and we

set an awful store by new things, even down

in Buggytown. \Vell, sir! The only thing

to be done was to steal one, and I want

home with one of those buttons in my

pocket, just as sure as I'm sitting here, and

no one saw me cut it out of a cushion,

either. Many’s the time I've slit Open a

little bit of trimming just to see how it was

laid up underneath, and you can be sure it

takes nice work to do it without getting

nabbed at it, because if they catch you,

you’re liable to be shut up on most any

kind of a charge. But they never got any

of our boys yet.

“Yes, t'was a good show, all right,” as

the train pulled into South Station, “but I’ll

bet you most anything I got more out of

it than you did, and if you was to give me

a spark plug and a wrench I would no more

know what to do with them than you would

likely, if you should be told to spread your

wings and fly.

“ * * "‘ All right, I will. And the next

time you’re down our way just drop in and

see some of our ‘New York' bodies. You’ll

be surprised to see how natural they look.”

Tempering the Electric Light Bulbs.

Although the complaint is frequently

heard that electric light bulbs are short

lived, as a rule when used in automobile

lamps, there is no need for this to be the

case, provided only, that the proper precau

tions are taken when the bulb is first put

into service. A foreign authority, who is

responsible for this statement, also gives

the precaution, which is merely to light the

lamp and keep it burning for at least a half

hour bef0re the machine takes to the road.

The efl‘ect of this is to harden the filament.

If the hardening takes place while the lamp

is free from vibration, there is little likeli

hood of failure.

DUTIES OF TIIE "TIRE ADJUSTER”

His Profession a New One Requiring Ex

pert Knowledge and Business Ability

—Diplomacy Also a Qualification.

Among the most modest and shrinking of

all the many “expefts” that the automobile

industry has developed is the “tire adjuster,”

who is not, as one might suppose from the

name, a person who can put on or remove

a tire with superior skill, but one who ad

justs the claims made by tire customers as

to defects or poor service. He is a very

new product and not all tire companies

possess him as yet, but the larger ones have

found him worth the big salary that he

commands for his skill and experience.

With every tire concern, no matter how

good its product, there are bound to be

cases of dissatisfied customers who have

either been unfortunate in getting defective

tires or are unreasonable in wanting re

placements for tires that have given their

full expectancy of service for the condition

under which they have been used. To sift

the one class from the other and to make

adjustments that will at once cost the com

pany as little as possible and still keep the

complaining ones friendly is the task of

the "adjuster," a duty which requires for

its successful performance a combination

of tire knowledge and rare tact which is

seldom met with in one man.

To make all adjustments as fair as possi

ble and to give them some relation to a

fixed standard, the professional adjuster in

his judgments keeps two vital considerations

in mind. Of these the first is the expected

or normal mileage of the tires his company

puts out, and the second is their gross cost

at the point where they go to the trade or

the retail customer. The mileage standard

is an arbitrary one and may be three, four

or even five thousand miles. It then re

mains for the adjuster to be able to tell by

examination of a returned tire just what

proportion of this mileage it has had and

to deduct that proportion from any allow

ance that may be made. Thus if a tire on

which the expected life is 4,000 miles shows

by its appearance to the experienced eye of

the adjuster that it has been run 2,000 miles

before giving out from some defect in man

ufacture or material, the complainant is of

fered a new tire at half price, the latter be

ing charged for the service that he has had

from the old tire.

It is in correctly judging the mileage that

the peculiar skill of the adjuster is given

its greatest demonstration. While getting

from the user as complete a statement as

possible as to the time and mileage that a

returned tire has been in service, and by

means of its serial number checking up the

record as to when and where the tire was

sold, the adjuster is nevertheless ultimately

dependent upon his own ability to tell its
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mileage closely by examination. That the

adjuster can really do this with astonishing

exactitude suggests the training and experi

ence which are necessary to hold the job.

Every available avenue of information is

used to assist him in his work, but back of

it all there must be the actual personal ex'

perience with tires in road work and also

the factory knowledge as to their manufac

ture,

Previous to being made the adjuster for

one of the biggest companies doing business

in the United States, the present incumbent

was first a road driver using its tires, later

a repairman engaged principally on the same

make of tire, after that a retail salesman

for the company, subsequently a wholesale

salesman, then a branch manager for sev

eral years, and last of all, a factory man.

During this period of years his experience

with the one make of tire was enormous,

and it all contributed to his present effi

ciency. In the majority of cases he is able

to tell by the mere appearance of a tire just

what amount of service it has had, and in

cases of doubt, he can, by consulting the

serial number and thus learning the factory

lot and time of manufacture, make his cal

culations accordingly. Many angry cus

tomers, who have given mental estimates as

to mileage far below the figures that the

adjuster thought probable, have been

brought around to agreement with the cor

rection by a judicious use of pencil and

paper, figuring their daily mileage and the

time the tires were in use.

Not all tire claims are adjusted first hand

by the adjuster, a good many cases being

decided by branch managers on the spot,

but all of these decisions ultimately pass un

der the adjuster's review. If the branch

manager has made too liberal an allowance

he is charged with the difierence under the

cost price of the tires, but on the other hand

if he has saved the company money and has

at the same time satisfied his customer, he

is credited with the saving. In some cases,

where the facts are perfectly clear to the

adjuster, it is wise for business reasons to

make replacement concessions that on the

facts alone are unwarranted. The complain

ant may have a car which has been run

hundreds of miles by his chauFfeur without

his knowledge, and to attempt to prove that

such is the case might take more time and

trouble than could be paid for by a slight

saving in the adjustment. Similarly, tangles

sometimes occur with big buyers in the

trade, where in particular instances it is the

part of policy to yield a little more than

the facts justify. Such concessions, how

ever, opening as they do some very danger

ous possibilities and precedents, are only

to be made in exceptional cases, and it is

here that the trade knowledge and wisdom

of the adjuster is called into play,

Quiet and unobtrusive as is his work, the

adjuster nevertheless represents one of the

most important and responsible branches

of the tire business in its relations with the

public and the trade.

'I'IIOMAS‘ DETROIT NOW "AT IIOMl-I "

New Factory in the Michigan Metropolis

Completed and Occupied—Ample Space

Well Lighted Its Features,

 

 

By taking possession of its new factory

and moving in, bag and baggage, the E. R.

Thomas Detroit Co. has not only added to

Detroit's already numerous colony of big

automobile factories, but has given sub—

stantial evidence that it is not a mere

“boarder” in the Michigan metropolis, but

will make the city its permanent home. As

will be seen by the accompanying illustra

tion, the factory is of generous proportions

For the two years service, the holder of

the major scholarship will be entitled to a

salary of $500 per annum, and the holders

of the minor scholarships, salaries of $100

per annum, a further agreement being en

tered into to the effect that the company

may retain the services of the students after

the expiration of their terms, and for a

period of two years, at a salary of not less

than $750.

A selection from the various applicants

is to be made by means of an examination,

to be held next July, Professor Sylvanus

Thompson and Dr. Hele-Shaw having con

sented to conduct the test. A preliminary

examination will be held in May, next, un

der the direction of the board of education,

the ntost successful candidates being per

    

WHERB THE THOMAS DETROIT WILL BE PRODUCED

and is three stories high. Its skeleton con

struction is reinforced concrete and the

prodigal provision of windows is calculated

to flood the manufacturing floors with light,

the open location of the factory helping in

this result. The interior arrangement of the

various working departments is such as to

bring the assembly along the length of the

building in steady progress with a minimum

of confusion and waste effort. In order to

leave the floors unencumbered of stairways,

the latter have been placed at the side of

the building in structures of their own with

open access to each floor. An ample site

for the new factory, at Harper avenue and

Dequindre street, was chosen to permit

of subsequent enlargement when that may

become necessary, and the completeness

and quality of the plant equipment may be

expected to have their reflection in the

Thomas Detroit cars that will be turned

out_
 

Apprenticeship to Develop Engineers.

What amounts to a high class apprentice

ship system for budding engineers. has just

been announced by the Daimler company

of England, under the alluring style, the

“motor scholarship." There are to be a

Daimler major scholarships and four Daimler

minor scholarships, the five students so en—

rolled to be given a two-year course in the

shops of the company, together with theo

retical instructions by graduate engineers,

also under the supervision of the company.

mitted to undergo the final and crucial test.

The stated object is to develop men of

ability who are desirous of entering the in

dustry as a profession. The idea is an out

growth of the difiiculty already experienced

by the Daimler company, in securing the

services of competent persons in an engin»

eering capacity. '

 

Torsion Design for the Rear Axle.

In designing the torsion member of the

rear axle, it should be borne in mind that

in addition to the driving strains which it

must resist, that is to say, the tendency of

the axle to revolve with the wheels, an ad

ditional and frequently much greater strain

is put upon it by the breaking action, which

produces a similar force, appointed in the

same direction. On several occasions, fail

ures of torque rods have been observed,

when after serving for a long time under

ordinary driving conditions, a break down

occurred at Some time when the brakes

were suddenly and forcibly applied. In the

same connection. provision should be made

for possible buckling of the torsion mem

ber, the layout being such that the action

of the driving shaft and cardan joints will

not be interfered with even in case of a con

siderable deflection of the rod.

 

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.
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PROILEIS 0F FINDING A MARKET

They Confront the Accessory Maker with

Perplexity—Merits and Demerits of

the Several Solutions.

How best to market and advertise his

new product is the question that confronts

many a manufacturer of an automobile ac

cessory and the choice of methods is often

one of great perlexity. Advisers there are

in plenty who will suggest all kinds of

things, and out of the mass of counsel and

warnings the manufacturer must select a

selling plan adapted to the peculiar char

acteristics of his product.

It is in considering his relations with the

jobber and the dealer that the manufacturer

encounters his first problem. The jobber

comes to him as a channel for wide and

thorough distribution among the dealers,

offering a selling organization such as it

would take the manufacturer himself a long

time to build up and reaching dealers in

frequent visits whom the manufacturers’

own salesmen would find too remote to

spend railroad fare on for recurrent calls

concerning only one article. Furthermore

the jobber publishes a catalog in which, if

satisfactory arrangements are made with

the manufacturer, the latter’s products are

illustrated and described, and such publi

cation, it is contended, has advertising value

and serves to establish a new article as

something recognized and standard.

Opposed to such considerations the man

ufacturer has the active or latent fear that

thus to entrust the larger part of his rela

tion with the dealer to the confiding hands

of the jobber is to put himself to a great

extent at the mercy of the latter, so that

in the event of a disagreement as to prices

the jobber can threaten an entire and im

mediate extinction of the manufacturer’s

market by closing his usual channels of sale

with an abruptness that would leave him

helpless until he could by advertising and

organization once more get in touch with

the dealers and the public. That such an in

terruption during the comparatively brief

busy season would be disastrous, the man

ufacturer is too keen not to realize, and it

is therefore with no little misgiving that he

treats with the jobber as to having the lat

ter handle his goods.

Cold contemplation of the nature of the

jobber’s business also induces the convic

tion that earnest as the jobber may be in

his representations as to what his large

corps of salesmen could do'in presenting

and pushing the manufacturer's product

among the dealers whom they visit reg‘

ularly, there is the likelihood that among

so great an array of lines as the average

jobber carries, the particular article in

question may not be the subject of that

whole-hearted pushing and work on the part

of the salesman that the manufacturer might

be lead to anticipate and that such special

energy as is imposed on the salesmen is for

goods that the jobber has overstocked or

on specialties of his own on which he makes

a high profit. Thus if the merit of an ar

itcle were such as to bring it into rapid

popularity the jobber would coll'ecthis toll

and prosper on it with no very substantial

contribution to the hard work of introduc

ing it other than having it listed in his cat

alog and his salesmen’s price lists, while if

the market were against it his salesmen

would simply forget it and as cheerfully take

orders for some more favored line or brand.

To demand a large order from the jobber

in return for giving him the line is to in

vite the unpleasant possibility of his later

“unloading” at cut prices and demoralizing

the market, while to demand nothing of the

jobber is to permit him to share in a “good

thing',’ if such it prove, without adequate

service. There are difficulties in arrang~

ing to take back from the jobber an “over

load” on a mutually satisfactory basis. In

the past it has not been an unknown experi

ence for a manufacturer to find that under

an agreement of the sort the jobber has or

dered greatly in excess of his probable

needs in order to get an inside price, and to

have a big overstock returned at the end

of the season. The hardship on the man

ufacturer in making up goods in excess of

the market is severe, and to have almost a

season’s profits wiped out at the finish by a

returning flood of overstock is anything but

joyous.

These and other reasons incline the aver

age accessory manufacturer seriously to

consider the building up of his own sales

force, covering by mail those districts

where his salesmen would find it unprofit

able to travel. If his product be high in

price and with a good margin of profit this

method would seem to be feasible. Exam

ples are offered in the case of gasolene stor

age tanks, speed indicators and other prod

ucts where each individual sale involves a

comparatively large sum, proving the man

ufacturer's own selling organization capable

of handling the business in a profitable way.

Territorial agents or sales managers, work

ing on commission, and supported by the

factory as to advertising and printed mat

ter, when well organized and encouraged,

are often able to develop direct retail busi—

ness that could never be reached through

the usual channels of dealer and jobber.

The product may be of such a nature as to

require "educational" selling, or the pre

sentation of long and complete argument

by the salesman either as to the use of the

article itself or as to why the customer

should buy that particular kind as against

other similar devices. If its price be big

enough to warrant the personal efforts of

salesmen in following up customers, the

manufacturer can in this way create busi

ness for himself that the jobber or dealer

can hardly hope to get for him.

Owing to the competition in the tire

business, the tire manufacturers have not

been content to leave the sale of their tires

to the jobber, assisted by such advertising

campaigns as could be carried on in addi

tion, but have thrown their own salesmen

into the field to go after both dealers and

owners as well as the manufacturers of

cars. Here again is a product running up

into high figures for each individual sale,

and because tires have to be renewed pe—

riodically, time and energy spent in winning

over a customer brings big returns. So

thorough and complete is the selling organ

ization of almost every one of the big tire

companies that the jobber can offer little

in the way of territory that is not already

covered, and as a result comparatively few

tires are handled in a strictly jobbing way,

the trifling extra jobbers' discount that is

allowed being insufficient to cover the cost

of handling.

On the other hand the great majority

of accessories for motor car use find their

marketing channel through the jobber. His

catalog bristles with the popular successes,

and his salesmen are on a busy round all the

time with the dealers, taking their orders

and seeing that they are supplied. It is

manifest that the jobber is not a mere bur

den on the business who has reached his

present flourishing state by falsely deluding

the manufacturers into the belief that their

goods must be sold through him or not at

all, and an analysis of the reasons that in

fluence established manufacturers in renew

ing their arrangements from year to year

to have the jobber handle their goods re—

veals to the newcomer wherein the jobber

may be of material assistance and benefit

to him.

Credits is the field in which the jobber

shines and it is this that establishes his

importance in the selling machinery. In an

industry so new and so rapid in its changes

the matter of credits is as difficult as it is

important. Most dealers demand time, both

because their capital is comparatively small

and because automobile goods run into

money so rapidly that it is necessary for

them to wait until they actually sell the

goods and get the money before they can

pay. For the new manufacturer to attempt

to extend credit generally among the deal

ers is to be certain of losses, proportionate

in number and amount to his lack of in

formation concerning the history, habits

and resources of each individual dealer.

This knowledge the jobber has gained

through his own experience and the many

avenues of information that are open to

him. His salesmen are ever on the alert

as to credits in the towns they travel, and

can act as collectors on customers who are

slow. For the manufacturer who is not ex

ceptionally well equipped to take on the

burden of a mass of credits with attendant

clerical work, correspondence, collection

fees and losses, the simplicity of doing busi

ness with the responsible jobber is an ad

vantage not to be overlooked, especially as

the better jobbers discount their bills every

ten days, and have commercial ratings that
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are calculated to ease his mind on the ques

tion of whether he will get his money.

Only the strongest kind of a monopolistic

position can permit the manufacturer who

aims to do a large business throughout the

country to deal direct with the retailers and

insist on cash with order or C. O. D. de

livery. Two objections influence the finan

cially solvent dealer in not buying on this

basis, and of substituting other goods when

ever possible. The first is that in dealing

direct with the manufacturer the goods are

subject to separate and extra transporta

tion charges greater than would be the case

if they came in the regular shipments from

the jobber with other goods, and that to

order from the manufacturer entails the

trouble of writing letters, the latter in the

case of many dealers being the subject of a

prejudice much more real and big than the

reason that can be assigned for it. The

second objection is that the C. O. D. sys

tem is an added expehse, due to the charges

for returning the money, while sending cash

with order necessitates raking the cash

drawer and buying a post office order or

making out a check preparatory to asking

for each shipment of goods. Then, too,

there is that very human pride which the

better class of dealers have in their honesty

and financial responsibility, and which is

offended by any policy which to their minds

seems to assume them dishonest or finan—

cially irresponsible at the very start. That

the manufacturer with a popular accessory

which is in real demand can do business on

this basis is certain, but that he greatly

lessens his market and is handicapped by

opposition on the part of jobbers and deal

ers, both anxious to push aside his products

with substitutes, is equally certain.

In the earlier stages of creating demand

and arousing dealers and the public to a

realization of his existence and the merits

of his product, the indifference of jobbers

and dealers is a serious obstacle to be over

come unless a direct retail business is

sought. If by heavy advertising the man

ufacturer has succeeded in engendering an

interest among buyers, the usual course is

for the latter to ask their dealers if they

have the article for examination and sale,

and it is at this point that trade indiffer

ence is transformed, either to trade opposi

tion or trade co-operation, and one or the

other the manufacturer must expect as he

comes into prominence. The dealer, in the

usual course, turns to his jobber to inquire

as to whether the latter has it and as to its

value and selling qualities. If none of the

jobbers carry it or can quote him and he

is not visited by a salesman from the man

ufacturer while the subject is fresh-in his

mind, the sense of probable profit will not

be sufficient to impel him to write, and he

will let the matter slide or tell his more per

sistent inquirers that he does not know

anything about the article, but can show

By the time the question has been fought

them something that he does know is good.

out with the dealer, as to cash with order

and the like, ‘only a very small part of' the

ripe "prospects" and possible customers are

made into purchasers, their orders filtering

through a reluctant dealer here and there

or coming in direct by mail. The product

may be so strong that its very merit alone

will compel the dealer to handle it, but no

matter how generous the discount, unless

the price made him be one which he con

ceives is‘ better than he could get by buying

from the jobber or an “inside” over what

other dealers get, he will handle it without

enthusiasm, and subject to constant urgings

from the jobber's salesmen to give his cus

tomers something bought with less incon

venience to himself,

In history, play and story the greed and

ruthlessness of the “middleman” in grind

ing down prices and by various methods re

ducing those from whom he buys to de

pendence on his wish or caprice has been

portrayed until the “middleman” is popu—

larly regarded as an avaricious interloper

in business transaction, with a penchant for

creating ruinous ‘price situations and a dis

ordered market. That the jobber of to-day,

in the automobile supply and accessory

business, will Seek any price advantage that

he can obtain is only too true, but paradox

ically enough there is no line of goods that

the better class of jobbers prefer to handle

than the “restricted” specialties the prices

of which are set' hard and fast by the man

ufacturer himself. The “restricted” special

ties are those upon which the maker or

sales agent sets fixed prices at which they

are to be sold to jobber, dealer and retail

customer, respectively, and sees to it that

they are maintained. Such a plan, when

properly carried out, absolutely rem0ves

the manufacturer’s bugaboo of slashed

prices on his own product.

In many ways an arrangement of this

kind with the jobbers secures the manufac

turer more certainly against the evils of

having his prices reduced on occasion than

would a complete selling organization of his

own. Should a jobber, in his eagerness for

business, go below the set figures on a pop

ular but “restricted” article, the salesmen

of other jobbers would learn of it all too

quickly and the manufacturer would almost

immediately be in receipt of complaints

from the other jobbers handling his goods

and also of requests from jobbers not hav

ing the line that it be taken away from the

offenders and given to them, as they would

not be guilty of such bad faith, etc. With

his own salesmen in the field, each anxious

to make a selling record with the office or

to make as big commissions as possible, the

manufacturer is too often dismayed to find

that his prices have been cut for large or

ders and that the men have undersold in

each other’s territory through secret and

underground arrangements of one kind or

another. Public head-chopping in such

cases is of some effect, but it is difficult to

get men who have learned the lesson as

well as the jobbers have through multifa

rious experience. '

By selecting but one jobber in each of

the great natural divisions of territory and

keeping his goods out of the hands of the

notorious price cutters, the manufacturer

is in a position to demand special support

from those with whom he has placed his

line and arrangements for circularizing the

jobbers’ lists of dealers and owners can fre—

quently be made, the cost of the work be

ing shared to some extent, according to its

character. The “restrictive” price system

that is recommended requires very careful

thought, and the retail price should be set

to allow for the discounts that prevail for

the majority of the goods that dealers and

jobbers handle. As an aid to detecting-the

channels through which cut-price offerings

have come, the plan of serial numbering and

of keeping records of shipments with regard

to their serial numbers is the best that has

yet been found, and it demands very little

extra work from the factory shipping clerk.

Whether the goods be sold through jobbers

or through salesmen employed direct, the

system is of value in identifying both the

time and course of shipment of any parti

cular lot or single piece.

Success for any automobile accessory or

specialty, as in the case of any other man

ufactured article, is basicly dependent on its

merits and saleability at a price that the

public will pay and which will at the same

time yield a good profit. Having evolved

such a product and being in a position to

make it in quantities, the manufacturer must

determine whether he will cast his lot with

the jobbers, so to speak, or whether he will

fight their opposition or indifference and

have a complete selling organization of his

own. In considering this question he has

to reflect on the nature of his product and

as to whether it needs back of it the work of

persistent and especially trained salesmen

to successfully place it with the retail trade

and whether the jobbers are not already

loaded up with similar articles which by rea

son of lower price or other considerations

would get better attention and more enthus

iastic pushing.

When the Body Needs Strengthening.

When a body which has been in use for

some little time begins to show signs of

flexure so that the door latches have to be

turned forcibly in order to draw up the rear

of the tonncau and close a very appreciable

crack, it is high time the ironing was looked

after and strengthened. In some instances

where wooden frames are used, it is suffi

cient to reset the screws which hold the

irons to the frame, or to replace them with

larger ones. In others it will be found nec

essary to instal an extra bracket or two at

the point which shows signs of the greatest

amount of working. In any case, the struc

ture should never be permitted to remain in

such a condidtion that the latches are re

quired to carry any material load; as they

must do when the effect of engaging them

is to close up the opening between the door

and the lintel. '
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NEW DEVICE FOR TESTING STEEL

It Indicates the Exact Amount of Force

Expended in Breaking a Bar—Details

of the Mechanism,

Commonly speaking, all things relating

to the production

looked upon as being too intricate for the

of iron and steel are

comprehension of the average non-tech

nical man. It is therefore not a little sur

prising to find that the methods of physical

test, which are largely depended upon by

the metalurgist in determining the proper

ties of his product, are almost childishly

simple in their nature. Nor does the nature

of these tests and the apparatus by which

they are effected become more complex in

measure with the advancement of the sci

  

impact, together with a vise for holding the

test bar, it appears that it presents no for

bidding mechanical or theoretical stumbling

block to the understanding.

A general idea of the construction of the

Guillery machine may be obtained from

the accompanying illustration in which, it

will be observed, the wheel, B, mounted in

substantial bearings on the bed casting, C,

carries a single projecting tooth, or knife,

A, firmly imbedded in its periphery. The

wheel is set in rotation by means of a spur

driving gear on the right side of the ma

chine, which is adapted to be driven either

by hand or by means of a V.-belt, a clutch

lever, F, serving to throw the gears out of

mesh when a certain speed of rotation has

been attained. The wheel shaft is mounted

on ball bearings, and because of the com

paratively great amount of its mass which

is concentrated at the rim, runs practically

 

 

  

 

once. A striking illustration of this fact is

seen in the instance of the Guillcry fragil

ity machine, which was shown for the first

time in this country at Madison Square Gar

den during the recent show, where it was

staged immediately on its arrival from

France, at the exhibit of the Carpenter

Steel Co,

This device is. in effect, a form of impact

machine, in which the test piece is broken

by the first blow, the reading on a scale at

one side showing at a glance exactly how

many foot pounds of energy have been ab

sorbed in effecting the rupture.

It is possible to break off a small notched

bar of steel by means of a hammer, or by

a weight swinging on the end of a pendu

lum arm, which traverses a known distance

before striking the bar. With the primitive

method of the simple hammer blow, noth

ing is known definitely except that the bar

is broken by the shock. With the pendu

lum method, it is possible to calculate the

amount of force expended in the blow. With

the machine in question, however, no calcu

lation is required,’the indicator showing

at once, exactly how much force has been

expended. When it is further explained

that the mechanism of this device consists

of nothing more complex than a revolving

disc carrying a hammer which strikes the

blow, and a speed indicating device, which

shows its rate of'rotation'before and after

 
 

without resistance, once set in motion. At

the same time, the construction of the pe

destal is such that a tremendous impact may

be withstood successfully.

The part marked, H, is a movable anvil

or chuck, in which the test piece is clamped,

and which may be withdrawn from or ad

vanced toward the wheel, according to cir

cumstances, in such a way as to bring the

end of the test bar into the path of the

knife, A. The mechanism governing the

motion of the anvil is interesting, since it

provides for the positioning of the test bar

under the knife immediately after the latter

has passed the striking point, and ensures

a full stroke and direct vertical impact.

To this end, a helical spring is arranged

in such a way as to force the anvil constant

ly toward the wheel, that is to say, into a

position in which the bar will receive the

full impact. An interlocking latch within

the anvil is arranged to engage a stop, re

taining it and also the test piece out of the

path of the knife, and in such a position

that the full tension of the main spring is

impressed upon it. A trigger rod, extend~

ing from the operating lever to a point ad

jacent to the wheel, and carrying a trigger

piece on its inner end, is adapted to move

longitudinally under the influence of the

lever, and to rotate sufficiently to release

the latch, releasing the anvil, when the trig

ger is struck by the knife. When the lever

is pushed forward then, the rod is thrust

into such a position that the trigger will

come into the path of the knife, which im

mediately trips it, permitting the anvil to

be thrown forward under the influence of

its spring, so that the test bar also comes

into the path of the knife, but immediately

after the latter has passed the point of con

tact. In this way, the wheel makes a com

plete revolution after the bar is in place,

and before the impact occurs.

The third, and most important element of

the device, is the tachometer, D-D, mounted

on the left side of the machine, which is

provided with a double scale, reading both

in revolutions per minute, and kilogram

meters, the latter indication, expressing the

amount of energy stored in the wheel, at

the speed indicated. This is perfectly pos

sible, since the speed is the only variable

factor entering into consideration.

In operation, the test piece is first placed

on the anvil and clamped in position, after

which the driving gear is engaged and the

wheel set in motion and run until its speed,

as indicated by the tachometer, exceeds a

certain predetermined amount. The driving

gear is then disengaged, by means of the

clutch lever, and‘the speed brought down

to the required point, by means of a brake,

actuated by the same lever. The operator

then draws back the controlling lever, which

serves to withdraw the anvil to its extreme

position and engage the latch. When the

lever is pushed forward to its extreme po

sition once more, the trigger rod is thrust

forward, the trigger is snapped by the

knife as it passes. and immediately after

ward, the anvil is thrown forward by its

spring so that the bar comes under the

knife. The wheel then makes one complete

revolution. when the knife impinges against

the bar, breaking it off, and continuing to

revolve, but at reduced speed.

The effect of the impact is to slow the

wheel perceptably, though not to stop it.

The tachometer reading falls to an indica

tion corresponding to its reduced velocity,

and from the difference of the first and sec

ond readings, the amount of force required

to break the bar is read off directly. in

other words, the initial tachometer reading

gives an expression for the amount of ener»

gy contained in the moving wheel. A por

tion of this energy is absorbed by the im

pact, when the bar is broken. The second

reading expresses the amount of energy

contained in the wheel and due to its mo

tion after the break has taken place. The

difference of the first and second readings,

must, therefore, indicate the amount of

energy required to break the bar. Since the

test pieces are all of standard size, the cross

section of which is known, the determina—

tion of the force required to cause the nip?

ture, bears a definite and known relation to

the ultimate strength of the material under

test, in terms of force per unit of section,

that is to say, in kilogram meters per square

millimeter, or, its equivalent in foot pounds

per square inch.
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SKIDDING AS A FACTOR 0F SAFETY

Curious Theory Advanced by a French Me

chanician—Engineering Argument on

Which It is Based.

It has remained for Georges Marié, a

French mechanician, to discover that skid

ding affords an actual protection from over

turning—that instead of being an abso

lute evil, it is, at times, a means of safety.

His idea is that the side slip furnishes an

outlet for a certain amount of energy de

of centrifugal force,

which otherwise would serve to capsize the

veloped as a result

car. In proof of this, he states that motor

cars frequently make turns safely—as a re

sult of this automatic compensation, which

under similar circumstances would overturn

railway cars, because they are confined to

the rails and have no such outlet for the

side stress due to the turn.

Mr. Marié’s ideas are contained in a trea

tise presented to the Society of Civil En

gineers which discusses the question of os

cillation in railway trains on entering and

leaving a curve. He has endeavored to fix

the conditions that must be satisfied by the

track and rolling stock, that these oscilla

tions may be dampened and limited to an

amplitude within the danger of derailment.

For automobiles there is no danger of leav

ing the track, but great danger of overturn

ing, and with some modifications Marié’s

conclusions about trains apply also to au

tomobiles. Now the author shows that

chauffeurs, even the most prudent, often

take curves with radii of curvature much

smaller than would suffice to overturn a

railway car, other things being equal. If

the wheels were guided and held by rails,

there would certainly be an accident; what

saves the chauffeur and his vehicle is the

lateral skidding that re-establishes the equi

librium endangered by centrifugal force.

Again, the lateral sliding has a powerful

protective effect even when it is too slight

to show on the track. Marie shows that in

practice the wheel marks are broadened

only 8 millimeters (M; inch) for a centrifuy

gal force double that which would ovuturn

a railway car under the same conditions.

When there is no sidewise motion, for

whatever cause, at the moment of taking

a sharp curve, the car runs real danger, The

impossibility of such motion is encountered

in two practical cases. First we have the

bursting of a tire during a sudden turn—

no imaginary case, since such turns impose

on the tire a transverse strain that it is

ill prepared to support—when the iron rim

strikes the road and prevents all lateral mo

tion. Secondly, there is the case of an au

tomobile that turns suddenly on striking a.

soft, sandy road.

A turn of 10 meters (33 feet) radius is

generally to be made only in an emergency,

to avoid running over some one, for in

stance. If the wheels are 1.4 meters (55

inches) apart and the center of gravity 0.9

meter (35 inches) above the ground, cal

culation shows that an upset would take

place in this case with a speed of only 31

kilometres (19 miles) an hour, if the pro

tective skidding did not take place. With

20 metres (76 feet) as a radius, turns are

often made at more than 43 kilometres (27

miles) an hour; here again the lateral slip

is the safety valve for the rash,

If the road is inclined, there is not so

much chance for an upset; this result is

paradoxical, but it is capable of explanation;

for although a slope increases the tendency

to upset, it also increases the tendency to

slide sidewise, which more than makes up

for it. The side-slip, however, in such con

ditions, easily becomes excessive, and in

many cases the auto escapes overturning

only to break a wheel against the curb or to

smash against a tree. To sum up, chauf

feurs may turn corners at speeds much

higher than would cause an upset on a rail

road in identical conditions, but it is fright

ful to think, says Mr. Marie', of the danger

of very high speeds, where chauffeurs are

threatened with death at every instant.
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BECAUSE it is a perfect lubricant_

selves are pure lubricants.

produces friction.
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New York Agency:

BECAUSE is is composed entirely of materials that in them

BECAUSE it does not contain any gum, pitch, acid or any

other non-lubricants or any material that in any way

BECAUSE it has a heavy body that always leaves a layer

of grease between the opposmg surfaces of the bearings.

Owing to the fact that it never wastes and never runs out, and that its molecules are practically in

destructible, it lasts in actual work from 50 to 100 per ceent lon er than other lubricants, and is there
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R. E. P. SPORTING GOODS CO.

1384 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, N.

A'T ALL TIMES THE BEST

BECAUSE it will not melt, which will prevent the running

down on the axle and destroying the rubber tires.

BECAUSE it will stand 410 degrees of heat before it melts,

therefore it will not melt and run out of the compression

cups or bearings 1n the hottest weather. '

BECAUSE it will not freeze.

so cold that it would put this grease out of business.

There has never been a day
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WGIITEII WITII ACCESSORIES

Why Some Cars Prove Heavier than the

Makers Represented—What May Com

pose the Added Burden.

It not infrequently happens that the pur

chaser of a new car is considerably sur

prised on weighing it, to find that its avoir—

dupois falls considerably over that given

by the catalogue. This inconsistency, which

probably is not more frequently remarked

because comparatively few owners go to the

trouble of having their cars weighed, is an

extremely common one. While in some de

gree it is chargeable to the inaccuracy of

the maker in numerous instances, in perhaps

a. greater number the difierence in nominal

and actual weight is due to the load of ac

cessories with which the machine is saddled

the moment it passes into private OWner

ship. Individually, the weight of these arti

cles is inconsiderable, but in the aggregate,

they provide a burden on the engine which

not infrequently is equivalent to the weight

of an additional passenger.

With the idea of ascertaining as closely

as possible just what the extra weight of an

average car may be after it has been put

into commission, a foreign periodical has

gone to the trouble of weighing separately

a vast number of useful things, such as many

motorists love to include in their outfits,

grouping them as necessary or desirable,

according to their nature. The total makes

it appear that the ordinary outfit required

for a car of less than 20 horsepower, will

amount to upwards of 120 pounds, while for

a car of between 20 and 40 horsepower, the

weight of necessary accessories is increased

to upwards of 150 pounds. The weights

quoted, applying as they do, to fittings of

British make, naturally work out heavier

than would the corresponding articles made

in this country. The summation is illus

trative of the point in question, however,

and as a matter of fact it is doubtful if the

average large touring car often gets on the

road with less than 200 pounds of traps—

needful or otherwise.

The weights of the accessories usually

carried on a car of less than 20 horsepower,

are given as follows:

  

lbs. ozs.

Double coil Castle horn . . . . . . . . . 3 0

Headlight, single, 7-in. face . . . . . . 4 10

Headlight generator . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 8

Pair side lamps, Castle, Model R. 10 4

Back lamp, Castle, Model R1. .. . 2 4%

Tire carrier, for back of car . . . . . 1 15

Inflator with gauge . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6

Tangyegack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 3

Spare unlop non-skidding tire,

815x105 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 8

Spare Dunlop inner tube . . . . . . . . 3 7

Tire repair outfit . . . . . . .. .. 3 9

Tire alter and lace . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0

Tire evers, two . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4

Petrol funnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. O 12

Tool kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 0

Quick Grip spanner .. . . . . . . . . . . 0 8

Valvelifter . . . . . . . . 0 6

Box of split pins and nuts . .. .:. 3 4

Four L. M. sparking plugs, in

boxes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1

Two-gallon tin petrol .. . . . . . . . .. 17 10

Half gallon lubricating oil . . . . . . 5 10

Oil can . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 12%

Two lengths insulated wire and

insulating tape . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 0

Set of asbestos washers . . . . . . . . . 0 4

123 2

For a car of more than 20 horsepower

and less than 40, the corresponding weights

work out thus:

lbs. ozs.

Large horn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9%

Bleriot headlight, two, Model A,

11-in. lens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26 0

Bleriot enerator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 151;

Bleriot rackets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 12

Two Castle side lamps, Model SI. 10 8

Dependence rear light . . . . . . . . .. 2 3%

Set of Castle tire carriers, side.. . 4 4%

Inflator, with gauge . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 6

Tangye jack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 2

Spare Continental tire, 875x105,

round tread . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Spare Continental tube, in card

board box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11

Tire gaiter and lace . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0

Tire repair outfit . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 9

Tire lever, double end . . . . . . . . .. l 8

Petrol funnel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 13%

Tool kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 0

Set of box spanners . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 0

Quick grip spanner . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 8

alve lifter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . 6

Box of split pins, nuts, etc . . . . . . . 3 4

Four Pognon plugs, in cases 1 2%

Two-gallon tin of petrol . . . . . . .. 17 10

Canvas tire bag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3

Half int oil can . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 12%

Petro squirt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 3

Grease injector . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 12%

Two lengths electric wire and in

Sulating tape . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0

Set of asbestos washers . . . . . . . .. 0 4

One gallon Castle lubricating oil. 10 15

157 15%

But in addition to these things, many mo~

torists carry certain articles of greater

weight than those already enumerated, and

others not included in the list, These are

given in the following table, together with

the weights of the parts which they are

supposed to replace in certain cases:

lbs. 025.

Siren complete . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 6%

Set of three electric side and tail

lamps, with 40 a.h. accumu

lator and switch . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 2

Southall tire tester, in case . . . . . . 0 12

Canvas water bucket . . . . . . . . . .. 0 14

Stepney spare wheel complete,

but without tire . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Tangye jack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 2

Cleaning outfit, Castle . . . . . . . . .. 15 12

Castle electric hand lamp .. . . .. . 2 4

Rubber spring buffers, four 2 7

“What is Coming" mirror...... 2 8

A. R. A. car vulcanizer . . . . . . . .. 3 12

Greenwich dash clock . . . . . . . . . . . 1 61;

Speen indicator, Jones . . . . . . . . .. 11 0

Electric steering pillar lamp .... . 1 4

Tail lam indicator . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 8

Spare tuge case (three tubes).... 4 1%

Petrol gauge, Model H . . . . . . . . .. O 14

Chain tightener . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6

Driver’s indicator, with accumula

tor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 0

126 10%

Parts replaced:

lbs. 025.

Horn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 9%

Set of three paraffin lamps . . . . . . 12 11%

Tangye jack, medium . . . . . . . . . .. 9 3

Canvas tire bag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3

27 11

Thus the total weight of supplies and ac

cessories for a car of the second class, as

obtained by subtracting the weight of parts

replaced from the total weight of additional

equipment, and adding the remainder to

the weights of necessary accessories, works

out at 256 pounds 14% ounces. From a fur

ther tabulation, it is also made to appear

that quite a little difierence in weight may

be caused by the choice of the accessories

installed on the car. A surprising amount

of difference is thus brought out in the case

of the ignition devices alone, as follows:

lbs. ozs.

Eisemann Model A magneto,

complete . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11%

Castle four-cylinder coil, 40 a.h.

accumulator (in box), con

tact breaker and switch . . . . . . 2%

Simms-Bosch magneto, Type

DHh, _four-cylinder, fitted

‘ with driven gear wheel . . . . .. 36 0

Eisemann Model A magneto, with

dual coil and 40 a.h accumu

lator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4%

Castle single special coil, 40 a.h.

accumulator (in box), dis

tributor, and switch . . . . . . . .. 20 0

Eisemann Model B magneto 24 4

Eisemann Model C magneto l7 0

A still further differentiation is developed

by comparing the weights of several other

accessories such as are likely to be carried

on the average “well found" car:

lbs. ozs.

Wagner electric horn, complete

with accumulators . . . . . . . . ..

Castle accumulator, 20 a.h . . . . .. 4 13

Castle accumulator, 40 a.h., in tin

case with strap handle 10 9

Castle accumulator, 60 a.h., in tin

case, with strap handle . . . . .. 14 11

Four Pognon sparking plugs in

cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 2%

Four L. M. sparking plugs in

cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 1

Four De Dion sparking plugs in

cases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0 15

Fourlcylinder Castle coil . . . . . .. l6 5‘:

Castle single coil. for distributor. 5 2

Distributor complete . . . . . . . . . 4 0

Castle single-cylinder coil, ordi

nary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. l 14

Castle single-cylinder coil, en

closed terminals . . . . . . . . . .. 4 12

Castle single-cylinder coil, De

Luxe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 3

Eisemann dual coil . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 10

\Vhile the owner is quite likely to feel

the cost of an elaborate assortment of ex

tras, the chances are that he seldom real

izes how much difference their weight is

likely to make in the actual running of the

car, both in mileage, rate and in cost of

maintenance. When the matter is consid

ered in the light of carrying or not carrying

the equivalent weight of an extra passenger

all the time, however, the advantage of re

ducing the equipment to the lowest possible

minimum is at once apparent.
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cncwu CIILORIDE ron RMDS

Its Dust Laying Qualities Successfully

Tested in Massachusetts—The System

Employed in Its Use.

Dealing with the problem of dust on roads

experiments have been made along three

lines, each considered by its advocates to

be the most promising. The use of oil,

either in its crude state or as an emulsion,

has given results that satisfied those per

sons interested. The same is true concern

ing the use of tar in one form and another.

the

roads in that part of Massachusetts known

A method employed extensively on

as the North Shore is the sprinkling of the

surface with a solution of calcium chloride,

which has a strong affinity for water, at

tracting it from the atmosphere and the

earth, and retaining it for a considerable

period,

Experiments with this chemical, made

abroad, came to the notice of Colonel So

hier, a North Shore resident, during the

summer of 1906. He resolved to repeat the

experimenting here, it is stated by the Bos—

ton Evening Transcript, and first treated a

short stretch of road. The calcium chloride

was purchased in crystal form at $15.40

a ton. The crystals were broken up and dis

solved in watering carts, one pound of the

chemical being mixed with one gallon of

water, and from one-half to one-third gal~

lon of the mixture being applied to each

square yard of road surface. After two ap

plications it was found that the dust was

laid and could be kept down by occasional

sprinklings with water.

The success of the first experiment deter—

mined Colonel Sohier and his associates

this summer to enter much more extensively

into the “salting” of the roads and it was

decided to treat the Shore Road, a macadam

highway from Beverly Cove to the Man

chester line and adjoining roads, a total

of ten miles, the money for the work being

raised by subscription. With this large

project in hand a central plant was neces—

sary for preparing the solution. The cal

cium chloride treatment, which was done by

contract, was begun early in the season and

was discontinued on Nevember l, and it

has been found that, including the cost of

the plant, the cost of applying the chemical

for a longer season has been slightly more

than the cost of sprinkling with water alone.

Not counting the cost of the plant, which

is available for years to come, the cost 01'

the calcium chloride treatment was less, the

figures being .027 cents per square yard

for the season with the chamical and water

and .03 cents for sprinkling with water

alone for a season of six months.

The calcium chloride laid the (lust abso

lutely for twenty-four hours a day, whereas

under the former plan of sprinkling with

water four times a day mud and dust alter

nated. The chemical prevented any ravel

ling of the top surface of the macadam

highway. Six applications of the calcium

chloride were made, two in June, one in

July, August, September and October, and

on dry days throughout the season the road

was sprinkled with water once a day. The

results of using one watering cart instead

of three and watering once a day instead

of four times have been much better and

dust has been practically eliminated. The

surface of the ten miles of road was treated

over a strip eighteen feet wide, making

103,000 square yards, and the cost by con

tract, including the plant, was $331 a mile,

Though the sprinkling of the road was

stopped November 1, the road is now free

from dust.

Colonel Sohier states that the calcium

chloride used this summer was bought in

solution, instead of in crystals, and was

brought to the Beverly Farms station in

tank cars holding 6,000 gallons each. It

was pumped from the cars into a tank.

For applying the chemical a special water

ing cart was used. Its tank has a capacity

of 600 gallons, but on account of the weight

of the solution no more than 500 gallons

was taken at a time. A hose leading from

the bottom of the cart tank was used for

drawing off the solution, and a rack in the

rear held five large galvanized iron buckets,

each of a capacity of 100 gallons.

The waterng cart was filled with 500 gal

lons of 40 per cent saturated solution of

calcium chloride at the central plant. Then

the cart was driven to the first hydrant

along the road to be treated. At this point

100 gallons of solution was drawn off into

one of the buckets. At four other points

the filled buckets were left. By the means

of a special appliance patented by B. P.

Richardson, the contractor, the 100 gallons

of calcium chloride from the last bucket was

syphoned back into the cart, together with

the water from the hydrant, reducing the

calcium chloride solution to about 8 per

cent., which was sprinkled on the road in

the same manner as water. At the other

hydrants the process was repeated, the

buckets being picked up as they were

emptied. One carload of the 40 per cent.

solution was made to cover five-eighths of

a mile.

The Shore Road is a State highway and

was built two years ago of the best mac_

adam. It showed signs of ravelling from

automobile travel, especially on the cor

ners, and was sanded with a light sprink

ling of coarse screened gravel. The whole

road was sanded twice and parts of it four

times. The calcium chloride through its

property of holding and attracting water,

kept the top surface of the road in such

condition that it did not ravel or wear down

to the stones although it is narrow and

the travel is :extremely heavy. One Sunday

last summer, according to a record secured.

1,100 vehicles passed a given point in Bev

erly Farms in ten hours. About 650 of

them were automobiles. In Manchester au

tomobiles have averaged at certain times

of day three a minute for an hour.

A valuable property of calcium chloride

is its weight. Even if the road surface be

comes so dry that dust rises, the fastest

moving vehicle does not lift the dust above

its hubs and it settles at once into the

road. The chemical has no smell and no in

jurious effects have as yet been discovered;'

it keeps the dust laid on the surface of

the road, and, if properly and economically

applied, is undoubtedly better than water

and probably cheaper, because with its

use two-thirds of the cost of watering carts

can be dispensed with, which saving should

more than pay for the chemical itself and

the extra cost of applying it.

Moral Character Required in Drivers.

Before obtaining a license to drive an

automobile in Colorado Springs, a person

will have to prove he is of good moral char

acter and is possessed of steady, temperate

habits, according to the provisions of an,

ordinance just passed by city council. The

speed limit was fixed at 12 miles an hour

within the fire district, 18 miles outside, and

8 miles when rounding corners or passing

street cars. Visitors are privileged to drive

a car three days without a license and may

have that period extended to thirty days, by

paying 25 cents to the city clerk. The

Board of Examiners to pass upon an appli

cant for license will consist of the Chief

of Police, a representative of the Colorado

Springs Automobile Club and a member of

the City Council. '

Neglected Bridge Causes Law Suit.

]. I. Hetzel, an Altoona (Pa) dealer, has

brought suit against Adams township for

damages sustained in an automobile acci

dent'which he claims to have been caused

by failure of the township authorities to

repair the approach to the bridge over

the South Fork branch of the Conemaugh

River. The plaintiff claims that his head

was badly battered, his leg wrenched and

three ribs broken. He asks $2,000.

Punctures Caused by Prickly Pears,

'Automobilists in certain parts of Mon

tana are having troubles with prickly pears.

It is said that great patches of them cover

some parts of the roads and that spear-like

projections cause slow punctures in inner

tubes that make a driver forget his early

training. One tourist said his tires were

punctured nine times from two or three

pears.

Automobilist Sues City for Damages.

Because a trolley company failed to keep

a street in Plainfield, N. 1., in proper con

dition while laying tracks, John McCul

logh has presented a claim against the city

of Plainfielll for a broken spring on his car.

The accident was due to the torn up con

dition of the streets, but the city intends to

fight the suit, claiming the trolley company

is responsible.
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21% Per Cent

of all cars shown at the Madison

Square Garden Show were equipped

with

Midgley Universal Rims

and

38 Per Cent

of all detachable rims on cars in this

Show were

Midgley Universal Rims k

  

  

  

 

 

 

At the Philadelphia Show, one-fifth of all cars

I were equipped with the Midgley Universal

Rim—6| % more than its nearest competitor.

  

<mrm=é§ <mr-mU—E

  

    

  

 

  

 
 

The Midgley Manulacturing Co., 3°“;'“§’“Z
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The Week’s Patents.

864,778. Lubricating Device. Harry C.

Gamage, New York, N. Y., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Oil-Bath Lubricator

Co., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

April 5, 1907. Serial No. 366,474.

1. A rotary shaft, an endless lubricant

conveying belt in contact with said shaft

and wholly disposed on one side of the axis

of rotation thereof, and mechanism for

Eralnsmitting motion from said shaft to said

(2 t.

864,821. Explosive Turbine. Heinrich

Zoelly, Zurich, Switzerland. Filed May 22,

1905. Serial No. 261,583.

1. In a gas or fuel explosion turbine the

combination with the explosion chamber

and the turbine of an always open expan

sion nozzle; pumps for compressing the

air, steam and fuel; admission valves for

these media to the explosion chamber, and

means for controlling the same whereby the

air and fuel are supplied to said chamber at

the time when the pressure therein has

dropped to be equal to the pressure of the

compressor pumps; an ignition device; and

means for controlling the ignition—sub

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

864,824. Variable Speed Gearing. John S.

Barnes, Rockford, Ill., assignor to \V. F.

& John Barnes Company, Rockford, Ill., a

Corporation of Illinois. Filed June 6, 1907.

Serial No. 377,601,

A Variable speed gearing comprising a

suitable support. a driving shaft, a sub-shaft

and a driven shaft held in proper relation

by the support, a spur gear loosely mount

ed on the driving shaft and provided with a

clutch face, a spur gear fixedly connected

to the sub-shaft and meshing with the above

mentioned gear on the driving shaft, two

gears of varying diameters mounted on the

driving shaft to revolve in unison, one of

said gears provided with a clutch face, a

movable double faced clutch section having

a driving connection with the driving shaft

and adapted to engage the clutch faces of

the gears on_the driving shaft, two spur

gears of varying diameters loosely mounted

on the sub-sha t and each provided with a

clutch face and in mesh with the two con

nected wears on the driving shaft, a mov

able double faced clutch section having a

driving connection with 'the sub-shaft and

adapted to engage the clutch faces of the

gears on the sub-shaft, two spur gears of

varying diameters loosely mounted on the

driven shaft and each provided with a clutch

face, and in mesh with the two connected

ears on the driving shaft, and a movable

double faced clutch section having a driving

connection with the driven shaft and

adapted to engage the clutch faces of the

gears on the driven shaft.

864,830. Explosive Engine. Homer

Charles, Rapid City, S. D. Filed Feb. 10,

1905. Serial No. 245,096.

1. In an explosive engine, the combina

tion of the working chamber, the pump

chamber, a mixing chamber intermediate

the pump and working chambers, and

through which the air is passed from the

pump chamber to the working chamber,

means for normally isolating said mixing

chamber from the other chambers, and

means for venting said chamber to reduce

any retained pressure therein before the 011

is admitted thereto, substantially as de

scribed.

864,831. Thermostatic Regulator for Ex

plosive Engines. Homer Charles, Rapid

City, S. D. Original application filed Feb.

10, 1905. Serial No. 245,096. Divided and

this application filed March 2, 1906. Serial

No. 303,840.

_1. In an explosive engine, the combina

tion of a_ working chamber, a mixing cham

ber, an igniter head in the working cham

ber, a valve controlling admission of fuel

or water to said mixing chamber, and a ther

mostat passmg through the igniter head

and protected thereby from direct contact

With the hot gases, and connections between

said thermostat and the valve to regulate

the temperature in the working chamber,

substantially as described.

864,841. Vehicle Rim, Louis B. Gast

and Jacob Gast, Jr., Akron, Ohio. Filed

March 13, 1906. Serial No. 305,824.

1: A vehicle wheel rim of the class de

scribed, comprising a tire seat having a tire

retainin means along one side thereof and

provide on_ the other side with a channel

below the tire seat with an outer wall ex

tending approximately as far as the plane of

said tire seat, said outer wall of said channel

being provided with an interrupted series

of notches occurring at approximately reg

ular intervals except at the point where a

notch is omitted and an endless ring hav

ing its outer portion shaped to constitute a

tire retaining element with its base approx

imately flat and of sufficient width to cover

said channel, provided on its inner face

With an uninterrupted series of inwardly

projecting lugs spaced apart from each

other a distance equal to that intervening

between the notches in the side wall of said

channel whereby in seating said ring one

of the lugs may be passed over the uncut

portion of said outer wall and the balance

of the ring swung laterally into position,

the balance of the lugs on said ring passing

through the notches in said wall and inter

locking with those portions of the wall be'

tween said notches.

864,844. Hydrocarbon Engine. Edmund

Hudson, Templeton, Mass. Filed July 28,

1904. Serial No, 218,565.

1. In combination with a hydrocarbon

motor having a combustion chamber and an

air compression chamber, an air passage in

termediate the air compression chamber and

combustion chamber, a piston arranged to

control the passage of air intermediate said

chambers, a crank shaft, a hydrocarbon

pump chamber irrespective of the position

of its piston and means intermediate the

crank shaft and pump for Operating said.

punip‘ piston, and an opening and closing

injection nozzle operatively arranged With

reference to the pump and combustion

chamber.

864,857. Automatic Oiler. Andrew P.

Olson, Chicago, 111.

Serial No. 351,796.

1. In an apparatus of the class described,

a pump comprising a Cylinder with an in

take port and an output port, a piston rod

adapted to work within the cylinder, a

spring-pressed piston mounted loosely upon

the piston rod and working to open and

close the output port, and a piston mounted

rigidly upon the piston rod and working to

open and close the intake port.

864,877. Explosl've Engine. Ellis J.

\Voolf,_Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to

The \Voolf Valve Gear Company, Minne

apolis, Minn., a Corporation of Minnesota

Filed Jan. 6, 1906. Serial No. 294,862.

1. In an explosion engine, the combina

tion with means for introducing and ex

ploding an explosive agent within the ex

plosion chamber, of a water pump operated

by the engine and having a delivery con

nection to the explosion cylinder, a by-pass

and a double acting check valve, in the con

Filed Jan. 11, 1907.

nections from said pump, subject to the

pressure from the working cylinder of the

engine for closing the by- ass and permit

ting the water to be forced y the pump into

said cylinder, substantially as described.

864,903. Transmission Gear. Arthur J.

Morris, Torrington, Conn., assignor to

Adelbert P. Hine, Torrington, Conn. Filed

Dec. 6, 1905. Serial No. 290,622.

1. A power transmitter “comprising a

driving member, a driven member, gearing

connecting the members and arranged in a

train having selective branches, said gear

ing including planetary gears common to

both branches, and means for retarding in

varying degree the motion of the planetary

gears in their orbit about the other gears of

the train to vary the speed of rotation of

the driven member.

864,904. Transmission Gearing. Arthur

J. Morse, Torrington, Conn., assignor of

one-half to Adelbert P. Hine, Torrington,

Conn. Filed Feb. 19, 1906. Serial No.

301,860.

1. A power transmitter comprising a

driving member, a driven member, a plu

rality of gears interposed between the mem

bers, a selective clutch device controlling

direct transmission from one member to

the other and the disconnection of the gears

from both members and indirect transmis

ssion through the gears, and means for va

rying the relative speed of the gears.

864,905. Transmission Gearing, Arthur

J. Morse, Torrington, Conn., assignor of

one-half to Adelbert P. Hine, Torrington,

Conn. Filed June 13, 1906. Serial No.

321,471.

1. A power transmitter comprising a

driving member, a driven member, earing

interposed between the driving mem er-and

the driven member including a plurality of

sets of speed changing gears arranged on_

parallel axes, a clutch device controlling di

rect transmission from one member to the

other, the connection of the gears with the

driving shaft and indirect transmission

through the gears, and means for varying

the speed of the gears.

864,906. Transmission Gear. Arthur

J. Morse, Torrington, Conn., assignor of

one-half to Adelbert P. Hine, Torrington,

Conn. Filed Oct. 20, 1906. Serial No.

339,857.

1. In combination, a driving member, a

driven member, normally operable gearing

including planetary gears connecting the

members and arranged in a branched train,

means for retarding in varying degree the

orbital motion of the planetary gears com

mon to the several branches, and a clutch

mechanism selectively operable to connect

said driven member with any one of said

branches and further operable to directly

connect said members and disconnect the

gearing therefrom.

864,911. Vehicle Wheel Rim. James M.

Padgett, Topeka, Kan. Filed May 3, 1906.

Serial No. 315,037_

In combination with a wheel rim having

an annular groove, an annular detachable

clenching flange to enter said groove and

bear against a tire, said detachable clench

ing flan e being cut to form separable, re—

versely- eveled ends, one to overlap the

other, said ends and the said wheel rim be

ing provided with co-actin studs and stud

receiving openings to loc said clenching

flange in place, the stud which secures the

underlappin end of the detachable clench

ing flange being movable and havrng a
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spring to normally hold it in locking posi

tion.

864,914. Spring Equalizer. John Raab

and Andrew Raab, Tacoma, Wash. Filed

Jan. 16, 1906. Serial No. 296,372.

1. In a. device of the character described,

the_combination with a support, of an el

liptical spring carried by said support, a

stationary. member provided with a hollow

po_st,_carried by the lower portion of said

elliptical spring, a reciprocating member

adapted to reciprocate in said post a slid~

able member positioned upon said station

ary member and surrounding said post, a

coiled spring positioned upon said slidable

member and surrounding said post and re

ciprocating member, fastening means for

securing said coiled spring upon said post

and reciprocating means, and means con—

necting the upper portion of said elliptical

spring and said slidable member.

864,926. Cellular Pneumatic Tire. Ed

ward C, Schooumaker, Perham, Minn. Filed

Nov. 23, 1906. Serial No. 344,723.

1. A tire of the character described com

grising a rim section having annular side

anges, a tire provided with similar flanges

to engage the flanges of the rim section,

non-heat conducting material upon the

flan es of the tire and metallic fastening

bangs shrunk upon the tire flanges for

clamping the latter to the rim flanges, said

bands being engaged with said non-heat

conducting material to revent the heat

generated in the bands fi'om injuring the

tire, substantially as set forth.

864,979. Rotary Engine. John A. Mosher,

Chicago, Ill., assignor to The Adams &

\Nestlake Company, a Corporation of Illi

nois. Filed Aug. 27, 1906_ Serial No. 332,

207.

1: In a rotary engine, in combination, a

casmg, a rotatable head with the casing and

having in its periphery a transverse pocket

whose walls are curved to the are of a cir

cle, and an oscillating wmg of sheet metal

bent to form a hub conforming to and fit

ting within the pocket.

864,983. Spare Tire Holder for Automo

biles. Leo P. McKinney, Boston, Mass, as

signor of one-half to John L. Snow, Bos

ton, Mass. Filed May 14, 1906. Serial No.

316,663.

1._ A_spare tire holder for automobiles,

having, in combination, a base, and a brack

et secured _thereto by a bayonet joint and

prowded With means for holding a tire, the

bayonet joint including two interlocking en

gaging surfaces of_which_one is inclined so

as to have a wedging action and to take up

lost motion between the parts when the

joint is locked, substantially as described.

864,985. Buffer. Andrew P. Olson, Chi~

cago, Ill. Filed Dec. 19, 1906. Serial No.

348,552,

1. In an apparatus of the class described,

the combination with a pair of coil springs

of a buffer bar, a pair of attaching pieces

for securing the rear ends of the spring to

the frame of the vehicle, and a pair of at

taching pieces for securing the buffer bar

to the front ends of the springs.

865,002. Vehicle Brake. Bartholomew

Viola, Brooklyn, N. Y, Filed Aug. 30, 1906.

Serial No. 332,563.

1. In a vehicle brake, the combination

with an axle and a pair of wheels carried

thereby, of a clutch member secured to

each of the wheels on its inner side, a pair

of clutch members slidable on the axle into

engagement with the said clutch members

 

  

respectively, means for simultaneously

shifting the latter clutch members in oppo

site direction to engage and disengage the

wheel clutch members and adjustable means

for insuring the equal engagement of the

two slidable clutch members,

865,009. Internal Combustion Engine.

Charles Brizzilara, Richmond, Va., assignor

of one-half to Dominic Leveri, Richmond,

Va. Filed March 27, 1907. Serial No. 364,~

872.

1._ In combination with a water jacketed

engine, a storage tank, return and supply

pipes connecting the jacket with the tank,

means automatically actuated by starting

the engine for opening both said pipes, said

means comprising a spring-pressed piston

and air‘ forcing devices, and means for drain

ing this jacket, these latter means being

operated by the stopping of the engine.

865,028. Vehicle Tire. George 0. Kank

boner, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Oct. 29, 1906.

Serial No. 34l,044.

1. In spring cushioned 'wheel tires, a uni

tary member comprising a shell of two di

ameters, a shoe adapted to take the tread

of the wheel located in the larger part of

said shell and a plunger and spring behind

said shoe in the smaller part of the shell,

said parts constructed to be removed and

replaced together. '

865,072. Vehicle \Vheel. Ira Abbott,

Wyandotte, Mich. Filed Jan. 7, 1907. Se

rial No, 351,040.

1. In a vehicle wheel, the combination

with a rim and a hub. of outwardly extend

ing flanges on the hub forming a groove

between, S-shaped springs secured at their

outer ends to the rim and having their in

ner ends overlapped within the groove, and

bolts passing through the overlapped ends

of the springs to secure the same to the hub.

 

 

  

 

WANTS AIIB FOB SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for nexr

season. Write rue to see how _much I can

save you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless, and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

C. T. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

 
N Y

FOR SALE—1906 White Steamer, fine

condition, with top; exceptional bar

gain. E. S. YOUSE, Reading, Pa.

FOR SALE—1907 Thomas Flyer, 60 H.

P., cost $4,250; at a sacrifice; used

2200 miles; tires like new; absolute perfect

condition; any kind of a demonstration;

small car of standard make in exchange.

P. 0. BOX 356, Reading, Pa.

Logan I908 Modal TllnalnnTiuck

A truck equipped with a four cylinder air cooled

20 H. P. motor, built for service and fitted to carry

its load day in and day out under all conditions. For

detailed description address

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CHILLICOTHE. onto.

 

 

o" ins . fir. a, _, a,

SlOE-WIIIE SOLIO MOTOR TIIIES

ma WORLD'S STANDARD

FIBESTOIIE TIRE & BUBBEB 00., Akron, Ohlo

   

 

 

STANDARD

BOLLEB BEARING OOIAPAIIY
PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls, Ball

Bearings, Roller Bearings and Automobile Axles

Write for New Automobile Catalogue with full par

IICU r! 0

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

 

 

IHEMHRMON
"A Mechanical Mosferhieco'

For catalog, address Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(5110.185!) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

 

 

$375 and

Upwards

The automobile for winter use.) Air cooled

—n0 pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. powerful, durable, relia~

ble. Ecunomi

Strong,

Double cylinder~»9-l0 H.‘ l‘.

cal in gasoline consumption, A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.» ,'

Writ: today for Calalopu and Now/rile

W. H. KIBLINGER COMPANY

Box No. 250 AUBURN, mo.

 

 

WEBER PORTABLE TRUCK TURNTABLES

or All oinobl esAll other Turnlible Trtucks ai'e Infringements

We Own the Basic Patent
    

- "l,l ., . .
~ \ i '-~~.-. m," At,- ,,

v ’2"! _
i D \ v <‘> N , \

PATEN'I‘BD

Will move the heaviest machines in the moat limited

space. Work equally well on the two front or two

rear wheels. A time and money saver. The truck is

made up of one solid Malleable Iron casting without

bolts or nuts. guaranteed for any weight machine

T'IIE MOTOR CAR EQUIPMENT (30.. 55 Warren St., New

York Clly, Sales Alrflli Faclory, Munele. Ind.

Headquarters, TIIE WEBER CYCLE A SUPPLY CO.

No. 6 East Kiowa Sl.. Colorado Springs, Colo.
 

 
 

_The surest and _easiest way to get

rid _of your ignition troubles is to

equip your car With a

SPLITDORF COIL

The Ignition you hear so much about.

C. F. SPLITDORI

Walton Ave. & 1880: SL. New York.
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Empire Auto Tir

Chicago—20 aSalle SL: 1615 Wabash Ave.

Boston—292 evonlbire St.

Buflnlo—9 W. Huron St.

  

‘T" 71““7.” $714317»;a???‘>;*s';:11,"";_;m..,1a.” f1»

GUA

5,000 MILES RIDING
What stronger proof could there be of Ajax

Material and Workmanship?

_Write for copy of_guarantee, statingr what

size tire you are using,

Address Dept E.

AJAX-ORIEB RUBBER COMPANY

General Ofice: . _\ , BRQNCHES:

'.; etroit,

N. E. Cor. 57th St. 7‘3 woodwud A"

lud Broadway. China.

New York City. ._ _ 1418 Michigan Ave.

Factories, - F :i‘csoé

Trenton, N. I. 4 1 km. _ An ele_s,

Agents in all i. f Seattle-m St

larse cities 1102 Broadway.

L ,

Lille

New York—Broadway & 73d St.; 148 Chambers

  

(if

  

Trenton, N. J.

St.
Philadelphia: Penn. Auto Sup ly Co.

 

Providence—Waite Auto Supgy Co. ::__

Seattle, Wash—Fob“ Auto upply Co. a.

» n , ._ N . ~ _ v},  

 
 

1w -¢a£5T W

10 ‘FINJJ A 690);

T-rthfi li'l'fl LOU/l

‘F'Q'R lTs WE H'rll/E

A‘FTNI IIV Tiff

,Au‘fi’U'RA

L! U U TTRAT gilljlfl$77$

WILL yo v L215 2

AWU'RA WWW wait;

Au‘Wo‘PA "Il-L'

 

  

 

 

  

The output of complete Front

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

I-“‘Amer_il:an Ball-Bearint to.

L. 8. &. II. 8. Ry. &. Edgvvator Pork

CLEVELAND, OHIO. ELLA.

 

and Rear Automoblle Axles of this
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HEN we began mak

ing speed indicators,

we resolved to make the

a.” best that could be produced

—how well that resolve has

.— been kept is proved by the

fact that 70 per cent. of the

cars in the 1907 Glidden

% Tour carried

-“

W The

-—_

The fundamental idea embodied in every

S t u d e b a k e 1' Automobile is “satisfactory

— Aut0 -Meter serfs; 30 H. P. five passenger models.

One 40 H. P. seven passenger model.

The correctness of the Warner magnetic princi

P ple is proved by the fact that the United States

Government has adopted it to obtain readings

of wind velocity. Uncle Sam thoroughly in

' _ vestigates anything he buys—he wants the best.

7 Let us prove to you what the Warner Auto

” Meter iii—write to'daY- We shall Exhibit at the Chicago

Show, Nov. 30 to Dec. 7.

V Superlatives

Are incorporated in their cars

instead oi in their advertising

  

STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE C0.

South Bend. Indiana

Geller-l Oillcc, CLEVELAND, OHIO

   

 

WARNER INSTRUMENT C0.

796 Roosevelt Ave., Beloii, Wisconsin

  

 

 

 

HOTEL EUCLID

CLEVELAND, OHIO

  

  

 

t‘ ,

HEW

Remy Magnetos

  

  

which have become so well known to the automobile world and which

have ained such reat favor .among their many uaera, are now being

mariu actured in e beat equipped plant in the world devoted to the

exclusive manufacture of Magnetoa. This new factory, a model from

the standpoint of efficient arran ement and high clau equipment to

gether With Eerfected designs w ich are the reaqu of year: 0 ex

  
 

 

 

perience in t is line of manufacture, makea poaaible the turning out

of the very higheat grade ignition apparatua on the market.

“ ,’ For 1908 our line_ include! a new high tenaion Magneto without

N I G . O L coil, which we_ build in large quantitiea and are aellirig _at a medium

price. It is simple, small and well made. It can be inltalled with

minimum expense and is a high grade e ulpment in every reapeet.

' ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ' _ ' We allo build Magnetoa with coila or douh e ignition. and alternating
for “sums automObmSts' “Flrst class m and direct current Magnetoa for all ignition _purpoaea. It will pay

every respect. flThe most attractive grill you_ to inv‘eatigate oursMagnetoa before deciding upon your ignition

room in town. “Music and good cheer await equ'pmenf 0' W" 190 w" '

you. “Give it a "ial‘ We will exhibit at both New York Showa and the Chicago Show.

' REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

FRED 5- AVERY, - - - M11138" moanson, INDIANA.U.S.A.
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The spri ngfie|d Motometer The largest Automobile Supply House in Amerioim

Presents New and Valuable Features

The Maximum Hand: Marks hi hest speed attained. Rte x ‘

sets instantly. Can be disconnect in a moment.

New Easy Reading Dial—Big plain figures. Fired Enamel.

Reads from the tonneau.

Spring Steel Reinforce on each end ol the driving shalt.

Compels easy curves and smooth running. Far better than

gears.
Non-Clogging Pinion. Mud prooi. Will not hold mud.

A rainy weather necessity.

With these additional excellences, the Motometer is more

than ever "The Speedometer for Service."

Send ior Catalog W.

The R. H. Smith Mfg. Co.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Established 1065. ‘ Incorporated 1883.

The Miller Automobile Jack is a quick

acting, automatic lowering jack, designed es

pecially for automobile use and is adapted to

the factory or garage, as well as to be carried

as a part of the equipment on motor cars.

The Miller Jack is constructed of the best

material and every part is machine finished.

and in material, workmanship and finish it is

a high grade and one of the finest finished

jacks on the market.

  

We guarantee this jack for 12 months, and

at the price, it is the best value ever ofiered

to the automobile trade.

  

 

We are in a position to quote a special price

to manufacturers, jobbers and dealers who buy

in quantity.

The list price of the Miller Jack, guaranteed

for 12 months. $3.50 each.

A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Supplnmpnlary Spiral Springs
and notice the difiergnce- N0 01“. 1‘0 Our Catalog—the largest of its kind. mailed on request.

para, no broken springs, or oestedl' 4 I. points. The “Thank-ye-rnarrns” will

sktill be_witl(r)you, but oukronft i C H s E o M I l- l- E R

v23; airieresiiirg?e;ir<r if yeti“: ' ' Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:for the asking.

Supplementary Spiral Spring (in. 91-99-101 Reade s:., New York City

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mass" 202-204 Columbus Ave.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis Philadelphia 318-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich. 22754-229 Jefi'erson Av.

  

 

  

 

 
 

  
  

 

  

 

New York Branch 51 We“ 67th 5"“! Cleveland, Ohio, 406 Erie St. Bufialo, N. Y," 824 Main St.

“nah” IF YOU ARE mrsruasrsn m moroncrcuas

ll 0 .
wmms The Bicycling World

of s B. & s. ' 1 °eLdMotorcyole Revrew.
(lOopenings) put

all???“ wru. maresr YOU

Get our lastCatalog PuaLrsnnn EVIIY SATunn/n' A’I'

Th. mums & I54 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

S ennerllnnr III p s '| c, |ngiforn, lion: I '00 Y3" “mu-m ’ ”

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

 
  

TWO FACTORIES =1

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and all other

5°“ M'k'" high-class enclosed work.

THE W‘L‘JAM CRAM P " 80", “HIP a Incl N E Output for this season. 9000 jobs. complete. trimmed and finished

 

 

BUILDING COMPANY, - Phllndolphla, Penna.

 
 

RACINE NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, RIOIIIO, "In.
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that'a what we are. We have

moron MAKERS f? " 4‘
  

‘" made the moton in oome oi

y-,.~ I the moat aucceulul can, for

' years. Quality heiore price,

and BOTH right. =Q

Warnin r Palen

The “ Rutenber" 9 '

Carburetor llarroun ngilfgmliumfg

which on motor uperta we Au‘o Bum er _ The Best in the Field

W- “e '1" H Bum r .m “:zt‘m': ..
' ' 4 e ll nu! ," "° “°" ""1"" “d """m' it can be “Sued we will bring auit "mm all USERS oi Bumper. in

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION. fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

THE was-runs moron co., Lonnnoport, Ind. THERigkgglach‘k’kspg‘ngxs

Manufacturer: o_i “Rutlmber” Motor: “Rutenber” Carburetora, and Sup- ’

plies. Light Soit Gray Iron, firm and Aluminum Caatinga. SOLE LICENSEES. U- S- A- SYCAMORE. ILL

    

 

KlNWllllll AUTUMUBILE PARTS. P A c KARD
ME tWWW—"'5 ""- Enameled Ignition Cable

OUR LEADERS:

Kinwood Perlectlon Rndiotora

d

Klnwood Mechanical Ollora.

KINWOOD PRESSED STEEL SPECIALTIES:

Framea, hoods, dashea, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, mufllera,

I __.__.__.__ l

~-~- ,__. \

PACKARD CABLE-i. t

duat and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gaugea,fittinga,eouplingu. is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

"‘w "c- _, , Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENSION CABLE is a

Lille “and” and deP“ldable d°1"°1’i°'- new feature._ It greatly improves_ the wiring of any multi

K_ FRANKLIN PiTERSEN’ THOMA. _L WITZEL' cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

mm;.2;;:.?.'.‘.L‘::“- ' ' 1122;113:121 Y°"‘- THE PACKARD ELECTRIC co., Warren, 0.

THE KINSEY MFG. OO., Dayton, Ohio.

  

 
v

McORD

LUBRIGATURS RADIATURS
“Marks of a Good Motor Car"

MGKIM COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McOORD 8} COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE Old Colony Building

24 Broad Street OHIOAOO

I

  

THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automoblla Construction
AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS,

Strong, Tough and hold

Threadl.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZ‘

CASTINGS.

Guaranteed above Govern

ment Specification;

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINGS,

Cooleat Running and Boat

Wear Reaiating Bronae on

the Market.

Light Mtg. & Fund" 00.

POTTSTOWN. PA. |

HEINZE

BUILS
“e Send [or

H I907 Catalog

  

   

 

  

 

 

 

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
Let ua quote you on 4-cyllnder  

motor: for NOB

THREE SIZES

Hylinder with loll-con

tained oiling ayltem.

Motora are ready for

coupling any atandard

ma eto.

ur new iactory and ma

' chinery enable us to ar

antee uality and delver

iea. lao clutchea and

transmiaaiona. Send for

_ catalo e.

x. FRANfixN PETERSON

  

and Prices.
l66 Lake 51., chm". nl. 7

Western Re reocntativa. ‘

Winn ., Y...
In,“ “dummg " CO., Lowell, floss.

 

 

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. (30., Muskeqon, Mich.  
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TI'IE LAMBERT 18

e]M I THE CHANDLER lili- “Friction Flyer”

G A RAG E “21111223252138: istitAagiflngs Write for cataloguesgggibing our full line.

 

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  

The Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

"9WYark any ElSEMANN-LAVALETTE THE

Broadway and 110th St. Magnetos ' " I N D E X

IS RIGHT

R“ ” ‘ “m” “'1” ‘° b' m LAVELE & co., Buum°ug$§§n1§iiiiimdn "n

Personal attention. 112 w_ 42d St., New York Ind ox Spend Indicator (:0.

MINNEAPOLIS. MIIN.

New and completely equipped

"1""- "'°P- Em" workm- Bcttcr Because Regular . ~ ~ - - a \

NO Renting. Try us, An Oberdorfer Pump never "sticks." It works ‘ lN

m 2686 River. “£2133? l‘BfiZfidi‘liiJ‘mm m“ C L

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass 00.. FRANCE ENGLAND

Water St., Syracuse, N. Y. IATE '

Lum— MICI‘IELIN TIRE 60.. Mllltown, N. J.

The Great Smith Car m” “remnants _

Sl‘llTl'i AUTO. CO., MPRS. Jackson Automobiles

TOPBKA, KANSAS THE CROSB Y GOMPANY
H IIBuffalo New York "° "'LL T“ “"P

LASCOE‘Q'E'I“; FRONT ' a... mum"...

Simple, effective, correctly designed Mahogany TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD “0"” "Tamil"! 90-. llflholl, mill

finioh wood frnme, trimmed in brill, 3-16 cryltnl Trade

sizt"-.:":.'.,"::.;aiaasaansamass SHOCK ABSORBER
“gili'cedrrfifiyth‘d‘dl'sgiiililiiyzl‘opn. Write for details The Device that made Shdi‘aerkSpeed and Comfortableand pricen. _ utomobiling Possigle. The Hardy _$

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY co. Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department I. Troublele wm do any.

12:: Michigan Avenue CHICAGO HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York Better and Quicker.
   
 

We'll PROVE this on the

road any time you BIY. Call

at any Mitchell Branch any time

oudbo“shown." MitchellMotorcarCo.

"amber Amogcunimr bar lilw'gl‘l I. Y,

  

  BRISOOE RADIATORS . o o

Honeycomb, Plot Tube, Round Tobe. — .\ —

Staggered Tube, Film Tube' horilontnl or

vertical flow; with or Iltho caning; with

 

 

 
 

 

 

2,? HM fl” mm" send “The Pullman of Motor Cars"

Old Radiators Repaired. Send tone-rentfnctory. I

nmmrf,“rii§rii£ “Hiingrfin. n. 1. ‘ KEEPYOUR EYE ON

READY Hill DELIVERY.

 
  

 

 
RAINIER MOTOR OAR CO. I

Broadway, Cor. 50th St. Now York For catalogues address

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.

' ‘ After considerable use the bolts

Nuts Baum" Tlghtamng holding the sprocket rings to the

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

spokes. Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

security. In doing this care should be taken not to throw the

sprockets out of lino—From “Motor World,” August 8, ’07.

Uoo Columbln Lock Nuts

COLUMBIA NUT 8. BOLT CO.. Inc.. Bridgeport, Conn.

 

  

 

  

 

 

SPROCKETS, CHAINS

and DIFFERENTIALS
I in stock or to order. Send for

- Catalogue

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

1032 Dunning St., Chicago

’ i Vfihlcii- I ' ' '

Th°f'u"£'k,;!clh_l:""'"' , TheBall Transmissmn Qr—l
S rockets Spur llld Bovol r. I 0 F0 R

v p l 'J'" Automobiles &MotorBoats 'Baldwin lililllldtMlLIillq NEW YORK GEAR worms. |

“orantor,Mnn.,U.S-A. 56 GREENPOI‘NT AVE., BROOKLYN , N . Y.
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“VULCAN”

‘ ‘ Sia-illlo

' , r .- ~ Spark Plugs

“KEEPS THE LID ON.“

01: Kamila. Mitcheiia, Antoeara. Americana, Gildce,

etc., in their contesta. They'll do the name for you.

 
 

 

 

 

yommmm.”

OLIVILANO, OI'lIO, U. I. A.

Touring Oar $2I00 Roadster e I850

Not too costly—price juat right.

foraampleaet.

MOO;

TWO "HAPPY MEDIUM" CARS.

DRAGON AUTOMOBILE 00-,

Send

THE II. E. HANDY CO., 86 Water St. New York ON]

THE F. B. STEARNS (20.,

Not too heavy—not too light,

30th, 31st and Cheatnut Sta, Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

‘ ' They're epecllylnl

0mm!
flRES
on I908 Cara.”

CONTINENTAL CAOU'I‘CI'IOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street. New York

Representation everywhere.

 

"Keep your e]: on Cantr‘nenlalr' 

 

 

ION-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. 00.,

Anaesbury, Mass.

 

THEY CRITICISE—but

they copy while they

criticise— FORD.

 

Springfield Ton
(Pat. IO”)

‘MIII'F'

Springfield bill

Body Co»

T I“ ll Ie Arena,

2' Serial ell, Ian.

 
 

 

 
 

DIAMOND ciunv e um cn.

, "0 W. Georgia St,

' Iadianapolie, Ind.

 

F T

R R

A A

M N

E S

S M

I

“ S

A S

X I

L O

E N
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The

 

243 Clinton St.,

SMITH AUTOMOBILE PARTS.

wiqwuna>xw

STEERING COLUMNS.

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

Milwaukee, Wis.

Pioneer Makers of Automobile Parts.

mozHoi>emrmmaw

 

 

 

HAYNES
“The car the Repairman aeldom aeea'

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America

Membere A. L. A. M., Kokomo, Ind.
 

WE WILL NOT
accept your contract unleaa we can give you the

t accept more

contracta than we can fill with proper attention to

We make Preaaed Steel Pramea and Auto

delivery you

each.

require. We will no

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESS!!! STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

l
 

 

 

\III |l|1|Il|||  

Bar 1

tanim luillm.

ALUMINUM BODIES

I. M. QUINBY 8: CO.

. 834

IEIINI. I. l.

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

|||l|||||ll|~|

 
 

 

  

The TWO NEW

CATALOGUES of

GASOLENE CARS and

ELECTRIC VEHICLES

are handsome specimens of printing and faithfully

show the 1908 cars.

If interested, apply to our branches or home ofl'ices.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CO., Hartford, Conn.

New York, 134 West 39th St. Chicago, 1332 Mich

igan Ave. Boston, 74 Stanhope St.

  

RANKLIN

M 0 T O R C A R S

LIGHT-WEIGHT, mon-rower!

  

  

 

lion in Your Batteries?

A CONNEC'I'ICIII' VOLT AIIIE'I'EI

r - will on you.

'1] Guaranteed, and the price in ri t

gend for catalogue and trade '

counta.

hit Inneiu, “.00. lnnoiev only. “.00

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

and ELECTIIIC CO.. Iiil

MERIDIN, CONN

$250 "success"
AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable economical

and abaolutely_ aafe. A light,

atrong oteeI-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suite Ie (or city or country uae.

Speed Iron 4 to 20 mllee an

hour. Our 1907 Model haa an extra powerful an ne,

atent ball-bearinr wheela; price $275. Alao 10 J»,

400. Rubber Tree, '25 extra. Write tor deae p

tive literature.

’ Iqu lum III. Co.. Inc. 581 Do Ballme II... it. Louie, Il_

 

  

 

 

Motor Car Accessories

grub Piup, Cab]: Switchea. Lampe

II

!

l
on: Go lea to Clothin an

Wet eath'eE Equipment cl ou'r own

manufacture.

New Illustrated catalogue free.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT (20. l

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich

Address

Eastern Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co.

New York

1540 Broadway,

New York City.

Western Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co.

leveland

1372 East 12th St.,

Cleveland.

 
 

Name

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Che motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue oi__

 Address,
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Schrader Universal Valve
Trade-Mark Registered April 30, I895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the

regular equipment for G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop

Detachable Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. (LOur NO. 797

Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2%-inch and 3-inch

tires and our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

tires larger than 3 inches.

  

 

99-4------<_-- ' " "

Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, Inc, 28-30-32 Rose Street, New York

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 1\UTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS, Incorporated

ASSOCIATION LICENSED AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURERS

AMERICAN MOTOR CAR MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

MOTOR AND AcCESSORIES MANUFACTURERS AssocIATION, Incorporated

The members of all of them will participate in the

  

 

  

SEVENTH ANNUAL SHUW AT UHIBAGU
 

 

NOVEMBER 30—DEOEIVIBER 7, l907

For the third consecutive season it will be THE ONLY NATIONAL SHOW. In

conjunction with it will be held the

First Annual Exhibition of Commercial Oars

Thm Buildings—Coliseum, First Regiment Armory, Seventh Regiment Armory

The usual courtesies will be extended to visiting dealers from 10 a. m. until noon daily.

S. A. MILFS, Mgr., NEW SOUTHERN HOTEL, CHICAGO
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WINTQN

  

THE WINTON MOTOR

CARRIAGE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

New York Pittsbnrg Detroit

Boston Chicago Seattle

Philadelphia San Francisco

 

$2,500 in Gold

For Ten Good Chauffeurs

‘t

Fit-8t Award ............ .. 81,000

Second Award .......... .. 500

Third Award . . . . . . . . . . . .. 250

Fourth Award .......... .. 150

Si: Others .............. .. 100

A plan to benefit owners as well

as drivers. Ask us about it.

  

 

" “A Six~Cylinder Courtship”

Saturday Evening Post
 
 

We Have the Car

you’ve been looking for. One that

starts from the seat (on compressed air)

without cranking. One that gives the

widest range of speed on direct drive,

in response to throttle. A car that

crawls or flies without shift of gear. A

quiet, sweet running car. A joltless

car. A car fully equipped when you

get it. One that gives greatest mileage

at minimum wear and tear.

It's the six-cylinder Winton Six

Teen-Six, the exclusive car of the

season. Made in the only plant in the

world that makes six-cylinder cars

exclusively.

“To 'own such a car is to own a

kingdom; the driver’s seat is a throne,

the steering wheel a sceptre, miles are

your minions and distance your slave.”E

At the Chicago Show, November

30 to December 7.
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The Brush $500 Runabout
Designed by ALANSON P. BRUSH

Designer of the Cadillac (single cylinder)

IT keeps running, costs less than a horse and requires no more care if that care is given regu

larly, works 24 hours a day without getting tired, eats only when it works, averages 25 to

30 miles on a gallon of gasolene, climbs any hill with a road on it and goes safely anywhere that

wheels will go.\

Its solid tires cut out all tire annoyances and greatly reduce the tire expense. Even on

pneumatic tires its light weight means the nearest possible freedom from tire trouble and expense

which decrease rapidly with decrease

of weight. On pneumatic tires it rides

like a Pullman sleeper and on solids as

- comfortably as any runabout.

It will not run very fast—up to 27

miles per hour—and seats only two

persons comfortably. By observing

these limits and not trying to -make a

combination of runabout, touring car

and racer all in one, Mr. Brush has

produced a car of extraordinary effi

ciency, reliability and economy.

Cars built by novices may be suc

cessful or may not be. Brush is a vet

eran designer and has had nothing but

success. The persistent sale for five

years of his Single Cylinder Cadillac,

and the marvellous success this season

of his Brush Runabout are the best

arguments of its merits.

Write for

 

  

The detailed reasons why, are in our catalogue.

it today.

 

Agents Wanted in all Unoccupied Territory

FORGET YOUR OLD TIME TROUBLES AND

HOOK UP WITH SOMETHING PEOPLE WANT

 

  

 

 

 
 



CI'IHDMHOLOW3H1.

 
.;wmpunw

  

  

~.~\-,'¢-<-/<_‘;\-‘\‘-q:,\7w--.1‘
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POPE-TOLED
 

 

One of Our 1908 Models

 

 

following statements:

2d—This product is now being manufactured and in fact is

ready for assembling.

satisfactorily represented.

(fill—We will make enough cars to take care of the demand.

 

Alember:

A. L. A. MPope Motor Car Company,

 

  

As to the policy of the Pope-Toledo factory for I908, we make the

Isl—Our line for 1908 as shown at the New York Show was acknowledged

by dealers, users and the press to be the finest exhibited.

3d—Deliveries are being made with our usual promptness in rotation as booked.

4m—The business is being pushed aggressively and progressively; our old

agents are being protected and we want new litre ones only, where not

sill—Our “square deal " policy towards the user and dealer is being continued.

7ul—An aggressive advertising and publicity campaign is being pushed.

sill—Our new catalogue, the finest we have ever issued, isin the printer's hands.

if you want the finest line of cars made in America today, correspond with us at once

l——_—_J

 

largely completed

Toledo, 0hio
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

 
 

WRITE FOR THE NEW WI-HTE CATALOG

We would like to send a copy of our new catalog to everyone interested in

any phase of motoring. Everyone should read, for example, the description of the

White generator, thatwonderful steam-makirg device wherein the water is at the top

and the steam at the bottom and wherein none of the conditions of the ordinary boiler

are present. The references to the continuous success of the White in all forms of

competition during the last seven years will also prove of interest. Also, we invite

attention to the detailed specifications of our two models—one of 30 horse-power and the

other of 20 horse-power—with touring car, runabout, limousine and Iandaulet bodies.

A POSTAL TO US BRINGS A COPY

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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THOMHS
THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.

presents four styles of chassis

and nineteen styles of bodies

 

Thomas 4-20 Town Gar

Combines luxury with utility and necessity; designed particularly for city and suburban

use in good or bad weather, for calling and shopping, for the theatre, for social functions

and touring on good roads. This car is furnished with brougham, landaulet, cabriolet, li—

mousine and doctor’s car bodies. In Europe this style of car is the vogue, as it rapidly

is becoming in America. Prices, $3,000 to $3,250.

Thomas 440 Detroit

A marvel of smooth and quiet running with a dash in operation and distinctive style in

appearance that denotes the thoroughbred and fascinates the most critical. The +40 has

been strengthened and improved where the wisdom of experience has suggested. It is

especially designed to successfully eclipse at a much lower price, shaft driven cars of the

highest price and class. It is equipped with runabout, tourabout, touring and limousine

bodies. Prices, $2,750 to $3,750.

Thomas 11-60 Flyer

The Old Reliable is smoother, snappier, faster, lighter, quieter and roomier than ever. It has

been redesigned and refined until it has become one of the most beautiful and stylish cars

to be seen. The mechanical changes are largely refinements, though the motor generates

more power. A hearing between each cylinder is still one of its chief characteristics. It is

equipped with runabout, tourabout, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $4,500 to $5,700.

Thomas 6-70 Special

This is the climax of automobile construction, and is one of the most powerful and flexible

cars made, retaining as it does, the structural principles that have counted so much for

reliability in the Thomas 4-60 Flyer. There is not a single experimental feature in its

entire construction. For speed, smooth running on hills and bad roads, and for slow

speed, all on the high gear, the 6-70 Special is not equalled. It is equipped with runabout,

touring, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $6,000 to $6,900,

E. R. Thomas Motor 80.

BUFFALO, NEW YORK

 

Members 3. L. H. II.
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If a Parliament could be called of all the expert automobile

builders in the world to vote on the detailed specifications for

I , an orthodox gasolene car, we believe that the composite of

~ their judgment would be an exact duplicate of the Garford.

Some would quarrel with the majority on one detail, some

“it.” . on another.

 

"a . - But a Garford car would be the net result.

(l: v a I I Q

3 The Garford avords “original” features. There IS prob

' ' Q " ably nothing in the car which is not in the majority of other
"H A

I, , successful cars all over the world.

. 1’71

1‘ vf'i
4 2 I‘ I

7 ' ADDRESS

f’g-t'j '.' Eastern Inquiries Western Inquiries

' ' Garford Motor Car Co. of New York Garford Motor Car Co. of Cleveland

‘ .\' 1540 Broadway, New York City 1372 East 12th St., Cleveland
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“No SAND T00 DEEP

: _
MODEL E

  

No HILL T00 STEEP"

Shaft Drive. 3Model E—S-Passenger Touring Car. 35 H. P.

3V;—inch tires.speed selective type transmission. 34-inch wheels.

lll-inch wheel base. $2,000.

 

Model D—Two-Cylinder Touring Car, (engine under hood')._ 24

H. P. Shaft drive. 3 speed selective type transmission. 32-Inch

wheels. Syrinch tires. 106»inch wheels base. $1,500.

 

 

Model C—Z-Cylindef Model F—Runabout.

opposed under body. i-saiirndfigodoppglslgglt,

Chain drive. 2-spe_ed drive. 2 Spéed plan

giggetélriincrtlrgfigiss' etary transmission.

0%-inch tires. 96: .30-mch_ wheels. 3

inch wheel base. 24 lllfih ltlgcs- 90émlcgi

H. P. $1250. vr ee use. _

’ P. $850.

 

 

35 H. P. 3

3V1-inch tires.

Model E—Gentlemen’s Roadster.

speed selective type transmission.

Shaft drive. 111~inch wheel base.

3 0r 4 Passenger.

34-inch wheels.

$2,000.

 

Exhibited at First Regiment Armory, Chicago, Nov. 30-Dec. 7.

JACKSON. ~

AUTOM 0 BIL Ec 0 M P A N Y ‘ >

l

JACKSON, MICHIGAN

If you cannot see us there, write for catalogue.

  

Alma”: A. .11. c. M. A. g ' 0' a v I .1.
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“Keep Your Eye On Continentalsl ”

TIRES

Always in The Lead!

In the Lead in Sales.

In the Lead in Quality.

In [Ire Lead in New Ideas.

In Sales:-—There are more Continentals sold than any other tire. Those who buy now

have had ample opportunity to make comparisons. Ordering Continentals now, after the testing

years have passed, is a matter of deliberate choice. So we may be excused for taking all the

more pride in the flattering record for Continentals this year.

In Quality:—The test of use tells whether a tire gives the service or not. Continentals

have been aptly characterized as “the-low-cost-per-mile-tires.”

In New Ideas:—When has there ever been such a radical advance in the tire industry

as the Ready-Plated Tire, with demountable rim, shown exclusively by us this year. This is a

spare tire carried “ already inflated" adapted for instant use on the road. The entire change

can be made in a minute or so, and a child can do it. All you have to do is to slip oil one rim,

fasten on another, and go ahead.

Send for booklet telling all about it.

Continental Caoutchouc Company

JOE M. GILBERT, General Manager

43 Warren Street, New York

BRANCHES: DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Continental Agency Co., 1268 Euclid Ave, Cleveland O.

BUFFALO—729 Main Street. as. LLdGiliney &bBlro.,\2511 Nlo. CBrogébeFhilagelpgra.LPa. M

.'eusta t .1 utomo ie " u 0., 8 ive L, t. ouis, o.DETROIT—226 Jefferson Avenue’ giant I{Ilihl‘):lf)r C8, 3;501§tp.£v)e., isiiinrl'is'eapcdif,I Minn.I

_ evcrr: u er 70., 0 aronne t., ’ew r eans, .a.
NEW YORK CITY 2100 Broadw.y' The Post & Lester Co., 821 Boylston St., ll0_sto_n, Mass. _

SAN FRANCISCO—$32 Mission Street. W'estern Continental Caoutchonc Co., 1438 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

TRADE-MAR Ir
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Model "a" Touring Car $2000.00 Model "H" Touring Car. @5001“ Model 1,000.00
25 H. P. Fonr Cylinder 30 H. P. Four Cylinrlvo 10 ‘-l. P. Singe Cylinder

7*: ._.;

  
    

 

   

  

  

‘ij'r The name that represents the really prac

~~ ’“~ tical achievements in motor car '

Moggl ‘10" Runabout. $2,000.00 construction. Model "S" Runabout. $850.00

. P. Four Cylinder 10 H. P. Single Cylinder
   

 
 

  

      

Model "G'_'_ Limousine. $3000.00 Model Delivery. $1,000.00 _

Model "H leOllslnt. $3,600.00 10 H. P. Sing: Cylinder 10 H. P. Single Cylinder

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, M3113;,fifffli‘fiifiafififfid DETROIT, MICHIGAN

  

  

 
 

 
 

Tho Anti-Fatigue Bar
It never grows weary of well doing. All are beginning

now to realize what the users of it and its builders always

have known—that the

rioan Locomotive Motor Car
is the “greatest touring ear in the world, bar none.” Tourists boast that with this machine they can always keep

their schedule and those who have driven it farthest, say:

"IT STAYS NEW”

Vanadium, “the anti-fatigue metal," is in ALL its steel and iron.

What lasts best. i: best.

The energies and backing of a $50,000,000 company are behind it.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

1886 BROADWAY, NEW YORK Factory, Providence, R. I.

PAll sq. Avro STATION ABE-[CAN LOCOMOTH'B Ao'rouomuz AGENCY W. W. Snaw Co.

Boston Pittsburg Chime

Imported Materials. American Workmanship.
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Popularity is Growing as Experimenting is

Being Elimtnaled trom Automobile Manuiacture

THE CHICAGO SHOW RECORD FOR EXAMPLE
 

Fifty-nine cars equipped

with Firestone Solid tires.

Twenty-three equipped with all

competing makes combined.

 

 

An unparalleled endorsement in rubber tire history

In the Show for I907 it was Thirteen cars with Firestone Solids,

Eleven with all others combined.

In I906 it was Thirty-two cars with Firestone Solids, Twenty

two with all others combined. '

In I905 it was Twenty—two cars with Firestone Solids, Eight

with all others combined.

Firestone Pneumatics with the same backing are

growing no less rapidly in Popularity.

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY

AKRON, OHIO' ' '
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.II'IEMHRMON
“A Mechanical Masterpiece"

A motion gentle as a cradle, enabling a

woman to tour any distance without injury or

exhaustion—

A sane, sturdy construction oi unrivalled

accuracy and excellence of material——

A touring ability, as reliable as that of a

railroad train, to which a score of exclusive

patented features contribute—

These things urge a careful buyer to

investigate the Marmon Car, and to test it in

operation, before purchasing any automobile.

Model H Touring Car, 40-45 H. P., $3500

Model H Roadster, 40-45 H. P., - $8500

Model G Touring Car, 85-40 H. P., $3000

  

  

The Easiest

Riding Car

in the World

  

 

 

  

  

  

  

Air-Cooled

\Vater-Cooled

  

  

l'br Cum/qty aa'dre: Dept. 16

Nordyke & Harmon Co., (Egg?) Indianapolis, Ind.

Boston, Mass, F. E. Win Motor Car Co., 12 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa., Brazier .‘ uto Works, 38th and Market Sta

Baltimore, Md. Snodeal Automobile Co., 2552 Madison Ave.

East Orange, N. J., Rickey Machine Co., 92 Eaton Place.

St. Louis, Mo., Van Automobile Co., 1706 Washington A_ve.

Pittsburg, Pa., Pennsylvania Auto Co., Hay St. and Knight Ave.,

\Vilkinsburg.

Binghamton N. Y.. Heller-Sxawn Motor Car Co.

Waterloo, Y., Waterloo utomobile Co.

Los An eles, Cal., C. S. Anthony, 110 East 9th St.

Milwaufiec, \\"is., John Ure, Jr., 8: Co., 172 12th St.

Indianapolis, Ind., 11. T. Hearsey Vehicle Co.

I Desirable Territory lor Dealers. Note list Above4]

 

  

 
 

 
   

Elmore Thirty, $1750
F. 0. B. Factory

The full force of this fact—that 120 Elmore cars in New

York are kept in repair by one man—Will not come home

to you till you have considered what it really means.

Just imagine, one man for instance, trying to take care of

half that many cars of the tour cycle type—with their hun

dreds of trouble-giving valves, cams, rollers, springs, lifts

'and other mechanical complications.

Yet it is being done in New York with the Elmore—be

cause it is the Elmore, because the Elmore is elementally

simple, because it has no valves, rollers, lifts, springs, or

cams at all, and because it is the most perfect type extant

of two-cycle construction.

Elmore Forty, $2500
F. 0. B. Factory

If you wish verification of this astonishing and significant

fact you can get it through inquiry addressed to A. E. Ranney

& Co., New York agents of the Elmore company.

You will find further verification of the fact that Elmore

repairs are practically nil and non-existant in every city in

the country in which Elmore cars are operated—from every

man, in fact, who owns an Elmore car.

From this same man—it he owns a 1908 Elmore car—you

will also find verification of the fact that the Elmore ignition

system with the installation of the Atwater-Kent spark gen

erator is positively the most wonderful and economical ig

nition system in existence—a system that will run a car

2,000 miles on one set of six ordinary six-inch dry cells and

drain those cells to so low a point that cells discarded by

others as useless will operate the Elmore car for miles.

Write for the Elmore literature—but see an Elmore agent.

Amanda Street,

Members A. L. A. M.

1104

j 
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WRAPFBD TKBAD

  

. JWI‘K

  

San

Seattle.

-,w-:>.nmemmwmwi..,tm,.h

'Ali.‘

E's-leifiifi‘fifi ‘ . ' " ' ' '3 '

, UARANTEED

5,000 MILES RIDING

.

Factories:

Trenton, N. J.

BRANCHES:

Detroit, 743 Woodward Ave.

Chica o, 1418 Michi an Ave.

rancisco, 438 l\ arket St.

Los Angeles, 1046

S. Main St.

1102 Broadway.

T
 

.s... ..

Why is it that no other tire manufacturer will give

an equal guarantee of quality?

Could any manufacturer afford to give such a guar

antee if he was not prepared to stand squarely behind it?

Send for copy of guarantee, stating size tire you are using.

DEPT. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Office: N. E. Corner 57th Street and Broadway, New York

 

AGENCIES:

Baltimore. 20 St. Paul St. Pittsburg. 204 Wood St.

Philadel his, 1413 Race St. Indianapolis Ind., Fisher

Boston, l9.~\ lioylston St. Automobi e Co. _

Washin on, D. C., 602- St. Louis, 3948 Olive St.

604 St., N. W. Seattle, 1419 Broadwag.

Minneapolis, Nicollet t.

Iacksonville, Plan 317 W.

Fo_rsythe St.

Cincinnati, 0.. 331 E.

Bufi'alo, N. Y., CIoseph

Straus 8: Sons 0.

Kansas City, Mo., Max

well-Briscoe Auto C0.

Da ton 0., orderwish

~C' Glancy Automobile

O

  

 

  
wns-Munrw-q- WifWic

?A\""“""5~rg

' l: 'I‘am

,. pa Fla.

"' Bros: '

Watertown,

s C'o'gfi Id

. prin e ,

Ceisel

0.

.-~:., "7, n

R

Porto Rico. 32

Marina, San

N. Y.,

Warner Automobile

Mass. .

Automobile

  

“,3

  

Des Moines, Iowa, Auto

mobile and Supply Co.

Sioux City, 13., Win.

i.

3‘.uan.

317183

  

"'-:aw)“:

i

.5
.i.
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24 'H.~ P.—$1.750.

You do business in a business

like way— You want a car that

does business—not a car that looks

business and tails at the first

emergency. You want a

2165x3611"

The “Maxwell” is an every day car for every day use.

It is the ideal car for the average citizen, to whom we

look to build the motoring industry.

The “Maxwell” is not a freak—it is not a racer. It is

a pleasure car of known efliciency, which may be depended

upon to surmount the most trying road and weather con

ditions. ,

N0 cars at any price can show a more consistent record

of performance than the 14 H. P. Tourabout at $825, and

20 H, P. Touring Car at $1,450—and the new 4-cylinder

24 H. P. Touring Car which is an exact duplicate, me

chanically, of the famous Glidden Tour Pilot, maintains

the “Maxwell” standard in every respect.

To the genius of Mr. J. D. Maxwell, whose name heads

the list of motor car designers, the success of the “Max

well” line is largely due.

Get a “Maxwell Convincer” at your convenience. Ad

dress Dept. 2,

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.

MembrnA.III.C.MA.

40 Mt. Pleasant Street, Tarrytown, N. Y.

FACTORIES:

Chicago, 111., Pawtucket, R. 1., New Castle, Ind.

DEALERS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

  

16-20 H. P.—$1,450.

 

THE CAR BUILT FOR PERMANENCE

You’re Sure oi

Your Trip

When you start in an American

Mors you're sure of reachin the

destined point without troub e or

delay.

No matter what hills, what the

condition of the road or other ordi

nary and even extraordinary auto

mobile obstacles, the American

lVIors will get you there.

Every part of the American Mors

is built to do a specific share of the

work—and it does it.

No one part shifts the work on

another.

They all work together harmo

niously and make “the periectly

balanced car."

AMERICAN M0liS TOURING CARS—THREE TYPES:

144s n. r. 3:,000 2442 u. n. $5.000 40-521. in. $0,000

All bodies of the moat Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

Send for our Catalog. Address Dept. H

The St. Louis Car Company

Automobile Department, St. Louis, Mo.

New York: 1706-1718 Broadway. cor. 54th Street

Licensed by the Société Anonyme d’Electricité et

d’Automobiles, “MORS,” Paris, France

Built by the Largest Builders

ot Street Cars in the World
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MORGAN & WRIGHT TIRES

have made Rig gains in the tire field during

the past season, due wholly to the tact that

they have stood Q in a way that command

ed the attention 0_t manuiacturers, dealers

9&1 users.

It is already clear that 1908 will be a banner year

tor good tires.

There is no method of making friends

equal to the method 01 making good.

  

  

CLINCHER

he Improved idgley Rim, illustrated

ve, aceomm tea every make of

Cline or Dunlop tires, well as every

type s meghadnica ly-i tilr1 , exe_ '

one. tan ar measur enta t u ut, -

eluding inside diameter. Solid bead. DUNLOP

MORGAN 8: WRIGHT, Detroit

New York: 214 W. 47th St... 17 Warren St. Pittsburg: 913-915 Liberty Ave. Kama: Citgv: 605-6 E. 15th St.

Chicago: Michigan Ave. Philadelphia: 13th 8: Cherry Sta. Denver: 1 62 Bron

  

a .

Boston: or Mart. Cleveland: 1829 Euclid Ave. Los Angeles: 1 ~ 22 Tenth St.

Syracuse: 214 Clinton St. Dayton: 405-411 East Third St. S Francisco:_4 433 Golden Gate Ave.

Buffalo: 379-383 Washingr'm St. Minneapolis: 8 Hennegrn Ave. P land: 86 Sixth _

Rochester: 55 Main St. Atlanta: 90 P or t. Seattle; Ninth Ave. Pike St.. r

St. Louis: 538 N. deeventer Ave.

'wml/mlile
Bumblnas Proved Raliahlllty With lncraasad Elflclancyjanu Low [lost at Up-Keap
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OLIRENCI H. MACKAV. PHIIIDIIY.

TELEGRAM
RKGIITIIIB "Ant-llamt. Dtllnrl Il‘rINf No. 36350.

The Postal Telegraph-Cable Company (Incorporated) transmits and delivers thls message subject to the terms and eondltlom prlntcd on the back of this blank.

BUSTALTELEGRAPH IBUMMERBIALBABLES

  

Coun'rn Nuance. I Tim: Flue. ! Carin h;
' V m

M. “ | 3.

Send the following message, without repeating, subject to Um terms and conditions printed on the back hereof, which are hereby agreed to.

ZBCP'Gm' Chicago, Ill. Nov. 28, O7.

Studebaker Automobile Company,

South Bend , Ind.

Studebaker thirty model H went through Chicago Motor

Club three day six- hundred mile reliability run in

great shape made every control on time didn't require

single adjustment from start to finish engine worked

beautifully never missed a shot.

 

E. Q. Cordner

 

 

  

 
 

 

(th's not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars. '

(“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

(L Largely increased facilities'en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers oi the kind that place

quality before price.

(LThe Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(Llf you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

HONEYCOMB, CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

  

MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY, New Haven,C0nn.
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Manufactured by the Pioneer

builders of Clincher Automobile

Tires in America.

    

  

Manufactured in a factory devoted '

exclusively to the production of

pneumatic tires.

 

 

  

  

  

Years of study and experience are necessary to produce a tire that will prove satisfactory under alL conditions.

Our plant is devoted excluswely to the manufacture of pneumatic tires, and as pioneers in that line we have_had

the necessary experience, and the results of our close study in one line exclusively are shown in our 1908 tires.

Spaces 38 and 39 Coliseum, Chicago Atito Show,

6&JlineCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

BRANCHES

Boston: 243 Columbus Ave. New York: 10 \V. Sixtieth St. Chica o: 1434 Miehi an Ave.

Detr0it: 247 Jefferson Ave Cleveland: New No. 1837 Euclid Ave. San rancisco: 423-4 3 Golden Gate Ave.

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES

Denver: 8528 court Place. Omaha: Eleventh and Farnum Sts. Portland, Ore.: 64-66 Sixth St.

Buffalo: 912 Main St. Pittsburg: 913-915 Liberty Ave. Minneapolis: 21 S. Second St._

Philadelphia: 711 N. Broad St. St. Louis: 415 North Main St. Syracuse, N. Y.: 212-214'5. Clinton St

Los Angeles: 1010 S. Main St. Atlanta, Ga.: 35 N. Prior St. Rochester, N. Y.: 55 Main St. East.  

Memphis: 181-183 Madison St.  

  
  

Eve Matheson car turned out in the last ten years is still running and is reported to be in

good con ition. Most of the Mathesons turned out within the last three years have never had

a single replacement and are still giving erfect service to their original purchasers. Man I90 6

Mathesons have to date, been not only iiee from repairs but from even adjustments. \hle have

many letters from owners of l9 0 7 Mathesons who have given their cars hard and constant

.use for the last seven months without spending five cents for repairs.

The salient Matheson features are those of the greatest foreign cars. The Mathe

son differs from these in one important respect—it's better. The great string of

Matheson victories during the past season, its new speed records, hill climbing records,

endurance records, its perfect scores galore in reliability contests, made not only with

out need of repairs, but without even adjustments, all these have repeatedly proven

F to us that there is no room for improvement in the Matheson. We have sou ht in vain

for records of performance that would direct the improvement of a sing e feature.

Feature for feature through the world's output of high powered cars, not excepting

the best of the foreign makes, there is nothing that can compare with the Matheson

for performance over American roads.

Write for our new booklet, “I, Drove my Matheson— ” by Matheson owners, some of whom have made

thousands of miles without even an adjustment, some of whom have gone through an entire season with a repair

bill of nearly five cents. The Matheson sets a standard by which you may judge other high powered cars.

Y'Licensed under Selden Patent Touring Cars, P" Guaranteedbne Year

; Palmer 8: Singer Mtg. Company

1619 Broadway (Formerly Matheson Co. of New York.) New York

Factory at Wilkes Barre, Pa.

  

it
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The Purchase of An Automobile

has become a purely business transaction in which the

returns in satisfactory service, reliability and

economy of maintenance are balanced against the

investment.

From the standpoints of economical maintenance,

absolute reliability and minimum depreciation in

market value, the

(Ks,va
stands preeminently the gilt-edge ihvestment of the

industry, a position won and, held through years of

satisfactory service.

The 1908 models mark the nearest approach to

mechanical perfection ever attained.

Our advance catalog, now ready, will show you

how and why and a demonstration will convince.

Both are at you service. Write today or see the

nearest Rambler representative.

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company

. Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

MILWAUKEE BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

Representatives in All Lending Cities

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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DAIMLER IN WAITING ATTITUDE

Unable Under Existing Financial Condi

tions to Restore the Burned Plant—

Facts Brought Out by Suit.

Ever since the fire which, several months

ago, destroyed its plant in Long Island

City, N. Y., the Daimler Mfg. Co., makers

of the American Mercedes, has been at a

standstill and that once well known car has

ceased to be a factor in the industry.

Late last week point was given to the

existing state of affairs by the seizure of

six automobiles, said to belong to the Daim

lcr company, at the instance of Mrs. Dora

Stadley, who recently was awarded judg

ment for $8,500 for the loss of her husband,

who was killed by a car belonging to the

Daimler people. The sale of the seized

property was advertised, but at the eleventh

hour it was avoided by reason of an amica

ble understanding reached with Mrs. Stad

ler.

Inquiry at the remains of the Daimler fac

tory brought out the fact that there is noth

ing doing there at present. It was stated

that immediately after the fire efforts were

made to obtain the capital necessary to re

store the plant and these efforts were still

in progress when the recent financial up

heaval occurred and checked them. The

Motor World’s informant stated that the

company is merely “sitting tight" and tak

ing care of its former customers' cars. It

is doing no construction work, but so soon

as money becomes easier efforts will be

made to rebuild.

Ford Asks Receivership for a Bank.

Suit has been filed by the Ford Motor

Co. asking judgment for $10,000 and

the appointment of a receiver for the Rich

creck Bank, of Indianapolis, Ind. Accord

ing to the allegations of the complaint the

Ford Motor Co. turned over to the

bank for collection at three different times

drafts and bills of lading against the Fisher

Automobile Co., of Indianapolis, for ship»

ments to be made to that company. The

first shipment, it is alleged, was received

Sept. 2, the second Sept. 17, and the third

Oct. 14, and in each instance the drafts were

paid by the Fisher Automobile Co., the to

tal amount of the three drafts reaching

$10,000, which is the judgment asked by the

Ford company. It is declared in the com

plaint that these drafts were receipted to

the Fisher Automobile Co. by the bank, and

the funds converted to the use of the bank.

Johnson Resigns Continental Ofiices.

C. S. Johnston has resigned as the treas

urer and general manager of the Continen

tal Auto Mfg. Co., of New Haven, Conn.,

having sold to the company a good part of

his holdings. As designer and builder of

the Continental cars he was prominently

identified with the concern from the start,

and in the last two seasons had brought the

car into some prominence. A conflict with

other interests in the company as to policy

resulted in the reorganization which has

just been effected, and H. L. Moeller has

been chosen treasurer. \Vhile not com

mitted to remaining in the automobile busi—

ness, Johnston has bought two cars from

the Continental Co. and will for the pres

ent engage in a tour from Boston to Flor

ida, placing agencies where the company

is not yet represented.

Berkshire in Hands of Receiver.

At the instance of the company itself and

in order to protect the creditors, F. T.

Francis has been appointed temporary re

ceiver of the Berkshire Motor Car Co.,

Pittsfield, Mass. The liabilities are placed

at $35,000 and the assets at $30,000. The

company shut down two or three months

since and announced that it would not re

sume unless local capital was forthcoming.

Shoemaker Assets Total $31,022.

According to the nppraisement of the re

ceiver, the assets of the Shoemaker Automo

bile C0., Elkhart, Ind., total $31,022.04; the

liabilities have not been made public.

NEW MEN CONTROI. Tllli DRAGON

Reorganization of the Company Under New

Name—Planning an Ambitious but

Conservative Campaign.

New blood and new capital which have

been infused into the Dragon Automobile

Co., of Philadelphia, have carried with it a

reorganization and a change of name. It is

now the Dragon Motor Co., capitalized at

$1,000,000.

Calhoun, :1 New York capitalist, succeeds

John Kane Mills as although

Mills remains a shareholder in the con

A. L. Kull, who has had the sales

management, will continue to direct it, and

In the reorganization John C.

president,

cern.

under the new order of things also becomes

vice-president of the company.

In addition to Calhoun, two other new

men now figure in Dragon affairs. These

are R. G. Kelsey and C. A. Pickard, who

have purchased interests. Kelsey is the well

known amateur driver of Brooklvn, who has

driven various makes of cars and wh0>e per

formances in races and other contests have

won him considerable fame. He will man—

age the factory and assumes the title and

duties of secretarv—treasurer. Having thus

been strengthened, the company plans an

ambitious but conservative campaign for

the future, in which the development of

taxicabs will figure prominently.

Pratt to Manage Buick Sales.

J. Elmer Pratt, who recently resigned

from the sales department of the Cadillac

Motor Car Co., Detroit, did not long re'

main out of business. He has engaged as

director of the selling division of the Buick

Motor Co., Jackson, Mich.

Coppock Leaves Marion for Decatur.

The Coppock Motor Car Co. has removed

from Marion, Ind. to Decatur, in the same

State. The move is expected to consider

ably advance the manufacture of the Cop

pock commercial vehicles.
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THE WEEK’S INCORPORATIONS.

Camden, N. J.-—_Empire Engine Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $50,000 capital.

Corporators Anthony Tucker, Andrew E.

\Vest, and George W. Hite.

Springfield. Ill—American Automobile

Supply Co., under Illinois laws, with $50,000

capital. Corporators—F. M. Roosa, W. R.

Reid, E. D. Roosa, Springfield, Ill.

Chicago, Ill.—Taximeter Motor Cab Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $50,000 capital; to

operate motor cabs. Corporators—C. H.

Foster, B. Lichtenberger, \V. M. Fisher,

Chicago, Ill.

Camden, N. J.—Philadelphia Taxicab Co.,

The, under New Jersey laws, with $200,000

capital; to trade and deal in automobiles.

Corporators—Lowoer T. Layton. J. T. Hick

man, and G. H. B. Martin.

New York City, N. Y.—Y0rk Auto Rent

ing Co., under New York laws, with $1,000

capital. Corporators—Richard Adler, 74

\Vest 85th street, Charles Barrett, l8 Morn

ingside avenue, Jack Kendrick, 60 West

43d street. New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—lnterb0r0 Mo

tor Dispatch Co., under New York laws.

with $500 capital. Corporators—Frederick

Ruther, Hicksville, N, Y.; Frederick A. Tut

tle, 198 Lexington avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.;

A. R. Kelly, New York City, directors.

Corning, N. Y.—CorningiMotor and En

gine Co., under New York laws, with $50,

000 capital. Corporators—Charles C. Clark,

290 \Ntauga avenue; Merrill S. Baker, 267

Baker street, Corning, N. Y.; Laverne J.

Johnson, 344 Fairmount avenue, Jamestown.

N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.-—Nati0nal Autocab

Co., under New York laws, with $25,000

capital, to manufacture self-propelled vehi

cles, motors, engines, carriages and wagons.

Corporators—VV. B. Vause, Brooklyn, N.

Y.; G. A. Knoblock, New York City, N. Y.;

\V. Mabry, Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

Parker Sues and Attaches Property.

At the instance of Lewis D_ Parker, its

one-time president, property of the Hart

ford Rubber VVorks Co., Hartford, Conn.,

to the amount of $150,000, has been attached

in a suit for damage growing out of alleged

breach of contract. It is a not unusual pro

cedure in actions of the sort and is not of

particular significance. Mr. Parker was

ousted from the presidency several years

ago despite a contract which he asserts ex

isted and which it is stated only recently

expired. It is on this contract that the suit

for damage is based.

Muncie Under a Receivership.

The Muncie Auto Parts Co., Muncie. Ind.,

whose stand remained vacant at the Chicago

Show, went into the hands of a receiver on

Friday last, 29th ult., following a petition

filed by Harvey Hooke, one of the Stock—

holders. The company is claimed to be

solvent, its embarrasment being laid to the

financial stringency which nowadays is

blamed for everything under the sun.

Hawkins to Direct Ford Sales.

After having been associated with the

company for four years in the professional

capacity of auditor and advisor. N. A. Haw

kins has been appointed “commercial man

ager" of the Ford Motor Co., of Detroit.

The new title is said to embrace much more

than that of general sales manager in that

its incumbent will have complete charge of

all the Ford branches and the entire sell

ing organization_

The magnitude of the Ford Co.’s affairs

  

N. A. HAWKINS

is such as to give Mr. Hawkins great scope

for the genius and capacity for organization

that he has shown in his professional work

as head of one of the largest auditing com

panies in the West and which bears his

name. These qualities he has demonstrated

not only in his work for the Ford Co., but

for other large manufacturing concerns

among his clients. In turning over the de

tail control of eleven branches and some 700

agency arrangements to Mr. Hawkins. more

time and opportunity for the large general

questions will be given to Mr. James Cou

zens, who having built up this organization

will now give it only a general supervision,

“just touching the high spots,” as it is an‘

nounced. Relieved of the detail burden.

Mr. Couzens will bring his work to bear on

the extensive campaign for foreign business

the world over and the increase of the

branch system both at home and abroad.

The appointment of Mr. Hawkins is one

which promises to be popular among Ford

branch managers and agents everywhere,

as he is no stranger to their problems and

through his previous work for the company

is wholly in the spirit of Ford policies and

ambitions. It is said that while heretofore

he has not been directly and completely

identified with the automobile industry,

there are few men better posted in every

detail of the business than he.

IN THE RETAIL WORLD.

Seattle will shortly have a branch of the

Ford Motor Company located in that city.

R. P. Rice, formerly of Chicago, will be in

charge.

The Newby Automobile Co., New Castle.

1nd., are having a garage erected on \\ est

Bond street, with capacity for fifty cars.

From church to garage is the change be

ing made in the old First Christian church

building in Omaha. The Bergers Automo~

bile Company will occupy it when altera

tions are made.

The Allen-Swan Co., of Brooklyn, has

been incorporated with $27,000 capital. L.

H. Allen is president, and Halstead Swan

is secretary and treasurer. The company

has secured the exclusive Long Island

agency for the Stearns car.

Page & Palmer, 1712 Michigan avenue,

Chicago, have taken the agency for the Sup

plementary Spiral Spring Co., of St. Louis.

In addition to handling the \Nindy City ter

ritory they will also cover the states of

Michigan and W'isconsin.

Henry C, Lea will build a big garage at

229-239 North Broad street, Philadelphia,

representing an investment of $400,000. The

building will be three stories in height, 122

x120 feet. It will be in the French Ren

naisance style, a base of granite, the upper

floors of light colored brick and terra cotta.

The new White garage in East Orange,

now complete and open for business, con

tains in addition .‘0 the regular features a

complete lathe and machine shop, and a

paint and carpenter shop. Mr. Olcott, the

manager, is an automobile engineer of sev

eral years” experience.

At the annual meeting of the Barndt

Johnson Auto Supply Co., Columbus. Ohio,

the following officers and directors were

elected: President, C. Chris Born; vice

president and general superintendent, W'. R.

Johnson; secretary and general manager, C.

S_ Barndt; directors, C.. Chris Born. C. S

Barndt, W. R. Johnson, William Bauer and

Frank L. Packard.

Smith Coming to Buy and to Sell.

G. H. Smith, of the United Motor Indus

tries, Ltd., of London, will sail for this

country on the 18th inst. He has some ig

nition specialties which he hopes to intro

duce and also will be open for any Amer

ican motor novelties of merit. W'hile here

he will make Hotel Astor, New York, his

headquarters.

 

Lindoefer Out of the Logan.

F. C. Lindoerfer, for some months with

the sales department of the Logan Con

struction Co., of Chillicothe, 0., has sev

ered his connection with that concern. lie

is no longer associated with it in any way.

The Cincinnati dealers have selected Feb

ruary 24-29 as the dates for their 1908 show;

it will be held in Music Hall.
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IIAIR SPLITI‘ING RELIABILITY RUN

Trivial Conditions that Reduced the Chc

cago Affair to an Absurdity—How Per

, fect Scores Were Eliminated.

They called it a “reliability

“elimination test" perhaps would be a bet

run," but

ter name for the contest conducted by the

Chicago Motor Club, Tuesday, Wednesday

and Thursday of last week, November 26,

27, and 28, and which was designed to stim<

ulatc interest in the show which opened on

Saturday. As a matter of fact the “relia

bility” as judged by the standard which

governed the affair was of the hair-splitting

order. As a result there are nine dissat

ing nothing against the car in any other

respect one of the officials discovered that

one of the lacings to this apron hao been

slightly chafed, which was thought to be

sufficient evidence against its “reliability”

to put a black ma.k against it.

After all this elimination by the trivial

tics mentioned it was announced that only

Frank Nutt's Haynes had no'vulncrable

spots or marks against it, and he was de

clared the winner. The other nine who fin

ished with perfect scores and were reduced

by the supercritical judges were: Arthur

Kumpf, Pierce Arrow; Ralph Owen, Olds

mobile; Ted Collier, Rambler; R. EHPar

kcr, Auburn; \\"il1iam Leitch, White; W.

Mitchell, Locomobile; William Smith, Stu

debaker; John Aiken, National, and Webb

Jay, Kisselkar.

H. A, Pierce, Pierce Racine, 3 points, and

Fred Lesier, Locomobile, 10 points. I.

Barnes, Frayer—Miiler; Harry Stutz. Ma

rion, and C. A. Coey, Thomas, all with

drew. ,

Sixteen of the original thirty-five cars

survived \Vednesdayg's run to Rockford, Ill,

and return, a distance of 190 miles. The

Rockford run was uneventful compared with

the first day. The Rambler confetti (ar fur

ished the most excitement by running into

a fence 15 miles out of town early in the

morning, after winch its work was taken

up by the pacemaker. The roads were not

nearly so good as on the first day.

The technical committee had a busy time

after the finish or the day’s trip and the

work took in the unfinished scores of the

first day. Twenty-live points were added to

 
 

FRANK NUTT. HAYNES. WINNER OF RELIABILITY CONTEST

isfied survivors. Criticism is easy, of coursev

and the task of the judges, where a tic is at

issue, is so difficult that it is not always

fair to blame them for having recourse to

exacting means, but in this instance the re

source was to almost ridiculous trivialrties of

the most far-fetched kind and extraneous

character.

When the run was completed tcn cars

were found to have lost no points. Then

the judges got busy on their process of

elimination and brc ught to bear critical dis

crimination, the like of which never has ob

tained in a previous contest. For instance,

one of the perfect score cars lost because

one of the hair-splitting judges put his hand

on the brake drum and discovered it a trifle

warm; another car was toppled off the per

fect score rung because a bullseye in the lens

of a lamp had fallen out; still another had

its score soiled.bccause it had been bumped

by another car and showed a slightly dented

fender as the result, while the Rambler was

marked less perfect than others because

a speedometer bracket had become loose. But

probably the most remarkable evidence of

this critical discrimination was apparent in

the casc of the White. This car was fitted

with a canvas unlcr apron, imtl after find

Dcspite the early hour of 5 o'clock quite

“a large crowd gathered at Michigan avenue

26th, to see the start. Thirty-five cars, all

of them scaled, left at one minute intervals.

The Royal, with Cook at the wheel, was the

first to follow in the wake of the official

pilot cars at 5:01 a. m., but C .A. Coey was

the first of the contestants to meet with

mishap. W'ith R. E. Eads as observer and

Charles Gregory as passenger, Coey ran

into a ditch, before he got our of the city

limits. The accident put a crimp in Coey's
expectations as the front axlciof the Thomas

was so bcnt that the driver had to return to

the starting point.

The first day’s run was to South Bend,

1nd., and return, a distance of 227 miles,

and of the 35 cars that set out bravely in

the morning 23 returned at night with clean

streets. Mishaps were frequent, but none of

them serious. Marion broke a shaft two

miles from the place Coey came to grief,

and Cook’s Royal Tourist was the recipient

of many black marks on account of a broken

axlc. The other cars penalized were Paul

Hoffman, Pierce Arrow, 26 points; D. Buck.

Matlrcson, 16 points; J. Mitchell. \laxwell,

334 points; Frank Grogan, Rapid 'bns, 75

lpoints; Jfifl'cidman, Mathcson, 235 points;

ARTHUR'KUMPF. GREAT ARROW. WINNER OP SECOND PRIZE

the 26 incurred b/ Paul Hoffman's Pichc

Arrow, the demerits being for doing work

equivalent to breaking a seal. The ten

points incurred by Fred Leiscr's Locomo

bile were increased to 35 for the same rca~

son. The penalization of M. D. Candecar's

Reo, not fixed Tuesday night, was set at 38

pointsftfie fine being for strapping on one

corner of the radiator which had become

loose. William Smith’s Studebaker lost 4

points because he wedged in a piece of wood

in the cut-out on the mufl'ler. Don Kil

broune, Silent Knight, lost his perfect

score because he tightened the lamp brack

ets, and the Premier, 18 points, was another

car that lost a clean score. There were four

withdrawals: Bev'r Payne, Stoddard-Day

ton; E, F. Scheffler, Jackson; J. Heinemann,

Mathcson, and D. Buck, Matheson.

The final day, Thursday, saw the field of

possible perfect scorers reduced to ten. The

run was to Ottawa, Ill., and return, a little

less than 200 miles. R. Smith, Mathcson,

was compelled to break the seals on his

car, and this act, iogether with work done,

cost him 401 points. F, L. Holmes, Jack

son, was caught for 50 points, half of them

for breaking a seal. The Autocar was

(Continued on page 541)
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"Famous Apperson Jackrabbit”
The 75-mile-per-hour car

INVESTIGATE

Model M—$2750

35 H. P.-—Double Ignition

OTHER MODELS AT OTHER PRICES

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company, K°k°m°' 1“};
bf:th A. L.

DEALERS .

SIDNEY B. BOWMAN AUTOMOBILE CO. 105. F. GUNTHER COMPANY,

35 W. 49th St., New York, N. Y. 1240 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

PHILADELPHIA AUTO COMPANY 108. J. MANDERY,

33 RochesteryN. Y.N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BAZILLE AUTO COMPANY DIAMOND MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

Los Angeles, Cal.15 12. 9b. 50., St. Paul Minn. 959 South Main St

FRED s. SMITH,

Albany, N. Y.

 

ALBANY GARAGE COMPAN'i’.

38 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

 

 

  

 

At the Risk of Life and Limb

of the purchasers who buy Automobiles, some manufacturers are still equipping their

cars with axles purchased BECAUSE the price was lower than ours.

  

Timken Heavy I Beam Front Axles
with Timken Roller Bearings in the knuckle-head

for high powered Touring Cars are not made to sell cheap. They are made better than

they need be to sell. Yet the price does not prevent the makers of the better make of

automobiles using them.

wh 9 There is saiety Insurance in every TIMKEN AXLE.

y -
The process 0! making makes them what they are.

And the danger oi Crystalization is eliminated by this process.

Special Analysis Steel—All Drop-Forged and Heat Treated

If it is your desire to make a dependable car—write us for facts about the relation

Timken Axles bear to good cars.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Company, - - Canton, Ohio

Eastern Branch—10 E. Slst St., New York. Western Branch—429 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Exhibiting at Chicago Coliseum and 7th Regiment Armory Show, December.

 

H“ "I H -l-l "-"l -
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The New York-Paris Undertaking.

Viewing the New York to Paris automo

bile endurance contest purely in the light

of a piece of journalistic enterprise, it is

admirable. For arousing discussion and at

tracting the attention of the public not only

to its promoters but to the automobile in

a general way, it is a most brilliant concep

tion. But considered as a test of individual

merit on the part of'cornpeting cars or of

the abilities and utility of automobiles as a

whole, it is impossible'

Admittedly a much more diHicult under

taking than the Pckin—Pnris alfair, it is

bound to take on some of the features which

made that exploit of little value when re

garded critically as a demonstration of the

automobile’s ability to travel anywhere that

may be represented as land on the maps.

Of the 6,200 miles from Pekin to Paris

many a mile was covered with the aid of

oxen or horses, and on some parts of the

  

journey a coolic carrier for every 100 pounds

of weight was provided, and the iattcr's

sweating labors bore testimony to the wis

dom of such a provision. In the proposed

New York to Pans journey of 15,000 miles

the obstacles are immeasurably greater, and

it would be impossible for the machines to

go the whole distance without outside as

sistance, even excepting the matter of boat

transportation across the Bering Strait.

Such a race or contest would be a con

test indeed, but least of all for the cars

themselves. It would be a battle of money,

cxccutive ability, human endurance, inge

nuity, and resourcefulness, with a dash of

The secret of win

ning would be in having the best drivers, the

luck to mix matters.

wisest guides as to the detail of the route,

the most perfect arrangement of supply

stations, and the most adequate provision

Thus the

car accompanied through the hard portions

for assistance in time of trouble.

of the trip by the biggest or most efficient

army of sappers and miners, road builders,

tcamsters, dog drivers, topographers, me

chanics, commissaries, blacksmiths, and

supply and repair parts carriers, might be

The

merits of the competing machines. would be

expected to have the best chance.

insignificant, granting that they averaged

anywhere near the standard of performance

demanded of even the most ordinary car in

the more usual forms of service.

As a purely publicity stunt, the scheme

has much to commend it to the trade and

features that will commend it mightily to

ambitious persons with an eye to the value

of free advertising. Any one who is look

ing for that sort of thing should devise

something unusual “for use in the Arctic

regions" and get in early to avoid the rush.

It is quite possible, therefore, that the

undertaking will be launched with an impos

ing entry list and a grand hurrah, and that

ultimately some of the contestants may

even reach Paris by the specified route, but

it is not possible that it can be a significant

test of the competing machines or a convinc

ing evidence of the motor car's capacity

for conquering all difficulties by land. To

make the distance by the route suggested,

the cars will have to be helped, a fact which

will completely nullify the ostensible 0b

jccts for which the whole affair is designed.

If a man undertook to make the New York

I’aris journey or any other journey afoot or

ahorse and enrourc was assisted by other

means he would be disgraced. The auto

mobilist who engages to do anything of the

sort and employs other than the power of

his own motor should be placed in the same

category.

\Vhatcvcr the value of the contest. itisa

theoretical publicity value and not a practical

one, except as it may familiarize a number

of people with a neglected geography.

 
 

The Extreme of .Absurdities.

In the strenuous effort to prove them

selves worth of their hire, press agents

identified with the automobile industry have

been responsible for certain evils that un

desirably exist. Onc of the most reprehens

ible of the tricks practiced by some of them

has been the oversmart effort to deceive

editors and the public with items which

make it appear that cars which they, the

press agents, are paid to boost, won certain

contests in which they competed when, as

a matter of fact, they were merely near

winners or “also rans.” These press agents

have an adroit way of relating how a car

“defeated 25 others of greater power," or

something to the same effect. and failing

utterly to say that it, in turn, was beaten

by 2 or 22 others.

the detestable sort and one which no repu

table and

should countenance.

It is sharp practice of

self-respecting manufacturer

But if there are many more reliability

runs of the kind conducted last week in

Chicago such press agent practices must

\Ve have full

and

become perfectly legitimate.

sympathy for the difficult

thankless tasks performed by the ofi'icials of

usually

such contests, but when they measure the rc<

liability of a car in whatever degree by the

lukewarmncss of a brake, the looseness of

a speedometer bracket, the loss of a lens

in a tail lamp or the chafing of a lacing,

they cease to be subjects for either sympa

thy or admiration. To proclaim broadcast

that a car is less reliable or entitled to less

credit because of such extraneous and ri

diculous trivialities is the extreme of absurd

ities and is calculated to make the world

indulge in a horse laugh. \Vhen hair split

ting of that order prevails, the human senses

are not capable of doing equal and exact

justice to all. Any man, manufacturer or

otherwise, who knowingly would submit

his product or reputation, or any part of it

to such microscopic judgment would be an

ass of high degree. Those who suffered

because of it cannot be blamed if their press

agents become extremely busy in the effort

to expose the absurdity of the Chicago un

dertaking and in chiming their just due.
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EXPOR'I'S CON'I'INUE TO INCREASE

October Figures Show a Big Gain—United

Kingdom and France the Largest

Customers—Mexico Falls 05.

In October 201

were exported to other countries,

automobiles

their

value being $276,198, which with parts to the

value of $41,870, made a total of $318,068.

During the month of October' a year ago

the total of exports was $247,094, so that

the gain for October alone is- $70,974. This_

is in happy accordance 'with the steady ad

American

vance that has been shown by the preceed

the

figures for the ten months ending October.

In that period there have been shipped

2,622 complete machines, valued at $4,718,

676, which, with parts exported, make a

total of $5,281,953 as against $3.891,273 for

the same period last year, or a net increase

for ten months of $1,390,680.

The United Kingdom continues to be the

largest customer for American motor cars,

its October purchases amounting to $118,

470 as against $43,633 last year and its tital

for the ten months reaching the respectable

figure of $1,622,261 as compared with

$1,065,541 for the corresponding period in

1906. France, like the United Kingdom,

shows increased purchases for both the

month and the ten months, the French ap

preciation of American automobiles reach

ing $29,199 for October and exceeding a

half million dollars for the past ten months.

British Australia and the Asiatic countries

dur

ing months, which is evidenced by

more than doubled their takings

ing the month and swelled their to

tal increases to considerable proportions.

Mexico, while the second largest purchaser

of the month, shows a decided falling off,

the figures for October being $44,772 as

against $67,389 in October a year ago. The

total of Mexican shipments for the ten

months likewise shows a decrease. British

North America also drops for October but

the ten months’ total gives a substantial

gain. This is similarly the case with Ger

many, Italy, Other Europe and the British

East Indies.

The record in detail is as follows:

Taxicabs Swell Total of Imports.

Statistics for themonth of November are

of the sort :that»wi11 give renewed hope to

such of the importers as desire to “fool

their fancies.” The month's totals show a

large increase, but the increase is due not

to sales of pleasure cars, but to taxicabs.

During the month 145 automobiles of the

total appraised value of $428,435.64, were

brought. over, in comparison with 98 cars,

valued at $372,752.50 in November, 1906,

and 75 cars valued at $291,913.31 in' the same

month of 1905, Thirteen hundred and thir

ty'~eight car's, valued at $4,492,685. have been

entered at‘the port of New York during the

eleven months ending with November, com

pared with 1,420, valued at $4,978,067.71, and

986, valued at $3,759,317.91 for the same

period of 1906 and 1905.

Autolyte Increases Its Scope,

The Tutolyte Mfg. Co., New York, of

which the well known A. H. Funke is man

ager, has taken over the automobile supply

department of Sibley & Pitman, who do

business at 26 Warren street, to which ad—

dress the Autolyte company has removed.

Mr. Pitman, of the firm, has become treas

urer of the latter concern.

 

Estep to Become Advertising Manager.

E. Ralph Estep, who from an eerie in

Chicago, has been handling the Packard

publicity during the past year, will come

down to 'earth in “Detroit on January lst.

On that date he will be established in the

Packard factory as advertising manager and

will devote himself wholly to that task.

 

Two Meetings, but Little Done. -

The executive committee of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

and the board of management of the Amer—

ican Motor Car Manufacturers Association

both held meetings in Chicago yesterday.

Only routine affairs were, however. dealt

with.
 

Compressed Air Engine in Operation.

George T. Garside, Reading, Pa., who is

described as a nephew of Charles E. Dur

yea, has invented a compressed air engine.

Attached to a buggy, it is said to be doing

actual duty on the streets of Reading.

 

r-Octoberm r—Ten months ending October-a

1906 1907 1905 906 1907

Exported to— l

' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43,633 118,470 $604,782 $1,065,541 $1,622,261

grim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $15,475 3; 29,199 254,030 286,794 561,5

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,423 5,776 101,998 124,190 164,050

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184 154 154,325 239,928 242,345

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17.782 6.613 223,817 196,471 267,674

British North America . . . . . . . . . .. 48,600 38,438 501,765 815,031 1.124979

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (ii-£2
' d I a s o a I e l I p 7 ! I Y

IXi‘lligls'IS: .2 . . . . . . . . . 18,923 23,865 47,938 122,382 208,919

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 655 239 28,602 26,922 28,950

British Australasia . . ._ . . . . . . . . . . . . 122,360 1;9,§8i

2322!. A51“. if“? .9???f‘.‘?.ti:i:it::i 4:847 '450 28737 151519 71939

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 344 2.362 2.894 6,932 11,400  

Total‘automobiles and parts of.. $247,094
$318,068. $2,369,621v $3,891,273 $5.281,953

PIONEERSIIIP IN THE ’INIIIJS'I'RY

Claimants for the Honor Set Forth Their

Claims—An Interesting Chapter of

Automobile HistOry.

Infant industry that the manufacture of

automobiles. in the United States is, there is

nevertheless a growing rivalry for veteran

ship honors among the manufacturers and

designers, and those who have been en

gaged in it for some years are not averse

to letting their early participation be known.

At the Chicago show‘thei'e‘ was considerable

discussion as to the pioneer distinction and

in the thick of the battle there was issued a

statement which proved an interesting con—

tribution to the history of the automobile

movement and of men who were among the

first in the field.

Epitomized, the statement says that in

1893 Elwood Haynes, then manager of a

gas plant in Kokomo, having seen a Sturgis

electric at the Chicago World’s Fair, put up

money for Elmer and Edgar Apperson to

build a gasolene motor car, the first one

being completed at the Riverside Machine

W'orks in Kokomo early in 1894. John D.

Maxwell, now of Maxwell-Briscoe fame,

was one of the working force, along with

the Apperson brothers and three other me

chanics. The first machine accomodated

two passengers and had a single cylinder.

two—cycle, vertical motor, developing one

horsepower. In 1895, the statement con

tinues, the Apperson brothers brought out

the first two cylinder opposed motor ever

built, and, on the same authority, Charles E.

Duryea publicly brought out his first motor

car in 1895 and Alexander \Nintcn in 1896.

In 1895 Haynes and Elwood Apperson

formed a co-partnership, each paying half

the expense for building experimental

horseless carriages, the work being done by

the Apperson brothers. The Chicago

Times-Herald Thanksgiving Day race that

year had as competitors :1 Haynes-Apper

son, a Duryea, an imported Benz, and a car

made by E. I. Pennington. The Haynes—

Apperson Automobile Co. was formed by

Haynes and Elmer Apperson in 1898, each

taking a quarter of the stock while outsiders

took the ren'aining half. This resulted in

the building of the first exclusive automo

bile plant in America.

The arrangement continued until 1901

when the Appcrson brothers withdrew, re

turning to the Riverside Machine Works,

where the first car' was built, to manufac

ture “Apperson” cars for themselves. The

Haynes-Apperson Co. was re-named the

Haynes Automobile Co., and its product the

“Haynes.” In- 1903 the Apperson brothers

“plunged” on four cylinder cars exclusively,

a policy from which they had no reason to

deviate except this year, when a six cylinder

was added to the line.
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Chicago, Beautiful and Biggest of the Big Shows

Chicago, December 3, i907.

“As far as decorations are concerned, this

show has the New York show completely

buffaloed."

This was the proud and breezy verdict

delivered to a man of and from the East

before he had been within the confines of

Chicago very much more than sixty min

utes. The verdict was rendered in the lan

guage quoted, and of course by a man of

the West; and for the benefit of those not

versed in the vernacular, it may be well to

explain that to be “buffaloed” is to be. “out

classed,” “licked to a finish," “beaten to a

pulp," etc.

There will be no dispute that the Chicago

Show, which, preceded by usual snow

storm, was opened at 2 o'clock, Saturday

afternoon, is a very handsome and impress

ive exhibition. It is by far the largest ever

held in this country and whether or not it is

the most beautiful one is of small moment.

It is a credit to the industry and to the pro

moters—nominally, the National Associa

tion of Automobim Manufacturers; speci

fically, Samuel A. Miles.

Without intending disparagement, a vis

itor likened the show to a three-ring cir

cus, and for the purpose of conveying an

idea the simile is not inapt. The exhibits

are housed in three separate buildings, the

Coliseum, the First Regiment armory. and

the Seventh Regiment armory, more often

styled Tattersalls, since it serves as a horse

market, The First Regiment armory ad

joins the rear of the Coliseum, from which it

is separated by an alley, but the main en

trance being “around the corner" it is nec

essary to walk the better part of a block

Tat

tersalls is three blocks distant, and on an

to go from one building to the other.

unfrequented, uninviting street. It was there

that the commercial vehicles and three of

the pleasure cars were staged, but despite

the fact that one admission fee permitted

entrance to the three rings, but an insig

nificant proportion of those who have at

tended the show have made the journey to

the commercial display. When there are

fifty visitors in the place at one time, it is

reckoned as a crush. It was not expected

that the wagons and big trucks would hold

interest for the populace, and the conse

quent abundance of elbow room has caused

dismay to none save, possibly, the makers

of the three pleasure cars who could not

find space in the main ring. The display

is distinctly creditable, and as the first of its

sort, it appears to mark the real beginning

of the long promised new era. It is an at

traction for hard headed, earnest manu

facturers and other business men.

 

A fire which threatened to wipe out the

exhibit of commercial vehicles in Tatter

salls, broke out a few minutes after ll

o'clock this (Tuesday) morning, looked dan

gerous for a while. It was caused by an

overheated Stovepipe in the gallery which

in turn to

Great

bunches of the burning cloth fell on exhibits

set fire to the woodwork and

the bunting that‘conccaled the roof.

and exhibitors and carpeting and when

they were not brushing the burning bunt

ing off their cars or persons, or stamping

out the fire in the carpet, the exhibitors

were making strenuous efforts to push their

heavy vehicles to the main entrance only

to discover that it was too narrow to per

mit of their being removed; they had been

entered through the big side door and it was

that portion of the building that was threat

ened by the flames. When the fire department

arrived, however, it made short work of

but

burned a big hole in the roof and denuded

the conflagration, not until it had

it of bunting. But one vehicle. a \Vorth,

was damaged, and it was chiefly its canopy

that suffered. A Motor World man who

chanced to be in the building during the

progress of the fire, found later that but

one exhibitor had insurance that covered

the case. Repairs were quickly tfi'ected and

the show was “doing business" again in the

evening. Few of the exhibitors in the other

two show buildings knew anything of the

conflagration in Tattersrlls until long after

it was over; nor are many of those in the

Coliseum itself yet aware that about an

hour later a little blaze in that building

was nipped in the bud. Crossed electric

wiring under the White booth was the

cause of it, but after a part of the flooring

firehad been chopped through the was

quietly snufied out. ,

 

In the Coliseum proper. the glass roof and

most of the big iron girders are hidden

by alternate loopings of green and yellow

buntings, relieved by pendant flags of all

nations_ It is not a color scheme that

brings joy to the camera men or that as

sisted in the making of strikingly clear pho

tographs. \Vhen he realized the fact. Ralph
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Estep, the Packard publicity man, “got

busy.” He was stricken with a fearful

lapse of memory. The Packard lavender

and gold “honeymoon car” was in evidence,

as was the “bride,” and the presence of

both suggested a picture. Estep. after pos

ing the lady in the car near the “piece de

resistance” of greenery and undressed stat~

uary which hid the entrance to the cafe,

summoned a small army of flash—light art

ists. He totally forgot all about the ban on

their operations, and when they touched

off their powder, there was a puff of smoke"

and a roar, that caused nerves to jump.

Estep got his picture and something

more. The law was laid down in a fashion

that effectually forbade further photograph

ery of the sort and Estep, his memory re

stored, apologized profoundly for his lapse.

And at that, the laugh is on the publicity

man. He overlooked the sign “Cafe,” which

pointed the way for those who hungered or

thirsted, and as a result the photograph

shows the "bride," as if emerging from the

drink dispensary and with the “bridegroom”

suggestively missing—a most unhoneymoon

ish proceeding.

A VIEW FROM THE COLISHI'M GALLERY

Previous to the show much was made of

the paintings by Maratta and the larger

brushworkings by artists of unknown name

and fame, both of which form features of the

decorative plan of the main hall of the Col—

iseum, but as a matter of fact they are

“buffalocd” by the great arches of papier

mache finished to simulate marble, and by

the statuettes of a goddess kneeling in a

motor car, which latter surmount the red

pedestals placed at the corners of each ex

hibit. A Maratta painting framed in light

green forms the (enter of each arch; on

one side of the picture is Fame, kneeling

and naked to the waist, holding outstretched

the palm of victory; on the other side of

the picture is depicted in has relief a strik

ing scene of four cars racing abreast and

with great clouds of dust reared behind

them. It is a stirring piece of work and

so well executed as to command admiration.

The kneeling goddess is of the same char

acter and is quite fit to adorn more than a

public motor show. There is an archway

for each exhibit—on the main floor. The

exhibitors' names are spelled out in white

and gold letters on a background of deep
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red. The carpeting is red and green. If

he does not lift his eyes too high,

the visitor may be tempted to agree

with the Western enthusiast concern

ing the “buffaloing” of the New York show.

Above the archways and forming the four

sides of the “well” made by the gallery are

the scenic artists’ series of pictures of mo

toring scenes enclosed in cheap green fram

ing. They are true to life so far as the mo

toring part of the pictures are concerned,

but the man with the brush drew on every

color in the rainbow, which fact, coupled

with the green and yellow bunting up aloft

and the more refined tones on the main

floor, has caused a perfect riot of color that

mars the general beauty and cfiectiveness.

If instead of these pictures and the com

mon and exposed chicken coop wire netting,

which constitutes the guard for the gallery,

there were but some filmy and subdued

hunting, the whole picture of the show

would be impressively and harmonizingly

beautiful. Of course, this is a possibly hy

percritical view, but the fact remains.

In the gallery, where it is necessary to

dodge the supporting beams, there are
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papier mache arches also, but of smaller

size, and instead of Fame and the modern

chariot race, the figures in relief are those

of tourists and the center piece is not a

Maratta painting, but a plaque of Mercury

with wings in his head such as did duty last

year. Over each exhibit is a cluster of

electric lights, each bulb set in a papier

mache reproduction of an automobile lamp

In the Coliseum annex, there are no (lccor

ations whatsoever. In the basement light

green bunting hides the walls and the signs

are raised white and gold letters on a dark

green background.

In the First Regiment armory the decor

ations practically are the same as those in

the Coliseum, save that red and yellow, and

not green and yellow, bunting hides the

roof and that there is no “art gallery.” In

the Seventh Regiment armory, or Tatter

salls—whichever sounds most pleasing—the

roof is or rather was red and blue—the fire

this morning entirely destroyed the bunt

ing—and there were kneeling goddesses on

pedestals and white and gold letters on red

backgrounds—that’s all.

 

“Show weather" in Chicago rarely has

been pleasant weather. Usually when.snow

was not actually falling, there was much

of it under foot; when the skies were not

dark and lowering, blustering, biting winds

prevailed. These conditions have prevailed

on the present occasion, but possibly be

cause Chicagoans are accustomed to them,

they have not served greatly to affect the

attendance which has averaged good. There

was the usual big mixed crowd present on

the opening night and since then the gate

has been not so large but of better class.

It has not been so large, however. as to

make sight-seeing difiicult. Up to this

writing there has been no great influx of

dealers and no great volume of business has

been transacted, nor have many of the big

men of the big companies yet ‘put in an ap

pearance. The week is young. however,

and the next four days probably will alter

the situation,

 

The Ford, the Aerocar, and one or two

others of the better known western cars that

were staged at one or the other of the New

York shows, are conspicuous by their ab

sence here, but their places are taken by

the Rambler and American Berlict, which

in New York were exhibited at “exclusive

shows” of their own. There also is in evi

dence the usual not inconsiderable number

of western manufacturers of lesser re

nown or recent origin, most of whom are

little known in the East. All are shown

on a common footing. There is no line

drawn between Selden licensees and “inde

pendents.” As a result, the Pierce Great

Arrow. the product of the president of the

Association of Licensed Automobile Man

ufacturers, is a near neighbor of the Max

well, in the manufacture of which the head

of the American Motor Car Manufacturers

Association is one of the vital factors. Sim

ilar evidence of equality is observable

throughout the whole show. The display

of “trophies of the chase" is one of the in

teresting features of the exhibition and in

 

CENSUS OF THE SHOW.

PLEASURE VEHICLES.

Gasolene:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 183

Six cyhnder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 31

Total Gasolene Pleasure . . . . . . . . . . . 265

Water cooled . . . . . . . . . .. 224

Air cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 265

Four cycle . . . . . . . . . .. 261

Two cycle . . . . . . . . . . .. 4

—— 265

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 36

Total Pleasure Vehicles . . . . . . . . . .. 306

Touring cars . . . . . . . .. 131

Runabouts . . . . . . . . . . . 95

Closed cars . . . . . . . . .. 64

Buggies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

— 306

Chassis:

Gasolene:

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Four cylinder , . . . . . . . . . . . . 32

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7

40

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Total Pleasure Chassis . . . . . . . . . . .. 42

Total Pleasure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 348

MOTORCYCLES.

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.

Trucks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24

Delivery wagons . . . . . . . . . .. 15

Busses, Stages, etc . . . . . . . . .. 9

Total Commercial Vehicles . . . . . .. 48

Gasolene:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

Three cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

Total Gasolene Commercial. . . . . . 33

Air cooled . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7

Water cooled . . . . . . . . . . . 26 33

Two cycle . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

Four cycle . . . . . . . . . .. 28

— 33

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15

Total Commercial Vehicles . . . . . . . . 48

Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. '9

Total Commercial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57

RECAPITULATION.

Total Gasolene Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 347

Total Steam Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Total Electric Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53

Total Motorcycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 41

Total all Vehicles _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 446

at least one instance, that of the Pierce

Great Arrow, the display of big, bright sil

ver cups attesting the prowess of the car

and its drivers, is so large as to be worthy

of a high class silversmithing establishment.

As a matter of course, none of the 1908

cars that had previously made their appear

ance in New York have been added to or

subtracted from in the interim, and men

tion of more than their names would prove

in the nature of tautology. They all are

here—~Pierces, Mitchells, Packards. Loco

mobiles, Maxwells, Columbias, Whites, Win

tons, Cadillacs, Appcrsons, Thomases, Olds

mobiles, Nationals, Marmons, Elmores, Pre

miers, Reos, Pope-Toledos, Pope-Hartfords,

Pope-Waverleys, Franklins, Stoddard-Day

tons, Mathesons, Hayneses, Stevens-Dur

yeas, Corbins, Bakers, Studebakers, Jack

sons, Rainiers, Stearnses, Royals, Dragons.

Autocars, Lamberts, Knoxes, Northerns,

Frayer-Millers.

Such of the cars as have not appeared

this year at either of the New York shows,

prove, in the main, a worthy addition to

the list of show vehicles, and with one or

two exceptions, are well worth studying be

cause of their inherent characteristics. As

exceptions to the rule, are found one or

two radical departures from common prac~

tice, such eccentric features, in nearly every

case being confined to one or two parts of

the car, the machine otherwise, being per

fectly regular in its construction. These

displays of outre design are, however, com

paratively rare, and equally to the point,

even if somewhat startling.

Ample refutation of the old saw about the

prophet’s popularity on his native soil and

its vicinity, is furnished at the Rambler

exhibit, where the neat and workmanlike

design of the 1908 models is well displayed

in the polished chassis, which no: long

since graced the "private" show held in New

York, though not appearing at either of the

large exhibitions. In particular. the rear

axle and transmission construction catches

the eye, the compact arrangement of the

gear box, together with the evident effect

iveness of its operating mechanism, being

sufficient to hold the attention of all who

are truly interested in automobiles.

In the same situation as far as first ap

pearance at one of the large shows, is con

cerned, the American Berliet exhibit, also

is of interest. The clean-cut mechanism of

the six-cylinder chassis on view, as well as

the smooth and beautifully finished body

surfaces, serve to draw attention to the

studied simplicity of every line and curve,

both of mechanism and superstructure.

Tincher and Its Unusual Features.

Among the more massive cars display

ing thoroughly original design in every re

spect. is the Tincher, which gains somewhat

in interest, from having skipped last year

in its attendance upon the Chicago show.

It is made in four and six cylinder motor

equipments, depending upon the style of

chassis employed, and in both runabout

and full touring car form. The very latest

development is the 90 horsepower six>cyl

inder machine, the CllZlSSlS of which occu
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pies a prominent position on the stand, and

which embodies the regular Tincher char

acteristics, such as the independent con

struction of the cylinders, which are cast

individually, the separate compartment type

of crank case, which has but a small inter

commnnicating area between the crank pits,

overhead valve gear of original design; and

selective sliding gear set, in which the se

lection is made by moving the hand lever

 

  

four forward speeds; double rear wheel

brakes; semi-elliptic springs; wheel base,

127 inches; tires, 36 by 4, and 36 by 5

inches, front and rear.

Lorraine that Lights Its Way.

An automatic starting gear, a flexible

propeller shaft, and an ignition system

which also furnishes continuous current

for lighting the lamps, constitute the prin

RAMBLER RUNABOUT

vertically instead of in and out from the

car, as is more usually the case. The man

ner in which this is effected is interesting

mechanically, as the mechanism is particu

larly strong, and also provides an auto

matic lock for the sliding sets when not in

use.

One of the most unusual features of the

motor is the use of a double gas intake to

the cylinders. To this end, the throttle

chamber of the carburetter is tapped with a

number of small pipes, one leading to each

cylinder, to which they are connected by

a small combustion pocket in which the

spark plug is inserted and which is mounted

entirely outside the cylinder proper. The

arrangement is such that when the throttle

is closed, these leads still remain open, so

that for slow-speed, idle running, the gas is

inducted directly over the plugs, and

through independent paths to each of the

cylinders. Ordinarily, the major portion

of the gas passes through the regular chan

nels to the intake valves in the usual way.

At the same time, a very small amount of

gas is drawn through the small leads by

the check valves which close their delivery

to the cylinder, and into the small combus>

tion chambers. Ignited there, it creates a

sharp flame, which is shot out into the com

bustion chamber proper in the center of the

cylinder and at once effects a rapid and

thorough ignition of the main body of gas.

The cooling effect of the play of live gas on

the ignitors, also is reckoned to be of no

small value.

The chief specifications of Model H,

which is the mast recent quadruple type,

are: Motor, 50-60 horsepower, 5 by 6 inches

bore and stroke; clutch, contracting band,

on a bronze drum; change gear, affording

ciple features of the Lorraine car—a new

product, shown for the first time. Other

wise, it is a well proportioned, touring ve

hicle of the familiar class which is above

criticism as far as outward appearance is

concerned. Its principle characteristics

are: Four-cylinder motor, of 5 inches bore

and stroke; leather faced cone clutch, with

The automatic starting gear, which is of

the Hobbs-Renault type, consists of a

simple air-compressor and tank, the active

portion of the system comprising a small

cylinder placed transversely of the car just

back of the master clutch, and containing a

piston and rod, the latter carrying a rack

on its under side which is held constantly

in mesh with a spur gear mounted loosely

over the driving shaft of the car, but con

nected with it by means of a ratchet con

trivance. The piston is held at the head

of the cylinder, normally, by means of an

internal helical spring. \Nhen air is ad

mitted to the cylinder, the piston is driven

out, throwing_the crank shaft sufficiently to

turn the motor over one compression. As

soon as the controlling valve is released, the

air is permitted to escape, and the spring

returns the gear to its normal position.

The flexibility of the driving shaft, which

is a most important and radical feature, is

obtained through the medium of a bundle

of small steel rods lying parallel to the shaft

and clamped to it at either end. th-: shaft

ends being loosely connected by means of

a jaw clutch which permits freedom of mo

tion to the ends through 22% degrees of

travel. The rods being firmly clamped in

place, absorb any and all torsional strains

thrown upon the shaft, the jaw clutch com

ing into play only under extreme conditions.

By this means any minor speed variation

due to the unevenness of the road or the

angularity of the cardan joints are ab

sorbed, and the gear teeth protected cor

respondingly, from shock. The shait used

in the car on view at the Coliseum has 24

 

  

THE LORRAINE. A NEW COMBR

spring actuated plungers beneath the

leather; three-speed change gear, optional

as to method of actuation; shaft dri\e; full

floating axle. The wheel base is 124 inches;

the wheels are 36 inches in diameter. shod

with 4%-inch tires. The mechanism is

mounted, practically throughout, in annular

ball bearings,

of these driving rods, of 5-16 inch diameter,

and sufficient length to permit the motion

allowed by the clutch, without unnecessary

distorsion. So far as is known. this is the

only arrangement of its kind at present used

in this country.

The ignition system of the machine con~

sists of a 4-unit coil and accumulator which
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is of sufficient capacity to supply ignition

current for an extended length of time, and

also to light the lamps on the car. At the

same time, a specially constructed, McKee

dynamo is mounted on the left side of the

motor, and positively driven from the shaft

which actuates the air compressor. It is

fully housed, and runs at rates which vary

with the engine speed, a specially devised

magnetic cutout acting to break the line cir

cuit whenever the voltage exceeds the

amount required for feeding the coil. The

accumulator is “floated on the line,” and

serves to equalize the current supply, at the,

same time receiving frequent charges.

Aerocar’s New Brake Equalization.

Two touring cars and one touring run

about comprise the 1908 line of the revived

Aerocar Motor Co. Both touring models

are practically replicas of last year's cars,

except for sundry betterments of compar

atively insignificant nature. The third

model is a runabout, with new body lines

of natty appearance and mounted on the

chassis which is used on the 20 horse

power car, altered sufficiently to suit

the conditions of its use. The wheel

base of this machine is 105 inches, and

it is shod with 34 by 3% inch tires. The

wheel base of the touring car of the same

power is 100 inches and it is shod with 32

by 3% inch tires. The general features

common to both these machines are: Four

cylinder, vertical, air-cooled motor, 4 by 4

inches, bore and stroke, multiple disc master

clutch, sliding gear and shaft transmission

affording three speeds forward, and shaft

drive to the bevel gear floating differential,

and hind axle.

The large touring car, which has a 40

horsepower, 5 by 5 inch water-cooled motor,

has been altered somewhat since last year,

but without changing its main specifications

noticably. It is equipped with 34 by 4 inch

tires, and runs on 115 inch wheel base. One

of its new features is a novel system of

brake equalization which embodies directly

the principle of the bevel differential. To

this end, the rocker arm which actuates the

individual brake rockers connected to the

bands outside the rear wheel drums, instead

of being articulated to them by means of

a short balance beam, as is most commonly

done, carries at its outer extremity Ii small

bevel pinion which is free to revolve upon

it, and which engages on either side a cor

responding bevel segment, one of which is

mounted on each of the rocker arms, In

this way, while the motion of the main

rocker arm is transmitted at once to both of

the brakes, they are permitted a certain

amount of relative motion, which the bevels

automatically compensate, invariably fur

nishing an even distribution of the retard

ing effect between the two wheels.

Pungs-Finch and Its Sliding Dogs.

Of the two types of Pungs-Finch, on view.

one, known as Model H, has these specifi~

cations: Four-cylinder vertical motor, 4%

by 5 inches bore and stroke, rated at 28-32 .

horsepower; transmission by multiple disc

clutch, three~speed selective type change

gear, with direct connection on the high,

and shaft drive to the full floating type rear

axle. The wheel base is 106 inches, the

wheel and tires sizes are 32 by 4 inches,

front and rear, and the weight is 2,400

pounds. Model 35, on the other hand, has

a 40 horsepower, 4% by 5-inch quadruple

motor; is similar to the other in general de

sign, and has the same specificationsv as to

wheel base and tire sizes, but with its tour

ing runabout body, weighs 2,200 Pounds.

Two points of novelty are observable in

connection with the change gear set, the ar

rangement of which is somewhat different

from that usually found, in addition to

which, the use of keyless, hexagon shafts

for all sliding gears, is an interesting pro

vision. The chief feature of remark, how

ever is the method of obtaining the second

and third speeds by means of sliding dogs,

whereby it is possible to change either up

or down, and at any rate of car speed with

out danger of stripping the gears. To this

end, the gears on the lay shaft are mount

ed loosely and are held constantly in mesh

with their mates on the driving shaft, con

nection with the shaft being obtained by

means of the dog, which locks one or the

other to the lay shaft, according to the

speed required.
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In order to balance the weight on the

runabout, the motor is set further to the

rear than in the touring car, the radiator

thus being brought slightly back of the

front axle. This constitutes practically the

only difference between the two models,

save that of the power element. Both

scroll end full eiliptic springs, and semi

elliptics are employed, but their use is prac

tically interchangeable between the two

models, and is directed by the option of the

'purchaser. Neither car has been altered

from last year, except in minor ways.

C, I. V. Full of Distinctiveness.

One of the newcomers at the show is the

C. V. I., a six cylinder car of the general

straight line type of body design,'of broad

and roomy construction. weighing some

2.600 pounds, and running on 36-inch wheels,

shod with 3% and 4-inch tires, front and

rear, with 117-inch wheel base. This is one

of the “new material" cars, as is shown by

the use of a special vanadium alloy in the

spring steel, as well as the liberal use of an

nular ball bearings. In addition to this,

the general effect of the machine is decided

ly out-of-the-common, in that it is set ex

tremely high off the ground, and is com

pletely enclosed underneath, the under pan

even being headed up at the rear, and pro

vided with drainage plugs, so that no oil

can be spilled on the road, while, by the

same token, no dirt can find its way into

the bearings.

The motor, which is rated at 40 horse~

power, has 4 by S-inch, T-head cylinders,

cast in pairs, with jackets integral, and takes

its rating on the basis of a normal speed

of 1,200 revolutions per minute. Ignition is

double, with one set of plugs, a Bosch mag

neto and six unit Connecticut coil being

provided, with accumulators as primary

source. The crank shaft is

 

mounted -

  

in seven bearings in all, the five inside

bearings being plain, and bushed in Par

sons white metal, while the front support

is a single ball bearing, and the rear bear

ing is also of the annular type, but doubled,

to take care of the load on the fly wheel

end of the shaft. The crank shaft itself, is

of 1%-inch diameter, made in chrome nickel

steel, heat treated and ground

A point of original design is found in

the mounting of the cam shafts, which are

placed in independent housings, quite apart

from the crank case, and so constructed that

the shafts may be removed without inter

fering with the adjustment of the crank

shaft or its bearings in any way, and with

  

out disturbing the setting of the motor in

the car. The method of driving the cam

shafts also is worthy of note. The ends

of the shafts are squared, and over them

are fitted driving dogs, carrying six longi

tudinal pins, which fit corresponding holes

in the faces of the two-to-one gears—the

latter being looseiy mounted on the shafts.

The driving dogs are held on the squared

portion of their shafts by means of locking

nuts and washers. By this means it is

possible to secure any desired variation in

the timing of the valves, without the neces

sity of altering the seating of any keys,

“spotting” of the shafts, or otherwise fit

ting the valve gear. Valve seating, through

out a wide range of possible alteration, thus

is made merely a matter of adjustment.

The gear housing, like that protecting the

cam shafts, is made to be removed without

disturbing the motor in any other respect.

and, in fact, the entire power plant, is de

signed to be taken down piece-meal, if

necessary, without disturbing any parts but

those it is desired to get at. In addition

to these features, may be mentioned, the

use of an “equal path" water manifold in

the cooling system, which is similar to that

used in the intake piping, a method of splash

lubrication which provides for uniform dis

tribution of the oil between the cylinders,

several crank pits, by reason of a distribut

ing manifold led below the crank case from

end to end, and equipped with a gauge glass.

as well as the adjustable nature of the fan.

the pitch of which may be altered to suit

temperature conditions.

Lauth-Juergens’s Unusual Option.

A most unsual option is offered to the

prospective purchaser of the Lauth-Juer

gens car, in that practically the same ma

chine in all other respects, may be had with

motor either of the T-head or straight cyl—
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inder types. In the case of the T-head mo

tor, the cylinder dimensions are 5 by 5%

inches, and the rated output, 45 horsepower.

The straight cylinder motor, on the other

hand, measures 5 by 6 inches, bore and

stroke, and is rated at 50 horsepower. The

former is of rather conventional pattern,

has individually cast cylinders, four-com

partment crank pit, long crank shaft bear—

ings, and has its cam shafts mounted in five

bearings, to prevent any possibility of dis

torsion. The straight cylinder type, how

ever, embodies some little novelty in the

method of fitting the valve gauges in the

cylinder heads, as well as in the manner

of connecting the inlet and exhaust mani~

folds. The valves are actuated by means of

overhead walking beams, and are of large

area.

Another novel feature of this car is found

in its master clutch which is of the disc

type, having but a single live, and two dead

plates, one of which is a fibre disc, and the

other a metal disc, to which it is bolted

and which, while compelled to turn with the

fly wheel, is held away from it a very short

distance by means of four light springs.

The action of engagement, which is effected

by means of a set of dogs, forced outwardly

by a cone under spring tension, is to clasp

the fibre disc between the live and dead

metal plates. The light springs back of the

dead plate, however, tend to relieve the

crank shaft and flywheel of any end sh0ck

due to the engagement. The clutch has an

enormous amount of surface, works under'

comparatively light spring pressure, and is

claimed to be extremely sensitive and dur

able.

The gearset is of the somewhat rare com

pound type, in which part of the changes

of speed are obtained by positive dogs, and

part by the usual sliding pinion movement.

In this case, the low and reversc'speeds

are obtained by means of a single sliding

gear, while the third and fourth are devel

oped by means of a single sliding dog mem

ber on the driving shaft, which engages

either of two gears loosely mounted on it.

A special feature of the dog clutches is that

alternate teeth on both male and female

members are made a fraction of an inch

longer than the others. As a result of this

a positive lock is secured at the first effort

at engagement, as is claimed, all chattering

and burring of the teeth thus being elim

inated.

The general specifications of the car in

clude, wheel base, 118 inches; wheels, 36

inches diameter, shod with 4%-inch tires;

semi-elliptical springs; shaft drive; float

  

ing type axle, straight line type seven pas

senger body. The car is designed to be

‘ driven largely on the high gear, which it

is stated, is made possible by the special

form of clutch.

Aurora is Nearly Automatic.

One of the lighter cars, designed through

out on original lines, and adapted for the

use of the owner of modest proclivities, and

for whom it is particularly well suited, is

the Aurora, which also presents the un

usual ‘feature of being outfitted with either

pneumatic or solid tires at the option of

the buyer. It has many of the strong

points of the “big” cars, such as unit power

plant supported on three points, shaft drive,

three-quarter platform suspension, and sim~

plicity and continuity of design. Its prin

ciple specifications are these: Motor, dou

ble-opposed. 4% by S-inch bore and stroke,

rated output 20 horsepower; change gear,

planetary, affording two forward speeds and

the reverse; double jointed cardan shaft,

“spring drive,” the torsion strains only be

ing taken up by the torque rod; wheel base

- 80 inches; wheels, 32 by 3 inches, front and

rear alike; it tips the scales at about 1,500

pounds.

The power plant is supported by means

of studs taking hold of the cylinder heads,

and seated in the frame, and of a pedestal

bearing on a cross member of the frame

which supports the driving shaft just back

of the change gear group. This same mem

ber, which is of peculiar shape, also serves

as support for the brake bands on the

change gear, and gives considerable rigid

ity to the frame. The speed control is by

means of a side lever which applies the high

and reverse speeds, while the low’forward

speed and the brakes are controlled by
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means of a second foot pedal.

nection, the construction of the brakes is of

interest, in that the single pedal movement

serves to apply both external and internal

bands on drums attached to the rear wheels,

To this end, short equalizing levers are con

nected to the respective bands, so that the

pull applied to its center is evenly distrib

uted between them.

It should be observed that the entire

power plant of the Aurora, is placed in

front of the dash, and is therefore, thor-,

oughly accessible. In addition to this, a

number of unique provisions render its reg

ulation and repair an essentially simple mat

ter. Illustrative of this, is the use of claw

like cams for applying the brake bands on

the transmission, which, instead of being

secured permanently to the frame, merely

rest upon it. Adjustment of the brake ten

sion is made by shortening the connecting

linkage, and the application of the pull on

the bands is obtained by prying the cam

ends of the levers against the frame. The

original features of the car are by no means

confined to the immediate mechanism of the

power plant, however, even the radiator be

ing of a special pattern, with vertical tubes

of triangular cross-section, staggered, and

designed at once for strength, and cooling

efficiency. Water circulation is by thermo

syphon action, and the car is as nearly auto

matic as the limits of its design permit.

Suspension a Pullman Feature.

The application of a name, long familiar

in connection with transportation by rail,

to a road vehicle, in the case of the Chicago

built Pullman car, is given to a well-drawn

car, about which its makers make the some

what ra ical claim that it is so very thor

oughly built that not simply will it not wear

out in four or five years, but that its owner

will have no cause to feel out of style in

driving it five years after its purchase, any

more than on the day it leaves the shop.

Nor is there any apparent cause for doubt

ing the reasonable nature of the claim. The

machine is, in the main, of conventional

model, and has the following general de

tails: Motor, 5% by 5% inches, bore and

stroke; rated at 50-60 horsepower; selective,

sliding gear transmission, with contracting

band clutch and shaft drive; wheel base, 120

inches; wheels, 36 inches; tires, 4 and 4%

inches diameter, from and rear.

Of the points which are most dwelt upon

by the makers, the use of independent three

point suspension for motor, gearset, and

rear end of frame, is the most important.

The motor is hung by means of a manga

nese bronze yoke, taking hold of the sides

of the crank case toward the front. and

reaching forward to a fore and aft bearing

on the under side of the radiator cradle, the

rear end being supported by means of two

very heavy arms, resting directly on the

frame, there being no sub-frame. The gear

set is hung by a similar yoke at the fore

end. its point of support being a cross

frame member just back of the clutch, while

In this con- ' the rear end is hung from both sides of the

frame. The rear of the chassis has the not

unfamiliar three-point platform mounting,

with radius rods adapted to take up the

traction strains.

The motor has a V—inch offset in its cyl

inders, unusually large valves, bevel gear

fan drive, with friction clutch to prevent

damage to the gears owing to sudden

changes of motor speed, and a very large

exhaust manifold, which is provided with

expansion joints between the cylinders to

prevent straining the motor by alternate

expansion and contraction of the pipe. The

latter, which is 3 inches in diameter, is led

to the rear of the car without contraction

of area, and by very gradual bends.

The clutch is fully housed in a drum made

integral with the fly wheel, and the selective

mechanism of the gear shifting arrangement

which also, is fully housed, is provided with

an interlocking device which engages the

pull-out rods of the gearsets whenever the

clutch is engaged, thus preventing inadver

tant misuse of the gears. The third of the

four forward speeds in this device, affords

the usual direct through connection. Five

brakes are used and are applied externally

and internally to the rear wheels, and to the

transmission shaft. The rear brakes are

equalized by beams extending entirely

across the chassis, with direct center

draught, and are intended for regular ser

vice. The fifth brake is actuated by an in

dependent pedal on the extreme right side

of the footboard, purposely placed out of

the way of ordinary use, where it will be

available only in case of extreme emer

gency.

Oakland Proves a Good “Find.”

Of all the moderate priced cars, none is

more fetching than the Oakland, which is

but just making its debut. It is the latest

product of the hand of A. P. Brush, and em

bodies many of the features characteristic

of his other achievements. This car, unlike

the others, however, makes no departure

from tradition in its outward appearance.

but is a complete reproduction in miniature

of what might be termed a composite of the

smart American touring car of 30 horse

power. Its two-cylinder vertical motor is

rated as 20 horsepower, and the vehicle,

complete in touring form, weighs 1,650

pounds. At its price, $1,500, with top and

lamps, it looks like an unusual bargain.

Of its more intimate details, the follow

ing may be mentioned: Motor, twin, ver

tical, water cooled, 4% by 5 inches, bore

and stroke, balanced by crank weights and

auxiliary counterbalance; floatless carburet

ter; thermo-syphon water circulation; trans

mission, planetary, with a single group of

idle pinions, which are counterbalanced;

fully enclosed. and mounted directly on the

driving shaft to the rear axle, the entire

power plant being inclined to afford a

straight line drive under normal conditions;

tubular axles, original steering gear, semi

elliptic springs in front, and full elliptic

in the rear; oak name, reinforced through

the waist, single lever speed control. Fur

thermore, a point which is of particular in

terest in connection with- the production of
i a car of this general type, either with run

about or touring bodies, the equipment fur

nished with the Oakland is complete in

every detail, and proportionately equal to

that supplied with any of the high priced

and elaborate machines of the day.

The wheel base is 96 inches, and the tire

sizes may be either 30 or 32 by 3%. accord»

ing to the option of the purchaser. The run

about body is of the straight line type, with

the usual rumble box in the rem', the lines

of the touring car following the same gen

eral principle. The general appearance of

the machinefwhich, as already stated, fol

lows accepted practice in the delineation of

the larger cars, islsurprisingly gratifying

in the face of the frequently inharmonious

and discordant results of attempts to pro

duce a car of moderate size at a proportion

ate cost.

Diamond T is a Real Roadster.

One of the most smartly designed run

abouts of the road-scudding type, is the

new Diamond T, which is the latest addi

tion to a line, shown for the first time, one

year ago. The touring car and limousine

types are based upon what is practically a

reproduction of last year’s chassis. The

roadster, however, is entirely new, and un~

like perhaps a majority of the roadsters

staged at the show, has been designed from

starting crank to tail light bracket with a

view to its exclusive use as a two passenger

roadster of the practical touring type_ Among

its unusual features are the use of a

gravity feed fuel tank of oval section,

mounted back of the seat, its cradle embody

ing a very respectable amount of storage

space. Considerable additional storage

room also is obtained by the use of a trunk,

placed in the rear of the frame. which also

serves the purpose of a chaufi'eur's seat

upon requirement. The front mud guards

are supported at the forward end by means

of a bracket fitting in a socket on the frame.

while at the rear, they are hinged to the

broad step, which takes the place of a run

ning board. As a result of this, when it is

desired to gain access to the engine for any

reason, one of the guards is simply released

from its bracket support and inverted over

the rear guard, the effect being the same

as though it were completely removed.

In the braking equipment of this machine

all four of the rear wheel brakes are applied

simultaneously by means of either the foot

pedal, or the emergency lever—the latter

also disengaging the leather-faced cone

clutch. The brake links are articulated to

the ends of a short equalizing beam on each

side of the car, the pulling connection be

ing applied at the center of this vertical

member. This equalizes the pull on the

two brakes on each wheel, while the brak

ing effect is evened from wheel to wheel.

by means of a long beam stretching clear
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across the car, the actuating force being ap

plied at its center. ,

Another unique feature of the car is its

spring suspension, the rear members being

practically flat, though of the construction

usually termed semi-elliptical. They are

56 inches in length, and are equipped with

two damper leaves placed on the upper side.

On account of the low mounting of the

frame, the sills are “kinked” over the rear

axle, to give the proper clearance.

The specifications of the roadster are:

Motor, 45 horsepower, with cylinders 5 by

5 inches; three-speed selective change gear;

shaft drive; wheel base, 114 inches; wheels,

36 inches diameter, shod with 4%-inch tires_

The touring car has 124-inc1h wheel base,

and a 4% by 5 inch, 40 horsepower motor,

connected to a progressive type change

gear. Otherwise it is much the same as

  

the juncture being so arranged as to include

a sizeable housing for the master clutch.

The gear case is supported entirely by this

housing.

The rear axle group is peculiar and very

ingenious in that instead of the usual torque

and radius rod group, or torque member and

spring drive, an attempt is made to compen

sate for the radial tendency of a semi-posi

tive rear spring mounting by means of a

linkage giving an approximately vertical

motion to the rear axle as it responds to

spring deflection. To this end the front

ends of the rear springs, instead of being

shackled to the spring hangers in the usual

way, or bolted directly to them, are attached

to one leg of the forked end of the radius

rods, which in this case perform simply

the function of distance pieces and correct

ing members. The other leg of the forked

  

  

wheel base, 112 inches, wheels 36 by 4

inches, front and rear,

Auburn Shows Improvement.

Both the runabout, known as Model K,

and the Model C, touring car shown at the

exhibit of the Auburn Automobile Co., are

based upon the same chassis. Structurally,

it is but little altered from the type shown

last year, and presents the following feat

ures: Double opposed motor with 5% by

S-inch cylinders, rated at 24 horsepower, and

mounted under the body; transmission by

planetary change gear and centre chain to

the live rear axle, which is mounted in roller

bearings; wheel base, 100 inches, and wheel

and tire sizes, 32 by 3% inches.

As is the case with a large number of

car makers this year, the Auburn company

has provided a more roomy body for its

 

  

MONARCH

the roadster as far as general arrangement

is concerned. Both cars are mounted on

Timken roller bearings, the change gear

group also being mounted on roller bear

mgs.

Originality of the Monarch.

Of several interesting and original points

in the design of the Monarch cars, which

are entirely new models this season, per

haps the most appealing to the average ob

server is the arrangement of the unit-power

plant which is mounted on a three—point

support, and besides being fitted to with

stand the usual mechanical stresses of road

service, also has been treated in a manner

which, several years ago, would have been

termed “fool-proofing" it. The result is an

attractive looking machine, of few external

parts, well protected mechanism. and an

effective disposition of its vitals.

The basis of the three-point suspension

system adopted is a sound one. The cen

ter of the front end of the frame, as being

the approximate center of longitudinal

frame distorsion, is taken as one of the

three points of support, while what approx

imates pretty nearly to the center of the

frame fore and aft, is taken as the trans

verse axis of support, the frame sills being

given the load at this point, Motor and

change gear are bolted strongly together,

ends is attached to the spring hanger in

the usual way. The end of the so-called

distance rod, thus replaces the spring

shackle and resembles it in general form,

except that it is made integral with the dis

tance rod. The latter, however, instead of

being articulated to the axle in common

fashion, has an intermediate joint, which

permits it to vary its alignment. _Under

spring deflection, the effect of this arrange

ment is to compensate the usual radial mo

tion of the axle due to its radial motion

about the front spring hanger, as a center.

The torsion tube is hinged to the rear end

of the gear case, and so takes its support

from the three-point mounting of the power

plant.

Two types of car are turned out upon the

same chassis, namely a roadster runabout.

and a touring car. The specifications of

the chassis are: Motor, 4% by 5 inches, bore

and stroke, rated at 40 horsepower; T-head

cylinders, with intermediate expansion

joints in the exhaust piping; double igni

tion by magneto and accumulator; clutch,

multiple disc, large diameter rings. bronze

and iron; change gear, three forWard speeds.

with direct connection on high, lay shaft

stationary on high speed, sliding sets locked

when~out of engagement, selective opera

tion; transmission and axles of original de—

sign, mounted on Timken roller bearings;

AUBURN

1908 product than was offered last year. The

new body design follows the popular

straight line idea. The new radiator, which

is of original destgn, also contributes to

the thoroughly modern air of the car. The

low rakish body of the runabout type, with

its single box rumble seat, is also perfectly

in line with the present style, and is a great

improvement over anything which its mak

ers have offered hitherto.

Pierce Racine in Three Models.

Of the three general types of Pierce

Racine exhibited, Model “E” only, is new

this year. In a general way it is similar to

the other cars, except that it is a little less

powerful, correspondingly lighter, and is in

that way better suited to the purposes of

some users than the heavier type. The

specifications include: Motor, 30-35 horse

power, four—cylinder, vertical, and built in

accordance with the tenets of current de

sign; change gear, three-speed, progressive;

transmission by shaft, to floating type rear

axle, mounted in ball and roller bearings.

The wheel base is 106 inches. and the tires

are 34 by 4inchcs. The body is mounted on

scmi~elliptic springs, 41 and 49 inches in

length front and rear, and is of straight line

design_ ,

The larger model has a 4045 horsepower

motor, much the same features in general.
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as Model E. but has longer springs, and

heavier parts where the increase in strength

which that implies is required. _Model D,

also is made in the form of a roadster run

about, the samc sort of body being adapt

able to the smaller car if required. The

roadster body is trim and clean cut, fol

lows the straight linc pattern of the tour

ing body, and provides the usual storage

accomodation for chauffeur and impedi

menta on the rear deck.

Mason's Control Forms a Feature.

Although not new, and but little altered

from last year—if at all—the Mason car is

entirely new to the show, and also presents

a number of individual features which

serve to place it well to the front among

vehicles of its general class, that is to say,

those having opposed motors placed under

the body, planetary gears, and center chain

drive.

The motor is of the straight cylinder type,

with valves in the head, mechanically ac

tuated by long push rods, and is provided

with an exhaust compression release, used

for starting purposes, which is operated by

an endwise movement of the cam shaft,

brought about through the rotation of a

face cam, which displaces it against the re

sistance of a spring, and permits the ex

haust lifters to rise over special cam faces

provided for the purpose. The motor is

mounted to the left of the frame, the change

gear being to the right, and the fly wheel

approximately in the center of the machine.

The high speed clutch is of the leather

faccd type, seating directly in the fly wheel,

and is of unusually large diameter.

The method of controlling the transmis

sion is unique, in that a braking effect is

obtained by depressing either of the two

pedals, or pulling back the side lever. The

left hand pedal is designed to apply one

set of brakes, also disengaging the clutch.

The right hand pedal actuates the reverse

transmission band, thus producing a brak

ing effect when the car is in forward mo

tion. The lever which controls both high

and low forward gears, also controls the

rear wheel brakes when drawn back to its

extreme position, thus making a third

means of retardation. A neat mechanical

provision in the lever connections, makes it

impossible to engage the low gear when

drawing the lever out of its high speed po

sition, without first returning to the neutral.

The specifications of the machine are:

Motor, 5 by 5 inches, bore and stroke, rated

output 24-28 horsepower; chain drive to

center of rear axle,Hyatt roller bearings in

rear axle, ball bearings in front axle: wheel

base, 94 inches; tires, 32 by 3%; weight,

1,850 pounds. A neat, straight line, five

passcnger body is provided, and the fuel

and stores are carried under the hood.

Perfection’s Change Gear Option,

Another of the new comers, not only to

the show, but to the buying public as well,

is the Perfection—a medium weigh; four

cylinder touring car, of generally standard

proportions. It is somewhat out of the or

dinary in respect to its change speed gear,

which may be either planetary or sliding

pinion in style, according to the option of

the purchaser, the choice being permitted

under a slight difference in cost between the

two types of gearing.

Its details may be summed up as follows:

Motor of 4% by 4%; inches, bore and stroke,

valves on the left side, jump spark igni

tion, splash lubrication, rated output. 30-35

horsepower; drive by shaft to floating rear

axle; wheel base, 116 inches; tires, 32 by 4

inches; weight, 2,400 pounds. It is sus

pended on Triple Action springs, has a

pressed steel frame, external band brakes

on the rear wheels, and emergency brake

on the transmission.

Western Roadster a Newcomer.

In the \Vestern Roadster is to be found

a typical light running vehicle of the pres—

ent popular type, fitted with a neat body

carrying two passengers and having a com—

bination rear, which may be used as a’ simple

storage box, as a single or double seat, or

may be removed entirely leaving a flat

deck behind, as required. It is propelled

by an 18-20 horsepower motor of the front

horizontal opposed type, having cylinders

of 4% by S-inch bore and stroke, respective

ly. The motor is cooled by thermo-syphon

circulation, and is directly connected to a

three-speed change gear of the selective,

sliding pinion type, the motor and change

gear being embodied in a unit mounting of

the fully enclosed type, and taking its sup

port through the cylinder heads which are

carried by the frame sills, and a cross frame

bearing at the universal joint just back of

the gear box. The enclosure of the plant,

also includes the fly wheel and master

clutch, and the arrangement is simple and

neat appearing. The gear of the frame is

supported on 48-inch low set springs, while

the semi-elliptical front members are 40

inches long. The Western is a new car,

never before exhibited, and in fact, is only

just ready for the market, its appearance at

the show coming practically unheralded.

Refinements of the Halladay.

Although it has been built for several

years, the Halladav touring car is absolute

ly new to the Chicago and other shows, and

consequently is of interest on that account,

if for no other reason. As compared with

its prOtotype of last year, it stands on a

10-inch longer wheel base, has a new and

improved type of motor, and is otherwise

improved in several respects. It mounts a

roomy body and differing from most of the

“jobs” of its class in that the back of the

front seat is upholstered instead of being

finished in common with the exterior sur

faces. This provision, while adding some

thing to the comfort of the occupants while

traversing rough country roads, as it doubt

less may, also is of advantage in that it re

moves from the tonneau all varnished sur

faces, and relieves its occupants of any sen

sation of being confined in a compartment

which is liable to be marred unless duly

avoided and protected.

The specifications of the machine include

the motor, which has a rated output of 35—40

horsepower; the change gear and transmis—

sion, which are by sliding pinion gear set,

affording three forward speed changes, and

a short coupled, direct acting, bevel gear

drive; the wheel base, which is 118 inches,

the tires being 34 by 4 inches, and the

weight, which is 2,650 pounds. As appears

to be a growing custom among a large class

of makers, the regular equipment of the

car is complete and includes two 9-inch

searchlights, in addition to the dash lamps,

tail lamps, horn and tools.

Byrider Electric a Trim Rig.

But one of the several newcomers at the

show proves to be of the electric class, this

being the Byrider Electric, which is a trim,

low-hung, victoria runabout, with full vic

toria or stanhope top, and comfortable up

holstery. Its running weight is 1,650 pounds,

and it has these general characteristics:

Wheel base, 72 inches; tires, 32 by 3%;

springs, full elliptic rear and semi-elliptic

front; transmission, by noiseless gear re

duction and double chain drive to the rear

wheels, both front and rear wheels being

mounted on Timken roller bearings. while

the transmission is hung on imported ball

bearings. The electrical equipment com

prises a single series-wound, 2 horsepower

motor, a 24-cell battery of the 9 M V Exide

type, a continuous torque controller, af

fording five speeds varying from 6 to 22

miles per hour, left hand control with side

lever steering gear, double internal brakes

on the rear wheels as well as a transmission

brake, and the usual safety provisions and

equipment of lamps and electric meters.

The mileage is catalogued at 40 per charge

on high speed, and 70 miles on the second

speed.

Price Runabout Proves Radical.

In the light runabout exhibited by W.

C. Price, is found an extreme and altogether

startling novelty in the shape of a two speed

and reverse, combination friction and belt

drive. The vehicle itself is of the small

runabout type, weighing only 700 pounds,

and equipped with single seated body with

top. and a box behind which may be used

as a rumble seat if desired. The motor is

air-cooled, double opposed, has cylinders

3% by 3% inches, bore and stroke, and is

rated at 10 horsepower.

The change gear comprises a horizontal

extension of the crank shaft, and a second

ary or driven shaft below it, communicat

ing with the live rear axle through the usual

cardan shaft, but so contrived that by mov

ing the side lever. its distance from the

main driving shaft directly above it, may

be altered to suit the required conditions.

Each of the two shafts carries a two-step

cone pulley, of respective diameters of 4 and
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6 inches, the steps being reversed on the

two shafts, as in the case of the speed

cones commonly employed in shop practice.

The shafts are connected by double belting

adapted to establish the driving relation

whenever the lower shaft is dropped low

enough to secure the proper tension. Shift—

ing the belt from one set of pulleys to the

other, as effected by means of a regular

belt shipper, call-ed into requisition when

the tension is released, has the effect of al

tering the driving ratio and so “changing

speed."

The reverse is obtained by means of a pair

of friction wheels, brought into engagement

when the lower shaft is raised to its full

height of travel, the forward driving belt

at the same time running idle and loose,

and kept free of the driven pulley by virtue

of its centrifugal force. The driving mem

ber of the reverse friction group consists of

a wedge pulley of end wood, while the

driven member is a grooved sheave of sim

ple cast iron. The car has 98-inch wheel

base, and in stock models has 30 and 32

inch wheels, shod with 1%-inch solid tires.

The show car, however, is equipped with 28

by 3-inch pneumatics.

MOTOR BUGGIES.

Last year it became evident for the first

time not simply that there was a field for
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the high wheeled motor buggy and that it

was “taking hold,” but that the manufactur

ers were evincing'an interest in its advance

ment, no less persistent than the response

of the buying public was ready. These con

ditions are now so well established that in

terest in this unique type of vehicle has be

come general and very extended. The

show boasts a coterie of no less than eleven

machines, of which the prototype of its

class—the Holsman—the Schacht, the Re

liable Dayton, and the Pontiac, have al

ready been shown this year in New York,

along with others of their kind.

Duer the First Four Cylinder Buggy.

Of those which are new as far as the

present show is concerned, probably none

is likely to attract greater attention than

the forthcoming type of Duer, in which is

installed for the first time in any vehicle of

the sort, a four-cylinder V-type motor. This

radical innovation of the radical, despite its

apparent leap into the realm of the mechan

ical extremes, nevertheless is not so very

complex in reality, and as a matter of fact,

is adapted to go into the same chassis as

the present Duer twin motor type.

The 22-24 horsepower motor itself is an

original device. The cylinders are 4 inches,

bore and stroke, air cooled, and the valves
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are mechanically operated, the exhaust be

ing located in the heads, opened by means

of walking beams and push rods from the

single cam shaft, while the inlets are placed

in offset pockets, and are worked from be

neath by direct thrust. Two fans are pro

vided for cooling purposes; one—belt driven

——is placed in the usual position at the front

of the machine, while the other is embodied

in the fly wheel. The motor has a three

point mounting, which is effected by means

of two tubular members reaching from side

to side of the frame. The forward tube is

attached to the crank case above the shaft,

by means of two suitable lugs, while the

rear end of the crank case is hung from the

second tube by means of a collar which

completely surrounds the rear crank shaft

bearing. The transmission is the same as

that used during the past season on the Duer

cars, that is to say, a special form of mul

tiple bevel drive, affording two forward

speeds and a reverse, with cable drive to

the wheels.

The complete vehicle shown, is driven

by the regular 12 horsepower opposed mo

tor used in the 1907 cars, and differs from

that machine only in point of a very few

details. These have been confined princi

pally to alterations in the design of the

body, such as reducing the width of the seat,

shortening the over-all length, and other»

wise compacting it.

The Staver carriage stands out in a some

what conspicuous and very “up-to-the-min

ute” light, owing to the use of vanadium

steel ,in its make-up. As compared with the

machine shown for the first time last year

it reveals a number of alterations, of more

or less significant nature. The two-cylinder

water cooled motor is S by 5 inches in cylin

der dimensions, instead of 5 by 4% inches

as last year. The rated output is 20 horse

power. The wheel base also has been in

creased 7 inches to 78 inches, and the tire

sizes have been increased from 1% inches.

to 1% and 1% inches, front and rear. The

body is 5 inches longer than before, and full

elliptic springs with scroll ends, are now

used in the rear, instead of the semi-elliptic

equipment. The present springs are

shackled at both ends, and the driving

strains are taken up entirely by means of

suitable distance rods. The back axle is

cranked some 3 inches, in order to lowar

the center of gravity of the body.

As in the former model, the driver sits on

the left side of the vehicle, steering by

means of a side tiller, and controlling the

machine by two pedals and a suitable gear

lever on the steering column. The pedals

are now of the piano lever type instead of

the push plate pattern, however, and one or

two other alterations of like significance

have been adopted. A new mechanical lu

bricator has been applied to the motor, the

fly wheel is now 22'inches in diameter, and

it is further provided with fan blades de—

signed to clear the body of the heated air,

making the seat more comfortable in warm

weather. The use of vanadium steel is con

fined to such fittings as the new sprocket
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mountings on the rear wheels, which are

of lighter pattern than has been used beforev

to the spring shackles and other connecting

parts of the carriage work which are likely

to be subjected to severe loads.

Odd Cooling System of the Columbus.

One of the newcomers in the buggy field

and one which appears entirely unan

nounced at this show, is the Columbus,

which is a typical specimen of its class,

chain driven, carefully built, and Origmal in

design. It has a two<cylinder, air-cooled

motor, of 10 horsepower, placed on the right

side of the vehicle under the seat, and driv

ing the rear wheels independently through

side chains. The change speed gearing is

of the sliding pinion type, affording two for»

ward speeds and the reverse, and is com

pactly mounted in close connection with

the motor.
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A peculiar feature of the cooling system

is the use of an outward-flow turbine con

struction for the fly wheel fan. The peri

phery of the wheel is pierced with a num

ber of rectangular openings which form the

outlets for a number of curved blades which

conduct the heated air radially outward and

deliver it at the rear of the motor com

partment, a close-fitting pan

around the front of the wheel serving to

confine the induction to the space surround-~

ing the cylinders. The wheels are 4'! and

46 inches in diameter, shod with- solid'rub

ber tires; the wheel base is 80 inches, and

the total vehicle weight is 800 pounds.

The Solidly Constructed Federal.

The Federal, which also is being shown

for the very first time, embodies probably

more solidity of construction than any other

of the buggy machines. This is revealed

most noticably in the case of the motor

mounting, which consists of a cast iron

bed plate, from the under side of which the

crank case and cylinders are hung. This

arrangement is in part necessitated by the

type of transmission employed, which con-~

sists of an aluminum alloy disc, attached

to the fly wheel and driving a fiber follower

wheel which is mounted on a longitudinal

shaft, communicating with the live rear

axle through a veritable cardan shaft and

enclosed bevel and differential group. The

speed ratio is controlled by a side lever, the

application of the driven against the driv

ing discs being regulated by a pedal, A

second pedal controls the contracting

brake on the rear wheels. The vehicle has

a heavy pressed steel frame wheel steering

gear, full elliptic springs, and is mounted an

annular ball bearings throughout. It; spe

cifications are: Motor, 12 horsepower, op

posed, air cooled, straight cylinder type;

wheels, 35 inches diameter, shod with solid

tires: wheel base, 76 inches; weight, 1,175

pounds.

Flexibility of the Chicago.

The new Chicago motor buggy possesses

the somewhat unusual feature of extreme

flexibility in its specifications, the object

being to provide the purchaser with just

the machine be requires without burdening

him with any greater cost than is absolutely

necessary. Thus while the cheapest ar

rangement listed comprises tiller steering

gear, steel tires, and a plain, open box body,

by the addition of solid rubber tires, wheel

steering, a top and more complete equip

ment in other ways, the same vehicle in its

essentials may be made to serve a far dif~

ferent purpose from what it is suited to ac

complish in its most elementary set-up.

The principal specifications of the Chi

cago line are: Motor, opposed cylinder, air

cooled type, rated at 10 horsepower; plan

etary change gear, pedal controlled; center

chain drive to live rear axle; wheels, 38

inches diameter, shod with l%;-inch steel

oval edged tires, or rubber tires as an extra

option; wheel base, 65 inches; suspension by

under and

full elliptic end springs. On the two larger

of the three models produced, a 12 horse

power, 4% by 4% inch motor is employed,

together with a slightly heavier equipment

all around. The three styles of body sup

plied are known as the buggy, trap and

surrey.

Reeves and Its Friction Development.

The high-wheeled runabout shown for the

first time by the Reeves Pulley Co., while a

complete and well designed vehicle in every

respect, is introduced quite as much as a

tangible demonstration of the possibilities

of using the new Reeves motor buggy power

plant in other machines of this description,

as with the idea of making direct sales of

the Reeves complete vehicle. The power

plant is a new construction embodying an

  

that the low speed driven pulleys will not

make contact when the counter shaft is

brought into place. The reverse is obtained

by means of an idler, brought into contact

between the normal driving and driven

members. -

Bugmobile with Controlled Differential.

Another vehicle which is designed quite

as much for carriage builders as for direct

sales of the complete vehicle, is the new

Bugmobile, which is a substantial looking

victoria carriage, with comfortable seat and

full leather top. It has an unique system

of transmission by individual chain from

motor shaft to counter shaft, and special

self-lubricating cable to the rear wheels.

The selection of the two forward speeds is

made by 'mean of a positive clutch locking

KOLSMAN BUGGY TYPE COUPE

entirely novel development in the friction

transmission line, and it is the intention

of the makers to place it on the market for

the use of carriage makers, rather than to

confine themselves exclusively to the build—

ing of the complete rig, of which only a

limited number will be produced.

The motor is of the opposed, air cooled

type, placed in the center of the frame, has

valves in the heads, worked by walking

beam and push rod gearing, and is sup—

ported by a fore and aft cradle between

two cross frame supports. The transmission

is in complete duplicate. That is to say,

the friction driving pulleys are doubled, one

set driving each of the rear wheels through

side chains, so that no differential gearing

is required, and also in the event of a broken

chain, or otherwise damaged driving me

chanism, the vehicle will not necessarily

be disabled. The It‘lCthll surfaces are alum

inum alloy and tarred paper.

The drive is obtained by moving the coun

ter shaft in such a way that the two»step

pulley which it carries on each of its dis

connected ends, is brought into contact

with a similar pulley on the crank shaft.

The primary contact gives a low speed

drive. For the high speed, the low speed

pulleys on the motor shaft, are telescoped

inside the high speed driving pulleys, so

one or the other of the two countershaft

sprockets to its shaft. The reverse is se

cured by bringing the outside of a third

chain, which runs from the crank shaft to

an idle sprocket, into contact with a spe

cial sprocket on the counter shaft. The ap

plication of power to the rear wheels is se

cured by moving 'tl:e rear axle a very slight

distance fore and aft, and just sufficient to

regulate the transmission system.

The most unique feature of the machine,

however, is the use of a special form of

controlled differential which is actuated by

the steering gear. To this end a set of links

control the position of the rear axle—sub

ject, of course, to the fore and aft tension—

ing movement, already described—and so

regulate it that whenever the front wheels

are deflected in ither direction, the driving

cable on what then becomes the inside

wheel of the turn, is slacked sufficiently to

release the wheel and permit it to rotate at

whatever speed is demanded by the turn.

The mechanism is so contrived that the

clutching and differentiating actions may

go on irrespective of one another. The

Bugmobile is driven by an air cooled, op

posed motor of 12 horsepower, has 40 and

44 inch wheels, shod with l%-inch solid

tircs, 74-inch wheel base, and Timken roller

bearings on all four wheels.
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The Commercial Vehicles at the Chicago Show

   

VIEW IN TATTBRSALLS BEFORE FIRE DBSTROYED THE DECORATIONS

As has already been indicated, the com

mercial section, while marking a new era in

show history, and probably in the progress

of the commercial vehicle in this country

as well, is not distinguished by any degree

of overcrowding. Visitors at all times have

plenty of elbow room in the Seventh Regi

ment Armory—the old Tattersalls—while

to the number of empty spaces which were

unprovided for in the original allotments

of stands, are added also at least three

others, left vacant by the defection of pro

posed exhibitors. llappily the unfortunate

incident on Tuesday morning was not of

sufficient moment to close the doors for

more than half a day in all, the resumption

of business in the evening being at once

a credit to the management. and revealing

but slight loss to the show as a whole—

despite the loss of the bunting sky.

Of the scone and more of makers showing

commercial vehicles several have already

exhibited in New York this year. Among

such exhibits are the neat little one ton

Franklin stake truck, with its air-cooled,

vertical, four cylinder motor, concealed

under the driver's seat, sliding gear trans~

mission and worm drive; the Thomas tax

icab and chassis, which attracted so much

attention at the Garden because of the com

pact design of its b10ck type motor; the

exceedingly practical looking Brush de

livery, with its unique construction through

de

livery wagons and light stake truck. These

out; and the Pope-\Naverly electric

stand out as conspicuous examples of the

possibilities of light construction, coupled

with a fair capacitv for speed.

Among the heavier vehicles which already

have made their bow to the show \isitor,

the massive electrics of the Studebaker line,

together with the attractive hotel bus, which

also drew attention in the Garden, are good

where

Re

liance trucks, which are distinguished by

examples of what may be done

heavier loads are to be carried. The

the interchangeable features of their two

cycle motors, are shown on the adjacent

stand, and call attention to the fact that it

is a practical impossibility to design a

motor equipment for any vehicle such_ that

it will respond invariably to the demands

of commercial service. hall,

the large exhibit of Rapid vehicles, embody

Across the
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RAPID TRUCK

ing a wide range of application of the

motor car to the commercial field, and in

eleven different styles, and also revealing

a wide variety of uses for the two distinct

chassis of 1% and 1 ton capacity, respect

ively, is a valuable object lesson in itself.

For the purposes of the utility vehicle,

friction drive is held to be especially suit

able on account of its simplicity, since,

apart from questions of its efficiency, it

generally gives less trouble in the hands of

careless or unskilled operators than any

other type. It is typical of the growth of

this feeling that no less than five of the

makers staging in this part of the show

boast this feature' among others in their

exhibits, the method of transmission being,

in each case, essentially the distinctive ele

ment in the vehicle. It is further of im

portance to note that no two of these are

alike in method of application, though the

principle always remains the same.

Simple Control of the Meiselbach.

While the Meiselbach car has but one

speed in either direction, its transmission

is of substantial construction and not

liable to get out of order. On a line shaft

coupled direct to the engine crank shaft, are

two bevelled tarred paper pinions, fitting

on splines so as to be capable of movement

into or out of engagement with two large

grey iron beveled surfaces. The discs car—

rying these surfaces are keyed solid to two

independent cross shafts so that they re

volve in opposite directions when driven.

They are backed up with ball hearings to

take the thrust. To correct for their oppo

site direcion of travel, the motion of one

of the cross shaft driven mebers is re—

vcrsed through a pair of steel spur gears

to a parallel sprocket shaft. The advantages

of this arrangement are that there is no

side strain on the drive shaft and the en

gaging friction3 surfaces having the same

level, there is no cross slip between them,

due to varying diameters of contact. There

is a very slight slip, however, as no differ

ential gear is provided and this is intended

to provide for the different speeds of the

drive wheels in rounding corners. The two

chains are necessarily different lengths.

The control is \ery simple, the forward

speed pinion being engaged by lever at the

driver's seat. The reverse is operated by

pedal, as are also the powerful band brakes

on the periphery of the large friction discs.

The motor is 28 horsepower. horizontal,

double opposed, with a large fly whccl. A

large force feed oiier located on top of the

crank case furnishes the lubrication. The

stripped chassis on view is of l‘ton ca

pacity_

Worth with no Fly Wheel.

The \North, another distinctive car, has

a four-cylinder engine, of 5 by 6 inch bore

and stroke. It has no fiy wheel, the two

large revolving disc members of the “trans

mission acting as such. Between these two

RELIANCE TRUCK

flat discs are twa friction wheels, fiber

rimmed and splined to shafts—directly

coupled to the sprocket shafts through uni

versal joints. When one wheel is engaged

with the forward disc, the other is similarly

engaged to the rear one.

The driven wheels are thrown into or out

of engagement with the discs by means of a

lever at the driver‘s side, a motion of about

two and one-half inches in this lever being

sufficient to go from the forward to the

reverse directions. The lever is held in

place in the forward position by ratchet and

pawl. The rear wheels are driven by large

silent chains. Speed is varied by moving

the two friction wheels toward or away

from each other. This is done by two 0p—

posed racks with a pinion between operated

by a hand wheel on the steering column.

Large band brakes on the rear wheels are

operated by a ratchet foot lever.

Unusual Form of Motor in the Weeks.

The \Veeks system of transmission is

somewhat similar to others of the same

genral class in that there are two large

friction discs keyed to the drive shaft with

a pair of friction wheels operating between

them. These wheels do not swing in the

same way as any of the others. Instead,

they are splined to the two sprocket shafts

which in turn revolve in pivoted yokes.

These yokcs swing in a longitudinal plane

bringing the wheels into engagement with

either the forward or rear discs as desired.
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one wheel engaging one disc while the other

wheel engages with the other disc. This

plan has a tendency to slightly tighten or

loosen the chain, but avoids the use of uni

versal joints. Control of the gear is by

two pedals, one for forward and one for

reverse motion. The wheels are moved to

ward or 'away from the center of the‘discs

by a hand lever to give the variable speed

effect.

A novel and altogether unusual form of

air-cooled two-cycle motor is found in this

machine, which, as is claimed, is based on

original patents of a revolutionary nature.

The essence of its action depends upon a

measure of internal as well as external cool

ing, which is effected by causing the gas to

traverse a labyrinth in the under side of

the piston as it is transferred from the crank

case to the cylinder at the end of the ex

haust. The mixed vapor and air. coming in

contact with the heated surfaces of a num

ber of baffling ribs cast in the piston, is

merged into a complete gas and thoroughly

mingled by agitation. A secondary effect

of the system is that the heat absorbed in

completing the vaporization of the charge

in this way, is removed from the cylinder

thus effecting a Icwering in cylinder and

piston temperatures, which results in a

working cycle of unusual completeness

chemically, and excellent mechanical results,

,as far as regularity of action, and throttle

action are concerned. The cylinders are

square externally, liberally provided with

cooling flanges, and measure 4 inches, bore

and stroke. The rated output is 20 horse

power.

Lambert Mechanism Well Protected.

The type of friction gearing employed in

the transmissions applied to the Lambert

vehicles, already is familiar in its appli

cation to the pleasure vehicles produced-by

the same makers, and of unquestionable suc

cess. The same system in somewhat modi

fied form, is employed in the massive news

paper delivery wagon staged just opposite

the main entrance to the Armory. But two

elements are employed in this device,

namely a driving and a driven disc, the

latter, mounted on a counter shaft, free to

move endwise upon it, and securing its

contact with the driver through the motion

of the shaft toward or away from the motor

which the driving disc serves in lieu of a

fly wheel.

The vehicle in question is noteworthy in

respect to its mounting on indestructible

steel wheels, as well as for the use of the

complete metal housing of the transmis...on

by a metal under i-an of rigid construction.

Another feature which is of interest in its

way also, is the use of a curved metal

fender running across the front of the

vehicle and serving at once as a buffer and

guard for the tubular radiator. The motor.

which is of the four»cylinder, vertical type,

is completely housed under the foot board

and driver’s seat, the entire mechanism of

propulsion of the vehicle thus being at once

hidden from view and rendered as unob

jectionable as possible, and protected from

dust and dirt as viell as liability to injury

from external sources at the same time.

Worm Drive of the Mitchell.

One of the most salient features of the

Mitchell truck is the worm drive, which af

fords a six-to-one reduction in speed, allow‘

ing a maximum speed of 15 miles an hour

in the equipment displayed at the show, and

gives an ideal smoothness and certainty of

 

  

ventional touring car form. It has its motor

mounted in front of the driver's seat, under

a regular hood, and carries a covered van

body of neat and pleasing proportions.

Features of the American.

In connection with the subject of trans

missions as applied to the commercial ve

hicles, it is safe to say that one of the most

remarkable, because of its rarity on ma

chines of the heaVicr order, is the planetary

system found on the American, a massive
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action in hard usage, such as can be ob

tained in no other way. The machine in

question, which is of original and purely

commercial design save for the motor, is

rated at 1 ton capacity, is driven by a 20

horsepower, four-cylinder, vertical motor

and has a sliding gearset, with straight line

propeller shaft to the worm group on the

live rear axle. The wheel base is 110 inches,

and the wheels are 30 inches in diameter,

shod with 3 and 3% inch solid tires. front

and rear.

A second machine on display, which is

intended for delivery purposes and there

fore requires greater speed capacity and

flexibility of m'ovement than the truck, is

mounted on a chassis of more nearly con
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3 ton vehicle. The construction of this

‘machine is extremely heavy in every point,

this fact, coupled with the large size and

powerful mounting of the gear housing,

making it safe to assume that the interior

parts of the spur planetary gear are equally

beyond the limit of of any possible strain——

that is to say,'werc such an assumption re

quired in the face of the accomplished per

formances of these vehicles during the sev

eral years in whica they have boasted this

feature.

Another noteworthy point in the makeup

of this truck is in the use of an auxilliary

cooling surface and water storage space at

the rear of the vehicle, in the shape of a flat

coil' of iron piping, laid below the floor

level. Besides adding a positive assurance

of ample cooling effect regardless of at

mospheric or highway running conditions

this addition, provides an extra 33%, per

cent. of water in the system, and safeguards

the user against overheating through care

lessness on the part of the driver in letting

the supply run too low in the radiator.

The specifications include: Motor. four

cylinder vertical. with cylinders, 5 by 6

inches, bore and stroke, special design rend

ering it possible t) dismount all vital parts

without removing the motor from the frame

or seriously dismantling it: rated output.

30-36 horsepower; double speed change

I
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gear, double chain transmission to rear

wheels, heavy beaming surfaces througout;

wheel base, 118 inches, 36 inches diameter,

tires, 4 and 5 inches, sidewire type.

Friction Transmission of the Plymouth.

Still another type of four disc friction

transmission is found in the case of the Ply

mouth trucks, in which the driving action

is carried from the motor to a pair of alumi

num alloy discs splined upon the driving

shaft and free to slide upon it under the in

fluence of one or the other of two pedals.

Between them are a pair of driven sheaves,

faced with papier mache, running fast upon

a pair of co—axial counter shafts upon which

they are splined, and thus making contact

with one or the other of the two driving

discs according to circumstances, and at a

speed ratio determined by their distances

from the centre of the discs. As they make

contact upon opposite sides of the centre of

the driving disc, they revolve in opposite

and have 2% inch width of face. The wheel

base is 103 inches, and the weight of chassis,

3,800 pounds.

_Coppock and Its Compact Power Plant.

The neat form of two-cycle motor em

ployed in the Coppock truck serves to call

attention to the general compact pro

portions of the power plant as revealed in

1 ton chassis, bared for inspection. The

cylinder dimensions of this machine are 4%

by 5 inches, and its rated output is 20-24

horsepower.

tically under the seat, has copper water

jackets, and is connected to the three

speed, progressive type change gear through

an internal expanding bronze master clutch

ring, fitted with cork inserts. The final

drive is by double side chain, a pair of con

tra‘cting band brakes being mounted inside

the frame on the counter shaft. A second

pair of contracting brakes, operated by the

side lever, are mounted on the rear wheels.

~

The motor is mounted ver— .

between high wheels shod with single tires,

or low wheels shod with twin tires, each

equipment being held to have its peculiar

advantages under certain conditions of

services.

The carrying capacity if the standard

truck is 5,000 pounds. The motor output

is rated at 24 horsepower. The wheels are

mounted on Timken roller bearings, and the

change gear on annular ball bearings.

Three Point Suspension of the Knox.

Another heavy tvpe of vehicle, also distin

guished by its air-cooling features, is the

Knox, two examples of which are staged.

The new 3 ton, four-cylinder truck, is driven

by a 30 horsepower vertical motor, placed

under the driver's seat, and driving through

a three-speed, selective, sliding gearsct, and

double chains to the rear wheels. It has 111

inch wheel base, 36 inch wheels, shod with

4~inch solid rubber tires, and weighs 5,000

pounds. Rather an unusual feature of this
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directions, the required correction, neces

sary to establish uniform direction of

motion in the two side chains which they

drive, being thus secured by means of a

secondary counter shaft on one side, driven

from the main counter shaft by spur gears.

The advantage of this system is that no

differential requirement exists, each side

being driven by a complete and independent

friction transmission, a secondary advantage

being that the transmission will not neces

sarily be crippled by the breaking of a chain,

or by the disabling of one entire side of the

system for any reason. The forward and

reverse directions cf motion are obtained by

drawing one or the other of the two driving

discs into contact with the corresponding

members on the counter shaft.

The Plymouth wagons are driven by a

40 horsepower, 4% by 5 inch four-cylinder,

vertical motor placed low down in front

under the seat. The wheels are 34 and 36

inches in diameter, front and rear, shod with

single and twin solid tires, 4% and 2F/2 plus

2% inch in width, respectively. The

emergency brakes expanding in drums on

the rear wheels, are 16 inches in diameter

The wheel base is 87 inches, the wheels

are shod with 32 by 3y, and 32 by flinch

tires, front and rear, and the weight of the

chassis is 2,900 pounds. The standard body

is a stake platform with protecting apron

at the front and sides of the carrying space,

which 56 by 96 inches in floor dimensions.

Interesting Points in Frayer-Miller.

Several points of interest are disclosed by

a study of the characteristics of the lirayer

Miller trucks, among them being the use

of a four-speed selective type sliding pinion

change gear. thus permitting the use of a

high-speed driving ratio considerably above

that normally applied to vehicles of its

class, and extremely useful where it is nec

essary to make long return trips without

load. This feature is so worked out that

with proper gearing of the side driving

chains, it is possible to attain speeds of

from 20 to 40 miles per hour when running

light. The air-cooling of the motor is a

feature of note in this, as in the pleasure

cars produced under the same name. An

other point which is brought out by the

makers is the option offered the purchaser
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machine, though common enough and well

tried in pleasure car practice, is the use of

three point suspension, both on motor and

transmission supports. Another excellent

feature of the power plant is the use of the

continuous, flush-feed 'type of lubricating

system. The oil receptacle is placed in the

bottom of the crank case, and the feed is

rendered positive and proportional to the

speed of the engine by the use of a posi

tively driven gear pump.

Safir, the Only Foreign Truck.

The only example of foreign VClllClC con

struction on view, the Safir 4 ton truck. nat

urally attracts considerable attention. As a

matter of fact, it boasts the most complete

motor equipment in this part of the show,

speaking from the engineering point of

view, and is well worth study on that ac

count alone. For example, the motor is

equipped with a self-starting device, a com—

pression breaking device affording some

thing like 75 per cent. of the full power of

the motor at corresponding speeds, an auto

matic jet carburetter, selective gearsct, and

other features such as ordinarily are dis
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Coverable only on high grade and expensive

cars.

The starting gea: comprises a small com

pressor actuated from the main driving

shaft of the vehicle, and controlled by a

multiple action lever which also may be

made to admit a charge of air from the

compression tank under the chassis to a

special manifold mounted over the motor

and connecting with the various cylinders

through openings over the exhaust valves.

At the centre of this manifold is a rotary

distributing valve having four ports, and

driven from the exhaust cam shaft in syn

chronism with the motor thereby admitting

the charge of air from the manifold to the

cylinder next in order of firing througli one

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

end of compression coming in each case,

just about as the piston commences to de

scend. As a result of this, two pistons are

continually rising against compression, and

two falling under conditions of induction,

either from the inlet or exhaust manifolds,

and the relative power of the brake is de

pendent on the timing of the valves, which,

in turn, depends on the position of the lever.

The motor is of 30 nominal horsepower;

the wheel base is 153 inches; the complete

vehicle weight is 5,500 pounds. The body

is mounted on a number of cross mebers

placed edgewise on the main frame, and is

elevated to what is to the American eye, an

awkward height, but one which, neverthe

less, pcrmits the body to clear the tops of

12 horsepower, the overload capacity being

some 200 per cent.

In the case of the large machine, an in

novation appears in the shape of a set of

wood tires, which displace the solid side

wire dual rubber equipment employed hith

erto. These tires consist of blocks of end

wood placed over a bed of thick rubber

packing material which surrounds the rim

of the wheel, the blocks being held l'l place

by the side compression of a pair of flanged

locking rings which are bolted firmly in

place. For this arrangement it is claimed

that there is comparatively small material

10ss in resiliency at the slow speeds and

heavy load factors employed; that they are

cheap to build and inexpensive to repair;

 

 

 

ONE OF THE MACK TRUCKS

\

of several ports cored out of the manifold,

and leading directly to the respective

cylinders.

The braking system, which is absolutely

unique, and has been in use for some little

time by its makers in mountain work, both

for trucks and passenger ’busscs, consists

of a method of advancing the exhaust cam

shaft through 90 degrees, and simultaneously

closing the throttle damper tightly at the

carburetter, also opening communication

through the intake manifold, to an extra

discharge pipe leading back to the muffler.

The action is entirely under the control of

the throttle lever, which is mounted over

the steering wheel, and is brought into

play when that member is brought around

through some 90 degrees of travel beyond

the ordinary position of closed throttle.

The effect of thus advancing the exhaust

timing and connecting the intake pipe with

the exhaust drum, is to convert the motor

into a two-cycle air compressor. That is to

say, with the throttle in the braking posi

tion, no gas is admitted to the cylinders.

but instead, there are alternate compression

and induction strokes, the release at the

the wheels, thus providing a clear load-car

rying space of 11 feet by 6, floor area.

I

Innovation on the Couple-Gear.

No little interest attaches to the unique

system of motor drive applied to the Cou

ple-Gear electric Vehicles, its use being most

significant as employed on the S-ton truck

with four~wlieel drive, although the more

novel application to the front wheels only

of the new light delivery vehicle is calcu

lated to attract atmost as much attention,

because of the consequent and unusual ap

pearance of the vehicle in question.

The principle of the Couple-Gear system,

embodies the use of a very compact form

of electric motor, mounted within the en

closure of a double saucer disc driving

wheel, with a pinion on either end of its

armature shaft engaging one or two bevel

gears mounted inside the wheel, but on

opposite sides. The motor is fixed to the

axle and kept from revolving, and by a spe

cial difl'ercntial contrivance located in the

armature shaft, the transmission losses are

reduced to 'lll extremely low minimum. The

total rated motor output of the machine is
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and furthermore, that such repairs may be

made at any time and with slight outlay of

labor upon materials always at hand. In

substantiation 0f tins, it is stated that when

first applied the blocks are not specially

dressed to an even surface, the effect of

the road dirt and the load being sufficient

to establish a good running surface within

a short time.

Gifford-Pettit a New Comer.

An absolutely new structure, designed to

withstand heavy loading and road stresses

successfully, is found in the Git’ford-Pettit,

which is making its first public appearance

at the show. It is of the heavier order of

truck design, and is rated at 3 tons ca

pacity. Among its special features may be

mentioned the use of double igniticn by

jump spark and make and break, with Bosch

magneto, both the commutator and ignitor

timing being regulated simutaneously by the

spark lever; the use of complete automatic

lubrication in all parts of the vehicle there

being no lcss than 11 oil ft-cils. taking 0 re

of all important bearings, including the dif

ncse bronze castings in the lower half of
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the gear case, the differential housing, and

other important parts; and the use of very

heavy internal-external brakes on the rear

wheels.

The general specifications include: Mo

tor, four-cylinder, vertical, water cooled,

with cylinders 4% by 6 inches, rated output

30—35 horsepower; change gear, of the slid

ing pinion type, affording three forward

speeds, with direc: drive on the high, and

the lay shaft idle; double chain drive;

wheels and tires, 36 by 5 and 36 by 3%

inches, front and rear, respectively; wheel

base, 120 inches; weight, 5,000 pounds, chas<

sis alone; Timken axles and roller bearings

throughout.

Pittsburg Electric Delivery Wagon.

Several exclusive and interesting features

are developed in the construction of the

Pittsburg electric delivery wagons, among

them being, in the case of the 1,500 pound

machine, a laudable attempt at interchange

ability which has been m05t successful.

There are no “rights” and “lofts” in the mo

tor hangers and transmission parts, no un

necessary parts, and all parts are of simple

form: The complete vehicle weighs 4,500

pounds, is mounted on three-quarter plat‘

form springs, both front and rear, has mas

sive, cast steel I-beam axles, and armored

wood sills—there being no separate chassis

apart from the body. The electrical equip

ment includes two motors driving the rear

wheels independently, a 42—cell battery of 11

plate cells, and 140 A. If. capacity. A West

inghouse controller, with positive reverse

switch, is fitted, and the steering gear, which

is of original design, is absolutely without

lost motion.

The characteristics of the 750-pound light

delivery wagon also shown are: Single mo~

tor driving the live rear axle by Morse si

lent chain; no intermediate reduction; 22

cells of 140 A. H. battery, with a guaran

teed radius of 40 miles on a charge at 10

miles per hour; total weight on wheels,

2,500 pounds. As in the larger car, no

separate chassis formation is employed, it

being held that a certain flexibility is se

cured with the built-in body construction,

which is desirable as conducive to smooth
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load haulage and vehicle endurance. The

additional weight of the chassis, its cost,

and the stresses dut to its rigidity are used

as arguments against its usefulness.

Points of the Sayers & Scoville.

Among the newcomers may be mentioned

the Sayers & Scoville which displays a num

ber of points worthy of note. Among those

which contribute not a little to the service

ability of the machine may be mentioned

the use of a special ignition system which

is original and unique. The accumulator,

a spare set of dry cells, and the four unit

coils, are mounted in a special box at the

right side of the vehicle, and all wiring led

from it is firmly secured so that it cannot

chafe or work itself loose from its terminal

connections. The coils are so constructed

that on slipping them into the case a brass

post protruding from the rear end makes

contact with the proper terminals. The

vibrators are readily accessible when the

door of the box is open, and the arrange

ment is such that only the closing of

the door is required to hold the entire out»

fit in place, the batteries being electrically

connected in the same fashion as the coils.

.The coils are of special construction, made

to order, and are adapted for use in con

nection with the lo.v tension magneto, which

also forms a part of the electrical equip

ment.

The motor is of the four-cylinder vertical

pattern, located in the conventional way,

and is rated at 25 horsepower. The frame

is of armored wood, mounted on three

quarter platform springs in the rear and

semi-elliptics in front. The change gear is

of the sliding pinion type. affording

three forward speeds. It is mounted on

annular ball bearings with Timken roller

bearings to absorb the thrusts. There are

two sets of brakes, one on the rear wheels

and one on the counter shaft, two bands

being located, one at either end, just inside

the frame. The wheel base is 96 inches, the

wheels are 32 and 34 inches in diameter,

shod with 3% inch solid tires, the weight

is 2,600 pounds, and the capacity rating.

3,000 pounds.

New Things Among the Parts and Accessories Exhibits

In the field of parts and accessories it

is evident that the two earlier New York

shows by no means uncovered the whole

gamut of the 1908 offerings, for in addi

tion to the exhibits which already had ap

peared in the previous shows of the season,

a number of new things are disclosed by

concerns that were not represented at the

other function. How many uncatalogued

exhibitors there are probably never will be

known. The raising of the ban on sub

lctting of space brought in a flood of small

specialties; each day one or more of the

modest makers of such devices rented a

corner of some stand and made their bids

for business.

Naturally the well known exhibitors that

appeared at New York made a brave show

ing at Chicago, as well, and consequently

the visitor finds nearly all of the sundries

and accessories that he is familiar with by

reputation, such as Solar lamps, Jones

speedometers, Truffault-Hartford shock

absorbers, Sta-Rite plugs, Index speed indi

cators, Harroun bumpers and the like. All

of the popular tires are represented, includ

ing Diamond, Hartford, Ajax, Continental,

G & J, Morgan 8: Wright, Firestone, Em

pire and Michelin. The ignition concerns

are strong in numbers, prominent among

the displays being the products of the

Witherbee Igniter Co., the Splitdorf Lab

ratory, the Connecticut Telephone and

Electric Co., the Remy Electric Co., the

Heinze Electric Co., and the Pittsfield Spark

Coil Co. Exhibits of special interest to the

makers of cars are also numerous, and the

manufacturer or designer finds a great as

sortment of component parts for review in

the exhibits of such concerns as the Timken

Roller Bearing Axle Co., the Whitney Mfg.

Co., the Midgley Mfg. Co., the Standard
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Roller Bearing Co., the Baldwin Chain and

Mfg. Co., the Kinsey Mfg. Co., the Bris

coe Mfg. Co. and the Diamond Chain and

Mfg. Co. ‘

About the only novelty in motor design

is the “Teg” two-cycle, two cylinder engine,

made by the Lange-Smith Motor Co., of Chi

cago, which is of interest because of the

claims for internal cooling that are made

for it. Flanges or ribs on the lower part of

the piston form .1 maze through which the

compressed vapor mixture must pass on its

way up through the piston port into the

explosion chamber above the piston head.

This has the double effect of cooling the

piston by its contact with the mixed gas

olene vapor and air, and of correspondingly

warming the mixture so thoroughly as to

effect complete vaporization of whatever

gasolene mist or spray it may contain and

preparing it for more ready and complete

combustion. The cool piston inside assists

the air flanges on the outside of the motor

in keeping the cylinder walls from over

heating. The engine is very similar to the

motor used on the Weeks commercial car

shown in Tattersalls, and the makers of the

latter claim that the design was “borrowed”

from them by a former employe.

Among the vast array of standard sup

plies and sundries, the Excelsior Supply

Co., of Chicago, shows the Echo horn, an

exhaust operated alarm having three tubes

and a tri-tone chime; the Mandeville steer

ing wheel muff, which protects the driver’s

hands on the steering wheel; the Universal

tire protector or blow-out patch; the “In

ner Shoe" for rebuilding the inside of tire

casings; samples of “Triumph” grease, the

special product of the Perfection Grease

Co., South Bend, Ind., for automobile use;

a liquid compound for cleaning cylinders of

carbon, called “Carbonit”; Parks plugging

specialties and rubber cement for tires; and

the “Jef” valve grinding tool which oper

ates with a crank.

1n tires a radically new product is pre

sented by the Zeglen Bullet-Proof Cloth

Co., of Chicago, in clinchers in which the

Zeglen fabric of silk strands is used instead

of the more usual canvas. Whether this

fabric would successfully prevent bullets

from penetrating the tires if the latter were

shot at is not made clear, but the user is

given assurances that it will prevent punc

ture or bursting, with no sacrifice of resi

liency.

An improved model of the Warner fric

tion clutch is put on view by the Warner

Clutch Co., of Chicago, and W. B. Mur

ray, of Chicago, shows several forms of

planetary gear. In the parts class the At

las Mfg. Co., of Fostoria, 0., is also con

spicuous as a newcomer, with specimens of

crankshaft work in which specially accurate

grinding is a feature. McCord 8: Co., of

Chicago, already well known through their

established lines of force feed lubricators,

their radiators, gaskets and the like, show

for the first time the new McCord carbur

etter, which is of the “puddle” type, and a

new low tension magneto. The latter,

which is of very original design, is parti

cularly suited to use on small cars. The

De Souchet Motor Appliance Co., Chicago,

displayed a self~startiug device of some

originality. ,

With a name based on the characteris:

tics of the product. the Triple Action Spring

Co., of Chicago, exhibits compound springs,

a fact which is in itself rather out of the or

dinary since the makers of semi and full

elliptic leaf springs and the makers of the

so-called supplementary spiral springs have

heretofore been widely separated. The

springs shown not only combine the usual

flat springs with the spiral supplementaries,

but introduce between the two a yielding

spring scroll, which opens under shock

stress. Road jars are taken up first by the

spiral, then by the scroll, and if sufficiently

severe, lastly by the flat spring. Ingenious

shackles for preventing side play are pro

vided. The springs are made up in a variety

of combinations, the list including three

quarter platform springs, full elliptics and

semi-elliptics.

Blue blazes, which in the vocabulary of

earlier days were synonymous with extreme

intensity, flash alarmingly at the exhibit of

the Pfanstiehl Electrical Laboratory, Chi

cago, where is installed what the exhib

itors assert is the largest automobile ig

nition coil unit ever constructed. Regular

110 volt direct current, such as is used for

lighting, is employed in what corresponds

with the battery circuit on a small coil, and

the resulting secondary or high tension

current has the qualities of real lightning.

The object of the coil monster is to show

the "caterpillar" flame which in a smaller

way the company's coils give in automobile

service. The concern, whose plant is at

North Chicago, Ill., also makes other elec

trical specialties, which are on display.

Wind shields with wood and brass frames

constitute the display of Cartier, Chapman

& Co., of Ludington, Mich., in their first

show appearance for the season, and Eu

gene Arnstein, the Chicago jobber, features

in his extensive line of sundries a new,

round, double generator at a moderate price

and the H. P. spark plug. The Imperial

Brass Co., of Chicago, makes its 1908 show

ing of pumps, robe rails and general auto

mobile brass fittings, while the Long Mfg.

Co., of Chicago, indicates that for the com

ing year it will stick to the designs which

in the past have proved so satisfactory in its

radiators. Tops constitute the specialty of

the Longdin-Brugger Co., of Fon du Lac,

Wis., and three specimens of the company's

work are on view.

“Five cars in one” are shown by the C.

H. Stratton Carriage Co., of Muncie, Ind.,

to be a possibility by the use or' a remark

able body and too arrangement which by

dropping and folding into various combi

nations gives the chassis on which it is

mounted the effect of anything from a run

about or two passenger coupe to a big li

mousine or a Pullman sleeping car. In con

vertibility it excels the wonders of the com

bination folding bed, refrigerator, cook

stove. and bookcase, which is supposed to

make life pleasant for Harlem fiat dwellers.

Vivax accumulators in different sizes

make up the exhibit of the Vivax Storage

Battery Co., of Chicago, and the Never-Miss

Spark Plug Co., of Lansing, Mich., stages

volt-meters, ampere-meters, volt-ammeters.

Never-Miss spark plugs and a handy chain

repair device. In addition to a general line

of automobile sundries the Central Rubber

Co., of Chicago, offers a very complete line

of rubber goods specialties such as automo

bile rain coats, washers' aprons, top mate

rial, tire jackets, collapsible water buckets

and tire repair m-lterials. Rare gums and

pigments such as are used in the manufac

ture of their colors and varnishes are avail

able for examination at the space of the

Standard Varnish Works, of Chicago, to

gether with specimens of their work.

In coil construction a more or less novel

design is exhibited by the Duplex Coil

Co., of Fond-du Lac, Wis. The core of the

coil is bent to a horseshoe or U shape so

that the magnetic force of both ends of the

core operates on the vibrator instead of the

force from only one end. The windings

around the core are arranged on the two

vertical arms, in two divisions, so that ex—

ternally they look like the windings on an

electric bell or a telegraph instrument. The

doubling of the magnetic force on the vi

brator is said to permit the use of a stronger

return spring and to give a consequent posi

tivity of action.

Accumulators constitute the principal feat

ure at the stands of the General Accumula

tor & Battery Co., of Milwaukee, and the

Commercial Battery Co., of Chicago. The

former company makes the Radium batter

ies and charge indicators and the latter

manufactures the Combat igniter and a com

bination dynamo and accumulator outfit

with automatic cut-off. The Hill precision

oiler in its latest form, exhibited by the

Precision Appliance Co., of Chicago, and

the mechanical oilers of Edward Neely 8:

Co., Chicago, are on view as solutions to the

lubricating problem, and the Webster ex

haust muffler, made by the Webster Muf

fler Co., of Galesburg, Ill., promises no back

pressure and no nOise. This mufi'ler is ex

hibited by J. H. Baird, of Galesburg, and

is quite novel, The exhaust is first broken

up by a sieve-like cone, and then sifts out

between fiat rings composing the outer wall.

A closing head at each end binds the rings

together under spring tension, while a hand

lever spreads the rings when desired, for

“cutting out.”

Heitger carburetters are explained to the

visitor at the space of the Heitger Carbur

etter Co., of Indianapolis. Malleable steel

castings, drop forgings and gray iron cast

ings are shown by the \Vestern Mallcable

Steel Co., of Detroit, Mich.
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Summary of Exhibits at the Chicago Show

  

A SELECTION FROM THE COLISBUM “ART GALLERY "

Pleasure Vehicles.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Packard gasolene cars.

Locomobile Company of America, Bridge

port, Conn.—Locomobile gasolene cars.

Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Wayne gasolene cars.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford. Conn.—

Columbia gasolene and electric cars.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

—Knox gasolene cars.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, Ill.—

VVoods electric cars_

Reo Motor Co.,

gasolene cars.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind—Studebaker gasolene and electric cars.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., Buffalo, N, Y

-—Thomas gasolene cars.

F. B. Stearns Co., Cleveland, O.—-Stearns

gasolene cars.

Apperson Bros. Auto Co., Kokomo, Ind.

--Apperson gasolene cars.

Northern Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

——Northern gasolene cars.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, O.——Elmore gas

olene cars.

Olds Motor Works, Lansing,

Oldsmobile gasolene cars.

Lozier Motor Co., New York—Lozier

gasolene cars.

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0.—

Stoddard-Dayton gasolene gars.

Pope Motor Car Co., Toledo, O—Pope

Toledo gasolene cars.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Pope—

Hartford gasolene cars.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

—Franklin gasolene cars.

Bartholomew Co., Peoria. Ill—Glide gas

Lansing, Mich.-—Re0

Mich.—

olene cars.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.—

Waltham-Orient gasolene cars.

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Premier gasolene cars.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkesbarre,

Pa.—Matheson gasolene cars.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown,

N. Y.-—Maxwell gasolene cars,

Geo. N. Pierce Co., Buffalo, N. Y.—Pierce

Great Arrow gasolene cars.

White Company, Cleveland, O.—White

steam cars,

Stevens-Duryea Co., Chicopee Falls. Mass.

—Stevens-Duryea gasolene cars.

Haynes Automobile Company, Kokomo,

Ind—Haynes gasolene cars.

\Ninton Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland,

O.-—Winton gasolene cars.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Royal Tourist gasolene cars.

Thomas B. Jeffery &' Co., Kenosha, Wis.

—~Rambler gasolene cars.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—National gasolene cars.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co., Buflalo, N.

Y.——Babcoek electric cars.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.—

Mitchell gasolene cars.

Pun s-Finch Auto 8: Gas Engine Co., De

troit, ich.—Pungs-Finch gasolene cars.

Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa.—Autocar gas

olene cars. ' '

Dragon Automobile Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

—Dragon gasolene cars.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, 0.

—Baker electric cars.

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Cadillac gasolene cars.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Peerless gasolene cars.

Imperial Motor Car Co., Williamsport,

Pa.-—Second Imperial gasolene cars. '

Welch Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Welch gasolene cars,

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Peerless gasolene cars.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corp., New Brit

ain, Conn.——Corbin gasolene cars.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind—Lam

bert gasolene cars.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus,

Columbus electric cars.

Nordyke & Marmon Co.,

Ind.-—Marmon gasolene cars.

American Locomotive Auto Co., New

York—American Berliet gasolene cars.

Rauch & Lang Carriage Co., Cleveland,

O.-—R & L. electric cars.

Aerocar Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Aero

car gasolene cars.

Gearless Transmission Co., Rochester, N.

Y.—Gearless gasolene cars.

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—

Moon gasolene cars,

Pierce Engine Co., Racine, Wis—Pierce

Racine gasolene cars.

Tinchcr Motor Car Co., South Bend, Ind.

—Tincher gasolene cars.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids,

Mich.—Austin gasolene cars.

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—-—

De Luxe gasolene cars.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.

—Jackson gasolene cars. ‘

0.—

Indianapolis,

American Motor Car Co.,

Ind.‘—_American gasolene cars.

Chicago Coach, & Carriage Co., Chicago,

Ill.—-Duer asolene buggies.

Staver arriage Co., Chicago—Staver

gasolene buggies.

Oscar Lear Automobile Co., Springfield,

O.—Frayer-Miller gasolene cars.

Pontiac gasolene buggies,

Pontiac gasolent buggies.

Streator Motor Car Co., Stu-ator, Ill.—

Streator gasolene cars.

Brush Runabout Co.,

Brush gasolene runabouts. ,

Colt Runabout Co., New York—Colt gas

olene runabouts.

W. C. Price, Harvey, Ill.—Price gasolene

runabout.

Mason Car Sales Co., Kansas City, Mo.—

Mason gasolene cars.

Western Automobile Works. Chicago, Ill,

—\Vestern gasolene cars. -

Perfection Automobile Works, South

Bend, Ind—Perfection gasolene cars.

Buick Motor Co., Jackson, Mich—Buick

gasolene cars.

Reeves Pulley Co., Columbus, Ind.—

Reeves gasolene buggies,

Rockford Auto & Engine Co., Rockford,

Ill.——Federal gasolene buggies.

Byrider Electric Auto Co., Cleveland, 0.

—Byridcr electrics.

Black Mfg. Co., Chicago—Chicag) gas

olene buggies.

Acme Motor Car Co., Reading, Pa.—

Acme gasolene cars.

Monarch Motor Car Co., Chicago Heights,

Ill—Monarch gasolene cars. _ -

Moline Automobile Co., East Moline, Ill.

—Moline gasolene cars.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind—4

Auburn gasolene cars.

Indianapolis,

Detroit, Mich.—

Diamond T. Auto Co., Chicago—Dia

mond T. gasolene cars_

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago.—

.Holsman gasolene cars.

Wayne Works, Richmond,

mond gasolene cars.

Rainier Company, New York—Rainier

gasolene cars.

Kissell Motor Car Co., Hartford, \Vis.—

Kissellkar gasolene cars.

Smith Automobile Company, Topeka,

Kan—Great Smith gasolene cars. I -

Bugmobile Co. of America, Chicago.—

Gasolene buggies. ‘

Chicago School of Motoring. Chicago.

Ind—Rich
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Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co. Chicago—

Lauth-Iuergens gasolene cars,

Schacht Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.—Schacht

gasolene buggies.

"Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co., Ch'cago.

—-Reliable Dayton gasolene cars.

Aurora Motor Works, Aurora, lll.-——Au

rora gasolene cars.

Lorraine Automobile Mfg. Co., Chicago.

——L0rraine gasolene cars.

Pullman Motor Car Co., Chicago—Pull

man gasolene cars.

Gaeth Automobile Works, Cleveland, 0.

-—Gaeth asolene cars,

Hatfield Motor Vehicle Co., Miamisburg,

O.—Hatfield gasolene cars.

Atlas Motor Car Co., Springfield, Mass.—

Atlas asolene cars.

C. _ I. Motor Car Co., Jackson, Mich.—

C. V. I. gasolene cars.

Oakland Motor Car Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Oakland gasolene cars.

Commercial Vehicles.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

American Motor Truck Co., Lockport,

N. Y.

Sdafir Automobile Co., Zurich, Switzer

n .

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.

Commercial Motor Truck Co., Plymouth,

Ohio.

Sayers & Scovill, Cincirfnati,- O.

Continental Motor Car Co., Chicago.

Coppock Motor Car Co., Marion, Ind.

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gifford-Pettit Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Qscar Lear Automobile Co., Springfield,

he.

I gtudebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

n .

Pope Motor Car Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.

Pittsburg Motor Vehicle Co.. New York.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine Wis.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co.. Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield. Mass.

XVorth Motor Car Mfg. Co., Evansville,

In .

E. R, Thomas Motor Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

A. D. Meiselbach Motor “iaan Co.,

North Milwaukee, \Nis. ‘

Accessories.

K. W. Ignition Co., Cleveland. O.—K-_VV

magnetos, master vibrators, plugs and ig

nition system. _

C. A. Shaler Co., Waupun, Wis—Electric

vulcanizers. .

C. H. Stratton Carriage Co.,

Mich—Folding bodies. .

Norton Company, Worcester. Mass.—

Carborundum grinder and emery supplies.

Randall-Faichney Co., Boston. Mass.—

Grease pumps and primers. _

Auto Goods Co.. Boston, Mass—Supplies.

T, Alton Bemus, Boston, Mass—Ignition

timers. _

American Aluminum Coating Co. Pitts

bug, Pa.—Aluminum coated steels.

Vehicle Top 8: Supply Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

-—Tops and supplies.

Pontiac,

Roger B. McMullen, Chicago—Frames,

axles and arts. _

Automo ile Topics, New York City.

Jeffery-Dewitt Co., Newark, N. ].—Spark

plugs.

Warner Clutch Co., Chicago—Clutches.

Triple Action Spring Co., Chicago.—

Springs. _

Duplex Coil Co., Fond du Lac. Wis.—

Coils. _

Tongdin-Brugger Co., Fond du 'Lac. “la.

-—Rodies, I

Pfanstiehl Electrical Laboratory, No. Chi

cago, lll.—Igniti0n specialties. .

Chicago Wind Shield Co., Chicago.—

\\’ii1il shields.

Vivax Storage Battery Co., Chicago.—

Batteries.

Kinsey Mfg. Co., Dayton. O.—Kinwood

automobile parts.

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, 0.—

Tops and wind shields.

Never-Miss Spark Plug Co., Lansing,

Mich.—Spark plu 5.

Adam Cook's Sons, New York—Albany

grease.

Indestructible Steel Wheel Co., Chicago.

——Steel wheels.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago—Spe

cialties.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown. O.—

Tires.

Prest-O-Lite Co.,

Gas tanks and tire inflators.

Valentine & Co., Chicago.—Varnishes.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.—Accumulators.

McCord 8: Co., Chicago—Lubricators.

carburetters, magnetos, etc.

Auto Improvement Co., New York—Self

starters and specialties.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co.. Auro

ra. Ill.—Thor motors and components.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.

—Tires.

Hartford Suspension Co., New York.—

Hartford-Trufiault shock absorbers.

Wm. Cramp 8: Sons' Ship & Engine Bldg

Co., Philadelphia. Pa.—Bronze castings and

automobile parts.

R. H. Smith Mfg. Co., Springfield. Mass

—Springfield motometers.

Chicago BatteryCoq Chicago—Batteries.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn.—

Whitney chains and keying system,

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co, Pendleton.

Ind.—Motsinger automobile sparker.

Wheeler 8: Schebler, Indianapolis. Ind.—

Schebler carburetters.

Morgan 8: Wright, Detroit, Mich—Mor

gan & Wright tires.

R. F.. Dietz Co., New York—Lamps.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co.. Dayton. O.—

Igniters and ignition specialties.

Hartford Rubber Works Co.. Hartford.

Conn—Hartford tires.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co.. .Canton.

O.—Bearings and axles.

Diamond Rubber Co.. Akron, O.—Dia

mond tires. -

B1 own-Lipe Gear Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.—

Trinsmissions, differentials and steering

gear

Spicer Universal Joint Mfg. Co.. Plain

field. N. ].—Universal joints.

_ G & I Tire Co., Indianapolis. Ind—G 8: I

tires.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co.. Kenosha. Wis.—

Solar lamps and acetylene generators.

Veeder Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn.—Odo~

meters and speed indicators.

Grav & Davis. Amesbury, Mass—Lamps.

A. W. Harris Oil Co., Providence. R. l.—

Lubricants.

National Carbon Co.. Cleveland. O—Bat

teries.

Rose Mfg. Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.—l.amps.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron. O—Tires

C. F. Splitdorf. New York—Timers. dis

tributors. coils and ignition specialties.

I-Ivatt Roller Bearing Co.. Harrison. N.

].—Roller bearings.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburq. Pa.—

Tubing.

Long Mfg. Co.. Chicago—Radiators.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls. Mass.—

Fisk tires. ' _

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co.. Indianapolis.

Ind --'Diamond chains.

Ideal Carriage \Vasher Co..

" v -—Cleaning sponges. _

Lang-Smith Motor Co., Cthilg'r—Tt‘g

two-cycle motors.

Roc'icstcr.

Indianapolis. Ind.— ,

Commercial Battery Co., Chicago—Bat

tery. I

De Souchet Motor Appliance Co., Chicago

-—Self-starting device,

General Accumulator & Battery Co., Mil

waukee, \/\"is.—Batteries. ‘

_ Millwood Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill—Special

tics.

Zeglen Auto Tire Co., Chicago—Tires.

Milwaukee Motor Co., Milwaukee, \Vis.——

Motors.

Rund Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—Special

ties.

Zoar Battery Co., Cleveland. O.——Bat

teries.

Webster Muffler Co., Galesburg, Ill.—

Mufflers. '

Turner Brass \Vorks, Sycamore. Ill.—

Bumpers and specialties.

Nelson Wheel Co.,

wheels. - Y

Jos W. Jones, New York—Jones speed

ometers, annunciators, odometers, etc.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Gears

and parts.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York.—

Ajax automobile tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.

—Goodyear tires.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains and recoil check.

Pantasote Co., New York—Top and up

holstering material.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, \IVis.—

Warner Auto-meters.

Swinehart Clincher Tire 8: Rubber Co.,

Akron, O.—Tires.

N. Y. 8: N. _I. Lubricant Co., New York.

-—Lubricants.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Mag

netos.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.—

Firestone tires.

Motor & Accessories Mfrs, Inc.

Cook's Standard Tool Co., Kalamazoo,

Mich—Jacks.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago—Jacks and ac

cessories.

S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne,

Ind—Gasolene and oil storage outfits.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich.—Lamps and s ecialties.

Byrne, Kingston Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Kingston Carburetters.

Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo, Ind—Ig

nition specialties.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., New York.—

Non-skid chains.

Hancock Mfg. Co., Charlotte, Mich—Oil

ers, tank gauges and fiittings.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper

Falls, Mass.—Non-skid covers and leather

inner tubes.

Hotchkin Mfg. Co., Chicago.—Anti-jolt

device.

Auto Accessories Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

—Tops, tire jackets and accessories.

Duff Mfg. Co., Allegheny, Pa.—Barrett

jacks.

\Vestern Malleable Steel Co.,

Mich—Steel castings and forgings.

Midgley Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.—Midg

lcy rims and wheels.

R. E. Hardy Co., New York.—Sta-Rite

spark plugs and ignition specialties.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Chicago—Graph

ite lubricants.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co., Chicago.—

Speed indicators.

Atwater-Kent Mfg. Works, Philadelphia.

Pa—Igniters and timers.

Elite Mfg. Co., Ashland, O.——_Iacks and

pumps.

Empire Auto Tire Co., Trenton, N. I.—

Empire tires.

Ross Gear 8: Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

—Gears.

I. ll, Sager Co.. Rochester, N. Y.—Sup

plementary springs.

Chicago—Spring

Detroit.
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'Hotfecker Co., Boston, Mass—Speed in

dicators.

C. Cowles 8: Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Lamps.

Breeze Carburetter Co.—Breeze carbur

etters.

Auto Pump Co., Springville, N. Y.—

Pumps and specialties.

Gray--Hawley Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Chime whistles and cutout mufflers.

Lipman Mfg, Co., Beloit, Wis—Speed

indicators, gasolene auges and odometers

National Battery 0., Buffalo, N. Y.

Batteries.

Co., Milltown, N. "Michelin Tire

Michelin tires,

Gemmer Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—St .er

ing gears and parts.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—Hoods,

tanks, radiators, etc.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass—Coils

and ignition equipment.

Wm. C. Robinson & Son Co., Baltimore,

Md.—Greases and lubricants.

Oliver Instrument Co.,

Minn.—Speed indicators.

Whiteley Steel Co., Muncie, Ind.

Atwood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass.—

Lamps and generators.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.-—Bearings.

Motor Car Specialty Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Speed indicators and Specialties,

Conn. Telephone & Electric Co., Meriden,

Conn—Spark coils, switches and ignition

specialties.

Diezmann Shock Absorber Co., Hoboken,

N. J.—Shock absorbers,

Avery Portable Lighting Co.. Milwaukee,

Wis—Gas tanks.

Chicago—HillPrecision Appliance Co.,

precision oilers.

Witherbee Igniter Co., New York—\Vith

erbee storage batteries and Wico spark

plugs.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass—In

dian motorcycles.

Harle -Davidson Motor Co., Chicago.—

Harley- avidson motorcycles.

Armac Motor Co., Chicago—Armac mo

torcycles. ‘

G. H. Curtiss Mfg. Co.. Hammondsport,

N, Y.—Curtiss motorcycles.

Fowler—Manson-Sherman Cycle Mfg. Co.,

Chicago—Manson motorcycles.

Light Mfg. & Foundry Co., Pottstown,

Pa.—Light motorcycles. _

Excelsior Motor & Mfg. Co., Chicago.—

Excelsior and Triumph motorcycles.

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, O.—Yale

California motorcycles.

Merkel Motor Co., Milwaukee, Wis.—

Merkel motorcycles, _

Hornecker Motor Mfg. Co., Whiting, Ind.

—-Torpedo motorcycles.

E. L. Hess, Chicago—R-S motorcycles.

American Motor Co., Brockton, Mass.—

M-M motorcycles.

Auto-Bi Co., Bufi'alo, N. Y.—Auto-Bi mo

torcycles.

L. C. Chase 8: Co., Boston, Mass—Cover

and top materials.

Stackpole Battery Co.. St. Mary’s, Pa.—

Batteries.

American Electrical Novelty & Mfg, Co.

New York—Ever Ready batteries, lamps

and tire s ecialties. _

Vesta ccumulator Co.. Chicago—Bat

teries.

Igniter Appliance Co., Cleveland, O.-—Ig

nition specialties.

Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—-Tops and

accessories.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Gabriel horns,

C. T. Ham Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.—

Lamps. _

Pittsfield Spark Coxl Co., Dalton, Mass.—

Ignition specialties.

Minneapolis,

National Oil Pump & Tank Co., Dayton,

O.—Storage tanks.

Limousine Carriage Mfg. Co., Chicago.

—Wind shields.

A, R. Mosler & Co., New York—Spark

plugs.

Sherwin-Williams

Paints and varnishes.

Standard Lamp & Mfg. Co., Chicago.

Motor Way, Chicago.

Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York.

~Continental tires.

Eugene Arnstein, Chicago—Accessories.

Motor. New York.

Acetylene Co., New York—Carbide and

lamps.

Thos, Prosser & Son, New York—Krupp

este .

Ventilated Cushion 8: Spring Co.. Jackson,

Mich—Ventilated cushion system.

_Edward Neely & Co., Chicago—Special

ties.

Newmastic Tire Co., New York—Com

pound tire filler,

Franco-American Auto & Supply Co.. Chi

cago.—Batteries.

Cycle & Automobile Trade Journal, Phil

adelphia. Pa.

McCanna Mfg. Co.. Chicago—Supplies.

_Shtandard Varnish Works, Chicago—Var

ms ,

Mot_z Clincher Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,

O.—T1res.

Morrison. McIntosh & Co., Grinnell, Ia.—

Gloves and gauntlets. '

Horseless Age, New Y0rk.

Manhattan Screw & Stamping Co, New

York—Lamps, horns and tire carriers.

Motor Age. Chicago.

Excelsior Supply Co.. Chicago—Acces

sories.

Class Journal Co.. New York.

Heitger Carburetter Co., Indianapolis.

Ind—Carburetters.

Healy Leather Tire Co.. Chicago—Tires.

Auto Parts Co., Chicago,

Edmund E. Haus Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

—Gasolene gauges.

F. A. Brownell Motor Co.. Rochester, N.

Y.-—Motors.

Electrical & Mechanical Development Co..

Asburv Park. N. J.

Norris Auto Co., Saginaw. Mich—Tire

protectors.

Central Rubber Co.. Chicago—Tires and

rubber goods.

Robert Bosch. New York, Inc. New York

Citv.—Sims-Bosch magnetos.

Troy Carriage Sun Shade Co.. Troy. 0.—

Tops.

Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Non-Stop Run in Show Window.

With a schedule calling for 180 hours

non-stop running. a Franklin air cooled

motor was set going Saturday night in the

window of the H, H. Franklin Co's Chi—

cago branch on Michigan avenue. The mo

tor is to run during the whole period of the

Chicago show. Officials of the Chicago

Motor Club and other prominent represent

atives of the trade supervised the starting

of the motor and will inspect the engine

when the atfair is over. The motor is beine

run at a rate corresponding with a car speed

of about 30 miles per hour. and 180 hours

would be equivalent to 5.400 miles. or as

far as from San Francisco to New York and

back to Omaha. Since the motor is being

run indoors, the test of the air cooling feat

ure will be peculiarly severe.

HAIR SPLITTING RELIABILITY RUN.

(Continued from page 525)

 

charged two points while the Maxwell,

driven by J. Mitchell, suffered 610 demerit

marks. The Rapid ’bus had 66 points

tacked on its score. The day was not free

from accidents and considerable confusion

was caused when several of the cars lost

the road, after the wind had blown the trail

of confetti forty ways. Van Sicklen, in the

pilot car, while giving a contestant a wide

berth, ran into a ditch and threw one of his

passengers out. The Maxwell, in attempt

ing to get out of the way of the Wayne

bumped into a curb and suffered a broken

wheel which lost a number of points for it.

When all the score cards had been exam

ined ten cars were found to have perfect

scores, and these were later reduced when

the officials began to hunt for scratches on

the varnish, or almost as bad as that, in

order to find something that would detract

from the “reliability” of the cars. Ted C01

lier‘s Rambler was assessed 8 points be

cause a speedometer bracket had worked

loose, and Arthur Kumpf’s Pierce-Arrow

was dropped from the honor roll because a

grease cup on the rear axle was found loose.

A loose bolt on the drive shaft inflicted 6

points upon Ralph Owen's Oldsmobile,

while R. E Parker's Auburn, which also

was with the leaders, had the front wheels

about a thousandth of an inch out of plumb;

that irregularity cost it 10 points. Leitch’s

White was debited 12 points because of an

apron cord had become chafed, as ex

plained elsewhere, a trivial enough thing.

W. Mitchell’s Locomobile lost‘12 points.

\Villiam Smith's Studebaker 18 points, Webb

Jay’s Kisselkar 18 points, and John Aiken’s

National lost 26 points in the final reckoning

  

and elimination, The score:

1 Frank Nutt, Haynes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0

2 Arthur Kumpf, Pierce Arrow . . . . .. 2

3 Ralph Owen, Oldsmobile . . . . . . . . . .. 6

4 Ted Collier, Rambler . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8

5 R. E. Parker, Auburn ..

6 W. Leitch, White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12

7 \V. Mitchell, Locomobile . . . . . . . . . . .. 14

8 William Smith, Studebaker . . . . . . . .. 16

9 Webb Ja , Kisselkar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18

10 John Aitken, National . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 26

11 D. Kilbourne, Silent Knight . . . . .. . S4

12 Paul Hotfmann, Pierce Arrow 55

13 F. Holmes, Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 66

14 F. Leiser, Locomobile . . . . . . . . . . .. 67

15' Barney Oldfield, Autocar . . . . . . . . . . 74

16 Ray McNamara. Premier . . . . . . . .. 78

17 John Haynes, Dragon . . . . . . . . . . ..

18 C. Englebeck. Stoddard-Dayton. . .

19 C. Denzer, White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 110

20 H. Sheridan, White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137

21 C, Clark, Stevens-Duryea . . . . . . . .. 186

22 F. Grogan, Rapid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 188

23 F. Gremel, Wayne . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 620

24 M. Vandecar, Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 620

24 M. Vandecar. Reo . . . . . . . . . . . .... 1,040

25 O. Klosc. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1.108

J. Hanson, Pierce Racine, out third day.

R. Smith, Matheson, out third day.

Buck. Matheson, out second day. R. Cook.

Royal Tourist; J. Heineman, Matheson: E.

Schiefler. Jackson; J. Barnes. Prayer-Mil

ler: C. Price, Marion; C. Coey, Thomas.

and B. Payne, Stoddard-Dayton, out first

day.
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lll0 PRISONERS T0 RIDE IN STYLE

They Will Make Their Enforced Journeys

in American Automobiles—Fine Police

Outfit for Brazil's Chief City,

\'Vith an eye ever alert to the refinements

of urban existence as developed in North

America and Europe, the government au

thorities of Brazil have made arrangements

whereby the dangerous or disorderly male~

factors of Rio Janeiro may enjoy the. same

blessed privileges as offenders in heretofore

more favored localities, by being conveyed

The

three automobile patrol wagons shown in

to the local lockup in automobiles.

ble movement, but he insisted that the pro

moters of the meet indemnify him against

any damage suits that might result from ac

cidents, and also to put the track in good

condition after the meet. As the club did

not feel called upon to assume the respon

sibility, and naturally Pickens and Strang

would not, even had they the wherewithal,

the meet was called 05.

Official Disapproval of Closed Roads.

Local ordinances excluding automobiles

from public roads in Massachusetts are not

to be favored by the State Highway Com

mission. This was made plain in a talk

made by Chairman W. E. McClintock at the

first smoker of the Bay State Automobile

Association, held in Boston Saturday even

    

WBITE STEAMBRS FOR THE BID JANERIO POLICE

the accompanying illustration have just

been shipped to Rio in accordance with an

order from the Brazilian government. They

are White steamers of 30 horsepower and

have special bodies built in compliance with

the specifications accompanying the order.

The coat-of-arms of Brazil is conspicuously

painted on either side so that even from the

sidewalk it will be possible for the Rio resi

dents to distinguish the vehicles from the

private carriages, and the substantial cagl

ing will also serve to emphasize the social

distinction and exclusiveness of the occu

pants. Fifteen passengers can be accom

modated at a time. The machines are now

on the high seas, on their way to South

America and the criminal talent of Rio are

postponing operations until their arrival

with a view to tasting the delights of motor

ing in the event of being caught.

Pickens’s Plan for a Meet Failed.

Because no one seemed anxious to assume

liability for damages in case of accident,

the Houston (Texas) Automobile Club

saved compromising itself through lending

its support to a proposed outlaw meet

William H. Pickens. under suspension, and

L. C. Strang had arranged to hold a meet

in conjunction with the Houston Automo

bile Club on a recent date. The lessee of

the Harrisburg track, where the meet was

to have been held, generously donated the

course, as the major portion of the gate

receipts were to have applied to a charita

ing, 30th ult. Mr. McClintock’s talk was

along the lines of how best to bring about

co-operation between motorists and the

authorities in securing obedience to the laws

and ordinances. About a hundred members

of the association attended the smoker.

Albany Club Shows Rapid Growth.

At its annual meeting last week the Al

bany (N. Y.) Automobile Club elected the

following officers; President, M. L. Ryder;

vice-president, Dr, W. L. L. Peltz; secre

tary-treasurer, Chauncey D. Hakes. The

membership of the club has been increased

by 150 during the past year and now num

bers 200 on its rolls.

Johnstown Owners Form a Club.

At an enthusiastic and well attended

meeting the Johnstown (Pa.) Automobile

Club was successfully launched last week

with these officers: President, Charles S.

Price; vice-president, W. F, Murdock; sec

retary, Walter Dowling; treasurer, John L.

Stibbich; trustees, J. Leon Repfogle, F. B.

Cook and Dr. Francis Schill, Jr.

Cleveland Club Re-elec-ts Its Officers.

At the annual meeting of the trustees of

the Cleveland Automobile Club all of the

old officers were re—elected for the coming

year, as follows: President, Fred S. Scholes;

first vice-president, A. Ward Foote; second

vice-president, George Collister; treasurer,

Windsor T. White.

Win-1n. TAX roii STREET REPAIRS

Chicago’s New Source of Revenue Under

State Law Just Enacted—Forecast

of the Tariff.

Nearly everything on wheels in Chicago

will be subject to the new “wheel tax,” to

be levied under an act which was passed

in the lower branch of the Illinois legisla

ture on Tuesday, 26th inst., by a vote of

104 to 13. It already had been passed in

the Senate, and now is in the hands of Gov

ernor Deneen, who has indicated his inten

tion of signing it.

This inaugurated by

Mayor Busse of Chicago, at whose request

the bill was drafted and introduced in the

legislature.

legislation was

He had been advocating a

wheel tax ever since he took office in April

last, his argument being that it offered the

best means of preserving the pavements

in Chicago. The measure was enacted as

an amendment to the cities and villages

act, and it will enable any city or town in

Illinois to levy a tax on all vehicles for the

purpose of raising funds for repairing

streets and public ways. Attached to the

bill is an emergency clause which will

make the act effective as‘soon as it is signed

by the Governor.

As soon as the measure becomes law

Mayor Busse will send to the city council

a message calling attention to the action

of the legislature and advising the passage

of an ordinance levying the taxation author

ized, and fixing the rates. The amount of

money to be raised by this means will be

determined by the council. Mr. Hanberg,

commissioner of public works, Wl’l-J was

much interested in the measure, and Mr.

Doherty, superintendent of streets, already

have worked out a tentative schedule of

rates. They estimate that more than 80,000

vehicles use the streets of Chicago. This

estimate does not include bicycles and mo

torcycles, which possibly may escape tax

ation. Following is the way the sum works

out to give Chicago a revenue of $673,000

for street repairs: Automobiles, 6,000, taxed

at $20, $120,000; single horse rigs, 45,000, at

$5 each, $225,000; double horse wagons, 25,

000, at $10 each, $250,000; three horse spikes,

400, at $15 each, $6,000; four horse wagons,

3,600, at $20 each, $72,000. The city tax on

automobiles will be in addition to the State

tax of $2 already imposed.

Already there is evident a feeling in favor

of discriminating against the automobile and

making the tax proportionately greater than

in this schedule, the arguments being based

on their alleged greater destructiveness to

road surfaces and the presumed wealth of

their owners. Back of it, of course, is the

prejudice of anti-motorists, and this class

may be expected to advocate the taxation

of motorcycles, if by any chance these ve

hicles should appear likely to escape.
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6000 TIME mm; on LONG IIILI.

Southern Califorinans Held Thanksgiving

Day Meet in Box Springs Canon—Rec

ord for the Long Grade Broken.

Southern Californians, 5,000 of them, saw

the annual hill climb up Box Springs Canon.

near Riverside, Cal., on Thanksgiving Day.

which reports from the Golden State her

alded as

larger attendance than at any previous af

“the best ever." There was a

fair, a consequent increase in interest; bet

ter filled events and faster times, the rec

ord for the long grade being broken in sev

But more or less sad

dening to relate, in the free-for-all for mo

eral of the events.

torcycles, Paul Derkum, riding a two cyl

inder machine, made not only the tastest

time of the day, but established a record

for the course in 421%. The best time made

by an automobile was 521%.

The Box Springs grade is not a short

hill and the cars cannot make one grand

rush from a flying start and get up to the

top before the engines begin to pull hard.

instead it is a long steady rise, 3% miles

long, with a gradient averaging about 6

per cent. Not all the cars reached the sum

mit, and “dead ones" were strewn all along

the route.

The event for one cylinder motorcycles

started the cars moving, and C. W. Ris

den, Indian, made the fastest time, 527%,

figures that were equalled by but few auto

mobiles. Derkum literally ran away from

the field in the free-forgall motorcycles and

reached the summit in 4 minutes 21% sec

onds after the start. This was the fastest

time made during the meet.

There was considerable rivalry between

the Ford and Maxwell adherents in the

first event, for runabouts selling at $850

and under, but neither did what was expect

ed of it. The Standard Motor Car Com

pany’s Ford won easily in 6:04. This time

was bettered in the next event. runabouts

under $1,250. by George Kussman, who

drove a Tourist to victory in 514956. The

Ford had no trouble in snatching second

from Johnson, in :1 Jackson.

Frank Sietert, Stoddard‘Dayton, made

the fastest run in the under $3,000 class for

runabouts, although it was a walkovcr for

him, no other contestants showing up at

the start. Siefert also won the under $2,500,

the same time counting, and the free-for-all

runabouts.

The free-for-all touring cars, which was

expected to be the classiest race of the day,

did not prove as interesting as the touring

car race for cars under $3,000. Several of

the entrants in the free-for-all did not

reach the top, The event went to A. P.

Maginnis, driving a Gearless, which car

made its initial bow to the California pub

lic in an open contest. H. D. Pyns, White.

was second. Renton and Harrison put up

:1 great race in the under $3,000 class llar

rison had made a fast run from Los An

gcles in his Oldsmobile and many looked

upon him to take Renton's measure, but

the driver of the Great Smith car handled

the levers perfectly and won by liv: sec

onds. The summary:

One Cylinder Motorcycles.

‘ Time.

1 C. W'. Risden, Indian . . . . . . . . . . . .. 557%,

2 H_ Lightcap, R-S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 550%

3 Charles Knoll, Armac . . . . . . . . . . .. 5:573/5

Free-for-.\ll Motorcycles.

1 Paul Derkum, Indian . . . . . . . . . . . . 421%

2 W. G. Colins, lndian . . . . . . . . . . .. 5:20

3 F. B. Buenneman, Indian . . . . . . .. 5:25-14

Runabouts Under $850.

1 Standard Motor Car Co., Ford 6:04

2 Maxwell-Briscoe-Wilcox Co.,

Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7:01

3 Maxwell-Briscoe-Wilcox_ Co.,

Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 729%

Runabouts Under $1,250.

1 Auto Vehicle Co.. Tourist . . . . . . .. 5.49%

2 Standard Motor Car Co., Ford 6:15

3 A. Johnson, Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7:32%

Runabouts Under $3,000.

1 Frank Siefert, Stoddard-Dayton .. 521%

Runabouts. Free-for-All.

1 Frank Siefert, Stoddard-Dayton .. 5:23

2 H. Woodhill, Haynes . . . . . . . . . . .. 6:11

Touring Cars Under $1,600.

1 George Kussman, Tourist . . . . . . .. 7:12

2 Western Motor Car Co., Buick.. .. 718%

Touring Cars Under $2,000.

1 George Kussman, Tourist . . . . . . .. 5:43%

2 H. 0. Harrison, Oldsmobile . . . . .. 7:34

Touring Cars Under $3,000.

1 P. A. Renton, Great Smith . . . . . .. 6:43%

2 H. 0. Harrison, Oldsmobile 6:48

3 C. S. Anthony, Marmon . . . . . . . . .. 712%

Touring Cars Free-for-All.

1 A. P. Maginnis, Gearless . . . . . . . .. 6:17

2 H. D. Ryus, White . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6:27

Runabouts Under $2,000.

1 Frank Siefert, Stoddard-Dayton .. 5:21V2

Touring Cars Under $2,000.

l Lester Pattee, Cadillac .. . .. . .. . .. 6:12

2 P. A. Renton, Great Smith . . . . . . . . 6:27

3 Edward Cowan, Rambler . . . . . . . .. 6:34

Touring Cars Under $4,000.

1 So. California Motor Car Co., '

American . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 556%

2 H. D. Ryus, White . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 611%

3 A. P. Maginnis, Gearless . . . . . . . .. 6:163)/5

Date Fixed for Vanderbilt Cup Race.

After transacting a little routine business

of no particular moment at its meeting last

Wednesday, 27th ult.', the executive com

mittee of the racing board of the American

Automobile Association adjourned and im

mediately reconvened as the Vanderbilt

Cup Commission. The most important de

cision arrived at was that the Vanderbilt

Cup Race will be held during the fall of

1908, a resolution to that effect being unan

imously adopted. The date, rules, entry

blanks and course will not be announced

until July lst next, but the entry fee will

remain the same as in former contests,

$1,000, with double fee between the closing

of entries on September lst and October

lst. It is expected that enough of the Long

Island motor parkway will be completed in

time to permit of holding the race upon it.

NEW “1le T0 PARIS BY LAND

Another World Covering Endurance Con

test Projected—Promoters Say Entries

Already Are Coming in,

  

From New York to Paris by land is the

project fathered by that indefatigable and

utterly Parisian publication, Le Matin, for

an automobile endurance contcst, and al~

and aready entries have been received

great hubbub created, with enterprising

representatives of numerous automobile

concerns indicating the probable participa

tion of their respective cars in the 15,000

While it has all been settled

that the cars are to line up for the start at

mile contest.

Broadway and Forty-second street, New

York, otherwise known as Times Square,'

and are to finish, as many of them as can,

at the ofl‘ice of Le Matin in Paris. the minor

details of the date of the start and the

route to be followed are still lacking defi

nite settlement, except that _in the tase 0f

the latter it will obviously be necessary for

the contestants to cross over from America

to the other continent by way of Bering

Strait, the waterway which divides Alaska

and Siberia,

Having successfully promoted the Pekin

to Paris race, however, Le Matin is confi

dent of the success of the greater venture.

The newspaper that has undertaken the

American end of the excitement, after giv

ing space to everybody who wants it

known that his car is capable of doing the

trick, publishes many valuable contribu

tions on the difficulty of the trip, particu

larly in the Alaska district, from travelers,

geologists, explorers and men of science,

who variously pronounce the scheme en

tirely feasible, of doubtful practicability, or

utterly impossible. As originally suggested

the plan was to have the cars go the whole

distance entirely on their own power, the

crossing of Bering Strait being accom

plished while the surface of that Arctic

body of water was covered with thick ice,

heavy enough for the machines to use it as

a road, but it is probable that the rules in

their final form will not impose any such

requirements.

As a result of the announcement the pro

moting publication declares itself “inun

dated" with letters from would-be partici

pants and near-starters from all over Europe

and America. It will nevertheless exercise

a cautious deliberation in giving out the dc

finite conditions of the contest and perfect~

ing the necessary arrangements.

Club Hires a Thief Catcher.

Thievery of cars must prevail larmingly

in Minneapolis. To halt it the local club

has engaged permanently a detective who

is on hand at the club room at all times,

ready at a minute‘s notice to trace a miss

ing car.
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BRIDGEHDRT'S NEW FIRE FIGHTER

It Will Travel Fifty Miles an Hour and

Combat Flames with Chemicals—De

tails of Its Equipment.

When Bridgeport, Conn., has a fire from

now on it will know it, if by no other sign

than that the new automobile chemical out

fit which it has just bought will be seen

tearing to every conflagratidn at a 50 mile

an hour gait with a big bell ringing and a

siren screeching. The car, which is built up

on a Locomobile chassis by the Locomobile

Company of America, has a ()0 horsepower

motor, four speed selective transmission and

will be no time lost in lighting up before

getting under way, nor danger incurred at

tempting to light up after the start.

Stopping a Car Legally Defined.

When a motor car driver is given the

signal to “stop” by the driver of a.horse,

the question arises as to whether he must

stop his motor as well, or whether he may

simply declutch and, while bringing his car

to a standstill, let his motor run. In a legal

battle involving damage claims against an

automobilist whose machine, although

brought to a stop at the roadside, fright~

ened a team of horses with the purring of

the motor, the district court in Minnesota

decided that when under the State law the

horse driver commanded the motorist to

   

 

BRIDGEPORT’B LOCOMOBILB CHEMICAL FIRE ENGINE

side chain drive and weighs about 4,200

pounds. Its fire fighting equipment is a

50 gallon Babcock chemical tank, hose reel

and hose, small hand extinguishers, crow

bars, axes, helmets and other paraphernalia

ordinarily carried on a vehicle of this kind.

The normal carrying capacity of the outfit,

in addition to the equipment, is eight men,

but when necessary ten men may be car

ried. Although the rig is especially de

signed all the way through, it is essentially

practical and embodies features that Loco

mobile experience in the building of heavy

touring cars for years has shown to be suit

able for high speed and heavy service.

The theory of the Bridgeport Fire De

partment in ordering this fast chemical

engine is that the beginning of all fires is

small and that if a chemical engine can

arrive early it can extinguish them with

promptitude and a minimum of damage.

Not only does every minute count in the

success of chemical engine work. but every

second, so that the new fire fighter will be

driven at top speed to every alarm. The

machine will be in direct charge of two

attendants who have been studying the

Locomobile at the factory in Bridgeport for

the past two months. It will be kept primed

and ready to go at the tap of the gong, and

to expedite its departure without delay it

has been fitted with an ingenious electrical

apparatus for lighting the acetylene head

lights from the seat, so that at night there

stop, the latter should have stopped the

whole works and not the car alone. On ap

peal, however, the supreme court of the

State reverses the lower court and indicates

that when the motorist stopped his car he

did all that was required of him under the

law. ,

The litigation arose out of an accident on

a country road near Austin, Minn. The

owner of the car, J. Miles Maxfield, was

touring when he met a team driven by Mrs.

Anna Mahoney. The horses were 'some

what frightened and the woman hailed Max

field to stop. This he did, according to his

understanding of the term, by running his

car to the side of the road and stopping it.

but his motor continued to run. \Vhether

from the noise of the motor or the appear

ance of the car, the horse in being driven

past, took fright and ran away, causing a

bad spill. Mrs. Mahoney sued and was

awarded $700 damages after the district

court of Mower county had instructed the

jury that when the law required an automo

bile to stop it meant that not only the car

but the mechanism, as well, must be stopped.

Maxfield appealed on error and the supreme

court did not look with approval on the dis

trict court’s method of expanding the State

law to mean more than it said, so that the

case is sent back for a new trial. Under

the supreme court construction of the law,

the defendant automobilist will have an

easy victory.

ALL THE HONOR FOR MARYLAND

State Championship Won by Native Son

Driving Maryland Car—Big Crowd at

Baltimore’s Meet.

Home talent triumphed at Electric Park,

Md., Thanksgiving Day, 28th

ult. A Maryland driver, piloting a Mary

Baltimore,

land made car on a Maryland track won the

Maryland championship, and several thou

sand Marylanders yelled themselves hoarse

—the fact that most of them had colds

doesn't count—while the band struck up

“Maryland, my Maryland.” The occasion

was the annual Thanksgiving meet pro

moted by the Maryland Motor Association.

Three cars started in the five mile cham

pionship, which turned out to be the best

race on the card. Stanley Zell (Thomas)

took the lead at the start and opened a

wide gap when a broken spark plug left

him stalled, and Gooden (Autocar) and

Behrens (Maryland) were left to fight it

out. Goodens kicked up the dust for the

first mile. Behrens came up in the second

and for two laps ran a neck and neck strug

gle with the other. Skilful handling on the

turns, however, won the race for Behrens

in the last mile, his winning margin being

about four feet.

In the three miles for cars under $3,000

Howard Gill (Thomas), electrified (which

wasn’t difficult at Electric Park) the crowd

by his running fight with Friese (Autocar).

The last named took the position at the

start, but after some hard driving Gill got

in front only to have the pole taken away

from him in the next lap. Gill finally re~

gained his place at the head and kept it

until the finish. ,

One event that caused considerable

amusement was what was termed a “cross

country run" between cars of the high

wheeled type. Edward C. \Noolman and J.

S. Hochheimer, both driving Holsmans,

made the running, or rather \Voolman did.

for he left “der Kaiser" far in the rear.

The summaries: '

Three mile novice, motorcycles—Won by

Harry F. Fisher (Indian); second, Royal

Gill (M—M); third, George J. Lewis (In

dian). Time, 5:31.

Two miles for high wheeled cars—\Non

by Edward C. \Voolman (Holsman); sec

ond, J. S. Hochheimer (Holsman). Time,

513%.

Five mile handicap, motorcycles—Won by

“Chic” Thomas, 3 horsepower Indian

(scratch); second, Fred Mertens, 7 horse

power Peugeot (scratch); third, Royal Gill,

3 horsepower M-M. Time, 794%.

Three miles for cars under $3,000—VV0n

by Howard W. Gill (Thomas); second, E.

H. Friese (Autocar). Time, 504%.

Five miles frec-for-all championship—

VVon by A. W. Behrens (Maryland); sec

ond, E. H. Frieze (Autocar). Time. 8135/5,
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Nantucket Tolerates an Automobile.

When the people of Nantucket, Mass,

settle down for their winter’s enjoyment of

what prosperity they owe to the summer

Sojourners on their island they know of no

means of travel other than their horse

drawn vehicles and the steamboat that plies

between the island and the mainland when

the ice permits. The narrow gauge track

of the Nantucket Central Railroad is per

mitted to lie buried under the snow, and

Dobbin supersedes the locomotive when the

'Sconset man wants to go to Nantucket, or

the town man has business in 'Sconset.

At least such has been the case, but the

automobile, against which the selectmen of

the town have been making war all the past

summer, and which they are determined to

keep off the island roads next summer, if

they can, has slipped in among the Nan

tucketers, over the rails, and promises to

save Dobbin many a weary hike between

’Sconset and the town. It is owned by the

railroad company, and differs from the road

traveling automobile chiefly in the matter

of its cast steel wheels, flanged to keep the

vehicle on the rails. It is designed to carry

both freight and passengers.

Even the anti'automobile element is in

clined to regard the innovation with favor.

As one man remarked, “I don’t care how

many'automobiles come to Nantucket as

long as they run them over the rails and

not on the road.” But there is some won

derment as to whether the selectmen's or

der of total exclusion does not bear on this

particular automobile.

As to the last order, which closes all the

principal streets of the town to automo

biles and thus practically bars them from

the island, a protest has been framed and

signed which soon will be filed with the

State highway commission. Among the

signers are a number of permanent resi

dents as well as some who make their

summer home on the island.

First Across Hartford’s New Bridge.

Hartford has a new $2,000,000 concrete

bridge between that city and East Hart

ford. In fact( it is not quite completed, as

the final touches are yet to be received, but

it has been far enough advanced to cause

considerable rivalry as to who would be

the first to cross the structure, and for fear

some one would get ahead of then Ralph A.

Backman, city sales manager of the Pope

Mfg. Co., and B. Woolley, of the Manus

Kelly Co., Hartford, got their car out early

one morning last week, and loaded with

photographers and reporters, decided to

rush the bridge, although there were sev»

eral obstructions, such as barrels of cement,

piles of sand, and undriven spikes to be

dodged. The trip was accomplished with

out accident, and they gained the distinc

tion of being the first to cross the new

bridge in a vehicle of any kind.

Court to Decide Automobile’s Status.

\Nhether an automobile is a vehicle with

in the meaning of the statute is a question

that will be decided by a full bench of the

Supreme Court in Boston, in the case of

William C. Doherty against the town of

Ayer, Mass. The court will be asked to

decide whether cities and towns are bound

to keep their highways in a reasonably safe

and convenient condition for automobiles.

Doherty was awarded a verdict in the lower

court for injury to his automobile, which

sank ten inches and was stuck in one of

the town’s roads. Work was being done

on the streets at the time and the accident

happened at night. The town claims it is

not liable to a traveler in an automobil'e,

as the highway statute only makes it nec

essary to keep its highways in a safe con

dition for travelers with horses, teams and

carriages. The plaintiff in the case held

that an automobile is a vehicle within the

meaning of the statute and the lower court

awarded him a verdict of $200, but the town

took an appeal.

Boston’s Revenue from Scorchers.

Automobilists have considerably swelled

Boston's cofi‘ers during the last six months.

According to a statement of Police Commis

sioner O'Meara, the Boston police have

made 737 prosecutions in the six months

just ended, and the fines imposed in the

lower courts have amounted to $6,715.
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greatly to its credit.

Model 30.

[in F a car enters the most strenuous contests ltnown in motor circles, to-wit, the Glidden

Tour and all the Chicago Endurance Runs, and secures PERFECT SCORES, it is

Breaking the World's Non-stop Record by a large margin—

lowering the Boston-New York single and round trip road record—also Boston

Worcester record—satisfying customers in daily use all over the country—all add more to

This Is What the Premier Has Done

You may expect equally satisfactory results, if you buy one.

now than they have ever been.

Three Models of touring cars for 1908 as follows:

Model 24. 24-28 H. P., tour cyl., 5-passenger, $2250

30-35 H. P., four cyl., 5-passenger, $2600

Model 45. 45-55 H. P., six cyl., 7-passenger, $3750

Send for Catalog

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY, Indianapolis, Ind, U. S. A.

Members A. M. C. M. A.

They are even better
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21%

  

_ Square Garden Show were equipped

Midgley Universal Rims

of all detachable rims on cars in this

Midgley Universal Rims

Per Cent

 

 

 

all cars ‘ shown at the Madison

  

with

and

38 Per Cent

Show were
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At the Philadelphia Show, one-fifth of all cars

were equipped with the Midgley Universal

Rim—6l % more than its nearest competitor.

  

-<mrwn=h-E

 

  

 

 

  

  

The Midgley Manulacturing Co., 3”???“2
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The Week's Patents.

865,039. Means for Securing Soft-Tread

Tires to Rims. Frank M. Hilton, John S.

Hilton, and William \V. Hilton, Akron, 0.,

assignors of one-half to Harvey Musser,

Akron, Ohio. Filed May 11, 1906. Serial

No. 316,403.

1. A vehicle wheel provided with a rim

having a confining flange at one side and a

groove, or channel, at the opposite side, the

outer wall of the groove, or channel, hav

ing notches at intervals, a tire slipped upon

the rim and a lock-ring fitted to the grooved

side of said rim and having a confining

flange eo-operating with the confining flange

of the rim to prevent lateral displacement of

the _tire, said locking ring having trans

versely spaced portions to embrace opposite

sides of the outer wall of the grooved por

tion of the rim, the inner spaced portions

consisting of lugs adapted to pass through

the notches formed in the outer walls of

the grooved portion of the rim and to en

gage the inner, or rear side thereof.

865,060. Carburetter. Albert F. Rock

well, Bristol, Conn., assignor to The New

Departure Manufacturing Company, Bris~

to], Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed Dec. 19, 1905, Serial No. 292,441.

1. A carburetter comprising a tank, a

coil in said tank having a series of vertical

phere and the other end of said coil being in

communication with the outside atmos

phere and the other end of said coilbeing in

communication with the iiitcrior of the tank,

means for permitting liquid from said tank

to enter independena convolutes of the coil,

and an outlet port in communication with

said tank.

865,099. Engine. George Gray, Mianiis,

Conn., assignor to The Mianus Motor

\Vorks, Mianus, Conn. Filed March 28,

1907. Serial No. 365,127.

1. In a sparking mechanism, the enm

biiiation with a fixed electrode, a spindle

carrying a movable electrode, an arm on

said spindle and a stop to receive said arm

when in its normal position, of a vertically

movable rod passing through said arm, a

guide through which said rod moves, a fixed

collar on the rod, a spring between said

fixed collar and guide, means for engaging

said rod to raise it and turn the spindle

of the movable electrode to cause the lat

ter to engage the fixed electrode and means

for releasing said rod and permitting it to

descend after the fixed collar thereon shall

have moved above the arm on the spindle

of the movable electrode.

865,101. Lubricating Means for Internal

Combustion Engines. Carl O, Hedstrom,

Springfield, Mass. Filed June 12, 1907. Se

rial No. 378,558.

1. In an oiling system of the class de- *

scribed, in combination, a casing. 21 rotarv

member mounted therein, a plurality of

cylinders secured to the casing and having

pistons therein connected to the rotary

member, the rotary member having two sec

tions or portions and located under oppo

sitely disposed plates or webs that partially

close the opening of the cylinders, hereby

the lubricant which is contained in e cas

ing may be equally distributed by the cen

trifugal action of the rotary member to the

cylinders, said plates being also provided

with diagonally disposed openings over the

rotary members, as described.

865,115. Wheel. Edward D. Markham,

Chicago, 111. Filed Sept. 17, 1906. Serial

No. 334,907.

1. A wheel comprising a hub, spokes se~

cured to the hub and out of engagement

with the rim, cylinders carried by the rim.

pistons therein and piston rods connected

to said pistons, the free ends of the spokes

being loosely connected to said rods_

865,117. Rotary Engine. Ernest

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Oct. 8, 1906.

rial No. 337,855.

1. In a device of the character described,

a fixed cylinder. a movable cylinder eccen

tric thereto, pistons operating in the mov—

able cylinder, an inlet port, a valve, a crank

arm operating said valve, a rod connected

with said crank arm. and a plurality of pins

operating said rod with rotation of the mov

able cylinder.

865,134. Rubber Tire Setter. Henry L.

Stoup, Ypsilanti, Mich. Filed March 9,

1907. Serial No. 361,585.

1. A machine of the character described,

comprising a shaft having right and left

threaded portions, a guide parallel to said

Muhl

Se

- shaft, wire-engaging members respectively

engaging said right and left_thr_eaded por

tions of said shaft. and longitudinally slid

ably engaging said guide, and a _bifucated

arm intermediate said wire engaging mem

bers and sleeved upon said shaft and guide.

865,135. Internal Combustion Motor.

Benjamin 1.. Toquet, \Nestport, Conn_ Filed

Ian. 6. 1906. Serial No. 294.960.

1. The combination in an internal com

bustion motor, of a working cylinder, a

chamber to supply the explosive mixture to

the working cylinder, connecting means be

tween the cylinder and the chamber, and a

 

WANTS All] F011 Slli.
15 cents per line_of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cent: per line.

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for next

 

season. Write me to see how rnuch I can

save_ you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless, and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

ICI. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

 

FOR SALE—Bargain, 1907 24-26 H. P.

Dragon touring car, best of condition;

demonstration at any time. Address MOR

GAN & WRIGHT, 214 W. 47th St. New

York, N. Y. 

screen and valve means whereby the explo

sive mixture is directed either wholly or

partly through the screen or clear of it.

865,161. Lawn Mower. William H. Cold

well, Newburgh, N. Y. Filed Feb. 20, 1907.

Serial No. 358,381.

1. _The combination with a lawn mower

provided with a motor frame provided with

a lawn rolling roller, and a separate frame

forward of the said roller, carrying the cut

ting mechanism, and connections between

said frames permitting them to move with

respect to each other, of a grass recepta

cle, carried by said motor frame extending

transversely across the machine, located

adjacent to the cutting mechanism, and hav

ing a discharge aperture at one end, a feed

ing mechanism for feeding the cut grass in

said receptacle toward said discharge aper

ture, and mechanism carried by the motor

frame, for supporting and continuously op

erating said feeding mechanism, substan

tially as described.

865,201. Reversible Transmission Gear.

Walter S. Morton, Upper Sandusky, and

Moses W. Kouns, Columbus. Ohio, assign

ors to The Ohio Manufacturing Company,

Upper Sandusky, Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed Feb. 23, 1907. Serial No. 358.

795.

1. In a device of the character described,

the combination, with a shaft and a plurality

of gears mounted thereon and adapted to be

connected one to the other, of a second

shaft, a pinion mounted on said second

shaft and adapted to mesh with one of said

gears, a second pinion mounted on said sec

ond shaft. a flexible driving member adapted

to connect said second pinion with another

of said gears. and means for connecting said

pinions to said shaft.

 

mpire Auto Tire Co.,
New York—Broadway Q'73d SL: 148 Chamberl St.

Chicago—20 LaSallc St.:sl615 Wabnh Ave.

LBoston—292 Devonlhire

Buflalo—9 W. Huron St.

" -:'>.-<.*:\~vsc.i,<~~=--'i~ . .. .- >~ '

Selttle. Wuh.

 
 

Philadelphia: Penn. Auto Supply Co.

Profidencv-Wlite Auto Sup

—-Fobel Auto

g7 Co.

upply Co.
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r‘Never Mind th.e WEATHER
 

TRIUMPH

GREASE

WORKS

UST THE

AME. -

IT IS A

PERFECT

LUBRICANT

WITHOUT

GUM,

PITCH.

OR ACIDS.

 

IT WILL

NOT

FREEZE

IN

WINTER

IT WILL

NOT MELT

AND RUN

NO

THE

FRICTION

 

 

BECAUSE it is a perfect lubricant

BECAUSE is is composed entirely of materials that in them

selves are pure lubricants.

BECAUSE it does not contain any gum, pitch, acid or any

other non-lubricants or any material that in any way

produces friction.

BECAUSE it has a heavy body that always leaves a layer

of grease between the opposing surfaces of the bearings.

fore immensely cheaper.

  

  

Owing to the fact that it never wastes and never runs out, and that its molecules are practically in

destructible, it lasts in actual work from 50 to 100 per ceent lon er than other lubricants, and is there

SEND A TRIAL ORDER O-DAY—lO-LB. TRIAL CAN $2.00.

For Sale by All Dealers, or Send Direct to

THE PERFECTION GREASE (30., South Bend, Indiana

BECAUSE it will not melt, which will prevent the running

down on the axle and destroying the rubber tires.

BECAUSE it will stand 410 degrees of heat before it melts,

therefore it Will not melt and run out of the compression

cups or bearings 1n the hottest weather.

BECAUSE it will not freeze. There has never been a day

so cold that it would put this grease out of business.

  

r, _ ~ . ,l EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO.
““s“'" senmg Agents' | 233 Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.

 

_ R. E. P. SPORTING GOODS CO"
‘ New York Agency' l 1384 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

CATALOGUES 0F

Gasolene Cars and

Electric Vehicles

are handsome specimens of printing and faithfully show

the l 908 Cars.

if interested, apply to our branches or home offices.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn.

New York, 134 \Vest 39th St. Chicago, 1332 Michigan Ave.

Boston, 74 Stanhope St.

  
   

1908 Reliable Dayton
1908 modelshinclude man)- feat

" ures new to t e carriage type of

T II c I: I l' S‘ ll 8 a I motor calr. hFlIteerdi horse-power

motor um er t e hoo at the rout;

Successor to the Ilorse” shaft drive to county shaft; double.

sliding gear transmission; two

T y p e E s 7 8 0 speeds forward and reverse' trans

 

shaft drive to counter shaft; double

 

mission, bevel vears_and differen

tial together In one-piece aluminum

casting; wood frame of ash amply reinforced; rack and Emlon steering

 

 

device, no ropes, belts or pulleys. Tire troubles are abolis ed, tire main

tenance reduced to the minimum. Low in first cost; low in depreciation

and longest in service-"thc car for the man who wants mileage for his

money. Four 1908 models, Runabout, Surrey, Coupe, Delivery Wagon.

Catalogue on request.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co., w. 14, Chicago, Ill.

       
 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLESfi!

The Bicycling World

22 Motorcycle Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

Punusnlo Even! SATURDAY AT

l54 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

$2.00 $2; Speclnlon Copln

  

 

Gratin

l , .
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The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

 
 

Your Profit, Mr. Dealer

depends upon your sales. You must sell goods that are in

deinandand move rapidly, and give you a good profit. We

would like to have you investigate

The Celebrated

Brampton Chain
They are rapid sellers and bring many duplicate orders.

Every customer, a satisfied customer and a daily advertiser

for you and the Brampton Chain. They are the strongest

chain on the market. Made of self-hardening steel.

We have in stock all sizes to fit American and foreign cars.

THE PRICE is the same as you pay for any other chain,

in fact all automobile chains now on the market are same

price to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and users, and our

prices are the same as quoted by chain manufacturers.

PRICE THE SAME. QUALITY? INVESTIGATE.

Get the best at the same price. Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory.

1907 Catalog mailed upon request; the largest of its kind

ever published.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mass., 202-204 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia 318-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich. 2275-229 Jefferson Av.

Cleveland, Ohio, 406 Erie St. Buffalo, N. Y:, 824 Main St

 
 

 
 

*5;

 

  

 

  

$2800 With Magneto, $3000

Touring Car, Roadster, Touring Roadster, Limousine.

Valve-in-head Motor, Chrome Nickel Steel, Annular Bearings.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn Mawr, Pa,

PENNSYLVANIA DISTRIBUTORS.

Los Angeles, CaL—Greer-Robbins Company, 1501-1505 South Main St.

San Francisco, Cal.—C_ity Hall Automobile Com any 66 Fulton St.

Boston, Mass.—Frederick E. Randall Company 45 Columbus Ave.

Chica o, Ill.—Hamilton Automobile Co., 1218-20 Michi an Ave.

Provi ence, R. I.—Pennsylvania Motor Car Agency, 13 Washington St.

Denver, Col.—Deriver Omnibus & Cab Company.

Kansas Cit , Mo.—Auto-Motor Company, 11 2- 124 East 15th St.

Pittsburg, m—Bellefield Motor Company}, 4514-16-18 Henry St.

Brookylyn N. Y.—Charles F. Batt, 1378 edtord Ave.

New orit City—Archer 8: Company, 1597 Broadway.

3 okane, Wash.-—Dulma ~Rose Automobile Company, 1212 Second Ave.

P iladelphia, Pa.--West- tillman Motor Car Company, 153 No. Broad St.

Baltimore, Md.—Rice's Gara e, North & Madison Aves.

St. Louis, Mo.-—Richard T. arris, Washington Hotel. _

Bufialo, N. Y.—Brunn's Carriage Manufactory, 1140 Main St.
   

   

which have become so well known to the automobile world and which

have sined such reat iavor_smong their_ many users, are now being

manu actured in t e best equipped plant. in the world devoted to the

exclusive manufacture .oi Magnetos. This new factory, I model from

the standpoint of efiicientjrrangfiment and high class equipment to

gether with ertected designs w ch are the results of years 0 can

perience in t is line of manufacture, makes possible the turning out

of the very highest grade ignition apparatus on the market.

For 1908 our line includes s new high tension Magneto without

coil, which we build in large quantities and are selling _at a medium

price. It is simple, small and well made. _It can be installed with

minimum expense and is _a high grade uip_me_nt in every respect.

We also build Magnetos with coils or _doi_ib e ignition, and alternating

and direct current Magnetos for all ignition purposes. It w_ill pay

you to investigate our Magnetos before deciding upon your ignition

equipment for your ‘1908 csrs.

We will exhibit at both New York Shows and the Chicago Show.

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

ANDERSON, INDIANA, U. S. A.

 

=m=
For a Hot, Snappy Spark,

Use Wico Spark Plugs

With Microineter Adjustment

A new lug, excelling every other glug on the market. A

most deci ed improvement, insuring r ythmic running of the

engine.

The Wico is equipped with Micrometei' adjustment per~

initting instant regulation to suit any compression or system

of ignition.

The spark gap can be set to A KNOWN DISTANCE—

you don’t have to guess; and all plugs can be set alikt down

to 1-1000 of an inch.

The electrode and chamber are so constructed that the

W I C O P L U G S a r e practically SELF

CLEANING.

Develop the FULL HORSEPOWER of

your engine by using the VVICO PLUG.

Price $1.00. For sale everywhere.

Write for Catalogue N0. 20.

Wither-bee Igniter Company

541 West 43d Street

New York

HICAGO, ‘ DETROIT,

220 Jeflerson Ave.

BALTIMORE—510 Continental Trust Bldg.
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Trade-Mark Registered April 30. I895

Scrader Universal Valve

SIMPLE AND HBSGLUTELY AIR TIGHT

  

(L Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the

1'; regular equipment for G 8:] Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop

‘ ‘ f, Detachable Motor Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor Tires, and

  

New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires. (LOur No. 7 97

Motor Tire ValVe is the standard for 2%-inch and 3-inch
I ‘ tires and our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for

  

tires larger than 3 inches.

Supplied to the Trade by All Tire Manufacturers

MANUFACTURBD BY

A. SCHRADER’S SONS, [M., 28-30-32 Rose Street, New York

  
 

 

 ‘4“ EST W

11;?le A 6?);

T-l-HNEI' 15 TD LOU/l

FOR IT,‘ WE WAVE

A‘F'INI IN Tiff

,Au‘Fi'ITRA

"7‘" U N MENU U T

Win-T 210,327;

Au?0'“ 77570? Wei/{5

Au‘Ro‘RA "Il-L'

 

  

ESQLHRS
 

  Dosseses Many New and

Exclusive Features .

11 Our new designs

are assembled without

solder, but by interior

screws, which leave a

perfectly smooth ex

terior surface — of

great convenience for

1 cleanliness.

L (L If accidentally

‘- broken the lens mir

ror can be easily re

moved and new one

inserted without the

necessity of sending

lamp to the factory—

an exclusive feature

of great convenience.

For Other Features Get

Our 1908 Booklet .- .

 

 

  

 

BHDGER BRASS MFG. ('36.

Kenosha, Wis. New York elty
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A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Supplementary Spiral Springs

olte, no

oceted

will

  

and notice the difierencc. No

'ere, no broken epringe, or

' ointe. The “Thank-ye-marme"

still be with you, but on won't

know it. Our new ooklet ie

very interesting, and ie youre

for the eelting.

Supplementary Spiral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave.. St. Louis

New York Breach, 82 Wat 67th Street

 

  

 

 

warning Patent l

flan-0m] DON'l‘_,Gl-.‘l‘ DUMPED

The Firet In the Market

The Beat in the Field

0 ‘ I.“

All“) Bumper \ Others Are Imitetore

THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT bee been nllowed, and ne eoon u

it_can be tuned we will bring euit egninet ell USERS oi Bumpere in

fringing on end not menutectured under the HARROUN lieenee.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

sour LICENSEES, u. s. A. svcluronn, m.
 

  

Handioet

luio

Wrenches

A Set OISB.&S.

General Service

Wrenches

(10 openings) put

up in a handy

KIT BAG

Get our last

Cetaiog

The Billings &

Spencer Company

Hartford, Conn.

 
  

 

IS NOTED FOR MANY THINGSN

one of them being the home of the famous

Splitdorf Coil

The reason SPLITDORF Ig/rliition is

used by the great majority of otorists

is because it is universally conceded to

e the

Most Perfect Ignition Made

The name SPLITDORF on a coil is a

guarantee of excellence.

c. F. SPLITDQRF

Walton AVG-fl l38th 8t. NEW YORK

NEW YORK

: ‘7
  

 

  

 

  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contrecta for enttre outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine end all other

high-class enclosed work,

Output for this sealon, 9000 jobs. complete, trimmed and finished

RAOINE NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, Racine, Wis.

 

 

Piiisiield Coils and Jewel Plugs

insure Sure and Economical Ignition
    

They are used by

careful manufacturers

_‘ and intelligent users of

.1“ experience. Sold by all

Piiisileld Spark Coll C0.

Dalton, Mlle.

' DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Excelsior Supply Co., Randolph St., Chicago, Ill. . . .Weetern Dietribntore

New York Sporting Geode Co., 17 Warren St. N.Y., New York Distributor-e

Pettingell & Andrews, Pearl 8: Atlantic Ave., Boston, New Eng. Dietribnton

  

 

 

 

PAIISONS’ MANGANESE BIIIINZE LEVER CASTINGS

i

v

\

I:

‘ l

  

Sole Mnlrere

ORAIIP I. SONS SHIP a ENGINE

Philadelphia, Pennn.

THE WILLIAM

IUILDINO COMPANY, -

  
 

 

 

“RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

IlAJAI-l AUTU SUPPLY UUIIPANY

140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YURK, U. 8. A.

 

  

l\
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MOTOR MAKERS
that'a what we are. We have

made the motors in eorae oi

the meet aucceeaiui ears, for

years. Quality beiore price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ '

Carburetor

which ae meter experts we

picked as the beat in the world.

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

1118 WBSTBRN MOTOR ('30., Loaenaport, Ind.

Manufacturer! oi "Rutenber" Mote “Rntenber” Ca homo and Sopliea. Light Soit Gray Ironjaraae and Alumian CaeftI'aga. ,

KINWUUB AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LEADERS:

Klnwood Perfection Radiators

d

Klnwood Mech=nical Ollera.

KINWOOD PRESSED STEEL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes. tenders, gasolene and water tanks, mufiers,

dust and drip pans, radiator fans, gaaolone gaugea, fittings, couplings.

ete., etc.

  

  

 

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PITIRSIN, THOMAS J. WITZEL,

ICC Lake It., Chicano, I I Warren St., New York,

Weetern Repreeeatat'lve. laatera Represenmti'e.

mono

LUBRIBATUBS—BADIATURS
“Marks of a Good Motor Oar"

IIBKIM BUFFER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McOORD 8t COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFIOI

24 Broad Street

Old Colony Bulldlmz

CHIOAOO

ARE STANDARD
Let in quote you on 4-cyllnder

motors Ior I908

THREE SIZES

452 in. a 4% in.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS

\_ ‘7
  

5 a

4-eyilnder with aeli-eon

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready Ioi

coupling any standard

ma eto.

_ ur new Iactory and ma

chinery enable us to ar

antee uality and delver

lee. lso clutchea and

, tranamiaaiona. Send ior

- catalo e.

K. FRANIFLIN P T_ERSON

166 Lake St.I icago, I

Weatern Re reaentativa.

"mos J. we'izrzrg

2’ W. 42d t.. New York

Zaatere lqreeaatativa

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO., Muskcflon, M1611.

Energy End

of the automobile should get

the best attention—and that

means the proper oil. Mobiloil

is the only scientifically accurate

lubricant for automobiles—because

ever make of engine requires its own

kin oi'lubricant. and

VACUUM

MOBILOIL
in its various grades meets these requirements. Send

for booklet which lists every make of automobile and

tellsjust what grade of Mobiloil your automobile re

quires. Contaius valuable pointers for motorists. It’s

free. Mobiloil comes in barrels and cans of varying

capacities. human“ by

VACUUM OIL co., Rochester. N. Y.

PA c KARD

Enameled Ignition Cable

is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENSION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC C0., Warren. 0.

  

   

THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automobilo Construction

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Strong. Tough and hold

Threada.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZI

CASTINGS,

Guaranteed above

ment Specification.

AUTOMOBILE BRA-D

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINOS,

Coolest Running and Beet

Wear Reeiating Bronze on

the Market.

light Mtg. & Fund" Go.

POTTI'I‘OWN. PA. ‘

Govern

 

  

 

 

 

 

HEINZE

BUILS
Send for

1907 Catalog

and Prices.
 

 

,

' ' ' "' 'HEINZE ELECTRIC CO., Lowell, Haas.
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eiaiiorii

GARAGE

NewYork Oily

Broadway and 110th St.

Run as s gsrsgc ought to be run.

Personal attention.

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting.

Tel. 2686 River.

Try us.

  

 

 

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

SI‘IITH AUTO. CO., MFRS.

roman. KANSAS

LASCOE°LLli"s"% FRONT

Simple, elective, correctly designed Mshogag

i' “.31 ‘m".ai.,'““‘i?°dm" 'i'i'” "lifii' t
ot st! 0 o rume opsght'dofasiy :zdtsndoulrgusutomobllc. Con e st

“ .w; muhythe Igndony'l‘ops. Write for amn

sud prices.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO.

1288 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO

 
 

 

TIIE BHANIIIEB 00.

THE LAI‘IBERT‘ 18

“ Friction Flyer”

$800
Write for catalogue describing our full line.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
 

  

 

 

 

The Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

EISEMANN'LAVALETTE THE

Magnetos I N D ., x

B ii t Is RIGHT dlt will

t t t .LAVELETTE & CO., " °°usx;;ng:kz,m

“2 w' 42d St-v N" Ym'k Ind ox Opood Indicator Oo.

Miximmus. Minn.

  

 

  

 

 

 

Bcttcr Because Regular

An Oberdorfer Pump never “sticks.” it works

day in and day out in s uniform manner.

To yours on Oberdorlerf .

M. L. Obcrdorfer Brass Co.. l

Wstcr St., Symuos, N. Y.

MlCHEIiI‘Ni

FRANCE“ENGLAND

ITALY AMERICA

81AMPED PAR18 ,‘ MICHELIN TIRE 00..

FOR AUTOMOBILES ! The Hardy

Tn: Gnosov Company \ T'°“b'°'°

Buffalo, Now York

  

 

  

 

 
  

 

Mllltown, N. .I.

32000

Will do any.

thing any car

will do and do it

Better and Quicker.

We'll PROVE this on the

road any time you say. Call

at any Mitchell Brunch any time
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SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIIIES

rns WORLD'S summon

FIIIESTIIIE TIIIE & RUBBEII 00., Akron, Uhlo

 

  

 

 

BRISOOI RADIATORS

s H°"°l§°"i"i;s mi'iii “rib.
l m '

vcEt‘igT low: filth or withoiit osslng; with

or “mom Tm Hoods also made. Send

Fenders,

for catalog.

Old Radiators Repaired. ‘ Send tonesrest isetory.

BRIOOOE MFG. CO.

DETROXT, INCH. NEWARK, N. I.

 

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK QBSORBER

ark

The Device that made Safe. S eed and Comfortable

_ Automobiling Ifbssi Ie.

Write for Rough Rosd Booklet to Department I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. Val-Isrtford, Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York

 
   

 

For catalogues, address

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.

 

 

 

and DIFFERENTIALS

in stock or to order. Send ior

. Cstolfl‘lc

CULLMAN WHEEL CO.

1032 Dunning St., Chicago

  

 

Th Ballslii Chili UOIIIIIII

-— IAII —

Automobile Choliu,

Sprodoto, Spur ond Bovol

floors.

 

BIIIIIII llth & mm. c...
Vt orcostor, Moss., U.S.A.

,Lngan l908 Model SThraaTnnTruck
A truck equipped with a four cylinder water cooled

40 H. P. motor, built to give service rnont after

month and year after year and representing e best

thought of the oldest and largest plant in America

devoted to the manufacture of commercial motor cars.

For detailed description address

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CHILLICOTHE, ouro.

  

 

. SPROCKETS, CHAINS '

"The Pullman of Motor Cars"

1908 MUIIEIS '

IIEIIIY FllII DELIVERY.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR 00.

Broadway, Cor. 60th St. Now York

in Motorcycles . . . .

THE BICYCLINO WORLD

snd MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Published Every Saturday It

154 Nssssu Street. New York Clq.

‘ 8.0 pm Your . . . . . .

l

I If You are Interooted

l

Specimen Copies Gratis.

  

 

  

l 

 

 

' After considerable use the bolts
Raqu". holding the sprocket rings to the

driving wheels of Cl'lllll driven cars tend to become loosened in :he

spokes. Hence, when overhauling an old ,csr, it is, , ell to tighten he

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the en s for the sake of

security. In doin this care should be taken not to throw the

sprockets out of line—From “Motor World," August 8, '07.

Uoo Columblo Lock Nuts

COLUMBIA uur a no“ on" lno.. Inogopon,_Oonn.
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Upwards

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable. relia

ble. Double cylinder—940 H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumption. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Writ lode] for Catalogue and News!!!“

W. H. KIBLINOBR COMPANY

lea No. 280 AUBURN, IND.

Sla-lllli
5 A Spark Plugs

"1mm an LID on.

On Maxwella. llitehells, Autooara. Americana. Glidea,

etc., in their contests. They'll do the same for you.

Send [or sample set.

'THE H. E. HAIIDY 00., 86 Haltr 3L. II" York Olly

  

 

"VULBAII"
  

 

 

meow

{Trauma GA
THE F. I. OTEAINS 60.,

i“ ouveuuu, euro, 0. e. A.

meg;

I

D R AGO N .
Tourlmz Oar $2 I 00 Roadster 8 l8§0

TWO "HAPPY MEDIUM" CARS.

_ ‘ Not too heavy—not too_ It, _

,i" ottooeoay—prlce 1t right!”

nnacou AUTOMOBii-I 00.,

30th, 81st and Chewiut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFC. 00.,

Ar'nesbury, Mass.

Sprlllllltli Tlll
(Pat. Ila!)

“Willi.”

mum am

i." “n

" Ie AIIIII.

Egrla ld, Ins.
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SMITH AUTIIIIUBILE PARTS.

mnz>ww wZOMmelmz>wfl

mIGWUHN>MW

mOzHWK>Hmrenew

mNFN>

STEERING COLUMNS.

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

243 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Pioneer Makers oi Automobile Parts.

  

 

 

HAYNES
“The car the Repairman seldom seee.‘

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Oldest Automobile Manufacturers in America

Members A. I... A. 11., Kokomo, ind.

WE WILL NOT

acoept our contract nnleea we can give you the

delivery’ you require. We will not accept more

eontraeta than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Preeeed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampinge.

Tl-I'l, HYDRAULIC PRISSID ITEIL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

 

 

ALUMINUM BODIES

\Illlllllllllll/

— J. M. QUINBY&C0. _

391.1834

  

tarrlm lllldm. IEIMK. I. J. -
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Motor Car Accessories

8 rk Plugs, Cablk Switches. Lam

orn Goggles uto Clothing an

Wet .Weather Equipment oi our own

manuiaeture.

New illustrated catalogue free.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

156 Jefferson Ave... Detroit, llch.

 
"(SURE Y0UR MOTOR

Against wear and carbon troubles by usingi.

“INVAIIER”

llIL
TWO GRADES—LIGHT AND

IBDIUI HEAVY

‘ YOU NAIR THE CAI—WE‘LL

NAIR THE GRADE

INVADIR llNll-FLUID

00Nl PO U N D

A thickened oil for ts‘anamiseioua

  

REGISTERED

INVADER LUBRIOATINO COMPOUND

Formmpreaelou Cube

CHAS. P. KELLOM 8 CO.

128 Arch Stroll. PHILADELPHIA

sunnar

norm mama comm
PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls, Ball

Bearings, Roller Hearings and Automobile Axlea

Write for New Automobile Catalogue with full par

ticulars of

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

RANKLIN

M 0 T O R C A R 5

char-wrarcm, urea-rowan

$250 "2.223.532"
The Original Auto

Practical, durabl

and absolutely see. A light,

strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suite Ie [or city or country use.

Speed from 4 to miles an

hour. Our 1907 Model has an extra’pow.‘ l engne,

atent bail-bearin wheels; price 827 . Also 10 ,

400. Rubber Tree, .1! extra. Write ior p

tive literature.

Sutton lulu lum llg. Co., Inc. ill Ila Ballrere m., Sl. Lula, la.

Address

Eastern Inquiries

Gariord Motor Car Co.

of New York

1540 Broadway,

New York City.

Western Inquiries

Gariord Motor Car Co.

of Cleveland

1372 East 12th St.,

Cleveland.

 

 
    

 

 

 
 

Name

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154' Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

" Che motor Worlb |

for one year, commencing with the issue °£_—_‘_______—

 

Address 
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“WHITNEY” CHAINS

January 1, 1907 to November, I, 1907, conditions as follows:

On January 1, 1907, we were renting about 38,000 square feet of floor space in a building not adapted for

our growing business. At the same time we were giving much attention to our new buildings which were

under construction, and not completed until July, 1907. During' this period we moved our entire equip

ment to our new factory and for a number of weeks were obliged to operate machinery in both plants, We

also carried on important experiments and constructed much special apparatus for our new factory. While

thus_handicapped we could not fully meet the increasing demand for “Whitney” Chains“ Nevertheless, we

succeeded in shipping a greater number than ever before for an equal period of time.

Patented

“'2.

“ I-IITNEY” - CHA

November I, 1907, to December 31, 1908, conditions as follows: 6

  

New fire-proof iactory,,one of the best, strongest and safest in the country. Floor space over 70,000 “a

square feet. Best of light and excellent conditions for employee. Location one of the best ‘

in Hartford. Private side-track connecting with main line between New York and Boston. Land area

over ten acres. Large increase in new machinery and tools. Improved methods. Inspection system more

rigid than ever. Greater accuracy. Increased strength by the use of new materials and improved treatment.

Greater durability. Better finish.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., - Hartford, Conn.
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POPE

 
 

 

  

One 0! 0ur 1908 Models

 

As to the policy of the Pope-Toledo facto

ready for assembling.

3d—Deliveries are being made with our usual prom

lall—The business is being pushed aggressively

satisfactorily represented.

sill—Our new catalogue, the finest we have ever is

ry for I908, we make the

following statements:

ISi—Our line for 1908 as shown at the New York Show was acknowledged

by dealers, users and the press to be the finest exhibited.

Zd—This product is now being manufactured and in fact is largely completed

ptness in rotation as booked.

and progressively; our old

agents are being protected and we want new live ones only, where not

5th—Our “square deal ” policy towards the user and dealer is being continued.

(“h—We will make enough cars to talre care of the demand.

"ll—An aggressive advertising and publicity campaign is being pushed.

sued, is in the printer's hands.

 

Pope Motor Car Company, .

 

ll you want the finest line of cars made in America today, correspond with us at once

_

2%. Toledo, 0hio
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CHICAGO fillill (llllB

SHEETS Dill fllR

“Mitchell Auto Pronounced Ideal by

Chicago Automobile Club.

“The Mitchell Motor Car enjoys

the enviable distinction of being offi

cially named by the Chicago Auto

mobile Club as nearest to the ideal

car of any standard car in existence.

And this is how it happened:

“A committee of the Club drafted

a set of specifications for an ideal au

tomobile. After the specifications

were com leted, all standard Ameri

can and oreign cars were investi

gated and compared, with the result

that the committee reported to the

Chicago Automobile Club in favor or

the Mitchell motor car as the ideal

car.

“These men owned and operated

various makes of cars and were thor

oughly familiar with many types both

American and foreign. The commit

tee’s report has been printed for dis

tribution among the members of the

Chicago Automobile Club." '

From the Clu'rago Evening American,

December 3, 1907.

Have This Ideal Car

Demonstrated

Mr. Business Man

_ Let it prove itself the ideal car. Any

Mitchell agent will be glad to “show you” in

a road test if you’ re interested. Just call him

on the ’ phone and he'll take you out any time.

Here are the specifications of the Mit

chell Ideal Line for 1908:

Model I—S-passenger, 4-Cylinder Touring

Car; blue finish- 35 h. p.; speed, 50 miles; 32-in.

wheels, Price, $2,000.

LIMOUSINE—4-Cylinder; blue finish; 35

h. p.; speed, 40 miles; 32-inch wheels. Price,

$2,800.

MODEL G—3-Passenger, 4-Cylinder Gentle

men’s Roadster; French gray finish; red uphol

stering and running gear; 20 h. p.; speed, 45 miles;

32-inch wheels. Price, $1,250.

MODEL H—Z-Passenger, 4-Cylinder Run

about; blue finish; 20 h, p.; speed, 45 miles; 30

inch wheels. Price, $1,000.

MOTOR TRUCK—+Cylinder; 20 h. p.; ca

pacity, 1 ton; speed, 14 to 15 miles. Price, $2,000.

Mitchell Motor Car Co.

277 Mitchell Street, Racine, Wis.

  

“THE CAR BUILT FOR PERMANENCE

You’re Sure of

Your Trip

When you start in an American

Mors you’re sure of reaching the

destined point without trouble or

delay.

No matter what hills, what the

condition of the road or other ordi

nary and even extraordinary auto

mobile obstacles, the American

Mors will get you there.

Every part of the American Mors

is built to do a specific share of the

work—and it does it.

No one part shifts the work on

another.

They all work together harmo

niously and make “the perfectly

balanced car."

AMERICAN M0llS TOUlilNG CARS—THREE TYPES:

14-18 l. P., $3,000 2442 ll. P., $5,000 40-52 ii. P., 86,000

All bodies of the most Perfect Designs—Complete Equipment

GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR

Send for our Catalog. Address Dept. H

The St. Louis Car Company

Automobile Department, Si. Louis, Mo.

New York 2 1706-1718 Broadway, cor. 54th Street

Licensed by the Société Anonyme d’Electricité et

d’Automobiles, “MORS,” Paris, France

Built by the Largest Builders

oi Street Cars in the World
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- THOMAS
THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.

presents four styles of chassis

and nineteen styles of bodies

 

 

Thomas 400 Town Gar

Combines luxury with utility and necessity; designed particularly for city and suburban

use in good or bad weather, for calling and shopping, for the theatre, for social functions

and touring on good roads. This car is furnished with brougham, landaulet, cabriolet, li

mousine and doctor's car bodies. In Europe this style of car is the vogue, as it rapidly

is becoming in America. Prices, $3,000 to $3,250.

Thomas 440 Detroit .

A marvel of smooth and quiet running with a dash in operation and distinctive style in

appearance that denotes the thoroughbred and fascinates the most critical. The 4-40 has

been strengthened and improved where the wisdom of experience has suggested. It is

especially designed to successfully eclipse at a much lower price, shaft driven cars of the

highest price and class. It is equipped with runabout, tourabout, touring and limousine

bodies. Prices, $2,750 to $3,750.

Thomas ll-6O Flyer

The Old Reliable is smoother, snappier, faster, lighter, quieter and roomier than ever. It has

been redesigned and refined until it has become one of the most beautiful and stylish cars

to be seen. The mechanical changes are largely refinements, though the motor generates

more power. A bearing between each cylinder is still one of its chief characteristics. It is

equipped with runabout, tourabout, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $4,500 to $5,700.

I Thomas 6-70 Special

This is the climax of automobile construction, and is one of the most powerful and flexible

cars made, retaining as it does, the structural principles that have counted so much for

reliability in the Thomas 460 Flyer. There 15 not a single experimental feature in its

entire construction. For speed, smooth running on hills and bad roads, and for slow

speed, all on the high gear, the 6-70 Special is not equalled. It is equipped with runabout,

touring, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $6,000 to $6,900,

E. R. Thomas Motor Q0.
Members 1!. L. a. M. BUFFALO, NEW YORK
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Manufactured by the Pioneer

builders of Clincher Automobile

Tires in America.

Manufactured in a factory devoted

exclusively to the production of

pneumatic tires.v   

I  

Years of study and experience are necessary to produce a tire that_will prove satisfactory under all conditions.

Our plant is devoted exclusively to the manufacture of pneumatic tires, and _as pioneers in that line we have_had

the necessary experience, and the results of our close study in one line excluswely are shown in our 1908 tires.

Spaces 38 and 39 Coliseum, Chicago Auto Show,

GojiliieCo.

 

 

INDIANAPOLIS. IND. ‘

BRANCHES

Boston: 243 Columbus Ave. New York: 10 W. Sixtieth St. Chica o: 1434 Michigan Ave.

Detroit: 247 Jefferson Ave Cleveland: New No. 1837 Euclid Ave. San rancisco: 423-433 Golden Gate Ave.
  

DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES

Denver: 8528 Court Place. ' Omaha: Eleventh and Farnum Sts. Portland, Ore.: 64-66 Sixth St.

Buffalo: 912 Main St. l’ittsburg: 913-915 Liberty Ave. Minneapolis: 21 S. Second St.

Philadelphia: 711 N. Broad St. St. Louis: 415 North Main St. Syracuse, N. Y.: 212-214 S. Clinton St

Los Angeles: 1010 S. Main St. Atlanta, Ga.: 35 N. Prior St. Rochester, N. Y.: 55 Main St. East.

  

Memphis: 181-183 Madison St.  

 
 

   

 

  

  

TRIUMPH ITVIIS'IFI'Tsi-IE 1"

INTERAME. W

N01? liltvék'lf
IT IS A

ease... as
WITHOUT MATTER

GUM, HOW

PITCH, GRIFIQE

OR ACIDS. FRICTION

BECAUSE it is a perfect lubricant, BECAUSE it will not melt, which will prevent the running

BECAUSE is is composed entirely of materials that in them- down on the axle and destroying the rubber tires.

selves are pure lubricants. - - .BECAUSE it does gum. we» add or BEfitEZEa‘.YLliif‘SL‘f‘ail’.1352?.‘ifui‘i‘ittti‘iéinfi.§;§léii
other non-lubricants or any material that in any way cup; or bearings in the hottest weather

produces friction. ‘ _ _ ‘

BECAUSE it has a heavy body that always leaves a layer BECAUSE it will not freeze. _There has never been a day

of grease between the opposing surfaces of the bearings. so cold that it would put this grease out of business.

Owing to the fact that it never wastes and never runs out, and that its molecules are practically in

destructible, it lasts in actual work from 50 to 100 per ceeiit longer than other lubricants, and is there

fore immensely cheaper. SEND A TRIAL ORDER TO-DAY—lO-LB. TRIAL CAN $2.00.

For Sale by All Dealers, or Send Direct to

THE PERFECTION GREASE CO., South Bend, Indiana

  

v _ R. . P. SPORTING GOODS CO., . ~ . EXCELSIOR SUPPLY CO.,
I\ew York Agency. { 138415 Bedford Ave" Brooklyn, N y_ wcsm'“ scumg Agcms' {233 Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

  

WRITE FOR THE NEW WHITE CATALOG

We would like to send a copy of our new catalog to everyone interested in

any phase of motoring. Everyone should read, for example, the description of the

White generator, thatwonderful steam-makir g device wherein the water is at the top

and the steam at the bottom and wherein none of the conditions of the ordinary boiler

are present. The references to the continuous success of the White in all forms of

competition during the last seven years will also prove of interest. Also, we invite

attention to the detailed specifications of our two models—one of 30 horse-power and the

other of 20 horse-power—with touring car, runabout, limousine and landaulet bodies.

A POSTAL TO US BRINGS A COPY

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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55% 55% 55%
of all the Exhibitors of both pleasure and commercial cars at the great Chicago Shows held in the

Coliseum Annex, lst Regiment Armory and Tattersalls 7th Rgeiment Armory are using

Timken Roller Bearings or Axles

When you consider the varied exhibits and large number of individual Exhibitors, this showing is

most remarkable—yet it shows that more than half of them are of one mind, notwithstanding the fact

that price is always secondary to quality With TIMKEN PRODUCTS.

In the great 3 day Chicago Reliability Run a HAYNES Car WITH WHEEL HUBS SEALED

carried off the prize with a clean score. Some say a practical impossibility with bearings not of

The Timken Principle and @ality

If you are not using TIMKEN PRODUCTS, write us—we have facts to present that not only mean

profit but reputation to you.

The Timken Roller Bearing Axle Company

Canton, Ohio

Eastern Branch—10 E. 31st St., New York Western Branch—429 Wabash Ave., Chicago

 

 

 

 

$2800

Touring Car, Roadster, Touring Roadster, Limousine.

Valve-in-head Motor, Chrome Nickel Steel, Annular Bearings.

Denver, CoL—D

Dittiiburg,

Wew

:i kane, Was .—Dulins

 

St. Louis

 
  

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co.,

PENNSYLVANIA DISTRIBUTORS.‘

Los Angeles, CaL—Green-Robbins Company, 1501-1505 South Main St.

San Francisco, Cal—City Hall Automobile Com any 66 Fulton St.

Boston, Mass.—Frederick E. Randall Coin any 5 C

Chica o, IlL—Hamilton Automobile Co., 218-20 Michi an Ave.

’rovi ence, R. I.—Pennsylvanis Motor Car Agency, 13

cover Omnibus 8: Cab Com .anly.

Kansas Cit , Mo.—Auto-Motor Company, 1112- 124 Eu 15th St.

L—Bellefield Motor Com an ,

Brook! N. Y.-—Charles F. Butt, 13 8 ed'oYyoli'lr Cit Archer & Company, 1597 Broadway.

ilndelphia, Pin—West- tillmsn Motor Car Company, 153

letimore, Md.-Rice's Gang? North &

MIL—Richlfd T s

CATALOGUES 0F

Gasolene Cars and

Electric Vehicles

are hm dsome specimensof printing and faithfully show

the l 908 cars.

If interested, apply to our branches or home offices.

With Magneto, $3000

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

olumbus Ave

Washington St.

 ‘w-i

514-16-18 enry St.

rd Ave. EICCII'IC Vehicle C0., liartiord, Conn.

New York, 134 West 39th St. Chicago, 1332 Michigan Ave.

Boston, 74 Stanhope St.

Rose Automobile Company, 1212 Second Ave.

No. Broad St.

Madison Aves.

rris, Washington Hotel.

 

 

Buffalo, Y.—Brunn's Carriage Msnutsctory, 1140 Main St.

if
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ATTENTION

Motorist. Dealer and Manutacturer

' Do you know that Morgan 8: Wright tires have backed up all the good

things we have said about them F

We do not mean by this that trouble is unknown to the users of these

tires, but it does mean most emphatically that the exceptional service given by

these tires has commanded the favorable attention of manufacturers, dealers and

owners throughout the country.

Some manufacturers, dealers and motorists don’t know this; that’s

because they don’t specifiy Morgan Sc Wright tires.

Furthermore, this “favorable attention” has been converted into

generous orders—already booked—for 1908 deliveries.

 

  

  

CLINCHER

The Improved Midgley Rim, illustrated

above. accommodates every make of

Clincher or Dunlo tires, as well as every

RUBBER nuts /

Yon DUNtOP'flRLS /¢

r »" ‘

type of mechanicaly-iasteued tires, except

one. Standard measurements thruout, in

cluding inside diameter. Solid bead. ‘ DUNLOP

MORGAN 81 WRIGHT, Detroit

New York: 214 W. 47th SL, 17 Warren St. Pittsburg: 913-915 Liberty Ave. Kansas Cit : 605-607 E. 15th St.

Chicago: Bl Michigan Ave. Philadelphia: 13th & Cherry Sts. Denver: 1 62 Broadwa .

Boston: Motor Mart. Cleveland: 1829 Euclid Ave. Los Angeles: 118-122 . Tenth St.

Syracuse: 214 Clinton St. Dayton: 495-411 East Third St. San Francisco: 423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

Bufi'alo: 379-383 Washin on St. Minneapolis: 708 Henne in Ave. Portland: 86 Sixth St.

' Rochester: 55 Main St. Atlanta: 90 No. Pr or t Seattle; Ninth Ave. and Pike St.

St. Louis: 538 N. andeventer Ave.

Morgan & Wright Tires Are Good Tires

'wmmaiile
Gomhlnas vaad Baliablllty With lncraasad Etticlancy and Low 60st at Up-Kaop
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Mammal;

Eve Matheson car turned out in the last ten years is still running and is reported to be in

good con ition. Most of the Mathesons turned out within the last three years have never had

a single replacement and are still giving perfect service to their original purchasers. Many l9 0 6

Mathesons have to date, been not only free from repairs but from even adjustments. We have

many letters from owners of l9 0 7 Mathesons who have given their cars hard and constant

use for the last seven months without spending five cents for repairs.

The salient Matheson features are those of the greatest foreign cars. The Mathe

son differs from these in one important respect—it’s better. The great string of

Matheson victories during the past season, its new speed records, hill climbing records,

endurance records, its perfect scores galore in reliability contests, made not only with

out need of repairs, but without even adjustments, all these have repeatedly proven

to us that there is no room for improvement in the Matheson. We have sought in vain

for records of performance that would direct the improvement of a single feature.

Feature for feature through the world’s output of high powered cars, not excepting

the best of the foreign makes, there is nothing that can compare with the Matheson

for performance over American roads.

Wrile for our new booklet, “I Drove my Maiheson— ” by Matheson owners, some of whom have made

thousands of miles without even an adjustment, some of whom have gone through an entire season with a repair

bill of nearly five cents. The Matheson sets a standard by which you may judge other high powered cars.

Licensed under Selden Patent Touring Cars, H. P”

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Company

(Formerly Matheson Co. of New York.)

Factory at Wilkes Barre, Pa.

Guaranteed One Year

1619 Broadway New York

 
 

a.

  
 

HEN we began mak The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

ing speed indicators,

we resolved to make the

a” best that could be produced

-—how well that resolve has

.I-I" been kept is proved by the

fact that 70 per cent. of the

cars in the 1907 Glidden

Tour carried

The Miller

Porcelain Spark Plug

  

Auto-Meter

The correctness of the Warner magnetic princi

ple is proved by the fact that the United States

Government has adopted it to obtain readings

of wind velocity. Uncle Sam thoroughly in

vestigates anything he buys—he wants the best.

Let us prove to you what the Warner Auto

Meter is—write to-day.

WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.

812 Roosevelt Ave., Beioit, Wisconsin

plugs on the market at a low price.

The list price is $1.00 each.

CHAS. E. MILLER

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave.

Philadelphi 18-320 N. Broad St.a 3

Cleveland, ohm, 406 Erie St. Buffalo, N. Y., am Main St

 
 

 

There has been a constant demand for a first-class por

celain plug and we have arranged to manufacture this plug

in large quantities and in this way we have reduced the cost

of manufacturing the plug, and we ofIcr one of the best spark

The material and work

manship are the finest on the market and are guaranteed.

Our catalog—the largest of its kind, mailed on request.

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

Boston, Mass, 202-204 Columbus Ave.

Detroit, Mich. 227 54-229 Jefferson Av.
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Model "G" Touring Car, $2000,00 Model "H" Touring Car, $2,500.00 1 "T" 0 _as H. P. Four Cylinder so H. P. Four Cylinder 1°Mfi9°p_ S'inggtcgggd"

 
 

 

  

v _ v The name that represents the really prac

-' ‘~ ' > tical achievements in motor car

Model "G" Runabout. $2,000.00 construction. Model “S” Runabout, $850.00

2 H. P. Four Cylinder 10 H. P. Single Cylinder

 

  

  

  
 

 

  
 

  

 

 

 
  

' I Model "T" Cou e, 1,350.00 “ " ' .
Model "H" leOLiSlI‘lC, $3.600.00 10 H. P. Sing e Csylinder- Moiiall-l.MP. 00

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, Mmb" "mcia‘im‘ UM!“ DETROIT, MICHIGAN

SOLA G A s
GENERATORS ' etF

Embody the only practical and scientific principle for a m 0 u s

the generation of Acetylene Gas. They are, in fact, the

Apperson Cars”

  

 
  

 

 
 

  

 

cumulatc of the most successful features in gas generating

assembled with infinite skill into an intergral whole _that

absolutely assures perfect, continual and never~failing

service.

They are adjudged the “Standard Mfakc" lll)y motori‘srts .

whose judgment bears the weight 0 ant ority. e

heavy seamless shells of these generators are drawn from

35 H. P. to 96 H. P.

Double Ignition System

  

or.

One Solid Piece

oi Brass

This makes leakage a remote pos—

sibility. Other makes are either

square or oblong and of riveted

and soldered sheets.

Our Patent Wick Feed

has not one point for adverse crit

icism. It 15 the perfection of sim

plicity.

\Vrite for the "Jackrabbit" Catalogue.

Correspondence invited with responsible

dealers.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Company

Kokomo, Indiana

 

C0. Members A. L. A. M.

Kenosha. Wis. New York City I

\Nrite for our booklet of exclusive features.
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has become a purely business transaction in which the

returns in satisfactory service, reliability and

economy of maintenance are balanced against the

investment.

From the standpoints of economical maintenance, _

absolute reliability and minimum depreciation in

market value, the

The Purchase of An Automobile

fielder”
stands preeminently the gilt-edge investment of the

industry, a positiou won and held through years of

satisfactory service.

The 1908 models mark the nearest approach to

mechanical perfection ever attained.

Our advance catalog, now ready, willshow you

how and why and a demonstration will convince.

Both are at you service. Write today_or see the

nearest Rambler representative.

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

MILWAUKEE BOSTON PHILADELPHIA

Representatives in All Lending Cities

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company

SAN FRANCISCO
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DAIMLER CUTS 0llT MIDDLEMEN

In Heralding Maja, Sister of Mercedes,

This Decision is Made Known—“Stu

pendous,” Declares Press Agent.

 

Fraulein Maja Jellinek no longer has

cause to be envious of her sister Mercedes.

Their doting father, who is high up in the

' Daimler Motoren Gescllschaft, now has

placed them on the same level.

He has named a motor car for Maja

(pronounced Mya) exactly as several years

since he styled one Mercedes; but—unkind

cut—he says the Maja is better in every

way than the Mercedes. It is to be built

wholly in the Daimler company's Austrian

factory and any American possessed of the

price, will be able to buy one right here in

New York, where a Maja branch will be

located. But agents are not wanted. The

Daimler people declare they are through

with middlemen of all sorts and couple the

declaration with references to "graft" and

“subtle practices" that searcely will be rel—

ished by the men who previously handled

the Mercedes for them.

The Maja chronicleer supplements these

statements and intimations, to say nothing

of a mass of superlatives, with an ex

pression of deepest amazement that “an un

dertakings so stupendous could advance to

a commercial actuality without a breath of

the news reaching the public." Despite

the “tremendousncss” of the news, how

ever, the world has continued to revolve in

the same old way and the Statue of Liberty

has not been rocked from its pedestal.

Shoemaker Gets an Extension.

The Shoemaker Automobile Co., for

which a receiver was appointed while re

moval from Freeport, 111., to Elkhart, Ind.,

was in progress, is in a fair way to over

come its difficulties. It is stated that the

creditors have consented to a six months’

extension and that the residents of Flkhart

who subscribed for $36,000 worth of the

stock have overcome their temcrity and

agreed to produce the money. Meanwhile,

the company has elected the following offi

cers: President and treasurer, C. C. Shoe

maker; secretary, S, Cooper, Kansas City;

foreman, Harry Shoemaker; directors, F.

L. Feckler, St. Paul; F. Shire, Cincinnati;

Dr. J. T. White, Dan Brubaker, C. C. Shoe

maker, Freeport; 5. Cooper, Kansas City.

To Make Opening for Knox Creditors.

Obstacles that prevented it having been

removed formal steps toward placing the

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass,

in the possession of its creditors until their

claims are satisfied, will be taken on Mon

day next, 16th inst., at a meeting of the

stockholders, called for the purpose.

At that time a proposal to increase the

capital stock from $500,000 to $1 000,000 will

be considered, the increase being neces

sary in order that shares in the company

may be apportioned to the creditors who

accepted the assignee's offer to take stock

in payment of their claims. The changes

in the by-laws, necessary to give the share

holding creditors the controlling voice in

alfairs of the company until its debts are

liquidated by retirement of the creditor's

shares, also will be submitted.

Pierce in a' Tire Company.

The Empire State Tire Co., which recent

Iy was incorporated and which has estab

lished a plant at 198-200 Terrace, Bufi‘alo,

N_ Y., has for its vice-president George

N. Pierce, of the George N. Pierre C0.

The other officers are Sylvanus B. Nye,

president, and VViiIiam F. McClurg. sec

retary-treasurer. The factory SllpCl'il'ltel‘ld—

cut is Lemon Greenwald, under whose pat

ents the company will operate in produc

ing what is styled the extensible tread

pneumatic tire, a non-skid tread and an ar

mored non-puncturablc protector, which is

designed to be placed between the shoe

and the inner tub:. In addition, the com

pany will make a feature of installing in

garages or repair shops complete tire rc

pair apparatus, including vulcanizers, etc.

RECEIVERS EOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE

Their Appointment Follows Failure to Re

new Bonds and Friendly Action—

Liabilities Exceed $3,600,000.

On Tuesday last, 10th inst., the Rice-

tric Vehicle Co., which has its plant in

Hartford, Conn., and which is a New Jersey

corporation capitalized at $20.000,000. was

placed in the hands of Hasley M. Barrett,

of Bloomfield, N. J., and Henry W. Nuck

els, of Hartford, as receivers, by Judge

Joseph Cross of the United States Circuit

Court at his home at Elizabeth, N. J. Mr.

Nuckels is the secretary and treasurer of

the company. The bond of each receiver

was fixed at $200,000. The application for

the appointment of receivers was made by

the Hartford Rubber Works Co., which has

a claim of $11,785 against the Electric Vc

hicle Co., and was in the nature of a friend

ly proceeding designed to protect the gen

eral creditors. Later, Mr. Barrett and W.

S, Montgomery were named as auxiliary

receivers for the company’s New York

property.

On the day following Messrs. Barrett

and Nuckels appeared before Judge \thclcr

in Chambers at Hartford, Conn. At the

close of the hearing they were appointed

receivers for the Connecticut properties of

the company, their bonds being fixed at

$200,000.

The immediate cause of the company’s

failure was the financial stringency which

made it impossible to borrow money for

current expenses and to meet or renew the

$2,500,000 mortgage bonds which matured

on November lst last.

Apart from the $2,500,000 bonds which

are secured by a mortgage on the property

of the company held by the Morton Trust

Co. of New York, as trustee, the liabilities

comprise demand promissory notes to the

amount of $591,043.32, a note for $300,000

which fell due on December 3 last, a note

for $2,600 due December 25 next, and a note
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for $5,708.18 due January 15 next, accounts

payable aggregating $204,790.32 of which

$150,000 has been due and unpaid since No

vember 15. The total is $3,604,141.82, of

which $2,016,000 is past due. The assets

are listed as follows:

Plant, land, buildings, ma

chinery, appliances, book

value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $717,498.16

Office furniture .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,731.54

Finished vehicles . . . . . . . . . . .. 173,087.73

Consigned vehicles and mer

chandise, book value . . . . . . . 90,387.51

aw materials, supplies and '

parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 770,474.20

Finished parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 378,714.00

Stocks and bonds of other

corporations, book value 358,002.00

Patents and patent licenses,

book value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11,447,537.28

Accounts and notes receiv

able . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 132,000.00

Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12,000.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$14,084,432.42

In addition the schedule mentions as an

asset the item of “good will." and alleges

that under this head the trademark of “Co

lumbia” is of great value. The company is

the sole owner of the noted “Selden” pat

ent, which is used by the Association of

Licensed Automobile Manufacturers, and

from which a large amount in royalties is

derived.

According to the 1907 edition of “Moody's

Manual” the Electric Vehicle Co. was in

corporated in the State of New Jersey on

September 27, 1897, to manufacture auto

mobiles, and subsequently acquired the in

terest of other concerns in similar lines, in

cluding the New Haven Carriage Co., the

Siemens-Halske Electric Co. of Chicago,

the Motor Vehicle Co. of Elizabeth, N. J.,

and the Columbia Automobile Co. of this

city. The company's product has been dis

tributed through various subsidiary com

panies, including the New York Electric

Vehicle Transportation Co., the Pennsylva

nia Electric Vehicle Co., the Illinois Elec

tric Vehicle Transportation Co., the New

England Electric Vehicle Transportation

Co., and the New Jersey Electric Vehicle

Transportation C0.

The authorized capital stock of the com

pany at first was $10,000,000. This was

successively increased to $12,000,000, to $18,

000,000, and then to $2,000,000. Of this

$9,000,000 is 8 per cent. cumulative pre

ferred, par $100. There is outstanding $10,

450,000 common and $8,145,000 preferred.

Dividends were paid regularly on the pre

ferred stock quarterly at the full rate from

April, 1899, to April, 1900, and on the com

mon 8 per cent. was paid in 1899 and none

since. The Electric Storage Battery Co.

of Philadelphia owns $3,152,000 of pre

ferred stock, $3,212,300 of common, and

$540,000 in bonds. The bonded debt of the

company is given in the “Manual” as $1,

774,000, refunding first 65, extended in 1905

and due on November 1, 1907.

The Columbia Motor Vehicle C0. of Bos

ton is a subsidiary company of the: Elec

tric Vehicle Co., and the Electric Vehicle

C0. of 1332 Michigan avenue, Chicago, and

the Electric Vehicle Co. of 134 West Thirty

ninth street, New York, are branch offices

of the Hartford company.

During recent months there have been

seVeral changes in the Board of Directors

of the company. H. H. Vreeland retired as

a director some months ago, and M. J. Bud

long, who was president, resigned that of

fice and was succeeded by Walter G.

Henderson, of the Electric Storage Battery

Co. Grant B, Schley, Jr., was another di

rector who resigned rccently. Among the

other directors are M. Gavin, a son-in-law

of James J. Hill, and who is associated with

Moore 8: Schley; W. O. Knudson, and Al

bert Taylor. _

The appointment of receivers for the

Electric Vehicle Co. wi11_cause no surprise

to those conversant with the condition of

affairs in that company. It has been gen

erally known that the mortgage bonds cov

ering the plant of the company at Hartford,

Conn., the plant of the New Haven Car

riage Co., at New Haven, Conn., and stock

in various subsidiary companies both had

affected and restricted their merchandise

credit to no little extent. Furthermore the

bonds of the company when issued were un

derwritten at 90 and were largely controlled

by interests identified with the Metropolitan

Street Railway Co., of New York, and the

Electric Storage Battery Co., of Philadel

phia.

The trade has recognized the fact that

the Electric Vehicle C0. could have been

continued as a “going concern" if their

bonds could have been renewed, as their in

come from the Selden Patent alone—which

is % of 1% per cent. of the price of all

the vehicles sold by members of the Li

censed Association of Automobile Manufac

turers—netted annually for the past

three years an average exceeding $200,000,

which would have been more than suffi

cient to take care of the interest charges

on their bonded indebtedness. However.

with financial conditions which have pre

vailed in New York for the past three

months it was anticipated that the com

pany would have difficulty in renewing their

bonds. It is reported from authentic

sources that while their bond issue amounts

to $1,521,000, the balance has been pledged

as collateral for money advanced on the

company’s paper.

In a statement issued immediately after

their appointment, the receivers say:

“Plans are already being considered for

the rehabilitation r-f the company and it is

confidently expected that within a. com

paratively short time creditors’ claims will

be met and the company he put in a posi

tion to continue its business with new cap

ital. The courts of New Jersey, New York

and Connecticut have all authorized the re

ceivers to conduct the business of the com

pany and it is proposed by the receivers to

so continue to conduct it without interrup~

tion, except that it will be necessary to

close the factory for a few days (probably

the rest of the w-_-ek) beginning VVednes

day, to take an inventory in accordance

with the order of the superior court.

“One of the most valuable assets of the

company will doubtless prove to be its

rights under the Selden patent, and it is

the intention of the receivers to see that

those rights are fully protected in every

way so that the Selden situation will con

tinue with practically the same status as

existed before the appointment of receiv

ers.” The association of Licensed Auto—

mobile Manufacturers will not be affected

in any way whatsoever by the complica

tions.

BUSINESS DIFFICULTIES.

Albert L. Pope and George W. Yule, re

ceivers for the Pope Motor Car Co. have

applied for the appointment of a receiver

for the R. H. Magoon Motor Car Co. Cleve

land, Ohio. They allege that R. H. Magoon,

doing business as the Magoon Motor Car

Co., owes the Pope company $3,517.92, and

that Magoon has transferred his property

to his wife, to place it beyond the reach

of creditors. Mrs. Magoon is made a party

to the suit.

Schedules filed by the Back Bay Automo

bile C0., of 171 Huntington avenue. Bos

ton, Mass., which was petitioned into bank

ruptcy August 15, disclose liabilities $39,344

and assets $11,635. Almost all the claims

are small. There is one promissory note of

$1.000, and a promissory note and money

loaned amounting to $1,415. Claims amount

ing to $12,000 are secured by a chattel mort

gage and company stock.

A petition in voluntary bankruptcy has

been filed by the Atkinson Automobile

Garage Co., Lockport, N. Y. The Schedule

shows liabilities amounting to $2,066 47 and

assets consisting of stock in trade valued

by the petitioners at $3,909.25.

Schedules in bankruptcy filed by the Du

plex Ignition Co., New York, disclose lia

bilities of $8,387 and assets of $3,131. The

latter consist of accounts, $1,531; stock,

$600, and a patent which is pending and

which is valued at $1,000.

Huntington in Hands of Receiver.

On the petition of the Bank of Hunting

ton, whose claim amounts to $3,000, and

the Harburg Tire Company, with a claim

of $14.000, Clifford M. Tappen has been ap

pointed receiver for the Huntington Auto~

mobile Co., Huntington, N. Y.. It is al

leged in the petition that the mismanage

ment of the company’s former president is

responsible for its difficulties. The com

pany built several cars which were so

closely patterned after the Mercedes that

even that name was preyed upon by the

use of the inapt dsignation “Merciless.”

Elkhart Testing a New Buggy.

T-he Elkhart Carriage and Harness Co.,

Elkhart, Ind., is making ready to place a

motor buggy on the market; a vehicle of

the sort is now under test.
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THE WEEK’S INCORPORATIONS.

Milwaukee, VVis.—Meiselbach Motor

Wagon Sales Co.. under Wisconsin laws,

with $10,000 capital. Corporators—John

Wild, T. D. Clain and others.

Louisville, Ky.—Oldsmobile Company of

Kentucky, The, under Kentucky laws, with

$20,000 capital; to deal in automobiles Cor

porators—W. E. Stokes, W. F. Glenn, Jr.,

L. Marble.

Newark, N. J.-—Nationa1 Auto Transit

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $25,000

capital; to conduct automobile livery. Cor

porators—W. S. Muchmo're, Newark; W.

W. Lochnberg; L. H, Abbey, East Orange,

New York City, N. Y.—Keeton Motor

Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators, John H. Kellock and

Frank P. Reilly, 60 Wall street; Babel

Goudchaux, 218 West 112th street, New

York City, N, Y.

Wilmington, Del—Dragon Motor Co..

under Delaware laws, with $1,000,000 cap

ital; to manufacture motor vehicles of all

kinds. Corporators—John C. Calhoun,

John Kane Mills, A. L. Kull, R. G. Kelsey

and C. A. Pickard.

New York City, N. Y.—Acme Tire Chain

Co., under New York laws; with $25,000

capital. Corporators—Alois B. Saliger and

William Kerrigan, 514 Pearl street. New

York City, N. Y.; Bernard Peritz, 457 Fifty

eighth street, Brooklyn, N. Y., directors.

Gardner, Mass—Gardner Motor Car Co.,

under_Maine laws, with $25,000. to conduct

a garage and repair business, and sell, let

and buy automobiles. Corporators--—Chas.

Conielli, Boston, Mass; William C. Wig

gin, Percy G. Simpson, Henry A. Perkins,

and Joseph P. Carney, Gardner, Mass.

New York City, N. Y.—Rosenfeld Ma

chine Co., The, under New York laws, with

$50,000 capital, to manufacture motors, dy

namos and other machinery. Corporators

—A. J. Beedenbender, Flushing, N. Y.; M.

Rosenfeld, Van Nest, N. J.; A. C. Somer

acki, Nutley, N. J; W. C. Zimmer, New

York City, N. Y.

Peorians Buy St. Louis Property.

Under an order from E. S. Robinson,

referee in bankruptcy, the machinery in

the plant of the St, Louis Motor Car Co.

at Peoria, Ill, and its unfinished product

has been sold to Harry G. Finkelstein and

\Narren Kinsey, of Peoria, for the sum of

$10,800. The new purchasers will enter into

immediate possession and will conduct the

factory until such a time as it can be pro

fitably disposed of. With the plant and

the machinery there are eight unfinished

cars and thirty engines.

Recently the Jesse Frenches, who had

been conducting the establishment, with

drew their claims of $60,000 against the

company and it is expected that a dividend

of 25 per cent. will be declared. There was

a bid of $12,000 for the machinery and un

finished product presented by a Chicago

concern, but later they failed to make good

and the bid of Finkelstein and Kinsey was

subsequently accepted. The building is

still owned by Jesse French, Sr., and only

the machinery with the material on hand is

disposed of in this sale,

Stockholders Can’t Escape Assessment.

The affairs of the bankrupt and long de

funct Remington Automobile Co., of Utica,

N. Y., continue to cause considerable liti

gation in the courts through the resistance

of some of the stockholders against paying

the assessments demanded by the trustee in

bankruptcy. In the case of Henry R. Car

penter. against Lotus N. Southworth, the

trustee, where the action was brought to

recover the amount of an assessment which

it is now claimed the trustee demanded il

legally of Carpenter, Judge Ray, at Utica,

sustained the demurrer of the trustee which

pointed out that Carpenter’s complaint did

not establish any adequate reason why he

should not be compelled to pay the assess

ment exacted of him. The Remington af

fairs have been in the courts for many

years. The stockholders have fought every

effort to make them disgorge, but this last

decision seems a knockout blow.

Rivalry in “Rubberneck” Trade.

A split in the “rubberneck wagon" busi

ness of Denver, Col., has resulted in the

formation of the Viewing Denver Auto

Rental Co. to go into competition with the

Seeing Denver Automobile Co, The or

ganizers of the new company, all of whom

were formerly connected with the old com

pany, are George Stevenson, psesident; W.

G. Cole, secretary and treasurer; H. T.

Kessle'r, general passenger agent; and J. R.

Howe and L. R. Slater.

Franklin to Bring Out a New Brougham.

In addition to the town car which it al

ready is producing, the H. H. Franklin

Mfg, Co. has under way one of the broug

ham type, with the steering wheel and con

trol enclosed in the body of the car. It

will be of 16 horsepower, will have a wheel

base of 92 inches, and will tip the scales at

about 1,700 pounds. It will be listed at

$2,300.

Offer for Pope's Syracuse Property.

E. C. Stearns & Co., who, under lease

from the Pope Mfg. Co., for several years

have occupied a factory building in Syra

cuse, N, Y., have made an offer of $25,000

for the property. The Pope receivers have

recommended its acceptance and applied to

the courts for authority to make the sale.

Judgment Against Trident Tire Co.

Judgement for $1,890 in favor of the

Standard Welding Co., Cleveland, has been

entered in the New York courts against the

Trident Tire Co. The latter concern

started with something of a rush about a

year since but for the past few months has

been at a complete standstill.

IN THE RETAIL WORLD.

George J. Dunham, 182 Columbus avenue,

has taken the Boston agency for Corbin

cars. The local store of the Corbin Motor

Vehicle Corporation has been discontinued.

The Panhard & Levassor Co., has estab

lished a branch in Boston, with George T.

Gould as manager. The salesrooms are at

901 Boylston street, lately occupied by the

Shawmut company.

The Santa Rosa Cycle Co., will shortly

build a large fireproof garage and sales

rooms at Santa Rosa, Cal, and change its

name to the Santa Rosa Garage Co. This

as a result of taking the agency for the

White.

E. Whipple has purchased the interests

of C. S. Matthews in the Matthews Auto

Supply Co., 514-516 Jackson avenue, To

peka, Kan. As a result of the purchase the

concern will change its name to the Cow

drey-Whipple Auto & Supply Co., J. R.

Cowdrey being the other member of the

firm.

George H. Phelps, formerly agent for

Corbin cars in Worcester county, and E. L.

Sanford, formerly manager of the Harring

ton Auto Station at Worcester, Mass., have

purchased that concern and after making

extensive alterations, will occupy its gar~

age. The new business will be incorporated

as the Harrington Garage C0.

The Gardner Motor Car Co., which has

incorporated under Maine laws, with $25,

000 capital, will establish a garage in the

old St. Paul church building at Gardner,

Mass., which is being remodeled for the

purpose. Charles Coninelli, of Boston,

William C. Wiggin, Percy G. Simpson,

Henry A. Perkins and Joseph P. Carney,

of Gardner, are named as the corporators.

Dealers Get Together Again.

The National Retail Dealers’ Associa

tion, the existence of which had been for

gotten by practically every one who had

ever heard of it, held a meeting during the

Chicago show and reorganized itself with

C. F. Jensen. of Joliet, 111., as president; R.

Hokanson, Madison, Wis., vice-president;

J. A. Crum, Oshkosh, Wis., secretary, and

L. Ohnhaus. of Fort Wayne, Ind, treasurer.

As stated by President Jensen, the object of

the association is “to prevent the sale of au~

tomobiles by agencies which are subsequent

ly not in a position to take care of their cus

tomers through want of proper equipment

or through lack of practical knowledge.”

Firms of the “fiy-by-night” order are also

to be fought.

Newark Plans a February Show.

By co-operating with the local club, the

Automobile Trade Association of Newark.

N. J., has arranged for an automobile show

to be held during the latter part of Feb

ruary. Plans for an elaborate affair are be

ing made. It is‘ estimated that there will

be at least 40 exhibitors.
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211/2 Per Cent

of all cars shown at the Madison

Square Garden Show were equipped

with

Midgley Universal Rims

and

38 Per Cent

of all detachable rims on cars in this

 

Show were

Midgley Universal Rims
 

 

 

At the Philadelphia Show, one-fifth of all cars

were equipped with the Midgley Universal

Rim—6 l % more than its nearest competitor.
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One of the Extravagances.

After the readjustment of affairs that is

now in progress in the industry sha‘l have

been completed, it probably will be discov

ered that not a few men connected wrth au

tomobile factories who had been accus

tomed to going about in motor cars, will

have returned to street car traveL

For to say the least, it simply has been

amazing not merely how many officials, but

how many department heads and superin

tendents and first and second assistant su

perintendants of some factories have en

joyed the free and unlimited use of cars

from one year’s end to the other, and not

infrequently of the services of a factory

employee in the capacity of driver. In some

instances it is a conservative estimate that

from $25,000 to $50,000 has been represented

by property usage of the sort.

Of course, there are sound reasons why

some of these men should make frequent

 

 

use of cars, but the wonder is why some

of the men in comparatively modest posi~

tions have been permitted to posseSs them

as if they were their very own, for their

own pleasure and the pleasure of their fam

ilies and friends, '

In stopping the leaks and reducing the

extravagances that have existed, it is cer

tain that this feature of the business must

receive attention.

 

Serviceability of the Wind Shield.

the comparatively short

time which has elapsed since they first came

into use and the very obvious dangers at

tendant upon accidental fractures, it is

somewhat surprising to observe how rapid

ly and completely the glass wind shield

has gained its hold upon the public. At

the same time, considering also the com

parative simplicity of the idea, it is not a

little surprising to note the amount of va

riety both in design and execution which

has been achieved.

When first placed on view at Madison

Square Garden several years ago, the two

or three screens then in existence

Considering

WCI'C

looked upon with mingled scorn and dis

trust. In the first place the average driver

of the clay felt secure enough in his gog

gles and was certain that no great benefit

could be derived from the use of a shelter

to any portion of his anatomy except his

eyes. Besides, there was the danger from

flying glass, and it seemed almost certain

that the glass would shatter whenever the

car was badly jolted, let alone wrecked.

At the present time hardly a car of any

pretentions is made but has its wind shield.

In most cases, to be sure, it is still a plain

fence. constructed without regard to the

laws of displacement, but there are numer

ous and very encouraging exceptions to the

rule, in which some attempt is made to de—

flect the air upward with the least possible

resistance to motion, thus at once reducing

the windage load upon the motor, and also

removing the obstructing screen from the

direct path of the chaufieur's vision. In

at least one instance recently observed, the

upper leaf of the folding protection was

made in double form, one section being of

glass and the other of very fine brass wire

gauze, the two being interchangeable. The

use of the gauze in cutting down the wind

as well as in excluding dust to a certain ex

tent, without at the same time presenting

reflection orany possible surface for

refraction of light, constitutes an evident

advantage, and one sufficiently great to

have inspired the equipment of an entire

screen in this way in one or two other

cases.

With the present popularity of the over—

powered car, there is little likelihood that

the additional work required to propel a

machine against a head wind when carrying

from three to five square feet of otherwise

useless dead flat surface at its fore end will

be considered of material significance. With

cars of lower power proportionately, how

ever, the effect is of more consequence, and

it is not at all unlikely that in this way the

design of devices which, while offering as

good protection to the driver, yet present

less resistance to motion, may ultimately

come into popular use. Certainly there is

no longer a question as to the desirability

of such an arrangement, nor any doubt as

to the utility and general serviceability of

glass for the purpose.

Garage Success and Failure.

\Vhile many things contribute to the suc

cess or failure of garage keeping, undoubt

edly the chief factor for better or worse is

the treatment accorded patrons. The care

and repair of motor cars involves so many

possible causes of friction between the two

parties to the contract that more tact and

diplomacy is reQuired than generally is con

sidered to be the case.

In too many instances, if they possess

the necessary tact, the garage keeper or

his manager affect a degree of aloofness.

They confine themselves too much to their

offices. They do not seek really to become

acquainted with their patrons or to earn

their good will. They leave too much to

the men in overalls, to whom the “cultiva

The

man in overalls may be perfectly able to

tion" of customers is a thing apart.

understand the language and temperament

of chauffeurs, but when he is required to

deal with the latter's employers, particu

larly when a difficulty of any sort has

arisen, he is unequal to the task and too

often serves only to make matters worse.

On the other hand, the man

who is permitted too much sway in this

in overalls

respect can constitute a leak which will

carry away no small profit in the course of

a season. He is a wise gnrageman who

knows when not to charge for tightening

a nut or a bolt, but the employee who is

working for his own pocket, i. e., for tips,

deserves a watchful eye.

Next to discourteous or indifferent treat
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civilization reaches. Contests rapidly are

Rep

utations no longer are made in an hour.

Most of them already have been established

and now it well may be doubted if victory

losing their value as trade stimulants.

in the greatest contest that may be pro

moted will profit the makers of the victori

ous car to the extent of a. dozen sales thai

might not have been made without the ex~

pense of such victory. It is only the new

or unknown car which now can profit much

from success of ,the sort. There are a

number of the importers and a few of the

still

lusions on the subject and who fancy that

domestic makers who harbor de

a big race greatly will assist the sale of

their goods, but they are due for an awak

the stand

point, automobiling as a sport has seen its

best day.

its returns now must be limited in its scope.

But without racing and the other elements

of sport, the industry and its product prob

ably would be five years behind what it is

ening. From manufacturer’s

It has proved its usefulness, and

to-day, Horseless Ages to the contrary not

withstanding.

As they run on wheels and are capable of

speed, there probab'y always will exist auto~

mobile sport in some form, but it will be

sport for sport's sake, and not for the

benefit of business. Some of the manufac

turers may engage in it—most of them are

possessed of red blood—and if they do so,

it certainly will not injure their interests

even if it fails to do them any great good.

The Short Cut to Peace.

It really seems about time that Mr. W.

J. Morgan and the American Automobile

it

Association got together." Friends of

both sides should seek to bridge the wide

chasm. For many dreary w:cks, Mr. Mor

gan, who has a New York evening news

paper at some portion of his back, that is.

when he is not promoting sandfests in Flor

ida or mountain climbs in New Hampshire,

has been uppercutting the A. A. A. until it

should be, even if it is not, dizzy. He has

been tearing the presidential policies to

tatters, hammering hard at the treasury

and pin-pricking the Racing Board in a

manner truly awful.

It all seems very foolish when the way

to prevent it is so clear and so simple, and

when the way to place the A. A. A. far, far

above criticism and reproach is equally

plain. \Nhy do not the officials of the A.

A. A. resign or otherwise “chase them

selves"? \Vith the field unobstructed, it

then would be possible to make up a ticket

that would spell satisfaction, not only from

top to bottom, but crosswise as well, as

follows:

For President.

W. J. Morgan.

For Secretary.

Will]. Morgan.

For Treasurer.

William J. Morgan.

After election, President Morgan very

readily could appoint Private Morgan chair

man of the Racing Board, and of the other

important committees, and the four or five

ply chairman should be left free to select his

fellow committeemen. In this way, there

would be left no room for dissent or dis

pute. Everything would be perfectly lovely.

Mr. Morgan is a man of travel and ex

perience which encompasses the better part

of two hemispheres and though he does not

plaster his hair on both sides of his forc

liead, he has every other necessary qualifi

cation. Seriously speaking, he is far-see

ing enough to discern that the greatest

lasting strength of an organization lies in

individual membership and as secretary he

could guide the A. A. A. in that direction;

as treasurer, he could see to it that no guilty

dollar escapes, while as President he cer

tainly could talk as much about “freeing

slaves" as President Hotchkiss has talked

and do as little toward freeing them. But

in his capacity as chairman of the Racing

Board he could fairly scintillate True, he

partly overlook those “two best bets,” the

Metropolitan Automobile Association_and

the

tee" and selected a New York club to run

“Automobile Manufacturers' Commit

his hotel's speed carnival in far off Florida,

but that is merely an incident Generally

speaking, he knows all the ins and outs of

He's been

He is a

misfortune.

every phase of the racing game.

there before many a time and oft.

professional, but that is his

For he became one merely because he raced

for cash and against other professionals,

which the A. A. A. with assinine gracious

ness says a man may do and yet remain an

amateur—under its rules. Morgan's mis—

fortune was in being born too soon. He

probably would find it a horrible job in dis~

tinguishing an A. A. A. amateur from an

A. A. A. professional,

could do so as acceptably as is now done by

Jefferson l)e.\lout Thompson or \V. K.

Vanderbilt, In, and as it is. he has done his

but he certainly

best by including in the program of the

Florida saiiilfest :in event for “geuileuiau

amateurs," which term, as nearly as can be

made out, is the equivalent of “professional

gentlemen," which is in the nature of off

setting the A. A. A. shamateur and adding

to Morgan‘; qualifications for A. A. A. of

fice. Be that as it may, let us have peace

—and Morgan.

To Reach the Highest Plane.

One of the most significant points de

veloped in connection with the report of

the \Natson experiments, recorded in an

other column, is contained in the final con

clusion in which the investigator observes

“that the question as to what kind of spark

is best, involves not only the position of the'

sparking plug, but also the peculiarities of

the carburetter and method adopted to

throttle the engine." This emphasizes the

relationship between cylinder and carbur

etter design—as, in fact, between all por

tions of the motor—and shows the difi‘i

eulty of segregating them. Not unt‘i each

function of the moror may be isolated from

all others and studied absolutely alone, can

it be hoped to reach the highest plane of

development in gas engineering.

As showing how true this is it is sufi‘i

cient to indicate that the results of carbur

etter experiments, hitherto supposed to have

been relatively absolute in their nature,

must have been affected to a greater or less

degree by the relative efficiency of the igni

tion system employed. Two motors put ,

through the same test develop different re

sults, simply because one may have its ig

nitors located in a pocket at one side of

the combustion chamber while the other

mounts them in the center of the cylinder

heads. Yet in testing for the best position

of the ignitors, on the other hand, the re

sults are more or less complicated by the

uncertainty of the carburation. Similarly,

experiments with methods of control, lu

brication, balance, and all other of the more

vital points of construction, are subject to

embarrassment through lack of proper

standardization of conditions.

Of necessity, the development of the in

ternal combustion motor has proceeded by

a process of counter-checking and interde

pendent correction first of errors in one

quarter, and then of those in another. The

time has passed when this condition is ab

solutely requisite, however. It now is pos

sible to create conditions in nearly every

part of the motor which, if not absolutely

standard, are at least sufficiently constant

to steady the results of investigations in

other lines.
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Owen's Opinion of the Chicago Run.

liditor of The Motor World:

It is very evident to me, after looking

over your account of the reliability run in

Chicago, that whoever reported this clid not

take the trouble to look into matters as

they should, or had some favorite to play.

I have been in a great many so—callcd rc—

liability runs, and I consider this one the

most fair to all concerned, that it has ever

been my pleasure or misfortune, which

ever you may consider it, to be in.

1 notice several statements made by your

reporter which are absolutely _wrong. In

one he says the lacing was chafed. when

he should have taken the trouble to find

out that the lacing was broken. Now if a

broken lacing on a leather boot that cov

crs some iiiportant part of the machinery

comes off, it is not only a nasty job, but

is sometimes a very important one to at

tend to, and it is one that most owners of

a car would not care to do while on the

road. It is, therefore, a good lesson to

the manufacturer of a car, and should be a

providing some other kind of

lacing than a shoestring. If a red light

f:.lls out of a lamp it is liable to cause the

:rrcst of the operator of the car. and should

teach the lanip maker, through the criti

cisms of the purchaser of the lamps, to

make his lamps more secure.

You niake a stzitc-iiiciit that the Oldsmo

bile had a loose bolt on the drive shaft, in

flicting six points This your reporter

could have found out. was not so, had be

taken the trouble to ask a question of the

gentlemanly committee. The real facts are.

there was a loose band that holds the

leather boot on the univcrsal, which does

not mean much in itself, but, rs in the case

of a broken shoestring. it is a mean thing

to get at on the road, and as regards the

hair-splitting, and things of that kind. I

consider that the committee did their ab

solute duty, as laid down by the rules ac

ccptcd by the entrants of cars, and as far

as there being ninc dissatisfied survivors,

and myself being one of the survivors, I

beg to differ with you, and will also make

a statement which I think can be very easily

verified, that there is possibly not more

than one or two dissatisfied survivors, a

fact which your reporter might have found

out, had he made an inquiry.

I have talked with nzost of thc contest

ants. and the majority are morc than satis

licd with the. results. The car that did not

make a pcrfcct running score could not

have had a vcry competent driver, as the

running schcdulc was very easy. and there

was no occasion to drive any car fast

enough to smash things up generally. The

man who won this contest deserved all he

got, because he followed the rules.

knew the penalties of

broken ones.

1: cans of

and

parts and

He saw to it that all parts

loose

wcrc tightened on his car, and he drove

it as a car should be driven.

The only criticism that I would make for

:i'run of this kind, would be that the com

mittee should. select the cars for a contest

of this kind, and pick them up in any town

or salcsroom, shipping them to the point

of starting, and the maintenance to re

place cars so taken by new ones. When a

dealer receives an automobile from .1 man

ufacturer, it is supposed to be ready to de

liver to the customer, and if it is ncccssary

to spend three or four days or as many

weeks tightening up bolts, nuts, lamps,

horns, speedometers, and other equipment.

it is very evident that the car is not in con

dition to sell when received by the dczilcr,

and to get a good, fair and square deal all

around, the car should not be allowed to

have experts spend thrcc or four days on

them before entering the contest. The

rules of the Chicago Motor Club did not

prohibit a car being prepared for the con

test, and the ones that prcparcd their cars

are the ones that made a showing.

I trust you will pardon this lengthy let

tcr, criticizing your article, but I am ..t.'iting

the facts as they appear to me. and as I am

quite sure they appeal to d great many

dcalcrs as “Gil as manufacturers.

RALPH R. O\\'li.\'.

Cleveland. Ohio.

Jeffery Justifies His Position.

Editor of The Motor \Vorld:

ln vicw of our having protester] rue de

cision of the technical committee making

the awards in the recent 600 mile scaled

bonnet reliability run of the Chicago Mo

tor Club, w: feel it only fair to state our

reasons for such protest.

This run was undoubtedly the most sc

vcrc official test of motor vehicles ever

made, and in the words of one of the judges

every effort was made to avoid perfect

scores. In fact. these efforts were carried

far beyond essential features, and though

scvcrzil cars made every control on time and

finshcd in apparently perfect condition with

all seals intact, they were deprived of a

final perfect score merely on account of

inesscntials or accessories.

In our own case the heaviest penalty,

four points, was inflicted on account of a

tail light, palpably broken by impact and

in all probability by another car while the

contesting cars were being moved in or

out of the official garage, as neither the

observer or the passenger in the rumble

seat was aware of its being done, as they

undoubtedly would have been had the (lam

zigc been done while the car was in scr~

vice.

Under the circumstances we felt it un

fair to attach a stigma to our car on ac

count of damage to an unimportant acces

sory from outside forces over which we had

no control and in which no wcakncss on

the partv of the car or accessory was even

contributory.

\\’e also trotcstcd the decision Covering

our primary or pedal brake.

In our judgment based on several years"

cxpcricncc in automobile manufacture. it

is inadvisable to '30 adjust this brakc that

by sudden or injudicious application the

wheels may be locked and great and un

necessary damage be done the tires. This

brake is, however. in its present condition

and adjustment sufficiently effective to stop

the car within 50 fcet with the car traveling

at 20 miles per hour, at the instant of ap

plication, as was proven by several tests

on various pavements. In fact, the judges

admitted that thc cuestion was merely one

of adjustment and based the penalty of two

points on the fact that but one minute or

less would be required to adjust the brake

to meet the requirements.

Should instant stop he required in case

of emergency, so great that effect on tires

is of no consideration. a second brake is

provide that will instantly lock the wheels

at any reasonable speed. °

\Vc felt that as no notice ,to the contrary

had been gi.en the. matter of brake adjust

ment was within our discretion and pro

tested the ircnalty. but the refcrce held to

the contrary and sustained the decision of

the judges.

\\"c dccply rcgrct the conditions that im

pelled us to enter protest against the judg

ment of the committee and offer this statc

ment only in order to acquaint the public

with our position. .

THOMAS IS. JI‘IFFICRY & Ct),

Thos. B. jcffcr;,'.

Haynes Tells of Pioneer Work.

liditor of The Motor \Yorld:

I notice in your issue of December 7 a

statement to the effect that the first car

built in Kokomo was designed and con

structed by the Apperson Bros. at the

Riverside .\lch. \Yorks. the vVI'lICl' merely

furnishing the necessary money for doing

the work. This article claims that the

writer first obtained his idea of a horscless

carriage when he \isited the \\'orld;: Fair

in Chicago, in 1893, having seen a Sturgis

electrical machine; it is true that the writer

attended the Chicago \Vorld's Fair at that

time, but I did not see the Sturgis machine

or any other horsclcss carriage. The first

carriage I saw of this description was buili

according to my own designs at the Riwr

side Mch. \Vorks. cf Kokomo, Ind. l was

led to consider the matter quitc seriously

by my experience in the natural gas fields

of Indiana, where I was obliged to take

almost daily long drives through the coun

try.

\\'hcn at Portland, Ind., 1889, I first con

sidcrcd the construction of a steam ma

chine, but did not give the matter vcry sc

rious consideration. Soon after moving to

Grccn'fown, hid, in 1890, I wrote to the

Scientific American asked them what

form of power thcy would considcr bcst

for driving a borsdcss carriagc: lilt)’ rc

plicd that sftam was the bcst power to use.

and
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I wrote to the Chloride Accumulator Co.,

of rniladelphia, about the same time or a

little later, asking them what was the

lightest possible weight of storage battery

which they could produce which would be

capable of giving 1 horsepower continuous

ly for ten hours, cr 2% horsepower con

tinuously for four hours; their reply was

that a battery of this capacity would weigh

1,280 pounds. I realized at once that elec—

tricity would be entirely impracticable for

the desired purpose. Soon after this I

wrote to a number. of gasolene engine

builders, but found that the engines pro

duced were nearly all entirely unsuitable

for the purpose. Finally I wrote to the

Sintz Gasolene Engine Co., of Grand Rap

ids, Mich., and later purchased one or their

motors. I did not purchase the'engine,

however, until after moving to Kokomo, as

there was no machine shop in Greentown

and the work could not be performed there.

Soon after moving to Kokomo, I made

some preliminary experiments on road

traction in order to determine what power

would be necessary to drive a carriage of

a given weight. I decided that something

on the order of bicycle construction, but

much heavier, would afford the best results

so far as road traction and low power re

quirements were concerned; I therefore had

a man mount a bicycle and place his feet

on the coasters. The bicycle was then at

tached to the rear of a light buckboard by

means of a cord and spring scales, and a

man was seated on the rear of the buck

board who was provided with paper and

pencil'; he recorded as rapidly as possible

the draw bar pull _shown by the spring

scale. It was found that after the horse

carriage gOt fairly under way, going at the

rate of about ten miles 'per hour, the pull

c n the scale was measurably constant. The

road over which the test was made was

nearly level and quite smooth. After going

a certain distance the buckboard was turned

around and driven back over the same

course and the record repeated. These fig

ures were then added together and divided

by the number of records, which of course

gave the average pull approximately re

quired to draw the bicycle, which With its

rider, weighed 210 pounds. From the data

secured in the above manner, I was able to

determine approximately at least, what

power would be required at the wheel rims

to drive a machine weighing say 500 pounds.

Soon after making this test in 1893, the

gas engine arrived from the Sintz Engine

Co., and I made a number of brake tests

on this motor, which was of the upright,

two cycle typc, rated at l horsepower. I

soon discovered that the vibration of the

motor was very great, and decided there

fore to make the machine considerably

heavier than first intended. From this lit»

tle motor I was able to get about nine

pounds torque at the rim of a lZ-inch fly

wheel. With this data I was able to gear

the motor in such a manner that it could

produce the necessary torque at the wheel

rims to drive the car over a level road at

its best speed, and to climb very slight in

clines on the lower gear. I accordingly de~

signed the sprocket ratio in accordance

with the requirements, and I remember dis

tinctly that I was obliged to make use of

some trigonometrical calculations in deter

mining the pitch lines of these wheels The

patterns were made in the north end of the

city from these drawings, and the castings

were afterward made from these patterns

by the Pittsburg Steel Casting Co., of Pitts

burg, Pa. I remember very distinctly that

I asked the Casting company to run the

carbon sufficiently high in the stecl to ad

mit of hardening the teeth of these sprock>

ets. '

The locality in which these tests were

made is comparatively level, and except in

certain rare instances it is unnecess:.ry to

have very large reduction of gear for climb~

ing our grades. After completing the cal

culations for the car, I inquired carefully in

regard to the best machine shop in the

city for doing the Work, and was advised

to have it done at the Apperson shop, since

the work could there be done under closed

doors. I accordingly made known my plans

to Mr. Elmer Apperson, and he consented

to undertake the work of building the car.

As I remember it, :ome slight modifications

were made in the original plan from time

to time as the work progressed, but in the

main everything was carried out as orig

inally intended. So far as the specific de

sign of the car is concerned, I do not claim

any particular merit for it, and so far' as

the workmanship on it went, it was about of

the usual character generally done in any

good shop. Several different workmen

took part in the construction of the car,

but as I remember it the car was entirely

completed before Mr. Maxwell was em

ployed at the Riverside works; this gen

tleman came later, however, and was of ma»

terial assistance to the writer and Mr. Apa

person in designing and building future

ears.

After the car was completed at the ma

chine works or at any rate ready for road

trial, it was taken to the country and

started, as not a man having anything to do

with it had ever even seen anything of the

kind before. The car was started on a good

pike about three or four miles from Ko

komo, and ran about 1% miles further out

from the city, when it was purposely

stopped, turned around, and headed for

home. As the writer remembers it, the car

ran all the way in without a single stop, ex

cept that in crossing the gutter just before

reaching the machine shop it was unable to

pull up over the curbing and the motor

ceased running. The car made a speed of

about seven or eight miles per hour on its

journey in from the country, which was

about all that could be expected since the

car weighed with its passengers, over 1,000

pounds. This motor was afterwards re

placed by a 2 horsepower, and the wheels

were increased in size to 36 inches in diam

eter and provided with pneumatic tires; the

speed of the car was thus increased to a

maximum of about fourteen miles per hour.

The best record I succeeded in making

with it was five miles 'm 26 minutes, or an

average of about twelve miles an hour.

THE HAYNES ANTOMOBILE CO.

lilwood Haynes, Pres.

 

Wound up Its Affairs Without Loss.

Generally speaking when a corporation

reaches a point where it becomes necessary

to “wind up” its affairs, the stockholders

may rest assured their profit taking is at an

end. Such proved not to be the case in

the exceptional instance of the Torquay

Motor-bus Co., of London, however, which

recently got to the end of its rope. Con

trary to precedent, the whole of the paid-up

capital was returned to the stockholders,

after the payment of a dividend of 7% per

cent. from the commencement of opera

tions, in addition to which a bonus of up

wards of 8% per cent. remained to be dis

posed of. The decision to close out was

the result of an anticipation of coming

competition on the part of the electric

“trams,” and the business was terminated

in season to prevent any losses to the com

pany as a result of it. The 'bnses which had

been in use, were immediately turned over

to another company and put into service at

once at Harrogatc.

Foreign Car Improved by American Parts.

An example of the superiority of the

American cars over those of foreign man—

ufacture was recently emphasized by an in_

cident in New York. A “fall street man

had purchased a very expensive foreign car,

but continually complained of the noise

made by the side chain. Many remedies

were tried with little or no effect. Finally

he obtained from the E. R. Thomas Motor

Co. a set of both wheel and countershaft

sprockets and chains and had these fitted

to his foreign machine, and he now claims

that the machine makes no more noise than

a shaft driven vehicle, and yet has the ad

vantage of the double chain drive.

Prussian Railways Adopt Motor Cars.

Virtually a complete transformation in

the State railroad system is about to be in

troduced in Prussia, according to cable re

ports. On all except the main trunk lines

motor cars similar to those in use on the

Union Pacific's interurban lines, will re

place steam locomotives. Prolonged exper

iments have proved gasolcne motor cars

possess immense economic advantages. Sev

eral hundred of these cars have been or

dered, it is stated. each provided with to

sixty horsepower motor.

 

"The A B C of Electricity.”

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motor

that may now seem hard of understanding

Price, 50c. The Motor \IVorld Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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CONDITIONS AFFECTING IGNITION

Some Recent Tests and What They Indi

cated—Comparative Action of the

Magneto and the Spark Coil.

Prevailing impression to the contrary

notwithstanding, there has been up to this

time no definite and analytical proof that

the magneto gives better service in use or

produces more-efficient results from a given

volume of gas than does the more familiar

spark coil. That it is generally more cer

tain in action, that it is not subject to the

same irregularities as the other system, and

that it is otherwise advantageous is com

monly believed. It has remained for Dr.

W. Watson, the English investigator. how

ever, to prove that the supremacy of the

magneto for all ordinary service is really

what it is claimed to be by many engineers.

It was the same authority who, last win

ter in a paper read before the Royal Auto

mobile Club announced the radical conclu

sion that the “fatness” of the spark had no

effect upon the power developed by the ex

ditions were maintained uniform as nearly

as possible in every case, the speed aver

aging about 900 revolutions per minute.

Two indicator diagrams, obtained when

the best mixture of petrol and air was used,

reproduced from the Autocar, are shown in

Fig. 1, showing that there is no difference

in the pressure developed, the timing of the

two being so adjusted that both sparks

interval which elapses between the passage

of the spark and the first appreciable rise

in pressure, due to ignition, is about 0.003

second for the strong mixture, and 0.0065

second for the weak.

“The above series of experiments simply

confirm the results which the writrr had

previously obtained, using different inten

sities of sparks produced by coils, and they

  

 

    

 

commence at the same point on the com

pression stroke. The small cross in all

cases indicates the point at which the spark

commenced.

In Fig. 2 are shown two corresponding

diagrams in which the mixture used is so

weak in petrol that any further dilution

 
    

 

plosion, the apparent loss of power in some

cases observed when the spark was weak

ened, being due rather to the delay occa

sioned by the varying lag of the coil than

by any variation in the quality of the igni

tion. At the time, considerable discussion

was aroused, the paper in question being re

ported in brief in these columns in the issue

of March 21, 1907.

The second series of tests was carried

out with the same engine as was used in the

first instance, that is to say, a twin cylin

der affair with 3% by 4-inch cylinders, the

magneto and coil being so arranged that

by means of a high tension switch the load

might be shifted from one to the other in

stantly. The indicator employed was one

of the optical type, of original design, and

recording the cylinder pressures on a sen

sitized photographic plate, as may be done

with the manograph. In every case, a “pho

tograph of the spark” was taken on the

plate, the exact instant of firing thus be

coming a matter of automatic record with

the diagram itself.

The earlier tests were made with the

spark plug in its normal position over the

inlet valve, both inlet and exhaust valves

being located in a pocket at one side of

the cylinder. The sparking points of the

plug were 0.4 mm. apart, and running con~

with air caused the mixture to fail to ig

nite whether coil or magneto was employed.

Here, again. there is no difference. The

small spark due to the coil is just as effi

cient as the large magneto spark.

By adjusting the indicator so that the

spot of light was traveling at its maximum

do not explain the marked improvement ob

tained by some observers when using a

magneto," remarks Dr. \Nilson. “The. only

probable explanation of the discrepancy

seems to lie in the difference in the shape

of the combustion space. . . . .

“Since it was not practicable to change

the shape of the combustion chamber on

the engine, the position of the spark plug

was altered, which comes to very nearly the

same thing as far as the question

under consideration is concerned. A

second spark plug was screwed into the

hole provided for the compression cock,

which is on the side of the cylinder oppo

site to the pockets containing the valves.

At first the sparking points were placed

so that they were in a hole % inch in diams

eter, and at a depth of one inch from the

inside of the cylinder. A certain amount

of to and fro movement of gas takes place

past the points in this position, since the

gases which move into and out of the indi

cator have to pass down the 1101:. By

 

 

   
  

 

speed while the ignition was taking place

and the piston was practically at rest, a

method of studying the relative rates of

flame propagation was developed. The dia

gram thus produccd was distorted greatly,

but for purposes of comparison it served

excellently. In this way it was found that

the velocity of flame propagation was the

same both for weak and strong mixtures,

and regardless of the intensity of the spark.

It is interesting to note, however, that the

means of a switch the spark due either to

the coil or the magneto could be caused to

pass either through this spark plug or

through the ordinary plug placed over the

inlet valve.

“\Vith the spark at the plug in the hole

in the side of the cylinder, which may for

short be calfed at the back of the cylinder,

it was at once seen that there was a differ

ence according as to whether a coil or mag-,

neto was used, i. e...as the intensity of the
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spark was changed. In the case of the

mixture of petrol and air giving the maxi

mum pressure, the difterence is illustrated

in Fig. 3.

“In the case of the magneto the charge

is fired quite regularly, and the work done

in successive effective strokes is sensibly

constant. With the coil, on the other hand,

misfires are fairly frequent, and as each

misfire is followed by a stroke in which,

owing to scavenging, the quantity of charge

is larger than usual, and hence the pressure

developed is above the average, the work

done in successive strokes varies consid

erably.

“With a weak mixture, Fig. 4, the differ

ence between the effects of the two kinds

of spark is even more marked.

“Since the spark plug at the bottom of a

hole is not an arrangement likely to be used

in practice, a new plug was made of such a

length that the sparking points just reached

to within the cylinder, and hence the ar

rangement was practically identical to what

is used in some engines where no valve

pockets are employed. In this case, with

a strong mixture very little difference be

being also attached to the globe, forming a

Riess's thermometer. Thus when the spark

passes the air in the globe is heated and

the pressure of the air rises. The engine

being run on one cylinder, the high tension

current which ordinarily was used to fire

the other cylinder was taken to the plug in

the thermometer, and the movement of the

 
F
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“3. The well known fact that an engine

with the valves in pockets is more flexible

than one without pockets is seen to depend

on the fact that in the case of the engine

with pockets the mixture in the neighbor—

hood of the spark is stronger than the

average. Hence the ignition of the charge

is started in this stronger mixture, and once

   

 
   

surface of the water in the monometm dur

ing ten seconds was observed the engine

being kept running at a constant speed. In

this way it was found that the heat devel

oped at the spark gap by the magneto was

very nearly ten times the heat developed by
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tween the two kinds of spark was obtained,

as will be seen from Fig. 6. Further, the

rate of ignition was practically the same.

“With a weak mixture, however. there

was still a marked difference obtained with

the two kinds of spark, as is shown in Fig.

7, where it will be observed that the coil

often failed to ignite the charge, and hence,

owing to scavenging when an explosion did

occur, the pressure produced was much

above the average. These two diagrams il

lustrate very clearly a case where the mag

neto has a distinct advantage, for with the

strength of mixture used the work done in

the successive strokes does not vary to any

serious extent, and hence the engine will

run regularly. \Vith the same strength of

mixture, however, the engine runs very ir

regularly with the coil, as, owing to the

misfires and strong explosions by which

they are followed, the work done in suc

cessive strokes varies very greatly, and the

engine thumps. In order to make the en

gine run regularly with the coil the mixture

has to be stronger, and then the power de

veloped is greater, so that the flexibility is

reduced. . .

“In order to obtain some idea as to the

relative ‘fatness’ of the spark an ordinary

sparking plug was fitted into a small glass

globe, an inclined water manometer

the coil. The conclusions to which the above

experiments point are as follows:

“1. \Vith an engine in which the inlet

valve is in a pocket and the spark occurs

in this pocket, neither the pressure devel

oped nor the rate at which the charge

burns depends on the intensity of the spark

being started, spreads to the rest of the

charge. Vthre no pockets are present the

portion of the charge near to the point at

which the spark occurs is no richer than

the average. and hence the average richness

must be at least equal to that of the richer

portion of the charge in the engine with a

pocket, or a misfire will occur.

“‘The above remarks apply to the case

where the mixture is never too strong. If,

however, closing the throttle caused the

strength of the mixture to increase to such

an extent as to be richer than the normal,

then it was found that firing the charge

over the inlet valve was a disadvantage, as

greater flexibility was secured when the

charge was fired in the combustion cham

ber. The reason being that, as has already

been pointed out, the charge in the pocket

is always richer than the average. Hence,

if the average charge is already too rich,

the charge in the neighborhood of the

spark may be too rich to fire. It Will thus

be seen that the question as to what kind

of spark is best involves not only the posi

tion of the sparking plug, but also the pe

 

 

  

 

or whether it is due to a coil or a high ten

sion magneto.

"2. \Nith an engine in which the spark

occurs inside the combustion space

over the piston there is very little differ

ence as long as a mixture is used which

does not depart much from that which gives

the maximum pressure. “'ith weak mix

tures, however, there is a distinct advan

tage in using a very intense spark, such as

is given by the ordinary magneto.

culiarities of the carburetter and method

adopted to throttle the engine.

“4. Finally, it seems probable that in

most cases where improved running has

been observed in the case of a multi-cylin

der engine in particular, on the replacement

of high tension coil ignition by high ten

sion magneto ignition, the improvement is

due to improved timing obtained owing to

the replacement of the trembler coils by

the make and break of the magneto.”
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ADVANTAGES 0l" TIIE STUB-T00'l'll

Its Economy of Wear and Constancy of

Force in Gear Action—Principles

Embodied in Its Design.

\Nith the rapidly growing adoption of the

so-called “stub-tooth”

transmissions, considerable

in motor car

has

gear

interest

been aroused in the system upon which it is

based. Ordinarily it is sufficient to explain

that the stub tooth is like any other tooth

except that it is shorter, or that a 6-8 pitch

pinion, has the same dimensions as the

standard 6-pitch pinion, with a tooth of the

length which would be used on a standard

pinion of 8-pitch formation. The incxacti
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tude of this explanation, however, is apt to

be more or less confusing, besides which

the mere idea of added strength which it

conveys fails to carry all the advantage

which the system actually possesses.

In a very convincing monograph on the

subject recently published by the Fellows

Gear Shape!" Co., the advantages brought

out by stub-tooth design are explained by

means of a number of diagrams. The fol

lowing extracts are intended to bring out

the points of excellence of the system with

out going into the more intricate theoretical

details.

Regarding merely the ideal conditions,

the following quotation comprehends the

entire basis of gear design: “The two most

important are the securing of the nearest

approach to a rolling action that it is pos

sible to obtain and the strongest tooth that

will meet this condition. The first includes

easy running, reduces the friction to the

lowest point and consequently has the least

wear in action. We are apt to think of the

present standard gear tooth as one of the

fixed laws of mechanics and that it repre

sents the highest development possible in

this line just as we consider the question

of threads fixed by the Sellers or United

States Standard form of thread. But this is

not the case, and while there is always a

perfectly justifiable reluctance about de

parting from such a standard as the gear

tooth it is at least good policy to know both

sides of the question and see if the advan

tages claimed for the newer form of tooth

can be backed up with positive proof.

‘The so-called standard tooth of to-day

is the involute curve with the 14% degree

angle of obliquity or pressure angie, but

its use is not as universal as might be sup

posed and the newer form known as the

‘stub-tooth,’ with its 20 degree pressure an

gle is growing into favor faster than many

realize."

Going back into gear history a little, the

author touches upon the earlier tooth

shapes, of which he says: “The first that

were worthy the name were of epicycloidal

form and measured by circular pitch and, as

the state of the mechanic arts had not ad

vanced to the point of cutting teeth in a

machine, the gears were in most cases made

with cast teeth in the foundry. The rest

were cast without teeth and these were

made of wood and driven into the rim by

the old-time millwright.

“\Yith the epicycloidal system it was nec

essary in order to avoid the excessive under

cutting of the flank of the tooth, to adept

certain proportions of form and length of

tooth, which gave continuous action when

the gear of 12 teeth was used. Proportions

for the length of tooth and other dimen

sions that were originated when the sci

ence of applied mechanics was in its infancy

have been handed down to the present time

with little change, regardless of the fact

that with the dropping of the epicycloidal

form of tooth, the conditions have been en

tirely changed. The adoption of

the involute form of tooth, together with

the diametral pitch system of measurement,

has been gradual but constant. and it has

now practically superseded all other

forms. . .

“\Vith an interchangeable set of gears the

length of the tooth should be sufficient to

give an arc of action equal to the pitch are,

even with the smallest pinions. This will

keep one pair of teeth in contact until the

  

next pair is in position to take up the load.

There is, therefore, a fixed relation between

the length cf tooth and the angle of ob

liquity. In ordinary practice the number

of teeth of the pinion is limited to 12, and

the length of the tooth ordinarily adopted

is such that the action is continuous.

“It is, however, a fallacy to argue that

the teeth should be as long as possible, with

the idea that a gain is made if two or more

pairs of teeth are in mesh at once. Condi

tions are never such that an equal division

of the load is possible, and a length of tooth

beyond that which is necessary to insure a

continuity of action, produces undue fric

tion and wear. The best results are ob

tained when the arc through which the ac

tion of a pair of teeth takes place is from

1% to 1% times the pitch arc.

 

FIG. 2

“Although the subject of gearing has been

investigated and discussed at great length

by many mechanics, there is one phase of

the subject that has received but scant at

tention, and this is the co—relative etfect of

the angle of obliquity, or pressure angle,

and the length of the tooth upon the efl‘i

ciency and wearing qualities of the tooth

itself. It can be shown that an excessive

sliding action takes place at a certain por~

tion of the tooth action between gears hav

ing teeth of the standard or 14% degree an

gle, and that by increasing this angle it is

possible to so shorten the tooth that only

such portions of the curve are used as will

give nearly a complete rolling action."

The accompanying figures, 1 and 2, show

the respective outlines of the standard and

stub-tooth contours, and also indicate their

respective merits. Thus in Fig. l, the ac

tual arc of action, B-C, lying along the line

of action which is pitched at 14% degrees

to a line drawn tangent to the pitch cir

cles of the two gears at their point of con

tact, is seen to be much longer than the

corresponding line, B-C in Fig. 2, while in

this case, the difi'erence between the actual

and maximum arcs of contact is greater in

the second than in the first instance.

Remembering that the ideal is to secure

the mesh of the gears with the least possi
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bl sliding and the closest possible approach

to simple rolling, it is evident that as the

arc of actual action increases, under the

conditions shown in Fig. 1, the amount of

sliding between the points and flanks of

the teeth also must increase since in the

first case the points of the gears are ap—

preaching each other more rapidly than in

the second, even though in both cases the

angular movement abont their centres is the

same.

In other words, where the arc of contact

is long, the points and flanks of the teeth

are subject to a greater amount of wear

than where it is short. It is also true, that

whereas in the first instance three pairs of

teeth may be in contact at the same time,

in the second only two pairs at the most

may contact at once. This, however, is

compensated for by another feature of the

stub tooth, which is its great strength at

the base. The difference then, is roughly,

that of shifting the load from three points

to two points, without altering the load

carrying power in either case, since it may

be considered that practically an equivalent

amount of metal 15 carried in either case.

Referring to the subject of the wear

which must occur between the points and

flanks of long-toothed gears, the author

says: “The action of the standard tooth

at the base line, is that of a stone boat be

ing dragged over the ground while the ac

tion of the stub-tooth can be compared with

the same stone boat mounted on wheels.

“It is, of course, impossible to entirely

eliminate the wear between the teeth of

gears working under a load. But if the

wear can be evenly distributed over the en

tire working face of the tooth, the correct

form of tooth is retained indefinitely and

a worn out gear should, aside from excess

ive backlash, run as well as a new

gear. . . . .

“Because of the fact that the tooth has

been shortened and at the same time. wid

ened at its base, there is a very substantial

gain in strength which in some cases

amounts to nearly 100 per cent. and the fact

that we can many times practically double

the strength of a tooth is certainly worthy

of serious consideration. It should

also be noted that the gain in strength is

greatest in the case of the smallest pinion,

which is a very great advantage, for as a

chain is no stronger than its weakest link,

so a train of gears is no stronger than the

teeth of its smallest pinion. This, in addi_

tion to the clearly demonstrated fact of

easier running and reduced Wear. should

command careful consideration for the

form of tooth here advocated. . "

A comparison of the standard and stub

tooth systems made on the basis of strength

alone shows that the latter, though much

shorter, has 20 per cent, greater strength

and that while the bearing surface “per

tooth” is shorter, the total area of bearing

surface is 6 per cent. greater.

Thus it appears that the stub-tooth is not

merely a shortened tooth, but that it com

prehends a structure altered from the reg

ular standard tooth in two important ways.

That is to say, that it is so constructed

that the pressure angle between any pair

of teeth in contact is greater than in the

standard gear, and the width of the tooth

at the base is greater. As a result of this,

there is less wear at the points and flanks

of the teeth, and the strength of the tooth

is greatly increased. Although commonly

mentioned as more or less of an innova

tion, the Fellows company point out that it

is by no means the actual novelty it seems,

having been first introduced by them in

1899, as they state.

Disadvantage of Racing the Motor.

While the motorist frequently is advised

not to race his engine, the exact nature of

the disadvantage is not uniformly under—

stood. In the first place, running the en

gine at a speed greater than that for which

it was designed, involves straining it ex

cessively owmg to the inertia of the parts

and the tremendous vibration which this

produces. More than this, however, ex

cessive speed of revolution involves addi

tional wear and may be compared to a cer

tain amount of extra use.

Thus if the normal speed of the engine

is 1,000 revolutions per minute, accelerat

ing it to 1,200 revolutions, means that the

crank shaft must turn over no less than

12,000 times more in the course of an hour

than it would do at the normal rate of

speed. This is equivalent to 12 minutes of

extra running at the normal rate. Hence

with even this moderate acceleration con

tinued uniformly, it may be said that for

every five hours of running, the motor parts

receive an amount of wear equivalent to

that of six hours under more nearly stand

ard conditions. In this way it is very easy

to account for the comparatively short life

of many motors.

Roughly speaking, there should be no rea

son why the motor should not be run at any

speed which happens to suit the conven

ience of the operator, so long as sufficient

power can be developed. But the fact that

the rigid conditions of design compel the

adoption of systems of balance based on

certain fixed speeds, which thus become the

“normal” rates at which the best efficiency

and power are secured, makes it imperative

that however much the engine may be be_

low or above the requirements of the car,

it should never be permitted to exceed its

rated speed for any length of time.

When a Built-up Steering Knuckle Fails.

Occasionally an apparent distorsion in a

built-up steering knuckle, resulting in the

disalignment of the front wheels, may be

due to the shearing of the key holding the

steering arm in the knuckle, and not to the

bending of the arm, as appears to be the

case. On this account, whenever the sys

tem is found to be out of line, the condi

tion of this member should be examined

with extreme care. If the failure is due to

no apparent cause, it may be taken for

'granted that the original key is too light for

its work, and the part should then be re

inforced by adding another, besides reseat

ing the old one. In doing this, however,

care should be taken not to weaken either

part any more than is necessary.

Comparison of Power Ratings

There has been a decided change in re—

cent years among American automobile

manufacturers in regard to power rating.

\Vhile a few years ago the foreign rating

was considerably lower than the American,

the same cannot be said to-day of the bet

ter class of American cars. An instance of

this is shown by a comparison of the ratings

in a table compiled by “L’Auto” of Paris,

showing the details of some of the high

grade six-cylinder motors at this year's

Paris show, and the rating of the Thomas

6-70 Special as an example of the highest

grade American car. “L’Auto" lists but one

car of as large a cylinder bore as the Thom

as Six and gives that car a rating of 75

catalogue horsepower. At the same time it

lists a car of 120 mm. bore at 70, one of 130

mm. at 75-80, one of 130 mm. at 75, and one

well known German car of 120 mm. bore

at 75. The Thomas has a bore of 5% inches

or 139 7-10 mm., and the makers give this

car a rating of 70 horsepower, thus show

ing that they are really more conservative

in their rating than European makers

Keeping Truss Rods in Position.

It is important to bear in mind that truss

rods used in staying live rear -axles must

retain their proper position if the alignment

of the axle as well as its endurance are ex

pected to come up to specifications. On this

account these members should be inspected

occasionally, and their adjusting nuts taken

up in case any sag is observed in the eas

ing. In doing this, care should be taken

to exert a uniform degree of pressure on

both sides, so as not to stress the casing

unevenly or warp it. In case of an acci

dent in which one of the stays becomes

kinked, of course the whole group should

be gone over with extreme care, the bent

member straightened out and the alignment

of the tube and shaft bearings readjusted

if it is found not to be true.

Causes of Stiffness in Steering Gear.

Any unnatural stiffness in the steering

gear should be sufficient cause for an im

mediate inVestigation. In some cases it

may be produced by lack of proper lubrica

tion in the knuckles, or by a similar diffi

culty in the reducing gear. In others it

may be due to some more serious cause,

like the bending of the steering column,

causing the shaft to bind, or some loss of

adjustment whereby the gears do not mesh

properly. In any case, it usually happens

that the remedy is a simple one and quickly

applied. Prompt correction of the difficul

ty, however, may be the means of saving

the owners' life.
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SUCCESS 01" TIIE TAXICAB SERVICE

Rapid Increase of These Vehicles in New

York City—Why, as yet, All are of

Foreign Make.

No transportation innovation of recent

years has attracted more attention on the

part of the public and the trade than the

"taxicabs" or "taxacabs," as they are va

riously spelled, which are now to be seen

in great numbers cn New York's streets.

To the public they are giving a realization

of cheaper cab fares; to the automobile

manufacturers they suggest new business

opportunities, and to a host of drivers they

represent a chance to earn money at a rate

previoust thought of only in their dreams.

In fact the taxicab may be said to have

taken New York by storm, and the proba~

bility that it will soon be conquering other

cities in much the same fashion lends an

interest to the problems that the operating

companies nave so far encountered in mak

ing it a paying proposition during their

comparatively brief experience with it.

Two rival companies operate gasolene

taxicabs in New York. The taxicab as a

settled fixture in New York was introduced

only so recently as September 30, 1907, by

the New York Taxicab Co.,and about the

same time the New York Transportation

Co., which has for years been operating the

electric cabs, disclosed a number of gas

olene cars titted with taximeters. All of

the gasolene cabs are imported from

France, the Taxicab Co. employing four

cylinder Darracqs and the TranspOitation

Co. using two cylinder Delahayes.

The Taxicab Co. has at the present time

about 250 of the natty, red Darracqs in ser

vice, and is getting about 75 more per

month from abroad. The green Delzihaycs

of the Transportation Co. are fewer in num

ber, about 50 of them being in service at

present, but it is understood that a large,

further order has been placed and that

they will soon be plentiful. Recently, the

electric cabs have been equipped with the

self—indicating and self-registering taxime

ters, and rapidly are losing their old desig—

nation “hansom” in favor of the more mod

ern term “taxicab.”

Ofiicials of both companies agree i'llilt no

American manufacturers are as yet prepared

to make satisfactory quantity deliveiies of

suitable cabs, and intimate that the Amer

ican makers have been in no little degree

short-sighted in not making greater prep

arations for a class of business that bore

unmistakable signs of inevitability.

“Much 35 we would like u. patronize

American manufacturers," said President

Harry N. Allen, of the New York Taxicab

Co., when asked concerning such heavy

purchases abroad, “we could not take the

risk of buying untried cabs even if the local

makers were in a position to deliver the

quantities required. It is altogethrr too

dangerous from a business standpoint to

take the risk of buying cabs that might not

stand up under the hard usage we would

give them. Before buying the cars we are

now using, we tested several of them for

as much as two years and had the benefit

of seeing them in actual service in large

quantities for an extended period. Every

American cab offered to us so far has been

purely an experimental affair, with no rec—

ord of actual performance behind it.

"Just think of it," Allen continued, “a

great many of our cabs go between eighty

and ninety miles a day right along, Without

 

the cabs has exceeded what we originally

calculated on, and we have reached a stage

where we know positively that our \enture

is a success. Of course, there is a great

deal more to the business than merely get

ting the cabs. It is in the management of

them after you have them that the real

test comes. By getting the exclusive stand

privileges at some of the most desirable

points in New York we have managed to

organize a system which insures the cabs

having fares and being kept busy practically

all of the time, which is the secret or their

success. It was in getting the stands that we

wanted we met all sorts of trouble and diffi
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repairs of any kind and in the hands of all

kinds of drivers. When American makers

can show us actual records of that kind,

then we will be ready to talk about buy

ing."

Secretary Palmer, of the New York

Transportation Co, likewise felt that his

company could do better abroad, in getting

cars that had proved themselves suitable

for taxicab service, than in placing orders

for large quantities of American cars that

had yet to prove themselves capable of

meeting the peculiar conditions of cab work.

Although built abroad, President Allen

(ices not find that the French products are

in any way unsuited to New York's streets.

Outside of the cities they would be under

a great disadvantage compared with Amer

ican cars, he admits, but metropolitan ser

vice is about the satiic in Europe and Amer

ica.

“In fact," he said, “the physical condi

tions in New York are in many rcspccts bet

ter than they are in either Paris or Lon

don, and we have no reason to anticipate

that repair or maintenance charges will be

any higher here than they are with the same

vehicles abroad. The earning power of

culty, but now that we have shown what

we can do we are making new conquests

every day. For instance, this week we start

in to supply the cab service for the New

York terminal of the Lackawanna railroad,

and shall announce further victories before

long."

Among the more prominent of the Taxi

cab stands are the Plaza Hotel, the Knick

erbocker, the St. Regis, the Calumet Club,

the Racquet and Tennis Club, Bretton Hall,

the Manhattan Hotel, the Delaware &

Lackawanna station, and the Pennsylvania

railroad terminals. The New York Trans

portation Co. also has a number of pronii~

nent stands, including Martin's and other

fashionable restaurants, and various hotels

and depots, where their gasolene taxicabs

are in line with their electric cabs, of which

many are now fitted with taximeters.

Both companies arrange the movements

of their cabs to minimize their traveling

empty on return trips. Returning WllIlut'

paying passengers is a waste that is the

bugbez'ir of the traffic manager. The New

York Taxicab Co. has its drivers drop in

at their nearest stand on a return trip,

where the starter at the stand will put
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them into line if they are not needed more

urgently at some of the other stands. All

of the stands are in constant communica~

tion with the central oFfice, so that the dis

tribution is made to the best advantage. A

cab taking a “fare” from the Lackuwann

station, which is pretty far downtown, to

some point away uptown, instead of re

turning empty all the way back to the sta

tion, would stop at the Bretton Hall stan

the furthest of the uptown stands, where

it would be ready to take passengers down'

town on call, while, similarly, cabs going

to the railroad station from Bretton l.

would remain there for uptown “fares.”

The same general principle is employed

by the New York Transportation Co., so

far as its system of stands will permit, but

the management goes a step further in re

ducing the empty traveling. Through news

paper advertisements the public is urged to

hail their cabs “whenever the flag is up,"

which means whenever the taximetcr dis<

plays the sign “Vacant” on the little metal

flag, which controls its operation. The

men are encouraged to "pick up" fares on

their return trips as far as possible, and a

system of bonuses for the drivers most

diligent in ‘picking up" is being devised.

The newspapers are also used by the

Transportation Co. in connection with the

telephone directory to acquaint the public

with the advantages of taxicab service and

the reasonableness of the tariffs. Each

advertisement sites some feature of the ser

vice and directs the reader to consult the

first inside page of the telephone directory

for the full schedule of tariffs and an ex

planation of the operation of the taximeter

device, together With the rules to be ob

served in seeing that the correct amount

is charged. Needless to say this puts the

whole taxicab offering ready to the hand

of any one who wants to know about it.

\Vith a prophetic eye, Secretary Palmer

looks forward also to the day when every

New Yorker who rides in cabs will be

equipped with a “cab whistle" with which

he may hail taxicabs from the sidewalk

when he is so inclined.

“In London,” he said, “every habitual cab

rider has his cab whistle. \Vhen he wishes

to hail a cab from where he is standing.

he simply blows on it once or twice and

the trained cabbies soon appear with a rush.

In the morning as he is finishing break

fast at his home or his club, he has a ser

vant go out on the front stoop and blow

a few blasts and by the time he is ready

to go a cab is outside waiting for him. As

taxicabs grow in use in New York, the

habit of whistling for them will probably

become just as common as it is in London,

and if it is, it will mean a great economy

in cab operation as the men will thus be

able to make frequent ‘pick ups’ on their

return trips."

As yet, the “pick up" has not been offi

cially incorporated in the Taxicab Co.’s

system of avoiding empty runs. This is

because of a legal difliculty which the com

pany stumbled against early in its career.

due to the two classes of hacking licenses

which are issued l:y the city. In addition

to the state automobile license for each car,

and the chautfeur’s state license, the com

pany provides its men with hacking licenses

of the class which apply where the drivers

operate from stands instead of “cruising”

up and down the thoroughfares. Recently

a passenger emerging from the Grand Cen

tral station hailed one of the company's

taxicabs and started to get in. A police

man promptly interferred and told the tax

icab driver that if he attempted to take a ,

passenger on his return trip in that way,

while the Taxicab drivers, with the tempta

tion to work longer hours, manage through

their percentage and tips to get about $7

a day, according to some estimates, while

under particularly favorable circumstances

a day’s earnings may net them $10 or $12.

As indicating some of the modern phases

of the automobile business the tire contract

which the Taxicab Co. has with an Amer

ican tire concern is illustrative. All tire

repairs and replacements are made by the

New York branch of the tire company and

the Taxicab Co. simply pays under a con~

tract for so many miles of tire service. The

taximctcrs keep a record of the mileage
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arrest would follow, since the Taxicab C0.

did not have a stand at Grand Central sta

tion. Lawyers for the Taxicab Co. have

been set at work on the question as to

whether the men when thus hailed may

take passengers, and it is probable that be

fore long a test case will be made or it.

Wide difference in management ideas ap~

pear between the two companies. The driv

ers for the Taxicab C0. are paid a 20 per

cent. commission on their receipts with the

privilege of working as many hours a day

as they like, while the Transportation Co.

drivers are paid a salary and are limited as

to the number of hours they work. As far

as possible, the drivers for the former

company are kept responsible for certain

cars which they drive. though when cars

are standing idle in the garage they are

often assigned to substitute drivers when

they are needed at any of the stands. The

Transportation Co. holds one driver re

sponsible fol a car, but in rush times as

signs two men to a car and divides the re

sponsibility between them. Various bo~

nuses are offered by both companies to

drivers showing the best records of re

ceipts and keeping their cars in the best

condition. The salary of the Transporta»

tion Co. drivers is $2.50 a day, supple—

mented by whatever tips they may get,

and the tire company is paid according to

the readings. The tires must be kept in

good condition both for service and as to

appearance. In this way the cab company

reduces its tire expense to a know-1 cost,

on the mile unit basis, and shifts all the

bother of the work on the tire company.

The Transportation Co., on the other

hand, buys its own tires and is trying out

a great many different brands. Its tire

costs are still to a certain degree uncertain.

The latter company uses 4-inch tires on

30 wheels, believing that despite the greater

first cost there is an economy in having

the large size. Its Delahaye cabs, after be

ing received on this side, are all equipped

with Midgley rims, which permit rapid re

placement of a punctured tire. Eaih cab

carries an extra shoe and inner tube. The

puncture problem is met by the Taxicab

Co. through the Stcpney spare wheels with

which its calls are equipped when they are

shipped. In case of a puncture. the spare

wheel, which consists of a rim carrying a

fully inflated tire and having grappling de

vices for fastening it to the outer edge of

the clincher rim on the vehicle wheel, is

clamped flat against the outer side of the

vehicle wheel. Since the tire on the spare

wheel is inflated and the one on the vehicle

wheel is deflated, the former takes the con
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tact with the ground, although they are side

by side like twin tires.

"It will take some time for the public to

get thoroughly used to the taxicab and its

system of charging," said Secretary Pal

mer, of the Transportation Co., in speak

ing of the change. “We have had several

kicks at different times from people who

thought the;r were overcharged until we

pointed out to them where the fault lay

with them. One woman not long ago com

plained that one of our taxicabs charged

her 60 cents more for going from Sherry's

to the “fest Twenty-third street ferry than

she had ever paid a horse cab for the same

trip. By questionirg the driver We learned

that while going down Fifth avenue in our

cab she saw a friend in a passing hansom.

She directed our driver to turn around and

overtake the hansom. He turned, but was

held up in the traffic at a crossing, and de~

layed in the jam when he did get across

so that the hansom was about three—quar

ters of a mile up the street before it was

overtaken. After speaking to her friend,

she had the taxicab resume its trip to the

ferry, but there was an extra mile and a

half on the taximeter. She finally agreed

that the charge was all right."

Station Master Alfred Camacho, of the

Taxicab Co., under whose eye the cabs go

in and out andeho is the director general

of their activities finds many surprises in

the various effects of weather.

“You would think," he said, “that rainy

weather would be the best for the taxicab

business, because people, instead of walking

in the rain, would call a motor cab. Never

theless our very best business is on bright

holidays and Sundays, and not on the rainy

days. It is true we have more calls on the

rainy days, but they are all little short

trips, while on the fair days, the cabs are

hired for all afternoon or for long contin

uous trips, which mount up in the receipts

The cabs are being used for weddings, fu

nerals and all kinds of functions.”

Unofficial estimates place the gross earn

ings of the 'laxicab company’s machines at

from $30 to $35 a day, while the earnings of

the Transportation company’s cars are not

quite so high. The latter have a maximum

speed of about 21 miles an hour, while the

Darracqs of the other company, with a four

cylinder motor of 12-14 horsepower, are

capable of 35 miles an hour. The taxime

ter charges are the same for both compa

nies, the fare for two passengers being 30

cents for the first half mile or fraction

thereof, 10 cents for each succeeding quar

ter mile, and 10 cents for each six minutes

of waiting.

President Allen, of the New York Tax

icab Co., is makingr arrangements for cor

responding (ompanies in Chicago, Philadel

phia, Washington and other cities, but no

very active work is being done as yet ow

ing to the difficulty of getting the cabs.

The New York company, he says, will need

all the cabs that the Darracq factory can

send over for some time to come.

STEAM TRU_CK F01! HEAVY HAULING

New Jumbo of Road Vehicles, with Capa

city for S to 10 Tons—Special Details

in Its Construction.

One of the most massive commercial ve

hicles of American construction yet put

into service, and cue the construction of

which in every way inspires confidence as to

its stability and durability, is the new

  

pockets, together with a set of steel stakes

are a part of the regular equipment. Con

trary to common practices, the wheels are

steel castings, mounted on special bearings.

The general construction follows the lines

of motor car design, except in the matter

of such reinforcements as are required on

account of the unusual stresses to be met.

Fore these. special provisions have been

made, as in the trussing of the platform

and the staying of the front axle by means

of radius rods extending in the form a V,

 

STEAM TRUCK WITH CAPACITY FOR 8 TO 10 TONS

heavy steam truck which has just been

evolved by the Pittsburgh Machine Tool Co.,

Allegheny, Pa., and which is here illus

trated. Unlike many of the heavy duty ve_

hicles now being produced, the Pittsburg

is propelled by steam power, a special plant

complete and up to date in every respect

having been designed for the purpose. As

shown with dumping body intended for the

haulage of brick, it has a rated capacity of

8 to 10 tons, thus bringing it well up into

the front rank of lunibo road vehicles, re

gardless of method of propulsion.

The fire tube boiler is mounted on the

foot board in front, the condenser being

placed at the front, equipped with the usual

air and feed pumps. The engine is of the

three cylinder, single acting typc, mounted

under the body in the waist of the machine,

and drives the rear wheels independently

through a reduction gearing affording two

possible speed reductions, and side chains,

running from the differential counter shaft.

An auxilliary device, also of extreme im

portance in a machine of this class, is the

independent hoisting winch, which is mount—

ed transversely of the car, with its Winding

drums placed outside and about midway of

the body. All working parts are fully en

closed by a metal casing under the plat

form, and the tanks are located under the

platform and beside the engine casing.

The frame is of riveted channel steel, the

top plate being %-inch thick. Stake

froma special bracket depended from the

front of the platform to the ends of the

steering axle. The special form of trussed

axle casting also is of interest in the same

connection.

The truck is equipped with two sets 01

brakes, one, consisting of an outside shoe

system, applied by hand, and the other an

air brake of approved construction. The

latter is applied to a drum surrounding the

differential group, and is of the contracting

band variety.

Two New Plugs in Sta—Rite Family.

Two new spark plugs have been added to

the Sta-Rite family of the R. E. Hardy

Co., of New York. The first is styled the

Gotham Sta-Rite, and its chief feature of

difference from its brothers is that it has

an extended shell partly enclosing the inner

end and protecting the porcelain from heat,

oil or soot. The pcrcelain has a single hol

low tube packed with copper asbestos filled

gaskets which cannot become wedged in.

This plug is particularly recommended for

engines using a great deal of oil. The

other new addition to the family is the

No. 4 A magneto plug, in which the in

sulated elettrode has an enlarged head

equipped with four points, any one or more

of which will serve as a jumping point for

the spark. Much greater efficiency is

claimed for it in connection with a mag

neto than for a single gap plug.
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Newest of Continental Motors.

Among the products of the Continental

Motor Manufacturing Co., Muskcgon,

Mich., the most recent in the new type ‘.‘K”

motor, which may be characterized as pos

sessing all the excellent features of pre_

vious models together with a few additional

ones of its own. it is of the four cylinder

vertical type, has cylinders 4% by 4%

inches, bore and stroke, and is rated at

24-28 horsepower. Complete, it weighs

360 pounds.

The general construction is the same as

that of former Continental models, that is

to say, the valves are all loeated in offset

pockets on the same side of the crank case—

the right in this instance—this arrangement,

together with the placing of the carburetter,

timer, magneto, pump and fan driving belt

on the same side, making it possible to

make all ordinary repairs and adjustments

from that side alone, and rendering the

entire removal of the hood a rare necessity:

In the standard arrangement, the exhaust

manifold is outletted at the forward end of

the motor, the intention being to lead the

waste gases back under the steering gear

and to the muffler in the rear on the right

side of the car. An alternate arrangement,

however, provides for leading the exhaust

from ‘the centre of the manifold between

the twin cylinder castings, and so to the

rear of the machine on the left side as is

more commonly done.

The cylinders are offset, as is done in all

recent Continental motors, the location of

the auxilliaries provides for the use of but

three timing gears instead of five or six

as are frequently required, the cams are

made integral with the shaft and with the

mushroom valv'e lifters, are carefully ground

and hardened, and'both the magneto and

air circulating pump are arranged to be

readily_removed either for inspection or

repair.

One of the special features of the machine,

however, is the automatic lubricating sys

tem, which is the same as is used on the

larger motors of the same family, but

adapted for this particular machine. The

usual splash system is employed, constant

level being secured regardless of external

conditions, by the use of a separate over

fiow chamber or sump in the engine base,

from which the oil is raised to the crank

pits by means of a small gear pump driven

from an extension of the timer shaft. Oil

pockets of suitable size are cast over each

of the crank shaft bearings for the accumu

lation of the splash, a constant flow over

all the bearzngs thus being secured.

Modifying Fan Action in Winter.

Considerable improvement may be ob

tained in the winter running of a motor, not

infrequently, either by reducing the speed

of the fan, or disconnecting it altogether.

Generally speaking, a motor which is cooled.

so thoroughly that it never shows signs of

overheating in summer, even in the hottest

weather, and when running for a considera

ble distance at low rates of vehicle speed,

will be found to require less draught in

winter. Where the fan is belt driven, it is

possible to reduce its speed either by slack

ening the belt tension—which is a slipshod

and uncertain expedient—or by replacing

one of the pulleys with another of different

diameter. With the ordinary gear driven

arrangement, the only practicable method

is to disconnect the fan altogether, or else

to alter its suction by replacing it or al

tering the gear ratio of the drive. Fans

which are so constructed that the pitch of

the blades may be changed through any

desired range, are ideal in their adaptabil

ity to the varying conditions of winter

weather.

Making One Nut Lock Another.

Failing a lock washer or regulai lock

nut, it is possible to secure a passable coun

terfeit for either by using two plain nuts

screwed together with a little “grummet”

of waste or spun yarn between them. After

setting home the first nut, the thread of

waste should be twisted aronnd the bolt,

close to it and in such a way as to embed

it in the roots of the screw where the sec

ond nut is destined to come. This simple

form of packing frequently lasts for a sur

prising length of time, and provides suffi

cient resistance to hold both nuts against

any ordinary amount of vibration practically

as well as the more mechanical device made

for the purpose.

Adaptable Car for Physicians.

A recent invention in the way of a phy

sician’s motor car takes the form of a neat

little inside driven landaulette which has di—

vided seats. The left hand seat is made

removable, and may be slid off the back of

the machine, together with a small portion

of the footboard, which is made integral

with it. A couple of stretcher bars may

then be attached to it, and the whole con

verted into a very passable carrying chair

for an invalid. In case of an extreme emer

gency, the second seat may be entirely re

moved, when the floor along side the driver

and extending to the extreme rear of the

vehicle, may be used for the conveyance of

a patient laid at full length.

Car Without a Radiator.

In a newly developed French car, no ra

diator is employed, the cooling of the jacket

water being accomplished by direct contact

of the air instead of by radiation through

the usual cooler. To this end the hot water

passes through a set of three nipples ar

ranged in parallel connection, the jets thus

formed passing through chambers which

are so placed as to permit a considerable

amount of cold air to be drawn in by the

suction. The air and water mingle to a

certain extent in passing to the tank, but

are afterward separated by settlement, the

heat being carried off by the air. The prin

ciple of the action is precisely that of the

steam engine injector.

New Type of Material for Tops.

An entirely new type of automobile

leatlier-autofoid, in which wonderful dura

bility and :ichness are claimed to be ob

tained, has iustbeen produced by the Amer»

ican Leatherette Manufacturing Co., Buf

falo, N. Y.

The material is based entirely on chemical

lines and is entirely different from the ar

tificial leathers which have heretofore been

on the market. Not only is autofoid a du—

plication of the leather itself, but it is

waterproof, oilproof. dustproof and weather

cured. This material is faced with leather

on both sides and in the manufacture of

tops does away with the extra lining which

has heretofore been necessary, and at the

same time adds richness of appearance. A

big feature in favor of this material lies in

the fact that the tcp builder can absolutely

match the colors of the automobile uphol~

steriug and this gives a richness to the in

side of the top without in any way making

it appear gaudy, while dust and ti] can

readily be washed off with a hose Without

damaging the material.

Covering for Sliding Rods in Gearset.

For protecting the sliding rods in the

gearset from leakage as well as to guard

them from the effects of road dust, an ex_

change suggests the somewhat cumber

some expedient of covering them with

leather protectors constructed on the gen

eral order of the bellows attached to the

ordinary camera. One end may be attached

to the gear box by means of a suitable junk

ring of thin metal. while the other is se

cured to the outer end of the rod by a

service of flexible wire. The cover itself

may be made of pliable leather sewn to

gether to form a long tube, and creased

transversely to enable it to fold properly.

Position for “Pull-Out Rods.

Other things being equal, it is an ad

vantage to have the gear striking or “pull—

out” rods from the gear box taken from

some point above the parting line of the

two halves. By this means, any possible

leakage which may result when the bush

ings of these rods have become worn is

obviated, the gearset thus being rendered

much cleaner than otherwise would be the

case, while as a secondary, though perhaps

more doubtful advantage, the effect of being

able to lift OR the actuating members with

the cover also is to be considered.

Protection for a Tireless Rim.

To prevent damage to the rim when it be—

comes necessary to run for any distance

without a tire, it is possible to construct

a substitute of passable effectivenes by

winding the rim with several layers of heavy

rope or hawser, the layers being so ar

ranged that when compressed by the load,

they will spread out between the flanges,

forming a compact and somewhat resilient

pad, high enough to keep the metal from

the road under ordinary useage.
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F0ll SPEEDY NEWSPAPER DEllVl-IIIY

Battalion of Specially Designed éars In

stalled by a St. Louis Paper—The

Transmission One of the Features.

Newspaper horses, the kind that go gal

loping through the streets faster than fire

horses and that help make it possible for

the average citizen to get a “six o'clock edi

tion" at four in the afternoon, are to feel

wagon as comfortable as a steam heated

flat.

The wagons are Model R four cylinder

delivery cars, made by the Logan Con

struction Co., of Chillicothe, O. The air

cooled motors develop 20 horsepower. A

special transmission is used, giving two for

ward speeds and one reverse, but the mo~

tor is geared so low that very little gear

shifting is necessary, it being possible to

take nearly all grades on the high gear‘even

when the wagons are fully loaded to their

ARTISTIC SELECTION 0|" COLORS

Variety as the Saving Factor in the Paint

ing of Vehicles—Its Difi'erentiation

from Sensational Color Schemes.

Apparently all c)lors lead to the automo

bile, and t0 the man on the box the query

doubtless comes, "What is to be the final

denouement in this drama of pigments?"

We have heard no small uproar of argu
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READY TO RUSH THE NEWSPAPER TO ITS REAfiIRS

real motor competition in St. Louis. In

stead of the newspaper races of the after

noon sheets being “hoss an’ hoss," they will

he “boss” and autoirob'le, fourteen rpecial

machines, as shown in the accompanyingil

lustration, having been installed this week

by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch for its de

livery system to its distributing centers.

It is a proud set of newspaper drivers

that is in charge of the new wagons, for

not only are the latter speedy enough to

hold their own against the horses. but they

are fitted with wind shields and storm cur

tains, and for the winter months have an

ingenious grating arrangement which per

mits the warmth from the air cooled engine

to ascend to the enclosed front of tne car,

caressing the driver’s feet and making the
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1,500 pounds capacity. The cars are re

quired to make four trips daily, varying

from four to fifteen miles in length. A

special garage is being prepared for them,

and Logan experts will take care of them.

Automobile Buses for Railway Hands.

Automobiles to keep railway employes

contented is one of the latest solutions for

the labor problem as encountered by the

Southern Pacific Railroad. The company

removed its roundhouses from Rocklin,

Cal., to Roscville, much to the displeasure

of train and engine crews and roundhouse

employes who owned their own homes in

Rocklin. A mass meeting was held, as a

result of which a line of automobile buses

has been started to accommodate the men.
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nzent concerning the disposition of the color

problem in its relation to the automobile,

but each builder, and, in turn, each painter

appears to be a law unto himself in the

choice of colors and combination of colors,

according to the Carriage Monthly.

The determination of many builders, as

expressed through the medium of the daily

papers of recent issue, of adhering t-- indi

vidual or firm colors in the painting of the

auto output, does not promise any definite

or speedy settlement of the question of

choice in the matter of color display. If

anything, it assists to establish “contusion

worse confounded " It is neither probable

nor desirable, from the present viewpoint,

at least, to witness what some recent writ

ers have been pleased to call a “standard
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izatiqn”iof.colors for use on automobiles.

The results of any such invasion of the

colorist’s prerogatives would, if anything,

be more reprehensible than the prevailing

color discord. It would discourage any at

tempt to improve upon the colors in use, or

the attempt to invent new colors. Stan

dardizing colors for passenger equipment

cars, upon railroads, has driven the color

ists from the field of railroad work, and,

in a sense, beggared the trade.

Variety in colors is in reality the life of

the craft. Moreover, it is the one touch 'of

art that lifts the painting of the horseless

carriage above the labor of licking a smear

of Venetian red over the family wash tub.

But that variety, ctntrary to the intentions

of its authors, has degenerated to a “vain

show" of pigments having little to recom

mend them, beyond the mere notoriety

which attaches to colors of a sensational

'or eccentric character.

Variety in colors is the saving factor in

the painting of all vehicles, but it should

be a variety based upon the sound law of

harmony, appropriateness, reference of

color to form, and a general unity of all

the elements of color, finish and appearance.

Manufacturers are already declaring

through the columns of the daily press that

a trained staff of experts are now working

upon color novelties for the season of 1908.

Evidently we are to witness the same

demoralizing exhibition of color sensations

during next year that has in certain quar

ters been cheered to the echo during the

season. now closing. However, we believe

that there is a little leaven working that will

ultimately leaven the whole lump, and that

out of the chaos of disputed color proprie

ties will emerge a'style and choice of colors

plentiful in variety, and strictly in accord

with the best practices of colorists having

a right to the title.

Turning to a list of the colors which the

finest traditions of carriage painting have

sanctioned for a quarter of a century, at

least, and which list, let us say in passing.

is sufficiently elastic to meet all the require—

ments of- the automobile industry, we have '

more than 25 staple reds, fully half that

number of greens, quite one-third that

number of blues, a half-dozen lakes, several

fine yellows, four or five attractive browns,

with enough legitimate variations from

these to give the automobile painter an

opportunity to choose a color. or a com

bination of colors that will do credit to the

sense of what is appropriate and beautiful.

Between the work of the prentier crafts—

men and the crude creations of the ama

teurs and the lackeys attending the sensa

tion chariot, there is an insurmountable

barrier, and once the public fully recog

nizes it, we may expect the reign of a better

art sentiment in rcspcet'to the laws of col»

ors as applied to ‘the a'utmnoliile
‘i "l‘o'paint 1| vehicle with a paint vesting

$5 a pound may seem to the zit-rage man

like an enormous waste of good money.

_ but along the automobile RiflltO,‘NCW’ Yprk,

you may hear it said that “nothing is too

good for the automobile.”

And this statement appears to be sup

ported by certain incontrovertible facts,

among which may be mentioned the use of

madder lake in the painting. Incidentally,

Manhattan painters are paying $1.50 for a

four-ounce tube of this famous lake, which,

it goes without saying, offers a surface,

when artistically finished, magnificent and

unique in color effects. Perhaps like the

Teddy bear madder lake may exist as a fad

for a little brief, but luxurious, notoriety,

and then disappear into the innermost re

cesses of oblivion. At the present, how—

ever, it is being received with all the favor

that belongs to the scion of the royal fam—

ily.

As a matter of historical interest, mad

der lake is the product, through boiling,

filtering, etc., of madder root. found in the

tropical sections of the old and new world.

The base for madder lake should be about

as strong and supple, and smooth and level,

as the best craft skill can make it. After

rubbing the surface out of roughstufi‘, sand

it lightly with No. 0 sandpaper, dust ofi

thoroughly, and apply a coat of Indian red

ground in japan. Uusually one coat of the

Indian red will suffice to develop the neces

sary solidityz of color, but in case there

should exist any 'lack of color density, a

second coat of the red is in order of ap

plication. _

Then thin some of the madder lake with

a perfectly pure, water white turpentine,

and apply a coat With a camel's hair brush.

Then in a pint of elastic rubbing varnish

stir one-half ounce of the lake, mixing until

a thorough incorporation of pigment and

liquid ensues. Apply with a soft, full clas~

tic brush, flowing the glaze on freely. In

due time deaden the gloss with water and

No. 00 pulverized pumice stone, using a

soft piece of sponge in lieu of a rubbing

pad. Wash up and apply a second coat of

the glaze. Stripe in lines of black or gold

and finish in A 1 fashion for results.

Haw De Dion Fooled the Gendarnes.

.Appearancc is a big factor in speed per

secution, as many an owner of a racy look

ing car has found to his sorrow. Many a

family party in a big comfortable touring

car has been allowed to go through speed

traps at 40 miles an hour without inter

ruption, where the driver of a low-hung,

racing type runabout has been held up for

going 20 miles an hour, because with the

former the muffler was closed and every

body was sitting erect and happy while with

the latter the driver was humped up in a

little racing seat, with the steering wheel

in front of his nose, looking as though he

were making a last spurt for the Vander

bilt cup. or some other cup, with the muf

llcr open.

To give a demonstration of how largely

the officers of the law are affected by mere

external appearances, the Marquis De Dion

recently constructed a special car for the

purpose. The Marquis had found that

when driving a big car he was invariably

accused 'of speed violation and as inav

riably fined, no matter how slowly he might

drive. First building an especially long

chassis, he fitted it with a 41/2 horsepower

De Dion motor and mounted a racing body

with a long hood suggesting at least six

cylinders and 100 horsepower. Then he

added the largest :cetylene headlights ob

tainable and a deep, roaring horn. Invit

ing a superior officer of the gendarn-es to

be his companion for the demonstration, he

set forth in the dt sk of the evening with

mufiler wide open and his little engine

barking at a furious rate, although his rate

of travel was but a crawl. With the offi

cer of gendarmes and himself heavily be

goggled and leaning forward from their cup

seats, the effect was striking, and the Mar»

quis was promptly stopped by excited gen~

darmcs who accused him of making terrific

speed and endangering human lives. His

protests were in vain in the face of his

huge looking car, until the superior officer

disclosed his identity. The latter was im~

pressed with the‘justice of De Dion’s com

plrints and all the gendarmes were given a

lecture about rashly accusing drivers of

high speed just because their cars were big,

or happened to possess the appearance of

being designed to go only at extreme rates

of speed.

Municipal Garage for St. Louis.

Increasing use cf automobiles by city

departments is causing many of the larger

cities to consider the advisability of build

ing and maintaining municipal garages. St.

Louis is now making the venture, a garage

for the cars used by the water department

being in process of erection at King's High

way and Eager Road. The building will be

of modern French architecture, With a

white stone front,land when finished pros>

pective garage builders wil have good rea

son to study it as a model. If it meets ex

pectations in convenience and ecoonomy it

is probable that the city will build more

garagesgof the same type for housing city

cars that are at present taken care of in

three large buildings rented for that pur~

pose.

 

Long Walk to Pay for Stolen Ride.

There has been considerable thieving

around San Francisco of late and several

automobiles have been missed from their

accustomed places at times so it is not sur

prising that when iDuncan Davis, of San

Anselmo, missed hib big touring car, he

should at once institute a thorough search

for it. When he found the car five miles

from where he had left it the owner com~

pelled the four persons in it, two men and

two women, to get out at the point of a

pistol. Despite their protestations that “it

was all a joke" Davis thought it ought to

be worth a walk home, which the four

"friends" were compelled to make in pay~

ment for their ride.

r\
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REAL SALESMBN TIIE PRESENT NEED

How the “Readjustment of the Industry”

is Affecting the Personnel—Changed

Conditions Demand Ability.

While the “readjustment of the industry”

which is being discussed more or less just

now, is destined to be widespread and last

ing in its effects, safe to say its influence

will in no way be more marked than in the

reformation of the pensonnel of the in

dustry, both in rank and file. A process of

thorough infiltration already is in progress,

and when it is finished a wonderful trans

formation will be apparent—a transrorm

ation in which the prosperous and florid

“automobile men" who have flourished for

so long a time, will be displaced by a body

of sober and industrious business men

whose regard for the processes of manufac

turing or selling motor cars will be no less

serious than their regard for any other of

the industrial and commercial pursuits.

That the need of such a renovation in the

personality of the various firms connected

with the industry is quite as necessary as

a reformation in the methods of directing

the business. has been apparent for a long

time to the older and wiser heads of the

industry. Just how the need is felt and

how the change is proving to be in a way

self-inductive, best appears from the opin

ions of a number of these well known and

experienced authorities.

Thus speaking of the requirements es

sential in a motor car salesman, Windsor T.

White, of the White Co., said recently:

“What we want now is not automobile

men, but business men. we are just com

ing to find out the real worth of our

employes, and to discover what we ought to

have known long ago—that the same qual

ities which we should value in a man in any

other line of activity, are the qualities we

require right here.

“For instance,” he continued, “a man may

have been on the floor of an agency selling

cars for several years. In the course of his

experience, he may have been able to sell

machines aggregating in value no less than

$100,000 a year. Generally, such :- man

will come to rate himself as a $100,000 man.

These are the actual conditions, however.

"In the past season or two, buyers have

been gathered indiscriminately, advertising

and publicity campaigns have been wide

spread and effective and furthermore, a con

siderable amount of business has come into

the average agency almost of itself, as you

might say. In this way it has been prac~

tically impossible to determine how much

of the business consummated has been due

to actual salesmanship, and how much to

outside influences of one sort or another.

“Conditions are changing rapidly now,

however, and it is no longer so easy to sell

cars. Consequently the employee who last

year, let us say, under the name and salary

of a first class salesman was in many cases

performing the work of the plainest kind

of a clerk, now has an opportunity to prove

whether he possesses real selling ability.

When he has to go out and make a market

for his car, it may be that he will prove to

be of comparatively small value in a busi

ness way.

“In other words, selling now has come

to be a matter of business ability alone.

The man who knows his car, who keeps

well posted on what other makers are do

ing and what other dealers are holding out

as inducements to customers, and who

keeps read up in all that pertains to his

line is able to get ahead. Of course, the

other sort of man, the fellow who is all full

of noise and bluster, but who has no actual

ability, is bound to find his level also, be

cause in the newer order of things ranking

will be done soleiy on a basis of actual

personal ability."

In the same connection, the representa-

tive of another large car manufacturing in

terest expressed himself in similar strain

regarding factory operatives.

“Factory men should not be automobile

men," was his terse way of expressing the

idea. “Wha‘ we want in a shop is machin

ists, bench and floor hands, assemblers, or

whatever, but we want them to be able to

do that work well and to do that work

alone.

“As soon as the average mechanic gets

hisfirst smell of gasolene, he begins to

think he knows all about cars and right

away he begins to want to give advice to

the designer and the superintendemv and

everybody that comes within speaking

range of him. But somehow he ceases to

take an interest in his own work just about

the time he begins to get automobile wise.

Now it takes all a man's time to become a

good machinist and once he has learned

his trade, it takes about all his time to keep

pace with the growth of that trade. Even

at that, good all around machinists are com

paratively rare. In the same way, every

art and craft represented in the construc

tion of a motor car, is the development of

years of specialized training. and in order

to outlay the best possible workmanship

'on the materials we devote to the machine,

we must employ the men who are the most

accomplishei specialists in their own line

of work. The moment they begin to slop

over and cultivate the automobile as a thing

apart from their trade, their usefulness be

gins to diminish.

“Understand,” he continued “I don’t

mean to say that a good mechanic cannot

find ample use for his handicraft if he de

votes himself to the construction or re—

pairing, or even the running of cars. What

I do say, though, is that the man In the

shop who lets his mind wander away from

his job to the place where that job is to be

used after it leaves his hands, like the

wheelwright who tries to teach the coach

man the art of horsemanship, is looking

at life the wrong way about. We have had

plenty of men in the past, who thought

more of the automobile than they did of

their jobs. They are trouble makers, first

and last and their influence always is to

overthrow the discipline of the shop, even

though their intentions may be of the best

and their ambition most admirable.”

It is fast becoming evident that too many

men in the industry regard its affairs rather

more in the light of the processes of a mere

pastime, than as the elements of a grow

ing and important industry. In fact the

common use of the term “game” in connec

tion with the events of its business and

sport reflects a sinister light on those who

use it either in thoughtlessness or in ill

concealed scorn.

It is related of one of the largest and

most successful manufacturers of the mid

dle west, that whenever an applicant for

employment happens to mention the fact

of his having been “in the game" for three

or four years, the interview immediately is

brought to an end by the manufacturer,

who, rising. grutfly announces that the ap

plicant will hear from him by mail if he

shall have need or' him. Somehow letters

promised under those conditions never

reach their destination, and likely a good

many ambitious men are wondering to-day

why the summons for which they have

waited so eagerly never has come.

The l‘Johnny” Type of Salesman.

Why some concerns still persist in put

ting the "Johnny" type of salesman in

charge of their exhibits at such important

shows as were recently held in New York

remains a mystery, remarks the Carriage

Monthly. Dress suits and lounging ladies

are not the requisites of salesmanship.

Brains, and a thorough knowledge of the

subject, are. One man in overalls who

knows his business is worth a dozen inat

tentive Johnnies in dress suits trying to

talk busines and carry on a flirtation at the

same time. Many a firm, especially the ac

cessory people, will go home from the New

York shows wondering why they booked

so few orders while their neighbors fared

so well. Let them look into this “Johnny”

question. Evasive answers, born of super

ficial knowledge, do not satisfy people who

do a bit of thinking on their own account.

A man who does not know his line of goods

thorouighly has no place at an automobile

exhibition where people come to get in

formation, and the sooner all firms reduce

this show proposition to a strict business

basis, eliminating all attempts at making

it a social affair, and selecting their repre

sentatives for their brains and not for their

looks. the better it will be for the industry

and for themselves. In this respect the

motor industry could get a pointer or two

from the business-like conduct of carriage

exhibitions. Why should not the motor car

business be conducted like any other busi

ness? “’ho started all this nonsense any

way?
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EMULSION FOR R0“) SPRINKIJNG

Results Reported from Use of Oil and Soap

suds on Boston’s Park Roads—Its

Efl'iciency and Economy.

On the same emulsion principle with

which its cod liver oil is made cndurable to

human palates, Boston has been coating oil

with soapsuds for its parkway roads, and

the roads have thrived on the treatment, ac

cording to John A. Pettigrew, the superin

- tendent of parks. Pettigrew’s problem is

to keep down the dust nuisance and last

year his department tried adding a dash of

oil'to the water sprinkled by the cars on

some twelve miles of the park roadways.

The roads thus treated showed very good

results and needed the sprinkling cars very

infrequently compared with those on which

plain water was used. This year the ex»

periment was carried to the whole park

system of roads. about forty-two miles,

and the figures show remarkable economy

over the us: of water alone, with an inci

dental benefit to the roads that greatly less

ens their repair charges and makes them

better for traffic.

Before trying the oil mixture, the de

partment used to spend as high as $883 per

mile of 30-foot roadway for 230 days of

watering on some parts of the system while

on others the cost was as low as $489 per

mile. for 182 days of watering, making an

average of about $680 per mile each season.

Shorter hours of labor and higher team

hire would make the same service cost

more at the present time, but with the oil

emulsion the cost of keeping the dust down

even more effectively is only about $352

per mile for the season, or about 2 cents

per square-yard.

By combining it with soapsuds and wa

ter, the oil is applied without annoyance to

the users of the road, and carriages may

follow immediately after the distributing

sprinklers without being soiled. The emul

sion helps the oil percolate and penetrate

into the road material instead of remaining

on the surface in unabsorbed pools. The

first application of the season contains

about 16 per cent. of oil. to form a basis,

while subsequent accretions of dust blown

on the roadway from other sources or pres

ent by attrition of the road itself, are taken

care of by occasional applications of thin~

ner emulsions, containing from 8 to 10 per

cent. of oil. These renewals are made in

periods ranging from ten to twenty-five

days, according to the nature and traffic of

the road.

The emulsion is made by a formula

which requires 10 to 15 pounds of cotton

seed oil soap, at 4% cents a pound, to 100

gallons of Texas petroleum, at 6% cents a

gallon. the soap being first dissolved in 50

gallons of water. The soap is placed in

barrels of water and dissolved by steam

heat, then pumped into stock reservoirs,

which are simply street sprinkling wagons.’

To each barrel of :021p and water'two bar.

rcls of petroleum are added. 'A steam pump

is then attachedto-the tank containing the

mixture and the contents agitated until

emulsified. This forms an emulsion "stock"

containing 66 per cent. of petroleum, and

the “stock” is later diluted to the 0d per

centage required. When a sprinkling wagon

is to be sent over a portion of road, its

tank is first partly filled with “stock” and

when the wagon arrives at the'portzon of

road to be treated, a street hydrant is used

to fill the balance of the tank with water,

the latter readily mixing with the emulsion

and thinning it to the percentage necessary

for efi’ective use.

Not only does the use of the oil mixture

lessen the required frequency of trips by

the sprinkling w_agons, but it permits the

laying up of the road rollers after the mid

dle of August. The asphaltum in the Texas

oil has a binding efi'ect on the surface of

the road, and less road repair is necessary.

In the course of its road study the de

partment has come to favor a thin rolling

cushion of coarSe sand or fine screenings,

saturated with oil, although it is hard to

maintain on curved roads where the swing

of vehicle wheels tends to throw it to the

outer side of the curve. Such a cushion,

being loose and rolling. is thought to re

lease the air suction underneath the tires

of rapidly moving automobiles which is de

clared to be so destructive to the road

binder. ‘When fine sand is used thete is a

possibility that frequent oil applicatiohs

will form it into a hard asphaltum surface

which has a tendency to scale.

White Adds to “Route Book” Series.

The White Company have just issued the

“White Route Book Number Five." It

gives the detailed road directions for over

1,500 miles of the main highways, suitable

for tourists, in New York State and in the

Province of Quebec. The routes given in

clude those in both directions between New

York and Albany and in both directions be~

tween Albany and Buffalo. In addition,

directions are given for the route north

ward from Albany to Saratoga, and thence

by way of Elizabeth to Plattsburg and

Rouse's Point to Montreal. From the lat

ter city the route is given along the north

bank of the St, Lawrence to Quebec. Still

another route is that by way of Tuxedo and

Central Valley to Newburgh. The new

route book, like the four numbers which

have preceded it, is profusely illustrated

and contains a double~page map of the sec

tion of the country covered, as well as an

article descriptive of the route Like all

other of the White route books, the new

volume is designed for gratuitous distribu

tion.
 

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau St., New York City. '

CIIAIN PROTECTED TIRES vBARR“)

New City ordinance Excludes Them from

Park Roads and Parkways—Police'

Guard Entrances and Avenues.

“It now' is’illegal for an aut0n10bil‘e with

chains onithc tires Ito enter a-ny'of the pub

lic parks in Greater New ‘York or travel

upon any of the roads that are under the

jurisdiction of the Park Department.“ The

ordinance prohibiting it was adopted at the

request of that department and went into

effect on Monday, 16th inst. Following is

the body of the ordinance:

“No automobile or horseless or other ve

_hicle, wearing chains over the tires oi their

wheels shall enter the public parks or the

traffic roads under the jurisdiction of the

Board of Parks, without permission of the

commissioner having jurisdiction. This rule

and regulation shall take efiect December

16th, 1907."

The highways under the jurisdiction of

the Park Department, which are covered

by this ordinance are as follows:

Manhattan -— Central Park,

Drive, Morningside avenue west.

Brooklyn—All macadam roads, such as

the drives in Prospect Park, Eastern Park

way, Ocean Boulevard, Shore road, Bush

wick avenue from Eastern Parkway to the

extension of Jamaica avenue. etc.

Bronx—Spuyten Duyvil Parkway, Rock

wood Drive in Van Cortlandt Park, Van

Cortlandt Park avenue in Van Cortlandt

Park, Pelham avenue in Bronx Park, East~

ern Boulevard in Pelham Bay Park. City

Island road in Pelham Bay Park, Crotona

avenue in Crotona Park, Mosholu avenue

in Van Cortlandt Park, Gun Hill I'h’ld, in

Van Cortlandt Park, Masholu Parkway,

Bronx and Pelham Parkway, Shore road in

Pelham Bay Park, Crotona Parkway.

One of the effects of the new rule is that

for certain journeys it will be illegal to

have chains on the tires when traversing

the roads out of the city. On the trip from

New York to Boston, for instance, chains

may not be put on the wheels until Pelham

Parkway is left behind. Non-skidding tires

of the studded or armored type are not

barred under the rirdinance.

Enforcement or the rule was begun with

vigor early Monti-i morning rnd automo

bilists who arrived at u o" the entrances

to Central Park found there one or two po

licemen, while at the main entrances at the

Circle and the Plaza mounted patrolmen

were on duty to turn back any automobile

equipped with non-skidding chains. About

thrce~f0urths of the automobiles arriving

at the park during the day were denied ad

mission on that account. There was no

relaxation of police vigilance in the even

ing.

Similar conditions prevailed at Bronx and

Van Cortlandt parks and at Prospect Park

in Brooklyn.

Riverside
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The Week’s Patents.

865,288. Tread for Pneumatic Tires.

Erle K. Baker and Charles G. Hawley, Chi

cago, 111. Filed May 16, 1907. Serial No.

374,059.

1. A resilient tire for vehicles, having a

tread portion containing an interference

strip of fabric, vulcanized therein, and also

containing a large number of staple like

metallic parts having closed, rounded ends

in substantial contact with said interference

strip and presenting their ends at the sur

face of said tread portion, substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

865,302, Clutch Mechanism. Bengt M.

W. Hanson, Hartford, Conn., assignor to

Pratt & Whitney Company, Hartford,

Conn., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Aug. 9, 1905. Serial No. 273,477.

1. The combination, with framework, of

a sleeve bearing rojecting therefrom; a

tubular drivin sha t mounted in said sleeve

bearing, and aving a chambered head; a

clutch plunger having a transverse slot

mounted in the chamber of the head; a

sprin for throwing said clutch plunger in

one irection; a rod movable in the bore of

the driving shaft, and having its end shaped

to enter said transverse slot, and actuate

the clutch plunger against the stress of the

sprin ; a power transmitting sleeve sur

roun ing the driving shaft and its cham

bered head; and a complemental clutch

element carried by said sleeve.

865,306. Means for Securing Soft-Tread

Tires to Rims. Frank M. Hilton, John 5.

Hilton, and William W. Hilton, Akron,

Ohio, assignors of one-half to Harvey Mus

ser, Akron, Ohio. Filed May 12, 1906. Se

rial No. 316,563.

1. In a vehicle wheel, the combination

of a rim provided at one side with a con

fining flange, a lock ring slipped upon the

oppOsite side of the rim and having a corre

sponding confining flange, a split spring an

nular binder fitted to the rim and adapted

to prevent outward displacement of the lock

ring, and a keeper at one end of the binder

having an opening therein to receive the

opposite end of the said binder_and having

a slot in its side to provide ingress and

egress to the said opposite end or' the

binder.

865,315. Lubricant Feeding and Distrib

uting Mechanism. William E. Parr, Mad

ison, Wis., assignor to The Madison Kipp

Lubricator .Company, Madison, Wis., a Cor

poration of Wisconsin. Filed March 13,

1905. Serial No. 249,849.

1. In a lubricating mechanism, the com-.

bination of the lubricant receptacle, a pump

fitted therein and having its cylinder se

cured to the inner face of one of _the_ walls

of the casin of the receptacle, a distributer,

also secure to the inner face of_ one of th_e

walls of the receptacle, and having a lubri

cant chamber, connections between the

pump and the distributor arranger outside

the receptacle and extending_through the

walls thereof to make connections With the

said parts respectively, means for operating

the pump arranged with the receptacle,_ and

a valve within the lubricant chamber _or the

distributor also operated from Within the

receptacle, substantially as set forth,

865,338. Power Yielding and Receiving

Means. Ford W. Harris, Winkinsburg, Pa.

Original application filed Feb. 19, 1906, Se

rial No, 301,956. Divided and this applica

tion filed July 16, 1906. Serial No. 326,475.

1. The combination with an engine cyl

inder, a piston, and a valve, that governs ‘

the admission of fluid to the cylinder of ,

means for causing the travel of the valve I

to be independent upon the speed of the pis

ton, passages that communicate, respective

ly, on opposite sides of the passages, and

means that govern communication thereof

with the passages.

865,384. Timer.

mit, N. J. Filed Jan. 21, 1907.

353,248.

1. In a timer, the combination with a

contact; of a member, normally operatively

rotatable in a single continuous direction,

on which member said contact is supported;

a second contact; means for supporting the

second contact directly in the path of move

ment of the first contact, whereby the two

contacts engage directly with each other;

and means for permitting a yielding move

ment of one contact with respect to the

other, in a direction substantially in line

with the path of movement of the contact

which is supported on the rotatable mem

ber, at the time of contact making impact.

865,411. Cushion Tire \Vheel Charles

Charles S, Hardy, Sums 1

Serial No. ‘

 

 

“REMY MAGNETO"
Means absolute reliability

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELEGTRIB 00., Anderson, lntl.

 

 

IHEMHRMON
"A Mechanical MGQrIrDIOCI‘

For catalog, address Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Erlnb. 185:) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

Members A. L. A. M.

New YORK, 1715 Broadway—Chicano. 1702 Michigln Av.

Emjgyge ires

 

 

 

 

  

UNITS AIIII FIIR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

FOR SALE—Absolute closing out sale

of the largest stock of new and sec

ond-hand automobiles in the United States.

Write for Clearance Sale List No. 21. Now

is the time to buy. ROCHESTER AU

TOMOBILE CO., Jos. J. Mandery, Prop’r.,

Rochester, N. Y.

ANTED—Use of your car this win

_ ter. Will convince owner of good

touring car or runabout (rumble), that pos

itively $800 profit will be cleared during

 

winter. Donit pay storage. Don’t 've

away. _ Make it earn $800. Can sell for et

ter price in spring. Describe machine.

WARREN, P. O. Box 1139, New York City.

WANTED—Swell runabout. with rum

ble, or seven passenger touring car.

Reliable party going South for the winter

months wishes to rent an automobile; good

condition and appearance. WIRSING, P.

O. Box 1139, New York City,

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for nexr

 

 

season. Write me to see how _much I_can

save you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless, and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

g. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

McCORD

LUBRIGATOIIS — RADIATUIIS
"erkl of a Good Motor Car"

MCKIM COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McCORD 8; COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

   

 

Eliminates Useless Experiments Ior “Talking Folntt. '

 

HAYNES

Always Has A Perfect Score

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

KOKOMO, IND.

Older! Automafile Maryrfiidurzrr in America

 

Studebaker Automobile 00.. South Bend. lndlana

AJ AX WASTES T I RES

GUARANTEED FOR

5,000 MILES RIDING

Write for copy of GuarantekDept. A

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER 00.,

General Office, 57th Street and Broadway. New York

noun-rs in ALL LARGE ci'rixs

 

 
 

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO., TRENTON, N. J.

NEW YORK—143 Chambers St. and Broadway and 73d St.

CllI ‘AGtF—JO LaSallc Street and 1615 abash Avenue.

linBlCS AUTO SUPPLY CO., Portland Oregon.

l-‘Ultlibf AUTO SUPPLY CO., Seattle, Washington.

WAITE AUTO SUPPLY CO., Providence, R. I.

LQWGng'

BOSTON—292 Devonshire Street.

BUFFALO—9 West Huron Street.

DENVER AUTO oooos co. _DCIIVCI" c o.

PENN AUTO SUPPLY CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
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A. Marien, St. Louis, Mo.

1906. Serial No, 332,125.

1. The combination with the rim of a

wheel,‘ of a tire of resilient material seated

on said rim, cross bars passing through

tire,_ annular members of rigid material en

gaging the ends of said bars, and retaining

plates removably secured to said rim and

locking said annular members against ra

dial movement.

865,443. Tire Shield. Thomas J. Sprinkle,

Hillsboro, Ohio. Filed Sept. 10, 1906. Se

rial No. 334,013.

_1. In combination with a tire, a shield,

Wires embedded therein and extending

longitudinally of the shield and lying upon

opposite sides of the longitudinal axis

thereof, said wires being volute with one

of the volutions embedded in the material

at the edge of the shield and the other

volution embedded in the material in the

vicinity of the middle thereof.

865,449. Clutch Device Power Transmit

ting Mechanism. Thomas L. Sturtevant,

Quincy, and Thomas J, Sturtevant, Welles

ley, Mass, assignors to Sturtevant Mill

Company, Portland, Me., a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Jan. 21, 1907. Serial No.

353,338.

1. In a power transmitting mechanism,

the combination with a driving and driven

parts, of a plurality of nested clutch de

vices, and suitable gearing connections

whereby different speeds may be imparted

to the said driven part from the said driving

part through said clutch devices.

865,650. Valve and Sparking Mechanism

for Hydrocarbon Engines. Levi E. Lowe,

Columbus, Ohio. Filed Dec. 3, 1906. Se

rial No. 346,027.

In a device of the character described, the

combination with the cylinder of an explo

sive engine, of an outlet valve comprising

a valve stem and a valve head, a casing in

which said valve is mounted, an oscillatory

arm located upon one side of said valve, a

contact point located upon the opposite side

of said valve, and-a curved finger carried

by and movable with the oscillatory arm

which extends around the valve head and is

provided upon its free end with a contact

point adapted to contact with the first

named contact point, said contact points be,

ing located in the path of gas flow past the

valve head, and said valvehead being so

shaped as to direct a portion of the gas flow

against the contact points, said valve head

lying within the curved portion of the finger,

865,662 Igniter System. Richard Varley,

Englewood, N. J., assignor to The Auto

coil Company, a Corporation of New Jer

sey. Filed May 11, 1906. Serial No. 316,

258.

1. In an ignition system, a rotating cam.

a finger moving against a fixed contact and

arranged to be abruptly moved by said cam.

an additional blade or finger in the path of

said cam, and a single switch element for

directing the primary current into both of

said fingers.

865,663. Ignition System for Explosion

Engines. Richard Varley, Englewood, N.

J., assignor to The Autocoil Company, a

Cor oration of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 8.1906.J Serial No. 337,871.

1. In an ignition system for explosion

engines. a pair of vibrators. and a single

means for positively impelling both of said

vibrators to respectively open and close

separate circuits.

865.666. Driving Clutch for Automobiles

Filed Aug. 27,

Charles Wendorfl‘, I Chicago, Ill.

March 4, 1907. Serial No. 360,367.

_ 1. In a power driven vehicle in combina

tion With the axle and the wheel journaled

on _the axle, an outer annular clutch element

rigid with the hub; an inner clutch element

conSisting of a “plurality of parts, each

adapted or .seating outwardly against the

inner surface of the outer annular element;

a collar fast on the shaft within the inner

clutch elements; plungers lodged for radial

movement in_the said inner clutch elements;

springs reacting between said plungers and

said inner clutch elements for holding the

latter yieldingly outward relatively to the

plungers, the plungers having at their inner

ends oppositely sloping shoulders and the

collar having correspondingly oppositely

sloping shoulders for co-operating with the

plungers respectively.

865,682. Wheel. Herman Cramer, So

nora, Cal., assignor to Crainer \Vheel Coni~

pany. San Francisco, Cal., a Corporation of

California. Filed Feb. 12, 1905, Serial No.

245,476. Renewed May 21, 1907. Serial No.

374,846. .

1. In a wheel, the combination with a

spoke, and with the tire, of a casting in

which the spoke is secured, a mass of rub

ber in said casting, and projecting beyond

it, and projection secured to the tire and

embedded in said rubber.

865,698. Rubber Vehicle Tire, John J.

Hendler, Chicago, 111., assignor to Tiger

Tire Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed Sept. 20, 1905. Serial No. 279,220.

1. The combination with a vehicle wheel

provided with a channeled rim, of a tire

comprising an outer sheath of the clincher

type adapted to said rim, a sealed inner tube

provided with one or more inflating inlets

and a filling of cellular cellulose compacted

within said inner tube, substantially as de

scribed,

865,699. Rubber Vehicle Tire. John J.

Hendler, Chicago, Ill., assignor to Tiger

Tire Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed Sept. 20, 1905. Serial No. 279,221.

1. As a new article of manufacture, a ve

hicle tire of tubular form provided inter

nally with a distributing tube perforated

at intervals throughout its length. a filling

of granulated cornstalk cellulose having

the capacity to expand forcibly when moist

ened, interposed between the distributing

tube and the exterior tube, and an inlet

communicating with said distributing tube

and extending out to the exterior of the

tire.

Filed

865,743. Tire, \-Villiam T, Wood, Nash

ville, Tenn. Filed Sept. 19, 1906. Serial

No. 335,326.

1. A tire comprising a .tubular casing,

and a plurality of separate yielding supports

located one behind the other within and

connecting the inner and outer portions of

the casing. said supports having separate

lateral webs connected to the Sides of the

casing.

865,755. Self Igniter. Richard E, Ber

thold, New York, N. Y., assignor of one

half to William F. Holcombe, New York,

N. Y. Filed March 28, 1907. Serial No.

365,137. '

l. A self igniter, comprising a combus

tion chamber, an independent chamber or

case attached thereto at the Side thereor.

means for retaining a combustible vapor

producing medium in said combustion cham

ber. a material capable of catalytic action

when brought in contact With said vapor.

normally retained in said independent cham

ber or case, a removable closure for said

combustion chamber and said case adapted

to simultaneously close the combustion

chamber and said case, said case closure

supporting the material capable of catalytic

action.

865,765. \Vliecl for Road Vehicles. Jo

seph Davies, Birmingham, England. Filed

Aug. 25, 1906. Serial No. 332,059,

1. In a vehicle wheel, an outer metal tire

or tread, a resilient tubular seating on

which said _tire is mounted, an auxiliary tire

_carrying said seating and an elastic cushion

interposed between said auxiliary tire and

the felly substantially as set forth.

865,767. Apparatus for Supplying Explo

sive Engines with Explosive Mixture.

Charles G. Dean, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed

July 28, 1906. Serial No. 328,208.

1. A vaporizer including a vaporizer body

having an air chamber in one end and a

valve seat in the opposite portion thereof,

a valve spring pressed to the seat, there be_

ing an oil chamber about the valve between

the seat an the air chamber, the vaporized

body having two open passages therein be

tween the air chamber and the oil chamber

and an oil supply duct leading to one of

the passages, and a check valve normally

closing the oil supply duct to be opened f0r

admitting oil to the oil chamber,

865,804. Rotary Engine. Samuel S.

Sadorus, Sarilda, Idaho. Filed April 19,

1907. Serial No. 369,124.

1. The improvement in rotary engines

herein described, comprising the piston and

its _shaft, a casing having a lateral wing and

an inlet. a cover plate fitting over said wing,

a cut-off valve turning between said cover

plate and wing, and having openings mov

able into and out of register with the inlet,

whereby to admit and cut-off steam, a shaft

for operating said cut-off valve and gearing

between the said shaft and the piston shaft,

substantially as set forth.

865,851, Vehicle Carpet Holding Spring.

Daniel F. Armstrong, Mallorytown, Onta

rio, Canada. Filed Nov. 30, 1906. Serial

No. 345,832.

In a vehicle body and in combination with

the sills thereof, of spring carpebholders

secured to said sills, and having their pomts

or portions of their bodies bent downward

ly so as to impinge upon the carpet, sub

stantially as described.

865,891. Rotary Engine. Ralph H_ He

berling and William L. Heberling, Havana,

Ill. Filed Oct. 25, 1906. Serial No. 340,528.

1. In a rotary engine, the combination

with a rotary cylinder, of a rotary disc with

in the same, and connected to said cylinder

so as to rotate therewith, said rotary disc

having extending therefrom and rigid there

with a shaft forming an axis of said disc

and which shaft is inclined relative to the

axis of rotation of said cylinder.

865.901_ Automobile. Evan Hyslin, Kin

dred, N. D. Filed April 9, 1907. Serial No.

367,182.

1. In a running gear, the combination

with sectional axles and their casings, of a

tubular reach casing connecting said cas

ings at the middle and joined at its ends

by vertical pivots thereto, a drive shaft ex

tending through the reach casing and geared

at the ends to the axles, and steering con

nections between the axle casings.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.
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The largest Automobile Supply House in America

 

The Miller Speedmeter
The Miller Speedmeter is the simplest and most compact, durable and

accurate speedmeter on the market. It works on the principle of centri

gal force. The entire governor mechanism is constructed from tool

steel. _It is arranged for adjusting the tension of springs at all speeds,

and With this special constructed governor and spring adjustment, the

springs are made and adjusted to show all speeds with absolute accuracy.

Rate of Speed—\Ve wish to call particular attention to the fact that

the Miller Speedmeter will register correctly at a low rate of speed. and

the hand does not bob around or fluctuate when running at slow speed.

Flexible Shaft—The flexible shaft used in this instrument is made from

tool steel and each link hardened separatelv before assembling. The cost

of this shaft is more than four times that of the Wire shafts generally used.

Driving Gears—The Miller Specdmeter is fitted with crown gears with

an universal attachment. which permits of the instruments being attached

to any style of car on the market.

Distance TraveledMThe Miller Speednicter is fitted with an odometer,

which registers the distance traveled in miles, and has total and trip dials.

Finish—The material, workmanship and finish of the Miller Speed

metcr is not excelled. if euualled, b any other speed indicator on the

market. Each instrument is carefu y tested on a special constructed

_testing machine before leaving the factory, and

Is Guaranteed for One Yeah—The price ofithe Miller Speedmeter

complete, including odometer, with dial registering 60 miles per hour,

$50.00

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE-TNVe give _a large discount to

manufacturers, jobbers, agents and dealers in automobile supplies. ,

Manufactured bv the MILLER SPEEDMETER CO. (Incorporated),

15 Herman Street, Worcester, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mass., 202-204 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia, 318-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich., 227%-229 Jefl'erson Av,

Cleveland, Ohio, 406 Erie St. Buffalo. N. Y., 824 Main St

 

  
  

 

 

  

ESTABLISHED 1844

  

  

SGHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade Mark Registered April 30, I895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G 8: J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

(L Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

a Supplied to the Trade by All Tlra Manufacturers

EMM- SGHRADER’S 80"., Inc" 28-30-32 Rose 86, New York
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A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Supplementary Spiral Springs

and notice the difference. No jolts, no

jars, no broken springs, or dislocated

Joints. The “Thank-ye-marms" will

still be with you, but on won't

know it. Our new ooklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Supplementary Spiral Spring Go.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

New York Branch. 52 West 67th Street

  

 

  

  

 

  

w“ ning Patent

Harroun now are eurerm

A l B F'irst in 0;: lgnrlkdet

t t

'1 ° "'1'?" a Cannons"
THE HARROUN HUME PATENT ha been allowed, end u soon .

oln be hence! we will bring suit against III USERS oI Bumper! in

Iringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

1 THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

SOLE LICENSEES. U. 8. A. SYCAIORE, ILL

 

  

Handieat

Auto

Wrenches

A Set of 5 B. & S.

General Service

‘ Wrenches

(10 openings) put

up in a handy

KIT BAG

Get our last

Catalan:

The Billings &

Speneer Company

Hartford, Conn.

  

 

 
 
  

“RA.I_AH”_|

SPARK PLUG-S

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE '

RAJAN AIITO SUPPLY OOIIPANY

140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. I.

lJ

   

 

 

 
—i —  

  

Triumph Grease

is a perfect lubricant, without gum, pitch,

acids or any other non-lubricants. It Will not

freeze. It will not melt. Lasts 50 to 100

per cent. longer than other lubricants.

srnu $2.00 run on POUND TRIAL can

The Perfection Grease 80., South Bend, mu.

 

Pittslielrl Coils and Jewel Plugs

insure Sure and Economical ignition

They are used by

careful manufacturers

._ and intelligent users of

experience. Soldbyall

a good supply houses

“ Pltlslleld slim Coll Co.

Dalton, Mao.

W ' DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Excelsior Supply Co., Rnndolph St., Chicago lll....Weeterl Dietrlbmrl

New York Sporting Good: Co., 17 erren St. 'N.Y., New York Mn

Pettin‘ell & Andrews, Pelrl & Atlantic Ave" Eaton. New En.- Dietrihhn

  

 

 

PARSONS’ MANGANESE BRONZE LEVER OASTINOS

  

Sole Mike"

THE WILLIAM CRAMP I. SONS SHIP & ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, - Philadelphia, Penna.

 

 

 

 

 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

nuMotorcycle Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUBLISHED EVIIY SATUIDAY AT

I54 NASSAU STREET. NE“ YORK

$2.00 $22.

 

Specllnen Coploe

Gratin
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MOTOR MAKERS

thet's whet we ere We heve

mede the motors in some oi

the most succeesinl eers, lor

yeere. Quelity heiore price,

end BOTH ri‘ht.

The “ Rutenber ’ ’

Carburetor

which es moter experts we

picked es the best in the world,

we ere now mskie‘ end selling.

LI‘I‘ US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR (20., Loneneport, Ind.

Menuiscturers oi “Rutenber” Moto “R t ber" Ce b et end Snplies. Light son Grey Iromrareesuefi an;:rC;2’m p'

KlNWilllll AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE OUAUTY—THE BEST.

OUR LEADERS:

Kinwood Perfection Redietors

dKinwood Mechldnicel Ollers.

KINWOOD PRESSED STEEL SPECIALTIES:

hemes, hoods, dashes, tenders, gasolene end weter tanks, mullers,

dost end drip pens, redistor fees, [esoleno geuges, fittings, couplings.

ete., etc.

  

 
 

 

Lsrge iecllities end dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PITIRSIN, THOMAS J. WITZEL,

IQO Leke it" Ohloeco, l l Werren St., New York,

Western Representative. lsstere Represen-dve.

THE KINSEY mm. co., Dayton, om».
 

 

NEW YORK IS NOTED FOR MANY THINGS

one of them being the home of the famous

Splitdorf Coil

The reason SPLITDORF Ignition is

used by the great majority of Motorists

i; bficause it is universally conceded to

e t e

Most Perfect Ignition Made

The name SPLITDORF on a coil is a

guarantee of excellence.

F. SPLITDORF

new YORK

  

C.

Walton Ave. d1. l38th 8t.

 
 

 
 

 
 

MOTORS ARE STANDARD
Let us quote you on 4-cyilnder

motors for I908

THREE SIZES

4}, in. z 4% in.

CONTINENTAL

' 0-... _L/ ,4»
1‘ '

    

5

4-eyii_nder with self-con

temed oiling system.

Motors ere reedy for

coupling eny stenderd

me etO.

. ur new fectory end me

chinery ensble us to finer

entee nelity end de ver

iee. . lso clutches end

trensmissione. Send for

cetslo e.

rmnfim PEIERSON
166 Leke $1., use. ni.

Western Re resentetive.

THOS. J. WETZE

W. 42d L, New Yesk

Qreseetstivc

Muskegon, Mich.

Esoter

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. co.,

 

 

  

 
 

PACKARD

Enameled ignition Cable

  

is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENSION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC C0., Warren, 0.

  

 

THE RIGHT METALS TO

USE IN

Automobile Consiruclinn

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS,

Strong, Tough end hold

Threeds.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZE

CASTINGS,

Guerenteed ebove

ment Specificstionst

AUTOMOBILE BRA'D

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINGS.

Coolest Running end But

Weer Resisting Bronze on

the Herket.

lighl Mil. & Foundry 00.

Govern

 

  

 

POTTSTOWN, PA. I
 

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

 
  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for enttre outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine end all other

high-class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9000 jobs. complete, trimmed end finished

RACINE NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, Racine, Wis.

HEINZE

BUILS
Send for

i907 Ceteiog

end Prices.

 

  

. J ’gfl‘WWJVWL

HEINZE ELECTRIC co., Lowell, m“.
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INSURE YOUR MOTOR

31M[@TTI THE culmmn no,G A RAG E “amifii‘éfiéfififfimgs “INVABER”

New York (2in ElSEIVlANN-LAVALETTE U

  

 

  

 
 

  

 

  

 

  

 

Broadway and llOth St. Magnetos “'° Sééfii‘é—klé‘ka “D

' __ vou mun THE CAR—WE'LL

Run as a garage ought to be run. LAVELETTE & CO., NM“ THE GRADE

Personal attention. 112 w- 42d St" N" York INVAIézRM:grrhglu'n

ntalsrcnto A thickened all for transmissions

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen. BCliCl' BCClelSC Regular INVADER Luamcnmo coulPounn

An Oberdorter Pump never “sticks.” It works For Mom!“ cm

No Renting Try us_ dst in end dayo2:2!l1;l s Puniform manner.

- s yours on 0 er

Tel- 2686 R"'"' m_ L Ohm-dork, 3"“ co_ CHAS. Po & 00¢

_ w“ 8"- s’"°“'°' "' "' 128 Arch simi, PHILADELPHIA

—————'""EST'°AT'IE1 c STAMPED PARTS

The Great Smlt ar "m “remnants

SMITH AUTO. (30-, "'15- THE CROSBY GoMPAMY

Twan' KANSAS Buffalo, New York

LASCOEOLLEIQN‘S: FRONT Q

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

. - - Ga 5“? '1 ,7 .t 4,,Wfirziz-mij‘lzm'irgsflnndgmidtlg‘ziggj ‘F

5aiiiuéoi'ezqyailaigqilu:il‘lzo‘iué'mE-ii Te st "i ' ktac e any on quic y. _ ‘ _ . .

o W t d l 6 9who?“ ““ m“; Ti»: 6"; '““ marrow-55mm ‘ Friction Flyer’

N A O .1m kghlzignohmtle CHICAGO FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER 00., Akron, Ohio $800

 

  Write for catalogue describing our full line.

0 o —

BRISCOE RADIATORS ‘_ _
Honeycomb, l'lst Tube, Round Tube, W The Buckeye Mfg, CO., Anderson, Ind,

Staggered Tube,_ Film Tube; horizontal or

vertiesl flow; with or without easing; with

 

 

 
 

  

orF‘e'illtilgr? ":2" Hoods she made. Send “The Puumln 0’ Mater can" \ \ i \ q ’

ior moo". ' |908 Models Ready for Dellvery >

Old Rodi-tors Repaired Send tonesrestfoctory. RAINIER MOTOR CAR co" \

BRISCOE MFG. CO. ‘ Broadway and 50th St., New York

DETROIT, MICE. NEWARK. N. I.

  

 

FRANCE ENGLAND

ITALY AMERICA

 

 , a?

'.' TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

 

 

Trade

ThiBaldrlnGhaln 00mm SHOCK ABSORB RMane-h I Mark E MICHELIN TIRE 00.. Mllltown, N. J.

Antonio lo I us, .
Swain" an." In Bowl The Device tha‘thri‘igg‘eo Sgtsesdgksnd Comfortable

OQII'I- Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department 1.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

Bllflllll shill & 00-, E. V. Hartford. Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York 7 ' KEEP YOUR EYE ON

“ oreelter. Muss., U.S.A. s O 8

THE /

INDEX (“fl/Q5

IS RIGHT
Built to outweer on auto. and It will MADE ‘N N Ew HAVEN

Send/or Booklet

Index Spend Indicator Co.

MINNEAPOLIS. MIIN.

  

 

 

 

Sh a Mitchell. Phone “that” to

ow any Mitchell A ent and he'll

—— take you out i you're inter

M ested in the best value for

e money outlay you ever saw in

the automobile line. Mitchell

cars sell themselves. Prove it. Ask ior cat

ulo 13. vg MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

27'] Mitchell St., RACINE, WIS.

 
   

 

 

For eatelogues, address

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.

  

  

 

 

 

'

‘ ' ' After consid ahl th b itNuts Raqu". Tl "lung holding the sperloclrgt uis'iengs. eto (lb:

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

spokes. Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

security. In doing this care should be taken not to throw the

sprockets out of line—From “Motor World," August 8, '07.

Use Columbla Lock Nuts

COLUMBIA NUT It BOLT CO“ Inc.. Irldleport, Conn.

   

 

Logan |908 Mudel iiimiininii

l

l

I l

1 A truck equipped with a four cylinder water cooled

[ 40 H. P. motor, built to give servrce month after

month and year after year and representing the best

thought of the oldest and largest plant in America

' ' devoted to the manufacture of commercial motor can.

For detailed description address

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CHILLICOTHE, omo.
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The automobile for winter uae. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

powerful, durable, relia

ble. Double cylinder—940 H. P. Economi

cal in gaaoline consumption. A good propo

sition for automobile dealera.

Writ: today for Catalogou and NWtIllll

W. H. KIBLINGER COMPANY

AUBURN, mo.

punctures. Strong,

  

 

“VULOAN”

. ‘ Sta-Bile

. w 1 " Spark Plugs

“KEEPS THE LID ON."

0n Maxwella. Mitchells, Autoeara, Americana, Glldee.

etc., in their eontesta. They'll do the aame for you.

Send for aample act.

“I'll! II. E. IIAIIOY 00., 86 Water St. New York Olly

  

 

mmemeeeeeeeeemeem

TOIIIiINO OAII

THE F. B. STEARNS 00.,

olenauo, omo, u. a. A.

W

DRAGON
Tourlmz Oar $2IOO Roadster S IBBO

TWO "HAPPY MEDIUM" CARS.

Not too heavy—not too light,

Not too costly—price just right.

DRAGON AUTOMOBILE 60.,

30th, 31st and Cbeatnut Sta.,

m

vv

A““

vvvvvvvv
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HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. C0.,

Ar‘nesbury, Mass.

  

  

 

Springfield Top
(Pat. 1‘95)

“HUM?!”

Sprlng‘flold Mill

Ilon Go»

I ll la lune.

_ aria oII,Ino.

UIA
do“???

 
  

W. Geo 8Indianartglhtind.

Philadelphia, Pa. ~

 
 

SMITH AUTOMOBILE PARTS.

mnl>wn wzo~ww~zwz>wa

WHFN>

mldwbNN>NW

mOznfiR>8werHm

STEERING COLUMNS.

A. O. 8M ITH COMPANY

243 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Pioneer Makers of Automobile Parts.

 

 

 
 

Jackson Automobiles

“no HILL roo crew"

Sold for Catalogue

JAGKSOII AUTOIIIIILE GIL, loohon, Iloh.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

WE WILL NOT
accept your contract unleaa we can give you the

delivery you require. We 'lII not accept more

contraeta than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Prceaed Steel Frame: and Auto

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC PRISSED STEEL CO.

Cle'aland, Ohio.
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_' ALUMINUM BODIES —

: J. M. QUINBY & CO. ;

_ comm mum. '18“ lmnx. I. J. _

/lllll||||ll|||\

  

 

  

“ They’re apccllylng

0011th
TIRES
on I908 Cara."

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCI'IOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street New York

Representation everywhere.

"Kelf your eye on Continentalt"

  

 

 

Wico Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

It
Each

wn'nmzz lGNl‘l‘Ell C0..

  

Guaranteed

One

Year

541 West “I St., New York

 fl srAqunn

noun ammo comm
PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers of Steel, Brace and Bronze Balla, Ball

Bearings, Roller Hearings and Automobile Axlea

Write {or New Automobile Catalogue with full par

ticulara of

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

 

 

RANKLIN

M O T O R C A R S

LIGHT-WEIGHT, HIGH-POWER

  

 

“SUCCESS”

AUTOMOBILE

  

 

 

Motor Car Accessories

8 ark Pluga, Cable, Switches. Lam

crna Gogglee Auto Clothing an

Wet Weather fiqulpment of our own

manufacture.

New llluatrated catalogue tree.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

I.“ Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch.

 

 

The Original AuwB

Practical, durable coo:ch

and absolutely aal'e. A light, _

atrong steel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suita Ie (or city or country uae.

Speed from 4 to 20 milea an

hour. Our 1907 Model baa an extraspoweriul engine,

atent ball-bearin wheela; price $37 . Alao 10 ,

00. Rubber '1‘ rec, $25 extra. Write ior deac p

tive literature.

’ Auto Buuy Mfg. Co., Inc. 531 III Ballrm m., it. Inuit. Ia.

Address

Eastern Inquiriea

Gariord Motor Car Co.

of ew York

1540 Broadway,

New York City.

Western Inquiries

Gariord Motor Car Co.

of Cleveland

1372 East 12th St.,

eve nd.

 
 

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Ii Elie motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

 Name

 Address
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“WHITNEY” CHAINS

January 1, 1907 to November, I, 1907, conditions as follows:

On January 1, 1907, we were renting about 38,000 square feet of floor space in a building not adapted for

our growing business. At the same time we were giving much attention to our new buildings which were

under construction, and not completed until July, 1907. During this period' we moved our entire equip

ment to our new factory and for a number of weeks were obliged to operate machinery in both plants, We

also carried on important experiments and constructed much special apparatus for our new factory. While

thus handicapped we could not fully meet the increasing demand for “Whitney” Chains.. Nevertheless, we

succeeded in shipping a greater number than ever before for an equal period of time.

 

Patented

HITNEY” CHAIN

November 1, 1907, to December 31, 1908, conditions as follows:

New fire-proof factory, one of the best, strongest and safest in the country. Floor space over 70,000

square feet. Best of light and excellent conditions for employes. Location one of the best

in Hartford. Private side-track connecting with main line between New York and Boston. Land area

over ten acres. Large increase in new machinery and tools. Improved methods. Inspection system more

rigid than ever. Greater accuracy. Increased strength by the use of new materials and improved treatment.

Greater durability. Better finish.

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., - Hartford, Conn.
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The Great Arrow 6-Cy 'nder

HE GREAT ARROW SlX-CYLlNDER CAR is not theory. it is

fact. A single experience in a six-cylinder GREAT ARROW will prove that

vibration has been reduced to a minimum. This comfort, this added touch of

luxury to a car already most efficient in construction, makes the l908 GREAT

ARROW six-cylinder the ideal car for the man who wants everything. The best

mechanical description ever written will not be so convincing to you as a single

hour’s demonstration.

4-cyllnder Great Arrow, 30 H. P., Price, $4,000

HERE ARE THE 4-cyllnder Great Arrow, 40 n. 9.. Price, $5,000

1903 TOURING CARS 6-cyltnder Great Arrow, 40 II. P., Price, 85,500

6-cyllnder Great Arrow, 60 II. P., Price, $6.500

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, (“effifélfiti'i‘flt'ififir2233?“ BUFFALO, N. Y.

PIERCE DEALERS

Boston, Mass. J W. Ma uire Co. 745 Boylston Street Minneapolis Minn. Pence Automobile Co. 717 Henne in Avenue

New York N. Y. Harrolds otor Car Co. 233 West _54th Street Montreal, an. 1 Wilson Automobile Co. 117 Craig treet, West

Chicago, Ill. II. Paulrnan & Co. 1430 Michigan Avenue Newark, N. J. Ellis Motor Car Co. 2.22 Halsey Street

Pittsburg Pa. Ranker Brothers Co. Ilaum & Beatt Streets Ottawa Canada. W'ilson & Co. .42 Bank Street

lhiladelpliia, Pa. Foss-Hughes Motor Car 01.201 N. Broad treet Pittsfield, Mass. Central Auto. Station Co. 55 West Street

San Francisco, Cal. Mobile Carria e Co. (klden Gate Av. 8: Cough St. Portland, Me. I‘. A. Nickerson Co. .b42 Congress Street

San Francisco, Cal. 'lhe Geo. N. ierce Co. 762 Golden Gate Avenue Providence, R. I. Piss-Hughes Motor Car Co. Sl2 Industrial Trust Bldg

l‘ortland Ore. Covey & Wallace Motor Co.16th_and Alder Sts. I’ochester, N. Y. U. S. Auto. Co. 21 Plymouth Ave

Seattle, Wash. Broadwa Auto. Co., Inc. Madison St. and Broadway Salt Lake City, Utah. 'l'orn Botterill 62 W. Third. Sou

Los Angeles, Cal. William . Bush. 053 South Main Street Scranton, Pa. Standard Motor Car Co.

haltimore, Md. .5 .uthern Auto. _Co. 1200 Mt. Royal 'Avenue Springfield. Mass. E. R. Clark Auto. Co. 461 Worthington Street

Ilufialo, N. Y.’ " he Geo. N. Pierce Co. 7_52 Main St. (City Sales Dept.) Si. Louis, Mo. “estern Auto. Co. 4701 Washington Blvd.

Cleveland, Ohio. Metropolitan Motor Car Co. Euclid Ave _and E. 19th St. Syracuse, N. Y. The Cronin Automobile Co. 507 South Clinton St.

l)avenport,, Iowa Iowa Auto _& Tire Co. 4l4-4l6 Main‘ Street 'l‘itusville, Pa. Lambert 8: von Tacky 16 N. Franklin Street

Denver, Colo. 'lom Botterill 1643 California Street Toronto, Ont. Auto. & Supply Co., Ltd. 24 Temperance Street

Detroit, Mich. ._P. Schneider 187 Jefferson Avenue Troy, N_ y_ Troy Au“, Exchange 23 Fourth 5m“

I‘artlord, Conn. iner Garage Co. l,l‘.R_l1.& Allyn Streets I [vfica’ N' y_ [-“ca Mo‘or Cm. Co_

TlggziignCi'i‘exahal-o. iifi‘iiiorhiitAS‘EFar CO‘ T-lf‘lénaa'liiiitaggresein Jaumo S" Bilighamton, N. Y. Ilriighamton Motor Co. 172 State Street

Louisville, Iy. John Mason Strauss 3d and Chestnut Sts. M“b'le' All 50- AutomOb'lc C°~ 105 5' Concept“)? Sire“

Mexico City. Mexico Mohler & De Gress la Independencia 12 Omaha. NCb- H- E- FFCdEFICkSOI‘l 30453043 Fflnklm 5""!

Milwaukee, Wis. llibbard Auto. Co. 187 Wisconsin Street Richmond, Va. B. A. Blenner 1607 West Broad Street

 

Paris, France, N. S. Goodsill (parts only), 22 Avenue de la Grand Armee.
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NEVER (mmn WHAT THE, 01
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intuw SAYS
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“WWWWU] """I' W'" 1W,“ There‘jsl'a fastidifi,‘rencé. bet’vijeen 1‘908'G 86] tires and

||l|mm~ llll' thos'e said to be “just as good.” Don't let someone else
 

  

select your tire equipment by telling you that some other

,1 make is just as good or better than G 8: ], but make your

own comparisons—use your own judgment and insist upon

getting the BEST tires—the kind you want—G 8: J.

6&JIrmaCo.
It willtbe well also Hummus, mm,

to select the

improved 1908
BRANCHES.

  

    

  

Boston—243 Columbus Avenue. Cleveland—New _No._ 1837 Euclid Avenue.

- Detroit—247 Jefferson Avenue. Chica 0—1434 Michigan Avenue.

UDIVCrsal New York—10 W. Sixtieth Street. San rancrsco—423-433 Golden Gate Avenue.

l rims AGENCIES.
leig Cy G & Tire Agency 1523 Court p13c¢_ Denver, Colo. Alexander-lilyea & Co., 35 N. Pryor St., Atlanta, Ga.

whlch fit G & Tire Agency, 912 Main St. Bufl'alo, . . Syracuse Rubber Co., 212-214 S. Clinton St.. Syracusc N. Y.

C & Tire Agcnc , 711 N. Broa St., Philadelphia Pa. Rochester Rubber Co., 55 Main St. 15., Rochester, N. Y.

k f Western Rubber Supply Co., 1010 S. Main ét., L05 lerome 1’. Parker Co., 181-183 Madison St, Memphis, Tenn.

any ma C O Angeles, Cal, Day Rubber Co., 415 N. Fourth St. St. Louis. Mo.

Plant Bros., 21 S. Second St., Minneapolis. Minn. Enterprise Rubber Co., 110 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Clincher or

Dunlop tire.

Omaha Rubber Co. 11th 8: Farnum St:.. Omaha, Neb. West Coast Supply Co., Portland. Ore.

Fittsburg Rubber Co., 913-915 Liberty: Ave. fittsburg, Pa.

 

Start the New Year Right

lncrease your sales by

handling the

"Famous Apperson

Jackrabbit”

Model H, $2750

85 ll. P.—Double Ignition

  

 

 

$2800 With Magneto, $3000

Touring Car, Roadster, Touring Roadster, Limousine.

Valve-in-head Motor, Chrome Nickel Steel, Annular Bearings.

other Models a, other Prices Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

PENNSYLVANIA DISTRIBUTORS.

Loa Angeles, Cal.—-Greer-Robbins Company, 1501-1505 South Main St

gun Frarfiisco, (éalG—Citky gag Aéflfil'l'lcobllc Com 56 lzultox St.

oaton, ass.— re enc . an a om an . oum us ve.Apperson Bros. Automobile (Zompany Ema... 111R»; t-l. remit“... fits-12%|P\R)clhigun .\.-..w h s

. rovi ence, .— 'ennsy vania 'otor ar enc , 133 a in on t.Koliolilo, Indiana Denver, COL—Denver Omnibus & Cab Com 8%! . y gt

1 ganstas City, biog—lrgtiadhggtor campany, ll‘siklfii'ilgaét 15thSSt.

ttt: urg, a.— e e e otor om an . - - enr (Membm A~ L- I" M- Brookyn N. Y.—Char1es F. Batt. lags ¥3edi rd Ave. y

New orlr City—Archer & Company, 1597 Broadway.

S kane. Wash.——Dulma e-Roae Automobile Company, 1212 Second Ave.

1‘ iladelphia, Pa.——West- tillman Motor Car Company, 153 No. Broad St.

Baltimore, Md.—Rice's Garage, Nurth & Madison Aves.

St. Louis, Mo. Lakult-l Automobile L‘mnpuny, 5143 Delmar Boulevard.

Bilflllo, N. Y.-—Brunn’s Carriage Manufactory, 1140 Main St.
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THE E. R. THoMA‘sMoTOR (30.

presents four styles of chassis

and nineteen styles of bodies
I

\.

Thomas ll-2O Town @ar

Combines luxury with utility and necessity; designed particularly for city and suburban

use in good or bad weather, for calling and shopping, for the theatre, for social functions

and touring on good roads. This car is furnished with Yrrougham, landaulet, cabriolet, li

mousine and doctor's car bodies. In Europe this style of car is the vogue, as it rapidly

. is becoming in America. Prices, $3,000 to $3,250.

Thomas ll-llO Detroit

A marvel of smooth and quiet running with a dash in operation and distinctive style in

appearance that denotes the thoroughbred and fascinates the most critical. The 4-40 has

been strengthened and improved where the wisdom of experience has suggested. It is

especially designed to successfully eclipse at a much lower price, shaft driven cars of the

highest price and class. It is equipped with runabout, tourabout, touring and limousine

bodies. Prices, $2,750 to $3,750.

Thomas 4-60 Flyer

The Old Reliable is smoother, snappier, faster, lighter, quieter and roomier than ever. It has

been redesigned and refined until it has become one of the most beautiful and stylish cars

to be seen. The mechanical changes are largely refinements, though the motor generates

more power. A bearing between each cylinder is still one of its chief characteristics. It is

equipped with runabout, tourabout, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $4,500 to $5,700.

Thomas 6-70 Special

This is the climax of automobile construction, and is one of the most powerful and flexible

cars made, retaining as it does, the structural principles that have counted so much for

reliability in the Thomas 4-60 Flyer. There 15 not a.single experimental feature in- its

entire construction. For speed, smooth running on hills and bad roads, and for slow

speed, all on the high gear, the 6-70 Special is not equalled. It is equipped with runabout,

touring, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $6,000_to $6,900, . '

E. R. Thomas Motor Q0.
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

 

Members 2!. L. H. M.
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Prosperous

New Year

to every user of

GOOD tires

and to every tire-user

who ought to use them

for economy's sake.

Morrow & WRIGHT, Detroit

Branches. Agencies or Dealers everywhere
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THE "LONG-ARM” SYSTEM COMPANY, Cleveland, OITiO—l

HEARS—Full Floating Type, Shaft Drive, Double Brakes, Quiet Gears

FRONTS—Solid I Beam Section,

All Axles with Plain Ball, "F. & S.” 01' "H. B.” Bearings—Three Standard Sizes

CLUTCHES—Cone Type, with or without Cork Inserts.

STEERING REACHES—High Class, Tube Type, 1", 1%" and 1%” Balls.

PROPELLER SHAFTS, HAND LEVERS, TRANSMISSIONS, GEAR CUTI‘ING

\Yli WILL MANUFACTURE YOUR OWN DESIGNS IN QUANTITY.

Sun! for our Lithographs, Prz'n’x. Sampler, Deliverirs

Sales Agents, THE AMERICAN DISTRIBUTING CO., American Trust Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
 

Hinge Pads Forged On
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

  

Exclusive Features of the White Limousine

The exclusive White quality of absolute noiselessness of operation is of particular

advantage in a limousine because, in a car with a closed body, any noise made by the

mechanism is even more noticeable and annoying than in an open vehicle.

Another exclusive White quality—namely—genuine flexibility of control, permits of the

machine being guided safely and speedily through the crowded city streets. The speed of

the White may be accommodated to the exigencies of street traffic without any changing of

gears, ierky starts or the embarrassing and sometimes dangerous “stalling” of the engine.

As regards graceful lines and quuriousness of equipment and finish, the White lim

ousine must be seen to be appreciated.

Write for catalog and the address of the nearest branch or agency

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Tt Never Lies

  

Warner Instrument Co., 819 Roosevelt Avenue, Beloit, Wis.

There is only one speed indicator that always tells the exact speed

at which your car is traveling—only one that never flutters and oscil

lates—only one that is built on the principle that does not permit of

wear and change and inaccuracy—that is the

Warner

Auto-=Meter
The influence of the magnet of an Auto-Meter on the field-ring, or dial, is constant

and never varying.

There is no great chunk of lead to thresh about in it at a fearful rate—the dial

which the magnet operates weighs only a few grains.

The magnetic principle is simplicity itself. That's the beauty of it.

Absolutely guaranteed in every part for one year. Write for full particulars.

  

  

 

5

55% 55% 55%
of all the Exhibitors of both pleasure and commercial cars at the great Chicago Shows held in the

Coliseum Annex, lst Regiment Armory and Tattersalls 7th Rgeiment Armory are using

Timken Roller Bearings or Axles

When you consider the varied exhibits and large number of individual Exhibitors, this showing is

most remarkable—yet it shows that more than half of them are of one mind, notwithstanding the fact

that price is always secondary to quality With TIMKEN PRODUCTS.

In the great 3 day Chicago Reliability Run a HAYNES Car WITH WHEEL HUBS SEALED

carried off the prize with a clean score. Some say a practical impossibility with bearings not of

The Timken Principle and @ality

If you are not using TIMKEN PRODUCTS, write us—we have facts to present that not onlv mean

profit but reputation to you. ’

The Timken Roller Bearing Axle Company

Canton, Ohio

Eastern Branch—10 E. 3lst St., New York Western Branch—429 Wabash Ave" Chicago
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POPE-TOLEDO
1 9 0 8

 

 

  

  

 

Characterized by extreme elegance of appointments,

simplicity of design, and superb finish.

 

Quiet, Comlortable and Very Speedy
 

Shrewd long headed dealers have been strongly

impressed with the wonderful showing made by the

Pope-Toledo at New York and Chicago Shows.

Live dealers in unoccupied territory are invited to correspond with us.

—

Pope Motor Car Company,12% Toledo, 0hio
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The Car of Steady Service

If interested in a high powered touring roadster with every modern mechanical

feature of practical value, such as ofi‘set crank shaft, straight line drive, direct from

transmission gear to rear axle without an intervening joint, roller and ball bearings

throughout the driving system and many others of equal value, do not miss an ex

amination oi the Rambler Model 34-A.

Compare this car in detail with any other offered at any price and you will read

ily see that we offer at $2,250 every item of practical value offered elsewhere at twice

that price or over.

As a business proposition you cannot afford to pass this opportunity.

Our advance catalog gives full details and is at your service; write for it to-day.

' Thomas B. Jetiery & Company

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

Boston Philadelphia

Representatives in all leading cities.

Chicago Milwaukee San Francisco
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COI.T'S CIIIII SIIOWS POVERTY

Brief and Breezy Career of the Company

Leads to a _ Receivership—Alleged

Transfers to Favored Creditors.

After a short and more or less merry life,

the Colt Runabout Co. is now en route to

the retirement of a stall in the bankruptcy

stable.

Following the filing of a petition by the

Frank Presbry Co.. Robert Bosch, New

York, Inc., and the Reliable Radiator Co.,

whose claims amount to $1,300, $400_and

$174, respectively, Harry Osterman was ap—

pointed receiver for the concern on Mon

day last, 23d, inst.

the past three weeks the

It is alleged that during

company has

transferred to certain creditors practically

all save about $500 worth of its property.

The Colt Runabout Co., which had an as

sembling plant in Yonkers, N. Y., and a

store at 1876 Broadway, New York City,

was incorporated in June last with cap

ital stock of $10,000, which amount was in~

creased to $50,000 on August 30th. Will

iam Turner was its president. The com—

pany early acquired a press agent and he

made it appear that the Colt four cylinder

runabout—which was chiefly an assembled

car—was selling like hot cakes and that its

low price was worrying every other man

ufacturer in the industry. It is known that

at least two cars actually were produced.

  

Cleveland Changes Its Policy.

The Cleveland Motor Car Co has decided

to dispense with agents and to market its

product entirely through its own branches,

three of which—New York Philadelphia

and Chicago—already are in existence;

other stores will be established in the other

populous centers. Official announcement

of this radical change of policy was made

this week. The price of the Cleveland car

has been reduced to $3,500, which price the

makers say is rendered possible by the

elimination of middlemen. They add that

their decision to dc'il direct with the public

was also influenced by the fact that they

will build but 300 cars for the 1908 season,

which number they think their own

branches readily can dispose of

To Build Buicks in Canada.

The McLaughlin Carriage Co., of

Oshawa, Ont., which had intended to build

an automobile of its own design. has

changed its mind and completed a deal with

the Buick Motor Co. to reproduce the Buick

cars in Canada. To further the enterprise

a separate company, the McLaughlin

Motor Car. Co., capitalized at $500,000,

has been organized and incorporated

to carry on the automobile end of the busi

ness. The McLaughlin Carriage C0. prob

ably is the oldest and largest carriage con

cern in the Dominion, and its entry into the

automobile industry is therefore in the na

ture of an event.

Spokane Sees a Factory Coming.

From Spokane, Vl’ash, comes the appar

ently trustworthy report that N. C. Gauntt

has arranged for the removal of an automo

bile factory—name not stated—from South

Bend, 1nd., to Spokane. The leading car

that will be built will be one of 70 horse

power with six cylinders. Thc first of

Gauntt’s cars will be made in South Bend

in January as the Spokane plant, the ma

chinery for which is said to have been pur

chased, will not be in operation until next

summer, at which time Spokane will cele

brate as befits the occasion. Gauntt's iden

tity or previous connection is not disclosed.

Hartford Merges Two New York Branches.

The Hartford Rubber \Vorks Co's New

York branch at 88 Chambers street, will be.

discontinued on January lst, and there

after the business will be concentrated in

the uptown branch, which for several years

has been located at Fifty-seventh street and

Broadway. The Hartford company’s down

town agency will now repose wholly with

Charles E. Miller at 97 Reade street, who

’5 well pualified to take care of it

IIE IIION SEEKS AMERICAN SITE

Several Cities Said to Have Offered Induce

ments—Albany Has Visions of an

Addition t, Her Factories.

Although it seems rather late in the day

for a move of the sort, there are indica

tions that the famous De Dion'Bouton C0.

are seriously “prospecting” for a site for

an American factory. ‘

Accompanied by the statement that sev

eral cities already had offered inducements,

the first definite news that the French man

ufacturers are seeking an American loca

tion came from Albany, N. Y., following a

visit to that city of Count Manuel de Cas

erta, who is said to be De Dion's American

and Russell Hopkins, of

lrvington-on-Hudscn, who is consul for

Panama and who is described as a finan

cier. During their visit "up-State" they

were guided by the industrial agent and

other officials of the Delaware & Hudson

Railroad, who pointed out several favorable

factory sites and introduced the visiicrs to

a number of Albany’s leading business men,

who in turn impres=ed them with the com

mercial advantages of that city.

The count did no: commit himself in any

way, but let it be known that the De Dion

people are not seeking a bonus and also that

no decision will be made until the Amer

ican company, which is in prospect, is or

ganized, and which, it is said, will be floated

with French capital, although Americans '

will not be denied ar‘ opportunitv to invest.

In Albany the impression was created

that the DeDion w h'kS in France are over

whelmed with orders, many of them from

America, and that in American factory em

ploying about 3,000 men is desired to re

lieve the pressure, which impression does

not exactly agree with other reports from

abroad. The idea was also created that if a

plant is located here, omnibuses and com

mercial vehicles will constitute its chicfout

put.

representative,
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THE WEEK’S INCORPORATIONS.

Cincinnati, Ohio—Watkins Motor Works

Co., under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—Frank M. Watkins, \V. C.

Tunks, W. A. Watkins, F. C. \Natkins, W.

J. Davidson.

Dover, Del.—American Motordrome, Inc.,

under Delaware laws, with $500,000 capital.

Corporators—F. Franklin Lamon, Philadel

phia; George H. B. Martin, S. C. Seymour,

Camden, N. J.

Dover, Del—Mexico City Motor Cab &

Omnibus Co., under Delaware laws, with

$50,000 capital. Corporators—J. F. Mosby,

New York City; A. A. Kelsey, Montclair,

N. J.; J. Virdin, Dover.

Brockton, Mass—NV. H. Marble Automo

bile Co., under Massachusetts laws, with

$50,000 capital; -to deal in automobiles.

Corporators—B. A. Hastings, president; W.

ll. Marble, treasurer, both of Brockton,

Rochester, N. Y.———Union Motor Car CO.,

The, under New York laws, with $15,000

capital; to manufacture automobilcs and

parts. Corporators—Edward C. White, Vic

tor L. Kraft and A. Vernon Hart.

New York City, N. Y.-—Ci‘.ies Motor Cab

Co., under New York laWs, with $100,000

capital; to operate motor cars for hire.

Corporators—J. B. Sabin, C. O. Bartwig,

A. Czerweng, E. K. Heal, New York City;

G. A. Dcnig, Upper Montclair, N. J.

New York City, N. Y.—Salvini Auto

liorn & Tubing Co., under New York laws,

with $30,000 capital. Corporators—Salva

tore Salvini, 402 East 116th street; Giuseppe

Brunelli, 235 East 114th street; Andrew

Casazza, l3 Roosevelt street, New York

City.

Oakland, Cal—National Marine Water

Autodrumbile Co., under California laws,

with $500,000 capital; to make land and

water automobiles. Corporators—Charles

F. Hilden, Axel Gunderscn, John J. Swen

sen, Herman Hansen, Victor Thoren, and

Hans Johansen, San Francisco.

Prest-O-Lite Again Visited by Fire.

For the second time within six months

the plant of the Prest-O-Lite Company, at

East and Pearl streets, Indianapolis, Ind,

was partially destroyed by fire and explo

sion Friday afternoon last, 20th inst. The

entire loss is estimated at about $20,000.

The exact cause of the explosion which

. started the fire is not known, but the deduc

tion is that a spark from a buffing machine

ignited escaping gas from a nearby filling

machine. It is fortunate that the company

had partially moved its plant to the new

factory in South street, and therefore had

only a fcw men working in the building at

the time, else the loss of life must have

been great. One man, Elmer Jessup. cm

ploycd at the buffer, received burns from

which he died the following day. A sim

ilar fire occurred at the plant on August

l7th last, when the loss of $50,000. At that

time 2.900 charged gas tanks were in the

building, while last week there could not

have been more than 200 or 300, as much

of the material had been removed to the

new factory. '

Shock Absorber for Runabouts.

To meet the demand of manufacturers

and owners of light powered runabouts, the

Hartford-Suspension Co., New York, mak

ers of the Truffault-Hartford shock absorb

er, have perfected what will be known as

the “Trufl’ault-Hartford Junior.” This de

vice is smaller than the two models which

this concern has been manufacturing for

several years and will sell for $25. It is

intended to be fitted to such runabouts as

the Ford, Maxwell, Mitchell, Reo, Atlas,

Cadillac, etc. The company is now making

three models catalogued at $25, $40 and $50,

and with the addition of the “Junior,” any

size car can bc :quipped with this well

known device. The “Junior” has all the es

sential features of the larger type and the

only difference in its makeup is the size.

Incorporated to Produce Autodrurnbiles.

The effect of the appearance in New York

City some time ago of an amphibious an

tomobile doubtless has been felt as fa: away

as California. The National Marine Water

Autodrumbiic Company was incorporated

at Oakland last week by several San Fran

ciscoans. The company is capitalized at

$500,000, of which sum $4,800 has been sub

scribed. Whether the Swedish government

is interested in the venture or not is not

stated, but it is certain some of Scandina

via has put up its hard earned coin, as evi

denced in the names of the followmg in

corporators: Charles F. Hildcn, Aer Gun

dcrscn, John Swensen, Herman Hansen,

Victor Thore-n and Hans Johanscn. The

company will manufacture, it is stated,

“autodrumbiles, which are automobiles

equipped to navigate through streams of

water as well as through muddy roads.”

Appraisers for Electric Vehicle.

By designation of the court, Fred C. Bil

lings and John R. Hills, of Hartford, have

been appointed appraisers of the Electric

Vehicle Co.’s property in the State of Con

necticut. Messrs. Billings and Hills per

formed similar service for the Pope Mfg.

Co's receivers.

Franklin‘s New Chicago Manager.

A. O. Hunter has been appointed man

ager of the Chicago branch of the Frank

lin Automobile Company. Previously,

Hunter was head instructor of salesmen

for the National Cash Register Co.. with

'hcadquartcrs at Dayton, Ohio.

Mundy Sets up for Himself.

Harry H. Mundy, formerly of the Miller_

Mundy Co. and the Utica Motor Car Co.,

Utica, N. Y., has set up in his own name

as a dealer and jobber of accessories. He

has located in the Utica City National

Bank building.

IN THE RETAIL WORLD.

Woodward & Johnson have opened a gar

age at Arlington, Cal. A full line of sup

plies will be carried.

Fire damaged th\ garage of the Owen

H. Fay Co., 243 Michigan avenue, Chicago,

Saturday morning last, let inst. The loss

is not stated.

P. L. Balentine will erect a two-story

brick garage, 17x70 feet, at the southeast

corner of McKean and Bancroft streets,

Philadelphia. The cost, it is estimated, will

be $2,000.

The Iowa Automobile Co, Des Moines,

has plans for a new garage under consid

eration. The company has taken on three

new lines—the Locomobile, the Autocar

and the Thomas Flyer.

The West-Stillman Motor Car Co., of

Philadelphia, has reorganized with Ld. W.

Mecrs, president and general manager; Er

win West, sccretary and treasurer, and H.

B. Stillman, sales manager.

The Akron Garage Co., Akron, formally

opened its new commodious garage on East

Buchth avenue, last week. The company

will handle the Winton, Franklin, Premier,

Oldsmobile and Baker electric.

Harry VVindle and W. H. Nickerson have

purchased the garage and busincss of

George J. Donahue, at Brockton, Mass.

They will take possession at once and con

duct the place in connection with their

Montello garage.

Lester C. Taurot and Herbert L. Abrams,

Jr., doing business as the Larchmont Au

tomobile Co., at Larchmont, N. Y., have

filed a petition in bankruptcy. They give

their liabilities as $2,268, and assets $341,

in stock, fixtures and accounts.

W. R. Sherin, Arthur F. Borges and E.

\Vohlgemuth, all of Milwaukee, have asso

ciated themselves as the W. R. Sherm Co.,

and will open at 143 Eighth street, that

city. Repair work will be taken but paint

ing automobiles will constitute the chief

work of the firm.

Bert Fuller, one of Salt Lake City's best

known race drivers, and Carl Redman, have

purchased the Wasatch Automobile Co., 57

Market street, that city. The company for

merly was known as the Utah Automobile

Company, but changed its name some time

ago when A. E. Hyde, Jr_., bought the busi

ness from Leroy Snow, who was at that

time the owner.

In keeping with the general growth man

ifested in the automobile trade in Los An

geles, is the latest move of the Maxwell

Briscoc~VVilcox Co., agents for the Max

well cars. The company broke ground last

Monday for the biggest enterprise yet un

dertaken by a Los Angeles automobile

company. The new building to be erected

at Pico and Main will be the largest of its

kind in California, it is claimed. It will

measure 65x200 feet, containing available

floor space to the cxtent of 13,000 square

feet.
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REEVES ON CONDITIONS ABROAD

Despite Overproduction in Europe He Sees

an Opening for America—Foreign

Views of Shows and Races.

 

With eyes commissioned to see things for

the' manufacturers composing the member

ship of the American Motor Car Manufac

curcrs’ Association of which he is general

Alfred Reeves, after a seven

weeks’ trip in Europe, during which be

viewed the Paris and London shows and

manager,

peeked into some famous foreign factories,

is home again With a complete stock of

assorted observations and impressions as

to conditions abroad.

Saturday morning (n the Kaiserin Auguste

Victoria, but did not make his official ap

pearance at his office until Monday morn—

Reeves arrived last

ing, when he found his desk piled high with

placards and garmshinents hailing his re—

turn.

“Paris and London both presented won

derful show>,” said Reeves. “and made it

very plain that enough cars are being made

to fill the European market to overflowing.

There is no hungry waiting for American

cars over there, bur, on the contrary, many

of the European makers are looking long

ingly toward America with the idea of get

ting a fresh hold over here by making cuts

in their prices that will put their cars in

about the same figure as the corresponding

American cars sell for.

"It is not to be thought, however," he

continued, “that American cars cannot be

sold abroad, because they can be. There

are a number of American cars that would

fill niches in the European market that the

foreign makers are not equipped to provide

for. Particularly is this the case with the

dow priced cars. \Vhile most of the makers

of the big cars are now also showing low

powered cars as well, in the majority of

cases they are not prepared to make them

as cheaply and in such numbers as some of

the American factories. The Germans are

making the small low priced car their spc~

cialty and will offer the greatest competi

tion in that field. In the big cars Italy

is outdoing France. Between Germany and

Italy, the former making smal‘ cars and

the latter big ones, French makers are be

ing hard prc~.sed. They are fluttering about

trying to make both and do not quite know

where they now stand. English makers

are turning out some'splendid cars and in

such a variety of types and prices as to

greatly ICSSun the importation of cars

either from the Continent or America.

"To sell American cars abroad requires

a most careful study of conditions and a

certain degree of adaptation to European

methods. Whatever prejudice may exist

against American automobiles is offset by

the fact that through a familiarity with

American shoes, cash registers and other

goods, the public has been educated to a

belief that American facilities for large

quantity production are unequalled, and

that, having learned many engineering les

sons from Europe, we may be able to make

cars to better advantage than the European

makers.

“Whatever truth there may be m this

view," Reeves went on, “is counterbalanced

in the case ol the large cars by the cheap

ness of labbr. In some of the Italian fac

tories in the mountains I saw women tend

ing grinders and automatic machinerv with

all the skill of expert machinists for 60

cents a day or less, and the pay of the men

is correspondingly low.

“Motor taxicabs appear to be quite a suc

cess,” Reeves continued. “In Paris there are

about 3,000 of them and the way they shoot

through the streets would make your hair

curl. A ride in one leaves you frightened

and agitated the rest of the day. So far

the managers think they are making money

but in many cases it is very doubtful as

the item of depreciation has received little

attention. The motor buses have lost

money, and it is not to be wondered or con

sidering the slapdash fashion in which they

are operated. Privately owned commer

cial vehicles are enjoying great popularity,

and are being used to a much greater ex

tent than on this side. There are all types,

from light milliners' delivery wagons to

heavy rigs for iron castings and coal. Ex

cept on the latter class of vehicles Paris has

gone crazy over pneumatic tires. Horse

drawn vehicles and all vehicles use them.

“Shows are a vexed question in both

France and England. In spite of all the

discussion, however, the majority of the

manufacturers agree that shows are'neccs—

sary, but that the expense to the individual

exhibitors must be reduced. When one

sees the extravagance in the electrical dis

plays and in the decorations at the differ

ent stands, it is easy to understand where

it will be possible to reduce the cost for

the future. In Paris all the streets ap

proaching the Grand Palais were festooned

for blocks with electric lights, not merely

in strings, but whole trees full of them.

At some of the stands the arches and signs

for a single exhibitor must have cost over

$5,000. This will probably all be done

away with at, future shows, and the Amer~

ican plan of having uniform decorations

for the exhibitors adopted. The expensive

outside decorations and electrical displays

will also probably be abolished out of con

sideration for the exhibitors’ pocketbooks.

“All the French makers want as many

races as possible. Because of the number

and variety of competitions last year near

ly all of the cxhib'tors at the Paris show

were able to placard their machines as win

ncrs of some kind. The Italians. too want

plenty of racing, as it has been their racing

triumphs that has brought them to the

front. Many of them who are looking for

ward to having America take their surplus

of cars, want" to win a Vanderbilt cup'race

or make a good showing in Florida, and it

is therefore probable that a great many

foreign racing cars will be seen over here

during 1908.

“Quite as much as in showing me what

conditions are in Europe," continued

Reeves, “my trip was valuable to me in dis

closing what the conditions are not. The

foreign makers are capable of supplying

cars far in excess of the European demand

and are in most instances looking for ex

port outlets with more eagerness than are

the American makers. Whatever American

cars find any considerable favor on the

other side are aided either by exceptional

merit for the price, or peculiarly clever sales

management. I feel that there are many

things that we can learn from Europe and

many more that EurOpe could learn from

American practice, but that, in the words

of a recently returned New York politi

cian, it is a case of ‘Hurray for us.’ ”

On the same boat with Reeves three

other prominent American automobile

tradesmen returned from similar missions

on their own account. These were \Valter

C. White, of the White Co., of Cleveland;

Howard E. Coffin, chief engineer of the

Marmon Co. of Indianapolis, and a member

of the A. M. C. M. A. technical committee;

and Howard C. Cofiin, chief engineer of the

E. R. Thomas Motor Co. and the Thomas

Detroit Co. Some of them dealt with the

foreign situation far less gently and diplo

matically than did Reeves, and indicated

that conditions abroad, so far as the sale of

automobiles is concerned, are distinctly

bad, so bad, in fact, that the American sit

uation is one of prosperity compared with

it. According to their observations the for

eign makers are “up against it,” and do not

know which way to turn. Their factories

are in many cases running at only a frac

tion of their capacity and their unsold cars

glut the salesrooms.

Coffin paid considerable attention to the

engineering progress in evidence at the

shows and elsewhere. He was particularly

impressed with the Olympia show in Lon

don.

“In many respects." he said, “the Olympia

show was more interesting than the Paris

exhibition in its display of engineering ad

vance and refinement. Many of the Eng

lish makers are evmcing a daring and orig

inality that is quite refreshing, making it

plain that automobile engineering has not

as yet settled into a rut."

The \Vhite being one of the few Amer

ican cars to have made already an indeli

ble mark on the foreign markets, Waller

W'hite was pleased with the results of his

observations.

“Although there lS undoubtedly an over

supply of certain types of cars in the. Euro

pean market," he said, "the business in

White steamers has been unaffected. We

are constantly developing our foreign or

ganizations and have recently opened ad

ditional branch houses in Edinburgh and

Manchester." '
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country an outlet or dumping ground for

foreign built ears.

The boasted American faculty for factory

management and large production on the

interchangeable system is taken by the ex

port ~enthusiasts as ground for the belief

that American cars will ultimately enjoy a

great sale abroad, since it would largely

overcome the competitive advantage of

cheap labor.

Altogether the prospect is a rosey one

for the trans-Atlantic steamer lines. with

cars being shipped in both directions. The

only thing that mars the outlook for them

is the occasional transplantation of a fac

tory from one side to the other. In moves

of this kind the foreigners have shown more

confidence in America than the American

manufacturers have evinced in the sales

abroad. Although the reproduction of for

eign cars in American factories from the

original drawings and patterns has not

been uniformly successful so far, yet still

another foreign matter, no less a one that

De Dion, is credited with planning an

American factory, while the record of the

starting of factories on the other side for

the production of American cars 18 still

blank.

There can be no criticism of any maker

grasping whatever opportunities for export

trade may come to his hand, or of his de

liberately planning to invent new ones. In

a large way the expensive transportation

charges across the ocean and the payment

of customs fees would seem to be an eco

nomic waste for which the consumer must

be correspondingly taxed. If the retail

buyer does not ultimately “pay the freight”

then the manufacturer must. and there is

presented the possibility of the makers on

either side of the sea ruining each other

by sacrificing their products in a wild ex

port scramble. The foreign maker who

cuts his prices to create a sale in America

is apt to find the prices cut abroad by the

introduction of cars exported from Amer

ica for sacrifice, and by a repetition and re

ciprocation of this happy process the mar

kets on both sides can be demoralized.

Because of such tendencies it is much bet

ter that makers be encouraged to start

branch or subsidiary factories in the fields

where they think they see room for action

than that they should be tempted into

their

at prices they would hesitate to accept at

schemes for “dumping” wares at

home. In shipping to great distances man

ufzicturers are often weak in yielding to

pleas for low prices or in falling victim to

representations that although the goods

have arrived they cannot be accepted at

the original price and that the shipper can

either grant the reduction asked or pay for

the return with transportation charges both

ways

For this reason projects like the De Dion

enterprise are to be regarded with more

kindly feeling than the various proposed

import schemes. Nevertheless it must be

said that in the face of showing made by

the transplanted Mercedes and Napier, that

it takes considerable confidence and brav—

ery to undertake such a plan, which unlike

the Berliet and Mors instances has no great

plants already equipped to take it on sim

ply as an incident to other activities That

the proposed De Dion factory will make a

feature of commercial vehicles will perhaps

give it a more time'y birth than if pleasure

cars were to be its chief product and what

ever battle it may give the established mak

ers will be along legitimate lines rather

than unsavory “dumping” of surplus prod

ucts at long, distant e.

 

Where Owners are at Fault.

It is so very easy to blame the motor

and then its maker, when for any reason the

car refuses duty, that comparatively few

owners make proper allowances for their

own indiscretions in loading the machine

before turning upon the manufacturer either

directly or by way of his product. Former

ly much of the discontent which was man

ifest at the behavior of the cars was prop

erly aimed at the devoted head of the pro

ducer. Horsepowcz's, weights, capabilities

and endurance were so grossly exaggerated

that the reaction was natural and justly de

served in many cases, if not in all.

One of the most prevalent and disastrous

causes of balking motors and rapid depre

ciation is this tendency to overloading, both

in passenger and "dead" load. The custom

of overpowering many machines has bred

among owners a sort of blind confidence

that a good machine will carry sucCessfully

almost any load which may be thrust upon

it. Consequently the average owner in

vests in whatever suits his fancy and purse

in the way of fittings and accessories, per

haps has a closed body built to his own de—

signs by the nearest carriage builder, and

taking in all the friends he has seating ac

commodation for, drives gaily away. Yet

from the investigations of these weights,

which are mentioned in another column, it

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

December 28-January 4, New York City

—1mporters’ show at Madison Square Gar

den.

January 12, Philadelphia. Pa.—Quaker

City Motor Club's endurance run to Allen

town and return.

January 14-18, Hartford, Conn—Hartford

Automobile Dealers’ Association show in

Foot Guard Armory Hall.

February 1-8, Providence, R. I.—Show in

Providence State armory.

February 10-15. Detroit, Mich.—Tri-State

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion’s annual show in Light Guard armory.

February 17-22, Cleveland Ohio—Cleve

land Automobile Dealers’ Association show

in Central Armory.

February 21-29, Newark, N. J.—Ncw Jer

sey Automobile and Motor Club’s and New

Jersey Automobile Trade Association's an

nual show.

March 2-7, Ormond, Fla—Annual beach

carnival, under ausp'ces Automobile Club of

America.

March 7-14, Boston, Mass—Boston Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

March 9-14, Buffalo, N. Y.—Automobile

Club of Buffalo’s sixth annual show in

Convention Hall.

 
 

is made to appear that the additional weight

of the new limousine body may be between

three and four hundi'ed pounds over that of

the body sold with the car, while similar

studies of accessories previously quoted in

these columns, show that a well stocked

car in touring trim may carry a load of 250

pounds or so of ut.lities. All told the ma

chine may leave the garage with some 600

pounds of dead load, or the equivalent of

four normal passengers. The “friends”

climb in after that, and all join in wonder

and amazement at the way in which the car

climbs or fails to climb the hills.

Makers of commercial vehicles are al

ready beginning to recognize and provide

against this tendency to overloading by

giving their product a nominal mean rating

with a guaranteed overload capacity. With

the pleasure car this is undesirable and un

necessary in many cases. The tendency to

overload any kind of a machine. simply be

cause the machine will not co'mplain is a

natural and very human one, and one which

cannot be obliterated with motor cars any

more than it ever has been with top bug—

gies.
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AMERICAN RIVAI. FOR BRO0KLANDS

Company Incorporated to Construct a Great

Automobile Track Near Philadelphia

--Glowing Forecast of the Plan.

Hail to the American Brooklands' Hats

off to the motordrome that will surpass the

great special track at Weybridge, England!

Of course, it isn't actually in operation yet,

but a small thing like that does not worry

The fact remains that the

company to build the “world's greatest an

the promoters.

tomobile trark," has been incorporated un

der laws of the State of Delaware. The

capital stock is a mere bagatelle—$500,000.

Named in the papers are F. Franklin La

man, of Philadelphia; George H. B. Martin

and S. C. Spencer of Camden, N. 1., but

these are not the men actually back of the

plan to erect the greatest track in the

world. Louis Bergdoll, a Philadelphia

brewer and racing enthusiast, is said to be

the presiden- of the American Motordrome,

Inc., for such it is called, while William

M. F. Magraw, reSIdence and business not

stated, is given the credit for having started

the ball rolling.

It will be news to know that automobil

ists “all over the country are enthusiastic

over the announcement that a real racing

track is to be constructed” as divulged. in a

Philadelphia newspaper, for the $500,000

American Motordrome, Inc., did not take

out its papers until last week. Also that

“all the great automobile events in the

United States will be held upon it and this

city (meaning Philadelphia) will become

the mecca for the foremost auto drivers

of the world.”

Here is a chance for people with money

to spend to get in on the ground floor, and

obtain some pretty lithographed certificates

—frames for same at a small cost extra, of

course—real cheap. vIt is prbposed to con- ,

duct the motordrome by a club of'automo

bilists, stock holders, who will be part

owners in the course and “all that it holds.”

It is not thought that persons lacking auto

mobiles but who have the price for stock

will be barred from mixing with the frater

nity. '

William M. F. Magraw, whoever he may

be, is entitled to all the credit for having

conceived the brilliant scheme to construct

the American Motordrome, Inc., right to

close to Philadelphia, according to the pa

per that makes the announcement. Here is

how it all came about:

“Mr. Magraw became convinced that au

tomobile racing was certain to meet its

death unless a track of the proper type was

built. Accidents and fatalities upon‘ the

courses used, which really had been con

structed for horse racing, made this plain

to him long before the A. A. A. put itself

(in record. '

“So he took a trip to England. visited the

track at Weybridge and he came back

home set upon building an oval even better

here in Philadelphia. Upon his return to

this city he found that the A. A. A. had

taken action and that the autoists and au

tomobile dealers and manufacturers were

trying to discover a way to prevent the

speed contests from dying out altogether.

“Consequently his suggestion looking to

the building of a duplicate of the Wey

bridge course met with instant favor and

the movement has now reached that point

where only a few details need to be com

pleted before the work of building can pro

ceed.

“This will be carried forward during the

winter and spring months, so that it is

almost a certainty that the Motordrome will

be in shape for its first meet in June next.

“To carry out the ideas of the promoters ‘

it is possible that an expenditure of half a

million dollars will be necessary. That

was the cost of the great English track.”

Plans have even so far materialized that

announcement of the location of the Amer

ican Motordrome, Inc., has been made. It

will be situated “-m a track of land more

than 200 acres in extent, out in Delaware

county between the West Chester Pike,

City Line avenue, the suburb Llanerch, and

the beautiful grounds of the Delaware

County Cour try Club."

It is stated that the track will be two

miles in extent, constructed of cinder ce

ment. At its narrowest point the American

Motordrome, Inc., will be 100 feet wide,

but at the turns, which will be banked at

an angle of 30 degrees, there will be a width

of 125 feet.

Automobile racing is not the only sport

to be held on the grounds of the American

Motordrome Inc. Far from it. In the in

ner oval such sports as baseball, football,

the new diabolo, golf, tennis, ballooning;

in fact, every outdoor sport will make it

become a stadium for all sorts of outdoor

sports.

The date and program of the opening

meet are anxiously awaited.

Woman Qualifies for 15,000 Mile Club.

Mrs. Myra E. Roach, 3203 McKinley

boulevard, Milwaukee, probably is the only

woman in the United States who may lay

claim to the distinction of having driven

one two-cylinder car over 20,000 miles in

three consecutive seasons. In establishing

this long distance record, Mrs Roach dem

onstrated the econ:mical qualities of her

Rambler Surrey Type One. The average

gasolenc consumption was one gallon to

every fifteen of the 20,000 miles. In the

first season she drove 8,000 miles. During

the following year her record was 6,000

miles, and in 1907 :she drove it 6,000 miles

more. Mrs. Roach, of course, has qualified

for membership in the Rambler Fifteen

Thousand Mile Club, into which Thomas B.

Jefi'cry & Co. will admit only those of its

thousands of users who have driven a car

over 15,000 miles.

SIIOR'I' CARI] F0]! 0RMOND BEACH

Arrangements for the Florida Sandfest In

clude but Few Events—Special Course

for Long Distance Contests.

Unless other events are added between

now and the week beginning March 2d, the

date set last week by the contest commit—

tee of the Automobile Club of America, the

Florida carnival, to take place on the beach

between Ormond and Daytonna, will be

short on events. Of course. the long dis

tance races, of which there will be three,

will consume considerable time but only

four short distance events have been an

nounced, these being at two miles, one mile

and one kilometer. including the record

trials at the VHI‘lOUs distances and the an

nual race for the Dewar trophy.

The first week in March was selezted as

the tide at that time of the year will af

ford from five to six hours daily of good

beach, varying each day between the hours

of 10 a. m. and 6 p. m., and as the long

distance races will require the widest beach

and the best hours of daylight this date was

selected as being the only one proper to

meet all requirements. The fact that the

first week in March is the height of the

Florida season had something to do with

deciding upon this time. The weather at

that time is more ralubrious than ii'v Jan

uary.

Arrangements have been made to pro—

vide a 16 miles st:aiglitawa_v course with

loops at each end, for the long distance

events. The loops will be constructed of

two-inch planking, furnishing a roadway

32 feet wide, and providing an easy curve

by grading away the sandhills at the edge.

The loops will be banked six feet high at

the outer edge. The start and finish will

be in front of the club house at Daytonna,

where the grandsiand and timing board

will be located.

The program of events, as announced,

consists of the following, but it is nor stat

ed upon which days the several events will

be held:

Long Races.

For strictly racing cars, not exceeding

2,424 pounds, for the Automobile Club of

America Cup; to re run under the Vander

bilt cup race rules. Distance, 288 miles (9

laps).

For “gentlemen amateur" drivers, invita

tion, prize and condition to be announced

later. Distance 128 miles (4 laps).

International championship for the

Minneapolis trophy. Distance, l00 miles.

Short Races.

One mile international open for the De

war trophy.

Two miles a minute race.

One mile record trials.

One kilometer record trials.
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"'I‘INIIERI'I'IS LI'IGIS” IN JERSEY

Automobile Clubs Formulate Suggestions

for the Solons—Long List of Proposed

Amendments to the Law;

As the legislative season approaches the

' annual itching to tznker with the automo

bile laws is making itself felt. The first evi

dence of it was disclosed at the meeting

called'by the New Jersey Automobile and

Motor Club on Thursday last at which the

delegates from all of the clubs in the State

met and passed resolutions '

changes which they think would improve

concerning

matters. Chief among the suggested alter

ations in the law is a provision to permit

motorists from other States to enter New

Jersey without being required to take out

a New Jersey license, the privilege to be

extended for not more than ten days in two

consecutive months for any particular car.

That such a provrsion is highly desirable

for the benefit of touring automobilists is

apparent. The Jerseyites would also'like to

see a provision requiring lights onall vehi

cles, and their recommendations cover a

number of other pomts as to speed limits,

registration and other matters.

The full text of the resolutions as passed

by the delegates at the meeting in New

ark is as follows:

Resolved, That it is the sentiment of

this club that a bill be introduced for

passage by the' Legislature requiring all

vehicles, other than those included under

the provisions of the motor vehicl-a law,

when using highways of this State, during

the period of time between one hour after

sunset and one hour before sunrise, and

whenever fog renders it impossible to see

a long distance, to carry a lighted lamp

showing a white light from the front'and

a red light from the rear, which lamp shall

be attached to the left side of the vehicle;

or to carry, suspended under the vehicle, a

lighted lamp showing a white light in all

directions.

That the motor vehicle law be so amend

ed that automobilists in other States, de

siring to tour in New Jersey, may be ex

tended that privilege, provided it be for

a period of not longer than ten day-s in

any two consecutive months.

That the motor vehicle law be so amend

ed that all licenses shall cease on Decem

ber 31, 1908, and on December 31 of each

year thereafter, and persons holding llCCIISCS

which will not expire on December 31, 1908,

shall be required to pay a 'pro rata amount

for they‘renewals of same until December

31, 1908; also that the Department of Motor

Vehicle Registration and Regulation shall

furnish the identification number tag re

quired by the motor vehicle law; that all

tags shall be of uniform size and design,

and that the design or color of such tags

shall be changed each year.

That, owing to the number of accidents

and deaths caused by the careless and reck

less driving of automobiles, when in an in

toxicated condition, the law be so amend

ed as to not only revoke the licenses of

persons when found to be in such condi

tiOn, but that no new licenses be granted to

them for a period of five years, and that

heavy fines also be inflicted upon them.

That the motor vehicle law be so amend

ed as to make the maximum speed as fol

lows: Six miles an hour upon the. sharp

curves of streets or at the junction or inter

section of prominent streets or thorough

fares; fifteen miles an hour where houses

are. less than an average of 100 feet apart;

twenty-five miles an hour in the open coun

try or where houses are at least on an aver

age of 100 feet apart.

That it be made a misdemeanor to throw,

place or deposit any glass or sharp or cut

ting substance in or upon the public high

ways of this State.

That the corps of inspectors of the De

partment of Motor Vehicle Registration and

Regulation, acting under the provisions of

the motor vehicle law, be increased to fifty,

twenty-five to receive compensation as at

present provided, and twenty-five who shall

be automobilists resident in this State, to

act without compensation, said inspectors

to have the authority to properly ("force

the automobile law, to arrest violators of

same, and be under the supervision of the

Commissioner of Motor Vehicles.

That the president of the Associated Au

tomobile Clubs of New Jersey be requested

to call a meeting of a committee of one del

egate from each club composing the asso

ciation, for the purpose of conferring with

Senator Joseph S. Frelinghuysen and Com

missioner J. B. R. Smith, to endeavor to se

cure their co-operatvon and support in hav

ing such amendments made to the present

automobile law, when the Legislature next

convenes, as have been discussed and fa

vorably acted upon by resolutions at this

meeting.

That the motor vehicle law be so amended

as to make it obligatory for justices of the

peace and police courts to turn into the

State at definite intervals all fines collected

under the motor vehicle law.

Farmer’s Automobile That Pays for Itself.

Twenty days saved in the year is the way

Chester Parker, of Cornish, Maine, figures

out part of the advantage of owning an au

tomobile. Parker owns a big produce farm

and it used to require from one day to a

day and a half to get from home to Port

land and back when he had marketing to

do. With his Cleveland touring car, which

has displaced his two—horse team, he now

makes the round trip in greatly reduced

time. He gets his butter, eggs and other

table delicacies to Portland always on time

for the Boston boat, and in so much better

shape than before that he realizes twenty

per cent. better prices. The automobile al

ready has paid for itself, he says.

SAVANNAH EAGI'IR FOR RACING

Manufacturers Invited to Consider the De

sirability of a Sz'ick Car Tournament

There—Course Already Provided.

That Savannah, Ga., really is being se—

riously considered as a location for a se

ries of long distance races for stock chassis

fitted with racing bodies, to be held during

March directly after the Florida tourna

ment, is made evident by the fact that Pres

ident William H. l-iotchkiss, of the Amer

ican Automobile Association, has author

ized a letter to be sent to the various man

ufactures, asking their views as to whether

or not a stock car tournament is desirable

and if so what races should be held.

Mr. Hotchkiss's action is the result of a

visit of a committee of A. A. A. men to

Savannah, at the invitation of the Savan

nah Automobile Club, to inspect the pr0~

posed course and ‘c: investigate conditions

in the Georgia locality. The committee

consisted of F. G. Webb, representing the

racing board; N. H. Van Sicklen, of the

technical board, and F. H.‘ Elliott, secre

tary of the American Automobile Associa—

tion. The committee states that it made a

thorough investigat on in Savannah and its

report led the rules committee of the tech

nical board to adopt tentative rules at a

meeting held in Buffalo last Saturday, for

suggestion to the racing board. These

provide for a series of contests between

strictly stock cars with racing bodies, for

light cars, for heavy four cylinder cars,

high powered runabouts and for six cylin

der cars.

The investigating committee found that

Savannah is truly anxious to hold an au

tomobile tournament near that city during

March next, and that the Savannah Auto

mobile Club alreadv has attended to near

ly all the preliminary arrangements and has

secured a course about 20 miles, or for

shorter races, a ten miles course, the lat~

ter with long banked turns. The larger

course has twelve turns but at least ten of

these can be reconstructed and banked so

that they may be taken at high speed. The

road surface is hard save in one or two

places, which can be fixed at slight expense.

Cooperation by the local authorities, in

cluding the mayor, presidents of the Cham

ber of Commerce and the Cotton Exchange,

the highway officials, and militia command

ers, besides of course, the committee ap

pointed from the local automobile club, is

assured. The highway officials promise to

attend to oiling the course and fencing off

the roadways intersecting it. while the mil

itary authorities have promised to furnish

1,200 to 1,500 of State troops to police the

course during the progress of the tourna

ment.

If the manufacturers consider the tour

nament advisable, to the extent of entering
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cars, it is planned to hold the meet during

the second week after the Florida carnival.

At this time spring is far enough advanced

to insure good weather and roads, while the

return of Southern tourists has begun. It

is planned to have the meet last three days.

A meeting of the ricing board will be held

in New York City next Saturday, 28th inst.,

when letters from the manufacturers will

be read and a decision as to holding the

suggested meet, probably will be ar

rived at.

Comparing Horse and Motor Delivery.

Hayden Eames, general manager of the

Studebaker Automobile Co., says that the

more he investigates the desirability of mo

tor vehicle delivery as compared with horse

delivery, the more firmly is he convinced

of the superiority of the former method.

With reference to a comparison of the two

systems he says:

“The only way to arrive at a fair com

parison between motor vehicle delivery and

horse delivery, is to make an absolutely

complete ledger statement of what i: costs

to do the work conveniently with horses, in

cluding rent of stable space, insurance, in

terest on investment, and every part of a

financial accounting. Then. having ob

tained a thorough knowledge of precisely

what service is required, and what the lim

itations of that service are, proceed t) draw

up specifications for a corresponding power

wagon installation, or organization, to do

the same work. Having done this, prepare

an accurate ledger statement of the ex

pected performance of this second installa

tion, and compare the two. \Vhen the

power wagons are properly selected and

applied, it is an extremely rare case when

the advantage of the power wagon ledger

sheet is not overwhelming.”

Australian Non-Stop Road Record.

What is claimed as a non-stop road rec<

0rd was made on November '21 and 22 in

Australia, by H. 1.. Stevens and H. B.

James, in a 40 horsepower car, when they

covered 777 miles n 24 hours. There are

no automobile or large trotting tracks in

Australia suitable tor automobile racing

so that the record breaking aspiran's had

to map off a course over a limited at ea of

roads.

that the roads are not as good or as free

from roving animals as those in America,

the feat of driving at a mile a minute race

through a foggy night was really remark

able. One of the noteworthy incidents of

the ride was the great number of rabbits

and birds which fell victims to the speeding

car. Plovers sometimes escaped destruc

tion when surpristd, but magpies were

slaughtered wholesale, and hundreds of

rabbits were killed during the night, a fact

that did not become known until the course

was recovered in the morning. Another

feature was that not once was mechanical

or tire trouble experienced during the 777

miles run.

Australia being a wild country, in'

CUP Poll MOST POPULAR DRIVER

To be Awarded by Vote of Contestants in

Philadelphia Endurance Run—Program

for the Quaker City Contest.

There is a chance for some automobile

driver to win a cup by playing the good

samaritan act in the forthcoming New

Year's-and-the-Nexu-Day endurance run of

the Quaker City Motor Club, from Phil

adelphia to'Allentown and return. instead

of providing only two classes, as in last

year's contest, the committee has divided

the entrants into four classes—touring cars,

high-powered runabouts, small runabouts

There will

be prizes for the winner in each division,

and a go-as-you-plxtse division.

but the cup in the free lance brigade will

not be for the best score, but will be given

to the most popular driver in it, to be de

termined by a vote of all those on the run.

The run will last two days, January lst

and 2d, the contestant leaving {Philadelphia

at 9 a. in. Wednesday and starting from

Allentown at the same time on the follow

ing day.~ On the going trip on New Year's

Day there will be four controls. including

the night stop at Allentown. These will be

located at ’Doylestown. Ottsville and

Easton.

On the return journey on Thursday five

checking stations will be located at Kutz~

town, Reading, Pottstown, Norristown and

Philadelphia. The distance for the first day

is 78.9 miles and tor the second day 93.7

miles, making a total mileage of 172.6.

According to the committee interest in

the run this year is by no means confined

to Philadelphia. Entries are expected from

other cities and it is stated that all the

towns along the route are planning to wel

come the tourists as they pass through.

Some of the towns have nothing more than

the arrival of the mail to stir them from

their Pennsylvania lethargy, so it is not

surprising that they should make a fuss

over the passing of an automobile tour. Al

lentown, it is said, will spread itself to en

tertain the tourists. a turkey dinner with

all the “fixin’s,” a theatre party and a dance

arranged by the girls of the place, being

among the inducements to enter the run.

Why the Ride was Postponed

With no recognition 0f the conveniences

of life, rude and nafeeling constables just

ruined the social plans of Miss Stella

Plotke, of St. Louis, on_a' recent evening

by taking possession of her automobile.

Miss Plotke had arranged to take a party

of friends out for a spin in her electric

machine, but when she called up the gar

age where it had been left for charging,

she was informed that the machine was not

there. As a result of her agitated ques

tionings she learned that some constables,

fortified with an imposing warrant, had

taken it away. Miss Plotke was indignant

and roundly took the garage manager to

task for letting any one take the machine

without her order. The garage manager

submitted that it was only in obedience to

the authority of the legal papers that he had

permitted the ma him to go. The auto_

mobile party was called off temporarily

and Miss Plotke set about recovering her

machine. She was surprised to learn that

her $1,500 automobile had been taken as

security for a miserable repair bill of $45

which she had quite ovelooked paying, al

though it was incurred last October. To

get the vehicle back she at once tendered

her check, but actual cash was demanded

and subsequently produced. The automo~

bile party was gilcn one day later than

originally planned.

Luxury for the Hobo.

Luxury of travel for the hobo. the tramp

and the bum has been greatly increased by

the growth of the automobile business. In

their transcontinental travels the gentry

belonging to these. honored orders have in

the past accounted themselves fortunate

when they could crawl into a “side door

Pullman” containirg straw -or other soft

material on which to sleep, as the freight

trains dragged their slow and painful way

across the western deserts and mountain

ranges. But the journey to the Pacific

Coast is now one of ease and delight ow

ing to the large shipments of automobiles

that, nearly every west bound freight has

in its list., By gaining entrance to a car

containing automobiles the non-paying

traveler secures for himself a berth that

in comfort beats the real Pullmans. The

heavily padded leather upholstery of a mo

tor car tonneau makes a soft and pleasant

bed and the springs of the automobile and

the padding taek away all the jars and vi

bration that ordinarily accompany freight

car riding. If a hobo be fortunate enough

to find a car carrying a large limousine

body touring machine, then indeed is he

provided with a bed fit for a king, and he

will almost go out and buy food at various

stations where the train stops rather than

stop over for any pan-handling and take

the chance of not finding another state

room as luxurious.

 

Club Members as Road Inspectors.

That club members make it a regular

practice to observe highway conditions and

report any defects existing within their

immediate territory to the club officers, to

be compiled in the form of complaints to

the proper authorities, is a suggestion

which is being considered by the members

of the Lancaster tPa.) Automobile Club,

The club is carrying on a vigorous good

roads campaign and the scheme of putting

all the members to work as "spotters" re

sulted from simila' services which have

eben rendered to good advantage by spe

cially appointed committee of members of

the club.
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WARNER'S DUST "[00]" EACH)!“

New Plant for the Production of Auto

meters a Model of Modern Construc

tion—Its System of Ventilation.

 

Washed air, white paint and floods of

light, together with a line shaft system

mounted on ball bearings, are some of the

features of the new plant of which the War

ner Instrument Co., of Detroit, Wis., has

taken possession. It is to be a “show

place" for visitors, as an example 01' the

The

building is of reinforced concrete and, as

most modern factory construction.

shown in the illustration, has a roof of the

ordinary in other ways. It is mounted on

channel iron beams fastened to special cast

iron brackets which were set in proper po

sition in the concrete during the construc

tion of the building. Genuine imported D.

\V. F. ball bearings are used. This results

in such a reduction of friction that a

stretch of 100 feet of shafting weighing

nearly 700 pounds can be turned easily with

the thumb and finger, without a pulley.

Care of Acetylene Generators.

A cold weather admonition which, de

spite its comparatiie importance is seldom

voiced, is that regarding the care of acety—

lene gas generators. The motorist of ex

perience seldom neglects to attend to the

jacket water in his car when the .temper

  

WHERE THE WARNEB INSTRUMENTS ARE MADE

saw tooth variety, the vertical sides of the

teeth being fitted with prism glass. The

main shop is 100 by 200 feet

The interior walls and the slant of the

saw teeth are plastered with snow white

rock plaster and all exposed cement work

is surfaced with a specially prepared white

water paint. The entire shafting system is

also painted white, including the pulleys,

the object being to reflect and make avail—

able for the workmen every ray of light.

All doors and windows are kept ClOS'2d win

ter and summer and there are no ventilators

in sight. The ventilation is eFfected by an

air blower system which draws in fresh air

from the outside by mechanical power. On

its way into the building all of the air is

passed through a fine spray of water which

washes out every particle of dust. thus

making the inside of the factory as nearly

dustless as it can be. After passing through

the water spray the air is either heated or

cooled, according to the season. Every pros

vision has been made for the comfort of

the employes. Large lavatories and locker

rooms have been built, 32 by 40 feet, and

fitted in the most sanitary manner.

In addition to being painted whit', the

power shafting system is rather out of the

ature is very low, either draining it off when

the car is to stand unused for any length

of time, or infusing a proper amount of

anti-freezing mixture into it. The water

retainers of gas generators are not always

given the same attention, however, and the

result is apt to be disastrous'to the thin

metal composing them. Except when the

lamps are to be burned immediately, the

containers never should be filled with water

if there is any danger of freezing. When

in use, the heat of generation, usually is

sufficient to overcome any such tendency.

Wyoming Produces a Wonderful Gear.

The latest world beater is from away out

in Sheridan, \Nyo. According to a dispatch

from that dot on the map, Walter Scott, a

machinist, has refused an offer of $25,000

for an invention by which he claims “to

have perfected a new gearing for transmis

sion of power on automobiles, whereby the

usual jar and jerk, when a change is made

from one speed to another, is entirely done

away with."

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas~

sau Street, New York City.

~BODY WEIGHT AND ITS FACTolS

Specimen Specifications of the Load Im

posed on the Machine—Why Stated

Weights are Misleading.

As is frequently pointed out the inac

curacy of the power ratings given their mo

tors by many makers often are no greater

than the inaccuracies in the stated weights

of the machines as a whole. In many cases

this latter inexactitude may be produced in

part by the owner himself, through his habit

of overloading the machine with accessories.

In other cases it may be laid to other causes

also largely beyond the control of the

maker. The most common of these is the

use of a different body from that of the

stock car, or one which has been increased

in weight througn alterations of various

sorts.

The subject of body weights is an exceed

ingly difficul: one to get at with any degree

of specific exactitude, owing to the sensi

tiveness of many of the makers, which pre

cludes the possibility of getting thoroughly

comparative data. The following material

which has been compiled by the foreigh au

thority which recently investigated the

weights of accessories, as told in these col

umns, is sufficiently representative to illus

trate the point in question, however. The

weights are stated to be those of the pro

duct of a single maker, and therefore can

not be taken as of material value except in a

relative way.

For open side entrance bodies the follow

ing weights are given:

Pounds.

18 p. Standard Tulip, unpainted,

wrth body irons, but without foot

 

 

 

boards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 224

Footboards, with rubber and step

edging . . . . . . . . .1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37%

Standard set of iron wings, with

stays, platform,_steps, and brackets 73%

Trimming, :ncluding cushions . . . . . .. 90

Weight of body complete . . . . .. 425%

30 h. p. ditto, with iron panels and

usual body irons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 206

Equipments as above . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 201%

\Veight of body complete . . . . .. 407%

30 p. Roi des Belgas, unpainted,

wrth aluminum panels and usual

body irons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 224

Equipments as above . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 201%

Weight of body complete . . . . .. 425%

For standard extension cape hood, in

cluding jomts and fittings for either

of the above, add . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53

For standard screen, add . . . . . . . . . .. 13%

For closed bodies, on the other hand, the

weights are:

Pounds.

18 h. p. single Landaulet. unpainted.

fitted with usual body irons, with

out footboards

Footboards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Standard set iron wing frames only,

with stays, platform, steps, and

brackets . . . . . . . . . ..
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Leather for wings . . . . . . . . ..

Trimming, with cushions, in

head leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Glass frames, with glass and

W'eight of body complete

18 h. p. three»quarter Landau

Limousine1 unparnted, with

body irons. without footboar

Equipment as above . . . . . . . . ..

Weight of body complete

30 h. p. Standard Limousine, ur

ed, with usual body iron:

without footboards . . . . . . ..

Equipment as above (less

leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Weight of body complete

If either of above is fitted wir

tension canopy, with front

and usual standards, add“The weight of the paint and \

anything between 15 pounds and

according to the size of the (

number of coats applied,” states

"It does not follow, howevc.

greatest weight of paint is pu

best finished carriage, because \

the commoner bodies the def

painting are made good by lead

that a fairly smooth surface n

sented for the finishing coats of

varnish.”

Acetylene Gas as a Possible

Attention has been directed r

the proposed use of aceylene g:

internal combustion motor in pl;

olene or either of the other pos:

P. C. Avery, a Milwaukee (\4

has taken out patents on a sys‘.

he has devised whereby the act

carried in an acetone solution

able tank, and fed to the motor in

nary manner. Another investig:

Taber, of Syracuse, N. Y., it apy

also been studying the problem it

ber of years, subm'tting his idea

Patent OFfice just at the time whc

patents were being ISsued. The

fiicted, and the Taber invention,

account was not adjudged to

cntable.

Several interesting facts were hr

in connection with the inves

among them the point that with

the spark crn be advanced mucl'

than with gasolene without any 1)(

pounding, and also the apparently

dictory one that the explosic

quicker, as well as more violent.

set of tests, it was found that goo

could be obtained from a mixture c

of 3 per cent. acetylene and 97 p

air—a ratio which_in itself pro\

clusively the tremendous volr

energy latent in the acetylene, as

explaining the rapio evolution of he

the combustion is an progress. Th

suits, however, must be considered

plying only with the carburetter t'.

the test. \Vith other mixing devices

different results might be achieved.
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nning. For the second se

ry valve spring was slightly

)r tl‘e third, it was still fur

The tests under (a) and

series, were made with the

fer Jacket hot after a run.

' the second series was also

engine hot. The tests (b)

and third series wasv also

jacket water was still cold,

'1': engine had been started.

:sulting from these trials

: sabjoined table.

otet. that with these hot

)nic oxide gas was at

ontinues Clerk in refer

results. “On one of the

: first series, the combus

) be practically complete.

ace of carbonic oxide, hy

ne. On the two tests (a)

1 third series. the carbonic

as .5 and .4 per cent., and

: trace of free hydrogen

ing the tests (b) first, the

lliary air v-tlve appears to

.- percentage of the car—

e exhaust gases from 3.6

' be noted from the pro

1C acid present, that lit

ide in the way of getting

bustion. The proportion

on the second trial ap

large.

ese are interesting as

'ation of this particular

a light load Tne car

level with the throttle

1. These tests (c) show

itage of carbonic oxide.

Led, 6.9 per cent. of oxide

'v'ch was reduced on the

) 4.2 and 2.4 by altering

the valve. In this case

auxilliary valve notably

-.'mance of the carburet

(d), where the throttle

irters to full ope-.1, and

g a hill. the proportion

as 3.6 per cent. for the

l 2.2 per cent. for the

(d) ,

r climbing a hill; en

ne running about 1,000

-vs. per min Throttle

-!ll open or over three

tlarters open

First Second Third

eries. Series. Series.

3.6 3.6 2.2

1.2 1.3 0.8

0.4 0.3 0.3

Trace Trace Trace

11.7 12.2 11.8

0.1 None 0.6

83.0 82 6 84.3

E) 1000 100.0
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third. A material improvement was also

made by altering the adjustment

“The condition of the third day for tests

(b), (c) and (d) was the best. Thecar

bonic oxide was inspectively 1.8, 2.4, and

2.2 per cent. It was obvious that on the

third day more air was admitted in propor

tion to petrol, because the free oxygen rose

from 0.1 to 0.6. Running light, too, on the

third day, trial (c), the free oxygen had

risen to 2.2 per cent., with a carbonic oxide

of 2.4 per cent.

“From these tests it appears probable

that many cars must be running upon the

road as ordinarily adjusted, discharging as

much as 7 per cent. of carbonic oxide into

the atmosphere. That this is not peculiar

to my own car, I am aware from my knowl

edge of the Royal Automobile Club tests,

and further, the directors of one important

firm have been good enough to send me an

account of experiments made by them with

their own cars as to exhaust gases, and I

find that at full load, with a particular en

gine, very similar variations occur, the car

bonic oxide sometimes sinks as low as 0.8

per cent., and sometimes rises as high as

3 per cent., whereas, with light load, the

carbonic oxide appears to sometimes at

tain from 6 to 8 per cent.”

Apart from considerations of the health

ful influence of pui'itying the exhaust, how

ever, the question of fuel economy also

should be taken into account, he thinks, al

though the less important of the two.

“Taking the analyses under (c), first se

ries, where the maximum amount uf car

bonic oxide is shown in my experiments, I

have calculated from that analysis how

much of the total heat of combustion of

the petrol is wasted by throwing away un

burned gases. An examination of the anal

yses proves that 30 per cent. of the total

carbon present in the original petrol is dis

charged as methane, so that nearly 35 per

cent. of the original carbon in the petrol

has been incompletely burned, or not

burned at all. In this same case 27 per

cent. of the total hydrogen in the fuel re

mains unburned. Calculating from these

numbers the losses, I find that nearly 30

per cent. of the total heat possible on com

bustion is not evolved at all, because of

the existence of inflammable gases dis

charged in the exhaust products. This is

the worst case on Table I.

“Take now the best test under (d). third

series. Here the engine was well iuaded.

Even in this case 17.6 per cent. of the total

carbon is present in carbonic oxide and

methane, and 6.7 per cent of the total hy

drogen in methane tnd free hydrogen. This

gives a loss of 10 per cent. of the total heat,

due to incomplete combustion. In the best

example, therefore, upon this sheet only 90

per cent. of the total heat of the fuel can

be utilized in the engine.

“This 90 per cent. of heat evolution in

the engine is a very good result, having be

fore me the tests made with all the cars

examined by me. Of other cars examined,

the best gave 95 per cent. heat evolution, 5

per cent. waste due to imperfect combus

tion, and the worst gave 60 per cent. heat

evolution and 40 per cent. heat discharged

in the exhaust gases, due to imperfect com

bustion. Undoubtedly practically perfect

results can be obtained, when petrol is pro

perly proportioned to air. This is clearly

seen from some interesting experiments de

scribed by Professor H. Hopkinson, of

Cambridge, and Mr. L. G. Morse, in a pa

per read before the British Association this

year.”

After discussing these experiments which,

he says, are valuable as showing that an

engine adjusted for maximum thermal ef

ficiencies at full power discharges a prac

tically innocuous exhaust, he continues:

“An engine so adjusted may also have an

innocuous exhaust at lighter loads, but this

by no means follows. It depends on the

nature of the adjustment made by the com

pensating contrivance working in connec

tion with the carburetter, whatever that

compensating contrivance may be.

“All these compensating contrivances

vary with varying speed. This, of course,

gives some adjustnent, but that not all

that is required. An ideal compeisating

contrivance should vary not with varying

speed, but with varying quantity of mixture

drawn in in a given time. In a car running

on the road, for example, the speed of ro

tation of the engine may be kept perfectly

constant, but the position of the throttle

will vary from pomt to point of the road;

that is, the engine speed may be constant,

but the volume taken into the engine may

vary within large limits. As the pioblem

is to charge any given volume of air pass

ing into the engine with a practically un

varying proportion of petrol vapor in a uni

form manner, it seems to me that a". sys

tems of speed control must fail to obtain

proportionality throughout the whole range.

If the entering air could be made to drive

a fan similar, say, to an anemometer, with

proper precautions, this fan or anemometer

could be made to run at a speed of rotation

very closely proportional to the volume of

air supply throughout the whole range of

conditions. If a spindle be driven by this

anemometer, and a small chain passed from

that spindle into a petrol vessel at constant

level, then it would be possible to work out

a carburetting contrivance which supplied

the air passed through it on its way to the

engine with petrol exactly in proportion to

the charge volume taken in. I believe con

trivances of this kind have been proposed,

and it seems to me that although we have

practical difficulties, if correctly carried out,

they should be able to give a perfectly uni»

form mixture to an engine under all con

ditions of speed variation and charge vol

time variation. . .

“The most important point apparent

from these analyses is this: that complete

combustion by no means follows because

of excess of oxygen. That is, we may ad~

just a carburetter in such a way as to give

a substantial excess of oxygen throughout

its whole range, and yet we may not suc

ceed in suppressing carbonic oxide or com

pleting combustion. . . . .

“It appears to me that in working out

exhaust analyses for comparison of the

merits of different cars or different adjust

ments, the total fuel consumed should be

tested in any given experiment, and from

the exhaust gas analysis there should be

calculated the proportion of that fuel which

is rejected without burning. This alone

gives the true standard. Under each cir

cumstance of the test, cars tried in this way

would show that for a given amount of fuel

burned the car discharged, say, so much

weight of carbonic oxide or so much volume

of carbonic oxide per minute from the t0~

tal weight or volume of fuel given to

it. . . . .

“So far, then, as my experiments have

carried me at present, the folowing condi~

tions appear to produce imperfect combus

tion: '

1. Too rich mixture with insufficiency of

oxygen.

2. Too weak mixture with excess of Oxy

gen, but too slow a rate of ignition and

combustion.

3. Irregular mixture—mixture supplied

too rich in comp05ition at one part of the

stroke, and too weak inanother; that, is,

bad mixture.

4. Engine and carburetter cold. This

tends to cause imperfect combustion, due

partly to low temperature, due partly to

bad carburetting.

5. Improper timing of

missed ignitions.

6. Ignition in the body of the cylinder,

instead of in a port. This will produce im

perfect combustion at light loads.

“To get the best and most rapid com

bustion, at light loads, it is, in my view,

desirable that the charge should enter the

cylinder by way of a port of some little

length, and that the ignition of the (harge

should be accomplished in the port itself,

and not in the cylinder. By so combining

the carburetter and ignition contrivances, I

believe that a quite innocuous exhaust could

be obtained, under light and heavy loads at

all rates of speed, with a great saving in

fuel consumption and wear and tear of the

engine.

“It is well known that engines igniting

in the port are more flexible. The reason

of this is obvious. As the charge is re

duced in volume, the proportions of ex

haust products in the engine are not so re

duced. They remain not quite, but nearly

constant, in volume and weight Accord

ingly, as the load becomes less and less, the

effective charge added becomes more. and

more dilute, and the mean mixture soon

passes the firing point. By igniting in the

port, a pocket of rich mixture is retained

to the last, and this rich mixture, if fired

sufl'iciently early, produces a practically

complete combustion in the weaker mixture

filling the cylinder."

ignition, and
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REDUCTION 0F PISTON WEIGII'I‘

Why It is Desirable and How It May be

Secured—Two Devices of a

Typical Character.

It is extraner difi'icult for the layman

to appreciate how much difterence in the

power and smoothness of action of the in~

ternal combustion motor may be brought

about by suitably lightening the moving

parts. In the main, the improvement is

due to the reduction of the inertia of the

reciprocating parts—itself objectionable

because they must be stopped and reversed

in their direction of motion twice in the

course of every revolution of the crank

shaft. Any discussion of the benefit de

rived from lightening the pistons and con

necting rods, mus: relate to this rather

than to the reduction of the total weight

of the motor, of which their weight forms

an inconsiderable part. The piston being

the heavier cf the two, it is most desirable

to reduce its weight as much as possible,

and on this account mainly, not a little ef

fort is being exerted abroad, in an eHort

to evolve a suitable pressed or cast steel

piston.

As to the desirability of reducing the pis

ton weight as much as possible, a French

expert explains that “as the movement of

the piston is periodically accelerated and

retarded it necessarily follows that the ef

fect of'its inertia tends to retard it during

the first half and accelerate it during the

second half of its stroke. This being so,

this curious conclusion can be drawn, name

ly that running fast and completing its com

pression stroke a piston is driving, or is

tending to drive, the fly wheel. In the same

way, the thrust of the explosion rapidly

diminishes from the moment of the igni

tion."

“Owing to the great amount of friction

set up by the forces of inertia, they do not

by any means return the power required

to overcome them, and soon exert a con

siderable influence on the efficiency of a

motor amounting almost to the effect of a

brake at high engine speeds,” he contin

ues. “Whatever may be said to the con—

trary, the possibility of constructing en

gines capable of very high speeds is greatly

to be desired. Such possibilities will re

duce weight cost cf production, complica

tions, and also weight of transmission de
vices. I

“The effec‘ of lightening the piston is at

once to reduce the stress of- the connecting

rod, allowing this member itself to be less

weighty, and so adding to the efficiency

of the motor.

“The adoption of these light steel pistons

has another recommendation, and that is

the use of metal in such a wav that porosity,

uncertainty, and flaws peculiar to cast iron

are entirely avoided” '

Turning to methods of constructing light

pistons which are already in use, he con

tinues: '

“As early as 1893 M. Barbaroux, works

manager of the car department of the De

launay-Belleville firm, led the way in this

direction by taking out an interesting’ pat

ent. The form of piston then covered by

him, and which is shown in Fig. l, owes

 

 

  

  

Fig. 1

its~ lightness to the method of fitting the

gudgeon pin. The body of the piston, which

was in cast iron, but could be easily made_

of pressed steel, was capable of being

turned inside and out, and so its weight was

reduced to the uttermost. The gudgeon

C was carried in the circular lugs of a ring

based fork, to which it was secured by the

tapered pins D D. This ring-based fork
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Fig. 2

was set in and riveted to the crown of the

piston by the holes shown in each, the ring

portion fitting tightly into the lower ta

pered mouth of the piston. This piston

was both easily and cheaply machined and

assembled, while the gudgeon pin was most

securely carried and fixed. In the case 01

any breakage of the gudgeon pin or the

securing keys the cylinder walls were not

scored. Later developments resulted in

pistons of similar design pressed in one

piece." ‘

But in the pressed steel piston he believes

rests the successful light piston of the

future. One such is produced by the So

cie’té de M:ntbard~Auluoye, who have ob

tained most satisfactory results with it, as

he asserts. “Fig 2 shows a section of a pis

ton made by this firm in ‘acier de nuance,’

and, being hot, perfect homogenity of the

metal is ensured. By the use of pistons so

formed all the troubles which are alleged

to follow in the path of the employment of

cast iron pistons are avoided.

“After considerable u'se cast iron pistons

are prone to fracture round the open edge

——a failure which may result in costly re

pairs. The use of pressed steel pistons

avoids any possibility of such a contre

temps. The use of pressed steel permits

lighter pistons, as already set out, by the

reduction of sectional areas, and the speed

and efficiency of the engine is thereby im

proved.”

Aiding Buyers in Choosing Colors.

Instead of attempting to depict by print

cr's ink the colors which purchasers of L0

comobiles may nominate for their machines,

the Locomobile Co. of America is issuing

a supplement to its catalog in the form of

a color sample card. This bears twelve

strips finished with the actual colors as used

on the cars, including four shades of red,

four greens, two blues, a grey, and a strip

ing yellow. In addition to giving the true

colors, the card has a further value, ac

cording to the Locomobile Co. in that it

“tends to limit the customer’s ambitions to

combinations which have been found to be

in good taste and to colors that have been

proved sensible, thoroughly practical and

durable."

Making a Reliable Weld.

Generally speaking, the repair work which

it becomes necessary to turn over to the

country blacksmith is such as the average

motorist can neither perform himself, nor

superintend, except in the most superficial

manner. It is well to bear in mind, how

ever, that a weld is not certain to be relia

ble unless the lips of the "scarves" are well

closed up, and the actual smooth and not

crumbled from being overheated, and that

a crack which is closed up with a few nim

ble blows of the hammer is not “healed”

even though the smith may give every as

surance that it is “good enough."

New Motor Starting Device.

A new foreign motor starting device

comprises a crank mounted on the dash

board and a pedal which when depressed

opens all the inlet valves and at the same

time breaks the ignition circuit The re

lease of conpression renders it very casy to

turn over the moto‘, the cylinders thus be

ing filled with gas at atmospheric pressure.

\Vhen the pedal is released after cranking,

the motor starts "01 the spark.”
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Tours Planned for the Public.

With the handsomest, strongest and

most agreeable drivers that can be obtained,

Frederick Ruther, of Hicksville, Long

Island, plans to institute an automobile ser

vice that will permit residents and visitors

in New York City to tour Long Island in

motor cars. His scheme comprehends trips

of one, two and three days, with all neces

sary hotelaccommodations. Ruthcr has

already had considerable experience in

operating automobile routes from llicks~

ville to Huntington, Amityville, Mineola,
i Oyster Bay and Other villages during the

past season, and feels that he is sure of

success in his larger enterprise.

The project as planned would be oper

ated by the Interboro Motor Despatch

Company, having Ruther as its president.

The cars which he intends using are 65

horsepower vehicles of the sight-seeing or

der, carrying twenty passengers and capa

ble of 35 miles an hour. These would

leave from convenient points in New York

and Brooklyn for tours through Long le

and and possibly Connecticut and New

Jersey, if the custom would warrant it. As

laid out, a one day tour in Long Island

would be as follows: Start from New York

or Brooklyn at 9 a. m.; thence along the

north shore through Flushing, Douglaston,

Great Neck, Roslyn; thence to Mmeola,

Westbury, HickSvihe, Coldspring Harbor,

Huntington or Centreport, where a two

hour stop for dinner would be made at one

of the best hotels; thence across the Island

to the South side and home, where the car

would be schedulezl to arrive at about 6

o'clock in the evening, after having covered

about 100 miles. The charge for .-.uch a

day's tour, including all expenses, is ten

tatively' set at $5. By extending the route

toward the eastern end of the island, tours

of two and three days could be arranged,

with good hotel accommodations. Ruther

plans to use the Motor Parkway when it

is completed, for part of his touring.

Not only does Ruther conceive this plan

to acquaint people from New York with

the beauties of Long Island scenery, but

he also sees possibilities of conducting

tours to New York for the patronage of

the Long Islanders. The latter would not

only thus see parts of the island tha': they

were unfamiliar with, but upon reaching

New York a “rubberneck” pilot would get

aboard and give them the megaphone

“spiel” on their trip through the city

Line to Connect Tennessee Towns.

Feeling the need of suitable transporta

tion between Jefferson City and Dandridge.

Tenn., citizens of these cities have formed

the Jefferson County Electric Motor Co.,

which will operate passenger automobiles

between these and intervening towns. The

company also will transport the mails and

baggage. The officers are: President, Hal

S. Harris; vice-president, W. R. Maynard;

secretary, L. M. King; directors, S. T. Har

ris, Dr. F. P. Best, C. E. Harris, J. T. Holt,

Mrs.'Victoria Swan, Frank Miller, B. H.

Mitchell, Arthur Swan, J. Frank Park, Jr.,

Dr. Tinsley, Walter Shepard and Ernest

Logan.

Pardington Heads Contest Committee.

A. R. Pardington has been appointed

chairman of the contest committee of the

Long Island Automobile Club by, President

Charles Jerome Edwards, and his presence

at the head of this important committee in<

timates that the members will not want for

lack of interesting contests during the com

ing season Mr. Pardington’s associates

will be C. G. Arnold and F. D. Bandell. The

other various committees appointed, the

first named member in each case being the

chairman, are as follows: Membership,

Dr. William P. Richardson, Frederick G.

Jahn, Samuel Burns; finance and auditing,

J. H. Emanuel, Jr., Dr. C. B. Parker, C. H.

Galt; law and leg'slation, Dr. William P.

Richardson, Charles C. Cluff, Frank G.

Webb, Russell A. Field; house and enter~

tainment, Edwin Melvin, Frank G. Webb,

Russell A. Field; runs and tours, Lefiert

Lefferts, A. C. Alderman, Louis T. Hunt;

technical, Louis T. Weiss, Dr. V. L. Hunter,

H. W. Fairtax; good roads, Samuel H.

Burns, Lew H. Allen, Cleveland Litchfield;

garage, Dr. A. C. Howe, Alfred Wilmarth,

C. A. Colson, Dr. F. M. Sharpe, W. T. Win

tringham.

Watchman’s Joy Ride was Costly.

The Crescent Automobile Co., Kansas

City. made only one mistake when they

hired Elmer Ashland to watch at the door

of the garage at '92! VVyandotte avenue, to

see that chauffeurs didn’t go out joy rid~

ing at midnight when their employers were

asleep. The Crescent company should have

hired somebody to watch Ashland, and then

it might not have happened that when John

Barleycorn, sometimes traveling under the

alias, Demon Rum came along and pro

posed to Ashland that they go out for a

midnight spin together, the latter would

have so readily accepted the invitation.

Barleycorn was absent in court the next

morning, when the story of his corupting

influence was told, but Judge Kyle fined

Ashland $25 for yielding to temptation.

Five Years Sentence for Automobile Thief.

Stealing automobiles is a pastime that

doubtless will not become popular in Kan

sas. James T. Ambrose is a young man

who, not possessing the necessary where

withal, attempted to steal a car frem the

Kansas Auto & Supply Co., of Topeka.

Sheriff Wilkerson was hot on his tran when

he received advices that Ambrose had been

arrested in Kansas City for a similar of

fense. Before the sheriff reached Kansas

City, Ambrose had pleaded guilty in court

to the Kansas City charge and had been

sentenced to five years in the State pen

itentiary at Jefferson City. Justice was as

rapid in its operaticn as Ambrose was in

his thievery.

Prizes for Improvement of Roads.

The Milwaukee Automobile Club is going

to get into the good roads movement strong

during the coming year. At a meeting of

the club last week, plans were laid for an

active campaign and good results are ex

pected. In the improvement of the c0un~

try roads the co-operation of the farmers

will be sought. A prize will be offered for

the farmer who keeps the road adioining

his property in the best condition. Presi~

dent L. C. Fuldner named the following

committees: Membership, W. L. Hibbard,

O. A. Hofimann, George ,G. Huseby, Faus

tin Prinz and Robert G. Bates; legislature,

James T. Drought, the Rev J. Szukalski,

Julius E. Roehr, Phil A. Grau and George

A. .West; runs and tours, W. H. Pipkorn,

C. _W. Norris, George Prague, J. E. Farber,

Thomas M. Drought; good roads, E. F.

Wiedecken, R. G. Wagner, A. F. Se-lliday,

Frank F. Wilbur, H. H. Rice; racing, Emil

Schandein. Lee A. Dearbolt, E. H.

Schwartzburg, J.'L. Potter, A. L. Brenkle;

auditing, J. C. Baird, Phil A. Gran, Lee A.

Dearbolt; technical, Clarke S. Drake, A. W.

Shattuck, C. L. Haase, Jr., M. C. Moore and

C. Scholtka.

Why the Assessor Piled on Taxation.

“Well, automobiles are both a luxury and

a nuisance and I believe that they should

be assessed at $1,000 anyway!” This is the

statement accredited to Robert B. Harris,

a tax assessor of Montclair, N. J., when

Thomas W. Bardsley appeared before the

County Tax Board last week, to register

a protest against the assessed valuation of

his car. Bardsley claimed that his car had

been assessed at $800, which was twice as

much as it was worth, explaining that he

could prove by his bill that he had paid

only $475 for it. It was after this explan

ation that Assessor Harris expressed his

“sentiments.”

Wilkes-Barre to Have a Bus Line.

According to advices from Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., the New York Transportation Co., of

New York City, Will form a company in the

Diamond City to maintain an automobile

’bus line. Four large passenger cars will

be placed in operation at once, and if they

prove a success, taximeter cabs also will

give Wilkes-Barre metropolitan atmosphere.

To Carry Passengers or Saw Wood.

“A. B. Whitney, a well known mechan

ical genius has under construction a pecu

liar vehicle. It is a combination automo~

bile and wood sawing machine. When

completed it will be a wonder."—Lisbon

correspondence Lewiston (Me) Sun

Suspending the Scorchers’ Licenses.

Aided by the Safe Roads Association

which brought cases to its attention, the

Massachusetts Highway Commission re

cently visited summary punishment upon a

number of speed law violators. Licenses

.were taken away from three offenders"
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ALCOIOI. A DREAM UNREALIZEI)

Why It Cannot Yet Compete with Gaso

lene as Fuel—Elements Contributing

to the Cost of Production.

Quite in contrast with the roseate picture

painted a year or so ago by the advocates

of the then new “Free Alcohol" measure,

the present status of the denatured alcohol

situation is far from encouraging. Neither

in its effect upon supply or demand has the

removal of the impost on the denatured

product come up to the importance which

was predicted for it. The manufacturers

who create a constant demand for alcohol

in the processing of their output, have

fallen into line and after a period of more

or less heated conflict with the authorities,

have settled upon formulas for denaturing

which do not conflict with the demands of

the operations in which the fluid is used.

Apparently, however, no material increase

in the demand for commercial alcohol has

yet been brought about, and in that respect

practically the only effect of the law has

been to effect the substitution of dena

tured for thc unaltered spirit formerly em

ployed.

The tremendous demand for denatured

alcohol to be used for industrial purposes

apart from those in which its use was al—

ready extensive, has failed to materialize.

The overwhelming inrush of alcohol m0

tors which was predicted has altogether

missed fire. As excusing this, two reasons

have been assigned by those who have car

ried out experiments with the new fuel.

In the first place, the thermal utility of the

denatured product proved to be by no

means as great as had been expected, at

least when judged on the basis of present

methods of use in the motor, so that the

gain effected by using alcohol instead of

gasolene is at present very slight, even

when judged wholly apart from the ques_

tion of its cost. In the second place, the

expected reduction in the cost of alcohol

not having developed, the verdict has been

given by standard authorities that little if

anything is to be gained by pushing the al

cohol motor until such time as a marked

increase in the rate of production and im

provement in the processes incident to its

manufacture shall have served to reduce its

cost to the consumer. This being the case,

the responsibility for the present rather dis

couraging state of affairs is being shifted

about. The would—be consumer of a year

ago blames the expected-to—be-producer,

while the latter unloads the responsibility

on the makers of distilling apparatus who,

it is claimed, have failed to ofier cheap and

economical processes and machinery to the

common or garden variety of producer.

The annual report of the Commissioner

of Internal Revenue, just issued, reveals

the surprising fact that since the passage of

the bill, just ten stills have been set up for

the purpose of manufacturing free alcohol,

and further, that the cost of production has

been far greater than was promised. Farm

_ers have received from the Treasury De

partment pamphlets telling them how to

manufacture spirits, but thus far the refuse

turned into live stock has appeared to offer

better returns than the production of de

natured alcohol promises to give.

In press dispatches from Washington,

Col. Newell Sanders of Chattanooga, Tenn.,

President or the National Association of

Agricultural Implement and Vehicle Man—

ufacturers, is quoted as saying that the

people of this country will have to learn

frugal methods before the law will benefit

them.

“In order to manufacture the alcohol

cheaply, all forms of vegetable and waste

matter must be uti-ized," he remarks. "The

manufacture of denatured alcohol is. said

to be successful in Germany, but ;n this

country we have not learned such thrift as

is practiced over there.”

Manufacturers of appliances for the use

of spirits, oils, and gas have taken little in

terest, in industrial alcohol as a motive

power. Very few appliances have been of—

fered to the public for its use. At the re

cent Jamestown Exposition there were a

few motors which used the alcohol, but lit

tlc is thought to have been gained by the

limited supply.

Internal Revenue. Commissioner Capers

ascribes the relatively greater cost n.- pro

duction, as compared with gasolene and

kerosene, and the lack of proper appliances

for its use as reasons for the slow growth

of the propaganda.

“As understood by this office, various

types of alcohol lamps, heaters, and mo

tors are in successful use in Germany, and

to encourage the manufacture and use of

industrial alcohol the Government or Ger

many not only offers inducements to grow

ers of potatoes from which the alcohol is

manufactured, but imposes an impost duty

on petroleum and petroleum products,"

says the Commissioner.

“Under this system, there are about 70,

000 farm distilleries in Germany producing

industrial alcohol, which is sold to con

sumers for about 27 cents a gallon. In this

country the average price of denatured al

cohol in barrel lots has been about 36

cents per gallon.

“While these distilleries are now per

mitted to use any material whatever in the

production of industrial alcohol, the alcohol

so far manufactured has been produced

mainly from corn, and until a cheaper ma

terial is found and its practical use demon

strated it may be doubted whether this class

of alcohol can successfully compete. with

gasolene or kerosene in this country."

“The A B C of Electricity."

“The A B C of Electricity.” Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau St., New York City.

BUYER ALLEGED IIE WAS S0“)

Payment for Second Hand Automobile Re

sisted—"Horse Trade" Tactics Charged

in Defense Against Suit.

That the automobile is superscding the

horse, even to the extent of breaking into

court and stealing its laurels there, was

emphasized in the Supreme Court Circuit

in Newark, N. 1., last Thursday at the trial

of a suit brought by Byron S. Klotz

against VViliiam D. Slater. Klotz sued to

recover $500 on a note given by Salter, May

25, 1905, and it was in explanation of this

transaction that Saiter based his defense.

The note transaction was admitted at the

outset of the case :nd the plaintiff was not

obliged to put in any evidence as to it,

further than that the note had originally

been given to J. B. Thompson and iiidorsed

by him to Klotz, who had tried to collect

on it and failed. Salter bought an automo

bile from Tliompson.- The car was repre

sented to him, he said, as being worth

$8,000, but he exoressed no astonishment

when told he COUId buy it for $2,500. He

did so, paying $2,000 in cash and giving

Thompson the note for the balance.

It did nor take Salter long to find out,

he declared, that the note had been secured

from him by “fraudulent representations

and so his lawyer outlined in opening the

defense to the jury. It was testified that

the machine “worked well for a time," but

was soon found “rot to be worth $1,000,"

“was in bad order,” “out of repair," “its

sprockets were broken,” “its carburettor

wouldn’t work," and other complaints of

a like nature.

Most of the court's time was taken up by

automobile experts, who passed judgment

on the worth of certain parts of the ma

chine, which were offered in evidence

Broken sprocket wheels were exhibited,

and one witness went into a long explana

tion of the amount of wear these would

sustain in being used on a car that trav

eled a thousand miles. The same was done

as to the wheels of the vehicle, and fur

ther testimony was given as to the relative

value of different automobiles.

Malcolm MacLear, who represented the

plaintiff, obiected to much of this line of

evidence on the ground that it had nothing

to do with the claim that Mr. Klot: pos

sessed an unpaid note of Salter’s for $500.

Among the wood products of western

Australia one known as "yatc" has been

shown by recent official tests to have extra

ordinary tensile strength. The average was

24,000 pounds to the square inch, and one

specimen was tested up to 17% tons to the

square inch, which is equal to the tensile

strength of wrought iron. The yatc tree

grows to a maximum height of 100 feet

and a diameter of 2% or even 3 feet.
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NEW TAGS IN MASSACHUSETTS

Radical Change in Design Adopted to Make

New Registration Effective—Old Li

censes Expire January First.

New registration and new number plates

will be in order for automobilists in Massa

chusetts on and after the first of January.

On that day the provision of the new regis

tration law becomes effective, the law stat

ing that “the registration of every automo

bile or motorcycle shall expire upon the

first day of january in each year."

To prevent the operation of motor vehi

cles illegally, the Highway Commission has

The

present plate has white figures on a blue

this ar—

adopted an entirely new number plate.

background. In the new plate

rangement is reversed, the figures being

blue and the background white. The new

plate also bears the numerals “1908" and

the letters "Mass." The new plates will be

easily distinguishable from the old even at

a distance, and it is thought by some that

they will be more easily read. The new

certificates will be practically the same as

the present except that they will have the

numerals “1908” conspicuously displayed.

Herctofor: the Commission has permitted

the renewal of old numbers, but it will be

unable to (1.) this except to a limited ex

tent when the new registration begins.

There have been issued about twice as

many sets of plates as there are automo

biles in the State. Concerning this matter

the Commission has issued a statement in

which it says:

“A new style of register number-plates

has been adopted by the Commission for

use in 1908. and a new series of register

numbers, beginning with No. l, is to be

issued. A person to whom a register num

ber below the number 5,000 was originally

issued will he reassigned his former num

ber for his use in 1908, provided he makes

a specific request for the reassignment of

such number, and provided also that his

1908 application is received on or before

January 15. This arrangement will apply

only to numbers below 5,000.”

After the fifteenth of January, if all the

numbers below 5,000 are not taken up by

the original holders, the numbers remain

ing will be assigned to other applicants.

It is believed that many of the lower reg

istrations have lapsed and this will give

those who wish an opportunity to secure

low numbers for their car next year. After

the old numbers below 5,000 have been re~

assigned or taken up by others the Com

mission will begin the issue of numbers

from 5,000 up. An order has been placed

for 14,000 sets of plates and it is believed

that these will be sufficient for the demands

which will be made by present owners of

machines.

It is stated as examples of the attachment

of owners to their old numbers that when

the registration law first became effective

there was much competition for the num

ber “13”; cne Massachusotts man has

retained possession of the number “1” for

years; and there is another who owns

a number of cars and insists on having cer

tain combinations of numbers on all his

cars. It is said that he has a telephone

number with the same combination. The

scheme aids remembering his numbers.

For dealers the number plates are sup

posed to have a distinct advertising value.

The owner of 01 is the Harry Fosdick

Company; the Columbia Vehicle Co. has

02, the General Electric Co. 03, the Locom0~

bile Co. 04, the Pope representatives 05, and

so on. The concerns that have the low

numbers will be able to keep them next year

if they apply in time, though some of the

dealers who have entered the business re

cently and who have high numbers prob

ably will be obliged to make a change. The

new plates will be similar to those of pri

vate owners except that preceeding the

number will be a cipher, while following it

will be a letter, as “07A,” which marks car

A of the White Company, or “07B,” which

means car B of the same company. Deal~

ers need not carry these letters with the

numbers which are placed upon the lamps

of these machines, the Highway Commis

sion having decided that the number alone

is sufficient.

Palatial Club House Planned.

\Nhen the Royal Automobile Club takes

possession of the new club house which it

plans to build in London it will have the

finest club house in Europe. It will cccupy

the site of the old war office on Pall Mall,

a lease of which has been secured from the

Crown. There is a frontage of 228 feet on

Pall Mall and a ,depth of 145 feet. The

club house will occupy the entire frontage

and extend back 120 feet, leaving a space

25 feet deep for a garden.

Under the elasc the club is bound to

erect a building to cost not less than $500,

000. It is stipulated that the material shall

be Portland stone. The plans contemplate

a thoroughly up to date establishment with

gymnasium, swimming and Turkish baths,

and a dining room to seat not fewer than

200 or 250 persons. If possible bed rooms

to the number of 150 will be provided for

the use of members.

Schenectady Retains Old Officers.

Although small numerically the Schenec

tady (N. Y.) Automobile Club will start its

first fiscal year with the consciousness of

having done good service in placing sign

boards at crossings, furthering good roads

work and promoting club tours. At its an

nual meeting last week, the treasurcr’s re

port denoted a balance of $142.60. The in

cumbent officers were re-elected and H. S.

DeForest, H. Earl Furman, Edward F.

Peck, George H. Close, and F. R. Cham

pion named a committee on good roads.

Bill-TAM CLAIMS BIGGEST CLUB

And Deposits a Nest Egg for a Building

Fund—Frank B. Hower Elected Pres

ident for Ensuing Year.

Naturally, members of the Automobile

Club of Buffalo, N. Y., swelled with pardon

able pride at the annual election of that

organization last week. They had reason

for doing so as the club is now the largest

in the country, and 'the largest vote in the

history of the club was cast for the single

slate of officers reported by the committee

on nominations.

President Seymour P. White reviewed the

accomplishments of the year before he re

linquished the chair to the president elect,

Frank B. Hower, chairman of the touring

board of the American Automobile Asso

ciation, and the treasurer's report showed

that the receipts of the club last year were

$9,027, and disbursements, $5,670, leaving

a balance of $3,357, of which $2,500 has been

laid aside as the nucleus of the country

club house fund. Among the other speak

ers were President Hotchkiss of the Amer

ican Automobile Association, and Edward

Butler, who has served five years on the

board of governors. and was re-elected in

the same capacity. _

The officers for the ensuing year are:

President, Frank B. Hower; vice-president,

John M. Satterfield; treasurer. Laurens

Enos; secretary, Dai H. Lewis; directors,

E. R. Thomas, Edward H. Butler, Charles

Clifton, James N. Byers and George C.

Diehl.

Chicago Club Ofiicers Re-elected.

The Chicago Motor Club, at its annual

meeting last 'week, re-elected all its old

officers, as follows: President, F. C. Don

ald; first vice-president, Walter Githens;

second vice-president, Edward Rowan; sec

retary, George Greenberg; sergeant-at

arms, 0. E Temme; assistant sergeant-at

arms, J. C. Zimmerman; directors, C. R.

Root, J. V. Lawrence, David Beecroft, H.

P. Branstettr‘r and Carl J. Metzger.

Wachusett Club Ofiicers for 1908.

At the annual meeting of the Wachusett

Automobile Club, held in Fitchburg, Mass.,

last week, the following oflicers were

elected for the ensuing year: President,

Charles B. Smith, Fitchburg; vice-president,

Arthur H. Hall, Leominster; secretary. Gen

eral Greenwood, Gardner; treasurer, Geo

PI Grant, Jr., Fitchburg.

Hillenbrand Heads Cincinnati Club.

The Cincinnati (Ohio) Automobile Com

pany has elected the following officers:

President. Ray J. Hillenbrand; vicespresi

dent and general manager, H. O. Brunton;

treasurer, A. J. Hillenbrand; secretary, H.

W. Hillenbrand.
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The Week’s Patents.

865,964. Rotary Engine. Warren F.

Bleecker, Victor, Colo., assignor of one

third to Frederick G. Bleecker, Grand Isl

and, Neb., and one-third to Martin C.

Bleecker, Pueblo, Col. Filed March 17,

1906. Serial No. 306,568.

A rotary engine comprising a motive cas

ing, an abutment therein, a tubular shaft

extended into the casing and having a port,

a radial wing at one side of said port, a tube

extended into the hollow shaft, and having

a port, a ported tube having rotative move

ment on the first-named tube, a rod, an arm

on said rod, a link connection between said

arm and the rotary tube, a governor for

causing movements of said rod, and : driv- '

ing connection between the governor and

the shaft,

865,967. Rotary Engine.

iiman, Jr., Brookline, Mass.

1906. Serial No. 300,552.

1. A rotary engine or motor comprising

a rotary member forming the inner walls of

a working chamber. a shaft affixed to and

driven by said member, a fixed inclosjng

structure which completes said chamber

and has inlet and outlet ports therefor, au

tomatic means for opening and closing the

said inlet port to intermittently admit a

working agent to the said chamber, and

means carried by the rotary member and

the inclosing structure, to co-act with the

working agent in imparting movement to

the rotary member, and controlled by the

working agent so as to be put thereby into

pressure resisting relation.

John E. Har

Filed Feb. 12,

866,001. Sparking Mechanism for In~

ternal Combustion Engines. Leslie S.

Cushman, Lincoln, Neb. Filed June 3,

1907. Serial No. 377,102.

In apparatus of the class described, a

box or casing, contact plates arranged

therein, one adapted to be connected to the

terminal of a sparkin circuit, and the

others to the terminas . of the sparking

plu s, a shaft mounted in the casing, a

we er arm carried by the shaft, a contact

plate carried by the arm and insulated from

the shaft, said contact plate being constant

ly in engagement With the terminal of the

sparking circuit, and mechanism for rock

ing the shaft to move the plate alternately

into engagement with the contact plates

of the plugs.

866,009. Tire.

Williamsport, Pa.

rial No. 334,758.

1. In a tire, the combination with an

outer casing, of a puncture resisting cush

ion located inside the same and comprising

a strip wound longitudinally upon itself into

a plurality of convolutions,_ one overlying

the other, said strip consisting of sections

disposed end to end, the end of one sec

tion being secured to the end of the next.

866,133. Vehicle Steering Gear. John A.

Herzog, Toledo, Ohio, assignor to The

De Luxe Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Filed June 15, 1907. Serial No 379,121.

1. A steering.gear comprising a pair of

easing halves united by a vertical joint and

William I. Dreisbach,

Filed Sept. 15, 1906. Se
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having post bearings in its upper and lower

walls and a slot in the joint between its

halves, trunnion bearings carried by the

casing halves at the opposite sides of said

slot, a steering post journaled in the post

bearings, a worm on the steering post with

in the casing, a worm gear sector engaging

the worm and having a hub engaging the

sides of the casing slot and having its upper

and lower concentric portions engaging the

upper and lower margins of the slot, trun

nions projecting from said hub into engage

ment with the trunnions bearings, and a

steering arm projecting from the hub_ex‘

terior to the casing, combined substantially

as set forth.

866,134. Tire Protector. William H.

Hoffmann, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov.

18, 1905_ Serial No. 287,981.

1. A tire protector. composed of a series

of shoe sections substantially.V shaped in

cross section which shoe sections are pro

vided in each side edge wrth a notch_at

the center of the shoe and extending in

ward from the side edge, a pivot pin ex

tending through each notch near its outer

end and links mounted slidably on the pivot

pins of two adjacent sections and extend

ing in the direction of the length of the

tire protector formed of such alternate link

and shoe sections, substantially as set forth.

866,164. Transmission Gearing. George

J. Sogge, Hanson, S. D. Filed May 31,

1906. Serial No. 319,542.

1. In a transmission gearing the com

bination of a shaft, a, case rigid With the

shaft, a series of gear wheels loosely

mounted upon the case, a _driven member

having an operative connection With _one of

the gear wheels, a brake drum having an

operative connection With one of the gear

wheels, at second brake drum havrng an

operative connection with one of the gear

wheels, means for moving one of the brake

drums into engagement With the opposrte

brake drum whereby the tw_0 are locked

together, and means. for locking the brake

drums in a fixed position.

866,186. Variable Speed Friction Me

chanism. Alanson P. Brush, Detroit. Mich.

Filed Oct_ 20, 1906. Serial No. 339,883.

1. A friction speed mechanism to obtain

varying speed ratios comprismg a friction

disc made thicker toward _its center than

at its periphery. friction rings contacting

upon opposite sides of the friction disc, and

means to bring the centers_of rotation of

the friction rings :nd the friction disc into

and out of alignment.

866,192. Spring Wheel. Leopold _I. Cas

tiau, Strathcona, Alberta, Canada, assignor

of one-tenth to Charles F. Hover, Conrad,

Mont. Filed Nov. 12, 1906. Serial No.

343,051.

1. In a wheel, the combination of 3.

spoke comprising adjustable sections, an

adjustable cylinder slidably. mounted upon

one of said adjustable sections, and _yield

ing means between a member of said ad

justable cylinder and a member of the ad

justable sections.

866,202. Transmission Gearing. Enos M.

Hostetter, New Providence. Pa. Filed May

24, 1907. Serial No. 375,460.

1. The combination of a plate having an

opening formed therein, a shaft carried by

the plate and extending through the open

ing, a pair of pinions mounted upon the

shaft and rigid With each_ other, a gear

wheel mounted upon one srde_of the plate

and meshing with one of the pistons, and a

second wheel mounted upon_ the opposrte

side of the plate_ and carrying a_toothed

flange meshing With the opposite pinion.

866,297. Pneumatic Tire. George Noyes,

Mandan, N. D. Filed Dec, 4, 1905. Serial

No. 290,253.

In combination with a pneumatic tire

comprising an inner and outer tube, a

shield having opposite ends inserted be

tween the tubes and composed of a strip

of flexible elastic material crescent shaped

in cross section and a strip of metal which

is flat in cross section embedded in the flex~

ible material, the arrangement and contour

of the parts being such that gripping angles

of contact between the inner tube and the

edges of the shield will be formed in the

said tube when inflated whereby the shield

is retained against lateral movement be—

tween the tubes, said shield having its ends

oppositely inclined and overlapping each

other_

866,328. Brake Mechanism. Alanson P.

Brush, Detroit, Mich. Filed Aug. 31, 1906.

Serial No. 332,781.

1. A brake mechanism comprising a ro

tatable brake drum, an unattached friction

band within the drum having both extrem

ities formed with wedge shaped faces, a

fixed stop between the ends of the band, and

means to be forced between the ends of

the band to force the band against the

drum, whereby the brake will be set in

either direction.

866,367, Vehicle Wheel.

serow, Lubbccke, Germany.

1906. Serial No. 208.035.

1. In a wheel. the combination of a hub

and felly, of radially movable spokes inter

posed therebetween, and means for forcing

the ends of said spokes into frictional asso

ciation with said felly and said spokes be

ing unlimitedly displaceable circumferen—

tially of the felly, and means opposing said

displacement by a resistance varying with

the amount of said displacement, substan

tially as described.

866,397. Speed and Distance Indicating

and Recording Device. Richard H. Smith.

Springfield, Mass, Filed Dec. 14. 1906. Se

rial No. 347,833.

1. The combination with a drum and

means for confining a record sheet in sup—

porting engagement upon and around it.

and a clockworks having a rotation impart

ing connection with the drum, of a speed

indicating device comprising an indi

cat0r casing having a slotted front, a

centrifugal governor comprising a vertical

stem, having its upper portion between the

slotted front and drum, endwise movable in

degree proportionate to the speeding of

the governor, a vertically apertured head,

rotatively loose, but endwise immovable,

relatively to the upper extremity cf said

stem, provided with a transverse stud. pro

jecting through the slot of the indicator

casing, said stud having a pointer movable

on the face of the scale card, and said head

also carrying at its side opposite said stud

a return bent spring arm provided with a

marker for operating against the drum car

ried record sheet simultaneously with the

coaction of the pointer with the scale card.

866,410. Driving Mechanism for Automo

biles. George R. Waflker, Chicago, Ill.

Filed Oct. 1, 1906. Serial No_ 337,005.

1. In a driving mechanism. the combina

tion of a traction wheel provided interiorly

with a gear rigidly mounted thereon con

centric with its axis of rotation, a drive

shaft journaled in alignment with the axis

of the traction wheel, extending within the

wheel and carrying a pinion, a yoke consti

tuting an axle-support upon which said

traction wheel is journaled, provided with

Curt von Kus

Filed Jan. 26,

in said wheel with radial extensions and a

plurality of intermediate gears interposed

between said pinion and the internal gear

and meshing with both.

866,765. Clutch. Severin C. Ankcr-Holth,

Riverside, Ill. Filed Sept. 4, 1906. Serial

No. 333,188.

1. A clutch having a pair of relatively

rotatable main clutch members, friction

shoes movable into and out of securing

frictional engagement with one of such

main clutch_ members, and a plurality of

levers each in engagement with a plurality

of _such friction shoes and with the other

main clutch member.

866,776 Reversing Mechanism.

P. Creel, Ionia, Mich.

Serial No. 377,459.

1. In _a reversing mechanism, a base

plate havmg boxes thereon, a driving shaft

and gear revolubly secured thereto, a shaft

mounted _to revolve in the boxes at right

angles With the driving shaft, two gear

wheels revolubly mounted on the second

shaft between the boxes and engaging the

driving gear at diametrically opposite

pornts, a clutch mounted on said shaft be

tween the gear wheels and arranged to en

gage each alternately, a spline in the shaft

to revolve the clutch with the shaft, said

shaft having a screw thread at one end, a

nut actuated by said screw thread, a sliding

plate, a latch, a trip, and springs arranged

tgaiictuate the clutch longitudinally of the

S 1:.

866,874. Tire. Joseph E. MacKav, Los

Angeles, Cal. Filed Jan, 23, 1907. Serial

No. 353,745

.1. A tire comprising a circular woven

wrre element, a series of elastic blocks en

gaging in the meshes of the woven wire ele

ment, and a tread encircling the blocks.

866,908. Driving Gear for Motor Vehi

cles. Charles R. Binney and James L. Wat

kins, London, England. Filed March 21,

1907. Serial No_ 363,981.

In_ combination, a frame. a driven shaft

carried thereby, an eccentric mounted on

said shaft, a disc rotatably carried by the

frame, said disc having a cam groove in one

of its faces, a rod on the eccentric, an arm

pivoted to the rod and to the frame, a roller

carried'by _the arm to one side thereof in

termediate its pivots to engage the cam. and

additional means for rotating the driving

shaft acting in conjunction with the oppo

site face of the disc.

866,926. Hydraulic Clutch. Arthur I. Fip

pard, London, England. Filed March 18,

1907. Serial No. 363,043.

1. A hydraulic clutch comprising driver

and follower members, an annular recess in

one of said members, blocks fitting said re

cess and connected to the other member,

means for causing relative motion of said

blocks within said recess, and means for

causmg _a variable resistance to said rela

tive motion.

866,927. Tire Robert A. Gehan, Buffalo,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 18, 1905. Serial No. 292,

146.

_ 1. In a wheel, the combination of a con

tinuously coded spring of substantially the

same.diameter throughout its length, a felly

entirely surrounded and enclosed by said

spring, spokes secured to said felly, and

means for clamping the coils of said spring

against _the inner periphery of said felly to

hold .said spring in position and prevent

endwise movement thereon, substantially as

described.

Albert

Filed June 5, 1907.
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w MOTOR MAKERS

that's what we are. We have

made the motora la aome oi

the moat Iueeeaeiul eara, Ior

yeara. Quality beiore price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ '

Carburetor

which an meter experta we

picked an the beat in the world,

we are now rnaldag and aelling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR eo., Lonanaport, Ind.

Manufacture" oi “Rutenber” Motora “Rutenber” Carbureton, and Sup

plrea. Light Sott Gray Iron, real and Aluminum Caatinga.

KlNWllllll AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST.

OUR LEADERS:

Klnwood Perfection Radiatora

d

Klnwood Mechanical Oilers.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

I'ramea, hoods, daahea, tenders, gaaolene and water tanks, muiiiera,

duat and drip pans, radiator fans, gaaolene gaugea, fittings, couplinga.

etc., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSINI THOMAS J. WITZEL,

t66 Lake St., chloaao, t I Warren St., New York,

Weatern Repreaeatative. Eaatara Repreuntative,

THE KINSEY MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohio.

  

  

 

Triumph Grease

is a perfect lubricant, without gum, pitch,

acids or any other non-lubricants. It will not

freeze. It will not melt. Lasts 50 to 100

per cent. longer than other lubricants.

SEND $2.00 Hill 10 PUIIND TRIAL MN

The Perfection Grease 00., South Bend, Ind.

Let ua quote you on 4-cylinder

motor: tor |908

THREE SIZES

4K in. a 4% in.

4 in. x 5 in.

am a s in.

4-eylinder with aeli-eon

tained oiling eyetein.

Motora are ready for

coupling any atandard

ma eto.

‘ ur new iactory and ma

chinery enable ua to run

antee uality and delver

lea. _ lao clutchea and

. tranamiaaiona. Send (or

' catalogue.

K. FRAN LIN PETERSON

use Lake St., hicego, nL
Weatern Re reaentative.

THOS. J. \VEE‘ZEIg

W. 42d t., New York

epreaentative

Mnelregon, Mich.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
  

Eaten

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO.,

  

PA c KAR l)

Enameled Ignition Cable

PAcKARo caste. '

is the choice of the m0st discriminating buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENSION CABLE is a

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO., Warren. 0.

 

THE RIGHT IETALS TO

USE IN

Automohllo Construction

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

ALUMINUM CASTINGS.

Strong, Tough and hold

Threade.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

MANGANESE BRONZE

CASTINGS.

Guaranteed above

ment Specifications.

AUTOMOBILE BRAND

PLASTIC BRONZE BEAR

ING METAL CASTINOS,

Cooleat Running and Beat

Wear Reeleting Bronze on

the Market.

light Mtg. & len (to.

Govern

 

  

 

  

 

POTTBTOWN. PA. I

 

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and all other

high-class enclosed work.

Output for this seaaon. 9000 jobs, complete. trimmed and finished

RAOINi NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, IIOIIIO, WIQ.

HEINZE

BUILS
1' Send Ior

I907 Catalog

and Pricea.

 

2

  

HEINZE

on g... A z;

ELECTRIC CO. ' Lowell, I'lasa.
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QIM'IOTTI

GA RAGE

New York city

Il0th 5t.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

  

 

THE CHANDLER 00.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

 

ElSElVlANN-LAVALETTE

Magnetos

LAVELETTE & CO.,

112 W. 42d St.,

 

New York

 

 

Better Because Regular

An Oberdorfer Pump never "sticks." It works

 

 

 

- day in and day out in a uniform manner.
No Rentmz'Tel 2686 River Try us. Is yours an Oberdorfer?

' ' M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co..

Water St., Syracuse. N. Y.

I NVESTIGA'I'E

The Great Smith Car

SI'IITI'I AUTO. c0., MPRS.

TOPBKA, KANSAS
 

STAMPED PARTS

FOR AUTOMOBILES

THE CROSBY COMPANY

Buffalo, New York 

LASCOE°HT§FRONT
Simple, effective, correctly designed Mahogan

finish wood frame, trimmed in brass, 3-16 crysta

plates, steel stay rods, bottom of_ frame shaged to

dull: dot any standardklautomobtle. Can e at

tac e east an qutc y.e makeythe London Tops. Write for_ details‘

and prices.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO.

1233 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO

 

 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

Honeycomb, Flat Tube, Round Tube,

Staggered Tube, Film Tube; horlaontsl or

vertical flow; with or without casing; with

or without urn .

anal, Hoods also made. SendFenders.

for catalog.

Old Radiators Repaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRISCOE MFG. CO.

DETROIT, INCH. NEWARK, I. ].

 
 

 

 

Ths Btltlln Chain Ooapm

-— IAKI —

Automobile Chalna,

Sprockets. Spur and Bevel

Gears.

arm can] a Mir. 0...
VI orcoater. Mass.. U.S.A.

  

 

  

 

 

Before You Buy a Car

telephone 3 Mitchell agent and tell him you

want to be shown the “silent argument” the

Mitchell ofiers in demonstration. He'll be

glad' to show )ouicall him tip—it's worth

money to on II on are thinking of buying

an autumn mile. (1 0 0in ation.)

MITCHELL MOT R CAR CO..

277 Mitchell St.. Racine, Wis.

: 4 SIDE-WIRE Silllll MllTIllI TIRES

 
 

mgr

1m: woneo's STANDARD

FIIIESTIIIIE TlIlE It RUBBER 00.. AIM. Ohio

 

 

Q Q

" Hie Pullman of Motor Cars"

l908 Models Ronny for Delivery

RAINIER MOTOR CAR co.,

Broadway and 50th St., New York

 
 

 

 

TRUF‘FAULT-HARTFORD

T dSHOCK Aria-csonBER

Mark

The Device that made Safe, Speed and Comfortable

Automobiling Iossi Ie.

Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO..

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York

spokes.

security. In doin

  

 

 

Nuts That Require Tightening

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

this care should be taken not to throw the

sprockets out of hue—From “Motor World," August 8. '07.

Use Columbia Lock Nuts

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO" Inc.. Bridgeport, Conn

 

WEBER PORTABLE TRUCK TURNTABLES

All other 'l‘urntliilrleel‘1‘icnligzli-islnirlnqements

We Own the Baslc Patent

  

The U. S. Courts have just declared our Pat

cnt good and valid in suit against the Pike's Peak

Manufacturing Co. We have started suit against

“Norwood” for infringin . The only sure way of

buying an Auto Turn- able or Truck is to see

that they are branded “The Weber Portable

Turn-Table Truck. For sale by all Jobber!

Headquarters and all orders to be sent to

THE WEBER CYCLE It SUPPLY C0.

No. 6 East Kiowa St., Colorado Springs, Colo.

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

THE LAMBERT l8

“ Friction Flyer”

$800

Write for catalogue describing our full line.

The Buckeye Mfg, Co., Anderson, Ind.

MICHELIN
FRANCE ENGLAND

ITALY AMERICA

MICHELIN TIRE CO"

 

  

Mllltown, N. J.

 

 

KEEPYOUR EYE ON

f ’08ZZZ/[(04

 
  

MADE IN New HAVEN
 

 

For catalogues, address

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.

 

After considerable use the bolts

holding the sprocket ring: to the

 

Logan |908 MEET tlne innTrucI
A truck equipped with a four cylinder air cooled

20 H. I". motor. built for service and fitted to carry

its load day<in and day out under all conditions. For

detailed description address

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CHILLICOTIIE. OHIO.

  

TheBall Transmission

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

56 GREENPOHQT AVE.,BROOKLYNtN.\/.

giu- AutomobilggallotorBoats 'Illiiial'
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The automobile (or winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relin

Economible. Double cylinder—940 H. P

cal in gasoline consumption. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Writ! link; for Cdialogue and "WI/l“!

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

Box No. no AUBURN, mo.

  

 

“VULGAN”

Sta-tilts

Spark Plugs

“KEEPS THE LID ON.”

0n Maxwfllo, Mitehelle. Antocm, American, Glides,

etc., in their contents. They'll do the some for you.

Send for sample set.

III! II. E. IIAIIOI OO., 86 Water St. New York Olly

  

 

OOOWWMOOO}

TOIIIIINO OAII

THE F. B. STEARNS (20.,

i“ oLIVILAuo, omo, u. o. A.

W09;

DRAGON
Touring Car 82 I 00 Roadster 9 I850

TWO “HAPPY MEDIUM" CARS.

Not too heavy—not too light,

Not too costly—price just right.

DRAGON AUTOMOBILE 00.,

30th, Silt and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD M FC. co.,

Amesbury, Mass.
/

  

 

SpringtialdTiin
(Pet. :8”)

‘b‘b'fllll'P‘

Springfield Intel

00" 00"

II I

hit

  

to hem.

II, II".

 

0N9,
. 5 "‘0 ri“pitta

  

[lhali
- he

dwng

  

DIAMOND CHAIN G MFG CO

1 W. Georgia St,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

SMITH AUTOMOBILE PARTS.

mnl>wfi mzowwmwiw2>wfi

unex>

winwunx>ww

szHwi>Hwrunam

STEERING COLUMNS.

A. O. SMITH OOM PANY

243 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Pioneer Makers of Automobile Porto.

 

 

 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A c K S O N

“No Sand Too ee[)———N0 Hill Too Steep."

' ' Z-Cylin.ier and 4-Cylin_der

Runabouts, Roadsters, Touriplg Cars.

15 II. P., 24 II. P., 35 . P.

Prices, $850, $1,250, $1,500, $2,000.

IIOKSOI AUTOIOIILE 00., Julian, Iliill.

  

 
 

 
 

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unleu we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not oeeept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frame! and Auto

mobile Snmpings.

THE HYDRAULIC PENSSED STEEL. 60.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
: ;

 

 
 

   

 

 

\llllllllllll|'/

_ ALUMINUM BODIES

— J. M. QUINBY 8: CO. ‘

— 35121834 _'

_ hrilul loitilm, IEIAII. I. J. -

/|lill|||ll|l'|\

 

 

  *s250

‘ ‘ Thay'ro lpocllylng

on I908 Core."

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street New York

Representation everywhere. .

“Kelp your eye on Continental!"

  

 

 

cho Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

Each

Guaranteed

0ne

Year

m:

  

WITHERBEE IGNITER Co., 541 West 48d St, New York

sriiimiiu ,

notti-zii BEARING common
PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers of Steel, Brus and'Bronze Balls, Ball

Bearings, Roller Bearing! and Automobile Axle'n

Write for New Automobile Catalogue with full par

ticular: of

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

RANKLIN

M O T O R- C A R5

LIGHT-WEIGHT, nmn-rowsn '

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Motor Car Accessories

Spark Plugs. Cable, Switches. lepo

Horne Goggles Auto Clothing and

Wet Weather Equipment oi our own

manufacture.

New illultrlted catalogue ireo.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch.

4

 

 

' 1

"success"
AUTOMOBILE

The Orlginol Auto-Bu
Practical, durable t”

and absolutely

strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suite Ie for city or country use.

Speed iron: 4 to miles on _

hour. Our 1907 Model bu on extrl wertul on ne,'

atent ball-bearin wheels; price $27580 Also it) ,

500.. Rubber T ren, $25 extra. Write for deoerr'p-,

tive literature. '

’ Auto Bum Ill. 80., Int. 53] lie Beltran Ave., St. tools, In.

Address

Eastern Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co.

of New York ‘

1540 Broadway, 9

New York City._

Western Inquiries

Gnrford Motor Car Co.

of Cleveland

1372 East 12th St,

_Cleveland. _ .,

  
4

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

, Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor 'itltlortb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

Name

Address
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The largest Automobile Supply House in America N. "a, a

  

Pan-American fl
Automobile Body Polish will“; i

%.l Pam

DON‘T GET DUMPED

The First in the Market

Pan-American Polish was awarded the Bronze Medal at Au‘o BIIIIIDRI‘ of '_the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, 1904. This THE HARROUN BUMPE PATENT ha been allowed. and u loou_u

polish has been carefully prepared" for the Automobile trade. :gislpubgnigggdna‘m:?uftg:fe;“:l;dgflaf ghg‘sggg m'

It is also applicable to the carriage trade, or can be used on R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

any varnished furniture or woodwork of any kind. It will THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

remove stains, cover scratches, leaves the automobile with its SOLE LICENSEES- U- 3' ‘- SYCAMORE- n-L

 

original new lustre, without being sticky or greasy.

 
It can be used on the leather seats or tops with the very

best results. Can be used on any color or kind of varnish,

from the clearest white to the darkest black.

Furnished in eight-ounce bottles. Guaranteed not to harm

the finest varnish. For sale by all automobile dealers. Price,

60 cents per bottle.

Catalog, largest of the kind, mailed on request.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Handieat

Auto

Wranchas

A Set of 5 B. & S.

General Service
M Wrenches

(10 openings) put

up in a handy

  

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and ImporterHOME OFFICE: “m”

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City Tlll Bllllngs &

New York_ City, 924 Eighth Ave. BOSCOI}, Mg“, 202-204 Columbus Ave. Spam: Company

Philadelphia 318-320 N. Broad St. Detrort, Mich. 227 %-229 Jefierson Av.

Cleveland, Ohio, 406 Erie St. Bufialo, N. Y'., am Main St. Haritord, Conn.

  

 
 

 

 

PARSONS’ MANGANESE INUNZE LEVER BASTINGS

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

alelotorcycle Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

 

  

 

  

i
PunLrsl-rxn EVIIY SATURDAY AT

_! l54 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

Per Specimen Copies
Sole Makers

Till WILLIAM ORAMP a some amp a new: Ye" om"

luanmo OOMPANY, - Phlladelphll, Penna.
 

    

 

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

T-"§Iim|arican Ball-Bearing 60.

L. 8. & M. 8. Ry. & Edgwater Park

CLEVELAND, OHIO. U.I.A
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The Garford Car bases its claim to attention on the fact that

it aims to be orthodox in every essential. We have no “1908

Model.” We had no “1907 Model.” The present Garford,

may be, if you please, our 1909 Model and our 1910 Model.

There is not in the whole chassis a single feature that has not

been proven correct. There is no freak device to become obso

lete after its potentiality as a selling point has been exploded.

The Garford Car may advance with the automobile indus

try, and when safe, anticipate that advance, but not depart

from it; but the Company protects its customer by its policy of

conservatism, never departing from the type and never changing

in essential features except as the “TYPE” itself changes.

ADDRESS

Eastern Inquiries Western Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co. of New York Garford Motor Car Co. of Cleveland

1540 Broadway, New York City 1372 East 12th St., Cleveland
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THOMAS
THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO.

presents four styles of chassis

and inineteen styles of bodies

Thomas 11-20 Town ear

Combines luxury with utility and necessity; designed particularly for city and suburban

use in good or bad weather, for calling and shopping, for the theatre, for social functions

and touring on good roads. This car is furnished with brougham, landaulet, cabriolet, li

mousine and doctor's car bodies. In Europe this style of car is the vogue, as it rapidly

is becoming in America. Prices, $3,000 to $3,250.

Thomas 11-40 Detroit

A marvel of smooth and quiet running with a dash in operation and distinctive style in

appearance that denotes the thoroughbred and fascinates the most critical. The 440 has

been strengthened and improved where the wisdom of experience has suggested. It is

especially designed to successfully eclipse at a much lower price, shaft driven cars of the

highest price and class. It is equipped with runabout, tourabout, touring and limousine

bodies. Prices, $2,750 to $3,750.

Thomas 11-60 Flyer

The Old Reliable is smoother, snappier, faster, lighter, quieter and roomier than ever. It has

been redesigned and refined until it has become one of the most beautiful and stylish cars

to be seen. The mechanical changes are largely refinements, though the motor generates

more power. A bearing between each cylinder is still one of its chief characteristics. It is

equipped with runabout, tourabout, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $4,500 to $5,700.

Thomas 6-70 Special

This is the climax of automobile construction, and is one of the most powerful and flexible

cars made, retaining as it does, the structural principles that have counted so much for

reliability in the Thomas 4-60 Flyer. There 15 not a single ex erimental feature in its

entire construction. For speed, smooth running,on hills and ad roads, and for slow

speed, all on the high ear, the 6—70 Special is not equalled. It is equipped with runabout,

touring, landaulet and limousine bodies. Prices, $6,000 to $6,900,

E. R. Thomas- Motor 630.
‘ BUFFALO, NEW YORK

 

Members 3. L. 1!. M.
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POPE-TOLEDO
1908

  

   

  

 

Characterized by extreme elegance of appointments,

simplicity of design, and superb finish.

 

Quiet, Comlorlahle and Very Speedy
 

Shrewd long headed dealers have been strongly

impressed with the wonderful showing made by the

Pope-Toledo at New York and Chicago Shows.

Live dealers in unoccupied territory are invited to correspond with us.

—

Pope Motor Car Company, Toledo, 0hio
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THE INCOM‘PARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

  

Exclusive Features of the White Limousine

The exclusive White quality of absolute noiselessness of operation is of particular

advantage in a limousine because, in a car with a closed body, any noise made by the

mechanism is even more noticeable and annoying than in an open vehicle.

Another exclusive White quality—namely—genuine flexibility of control, permits of the

machine being guided safely and speedily through the crowded city streets. The speed of

the White may be accommodated to the exigencies of street traffic without any changing of

gears, ierky starts or the embarrassing and sometimes dangerous “stalling” of the engine,

As regards graceful lines and luxuriousness of equipment and finish, the White lim

ousine must be seen to be appreciated.

"\.

Write for catalog and the address of the nearest branch or agency

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The Anti-Fatigue Bar
It never grows weary of well doing. All are beginning

now to realize what the users of it and its builders always

have known—that the

American Locomotive Motor or
is the “greatest touring car in the world, bar none." Tourists boast that with this machine they can always keep

their schedule and those who have driven it farthest, say:

"IT STAYS NEW”
Imported Materials. American Workmanship.

Vanadium, “the anti-fatigue metal," is in ALL its steel and iron.

What last: best, 1': best.

The energies and backing of a $50,000,000 company are behind it.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

1886 BROADWAY, NEW YORK Factory, Providence. 1!. I.

ABBIJCAN Locomorrvr AUTOMOBILE Asimov PAll SQ. Au-ro SrA'rlox W. W. SHAW Co. Banooonn Moron CAR Co.

Plitsburz Boston Chican Philadelphia. Pa.

The best Resolution

you can make

ior 1908

is to refuse absolutely to accept

"just as good” or “better” tires as

substitutes for Morgan& Wright’s

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

like SOLAR LAMPS—"show the way."

They lead tor reason oi having the only

M N &WRlGH RE S pracHTITl—and sclentiiic principle tor the

generation oi Acetylene Gas.

The heavy seamless shells of SOLAR

Generators are drawn from ONE SOLID

PIECE OF BRASS. This insures positive- 3‘ _

ly and permanently against leakage. Square '

All slyles 0‘ {reads and oblong generators, riveted and soldered '

from sheets are not practical.

The SOLAR patent wick feed is ONE

  

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

Morgan & Wright, Detroit MORE POINT in its favor. Write for a
-_ifi Leif L- L L LLL L Lissa copy of our booklet No. 9, for full de

Branches, Agencies or Dealers everywhere scription. ,

BADGER BRASS MFG. COMPANY

'rwo FACTORIES V _

_Kenosna’ Wis. and New York ’
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Contth
TIRES

“Ready-Hated" Tires. These tires are the sensation of the season. "They are carried

already inflated on Continental Demountable Rims, ready for instant use in replacing a tire that is

punctured. Exhibited at the Importers Salon, New York. Can also be seen at any of our branches

or agencies or at dealers in motor supplies throughout the country. '

“Rouge-Ferre” (Anti-Skid.) This is the standard Anti-Skid Tire of the world. Steel

studs with rivet heads are embedded in the tread during the process of manufacture, and are so firmly

held in position that they cannot work loose or be torn out. Cars equipped with these tires are

guaranteed not to skid under any conditions. These tires can be used in parks and on drives and

boulevards where chains are prohibited by the local authorities.

New Prices. Continental Tires are offered this season on a new schedule of prices more

favorable to the purchaser than any previously made by us. The immense volume of business that

has come to us from our branches all over the world enables us to manufacture with greater economy

without lowering the quality of the tires. Continentsls are known as “the low cost per mile tires.”

They have a larger sale than any other tire which is 'some indication of the way they are regarded by

motorists generally. "

:1

\) CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUCITCOMPANY

JOE M. oiLBisgr, General Manager

43 Warren Street, New York

BRANCHES: - .

Bufl'alo—729 Main Street. New York City—2100 Broadway. ‘ -

Detroit—226 Ieflerson Avue. San Francism—422-424 Van Ness Avenue.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Continental Agenci Co., 1268 Euclid Ave, Clevelan O. The Post & Lester Co., 821 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Jas. L. Gibney 8: m., 211 No. Broad St. Philadel 'sLoPs. M Revere Rubber Co., 700 Bsronne St., New Orleans La.

ms, 0.Neustadt Automobile & Suppl Co. 3948 Olive St., L Western Continental Caoutchouc Co., 1438 Michign'n Ave"

Plant Rubber Co., 322 First Ave. No., Minneapolis, Minn. Chicago, IlL
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NEVER MINI] WHAT THE UTHER FELLUW SAYS

4] IIIIIIIIIIHIHHHHIIIHHIlllllllllllllllIIIIIHHHIIIIHlliilmli'““"W1H1; "'"Hrum'umnmnmml'

ll- mumwmwuumh

  

  

[l
I There is a vast difference between 1908 G 86] tires and

those said to be “just as good]? Don’t let someone else

select your tire equipment by telling you that some other

make is just as good or better than G 86 J, but make your

own comparisons—use your own judgment and insist upon
ii “UNI getting the BEST tires—the kind you want—Go: J.

6&3 ImaCo.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

  

illlllllllll llllll

 

  

  

It will be well also

to select the

improved 1908
BRANCHES.

Boston—243 Columbun Avenue. Cleveland—New No. 1831 Euclid Avenue.

  

  

. Detroit—Z47 Jefl'erwn Avenue. Chic: 0—1434 Michigan Avenue.

UanCl'Sfll New York—10 W. Sixtieth Street. San madam—423433 Golden Gate Avenue.

' 16 'ms AGENCIES. ,
y r1 G 8: Tire Agency. 1528 Court Place, Denver, Colo. Alexander-Elyea & Co., 35 N. P or St., Atlanta, Ga. '

Whlch fit G & Tire Agency, 912 Main St. Buflalo, N. Y. Syracuse Rubber Co., 212-214 S. Blinth St., Syracuse, N. Y.

C & Tire Agene , 711 N. Broa St., Philadelphia Pa. Rochater Rubber Co., 55 Main St. E. Rochester, N. Y.

Weatern Rubber Supply Co., 1010 S. Main St., Los erome P. Parker Co. 181-183 Madison St., Memphis, Tenn.

An =1“, cu. ay Rubber Co., 415 'N. Fourth St. St. ull, Mo.

Plant ros., 21 S. Second St., Minneapolis, Minn. Enterprise Rubber Co., 110 Federal St., oaton, Mass.

Qmaha Rubber Co. 11th 8: Farnum Sta" Omaha, Neb. West Coast Supply Co., Portland, Ore.

Pittaburg Rubber Co., 913-915 Liberty Ave. Pittsburg. Pa.

any make of

Clincher or

Dunlop tire.

  

 
 

 

(LIt’s not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

(1“What’s worth doing at all is

worth'doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

(LLargely increased facilities en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers of the kind that place

quality before price.

(LThe Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(Llf you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

BONEYCOMB, CELLULAR

OI FLAT TUBE TYPES.

MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY, New Haven, Conn.
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TU AUTUMUBILE

MANUFACTURERS

ANU TIRE BUYERS IN UENERAI.

Before you let “Stand Pat Dust” get into your eyes,

consider just what the “s'tandpatters” stand pat on, and

are they “standing pat"?

Are you paying for “definite policy” tire quality with

out a gparantee that you are getting it?

Think it over and keep your eyes open.

Automobile manufacturers cannot force us to reduce the .

quality of

Le)
“WRAPPED TREAD

an .1

On the contrary, our 5,000 mile guarantee forces us to

   

  

uphold the quality.

We shall meet competition in the future as we have in

the past, by making the ELM tire possible, backing it by

the best guarantee practicable and selling it at a margin

of pm that will allow us to remain permanently in the

tire business.

Ajax Tires will continue to uphold their

GUARANTEE OF

5,000 MILES RIDING

and it naturally follows that to uphold that guarantee,

they must uphold their quality, and to uphold that quality

they must uphold their price.

Take your choice, gentlemen.

The policy of “stand pat” in public, without the guar

antee that certifies to standing pat in private, or—

The policy of a “square deal” with a guarantee that

makes square dealing a logical certainty.

HORACE DE LISSER, President

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

Factories at Trenton, N. J.

Office. N. E. Cor. 57th 5t. 6: Broadway, New York

BRANCHES:

Y k, 1'76 Broadway. Denver. 1529 Cleveland Pl.
Iggsvzon,ogl9r\/Boylston St. _ Seattle, 1102 Broadway.

Chicago, 1418 Michigan Ave. San Francisco, 460 Golden Gate_ Ave.

DetrOit, 743 Woodward Ave. Los Angelcs, 1040 S. Main St.

AGENTS IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

  
  

 

  

20 H. P.—$l,450 iully equipped.

The Man Who Drives

0 The n

dxwé?
knows what it is to experience all the pleasures of motor—

ing Without that eternal “gnawing at his bankroll‘ as is

the case with a high-priced, costlv-to-operate car.

The little overdose of prosperity which resulted in the

recent stringency has waked a lc'. of people to the fact

that motor-car money's worth does not go hand in hand

With fancy horse-power and exaggerated claims.

The "Maxwell" has never been a speed~car or a freak.

It has never boasted hyper-horsc-power.

It is, and has always been .i utility-f1 necessity—a.

family car without a “friil” in its construction.

The records it has established in hill-climbs, economy

and endurance tests have never been equalled by any other

cars, regardless of price.

_Mr. J. D. Maxwell'siforesight in designing cars of un

failing efficiency, at prices well within the reach of the

average citizen has been well rewarded, to Judge from the

universal satisfaction of the 10,000 “Maxwell” owners.

That is why these days are "Maxwell" days. Every

motor-car buyer will now get a iollar's worth of motor

car for every dollar he pays, and that is just what the

“Maxwell” has always given.

Among the important features which the "Maxwell"

was the first to introduce, are the three-point suspension,

thermo-siphon cooling and multiple-disc clutch.

That features of such prime importance should have

first appeared on cars of such low price—$82_5 for the 14

H. P. Iourabout, $1,450 for the 2.) H. P. Touring Car, and

$1,750 101‘ the new four-cylinder 24 H. P. Touring Car—

is one of the most remarkable incidents of the industry,

and is evidence of how far in advance the “Maxwell”

line is.

Get a “Maxwell Convincer" at your convenience in any

car of the “Maxwell” line. Address Dept. 2.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company

Member: A. M C. M. A.

Main Uiiice: 40 Mt. Pleasant St., Tarrytown. N. Y.

FACTORIES:

Chicago, Ill., Pawtucket, R. 1., New Castle, Ind.

DEALERS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

 

24 H. P. Touring Jar, $1,750.
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THE CAR 0F STEADY SERVICE

Ckw‘dcc"

'1

  

THAT HAS BEEN TRIED All». PROVIEIN RIGHT I

 

 

 

In the Chicago Motor Club's Reliability Run one stock car of

this model entered and went through the three-day grind of 630

miles and finished in perfect condition with every seal intact and

every part working as smoothly and steadily as at the start, thus

proving itself from every practical standpoint

A PERFECT CAR

In this and the touring car of same chassis design is every

modern feature of mechanical value, such as offset crank shaft,

straight line drive, roller bearings throughout the transmitting

mechanism and other features of equal value.

The price, $22.50, for either model, is made possible by the

complete facilities and volume of output of the Rambler factory.

Why pay $5000 for a car when we offer every dollar in actual

value at less than half that price.

Let us show you; a demonstration will convince.

 

 

 

  

 

Thomas B. Jeliery & Company

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA.

Representatives in all leading cities.

C-lilC.'\GO .\III.\\'.\L'KEE SAN FRANCISCO

 

 
- _

_i I
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SIIOW MAY “.0051 IN THE SPRING

Metropolitan Automobile Dealers Didn't

Know They Were to Hold One-—But

Details Have Been Arranged.

The “Metropolitan Automobile Dealers”

will, or rather may, hold their “first annual

spring show" in New York during the week

April 6-11, 1908.

Apparently the dealers themselves are

not aware of the fact, but a trifling circum~

stance of the sort is of small importance.

For not only have the dates been fixed but

the hall—the Metropolitan skating rink at

Broadway and Firty-third street—appar

has been engaged, 23 spaces have been

plotted and of course the price therefor has

been fixed—only $250 for the large spaces,

$200 for the smaller ones. Rules also have

been adopted, that is, printed.

The “show prospectus,” giving the fore

going details, made its appearance this

week as quietly as a summer's sigh. It was

the first that many of the metropolitan au

tomobile dealers knew of the show in which

they are supposed to be interested. Ac

cording to the prospectus, C. Wood Ta

tham is general manager of the project, and

Duncan Curry, the treasurer. Tatham was

the manager of the show and “auto carni

val” held in Atlantic City last summer, but

who for some reason or other was displaced

at almOst the eleventh hour. He came to New

York and mixed with the large colony of

genial and enterprising spirits who have

their nests in the Spalding building on West

Forty-second street, in which so many

“good things" have been hatched; he he

came so touchingly acquainted that some

of them‘are not now so cordial inv their ex

pressions of regard as once was the case

Duncan Curry is automobile editor of

Hearst’s American and his “doubling up"

with Tatham has caused some little sur

prise and comment.

That the promoters of the “first annual

spring show” were somewhat in doubt as

to the dates for the affair is made evident

by their prospectus, which was printed in

blank and the dates filled in afterward in

ink.

When inquiry was made of Alfred Reeves,

general manager of the American Motor

Car Manufacturers Association, he stated

that he had heard whisperings that a “show”

of the sort was in contemplation, but he

was not aware that dates had been fixed or

that a prospectus was in existence. His re

marks conveyed the impression that he did

not accept the project with too much se

riousness.

E. V. Stratton, manager of the New York

Automobile Trade Association—the local

dealers’ organization~knew nothing what

ever of the enterprise and naturally his

association had not taken cognizance of it,

nor did he think it would do so. For some

time the association has had under consid

eration the holding of a “sales week" or

“open house" early in the spring and Strat

ton did not think anything would be per

mitted to interfere with the carrying out

of that idea.

Shelby Shifts Sales Department.

Henceforth the Shelby Steel Tube Co.,

as such, will to all practical purposes, cut

little or no figure in the business, the Shel

by sales repartment having been taken over

by the National Tube Co., of which Clifton

Wharton is the sales manager. The change,

however, will be more apparent than real

as the Shelby Steel Tube Co. is merely one

of the units of the National Tube Co., and

save in respect to the sales departments,

the line of demarcation between them has

been rather vague. Hereafter the business

will be dircted from New York, where Mr.

Wharton is located, instead of from Pitts

burg as heretofore.

Hutton with the Thomas Detroit.

W. H. H. Hutton, who for five years was

purchasing agent of the Northern Motor Car

Co., and who more recently managed their

Port Huron factory, has engaged with the

E. R. Thomas Detroit C0. He will be at

tached to the purchasing department.

Blll'l'0NS SCARED BY A BUGABOB

An Alleged American “Melon” Operates as

a Bomb—Professions of Patriotism

Punctured by the Explosion.

0

Great Britain is reveling in a trade sensa

tion with what might be termed an Amer

While the underpin

ning appears to be rather weak it has given

ican underpinning.

Britain's native sons in the automobile

trade a grand opportunity to proclaim their

love for the British public and the British

workman, though their proposals for giv

ing practical effect to their altruism differ

so widely that a glorious row has been pre

cipitated. It all comes about through the

hair-trigger patriotism of that Harriman of

the British motor trade, Harvey Du Cros,

who stands as a repeller of the hated Amer

ican products and who has made a denun

ciation of the importers who invited him to

participate in a melon cutting based on the

“American panic."

The first explosion was set of? when Du

Cros made public a letter written him by

Shippey Brothers, :1 London wholesale

importing firm making a specialty of Amer

ican goods, and with it his grandiloquent

reply. The Shippey letter recited that

“many American motor car companies are

on their beam ends through the financial

crisis now raging in_ the United States,"

and that the “Official Liquidator" of the

Pope Manufacturing Co. was prepared to

sell “thousands and thousands of stock on

hand at panic price." Not only had the

Shippeys bought a number of cars at ex

ceedingly low figures, the letter went on,

but they had arranged for options on

$200,000 worth more which could be im

ported in time for the spring season if

Du Cros wanted to help finance the scheme,

The cars could be sold for 50 per cent.

under the list, they said, and there was a

“pot of money to be made." In conclu

sion, Shippey Brothers desired that Du

Cros understand “that this proposal is
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made to you privately, knowing your power

in the motor world; it may, therefore, an

swer your purpose to control it or crab it

as you may desire.”

Du Cros responded in the most lofty

vein that while the offer was made to him

privately, he declined “to be privy to any

such transaction” and that he intended to

give warning to the public and the British

industry. His full reply was sent to the

trade papers and dailies together with a

copy of the original Shippey letter. After

telling of his former alleged refusal to as

sist in a dumping of American bicycles in

the English market, Du Cros, who declares

he “has spent some of the best years of

his life in developing the automobile in

dustry,” expresses his declination of the

offer and hopes that “no Englishman will

be found willing for the consideration of

a ‘pot of money’ to join in such an attempt"

as Shippey Brothers proposed “to dump

American automobiles at ruinous prices to

the detriment of the nascent English au

tomobile trade.”

Rounds of epistolary and editorial ap

plause greeted Du Cros as a result of his

letter thus spurning the horrid American

offer in the manner of the Billy Baxter

heroine who declares that “rags are royal

raiment when worn for virtue’s sake!” Here

was one who set the welfare of the Brit

ish industry above the opportunity for per

sonal profit.

But Shippey Brothers were not to be

thrust into the role of villains in the melo

drama. When their “private” offer was

made public with the scathing refusal, they

affected to see in the latter less altruism

than a desire on the part of Du Cros to

discourage competition against his own en

terprises of importing cars from Italy,

France, Germany and Belgium into the

English market. Further they were burst

ing with altruism themselves. This they

set forth in a long letter explaining how

their proposed importation of “panic” cars

from America would benefit the English

workman and the public. Their object in

undertaking the enterprise, according to

their letter, was as follows:

“(a) The employment of English chauf

feurs to run these cars on our behalf;

‘(b) To give English engineers repair

work on all cars imported, as we have al

ways done on the large number of Amer

ican cars sold by us in this country;

“(c) To utilize British capital to profit

able advantage in a safe paying business for

all concerned; '

“(d) And above all to check the flow of

many systems of Continental cars to work

which importers also imp0rt Continental

labor to drive and repair them.”

Manifestly whatever difference arose be

tween Du Cros and themselves was due, ap

parently, to a competitive eagerness to be

of benefit to the British trade. With the

English propensity to ease themselves by

the inditing of communications, everybody

has taken a hand at spattering ink in the

discussion and the thing has run riot to a

point where at last it has occurred to a few

of the cooler heads to inquire whether there

is any real basis for the turmoil and how

far Shippey Brothers’ tensely drawn repre<

sentations of American conditions match

the facts.

Going right to the heart of the matter,

a letter signed by Percival D. Perry ana

lyzes the Shippey proposition in part as

follows: .

“The new proposal emanates from a firm

whose projections I venture to think should

not be taken too seriously, and in confirm

ation of this view, I desire to query cer

tain statements contained in a letter ad

dressed to Harvey Du Cros, Esq, dated

the 4th December and signed by Shippey

Brothers.

“Therein it is stated, ‘The
 

company

has failed for over four million sterling,_

and have thousands upon thousands of

stock upon hand, which in the panic the

Official Liquidator is prepared to sell at

panic price.’ Presumably the —— company

is the Pope Manufacturing Co.; if this be

so, then the figures stated in the said let

ter are quite inaccurate. Indeed, the above

quoted paragraph is so loosely strung to

gether that we are not told whether the

thousands upon thousands of ‘stock on

hand' means thousands upon thousands of

automobiles, or thousands upon thousands

of dollars worth of automobiles, or thou

sands upon thousands of pounds sterling

worth of automobiles.

“That there is a panic in the automobile

business in America, I, having very care

fully investigated the position, emphatically

deny, but even if it were so, I fail to un

derstand upon what authority Shippey

Brothers can state ‘the Official Liquidator

is prepared to sell at panic price.’

“Can Shippey Brothers give the name of

any company which is even in the hands

of an ‘Official Liquidator’?

“I think it would only be fair to the au

tomobile industry if modesty or fear of ad

vertising American automobiles had not

compelled the numerous blanks throughout

the letter of Shippey Brothers. Obviously.

it is difficult to check and repudiate state

ments which are not precisely defined. I,

however, have every reason to suspect the

accuracy of the statement by Shippey

Brothers that ‘Our New York offices‘have

purchased over £20,000 worth of cars, in

cluding fifty’ 35-40 horsepower touring cars

. . . . . which we can sell at the price

of £350.’ Inasmuch as later, in the same

letter. it is stated that cars listed at £675

to £700, that is $3,375 to $3,500, will be

sold at 40 per cent. to 50 per cent. under

value, i. e., £350 to £420, and the British

sellers make a ’pot of money.’

“Now the production of American auto

mobiles listed at $3,500 is strictly limited,

and competition in the industry does not

allow 50 per cent. profits, therefore the said

cars, having to be sold at at least 60 per

cent. 05 list, in order to provide the said

‘pot of money,’ could not be procured from

bankrupt concerns.

“It is positively certain that there is, at

the present moment, no bankrupt automo

bile concern in the U. S. A. which has on

hand any number of finished cars such as

Shippey Brothers threaten to dump into

England.

“Most probably the communication of

Shippey Brothers has obtained a good deal

more publicity than was ever anticipated;

however it is positively certain that there

is no more danger of dumping by American

automobile manufacturers than there is of

dumping by French, German or other Con

tinental automobile manufacturers.”

If Shippey Brothers maintain an Amer

ican office it is difficult to locate. None

of the better known New York exporting

firms are able to supply its address and ex

tended inquiry has failed to reveal it. But

their London letter indicates that they

handle a number of well known American

wares and the Motor World is in receipt of

an invitation from them to “boom our ideas

as much as you like,” accompanied by a

suggestion of “a slashing preliminary ar

ticle.” Like their letter to Mr. Du Cros,

this communication is labeled “Private.”

About thirty Pope-Toledos constituted

the foundation for all the furore and flourish

of trumpets. According to Albert L. Pope,

of the Pope Mfg. Co., that number of those

cars of the vintage of 1906 were on hand in

November last, and to clear them, a special

export price was set under option, which

never was exercised. Since then, however,

they nearly all have been disposed of on

this side so that the quotations then given,

having their possible English sale in view.

have been cancelled. The officers of the

company do not know of any arrangement

for the export of Pope cars at “panic”

prices, or anything suggestive of panic

prices and are disposed to smile at the

scare which the Shippeys threw into Mr.

Du Cros and the British trade generally.

The Factory that Gauntt Bought.

The South Bend (1nd.) factory which N.

C. Gauntt is to remove to Spokane, Wash.,

in the spring. proves to be the Perfection

Automobile Co., which was first heard of

at the Chicago show last month, where it

exhibited one car. Gauntt, who is a Wash

ingtonian, is authority for the statement

that the Perfection plant employs 40 men

and will need 100 when it locates in Spo~

kane. Gauntt himself has designed a car

with a convertible body that can be con

verted into a sleeping room. kitchen, etc.,

and for which he foresees a great future.

He will style it the Flying Dutchman and

expects to make 20 cars per month.

Thomas Adepts the Truffault-Hartford.

The E. R. Thomas Motor Co. finally have

adopted the Trufi'ault-Hartford shock ah

sorber. It will be supplied as part of the

regular equipment of all Thomas Flych

and six-cylinder cars.
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The Week’s Incorporations.

Boston, Mass—Boston Taxicab Co., un

der Massachusetts laws, with $1,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Warren N. Akers, Nor

man J. Mac Gaffin, Lawrence B. Pinckney.

Colville, Wash.—Colville and Metaline

Transportation Co., under Washington

laws, with $5,000 capital; to conduct auto

mobile stage lines. Corporator—S. H. An

schell.

Lakewood, N. J.—Lakewood Garage &

Machine Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$100,000 capital; to deal in automobiles and

maintain garage. Corporators—J'oseph B.

Hoff, William H. Housen, and R. E. Todd,

all of Lakewood.

> Kansas City, M0.—Kansas City Automo

bile Dealers, under Missouri laws, capital

not stated; to conduct automobile shows,

etc. Corporators—Philip C. Dodderage,

president; Charles F. Ettwein, vice-presi

‘ dent; E. P. Morairity, secretary.

Rochester, N. Y.—-Murphy Electricity

Rectifier Co., under New York laws, with

$1,000,000 capital; to manufacture electric

charging apparatus. Corporators, Thomas

J. Murphy, Walter B. Dufi‘y, George W. Al

dridge, Rochester; Richard Murphy, Am

sterdam, N. Y.

New York City, N.-Y.—Franco-Amer

ican Taximeter Co., under New York laws,

with $500,000 capital. Corporators—Louis

Hesse, 154 Elm street, Elizabeth, N. 1.;

John Kochendorfer, 166 Magnolia avenue,

Richmond Hill, N. Y.: and John I. Galla

gher, 701 Union avenue, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—Motor Car Tour

ing Association of the City of New York,

The, under New York laws, to promote

touring. Corporators—Stuyvesant Fish, In,

Orme Wilson and Albert E. Gallatin, New

York City; Marshall R. Kernochan, Pitts

field, Mass; Percy Yyne, 2d, Princeton,

N. I.

Rainier Removes to New Home.

The Rainier Motor Car Co. this week

took possission of its new home on the cor

ner of Fifty-sixth street and Broadway,

New York. Although the place vacated

was built especially for the Rainier com

pany a few years ago, it has been so far

outgrown that the business is now distrib

uted through three different buildings. In

the new five-story headquarters all this

business of salesrooms, offices, garage and

machine shop will be gathered under one

roof and the facilities for the company’s

policy of keeping customer’s cars in repair

will be greatly improved.

Good Outlook for Trade in Canada.

I. F. McLain, western sales representa

tive for the Franklin company, reports that

the most promising automobile field in the

west this year is northwest Canada. Con

tracts twice as large as those of last year

have been signed in the territories center

ing in Calgary and Victoria. The prospects

for automobile business in western Canada,

according to Mr. McLain, are better than

in the Seattle and Portland region in the

United States, in spite of a duty of 35 per

cent. A number of ranch owners in the

Calgary-Edmonton district are now using

motor cars for their work.

New and Compact Recharging System.

Back of the Murphy Electricity Rectifier

Co., of Rochester, N. Y., which, capitalized

at $1,000,000, was late last week incorpor

ated under New York laws, is said to be a

recharging instrument or system, which is

expected to practically revolutionize the

cost and manner of recharging of electric

vehicles of all sorts. The complete device,

which is the invention of Thomas I. Mur

phy, is described as being “about the size

of the ordinary typewriter and about a

tenth of the size and about a twentieth of

the weight of the apparatus usually em

ployed to accomplish the same work." In

addition to the inventor, the corporators

of the company include Walter B. Duffy, a

wealthy distiller of Rochester; George W.

Aldridge, the up-State political boss and

former State Superintendent of Public

Works, and Richard Murphy, of Amster

dam, N. Y.

Hewitt Will Not Make Tires.

The Hewitt Rubber Co., which recently

erected a large plant in Buffalo, and which

was reported to be preparing to enter the

tire business on an extensive scale, have

abandoned all intentions of the sort. The

Hewitt people admit that they made up and

experimented with a number of automobile

tires, but none will be marketed, as it has

been decided to devote all efforts to the

production of mechanical goods.

Hartford Changes Boston Location.

The Hartford Rubber Works Co. have

removed their Boston business to larger

premises in the Heard building, 817 Boyls

ton street, which will be their only branch

in Boston. They had been situated for six

years in Atlantic avenue, and their reason

for moving is to become more centrally lo

cated in the automobile district.

Studebaker Opens Two New Branches.

The Studebaker Automobile Co. have

opened a branch salesroom in Cleveland

for the sale of their electrics. It is lo

cated on Euclid avenue near Twentieth

street, and Alvin H. Smith, formerly of

the Central Automobile Co., is the man

ager. The Studebaker people are extab

lishing a branch in Boston also.

Wiedrnan Adjudged Bankrupt.

Henry C. Wiedman, of Detroit, who in

dorsed a large volume of the Detroit Auto

Vehicle Co.'s paper and “went broke” soon

after its enbarrassment, has been adjudi

cated bankrupt. The first meeting of his

creditors has been called for Saturday, 7th

inst. '

In the Retail World.

George R. Tennant has been appointed

receiver for the Northwest Motor Co.,

Seattle, Wash. The assets and liabilities

are not stated.

The Kings County Automobile Co.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has assigned. The com

pany did a general garage business and

handled the Glide car.

The Whitten-Gilmore Co., which will

handle the Thomas line in Boston, opened

its new salesrooms last week. The com

pany is located in comfortable quarters at

907 Boyleston street.

Henry B. Hughes is preparing plans for a

two-story brick garage to be erected on

the south side of Tioga street, west of

Sixteenth, Philadelphia. The building will

measure 50x100 feet and will cost $10,000.

William Turnbull has just completed what

is claimed to be the largest garage in Pe

oria, Ill. It is located at 225 South Mad

ison avenue, measures 54xl71 feet, and has

storage capacity for upwards of 75 cars.

William Klockau, a wagon repairer of

Rock Island, 111., is preparing to “go into

automobiles.” He is building a two-story

brick garage adjoining his present estab

lishment and besides engaging in repair

work will sell the Ford. The building will

measure 37x40 feet, and its cost will be

$5,000.

Craig-Toledo Trustee Sues Craig.

Joseph W. Lane, as trustee of the Craig

Toledo Motor Car Co., Toledo, Ohio, has

instituted a suit for $18,000 against George

L. Craig, vice-president of the company, in

United States district court.

The trustee seeks to recover the differ

ence between $2,000 held to be a fair set

tlement to a creditor and $20,000 allowed

Craig in the form of eight Craig-Toledo

automobiles at the time the company went

into bankruptcy last June. The suit is

based on the charge that Craig received a

preference over other creditors of the de

funct company.

Hathaway is Trustee for Dolson.

C. Roy Hathaway, of Muncie, 1nd., has

been appointed trustee in bankruptcy by

the creditors of the Dolson Automobile Co.,

Charlotte, Mich. Mr. Hathaway furnished

$25,000 bond and entered upon his duties at

once.

New Maxwell Factory Soon to Start.

It is expected that the new Maxwell-Bris

coe factory in Newcastle, 1nd., will begin

operations on January 15th. It is stated

that orders have been given for the employ

ment of 600 men.

 

Franklin’s New Boston Manager.

H. G. Kilbourne has been appointed

manager of the Franklin branch in Boston.

Kilbourne is a mechanical engineer and has

had long and varied experience as a sales

man.
4
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of all cars shown at the Madison

Square Garden Show were equipped

with

Midgley Universal Rims

and

38 Per Cent

of all detachable rims on cars in this

Show were

Midgley Universal Rims

  

 

 

At the Philadelphia Show, one-fifth of all cars

were equipped with the Midgley Universal

Rim—6i 96 more than its nearest competitor.
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The Midgley Manulaeluring Co., 3“???
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High Time for a Showdown.

It is known that Mr. Thomas Francis

Moore possesses a map of the course over

which at least he and Mr. Robert Lee

Morrell propose to run a stock car race in

April next. It is understood that permis

sion to use the roads for the purpose has

been obtained and last week the American

Automobile Association issued a sanction

for the race, not to any club or association,

but to Mr. Morrcll personally as “chair

man” of an intangible something.

Meanwhile, ;either Mr. Mr.

Morrcll, or some of their helpers, are cry

Moore or

ing out that someone is seeking to undo

their work or to render it more difficult,

whatever that may mean. But before their

cries can be heeded, it should occur to the

men concerned that before full faith can be

placed in either themselves or their project,

they must, to employ expressive vernacu—

lar, “play on the level" and show their

hands.

  

When this stock car road race first was

exploited the so-called Metropolitan

Automobile Association was its sponsor

and service for sweet charity was its oste'n

When the Motor World

smoked out this so-called organization it

sible purpose.

was found to consist chiefly- of Mr. Moore,

is that of press

Soon thereafter, the latter acquired Mr.

Morrcll as his “chairman” and since that

whOse .vocation agent.

time no more has been heard of his “asso

ciation." But it is common report that the

“chairman” has been paying the press agent

a salary while he has been operating as

the. “Automobile

tee,” which appears to have become sponsor

for the race and which is to turn over any

"surplus receipts" for “the benefit of the

Westchester County."

Throughout the whole mysterious proceed

taxpayers of

ings, one feature has remained unchanged-—

the size of the entry fee. . It still stands at

$1,000.

There has been too much mystery con~

nected with the whole movement; and

where there is mystery suspicion is justi~

fied. The Motor \Norld holds no disre~

spect for either Mr. Moore or Mr. Morrcll

and it is not opposed to a. road race for

stock cars under proper auspices. It may

or may not prove of benefit to the in

dustry. But when it is sought to extract

$1,000 from each of those who would com

pete, and when a race of the sort on the

public roads entails so many possibilities

of grave legal complication and responsi

bility to all concerned with it, it is abso

lutely essential that the responsibility be

fixed well in advance and be fixed clearly

and on something tangible. “Robert Lee

Morrcll, Chairman,” despite the fact that

Mr. Morrcll may be possessed of means,

Of what

W'hy his almost in

is suggestively indefinite. is he

chairman and why?

comprehensible payment of a press agent's

Why the sudden snuffing of the

Automobile

salary?

“Metropolitan Association"?

Why the equally sudden creation of the

“Automobile Manufacturers Committee"

and the substitution of taxpayers for sweet

charity? Who comprise the "Automobile

Manufacturers Committee" and who ap

pointed them, and when, where, how and

What is behind all

and tiirnings and

why? the twistings

mysterious gumshoe

operations?

If this proposed. race for stock cars is

not a plain game of graft, why is it not pos

sible to .play openly and above board? We

Manufacturers Commit-

do not say that it is a game of graft but if

there is nothing in the allegement that the

race is merely a play for fat pickings by a

party of four or five men, to which as many

newspaper workers will be party, why

is it necessary to shuffle the cards under

the table?

It does not seem possible that any man

with a realizing sense of responsibility who

desires an event in every way worthy of

and industry and who also desires to avoid

entangliiig complications is likely to pay

$1,000 into a treasury that seems to have

no bottom and which is obscured by so

much fog. It is high time for a showdown.

About Converted Pleasure Cars.

As might. have been expected sooner or

later, free rein is being given to the sug

gestion that the interests of the commercial

vehicle industry may be served to good ad

vantage by converting second-hand plea

the

adaption of a suitable body. Furthermore,

sure cars into business vehicles by

the impression is conveyed that this may

be done profitably by any one who is de

sirous of testing the economy of the motor

vehicle for business purposes at consider

ably less expense than would be the case

were the original investment to be made

formachines constructed especially for the

work. Nor does it appear at first sight that

such a transformation would be in any way

misleading to the investigator, or unprofit

able from the ton-mile point of view.

Further reflection, however, develops the

point that the car made to carry an eight

hundred pound load of human freight at a

forty-mile gait over the high road will not

necessarily prove as satisfactory when

called upon to carry a thousand pounds of

merchandise at fifteen miles an hour over

cobble best, the

pleasure car is given over about equally

stones. Even at its

so far as its bulk is concerned, to machinery

and passenger accomodation. Lengthening

the wheel base and strengthening the frame

may increase the floor space available for

the load, but the sensitive, high speed engine

of the touring car will demand extra cool

ing facilities as well as lower gearing when

put to the sober task of commercial use.

But here is a suggestion of changes other

than the mere construction of a new body,

while for absolutely satisfactory service

the removal of the driver’s position from

that behind to one above the motor would

be of advantage, in addition to which dif

and wheel sizes,fereiit tire stronger
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springs, and new methods of attaching the

body to the frame also would be required

to gain the full value of the p0wer avail

able in the motor.

In the second-hand phase of the sug

gestion is seen perhaps a greater menace

to the commercial vehicle than any which

has yet been voiced. The questionable

properties of the average used car as of

fered for sale at the average car broker’s

establishment Adding

thesevtothe uncertainties of the average

carriage builder's treatment of the machine,

and then putting the relic into the hands

of an ,owner whose only desire is to test

the motor vehicle as cheaply as possible—

not to test it to best advantage—and the

result is at once apparent. Save where

the transformation isrrnade at the hands

of motor engineers and the trial service

performed under really competent manage

are well known.

ment, such an experiment must almost in

inevitably result in dismal failure.

Nothing in this may be construed into a'

disparagement of the pleasure vehicle as a

fit subject for conversion to any other use.

Such a transformation is not only possible,

but may be done profitably under proper

circumstances. Just as it is possible to

assemble a car successfully from compon

ents which may be bought in the open

market, so it is possible to use the parts

of any car in constructing another, or to

alter any.car to suit a different purpose

from that for which it was originally in

tended. There can be no question that

there vwould be a legitimate and useful

field of endeavor in the conversion of ma—

chines in this way, were there sufficient de—

mand to warrant it. But to throw open

the door to unscrupulous and syster dealers

to unload their battered, surplus touring

stock as economical commercial experi

ments, just at a time when the commercial

vehicle movement is beginning to show

signs of healthy animation, is to throttle

the market for new machines, and invite

discouragement on the part of the user,

rather than to stimulate both, as is the

apparent intention.

Tire‘Chains and the Highways.

In connection with the recent strictures

on the use of tire chains on the roadways

of New York's park system there follows

the that

is being made in methods of highway con

struction the ideal is still a long way off.

suggestion whatever progress

Theoretically the road should be made to

accommodate the vehicle—not the vehicle

to accommodate the road. And whatever

limitations are considered ought to be such

as restrict the use of materials and methods

which react away from the ideal road. In

stead, roads which are capable of with

standing the heavy loads of commercial

trafiic are usually too rough for pleasure

vehicles to traverse at even moderate rates

of speed, as speed is rated at the present

time, while the smooth and beautiful courses

of boulevards and parks are wholly un

suited for the stress of laden vehicles.

Reduced to its lowest terms, the con

struction of the model highway compre

hends buttwo elements, that is to say the

construction of a foundation of sufficient

strength to stand the wear and tear of max

imum wheel pressure and abrasion, and a

method of protecting that‘foundation with

a covering which will be at once elastic and

waterproof. Simple as these requirements

are, however, they yet remain to be satis

factorily fulfilled. From the days of Roman

road builders down to the present, while

the ideal has been growing clearer and

clearer as a vision, the reality has been ap

proached with painful slowness. Even the

best roads of the boasted system of Con

tinental Europe require an amount of at

tention and upkeep which would spell their

ruin were it not for the excellent systems

in vogue and .the cheapness of the .labor

available for working them. Furthermore,

it will be a long time even yet before the

manual of highway construction is com

pleted, judging by present indications.

The Excitement of England.

It is unfortunate that in conveying an in

vitation to “follow our ideas," after hav

ing indulged in a “slashing preliminary ar

ticle," the Messrs. Shippey, of London,

should mark their communication to the

Motor World Its publication

would add to the interest of the exciting

situation which they precipitated in Eng

land by privately ofiering for sale a few

1906 American cars of which they really

were not possessed, which private offer was

“Private.”

so publicly and indignantly scorned by that

valorous protector of the British faith, Mr.

Harvey Du Cros.

It may be that Messrs. Shippey are sin

cere in their belief that they are serving

the interests of the American industry by

picturing it as being on its “beam’s ends”

or tottering on the verge of bankruptcy or

the brink of panic, but if so, their beliefs

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

January 14-18, Hartford, Conn—Hartford

Automobile Dealers' Association show in

Foot Guard Armory Hall.

February 1-8, Providence, R. I.-—-Show in

Providence State armory. .

February 10-15, Detroit, Mich.--Tri-Statc

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion’s annual show in Light Guard armory.

we are

sure, therefore, that they will pardon us for

are sadly in need of renovation.

declining their invitation and refusing to

follow their ideas. If they know anything

at all about the American industry—and

they should know something—they are well

aware that if anything it is in better condi

tion than the trade of either Great Britain

or Continental Europe; it certainly is not

in worse shape. It is very evident that in

their haste to grasp “a pot of money" with

out risking a cent, they simply exaggerated

wildly and slopped over so badly as to

bring up “between the devil and deep blue

sea.” They were as unfortunate in their

choice of men as in their choice of words

andmethods and have done no good for

themselves or for any one else. .

As for the shrewd, cold eyed Du Chos,

who so courageously saved Great Britain

from the “ruination” that might be caused

by the “dumping” of 30 or 40 good, if bar

gain priced, American.

there are those of us in America who re

member Du Cros when he first began mak

automobiles—well,

ing his millions to which this country con~

tributed at least a small pot. It is quite

characteristic that he should wave away the

American invasion with his left arm while

opening the trap door for the Frenchman,

the German and the Italian with his good

right hand. That is one of the attributes of

true generalship and financial genius.

If the British public has escaped paying

1906 prices for 1905 Continental-made cars

or 1907 prices for the 1906 product, it may

count itself more fortunate than the guile

less Americans and it may therefore have

real cause to thank Mr. Du Cros. We be

came rather used to that sort of "dumping"

and at no time did we become half so ex

cited as our British cousins. Perhaps it

was because no Shippeys wrote letters to

us, or because we had no Du Cros to spurn

the cruel offers to "crab" or “control” a

“pot of money,’ and to prove himself his

own best press agent. Our British friends

should calm themselves.
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AHEIICAN BODIES ’l'IlE FEATURE

Importers’ Salon the Most Beautiful Show

Thus Far Held—Slim Attendance

Despite Its Attractiveness.

The Importers’ Salon in Madison Square

Garden, New York, opened on Saturday

evening last, 28th ult.; it is still open. It

is worth going to see, for it is, regardless

of what it contains, the handsomest auto

the Garden has broken all previous Salon

records, there never has been a day when

the counting of the gate receipts has en

tailed overtime work or extra help. The

previous record was established by the

“Salon” held on the top floor of Macy's dry

goods store, when as many as 50 persons

were in attendance at one time. During

the past several days, there have been sev

eral occasions when fully 500 people were

present in the Garden. The average even

ing attendance probably has been between

press agent report, paid $450 for the priv

ilege.

The parade was largely a “frost” and if

the attendance throughout the week also

has been attenuated,“ has in no way mili

tated against the beauty of the show.

The decorative scheme comprehends the

reduction of the huge Garden to a simple

oval arena which, with the aid of the drop

curtain at the eastern end is transformed

into a graceful court of honor with inter

secting central aisles, elevated platforms

  

vi“: ‘

 

  

 

 

GENERAL VIEW OF THE IMPORTERS' SALON IN MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

mobile show ever held in this country. The

promoters heralded it as the “Paris Show

transported to America,” which, of course,

it is not. It would. not much more than fill

a corner of the Paris building and lacks the

magnificent signs and electrical displays

and other glittering trappings. But the New

York show required no such exaggeration,

and it is an open question if it does not

teach Paris itself a lesson. It presents a

beautiful picture—harmonious, restful, pleas

ing. Purely as a spectacle it is well worth

the price of admission.

It may be seen, too, without any of the

elbowing or jostling which sightseers suf

fered at the American shows. For while

attendance at the function now occupying

300 and 400; during the forenoons, the place

has resembled a deserted village. The New

York public absolutely has refused to

“warm up.” Even on New Year’s eve, when

what one mean person described as a “mid

night monkey parade" was held, and

when the streets were literally packed with

jubilating humanity, the attendance was

slender. It was hoped that the parade

would draw from the crowd, but-it failed

utterly to do so. Scarcely 300 people wit

nessed it. It was supposed to represent the

“Evolution of Locomotion" and was led by

a monkey or rather a man in monkey garb.

The man’s identity was not disclosed. The

tail end of the parade was an Italian auto

mobile, the agent of which, according to

at either side and a peristyle directly in

front of the drop partially surrounding a

circular fountain of classical nude female

design upon which colored lights are made

to play from the balconies above. The

presence of real evergreen trees about the

fountain blending with the picture on the

curtain gives an effect of distance which is

at once harmonious and pleasing.

The ceiling and floor coverings are of

soft light green tone, the aisle floorings be—

ing brown. The balcony fronts and walls

are in imitation marble, ornamented here

and there with gay bannerets and placques,

and the lights are so disposed as to give

an even illumination without glare. Each

of the exhibits is signalized by a white post
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at either corner, bearing a blue transparency

giving the name of the car exhibited in

white letters, while below are hung ban

ners giving the exhibitor's name in golden

letters on a blue silk background. The

bases of these posts are illuminated from

the back, shedding a foot-light glow on the

stands. The accessory exhibitors are all

placed on the elevated platforms at the sides,

the decorations being in keeping with those

  

Among the interesting features observa

ble in the foreign built bodies, may be men_

tioned the disappearing seats seen in the

Rothschild bodies which fold down for

ward and lie concealed back of the front

seat when not in use, even their iron sup

ports being hidden in grooves in the floor

under the carpet. A hooded Victoria body

with enormously high backed rear seat and.

flat canopy reaching from the top over the

  

CONTINENTAL TIRE EXHIBIT

on the floor, while over all, from the west

ern end a framed painting of three un—

dressed and winged ladies in some sort of

ecstacy, peeps down over the huge blue

flaming 'legend, ‘f4th Importers’."

There is no crowding'of cars or of vis

itors, no gaudy color efi‘ects, nothing to jar

or disturb the sensibilities. From the lit

tle bowers back of the platforms on either

side, where are easy chairs, and tables, to

the concert hall, which is given over en

tirely to a grass plot with gravel walks

running through it and a loan exhibition

of pen and ink drawings, it gives ever more

the effect of.a show picture than of a real

show. W " .

There are '94 vehicles grouped about the

stands on the main floor, of which 25 are

shown in chassis only, the closed type of

body being most conspicuous among the

body shapes. Whatever the value of the

show.in other respects, the beauty and

finish of the bodies is of unquestionable

superiority and shown to better purpose

than ever before on a similar occasion. In

fact, if the show is possessed of any par

ticular marked or significant feature it is

the display of American bodies of foreign

cars. ‘

About half of the bodies on view are of

domestic manufacture. That they compare

favorably with the imported constructions

merely supports the often repeated conten

tion that the American carriage maker has

no equal in any other country. As a matter

of fact, of the whole number of 77 bodies

shown mounted and dismounted, exactly

38 are home production.

construction of the new shaft-driven Pan—

hard, with its progressive type change gear

in which the shortening of the case brought

about by the use of two sliding gearsets has

made possible the use of a master clutch

enclosed in the same case with the gears,

and also a novel system of brake equal

ization. The final driving system of the

new F. I. A. T. made-for-America cars has

a particularly substantial appearance owing

to the use of the massive torque tube and

its hinged mounting in the frame. The

Hotchkiss gearset, in which the reverse

idler is swung into mesh from above in—

stead of below the lay shaft, offers a sug

gestive arrangement for investigation, as

does the Renault method of operating the

selective gearsets by means of a face cam.

Perhaps the most unusual vehicle in many

respects is the new light model C. G. V.,

which has, the driver's seat on the left, with

the brake and gear changing levers in the

center of the foot board.

The cars “exhibited are as follows: Bay»

ard-Clernent, Renz, Bianchi, C. G. V., Dela

hayc, Delaunay-Bclleville, Dietrich, F. l.

A. T., Hotchkiss, Isatto-Fraschini, Maja,

Panhard-Lavasseur, Pilain, Renault. Ro

chet-Schneider, Rolls-Royce and Zust. In

addition, Messrs. Brewster, Quinby and

Rothschild also occupy spaces on the main

floon
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driver's seat to the wind shield, is shown

to good'advantage on 'an Isotta chassis.

Another novelty is the five-seated touring

body on the Maja car, which has an indi

vidual removable seat in the center of' the

tonneau instead of two, and divided rear

seats of the'bucket type.

As for the mechanical details which may

be noted as of passing interest, there is the

The accessories division is represented

by some thirty-six exhibitors, among the

more prominent of which are the Diamond

Rubber Co., Hartford Rubber \Vorks Co.,

Continental Caoutchouc Co., Warner In

strument Co., Hartford Suspension Co.,

Dow Tire Co., Charles E. Miller, C. F.

Splitdorf, Lavalctte & Co., Michelin Tire

Co., Robert Bosch, Inc., and Levi Rubay.
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PHILADELPHIA’S MODEI. GARAGE

Opened with a Society Function—Its Equip

ment‘ Complete for Business, with

Provision for Recreation.

Broad street, in Philadelphia, has ac

quired a garage de luxe which in its accom

odations for the chauffeur and in its beauty

of decoration and finish sets a highwater

mark. The opening of the new building

was made a “society event," at which time

the evening clothes contingent were given

an opportunity to inspect it. The garage

is under the proud proprietorship of the

Keystone Motor Car Co., the Quaker City

 

taimnent has been very complete. In ad

dition to steel lockers for about 100 men,

there are several shower baths, and a smok

ing room with two billiard tables, chairs,

and a lunch counter where light lunch and

cigars may be obtained.

The third floor is a single room using the

full width and length of the building, 53

by 200 feet. The room is without a pillar,

and is used for the storage of cars. The

top floor, in addition to a very completely

equipped machine and repair shop, has a

large stock room where everything is classi

fied and stored in accordance with a cata~

logue. From the basement to the top floor

runs an elevator big enough to take any

car, and on the third and fourth floors are

steel turntables adjacent to the elevator
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agents for;th'e Packard, and is located at

216-218-220 North Broad.

The building is of four stories and has

high ceilings and broad expanses of window

space to. give plenty of light. The Broad

streetentrance, to the show room is elab

orate-to'a degree suggesting the entrosal

of. a fashionable- hotel. , The cement floor

isstrewn with rare Persian rugs and the

desksofjthe salesmen and the other articles

of furniture arev in- the subdued but rich

Missionstyle.- Show cases of supplies and

accessories are also finished in the same

stylci _jB_a_ck o,f~the show room is a garage

room,,;separatede by sliding doors, all cars

entering from the street at the rear of the

building. - Y

A broad stairway rises to the mezzanine

floor, which in front has a balcony over

looking the show room and in the back a

similar balcony over the garage room. On

this- floor there is a ladies’ reception and

retiring room, and the private offices of

the president and general manager and the

general offices for the clerical force are also

located here. The back part of the second

story is. given over to the chauffeurs, and

as shown in the accompanying illustration,

the provision for their comfort and enter

shaft, which is rather a new feature in gar

age construction. Altogethcr the building

is in many respects a model combination

of ornateness with practical and utilitarian

virtues.

   

e-‘F.
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ABOUT ACETYLENE GAS CYLINDERS

Engineer Bowmanville Explains Some

Causes of Explosion—Faulty Construc

tion One of the MOst Frequent.

“In the Motor W'orld of December 25th,

I came across the item headed “Prest-O

As I am the

man who introduced that system in the

Lite again visited by fire."

United States, and who sold the patent to

the Commercial Acetylene Co., 80 Broad—

way, New York City, of which company I

was for four years. the chief engineer, I can

not refrain from saying a word about the

use of acetylene gas compressed in acetone

V'

,g- -
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and porous material, for the purpose of

automobile lighting; writes Eugene Bow

manville, of Jersey City, N. J.

“If the gas cylinder, used on automobiles,

was manufactured, by carefully following

the patent and method of the Commercial

Acetylene Co., explosion of gas tanks would

be impossible. Personally, in several in

stances, for the purpose of demonstration,

I have roasted fully charged cylinders of

the Commercial Acetylene Co., leaving them

in the fire until the fittings and safety de

vice Were partly melted, thus allowing the

gas to escape, without producing any ex~

plosion; railroad cars, boats, etc., equipped

with cylinder. properly made, have been

destroyed by fire, but the cylinder was re

covered intact, after the fire, except that

the fitting and connection was partly melted

but no explosion occurred. Accordingly.

the cause of automobile cylinders explod

ing is from defective construction or other

cause which may be one of the following:

“I notice that all’makes of automobile gas

tanks, with one exception. have brass and

copper valves, and fittings. That the pres

sure gauge has its spring tube made of

copper or brass, and the most strange and

ridiculous of all is, that some gas tanks
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have their safety device made of brass and

copper, when it is well known that those

two metals _are a source of danger through

the formation of acetilite of copper, when

in contact with acetylene gas. At a pres

sure above 2 atmospheres, acetilite of cop—

per may cause the cylinder to explode, when

the temperature of the cylinder is above

90 degrees.

“Furthermore, the purpose of the po

rous material‘is to isolate the gas in the

small cells so as to prevent the propagation

of the explosive wave, through the whole

cylinder, for that reason the size of the

porous cell must not be larger than 1-60

of an inch, while most of the gas tanks

on automobiles have been filled with loose

asbestos fibre and introduced into .the tank

through spud opening without a binding

material of any kind, to prevent the asbes

tOs fibre from settling by the vibration of

the car, which materially will leave an

empty chamber in the cylinder, consequent

ly rendering useless the balance of the

porous material. With that state of affairs,

explosion must happen for one reason or

the other. Then, if a gas tank explodes

amongst other defective ones, they will all

go off, one after the other, from the effect

of the concussion, while if gas tanks are

properly made, explosion or fire will not

affect them.”

Test for Weak Valve Springs.

lt sometimes happens that a motor which

has lost its liveliness of action will be

found on examination to be suffering from

weak valve springs. Invariany this pre

vents proper closing and to some extent in

terferes with the timing of the motor. A

good test for this complaint is to insert the

end of a screwdriver blade between the

convolutions of the spring and twist it

slightly so as to increase the tension. If

an improvement in the running is visible at

once it may be taken for granted that the

difl‘iculty is resident in the valves and in the

particular valve under examination. Sim

ilarly a test for too strong a spring is mere

ly to press lightly toward its fixed seat with

the screwdriver blade, paying careful atten

tion to the effect on the action of the

motor.

The apparent requirement of a stronger

spring, however, should not invariably be

taken as proof positive that one is re—

quired. In case the valve stem happens

to be bent out of line, or is too tight a fit

for its guide, the sluggish action which this

develops may rcsult'in a loss of activity

on the part of the motor which the in.

creascd strength of the spring will appar

ently cure. Hence when replacing or

strengthening a spring which seems to be

over weak for its work, care should be

taken to see that the stem runs smoothly

and straight in its guide.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price SOe.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.

ELECTRICAL BRAKE E0]! TESTING

Principle of a New Device for Measuring

Horsepower—Its Practical Effect and

Formula of Readings.

In the effort to devise more accurate and

satisfactory methods of testing actual

horsepower of automobile motors various

ingenious systems have been evolved to

supplant the ordinary brake test mechanism.

Electrical systems came early in this de

velopment and there are at the present time

a number of testing outfits in use in Amer

ican automobile factories which depend up

on electrical generation and absorption. In

a few instances hydraulic testing devices

have been devised, giving a high degree of

accurate service, but that the field for in

genuity in this direction is still very wide

and inviting is indicated by the new de

vices of this character that are from time

to time brought out. .

Of these one of the latest is the product

of Messrs. Morris and Lister, electrical en»

gineers in Coventry, and by reason of the

fact that it differs materially from the sys

tems so far shown, it is entitled to com

ment. While it is electrical in a sense, it

differs from the usual electrical testers in

that the motor under test is not called upon

to generate current, but to overcome the

magnetic resistance primarily set up by

current from ordinary sources. A ring

structure containing a number of electro

magnets around its faces is mounted on a

central shaft on which it may turn like a

wheel on its axle, except that its rotation

is limited to a small arc. Coupled directly

to the crank shaft of the motor under test

are two copper discs, which rotate on the

same axis as the floating magnet frame just

described and which have their faces close

to the poles of the magnets. \Vhen elec

trical current is sent through the windings

of the electro-magnets, what are known

as "Foucault currents” or “eddy currents"

are generated, creating a resistance to the

turning of the discs when the magnetic

floating portion cannot revolve also. A

weight beam extends at one side of the

floating portion to prevent its rotating with

the discs because of their electrical or mag

netic unity and the degree of pull which

the discs exercise on the floating portion is

measurable by means of the weights hung

on the beam and their distance from the

fulcrim.

By regulating the amount of current in

the magnets and putting the weights at the

points where they balance the drag of the

discs the reading at any motor speed may

be taken. Increasing the current to the

magnets and putting extremely heavy

weights on the beam can be done to a point

where the motor under test will be stalled

because of the resistance to the rotation of

the discs.

In practical effect it is like a prony brake,

except that it quite does away with the

troubles incident to disposing of the heat of

friction and to the inaccuracies resulting

from constantly varying frictional resist- v

ance. The work performed is ultimately

dissipated as radient heat from the discs,

the eddy currents set up in them resulting

in their increase in temperature. The discs

are fitted with fan blades which help dis

pose of the heat as they revolve. It is a

simple substitution of magnetic drag for

friction and the switchboard permits of a

very fine degree of regulation of the pull.

The power is weighed just as it is in with

the prony brake, and while electricity is

employed, there is no complication of ex—

pensive generating mechinery and resist

ance sets. The particular advantage of the

system lies in the possibility of applying the

load to the motor under test evenly and

without shock, as well as that once the cur

rent has been adjusted the load is unvary

ing and may be maintained indefinitely

without danger of overheating the

brake.

The formula used for the readings is one

in which the brake horsepower equals 2

times 3.1416 times the distance of the weight

from the center of the shaft in feet, times

the weight in pounds, times the revolutions

of the copper discs per minute, the whole

product divided by the constant 33,000, giv

ing the direct figure. The machines as at

present made are suitable for from 3 to 35

horsepower, and will take 1,500 rpm. on a

small engine down to 750'r.p.m. for a

larger size.

Security Neededfor Hub Caps.

With the ordinary double chain drive, or

with the old-fashioned type of live axle, no

particular difficulty was attached to the loss

of one of the rear hub caps, other than that

opportunity was afforded for dust and dirt

to work their way into the bearings. With

the' modern system of clutch driven rear

wheels, however, the loss of the cap fre

quently involves the possibility of working

out the driving shaft thus freeing the wheel

of its drive and turning adrift one side of'

the differential. On this account it is some

what to be wondered at that makers do not

take more pains to secure the hub caps in

place by some locking device, especially as

far as the rear wheels are concerned, thus

safeguarding a transmission system which

otherwise has few faults.

Care in Removing the Magneto.

Magneto mountings frequently are so ar

ranged that the entire device may be re

moved from the car by simply loosening

one or two screws. The operator should

invariably take pains to see that the driv

ing gear is plainly marked to indicate the

proper method of reassembling, however,

before taking out the magneto, as other—

wise it may be practically impossible to get

it back without going over the timing in

exact detail.
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BROKERAGE IN SECOND-HAND CARS

Methods of Operation That May Eliminate

the , Second Hand Dealer—Bringing

Principals Together.

 
_

When a prospective purchaser of a mo

tor car starts in to price new machines and

finds that the cost of well-recommended

makes is high, and then notices newspaper

advertisements, offering “slightly used" sec

ond-hand cars for sale at remarkably re

duced prices, he is set thinking. The ex

pectant owner may not be in a position to

afford the price of a new car of a certain

make that he would like, and at the same

time, may hear of a second-hand machine

of the same model, which has been in com

mission for a few months and can be had

at a cost that would come within his reach.

The question that confronts him is: will

it be worth while to buy this used car?

Would it not be better to pay the same

amount for a new machine, listing at a

lower figure? Will new that has been

in commission for a period of some months

last as long as a new car of cheaper de

sign, to be had for the same price as is

wanted for the used model?

This is what a person has to consider

carefully before he signs the check and as

a motorist friend remarked to me recent

ly, the choice of a car is like the choice

of a wife. You never can tell. Of course,

the wiseacre who thinks he knows it-all, but

in reality has had no experience with cars,

will tell you that a man is a fool to buy a

second-hand automobile and that he will

regret it sooner or later. However, having

been associated with many people connect

ed with the motor car industry, as well as

members of automobile clubs and numerous

motorists generally and having been a mo

torist myself, I have learned from good

sources that there is another side of the

question. I have learned that in many

cases a man will strike a profitable bargain

in a second-hand machine. The essential

thing for a prospective purchaser to know,

is when to buy and when not to buy a car

that has been used.

Ignoring for the present, the case of in

timate friends selling a car to one another,

when the deal is more or less personal, I

will venture a few remarks on what my ex_

perience among persons who have had.

transactions with concerns dealing exclus

ively in used automobiles, has been. Per

sonally, I have nothing against those'en

gaged in the second-hand car business, but

I have learned from numerous customers

of these, that in many cases, in fact in the

majority, dissatisfaction has resulted on the

part of the purchaser. The reason for this

is simple. A man has a 1906 car that cost

originally $3,000 or $4,000, and has stood

some rough useage and has been driven

may be 10,000 miles. It may have no real

mechanical defects, but at the same time

needs priming up, new tires, batteries and

other parts, and sooner than go to this

expense, the owner prefers to sell it and

buy a new machine. He may wish to make

a European tour and purchase a foreign

car while abroad. 50 he offers his car for

sale to a dealer in “hand-me-downs" and

the latter tells the owner that he is willing

to give four or five hundred dollars cash

for the car, as it stands. The car proba

bly has this much worth of accessories and

improvements on it and naturally, if the

owner thinks his toy is worth anything at

all, he will refuse to sell it at such a low

figure. On the other hand, he may consider

that the machine has seen its best days and

is about to fall apart and so he takes the

$500 cash, which just about pays his wife's

millinery bill and buys him a pack of cig

arettes.

The second-hand dealer then puts a man

at work on the car to “touch it up" and put

some varnish on it and squirt some oil in

the engine base to try to ease up some of

the “knock” in the cylinders, and he may

have the poor little worn out valves re

ground, so that there may be a little com

pression in the lungs. Then a buyer is in

fluenced to take it home to his wife for only

$2,000. This is the buyer who gets “stuck.”

It happens almost daily.

Purchasing under the above conditions

(which may not be known to the buyer who

has been deceived and lied to), is a very

poor proposition. Now here is another

method, which I have known to give sat

isfaction to the buyer in many cases. My

opinion is entirely unbiased, as I am in no

way connected with any retailing concern.

There is, in a building on Thirty-fourth

street, New York City, a man well known

in automobile clubs and among motorists

and the trade generally, who is noted for

an amusing little joke he plays on people.

One morning some months ago, he adver

tised a second-hand car for sale, in a daily

paper. About 10 a. m. a man called at his

place of business in response to the ad.

The caller was somewhat surprised at find

ing the gentleman in a small office on the

ninth floor, and asked:

“Where is that car you have for sale?"

“Here it is,” replied the advertiser bland

ly, “right here.” '

With that, he removed a toy automobile

from a desk drawer, wound it up and rolled

it across the floor.

“Don’t you think she runs smoothly?" he

inquired.

The man with the small car was not a

lunatic, as his caller may have imagined at

first. He is repeating the same trick near

ly every day for other callers, for this per

son is an automobile broker, doing a legiti

mate brokerage business in second-hand

cars, for clients who wish to buy or sell

the same. Here is where his business dif—

fers from the ordinary second-hand dealers.

He acts much the same as a real estate or

insurance broker, merely putting the buyer

in touch with the seller, the broker not at~

tempting to handle the car for sale or have

it on his hands at any time during the

transaction.

For instance, Mr. Jones desires to pay

a fair price for a fifty horsepower 1906

high grade car, that has been carefully used,

one that is in perfect order and not requir

ing any repairs. He cannot find what he

wants off-hand and has not the time to

spend in searching for a car that will suit

him. He goes to an automobile broker and

states his wish, paying no fee whatever

and it is understood that he will not pay

the broker a fee at any time in the future

either, (for a broker making any charge to

a buyer-client, is not legitimate). Now the

broker knows of a Mr. Smith on his list,

who has just such a car as Mr. Jones wishes

to buy. The amount that Mr. Smith wants,

is about what Mr. Jones is willing to pay.

Satisfying himself that his clients are both

responsible parties, the broker arranges an

appointment so that Mr. Smith may give

the prospective customer a demonstration.

The dicker for the sale of the car is made

between Messrs. Smith and Jones, the

broker not entering into the case at all.

The whole business is done openly. When

the transaction takes place, the broker re

ceives a commission of from 5 to 10 per

cent. from the person selling the car.

To my mind, this is a fair, legitimate

commission for his services, in bringing

the two parties together, it being remem

bered that the broker advertises the car

for sale in daily papers, until the right pur

chaser is found, assuming all the expense

and risk in such cases. Thus by going to

a broker, a purchaser of a second-hand car,

is put in touch with the right person, free

of all costs, and he is reasonably sure of

getting a car that has merely been in pri

vate use and not an old broken down "tub"

that has been banged around by garage

employes and used for business more or

less, and then rebuilt several times and

painted. The transaction becomes about

equivalent to the case of a man selling his

car to a personal friend, although often

more satisfactory than a “friendly deal."

If the broker consulted is what he should

be, he will only do business with responsi

ble private persons and not with dealers

in second-hand cars. If a broker tries to

send you to a dealer, don’t listen to him.

A good broker will not attempt to sell a

car for a client, which he knows to be de

fective in any way.

There is absolutely no good reason why

a man should not purchase certain ma

chines that have been in use for a short

time, when the price asked is reasonable.

A car that has been used for a few days

by an owner, becomes a “second-hand" af

fair and depreciates at least 20 per cent. in

value, although it may be in perfect condi

tion. Indeed, it is a well known fact that a

car often runs better after having been run

six or eight hundred miles, than it ran the

day it left the factory. Any one of a num
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ber of reasons may be the cause of a man

desiring to sell a car when it is in perfect

condition. One very common reason, is

that an owner wants a higher-powered ma‘

chine that will make 60 miles an hour.

Severe illness, necessitating confinement

indoors is another. A cause that is not

unusual, is that owing to the tight money

market, a man is forced to give up his lit

tle luxuries, for as a well known dealer

once remarked, three-quarters of the mo<

torist body are persons who cannot afford

automobiles. A desire to tour abroad is

another excuse for an owner wishing to

dispose of an American car, while a death

in the family sometimes warrants a person

giving up the automobile, either for finan

cial or other personal reasons. The mere

fact that a man has a car for sale, does not

say that the machine is unworthy. By

dealing direct with the persons selling a car.

with the aid of a broker, it is not difi‘icult

to determine the actual reasons that war

rant the car being sold.

At present, there is a demand for used

1906 and 1907 models in good condition. A

1908 Americrn-nzade car can be sold for

about 50 or 60 per cent. of its -list price.

Second-hand 1907 cars are worth slightly

more. From 5 to 10 per cent. commission

is the proper fee for a broker selling a car

under conditions described. Whether or

not the secondhand automobile is a bar

gain, depends entirely upon the car, its per

sonal history and the price.

M. W. C.

Worcester Show is Abandoned.

Worcester, Mass. will not have an au~

tomobile show this winter. This was defii

nitely determined Friday last when it was

found that the \Norcester armory, where

last year’s exhibition took place, could not

be obtained this season. There is no other

place in the city available, the auditorium

in the armory being the largest in the city.

About a week ago the State took over the

armory from the City of \Norcester and

now the local authorities have nothing to

say whatever about its future conduct. The

State authorities last week refused to per

mit the armory to be used for an automo

bile show in spite of all the influence mem

bers of the \Vorcester Automobile Club

could bring to bear in the matter. They

found the authorities more unbending than

those of some other States.

Incorporated to Hold Newark Show.

The joint committee composed of mem

bers of the New Jersey Automobile and

Motor Club and the New Jersey State Au—

tomobile Dealers' Association, under whose

auspices the first annual automobile show

will be held in Newark, N. J., has decided

to form a corporation to carry on the ex

hibit. It will be known as the New Jersey

Exhibition Company. The show will take

place from February 21 to 29 inclusive, in

the auditorium at Electric Park, a resort in

the Vailsburg section.

HERE'S TIIE "IRON IORSE” AT LAST

It is “Caldwell’s Cylinderless, Boltless,

Noiseless, Cussedless Gasolene Engine”

—Works Running or Standing.

In common with the search for the foun

tain of youth, and the endeavor to “harness”

perpetual motion, the quest for the mechan

ical horse has been going on for many,

many years; in the motor car, the mind of

many a restless inventor has found peace

But it

to be questioned that the motor car is not

and longing satisfaction. is not

a substitute for the horse in the strictest

sense of the word, since it cannot be ap

Two-thirds of the six—wheel runabout is

buggy. The useful reminder is attached to

it by what in farm parlance would be known

as the “shaves” and through them, trans

mits its tractive effort to the vehicle pro

per. As will be evident at once, the cylin

derless portion of the outfit is attachable

to any sort of carriage or wagon, and fur

thermore, by suitable adaptation, may be

used as a stationary power producer for

such useful and domestic operations as saw

ing wood, grinding coffee, spices and cat~

tle fodder, breaking out stump land, or

planting grain. The mechanism also may

be attached to a sleigh or bob sled for use

during snowy weather.

As for the mechanical portion itself, the

motor is rated at 10 horsepower, showing
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plied at the will of its owner to the hundred

an one uses which have endeared the pa

tient equine to his ancestors for centuries

back, nor can it be used in connection with

the “rolling stock” already an outstanding

investment with the horse owner. To some

it might even appear that the so-called mo

tor buggy is the nearest possible approach

to the ideal in this respect. Not so with

the persistent Iowa inventor of the “six

wheel runabout" here depicted. His ge

nius has carried him a step beyond the

achievements of all others and enabled him

to produce the veritable “iron horse" of

fiction and fancy.

Although possessed of a motor, perhaps

as an attribute to the mechanical arts rather

than as a necessity of locomotion, this

metal beast according to its inventor's

claims has “no cylinder, no bolts. no nuts

to work loose, no gaskets to blow out, no

packing of any kind.” Instead, the “cylin

derless, boltless, noiseless, cussedless," gas

olene engine, whence springs the locomo

bility of this locomotor attachment is com

prised of a moving “piston” which is hollow

and slides back and forth upon a station.

ary “head,” thereby providing means to

effect a series of operations identical in

principle and efi’ect with that of the ordin

ary four-cycle method of gasolene opera

tion.

its absolute-capability of replacing one or

two horses; the plant is firmly mounted on

the truck, which, in turn, runs on 1%-inch

'artillery wheels, 30 inches in diameter, show

with 1%-inch solid tires and running on

roller hearings on a l%-inch axle. A year's

guarantee goes with the mechanism, which

is moreover, a better inducement than the

average horse trader is able to offer in the

same line.

Certainly the device is peculiar looking

to the normal eye. But then, as the in

ventor says: “Odd things are generally the

best.” Further, it is evident that a great

deal of energy must have been spent in

producing it. Of this the inventor further

remarks in his cata10gue:

“Many of the best skilled machinists and

gasolene engine experts have worked on

this invention for the last three years,, and

no one but the inventor can appreciate the

patience and persistent efi’orts necessary to

overcome the obstacles ever presenting

themselves in working out the intricate

mechanism of a useful and valuable inven

tion, and their reward is the protection of

the government in their rights under the

patent until they are reimbursed for the

money and the tedious, thoughtful hours

that have been spent on it."

A company to manufacture the thing is

in existence in Waterloo, Iowa.
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MAGNETI) SPARK AT FIRST SWING.

Obtained by a Device for Automatically

“Snapping” Over the Armature—De

tails of Construction.

One of the most frequently stated ob

jections to the magneto is the difficulty of

“swinging” a large motor with sufficient

rapidity to obtain a positive spark for the

first ignition. To overcome this difficulty,

as well as the possibility of stopping the

motor for the same reason when throttled

way down or when suddenly overloaded,

sudden

throw of the armature past the point of

several methods of producing a

maximum current generation have been de

One of the most recent of these,

which is particularly suggestive because it

vised.

provides a means for automatically “snap

ping" over the armature whenever it is run

slowly, regardless of whether the motor

is being cranked or is running under its

own impulses, is that employed in the

Unterberg-Helme high-tension magneto, a

German production shown for the first time

at the Paris Salon.

In this arrangement, the armature in

stead of being driven through a positive

connection has a spring driving gear, the

spring being sufficiently strong to keep the

armature in absolute synchronism with the

driving gear under ordinary circumstances.

W'hen its speed is dropped below a certain

predetermined amount, however, a peculiar

form of automatic latch comes into action

as a result of the reduced centrifugal force,

and serves to retard the motion of the ar

mature for a portion of its revolution, re

leasing it at the instant of timer contact

and thus permitting the spring to drive it

ahead of the timing gear for an instant and

at a sufficient rate to guarantee the genera

tion of a proper spark. The manner in

which this is accomplished is shown by

means of the accompanying illustrations.

As is apparent, the driving shaft, A, car

ries a disc, B, to which one end of the hel

ical spring, E, is attached by means of the

stud, C, fixed upon its inner face. The

other end of the spring is attached to the

armature shaft by means of the stud, d, af

fixed in the face of a plate of peculiar

shape which is keyed to the shaft. Upon

the side opposite the stud. d, is a projection

carrying the radial slot shown in the illus

tration, which is of such size as to per

mit the ball. G, to travel freely in it under

the action of centrifugal force. ’

When the ball is at the outer end of its

slot, the armature is permitted to turn

freely as driven through the spring. When

it is at the inner end of its travel, how

ever, any rotation of the shaft, causes the

ball to strike a projection H, on the end

of the stationary armature casing. thus

temporarily locking the armature from

further rotation, and permitting the contin

ued movement of the driving member, B, to

wind up the spring. At a certain point, I,

in the disc, B, however, is a slight depres

sion into which the ball is forced when the

disc has made nearly one complete turn.

The effect of this is to permit the ball to

jump over the projection, H, thus allowing

the spring to force the armature ahead at

high speed until the ball again brings up
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against its stop, when the process is once

more repeated.

In this way at low engine speeds the ar

mature motion is intermittant, and inva

riably at high speed, while so soon as the

motor speed becomes sufficiently great to

drive the ball to the outer end of its radial

slot, the motion becomes continuous and

regular. The magneto to which this ar

rangement is attached is of the true high

tension type, having both primary and sec

ondary windings on the armature and

hence requiring no external transformer

coil. An unusual feature of its construc

tion, however, is the placing of the con

denser, which is mounted in the stationary

casing of the timer box, whereby it is re

  

lieved of some of the vibrations usually sus

tained in the armature, and is thereby ren

dered more durable.

Keep Motors Warm in Winter.

“Keep your motors warm," is the advice

of H. E. Coffin, vice-president of the E. R.

Thomas Detroit Co. “In the winter weather

when the car is run at speed, the cooling

properties of the radiator are much greater

than in warm weather. A motor will start

easier and run better if a sheet of card

board or other light material covers part

of the radiator."

READINESS IN MAKING REPAIRS

Parisian Mechanics in Unique Competition

to Demonstrate Ability—Judgment as

Well as Skill Tested.

 

A unique form of breakdown competition

took place at a motor cab garage in Paris

recently in which a number of drivers were

called upon to rectify some artificial dis

order of the machines under test within a

stated length of time and under observa_

tion by the judges. Each of the cars, all

of which were identical in constructiOn,

was placed in a curtained enclosure and

only the competitor who was to work on

it was admitted to the enclosure with the

The difficulties which had to be

set right were in no case of a serious na

judges.

ture, being only such as the average driver

might be called upon to repair on the road

at any time. Thirty-two mechanics entered

the lists, and after the preliminary trials

in setting right certain engine difficulties,

the successful competitors were permitted

to compete in a tire replacing time trial.

In one instance a short circuit was creat

ed in the magneto by introducing a little

piece of lead foil in an inconspicuous place.

This was discovered by Paul Miltgen in

1 minute 28 seconds. Only five out of ten

competitors succeed in locating the trou

ble inside of the allotted 25 minutes, and

only two of these excepting Miltgen, came

inside of 4 minutes. The second difficulty

proved to be a partial stoppage of the in

duction pipe, but only one competitor was

able to discover it, and it took him ll min

utes to do 56. Another driver, Bonnet, by

name, took just 4 minutes 45 seconds to

hunt out a choked carburetter jet and get

his engine running, while the sticking float

valve was adjusted correctly by Lallement

in 1 minute 23 seconds.

Bonnet. second in the general classifica

tion, won first place in the tire replacement

trials, removing, repairing and replacing

one of his tires in 9 minutes and 46 sec

onds. Miltgen, who won first place in the

adjustment trials, lost the tire competition

owing to a lame arm. The idea is held to

be particularly successful in a general way

because it furnishes useful training for the

men, sets them thinking and discussing the

problems involved. and besides furnishing

considerable interest as a contest, is simple

and inexpensive to conduct.

It is extremely difficut to impress upon

the average driver the importance of fre—

quent regulation of the spark time. Run

ning conditions vary so constantly when

the machine is on the road. that it seldom

happens a single setting of the spark will

serve to best advantage for any length of

time. Therefore the operator's finger

should never stray far from the control

ling lever.
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PlloBlliM OF THE HIGH WHEEL

Solution Offered in the Form of a New

Spring Device—Details of a System

of Low Suspension.

According to the ideas of many engin

eers, the only conceivable way of reducing

the mounting and suspension _of the motor

vehicle to a point where it will be practica

ble to eliminate the pneumatic tire and re_

place it with solid rubber is to adopt the

With the high-wheeled buggy

type of vehicle this is possible without ef

the

It is evident, however, that for

high wheel.

fecting any material alterations in

structure.

 

/
 

dicated by the numeral 3, being dropped

even lower than the rear end, thus lower

ing the center of the frame sufficiently to

permit the adoption of the side entrance

type of body. The driving shaft, 10, and

differential housing, 14, are outlined in their

natural positions, showing their extreme

height in the body, relatively speaking.

In the case of the front axle the dispo

sition is practically the same as in the rear

except that to the other springs is added a

guide spring, 8, which is of quarter ellipti

cal shape and extends from the shackle

bracket, 12, on the upper side of the

frame, to the lower side of the axle, 9, thus

serving to restrain its motion at the same

time tending to interfere with any possible

excessive rebound which might occur. The

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

the larger and heavier vehicle, where it is

necessary to lower the center of gravity ma

terially, an entirely new system of spring

ing must be devised in order to render pos

sible the use of large wheels. A novel sug

gestion in this line is found in the system

recently designed by Henry Pokorny, In

dianapolis, Ind., in which a special type of

"three-half” elliptical spring, as it may be

termed, is made use of, together with an

under-slung frame with low center of grav

ity and general structural features other

wise similar to those in common use with

standard touring cars.

The design in question, which is here il

lustrated, comprehends the use of wheels

of 40 and 50 inches diameter, front and

rear, shod with solid tires and mounted on

axles of the usual I-beam and tubular type

respectively. The lower sides of the main,

or elliptical portions of the springs are

slung beneath the axles in special perches

while the shackle bars are made of suffi

cient length to lower the frame to the de~

sired clearance above the ground notwith

standing the great height of the spring set.

In addition to this, the oscillations of the

frame are confined to the vertical sense at

both ends by means of guide bars riding

in blocks on the frame, but attached to the

axles by means of couplings to which they

are afi’ixed through ball and socket con

nections.

Turning to the application of the system

to the near axle, it will be clearly appar

ent that the main spring, 7, is clipped to

the secondary semi-elliptical member, 8,

and rides in the perch loosely mounted

over the axle tube, 2. The frame is sup

ported by the shackle bars, 11, the part in

  

rear and front shackles of the front spring

are of different lengths in this instance,

owing to the introduction of the guide

spring and the bracket upon which it is

supported.

While there are many arguments in favor

of the use of the high wheel, hinging chiefly

about the matter of gentle and resilient

suspension, it is equally apparent that nu

merous difficulties stand in the way of its

adaptation to present types of vehicle. 50

numerous and conflicting are these diffi

culties, in fact, as to prove well-nigh dis

couraging to the designer who attempts to

solve the problem at first hand. So that

though its use may come about in the

course of time, it is to be expected that it

will be brought about by gradual degrees

rather than at a single stroke of the de

signer's pencil. Incidentally. the working

out of the questions which are involved in

the way of under suspending the frame, and

reducing the spring mounting to its lowest

terms must be of great benefit in the com

mercial vehicle field where the low loading

platform is a desideratum not yet fully ap

preciated.

Inspect the Mechanical Lubricator.

In the case of a mechanical lubricator

which is driven by means of a chain or belt,

it should be borne in mind that the mere

fact that the driving gear is in motion do'es

not signify that the mechanism within the

tank is working properly, nor that the oil

is being fed at the proper rate. Sometimes

the little set screw holding the driving pul

ley or sprocket to_ its shaft backs out suf

ficiently to permit that member to turn idly

upon it. When the slippage is sufficient

to permit the pumps to remain at rest, the

cessation of the feeds will be observable

through the sight feed glasses. When it is

only sufficient to decrease the rate of feed

without stopping it altogether, however,

there is danger of trouble in the bear

ings. To guard against this difficulty

which, though rare, nearly always is at the

seat of a very troublesome difficulty, it is

well to inspect the driving gear of the lu

bricator from time to time.

Car for the Traveling Photographer.

Like the war automobile and the house

car or motor salon of the supra touring

order, various elaborate applications of the

motor vehicle to the uses of mankind are

from time to time appearing. Quite the lat

est of these is the photographer’s car, which

is the invention of a Frankfort-on-Main

genius. On a motor chassis of special con

struction is mounted a roomy closed body

containing a dark room fully equipped, to

gether with storage space for a large

amount of paraphernalia. Apart from the

value of such an arrangement to the trav

eling portrait artist, it would seem that the

war correspondent and news photographer

well might utilize the idea to profitable

advantage.

Keeping Things on the Move.

“See that window across the street,” said

the manager of the New York branch of a

well known automobile concern, pointing

to a rival establishment on the opposite

side of Broadway. “For almost three

months that identical car has been in that

window in exactly the same position, with

out a change of any kind. Nobody expects

to see anything new in there any more. I

don't mind telling you that if I cannot get

a new model to put in our window every

week I nevertheless change about with the

cars I have, altering the position in the

window each time so that there is an ap

pearance of ‘something doing."’

Many Automobiles Escape Taxation.

\Vith 3.000 automobiles owned and oper

ated in Colorado, and valued at between

$3,500,000 and $4,000,000, but 936 have been

reported for assessment, with a valuation

for assessment purposes of $404405. The

State auditor considers this quite remark

able, in view of the fact that there are

more than 2,000 cars in Denver alone. Out

side of Denver the number of automobiles

owned is estimated to be about 1,500.

Labor of Developing a color.

Few persons fully realize the vast amount

of work required to give a body its com

pleted dress. To obtain the new Pope

Toledo blue finish. for instance, it is stated

that no less than 32 painting operations are

required. Likewise the time required to

season the pigments properly is a factor

seldom taken into account, though it totals

up very rapidly.
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HEARING 0N TIRE CHAIN 0RDINANCE

MotOrists Present Their Protest to New

York City Park Board—Discussion of

Legal Points Barred.

Because of apparent lack of organization

and slimness of attendance the hearing be

fore the New York City park board on

Thursday last, 26th ult., arranged by

Charles Thaddeus Terry, counsel for the

National Association of Automobile Man

ufacturers, in behalf of motorists generally,

to protest against the recent ordinance

passed by the bark board, prohibiting the

use of tire chains on any of the roadways

under the jurisdiction of the board, left no

great impression upon the servants of

the city. Aside from being assured that

the ordinance would be only enforced on

gravel and macadam paved thoroughfares the

protestants against the ordinance did not

make any great apparent headway. The

hearing was held in the Arsenal in Central

Park before President Henry Smith, Joseph

I. Berry and Michael 1. Kennedy of the

park board.

Melvin Bender of the New York State

Automobile Association was the first

speaker. He described the various kinds

of non-skid devices as used on automobile

wheels and told Of their several actions on

the surfaces of roads. He brought out the

point that while steel studded tires had a

tendency to damage a road, tire chains

left only their imprint in a road surface,

like a matrix in a soft surface. He also

touched on the legal aspect of the ordi

nance, asserting that the park board did

not have legal authority to pass and en

force such an ordinance. President Smith

replied by stating that before the ordinance

had been drawn up, the city's corporation

counsel had been consulted, and that the

board had been assured by him that they

had full power to pass and enforce the

ordinance. Mr. Smith also put a damper

on some of the other prospective speakers

by saying that the legality of the ordinance

would not be-considered, as that phase of

the question must be discussed with the

corporation counsel of the City of New

York.

That tire chains are the result of ten

years of experimental work with various

non-skid devices, and are the best for such

purpose, was advanced by Hiram Percy

Maxim, of the tire committee of the As-~

sociation of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers. Although he is a lawyer, Charles

Thaddeus Terry, did not consider the le

gality of the ordinance, due probably to

President Smith’s earlier admonition that

an argument on that score would not be lis

tened to. Mr. Terry therefore said that as

automobiles are constantly multiplying in

number, that roads must be adapted to their

use, and that if greasy roads were dan

gerous, they should not be made more so

by an action of the park board in enforc

ing an ordinance that prohibits making

them as safe as possible by stOpping the

imperative use of non-skid devices of some

sort.

The general tenor of W. W. Niles's re

marks was much the-same as the preceding

speaker, and A. R. Shattuck, former pres

ident of the Automobile Club of America,

suggested that the park board prohibit the

use of tire chains only in dry weather, but

allow them to be used in rainy or snowy

weather.

Russell A. Field, secretary of the Long

Island Automobile Club, said that the mem

bers of the Brooklyn organization were of

the opinion that the ordinance had been

passed under a misapprehension as to the

real effects of the various kinds of non

skid devices, and that if the members of

the park board could find time to make

some personal experiments, the edict

against tire chains would be removed, he

thought. The hearing was adjourned after

Messrs. Bender and Terry submitted

briefs.

The hearing was arranged after a pro

test from metropolitan automobilists gen

erally following the enforcement of the or

dinance prohibiting tire chains on any of

the roadways under the jurisdiction of the

park board. The precise text of the or

dinance follows:

“No automobile or horseless or other ve

hicle wearing chains over the tires Of their

wheels shall enter the public parks or the

traffic roads under the jurisdiction of the

Board of Parks without permission of the

commissioners having jurisdiction. This

rule and regulation shall take effect De

cember 16, 1907."

It is a question whether the park board

had a right to pass the ordinance in oppo

sition to the provisions of the State law

regulating the use of motor vehicles, which

was passed in 1904. Local ordinances are

prohibited as set forth in Section 4, sub

division 3, which reads:

“Subject to the provisions of this act

local authorities shall have no authority to

pass, enforce or maintain any ordinance,

rule or regulation requiring any owner or

operator of a motor vehicle any license or

permit to use the public highways or ex

cluding or prohibiting any motor vehicle

whose owner has complied with section 2

of this act from the free use of such high

ways except such driveway, speedway or

road as has been or may be expressly set

apart by law for the exclusive use of

, horses and light carriages.”

But the right of the park board to pass

the ordinance is a question that will have to

be argued or fought out in the courts. The

point at moment is that apparently nothing

was gained at the hearing last Thursday

as the park board refused to listen to any

thing that would tend to suggest that it

acted outside its rights in passing the ordi

nance.

"NATIONAL" AND "INTERNATMNAI."

Ofiicial Definition of the Terms as Applied

to Racing—How the Promoter Can

Secure a Sanction.

“A national race is a race where the en

trants are respectively named by and repre

sent any two or more of the automobile

clubs affiliated with the American Auto

mobile Association."

Therefore should Willie Jones of the

Hohokus (N. J.) Automobile Club, and

Tommy Brown of the Automobile Club of

Bingville (N. Y.) wish to conduct what

would be known and recognized as a “na

tional race,” under the American Automo

bile Association’s definition, all they will

have to do is to select a name for it, secure

a sanction upon recommendation of their

clubs, providing those clubs are affiliated

with the governing body. Of course, it is

not quite as bad as that, but according to

the resolution as adopted at the meet

ing of the executive committee of the rac

ing board of the American Automobile As—

sociation, in New York City, Saturday

last, 28th inst., any one can promote a

"national race" if the entrants are nomin

ated by two or more clubs, no matter how

obscure they may be, conditional only on

the fact that they are affiliated with the

American Automobile Association. On the

face of it the resolution, while probably de

signed to correct an evil, smacks Of the

ridiculous.

The other resolution passed at the same

time was a definition of an “international

race." It says that “an international race

is a race where the entrants are respective

ly named by and represent any two or more

of the recognized national affiliated automo

bile clubs of the world."

The meeting, which was presided over

by Frank G. \Ncbb, in the absence of Chair

man ]ef’ferson De Mont Thompson, who

took a day off to get married, did not trans

act any other business except the granting

of several sanctions. among them one to

“Robert Lee Morrell, chairman, First road

race for Briarclifi'e trophy, Westchester

county, New York, on April 24th, 1908."

This is popularly supposed to be the

stock car race “for sweet charity'$ sake”

which originally was undertaken by Mr.

Thomas Francis Moore's “exclusive” but

suspiciously subdued Metropolitan Automo—

bile Association, and more recently by

somebody’s "Automobile Manufacturers'

Committee" by whom Moore is now em

ployed “accelerating public sentiment" and

convincing the thousand and one manufac

turers—not to mention importers—who

know nothing of the “committee,” that if

they do not have a road race for stock cars

in April next, their business will simply go

to the bowwows. Moore is making a man

ful efiort to “make good,” althOugh Sweet
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Charity has been slapped on the wrist and

the “surplus receipts”-—good old Surplus

Receiptsl—are to be "turned over to the

county for the benefits of the taxpayers”—

happy, happy taxpayers! The Morrell

Moore “manufacturers’ committee" now has

a map of the course, Mr. Morrell has a

sanction and Mr, Moore sends word that

he has three real entries. There are said

to be two importers and one American man

ufacturer on the mysterious committee.

The other sanctions granted by the A. A.

A. were issued to the Automobile Club of

America, for the Florida carnival beginning

March 2d, and to the Savannah Automobile

Club for its series of stock car road races

to be held during the week beginning

March 15th.

The resolutions previously referred to

and which are to be incorporated in the

racing rules, were introduced by Dave Hen

nen Morris, and seconded by Robert Lin

coln Lippitt.

Why New York Has Many Poor Roads.

Every citizen of the State of New York

is so used to feeling proud and asserting

that his State is the wealthiest State in the

Union, that to him the facts in regard

to the condition of the highways of the

State will seem strange. The 933 towns in

the State into which the counties are di

vided, are charged by statute with the care

and maintenance of the highways and

bridges existing in each town. The total

mileage of highways cared for under this

statute is 74,000 miles. The average tax

levy in each town for the entire State is

$44 per mile. The total highway tax levy

in money and labor is $3,284,000, a very

large sum of money, until one realizes that

this money is only to care for the highways

between the melting of snow in the spring

and its return in the fall, and that $44 a

mile means that each highway commission

er has eight miles with which to care for

and maintain each foot of highway in the

‘town during the season. \Vith this money

he must grade it, turnpike it, put on perma

nent material, build sluices under five feet.

remove the loose stone, and keep it

smoothed from ruts. It is every evident

that both under the labor system and the

money system alike, no permanent improve

ment can be made in the highways of the

State except in the very rich towns, unless

the highway system is changed.

Organized to Promote Touring.

To promote touring among members of

their own set several socially prominent

young New Yorkers have formed the M0

tor Car Touring Society of the City of New

York, a certificate of incorporation having

been filed with the Secretary of State. Al

bert Eugene Gallatin is named as president;

Percy R. Pyne. 2d. as vice-president, and

Orme \N'ilson, Jr., secretary-treasurer.

These with Stuyvesant Fish, Jr., and Mar

shall R. Kcrnochan constitute the incorpor»

ators.

' ford.

THIRTY-0M WERE PENALIZEI)

Only Eight Contestants in Quaker City En

durance Run Made Perfect Scores—

Bad Roads Partly to Blame.

Eight perfect scores out of thirty-nine

starters in the two main classes tell the

story of the wholsale elimination of possi

ble clean records in the second annual en<

durance contest of the Quaker City Motor

Club Philadelphia to

Allentown, Pa., yesterday, New Year’s Day.

in its run from

To the unfavorable condition of the roads

on the second control of the run was due

the many black marks.

Starting in the morning with every indi

cation of an uneventful and parlor-car trip,

the run proved to be one of the most stren

uous and exacting ever arranged by the

energetic Quaker 'City organization. With

a twenty miles an hour schedule that was

easy as far as Doylestown, the contestants

followed a trail of confetti over a system

of highways that are a standing disgrace to

the State. Coupled with the necessity of

careful and slow operation came that con

stant bugbear—tire trouble. The unresist

ing frozen mud crust that held what seemed

to be an unusually large crop of nails,

served to flatten many a good full blown

tire, and played havoc with scores of the

unfortunates. When the committee ceased

its arduous labors at Allentown late in the

evening, but six cars remained as perfect

bidders for the MacDonald and Campbell

trophy.

The six drivers in the touring class that

finished the first day with perfect scores

are C. W. Hoffman, Stearns; T. \V. Berger,

Oldsmobile; Frank Yerger, Studebaker;

Robert Shirk, Stoddard-Dayton: Hal K.

Sheridan, White; and Frank Leflen, Gar

Owing to the failure of several

checkers to turn in cards the results of

several other cars have not been computed.

Two drivers survived in the division for

high powered runabouts—J. Trumbull,

Packard, and Samuel Collum, Stearns. In

Class C, for small runabouts, which check

in only at morning and night, no results

have been announced. and in Class D, the

go-as~you-please division. which do not

report to checkers, the winner will be de

cided after the finish to-day by a vote for

the most popular driver in that section of

the endurance brigade.

That the test On Wednesday was a truly

hard one is agreed to by all those who par

ticipated in it. The bad roads on the lat

ter part of the journey were responsible for

many late arrivals and consequent loss of

points. There was but one accident and

that proved not serious. While trying to

make up schedule time H. P. Fry pushed

his Columbia car to the limit. Three bad

water-breaks did the rest. and Hugh Coyle,

the mechanic, was bounced out of the seat.

He landed ton-the hard ground -face first,

and was rendered unconscious for twenty

minutes. Although shaken up quite badly

and with his face cut and bruised, Coyle

announced his determination to return with

the car to Philadelphia. William Cath

cart's Corbin sideswiped‘a bridge and broke

its mudguards,‘ but that was all, though

quite sufficient to'make Cathcart “bless”

the roads that caused him to lose points.

The worst roads were met with between

Doylestown and Ottville, a section included

in theysecond control. Bad at all seasons

it was at its worst on \'\"cdnesday, and

there were plenty of perfect scores lost sim

ply because the drivers could not go any

faster than ten miles over the deep frozen

ruts that prevailed. With the exception of

a few miles between Easton and Nazareth,

where the road was soft and deep, the

course was good, but these two instances

of miserable highways more than offset

the good ones.

To-day’s run from.Allentown back to

Philadelphia will concludethe contest. The

drivers are apprehensive on account of re

ports of unusually bad roads, especially in

the vicinity of Kutztown. The route takes

the contestants through Reading, Potts

town and Norristown, a distance of 93.7

miles. This with the distance of the first

day’s run—78.9 miles—will make a total of

172.6 miles. .

According to the report given out last

night this is the way the ,cars survived the

first day's run:

Class A (touring cars)~O. W. Hoffman,

Stearns, perfect; T. W. Berger, Oldsmo

bile, perfect; Frank Yerger, Studebaker,

perfect; Robert Shirk, Stoddard-Dayton,

perfect; Hal K. Sheridan, White, perfect;

Frank Lefien, Garford, perfect; P. B. Huy

ette, Peerless, 1 point; Harry Michenor,

Lozier, 2 points; J. P. MacNichol, Mathe

son, 3 points; H. F. Fry, Columbia, 4

points; A. J. King, Studebaker, 4 points;

H. B. Shade, Pullman, 7 points; H. B. Hill,

Royal Tourist, 8 points; C. E. Titman, Ma

theson, 8 points; Bert Maucher, Peerless,

10 points; William Crawford, Franklin, 11

points; A. 1. Martin, American Mors, 15

points; Robert Autschenfeltcr, Autocar, 18

points; Webb Jay, Kisselkar. 25 points; I.

A. Moran, Stevens-Duryea, 23. points; W.

Cathcart, Corbin, 39 points; C. A. Percival,

American, 68 points. The following driv

ers had not handed in cards: H. K. Knep—

per, Prayer-Miller; Maylin Leinau, Acme;

N. J. Fox, Locomobile; H. W. Greenwalt,

Mitchell, and I. W. Florida, Locomobile.

Class B (high-powered roadsters)—-J.

Trumbull, Packard, perfect; S. H. Collum,

Stearns, perfect; Robert Morton, Pullman,

3 points; E. T. Youse, Thomas, 5 points;

Stewart LaFear, Pullman, 7 points; A. A.

Jones, Ford, 11 points; P. E. Varney, Olds

mobile, 75 points. The following drivers

had not handed in cards: Robert Maynes,

Autocar; Thomas Wilkinson, Packard; Wil

lian Henry. Ford; 1. W. Parkin, Jr., Pack

ard, and William Haupt, Columbia.

/\
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SHflWlNG A CUSTMIEI IIlS NEEDS

Getting Back at Him with His Own Speci

fications—An Illustration of Fine

Art in Selling.

 

There are many kinks in the slender

thread which the salesman must follow in

order to secure his orders, but few which

cannot be unraveled by close familiarity

with the workings of the human mind and

that peculiar constructive faculty of argu

ment which enables the successful merchant

to offer the customer a fabric of reason

exactly suited to his comprehension

tastes. The man who adds psychology to

his selling equipment and uses it judiciously

and

in displaying his technical and worldly wis

dom, is he who not simply takes orders,

but delivers the goods on the one hand,

and the cash on the other. A striking case

in point is related by A. J. Banta, who fre~

quently has occasion to exercise this trait

in the management of the Chicago Branch

of the Locomobile Co., of which he is in

charge.

Not long since, Banta had occasion to take

on a new salesman, and for the purpose

chose a man of considerable business ex

perience and evident stability, who had at

one time been possessed of means and was

supposedly thoroughly conversant with the

type of man with whom he would have to

deal in connection with the Locombile busi

ness. After this man had been at work sev

eral days he intervrewed him in an effort

to discover how he was getting on. It ap

peared that in one particular instance, he

had called upon a well known architect sev

eral times, had been well received, and had

never failed to obtain a hearing, but had

come away each time without arriving at

.any definite conclusion.

“Does he really want to buy a car?” asked

Banta.

“Why, yes.”

“Does he know what kind of a car he

wants?"

“Yes, in a general way."

“Have you discussed the horsepower with

.him, the color and equipment, and fittings,

definitely enough so that you kncw his

.tastes pretty well and understand about

what his idea of a car would look like?"

“Yes, I think so"—and he proceeded to

:run over the matters which they had con

sidered.

The upshot of it was that in the after

noon the salesman called on the architect

and presented him with a regular contract

form for the delivery of a car, with every

detail closely specified. Under instructions

.from his chief, he merely laid the form on

the customer’s desk and asked him to look

it over and sign, after making any altera

tions he saw fit.

3 At the end of five minutes-the contract

was signed and delivered over to the elated

salesman, and then the architect swung

about in his chair and said: “There, now

you have given me something to work on

and put it in a way that I can grasp. You

see a man in my profession is accustomed

to seeing things in black and white. My

mind is filled with a hundred and one things

and it is next to impossible for me to carry

all the details of anything clearly in my

mind. Here, you give me my ideas in the

form in which I am accustomed to deal

with them. I know what I want and what

I don't want, but I have neither the time

nor the energy to summon those ideas and

give them to you in so many words. I

don't pretend to say you might have closed

with me at once if you had brought this to

me in the beginning, but I do say you

would have stood but a small chance if you

had kept on trying to make me remember

and tell you what I wanted and how I

wanted it' fixed."

Alcohol as Fuel for Heavy Trucks.

By raising the compression of the motor

from 78 pounds to 112 pounds, and putting

a hot water packet around the intake man

ifold, the Hewitt Motor Co. has adapted

one of its five ton gasolene trucks for use

with alcohol. A demonstration of a truck

so fitted was given last Saturday from the

company’s salesrooms on East Thirty-first

street, New York. The vehicle was

equipped with a regular gasolene carburet

ter, and beyond fitting the latter with an in

take arranged to heat the air as it enters

there was no special preparation other than

the changes mentioned. The motor com

pression was raised by using longer pistons

with dome shaped heads.

The truck for its alcohol demonstration

bore a flat body on which was placed a row

of boxes fitted with seat cushions for the

benefit of those wishing to ride along with

it. About 1,000 pounds of sand in bags

was carried. The first day’s run demon

strated the flexibility of the motor with

alcohol fuel, while tests were conducted a

few days later with a full five ton load to

show that the change in fuel does not

lessen the capacity of the truck. The mo

tor is rated at 32 horsepower and has four

cylinders, 4% by 5% inches. It starts cold

on denaturized alcohol, with Simms-Bosch

ignition.

The flexibility was proved by the fact

that the motor could be run fast or slow

quite as easily as with gasolene. The

truck was driven through city traffic with

no more numerous changes of gear than

with gasolene, and as far as could be ob

served, there was no practical difference

in the use of the two fuels. The exhaust

with the alcohol was colorless, but very

pungent, if not stimulating. Beyond the

fact that the vehicle bore a cloth sign pro

claiming it as a “5 ton alcohol truck,” the

passerby could not distinguish it from a

regular gasolene truck, which it was except

in the matter of the slight alterations

noted.

INDICATING SPEED BY COLORS

Unique Foreign Device to Aid in the Pre

vention of Scorching—Features of

Its Mechanism.

It is several years since the proposal to

regulate the speed of motor vehicles by

means of indicators more or less under the

jurisdiction of governmental authorities

was first heard abroad. A system invented

described as

showing the speed at which any vehicle was

traveling by means of colored discs visible

on German soil was then

for some little distance in front of and be

hind it. That this idea is still extant is

shown by a recent report from American

Consul H. Albert Johnson, of Liege, who

describes the difficulties encountered by the

police in obtaining evidence of violations

of the speed law and outlines the method by

which it is hoped to overcome them.

“The demand for a reliable and accurate

speed register has been met by a‘ Belgian

inventor, who has devised an apparatus

which, in the experimental trials now tak

ing place gives entire satisfaction,” he

says. “This apparatus consists of a box

placed in the forward part of the ‘vehicle,

directly in view of the chauffeur, and con

taining certain machinery that is connected

to the axle by a flexible rod that transmits

each revolution of the wheel to the regis

tering apparatus. The mechanism is ar

ranged to mark three different rates of

speed; that is, 15, 30, and 60 kilometers

(9.32, 18.63, and 37.26 miles) per hour, in

dicated respectively by a white, red and

blue disc. Thus when the car is running

in a town where the speed limit does not

exceed 10 kilometers, the white disc is the

one that should be visible; if running in

the country, where the speed limit is 30 or

60 kilometers, then either the red or blue

disc should be seen. In this manner the

moment a car is near enough to permit of

the disc being seen the rate of speed is

known.

“If so desired the car can be stopped and

the rate of speed, as indicated by the disc,

can be verified by an examination of the

register, which is arranged to indicate by

means of an endless revolving ribbon con~

nected with the mechanism, the exact rate

of speed. This perforated band or ribbon

may be demanded by the controlling author

ities as often as may be deemed advisable,

say once every month, and all indications

of having exceeded the speed limit, which

the ribbon would have registered could be

noted.

“Of course the box containing the regis

tering mechanism would be closed and

sealed in such a manner that neither the

chaufieur nor the owner of the car could

open it nor take out the registering ribbon

without the intervention of the authorities

having control of such matters."
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SEVERE SENTENCE EOR A HOTORlS'l'

Why His Plea of Guilty Failed to Save Him

from Imprisonment—He is Heavily

Fined as Well.

A jail sentence of three months at labor

in addition to a fine of $1,000 was meted out

to George Meserve \Veatherbce, of 26

Chester avenue, W'altham, Mass., 26th inst.

Weatherbee, who is a member of the firm

of Weatherbee & Smith, automobile deal

ers of Boston, pleaded guilty to running

down with his automobile and causing the

death of Warren F. Batchelder, of Cam

bridge, on the night of May 5th, at the cor

ner of \Vestern and Putnam avenues, Cam

The sentence is, so far as known,

inflicted in Massachu

bridge.

the heaviest ever

setts for an offense of the kind.

When the case first came up in the last

term of court \Veatherbee pleaded guilty

to a charge of manslaughter, but sentence

was suspended until the present term of

court, the dealer in the meantime being

held under $10,000 bonds. \Vhen the case

came up last Thursday, Captain Hurley, of

the Cambridge police force, made a state

ment of the facts in the case. He told

how Batchelder left a street car on the

morning of September 6th, and of his be

ing struck by Weatherbee’s automobile.

He said that Weatherbee never slackened

his speed, but hurried away from the scene

of accident, without attempting to find out

if the man he struck was seriously hurt.

Weatherbee later was discovered by Hur~

ley's lieutenants, after the automobile had

been found in a Newton stable. The arrest

was made at the garage run by Weatherbee

in Boston.

District Attorney Arnold Scott, for the

State, made an address, citing the circum

stances, and asked Judge Hardy to impose

a sentence of three months in the house of

correction in addition to a fine of $1,000.

Attorney Proctor pleaded that only a fine

of $1,000 be imposed. Judge Hardy, how

ever, considered that the request of the

district attorney was very moderate. He

said that if it had not been for the energies

of the police \Veatherbee would still be at

large; that it was through no desire on the

part of the prisoner that he was before the

bar. The court continued that the prisoner

evidently had not stopped to see how se~

verely he had injured the man, or to offer

any aid, but that his one object seemed

to be to get away from the scene of the ac

cident. Following which remarks he im

posed a sentence of three months in the

house of correction and a fine of $1.000.

\Veatherbee bore up well under the or

deal and after paying the fine walked with

a court officer across to the jail. He has a

wife and three children, the youngest only

about one month old. After being locked

up in the receiving cell Weatherbee was

given a suit of the regulation attire. The

Boston dealer will have to work in the ma

chine shop of the institution for the next

three months, and will be accorded no

privileges not allowed other prisoners, who

have to arise at 6 a. in., make their beds,

wash the cell and put everything to order,

and after breakfast of bread and coffee at

7 o’clock, work until noon. Dinner con

sists of soup and bread. After dinner

Weatherbee will have to work until dark,

when he will receive a supper of tea and

bread. The only food delicacies that he

can have sent to him from the outside world

are fruits. After supper he may read or

take other recraetion in his cell until 8

p. m., when the lights are put out.

Bay State Law Makers Busy Again.

Promptly on the first day of the new

year the Massachusetts legislature entered

upon its annual task of grinding out new

laws and putting a fresh edge on old ones.

The job usually eats up about half of the

year, leaving the other half for political

campaigning. Consequently, Massachusetts

has more law to the square inch than any

other State in the Union.

Of course the automobile, with its owner

and its driver, shares the attention of the

ambitious city lawyers and the bucolic

wiseacres who constitute the largest ele

ments in the composition of “the Great and

General Court.” There will be no excep

tion in this respect this year. Suggestions

for automobile legislation are promised

from various sources. One of the most

noteworthy will be in the form of a meas

ure that has been in process of incubation

in the Safe Roads Automobile Association,

in which Colonel William D. Sohier is the

leading spirit. It is intimated that this as

sociation will ask for a provision of law

under which a court may, at its discretion,

impose the penalty of imprisonment in cases

of flagrant violation of the requirement

concerning the display of number plates.

Chicago Show “Bouncers” Fined.

An echo of the Chicago show was heard

in the Harrison street court, that city, last

week when Judge Newcomer fined four

men, employed at the show, for forcibly

ejecting Elton Lower, a prominent Chica

goan, after he had paid his admission.

Lower testified that he had paid admission

for himself and his wife and had left the

main building to visit the exhibits in the

annex. When he attempted to return to

the main building, he declared, he was

stopped by one “Sig” Hart, who called Al—

fred Beaumont, in charge of the ticket

takers. Beaumont, it is stated, ordered

Hart, Henry Barstow and Jacob Bunge to

eject Lower from the building, which they

proceeded to do in no gentle manner. Lower

had the four arrested on an assault and bat

tery charge and Beaumont was fined $50,

Hart and Barstow $5 each, and Bunge $1,

the latter not having taken such a stren

uous part in the proceedings.

DANGERllUS JERSEY ROADS MARKED

What is Done with Part of the Money Ex

acted from Motorists—Sign Boards

to Promote Safety.

At least some of the money New Jersey

takes from the motorist in the form of li

cense fees is devoted in part to the promo

tion of his safety on the roads in that

State.

signboard placed at the right hand side of

the road is the warning that greets him

wherever danger lurks.

“Go Slow,” is big letters on a black

During the past

year $4,000 of the income derived from li

cense fees has been expended in placing

such signs at places that were considered

perilous. An unusual number of them are

to be seen in the southern p0rtion ,of the

State near the seashore resorts.

\Vherever a bad stretch of roadbed ex

ists, wherever there is an especially sharp

turn, wherever some hidden bridge, un

certain passage through a woods, or any

thing that would endanger the motorist

in the least there a signboard has been

erected.

The boards have been put at such an ele

vation and at such a distance from the

danger spot that they are visible a long

distance away, and the motorist running at

top speed is given time to slow down be

fore he reaches the section of the road

where danger exists.

Nearly all of the railroad grade cross

ings have also been protected in a similar

manner, but here a larger sign with the

warning “Railroad Grade Crossing—List

en" is placed. The many crossings in

South Jersey and in the northern part of

the State as well are now guarded in this

manner, and where the crossing is con

sidered more than ordinarily dangerous the

“Go Slow” sign has also been added. The

work is to be continued and will extend

more largely toward the northern and east

ern portions of the State than it has thus

far extended.

Toledo Organizes Its First Club.

Although Toledo, Ohio, has a population

of about 150,000, strange to relate, until

within a week ago it could not boast of an

automobile club. Several automobile own

ers got together, f'ormed an organization

committee, resulting in the formation last

week of the Automobile Club of Toledo,

with 125 charter members. The club will

pay particular attention to the subject of

good roads, and announces that it will as

sist the authorities in enforcing laws gov

erning the use of motor vehicles. The offi

cers elected are: President, E. D. Lib

bey; vice-president, E. J. Marshall; treas

urer, J. M. Steenberg; secretary, George 5.

Mills; gOvernors, the officers, Marshall

Sheppey, \V. W. Morrison, John Mockett,

J. J. Manning and F. M. Brigham.
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The Week's Patents.

866,238, Power Transmission Coupling,

Device. Antonio M. Van Halen, Madrid, ‘

Spain. Filed June 3, 1907. Serial No. 377,

003.

1. In combination, a driving shaft, a

sleeve surrounding said shaft and provided .

With a non-rotatively and slidably mounted {

flanged collar, means for shifting said col- .

lar, a pulley loosely mounted on said shaft

and provided with a band receiving recess,

a_ coupling band for said recess, an arm

rigidly mounted on said shaft, means con~

necting said arm with one end of said band,

a crank shaft mounted in said arm and con

nected with the other end of said band, an

actuating member carried by said arm and

traveling freely between the flanges of said

collar, and a threaded connection between

said actuating member and said cra'nk shaft.

866,241. Ignition System for Explosion

Engines. Richard Varley, Englewood, N.

J., assignor to The Autocoil Company, a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Nov. 13,

1906. Serial No. 343,179.

1. A means for starting explosicn en

gines _with an electrical ignition system,

comprisin an auxiliary generator having a

foot peda, and means whereby said gen

erator is automaticall cut into the ignition

circuit when said pe a1 is depressed.

866,254. Change Speed Lever for Auto

mobiles. Charles W. Berry, Portland, Me.

Filed Jan_ 2, 1907. Serial No. 350,342.

1. The combination with a change gear

lever, notched segment and pawl for motor

cars of an auxiliary lifter for disengaging

the pawl, an operatin handle for actuating

said lifter and means or tripping said lifter

between the notches.

866,282. Shifting and Locking Mechan

ism for Friction Band Clutches. James P.

Karr and John D. Rauch, LoganspOit, Ind.

Filed Feb. 12,1907. Serial No 357,014.

1. The combination with a rotatable

shaft, a driving gear keyed thereon and a

drum loose thereon and provided with a

peripheral friction surface, of a friction

band applied to said surface, pins passing

through the peripheral portion of the gear

and provided with cran s one of the pins

being connected with both ends of the di

vided band, single and double cranks ap

plied to the pins on the outer side of the

gear, an equalizing bar connecting the sin

le crank with the double one. a yoke which

is slidable on the hub of the gear, toggle

links and pivoted knuckles connecting the

yoke with the cranks of the two pins, and a

shifter for moving the yoke in and out for

applying the band and locking the same

automatically as shown and described.

866,294, Motor Vehicle. William J. Mil—

ler, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to The Os

car Lear Automobile Company, Columbus,

Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Jan.

23, 1907. Serial No. 353,729.

1. A motor vehicle comprising an under

frame construction, a cab _body mounted

thereon, a rearward extension upon said

cab body, a platform at the upper Side

thereof, an elevated seat supported on said

platform, means within easy reach of said

seat for controlling the operative parts_and

the brakes on said vehicle, the connections

between said means and_said under frame

construction for controlling _said operative

parts being housed within said extension.

866,488. Variable Speed Gearing. James

 

_Tires.

 

G. Lambert, Hadleigh, and Benjamin E.

Waddams, Ealing, England. Filed March

9, 1907. Serial No. 361,469.

1. In a variable speed gearing, the com~

bination with the driving and driven shafts,

of a worm mounted loosely on the driven

shaft, a clutch for coupling said wheel to

said shaft, a plurality of worms of the same

diameter and normal pitch but each having

a different number of threads, the said

worms being all mounted on a sleeve free

to slide on but rotate with the driving

shaft, means br locking said sleeve in the

several positions to retain the worms in

their operative positions, and means for

disengaging the clutch, as set forth.

866,537. Pneumatic Spoke Wheel. Ar

thur H. Thibault, Valparaiso, Ind. Filed

Oct. 13, 1905. Serial No. 282,606,

1. A wheel comprising a sectional rim

the outward movement of which is confined

within the maximum normal circumference

of the wheel, and pneumatically cushioned

spokes each consisting of telescopic mem

bers and a packing interposed between the

head of the inner member and the closed

end of the outer member. >

866,539. Repair Device for Pneumatic

Philip C. Travers, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to Michael P. McNamara, New

York, N. Y. Filed July 26, 1906. Serial

No. 327,929.

1. A protecting device for the inner _tube

of a pneumatic tire comprising a relatively

rigid body member having a flange on that

edge thereof contiguous to the heel of the

tire casing for engagement with said heel

and having the other edges of said body

member curved outwardly for engagement

with the inside of said tire casmg and for

protecting the inner tube against abraswn

by said edges.

866,540. Vehicle Wheel. Horace Vil

liers-Stuart, Louisville, Ky. Filed Dec. 10,

1906. Serial No. 347,147.

1. In a wheel, the combination of radially

movable tire-segments, connections where

by the radial displacement of one segment

is similarly transmitted to all of the other

WANTS IIIII FIIII “II.
15 cents per line of men words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

FOR SALE—Model K Cadillac runabout,

excellent condition, complete with to ,

lamps and generator. THE HARTFOR

RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn.

A BARGAIN—1907 20 H. P. 4-c linder

‘ Model “G” Cadillac runabout, est of

condition; demonstration at any time. Ad

dress MORGAN & WRIGHT, 214 W. 47th

St., New York City.

FOR SALE—Absolute closing out sale

of the largest stock of new and see

ond-hand automobiles in the United States.

Write for Clearance Sale List No. 21. Now

is the time to buy. ROCHESTER AU

TOMOBILE CO., Jos. J. Mandery, Prop'r.,

Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy I

good second hand car now for next

 

 

 

season. Write me to see how _much I_can

save. you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, includin

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless, an

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

C. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Bufialo,

HAYNES
Always Has A Pei-loci Score

HAYNE. AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Member: A. L. A. M. KOKOMO, IND

Older! Autamodile Manufacturers in America .

an Yonx, 171$ Brondwly—CHICAGO. 1702 Michigan Av.
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18 RIGHT

Bullt to outwenr an auto. and It will

Sendjor Booklet

Ind ox Speed Indicator Oo.

MINNEAPOLIS. MXIN.

  

  

 

“REMY MAGNETO"
Means absolute reliability

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELECTRIC 00., Anderson, Ind.

  

  

 

Fedders Radiators
will cool such cars as the Pierce, Thomas Packard

Rianabout and National for 1908. How about your

or er.

If you want to learn about a REAL COOLER, get

our catalogue.

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.
 

 

I‘HEMHRMON
"A Mechanical Masforploeo“

For catalog. address Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Ertab. 185!) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 

" THE BEST IN

MOTOR CARS ”

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co.

1619 Broadway, New York

 

 

 

 

 

Oregon.

CHI

FOBES AUTO SUPPLY CO., Portland

FOBE eattle, Washin onS AUTO SUPPLY CO., S

 

ire ires51%....
EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO., TRENTON, N. J.

NEW YORK—148 Chambers St. and Broadway and 73d St.

CAGO—ZO LaSalle Street and 1615 Wabash Avenue.

WAITE AUTO S PPLY CO., Providence, R. 1

ZL©N@E$77'

BOSTON—292 Devonahire Street.

BUFFALO—9 West Huron Street.

DENVER AUTO GOODS CO. Denver, Colo.

PENN AUTO SUPPLY co., Philadelphia, Pl.
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segments, and cushioning devices for au

tomatically returning the segments to nor

mal posrtion.

866,631. Sparking Plug for Explosive

Engines. William Diebel, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed July 13, 1906. Serial No, 326,010.

In combination, a bodv having a threaded

upper end, the threaded lower portion hav

ing a small _0pening therein, a sparking

paint extending inwardly from the wall of

the lower opening, a shoulder in the body, a

heat insulating washer ‘resting on the shoul

der, a porcelain insulator fitting to the bore

of the body and resting on the washer, said

washer and porcelain insulator having coin

ciding apertures, and said insulation ter

minating at the washer, a conductor ex—

tending through the aperture of the insula

tor and washer having a sparking point ter

minating near the sparking point in the

wall of the body and a threaded collar in

the body to bear on the porcelain insulator.

866,693. Rotary Explosion Engine. John

F. Southern Wilmington, Del., and Henry

J. Griest, Chester, Pa.; said Southern as

signor to said Griest. Filed April 27, 1904.

Serial No. 205,111,

1. In a rotary ex losion engine, a revolv

ing piston, an annu ar cylinder in which the

piston revolves, a piston carrier concentric

with the annular cylinder and with a semi

circular concave cross section, intersecting

the annular cylinder and fitting the con

cavity of the piston holder, and an opening

in the abutment to permit the passage of

the piston, substantially as shown and de

scribed.

.866,976. Rocker Bar Gear for Vehicles.

George W, Stevenson, Reading, Pa., as

signor of one-half to Milton H. Schnadegr,

Lebanon, Pa. Filed Sept. 26, 1906. Serial

No. 336,250.

1. In a vehicle, a resilient support for the

frame of the body thereof consisting of a

rocking bar which is interposed between

said frame and the axle of the vehicle and

resting upon the latter and endwise, com

pressible springs bearing against the-oppo

site ends of said oars in reverse direction.

866,980. Chain. Arthur B. Taylor, In

dianapolis, Ind, Filed June 28, 1905. Se

rial No. 267,379.

1. A chain composed of a pluralit of

successive pairs of links, the inner link of

a pair comprising two cross bars and an

intermediate connecting member, and the

outer link of a pair comprising two cross

bars each passing through an inner link be

tween the two cross bars thereof, and also

comprising a pair of side bars which con

nect and are permanently secured to the

cross bars of said outer links, the adjacent

faces of each pair of cross bars being

formed to co-operate with a transversely

removable intermediate compression mem

ber, said transversely removable compres

sion member being at all times accessible

at one end without dismembering the links.

866,986. \Nheel Rim. John K. Turton,

New York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 22, 1906. Se

rial No, 335,706.

1. In a wheel, the combination of a felly,

a rim extending around the same, a tire ex

tending around the rim, said rim being ex

pansible and contractible, and means per

manently carried by the rim and operating

on both sides of the rim simultaneously for

effecting the expansion and contraction of

the rim, substantially as described.

867,057. Vehicle Brake. John M. Lans

den, Jr., Orange, N. J. Filed Oct. 14, 1904.

Serial No. 228,418,

_ 1. The combination with an axle. hav

ing a squared portion, brake blocks engag

ing thereWith, means for elastically engag

ing and for separating the brake blocks, the

said brake blocks having an opening of hex

agonal shape through which the axle passes,

whereby the brake will be self-centering.

867,075. Internal Combustion Engine.

Otakar Podhajsky, Warren, Pa. Filed Nov.

27, 1906. Serial No. 345,287.

1: In an internal combustion engine, a

cylinder, and a removable cylinder head of

substantially cylindrical form whose diam

eter is equal or greater than that of the cyl

inder bore, the outer surface of the cylin

der head being provided with a plurality of

shoulders fitting, against similar shoulders

on the cylinder ore; one of the valves con

trolling the cylinder bein provided with a

passage controlled by sai valve and regis

tering with a passage in the cylinder bore,

substantially as described.

867,122. Gas Engine Starter. Raleigh

W. Godfrey, Elyria, Ohio, assignor of one

half to H. F. Thompson, Lexington, Ohio.

Filed March 23, 1906. Serial No. 307,603.

1. A gas en ine starter having a tubular

pump barrel, a iquid receptacle mounted on

said barrel and having an orifice openin

into said barrel, .1 plunger in said barre

adapted to traverse said orifice and a heat

ing pan .in the bottom of said barrel be

neath said receptacle.

867,211. Circuit Making and Breaking

Device. Andrew L. Riker, Bridgeport,

Conn., assignor to The Locomobile Com

pany of America, New York, N. Y., a Cor

poration of West Virginia. Filed Jan. 18,

1904. Serial No. 1&,421.

1. A circuit making and breaking device

provided with a contact member and im

pact means for enforcing the making of the

circuit.

867,207. Fly Wheel Construction for

Gas Engines. Archibald J. McCollum. Chi

cago, Ill., assignor to Armac Motor Com—

pany, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illi

nois. Filed Dec. 21, 1906. Serial No. 348,

855.

1. A fly wheel, said wheel bein con
structed or' two discs each of which lgias an

annular rib at its periphery, an outwardly

extending boss located on each of said

discs, there being a taper socket is said

bosses, an outwardly extending hub at the

center of each of said discs, a rod mounted

in each of said hubs whose external diam

eters are coincident with the external diam

eters of the hubs, each rod having means for

securing and holding it in position, and a

steel sleeve fitted over each rod and the ex

terior surface of the adjacent hub, for the

purpose set forth substantially as described.

867,271. Automobile Heating Appliance.

Paul P. Hofniann, Chicago, Ill. Filed Dec.

15. 1905. Serial No. 291,854.

1. In combination with an automobile

comprising a body, an engine, a part

through which the engine exhausts, heated

by such exhaust and located at a level be

low the body, a jacket arranged to conduct

air into such proximity to the exhaust

heated part as to be heated thereby, a flue

leading upward from said jacket into the

body, said jacket and flue forming an air

passage, and one of said parts being pro

vided with an air escape opening to a point

without the body; and means operable from

within the body for regulating the passage

of air through said flue and said escape

opening.

867,279. Explosive Engine.

Kessler, Denver, Colo., assignor to The

Kessler Motor Company, Denver, Colo.

Filed Sept. 17, 1906. Serial No. 334,926.

1. In. an engine in which air is com

pressed in the crank ease, means for con

trollin and varying the volume of air de

livere from the crank case to the engine

cylinder with each alternate revolution of

the crank shaft.

867,282. Steering Gear for Automobiles.

Walter W. Macfarren, Pittsburg, Pa., as

signor to Wm. H. Donner, Pittsburg, Pa.

Filed March 9, 1907. Serial No. 361.623.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination

of four wheels, a fluid pressure supply, and

means for steering either the front or rear

wheels independently or simultaneously by

the application of said fluid pressure.

867,285. Automobile Sleigh. Will.am C.

Mielke, Parkers Prairie, Minn. Filed April

16, 1906. Serial No.

1, In a device of the class described, a

body, a rear sled secured to the said bod ,

a forward sled formed of a frame slidingy

mounted relative to the said bod , and pro

vided with runners means for orcing the

forward sled forwardly, and the body and

rear sled forwardly while the forward sled

is retained at its forward limit of move

ment a steering segment secured to the for

ward sled, and means for operating said

segment.

867,324. Power Transmission Device. Ed

ward P. Warner, Chicago, 11]., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Warner Clutch Com

pany, a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Aug.

15, 1906. Serial No. 330,730.

1. A power transmission device compris

ing a power shaft; a driven shaft; a fric

tion member connected to said driven shaft

and means having a longitudinal reciprocal

movement independent of said driving and

driven members whereby it is adapted to

engage said friction member commencing -

at one end of the same and advancing to the

other end thereof.

867,419. Turbine Adapted for the Use of

Combustible Gases at very High Tempera

tures. Charles Rollin, Newcastle-upon

Tyne, England. Filed Jan. 16, 1907. Se

rial No. 352 612.

1. In gas turbines used for producing

motion from the combustion of gas and air,

the combination of an outer revolvin struc

ture or “rotor,” consisting of re ractory

material, with an outer metallic casing, and

an inner stationary structure or "stator"

formed of refractory material.

867,551. Universal Joint Casing. Fred

H. Bogart, Hartford, Conn., assignor to

Hartford Automobile Parts Co., Hartford,

Conn. Filed Oct. 15, 1906. Serial No. 338,

886.

1. In a universal joint casing of the class

described, an inclosing casing therefor com

prising elements adapted to be secured to

the bearing pieces of the joint, and having

openings therethrough, there being cylin—

drically shaped surfaces at opposite sides

of the same and located in planes at right

angles to each other; said surfaces sur

rounding the openings thereof, and closure

pieces also having cylindrically shaped sur

faces and engaging the first mentioned cyl

indrically shaped surfaces, said closure

pieces being detachably secured to the driv

ing parts of the joint.

Martin C.
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cal/laiile
liomblnos Proud Rallahlllty With lncraasad Efliclency and Low Host of Up-Kup
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To ‘Fl "3 A (to 02'

Teams is w war ‘
701? IT]; WE 4114 Vi ' v f. v -

A-m ~v WE i ,A u 'R’ UR A‘5' U N A? U U T 2:525:23:Karma?‘ A

~p j PENNSYLVANIA DISTRIBUTORS.

I 7 A ' Los Angeles, CaL—Greer-Robbins Company, 1501-1505 South Main St.

 

  

 

San Francisco, Cal.—City Hall Automobile Corn any 66 Fulton St.

0 0 , Boston, Maser-Frederick E. Randall Company 45 Columbia Ave.

v Chica o, Ill.-—B. 0. Hamilton, 1218-1220 Michigan Ave.

W! L Provi ence, R. I.—Pennnyli{ania Motor Car Agency, 133 Washington St.

- Denver, COL—Denver Omnibus 8: Cab Com an .

Kenna: Cit , Mo.—Auto-Motor Company, 11821124 Ens 15th St.

’ittsburg, L—Bellefield Motor Com uni, 4514-16-18 enry St‘

e
O

" Brookl N. Y.-—Chnrles F. Batt 1 a dford Ave.A U? A a I a a 5 v" Yvo'ilt Cit —Archer & Compdny, 1597 Broadway.

llcfinf,hWaap.—D&lma eéfiole Afitotmobge Cémlpany, gCOOl‘Ilid Ages

“ _ in e in L— est- ' man 0 or ar om an , 0. ran t.A u U A I L L - BaltimoIPe, Md.—Rice'a Garage, North 8: MadisonpAvZa.

St. Louis Mo.—Lakedel Automobile Company, 5143 Delmar Boulevard.

Bufl’nlo, Y.—Brunn'u Carriage Manufactory. 1140 Main St.

 
 

    

  

  

  

Trade Mark Registered April 30, 1895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

(L Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Suppllorl to (he Trada by All Tlra Manufacturers

"HEW—Mll- SOHRIDER'S 80"., Inc., 28-30-32 Rose 81-, New York

Q I
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ELIABLE

DAYTON

MOTOR CAR

"The First Real Successor

to the llorse"

A thoroulhly practical motor

car for everyday service the

year around. meracea the

proved principles of standard

motor car construction

together with the benefits of

the 20-inch road clearance.

high wheels and solid tires. A

car which is not only efficient.

but can be used many years at low maintenance. Your money‘s worth.

both 575! 605K and un‘kecv in miles traveled—let us send descriptive catalog.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co., Dept. 14, Bhicago, lll.

   
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

 

 

 

Warning :

Harroun

Auto Bumper \‘ -
'. Othera Are lmitatora

THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT ha been allowed. and

it can be iaaued we will bring anit againat all USERS oi Bumpera In

fringing on and not manufactured nnder the HARROUN licenae.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

sou: ucansaas. u. a. a. “canon. m.

Patent

DON’T GET DUMPED

The Flat In the Market

The Beat in the Field

 

Your Profit, Mr. Dealer

depends upon your sales. You must sell goods that are in

demand and move rapidly, and give you a good profit. We

would like to have you investigate

The Celebrated

Brampton Chain
They are rapid sellers and bring many duplicate orders.

Every customer, a satisfied customer and a daily advertiser

for you and the Brampton Chain. They are the strongest

chain on the market. Made of self-hardening steel.

We have in stock all sizes to fit American and foreign cars.

THE PRICE is the same as you pay for any other chain,

in fact all automobile chains now on the market are same

price to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and users, and our

prices are the same as quoted b chain manufacturers.
PRICE THE SAME. QUYALITY? INVESTIGATE.

Get the best at the same price. Agents wanted in unoccupied

territory.

1907 Catalog mailed upon request; the largest of its kind

ever published.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mun. 202-204 colnmbna Ave.

Philadelphia 318-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich. 22756—229 Jefi'eraon Av.

Cleveland, one, 406 Erie St. Buffalo, N. Y'.. :24 Main 5‘.

 
 

 

 

 
  

 

NEW YORK IS NOTED FOR MANY THINGS

one of them being the home of the famous

Splitdorf Coil

The reason SPLTTDORF I nition_ is

used by the great majority of otorrsts

its bficause it is universally conceded to

e t e

Most Perfect Ignition Made

The name SPLTTDORF on a coil is a

guarantee of excellence.

C. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave. 8. team 8!. NEW YORK

  

 

 
 

 
 

“RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE I

MJAN AllTll SUPPLY GUNPANY

140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YllllK, U. 8. l.

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

PARSONS’ MANGANESE IRUNZE LEVER CASTINGS
  

Sole Makera

Till WILLIAM ORAMP A SON! IHIP d. INQINE

BUILDING COMPANY, - Phlladelphla, Penna.

 

  

 

A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Supplamontary Spiral Springs

_ and notice the dlfierence. No Its, no L

"I... r ‘- are, no broken aprlngl, or ocated I

_ ointa. The “Thank-ye-marma" will

still be with you, but on won't

know it. Our new ooklet it

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Suppltrnlntary Splral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

New York Branch, 52 Wat 67th Street
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MOTOR MAKERS

that's who! we ore. We have

made the motor! In some of

the moot moeulful can. for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ' ’

Carburetor

wbié as motor upertl we

picked on the belt in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR ('50., Lonnnoport, Ind.

Manufacturer! of “Rutenber” Moon “R t ber” Ca buretoro, and Sr:
plies. Light Soft Gray howl-amount: Aluminiini Coatings. ’

KINWUBD AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LEADERS:

Kinwood Perfection Radiators

d

Kinwood Mocliiinicol oum.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

humus, hoods, duhol, tenders, gulolono and water tanks, muflors,

dust and drip puns, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, oouplingo.

ot¢., otc.

  

 
 

 

Largo facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PETEROIN, THOMAS J. WETZEL,

166 Lnko It" Ohio-no, l I Worron St., Now York,

Wooten Representative. Butoru Roprooonhtlvo.

THE KINSEY MFG. 00., Dayton, Ohio.

Triumph Grease

is a perfect lubricant, without gum, pitch',

acids or any other non-lubricants. It will not

freeze. It will not melt. Lasts 50 to 100

per cent. longer than other lubricants.

SEND $2.00 r00 10 00000 TRIAL 000

The Perfection Erase 60., 80th Band, Ind.

  

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
Let us quote you on 4-cyllnder  

motors for |908

THREE SIZES

  

S

Hyundor with self-eon

tniued oiling system.

Moron are ready for

coupling any ltundard

me etc.

' ur new factory and nu

chinery enable us to r

pntee unlity and de ver

ieo. ‘ llO clutches and

transmission. Send for

is catalogue.

K. IRAN LIN P TERSON

166 Lake St., 'cogo, Ill.

Weltern Re relentotivo.

THOS. J. WETZE

W. 42d L, New Y“

qrounuflvl

Mnskegon, Mich.

Eastern

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO.,

   

PA c KAR 1)

Enameled ignition Cable

PACKARD can LE".

is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENSION CABLE is _a

new feature. It greatly improves the Wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO., Warren. 0.

 

Handiost

Aul0

Wrenches

A Set of 5 B. & 5.

General Service

' Wrenches

(10 openings) put

up in a handy

KIT BAG

Get our last

Catalog

Thu Bllllngs &

Spencercompany

Hartford, Conn.

  

 

 

 

  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and all other

high-class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9000 jobs. complete, trimmed and finished

RACINI NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, Racine, WIS.

HEINZE

‘ BUILS

., Sond for

I907 Catalog

and Prices.

 

  

V a...

HEINZE ELECTRIC CO., Lowell, l'lass.

a";
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"(SURE Y0UR M0TOR

QIMIOTTI THE BHANDLEB on.G A R AG E “amifit‘§:.:f§.i‘is?mgs “mwtnilt”

New York Gity ElSENlANN-LAVALETTE ll

  

 

Broadway and "on. St. Magnetos m areas seas__ YOU tum: ran CAR—WE'LL

Run as a garage ought to be run. LAVELETTE & CO., NM“ THE GRADE

Personal attention. 112 w- 42d 311-. New York 'NVADER SEMI'FLUID

  

COMPOUND

arms-ream: A thickened oil for unnamiuionl

 

 

   

 
 

 
 

  
 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

New and completely equipped
‘ repair shop. Expert workmen. INVADER LUBRIOATINO COMPOUND

> An Oberdorier Pump never "stickc." It works F0? QDIBDRBBiOH Cum

No Renting I Try “5 day in and day out in a uniform manner.

' _ ' t, In your! an Oberdorfer?

Tel' 2686 Rue" 1 M. L. Oberdorfer Brace Co., P. 8 00.

Water St., Syracuse. N. Y.

' 128 Aroh Shoal, PHILADELPHIA

INVESTIGATE
—————-—_—- STAMPED PARTS

The Grfiat Car ' FOR AUTOMOBILES

SfllTH AUTOIE Egg MPRS- THE Gnosnv Oonmuvv

TOPBKA’ A Buffalo, New York

LASCOE°H'&'% FRONT , ., . , 1
_Simple, effective, eprrectly deligned Mahogany ‘~ I." f" *, “(93’

“it” ":23. teammate:ran-tune MWQJ$ HO“Q
gnzlhuéof nriy ltyandnrillklnutomobile. Cm e nt

BC 8 can y In QUIC y. - . .

.nygnpgake the London Tops. Write for detalll THE WORLD'S STANDARD 6‘LONDON AUTO SUPPLY C0. FIRESTIIIIE TIRE 8: RUBBER $0., Akron, 0hlo .

1233 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO Write for cataIOgue describing our full line.

BRISCOE RADIATORS _u 99 Tth M£_C., Andrso Id.

..::.:::zs°a.:'a..*at.- snare"; Famous Apperson Cars ° “° "° ‘ ° ° “- “
vertical flow; with or mtho all"; th IorF‘e'htdlgr: Hoodl also made. Send 8 o ' ~ g \ - \ \lor catalog. APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., ._ \\ _ ,

0"! R-dl-ngéggeé-"igléfmggf'mc'm Kokomo, Indiana. Members A. L. A. M. .‘_ A \

DETROIT. MICH- NEWARK. N- i.—r . . "I TALY\ AMERICA

ummmcmm 00mm —— ~ \ ‘ ‘ ‘
_nn— MICHBLIN TIRE (20.. Mllltown, N. J.

Automobile Chains,

Sproekotl, 08pm and Bevel “The Pullman of Motor Cars"

2'" l908 Models Ronny for Delivery

Blllllln Ollln & MILW, Broadm‘fif‘EmlfiPR CAR CSQW York . _ KEEPYOUR EYE ON

 

  
 

 

 
 

“orconlorJVlloc .U.S.A. ’ if i *7 H i X i ~08

 

 

   
 

 

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

a Mitchell. Phone "that" to Trade

any Mitchell agent anibe 11 SHOCK ABSORBER '

takedyi’“ Oi" '1» “mi mi" ‘ M“ MADE IN New HAVEN
Me friéheylgutla; yolllStCV‘ég 2;“, The Device that made Safe, S eed and Comfortable

—— the automobile line. Mitchell _ Automobilmg ossi le.

cars 5”" the-mselvcs. Prove k. Ask for cat. Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department I. For t] dd

“mg 18- HARTFORD SUSPENSION co., °' "3"" ' m“

273 MOTOR “ings; Wis. ‘ E. v. Hartford, Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. co.

 
 

 
 

Logan l908 Model S Thraeioniruck
A truck equipped with a four cylinder water cooled

40 H. P. motor, built to give service month after

month and year alter year and representing the but

thought of the oldest and largest plant in Amencl

devoted to the manufacture of commercial motor care.

For detailed description address

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CHILLICOTHE. onto.

' ' ' After considerable use the bolts

Requ". Tighlemng holding the sprocket rings to the

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

spokes. _ Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well.to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

security. In doing this care should be taken not to throw the

sprockets out of line—From “Motor World," August 8, ’07.

Use Columbia Lock Nuts

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT (20.. Inc.. lrld'opon, Gonn
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$375 and

Upwards

The automobile ior winter use. Air cooled

-no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures.

ble.

Strong. powerful, durable. relia

Double cylinder—940 H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumption. A g00d propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Wrill today for Catala{vu and Nor/all":

W. H. KIBLINOBR COMPANY

a" N... 250 AUBURN, mo.

  

 

“VUUlAN”

l V ‘5 Slfl-lllll

. W 3 Spark Plugs

“KEEPS THE LID ON.“

0n Maxweila, Mltchells. Antocara. Americans, Glidee.

etc.. in their contents. They‘ll do the same for you.

Send for sample set. '

THE R. E. HARDY 00., 88 Wall" St. New York City

  

 

 

Ellrninslas Useless Experiments in "Talking Folnts. '

Studebaker Aulomobllo 00.. 80th Band. Indian.

DRAGON
Tourlnz Oar $2l00 Roadster $l850

'rwo “HAPPY MEDIUM" CARS.

Not too heavy—not too _light,

Not too costly—price Just right.

DRAGON AUTOMOBILE 00.,

50th, 31st and Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

HIGH-ADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. 60.,

Ar'nesbury, Mass.

  

 

 

 

  

'.

 

SprlngllaliTop
(Pat. 1‘95)

‘h‘b'fllHF

Sprlngflsld lilsl

Body 00..

"I II is Avsmls.

18|rln sli.lass.

  

 

 

 

DIAMOND Cl'AIN e MFG co.

150 W. Geo St.,Ildllnarp'iall, Ind.

 

SMITH AUTOMOBILE PARTS.

%F T

R R B E

A A R E

M N A L

1s: it ii s
1 T

s D A

A s R M

X I U P

L O I! I

E N S N

> S S (g

STEERING COLUMNS.

A. O. SMITH COMPANY

243 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Pioneer Makers of Automobile Parts.

 

 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K S O N

“No Sand Too eep——No Hill Too Steep."

Z-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts Roadsters Tourin

15H. .,24H. .,35 . .

Prices, $850, $1,250, ELSOO, $2,000.

JACKSON AUTllIllllllE 00.. lllcltoll. Ilch.

Cars.

P

  

  

 
 

 

WE WILL NOT

accent your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper ‘ ‘ o

each. We malre Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampinga.

THE HYDRAULIC DRESSED STEEL CO..

Cleveland, Ohio.
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_ ALUMINUM BODIES _

: 1. M. QUINBY & co. :
_ CINIIQOBIIIIIIH.EST-1834 IEIAIIJJ. -

/|||l|l|l||||'|\

 
 

 
 

Ngtor Car Accessories

5 ark Plugs, Cable, Switches. Lamps

crns Go les Auto Clothing and

Wet Weath'ei Equipment oi our own

manuiaeture.

New illustrated catalogue tree.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

156 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch.

 

l
 

WE MAKE CASTINGS

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you \\"HY.

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY CO'.

Pottstown, Pa.

 

cho Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

Each

WITHERBEE IGNI'I‘ER C0,.

  

Guaranteed

I ' One

Year

mm7nousn mama comm

PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers of Steel. Brass and Bronze Balls. Ball

Bearings, Roller Bearings and Automobile Axles

Write for New Automobile Catalogue with full par

ticulars of

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

RANKIIN

M O T O R C A R S

LIGHT-WEIGHT, HIGH-POWER

If

“SUCCESS”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durabl economical

and absolutely aae. A light,

strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suita le (or city or country use.

Speed from 4 to miles an

hour. Our 1907 Model has extra powerful en ne,

atent ball-beariny wheels; price $275. Also 10 fr,

400. Rubber Tree, $25 extra. Write for deac p

 

  

 

  

. tive literature.

Success Auto Buggy Ill. Co., Inc. 531 De Ballvm Ave., St. lsull. Io.

McCORD

LUBRIGATURS ~ RADIATORS
"Marks 0! a Good Motor Car"

MCKIM COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McCORD 8!. COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

' Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

 
 

 

Name,

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(She motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue oi_._______
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_> _ We are now

‘ H i " k ‘ well settled

555"??? aw, 555' > ‘F: In our
HHH um»; Lil-Jig} HUB mum HUB age um, \ a - ' .

. I‘ ‘ "in If H' u‘1 ~ _‘ New

‘ _ Factory

‘W‘ . and

 

READY T0 snow RESULTS

Prompt Delivery and Constant Improvement in Quality

in our eiiort to possess the Finest Chain Plant in existence

and to maintain the highest degree oi Accuracy,

Eliiciency and Finish we are going to the very limit.

We will now make all sizes oi Roller and Bushing Chains

tor which there is a reasonable demand.

  

" WHITNEY ” MACHINE KEYS and KEY SEAT CUTTERS

(For the Woodruil Patent System oi Keying)

  

We carry 95 regular Sizes oi keys and cutters in stock tor immediate delivery

 

“Whitney” Detachable Bushing Chain—Patented Roller Chain

  

 

 

 

  

 

' * The Whitney Mig. Co.

Bushing Chains are like Roller Chains~Wlthout Rolls Harllord, Conn.
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THOMAS 1908
A complete line of Motor Cars of the highest quality

possible in Design, Material and Workmanship. They

will do what you wish your car could do . . . .

MAS -4"4‘Q P ‘TB ,

£25.. ', ' '

  

PRICE, $2,750

ThOmas 4=20 Towncar

The original Towncar, designed for City

and Suburban use exclusively. Beautiful

bodies, quiet operation ,' low cost of main

tenance. The Society Car.

Thomas 4=40 Detroit

Best of all shaft-drive cars. In power,

speed, hill-climbing, and reliability the

Thomas Detroit leads the five passenger

class.

Thomas 4= 60 Flyer

Winner of hundreds of contests of speed,

hill-climbing, reliability, and endurance.

Has more records than any American car.

This year improved, enlarged, and refined.

Thomas 6=70 Special

The six-cylinder model of the Thomas Flyer,

built by America’s pioneer six-cylinder

builders. The greatest car in America in

speed, size, reliability and refinement.

Thomas Cars Succeed
 

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

Buffalo.

  

 
 

Member A. 1.. A. M.

lg @
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Save $100 or More in Tire Expense This Year

by specifying and getting

_M0RoAN fiWRtoHT TIRES

There are a number of"‘just as good" brands to be had, but it is next to impossible to find a

user of Morgan & Wright tires who can be influenced to accept a substitute.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Detroit

Branches, Agencies or Dealers Everywhere.

  
 

 

  
 

 

 

4"‘13E5T WA Y

To ‘F: NJ! A (To 021

Tm Nfi l5 Tn LOW

70? PM wt 4411 V5 N H , .t u

A ‘Fi N20 I IV T0: ‘ .. o

A U i i U i A $2800 i W With Magneto, $3000

‘ Touring Car, Roadster, Touring Roadster, Limousine.

L] N a U T Valve-in-head Motor, Chrome Nickel Steel, Annular Bearings.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

j in $ 70 0 M $ 77iW! l. l. y 0 v l v 0 K ? ’83?é2";.,“fii5‘7'E‘?°'é°;‘m5;.§“'i‘ii%.fi$€°tfiinsiiéiiimb“ A“

 

Provi ence, R. l.—Pennsylvania Motor Car Agency, 133 Washington St.

Denver, COL—Denver Omnibus & Cab Comgan .Kansas Cit , Mo.~Auto-Motor Company, 11 Z-l'v124 Ens 15th St. 

Pittsbur , ’a—Bellefield Motor Compan , 4514-16-18 cnry St.

_-"" ' . Brook] 5 N. Y.—Charles F. Batt, ma Tiediord Ave

A u a A [V a I a , New orIt City—~Areher & Company, 159_7 Broadway.

S okane, Wash.—Dulma e-Rose Automobile Company, IZIZ Second Ave.

‘ _ - P iladelphia, Pa.—West- ‘tillman Motor Car Company, 153 No. Broad St.

u D L Baltimore, Md.-—~Rice's Garage, North 8: Madison Aves.

St. Louis, Mo.— Lakedel Automobile Company, 5143 Delmar Boulevard.

Bufl’alo, N. Y.—Brunn's Carriage Manufactory, 1140 Main St.

'wwl/mlile
Bimhlnas Proud Rellahlllty With lncraasad Efliclncyjand Low East of Origin; -
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

 

l. .-/ .V' t
a V, ,

. I v rg'/~ ’ _. ‘ '

  

\

 

 

 

White Wins Quaker City Endurance Run

In the Endurance Run held January 1-2 by the Quaker City Motor Club, the White Steamer

was the only car which made a perfect score on the road and also was declared by the Technical

Committee to be in perfect condition at the finish. The Contest Committee would not abide by the

decision of the Technical Committee. They gave credit for perfect scores to two other cars and

ordered a “run-off.”

The supplementary contest, held January 4th, served only to emphasize the superiority of the

White. The examination then made by the Technical Committee placed the White far in the lead

and, accordingly, the MacDonald & Campbell trophy was awarded to the White.

With our entry of one car, we decisively defeated 27 gasoline cars representing 23 different

makes. Thus has another important factor been added to the long list of triumphs achieved by the

White—the distinctively American car.

\Vrite for Literature

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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T0 EQUIP WITH

1908

0&Jlines
means pleasure to the owner as well as perfect

security in the knowledge that no better tires are

made. Send for new Catalogue and Prices.

GaJInuiC0.
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

 

BRANCHES:

Detroit—247 Jefferson Ave. Chica o—l_434 Michigan Ave.

New York—10 \Vest Sixtieth St. San rancrsco—423-433 Golden Gate Ave.

Denver, COL—1528 Court Place. Buffalo, N. Y.—9 2 Main‘ St

Philadelphia—711 N. Broad St. Los Angeles~101 S. Main St.

Minneapolis—21 S. Second St. Omaha, Neb.—llth & Farnam Sts.

Pittsburg—9l3-915 Liberty Ave. Atlanta, Ga.—55 N. Pr or St."

b'racuse, N. Y.-—-212-2l4 S. Clinton St. Rochester, N. Y.—55 ain St., E.

1\ emphis Tenn—181483 Madison St. St. Louis, M0.—415 N. Fourth St.

Boston, Mass—HO Federal St. Portland, Ore.—80-82 Seventh St.

 

  

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America masons, MANGANESE BBDNZE LEVER “Slims

The Miller

Porcelain Spark Plug'

.,

   

 

\lllilln.

.1; 4//',’- v

V mun"

THE WILLIAM ORA'P ‘ .0“. .HIP l [Halli

'UILDINO OOMPANYI ' PhllldOlphllI POND-

 

There has been a constant demand for a first-class por

celain plug and we have arranged to manufacture this plug

in large quantities and in this way we have reduced the cost

of manufacturing the plug, and we offer one of the best spark

plugs on the market at a low price. The material and work

manship are the finest on the market and are guaranteed.

The list price is $1.00 each.

 

 

 

 

Our catalog—the largest of its kind, mailed on request.

PatentCHAS. E. MILLER Wm“ M Wm...

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer Harman - “mm,mum...

Auto Bumper \‘ - The Benin the Field
HOME OFFICE: ‘. Other! An Imitlton

- THE HARROUN BUMPER PAT NT u been 11 a97-99-101 Reade St.) New York CllY nee; be tuned we will brln‘ will; "an; .11 lisilzit'g'eianu‘ilp'g's'r:

New York_ City, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mum, 202-204 Columbus Ave. "mm" °° "‘1 “°‘ m'“““°‘“"" ““d" a" HARROUN mm"

Phllldelphll 318-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich. 22794-229 Jeiremn Av. R- w- "ARROUN- hum"

Cleveland. Ohio, 406 Erie St. Buffalo, N. Y., am Main St. THE TURNER BRASS woRxs,

 
  

 

 
SOLE LICENSEEB, U. S. A. SYCAIORI, ILL. 
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The Car

You Can Afford

to Buy and Keep

is the Mitchell.

—Because it is moderate

Th8 Man Who Drives ' in price ($1.000 to $2,800).

—Just as stylish, handsome

and well finished as any car.
The

" II —And is perfect in each detail

of construction.

3” & —D0in just as well on the road

and stan ing up to wear and

  

 

20 H. P.—$1,450 fully equipped.

lcnows what it is to experience all the pleasures of motor- tear just as well as the extraw

ing Without that _eterna'l “gnawing at his bankroll' as is agdmly high_priced can

the case With a high-priced, costly-to-operate car. Know this for yourself

The little overdose of prosperity which resulted in the ML Business Man '

recent stringency has waked a 101 of people to the fact

that motor-car money’s worth does not go hand in hand

wrth fancy horse-power and exaggerated claims.

The “Maxwell” has never been a speed~car or a freak.

It has never boasted hyper-horse-power.

It is, and has always been a. utility—~44 necessity—a

family car wrthout a “trill” in its construction.

The records it has established in hill-climbs, economy

and endurance tests have never been equalled by any other

cars, regardless of price.

Mr. J. D. Maxwell's foresight in designing cars of un

failing efiiciency, at prices well within the reach of theaverage citizen has been well rewarded, to judge from the

universal satisfaction of the 10,000 “Maxwell” owners. I

That is why these days are “Maxwell” days. Every -.motor-car buyer will now get a lollar’s worth of motor- ~ ’H

car for every dollar he pays, and that is just what the

"Maxwell" has always given.

' Among the important features which the “Maxwell” ((

was the first to introduce, are the three-point suspension, ‘0

thermo-siphon cooling and multiple-disc clutch.

Get demonstrations of the

high-priced cars.

Then form your opinion in a

demonstration of the Mitchell.

The Mitchell agent will _.be glad to

take you out for 50 or 100 miles- any day.

Call him up—you are placed under

no obligation.

  

That features of such prime importance should have

first appeared on cars of such low price—$825 for the 14

H. P. Tourabout, $1,450 for the 20 H. P. Touring Car, and

$1,750 for the new four-cylinder 24 H. P. Touring Car—

is one of _the most remarkable incidents of the industry, He’ll answer with the car—show you a “silent

and _1s evrdence of how far in advance the “Maxwell” argument" that will convince you.

lme 15' u . ,, . Write for letters proving that the Mitchell is

Get 3‘ Maxwell Cnorlvmcer at your convemence m any the most economical car to operate, and for cat

car Of the Maxwell lme- Address Dept" 2' alog No. 18, picturing and describing the Mitchell

Touring Car $2,000, Limousine $2 00, Roadster

_ . @142 $1,250 and Runabout $1,000.

Touring Car shown here—5 passenger, 35 h. p..

M-f P“'m"" 4 cylinder, speed 50 miles, finished in Mitchell

blue—a very neat and extremely desirable car

from radiator to tail light.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., 278 Mitchell St.,

.Racine, \Vis.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company

MnnbnvAJltC. MA.

Main Mike: 40 Mt. Pleasant St., Tarrylown, N. Y.

FACTORIES:

Chicago, 111., Pawtucket, R. 1., New Castle, Ind.

DEALERS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

  

  

24 H. P. Touring Car, $1,750.
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i ‘ MOTOR MAKERS
that's srbst we sre. 's' hsve

mode the motors In some of

the most successful ears, for

yesrs. Quality More price,

snd BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ '

Carburetor

Ilia as motor experts we

picked Is the best in the world,

we sre now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR 80., Lonnnsport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Moto “Rntenber” Csrburetors, and Suplies. Light Soft Grsy Immrarsss snd Aluminum Csstinls. p.

KlNWllllll AUTUMUBIIE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LEADERS:

Klnwood Perfection deistors

d

Kinwood Mach-:nknl Oilsrs.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIBS :

Frames, hoods, dsshss, fendsrs, gssolsns and wstsr tanks, mufliers,

dust snd drip psns, radiator fsns, lssolsns gsu‘es, fittings, couplings.

sts., stc.

  

  

 

Lsrgs facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PITIROIN, THOMAS J. WITZEL,

ioo Lnko 0L, Chlonno, I I Wnrrsn 82., New York,

Western Rsprss—Intivs. lutsrn Rsprsssntstlvs.

fri-in KINSEY MFG. 00., Dayton, Ohio.

Triumph Grease

is a perfect lubricant, without gum, pitch,

acids or any other non-lubricants. It will not

freeze. It will not melt. Lasts 50 to 100

per cent. longer than other lubricants.

SEND $2.00 Hill 10 POUND TRIAL BAN

iii Piniiiiin trim 00., mm Band, Ind.

ARE STANDARD
Let us quote you on 4-cyilnder

motors for i908

THREE SIZES

"2
5’11 1 s

Hylindsr with self-eon

tsinsd oiling system.

Motors sre resdy foi

coupling sny stsndsrd

ms eto.

‘ ur new fsctory llld ins

cliinery ensble us to u

antes usiity snd dc“

ies. _ lso clutches snd

transmissions. Send for

cstslo e.

FRANIILIN PELERSON

166 Lake St. an.

MOTORS
  

Ill.
est R resentsti

T1105. 1 wri‘izlua "
W. 42d L, Now York

Euler-n mind“

  

 

 

  

PA c KARD

Enameled Ignition Cable

PACKARD cAaté.

  

is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENSION CABLE is s

new feature. It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC C0., Warren. 0.

  

 

Handlost

Auto

Wrenchas

A Set of 5 B. & S.

General Service

‘ Wrenches

(10 openings) put

up in s handy

KIT BAG

Get our inst

Cntslog

Thu Bllllngs &

Spmu Company

Hartford, Conn.

  

  

 

 

  

TWO, FACTORIES

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine Ind all other

high-class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9000 jobs, complete. trimmed snd finished

RACINE NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, Rnclno,Wls.

HEINZE

BUILS
Send for

I907 Catalog

and Prices.

 

 

 

 

b, .g-ie'i'"

/‘_ I .

HEINZE ELECTRIC co., Lowell, flass.
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‘ One Price for

Warner Auto-Meters

EVER, until this year of 1908, has there

been a speed indicator sold at one ab

solutely fixed list price. Manufactur

ers have “ named ” a list price and some evep

required the dealers to sell at " that " price.

Only one “ insisted " upon it being ob—

served. That was ourselves. But, unfor

tunately, we sold to the jobber also — and the

jobber eut'the price. "

Then there was fun in the camp. That

hurt us— it hurt the dealer, too. -

Then, in his haste to close a sale, the job

ber would let wrong gear rati05 go_ out— that

" ~ hurt the consumer, the dealer and

ourselves. For the jobber knows

no law. -

So we’ve cut the jobber's quota

tions out. If he gets Warner Auto

Meters he pays for them the exact

figure the dealer pays. If he cuts,

he gets no more Auto-Meters.

  

 

THIS STAND IS POSITIVE.

Warner Instrument Co.

108 Wheeler Ave, Belott, WIS.

  

 

 
  

Consider Solar

—Then Buy Solar

Consider that SOLAR LAMP

and SOLAR GENERATORS have

fewer parts than any other lamp

or generator produced—and that

each part is of heavy drawn brass,

riveted or screwed together—not

soldered. And that each lamp is

tested for accuracyof focus and

every possible bit of light is util

ized. Buy SOLAR and your auto

mobile will be raised to the high

est state of efficiency as regards

lighting equipment.

Write for catalogue, department

7, scnt free upon request.

Badger Brass Manufacturing Co.

Two Factories

New York City Kenosha, Wis.

 

 

 

 

55% I 55% 55%

of all the Exhibitors of both pleasure and commercial cars at the great Chicago Shows held in the

Coliseum Annex, 1st Regiment Armory and Tattersalls 7th Regiment Armory are using

Timken Roller Bearings or Axles

NVhen you consider the varied exhibits and large number of individual Exhibitors, this showing is

most remarkable—yet it shows that more than half of them are of one mind, notwithstanding the {act

that price is always secondary to quality with TIMKEN PRODUCTS.

In the great 3 day Chicago Reliability Run a HAYNES Car \VITH WHEEL HUBS SEALED

carried 03 the prize with a clean score. Some say a practical impossibility with bearings not of

The Timken Principle and (bality '

If you are not using TIMKEN PRODUCTS, write us—we have facts to present that not only mean

profit but reputation to you.

The Timlten Roller Bearing Axle Company

Canton, Ohio

Eastern Branch—10 E. 3lst St., New York Western Branch—429 Wabash Ave., Chicago
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The Car of Steady Service

As a matter of business judgment examine the mechanical features of this car,

such as offset crank shaft, straight line drive, direct from transmission gear to rear

axle without an intervening joint, ball or roller bearings throughout the transmitting

system, and powerful axle construction and other important details.

Then compare this car at $2,250 with any other car at any price, and be guided by

the keen consideration that you would give any other investment of equal moment.

It is quality that counts and we offer all the practical value obtainable at any

price.

Let us show you; it may save you hundreds of dollars both in first investment and

cost of maintenance.

Thomas B.) Jettery & Company

Main Ottice and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

Chicago Milwaukee Boston Philadelphia San Francisco

Representatives in all leading cities.
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BIG COMPANY’S NEW CONNEC'I'IONS

Takes Output of Simplex Factory and Will

Market a Line Built to Its Own

Specifications.

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co., of New York

City, who for several years have taken the

output of Matheson chassis, which contract

was relinquished a short time ago, finally

which

promise to put them in an even stronger

have completed re-arrangements

and enlarged position in the trade.

As a

market the Simplex, which will be made in

leader, they have contracted to

one model only—of 70 horsepower—listing

at $5,750. The Simplex was formerly made

by the Smith & Mabley Mfg. Co., Inc.,

which was later succeeded by the Simplex

Mfg. Co. The car itself has always been

considered one of the best made and high

est grade of American cars, being intended

to be a duplicate of the best of the foreign

product and incorporating the most ad

vanced foreign mechanical practices. The

car, however, was not pushed much beyond

the confines of New York and Philadelphia,

and, consequently, its worth throughout

the country has not been generally known

or appreciated. The Palmer 8: Singer Mfg.

C0.'s agressiveness and forceful selling

methods, together with their large re

sources, ought quickly to effect a marked

change; in fact, Sales Manager W. M. Botto

started this week on a trip to the Pacific

Coast during which he will visit the prin

cipal cities en route in the interests of the

company’s new goods. Previous acquaint

ance with the territory will assist in facil

itating his mission.

In addition to the Simplex, the Palmer &

Singer company will handle a full line of

cars which are to be known as “P & S”, and

which are being made expressly to their

specifications; the line will include a six

cylinder runabout, a touring car and a town

car. These P. & S. cars will be secondary

'to the Simplex in the matter of price only,

as Palmer & Singer have their own engin

eering stat’lt and know the requisites of a

high grade car.

Importers’ Show Proved Unprbfitable.

Despite its surpassing beauty and con

spicuous and rose colored newspaper men

tion, the New York public refused to the

end to “warm up" to the Importers' Salon

which closed its run in Madison Square

Garden, New York, on Saturday evening

last. The attendance was meagre through

out. It is doubtful if there were more than

5,000 paid admissions during the eight days

and it is practically certain that the entire

attendance was less than 10,000. Accord—

ing to unofficial reports, the importers are

facing a deficit of about $10,000.

Burke to Manage Mora Branch.

Because of a desire to figure more large

ly in the metropolitan trade, the Mora Mo

tor Car Co. has decided to establish a

branch in New York City, probably at

Fifty-second street and Broadway. W. W.

Burke, former manager of the Electric Ve

hicle Co.'s New York branch, and latterly

president of the Motor Parts Co., already

has been engaged to manage the Mora

depot

Counselman Rejoins Chalmer’s Staff.

Lee Counselman, who for seven years

was in charge of the National Cash Regis

ter Co.’s publicity work, has become sales

manager of the E. R. Thomas Detroit Co.,

thereby rejoining his former chief, Hugh

Chalmers, who only recently became pres<

ident of the Thomas Detroit company.

Counselman has traveled far and has owned

no less than ten diFferent automobiles.

To Push Continentals in California.

E. L. De Camp, formerly with the New

York office of the Packard Motor Car Co..

has relinquished that position to take

charge of the Continental Tire interests on

the Pacific coast as general western repre

sentative. He will establish his headquar

ters at San Francisco.

NEXT A. l. A. M. Sll0W IN JANUARY

Decision Reached 'at a “Forceful but Tem

perate” Meeting at Which There Was

“Something Doing.”

 

What one of those in attendance de—

scribed as “a forceful but temperate” meet

ing of the Association of Licensed Auto

mobile Manufacturers occurred in the New

York offices of the organization on Tues

day last, 7th inst.

The one item of news for general con

sumption that grew out of the meeting

was the announcement that the next A. L.

A. M. show in Madison Square Garden will

occur in January, 1909. That the trade

had had more than enough of the so

called “early shows" and that this decision

to return to January dates was more than

probable was stated by the Motor World

immediately after the November exhibition.

Col. George Pope, as chairman of the show

committee, rendered a report of the lat

ter function. It was not the final report,

but it stated that when everything is settledv

a profit of at least $10,000 more than the

previous show will be disclosed.

The consideration of show matters was

not, however. wholly responsible for the

morning session that was prolonged until

nearly 3 o'clock p. m., nor for the night

session that followed. It had been whis

pered that there were those members who

considered that the association was being

too expensively maintained and who also

were of opinion that a reduction of the

royalty exacted under the Selden patent

was desirable and possible; and that these

,members aired their views and that it was

due to the discussion of those subjects that

the meeting was so prolonged and forceful

there is no doubt. Naturally the proceed»

ings were of an executive character, but it

is known that the matter of royalty re

duction was referred to the executive com

mittee of the association, who are to take

up the subject with the receivers of the
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Electric Vehicle Co., the owners of the

Selden patent, who receive three-fifths of

1% per cent. royalty that is paid by the

members. As the Electric Vehicle Co. now

is in the hands of the court, it would ap—

pear that any steps that may be taken of

necessity will be unusually complicated.

It is also understood that interest was

added to the occasibn by the efforts of one

of the eastern members to have himself

placed on the executive committee.

The meeting also accepted two resigna~

tions that were tendered—those of Marcus

1. Brock, assistant general manager, and

C. A. \Nardle, head of the agency depart~

ment.

The gathering was unusually well at

tended, those present being as follows: \V.

F. Clarke, Autocar Co.; William E. Metz

ger, Cadillac Motor Car Co.; H. S. Hart,

Corbin Motor Vehicle Co.; H. 5. Lloyd,

Electric Vehicle Co.; B. A. Baker, Elmore

Mfg. Co.; H. H. Franklin, H. H. Franklin

Mfg. Co.; C. H. Haynes, Haynes Automo

bile Co.; E. R. Hewitt, Hewitt Motor Co.;

E. H. Cutler, Knox Automobile Co.; S. T.

Davis, Jr., Locomobile Company of Amer~

ica; H. A. Lozier, Lozier Motor Co.; C. W.

Matheson, Matheson Motor Car Co.; V. M.

Gunderson, Northern Motor Car Co.; F. L.

Smith, Olds Motor Works; H. B. Joy,

Packard Motor Car Co.; L. H. Kittredge,

Peerless Motor Car Co.; Charles Clifton,

George N. Pierce Co.; 'A. L. Pope. Pope

Mfg. Co.; George Pope, Pope Motor Car

Co.; E. D. Shurmer, Royal Motor Car Co.;

G. E. Mitchell, Alden Sampson, 2d; R. H.

Salmons, Selden Motor Vehicle Co.; E.

McEwen, F. B. Stearns Co.; C. C. Hilde

brand, Stevens-Duryea Co.; Hayden Eames,

Studebaker Automobile Co.; E. C. Morse,

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.; E. P. Chalfont,

Waltham Mfg. Co.; Thomas Henderson,

Winton Motor Carriage Co., and M. J. Bud

10ng, general manager.

Chicago, too, Abandons Early Show Idea.

Chicago also has had enough of “early

shows," and as a result the Windy City

will return to the old order of things, which

means that the next show there will occur

during the first week in February, 1909. The

show subject was brought up at the meet.

ing of the executive committee of the Na

tional Association of Automobile Manufac

turers in New York yesterday and was im

mediately disposed of by being referred to

the show committee, which later agreed to

recommend that the next Chicago show be

held two weeks after the exhibition in

Madison Square Garden, New York. H. E.

Coffin, representing the E. R. Thomas De

troit Co., was elected a member, being the

first to pay the new initiation fee of $500. >

At the request of the American Automo

bile Association, 5. D. Waldon and Wind—

sor T. White were appointed to represent

the N. A. A. M. in an advisory capacity, and

these two, with H. O. Smith. were ap

pointed a committee to attend the meeting

of the A. A. A. touring board.

BASIC CLAIM Hill WIRE ANTI-SKIDS

New York Inventor Unearths Ten Years’

Old Patent and “Gets Busy"—Good

rich Takes Out License.

\Nhat is claimed to be the basic patent

on wire tread, anti-skid tires has been

brought to light by the inventor, Calvin

Thayer Adams, of New York. It is num

bered 609,320, and was issued August 16,

1898, the application having been filed De-;'

cember 26, 1895, and Adams, through his

attorney, Alfred Wilkinson, already has been '

successful in having his patent recognized

by the B. F. Goodrich Co., to whom a 1i

cense just has been granted. Mr. \Vilkin

son promises that suits now will be

promptly instituted against all infringers.

In his patent Adams claims as his inven

tion “the combination, with a cushioned ve

hicle tire, of a tread applied to the entire

periphery of the tire, and having metallic

wire interwoven with itself, parts of said

interwoven wire lying substantially flush

with the outer surface of the tread, and

forming cushioned antislip bearings cover

ing the sides and bottom of the tread.”

“To apply my invention to an ordinary

rubber pneumatic tire,”—to quote the lan

guare of the patent—“I prefer to employ

a separate tread composed of a strip of

rubber fabric or other appropriate material,

which I provide with a peripheral succes

‘sion of hard metallic bearings by, in this

example of my invention, weaving or stitch

ing therethrough copper, iron, or other

suitable metallic wire in lines running

lengthwise of the tread, so as to lie partly

on the surface of the strip and substantial

ly flush with the surface thereof. I then

stretch and cement the strip thus fitted

around the tire, so that it will be integrally

united and incorporated therewith. The

exposed portions of the interwoven wire

will thus form hard bearings, which will

bear on the roadway and effectually prevent

the wheel from slipping thereon when the

roadway is wet and at the same time will

spring inward with the tire to allow the

yielding material of the tread to bear on

the roadway and act as a cushion in the

ordinary way. The wire being interwoven

with the material of the tread, will remain

securely therein even when exposed stitches

are worn oFf, and the exposed ends of the

wire will act in the same way as hard bear

ings to prevent the wheel from slipping."

No Schwab Offer for Pope-Toledo.

- Associated Press-dispatches from Toledo

stating that after “a stormy session between

the receivers of the Pope Motor Car Co. on

one side, and the creditors and local busi

ness men on the other, the receivers agreed

to grant Joseph M. Schwab an option on

the Pope-Toledov plant," are branded by

those in position to know as “absolutely

false.”

The Schwab alleged proposal was_re

ported by the Motor World 'several weeks

ago and has been ,“in the air" ever vsince.

At that time the Pope people stated that

Mr. Schwab never had made a definite ofier

for the Pope-Toledo plant, but instead had

made merely a verbal proposal through a

third party and, of course, receivers cannot

submit verbal offers to the courts for ap

proval. Far from refusing Schwab an op

tion on the property, the Pope interests say

that without money consideration of any

sort, they gave him a ten day option, which

later was extended to thirty days. Not

even the color of the Schwab money has

yet been seen.

The Toledo press despatches add interest

to the situation by stating that “it is freely

asserted here that Joseph Schwab is sim

ply standing with or back of his brother,

Charles M., in this deal and that Charles

wants the property for the United States

Steel Trust, who desire to have a high grade

automobile to compete with a steel com

petitor which is also making automobiles,"

which seems a most unlikely situation.

 

“Spring Opening" for New York Trade.

That the metropolitan automobile deal—

ers are not going into ecstacies over the

spring show which those two generous oil

prospectors, Messrs. Curry and Tatham.

have arranged for them, was made evident

at the special meeting yesterday of the New

York Automobile Trade Association, when

instead of a Curry-Tatham show they con

sidered the project of holding an “Opening

Week" or “Automobile Week". in the early

spring. After some discussion Gen. John

T. Cutting introduced a resolution that it

was the sense of the meeting that an “Open!

ing Week" or “Automobile Week" be held

under the auspices of the Trade Associa

tion during the early spring. A number of

those present gave their views on the sub

ject and President Owen appointed a com

mittee to work out the details. Gen. Cut

ting was appointed chairman, the other

members of the committee being Col. K.

C. Pardee, Richard Newton, C. R. Tea

boldt. and C. W'. W'urster, with E. V. Strat

ton, secretary of the association, secretary.

To Operate the Deere-Clarke Plant.

For the stated purpose of marketing un

finished and finished product and ultimately

re-establishing the business, the Midland

Motor Co. has been formed to operate the

plant of defunct Deere-Clarke Motor Car

Co., at East Moline, Ill. The company

was incorporated last week, under Illinois

laws, with $100,000 capital, the incorporators

being C. H. Pope, A. E. Montgomery, C.

E. White, William Butterworth and E. H.

Guyer. The property of the defunct Deere

Clarke company, which was thrown into

involuntary bankruptcy last September, was

purchased on November 1st by representa

tives of the corporation formed last week.
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EXPORTS FELL 011‘ IN NOVEMBER

But the United Kingdom and France In

Purchases - Losses

in Nine Geographical Divisions.

' creased Their

Exports in November failed to keep the

pace set by the previous months and the

record shows a decrease from the corre

sponding month of the previous year, the

totals for complete machines and parts be

ing $173,552 as against $275,759 during No

vember, 1906.

The number of complete cars shipped

was correspondingly less, too, being 99 as

against 173. As for the past three years,

the United Kingdom continues to be' the

greatest export market for American ma

chines and the constant increase in its pur—

chases goes on unabated, the November

figures being $49,419 as against $45,076 in

the previous November. France also shows

its usual monthly gain, the exports to that

country being $26,304 as against $18,712.

The division known as Other Asia and

Oceania jumps to $13,648 from $8,643. Ger

many and South America were the only

other divisions showing gains, the remain

ing nine returning decreases for the monthv

Of the latter the most conspicuous is that

of British Australasia, with a fall to $4,439

from $40,640. Mexico’s decline for the c0r~

responding months was down to $15,662

from $64,827.

For the eleven months ending with No

vember the total shows a gain of $1,268,508

in export business over 1906, the number

of complete machines for the period in 1907

being 2,721. All of the divisions except

Mexico and Africa show a gain. Despite

its decrease, however, the big volume of

business done gives Mexico the fourth po

sition. First position in volume of sales

goes to the United Kingdom, with British

North America and France running second

and third, respectively.

The record in detail is as follows:

Engineers Elect Fay President.v

Thomas I. Fay, of New York City, suc

ceeded A. L. Riker as president of the So

ciety of Automobile Engineers, at the third

annual meeting and election of officers, held

in New York Friday last, 3d inst. E. T.

Birdsall, Rochester, N. Y., was elected sec

ond vice—president, and Henry Hess, Phil

adelphia, treasurer. President Fay ap

pointed Charles B. Hayward, secretary.

Russell Hufi, Detroit, and F. I. Newman,

Chicago, were elected managers for three

years, succeeding A. H. Whiting and H.

Vanderbeek, whose terms had expired. The

other officers are Henry Ford, of Detroit,

first vice-president, and Hiram Percy

Maxim, L. T. Gibbs, H. M. chtland, and

H. E. Alden, managers.

After the election, papers were read as

follows: “Automobile Hub Bearings,” by

Henry Hess; “Some Notes on Taper Roller

Bearings,” by H. W. Alden; “Usually Un~

observed Refinements of Automobile Con

struction,” by J. M. Ellsworth and Thomas

I. Fay; and “Nature llard Gears,” by

Thomas J. Fay. The annual dinner was

held in the evening, followed by a second

business session. It was decided to hold

quarterly meetings hereafter, the first be

ing scheduled for the week of the Boston

show, which will open in Mechanics Build

ing and Horticultural Hall on Saturday,

March 7th.

Mensus Wooing Houston Capitalists.

A. C. Mcnsus, of the unidentified Mensus

Motor Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., is looking

for a site for an automobile factory. He

was first heard of a long way from home-—

in Houston, Texas, where he was seeking

the support of the Business Men's League.

Tincher Joins the A. M. C. M. A.

The Tinchcr Motor Car Co., of South

Bend, Ind., has been elected to membership _

in the American Motor Car Manufacturers’

ASsOClllllOfl. This accession makes the

fifty-second name on the association’s roll.

 

 

November Eleven Months Ending November

1906 1907 1905 1906 1907

Cars, carriages, other vehicles, and

parts of :—

Automobiles, and parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . - -- $2.499,010 *$2,356,110 . . . . ..

Automobiles 'l' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $230,491 $142,946 . . .. .. 1,610,426 $4,861,622

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45,268 30,606 - - ' - -- 200,496 593,918

Exported to—

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45,076 49.419 631-787 1.110.617 1.671.680

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,712 26,304 262058 305.506 587,886

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 3.991 6,136 103.806 128,181 170,186

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.330 315 159.905 241258 242660

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10.725 4.616 238.902 207,196 272,290

British North America . . . . . . . . . .. 32.241 20,585 513,761 847,272 1,145,564

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64,827 15.662 162,780 678,280 573,116

West Indies and Bermuda . . . . . . .. 22.353 13.633 131.361 230,187 249,637

South America . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9,929 12,014 54,912 142.311 220.933

British 'Eastvlndies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,910 6.606 31,097 32,832 35.556

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40,640 4,439 111,119 147.116 175,356

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . 8,643 13,648 60.878 72,443 91,162

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581 109 33,528 16,100 8,048

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 801 66 3,116 7,733 11,466

Total automobiles, and parts of.. $275,759 $173,552 $2,499,010 $4,167,032 $5,455,540

" Figures are for six months, Januarygég June, 1906.

1' Number not stated prior to July 1,

SUDDEN DEATII 01‘ M. l.. 0088

Unexpected Outcome of Apparently Slight

Accident—His Long Continued Prom

inence in the Industry.

What were supposed to be slight injuries,

caused by a trivial accident several days

before, caused the death on Friday last, 3d

inst., of M. L. Goss, secretary of the Baker

Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and

one of the most widely known men in the

industry. '

On the previous Monday evening, while

driving to his home, Mr. Goss’s hat blew off

He got out of his car to recover it and in

doing so was knocked down by another

automobile. The fall was not violent, how

ever, and he picked up his hat and drove

home, apparently none the worse for the

mishap. He was a portly man, however,

and alarming complications set in on Thurs

day and caused his death the following

night.

Mr. Goss had been secretary of the

Baker Motor Vehicle C0. since its organi

zation. He was in his fifty-ninth year and

had lived in Cleveland most of the time

since 1871, when he started in the employ

of the Howe Sewing Machine Co. In 1879

he went to the White Sewing Machine Co.,

and later became its secretary, holding that

position until 1893. In the middle nineties

Mr. Goss was sales manager for H. A. Lo

zier 8: Co., in the wholesaling of bicycles at

Cleveland, later spending some time with

the Keating Bicycle Co., at Middletown,

Conn. As the automobile industry grew

Mr. Goss took up the electric vehicle and

has remained a prominent factor in the

Baker company and in the business. He

served several terms as a member of the

executive committee of the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Manufacturers.

Personally, Mr. Goss was of the most

genial temperament and was will liked by

all who knew him even passingly well. To

his intimates he was long and affectionately

known as “Pop” Goss. He leaves a widow

and a son and daughter. His funeral 0c

curred on Monday, 6th inst., the interment

being made in Lake View Cemetery, Cleve

land.

Empire Making Insulated Wire.

In addition to tires and tubes, the Empire

Automobile Tire Co., Trenton, N. 1., has

added insulated wire to its productions. The

cable of the Empire secondary wire is cov

cred with a rubber stock designed to resist

high voltage and to withstand great abuse.

The rubber stock is covered with braid, and

over this braid is placed a rubber stock that

is absolutely oil-proof. Two braided jack

ets are placed on the outside. The Empire

primary wire is also insulated with oil

proof rubber, and finished with two braided

jackets.
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To Minimize Existing Evils.

It is good that His Honor the Mayor

should have seen fit to devote a portion of

his annual presentment to the board of al

dermen to the question of the several abuses

to which the motor car is commonly loaned

in the City of New York. It is to be hoped,

moreover, that that august body will profit

by the hint and take sane action looking

toward the mitigation of each of the evils

mentioned. It is more than a year since

the Automobile Club of America undertook

these

branches of automobile useage, and since

its campaign of betterment in

the efforts thus expended have been only

partially rewarded, it is high time more

drastic measures were taken to reduce the

nuisance which is fast becoming unendur

able in some respects.

Thus far, the efforts of the Automobile

Club have been rewarded to the extent of

establishing a fine line of demarcation be

tween the considerate and inconsiderate mo

torist. Hence the establishment of local

measures preventing the use of the sirens

within city limits, as well as the restriction

of smoky exhausts, muffler cutouts and

acetylene headlights can in no way be con

sidered as an attack upon motorists as a

class, but only upon those who are not alive

to the objectionable nature of such prac

tices. They cannot in any way be regarded

in the light of a general hardship. Euro

pean municipalities already have found it

necessary to establish such regulations and

they are accepted without question and en

forced without difiiculty. Like the speed

laws, they do not hamper the legitimate use

of the automobile, nor question its value as

a vehicle.

As for the recommendations of special

license restrictions for such of the motor

vehicles as are in the public Service, it is

only fair to the public that such vehicles

shall be under municipal control to a cer

tain extent. The danger of too restrictive

action in this respect is, of course, immi

nent, considering the proclivitics of alder

manic bodies as a class. But there is al

ways the opportunity of obtaining court

judgment on the rectitude of any such

measure, and its absence is rather more a

menace to the ’bus or cab promoter than

too stringent a measure would be, since it

always leaves the door open for unscru

pulous traffic warfare and the reckless pro

Alto

gether it is to be hoped the aldermen will

mulgation of impossible schemes.

listen to the whole of the Mayor’s advise

and act upon it with all the wisdom they

possess.

Promoting Efficiency of Employes.

In the “breakdown” competition recently

held by a French firm operating a large

number of motor cabs, is a suggestion which

promises a great deal in the way of im

proved operating etficicncy on the part of

the employcs. In the growing use of the

taximeter cab and the commercial car of

one sort or another, is found a condition

which has been thrashed out over and over

again in other lines of activity with varying

degrees of success. It is not enough to

offer work and wages to the employe and

to hedge him about with restrictions of

one sort or another. His interest in his

_work must be kept up, either through pride

in his calling or through his ambition, or

untidy and slipshod work is the result,

with perfunctory attention to details and

unfaithful service in other ways. Like the

sagacious physician of the old school, the

successful manager of men must administer

candy and pills according to the temper of

the patient quite as much as with regard to

And the ad

ministering of this moral physic to the cm

the nature of the complaint.

ploye is quite the most arduous and diffi

cult task which the superintendent and his

lieutenants have to face.

Unlike the motorman of the trolley car,

the automobile driver must be thrown upon

his own responsibility as regards keeping

his machine running, once he has left the

and unless involvesgarage, the mishap

some vital portion of the machine, no

"breakdown" must be permitted to inter

fere with the mileage account turned in at

the end of the day.

the prospective driver of the commercial

It is customary to give

vehicle as much information and training

as will enable him to operate his machine

under placid conditions, and as much more

relating to emergencies as he is able to ab

sorb in a few hurried lessons. Generally

his training ends at that point, and unless

he be ambitious, his commercial career is

apt to be limited by those conditions. How

then to show that type of man the possi

within his own

sphere and reveal to him a field for useful

and well paid labor without skipping ovei

bilities for advancement

to the idle and generally fruitless existence

of the “choffer,” is something many man

agers would like to know.

In the methods and details of diagnosing

motor troubles appears to be a good point

about which to hinge a system of training

which would be both useful to the vehicle

owner'and interesting to the men. Compe

titions of the sort indicated require little

effort or expense to maintain. They would

serve to keep the operators thinking about

the mechanical side of their work, and

would prove invaluable in the way of train

ing if properly carried out. Supplementing

such tests, it might be possible to arrange

a system of prizes or bonuses for the driv

ers who obtained the greatest mileage from

their vehicles without submitting them to the

repair department, or who succeeded in mak

ing the most rapid and expedient roadside

repairs consistent with economical vehicle

maintenance. Such a method or methods

could not be carried on for any length of

time without substantial re

wards for the successful ones in the way of

developing

promotion or increased pay,

quently, the proven result of successful

competition would tend to popularize the

and conse
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system. Certainly the idea holds promise

and is worth following up.

Worth of the Dynamometer.

It is a source of considerable local pride

that the Automobile Club of America has at

length set up its long promised car dynamo

meter and given able demonstration of its

capabilities. That it is both original and

complete in its construction should further

increase the satisfaction felt in its culmin

ation. When first announced, some three

years ago, it was stated that the matter of

its construction had been placed in the

hands of the technical committee. Since

that time, however, little has been heard of

it, and its development has proceeded with

to herald it.

Therefore its completion and demonstra

out any blare of trumpets

tion come very much as a surprise to most

of those who are outside the range of the

gossip of the club.

It cannot be questioned that the testing

plant officially put into service on Tues

day afternoon is a useful and effective one

and that by its operation it will be possible

not alone for the owner club members to

arrive at certain information concerning

their cars which hitherto has been a matter

of doubt and conjecture, but also that re

search work can be carried on to an extent

which has not been possible hitherto be

cause of the lack of complete apparatus.

Here can be developed not only the figura

tive "horsepower-at-the-wheels" which has

cut more or less of a caper at the show

booths, but also the efficiency of the trans

mission mechanism, the holding power of

the brakes in both directions, and other in

direct investigations in which the power

elements is in any way considered. As these

experiments may be carried on without any

special preparation of the machine, it be

ing necessary merely to run it on the roll

ers, make it fast and connect up the ex

haust, it is evident that the inducement to

close study of the questions involved in

the power equation of the car is very great

ly stimulated by the development of this

machine.

It has been deplored again and again, that

no American body possessed the facilities

offered by the laboratories of the Automo

bile Club of France, or the Royal Automo

bile Club of England.

general advancement now being removed

This hindrance to

it remains only to put the plant to proper

and effective use. It is not to be supposed

that an investment as great as this is said

to be will be permitted to go to waste. At

the same time it may be pardonable to ex

press the hope that the use of the plant

will not be confined at all closely to club

members and their cars, and that the ser

vice fee be in no wise prohibitive, in the

event of the plant being placed at the dis—

posal of the public. The free and general

use of such an apparatus cannot be regarded

in any other light than as a public benefac—

tion, especially when applied to an indus

try which is admittedly prey to so much

chicanery as this. Hence it is to be hoped

that the liberality evinced by the club in

installing its testing plant will be extended

speedily to the encouragement of ‘proper

and well ordered use of this excellent de

vice.

Concerning the “Composite Car."

In its annual review of the closing year

that the Scientific

American discusses the progress of automo

venerable authority,

bile design in optimistic vein, calling atten

tion to the small and decreasing number of

novelties which have made their appearance

during the year as an indication that the ap

proximate final type of design has been

arrived at. The composite type automobile

at the close of the year 1907 is described

as having “a pressed steel riveted frame;

a 40 horsepower, 6 cylinder engine; mag

neto ignition, with the jump spark in re

serve; is water-cooled, with its pump driv

en by gears from the engine shaft; has a

three or four speed sliding gear of the se

lective type; a cone clutch, or if not this,

one of the floating disc or ring type; and

distinguished by

straight lines and a general simplicity and

the car body will be

purity of outline and coloring."

As a matter of fact, a census of the Amer~

ican product, taken by comparing 322 mod

els catalogued by our own manufacturers,

shows only 39 6-cylinder cars actually for

sale, counting the different models produced

by various makers as separate cars for the

sake of comparison. This is a representa

tion of a little over 12 per cent., while the

total of 4-cylinder models amounts to near

66 per cent., double and single cylinder

types coming to 16 and 4 per cent. nearly, in

the respective cases. England, even, as be

ing the home of the 6-cylinder movement

as a significant manufacturing efi‘ort, fails

to make a much better showing for this

type. For even counting all the cars listed

in the British market, only 18 per cent. are

found to have 6-cy1inder motors, while 65

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

January 14-18, Hartford, Conn—Hartford

Automobile Dealers’ Association show in

Foot Guard Armory Hall.

February 1-8, Providence, R. I—Show in

Providence State armory.

February 10-15. Detroit, Mich.—Tri-State

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion’s annual show in Light Guard armory.

February 17-22, Cleveland Ohio—Cleve~

land Automobile Dealers' Association show

in Central armory.

  

per cent. are of the quadruple type, 12 per

cent. double, and 3 per cent. single.

' This is a catalogue census pure and sim

ple, but as specifications drawn from the

most improved cars existant at the close

of 1907, must necessarily relate to 1908

cars almost entirely, judgment on the basis

of sales is impossible. Even on that basis,

however, the fairly built composite car

Conclu

sions of this sort are useless unless com

should be of the 4-cylinder type.

piled with regard to average practice rather

than with regard to what may be called

"best engineering" at the time.

Yonkers, N. Y., affords a fair illustra

tion of the inconsistency of which automo

Although

previous wildcat races had resulted in sev_

bilists have a right to complain.

eral near-tragedies and though formal pro

test had been lodged with the mayor and

the chief of police, those worthies were on

the list to serve as officials of the danger

ous and unauthorized midnight race of mo

torcyclists who tore through Yonkers at an

unholy pace of 40 or 50 miles per hour, in

the darkness of the New Year. Automobil

ists who have chanced to pass through the

place in the safe hours of daylight at less

than half that speed, have been pounced

upon and haled to jail. It would serve a

good purpose if such officials were called

to account for such connivance at law

breaking and such miserable inconsistency.

It is evident that we are now due for an

epidemic of taxicab companies. The num

ber of them that are forming is becoming
formidable. It is safeito say, however, that

of those who “take out their papers,” the

number that actually will operate cabs on

the street will be insignificant. There are

some honest, hopeful souls who appear to

imagine that a taxicab service is analagous

to the keeping of a livery stable.
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'I'IIII'Z CARS 'l‘llill A SECOND TIII'I

Result of Philadelphia Endurance Run De

cided by Technical Process—Trophy

Awarded to Sheridan.

Hal. K. Sheridan of Philadelphia will hold

the MacDonald and Campbell trophy for

The judges in the Quaker City

Motor Club's two-days endurance run from

one year.

Philadelphia to Allentown and

W'ednesday and Thursday, lst and 2d insts.,

As a

return,

have ruled that he won the contest.

result, not every one is happy.

When the run finished on Thursday three

cars were found to have clean scores in the

from the club, and challenges from the

Studebaker representatives to Sheridan,

the driver of the winnig \Vhite, have been

tlying thick and fast, while Sheridan has

retorted that the Studebaker man may be

sorry he challenged if the technical com

mittee's report is made public. As chair

man of the contest committee, E. C. John~

son has been placed in a position that he

would rather not be in, as unfortunately

he happens to be the Philadelphia repre~

sentative of the White.

\Vhen the cars started on their return

journey from Allentown Thursday morn

ing, six touring cars and two runabouts

had no marks against them so far as could

be determined. Three of the former and

one runabout lost marks before Philadel

score as it previously had been decided that

no penalizations should be imposed on ac

cessories, such as tires, lamps, speedome

ter, shock absorbers, tops, clocks, odome

ters, and so forth. The committee assessed

ten points against Maucher's Peerless,

claiming they found the transmission loose,

but the driver protested, and as the re

quired fee accompanied it, the committee

was obliged to consider the protest. Man

cher claimed that all Peerless cars are

made with transmissions slightly loose

.-\fter a thorough examination of five brand

new cars, the transmissions of which were

found to be the same as in Maucher's car,

the ten demerits were cancelled ahd his

clean score restored. John Trumbull's.

Packard was the only car that could pro

    

HAL. SHERIDAN, WINNER OF THE TROPHY

touring car class. These were Sheridan‘s

White, Bert Maucher's Peerless, and Frank

Yerger‘s Studebaker. Exercising its pre

rogative to make the three cars run the

contest over in an effort to break the ex

isting tie, the contest committee made the

cars follow the same course on Saturday,

4th inst., as in the original contest, except

that they were required to cover the 172.6

miles from Philadelphia and Allentown and

return in one day instead of in two. The tie

remained unbroken when the cars finished

and then the technical committee got busy

with the result that Sheridan was awarded

the trophy, with Mauchcr second and Yer<

ger third. The final findings of the tech

nical committee have not been made public.

but the demerits suffered by the two los

ing cars were of a minor nature, the Peer

less having lost a hood catch and a small

spring on the brake-band. John Trumbull,

who drove a Packard, was the only eat in

the high powered runabout class to finish

with a peefect score, and the Maxwell won

the light runabout trophy with 51 points

against it.

As a result of the decision the Philadel

phia motor colony has lost its usual placid

quietudef It has caused one member, who

was interested in the Peerless, to resign

 

phia was sighted in the afternoon. Frozen

roads and bad water breaks on the roads

between Allentown and Kutztown, the first

control, caused many cars to have demerits

checked against them, but from Kutztown

to Philadelphia the going was easy. There

were no. incidents worth recording, except

that in Reading the police kept the streets

clear for the contestants, in striking con

trast to the arrests made in that city when

the endurance run passed through it last

yean

When Philadelphia was reached the real

work of the officials began. The technical

committee's function was to examine all

the contesting cars and report to the con

test committee any defects or breakages

found upon those cars after the run was

finished. The report was made to the latter

committee and passed upon before the iden

tity of the particular car under investiga

tion was made known, so that the deci

sions were manifestly fair to all concerned

in the matter.

The committee found that with the ex

ception of two bolts missing from the right

shock absorber on the Studebaker, that car

had no points against it, and although Sher

idan, driver of the White, prot sted, the

committee had to allow Yerger a clean

 

ROBERT SHIRK. ONE OF THE BROOM BRIGAEE

duce a clean sheet in the high powered run

about division.

This gave three cars with perfect scores

for the MacDonald and Campbell trophy

for touring cars and as the committee could

see no other way of disposing of the tie

it ordered Sheridan, Mauchcr and Yerger

to again cover the course, this time in one

day, under otherwise the same conditions

that governed the original run. The trio

set out Saturday morning and kept within

sight of each other all the way, finishing on

exactly schedule time, one minute apart,

in Philadelphia Saturday afternoon. As

the tie still remained unbroken the tech

nical committee made a critical examination

of the three cars and reported to the con

test committee, which dccided in favor of

Sheridan for first place, Mauchcr for sec

ond arid Yerger for third.

The prize for light runabouts was award~

ed to the Maxwell Company's Maxwell,

which had 51 points against it. “NV. H.

Cram's Mitchell was second with a deduc

tion of 62 points. These were ,the only

two cars that finished, and unlike those in

the other divisions, had only to check out

in the morning and in at night. prize

also was awarded in the “go~as-yo‘ti~'please"

division, which as its name implies, was
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YERGER (STUDEBAKER),

for those who wished to accompany the

run, and not be bound by schedule or regu

lations. The winner was determined by a

vote for the most popular driver and Daniel

Webster, a Vanderbilt cup race driver, won

by an overwhelming nuber of ballots.

After the run, there was quite a demand

for brooms, which were carried aloft and

which were supposed to represent a “clean

sweep." There were so many brooms dis

played,-however, that the Philadelphia pub

lic may be pardoned if it was confused and

unable to decide exactly who was "it."

Sheridan, who was entitled to carry the

biggest broom, is the same driver who won

the run-off for the Hower trophy in the last

Glidden tour.

The appended table shows the scores of

the cars that finished the run:

Touring Cars.

Road Tech

Driver. Car. Penalty. nical. Total.

“Hal K. Sheridan, White 0 0 Clean

Bert Maucher, Peerless . . . . . . .. 0 0 'Clean

Frank Yerger, Studebaker . . . . .. 0 0 Clean

C. E. Titman, Matheson . . . . . . .. 1 0 1

Harry Michenor, Lozier . . . . . . .. 2 ’rL e. 2

James P. McNichol, Matheson. _ _ 3 Clean 3

'l‘. W. Berger, Oldsmobile . . . . .. 0 5 5

H. B. Shade, Pullman . . . . . . . . .. 7 me. 7

  

  

TRUMBULL (PACKARD), WINNER 1N

RUNABOUT CLASS.

0. W. Holi’man, Stearns . . . . . . ..

William Crawford, Franklin . . . . .

N. J. Fox, Locomobile . . . . . . . . ..

Webb Jay, Kisselkar . . . . . _ _ . . . .

J. A. Moran, Stevens-DurycaMaylin Leinau, Acme . . . . .Paul B. Huyette, Peerless . . . . ..

H. B. Hills, Jr., Royal Tourist...

H. K. Kneeper, Frayer-Miller ...

llills Motor Car Co., Corbin

0

ll

12

as???

P

N..

Pott'f'f'flf’of'u

3'v

 

LEAVING ALLENTO\VN.

Robert Shirk, Stoddard-Dayton .. 0 45 45

A. J. King, Studebaker . . . . . . . .. 64 me. 64

Frank LeFlen, Garford ....__... 15 SO 65

Robert Auschenfelter, Autocar ..107 me. 107

James W. Florida, Locomobile __109 0 109

G. A. Purcival, American . . . . . ..121. n. e. 121

T. M. Twining, Crawford . . . . . ..168 me. 168

H. P. Frey, Columbia . . . . . . . . ..174 me. 174

ll. F. Greenwalt, Mitchell . . . . ..186 0 186

A. J. Martin, American Mars ...222 n. e. 2.12

“ Sheridan won run-off. * n.e.—Not examined.

High Powered Runabouts.

John Trumbull, Packard . . . . . . .. 0 0 Clean

ii. S. Youse, Thomas . . . . . . . . . .. 15 me. 15

A. A. Jones, Ford __ . . . . . . . . ... 20 me. 20

Stewart Laiear, Pullman . . . . . . _ _ 34 n. e. 34

Robert Morton, Pullman . . . . . .. 37 0 37

S. H. Collum, Stearns - . . . . . . . .. O 40 40

J. R. Maynes, Autocar . . . . . . . ..100 n e. 100

P. E. Varney, Oldsmobile . . . . ..112 n. e 112

William Henry, Ford . . . _ _ . . . . . .397 n. e 397

Thomas Wilkinson. Packard ....Out

J. W. Parkin. Parkiu . . . . . . . . . ..Out

F. Gilkinson. Columbia . . . . . . . ..Out

Light Runabouts.

Maxwell Company, Maxwell 51 0 51

W. M. Cram, ..-itchell . . . . . . . . .. 62 0 62

J. A. Hess, Autocar - . . . . . . . . . ..Out

Go-as-You-Please.

Dan Webster, Prayer-Miller,

Awarded to most popular driver.

 

  

SHERIDAN (WHITE). ON THE BAD ROAD NEAR ALLENTOWN.
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PROGRAM ron FLORIDA SANDl-‘ES'I'

Seven Events on the Card, Including Con

test for Dewar Trophy—List of the

Prizes and Conditions.

That freakl racing cars, designed for ab—

normal speeds at short distances only will

be eliminated at the annual Ormond-Day

tonna carnival, which is on the calendar

for the week March 2d to 7th, is made plain

in the entry blanks sent out this week by

the Automobile Club of America, which is

managing the meet, In order to qualify

for the short races—the mile and kilometre

record trials, the one _rnile race for the De

war cup, and the two miles a minute event——

the cars must have competed in one of the

three long distance events, and must have

covered at least 100 miles at an average rate

of 60 miles per haur. As any car that can

maintain a mile-a-minute speed for one

hundred miles is surely not a freak, this con

dition doubtless will be a factor in swell

ing the entry lists.

According to the entry blanks but seven

events have been carded, but if these are

well contested there should be no com

plaint from spectators,_provided of course,

the meet is managed with any sort of sys

tem, something that has not prevailed at

previous Florida carnivals. The exact time

of starting each event will depend on the

tide and condition of the beach, and all the

races will be started from the club house

at Daytonna, so far as is practicable. As

has been told in the Motor World, loops

will be built at each end of a sixteen mile

stretch of sand, afiording a 32 miles circuit

for the long races. '

Doubtless the most important event

carded is the 160 miles race for stock chas—

sis, and manufacturers entering cars in this

event will have to prove that they have ac

tually manufactured and delivered or have

ready for delivery at least ten similar chas

sis in each and every respect, on or before

February 15th. In this event the total pis

ton area shall not exceed 103.87 square

inches, which will admit the equivalent of

a four cylinder engine having a bore of 5%,

inches. In all the other events cars will be

limited in weight to 1,100 kilograms (2424

pounds). Following is the full program of

the meet:

The Automobile _Club of America Cup-—

288 miles (nine laps of 32 miles), standing

start. Entrance fee, $200.

Invitation Race for gentlemen amateur

drivers, for a Silver Cup—128 miles (four

laps), standing start. Cars to be eligible

must have been owned by the entrant prior

to the time of the public announcement of

the race. Entrance fee, $100.

Minneapolis International \Vorld Cham

pionship Trophy—100 miles, standing start.

Present holder, S. F. Edge, London, Eng

land. The cup must be won twice to ob

,ble, providing that its

tain permanent possession. Entrance fee,

$50.

Stock Chassis—160 miles (5 laps). A

“stock chassis" shall mean that the maker

_of the same shall have actually manufac

tured and delivered, or have ready for im

mediate delivery, at least ten similar chas

sis in each and every respect, on or before

February 15th, 1908. The type of the body

is left to the choice of the entrant, provided

it has seats for at least two and carries at

least two (driver and mechanic). Any

American or foreign stock chassis is eligi

total piston area

shall not exceed 103.87 square inches, which

will admit the equivalent of a four cylinder

engine having a bore of 5% inches. Silver

Cups to contestants finishing first and sec

ond. Entrance fee $100.

One mile, flying start, for the Sir Thomas

Dewar World's Championship Trophy.

Present holder is Fred Marriott of Newton,

Mass. Not more than four cars will run

in a heat. A second round of heats will

'be run, if necessary. The winner of each

heat (or second round of heats, as the case

may be) and the fastest second car to com

pete in the final. The entrance fee for this

event, as fixed by the deed of gift, is $50,

which is deposited in a fund in the hands

of trustees of the trophy for special road

construction.

Two miles, flying start, for the two-mile

a-minute trophy, to be run in the form of

time trials, winner to equal or exceed a

speed of 120 miles an hour. Entry fee $50.

Record speed trials for mile and kilome~

ter. Entrance fee $25.

Another Pasadena-Altadena Hill Climb.

After much discussion the Southern Cal

ifornia Automobile Dealers' Association

finally has decided to repeat its annual

Pasadena-Altadena hill climb. It is on the

calendar for February 22d, and the pro

gram for decision is as follows: Runa

bouts, $1,000 and under, two passengers,

weight per passenger, 130 pounds. Touring

cars, $1,001 to $1,500, four passengers;

weight per passenger, 130 pounds. Touring

cars, $1,501 to $2,000, five passengers; weight

per passenger, 130 pounds. Touring cars,

$2,001 to $2,500, five passengers; weight per

passenger, 145 pounds. Touring cars, $2,501

to $3,000, five passengers; weight per pas

senger, 165 pounds. Touring cars, $3,000

to $4,000, five passengers; weight per pas

senger, 175 pounds. Touring cars, $4,000

and over, seven passengers; weight per pas

senger, 145 pounds. Runabouts, $3,000 and

under, two passengers; weight per passen

ger, 150 pounds. Runabouts, 3,000 and over,

weight per passenger, 150 pounds. Special

event for four cars with fastest time in

previous events.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.

R00") F01! NEW YORK-PARIS RACE

The Itinerary Permits of Option at Several

Points—Possible Failure Discounted

in the'Conditions.

Although the names and number of

starters is shrouded in beautiful uncertain

ty, the Paris newspaper which is promoting

the so-called New York to Paris automo

bile race, has announced the itinerary se

lected for the great contest in shipping mo

tor cars as freight over circuitous and dif~

It is a little indefinite in

spots, but in a general way indicates the

ficult routes.

path the carriers will have to take. As

outlined it consists of “the crossing of the

United States without any auxiliary power

whatsoever, during the passage

through the Rocky Mountains and the Sier

ras. Then from San Francisco to Seattle

along the glacial coast of British Columbia

as far as the entrance to Alaska by way of

Valdez. Then by roads or frozen streams

to Norton Sound, to Nome. Bering Strait

may be crossed either on the ice or by

steamer. In Asia the route may be either

by land or by way of the ice along the

shores of the Arctic Ocean, through 5,000

kilometres in Siberia, following the Lena

River, passing through North Siberia to

Irkutsk; thence to Paris by the route of

the Trans-Siberian Railroad to Moscow, St.

Petersburg, Berlin, and Aix-la-Chapelle.”

The start is to be made between Febru

ary 10 and 15 from Times Square, New

York. In traversing North America the

speed laws of the various localities will be

respected, it is announced, so that the con

test will not partake of the nature of a

speed race. In anticipation of none of the

contestants reaching Paris, the promoters,

scenting probable failure, have “cast an an

chor to windward" by providing that the .

cup which is offered shall go to the car

which succeeds in getting farthest from

New York.

unless

Rioters Routed by Automobiles.

Whatever may or may not be done with

automobiles in war they have had a satis

factory test in dealing with a riot, which

is war in miniature. This was at Muncie,

Ind., on Saturday, 4th inst. Muncie, in com

mon with several otherxcities in the H00

sier State, has a street car strike in prog

ress, and on the day mentioned it developed

riotous features. The traction company

was for having the militia called out, but

the police and deputy sheriffs said that with

the aid of automobiles they expected to be

able to get along without troops.

They did. It was in outlying sections

that the automobiles were brought into play.

Six of the vehicles were loaded with special

officers to patrol the outskirts of the city.

Mobs that had gathered in Congerville and

Macedonia were quickly dispersed.
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A. C. A. Sets Up imposing Plant to Test Car Capacities
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INDICATORS SHOWING COMPLETE RESULTS OF TESTS

 
by the legends attached to the various parts

as well as by the oral demonstration given

After more than three years of patient

development the Automobile Club of Amer

I.

ica has produced what with apparent right

is claimed to be beyond question the most

complete and efficient car dynamometer in

existence. The plant, representing a cash

outlay of something like $10,000, is the in

vention of Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler,

first vicc~president of the club and an en

gineer of the highest standing, and has been

built under his supervision as chairman of

the building committee. Although an

nounced prospectively in May, 1905, when

the plans for the new_club house were first

made public, the dynamometer has only

just been completed, its first ofiicial trials

being consummated Tuesday of this week

in the presence of a number of guests of

the club, newspaper representatives and

others, at its palatial quarters. _

The opportunities for inspecting the de‘

vice offered at that time were most ex

cellent, a full set of working drawings of

the. dynamometer being laid open for in

spection in the grill room, while the appar

atus itself, which is placed in a wire en

closure of the repair shop on the top floor

of the club house, on West Fifty-fourth

street, New York, though extremely intri

cate, was made thoroughly understandable

 

  

 

 

UNDERGOING A TEST

in connection with the several tests which

were carried on. Dr. \Vheeler himself con

ducted the trials after explaining the prin

cipal points of the system, while former

Presidents Dave Henneu Morris, A. R.

Shattuck, and Gen. George Moore Smith,

of the building committee also were pres

ent.

Some idea of the completeness of the dy

namometer may be gained from the state~

ment that it is capable bf measuring and re

cording directly the speed of the car under

test, the draw bar pull or tractive efiort,

the horsepower delivered at the tires, the

grade climbing ability and the power of

the brakes. But its most significant merit

is that it is capable of integrating these val

ues by mechanical means, thus affording the

exact results at every instant of the test

and without the necessity of any calculation

whatever on the part of the test crew. In

this respect it is probably the most com—

plete arrangement of the dynamometer

class ever devised.

In principle it comprises merely a couple

of tread rollers on which the wheels of the

car are placed and which are mounted in

such a way that the machine may be driven
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into position over them under its own

power, the tops of the rollers projecting

only a very little above the level of the test

floor. When anchored against both forward

and backward motion, the complete tests

as above outlined may be performed at once.

Up to this point, the system may be said to

resemble that employed in the dynamome

ters used both in automobile and locomotive

testing up to this time. The particular nov

elty which it possesses is confined to the

fact that the usual draw bar mechanism for

measuring the actual pull of the vehicle, is

done away with the anchors at both ends‘

being fixed, and the actual pull being calcu

lated from the torque of the dynamometer

shaft itself, thus simplifying the mechanism

without, in this case complicating the re

sult in any way.

The shaft carrying the two dynamometer

  

Fig. l

rollers is mounted in brackets suspended

from the ceiling of the floor below the

test room and is connected by means of

friction clutches with either of two other

shafts in the same line, one of which is

mounted at either end. That upon the right.

looking toward the front of the car under

test, carries an electric motor which is

used in testing the braking power of the

car, while upon the other side is mounted

the dynamometer, proper which consists

of a special form of hydraulic brake, the

stator of which is connected with a heavy

pendulum weight which is displaced through

a small angle as the rollers turn, as in Fig.

l. The motion of this pendulum is trans

mitted to an arm above, which moves across

a scale showing the draw bar pull in pound

readings, the deflection being in either di

rection according to whether the car is be—

ing driven forward or backward. By means

of a very delicate electrical contrivance, the

motion of this pendulum indicator is made

to control the motion of a small electric

motor which through a cable drive causes

a vertical tape to move across the horse—

power chart at the front of the room. The

position of this tape with regard to the

scales over which it passes thus records

the exact draw bar pull at any and every

instant during the progress of the test.

For determining the speed, which is the

only other variable element entering into

the calculation, a special device is used

which, though somewhat roundabout is

nevertheless extremely accurate. Two ele

ments are utilized in calculating the speed

whereby the errors possible with any fixed

scale are eliminated. In the first place a

long steel cone of exact taper is mounted

accurately and driven at stated speed by a

small electric motor under the control of

a sensitive hydraulic governor, as in Fig.

2. To enable the speed of the roller to

be checked with absolute certainty a bell

is made to ring at the end of every hun

dred revolutions, so that at the normal

speed of 200 r. p. m. the bell rings every

half minute. This arrangement as de

scribed, it is to be understood, serves mere
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ly the purpose of establishing a standard

of time.

The second element of the timing device

consists of a second shaft arranged paral

lel to the surface of the cone and driven

from the dynamometer at, a speed which is

always proportional to that of the rollers.

Mounted on the shaft is a contact wheel

touching the cone, which may be slid back

and forth along a spline on the shaft. By

means of a small electric motor its position

may be altered by moving it along the cone

in either direction. The control of the mo~

tor is vested in a relatively simple system

mounted in the wheel or speed roller itself

whereby if the speed of the roller is not

the same as that of the cone at the point

where it makes contact the roller is moved

along the cone until it comes to a point

where the surface speed of the cone and

the surface speed of the roller are the same.

This axial movement is, of courSe, produced

by the small pilot motor, current to which

is controlled by the contacts on the speed

roller itself. '

In this way the speed roller automatically

seeks out a position on the cone which is

traveling at the same rate of linear speed.

But the angular speed of the cone being

an absolute constant, the distance of the

roller from its apex forms an accurate meas

ure of the rate of speed of the dynamo

meter, or, in other words, of the car under

test. The movement of the speed roller

along its shaft being communicated to the

chart by means of a second system of ca

bles, causes a horizontal tape to travel up

or downward, thus indicating the speed on

the proper scale.

In this way the two indicating systems

automatically seek out on the chart the

rates of draw bar pull and speed corre~

sponding to the power being developed at

the wheels of the car at any instant. The

chart being drawn in the shape of a horse

power diagram with speed and drag as va

riables, it is evident that the intersection of

the vertical and horizontal tapes must in

dicate the horsepower curve corresponding

to the power, as in Fig. 3.

A supplementary device, which is fully

up to the measure of the others in the way

of theory, is the grade meter which is ar

ranged to show directly in angle and in

percentage, the grade which the car could

climb under any condition recorded on the

chart, neglecting wind and road resist

ance, and assuming that the driving

wheels do not slip. The indicator is based

on the principle that the sine of the grade

angle is equal to the tractive effort divided

by the weight of the car. The grade meter

itself is nothing more nor less than a weigh

ing balance in which the drawbar pull is

measured by the position of a scale beam

weighted by a pein which is placed in a po

sition on the beam to correspond with the

weight of the car. The angle of the beam
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causes the pointer on its extremity to re~

cord the angle of the theoretical hill.

By connecting the electric motor, which

is on the other end of the dynamometer

shaft, the transmission friction as well as

the braking power of the car may be tested.

A special motor generator is used to deliver

current of any desired strength to the mo

tor, which thus drives the wheels of the

car under test. The switchboard readings

then give the power being used in driving

the mechanism of the car, an ingenius

method of labeling the switches indicating

at once whether the car is absorbing power

or is giving it up to the electrical system ac

cording to whether_positive or negative

readings are given by the instruments. By

applying the brakes under these conditions,

the amount of retardation possible may be

observed, while by reversing the direction

of motion of the dynamometer, the braking

power may be tested for backward as well

as forward motion of the car.

The first car to be officially tested on the

new plant was a 25 horsepower Pope-Hart

ford belonging to the club. The showing

made was most creditable to the machine,

the maximum power developed on third

speed, being equivalent to the rated horse

power, which, as the power shown on the

chart is the output delivered at the rear

wheels and not the nominal figure ordina

rily catalogued, proved that figure to be a

conservative one. By way of illustrating

the range of the testing plant, the full ob

servations for each of the three forward
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speeds are appended, as read directly from

the board.

First Second Third

speed. speed. speed.

Speed in miles per

hour . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15 25 36

Drawbar pull in lbs. 510 340 270

Horsepower deliver—

ed at rims of driv

ing wheels . . . . . . .. 20 22 25

Equivalent grade in

per cent. . . . . . .. . 20 14 11

Subsequently W. K. Vanderbilt Ir.’s 90

horsepower Mercedes racer of Ormond

fame was put on the rollers and raced mad

ly on the low gear, the engine proving so

powerful that with the water pressure then

available from the storage tank on the roof

it was impossible to brake it down to its

full power. It was announced parentheti

cally at this time, that a new pump yet re

mained to be installed before the plant

would be quite complete. On the high gear,

the same car developed 75 miles an hour,

while delivering a little short'of 50 horse

power. A Westinghouse car was tested

later, and did well on the first and second

speeds, but failed on the high gear owing

to overheating because of the inadequate

cooling of the small fan placed in front of

the radiator.

Another test, introduced by way of illus

trating the utility of the brake, was that of

a speedometer, which was tried by running

the front wheels of the car on the rollers

while the latter were driven electrically, the

readings of the instrument being checked

against those of the speed indicator on the

great chart.

The arrangements of the plant are com

plete in every way save for a few minor

details which remain to be smoothed over.

And from the huge swinging exhaust pipe,

through which an exhaust fan carries off

the motor waste, to the certificate of the

exact mass of the pendulum by the Fair

banks Morse Co., evidence is given of a tre

mendous outlay of pains and skill to make

the system one'of unexcelled exactitude and

creditability—an effort in which has been

most successfully rewarded.

Increasing Use of the Clutch Brake.

One of the “little things" in the construc

tional line which go such a long way toward

improving the general performance of the

machine without at the same time altering

its principal features in the least, is the

adoption of the clutch brake. This is grow

ing more common every year and in the

course of time will likely become almost if

not quite universal. No matter how well

designated and made, there are times in the

life of every clutch when it will refuse to

release as promptly as it should, or when,

for some perhaps inexplicable reason, the

clutch shaft continues to spin after the

clutch has been released and at such a rate

as to prevent gear changing without brak

ing the gears by burring together the ends

of the teeth. The use of the clutch brake

obviates this entirely making it possible to

shift the gears “sweetly” on all occasions.

NOVEL SELF CONTAINED CLUTCH

Combining Principles of Both Ring and

Cone Clutches It is a New Departure

—Details of Its Construction.

An exceedingly novel development of the

multiple ring clutch idea embodying at the

same time the advantages of the wedging

action possessed by the cone type, is the

recent invention of August Horch of the

Saxony firm producing a car of the same

name. Briefly, it comprises a large num

ber of split rings of triangular section which

are contained in the annular cavity formed

by two telescoping drums, one of which is
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formed integral with the fly wheel and the

other as the secondary or driven member

of the group. Forcing the two drums to

ward one another axially, serves to crowd

the rings together, thereby spreading them

and forcing them outward and inward

against the drum surfaces, which thus are

locked together.

The general scheme will be seen from

the illustration here shown, which is a plain

half-section. The sleeve or drum, b, is

mounted on the fly wheel, a, and has an in

ternal screw thread, c, at one end. The

drum, d, fixed to turn uniformly with the

driven shaft and carrying the flange, e, is

inserted within the first mentioned drum

leaving a space between them in which the

rings, f, are placed. The rings being split

and properly abutted, any end pressure

brought to bear upon them must serve to

expand them both outwardly and inwardly

against the two confining surfaces. They

are retained in position by means of the junk'

ring, g, which is screwed into the drum, b.

The clutch is of the self-contained pat

tern in so far as actuation is Concerned.

That is to say, the helical spring, h, serves

to press the drum, (1, away from the fly

wheel, but compresses the rings, owing to

the presence of the permanent ring, g. The

method of actuation may be the same as

with the ordinary type of cone clutch, the

usual forked yoke being connected with the

pedal in the usual manner. By proportion

ing the angles of the sides of the rings

properly, it is evident that a very gradual

engagement may be secured, while at the

same time, the clutch will be unlocked by

the very action of the driving torque so

soon as the end pressure is released from

the group. The arrangement permits the

use of a large amount of working surface in

the clutch and admits of good lubrication

by splash, since the drums may be made oil

tight, and there is little in the way of me»

chanical complication, despite the fact that

a very great number of rings may be em

ployed upon occasion.

Knocking Traced to Unusual Cause.

A most unusual source of knocking in the

motor is reported by a Western dealer

handling a well known line of popular

priced cars which are fitted with horizontal

opposed motors. Several different machines

had developed the same mysterious sound

without apparent provocation and not until

one of them was dismantled and carefully

inspected did it appear that the noise was

caused by the slapping of the piston against

the cylinder wall at the rear end, the bore

proving to be larger at that point than at

the crank end. At first it was thought that

the trouble was due to some inherent diffi

culty in the cylinders themselves. Subse

quent investigation, however, revealed the

fact that in grinding in the valves, the me~

chanics were not sufficiently careful to pre

vent the surplus emery from working into

the cylinder. The efi‘ect of this careless

ness had been to grind off a very apprecia

ble amount of surface from the under side

of the bore.

French Car with Belt Transmission.

Ordinarily the use of the belt transmis~

sion in motor car propulsion is considered

too antiquated and inefi'icient for serious

regard. It is a matter of no little surprise,

therefore, to find that a commercial vehicle

is even now being built in France in which

this feature is employed regularly. The

machine in question is the Pantz, which is

made in 1% and 3% ton sizes, with motors

of 9-11 and 12-15 horsepower, respectively.

In these vehicles, the motors are mounted

horizontally under the footboards, while

the change gear box is located in the rear,

driving the wheels through very short side

chains. The connection between the mo

tor and gearset is by means of a crossed

belt which thus is made to run nearly the

entire length of the chassis. The maker of

the Pantz is among the oldest builders of

commercial vehicles in France, and his

product is said to have a good record of

performance.

Careful drivers generally make it a prac

tice to declutch at the instant of crossing

a “hump” in the road, to relieve the strain

upon the car by checking the driving force

and allowing its momentum to overcome

the extra resistance which the obstruction

presents. When this is done skilfully and

the clutch again engaged before the machine

has fully recovered, it is found that the

shock experienced by the passengers is

materially reduced.
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ABtIU'I' MANUFACTURERS’ AGENTS

Varied Phases of Their Business Character

—Some Indeterminate Factors in

the Value of Services.

For a business requiring no other capital

than enough to pay office rent and railroad

fare, and partaking of the nature of a free

lance disposal of personal services, that

particular line of endeavor known as being

a manufacturers’ agent is perhaps unique

Not but what the

manufacturers’ agent is not a familiar fig

in the automobile trade.

ure in other lines of business as well, be

cause he has of late years become a well

recognized institution, but in his activity in

the merchandising of automobile parts and

accessories he presents some interesting

phases.

No discounts or commissions are yielded

more grudgingly than those to the manufac

turers' agent because of the difficulty it

creates with the jobber unless it be known

positively that the agent is on a salary ba

sis and is not enjoying an under discount.

It is one of the first principles of a jobber’s

buying to insist on the lowest price that is

made to any one and the fact that a man

ufacturers’ agent can sell on commission is

taken as prima facie evidence that the price

could be lowered.

On the other hand, the manufacturer is

reluctant to enter upon a salary arrange

ment with the agent since he has no control

over his time and can by no means be cer

tain that the agent’s efforts will not be de

voted more ardently to those of his lines

which give a profit according to the amount

sold.

Yet the manufacturer who comes into the

automobile parts 0r accessory field compar

atively unacquainted with the personnel of

the trade and the intricacies of its policies

and arrangements, is peculiarly susceptible

to the arguments of the manufacturers'

agent as to the importance of the latter's

services. Needless to say such representa

tions as to the ability of the agent to create

a market for the manufacturer’s goods and

place them favorably in the trade are often

greatly overstated, while again some of the

most successful and satisfactory agents are

strangely diffident in their views as to what

they could do for a prospective client.

When the agent who is soliciting an ac

count evinces any overwhelming degree of

enthusiasm and paints glorious pictures of

the immense volume of sales he is sure of

making if the manufacturer will entrust the

large end of the selling to his tender care,

it is well for the manufacturer to give a

show of insistance on a commission ar

rangement as the only one he would consid

er. If the agent jumps at the chance the

manufacturer can reconsider or name an

impossibly small commission, or discount,

if it be his real intention to avoid giving his

agent a commission. The commission pro

position, however, will serve to test in some

degree the genuineness of the agent's men

tal visions of big sales.

Not a few manufacturers who have an

gaged the services of so-called manufac

turers’ agents at high salary figures have

found that they picked the wrong man, and

that the agent’s time was largely spent in

soliciting still other manufacturers for ac

counts on a salary basis, so that instead of

his being active in the sale of goods he

was simply swelling the multiplicity of his

salary sources.

“I don’t believe he did more than an

hour’s pushing of our goods during the

whole season,” said one manufacturer re

cently, in describing his troubles with an

agent, who had talked him into a salary

contract with the persuasion that it was

the road to fortune. “If that fellow had

used the same power and eloquence in

pushing our line that he did in talking

about himself, in a year we would have been

the biggest people in the business.”

Even the commission system does not

give the manufacturer any guarantee of

hard work on the part of the agent. Some

of the less scrupulous of those posing as

manufacturers’ agents have in the past been

known to enter upon as many commission

arrangements as possible, for as wide a

range of articles as they could get. Hav

ing secured contracts by which they would

get a “rake~ofi'” on all sales in certain ter

ritories, they have calmly waited in their

offices for the commissions, knowing that

out of the large number of things covered

by their contracts a certain proportion

were bound to prove successful and enjoy.

a big sale, without effort on their part. Nor

would they hesitate at the end of the sea~

son to “point with pride" to the conspic

uous successes on their list despite the fact

that their contributions to such results

were nil.

But the unfortunate experiences various

firms have encountered in dealing with

agents who do not attempt to “deliver the

goods" are offset by the valuable and sat

isfactory service which many of them have

had from manufacturers’ agents who have

taken a broad view of their field and re

sponsibilities and who have also been

equipped with the personal acquaintance,

the knowledge of the trade and the selling

ability that would enable them to perform

what was expected of them. Many a man

ufacturer has felt the benefit of relying up

on the experience and judgment of his

agent in making his introduction into the

market and in determining his policies in

relation to the trade. \Nith a list of sev

eral of the big firms in non-competing lines,

an agent can give to each one the advan

tages of the sum of his knowledge gained

from doing business for them all, having

a wider view than the men devoted to one

particular line.

To measure exactly either the direct or

the indirect results of the agent's work

where he has a hand in the promotion of the

business naturally is a most difficult mat

ter except in specific cases where certain

definite tasks are set. If a manufacturer

having failed to get his goods handled on

a satisfactory basis by this or that particu

lar house, entrusts the negotiations to the

agent and the latter succeeds in straighten

ing matters out, it is easy to see the na

ture and success of his work. Similarly, if

in seeking to close an equipment contract

with an automobile manufacturer the agent

is able to swing the deal, there is again de

finite evidence of his value. But in the gen

eral results of his ordinary work it is ex

tremely difficult to judge, especially where

he works among the jobbers.

It is safe to say that the agent who takes

the mysterious attitude and seeks to con

vey the impression to the manufacturer

that he can exercise a mysterious hocus

pocus or hypnotism on the trade, which his

client must not attempt to inquire into or

understand, is bluffing to some extent. If

the manufacturer needs trade advice and

the assistance of a selling agent, his safest

plan is to select the man who can turn to

such clients as he has and has had, for ref

erence, and whose proposals for pushing

the manufacturer's goods have in them the

element of conservatism and sound sense,

with the compensation in some manner pro

portioned and contingent upon the degree

of subsequent success.

American Chassis Popular in Sweden.

Stockholm and in fact Sweden are at

tractive fields just now for the cultivation

of American manufacturers of automobiles,

says the American Exporter. A certain

prestige may have been gainedby the fact

that the motor cabs recently introduced on

Stockholm streets came from America, at

least so far as the chassis is concerned—

bodies were built locally. There are about

forty-five motor cabs now at work, the

greater part of them of the above descrip

tion, and it is said that the number is soon

to be increased. They are giving satisfac

tion, though the bodies that were made for

them are both ugly and awkward. Two or

three other makes of American automobiles

are on this market. Complaint is made that

sales are slow, but then the whole question

of motor cars is very young yet in Sweden.

It is estimated that there are not more than

500 motor cars in Stockholm, plus about

300 in all the rest of Sweden. Swedish man

ufacturers in this line are doing little as

yet beyond the production of a few freight

trucks that are quite popular in Stockholm,

and reported to be satisfactory in service.

Police Chief Asks for Automobiles.

Automobile patrol wagons will be added

to the equipment of the police department

of Cleveland, 0., if Chief Kohler can have

his way. Among a number of recommen

dations made in his annual report is one

for several of the now widely approved ve

hicles.
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PROBLI'IM 0F Will-1E]. DIAMETERS

Their Adaptation to Service as Governed

by Resistance, Strength and Vehicle

Mounting—Curious Extremes.

A subject for constantly recurring discus

sion and one which is bound to come in

in the future

than it has even in the past, is that of wheel

for more serious attention

diameter as related to questions of tractive

resistance, motive power, and strength. At

the present time and in American motor

vehicle practice, wheel diameters vary from

28 to 54 inches—the first applying to light

vehicles of the runabout type and the last

to road tractors of a single make. More

of the road

wheels of touring cars has been increased

from 34 to 36 inches for machines of high

power and weight within a couple of years,

and the change has proved beneficial. In

the high wheeled buggy, is found a most

important exception which is being seized

upon by numerous advocates of the high

wheel principle as an illustration of its

advantages.

What then are the advantages of the high

wheel as compared with the low, and what

factors may be considered as limiting wheel

sizes, all ordinary considerations being

taken into account? The question has been

thrashed out over and over again in other

lines, from the case of the horse-drawn ve

hicle itself, down to the locomotive, which

also partakes in some measure of the ele

ments which the motor car designer must

take into account. At present, the trend of

automobile design is backward, that is to

say toward the high wheels which were

used on the earlier types of pleasure car.

This backward swing of the pendulum is to

good purpose, however, and answers di

rectly the demand for better resiliency and

longer tire life, quite as much as any inhe

rent advantage accruing from the use of the

high wheel. As the use of smaller wheels

followed the adoption of the pneumatic,

and was in obedience to the demands of

economy, moreover, it is evident that tires

have been the moving cause both in getting

away from, and again approaching the high

wheel. The question of wheel size, then,

appears to have been but little considered

thus far as a problem by itself.

Considered mechanically, that is, with

regard to its smoothness of action and

otherwise as affecting the vehicle merely

as a carriage, there can be no doubt of the

advantage of the high wheel. The greater

the wheel radius, the nearer the approach

of the circumference to a straight line, and

so the less its affection by ruts and other

depressions or obstacles in the road; To

put it another way, the smaller the obsta~

cle the less the power required to pull the

wheel over it. So, the greater the size of

the wheel, the less the power required’to

generally, the average size

pull it over an obstacle of given size. The

relative conditions are exactly ~the same.

Hence, the large wheel is adapted to run

more uniformly over a given surface than

the small one, and, other things being

equal, is superior to it.

At the same time, the greater the diam

eter of the wheelI the higher must be its

axle from the ground, and while up to a cer

tain point, this creates no disadvantage, the

raising of the centre of gravity thus brought

about must, in time, become a menace to

stability. With the light motor buggy, and

with the very heavy tractor, one of which

carries but a small load, while the other

carries its load at only a snail pace, even a

very high center of gravity is permissible.

\N’here higher speed and load factors are

considered, however, it is not, at least with

the present standards of wheel gauge, and

so with the increase of wheel sizes beyond

the present maximum standard of 36 inches,

it must be necessary to adopt new methods

of suspension in order to lower the body.

This may be done either by cranking the

axles liberally, and doing away with the live

rear axle construction in present use, or

else by adopting some such method of un

der suspending the frame as was suggested

recently in these columns.

In the matter of strength. of course the

high wheel suffers by comparison, yet not

so much as would at first appear to be the

case, owing to the fact that considerably

more dish is possible without resorting to

excessive cambre with the high wheel than

with the low. In this way, the high wheel

may be made of relatively greater strength

in regard to transverse strains than the low

and without distorsion. In the matter of

resistance to dead load and torsional

strains, however, it must be weaker, or,

what is the same thing, for the same de

gree of strength it must be made propor

tionately heavier. ,

Considering the question of wheel sizes as

applied to the driving or power side of the

equation, it is evident that in the first place

with two vehicles otherwise alike, but have

ing wheels of different sizes, the power re

quired to drive them must be about the

same, that is solely with regard to the me

chanism. The increased inertia of the

larger wheels may have a slight effect, and

the fact that for the same vehicle speed the

larger wheel must turn more slowly than

the smaller, is of tremendous importance.

It means in a word, that the gearing ratio

must be much greater in direct proportion

to the increase in wheel diameter which, un

less it be possible to develop high and uni

form motor torque at very low crank shaft

speeds. means the continuance of gear re

ductions and the elimination of the hopeful

prospect of absolute direct drives in the

event of a general adoption of the high

wheel.

Coming to the more important question

of the actual differences in power absorbed

,by large and small wheels, the smoothness

of action of the high wheel mentioned

above, implies correctly, a reduction in roll

ing friction which, according to the time

honorcd theories of General Morin, is held

to be independent of tire width within nom

inal limits. The draw bar pull must de

crease slightly as the wheel size increases

then, regarding only the element of rolling

friction. The factor of windage, however,

which is of very great importance at high

speeds, must be greatly affected by the

raising of the vehicle from the ground, but

may be compensated for to some extent by

the development of low suspensions.

The cost of the high wheel system as

compared with the low must be greater at

present because of the necessity of develop

ing new methods of springing, new designs

in other respects, and also to a very slight

extent, because of the greater amount of

material used. Ultimately, however, it may

be brought down to a par with the cost of

the type in present use, should it prove de

sirable. Roughly speaking, the cost factor

is the last to be considered in this connec

tion, since tire life increases with the in

crease in wheel size, and lower maintenance

compensates for increased first cost, judg

ing on the tire basis alone.

The entire question of the determination

of the proper wheel diameter then appears

to hinge about the method of chassis mount

ing. The present high wheel developments

in the two extremes of very light and very

heavy vehicle service, are seen to be ra

tional within their present limits. But

whether they prove to be forerunners of a

high wheel era of universal adoption, must

depend very largely upon fashion in design.

It would hardly seem that the gain brought

about by the use of very large wheels, say

of more than 38 inches diameter, would be

sufficient to warrant the complete over

throw of present methods of suspension

and axle construction. Certainly, the ad

vantage of the large wheel is not sufficient

in itself to warrant the adoption of the solid

tire under present conditions of suspension,

and so the matter largely reduces itself

into a resolution of the suspension problem

into its lowest terms. Pending that, all de

velopments toward very large wheels must

be viewed in the light of experiment, as

applied to vehicles of moderate load ca—

pacity and high speed attainments.

Bearings with 30,000 Miles Record.

Since performance is much more convinc

ing than promise, the Wm. Cramp & Sons

Ship & Engine Building Co., of Philadel

phia, is issuing souvenir postal photo

graphs of a set of Parsons' white brass

bearings which have had 30,000 miles run

ning in a Packard car. The picture makes

it evident that the bearings were in per

fect shape in spite of so great a mileage,

further testimony to the same effect resid~

ing in the fact that after having been

“taken” by the camera they were replaced

in the car for continued service without it

even being thought necessary or desirable

to scrape them.
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CALIFORNIA WANTS FIRE FIGHTERS

Seven Cities Arranging to Purchase Auto

mobile Apparatus—How Motors are

Started Without Cranking.

Seven cities of southern California are

ready to begin negotiations for the pur

chase of automobile fire engines, now that

the two Rambler cars, specially built and

equipped with fire—fighting apparatus by

Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., for the city of

Long Beach, have proven so efficient.

Long Beach was the first city on the coast

to order motor fire engines. The cars were

designed at the Rambler factory in Keno

sha, Wis.

tors, a speed of 30 miles an hour is possi

ble, and they will carry 800 feet of 2-inch

jacketed hose, a 35-gallon cOpper chemical

tank and 200 feet of 2-inch chemical hose.

Space is provided for buckets, hooks, sev

eral short ladders, axes and four men.

In competitive test between a Rambler

car and the old horse-drawn apparatus,

made before the order was placed, a short

run of 3880 feet was arranged. Every one,

except the Rambler man, put his money on

the horses. The auto was to start with a

dead engine. The Rambler won, making

the distance in just two minutes fiat. Im

mediately it was decided to replace all

horse—drawn vehicles with automobiles.

Since the cars were installed the Ram

bler agent has invented a tilting incline

platform on which the car stands level when

housed At the sound of the alarm, the

driver springs to the seat of the car and

drops a hook which releases the chain se

curing the platform. The platform tips,

the car glides down, the engine starts it

self and the race to the fire begins with

out the loss of a second’s time.

They have 40 horsepower mo

Motorphobic Magistrate Under Arrest.

For the first time in many months auto

mobilists on Monday of this week drove
through Magnolia, N. vJ., without fear of

arrest for exceeding the prescribed speed

limits as ordained by the State motor ve

hicle act. Farmers and residents driving

by smiled as they drew their teams to one

side to let the motorists pass for they real-I

ized that they we're enjoying a pleasure that

hal long been denied them. For C. Folk

Klein, Justice of the Peace at Magnolia, and

long a terror of automobilists who use the

\Vhite Horse pike, was in the Camden coun~

ty jail, arrested on a writ of the circuit

court for failure to satisfy a judgment is

sued against him.

Klein first came into the public prints

when he arrested and fined James P. No

Nichol], a Philadelphia contractor and pol

itician, for speeding. and was the justice

upon whom the contractor perpetrated the

joke of bringing down to Magnolia five cars

of one make and challenging the "Squire"

to pick out the one in which the violation

of the law had been made. It is said that

that was the only time that Justice Klein

ever reversed himself, for he returned the

fine of $13.75 which he had levied.

Residents of Magnolia say that Klein

had taped off a half mile stretch of road in

front of his ofiice over which he timed au

tomobiles that drove past. He was helped

in his work by one “Thad” Miller, who held

up the cars when Justice Klein waved his

flag. Sundays were always harvest days

for the Magnolia justice and there was al

ways a waiting line in front of his legal par

 

  

AU'I‘0MOBILE FOR MISSION WDRR

It Was a Providential Gift to Commander

Evangeline Booth—Devoted to Sal

vation Arrny Service.

No slum or hovel is now too humble to

have visitors call in an automobile since

Miss Booth, the

commander of the Salvation Army, was

Evangeline American

The machine

goes anywhere that Miss Booth’s duties di

presetned with a Maxwel car.

rect, and needless to say it is busy most
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COMMANDER BOOTH AND HER STAFF

lors. Klein got himself thoroughly dis

liked some time ago by advocating that the

village of Magnolia hang steel gates across

the highways, so they could be let down in

front of any automobile that he considered

violating the speed law.

This historical resume, however, has

nothing to do with the case in point, which

is that until the justice is released from

jail, automobilists can drive by his place

in Magnolia without fear of being haled be

fore him.

Lee Heads Bay State Association.

Elliott C. Lee, formerly president of the

American Automobile Assoeiation, was on

Monday elected president of the Bay State

Automobile Association, to succeed Louis

R. Spear, who has held the position for

three years, since the association was or

ganized; Mr. Spear declined re-election on

account of business. Harlan W. Whipple

was re-electcd vice-president, as was Harry

Knight, treasurer, and James Fortesque,

secretary. The new board of directors will

be composed of George McNear, A. P. Un

dcrhill. J. C. Kerrison, Dr. Julian Hove

stadt and J. W. Maguire.

of the time. As shown in the illustration,

she not only uses it herself but employs

it to convey members of her staff, as well.

The manner in which Miss Booth acquired

the car bears testimony to the well wishing

of her friends. It was awarded to her as

the result of a puzzle contest conducted by

a New York newspaper. While the Salva

tion Army leader herself was not a con

testant, a great many of those who com

peted specified that if they won, the car

should go to her rather than to themselves.

The winner proved to be one of this num

ber and accordingly the machine was turned

over to Miss Booth with a felicitous pre

sentation.

Total New York Registration in 1907.

In his first annual report to Governor

Hughes, Secretary of State Whalen reports

that in the twelve months ending Decem~

her Slst, 13,980 automobile owners regis

tered in compliance with the laws of New

York, an increase of 2,331, and that 9,386

chaufi'eurs were granted licenses, an in

crease of 2,051. The fees received through

the motor vehicle department amounted to

$48,305, an increase of $10,810 over 1906.
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MAYOR PLANS BETTER REGULATWN

He Recommends Changes in New York

City Automobile Ordinances—Some

Evils He Would Banish.

In his annual message to New York City’s

Board of Aldermen, sent to it on Monday

of this week, Mayor McClellan pays con

siderable attention to automobiles. The

Mayor’s suggestions regarding the regu

lation of automobiles used on city streets

are designed to correct present abuses and

appear to be sensible and clearly stated.

What New York has needed for some time

is an ordinance regulating the charges on

automobiles used for public hire, and the

adoption of one by the Aldermen is one of

the suggestions of the Mayor. He also

recommends that the ordinance apply spe

cifically to the so-called sight-seeing coaches

and provide for their licensing, the same

as applies to other vehicles. At the pres

ent time this class of vehicles does not pay

any fee to the city.

The Mayor aims to prevent the use of

siren horns on any cars used on the city

streets except those employed by the Fire

Department, as the siren horn has been

adopted as the particular signal of the ap

proach of apparatus and officials of the de

partment and the indiscriminate use on

other vehicles, the Mayor thinks, is apt to

lead to confusion and possibly accidents.

He has prepared an ordinance to regulate

this, which will be presented to the Board

of Aldermen.

Among the other evils that the Mayor

desires to have corrected is the cutting out

of mufilers on cars on the built hp streets

of the city; unnecessary smoke from ex

hausts, and the use of dazzling acetylene

headlights within the city limits, the last

named three suggestions being the most

important.

The full_text of that part of the Mayor's

message relative to the regulation of auto

mobiles, follows:

“There is no general ordinance in exis

tence at the present time which specifically

applies to the licensing of public automo

biles. Under an order of the Supreme Court

the Bureau of Licenses is now issuing 1i

censes to such vehicles under the general~

ordinance relating to public hacks and cabs.

This ordinance, however,' was never in~

tended in my opinion to apply to automo

biles and fails to regulate their charges in

proper fashion. I recommend, therefore,

the adoption of an ordinance which will ap

ply directly to these vehicles. At the same

time I believe that some provision should

be made for licensing all sight-seeing auto

mobiles, which at present pay no fee what

soever to the city.

“In this connection I also desire to call

your attention to the necessity of prevent

ing the use of sirens upon all automobiles

other than those of the Fire Department

within the city limits. The siren has been

adopted as the particular signal of the ap

proach of the apparatus and officials of the

Fire Department, and its indiscriminate use

by others results in confusion of trafiic,

which necessarily detracts from the value of

such signal to the Fire Department. I have

caused such an ordinance to be prepared

for introduction in your board, and trust

that it will receive your favorable consid~

eration.

“I think it also most important that the

following regulations should be adopted in

regard to the use of all automobiles, both

public and private, within the city:

“First—That all automobiles should be

equipped with adequate mufflers, which

never should be cut out within the limits of

the built up portions of the city.

"Second—That, except for the first ten

seconds after starting the engines of an au

tomobile, no smoke should be allowed to

come out of the exhaust pipe. It is wholly

unnecessary and is simply an evidence of

carelessness and incompetence.

“Third—That the use of acetylene head

lights within the built up portions of the

city should be prohibited. The use of these

lights is very dangerous and has resulted in

causing many accidents by dazzling pedes

trians and drivers of vehicles coming in the

opposite direction. These lights are un

necessary on the city streets, and I under

stand that responsible drivers of their own

volition refuse to use them.”

Elasticity of Multiple Disc Clutches.

One of the most advantageous features

of the multiple disc clutch in contradistinc

tion to the ordinary cone pattern, is its elas—

ticity from the designer's point of view.

By varying the number of discs in use the

capacity of the clutch may be altered to

suit any possible requirement, so that it is

possible to use the same discs in the

clutches applied to several different sized

models. The same advantage also applies

to corrections in clutch design found nec

essary after the trial model has been on

the road for some little time. Furthermore,

the fact that the discs may be made very

cheaply and in large quantities adds to the

advantages of the device.

Vehicle for Freight or Passengers.

A most plausible development of the

commercial vehicle has just been introduced

by a British manufacturer in the shape of

a controvertible body suitable for carrying

either passengers or goods. The sides of

the top are normally closed and the vehi

clc takes the form of an ordinary luggage

van. Upon occasion, however, the sides

may be removed leaving a plain canopy

top, while side seats may readily be in

stalled in the interior. The machine is pro

pelled by a 10 horsepower motor and in '

passenger carrying commission, is capable

of accommodating eight persons inside be

sides two with the driver on the front seat.

I0'I'0R EINE 0N TEXAS PRAIRIES

Automobiles Supersede Stages on a Forty

five Mile Route—Cowboy Chauffeurs

Run Them on Schedule Time.

It wasn't Jules Verne who'first thought

of a motor stage line across the Texas

prairies. R. C. Burns of Lubbock-in-the

Panhandle—big, tall, with checks blistered

by the sun in spite of his wide brimmed

gray hat—originated the plan and has seen

it to a successful realization. Five automo'

biles now make regular trips on a three

hour schedule over the 45 miles between

Lubboek and Plainview, the county seat of

Lubbock and Hale counties. The line has

a private right of way, with cattle guards

across the ranch fences as if for a railroad,

and a path is kept scooped free of sand.

The chauffeurs are cowboys, attired in blue

overalls and felt hats instead of the regula

tion motor costume. But though they are

not mechanical experts they can push the

lever to the last notch as well as any race

driver, and not without reason, for they are

required to make the 45 miles in three

hours because the line carries the mail and

is under contract to the government to keep

that schedule. Often the mail arrives an

hour early, but in only one or two in

stances has it been late.

Before Burns began his automobile line

the traffic was carried on by stages. Lub

bock is in the center of the Panhandle dis

trict, where many homeseekers are going

and so has a brisk trade. The charge is not

exorbitant, considering that the automobile

line is the only means of transportation be

tween Lubbock and Plainview. Burns’s

charge for the round trip of 90 miles is $10;

he receives $50 a day for hauling the mail.

One of the cars is used exclusively for

handling the mails and express, and as a

brisk trade is driven in the latter, the line

has been most profitable to the promoter.

The line was formed only a few months

ago when Burns purchased five 24 horse

power cars of a popular make. and equipped

them with extra wide tires on account of

the heavy sand. Then he ordered twelve

extra shoes, twelve spare inner tubes, 'two

barrels of batteries, twenty-four spark

plugs and two extra transmissions. A com

pletely furnished machine shop completes

the equipment of the motor car road.

The line has been so profitable that Burns

has planned to extend it to Big Springs,

Texas, one-fourth of the way across the

State. Burns is confident that he can make

a “go” of it. Before the railroad ran to

Amarillo his stage made a round trip of

220 miles between Big Springs and Lub

bock, and as that was successful he figures

that he can save money and get increased

business by the adoption of automobiles in

lieu of the old time system of horses and

lumbersome stages.
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AUTOMOBILI'IS AID STATE THRIFT

What They Have Paid Massachusetts in

License Fees and Fines—Report of

the Highway Commission.

Automobiles supply material for a con

siderable portion of the annual report of

the Massachusetts Highway Commission

for 1907, and among other things they are,

of course, held to be largely responsible for

the rapidly increasing cost of road main

tenance which is alleged therein. The re

port says:

“The destructive work of automobiles

during the past year was even more marked

than it was in 1906. The Commission has

made a careful study of this problem, both

in Massachusetts and in

States." During 1907

treated with a preparation of tar, and re

garding this work the report says: “It is

hoped and believed that these methods of

treatment will eliminate the dust and pre

neighboring

some roads were

vent ravelling of the surface at a cost that

is not unreasonable.” The Highway Main

tenance Fund,” derived from the re-regis

tration of automobiles in the summer,

amounted to $43,616.43, and it is believed

that an equal or larger amount will be de

rived from the re-registration now in prog

ress. The Commission asks that the Legis

lature appropriate from this fund as early

as possible in the session, as much prelim

inary work must be done in the spring. The

Commission recommends an appropriation

of $75,000 for special treatment made nec

essary by automobile wear.

The- report shows that during the year

the commission received $92,091.50 from its

automobile department work, this being in

fees for registration and re—registration of

motor vehicles and for licenses for oper

ators. Under that part of the law requiring

that courts and trial justices keep a full

record of every case in which a person is

charged with a violation of the automobile

acts and send an abstract of these records

to the Commission there were received 1,112

abstracts. These indicate that during the

year 1,026 persons were convicted of un

lawful automobiling, 65 appealed, 41 were

found not guilty, 106 complaints were placed

on file, 12 were nol prossed, and in 12 the

defendants defaulted. Among the causes

of conviction were: Over-speeding, 604;

reckless operating, 19; operating while in

toxicated, 5; improper display or lack of

register number, 67; operating without car

rying license, 127; operating without carry

ing registration certificate, 28; operating an

unregistered motor vehicle, 7; refusing to

stop when signaled by officer, 12; operating -

with unlighted lamps, 54; operating without

numbers on lamps, 108; violation of park

rules, 91; miscellaneous offenses, 24. The

total amount of fines reported to have been

paid on account of improper automobiling

is $11,560.21. -

The Commission revoked twelve licenses

and six registration certificates for reckless

operating; five licenses and two certificates

for operating while intoxicated. Fifty-five

complaints of careless or reckless driving

were heard and twenty-six licenses and five

certificates were suspended or revoked in

addition to those above mentioned. The to

tal number of licenses and certificates sus

pended or revoked was fifty-six. Concern

ing this aspect of automobiling the report

says: '

“There seems to be a growing sentiment

throughout the Commonwealth that the safe

and sane operating of these vehicles can

best be accomplished by filing with the

Commission complaints against careless or

reckless operators, with the purpose of

suspending or revoking the licenses of such

operators. There is a weakness in the pres

ent law which does not give the Commis

sion authority to summon witnesses and

pay witness fees. Many apparently strong

cases against operators are not presented

to the Commission because, for various and

obvious reasons, witnesses to the facts

cannot be prevailed upon to testify as will

ing witnesses. If hearings of this kind are

to be given, to be effective, the Commission

should be empowered to summon witnesses

and pay witness fees, and the Commission

recommends that such action be taken by

the Legislature.

“In connection with this part of the com

missioners’ work, it would seem proper

that they might, in certain cases, take the

initiative and cause aggravated cases to be

brought before them for a hearing. This

would, of course, imply a preliminary in

vestigation by the Commission or by in

vestigators working under its direction. In

accordance with an opinion of the Attor

ney General, the present law does not give

to the Commission authority to investigate

cases of apparent reckless operating, but

it appears that this could easily be done

through the State police department, and

the Commission recommends the passage of

an act to provide that the State police shall

look up cases of reckless operating when

requested to do so by the Commission, and

present the cases'so investigated to the

Commission at a formal hearing, notice of

which shall be served on the person com

plained of. '

“The Commission has sent a great num~

ber of cautionary notices to operators who

commit minor offenses. It is believed that

these notices produce a noticeably good ef

fect. During the year the Commission has

found it necessary to examine applicants for

licenses to operate motor vehicles for hire,

in order to be satisfied that the applicant

is a proper person to receive such a license.

There were 1,415 persons examined; 1,222

passed the examination successfully and

193 failed. Of those who passed 50 required

a second examination and eight a third.

“The Commission issued a registration

certificate to a member of the diplomatic

corps at Washington without fees, in ac

cordance with the international laws. The

fees, however, were paid by another per

son. The Commission recommends an

amendment to the law, to provide that mem

bers of the foreign diplomatic corps may

receive registration certificates and oper

ators' licenses without the payment of fees

therefor.

Guild Suggests Another Shakedown.

Massachusetts, speaking through Gov

ernor Curtis Guild, Jr., manifests lack of sat

isfaction with the result of‘the shakedown

to which automobilists in that Common

wealth were subjected last year, and appar

ently another one is in order. In his in

augural address on January 2d the governor

complained to the legislators that they had

adopted his recommendation of the year

previous only in part. He expressed his

desire for further legislation along the same

line, giving to his recommendation a flavor

of righteousness by pointing out the injus

tice of taxing big touring cars and the little

runabouts all alike. He said:

“Last year the General Court adopted in

part my recommendation that the automo

biles, which more than any other vehicle

destroy the surface of the State highways,

should be made to pay through a tax in the

form of an annual registration fee, for the

repair of the roads they destroy. The pres

ent tax is inequitable. It should be so

graded that the heavy touring car, which

does serious damage, should not escape as at

present with exactly the same light tax

laid on the small and comparatively harm

less runabout."

Chicopee Orders Fire Fighting Machine.

Chicopec, Mass., is to have an automobile

fire lighting engine which will be a combi

nation chemical hose and ladder truck. The

contract was awarded to the Knox Auto

mobile Co. on Friday, 3d inst. The truck,

the first one of its kind, will be installed in

the \Villimansett section of the city. It

will be a 1908 model four cylinder, 40 horse

power, three-speed, air cooled gasolene ma

chine. It is to have a speed of 20 miles an

hour in order to get the necessary hill

climbing power and will be built to ascend

grades at from five to fifteen miles an

hour, according to the percentage of in

cline.

Its fire-fighting devices will consist of

two 25-gallon Halloway chemical engines

with 300 feet of hose with two sizes of noz

zles; two three-gallon hand extinguishers;

1,000 feet of standard hose, with two sizes

of nozzles; one 24-foot extension ladder;

13--foot roof ladder; two of the latest de

sign lanterns; ceiling pike, plaster hook,

crowbar, door opener and two firemen's

axes. The whole outfit will weigh 7,500

pounds. The wagon will carry two men

and three men will be instructed in the

Knox factory. The contract price for the

machine is $5,000.
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MW CMIPELS VIOLATION OF LAW

So Says a Would-be Law Abiding Jersey

Motorist of the Frelinghuysen Act—

His Tale of Transgression.

Answering his own question as to whether

the law has a right to make a man a crim

inal in spite of his own effort to avoid it

a member of the New Jersey Automobile

and Motor Club gives the following 'narra

tive of some of his experiences under the

Frelinghuysen law:

“Two years ago, when I first got my car,

I had read for months and months pre

vious all the automobile matter I could lay

my hands on, as I suppose does every be

ginner, and I had formed my own opinions.

Then I read that in such and such a town

one of the prominent motorists, on finding

that the law was to be strictly enforced by

the local authorities, immediately obtain

ing a red flag, warned every automobilist

who entered the village. Now, in my in

nocence, I considered this defiance of the

law, for the majority of which I had al

ways entertained a great respect, and I at

once concluded that when I finally got my

machine and learned to drive it, I would

demonstrate to my motoring friends, who

had declared it to be impossible, how really

easy it was for every man to_ adhere not

only to the spirit, but the letter, of the law.

My experience may be interesting to some

others.

“After I had fairly learned to drive I had

my car equipped with a speedometer as a

prime requisite in knowing definitely my»

self that I was well within the speed limit.

Then I sallied forth to show the world how

law-abiding I could be.

“For this demonstration I selected one of

the busiest streets in Newark, although one

not actually blocked by the traffic. Keep

ing a watchful eye on the speedometer, I

drove quietly along this thoroughfare, al

ways keeping about a mile or so under the

speed limit. The result was astonishing, to

me at least.

“First I took to the car tracks, not from

any premeditated reason, but by chance.

The first thing I knew a trolley car came

arnbling up behind me and the motorman

rang his gong. I glanced at my speed

ometer, saw I was just about at the limit

of the law, and held to the tracks. Fran

tically the motorman stamped on that bell,

then tried the tactics of bringing his car up

with a swoop as near as he dared, and at

tempting to scare me off in that fashion.

Having established to my own satisfaction

that a blockade of trolleys would soon re

sult if I held to the tracks much longer, I

swerved to the right and held my pace.

“Now, this particular street is naerw

and there is scarcely more than enough

roomv for one good-sized wagon on each

side of the trolley tracks, and the trolley

cars themselves run very frequently. What

had that to do with the question? you ask.

Simply that drivers of carriages, other au

tomobiles, and even light delivery wagons

and large trucks, swore at me for blocking

the street by my slow going, when, mind

you, I was going at the limit the law al

lowed.

“Several other times I tried this experi

ment in other parts of the city before I

gave up my first ideas as to the justice of

the law and acknowledged that if I were to

drive an automobile it must make of me a

criminal against my own wish.

“To many this may seem a quibble, but

to me it seems that there is something im

moral in such a state of affairs. When a

man learns that he cannot abide by the pro

visions of any particular law he immediate

ly loses his respect for that act, and for

the justice of all laws, and ten to one he

will conclude that if he cannot obey some

one provision, that the law is all wrong

and he has no moral duty to follow in obey

ing other provisions which are in every way

just and really needed for the good of an

tomobilists in general."

Santa Claus with the Bay States.

By the visit of “Santa Claus" to the Bay

State Automobile Association on New

Year’s eve, 3lst ult., Boston becomes a rival

of Philadelphia in things dilatory. Custom

and tradition has long decreed that the visit

of this mythical philanthropic saint shall

take place on Christmas eve, but he did not

reach the Boston automobilists this year

until one week later than schedule.

D. B. “Pinkey” Price served as Santa

Claus, though what “Pinkey” should want

in Philadelphia is beyond explanation.

“Bob” Ross and C. E. Wheeler helped hold

the heavy bag of presents for all the good

little motorists.

J. W. Bowman got a six-cylinder toy

bank and E. A. Gilmore was handed a drum

with instructions to “beat it." Gilmore took

the advice literally and not as implied for

instead of running home he remained at the

club house and beat a lively funeral march

each time a member was called up for his

present. Fred O'Brien was a bit confused

when he received a number of children's

toys, while George Crittenden did not know

how to take his gift of a pair of young gog

gles, a cooling fan, and other commodities.

Lucius Tyler, who has figured in non-stop

runs, got a tame sheep and a bank for his

savings. V. A. Charles has games and toys

enough to keep him amused until show

time, and Harry Howlett will no longer

have to go to Nantucket to shoot rabbits.

as “Santa Pinkey" gave him a pair.

As George W. McNear has been a good

secretary he was liberally remembered with

a number of small though appropriate ar

ticles. “Al” Measure received a pair of nice

old-fashioned woolen socks to keep him

warm while hunting up tire business.

Everybody present got something amus

ing, and good humor and fun prevailed.

NAN'I'UCKET’S [.0NE AUTflMflBlLE

Though Confined to Railroad Tracks It is

Preparing the Islanders for Progress

—Two Bigger Ones Promised.

Nantucket is becoming progressive in

The right little, tight little

island has not given up its determination

to keep the automobile off the public roads,

but it has permitted the Nantucket Central

Railroad to operate an automobile locomo

spite of herself.

tive on the rails. This was an experiment

on the part of the railroad company, and

it has proved so successful that several

others are to be added to the equipment.

This railroad is not a big nor a rich one,

but Nantucket, although it constitutes one

of the counties of Massachusetts, is not a

big island. The old whaling port of Nan

tucket is its one town, and at the other end

of the island there is a village named Sias

conset, but invariably called ’Sconset. The

railroad, 8.50 miles in length, connects the

two places, but until the automobile loco

motive was introduced early this winter the

connection has been only for the summer

season. It is doubtful whether the second

hand, narrow gauge steam locomotive—a

veteran handed over by the Boston, Revere

Beach and Lynn Railroad—which made

eight trips daily between Nantucket and

’Sconset during the summer would be equal

to more than one daily during the winter.

Not only are the islanders having a win

ter service, but they are making the Nan

tucket-Siasconset trip in better time than

was possible with the old locomotive. Sev

enteen miles an hour was the rate of travel

until the automobile got on the rails. The

experimental car is a small one, with capa

city for nine persons, but it is capable of

better than seventeen miles an hour. It is

the precursor of two larger ones to be built

for next summer’s travel, each of them to

be of 60 horsepower and capable of carry

ing 35 passengers.

Jail and Prisoner Disappeared.

There is no jail at Elwood, N. J., a place

midway between Atlantic City and Phila

delphia. There was a temporary one there

on Monday last, but it disappeared during

the night with a prisoner. He was a chauf

feur who had been placed in durance for

refusing to submit to a ruling made by

Justice of the Peace Carver, who is the ter

ror of speed loving automobilists in that

section. The constable had placed him in

a freight car, which stood on a siding and

made him comfortable for the night with a

cot, and then went home to his own bed.

A freight train picked up the car during

the night and took it to Camden where the

prisoner narrowly escaped arrest for steal

ing a ride. He got clear by the aid of a

dollar, and wired Justice Carver saying,

“Trip pleasant; arrived safely."
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The Week’s Patents.

867,474. Device for Inflating Tires, etc.

Robert H. Campbell, Edmonton, England,

assignor to Aerators Limited, Angel Road,

Edmonton, England. Filed Sept. 20, 1906.

Serial No. 336,730.

1. A device for inflating pneumatic tires

and for other purposes; the said device con

sisting of a cylinder provided with a valve

and an attachment provided at one end with

means for opening the valve and at the

other end with means for attachment to the

nozzle of the inlet valve of the tire, or the

equivalent, to which gas is to be supplied,

the said attachment also being provided

with a branch therefrom carrying a pres

sure gauge.

867,503. Automobile Sleigh. Frederick

Hartje, St. Thomas, N. D. Filed May 24,

1907. Serial No. 375,379.

1. In an automobile sleigh, a series of

drive wheels adapted to engage the surface

traversed, arms supporting the shaft of

said drive wheels, a transverse bar to which

the ihner ends of said arms are connected,

means for rocking said arms to raise or

lower said shaft and drive wheels, a sleeve

encircling said transverse bar, a motor, ano

connections between said motor and sleeve

and said sleeve and drive wheel shaft f0i

rotating the latter.

867,515. Tire Protecting Device. Leon

ard H. Kinnard, Harrisburg, Pa., assignor

of one-half to Rollin S. Chamberlin, Har

risburg, Pa. Filed Dec. 8, 1904. Serial No.

235,932.

1. A tire protecting device composed of

a shoe in which the tire fits, a stay consist

ing of a stiff endless ring fastened only to

the shoe at one edge thereof, another sim

ilar stay, and a fastening connecting the

shoe at its other edge with the latter stay,

said fastening being adjustable to draw the

edge of the shoe towards the stay.

867,588. Rim and Tire Construction for

Vehicle Wheels. Montford P. Morrison,

Atlanta, Ga. Filed Nov. 5, 1906. Serial No.

341,987.

1. A rim and tire construction for vehi

cles, comprising a rim member rovided in

its outer face with a deep annu ar channel

the walls of which are parallel, said rim

member being provided at the opposite

sides with two prOJecting parallel annular

flanges between which are deep annular

grooves the walls of which are parallel, an

elastic device placed in said channel, and

an annular tire member provided with a

central inwardly directed annular portion

which fits in and is movable in said channel

and which bears on said elastic device and

the side walls of which are parallel, said

tire member being provided at the opposite

sides of said inwardly directed annular por

tion with deep annular grooves the side

walls of which are par'ellel, said grooves be

ing adapted to receive the inner flanges of

the rim member, and said tire member be

ing also provided at its opposite sides with

inwardly directed parallel annular flanges

adapted to enter the grooves formed by the

flanges at the opposite sides of the rim

member and the walls of which are parallel.

said tire member being free to move in and

on said rim member.

867,600. Vehicle Tire. Albert D. Ray,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Nov. 7. 1906. Se

rial No. 342,362.

1. A tire comprising a flanged rim hav

ing a hole therein, a casing on the rim hav

ing a split base with shoulders at the sides

eiigagahle with the flanges, .i flexible band

extending lengthwise around within the

camp upon the base thereof and having

flexibc ends extending through the hole,

means to fasten said ends, and a resilient

filler within the casing.

867,604. Carburetter.

East St. Louis, Ill.

Serial No. 278,858.

1. In a carburetter, a c lindrical member

provided with an interior y arranged spiral

passageway, means whereby 011 .s dis

charged into the cylindrical member in

front of the spiral passa eway, means

whereby the discharge of oil into the cyl

indrical member is regulated, and an ad

justable member arranged beneath the oil

inlet to receive the excess discharge of oil;

substantially as specified.

867,605. Fuel Valve Controller for Hy

dro-Carbon Engines. William F. Rothe,

East St. Louis, Ill. Filed Jan. 12, 1906. Se

rial No. 295 785.

1. In a device of the class described, the

combination with a carburetter, of a valve

for controlling the supply of hydrocarbon

to the carburetter, the stem of which is

screw threaded; a beveled pinion fixed on

the upper end of the valve stem, 3 horizon

tally arranged shaft, beveled pinions on

each end thereof one of which meshes with

the pinion on the valve stem, a vertically

arranged shaft, a beveled pinion on the

lower end thereof which meshes with the

pinion on the opposite end of the horizon

tal shaft, angle frames loosely mounted qn

the ends of the shafts around the meshing

beveled pinions; and an operating handle

fixed on the upper end of the vertical shaft;

substantially as specified.

867,608. Photographer’s Car. Jean

Jean Schmidt, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Ger

many. Filed Aug. 16, 1906. Serial No. 330,

934.

1. The combination with a photograph

er’s car and a source of electricity carried

thereon, of a drum on said car, and a con

ductor wound on said drum and connected

with said source of electricity and also

adapted to be connected to a lighting de

vice, substantially as and for the purpose

described.

867,614. Wheel. Benjamin C. Seaton, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed June 7, 1906. Serial No.

320,669.

1. A wheel comprising a felly, an outer

rim having a tread connected thei' to, a

plurality of independent arms forme sep

arate from the felly to which they are con

nected and arranged alternately on the op

posite sides thereof, independent arms

formed separate from the outer rim to

which they are connected and arranged al

ternately on the Opposite sides thereof,

transversely arranged tension springs con

nected to the arms on the felly and outer

rim that are located opposite each other,

and co-operating means on the outer rim

and the arms connected thereto for pre

venting said arms trom twisting; substan

tially as described.

867,616. Pump. Stephen G. Skinner, Chi

cago, Ill. Filed March 30, 1905. Serial No.

262,838.

In a pum of the described class, the com

bination o a base; inner and outer sta—

tionary cylinders rigidly connected there

with; a tubular piston rod extending down

wardly between the upper ends of the cylin

ders; a piston on the lower end or' said rod

having a down-turned cup leather working

on the inner surface of the outer cylinder;

and a piston on the inner cylinder having

an up-turned cup leather working on the

William F. Rothe,

Filed Sept. 18, 1905.

inner surface of the tubular piston rod, said

piston rod being provrded with a valved

passage leading to the interior of the rod

from below the first mentioned piston, and

said inner stationary cylinder being provided

With a valved passage leading to the interior

of the inner cvlinder from above the other

piston.

867,627. Indifiion Coil Apparatus. Er~

nest C. Wilcox, eriden, Conn., assignor to

The Connecticut Telephone and Electric

Company, Incorporated, a Connecticut Cor

poration. Filed June 19,1907. Serial No.

379,731.

_1. In an ignition system, the combina

tion of an ignition device, a source of pri

mary _current, an induction device having

its primary in circuit with the source of

current and having its secondary in circuit

With the ignition device, a vibrator in the

primary circuit and having an adjustable

member, a condenser shunted across the

terminals of the vibrator and proportioned

to the normal current consumption, and

means for indicating the correct adjustment

of the vibrator at the normal current con

sumption.

867,710. Wheel. \Villiam Eichers, Minne

apolis, Minn. Filed Jan. 7, 1907. Serial

No. 351,063.

1. A wheel comprising a rim and tire, a

ring of channel bar iron concentric with

said rim and having its flanges extending

inwardly toward the said hub, a hub within

said rin having outwardly extending an

nular anges, the space between said

flanges corresponding substantially to the

width of said ring, bolts connecting said

flanges, coiled springs having their inner

ends connected to said bolts and their outer

ends adjustably connected to said ring, and

plates secured on the flanges of said ring

and having sliding contact with the flanges

on said hub, substantially as described.

867,713. Valve for Explosive Engines.

Joseph S. Elverson, Catasauqua, Pa. Filed

Feb. 6, 1907. Serial No. 355,977.

1. In an explosive engine, a cylinder, a

head for closingithe cylinder-at one end

and_having a semi-circu ar opening, a valve

having a semi-circular opening, reversed in

respect to the opening of said head, said

openings arranged whcn_ brought with their

curved portions into alignment with each

other to form combined, an opening of grad

ually increasing size.

867,717. Tire Covering. George R. Eu~

kers and Robert H. Atcheson, Chicopee,

Mass. Filed April 3, 1906. Serial No. 309,

583.

1. A tire covering consisting of a body

comprising a plurality of circularly coursed

bands arranged to conform to the shape of

an annular trough, and a multiplicity of me

tallic link-like tubes engaged with and con

necting each of said bands with another

thereof which is transversely there beyond,

said tubes being provided in such number

and having such proximate arrangement as

to produce a flexible metallic tread and pro

tective portion for the appliance.

867,748. Mechanical Movement. William

B. Norton, Detroit, Mich. Filed Oct. 16,

1905. Serial No. 282,912.

1. In a mechanical movement for con

verting motion, in combination with a pin

rality of radially disposed cylinders, a plu

rality of pistons therefor, connecting rods

pivoted to said pistons, a shaft central to

said cylinders, a crank on said shaft, a wrist

plate having a rotating connection with said

crank and rovided with sockets in which

the ends 0 said connecting rods engage,
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the boundaries of said sockets being adapt

ed to limit oscillation of the plate with re

spect to the several connecting rods, sub- .

stantially as described.

867,756. Elastic Tire.

Akron, Ohio.

No. 330,352.

1. An elastic vehicle tire provided with

a plurality of holes, said holes extending,

from the tread portion thereof inwardly and ‘

arranged at an angle to the radii of the

wheel on which said tire is mounted.

867,765. Automatic Steering Mechanism

for Vehicles. William H. Strickler, Chi

cago, Ill. Filed Feb. 19, 1907. Serial No. l

358,281. ‘

1. The combination with a car having

independently pivoted wheels, and means

including a laterally movable part for con—

necting them, of automatic steering me

chanism having a fixed guide, a runner en

gaging said guide and means for connect

ing the runner to said laterally movable

part.

867,790. Attachment for Automobiles.

Harry J. Carr, Sumter, S. C. Filed July 2,

1907. Serial No. 381,859.

1_. The automatic attachment herein de

scribed, comprismg the drum for applica

tion to a cranking shaft, and having a longi

tudma] bore or opening to receive the said

shaft, a transverse opening intersecting the

said longitudinal bore or opening, and rat

cheted at its outer end for engagement by a

crank handle, substantially as set forth.

867,795. Automatic Engine Starter.

Clyde J. Coleman, New York, N. Y., as

signor to Conrad Hubert, New York, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 26, 1906. Serial No. 303,130.

1. An engine starter comprising a power

storing device, an engine actuating member

normally connected to rotate with the en

gine, means for rotatably connecting the

power Storing device and the engine actuat

ing member to start the engine, said means

being constructed and operating to opera

tively engage the engine actuating member

only when the power starting device tends

to rotate faster than the engine and being

movable out of engagement by the relative

rotation of the engine actuating member

during the normal operation of the engine,

and frictional means for holding said con

necting means out of engagement until the

starter is again thrown into operation to

start the engine.

867,796. Engine Starter. Clyde J. Cole

man, New York, N. Y., assignor to Conrad

Hubert, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 12,

1906. Serial No. 342,999.

1. In a starter for engines, the combina

tion of a hydraulic motor, means engageable

only in one direction of movement for con

necting the motor to the engine to start the

engine, a source of motive liquid under

pressure connected to the motor, and means

for returning the used motive liquid to its

source.

867,797. Engine Starter. Clyde J. Cole

man, New York, N. Y., assignor to Conrad

Hubert, New York, N. Y. Filed March 13,

1907. Serial No. 362,102.

1. In an engine starter for multiple cyl

inder internal combustion engines, the com

bination of a carburetter, fluid carrying con

nections from the outlet of the carburetter

to the inlets of the respective cylinders,

manually actuatable means for concurrently

openin an outlet from each cylinder, an

atmosp eric air inlet for the carburetter,

means for closing the atmospheric air inlet,

Jacob W. Rock,

Filed Aug. 13, 1906. Serial

 

a source of compressed air communicating

with the carburetter, and a manually ac

tuatable valve in control of such communi

cation.

867,851. Automobile Tire. George G.

Sullivan, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Nov. 13,

1906. Serial No. 343,183.

1. A link shield arranged between layers

of rubber fabric and provided with rings

connected therewith, partially surrounding

rubber cores.

867,859. Carburetter. Edmond M. J.

\Veinat and Joseph Bogcy, Chicago, 111., as

signors, by mesne assignment, of three—

fourths to Andrew A. Brock, Chicago, Ill.

Filed April 7, 1905. Serial No. 254,310.

1. In a carburetter, an oil reservoir con

taining a float and an inlet valve governed
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thereby, and having an outlet formed by

an annular series of multiplex small pas

sages, lll combination with an annular air

inlet valve for the carburetter surrounding

said reservoir.

867,887. Means for Operating Fare and

Distance Indicators. Otto Kuntzen, Ber

lin, Germany. Filed Oct. 19, 1905. Serial

No. 283,543.

In combination with an indicator, a cam

wheel adapted to be actuated from the

wheel of a vehicle, a sliding rod provided

With shoulders between which said cam

wheel revolves and by means of which it

imparts a positive to and from movement

to the rod in both directions, and means

whereby such motion is transmitted from

the rod to the indicator.

867,988. Armor for Tires.

Mays, Washington, D. C.

1906. Serial No. 326,065.

1. An armor for tires, consisting o'f a

series of independent protecting sections,

p_r0jcctions formed on the sides of said sec

tions, segmental bands extending complete

ly around the sides of the tire and each pro

vided with a groove in its side for engag

ing _the projections to hold the protecting

sections in position, each of said segments

being of a length to engage the projections

on a plurality of the sections.

868,014. Automobile. Edmund W. Rob

erts, Clyde, Ohio. Filed March 17, 1905. Se

rial No. 250,503.

_1. In an automobile, the combination

With running gear comprising a driving

wheel, of a combined internal combustion

and compressed fluid multi-cylinder engine

in permanent driving connection with such

driving wheel, said engine comprising cyl

inders serving normally as cylinders of an

internal combustion engine and provided

with valves and valve gear for admitting

fluid under pressure to said cylinders to

operate the engine as a self'starting com

pressed fluid motor, the cylinders and asso

ciated parts and valve gear arranged to pro

duce at least three impulses per revolution

when Operated as a compressed fluid en

gine, and means for supplying fluid under

pressure to said engine comprising a reser

voir, a compressor, an auxiliary internal

combustion driving engine therefor, and au

tomatic controlling means operated by rise

and fall of pressure in said reservoir and

controlling the operation of said compressor

engine and comprising automatic starting

means therefor.

868,047. Vehicle

Charles P.

Filed July 13,

Wheel. George S.

Filed April 18,W'hiteley, Baltimore, Md.

1906. Serial No. 312,375.

1. In a vehicle wheel the combination

  

of an inner wheel having spokes and an iron

rim, an outer wheel having an iron rim and

a rubber tire and between said wheels a

series of S-shaped springs having on their

inner end a spring plate, secured thereto

and a pivot bolt between said spring and

spring plate, and side plates receiving the

ends of the pivot bolt.

868,079. Tire for Wheels. Herbert B.

Ewbank, Jr., New York, N. Y., assignor to

Harry A. Taylor, New York, N. Y. Filed

July 25, 1906. Serial No. 327,615.

1. A wheel having on its periphery a

central vertical annular flange having con

cave seats at its opposite sides, a series of

outwardly bowed transverse plate springs

arranged around the wheel with their ad~

joining ends coiled and disposed at opposite

sides of said flange in sliding engagement

with said seats, means retaining said springs

and guiding them in their sliding move—

ments against said seats, and an exterior

rubber tire inclosing said springs and se

cured to the wheel; substantially as set

forth.

868,081.

Clark E. Frear, Lake W'inola, Pa.

Jan. 2, 1907. Serial No. 350,458.

1. A controller for motor vehicles, hav

ing a pivo'tally mounted wheel whose hub

has an external circumferential groove up

on its inner end, a controller plate movably

mounted upon and engaging the axle of

said vehicle and provided with an inwardly

projecting flange enga ing said groove, and

means for shifting saig plate.

868,105. Gage for Rolls in Roller Bear

ings. Charles S. Lockwood, Newark, N. 1.,

assignor to Hyatt Roller Bearing Company,

Harrison, N. 1., a Corporation of New Jer

sey. Filed Oct. 25, 1906. Serial No. 340,

434.

1. A sheet metal cage, for hollow bear—

ing rolls, having annular heads at the ends,

integral guide bars connecting such heads

and integral flexible prongs projected from

at least one of the heads between the guide

bars to penetrate the rolls and hold them

in place.

868,202. Internal Combustion Engine.

Norman Macbeth, St. Annes-on—the-Sea,

England. Filed March 6, 1907. Serial No.

360,961.

1. An internal combustion engine_ hav

ing parallel explosion cylinders, admisSion

ports in one Cylinder, exhaust ports in the

other cylinder, a common combustion space,

a centrally disposed air and fuel charging

pump located nearer the crank shaft, pistons

in said explosion cylinders and working

parts, said explosion cylinder cranks pistons

Controller for Motor Vehicles.

Filed

and working parts being set at opposite an

gles to and balancing the charging pump

crank piston and working parts for the pur

poses and as set forth.

868,207. Resilient Tired Wheel for Auto

mobiles and Other Vehicles. Abram C.

Monfort, Providence, R. 1. Filed May 25,

1906. Serial No.

1. In a resilient tired wheel for automo

biles and other self-propelled vehicles, the

combination with a suitably mounted rim,

a pair of oppositely disposed annular plates

rigidly secured to and extending radially

beyond the rim, and an annular pneumatic

or inflatable tire located between said plates

and seated in the outer eriphery of said

rim, of a plurality of radially arranged inde

pendently movable and laterally separated

inelastic sections having their inner or lower

sides bearing against and being supported

by said tire, means for limiting the move

ments of said sections, the ends of the latter

transversely of the wheel being constructed

so as to form narrow spaces between them

and the adjacent inner faces of said plates,

an annular flexible and compressible trac

tion tire member in direct contact with the

outer periphery of said sections provided

with integral side flanges extending down

wardly into the said narrow spaces, and

means for maintaining the traction tire in

position upon said section.

868,208. Device for Preventing Slipping

of Motor Driven Vehicles. Alban S. Moore,

London, England. Filed Aug. 17, 1906. Se

rial No. 331,080.

1. Apparatus for preventing side slipping

or skidding of motor driven road vehicles,

wherein an additional rearward wheel, driv

en from a motor, is coupled to and operated

by the steering mechanism, so that it will

be caused to change to any required extent,

the direction of its motion and gripping

power on the road surface, simultaneously

with, and approximately corresponding to

the direction of travel of the steering wheel,

or wheels, of the car.

868,304. Hydraulic Clutch and Trans

mission Device. Clarence H. Tingley,

Unionville, Mo. Filed Nov. 30, 1906. Se

rial No. 345,745.

1. The combination in a clutch, of a sta—

tionary fluid reservoir, two relatively rota

table members having contiguous ends in

closed in said reservoir, pump pistons car

ried by one member in eccentric relation

thereto, pulp cylinders carried by the other

member and equi-distantly located with re

lation to its axis, fluid inlet ducts from the

reservoir to the pump cylinders, outlet ducts

from the pump cylinders to the reservoir,

and means for constructing the outlet ducts

to regulate the degree of clutching action.

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.
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Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

Ariwsbury, Mass.
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MARK 150 W.

  

SMITH AUTUMOBILE PARTS.

wnl>wfl mZOnwwflzmz>wa

mRqunm>ww

woz~wz>ewFMHHM

mHFN)

STEERING COLUMNS.

A. 0. SMITH OOM PAN'Y

243 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Pioneer Makere 0! Automobile Parte.

 

 

 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A c K S 0 N

“No Sand Too eep-No Hill Too Steep."

Z-Cylinder and 4-Cylin_der

Runabouts Roadsters Tounn Cars.

15 .i>.. 4H. .,as .P.

$1,250, $1,500, $2,000.Pricee, $850,

JIBKSOII AUTOIOIILE 00.. Jackson, lloh.

  

  

 
 

 

WE WILL NOT

eccevt your contract unleee we can give you he

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracte then we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Preeeed Steel Framee and Auto

mobile Stampinge.

TH] HYDRAULIC PRISSID STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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_ ALUMINUM BODIES _

_ J. M. QUINBY & C0. _

_ 351.1834 _

_ Carriage Iullllm. IEIAII. I. l. —

ll |||l|l||l-|\

 

 

  

 

Motor Car Accessories

8 ark Plugl, Cable, Switebee. Lampe

orne Coulee Auto Clothing an

Wet Weather uniprnent ol our own

manufacture.

New lIluetrated catalogue tree.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

I“ Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch.

  

 

WE MAKE CASTINGS

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY CO.

Potts-town, Pa.

 

ch0 Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

W E861]

_. ‘ Guaéatateed

Year

  

WITIIEIBIB lGNl'l'El CO., 541 West 434 51.. New York

srnunnnuw

noun ammo comm
PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls, Ball

Bearings, Roller Bearinge and Automobile Axlee

Write for New Automobile Catalogue with full par

txcu are

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

 

RANKLIN

M O T O R C A R 5

LIGHT-WEIGHT, mon-rowan

  

 

 

“SUCCESS”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable economical

and absolutely safe. A light, -

etrong eteei-tired Auto-Buggy. W

Suite Ie for city or country uee.

Speed Irorn 4 to 20 milee an

hour. Our 1907 Model haa an extra powerlul enEIne,

patent ball-bearin wheele; price $275. Aleo 10 .,

$400. Rubber Tree, $25 extra. Write Ior dele p

tive literature.

Sucrose lulu Buggy Ill. 00.. Inc. 531 De Balltere Ave" St. Louie. Ila.

McCORD

LUBBIGATOIIS — RADIATORS
“Marke o! a Good Motor Car"

  

 

MCKIM COPPER-ASBESTOS OASII ETS

McCORD 8:. COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

Old Colony Building. CHICAGO.

 
 

 

Name

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Che motor "(llllorlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of
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of the ignition system.

G A R AG E utiliti‘é’fiilémoéfi“ 133250111“.

   

 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

  

 

  

 
  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

New York Gll‘y ElSEIVlANN-LAVALETTE THE LAMBERT ,8

Broadway and ll0th 5t. magnetos - “ Friction Flyern

Run an a garage ought to be run. LAVELETTE & CO., $800

permn‘l “union 112 W. 42d St., New York Write for catalogue describing our full line.

The Buckeye Mfg, Co., Anderson, Ind.

N d om letely equipped

"1",,‘10; E11,“, mm, Bcttcr Because Regular
An Oheadszfer Pnizip nevflelrf "stinks." It works “They'n opocllylng

No We in u» ':.:r. ...i,:":...;:.:.: "m M'- ..,

T°l- 258‘ Rim- M. 1.. Obordorfor am- Co., '

Water St., Syracuse. ll. Y. on I908 CII'I."

ii 0MP M!

W 31-4MPED p4R13 °°"“’i§"J.‘.E.§§?iIE 33‘5". ‘
o ‘ ‘ “ Representation everywhere. h

Keep your eye on Cantinrnrnli

SHITi-l AUTO. CO., MPRS. Tm: cnosav GoMPAuY .

M MICHELlN
LASCOE°¢2'§"§Fifi}th / .f g I X] g, FRANCE ENGLAND

_Simple, efl'ective, correct ynelrign _ n ognny _J U H} v v,taunts: £2:’;‘°:.3'.‘3“£€€‘°.L glazing asst; i llan is wtth ITALY AMER ICA

mart-a; attain?“ "" '“ ° ' SIDE-WIRE soun moron TIRES MICHBLIN TIRE w. mmm. ~.J.

We make the London Tops. Write for details THE WORLD,S STANDARD

“d ’TB‘NDON AUTO SUPPLY c0, FIRESTIIIE TIRE & RUBBER 00., Akron, Ulilo

1233 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO KEEPYOUR EYE ON

BRISCOE RADIATORS '
Honeycomb, Flat] nip? I lions: .fiub; "at equ‘p your car

alligg'liffiliimhé‘: 'i'iiifih Lifa'wm 2"”! 8 iplijfim'f few! 8117’

“Fling-d, 219m ', Hoodl also made. Send 8 tOtfl y r66 ram 8

gl‘d tail-ll:ng Replired. Send tonenreltfnetory. troubles P

BRISCOE MFG. CO. For catalogues, nddreoo

DETROIT, Mien. NEWARK, N. I. THE CONTINENTAL AUTO Ire. co.

 

 

 
 

 

 
 ( o 0 f ’TT‘

—‘—-— W— TRUFFAULT'HARTFORD

J if Trade

Apperson Model M snoox %ESORBER

  

"benpuumu' 0’ Mom, can" The Device thug made hSlate. Slpeed Iand COmfortnble

d . u Omo l Ins osil e.
35 8' P” Double [wildfloglLE CO 'QOBRAIZICIngSMgfrgRyCr: cg. Iver, Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department 1.

APPERSON _BROS- AUTO 0 " Broadway and 50th St., New York HARTFORD SUSPENSION co..

Kokomo, Indiana. Members A. L. A. M- E. V. Hartford, Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York
 

 

 
 aif a We is“ is as 7” ~ ~

' After considerable use the bolts

“umu'ln cm. “In” Raqu". “ginning holding the sprocket rings to the

_ nu_ driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

"tomb". an.“ spokes. _ Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

Sprocket! spin “a in" nut! which hold _them in place, riveting over the ends for the lake of

'11..“ security. In domg this care should be taken not to throw the

_ sprockets out of lino—From “Motor World," August 8. ’07.

Billlli Blllll & Mtg. 0m,

\\ orcoltor. Mn... U.S.A.

Ligin lint} Modal Tlhltlllllllfllllk

COLUMBIA NUT l. BOLT 60.. Inc.. Bridgeport. Conn.

A truck equipped with 1 four cylinder air cooled

TheBall Tg‘aniismissiona 3.5.;.‘3‘2;°2.2“52,‘Z;.‘32i§2§“£21 ‘ all" Automobiles &MotorBoats 'lliilill

5

   

detailed description address

NEW YORK GEAR WORK .THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO- 56 oneerqpomr AVE.,BROOKLYNS,N. v.

 

  

CHILLICOTHE, OHIO.
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he Great Arrow SIX-Cylinder

THE GREAT ARROW is now being built with six cylinders, because we believe that it is the next' step in the

development of the touring car. The advance from four cylinders to six is no more radical than the advance from two

cylinders to four. Because we believe that six cylinders will give to a car greater efficiency, smoothness and comfort, we

have put six cylinders in the GREAT ARROW for the coming season. We did not do this until we tried out the six

cylinder idea very carefully.

_ T is possible to state in print the manifest advantages of six cylinders over four, but no statement, however technical or

however complete, will be as convincing as an actual demonstration of a six-cylinder car. The best description of the

effect of riding in a car driven by six cylinders is that it is like coasting down a fifteen per cent. grade with the clutch thrown

out. it is the nearest thing to gliding that has ever been produced by machinery, so much so that we believe that the six

cylinder is the nearest thing to a perfect application of power for a touring car that has yet been devised by engineers.

4-cyllndcr Great Arrow, 30 H. P., Price, $4,000

4-cyllndcr Great Arrow, 40 II. P., Price, $5,000

6-cyllndcr Great Arrow, 40 II. P., Price, $5,500

G-cyllndcr Great Arrow, 60 II. P., Price, $6,500

HERE ARE THE

1908 TOURING CARS

Members Association of Licensed

'4 Automobile ManufacturersTHE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, BUFFALO, N. Y.

PIERCE DEALERS

Boston Mass.

New York, N. Y.

Chicago, Ill.

Pittsburg .Pa;

1 hiladelphia, Pa.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco, Cal.

lprtland Ore

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles. Cal.

Baltimore, Md.

Bttfialo, N. Y.

Cleveland, Ohio.

l)avenport,, Iowa

Denver, Colo.

Detroit, Mich.

Hartford, Conn.

{ W. Mafiire Co.

larrolds otor Car Co.

11. Paulman 8r. Co.

Ranker Brothers Co.

l~'nss—Hut7hcs Motor Car Co.

Mobile Carria e Co.

The Geo. N. ’ierce Co.

Covey & Wallace Motor Co.

Broadway Auto. Co., Inc.

William E. Bush.

S ruthern Auto. Co.

"he Geo. N. Pierce Co.

Metropolitan Motor Car Co.

745 Boylston Street

233 West 54th Street

1430 Michigan Avenue

Baum & Beatt Streets

201 N. Broad treet

Golden Gate Av. & Cough St.

762 Golden Gate Avenue

16th and Alder Sts.

Madison St. and Broadway

°53 South Main Street

1200 Mt. Royal _Avenue

752 Main St. (City Sales Dept.)

Euclid Ave and E. 19th St.

414-416 Main Street

 
Milwaukee, Wis.

Minneapolis Minn.

Montreal, an.

Newark, N. I.

Ottawa Canada.

Pittsfield, Mm.

Portland, Me.

Providence, R. I.

Rochester, YN. .

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Scranton Pa.

Springfield, Mass.

St. Louis, Mo.

Titusvillc, Pa.

Toronto Ont.

Troy, Y.

Utica, N. Y.

Binghamton, N. Y.

Mobile, Ala.

Omaha, Neb.

Richmond. Va.

llibbard Auto. Co.

Pence Automobile Co.

Wilson Automobile Co.

Ellis Motor Car Co.

Wilson & Co.

Central Auto. Station Co.

I“. A. Nickcrson Co.

Ila-Hughes Motor Car Co.

U. S. A Cure. 0.

Tom Botterill

Standard Motor Car Co.

E. R. lark Auto. Co.

\\ estern Auto. Co.

Lambert & von Tacky

Auto. 8: Sup ly Co., Ltd.

'l'roy Auto. xchange

l'tica Motor Car Co.

l'tinghamton Motor Co.

So. Automobile Co.

H. E. Frederickson

Ii. A. Blenner

187 \Visconsin Street

7l'/ Henne in Avenue

117 Craig trect, West

2.22 llalsey Street

142 Bank Street

55 West Street

642 Congress Street

Sl2 Industrial Trust Bldg

2! Pl mouth Avenue

62 . Third. South

461 Worthington Street

4701 Washington Blvd.

16 N. Franklin Street

24 Temperance Street

2;] Fourth Street

I Iouston, Texas.

kansas Citga Mo.

Louisville, y. I

Mchrco City, Mexrco

Iowa Auto & Tire Co.

'l'om Butter-ill

. P. Schneider

iliner Garage Co.

Houston Motor Car Co.

l‘alace Auto. Co.

John Mason Strauss

Mohler & De Gress

1043 California Street

187 Jefferson Avenue

High & Allyn Streets _

Prairie Ave and San Jacinto St.

1408 Walnut Street

3d and Chestnut Sts.

la Independencia 12

Paris, France, N. S. Goodsill (parts only), 22 Avenue de In Grand Armee,

172 State Street

105 S. Conception Street

2046-2048 Franklin Street

1607 West Broad Street
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|||l||i|lll|i The other day a man wrote us from Pennsylvania: “I have cut my tire expense in half by the use of

your tires." Not all converts to Morgan & \Vright tires make as big a saving as this man did, but

nine out of ten of them save enough to justify making the change.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Detroit

Branches, Agencies or Dealers Everywhere.

 
 

This Matter 0! Reducing Tire Expense

has passed the theory stage with users of

MORGAN &WRIGHT TlRee

~ l

Hil  
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With Magneto, $3000

Touring Car, Roadster, Touring Roadster, Limousine.

Valve-in-head Motor, Chrome Nickel Steel, Annular Bearings.

 

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

PENNSYLVANIA DISTRIBUTORS.

Lee Angeles, Cal.—Greer-Robbin| Company, 1501-1505 South Main St.

San Francisco, Cal.—City Hall Automobile Com any 66 Fulton St.

Boston, Mann—Frederick E. Randall Company 45 Columbus Ave.

Chica o, Ill.—B. C. Hamilton, 1218-1220 Michigan Ave.

Provi ence, R. L—Pennsylvania Motor Car Agency, 133 Washington St.

Denver, COL—Denver Omnibus 8: Cab Com nnly.

Kaneu Cit , Mo.—Auto-Motor Company, 11 2- 124 Ens 15th St.

Plttsburg, L—Bellefield Motor Comping 4514-16-18 enry St.

Brookl n N. Y.—Charle| F. Batt, 1378 edlord Ave.

tIew orl: City—Archer 8: Company, 159_7 Broadway.

:; kane, Wash—Dulma e-Rone Automobile Company, 1212 Second Ave.

’h‘iladelphin, Pa—West- tillman Motor Car Company, 153 No. Broad St.

Baltimore, Md.—Rice'e Garage, North & Madison Aves.

St. Louis, Mo.-—Lakedel Automobile Company, 5143 Delmar Boulevard.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Brunn’| Carriage Manufactory, 1140 Main St.
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Good for

Every Day

in the Year—

 
 

 

WlNTER or Summer, Fall or Spring, rain or snow—why shouldn't the dealer enjoy

remarkable—almost phenomenal sales—of this remarkable car? What vehicle appeals

more to women who demand style, comfort, safety and convenience? What electric vehicle

of any other make combines all the good points of this

Pope-Waverley

Model 704: Victoria Coupe ?

 

“The electric is the simplest of all automobiles-——the Pope—Waverley is the simplest of -
all electrics.n

We want every dealer in the country to know the masterpiece in construction of the

largest Electric Vehicle Manufactory—we want to illustrate how the heavy plate glass windows

may be raised or lowered at will~within the doors—how the front window swings inward

affording perfect ventilationkhowthe beautiful upholstering and hardware leave nothing to be

desired.

We want to show every dealer how the, entire top may be easily and readily removed

without detracting in a single instance from the symmetry and completeness of either type.

Why not write for our complete catalogue and an interesting, instructive little booklet

called “Profitable Electric Garaging?” , We'll send it to you postpaid at once.

The Pope Motor Car Co.,, Indianapolis, Ind.

!

Waverley

Dept.

‘v~> 7" .vta
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Tho Anti-Fatigue Bar
It never grows weary of well doing. All are beginning

now to realize what the users of it and its builders always

have known—that the

Aorioan Locomotive Motor or
in the “greatest touring car in the world, bar none.” Tourists boast that with this machine they can always keep

their schedule and those who have driven it farthest, lay:

"IT STAYS NEW”
Imported Materials. American Workmanship.

Vanadium, “the anti-fatigue metal," in in ALL its steel and iron.

What last: best, i: beat.

The energies and backing of a $50,000,000 company are behind it.

AMERICAN LOCQMUTIVE AUTUMOBILE COMPANY

1886 BROADWAY, NEW YORK Factory, Providence, R. l.

Ans-Jean Locomorrvn Au-ronroalna Aonucv Pan: So. Am STA-non W. W. SHAW Co. Benonou. Moron CAI. Co.

Pittsbnrg Boston Chicago Philadelphia. Pa.

  

 

 

A N E w s E N sA" o N PARSONS MANGANESE BRUNZE LEVER CASTINGS

Equip your car with

Supplomonlary Spiral Sprlngs

. Y _ _ and notice the diflcrcnce. No olto, no

“11,”, j‘» ’ara, no broken springs, or ted

ointn. The ‘Thank-ye—marmr"

still be with you, but on won't

know it. Our new ooklct in

very interclting, and in yours

for the asking.

Supplementary Spiral Spring Go.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

  

 

 
  

SoloMokorl

"" '°"‘ B"""‘-“w“‘°""""°‘ no: WILLIAM ORAIP a cone earn a ENGINE

IUILDINO COMPANY, - Phlladolphla, Penna. 

  
 

 

Trade Mark Registered April 30, I895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

(L Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Supplied to tho Trade by All Tlno Manufacturers

WA. SGHRIDER'S 80"., "m., 28-30-32 R086 31., NOW York
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THOMAS 1908
A complete line of Motor Cars of the highest quality

possible in Design, Material and Workmanship. They

will do what you wish your car could do . . . .

  

PRICE, $2,750

Thomas 4=20 Towncar

The original Towncar, designed for City

and Suburban use exclusively. Beautiful

bodies, quiet operation; low cost of main

The Society Car.tenance.

Thomas 4=40 Detroit

Best of all shaft-drive cars. In power,

speed, hill-climbing, and reliability the

Thomas Detroit leads the five passenger

class.

Thomas 4= 60 Flyer

Winner of hundreds of contests of speed,

hill-climbing, reliability, and endurance.

Has more records than any American car.

This year improved, enlarged, and refined.

Thomas 6=70 Special

The six-cylinder model of the Thomas Flyer,

built by America’s pioneer six-cylinder

builders.

speed, size, reliability and refinement.

The greatest car in America in

Thomas Cars Succeed

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

Buffalo.

 

Member A. L. A. M.

  

 
 

©
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Fl Want You To Know Why

 

Mféxiaié’ll”

Is The Car For You

  

20 H. P.—$1,450 fully equipped.

Motor-car value can only cost about so much—after

that you're paying fancy prices for superfluous horse

power that swells your gasoline, oil and repair bills—that

you cannot utilize, and keep within the law.

The “Maxwell” gives one full dollar’s worth of car

value for every dollar it costs.

It does not boast high horse-power, but delivers on

the road right up to its rated horse-power.

The “Maxwell” Tourabout is a 14 horse-power car;

the double cylinder Touring Car, 20 horse-power, and the

new 4 cylinder Touring Car, 24 horse-power. In relation

to the weight of these cars, this is just enough more than

you need, so that you always have “something up your

sleeve for emergencies.”

No cars at any price have ever equalled the "Maxwell"

records for efficiency and reliability.

No _car of efficiency is so simple of operation or so in

expenswely maintained.

The features which the “Maxwell”_ originated, and

which motor-car manufacturers have since adopted. are

alone sufficient to establish its superiority—The “Max

well” Multiple-Disc Clutch, Three Point Suspension of

Power Plant and Transmission, Single-Unit Construction

of Engine Case and_ Transmission Housing, Pumpless

Thermo-syphon Cooling System, Indestructible Metal

Bodies.

_ The "Maxwell" Tourabout costs $825, the 20 H. P. Tour

ing Car, $1,450, and the 24 H. P. Touring Car $1.750.

Considering “Maxwell” prices, the “Maxwell” records

and the consensus of opinion of the 10.000 owners of

“Maxwell” cars, can you think of one good reason why you

should buy anything but a "Maxwell?"

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company

Mzmbrr: .4, M C. M A.

Tarrytown, New York

FACTORIES:

Tarrytown, N. Y. New Castle, Ind.

Pawtucket, R. I. Chicago, Ill.

DEALERS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

. J

1

  

 

ADVICE TO

TIRE BUYERS

HENEVER a tire salesman tells you

that the 5,000 mile guarantee on Ajax

Wrapped Tread Tires “means nothing” ask

him why, then, he cannot give the same

guarantee on the tire HE is selling.

Also, ask him, how the makers of Aiax

Tires could have increased their business

5t0 per cent. in 13 months on a reputation

built upon a “worthless” guarantee.

And then, inquire if he can point out any

one who has found the Aiax guarantee to be

anything but a SQUARE DEAL.

  

WRAPPED TREAD

Guaranteed for 5,000 miles riding

—and we mean it.

 

  

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.

(len’l Office, N. E. Corner 57th Street and

Broadway, New York

  

Factories, Trenton, N. I.

BRANCHES:

Denver, 1529 Cleveland Place.

Seattle. 1102 Broadway.

San Francisco, 460 Golden Gate Ave.

Los Angeles, 1040 S. Main St.

  

New York, 1776 Broadway.

Boston, 819-A Boylston St.

Chicago, 1418 Michigan Ave.

Detroit, 743 Woodward Ave.

  

  

  

AGENCIES:

Kansas City, Mo.,

Cue Auto Co.

Dayton, 0., Borderwish & Glancy

Baltiiriorr, 20 St. Paul St. Maxwell-Bris

Philadelphia, 1413 Race St

VVashin m, D. 0., 602-604 E St.

  

:utomobile 0.

Des Moines, Iowa, Automobile &

Siipplv Co.

Sioux City, Iowa Wm. Wornock.

l‘orto Rico, 32 Marina, San Juan.

N. .

Pittsburg, 201 WoodIndianapolis, Ind., Fisher Auto

mobile Co. I

St. Louis 3948 Olive St

jacksonville, Fla., 317 W. For- Tampa, Fla., amcs Bros.

svthe St. atertown . Y., \Varncr Auto

Bufi’alo N. Y., Joseph Straus 8: mobile 0. _ _

Sons 0. Springfield, Mass., Geisel Automobile Co.
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Rushmore Flare Front Headlight

in section, showing removable back cap

  

 

  

Rushmores vs. the "Chinese Copies”
 

Some Usual Points of Difference

Rushmores

1. Heavy sheet

brass; all parts held

together by screws

and rivets, not by,

solder.

2. Lens Mirror

large, of heavy heat

resrsting lead glass,

ground of deep curv

ature and short focal

distance. Removable

as shown.

3. Front and back

of cylinder stiff

ened by heavy endless

rings, riveted on.

4. Castings machine

finished and accur

ately fitted. All de

tails carefully at

tended to.

 

" Chinese Copies ”

Sheet brass too thin

to hold screw heads

or rivets, therefore

solder mainly relied

on.

Lens Mirror small,

of light brittle green

glass, relatively flat

and of long focal dis

tance. Not remova

ble except with sol

dering iron and torch.

Light non-continu

ous rings soldered in

place.

Castings roughly

fitted, side sockets

soldered, and details

generally slighted

where not seen.

 

 

Rushmore Dynamo Works, Plainlield, N. J.

LONDON PARIS

Permanent Injunction

Granted Against Copying

The Rushmore

Flare Front Design

PERMANENT INJUNCTION was granted on Jan. 3, by the

United States Circuit Court, Southern District of New York,

against the Manhattan Lamp \Vorks, forbidding them to make

or sell lamps in imitation of the Rushmore Flare Front design, or to

use the words “Flare Front" in describing their product. The terms of

{he Judge's decision are very broad, and we shall at once proceed against

other lamp manufacturers who have for the past year been trading on

our reputation by the sale of cheaply-constructed imitations of the

Rushmore.

Two years ago, when the American trade generally was copying a

French reflector lamp, we adopted the now familiar Rushmore Flare

Front as a distinctive dress. It was immediately linked in the public

mind with the intense, long range beam of the Rushmore Lights, and by

the fall of 1906 there was not a motorist who thought of lamps at 'all

but, recognized the optical correctness of the Rushmore, and its im

mense superiority over every other type offered. Other makers, seeing

their trade slipping away, discarded their own models and began mak

ing copies of the Rushmore. But, lacking the means and skill to du~

plicate Rushmore quality—in particular the short-focus lead-glass Rush

more Lens Mirror,—tl1ey copied the shape only, using in general thinner

stock, solder instead of screws and rivets, and small, cheaply—ground,

green glass lens mirrors of long focus. These flimsy affairs, in many

cases nearly worthless as light givers, they sought to foist on the

public by cut prices, chicanery, and downright substitution. Number

less purchasers who specified Rushmores. or who did not know that

every lamp and lens mirror we make bears our name, were deceived by

the imitations, and laid the blame for their inefficiency anywhere but

where it belonged. Thousands of others were persuaded that the imi

tations were “as good as the Rushmore,” only to realize their mistake

too late.

Of these unscrupulous practices the Manhattan Lamp Works af

forded a small but flagrant example. \Ne propose to defend to the

finish our right to keep our designs exclusive, and the public's right

to suppose that what appears to be a Rushmore Light is such in fact.

Meanwhile we caution all purchasers to look for the name RUSHMORE

etched in the lens mirror, and our firm name engraved plainly in the

top of the ventilator (Rushmore Lights have no name plates).

Rushmores

the final choice of the

merienccd motorist
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The Car of Steady Service

is more than a mere phrase, it is a title earned through correct design and careful construction and

proven by years of hard, constant serwce wherever power-driven vehicles are known.

The practical qualities that established the Rambler reputation are,—

lsI—APPLIED POWER. By this we mean actual tractive force as applied to the road

wheels. Owing to the straight line drive of the four-cylinder models and the direct

chain drive in the two-cylinder cars, Ramblers have greater propelling force per pound

than any other car on the market. -

M—DEPENDABILITY. Ramblers are built to stand the test of hard, daily service over

the worst of American roads. This condition is not reached by mere weight and

masses of metal, but by simple, scientific construction in which each element is

stronger than the strains upon it can ever require.

ERG—PRACTICAL ROAD VALUE. With the vast facilities of an enormous plant like the

Rambler factory. skillfully directed to the production of two models only, greater value

per dollar can be ofi'ered than is possible in a plant of lesser output.

In short, the Rambler is a car of

Power, Service and Value

Ordinary business policy dictates a careful examination of its many high 'qualitics before ordering your

new car.

Our 1908 catalog fully describing two touring cars and a high-powered roadster is at your service:

write to-day.

Thomas B. Jeflery & Company
Main Mike and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

CHICAGO BOSTON MILWAUKEE PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO
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MILLER PREDICTS A BUSY YEAR

His Favorable Analysis of Reports from All

Sections—Business Methods Likely to

be More Conservative.

It is not often that W. B. Miller, the

secretary and sales manager of the Dia

mond Rubber Co., permits himself to be

quoted in print. When he does so, it is

certain that he has something worth the

saying, and when it has to do with business

conditions and prospects, his statements

cannot but carry weight, for few, if any, are

in closer or more thorough touch with the

several phases of the business.

“A busy year for accessory branches of

the automobile industry," is his prediction,

“The ba

sis of this statement is a careful analysis

summed up in the fewest words.

of reports from all sections,” he says.

“These reports indicate that the amount of

renewal business to be done will be larger

than ever before. The number of automo

biles in use the past year will not be re

duced. If some owners do not see fit to

use their machines, the cars will pass to

those who will. The number of-new cars

to be provided for, while not equal to that

of 1907, 'will still reach, in the aggregate,

a very large figure, making necessary in the

grand total a great extent of equipment of

all kinds.

“It is to‘bc expected that business will be

done along more conservative lines in all

branches of the trade. The accepted forms
iof regular merchandising will prevail to a

greater extent than formerly and high

quality, particularly in tires, will be de

manded because of the true economy of

using such products. The far-seeing deal

er and consumer are both on the quality

platform, and both alike working for the

greatest economy in tip-keep cost. That

they should do so is highly desirable. The

1908 season will undoubtedly see greater

discrimination in buying exercised by all

automobile owners, and the general ef’fect

cannot but be healthful and beneficial to

the industry as a whole."

To Make Taximeters in This Country.

In anticipation of the growth of the tax

icab a new company to manufacture the

taximcter instruments in the United States

has been formed under the name of the In

ternational Taxanieter Co. of America.

It will operate under the American

patents owned by the Internationale

Taximetcr Co., Ltd, of Berlin, which

at the present time makes a large propor

tion of taximeters used abroad. The com

pany is incorporated under New York laws

with $300,000 capital, of which $50,000 is

preferred stock. Jacob A. Cantor, former

borough president of Manhattan and an ex

State senator, is one of the leading spirits

in the enterprise and J. A. Costuma is the

general manager. Pending formal organ

ization, temporary offices are maintained

at 25 Broad street, New York. It is planned

to lease the taximeters on a 10 cents per

day basis, rather than to sell them out

right, and the promoters look forward to

placing 10,000 instruments in New York

and its _vicinity, with all the rest of the

country still to be heard from.

Duryea Wins in Receivership Fight.

The action of the referee in bankruptcy

in refusing to permit H. M. Sternbergh to

vote his claim for $14,438.86 for the selcc~

tion of a receiver for the Duryea Power

Co., of Reading, Pa., of which he was

president, was sustained by the United

States Circuit Court on Friday last. The

case was argued in October last. The ef

fect of the decision is that there can be no

further legal interference with the Berks

County Trust Co., whose selection was op

posed by Sternbergh and favored by Charles

E. Duryea, the latter winning by a major

ity of one vote. It is expected that the re

ceivcr now will apply for an order to sell

the property and that proceedings will be

taken to compel Sternbergh to pay $26,000

which is claimed to be due for an unpaid

stock subscription and which has remained

in dispute.

APPRAISAL 0|" TIIE Ii. II. ESTATE

Report to the Court Shows a Total Val

uation of $1,709,603.08—Se1den and

Other Patents not Included.

Excluding the Selden patent, on which,

while acknowledging its earning capacity,

they diplomatically declined to place a

value, the appraisers of the property of the

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn., have

reported to the court that the estate is

worth $1,709,603.08. The appraisers, John

R. Hills and F. C. Billings, pared more than

$300,000 from the inventoried value of the

merchandise and nearly $60,000 from the

value of the book accounts.

shows that the New Haven Carriage Co.,

Their report

body builders, is one of the most profitable

of the Electric Vehicle Co.'s possessions.

It was purchased in 1899 for $193,578.47,

and since that time has paid in dividends

$211,500.

Of the Selden and other patents included

in the assets, the appraisers say:

“This patent on a road engine is consid

cred very valuable by the officers of this

company, which holds the exclusive license

with the right to grant sub-licenscs fur

the use of this patent. We are informed

by the receivers that the rights of the

Electric Vehicle C0. in this patent have

been productive of a large net income dur

ing the past five years, which income has

been in excess of $500,000. This patent has

still five years to run. and if the lllCumC

from this source during the next live yczirs

shall equal or approximate that of .the last

five years, it is apparent that this patent is a

valuable asset of the company. “"0 are un

able to determine the present value of the

income which may in the future be derived

from this source, and for this reason we

have not attempted to put a definite zip

praisal thereon. In addition in the above.

there are more than 125 other issued pat

ents, relating directly. or indirectly. to an

tomobiles, granted between May, 1891, and
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September, 1907, and numerous applications

for letters patent are pending in the United

States patent office, the value of which we

have no means of ascertaining and we re

spectfully refer to list of same. We ap

praise these as of value unknown. \Ve also

wish to call attention to the fact that in

arriving at the grand total, we have not

taken into consideration the value of the

good will of the Electric Vehicle Co. as

a going concern."

Following is the inventory in full:

Land in town of Hartford . . . . . .. $48,000.00

Spur track running to propertv of

company 7,500.00

249,653.00

All buildings. b'n' bibb'ér'ty' iii ‘i'i'a'r'il

ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Power, electric and heating plants

and accessories, consisting of

boilers, pumps, heaters, filters,

motors, transmission, wiring

and fixtures,‘fire protection, in

cluding watchman’s system....

Special equipment, consisting of

fuel oil system, compressed air

system, plumbing for manufac

turing purposes and shop fix

tures (such as benches. draw

ers, cupboards, tanks, etc.)....

Machinery for manufacturing pur

poses. (Note: Value of machin

ery slightly increased on com

pany’s inventory valuation for

reason that said inventory

shows excessive depreciation,

and we estimate ori inal cost

at not less than $195, 00) . . . . ..

Standard small tools such as are

generally used in the manufac

ture of automobiles and ma

chinery of all classes . . . . . . . , ..

Jigs and fixtures for making parts

of automobiles, also dies and

tools for manufacturing drop

forgings for parts of automo

biles '

Patterns for making castings for

parts of electric and gasolene

automobiles, including metal

and wood patterns (company's

book value, $24,015.00)

Office and factory furniture, in

cluding time and cost keeping

system 4,400.00

_ Merchandise account, itemized as below

in two columns:

79,897.00

9,900.00

165,000.00

40,000.00

33,300.00

1 6,000.00

Inventory Corrected

Values Values.

Finished parts stores.$383,952.04 $255,969.00

General stores . . . . .. 162,094.93 129,000.00

Work in progress

(parts) . 154,189.35 102,700.00

Vehicles in progress. 164,930.29 123,000.00

Consigned inventory

(merchandise) 3,467.13 467.00

Finished vehicles 125,635.16 110,000.00

Consigned vehicle ac

count . . . . . . . . . . . .. 17,927.11 16,200.00

Second-hand vehicles 49,884.29 12,500.00

Stationary and liter

ature . . . . . . . . . . . .. 13,279.45 5,000.00

Commerce St. stores. 18,205.95 2,000.00

$1,093,565.70 $756,836.00

Book accounts inventoried as of Decem

ber 10, 1907.

Book

Values

Corrected

Values.

Suspense account

amounting to $17.006.71

These accounts being

in the hands of at

torneys and collect

ors and many of

same being very old

and of doubtful

value . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Sundry debtors’ ac

count amounting to

Largely consisting of

unpaid royalties,

which are consider

ed uncollectablcAccounts receivable -

amounting to . . . . .. 104,549.51

These accounts have

been carefull investigated ancfl$15,

000 of same are con

sidered uncollecta

ble. We also allow

15% to cover time

and cost of collec

tion

Total inventory value.$l43,939.57

Total corrected value. $86,617.08

Note: Item “book accounts" include all

book accounts whether in hands of Con

necticut receivers for collection or in hands

of receivers in the States of New Jersey,

New York, Massachusetts or Illinois, for

collection by them respectively.

Consisting of the entire capital stock of

the New Haven Carriage Company, lo

cated at New Haven, capitalized as fol

lows:

2,000 shares pref. stock at $25.... $50,000.00

6,000 shares common stock at $25. 150.000.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$200,000.00

The Electric Vehicle Co. purchased the

entire stock of the New Haven Carriage

Co. June 1, 1899, for $193,578.47. Since the

said purchase the New Haven Carriage Co.

has paid in dividends $211,500.00, and from

statements shown is believed by us to be

in g00d condition, having a surplus of

$75,000 over all liabilities and stock. There

fore, we feel warranted in placing the pre

ferred stock at the rate of 125 per cent. on

par value. or $31.25 per share, and the com

mon stock at the rate of 100 per cent. on

1,500.00

22,383.35 '

9,000.00

76,117.08

par value, or $25 per share, or a

Total value of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$212.500.00

Grand total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..$1.709.603.08

Total value of 12345665432

The receivers add a note to the inven

tory, saying there is not included in the

above inventory an item of cash on hand

in Hartford of $13,983.81, and assets in

other jurisdictions amounting to $112,184.51.

The receivers also filed with the court

the following report of business transacted

by them from December 11 to December

31, 1907, inclusive:

Sales.

Charges on account . . . . . . . . . . .. $5,209.25

Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10,550.94

$15,760.19

'Purchase.

On account . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1,245.96

Cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 450.52

$1,666.48

Cash Statement.

Receipts.

Cash on hand Dec. 11 ......... .. $13,983.81

Cash collected on account . . . . .. 10,146.14

Cash sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10,498.99

Cash miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . .. 51.95

Illinois accounts . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,738.40

Massachusetts accounts . . . . . . .. 40.21

$37,459.50

Disbursements.

I‘ay rolls prior to Dec. 10 . . . . . .. $12,501.16

Pay rolls receivers . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11,353.93

Traveling expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . 357.39

Petty expenditures . . . . . . . . . . . . . 420.52

Illinois receivers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,207.50

28.84050

Cash receipts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37,459.5’1

Cash disbursed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26,840.50

Cash on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10,619.00

Taxicab Service Begun in Chicago.

Chicago, part of it at any rate, taxicabbed

Thursday morning last, when the first of

the Thomas taxicabs was placed in opera

tion by C. A. Coey. Fifty of the vehicles

will be in operation shortly. According to

advices from the Windy City Owen H. Fay

also will start a taxicab business. Fay has

ordered ten Elmore cabs built and will

place taximeters on eight electric cars,

starting with eighteen available vehicles.

\Vith Orlando \Nebber also about to en

gage in the business as well as a subsidary

company of the New York Taxicab Com

pany, Chicago apparently will not want for

the modern vehicles.

W _._—.

New York Dealers Promote 3 Carnival.

At a meeting of the New York Automo

bile Trade Association held at Hotel Cum

berland, New York, yesterday, attended by

over fifty prominent members of the trade

in New York, it was definitely decided to

hold an automobile carnival during the week

of April 6. One of the settled features is a

parade on Tuesday, April 7, which will con

sist of four divisions. The first division

will comprise cars constructed in 1903 and

prior thereto; second division, gasolene,

steam and electric cars owned by dealers,

cars not to be decorated; third division,

commercial vehicles.

Brass Bands to Boom Business.

About the time the buds begin to sprout

the Chicago Automobile Trade Association

is going hunting for business with brass

bands. During the week beginning March

28th, the Windy City dealers will hold a

“spring show" which will consist of the

dealers holding “open house" along the

"row," which will be gain decorated for the

occasion. Brass bands, decorated parades,

luncheons, and all the other features of a

carnival will be brought into play to boost

spring business in Chicago.

Stratton Joins Studebaker Stafl'.

E. V. Stratton, for the past year man

ager of the New York Automobile Traili

Association, has resigned that staff to en

gage with the New York branch of the

Studebaker Automobile Co., He will be as

sociated with C. F. Redden in the manage

ment.

Body Builders’ Increase of Capital.

The C. R. \Vilson Body Co., Detroit, has

. increased its capital stock from $75,000 to

$250000. The added money will be used

in extending the business.
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His Right to Name and Descriptive Words

Sustained by an Injunction—Saxon

“Caught with the Goods.”

The lucrry war in the automobile lamp

business which was precipitated last spring

over the questions of design in connection

the “flare front”

types has found an echo in court, and the

with and “Rushmore”

defendant lamp manufacturers who made

and sold “Rushmore” lamps which were

such in appearance only, seem to have

been so thoroughly “caught with the goods"

that they have been enjoined against their

further manufacture and must give an ac

counting. In a decision in the United

States Circuit Court for the Southern Dis

trict of New York, Judge Ray takes Her

,inan Saxon, of the Manhattan Lamp Works.

of New York, severely to task for copying

in detail the genuine Rushmore lamps and

gives the complainant, Samuel Rush

more, of the Rushmore Dynamo Works,

Plainfield, N. J., a sweeping injunction cov

ering the use of the words “flare front" and

“Rushmore.”

Conspicuous among the exhibits during

the trial of the case were receipts from the

Manhattan Lamp Works covering the sale

of “Rushmore” and "imitation Rushmore”

lamps, together with lamps themselves

made in imitation of the complaining man

ufacturer's product. Saxon appears to

have readily fallen into the trap that was

laid for him. In one case the receipt cov—

ered the sale of lamps to a purchaser dur

ing the Madison Square Garden automo

bile show, in January, 1907, while in an

other it represented an invoice of lamps to

a western jobber.

- Considerable stress was laid by the court

on the fact that the design copying of the

defendants was in some particulars so close

and minute as to include defects and errors

found in the original lamps, though in the

main essentials of lens mirrors and brass

stock the imitation lamps were quite dif

ferent. .

The‘ judicial view as to~the use of the

words “flare front” in describing automo

bile lamps is of particular interest to the

trade. After showing. that while “flared

front” and “flaring front” are ordinary and

grammatical descriptions, the words “flare

front” in combination, are unusual and un~

grammatical, having been adopted by the

complainant arbitrarily to coin a new and

distinguishing mark for his lamps, Judge

Ray says, “It is, of course, true that every

one is at liberty to use the ordinary de

scriptive words of the English language to

describe goods of his own manufacture.

But when one has designedly and abitra

rily taken an unusual and an ungrammatical

combination of two words, even if they do

suggest an idea and a correct one—of the

‘crpital: to repair automobile

construction and utility of the article of

manufacture, and by long use of it has come

to be so understood by the purchasers and

users thereof, a competitor has no right

to use it, for the purpose of deceit."

For this reason he grants a decree for

the complainant, covering both the making

and selling of the offending lamp shells and

theme of the words “flare front."

The Week’s Incorporations.

Newark, N. J.—Brush McLaren Motor

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital; to manufacture and deal in auto

mobiles. Corporators—Annie V. McLaren

and John Stern.

“'atertown, N. Y.—Warner Automobile

Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—Charles D. Warner,

Albert 0. Warner and Edith Warner, all

of VVatertown.

Reading, Pa.——Reading Practical Automo

bile School, under partnership agreement,

with $200 capital; to teach automobile oper

ation and repairing. Copartners—Malcolm

T. Newstetter and Lester E. Goenzle.

Newark, N. J.—New Jersey Automobile

Exhibition Co., under New Jersey laws,

with $5,000 capital; to promote automobile

shows. Corporators—George Paddock,

Angus Sinclair and James R. English.

East Moline, Ill—Midland Motor Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $100,000 capital;

to manufacture motors, automobiles, etc.

Corporators—C. H. Pope. A. E. Montgom

ery, E. H. Gnyer, C. E. White and William

Buttcrworth.

St. Louis, Mo.-—Universal Auto Spring

Co., under Missouri laws, with $110,000

capital; to manufacture and deal in automoe

bile springs and supplies. Corporators—

Frank C. Koehlcr, Wm. Klasing, Henry

Schwarting et a].

New 'York City, N. ~ Y.——Automobile

League, under New York laws. with $5,000

capital. Corporators—Frank J. Griffen, 116

Nassau street; Nicholas Fancher, 213 East

135th street; William T. Conville, 2493

Broadway, New York City.

Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester Motor Ve

hicle Co., The, under New York laws, with

$10,000 capital; to sell motors, engines and

accessories. Corporators—Fred C. Ben

son and Owen DeWitt, of Rochester; and

Stephen H. Lusk, of Pittsford.

New York City, N. Y.——Columbia Lubri

cating Co., under New York laws, with

$1,000 capital. Corporators—Avery Mc

Dougal, 176 \IVest Eighty-seventh street;

\Nard W. Pickard, 60 \Vall street; Mor

ton G. Bogue, 52 Williams street, New York

City.

New. York City, N. Y.—Adams Repair

Co.. under New York laws. with $10,000

parts, etc.

Corporators—Clyde W. Adams, 457 West

Fifty-seventh street; Claude L. Post, 605

West 14lst street; Robert P. Kernan, 60

Wall street, New York City.

WRIDGEWAY WILI. LESSIIN GLAIIE

Secures Exclusive American Rights to

Bleriot Light Shutter—Mayor’s Mes

sage Opportune for Him.

Almost co-incident with the recommenda

tion of the Mayor of New York that an or

dinance be passed prohibiting the use of

blinding headlights, Charles'D. Wridgeway,

himself a New York motorist of wide ex

perience both on track and road, closed a

contract for the exclusive American rights

to the Bleriot light shutter or cclipsing de

vice which seems to do away with the ob

jectioable' features which

complaint, while still permitting the use of

brilliant headlights and giving to the driver

have caused

all of their benefit and to the on-comcr

none of their disadvantages.

The Bleriot invention, which the Mdtor

World illustrated at the time of its appear

ance abroad, is simplicity itself, resembling

nothing so much as a miniature radiator of

the horizontal stripe type. It is, in brief,

a series of metal strips placed within the

door of the lamp, so arranged that ata dis

tance, there is no distinguishable difference

between lamps so equipped and the regular

type, but as one draws nearer the lamp the

light becomes duled, and on passing re

duces itself to about the same sized rays

as those cast from an oil light turned down

There is absolutely no reflection. The de~

vice. one of which Wridgeway has been dem

onstrating, must be seen in actual operation

to be appreciated. In the meantime Mr.

\Vridgcway, thoroughly converted to its

value, is preparing an aggressive campaign

to place its merits before the motoring pub

lic at large.

Cincinnati Show Fading Away.

It is doubtful if the Cincinnati show,

Which was scheduled for the latter part of

February, will be held. Following the last

meeting of the Cincinnati Automobile Deal

ers’ Association it was semi-officially an

nounced that the show idea will be aban

doned. The chief obstacle in the way is

said to be the action of the insurance com

panies in demanding high rates, and while

it‘ ‘is possible that this handicap may be

removed, the general opinion is that it will

not in time to make arrangements such as

would be necessary to make the show a

success.

G 8: 1 Changes Boston Representative.

The Boston agency of the G 8: J Tire

Co., at 204 Columbus avenue, has been dis

continued and the Enterprise Rubber Co..

of which William E. Barker is president and

treasurer, has been appointed New England

representative. D. B. Price and R. J. Bar

kcr, who have been connected with the G

& J agency, will continue with the Enter

prise Rubber Co.
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'THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

     

 

White Wins Quaker City Endurance Run

In the endurance run held January 1-2 by the Quaker City Motor Club, the White Steamer

was the only car which made a perfect score on the road and also was declared by the Technical

Committee to be in perfect condition at the finish. The Contest Committee would not abide by the

decision of the Technical Committee. They gave credit for perfect scores to two other cars and

ordered a “run-off."

The supplementary contest, held January 4th, served only to emphasize the superiority of the

White. The examination then made by the Technical Committee placed the White far in the lead

and, accordingly, the MacDonald & Campbell trophy was awarded to the White.

With our entry of but one car, we decisively defeated 27 gasoline cars representing 23 different

makes. Thus has 'another important victory been added to the long list of triumphs achieved by the

White—the distinctively American car.

\Vrite for Literature

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Lifting of the Clouds.

During the period of financial unrest.

which now is nearly dissipated, nothing has

been at once so pitiful and so amusing as

the efforts of the braver souls to convince

themselves and others that “nothing had

happened,"-—that everything was roschued

and that the so-callcd depression was but a

bad dream.

It serves no purpose to wail, or shed

tears, or to spread gloom, but neither does

that form of self-deception and rainbow

chasing effect any real end. It is like

whistling to keep up courage. When a

manufacturer cannot obtain accommoda

tions from his bank, when his factory is

operating on half time or no time at all,

when a salesman cannot sell and when a

man is out of employment, it is folly to try

to convince him that “everything is lovely'

and that “nothing has happened,” or that

the conditions to which he is subject are

merely dreams or imaginings which may be

routed by applications of faith or by cheer

ful whistling.

But now it may be said that the clouds

are dissipating and that the sun again is

shining through the rifts. Things are pick

ing up all around. Factories are resuming

their industry and salesmen are again sell

ing automobiles. Cheerfnlness is spreading

and it is the real thing and not the mock

article accompanied by doubtful smiles or

qualifying whispers. The industry is re

suming a normal tone, if not its normal

tone, for its normal tone rather had been

abnormal. Its pace had been too swift.

Caution had been too largely thrown to the

wind. There were too many who recked

not of the morrow.

The disquieting flurry was not without its

benefits.

of caution and conservatism and showed

It taught some men the meaning

them the folly of attempting to rear ladders

to the skies.

cleaning is not wholly completed, the trade

If the chastening and house

at least can now go about the work of re

adjustment with renewed spirit and, as al

ways, the fittest will survive.

Quicksand as a Foundation.

Some day it will filter through some heads

——if not those that now are directing the

organization, then their heirs or assigns——

that the American Automobile Association

“got in wrong" when its foundations were

laid so largely on club memberships and not

individual memberships.

The capital made of it by their enemies

and the damaging publicity given to the re~

cent withdrawal of the Massachusetts Au~

tomobile Club

process even in the present administration,

should assist the filtration

of which, however, there is sign. Club mem

berships, which means accession of mem

bers in large blocks, enable the oflicials to

quickly lengthen the roll and during a boom

period they are obtained with comparative

ease, but when a club drops, a hole is

created and the dropping creates a noise

that attracts undesirable attention. A suc~

cession of holes and a succession of noises

the

dropping of one individual member or sev

do an awful lot of damage, whereas

eral hundred of them never would be heard

and would excite no notice, and the voids

created easily might be filled.

It is unfortunate, but it is true. that

sooner or later a majority of clubs weary

of paying large sums from their treasuries,

or one man with a grievance often is able

to persuade them that they are weary of

the

downward slide of the national organiza

it, and then begins the trouble and

tion with which they are afilicted. It is

The effect of their

indifference to the teachings of experience

logic. It is history.

and to the individual member, which the

Motor \Vorld several times has remarked,

may not be felt during the terms of the

present A. A. A. officials or of their im

mediate successors—they will be able to

retire with the proud boast of a “large‘

membership"—bnt on those who

after them will fall the difficult task of

practically rebuilding the organization.

(201118

What has happened in Massachusetts

will happen elsewhere; if not to-day, then

to-morrow. It is practically inevitable.

As a foundation, club membership is akin

to quicksand.

Unbiased Test of “Sixes.”

All partisan feelings aside, the question

as to the relative suitability of four and six

cylinder motors for popular usage should

be regarded in a tentative way pending :1

based

on actual service at the hands of a large

decision which ultimately must be

In most of the

this

even

number of unbiased users.

discussion which is taking place on

subject the fact is overlooked that

granted superior characteristics for the sex

tuple motor in certain respects, other and

even uneconomical considerations may

serve to render the quadruple type more

The fact

that several makers of repute have aband

useful in the majority of cases.

oned the four cylinder motor in favor of

the six does not necessarily prove that the

six is in every way superior any more than

the expenditure of immense amounts of

money in the construction and installation

of quadruple expansion steam engines in

ocean liners and large power plants at one

time, proved the advantage of using four

stages of expansion instead of three. As

in the present case, each system has certain

But the final

question of their relative utility cannot be

advantages over the other.

answered until both have been given a fair

trial under circumstances affording an ab

solute basis of comparison.

All this being so, it is extremely grati

fying to discover a maker who is willing to

acknowledge himself open to conviction in

either direction, while doing his best to

perfect both types, and while at the same

time striving also to produce two motors

which shall be equivalent in all respects

save in the one particular of the number of
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cylinders employed. It is not that the effi

ciency of the newer motor is in question,

nor that its design offersproblems of such

a nature that they cannot be solved readily.

It is not that the one, or two or four cylin

der types of motor have outlived their

usefulness. The whole matter hinges about

the final acceptance or non-acceptance of

the sextuple motor by the user as being, all

things considered, best for his purposes.

The maker who places himself in a position

to test the “roadability” of each type on a

thoroughly comparative basis, loses nothing

by his conservatism in not > advocating

either to the exclusion 0f.the other, and

finally. discovers himself able to caterto

popular demand which ever way it swings.

 

It is noteworthy that the first official

American road test of a car using benzol

has taken place. This and all other at

tempts to develop newer and more econom

ical grades onfuel than gasolene are praise

worthy and much to be‘encouraged. At

the same time it is a pity that organized

bodies, suchv as the engineers and some of

the larger clubs, do not take a more lively

interest in such tests and in addition to

stimulating popular interest by organizing

competitions and road trials, establish a

well-organized system of laboratory in»

vestigation. Much of the alleged experi

mental work carried on in this country in

connection with the automobile movement

is of small consequence practically speak

ing because directed with too little regard

for theoretical exactitude.

Ilis friends who handed out the press no

tice meant well and the young man himself

is not to blame, but they performed doubt

ful service when they heralded the recruit

to the ranks as being “peculiarly qualified"

for automobile work because of his having

enjoyed a college engineering course and

three months' service in the repair shop of

a local garage. A college course and three

months in a repair shop! It is calculated

to make some men in the trade smile a very

reminiscent smile.

 

Possibly if thr promoters of the pro_

posed Westchester. road race had “showed

down" a little earlier, they might not now

be put to it to secure sufficient entries to

prevent to project from falling through.

The lack of entries indicates also that the

trade was not crying so loudly (J'mi

event as was made appear.

Rim Equipment of Taxicabs.

Editor of The Motor World:

Allow us to call your attention to a state

ment made in a recent issue of your paper

entitled, “Success of the Taxicab Service."

You state that the New York Transpor

tation Co.’s vehicles are equipped with

Midgley rims to enable them to remove

tires quickly for repairs.

Not a single New York Transportation

Co.’s vehicle is equipped with Midgley rims,

but on the other hand, 25 of these vehicles

are equipped with the Goodyear universal

rim, which the New York Transportation

Co. will tell you has been found to be cm

inently satisfactory in every test they have

given it. We might add to this that these

Geodycar universal rims are equipped with

Goodyear detachable tires which have aver

aged also 4,000 miles up to date, with re

pairs approximately $30 for the entire lot

of 100 tires. '

Inasmuch as you devoted considerable

space to your very interesting article in

connection with the taxicab service you will

probably be willing to correctyour state

ment as to the equipment of the New York

Transportation Co. and further enlighten

your readers regarding tires with the in

formation we give you herein.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

[Upon being asked specifically concern

ing the. rim equipment of his company‘s

gasolene taxicabs, Secretary Palmer, of the

New York Transportation Co., explained

that in his earlier interview he had stated

that the cabs were fitted with Midgley rims

without investigating their manufacture but

rather in the generic sense of detachable

equipment. Investigation, however, dis

closes that the present rim equipment con

sists of 25 sets of Goodyear universal rims

and 25 sets of Firestone universal rims]

In the Retail World.

Stanley & White are building a garage in

Church street, \Vhitman, Mass. Its dimen

sions are 40 by 70 feet.

The Westworth Motor Company has es

tablished a new agency at Euclid avenue

and Mayficld road, Cleveland. The Ford

and Mora cars will be carried.

Charles Hendy, Jr., who was formerly in

the life insurance business in Denver,'COlo.,

has set up in the automobile trade there at

1552-4 Broadway. He will handle the Ford.

P. C. Long is building a three story gar

age with a frontage of 63 feet at 207-209

West Ninety-eighth street, New York. The

construction will be fireproof re-inforced

concrete.

C. \V. Risden, of Los Angeles, Cal., who

has sold motorcycles to considerable ad

vantage in California, has added automo

biles. The Brush runabout is his acquisi

tion.

The Nock Automobile Company opened

its new and commodious garage in Provi~

dence, R. I., last week. It is located at

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

February 1-8, Providence, R. I.-—Show in

Providence State armory.

February 10-15, Detroit, Mich—Tri-Statc

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion's annual show in Light Guard armory.

February 17-22, Cleveland Ohio—Cleve

land Automobile Dealers' Association: show

in Central armory.

February 21-29, Newark, N. J.—Ncw Jer

sey Automobile and Mot-Jr Club's and New

Jersey Automobile Trade Association’s an

nual show.

March 2-7, Ormbnd, Fla—Annual beach

carnival, under ausp'ces Automobile Club of

America.

March 7-14, Boston, Mass—Boston Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

March 9-14, Buffalo, N. Y.—Automobile

Club of Buffalo's sixth annual show in

Convention Hall.

486-488 Broad street, where the Stoddard

Dayton will be exploited.

The Maxwell Company has opened an

agency in \IVorcester, Mass, at 84 Mechan

ic street. It will be in charge of Melvin

E. Dixon, although the establishment will

be under the supervision of Lucius S. Tyler

of the Boston office.

The Ohio Motor Car Co., Cleveland,

moved into its new quarters in the Otis

building on upper Euclid avenue, last week.

The building has been entirely remodeled

to make an up-to~date garage and sales

rooms- for the company.

The Worcester Motor Buggy Co., which

has been formed at Worcester, Mass, to

sell several lines of cars, has elected the

following ofl‘icers: President, \V. J.

Woods; secretary, Edward L. Caton, and

treasurer, John P. Coughlin.

William Ehlers has purchased the inter

ests of Joseph Seaman, who with Percy

Duerr has handled the Maxwell in Da

venport, Ia. The style of the new firm will

be Ehlers & Duerr and a new garage will

shortly be built on Fourth street.

The handsome new garage recently erect

ed by the L. S. Gillette Company at Henne

pin and Harmon place, Minneapolis, has

been purchased outright by the Barclay

Automobile Company, which occupied it.

The consideration mentioned in the deed

was $32,000. ’

Pittsburg has another automobile agency

_the Pittsburg Automobile Co., which has

located at Grant boulevard and Seventh

avenue. The company, which will handle

Thomas cars exclusively, this week is hold—

ing a show in the new salesrooms, in the

nature of a house-warming.
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FRUITLESSNESS 0F FREAK RACES

Wherein the Pekin-Paris Run Failed—What

It Forecasts for the Proposed New

York Paris Contest.

Effervescent but evanescent Parisian en

thusiasm for the proposed New York to

Paris “automobile race" has subsided to a

sober consideration of its practicability and

the more serious study that is given it, the

plights. As shown in the accompanying

ilustratious, there were many times when

progress was not dependent upon the power

or virtues of the automobile itself but upon

the available facilities in mules and men for

moving heavy freight through certain dis

tricts. The trip made clear that where con

ditions were suitable the automobiles could

run, and where the conditions were unsuit

able, they could not. To propose a race

where motor cars cannot go on their own

power would open the way for a contest up

to Paris “race,” the Pekin-Paris would be

but a pleasant little excursion, and despite

the gravity of Le Matin, the publication

fathering the project, in describing the

rigors of the journey, it is doubtful if it

realizes what it asks the competitors to

attempt. As showing, however, that it is.

not wholly insensible to the difiiculties to

be encountered in such an undertaking,

Le Matin publishes great quantities of ad

vice to the prospective contestants, relating

to the best preparations for the trip. Re

 
 

 

HOW THEY WENT THROUGH. NOT OVER. A BRIDGE

more its probability dwindles, as a bona

fide undertaking. That as a race for auto

mobiles unassisted by other power it is an

impossibility, even granting the use of

boats for Bering Strait and for ferrying the

rivers, is becoming apparent, both by the

growing information concerning the topog

raphy of the northern portions of the itin

erary and the facts that are being elicited

concerning the famous Pekin-Paris race

which has been held up by its promoters

as an evidence of the feasibility of the later

project.

The very honesty and frankness of the

record of that brave adventure, as told in

his recently published book by Luigi Bar

zini, who accompanied Prince Borghese,

shows it to have been a sincere and cred

itable enterprise on the part of the contest

ants, but the experiences of the latter

nevertheless establish the fact that automo

biles canth accomplish the impossible and

that in going from Pekin to Paris the ma

chines were at times just like so much

freight that had to be moved or transported

Only a distorted conception can accept such

features as anything but contrary to the

usual understanding of what constitutes an

“automobile” race, and certainly of no value

as indicating the capabilities of the motor

car.

During some 120 miles that the car of

Prince Borghese was being pulled by mules

and horses, or pushed and carried by

coolies and laborers, Barzini had plenty of

time to take pictures of‘~ the machine's

  
 

Mt. Blane or Mt. McKinley, where the

winning car would be that preceded by the

best mountain climbers to rig up the nec

  

 

HOW THEY DIDN‘T CLIMB HILLS

essary tackle and \vindlasscs to draw the

machines bodily to the top.

Compared with the so-called New York

 

 

HOW THEY DIDN'T PROPEL THROUGH DOGS

garding construction and equipment the

promoters of the race have this to offer:

“A short chassis is preferable, one of 30

or 40 horsepower. The air intake of the

carburetter should be supplied with a warm

er. This warmer will thaw the air at the

moment of starting and thus save time.

This can be accomplished by afiixing a

thick tube to the air intake, this tube pass

ing outside of the automobile and being ad

justed to a lamp, so that it can be heated

red hot. The air intake will thus be heated

by conductibility. A special tap should be

arranged so that the tube conducting fuel

to the carburetter can be completely emp

tied, so that the motor can be heated by

means of a little oil ignited in a metal plate

under the motor.

“Spare rims and tires should be placed

in the middle of the chassis above the reser

voirs. Coffers for food supply, clothing and

spare parts should be of such shape as to

fit in between the spare rims and tires. The

driver’s seat should have as cushions the

three sleeping bags. There should also be

a special hood, furred outside and in, long

enough to descend to the waist of the driv

er, who is being relieved so that he can sleep

while his comrade continues the course.

The third seat in the middle of the chassis

should be left unoccupied and placed at the

disposition of correspondents of the organ

izers, who will pass from one machine to

the other in the course of the voyage. Im

mediately over the chassis there should be

a series of at least five fuel tanks, each ca
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pable of holding as much as the usual large

pressure tanks in current use.

“In San Francisco, in stores which make

a specialty of such merchandise, will be

found everything necessary for travelers

going to Alaska. This equipment, for the

most part, will be better than that which

you could secure in Europe. The list ina

eludes a revolver and W'inchester rifle, felt

boots, rubber hip boots, moccasins, fur mit

tens, sheepskin sleeping sack, picks and

shovels, white bear oil for greasing the face

and body. Native dogs should be taken on

at Valdez. From Europe should be taken

yellow goggles with double lenses mounted

in wood and bordered with fur or silk, the

whole united in a fur mask covering the

face; nine pairs: of woolen stockings, super~

posable, so that three pairs can be worn at a

time; heavy flannel shirts, boxes of pre

serves; a. compass, silk_ tent, and Nansen

stove. > ,

"“Wheels should have removable rims.

For traveling on ice pneumatics should be

replaced by metallic types supplied with

steel creepers. For traveling on snow a

wicker platform of six square metres, bor

dered with wooden runners, should be fixed

under the machine. This will support an

automobile of 2,000 kilogrammes. The

wheels, in case of soft snow being met with,

could be supplied with wide wooden rims of

water wheel formation. This equipment

could be in use only in certain portions of

the United States. In Alaska it would be

useless, as the snow there is frozen hard.

All pneumatics should be vulcanized in or

der to resist the great cold.”

Speakers for the A. C. A. Banquet.

That there will be a large attendance at

the annual banquet of the Automobile Club

of America on January 25 was assured long

before the listing of reservations closed on

the 15th inst. The banquet hall in the new

club house has capacity for 361 cOVers, and

it is probable that every place will be oc

cupied. Incidentally the banquet will be a

sort of christening of the new home of the

club. '

As a tribute to the claim of France to

being the birth place of the modern motor

car the French Ambassador, Jules Jusse

rand, will be the guest of honor. Among

those who are to furnish the “flow of soul"

on the occasion are Senator Chauncey M.

Depew, Augustus Thomas, Job E. Hedges

and Patrick Francis Murphy. The commit

tee is composed of A. R. Shattuck, chair

man; Dave 11. Morris and O. A. Parker.

With good roads as its slogan the

Youngstown (Ohio) Automobile Club was

organized last week. The following offi

cers will guide the new club’s destiny:

President, James A. Campbell; vice~presi~

dent, John R. Squires; secrtary-treasurer,

George L. Fordyce; trustees—J A. Camp

hel, John R. Squires, Dr. W. H. Buechner.

C. A. Cochran, Dr. C. R. Clark, George E.

Day and C. ll. Klingen'smith.

JERSEY CLUBS FRAMING NEW LAW

Twenty of Them in the Movement—Their

Delegates Outline Important Amend

ments to the Frelinghuysen Act.

Representatives of twenty automobile

clubs, comprising 2,700 members, met at

Trenton, N. J., last Thursday, 9th inst., and

thrashed out the question of probable au—

tomobile legislation in New Jersey during

the

cial session of members of the Associated

present legislature. It was a spe

Automobile Clubs of New Jersey, and the

discussion which followed the plan of ac

tion suggested at an informal meeting of

representatives of the various clubs held

in Newark, resulted in the decision to draft

and have introduced amendments to the

present Frelinghuysen law, which has been

in operation for a year.

Radical changes in the Freylinghuysen

law are asked. One of them is that auto—

mobilists registered in other States be al

lowed to tour in New Jersey for a period

not exceeding ten days, and that all 1i

censes shall expire on the Slst day of De

cember; further, that license tags be fur

nished in uniform style by the State.

One of the most important things asked

for is a law requiring all horse-drawn ve

hicles to display lights at night, which, if

passed, doubtless will tend to lessen acci

dents resulting from non-observance of this.

It is proposed also to make it a misdemean

or for an intoxicated person to drive an

automobile; to make it a misdemeanor to

throw glass, tacks or other tire destroying

substances in the road; to require all li

cense fees, and so forth, to be devoted to

road repairing; to require all justices to

report fines to State authorities, and to

abolish personal registrations.

Summarized the amendments desired to

the present law, and which will be presented

to the legislature in session are as follows:

First—All horseadrawn vehicles to carry

lights at night.

Second—Automobilists of foreign States

to be given ten days' right to tour State

without registering there.

Third—All licenses to run out December

31 of the year and tags to be furnished by

the State.

Fourth—A higher fee for licenses to go

to the highway commissioner for road re

pairs.

Fifth—Making it a misdemeanor for a

drunken man to drive a machine, and for

any one to throw glass or other brittle

substance on the road.

Sixth—All fines must be reported to

automobile inspector the day fine is im

posed and all moneys from fines turned in

within thirty days.

Seventh—Abolition of the personal reg

istration idea, thus saving State about $30,

000 for maintaining officers over State.

Buffalo's Shakedown Declared Illegal.

Bufi'alo's automobile tax ordinance re

ceived a knockout blow on \chnesday last,

8th inst., when the Appellate Division an

nounced its decision in the locally famous

Dai H. Lewis automobile tax test case.

Judge Hodson’s decision that the Buffalo

automobile tax was contrary to the State

law is upheld by the Appellate Division.

It may be remembered that when the Buf

falo automobile tax ordinance went into

effect it was strongly opposed by the Au

tomobile Club of Buffalo, and in order to

make a test case Dai H. Lewis, secretary,

offered himself as a martyr, and by refus

ing to pay his tax got himself arrested. He

was prosecuted by the city in the Muni

cipal court, and ex-Judge Kene'fick, his at

torney,'made the plea that the local ordi

nance conflicted with the State act in that

it resulted in a double tax. Hodson upheld

this contention and the city appealed with

the result that the Appellate Division has

upheld the decision, resulting in a victory

for the automobile club.

Another Tangle Under Bay State Law.

The latest disputed interpretation of the

Massachusets State law relating to auto

mobiles is likely to develop some fine legal

hair splitting when the resultant appeal

case is argued. Charles E. Whitten, of

Lynn, was fined $15 by Judge Lummus in

the local police court for operating an au

tomobile without proper registration num

bers on the side lamps. \IVhitten, who con

ducted his own case, contended that the car

was registered in Pennsylvania, where the

law does not require the rear or side light

numbers; furthermore, he contended, he had

the right under the Massachusetts law to

operate a non-resident car seven days after

bringing it_ into the State before making

registration in Massachusetts. Judgr an~

mus ruled that the seven days of gra.e ap

ply only to a non-resident car driven by a

non-resident owner, and accordingly ad

judged Whitten guilty and imposed a fine of

$15, as stated above. An appeal was'

taken.

American Consuls not Immune Here.

Magistrate Steinert, a New York justice,

decided last Friday, 10th inst., that only

consuls in the employ of foreign govern

ments are immune from the speed laws,

when he held Caldwell S. Johnson, of New

Haven, who is connected with the United

States Consular Service, in $100 bail in the

Morrisiana police court for trial in Special

Sessions on the charge of speeding in his

automobile. Johnson had protested at his

arrest in Pelham Parkway, exhibiting offi_

cial papers and asserting that he was on

his way to \Vashington to keep an appoint

ment with President Roosevelt. His ex

cuse did not go with the magistrate, how

ever.
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“SIX” AND "FOUR" IN LONG TEST

Apperson Operating Both Types in Com

petitive Tryout Under Even Condi

tions—Relative Advantages.

A frank and decidedly novel turn is given

to the much-discussed question of the rela

tive suitability of four and six cylinder mo~

tors for popular use, by the open avowal of

the Apperson Brothers Automobile Co., that

with the best possible means of study and

comparison at hand, their engineers have

as yet been able to arrive at any definite

conclusion as to which is the better of the

two. For some little time two types of

motor have been built, one a four and the

other a six, which have about the same ag

gregate piston area and are otherwise sim

ilar, and may be used in the same chassis.

A close observation of the performances

of these two types is now being made with

the idea of finally determining which is the

better for general work.

It is frequently the case that six cylinder

motors are made by merely extending the

construction of an established quadruple

design by adding two more cylinders to it.

Comparisons drawn between the old and

the new in such a case are manifestly un

fair, even when nominal allowances are

made for the difference in power. In build

ing two motors of essentially the same

power and weight, however, and fitting them

into the same chassis, the Apperson bro

thers have placed themselves in a position

to obtain the most truthful and extensive

data which it is possible to gather, since

the results so derived will be from practical

use quite as much as from laboratory study

and theoretical calculations alone.

“We believe that ‘the proof of the pud

ding is in the eating.’ We believe that both

the ‘six’ and the ‘four’ each have advantages

not possessed by the other, and it is our

purpose and intent to find out, if possible,

which of the two possesses the greater ad

vantages, including power, speed, life of

motor, cost of maintenance, and repairs,"

remarks Sales Manager Strout, of the Ap

person company, in this connection. “Some

factories have turned out four cylinder mo

tors that have not been practically success

ful and it might be ‘good business' for them

to jump into the six cylinder field, for a

while at least. But it is not fair to com

pare the showing of any ‘six’ against the

showing of a ‘four’ that has not been en

tirely successful and satisfactory.

“For some years we have been building a

four cylinder automobile motor, with cyl

inders of 5%-inch bore and 5-inch stroke

that has been entirely successful and satis

factory to all concerned. The total piston

area of this four cylinder motor is 95.0334

cubic inches. Many months since we de

signed and built a six cylinder motor with

4%-inch bore, and 5-inch stroke, total pis

ton area, 95.4261 cubic inches. It will be

noted that the total piston area of this six—

cylinder motor is only .3927 of a cubic inch

greater than the total piston area of out

four cylinder motor. The six cylinder en

gine weighs approximately 75 pounds more

than the four cylinder engine, and occupies

only 2y, inches more space under the hood.

Both engines go into the identically same

chassis, and barring the small additional

weight of the ‘six’ engine itself they must

propel the same number of pounds of chas

sis and body.

“In our case, we now have a four cylinder

car, and a six cylinder car, of the same

weights, with the same carrying capacity,

operated by the same drivers under the

same conditions. We have been driving

our ‘six’ in competition with our ‘four’ only

four or five months, and so we cannot yet

arrive at accurate conclusions. We believe,

as stated above, that each type has ad

vantages over the other type, but right now,

although we are building and delivering

both ‘sixes’ and ‘fours,’ we are under the

impression that the disadvantages of the

‘six,’ as contrasted with the ‘four,” out

weigh its advantages. But we cannot yet

make a definite decision and statement,

based on our experiments and experience,

that we would be willing to ‘stand on’ as

final. At the end of the present season we

will be in a position to know'positively the

relative cost of maintenance, of repairs, and

of efficiency of the two types of engines,

when they have the same piston area, and

when they are operated under the same

weights and conditions.”

New Type of Sheet Metal.

“Alumaloyd” is one of those terms which

tells a great deal in a very few letters. It

signifies a special analysis metal sheet

coated with aluminum-alloyed metal

which by the treatment afforded it is ab

sorbed, not spread over the surface, and

thus serves the purpose of a thorough pro

tection to the base metal as well as a sur

facer. The Stark Rolling Mill Co., Canton,

0., which has been producing Alumaloyd

for some little time, is now making a spe

cialty of supplying it to the automobile

trade. For this purpose it is particularly

suitable as used in the construction of

bodies, dashes, guards, bonnets, battery

boxes, drip pans, mufflers and the other

purposes to which sheet metal may be de

voted, particularly where it is desirable to

retain a good degree of finish in spite of

adverse conditions. Because of its ready

to-use quality it is an economical stock to

carry, no finishing being required before

painting, while it also may be used to ad

vantage for die-work. \According to the

makers, it can be stamped, pressed, drawn,

double-seamed or soldered—all without af

fecting the quality or value of the sur

face. Almost as a matter of course, it is

produced in a wide variety of sizes and

gauges adapted to the many uses for which

it may be required.

IIARTWRD Pll0UD 0! III SIIOW

Annual Exhibition Opened Brilliantly and

is a Beautiful One—List of the Ex

hibitors and Cars Staged.

 

Hartford had reason to feel real proud

on Tuesday night, 14th inst., for the annual

Hartford Automobile Dcal~

ers’ Association opened in Foot Guard Ar

mory in a veritable blaze of glory “The

Big Show," as the promoters termed it,

has been the topic of conversation in Hart

ford for weeks, so it is little wonder that

a large crowd of first-nighters visited the

armory when the doors were opened at 8

o’clock Tuesday evening.

“The New York in miniature”—

that’s what the Hartford dealers like to

call their annual exhibition, and in justifi<

cation of this assertion they point with

pride to the fact that the uniformed attend—

ants scintillate in the same resplendent re

galia that enfolded the attendants at the

Madison Square Garden show, from the

red military caps and coats, and white riding

breeches to the black leather puttees. And

if further proof of the semblance of Hart

ford’s show to the last one in Manhattan

is needed, they will tell you of “Society

Night,” Thursday, when the price of ad

mission will be doubled and the tickets

“limited” to 1,000 of the elite, although, as

one of the promoters said to a Motor World

man some time ago: “If fifty thousand peo

ple come on Society Night they can get in,

for we wouldn’t want to rob them of the

chance of their lives."

In a decorative sense the promoters have

“spread themselves,” and the interior of the

armory really presents a beautiful picture

The general color scheme is green and

white, and a great canopy in this conceals

the ceiling, while the side walls are pret

tily covered by delicately tinted fabrics.

The feature is the arbor in which the band

is hidden. It is in the form of a bower,

located on the uprights 14 feet above the

heads of the spectators. Radiating from

this flowered bower are long streamers of

wires covered with smilax and studded with

thousands of incandescent lights. The wires

droop gracefully to the side walls and give

a Christmassy effect to the whole.

Every inch of space is occupied, includ

ing the basement and balconies. The cars

are shown for the most part by local rep

resentatives, the complete list of exhibitors

being as follows:

Main Hall.

Electric Vehicle Co., Columbia gasolene

and electric cars; The Miner Garage, Pierce.

Buick and Knox; R. D. and C. O Britton,

Maxwell; Capitol Auto Hack & Livery Co,

Mitchell; Palace Automobile Co., Autocar,

Thomas and Oldsmobile; L. D. Fisk, Cor

bin; Connecticut Steel & Wire Co_., Reo;

show of the

show
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Elmer Auto Co., Ford and Rambler; Brown,

Thompson & $0., Packard, Stevens-Dur—

yea and Cadillac; Robert Ashwell, Frank

lin; T. Dudley Riggs, Isotta Fraschini and

Simplex.

Balcony.

Jones Speedometer Co., Jones Speedome

ters, etc.; Barton, tires; Post 8; Lester, sun~

dries; The Aetna Life, automobile insur

ance; Travelers’ Insurance Co, insurance;

Visor Knitting Co., clothing; G. W. Fuller

Co., trunk racks, trunks, etc.; New Eng

land Automobile School, tuition; Lombardi

Speedometer Co., speedometers; A. L. Fos

ter & Co., clothing; W. H. \IViley & Son

Co, leggins, tire covers, etc.; Vacuum Oil

Co., lubricants.

Basement.

A. L E. Rhodes, automobile washers;

Harriman Motor Works, motors; Auto

Body & Top Mfg. Co., bodies and tops;

Atlas Motor Co., Atlas trucks; Lighting

Specialty Co., specialties; G. A. Snow, mo—

torcycles.

Chicago Schedules Three Events.

A 1,200 miles reliability run, covering

four days, will be the star feature of the

1908 card of the Chicago Motor Club. This

decision was reached at a meeting held last

Friday, 10th inst. The dates selected are

June 24, 25, 26 and 27, and the run will re

quire a car to do 300 miles each day, which

should make it the most strenuous endur

ance run ever promoted in America. The

desire for earlier dates for its contests was

manifested at the meeting. The Algon

quin hill climb was set for May 15th, three

months earlier than usual, and the annual

economy run was booked for August 14th

instead of in September. The contest com

mittee also discussed holding a 'reliability

test for high-wheeled motor buggies, but

no definite decision was arrived at.

The Blanket Insurance of Automobiles.

Among new legislation affecting insur

ance recommended to the Massachusetts

legislature by its joint special committee on

insurance is a provision to enable persons

having insurable interests in antomobiles

to obtain insurance under one policy against

the risk of property damage from all the

hazards encountered in their use, this pol

icy to be issued under the inland naviga

tion and transportation form of policy. This

recommendation aims to have incorporated

in the laws authority for a practice already

permitted by the Attorney General of the

Commonwealth, as was stated in a recess

hearing before the special committee late

last summer, reported in the Motor World

at that time.

Grand Rapids Chaufleurs Organize.

Employed drivers of private automobiles

in Grand Rapids, Mich, have formed the

Grand Rapids Chauffeurs' Association with

these officers: President, Jacob S. Baker;

secretary, P. A. Donaldson; treasurer, W.

M. Andrews.

IORRELI. AND M00]!!! EXPLAIN

Chief Sponsors of WestcheSter Road Race

Disclose “What’s What"—Must Have

25 Entries or no Race.

If there are not 25 entries in hand by

February lst, there will be no race for

stock cars on the roads of \Nestchester

county on April 24th.

This statement comes directly from Rob-'

ert Lee Morrell, Esq—he is a lawyer—who

is chairman of the Automobile Manufac~

turers' Committee, which has the project in

hand.

The entry list was to have closed on

\Vednesday last but as but 13 were then in

hand, the date has been extended in ordei

to give the hesitants more time in which to

decide whether such a race is worth $1,000

to each of them. Of the 13 entrants in hand

six are foreign cars, and of the others three

are entered by the Cleveland concern which

has been most anxious for the contest.

Mr. Morrell's statement followed a pe

riod of excited wrath, for the Motor

World’s suggestion that it were time for a

showdown considerably aroused the gen

tleman. It induced the chairman to call a

meeting of the committee, at which he read

the Motor World’s editorial with due em_

phasis, and while Morrell did not say so

in as many words, he intimated quite gen

erously that he would be made very happy

if none of those present would advertise in

this publication. But the editorial effected

its purpose and a complete showdown re

sulted. While Morrell explained his posi

tion to one Motor World man, Thomas F.

Moore, the secretary of the committee, pro

duced letters and records that prove that

Morrell and Moore do not constitute “the

whole thing," as everything seemed to in

dicate, practically no other names having

been permitted _to see the light. It devel

ops that the Automobile Manufacturers’

Committee is made up of the following

tradesmen, all of whom either verbally or

by letter authorized the use of their names:

Benj. Briscoe, C. A. Singer, Charles

Schmidt, E. R. Hollander, Henry Ford, H.

A. Lozier, Fred P. Brand, Andre Massenat,

Hayden Eames, F. B. Stearns, \Valter Al

len, Paul Lacroix, A. H. \Vhiting, James

Joyce, Percy Owen, \V. H. Hurlburt, G. C.

Johns, A. W. Church, A. L. Riker, E. T.

Birdsall, H. C. Maxwell, Alden McMur

tric, G. S. \Veidley. '

In addition, there is an “advisory board"

made up of newspaper men.

As for the fixed responsibility which the

Motor World insisted should be made clear

and which was the vital point in issue, one

of the gentlemen concerned stated that the

mere fact that the committee was not a

closely knit or incorporated body made

every one connected with it individually

responsible, which he held was the best

sort of responsibility. Mr. Morrell, how

ever, placed the matter in a different light.

He guessed that as he is worth about a

million dollars his responsibility could not

be questioned, but as a better safeguard he

said it is the intention to take out an in

demnifying bond to the amount of $100,000

which it is believed will be amply suffi

cient for all purposes and which will pro

tect every one connected with the race ex

cept the entrants. In signing the entry

blank the latter absolve the promoters and

agree to bear their own burdens.

All of those concerned prefer that the

so-called Metropolitan Automobile Asso

ciation, which first undertook the road race

for stock cars, be passed over with the few

est possible words. Moore, who “organ

ized” it merely by printing a letterhead,

nowfrankly admits all that the Motor

\‘Vorld said regarding it was true—that as

an association it was without shadow or

substance, and was a mere “frame-up" for

the purpose of promoting a hill climbing

contest for the exploitation of a certain

car. Mr. Moore laughs in his good na

tured way at mention of the “reorganiza

tion” of the “association,” which was duly

recorded by several members of the “ad—

visory committee.” In the “reorganiza

tion” it was stated that Mr. Morrell had

become “chairman of the executive com

mittee” and Job E. Hedges, “chairman of

the legislative committee." Its disappear

ance almost immediately thereafter and the

sudden creation of the Automobile Man~

ufacturers Committee served to throw a

suspicious mystery around the whole road

race project. Moore states that he has

been voted a salary of $50 per week, none

of which has he drawn, and that all ac

counts are to be audited by a sub-commit

tee. If any surplus remains the actual

starters in the race will have their entry

fees rebated up to $500 each.

In talking of his Metropolitan Automo

bile Association, Moore tells a good story

of his abortive effort to secure a course on

Long Island for the road race. It appears

that another New Yorker became possessed

of the same ambition and had arranged to

meet the supervisors of Nassau county in

order to obtain the necessary permission.

Moore heard of it after the other fellow

had departed for Long Island, and pro'cur

ing an automobile he went posthaste to

Mineola. Although the rival promoter had

a long start, his car went wrong en route

and Moore reached the supervisors and told

his story first.

He also relates a laughable incident that

attended his efforts to secure the course

in Westchester county. In one place the

farmers were obstinate because they

feared the race would interfere with the de

livery of their milk supply on the morning

of the contest. Moore solved the problem

by agreeing to pay fifty cents for each can

of milk that might remain undelivered. It

goes almost without saying that the farm

ers’ ohstinacy immediately melted.
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CLUTCH AND BRAKE POWER EQUAL

Transmission Features of a New French

Gasolene - Electric Car—Wonderful

Simplicity of the Control.

Though comparatively slow in develop

ment, and even yet but little known in a

practical way, there are nevertheless many

reasons to believe that the combination

gasolene-electric vehicle, or in other words,

the gasolene car with an electric transmis

sion will eventually become the most fa_

miliar and acceptable in popular useage.

Theoretically it possesses many advantages

impossible of attainment with the purely

 

 

mechanical transmission and even though

tremendously expensive in cost of develop

ment, it is reasonable to suppose that once

brought to a moderate degree of perfection

it may be produced at a cost which is in

consequential, all things considered.

Europe is doing much more in this direc

tion at the present time than is America.

One of the neatest and most pleasing de

signs yet produced, judging solely by its

specifications, is the new G. E. M. car,

~which has just been introduced by the So

ciété General d’Automobiles Electro—Mag

nctic.

In principle the transmission of this ve

hicle _comprehends the use of a direct-con

nected generator, magnetic clutch and

clutch brake all enclosed within a single

casing, and operated in conjunction with a

24~cell accumulator which is in parallel

connection with the main line so that it

serves the purpose of an equalizer and may

be used for starting the engine, assisting

it when Operating under heavy loads, and

is also subject to charge in the intervals

when the drag on the clutch is relieved.

The control of the car is marvelously sim

ple, consisting of two hand levers mounted

above the steering wheel, and two pedals.

Of the former, one is used for starting and

reversing, the speed changes being brought

about by the movement of the other. Of

the two pedals, one serves to apply the

clutch or the magnetic brake as the case

may be, while the other applies a pair of

internal brakes on the rear wheels in the

ordinary way.

 

The general layout of the vehicle is per—

fectly ordinary and modern. As will be

seen from the accompanying illustration,

the arrangement of the motor and transmis

sion in the pressed steel chassis, as well as

the suspension and axle mounting follow

closely the lines of the ordinary touring

car of moderate power and weight. The

motor, which is of the four cylinder vertical

pattern, has cylinders of 315-16 by 4%

inches bore and stroke, and is rated at 20

horsepower at the normal speed of 1,400

revolutions per minute, though its maximum

output is probably nearer 25 horsepower.

It has interchangeable, mechanically ac

tuated valves, drop forged steel connecting

rods, light pistons and crank shaft mounted

on three large ball bearings. Ignition is by

 

 

  

CHASSIS OF THE G. E. M. GASOLBNB ELECTRIC CAR

 

  

high tension magneto, the ground switch

being under the control of the master con

troller on the steering column.

It is governed automatically, this feature

being the unique element of the carburetter

which otherwise is of normal construction.

The throttle, instead of being actuated in

the ordinary fashion, is governed by a soft

 

  

 

 

  

ELECTRIC PLANT OF THE G. E. 1!.

iron core which is retained by a spring and

plunges into a double-wound solenoid under

the influence of its magnetic attraction. One

of the two windings of the solenoid, which

is of line wire, is connected in shunt with

the main current line. The other, which is

of heavy wire is in series with the ground

of the battery current. The plunger is thus

afi'ected by a differential action in the two

windings and is extremely sensitive to cur

rent conditions in the system. The action

of the solenoid and so of the motor, is to

equalize the action of the battery and dy
namo currents as far as possible. I

The chief organ of the electrical equip

ment consists of the dynamo which is of

the 8-pole, shunt-wound type, as shown in

the accompanying section. From this it

will be seen that the field, H-H, consists

of a magnetic iron spider centered in an

aluminum frame which is bolted directly to

the crank case of the engine. The arma

ture, I, is keyed directly to the crank shaft,

A, and is built up on laminations in the or

dinary way. Three pairs of brushes are

used, the brush holder being mounted in

such a way as to be readily accessible for

the replacement of the brushes. The max

imum output of the machine is something

like 200 amperes at 48 volts, or nearly 10

K. \-V., its normal output, however, aver

aging nearer 7, or between 9 and 10 elec

trical horsepower. '

The arrangement of the clutch and brake

are exactly similar, both acting on the same

clutch disc and in the same fashion. Hence

the braking power is exactly equal to the

clutching power and may be controlled in

the same way. The rotating field of the

clutch, M, comprises an annular ring car

rying a number of coils which receive cur

rent through a pair of collector brushes.

The clutch disc, P, is suitably mounted in

the casing to revolve independently of the

crank shaft, and is connected with the dif

ferential through the ordinary form of car

dan shaft, B. The field coils of the brake

are similarly mounted, but are fixed to the

frame of the transmission, as shown at F.

Thus the magnetic drag exerted on the

clutch disc whenever current is sent through

the adjacent coils may be directed to caus

ing the disc to turn with the revolving field

of the clutch, or to retarding its motion

according to whether the current is sent

through the moving or stationary coils.

The control system has been outlined al

ready. To start the machine it is neces

sary only to place the starting switch in'the

first position, when the battery current will

be directed through the dynamo thereby

setting‘it and the crank shaft in motion. A

further movement of the starting lever

serves to accelerate the group, at the same

time cutting in the magneto and igniting the

gas in the cylinders, the throttle being held

open as a result of the current distribution.

The controlling pedal being released from

its midway position, the current is then di

rected into the clutch thus starting the ma

chine, when the speed may be controlled

by varying the strength of current in the

dynamo fields. Similarly by depressing the

pedal to its full extent, the current is

switched over into the brake, when the re

tarding power becomes as strong as that

of the clutch. For reversing, the starting

switch is thrown over into its other ex

treme position when the battery alone is

used for the time being. The clutch and

brake functions act in exactly the same way

under these conditions as for forward mo‘

tion.
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m warrrs GYROSCOPIC ACTION

Possible Efi'ects on Ultimate Behavior of

Cars Described by an Observer—Some

Other Possible Explanations.

A subject from which the non-technical

reader has been happily relieved for some

little time is that of the effect of the pos

sible or probable gyroscopic action of the

fly wheels of the motor on the life and ac

tion of the car.

troubled motor engineers not a little, but

This matter at one time

was finally laid aside with the conclusion

that whatever might be the gyroscopic ef

fect it was not of sufficient importance to

necessitate allowances being made for it in

the design of the vehicle A thorough re

vival of the discussion is now threatened,

however, by a communication recently pub

lished in an exchange, in which the writer

claims to have observed a marked difi'en

ence in the behavior of cars having right

and left turning engines.

“I have noticed that the springs of a car

driven by a right-hand revolving engine

either touch the frame on the right-hand

side or allow the tires to touch the wings on

the right side, this usually taking place after

the car has been driven some time and when

well loaded, and driven over rough roads.

The reverse is the case with a car which is

driven by a left-hand revolving engine. The

springs and tires then, under similar cir

cumstances, commence to touch on the left

side,” is his startling observation.

“I have never required to strengthen or

assist the springs of a left-hand revolving

engined car, as, owing to my experience,

such cars are or were all of low power, and

the touching was slight I have often had

to strengthen or assist the springs of va~

rious right-hand revolving engined cars. I

have also had an occasional fracture of a

leaf or two, taking place on right-hand re

volving engined cars, all on right or off

side, left-hand revolving cars excepted, all

being low-powered, springs giving no trou

ble. I have also been unlucky enough to

bend and fracture a few axles, all taking

place on the right side of right-hand re

volving engined cars, left-hand revolving

cars again excepted, being low-powered.

“I have noticed that the off side spring

bolts and shackles on right-hand revolving

cars show far more wear than their oppo

site neighbors. The reverse is again the

case with left-hand revolving ears.

“I have often driven abroad, where the

right-hand side of the road holds sway I

still notice that right-hand revolving cars

are weak on off side. The springs

of a car driven by an engine whose fly wheel

runs parallel to the road wheels never be

have in any way out of the ordinary."

Some of the possible explanations sug

gested in accounting for these phenomena

are: habitual running on one side of the

road cambre, the constant weight of the

-pull of the steering gear.

driver on one side, regardless of the state

of the load in other respects; the unequal

thrusts, due to the piston impulses, and the

“All this might

be applicable to right-hand revolving en

gined cars, but what about the left-hand

cars?" he concludes. “I am inclined to think

the root of the matter lies in the relation

to the gyroscopic action of the fly wheel of

the engine being conveyed to the springs

and axles of the car.”

Victoria Body of Convertible Type.

During the last year or two the trend

in the direction of the surrey and victoria

types of body has been extremely marked,

but never more so than at the present time

when, both in the more luxurious of the

open town cars, and in the lighter forms

of open runabout of the two seated va

 
 

 

   
 

 

  

riety, the spirit of-these designs is con

stantly reappearing. While of great util

ity in some respects, and lending itself well

to ornamental design, the open-sided body

possesses considerable disadvantage when

it comes to long distance running over

country roads—due to the effects of dust,

mud and wind. For the light touring run

about, this effect may be overcome in part

by the use of rather high, straight sides.

But for the victoria town carriage this is

manifestly impossible, and consequently,

that vehicle in its most attractive form is

not wholly adaptable for touring or country

use.

In keeping with the development of the

ideaconvertible which also has seen no

 

  

 

small amount of development within a

short time, a London garage proprietor has

designed the body here outlined, which is

intended to be equally suitable for city and

country running, but which in its former

capacity, carries all the elegance of the true

victoria. To this end a set of removable

doors are used which may be readily at—

tached when required, thus giving to the

car the appearance of the regular touring

vehicle, and affording the occupants. all the

protection which the high sides of that type

provide. When required for city use alone,

on the other hand, the doors may be re

moved, leaving the open victoria, as seen

in the second illustration, which in case of

access and general air of comfort and lux

ury probably is unsurpassed by any other

type imaginable.

ABSOIBI5NT OF SOUND IN 'l'llli H000

Suggestions for Supplementing the Effect

of the Muffler—MeMthods for Making

Hood Linings Fireproof.

While the advantages of properly silenc

ing the noises of the motor are universally

appreciated, it is generally believed that

when a proper muffler is in use nothing

further can be done to quiet a well designed

machine. It is unquestionable, however,

that the remarkably quiet performance of

many of the more expensive automobiles

arises not so much from any special pro

visions in the motor mechanism to silence

the rattle of metallic parts as to the close

construction of the hood. In this connec

tion, it is noteworthy that in many other

cases the hood acts as a sort of sounding

board in accentuating the noise of the mo

tor to an unpleasant degree.

Muffling the motor in this way, while

done in effect on several machines which

have tightly closing hoods, might be car

ried to a still further and more effectual

degree by lining the hood with felt or some

other sound absorbing material which could

be suitably fire-proofed if required, and se

cured by means of a special heat-proof ce

ment. It is probable that an asbestos lin

ing would prove somewhat beneficial in this

way, but there can be no question that a

layer of thick felt would produce more

satisfactory results.

In this connection, the Scientific Amer—

ican is responsible for the following meth

od of compounding a cement for this pur

pose:

“Take 16 parts gutta percha, 4 parts

cauotchouc, 2 parts pitch, 1 part shellac, 2

parts linseed oil. Heat the first until liquid

and add the others in order, stirring thor

oughly. Good glue, to which tannin has

been added until the glue becomes ropy, is

also useful for this purpose and cheaper,

but will not stand so high a degree of heat;

it is fairly secure up to 150 degrees F. Add

ing quick lime to ordinary glue will render

the glue fireproof, but it will not sufficiently

permeate the felt to fireproof the latter.

The felt had better he soaked first in a so‘

lution of the following proportions: Boracic

acid, 6 parts: sal ammoniac, 15 parts; borax

(pure), 3 parts; water, 100 parts."

When for any reason a spark plug man~

ifests a tendency to stick when it is de

sired to remove it, a good plan is to smear

the threads with a paste made by rubbing

into a small quantity of Albany grease as

much flake graphite as it will hold. When

the motor heats up the grease, of course,

runs away, leaving behind it in the inter

stices of the thread, a thin coating of the

graphite, which acts as a lubricant when it

is desired to remove the plug, and secures

its easy removal.
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EVILS 0F SLIPPING 'l'llli CLUTCII

How They Affect the Multiple Disc Type—

What is Gained by Increase of

Clutch Surface.

Although multiple disc clutches are com

monly advertised by the makers who use

them as being adapted to withstand suc‘

cessfully an almost unlimited amount oi

slip the fact remains that clutch slip is not

beneficial to any device of the sort at pres~

ent in use, since any relative motion be

tween the driving and driven parts is at

the expense of a certain amount of friction

of motion. Friction between moving parts

always implies the generation of heat and

abrasion to a greater or less degree, and it

is a dubious fact that the clutch which is

designed to slip seldom proves able to hold

with any degree of certainty when a heavy

load is applied.

In a general way the evils of slipping the

clutch apply equally well to the disc and

cone types. Much slipping grinds the sur

faces together in such a way as to reduce

the coefficient of friction between them

so preventing them from holding when re

quired to do so. By increasing the amount

of working surface in the clutch, as is done

in the disc system, it is possible to increase

the total amount of slip possible before de

structive abrasion commences, and to do

so to a remarkable degree. But the evil

results of slipping are bound to remain after

that limit has been passed, and to be just

as important in their effects.

Two important points are gained by in

creasing the surface. First, the unit pres

sure on each infinitessimal area of clutch

surface is reduced, thus reducing the ten

dency to abrasion without diminishing the

holding power of the device as a whole.

Second, the increase in surface also permits

of more rapid cooling owing to conduction

and radiation combined, as a result of which,

the working temperature of the clutch is

kept low and the tendency to abrasion coun

teracted in another way.

In this way the multiple disc clutch of

fers no new solution of the clutch problem,

but merely an improved form of the old and

familiar one. Its advantages are that with

careful handling, such as might get good

results from a clutch of almost any sort, it

will last much longer and continue to give

satisfactory results much longer than the

plain cone type. When subjected to abuse,

however, it is bound to give out, and though

not apt to “set” as at present built, it is

liable to abrasion to such a degree that r

renewal of the surfaces will be required.

Such a renewal may be brought 'about

by removing all the discs, grinding then:

down until a perfectly clean and uniform

surface is presented, and reassembling the

device taking care to readjust it both in

spring and pedal or lever connections to

compensate for the metal which has been

removed and the consequent reduction in

over-all length. As this is work which

should properly be done on a suitable grind

ing machine, and involves considerable la

her, it will be seen that the effects of ca-.ev

lcss handling are in the main more expcir

sive than those involved in the maltreat

ment of the plain leather-faced cone clutch.

The only requirement of that trustworthy

arrangement is for a new stip of leather.

which may be cut out and inserted by any

mechanic with a fairly good degree of suc

cess.

It will be seen that though more expen

sive. to build and more expensive to renew

or repair, the greater life of the disc type

aflords a strong recommendation for it, es

pecially as it will stand a greater amount

of abuse without giving way than the older

form, all things considered. By using go-‘d

oil, however, and taking care to renew the

supply at not infrequent intervals, washing

all residue out of the case at the same time.

the careful user will seldom if ever have to

resort to any more strenuous measures of

repair than an occasional polishing off of

the plates and readjustments of the me

chanism. It is even more important that

it receive proper attention than is the case

with the cone clutch.

Hillhouse Customs Fight Goes on.

In the hard fought case of I. TRB. Hill-‘

house, involving the question whether the

owner of an automobile of foreign manu

facture can be required to pay duty on the

car a second time when he has kept it

abroad a year and had it extensively re

paired, a petition for a writ of certiorari

has been presented to the Supreme Court

of the United States by the Attorney Gen

eral. The United States Circuit Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit held that

duty could be collected only on the new

part of the machine, but the government

contends that it should be paid on the en

tire car. The case has been a long drawn

out one and it was thought had been set

tled until notice of the action of the At~

torney General was sent out from \Nash

ington last week.

Burglar Alarm for the Garage.

Along with the motor thief and the bur

gler who motors, comes the burgler of mo

tor garages and their contents, who is be

coming so much of a menace in England,

as to have attracted the attention of the

eager-eyed accessory maker. One of these

enterprising individuals has recently per

fected a special form of burglar alarm which

consists of a whistle operated by com

pressed gas contained in a suitable tank.

As installed in the private garage of the

rural owner the apparatus is capable of giv

ing an alarm which can be heard for a dis

tance of several miles and one which, all

things considered. is held to be more cer

tain than the average electric bell com

bination.

COIIERCIAI. VEHICLE TEST RULES

Program for the Coming Contest in France

—Formula to Determine the Final

Standing of Contestants.

The chief rules that will govern this

year’s commercial vehicle contest have been

made public by the Automobile Club of

France. There are to be eight classes, viz.:

1, vehicles carrying 50 to 200 kilogs. useful

load; 2, vehicles carrying 201 to 900 kilogs.

useful load; 3, vehicles carrying 901 to 1,500

kilogs. useful load; 4, vehicles carrying 1,501

to 2,000 kilogs. useful load; 5, vehicles car

rying 2,001 to 3,000 kilogs. useful load; 6,

vehicles carrying over 3,000 kilogs. useful

load; 7, public service vehicles, 6 to 10 pas

sengers; 8, public service vehicles over 10

passengers. N0 vehicle must weigh more,

fully laden, than 4 tons per axle, the weight

being arrived at by dividing the total weight

by the number of axles.

The trial will comprise about 25 stages.

Each stage will be divided into a number

of sections. The average maximum speed,

which must not under any conditions be

exceeded in any single section, is fixed at

25 k.p.h. for all classes.

The final standing will he arrived at un~

der the following formula: '

T X C . . . .

, in which T represents time in

P X D .

hours; C the fuel consumption through the

trial in francs; P the useful charge carried,

to which will be added the weight of the

vehicle body in kilogs.; D the distance cov

ered in kiloms.

No speed above 20 kilometres per hour

for Classes 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8, and of 15 ki10»

metres per hour for Classes 4, 5, and 6,

will be taken into consideration.

In regard to repairs, this section is di

vided into three categories, viz., (l) spare

parts which can be changed at will; (2)

stamped parts which must not be replaced

except by duplicate parts officially stamped,

of which each competitor may carry a cer

tain limited quantity under the rules; (3)

all other parts of the vehicle, not included

in the above two categories, which may not

under any pretext whatsoever be changed.

The employment of pneiimatics is forbid

den, and no tire shod with rubber, or parts

of elastic wheels, will be allowed to be re

placed. '

Neighbors Fight Against a Garage.

After Everett Mehrer had been stopped

by the Building Department in his work of

erecting a $4,000 garage at Chelsea, N. 1..

he secured a permit for a building 49x100

feet. Chelsea is a fashionable residential

section at Atlantic City,, and there prom»

ises to be a pretty legal fight over the gar

age, as the Chelsea Protective League has

determined to balk Mehrer's plan of build- .

ing a garage in the midst of Chelsea’s pretty

cottages.
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ARIIUSI'II) BY AN ENDURANCE RUN

Pennsylvanians See Necessity for Better

Roads—Probability of New Turnpike

from Allentown to Reading.

Two important results are likely to be

the outcome of the Quaker City Motor

Club’s endurance run to Allentown, Pa., on

New Year's Day, according to advices from

that city. The first of these is the forma

tion of a Lehigh County Automobile Club;

the second, a free State turnpike from Al

lentown to Reading.

The Philadelphia club's event was a rev

elation not only to Allentown automobil

ists, but to business men and the public in

general. It also opened the eyes of cit

izens with an eye to civic and industrial

progress. Allentown has more than 400

owners of automobiles, a splendid show

ing in proportion to its population of 35.

423. With more than 500 owners in Lehigh

county it is in a position to organize a big

automobile club.

Lehigh county has taken due advantage

of the new State roads law, but all the new

roads so far built run to the north of Al~

- lentown, into the cement belt. This also is

practically true of the Walberts pike, the

creation of John W. Eckert. In other di

rections no advantage has been taken of

the State's liberality. It was just a trifle

humiliating to Lehigh Countians to hear

that the worst stretch of roads encountered

on the Quaker City Club’s run was between

Allentown and Reading, and that the Le

high roads were even worse that the Berks

highways. This has brought about the

movement for a State turnpike from Allen

t0wn to Reading, a distance _of 36 miles,

12% miles in Lehigh and 23% in Berks. The

chief obstacle to the building of State roads

in Lehigh county has been the objection of

the 'people ~of the townships, despite the

fact that the townships need pay only one

cighth of the cost. The example set by

the automobile run, however, has had a

good effect in liberalizing views, and many

of the farmers feel it is about time that

permanent roads be built. Another leaven

is the fact that many of the farms in the

townships affected are owned by residents

of Allentown, where there is a wonderful

sentiment in favor of paved streets. Allen

town can now boast 12 miles of asphalted

streets. at an.av.erage cost of about $6,000

a block. This mileage of paved streets

would be greater but for the fact that the

municipality hasn_'t quite kept. pace with

public demand in the movement. Farmers

coming to Allentown are of course delight

ed with the paved streets, and they have

come to think that if city people can pay

$6,000 for a block of good road, it isn’t too

much to spend $6,000 to $8,000 for a mile

of good turnpike in the country, especially

when the township need pay only one

eighth, the State and the county paying the

rest. Of the proposed road about 3% miles

would run through South Whitehall, 3 miles

through Lower Macungle, and 5% miles in

Upper Macunglc, Lehigh county, and the

cost to the townships would not be more

than_$l,000 a mile, perhaps less. The total

cost of the proposed turnpike'between Al

lentown and Reading would be somewhere

between $200,000 and $250,000, and could be

finished with State aid in five years.

Two Police Wagons for New York.

Two automobile patrol wagons have been

added to the New York City Police De

partment’s rolling stock—one gasolene and

the other electric. When it is determined

which form of power is the more practical

for the city's needs, other wagons will be

purchased. The gasolene patrol wagon is

attached to the Twenty-second precinct in

West Forty-seventh street, and the elec

tric makes its trips to and from the new

Tenderloin station, in \Vest. Twentieth

street. They are alike in appearance, but

differ somewhat from the horse drawn wag

ons in being larger and in being painted

a pea green color. The New York depart

ment expects to prove what police depart

ments in many other cities already have

learned, that the self-propelled vehicle is

far superior to the horse drawn vehicle

where quick action is necessary. After

“seeing for themselves,” it is expected that

so far as possible the entire department will

be similarly equipped.

Slow Running to Test the Motor.

Probably the best test of the condition of

a motor is to run it as slowly as possible,

observing whether its action is perfectly

even or not. In many cases, to be sure, a

motor which runs powerfully and well at

normal or high speed, will not “hit evenly"

when throttled down, owing either to im»

proper carburation or to uneven ignition.

The motor which runs perfectly well at

low speed, however, usually retains its ac

tion under higher speed and load condi—

tions, provided only it is equipped with a

proper carburetter. Incidentally it should

be mentioned that a prevalent and most de~

ccptive cause of irregular running at low

speeds is lost motion in the linkage between

the control levers and the carburetter and

timer. Where such slack exists, even a

slight amount of vibration is often suffi

cient to throw out the regulation.

Japan Gives Precedence to Automobiles.

Japan is fast catching up to the eastern

world in civilization. In the detail of rec

'ognition of the supremacy of the automobile

in traffic, the land of Nippon would sem to

be a bit ahead of its rival nations; for

among the regulations recently issued by

the police department of Tokio appears

the following: “Automobiles shall have pre<

cedence .in the street to fire engines. post

carriages and military, funeral or the pro

cessions of the people."

CINCINNATI PLANS A MOTORDROME .

Land Purchased and Half the Necessary

Money Pledged—Proposed Site Located

Amid Picturesque Landscapes.

Cincinnati may have a motordrome. Land

for the project has been purchased and

$50,000 of the necessary $100,000 already has

been pledged. The' men interested in the

scheme are Harvey Myers, manager of the

Latonia race course; Sid Black, John J.

Ryan, ex-Mayor Julius Fleischmann, and

other prominent Cincinnatians.

The course will not be built in Ohio, but

across the river in Kentucky, adjoining the

That the

Cincinnati project will be carried through

famous Latonia trotting track.

seems possible, as the men interested in

the venture have not press-agented the .

scheme at all; rather the opposite policy

has prevailed, as the land was bought and

all the preliminary arrangements made be—

fore any but the few interested persons

knew anything about it.

The site for the proposed track is on

the Licking river, near the Latonia prop

erty, and was purchased by Mayor I. T.

Earle from the Latonia Racing Association

It comprises 65 acres and the scenery is

just the sort to make a popular su'rnmer re

sort, which it is planned to do.

Regarding the track no official details

have been made public, but it is stated that

it will probably be a mile and one-half

course banked to such a degree that will

preclude the possibilities of accidents at

tendant to high speeds on insufficiently

banked tracks.

Besides the automobile track it is planned

‘to make a popular resort by putting on all

kinds of amusements along the line of the

Ludlow Lagoon, a popular place with Cin

cinnatians. As soon as the darnming of the

Ohio river is completed the Licking river.

which borders the property, will be navi~

gable, and motor boat races upon it will

be a possible feature. Naturally a large

club house figures in the plans of the pro~

moters.

Automobile racing around Cincinnati has

heretofore been confined to the Latonia

race track, but the managers do not court

it because of the expense of repairing the

track before and after each meet. There

fore the horse track people are interested

in the new projct, to the extent of invest

ing their money in the proposed scheme.

and selling the property at a reasonable

figure, upon condition that no horse races

be held on the new track when it is com

pleted.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price. 500. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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H0'l‘0ll CAR All) IN MAP MAKING

Supersedes the Prairie Schooner and Army

Mule in a Topographical Expedition

—Lieut. Gimperling's Ou'tfit.

That beloved American military institu

tion, the army mule, which has for so many

years been at once the reliance and the de

 

  

the topographical mapping to be done cov

ers a large part of Southern Arizona. The

accompanying pictures illustrate the old

and the new way of prosecuting the impor

tant sort of task to which Lieut. Gimper

ling has been assigned. _The first shows

him standing at the head of his four-mule

team. The sturdy animals with the lumber

ing prairie schooner to which they are har

nessed present a quaint and curious con

 

THE OLD WAY: LIBUT. GIMPBRLING AND HIS PRAIRIE SCHOONER

spair of those responsible for the army’s

overland travels, is threatened by the mo

tor car. It is only an entering wedge so

far, but is redolent with suggestive pro

phecy. For the first time in army circles

a topographical mapping expedition is to use

a motor car instead of a mule team for

transportation across the territory under

observation. The innovation is due to the

enterprise of Lieut. Gimperling, of the

Twenty-first U. S. Infantry, and the en

thusiasm of H. M. Westcott, his personal

friend, who is the owner of the machine.

\Vhen Lieut. Gimperling had been detailed

to make a progressive military map of

Southern Arizona, he secured the permis

sion of General Thomas, commander of the

Department of the Colorado, to use West

eott’s automobile instead of the mule team

and prairie schooner outfit usually em~

ployed.

As it is, the trip will take several months,

although the car, a Stoddard-Dayton, will

be able to make as great a mileage in an

hour as the mule team could make in a

day. Starting from Denver, the party, con

sisting of Gimperling, Westcott and Ar

thur Harris, the mechanician, will go to

Pueblo and thence along the old Santa Fe

trail through New Mexico to Arizona. The

ultimate objective point is Fort Huachuca

in the south central part of Arizona, and

RIVAI. FOII STEAM RDAII ROLLER

Oil Cooled Gasolene Motor in Machine for

Highway Work—Other Novel Features

in the Device.

The road roller is a type of vehicle, to

which the gasolene motor would appear

to be hardly suited because of its extreme

light weight in proportion to its power.

The use of the steam engine in this ca

pacity has become so well settled, more

road

would appear to be so small, comparative

over, and the demand for rollers

ly speaking, that the development of a gas

olene machine would seem'to be hardly

profitable. of these

machines is now being-built by the Austin

chertheless, a line

Western Co., Chicago, in sizes ranging from

seven to fifteen tons, the entire design be

ing laid out with regard to the novel form

of motor employed.

As a matter of fact, in at least one re

spect these machines have outrun their pre

sumptive evolutionary ancestor, the auto

mobile, in that they are adapted to oil—

cooling, no water being carried, and the

cooling oil being used over and over in

the system. In other respects they are very

automobile in construction, having clutches,

change speed gears, wheel steering, and

single lever speed control. Otherwise they

follow the time honored form of the steam

roller, both in general outline and in mas_

sive detail. Fuel tanks are provided hold

  

 

  

THE NEW WAY: LIBUT. GIMPERLING AND HIS STODDARD-DAYTON

trast to the spick and span automobile

wherein the young officer is seated, the

owner of the vehicle at the wheel, ready

to start upon his journey.

ing sufficient gasolene for an entire day’s

running, but by using a trailer the supply

may be extended almost indefinitely, thus

eliminating the necessity for a tender.
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EXPERIMENTAL non TREATIEN'I‘

Methods Con

ducted in Newton, Mass—Materials

Used and Cost per Yard.

Results of Comparative

_

In the search ,for suitable methods of

construction for the American highway,

there is a marked tendency to overlook im

portance of highway maintenance, though

happily the mileage of roads once good,

now grown into poor condition through

neglect or careless handling is yearly di

minishing. At the same time it is plain to

see that however much the road makers

may know of the ideals of laying founda

tions and building up the bed of the road,

the actual working surface .both in first

state and in renewed bondition, remains a

continual source of anxiety and question.

In a few notable instances, road builders

are facing the matter squarely and outlay

ing considerable amounts in what are ac

knowledged to be experiments pure and

simple.

In this connection the work of Charles

W. Ross, street commissioner of Newton,

Mass, is a'striking example of straightfor

ward effort. The stretch of Commonwealth

avenue running out from Boston for a dis

tance of five miles through Newton, has

been subjected to a number of comparative

treatments to which it is particularly well

suited as supporting a variety of traffic.

The southerly driveway is used exclusively

by automobiles, while the northerly drive

way is given over to carriages. An oppor

tunity is thus given not simply for co‘mpar

ing the efficiencies of different methods of

treatment on the same road, but also of

studying the results under different sorts

of usage. Commissioner Ross outlines

these tests in a recent article in the Good

Roads Magazine.

In 1906 one section of Commonwealth

avenue was treated, 3,500 square yards of

tarvia being put on,” he says. “That was

the first experiment we tried, and was on

a five per cent. grade. The roadway was

swept clean, and the tarvia came to us in

tank-wagons from Everett. When it got

to the road the tarvia was at a temperature

of about 170 degrees to 180 degrees. That

road went through 'the' winter and came

out last spring in fine shape, and to-day

is better than it was last year.

“I think that rubber tires have had the

effect of rolling it down and keeping it per

fectly smooth. ‘ There has been no expense

this year on 'this roadway, except, when, in

June, a light coat of stone screenings was

spread upon it. This was rolled in by the

wheels of the automobiles, and that is the

only outlay on this road for over a year.

The screenings are rolled entirely in now,

and the road is as smooth and hard as any

asphalt street, and is not slippery in rainy

weather. Horses get good footing on it,

on account of the large amount of screen

ings that have been rolled into it.

“Another section of Commonwealth ave

nue was covered with tarvia this year. The

work was commenced as soon as the weath

.er became hot and dry, which was about

the first of June. This preparation was ap

plied in the way followed in treating the

section previously mentioned, except that

it was covered with fine screened gravel

instead of screened stone. Dur

ing the entire season this preparation has

been very satisfactory, as it has been free

from dust, seems to work fully as well as

the fine screened stone, and could be ob

tained at a much less expense. We used

28,843 gallons of tarvia and that cost

$01115 per square yard. These figures are

somewhat higher than they otherwise would

have been, because we had to haul the tar

via by teams something over twelve miles.

“The section treated in 1906 cost about

14 cents per square yard. A heavier coat

of tarvia was put on, which, of course, added

to the expense of the work. You

can to-day take a screwdriver and lift up

the surface of this roadway to the depth of

over an inch. It is like India rubber, and

I see no reason why it should not last two

or three years without any additional ex—

pense.

“A light coating costs less in the first

place, but it cannot last as long as a heavy

coating. After this work was done we were

so well 'satisfied that we tried experiments

on other streets which were subject to

heavy traffic. A street in Newton Lower

Falls had very heavy teaming over it; tar

via was put on and spread with brooms, at

a cost of 19 cents per square yard, but in

my opinion it is going to last three to five

years. It seems to me that a road which

is subject to heavy traffic is much different

from a road where there are only light car

riages and automobiles. The road just

mentioned was first swept, then spiked up

with a roller and covered with a coat of

one-inch stone. This was rolled down to

a smooth surface, and something over one

and one-half gallons of tarvia per square

yard were applied to the stone. This was

covered with screened gravel, as I have

described before, and rolled in with a steam

road roller.

“Another section of Commonwealth ave

nue was by contract treated with ‘asphalt

oilene.’ This did not include the sweeping

of the roadway and preparing it for asphalt

oilene, as that was done by the city. Six

cents was the price paid for furnishing and

applying the asphaltoilene. which was

brought to the city in tank cars and pumped

into the sprinkling wagon furnished by the

contractor. In some cases it was

necessary to put more on the center of the

streets than near the gutters. as the ma

terial flowed toward the gutters. and for

about two days had to be swept with

brooms into the center of the road. After

that time it penetrated the roadbed enough

to keep its place until the coat of screen.

ings was applied. This could be done with

a coating of stone screenings, or of fine

screened gravel, which I think I much pre

fer to stone screenings in such Cases. . The

road was then closed to traffic for about

48 hours. After that it was ready to roll

with the steam road roller. It has

been there for over two months, and much

resembles the tarvia roadI only that it is

more elastic and easier for a horse to travel

upon.

“Texas oil has been used by the city and

has been applied in the following manner:

First we applied light Texas or fuel oil by

heating the stone screenifigs on a sand

heater, and pouring the oil upon the screen

ings, putting on from about 25 to 30 gal

lons of oil per cubic yard of stone. This

mixture was turned over by shovels and

piled up. It was allowed to remain about

12 hours in a large heap, then was shov

eled into the teams, spread with shovels

upon the surface of the road. and imme

diately rolled down ‘with a steam roller.

This work was satisfactory, and in my

opinion is a good way to apply oil- to the

surface of a street. On other streets we

tried a heavier Texas oil which had more

of an asphalt base. This was spread upon

the street by a watering cart with perfor

ated tubes in the rear, the flow through

which could be regulated by valves to give

the desired amount per square yard. This

was allowed to remain on the surface of

the street from ten to twelve hours, and

then covered with a light coating of

screened gravel. The expense for labor was

much less in this case than in the former,

and the material used cost 2% cents per

square yard. The quantity of oil used was

a little less than one-half gallon per square

yard, and one-half the roadway was treated

at a time, allowing the other half to be used

by teams, which were kept off the treated

part for three or four days, until the oil

had plenty of time to penetrate into the

roadbed. After this there was no spatter—

ing, nor was it otherwise disagreeable to

traffic.

“Another section of Commonwealth ave

nue was treated with a mixture of Portland

cement. The surface of the roadway had

been thrown off by the automobiles, was

worn down to the No. 2 stone, and its cen

ter, which should have been higher, was

two or three inches lower than its sides.

That material was screened out and put

back into the surface of the road. Then we

mixed at very thin grout of four parts sand

with one part cement, spread it on with

large coal shovels, and swept it in with

brooms. That mixture soaked down, grout

ed the stone together, flush up on the sur~

face, and made it perfectly smooth. The

grout was put on about the 10th of June,

and has given very good satisfaction. The

cost per square yard of this work in de

tail was as follows: Cement, 336 cents:

sand, 0.38 cents: labor, 2.03 cents; teaming.

1.56 cents, making a total cost of 7.33 cents

per square yard.”
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WOMEN CABBIES QUIT IN DISGUS'I'

Frau von Papp of Berlin Found the Occu

pation too Strenuous—Rude Men Dis

couraged Mme. Lutgen of Paris.

Berlin's chaufi'euse is no more! Frau

von Papp, the only woman licensed as a

public automobile driver in the German

capital has not shuffled off the mortal coil,

but she has given up in disgust the career

of cab driver according to cable advices

from abroad. Thus ends

which aroused much interest as to the out

an innovation

come, particularly in this country, where

every item bearing on the sex equality

question is seized with avidity by those

women who would cope with men on an

equality upon the field of hard labor not in

tended for those _of the gentler and less

physically able sex.

Frau von Papp has now come to the con

clusion that driving an automobile cab is

a work not designed for women. She says

she did not possess sufficient endurance to

withstand the arduous duties of the calling.

Being out at all hours and the necessity of

facing all kinds of weather did not agree

with her, in addition to which, the baroness

chauffeuse declares, the occupation of pub

lic driver is one which must eventually

prove distasteful to women of finer in

stincts, wherever attempted, something that

Mere Man thought _when Progressive

Woman decided to invade his field of labor.

Therefore Mere Man will smile a broad

smile when the baroness’s conclusions be—

come generally known.

The experiment with women cabbies in

Berlin has been similar in Paris, states the

dispatch. Madame Lutgen, formerly Count

ess du Pin de la Bueniere, has decided to

give up being a taxicab driver and will at

tempt to secure a position as coachwoman

in a private family. Madame Lutgen di

vided honors with Madame Dufaut in the

new occupation. It was a matter of great

surprise when the former countess. decided

to quit as it was believed she was in the

business to stay, Madame Lutgen’s rea

sons for giving up the work are much the

same as Frau von Papp's. She complains

of having been grossly insulted by what she

declares were “dignified looking men."

"Although I received occasional tips of

larger demonination than usually given to

other cabbies,” Madame Lutgen is accred

ited as saying, “still there have been days

when after being out in the rain and cold

all day, I have taken but one fare. Some

men, too, took advantage of the fact that

they had a woman cabby to give free rein

to language of a most shocking sort. I do

not believe being a cabby is the proper sort

of occupation for women."

“\Vomen in this business are a nuisance,"

a manager of a large Berlin concern that

keeps automobile cabs for hire, is said to

“There is no doubt that the

experiment in Berlin is dead. I shall cer

tainly engage no more women. They do

not know how to take care of their cabs

and they do not earn as much as the men.

Women chauffeurs always expect the men

to do all the work at the garage and to

wait on them, which the men are unwilling

to do, nor is there any reason why they

should do so. Women are not cut out for

automobile cab drivers.”

have declared.

State Association for West Virginia.

If the efforts on the part of the Ohio

Valley Automobile Club, of Wheeling, meet

with the success they merit, West Virginia

will have a State automobile association.

At the last meeting of the \Nheeling organ

ization a resolution was passed with this

object in view. A convention, the date of

which cannot be determined until the va

rious clubs have been heard from, has been

called to meet in Parkersburg, some time

during February, when the State associa

tion will be organized. At its meeting the

Ohio Valley Automobile Club voted to pur

chase signs to mark the highways in the

county most frequented by automobilists.

The county commissioners have agreed to

stand half the expense. The club will pur

chase the signboards and the county offi

cials will see that they are put up.

Chauffeurs Organize a State Association.

Illinois chauffeurs have decided to take

hold of the chauffeur question themselves

and settle it to everybody's satisfaction.

The Illinois Chauffeur Association has

therefore been formed to “raise the moral,

intellectual and social tone of chauffeurs

in the State; to assist owners to get good,

efficient drivers for their cars and to exer

cise a guardianship over members calcu

lated to keep them up to a high standard.”

The officers of the association are: Pres

ident, F. M. Johns; first vice-president, A.

Sanderson; second vice-president, D. F.

Farrar; treasurer, G. F. Chapin; secretary,

H. W. Powers; corresponding secretary,

E. Wallace; board of managers, F. W. Kick

bush, Thomas T. North and William

O’Hara.

Inter-State Organization in Brooklyn.

Another “helping hand” automobile as

sociation has been formed, Brooklyn being

the offender this time. It is. called the In

ter-State Motorist Association, and has

been incorporated under New York laws

The association, which will provide “legal

aid" to persons arrested for breaking the

speed laws and will toy with legislation,

is to be‘ located at 177 Montague street.

Batchelder Heads ‘Worcester Club.

The governors of the Worcester Automo

bile Club, of W'orcester, Mass, met last

week and elected a president and a vice

president. George \N. Batchelder will oc—

cupy the chair and Charles M. Booth Will

assist him.

WITT WAS N0'l‘ QUICK WI'I'IED

Might Have Escaped with Light Penalty

for Larceny of a Lamp—Now Charged

with Stealing an Automobile.

It would have been far better—better for

himself—had F. A. Witt in the pursuit of

his psychologic studies acquainted himself

with Professor Munsterberg's treatiseson

human emotions and the control thereof;

for if he had done so, doubtless he would

not now be languishing in jail, charged with

When Witt was

arraigned in Judge Chambers’s court in

stealing an automobile.

Los Angeles, Cal., one day recently, and

asked to plead to a charge of having stolen

an automobile lamp, profound astonish

ment was pictured on the young man's face.

In a dazed voice Witt pleaded not guilty

and thereby almost railroaded himself to

the penitentiary. For be it known, Witt

did not steal the lamp; he stole the auto

mobile.

The car belonged to George Hart,

a hotel proprietor, and was stolen by How

ard Francis, J. K. Harrington and Witt.

The last named was the chauffeur who

drove it away. Francis was arrested short—

ly afterwards at Bakersfield; Harrington

fell a victim to the detectives at Sacramento

and Witt was “pinched” in Los Angeles

last week. Harrington and Francis con

fessed, and on account of their previous

good records escaped the penitentiary and

are now doing time in the city jail.

Through some error \Vitt was charged in

the complaint with having stolen merely a

lamp, and when the charge was read he was

so dumbfounded that he pleaded not guilty,

when an admission would probably have

gotten him off with a fine. But Witt could

not control his emotions and so was bound

over for trial. In the meantime the charge

in the complaint was changed.

Got Even for Aflront to His Bull.

“Farmer John” Graham, of Upper Gra

ham, Pa., got “square” one day last week

for the bump given his big bull by a touring

car along the Manatawna road last Sep~

tember. The bull was the challenger and

was a month recovering from' the shock.

Another automobile of the same color, or

perhaps it was the same one, opines Gra<

ham, got stalled on Manatawna hill

Wednesday afternoon. Graham was at

work in a field nearby. The two men and

finally the two women in the car pleaded

with Graham to hitch his team to the axle

and pull it up the hill.

“I will for $25," said Graham, thinking

of the occurrence last summer, and plan

ning to get even.

After much haggling, during which he

described the bump the last red automobile

gave his bull, the farmer compromised on

$15, paid in advance.
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The Week's Patents.

868,210. Cushion Tire. \Villiam D. Mc

Naull, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Sept. 1, 1906.

Serial No. 333,012.

1. In a wheel, the combination of an in

ner rim, an outer rim, a strip -of flexible ma

terial between the rims, secured to the in

ner and outer rims at alternate points,

blocks on the inner rim against which the

strip rests, bolts passing through the strip

and engaging sockets in the blocks on the

outer rim, and pins passing through the

blocks and holding the studs in position.

868,251. Carburetter. Leon Bollee, Le

Mans, France. Filed April 4, 1904. Serial

No. 201,549.

1. A carburetter comprising a variable

sized mixing chamber constituted by two

movable walls therein, a fuel outlet pipe

extending into said variable sized chamber,

and means for simultaneously and propor

tionately regulating the size of the mixing

chamber and the opening of the fuel outlet,

substantially as set forth.

868,265. Carburetter for Internal Com

bustion Engines. Edward V. Hartford, New

York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 25, 1905. Serial

No. 275,738.

1. A carburetter having a valve and auto

matic and frictional means for regulating

the action of the valve.

A carburetter having an automatically

acting valve and frictional means for re

tarding the action of the valve.

868,293. Acetylene Gas Generator. Ed

win M. ROsenbluth, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

March 9, 1907. Serial No. 361,562.

1. In an acetylene gas generator, the

combination with a valve casing having a

port and forming a trunnion for said gen

erator; of a plug in said casing having a

port complementary to the port in said cas

ing; and means arranged to maintain _said

plug stationary in said casing, substantially

as set forth.

868,319. Reversible Automobile

Luther P. Barrett, St. Louis, Mo.

March 4, 1907. Serial No. 360,509.

1. An automobile fender having the shape

of a double cone and rotatably mounted up

on suitable bearings.

2. An automobile fender consisting of

an upwardly and rearwardly inclined axle,

and a double cone of spring metal hoops

rotatably mounted up said axle.

868,337. Combined Steering and Braking

Device for Motor Cars. Ernst H. Geist,

Fender.

Filed

Cologne, Germany. Filed Feb. 26, 1907. Se—

rial No. 359,438.

1. In combined steering and braking de

vices for motor cars, wheels, each being

revoluny secured in individual frames con

nected to the chassis by vertical pivots,

means to turn the wheels with their frames

at will in parallel positions at an angle to

the line of motion of the car and into con

vergent positions substantially as described.

868,404. Spark Plug for Explosive En

gines. Francis W. Brady, Englewood, N.

J. Filed May 11, 1906. Serial No. 316,322.

1. A spark plug for explosive engines,

provided with a stationary electrode, the

stem of the stationary electrode being sup

ported in insulating bearings and being sur

rounded intermediate of said bearings with

an air insulation space communicating with

draining passages; substantially as de

scribed.

868,405. Wheel. George F. Branden

burgh, Irvington, N. J. Filed April 6, 1906.]

Serial No. 310,248.

1. In a wheel, the combination of a hub

having a closed annular chamber, hollow

spokes opening at their inner ends into said

chamber, hollow felly sections independent

of one another and each providing at _its

inner side a slideway adapted to receive

the end of a spoke as a plunger, and a tire

around said felly sections.

868,585. Force Feed Lubricator. Albert

A. Stelting, Madison, Wis., assignor to The

Madison Kipp Lubricator Company, Madi

son, Wis., a Corporation. Filed Sept. 26,

1905. Serial No. 280,148.

1. The combination with a rotary driv

ing shaft and a plunger adapted _to be reci

procated thereby, of an eccentric mechan

ism mounted on said driving shaft and com

prising independent elements mounted on

said shaft and eccentrically _ thereto and

adapted to be adjusted relatively _to each

other to vary the eccentricity of said eccen

tric mechanism relatively to the axis_of

said driving shaft, and power transmitting

devices interposed between said eccentric

mechanism and the said plunger.

868,611. Vehicle Wheel. Winfield J.

Mitchell, Pittsfield, N. H., and James R.

Mitchell, Templeton, Mass, assignors to

Mitchell Punctureless Pneumatic Tire

Company, Swampscott, Mass, at Corpora

tion of Massachusetts. Filed Nov. 14, 1906.

Serial No. 343,446.

1. A vehicle wheel_comprising a cham

bered rigid body having an inner seat, a

pneumatic cushion bearing thereon, two

outer seats, an annular spacing rnember

forrned independently of the outer seats, and

rigidly attached thereto, said spacing mem

ber haying leg-receiving openings between

the outer _seats, an elastic tire U shaped in

cross section, and having base portions per

manently bearin on the outer seats, ano

leg sections bearing on the pneumatic cush

ion and on the elastic tire, and movable in

said openings.

868,673. Automobile Transmission Gear

ing. John W. Lambert, Anderson, Ind.

Filed March 27, 1905. Serial No. 252,332.

1. A gearing of the type set forth, com

prising a driving disc, a driven disc adapted

to_ be brought into frictional engagement

with the driving disc, a driven shaft carry

ing the _driven_disc, means for shifting the

driven disc on its shaft, a supplemental two

speed reducing gearing mounted wholly on

said driven shaft and embodying a sprocket

wheel loosely supported on said shaft, a

train of gears permanently in mesh, one of

said gears bein connected to the sprocket

wheel and one eing rigidly secured to the

driven shaft, means or locking the s rocket

wheel and attached gear against in epend

ent rotation to drive the sprocket wheel di

rectly at the same speed as the driven shaft,

and means for locking some of said gears

against rotation around the driven shaft,

whereby the sprocket will be driven through

the train of gears and at a lower speed than

the driven shaft.

868,689. Explosive Engine. Harry M.

Neer, Columbus, Ohio, assignor to The Neer

Air Cooled Engine Company, Plain City,

Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Nov.

7, 1906. Serial No. 342,334.

_1. The combination with an _explosive en

gine, of_a fan shaft, connections between

said engine and said fan shaft, a_ fan mount

ed upon the fan shaft, and a yielding con

nection between said fan and the shaft upon

which it is mounted.

868,693. Device to Prevent Tampering

with or Theft of Motor Vehicles. Leon Ot

tinger, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 18,

1905. Serial No. 292, 247.

1. An anti-theft device for motor vehi

cles, coniprisin a latch mechanism for the

bonnet o_r h_oo , an electric switch for _the

motor _circuit, and a lock for controlling

both said switch and said latch mechanism.

868,707. Carburetter_ Walter C. Schnei

der. Detroit, Mich. Filed Feb. 25, 1907.

Serial No. 359,232.

1. A carburetter comprising a carburet—

ting chamber, a channeled hub within said

chamber, a feed inlet passage opening lead

ing into the channel of the hub, a manually
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operated valve to control said channel. and

a rotatable fan supported upon said hub be

low the valve.

868,728. Automobile Vehicle.

ciete des

France.

370,857.

1. An automobile vehicle comprising in

combination two small grooved pulleys

keyed on the driven shaft, two large

grooved pulleys solid with the driving

wheels and independent of one another, two

belts connecting each a small pulley to the

large pulley situated on the same side, lat

eral sliding members connected by one of

their ends to the rear train which carries the

two large pulleys solid with the wheels, lat

eral rods pivoted on a fixed part of the chas

sis and inclosed in the lateral members,

operating rods connected by one end to the

lateral members, an operating lever con

nected to the operating rods, a vertical ball

and socket suspension situated between the

chassis and the rear train, and a friction

abutment inserted at each side between the

chassis and the rear suspension, subtan

ttiallfi/ as described and for the purpose set

ort .

868,732. Press for Vulcanizing Pneumatic

Automobiles Truffault, Paris,

Filed April 29, 1907. Serial No.

Tires. Amedee E. Vincent, Noisy-le-Sec,

France. Filed June 12, 1907, Serial No.

378,563.

1. A press for vulcanizing pneumatic tires

comprising, an upper half-shell securely

fixed in position, a lower half-shell. the main

cvlinder of the press and its piston, a mov

able platen borne by the piston of the cyl

inder to which the lower half-shell is se

cured, a core on which the pneumatic tire

to be vulcanized is applied. hydraulic jacks

whose cylinders are securely fixed in posi

tion and which bear the core. springs which

join the movable platen of the hydraulic

press with the core, substantially as de

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

868,752. Variable Reactive Coil. Ralph

E. Barker, Lynn, Mass., assignor to General

Electric Company, a Corporation of New

York. Filed Jan. 23, 1907. Serial No. 353,

627.

l. A variable reactive coil comprising a

core forming a closed magnetic elrcult of

varying cross section and a winding on_sald

core, the core and winding belng relatlvely

adiustable.

868,757. Oil Regulating Valve. George

S. Bennett, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Oct.

1, 1906. Serial No. 336,834.

1. In a regulating valve, the combina—

tion of a valve body having a seat thereln.

a valve stem having a seat at its end and

means to regulate the flow of fluld when the

valve is full open at the valve seat,, and a

flange on the valve body above the valve

seat within which the valve stem slldes, sub

stantially as described.

868,765. Internal Combustion Engine.

Herman Dock, Wyncote, Pa., assignor to

The Dock Gas Engine Company, New York.

N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Nov. 19, 1906. Serial No. 343.949.

1. In an internal combustion engine an

exhaust valve controlling means including

a cam shaft :1 main cam, an oppositely ar

ranged secondary cam carried thereby and

in alignment therewith and means for pro

iccting and retracting said cam to move in

into or out of an operative position, said

means including a longitudinally movable

inner shaft passing through said secondary

cam.

Jules M. ‘

M. Truffault, Paris, France, assignor to So- ,
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One Price for

Warner Auto-Meters

EVER, until this year of 1908, has there

been a speed indicator sold at one ab

soluter fixed list price. Manufactur

ers have " named " a list price and some evep
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rve - a was ourse Yes. u un 01'

throughout .tl'le WOl'ld as St-and-ard- tunately, we sold to the jobber also —,and the

Simplicity of construction is a most necessary J°bber cut the pfice'

point to consider in the building of an automobile Then there was fun in the camp' That

hurt us— it hurt the dealer, too.

Then, in his haste to close a sale, the job

ber would let wrong gear ratios go out— that

\ hurt the consumer, the dealer and

ourselves. For the jobber knows

no law.

So we’ve rrut the jobber's quota

tions out. If he gets Warner Auto

Meters he pays for them the exact

“It figure the dealer pays. If he cuts,

' he gets no more Auto—Meters.

THIS STAND IS POSITIVE.

Warner Instrument Co.

108 Wheeler Ave.I Belolt. Wls.

lamp. Solar Lamps have fewer parts than any

other make—each part is of heavy drawn brass.

No parts are soldered—but

are riveted or screwed to

gether. Each lamp is tested

for accuracy of focus before

leaving the factory.

Descriptive boolrlet No. 7

will be sent iree upon request.
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The largest Automobile Supply House in America

The Miller Automobile Jack

The Miller Automobile Jack is a quick ‘ warning

acting, automatic lowering jack, designed es
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pecially for automobile use and is adapted to
the factory or garage, as well as to be carried :Unrngt

as a part of the equipment on motor cars. T; E“ t“? a: Fer];
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at the price, it is the best value ever offered

to the automobile trade.
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MOTOR MAKERS

that’s what we are. \Ve have

made the motors in some of

the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ' '

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR GO" Lonanaport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Motors, "Rutenber" Carburetors, and Sup

res. Light Suit Gray Iron, Brass and Aluminum Castings.
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THE KINSEY MFG. 00., Dayton, Ohio.

 

 
  

T‘rrumph Grease

is a perfect lubricant, without gum, pitch,

acids or any other non-lubricants. It will not

freeze. It will not melt. Lasts 50 to 100

per cent. longer than other lubricants.

srrru $2.00 Hill 10 Pourrn rrrrrrr can

The Parfeciinn Grease 60., 80th Bond, Ind.

  

  

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD

Let ul quote you on 4-cyllnder

motorl for I908

THREE SIZES

4% in. x 4';_in.

4-cylinder ‘with self-con

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready for

c0upling any standard

magneto.

Our new factory and ma

chinery enable us to uar

antce uality and deiver

ies. lso clutches and

transmissions. Send for

catalo ue.

‘ IN PETERSON,

, 166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

“’estern Re resentative

OS. I. WE ZEL

29 w. 42d St., New York.
' Eastern' Representative.

GONTINBNTHL MOTOR MFG. G0,, Muskegon, Mich.

PA e KARI)

Enameled Ignition Cable

PACKARD cABLé'.

is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENSION CABLE is _a

new feature. It greatly improves the wrrmg of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC C0., Warren. 0.

  

 

. ‘pA' ‘KM'I-f-I-b-J'v'

Handieat

Auto

Wranchos

A Set of 5 B. 8: S.

, General Service

*- \Vrenches

(10 openings) put

u in a hand1&T BAG y

Get our last

Catalog

The Bllllngs &

Spenurfiompny *

Hartford, Conn.

  

.1;

  

 

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

 
  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and

all other high-class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9,000 jobs, complete, trimmed and finished

RAOINI NOVELTY MFO. COMPANY, Racine, Wis.

 

HEINZE

OOILS
Send Ior

1907 Catalog

and Prices.

  

. 7!. ,mHElNZ ELECT lC CO., Lowell, l‘lasa.
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QIMIOTTI

GARAGE

NewYork Oily

Broadway and lIOth 5t.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting.

Tel. 2686 River.

Try us.

  

 

 

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

SI'IITH AUTO. CO., MPRS.

TOPBKA, KANSAS

LASCOE°LLE'£'% FRONT

Simple, efl'ective, correctly designed Mahogany

finish wood frame, trimmed in brass, 3-16 crystal

plates, steel stay rods, bottom of_ framq shagcd to

dash of any standard automobile. Lan e at

tacth easilv and quickly. ‘ I

We make the London Tops. Write for details

and prices.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO.

1233 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO

 
  

 

_

AppersBrFEck flint;
The 75-mlle-per-hour-car

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Kokomo, Indiana. Members A. L. A. M.

,

 

 

 

 

BRISOOE RADIATORS

Hone comb Flat Tube, Round Tube, .Stag%ered

Tube, ‘ilm Tube; horizontal or_vertical ow;

with or without casing; With or Without pump.

Fenders, Tanks, Hoods also made. Send for

catalog. I
Old Radiators Repaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRISOOE MFG. co.

DETROIT, MICH. NEWARK, N. J.

 
 

 

 

Thu BIIIIIIII Ohiln 0mm
-— "All -

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spin and Bevel

00ers.

Balllln lllllO & Mtg. 00.,

VI crust-r. Man. . U.S.A.

A truck equipped with a four cylinder water cooled

40 H. P. motor. built to give service month ter

month and year after year and representing the best

thought of the oldest and largest plant in America

devoted to the manufacture of commercial motor cars.

For detailed description address

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CHILLICOTHE, OHIO.

  

 

 

“REMY MAGNETO”
Means absolute reliability

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELEOTIIIO 00., Autumn, Int.

 
 

  

 

EISEMANN-LAVALETTE

Magnetos

LAVELETTE & CO.,

112 W. 42d St., New York

 

 

Better Because Regular

An Oberdorfer Pump never “sticks” It work:

day in and day out In a uniform manner.

Is yours an Oberdorler?

M. L Oberdorfer Brass Co..

Water St., Syracuse. N. Y.

STAMPED PARTS

FOR AUTOMOBILES

THE GROSBY GOMPAIIY

Buffalo, Now York

 
 

 

 

 

 

KEEPYOUR EYE ON

    

 

For catalogues, address

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.

*t‘ ii ——

"The Pullman of Motor Cars"

l908 Models Roady for Delivery

RAINIER MOTOR CAR CO.,

Broadway and 50th St., New York

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

THE LAMBERT 18

“Friction Flyer”

$800
Write for catalogue describing our full line.

The Buckeye Mfg, Co., Anderson, Ind.
 

 

“ They'n specifying

0%
on I908 Cars."

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street. New York

Representation everywhere.

"Kref your eye on Cnntinrntalr“

MICHELIN
FRANCE ENGLAND

ITALY AMERICA

MICHBLIN TIRE co.. Mllltown, N. J.

SIDE-WIRE SOLIII MOTOII TIRES

“ma wonurs STANDARD

FIRESTOIIE TIRE 81 RUBBER 00., AIM, Ohlo

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

spokes.

security.

  

Nuts That Iloiiuin TIinIinIng

driving wheels of chain driven_cars tend to become loosened in the

Hence, when overhauling an old car, it IS well to tighten the

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK QBSORBER

ark

The Device that made Safe. 5 d and Comfortable

Automobiling ossi le.

Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York

After considerable use the bolts

holding the sprocket rings to the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

In doing this care should be taken not to throw the

sprocket out of line—From

Use Columbln Lock Nuts

OOLUMIIA NUT l BOLT CO" Inc.. Irldlopon, 00M!

“Motor W'orld,” August 8, '07.

 

 

ICAGO—ZO LaSalle Street and 1615 W

8135 AUTO SUPPLY CO., Portland Oregon.

BES AUTO SUPPLY CO. Seattle,

 

Emfiigefigéfi
EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO., TRENTON, N. J.

YORK—148 Chambers St. and Broadway and 73d St.

abash Avenue.

Washington.

w’AiTE AUTO 5 PPLY co.. Providence. R. I

BOSTON—292 Devonahire Street.

BUFFALO—9 West Huron Street.

DENVER AUTO GOODS CO. Denver, Colo.

PENN AUTO SUPPLY CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
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$375 and

Upwards

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipea to burst. Solid rubber tirea—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relia

ble. Double cylinder—940 H. P. Economi

cal in gaaoline consumption. A good propo

eition for automobile dealera.

Writ: today for Catalapu and Norah!!!

W. H. KIBLINGER COMPANY

Box m. 250 AUBURN, mo.

 

“VULBAN”

‘ y ‘ Sla-lllll

* . _ . - Spark Plugs

“KEEPS THE LID ON.

On Maxwells, Mitchells, Autocars, Americans, Glidcs,

etc., in their contests. They'll do the same for you.

Send for sample set.

THE II. E. HARDY 00., 86 Ill" St. New York Olly

  

 

 

Ellninalu Unless Ernnrlmnnlt iov "Talking Folnia.‘

Sluoolnior Aulomobllo 00. South Bend. Indlan,

DRAGON
Tourlmz Our 32 I 00 Roadster S I 850

TWO “HAPPY MEDIUM" CARS.

Not too heavy—not too light, _

Not too ooatly—prioe juat right.

 

 

 

 

DRAGON AUTOMOBILE 00.,

30th, Slat 'and Cheatnut Sta., Philadelphia, Pa.

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

Amesbury, Mass.

 

  

  

  

 

  

O l DIAMonncimw 0 mm co.

MARK, 150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat.189.')

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY 60..

366 Blrnle Ave.,

Springfield, Ins.

  

   

SMITH AUTOMOBILE PARTS.

%F 'r
R R B E

A A R E

u N A L

E s K

s M E S

1 T

5 D A

A s R M

x r u P

L o u l

E n s n

s s (g

STEERING COLUMNS.

"A. 0. SMITH OOIVIPANY

243 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Pioneer Maken oi Automobile Parta.

 

 

 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS——

T H E A C K S O N

“No Sand Too eep--No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts Roadsters Tourin

15 H H. ., 24 . ., 35 . P.

Pricel, $050, $1,250, $1,500, $2,000.

Cara.

  

  

JACKSON AUTOIUIILE 00.. Jackson, "loll.
 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

\||||||||Il||ll/

_ ALUMINUM BODIES _

i J. M. QUINBY 8‘ CO. _

_ 351.1834 _

_ Canlau lulldon. IEIAII. I. J. —

/ll'|l||l|l||||\

 
 

 
 

 

Motor Car Accessories

5 ark Plugs. Cable. Switches. Lamps

lorns. Goggles, Auto Clothing and

Wet Weather hquipment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue free.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich

 

WE MAKE CASTINGS

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

LIGHT MFG. 8: FOUNDRY C0.

Pottstown, Pa.

 

Wieo Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

IGZZ
Each

Guaranteed

One

Wl'l'lll-ZRBEE iGNl'l'i-IR (10..

' Year

. imum O

ROLLER ammo comm
PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturera of Steel, Braaa and Bronze Balls, Ball

Bearings, Roller Bearing! and Automobile Axle:

Write for New Automobile Catalogue with full par

ticulars of

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

 

RANKLIN

M OT O R C A R S

LIGHT-WEIGHT, men-rowan

  

 

 

“SUCCESS”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durabl economical

and abaolutely e. A light,

atrong ateel-tired Auto-Bum.

Suita e for city or country uae.

Speed [min 4 to 20 on an

hour. Our 1907 Model haa an extra werful engine,

atent ball-bearin wheela; price $27 . Alao 10 . .,

_ 00. Rubber Trea, $25 extra. Write ior due 9'

tive literature.

Sueeau lulo Buggy Ill. Co., Inc.

  

581 Ila Ballvm m., Si. loula, lo

McCORD

LUBRIGATOBS — BADIATORS
“Marks 0! a Good Motor Car"

MCKIM COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

MoCORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

 
 

 

Name L w

Address

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for~ which enter my subscription to

Che motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 
 

 

 
 

1| 
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‘ We are now

‘ n _1 _ - well settled

H?W5fli@@5@‘ H '. - ‘ In our

wwwwwamn:c~~-J~

=“ilm'i'wg' ' jf'j', ' ~
g

4 I i g i ' _ ' Factory

, ' > " and

READY TO snow RESULTS '

Prompt Delivery and Constant Improvement in Quality

ln'our etiort to possess the Finest Chain Plant in existence

and to maintain the highest degree oi Accuracy,

Etiiciency and Finish we are going to the very limit.

We will now make all sizes oi Roller and Bushing Chains

tor which there is a reasonable demand.

“WHITNEY” MACHINE KEYS and KEY SEAT CUTTERS

(For the Woodrutt Patent System oi Keying)

 

  

We carry 95 regular Sizes oi keys and cutters in stock tor immediate delivery

"Whitney" Detachable Bushing Chain—Patented Roller Chain

 
  

  

 

  

 

' The Whitney Mtg. Co.

Hartiord, Conn.Bushing Chains are like Roller Chains - 'Without Rolls
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THOMAS 1908
A complete line of Motor Cars of the highest quality \

possible in Design, Material and Workmanship. They

will do what you wish your car could do . . . .

'J'

|\\

-,

.\.
\

.,.- 7‘.

OMASJQ-aopaa - '
1‘

  

PRICE, $2,750

‘Thomas 4=20 Towncar Thomas 4=60 Flyer

The original Towncar, designed for City

and Suburban use exclusively. Beautiful

bodies, quiet operation; low cost of main

tenance. The Society Car.

Thomas 4=40 Detroit

Best of all shaft-drive cars. In power,

speed, hill-climbing, and reliability the

Thomas Detroit leads the five passenger

class.

Winner of hundreds of contests of speed,

hill-climbing, reliability, and endurance.

Has more records than any American car.

This year improved, enlarged, and refined.

Thomas 6=70 Special

The six-cylinder model of the Thomas Flyer,

built by America’s pioneer six-cylinder

builders. The greatest car in America in

speed, size, reliability and refinement.

Thomas Cars Succeed

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

Buffalo.

 

Member A. L. A. M.

  
  

 

@
 

@
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The Mitchell

The'car you can afford

to buy—and

The Mitchell appeals to you, Mr. Business

Man, because it gives you just as much plea:

ure—just as much and as good service, is just

as stylish and neatly finished as any car, and

doesn’t cost you a small fortune to buy—or

keep.

The Mitchell at $2000 is the standard auto

mobile value.

Prove it—Mr. Business Man.

Get demonstrations of the extravagautly

high-priced cars—and then try the Mitchell

over the same route.

The Mitchell agent will be glad to take you

out it you’re interested for 50 or 100 miles any

time you say. Call him up (it places you under

no obligation)—Challenge him—

Just say, " Show Me.”

He‘ll come around with a car and show you

a "silent argument" that will get your order

or he will retire without a word.

Our catalog No. 18 is fully descriptive of the

Mitchell 1908 Touring Car $2000—Limousine

$2800—Roadster $1250 and Runabout $1000.

Write for it—we'll also send letters from users,

proving the Mitchell to be the most economical

car to operate.

Mitchell Motor Car Co. 278 Mitchell Street,

Racine, Wis.

Member American Motor Car Mfrs. Ass‘n.

4y "efléwhw”

This car-shown here—.15 h. p., 4 cyl., speed 50 miles,

finished in Mitchell blue — price $2M — is excellent

throughout—the car you ought to have at the price you

ought to pay.
  

  

 

 

One Price for

Warner Auto-Meters

EVER, until this year of 1908, has there

been a speed indicator sold at one ab

solutely fixed list price. Manufactur

ers have " named " a list price and some evep

required the dealers to sell at " that " price.

Only one " insisted " upon it being ob

served. That was ourselves. But, unfor

tunately, we sold to the jobber also — and the

jobber cut the price.

Then there was fun in the camp. That

hurt us— it hurt the dealer, too.

Then, in his haste to close a sale, the job

_ V, ber would let wrong gear ratios go out— that
l ‘ hurt the consumer, the dealer and

ourselves. For the jobber knows

no law. .

So we've cut the jobber': quota

tions out. If he gets Warner Auto

‘ Meters he pays for them the exact

figure the dealer pays. If he cuts,

' he gets no more Auto-Meters.

THIS STAND IS POSITIVE.

Warner Instrument Co.

106 Wheeler Ave, Belolt. Wis.

  

 

 

  

 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

The Miller Spark Plug

GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS

UHVONVJ.’

  

This plug has been on the market for the past four years

and there are thousands of them in use. It is considered one

of the best on the market, and is guaranteed for 90 days.

Price of Standard size, $1.50 each. We can furnish special

size to fit any car on the market.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

Y 1: Ct . 924 El th Ave. Boston, Mass., 202-204 Columbus Ave.gillsdeladbis ‘3l8-320 N.IhBroad St. Detroit, Mich. 22754-229 Ieflerson Av.

Cleveland. a». 406 Erie St. Buffalo. N. Y1. s24 Main sr.
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The Heavier the Load the Greater the Saving

The first cost of TIMKEN equipment for Commercial Vehicles is out of all proportion to the resultant saving

in up keep and increased earning power through added carrying capacity.

  

illustrated above is especially designed for vehicles

Timken Roller Bearing Axle

doing heavy duty. This Axle is fitted with TIMKEN

  

ROLLER BEARINGS in the knuckle head, making steering, even under the full load carrying ca acity easy

and simple—is forged out of heat treated steel and equipped with 'IIMKEN ROLLER BEARIN S in the

hubs.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS are especially designed to carry as much end thrust as radial load—both

principle and construction providing for an evenness of wear that does not impair or destroy in any manner

the characteristics of the bearings. This is the TIMKEN principle distinctive and individual—and cannot be

found in any other type or form of anti-friction bearings and that is the reason WHY the Successful Com

Timken Roller Bearing Axles

Facts and figures on reduced cost, operating and maintenance for the asking.

mercial Vehicle Builders use

The Timken Roller Bearing Axle Company,

Eastern Branch—10 E. 3lst St., New York

Canton, Ohio

Western Branch—429 Wabash Ave., Chicago

 
 

 

44+:
esT WTo FFBINJJ A 690;
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$2800 With Magneto, $3000

Touring Car, Roadster, Touring Roadster, Limousine.

Valve-in-head Motor, Chrome Nickel Steel, Annular Bearings.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

PENNSYLVANIA DISTRIBUTORS.

Los Angeles, ClL-v-Greer-Robbins Company, 1501-1505 South Main St.

ban Francisco, Csl.—C|ty Hall Automobile Com any 66 Fulton St.

Boston, Mass.—Fredenck E. Randall Company 45 Columbus Ave.

Chica o, Ill.—-B. C. Hamilton, IZl8-1220 Michigan Ave.

Provi ence, R. I.—Pennsylv_anis Motor Car Agency, 133 Washington St.

Denver, COL—Denver Omnibus & Cab Com an .

Kpnus Cit , Mo.—Auto-Motor Company, 11 2-1’124 East 15th St.

Pittsburg, L—Bellefield Motor Comapnnfi, 4514-16-18 Henry St.

Brookyn N. Y.—Chsrles F. Butt, 1 78 edtord Ave.

V" orh (iiatg—Areher & Company, 1597 Broadway.

:Es'golune, W .—Dulms e-Rose Automobile Company, 1212 Second Ave.

llsdelphis, PL—West- ‘tillmsn Motor Car Company. 153 No. Broad 51.

Baltimore, Md—Rice's Gsrslze, North 81 Madison Aves.

St. Louis, Mo.—-—Lakedel Automobile Company, 5143 Delmar Boulevard.

Buflslo, N. Y.—Brunn's Carriage Manufaetory. 1140 Main St.
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MOTOR MAKERS
that’s what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ '

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR ('30., Lonanaport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Motors “Rutenber” Carburetors, and Sup

ics. Light Soft Gray Iron, Erass and Aluminum Castings.

KlNWllllll AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE OUAUTY—THE BEST.

OUR LBADBRS:

Klnwood Perfection Radiators

d

Klnwood MecthanIall Oilers.

  

  

 

KINWOOD PRESSBD STEEL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, mufflers, dust

and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings, etc., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PITIROIN, THOMAI J. WITZEL,

ISO Lake St., Ohleaao, | I Warren St., New York,

Western Representative. Eastern Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohio.

 

  

Triumph Grease, What Is It?
1Tlt is the newest production of auto grease, and benefitting by the no

perience of other makers, we have produced the best one yet. “We do not

imitate any one, nor follow any other maker's plans. Our grease is

spongy when made——it is spongy all the time, but it does not melt or run

out. fllt never gets hard or stiff so that it will not do its work properly—

no matter how cold the weather is. It is made of the purest and best

lubricants to be found, and compounded in such a manner as to produce

what the auto user has long wanted. {IA grease that will lubricate from

start to finish, and will last long enough to pay for the trouble of putting

it in the machine, and then staying right there like a good clerk attending

to its own business constantly, and does not need punching up and renew

ing every few days, and leaves the machine clean and not all grease when

through using it. “It is the red thorn in the side of the old fogy grease,

or the non-fluid oil makers. It is always RED. No other grease like it,

and it is not like any other grease. So we are not imitators in any sense

of the word. filluy it, and try it, and if not all we claim for it, any

dealer will refund all expense it has been to you. i

The Perfection Grease Company, I

South.iBend, Ind.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD

Let a: quote you on 4-cyllnder

_ motora for |008

THREE Sllfis

4% in. x 4';_in.

4 4_in. x in.

in. x S in.

4-cylindcr with self-con

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready, for

coupling any standard

magneto.

Our new factory and ma

chinery enable us to uar

antee Ruality and deiver

res. lso clutches and

transmissions. Send for

catalo ue.
K. FRANRBLIN PETERSON.

166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Western Representative

 

 

 

  

THOS. J. WE ZhL

29 w. 42d §t.. NW York.
Eastern Representative.

GONTINENTHL MOTOR MPG. 30., Muskegon, Mlch.

  

P A c K AR 1)

Enameled Ignition Cable

PACKARD CAB LE

is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TENS'ION CABLE is _a

new-feature. It greatly improves _the wmng of any multi

cylinder engine. Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO., Warren. 0.

 

PARSONS' MANGANESE BRONZE LEVER CASTINGS

>~

o.-.av-vr"-—

  

Sole Makers

THE WILLIAM CRANIP I. SONS SHIP A ENGINE

BUILDING OONIPANY, - Philadelphia, Penna.

  

 

AUTOMOBILE BODIEIS

  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and

all other high»class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9,000 jobs, complete, trimmed and finished

RAOINE NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, Raclne, WIS.

 

HEINZE

BUILS
Send [Or

l907 Catalog

and Prlcea.

  

f

it”. a,» '4’

I'IEINZE ELECTRIC CO., Lowell, Haas.
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YOU DON’T HEAR MANY COMPLAINTS

from users of

_MORcAN &WRIGHT TIRES

as to excessive maintenance cost. And they probably would kick if they had occasion. Of course

a few of them d_o, but the percentage is about equal to the percentage of motorists who are willing

to swap their cars for horses.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, Detroit

Branches, Agencies or Dealers Everywhere.

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

Hotcl Pontchartrain

Detroit’s New Hotel
 

 

Patent

DON‘T GET BUMPED

Warning

Harroun ,
The First in the Market ‘

The Best in the Field !

l

l

l

l

l

l

 

 

Others are Imitators

THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT has been allowed, and as soon ‘as

it_can be issued we will bring suit against all USERS of Bumpers in

fringing on and not manufactured under the llARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS

 
  

 
 

sou: LICENSEES. U. s. A. SYCAMORE, ILL. I
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The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

LHEAmerican Ball-Bearino 00.

L. 8. 8‘ M. S. Ry. 8|. Edgwator Park

CLEVELAND, OHIO, u.s.A.
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The Car of Steady Service

is more than a mere phrase, it is a title earned through correct design and careful construction and

proven by years of hard, constant service wherever power-driven vehicles are known.

The practical qualities that established the Rambler reputation are,—

ISI—APPLIED POWER. By this we mean actual tractive force as applied to the road

wheels. Owing to the straight line drive of the four-cylinder models and the direct

chain drive in tlie two‘cylinder cars, Ramblers have greater propelling force per pound

than any other car on the market. -

Zd—DEPENDABILITY. Ramblers are built to stand the test of hard, daily service over

the worst of American roads. This condition is not reached by mere weight and

masses of metal, but by simple, scientific construction in which each element is

stronger than the strains upon it can ever require.

3d~PRACTICAL ROAD VALUE. With the vast facilities of an enormous plant like the

Rambler factory, skillfully directed to the production of two models only, greater value

per dollar can be offered than is possible in a plant of lesser output.

In short, the Rambler is a car of

Power, Service and Value

Ordinary business policy dictates a careful examination of its many high qualities before ordering your

new car. .

Our 1908 catalog fully describing two touring cars and a high-powered roadster is at your service:

write to-day.

Thomas B. Jeflery & Company
Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

CHICAGO BOSTON MILWAUKEE PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO
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RECEIVERS E011 E. V. CONFIRMEII

Connecticut Court Makes Appointment 0t

Barrett and Nuckols Permanent—

Allowances Granted.

In the Superior court at Hartford on

Monday last, Judge Shunlway made perma

nent the appointments of Halsey M. Bar;

rett and Henry W. Nuckols as receivers

of the Electric Vehicle Co., and allowed

them $600 each for their services during the

six weeks, December 10 to January 21. In

doing so, Judge Shumway asked if the re

ceivers expected to make claim for compen

sation in the other jurisdictions where they

Mr. Nuck

M. Toscan

have been appointed receivers.

ols said he had not thought so.

Bennett, lawyer for the receivers, said that

he did not want to have it understood that

the $100 a week, which the receivers asked

for. could be taken as a precedent for their'

future compensation. John R. Hills and F.

C. Billings, who appraised the property of

the company, were each allowed $1,000 for

the service. ‘

Judge Shulnway also made an order that

all claims of creditors be presented to the

receivers within four months from January

17, 1908.

Search for Missing Grout Assets.

The receivers of the Grout Bros. Auto

mpbile Co., Orange, Mass., are endeavor

ing to clear up the alleged disappearance of

certain assets of the firm, and for that pur—

pose Karl Grout was examined in court

last week as to the reported mutilation of

a ledger, and the alleged sale of an automo

bile at just about the time the concern went

into the receivers’ hands. He produced sev

eral pages from a ledger and book of ac‘

counts due. and testified to the sale of the

automobile in question to a Boston man

for $1,000. half of which was received by

him and the rest by Charles Grout, who is

supposed to be in Seattle, Wash., at the

present time. There was also inquiry as

to supplies said to have been taken from

the factory and placed ill a barn. The hear

ing was continued.

Knox Ready for Creditors’ Officers.

A. N. Mayo, trustee of the Knox Automo

bile Co., Springfield, Mass., has called a

meeting of the preferred stockholders for

Tuesday, 28th inst., at which time officers

of the reorganized company will be elected.

Mr. Mayo reports that the resignations of

all the present officials are in his hands.

Under the terms of reorganizations, the

capital stock of the company was increased

from $500,000 to $1,000,000, and all of the

creditors now are in possession of the pre~

ferred stock, accepted in payment of their

claims, which gives them the voting power.

They will elect the clerk, the treasurer and

six of the nine directors at next Tuesday‘s

meeting.

Frenches Offer to Withdraw Claim.

A meeting of the creditors of the St.

Louis Motor Car Co., Peoria. 111., has been

called for January 28, to consider a propo

sition to be laid down by Jesse French, Sr.,

and his wife, Callie L. French. Mr. and

Mrs. French have offered to withdraw

their claim of $61,287.21 if they are al

lowed to have'a certain touring car which

was in the factory at the time the company

was thrOWn into bankruptcy, and also if

the balance they owe on unpaid stock sub

scriptions is struck 00‘. J. M. Sholl, the

trustee, believes that it would be for the

benefit of all the creditors to accept the

French proposal.

Diezeman Liabilities and Assets.

Schedules in bankruptcy of the Dieze~

mall Shock Absorber Co., New York, which

failed several weeks since, show liabilities

of $41,913, and assets of $4,826, consisting

of machinery, etc., at the plant in Hoboken,

$3,250; accounts, $1,504; notes, $22; money

deposit, $50. The largest creditors are Sam

uel Fisher, $22,402, and 'Carl Bomeisler,

$11,987.

13001111"? A NEW WONDER-WORKER

Company Demonstrating Remarkable Cap

abilities of a Primary Battery—Its

Novelty and Construction.

A primary battery suited to all purposes

to which the accumulator or storage bat

tery now is applied, yet weighing only half

as much and costing in maintenance even

less than commonly is charged by city

electric light companies for the use of cur

rent alone, is the alluring offering pre_

sented by the Decker Electrical Manufac

turing Co., of Philadelphia, which has come

to New York for the purpose of exploitingr

the wonders of its product. The Decker

battery is the invention of Frank A. Decker,

also a Philadelphian, who, on the recom

mendation of the Franklin Institute, has

been awarded the John Scott Legacy medal

and premium for “the most deserving in

vention." The Decker company has of

fices at 371 Bullitt Building, Philadelphia,

but at present is demonstrating the perform

ance of the battery in a suite of rooms in

the Mills Building, 15 Broad street, New

York City.

While still practically unknown to the

public, the Decker battery is not strictly

new, since it first came to the attention ol

the scientific world a little over a year ago,

when it received extremely flattering no

tice from a number of eminent authorities.

It was then stated that the inventor had

been working on the idea for several years.

Since then, it is said, extensive tests have

been made, an automobile equipped with

the battery having been in use for a year

or so, and various other special trials car

ried out with complete success. In the

case of the car, it is claimed that the mile

age obtainable with the new battery was

just about double that which was developed

by the original storage battery which it re

placed.

Generically, the Decker battery is the or—
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dinary two-fluid primary cell using graphite

and zinc plates, but of improved mechanical

construction in several respects. The es

sential feature upon which its novelty rests

is in the method of renewing the “charge”

by replacing the electrolyte and depolariz

ing solutions with fresh material as fast as

they became depleted. To this end a two

compartnient tank is used in conjunction

with the battery, and the fluids are raised

into the cell by pneumatic pressure when

the current service is required. When the

current falls off owing to depletion of the

electrolyte, the cells are drained, the fluids

being allowed to mingle with the supply in

the tank, and afterward the renewed solu

tion is pumped back into the cells which are

then practically as good as new. The

tanks ordinarily supplied contain sufficient

liquid for three charges of the battery. The

tension of a single cell is 2.2 volts on open

circuit, and 1.7 volts on closed circuit. The

cells may be confined in any way desired.

The original spply of chemical energy

for the battery thus comes from the fluid,

which is a solution of sulphuric acid and

sodium bichromate. The charging process,

therefore, which is analagous to the

“charge” of the ordinary accumulator con

sists in renewing the supply of liquid. In

addition to this the zinc plates must be re

newcd from time to time—usually after 3

to 8 charges of fluid have been exhausted,

depending on the rate of discharge.

The scheme of the Decker Co. includes

not simply the manufacture and sale of the

battery, but also the purification of the elec

trolyte, from which the zinc salts are elec

trically deposited and the fluid prepared to

be used over and over. The plan is to al

low customers a rebate on used solutions,

furnishing the fresh supply in tanks ready

to install in the plant. The zinc plates are

rolled and afterward amalgamated by a

special process which tends to prevent gas

sifying in action.

As applied to automobile use. a special

form of tank is used mounted in the front

of the car and so arranged that it may be

tilted downward, thus lowering it suffi

ciently so that the fluid will drain by grav

ity from the battery in the rear of the ve

hicle. \Nhen the tank is in its normal p0

sirion, the fluid runs into the battery by

gravity also, so that no pump is required

to effect the charging. A two-way ball

check prevents the electrolyte from surging

back and forth when the car is on grades.

The automobile type of battery is made up

of 3-cup cells, that is to say. of a group

of cells each having 3 zinc and 6 graphite

plates, and weighs in all some 300 pounds.

\Vith the entire amount of fluid contained

in the supply tank it is capable of 500 miles

of average service. The total cost includ

ing maintenance and charging is much less

than that of the storage battery, the first

cost being about the same at present.

The assertion is made that by the use of

the battery, current may be obtained at a

guaranteed cost of not more than 15 cents

a kilowatt hour, as against the usual charge

of '25 to 30 cents, for current alone by the

average city lighting company. A very

liberal demonstration of the possibilities of

electricity as supplied by a primary battery

is afforded at the local office where a mul—

tiplicity of dazzling lights, various appli

ances, such as a sewing machine, dental

engine, X-ray machine and an electric forge,

furnish ample means of illustration.

That those most intimately connected

with the venture are by no means inex

perienced in corporation matters, is testi

fied by the legend on the door to the outer

office in New York, which reads:

0 . A . T u r n e r ,

Mines & Mining.

Ely Central Copper Co.

Goldfield Souvenir Mining Co.

Decker Electrical Manufacturing Co.

Mr. Troupe.

Mr. Turner is a broad man of medium

height and noticeably stoop shouldered,

while Mr. Troupe wears white spats. There

are numerous assistants and demonstrators

to show the visitor around, and no one is

permitted to come away without being con

vinced that he has seen wonderful things.

 

The Week’s Incorporations.

Trenton, N. J.—Swift Auto Garage Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $20,000 cap~

ital. Corporators—Charles W. S. Munroe,

Robert H. Engle and David L. Swift, all oi

Trenton.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa—American Auto Co.,

under Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital; to

conduct general garage. Corporators—Er

nest E. Pickering, M. A. Pickering, and H.

C. Kingsley.

New York City, N. Y.——American Auto

Rim Co., under New York laws. with $100,

000 capital. Corporators—VV. E. Burroughs,

Brooklyn; J. W. Cavanaugh and J. N. Axt,

New York City.

Denver, Col.—Colburn Automobile Co.,

The, under Colorado laws, with $50,000 cap

ital; to make automobiles. Corporators—

E. D. Colburn, Hittice C. Colburn, and H.

E. Colburn, all of Denver.

Buffalo, N. Y.-—Buffalo Ignition C0, un

der New York laws, with $5,000 capital; to

deal in automobile supplies. Corporators—

John H. Burns, James A. Munhall and John

W. Churchill, all of Buffalo.

Davenport, Iowa—Meteor Motor Car Co.,

under Iowa laws, with $50,000 capital; to

build automobiles. Corporators—C. N.

Voss. H. F. Petersen, Arno L. Petersen. J.

H. Haas, and W. F. Speers.

New York City, N. Y.—Continental Au—

tomobile Co., under New York laws, with

$5,000 capital. Corporators—Henry Best.

Walter E. Godfrey and George W. Hess, 60

Wall street, New York City.

Denver, COL—Elderkin Electrical Co.,

under Colorado laws. with $100,000 capital;

to make electrical current converters. Cor

porators—Jarnes Elderkin, Ellen M. Oviatt,

Emeline T. Rundell, Clarence A. Granger

and Burton F. Rickel.

New York City, N. Y.—National Auto

Top Co., under New York laws, with $5,000

capital. Corporzitors—Andrew Herman and

John J. Bush, 1904 Broadway; Robert Perl—

man, 8 East 113th street, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—Broadway Motor

Cab Co., under New York laws, with $100,

000 capital. Corporators—Samuel K. Kel

lock and Frank P. Reilly, 60 \Yall street;

Mabel Gondchaux, 218 \Nest 112th street,

New York City.

 

In the Retail World.

The Marshall Automobile' Co. lost two

cars in a fire at Marshall, Texas, on January

17th. Loss, $3,000.

Devaney & Co., Hastings, Minn, will

build a one story stone garage. It will be

located at Third and Vermillion streets.

W. M. Ball, a liveryman at Devil’s Lake,

N. D., and C. A. Stottler, of Grand Forks.

have formed a partnership and will establish

a garage at the former place. Ball’s former

stables will be transformed into a garage.

The Elmore Motor Car Co. has opened

sales rooms in Cleveland, with F. S. Rath

well and J. A. Carter in charge. The

branch is located on Euclid avenue near

East Nineteenth street, in the quarters just

vacated by the G & J Tire Co.

The Studebaker Automobile Co., South

Bend, Ind., has opened a branch house in

Seattle. VVashq in connection with the

Studebaker Bros. company northwest vehi

cle sales department at 308 First avenue,

south. C. J. Zinthco, who formerly had the

agency, will be in charge.

Two cars were destroyed and six others

damaged in a fire which broke out in the

Fifth Avenue Automobile Garage, at 45

West Forty-fourth street, New York City,

Monday afternoon. The flames were sub

dued in fifteen minutes. A broken electric

light wire is given as the cause.

J. B. Terry 8: Co., who have carried on

an extensive electrical business in Cedar

Rapids, Iowa, for a number of years, are

preparing to “go into automobiles." Re

pair work of all kinds will be the specialty,

and the building occupied by the firm will

be enlarged to meet the requirements.

Ground has been broken for the new sales

building of the Buick Motor Car Co., at

McGee street and Admiral boulevard, Kan

sas City. It is to be a three story struc

ture of dark brown paving brick with Car»

thage stone trimmings. The dimensions

will he 95x72 feet and the cost approximate

ly $40,000.

Jacobs & Bartlett is the name of a new

firm in Boston, and is located at 887 Boyls

ton street. Jacobs was formerly with the

Thomas agency and more recently sold the

Kilgore shock eliminator, and Bartlett has

been connected with the Royal Tourist

agency. The firm will handle the Allen

Kingston car.
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

     

 

White Wins Quaker City Endurance Run

In the endurance run held January 1-2 by the Quaker City Motor Club, the White Steamer

was the only car which made a perfect score on the road and also was declared by the Technical

Committee to be in perfect condition at the finish. The Contest Committee would not abic'e by the

decision of the Technical Committee. They gave credit for perfect scores to two other cars and

ordered a “runoff.” -

The supplementary contest, held January 4th, served only to emphasize the superiority Of the

White. The examination then made by the Technical Committee placed the White far in the lead

and, accordingly, the MacDonald & Campbell trophy was awarded to the White.

With our entry of but one car, we decisively defeated 27 gasoline cars representing 23 different

makes. Thus has another important victory been added to the long list of triumphs achieved by the

White—the distinctively American car.

\Vrite for Literature

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY, Broadwa at 62d St. BOSTON, 320 Newbury St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 1460 Mar et St. ‘ CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 North Broad St. CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave.
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Street Conditions in New York.

A “\‘VMMng to Automobilists” sent to the

daily press of Ncw‘York City by the Aut0~

mobile Club of America suggests that the

municipal officer responsible for the pave

ment of the streets has not profited by the

lesson that was intended when Governor

Hughes removed the Borough President be

cause of his failure to properly administer

the business of his department in that he

failed and neglected to keep the thorough

fares in a condition fit for traffic.

In their “warning” the A. C. A. specify

twenty of the prominent streets to be

avoided. because of holes in the asphalt, a

condition which suggests the return to con

ditions that prevailed a year ago when the

course of an automobile presented the ap

pearance of a ship without a rudder as the

machine was steered all over the streets in

the desire to prevent broken wheels and

axles, as well as to preserve the comfort of

the occupants.

  
Is the re-elected Borough President en

tirely incompetent or is it merely a defi t0

the power that removed him?

Labor and the Commercial Vehicle.

\Nhile the labor problem is commonly

held to be the chief stumbling block in the

way of the immediate acceptance of the

commercial vehicle by a wide variety of

users, it is not as readily to be seen that

no more resistance should be offered to

commercial progress in that quarter than in.

the ordinary affairs of the busiiicss world.

The fact that it is difficult to secure' the

services of treasurers who are honest and

faithful in the performance of their duties,

never has deterred concerns handling large

monetary interests from electing men to

direct the operation of their funds. The

difficulty of securing good cooks never has

driven the patient housewife into the

kitchen, nor her husband to the restaurant.

New obstacles merely introduce new meth

ods of overcoming such hindrances to ad

vancement, and the world at large recog

nises the ability to develop men in equal

measure with the development of their

duties as one of the greatest assets of the

successful executive.

“It is a sign of administrative weakness

for a concern to advertise its inability to

compel its operatives to attend to duties

which other concerns succeed in having

performed without much (lifficulty"—is the

terse comment of one power‘wagon user re

garding another's abandonment of his au

tomobile service because of the difficulty of

securing efficient attendance. It is perfect‘

ly true without doubt that the causes lead

ing to the rclinquishment of a substantial

investment in commercial rolling stock

were in this case the same as have led to

enormously disproportionate maintenance

charges in other cases, and have gone a

long way toward hindering the advance

ment of the commercial vehicle propaganda.

But to discharge the horse simply and only

because .of the ignorance of its driver is

a piece of ill-logic which should never be

tolerated, and savors of a mismanagement

which, except in a novel system such as

that of motor traction, would not be coun

tenanced anywhere.

The entire commercial vehicle problem

at present is overshadowed by the stigma

of its novelty—a stigma which prevents

business men from applying to it the close

analysis which they are accustomed to

using in other departments of their busi

ness. If the labor problem is the greatest

drawback to the successful adaptation of

motor traction to existing business condi»

tions, then it is the labor problem which

must be faced. But it is pucril to regard

it in any other light than as a labor prob

lem, or to discard the system as useless

when its application is known to have been

faulty.

Block the “Private Arrangement”!

The City of New York finally having for

mulated specifications, which, save in re

spect to engine governors, permit open bid

ding on automobiles required for municipal

use, on a fair and equitable basis and which,

at the same time, assures the selection of

high grade cars, it should be some one’s

or some organization’s business, to insist

that $14,000 of the taxpayer’s money shall

not be handed out for the private purchase

of the four automobiles required by the

Charities Department.

It is true that the commissioner of that

department is very anxious to make his

“satisfactory” selections privately and that

the Board of Aldermen has authorized him

to do so, but those most concerned should

not sit supinely and permit the “deal.”

Loud protest against the payment of the

$14,000 should prove effective in blocking

the “satisfactory” private arrangement. The

amount of the contract is sufficiently large

to make it worth working for,

Motor Wagons for Farmers.

“A revolution in pleasure, a revolution in

business, a humanitarian revolution"—is

the manner in which an enthusiast hails the

automobile. To quote the eulogy a little

further: “The railroad put a stop to stage

coach inhumanities. The electric street

cars put a stop to the inhumanities of city

travel. Who sees a jaded team, lashed and

beaten up a slippery grade with an inhuman

load, but he wonders that popular senti

ment does not demand the use of auto—do

livery wagons. Why should a farmer keep

two or three teams and slowly drag his

produce to market when one automobile

farm wagon will do the work more cheaply

and quickly in a human and moral way.”

Why, to make a still more pertinent in

quiry—why does not some one build an

automobile farm wagon that will do the

work of the farmer more cheaply and quick

ly in a human and moral way, than his l\\'n

or three teams will do?

Granted freely and gladly the three sav
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ing graces of the automobile in a revolu~

tionary way, and grattted even litut‘cuiltitl

these are an accomplished _fact and not a

pleasant dream—the fact remains that at

present the ordinary farmer has not a fair

chance of replacing his horses and wagons

with a perfectly suitable equivalent. He

may invest in any one of a dozen or so of

motor trucks any one of which is suitahh

for heavy duty under certzin conditions,

each of which is the product of good Cltgitt'

eering practice, and each of which will re

place frotn two to three horsed wagons it

given a fair chance. But counting all the

limitations to their service which a per

fectly fair judgment must acknowledge. pro

bany none of them offer inducements such

as to make them very attractive to him for

the routine work of the farm.

The farmers" automobile—the ligltt vehi

cle especially adapted to I'lli'ill use, is a pres

ent day reality and whether a permanent

type or not. is linding favor with the rural

Tlte farmers” must be builtuser. wagon

along the same lines. psychologically at

least. itt order to meet with an equally cor

The motor buggy appeals

of all it

The motor fartn wagon must also

dial reception.

to the farmer because first is a

buggy.

be a wagon first and always, in order to

n'eet with complete approbation in the

country districts._ Not that it must of ne

cessity have the outward semblance of the

typical farm wagon in every respect, but

that it must be staunch and simple; that it

must not constitute too much of an inno

vation in the vehicular line. The farmers'

wagon must be able to negotiate the stub

ble lield, track,

and the study highway with equal intpar~

the woods road, the cart

tiality. it must he safe itt operation, ttot

given to setting tire to highly inflammable

loads, simple to maintain, attd easy to un

derstand.

The stack of discarded mowers, gas en

gines, tltreshers and pumps heltind many a

wayside barn ;.nd the idle windmills in the

lields are tt;tttttttttcttts to misguided invest

Hell! and ittal.‘ility to comprehend the re

qttirettzcnts of tttacltincry. which is laments

ably prevalent. But it shows that a mar

ket for fartn machinery exists. quite as well

as the opulence of tltc reaper trust shows

it. The rural attraction is a strong one

on tlte market, but it is wiser to encourage

handle it

The

farm wagon proposition is beyond question

its lasting development than to

with regard to present sales alone.

a winning proposition. litll it must be han~

dled on a wagon basis, because the farmer

thinks in terms of wagons and he must be

approached in his own language.

Types that are Disappearing.

Considerable ingenuity is being displayed

in the designing of vehicles to fulfil more

The time when

itself

or less specific purposes.

the automobile was sufiicient unto

simply because it was an automobile. is

well passed. Also, it would appear that to

a certain extent the convertible body is go

ing out of fashion. That is to say, the bai~

loon top and the demountable limousine

are giving way to the full limousine and

landaulet types. while the latter affords the

accommodation formerly accorded by the

The

as the runabout with folding rumble. are

types mentioned. landaulct. as well

convertible to a certain extent. to he sure.

but in a totally different way, since they are

useable in either of two capacities at any

time. It is the special car for the special

purpose, which finds most favor at the

present time.

l)oubtlcss iii the range of low and me

diutn priced vehicles. there is and will be

always. a demand for combination cars of

one sort attd another. Such machines must

cater to the requirements of the user who

is more or less cramped for nioney and

must utilize his automobile in an econom

ical and largely a business way.

owner who is able to afiord a better ma

chine, however, the machine made for the

purpose which is to furnish its use. is the

tY'itt‘lllllC which is likely to prove most at

tractive.

ln catering to this sort of demand. the

tvakers are acting ttot simply on the prece

dent of the carriage trade. bttt also with

Considerable wisdom. \\'ith a single chassis

as a basis of construction. many different

varieties of pleasure car may be constructed

at comparatively low cost. A good range

of types. gives the maker standing. increases

his cltznces of pleasing the possible ttcw

cmhnrer. and further increases his chances

of retaining the patronage of the old. llith~

erto. nzuch stress ltas been laid on mechan

ical improvement. This is no longer pos

sihle tn the same degree. nor is it always

advisable to play too strongly upon the oc

casional changes itt design which may be

thought necessary. Consequently much de

pends upon the discretion expended in

choosing body designs. and ll'tt'tttglt the

trend of ll‘c market evidently ts in that di

rection. ll is well to emphasize the impor—

\\'ith the .

 

COMING EVENTS

 

 

February 1-8, Providence, R. l—Show in

Providence State armory.

February 3-8. Kansas City. Rio—Kansas

City Automobile Dealers" .~\ssti>ciation’s an

nual show in Convention Hall.

February 10-15. Detroit, M‘ch.—Tri State

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion’s annual show in Light Guard armory.

February 17-22, Cleveland Ohio—Cleve

land Automobile Dealers'~ Association's

show in Central armory.

February 21-29, Newark, N. J.-—New Jer

sey Automobile and Motor Club's and New

Jersey Automobile Trade Association’s an

nual show.

March 2-7, Ormond, Fla—Annual beach

carnival, under ausp ces Automobile Club of

America.

March 7-14, Boston, Mas-:—Bostott Att

totnobile Dealers' Association's annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

 
 

tance of a movement which is as certatn as

it is significant of changing conditions in

the industry.

Accident with a Possible Moral.

Despite. its scientific banking. another

spectacular accident has been added to the

growing list of casualties on the Brook

lands motorclrome in England—this one be

ing due to a cause so remarkable as to jus

tify comment. The basis of the disaster

which ruined the car and nearly cost its

driver his life, was the bursting of one of

the hind tires. Instead of behaving as

most burst tires do, however, this one stuck

to the wliccl long enough to become wedged

between the rim and the frame, thus lock

ing the wheel and completely upsetting the

control. .-\fter a prtitdigious evt'ilution the

machine landed on the far side of a road

tunnels the track and on itsway which

wheels. The unmistakable evidence that

the performance was due to the wedging of

the wheel rather than to any loss of control

owing to the deflation of one of the tires,

adds another item of proof to the theory

that such accidents are seldom caused by

tire deflation alone. But the possibility of

locked wheels may come to be held as a

strong argument against the use of large

tires, or what amounts to the satne thing.

of body clearances less than the width of

the tire. If this comes to be recognized as

a real menace to safety, the lesson will

prove to ltave been an important one.
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NEW MATERIAL FGR LAW MAKING

Bunch of Bills Submitted to the Massachu

setts Legislature—One of Them Pro

 

vides for a Codification.

That the Massachusetts legislature will

get busy, as usual. in tinkering the automo

bile laws was made evident long before that

Court“

its annual six months' job.

"Great and General convened for

in the shape

of petitions, recommendations and formu

lated measures it already has a large sup

ply of raw material on hand, while the com

mittee hearings that undoubtedly will be

given on some of the proposititms will add

to the volume. That some of the material

will be raw indeed may be argued front past

legislation on automobile matters in the

old Bay State.

mttch that can be done to better the legal

path of the automobile there, and sotne ex

cellent suggestions are available for the

steering of the solons.

The Safe Roads .--\uttjmiobile Association

is responsible for no less than eight for

mulated bills which have been offered.

W'ith the aim in view of reducing the

laws relating to motor vehicles to a com

pact and consistant whole one of the bills

provides for a. codification. The auto'mo

bile law has been amended so frequently

that it is a somewhat difficult task to piece

together the original enactments of 19.).3

and the subsequent changes. Two other

bills are intended to perfect the law of the

road. One provides that all vehicles shall

carry at least one light from a half hour

after sunset until a half hour before sun

rise.

The second road bill of the Safe

Association provides that every

must keep on the right side of the high

way, whenever any other vehicle is in sight

and whenever there is not an unobstructed

view for at least 100 yards ahead; that no

vehicle shall pass another going in the

same direction unless the driver. has an un

obstructed view of the highway ahead and

can pass without interfering with vehicles

coming in the other direction. Under this

bill all vehicles would have to keep to_the

right on corners and a vehicle coming in

the opposite direction from that intending

to pass would have the right of way.

The other bills have to do with the High

way Commission and in a general way in

crease the power of that board. ()ne bill

provides that the commission may summons

witnesses and pay witness fees. a privilege

which the governor has recomn'ended and

the commission itself has asked for, in or

der to make more effective its investigation

of infractions of the law.

The Highway Commission in its annual

report recommended that a law be passed

whereby the Commission could have the

assistance of the State police in making in

.-\t the same time, there is

Roads

vehicle

vestigations. The Safe Roads

goes further than this for it has put in a

hill providing for the appointment of not

tnore than four with powers of

police ofiiicers, whose duty it shall be to in

vestigate the causes of any accident in

which a motor vehicle is involved,

results in the death of any person. and such

other accidents as the Commission shall

think ‘ it desirable to investigate. This

bill, if passed, would provide the Commis

sion with practically the same equipment

for investigating motor vehicle accidents as

the Railroad Commission for in

vestigating railroad accidents, and the same

sort of duty would be laid upon the High

way Commission as rests upon the

railroad board.

it is further provided in the bills of the

association that the license of any operator

who has caused the death of a person shall

be [at once suspended. and shall be re~

voked unless the Highway Commission,

after investigation and hearing, decides

that the accident occurred without serious

fault on the part of the operator. .\ per

son whose license is so revoked cannot

have his license renewed for at least six

months. nor thereafter except at the dis

cretion of the Commission.

It is also provided that the Commission

may suspend and order delivered up the

license of any operator whom it has reason

to believe is an improper or incompetent

person. or is operating improperly or so as

to endanger the public. The Commission

niay reissue the license if upon examina

tion it decides that it should be reissued,

Under this provision it would be possible

for the Commission to cancel any license

and require an operator. pri 'ate or profes

sional. to pass an examination.

Still another proposed change in the law

is that the license of any operator who is

convicted in a court of operating recklessly

or so as to endanger the public. or while

under the influence of intoxicating liquor,

shall be suspended until he is acquitted. if

he appeals. unless- the Highway Commis

sion, after an investigation or hearing. de

cides to This provision would

not apply to overspeeding cases.

()ther bills of the Safe Roads Associa

tion are intended to extend the provisions

of the law which provides for line and im

prisonment in certain cases, to cover cases

in which operators. after causing a serious

property. run away

and to

registration

.-\ssociation

persons

which

now has

Il()\\'

reissue it.

accident to

without justifiable

driving_ without

ntttthcrs, when such numbers were not dis

played in an attempt of the driver to con~

ceal the identity of his car. A further

provision applies to cars from outside States

and provides that during the seven days

in which they may be driven in Massachu

setts without being registered they niust

display the registry numbers of their ll()t‘|‘.t‘

State substantially as prov'ided in the law

for display of numbers issued by the State

persons or

excuse, cover

displaying

of .\lassaclnisetts.

NAN'I'UCKI'I'I' AGAIN IN TIIE RING

Islanders Win First Round in Massachusetts

Legislature—House Passes Bill Tend

ing to Bar Automobiles.

Nantucket has entered the Massachu

setts legislative arena for another bout with

The

them who are afflicted with motorphol)ia,

that

the automobile. islanders, those of

are possessed of pertinacity which

made them successful whalers in the days

before the rock drill superseded the bar

poon in the production of oil. They have

had to take the count in several p'receding

bouts, in court and before the Massachu

setts Highway Commission, but immediate

ly after defeat they have gone into train

ing for another go. This time they have

won the opening round by securing the pas

sage in the House of Representatives of a

bill that emphatically is drastic.

This bill provides that the selectmen ot

Nantucket shall be authorized to regulate

and prohibit the use of automobiles and

motorcycles on any highway in Nantucket.

This, of course, gives that board power

practically to exclude such vehicles from

the whole island, as the only terminus of

the steamboat line plying to and from the

mainland can be reached by no road not

under the jurisdiction of the selectmen. The

bill further provides that the decision of

the selectnien shall be tinal. which, in eliect,

would place Nantucket roads beyond the

jurisdiction of the State highway commis

That body, it will be remembered, is

committed through its chairman. against

any such entire exclusion of automobiles

from the island as the selectn:en of Nan

tucket have attempted. and this feature is a

vital one in the bill.

The next round in the bout will he do

cided in the Senate. and it remains to be

seen whether the forty men constituting

that body will, in their concentrated wis

dom, endorse the action of the House. It

is doubtful. The House is a soniewhat un

wieldly body of 240 men. in which young

city politicians and inexperienced rural leg

islators are two very conspicuous elements.

The senators. as a rule. are men of large

affairs. experienced lawyers. and legislators

who have had some training for the work.

They will be ntorc apt to see that the Nan

tucket measure is specizl legislation of a

ntischievous character. and the bill. if it does

not fail entirely. is likely to go back to

the House greatly modified.

sion.

Worcester Wants Hill Climbing.

The \\'orcester .-\t‘.tomohile ('lub. it is

understood. intends again to put in its hill

under which it hopes to revive its hill

climbing contest on Dead Horse I lill or

elsewhere. This bill gives town or city

authorities the fight to close roads on

which automobile contests are to he held.
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SAVANNAH AWAITS 'I'IIE ENTRIES

Thirty Required to Assure the Three Stock

Chassis Races—Local Enthusiasm

for the Meet.

lf thirty entries are secured before March

1st next, the proposed three stock chassis

races of the Savannah Automobile Club

will be held over a course near the Ge0r~

gian city during that month. The dates

selected are Tuesday, March 17th, and

Wednesday, March 18th. Rules for the

proposed meet were formally adopted by

the Technical Board of the American Au

tomobile Association this week.

Three events have been provided, as fol

lows: for stock chassis with engines lim

ited to a maximum piston displacement of

575 cubic inches, 360 miles; for stock run

about chassis with engines limited to 375

cubic inches, 150 miles, and for six cylin

der stock chassis with engines having a

greater piston displacement than 575 cubic

inches, 150 miles. The long race is to take

place on Thursday and the other two on

the day preceding. that for runabouts in

the morning. Unless fifteen entries in the

long race, ten in the event for runabouts

and five in the six cylinder class are 5e,

cured, the meet will not take place.

There is nothing new or startling in the

rules. They provide that no car shall be

eligible that essentially is not a stock car,

or rather a stock chassis, one that is so

constructed that it can, by adding the nec—

essary parts, be assembled into a complete

car of its kind. Also that the car entered

shall be subject to sale at the list price

and orders be accepted by the manufac

turer for any number of exact duplicates.

The cars must be the product of a recog—

nized manufacturer who during a period of

one year prior to February lst, 1908, shall

have built not less than 50 cars of all mod

els, of which not less than 10 per cent. shall

have been manufactured of any model en

tcred.

Although there is nothing unusual in the

rules several features are manifest. One is

that while the chassis may be stripped of

lamps, lamp brackets, guards, guard irons,

running board, irons and step, it must car

ry the regular stock hood, the loss of which

during the race will result in disqualifica

tion of the car. In respect to the location

of engine. transmission, dash, steering wheel

and so on, the car must conform to stand

ard equipment. The matter of exhaust is

made optional with the entrant. It may be

directed through the side of the hood or

under the car, and in the latter case must

be horizontally pointed backward, with the

rear end sufficiently high to prevent throw

ing up dust.

To qualify for either of the three events

a car will have to show that it can cover a

mile over a substantially straight measured

course, under official observation of a com

mittee of three members of the Technical

Board, at the rate of 45 miles an hour.

There will be no weight limit, the restric

tions being in piston displacement as stated

previously. The driver or mechanicien

or both may be changed during the progress

of the race, if necessary. All repairs and

adjustments, including tire replacements,

are to be made on running time and by the

occupants of the car. No extra parts may

be carried, excepting tires.

Manufacturers are limited to enter two

cars in each event and the fees vary.

Road Improvement Work in Florida.

Thomas H. White, president of the White

Sewing Machine Co., and the father of

Windsor, Rollin and Walter \Vhite, of the

    

THOMAS “'HITE AND H15 TRI‘STLE

\Vhite company, has recently been doing

considerable work in improving the roads

between St. Augustine and Ormond, Flor

ida. Mr. White has a fine winter home at

Daytona and frequently makes the trip to

St. Augustine in his car. There are inim

merable little creeks without bridges along

the road and it occurred .to Mr. \Vhite that

suitable automobile bridges could be built

across these streams at very little expense.

Accordingly, he has contrived what has been

dubbed by his neighbors “The Incompara

ble \Nhitc Motor Car Trestle.” This de

vice may be described as made up of two

troughs each consisting of a plank laid

horizontally with a plank fastened on either

side in a vertical position. The latter, be

sides strengthening the trestle. serve as

guides for the wheels. The two troughs

are connected by cross pieces which keep

them the proper distance apart, this dis

tance corresponding with the tread of an

automobile. Since Mr. “'hite engaged in

his work of bridge building the automobile

trip between St. Augustine and Ormond has

lost all its terror and more tourists are

making the trip than ever before. In addi

tion to bridging the streams, Mr. “lhite

has had the laborers from his estate at

work cutting down the branches and bushes

which project into the roadway.

ENTRIES E01! 'I'IIE l0NG RACE

Promoters of New York to Paris Run An

nounce Ten Have Been Made—Sched

ule for Early Stages.

Although the complete details of the pro

posed New York-Paris race are as yet

shrouded in beautiful uncertainty, the New

York newspaper which has taken upon it

self the burden of managing the American

end of the affair, this week announCed that

ten “formal entries" had been secured, and

that there are four other European and two

American cars in prospect.

Of the number already said to be entered,

four are American and are named as a

\Vhite and Hol-Tan.

The other cars and country of manufacture

Thomas, Maxwell,

are De Dion, Moto~Bloc and Sizaire-Nau

din, of France; Italia and Brixia-Zust of

Italy, and Porthos of Germany.

The New York promoters state that a

meeting of the American entrants will be

held in New York City this afternoon

(Thursday) when they will discuss condi

tions of the long ride across the United

States to Alaska, to Asia, and thence across

Siberia, Russia and Germany to Paris.

Although there seems to be an undercur

rent of opinion that the so-called New York

Paris “race” organized by Le Matin 01

Paris, the same newspaper that promoted

the Pekin-Paris trip last year, will be called

03 at the last minute because of the late—

ness of the season and the consequent im

probabilities of the cars being able to

reach Nome before the melting snows com

mence to run, preparations are going on

for the journey across the American conti~

nent. Several cities are preparing to wel

come the explorers and the itinerary from

New York to Chicago has been fixed.

A five day schedule has been laid out be

tween this city and Chicago, and the run

made so that the cars will keep practically

together for that distance at any rate. The

first day's run, as announced, will be to

Albany. a distance of 148 miles. This will

be the shortest of the trip, so arranged that

a start may be made from New York at an

hour late enough in the morning to enable

the photographic brigade to take a sufficient

number of snap shots to provide illustrated

matter for some weeks. The second day's

run will be to Rochester, 248 miles, and on

the third day the night's stop will be at

Cleveland. :1 distance of 271 miles, the long

est of the five. ' The fourth day’s run will stop

at \Vaterloo. Ind., 204 miles, the first day

bringing the tourists into Chicago. 162

miles, where the Chicago Automobile Club

is preparing to “spread” itself."

No car will be allowed to leave Chicago

before 9 a. in. Thursday, February 20th

after which it is expected they will be per~

mitted to go as they please to San Fran—

cisco.

\
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Motor Cars as Mediums for Municipial Graft
 

Eighty Per Cent. of Their Use in One City is Illegitimate—Use Taxpayers. Cars and Chauffeurs as Conveniences

for Officials' Families and Friends—The Frightful Narrative of One of the Chauffeurs

Who Mistook the Profession but Who Kept a Diary.

 

Perhaps because his sensibilities have

been dulled by long continued repetition of

stories and instances of unfaithful or con

scienceless service rendered by city offi

cials or employes, the man in the street is

too prone to accept that sort of thing as a

matter of course. He presupposes that

practically every man employed by a muni

cipality owes his job to “political influence"

and he does not look for faithful service

from politicians. That such assumptions

are not wholly true has small bearing on

this story.

In a general way, this man in the street

has become possessed of the idea that since

automobiles came on the scene and were

placed at the command of city officials and

department heads that a new form of “graft”

and unfaithfulness has been developed. Very

many men identified with the automobile

business are well aware that the evil has

attained huge proportions and after two

years spent in the automobile service of a

large city, I feel quite competent to say that

there is no form of city property that is so

largely misused and abused or so generally

and grossly and shamefully converted to

private use as the automobiles paid for by a

generous and long-suffering public.

Luxury at Public Expense.

\‘Vith a few notable exceptions, these an

tomobiles are to all practical intents and

purposes, private equipages. I know that

I am well within the bounds of conserva

tism when I assert that 80 per cent. of their

use is wholly private use. There are some

of the cars that usually contain a city offi

cial when “joy riding" is the pursuit, and

its misuse thus is given the color of au

thority. But there are others that are as

often used by the officials’ wives, daugh

ters, or friends. One of the most con

spicuous commissioners of the city of which

I write and who is a boon companion of

the mayor himself, is one of the most no

torious offenders in respect to this de

partment of “graft.” His family regularly

uses the city’s car and driver and fuel for

shopping and for nearly all other pursuits

of convenience and pleasure.

The cost of upkeep, that bugaboo of the

motorist. never concerns these public ser

vants. Their use of automobiles is ideal

use! They buy whatever becomes necessary

with a free hand and the city repair shop

‘keeps the cars in “apple pie order.” The

cars are supplied free and no expense—to

the users—thereafter attaches to their use

.If it were possible to obtain a truthful ac

counting of the cost of this phase of “mu

nicipal ownership," the figures surely must

stagger the tax-payers who foot the bill.

The occupation of driving a city's car

naturally affords an insight into the condi

tions that exist and it is my purpose to de

tail them as I found them. I say

in advance, however, I do not see how

any self-respecting and educated man can

hold the position of chauffeur and retain

his self-respect. I myself had a rude awak

ening in this regard, which I think makes

it fitting that my first article should deal

rather largely with the autobiographical and

even egotistical and require frequent use

of the personal pronoun, but for all of that,

I think it serves the object of placing the

job of “chauffeur-ing" in a light in which

it has not previously been placed.

Status of the Chauffeur.

I frankly confess that there is a great

deal of pride in my makeup—or shall I say

self-respect?-—-for I have always held that

no honest work is dishonorable, yet I can

not feel that the converse of that is true,

that all honest work is honorable. For sure

ly for one, to whom has been given the ad

vantages of an education. whose parents

have bequeathed a good name and the

training which entitled him to associate

with gentle bred folk and to be one of them,

cannot in justice to himself, or in justice

to those to whom he must make account

ing of the stewardship of the talents en

trusted to him, retain a position which so—

ciety classifies or grades as menial, which

requires a labor easily performed, a tech

nical knowledge quickly acquired and in

volves a personal appearance of sufficient

'untidiness to preclude the possibility of

sitting at table with those whose clothing

is neat, hands free from dirt and grime and

nails clean.

Now in ‘using the word “society” I do

not want to be construed as meaning that

social set comprised of the idlers of fashion

or any moneyed class; for I have ever had

a humorous tolerance of them amounting

almost to contempt. I have always thought

of them with pity and known myself to be

better than those who could not earn a liv

ing if thrown on their own resources, so

when I say “society” I want to be under

stood as using the word in the sense of

“that collective body of persons compos

ing a community."

As a child I was given the usual educa~

tion that is thought wise for the children

of parents who have means: the general

run of mathematics, English, modern and

dead languages. I was not especially pro

ficient in any branch and was remarkable

only for a retentive memory.

From early childhood I possessed the

quite common boyish trait of dissembling

mechanical contrivances, and I could es

semble as well. My toys, a clock or watch

were made to reveal their reasons, then re

stored and continued in their intended ca

pacities. In boarding school a small steam

engine, obtaining its-energy through a

hose attached to the steam heating system,

was a source of exquisite delight for many

years; to be sure the engine was but a part

of the whole, for by belt of thread minia

tures were made to move and notes sent

the length of the long hall, where at in

tervals the correspondents returned the re

plies. Batteries and small motors were

also among the assets and served to de

velop an interest in electricity.

At college I made the ’Varsity nine in

my freshman year, an evidence that ath

letics had found favor in my youth; the

tennis championship came to me, and I did

well in cycling and sprints. I entered en~

thIisiastically into the life of my fraternity

and took keen interest in a debating so~

ciety of which I was one of the speakers.

My mechanical tendencies were not strongly

in evidence during my university life

though several labor saving devices were

to be seen such as an ingenious scheme of

lowering and raising shades from my bed,

of regulating the ventilation and extin

guishinging the light when I had read my

self into a condition of sleepiness. Then,

too, there was an electrical alarm to warn

me of the approach of sophomore invaders

in time to escape through a window from

their natural curiosity as to my ability to

row. while seated in a wash basin of water

with lead pencils for oars, to sing, declaim,

etc.

Turning_to Mechanics.

Finishing college with eyes much im

paired from reading in bed and a fair rec

ord in studies, I accepted a position, of

fered by a friend, with a large electrical

manufacturing company, where, starting at

$3 a week I served a year as machinist's

helper and in various grades until I be

came one of many “electrical experts" at

seven dollars; I had taken the regular

“student's course" and was considered_

equipped now to earn a livelihond. An

other year devoted to yachting, riding to

hounds, etc.. with an occasional glance at

a card table or wheel, was soon over. and

I became linesman on a surveying corps

of an important electric railroad, from
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which work the change to a municipal po

sition seemed but the following of a nat

ural bent and I became a civil service em

ploye in, say, the l.eaks Department of—

well, ne\er mind the nan.e of the city. it

occupies a very lrrge place on the map.

For two years the routine work of leaks

department inspector furnished an endless

source of interest.

The extent of my territory was so great

that l was naturally interested in anything

which promised transportation possibilities

in place of the horse and carriage, or public

traction companies. Because of this inter

est I had bought a motor bicycle and made

it reveal to me its: mysteries, my first eon

tact with an explosive engine. Hy it and

from it I learned of the jump spark and

timing of valves attd their why for, until

I felt competent to handle a more ambi~

tious vehicle.

Amateur Chauffenring.

At this time there was stored in one of

the city's stables a motor car which, hav

ing been a sottrce of trouble to the com

missioner, had been discarded and was for

gotten as an asset of the department. I knew

of its existence and asked for it for my own

use. As my position would not warrant

the expense of a chauffeur, tlte salary of

his position being twelve hundred, whereas

mine wz‘s but a thousand, l operated the

machine myself, soon becoming able to get

n.ost satisfactory results, in fact. so satis

factory that the car with me as an operator

was in frequent den.and by officials of the

department whose work did not justify the

maintenance of a motor outfit for them; in

consequence, I often beczne actually lllt

chauffeur of my confreres, my own offi

cial identity being sacrificed to this new de

mand on my utility.

I am not sure but that the work I

now doing so frequently was it ore agreea

ble than my regular duty. On days when

l (lrove for another I had no report to

write out, and my eyes welcomed this re

lief. for freqttetttl_\"tlte evening hours were

required for detailed statements of condi

\\'il5

tions observed or complaints answered.

The from confinement in an ill

smelling, ventilated

where much of nzy time was necessarily

spent; the absence of "scenes" when we

arbitrarily removed a "contagious disease"

freedom

poorly court room

from protesting relatives to reception hos

pitals. The freedom from necessity of anti

septic baths after contact with disease; no

sickening cellars or putrid pri\ies, or

of the thousand disagreeable features which,

:ny

after the novelty of tlte \vork wears off. are

not compensated for by the lmtnor or en

chanced by repetition. ;\s an offset of this

was the grease which left its in pression

on the hands and nails. or clothing. and

the dirt which scented to cling to all over

you when a tire had to be replaced.

.\ly relations with the tnen I drove, my

associate officers, had not changed because

of my assumption of new duties and releas

ing myself from old responsibilities. \\"e

drove about from ward to ward, sittokiit<_'.

laughing, stopping at my home for lunch

if in that vicinity, or at their homes if more

convenient; at restaurants

the other discharged the reckoning. and at

all times and in all ways the social con

where one or

dttion was unchanged.

In the Regular Ranks.

\Veek by week the number of hours

given to my regular duties became less and

less until finally there was seldqu a day

when my own work was as important as my

driving; when this condition arrived I be~

gait to give serious thought to the advisa

bility of transferring to the mechanical de~

where

my salary would be two hundred better a

year, and with no responsibility, or any of

the disagreeable conditions consequent to

the work of "Board Inspection," and my

duties would be the same as at present. I

thought of my social status and felt that it

would not be altered by the mere fact that

I was ZtCCeptlllg twelve hundred dollars for

services 1 had been perforu'ting for a thou

sand. To be sure, I would become a chauf

feur, but a chauffeur for the municipality,

engaged in city's work, a thing different

from the groom or coachman, different even

from a private chauffeur. who accepted tips,

ate with servants and ranked between a sec~

retary and a valet, above the cozclmtau, less

than the stenographer. Deciding to do it

I sought the commissioner with my re

quest for a transfer and explained my lttu

tives; his negative reply was, paradoxical.

partment. as a "gas engine expert"

as it seems, very positive.

"\\'lty.” he said, "I can't pay twelve hun~

dred for running an old clap-trap that ius't

\vorth two hundred."

"llut," I "if I can get, as l

have been getting for the past four months,

as much service out of a machine not worth

two hundred, as your chauffeurs are getting

out of your modern expensive cars, am I

not worth at least as much as they?"

lle pondered a moment.

“Take me out this afternoon. lf yott can

get results out of that machine. l'll transfer

you."

responded,

.-\ few days later I was transferred.

From the first I enjoyed the new condi

tions. \\'ith sole charge of the car I found

opportunity on rainy

closer acquaintz‘ance with it; I actually be

days to develop a

can‘e fond of it with a fondness one some—

times has for things of close association;

it became that curious thing we sometimes

hear of but never see. an almost entirely

reliable car. ready. always going

l seemed to know its whims and lmmored

it and it repaid in kind. Then the finance

bureau condemned it and at auction it be~

came the property of a second-hand dealer

who paid the stun of two hundred and forty

for it.

always

Types of the Chauffeur.

\\'hile waiting for another car I spent my

time in the department machine shop

“where was sufficient equipment for any

work from turning down a crank shaft to

cutting threads on a rivet. Now came my

first opportunity of getting acquainted with

my fellow employes. Of course, I had

known them, even before I had become one

of them, but my acquaintanceship was cas

ual and even their names were not surely

fixed in my mind. One was the best

"ground getter" l ever have known. He

was hard on his car; he used the emergency

brake all the time, but his eye for dis

tance was so acute that he would take at

high speed an opening between trolley car

and lamp post just wide enough to permit

passage, leaving the padlocks from the side

baskets on the street where they had been

scraped by obstructions on both sides. It

seems incredible, but it is true. Ihave

seen him do as much. Socially he was un

mentionable.

Another was about as good, but

more reckless—11 harum scarum individual

whom everybody liked. He kept his car

in a condition requiring constant overhaul

ing. and drove when so full of whisky that

he ltad to be held in his seat. He has

turned his ear to avoid a collision when

traveling so fast that the skidding tore off

both rear tires, and this on a popular thor

oughfare of a busy city, at the noon hour.

He was ready for tight or frolic, had a

keen nose for commissions on lamps,

tires or spark plugs. and possessed political

backing.

Another was a splendid fellow who had

been forced from boyhood to earn his liv

ing; he was a machinist, a mechanic, :1 good

careful driver, reliable and honest.

The "boss" of the automobile shop,

though a chauffeur like the rest of us, had

successfully blufi'ed the powers into think

ing him so expert a shop hand that his ser

vices were required in that capacity. In

point of fact, he could not cut threads on

a bar or bolt and get them to size. livent

ually they fired hint, and in his place came

a good machinist who quickly left to accept

a better paying position, being succeeded

by another. a delightful, quiet, competent

mechanic. who brought order out of chaos

and reduced expenses by making parts, ins

stead of buying them, for the foreign cars.

.\nd last, there was Gus, the Beau BFtII11~

mel of the outtit—“lleiny." we affection

ately called him. He was first a helper and

later was made a chauffeur. He was the one

who wore “clothes.” who attended soirees.

who called our attention to his figure, to

the symmetry of his legs, the shape of his

foot. to his muscle, in fact. to everything

about him. until his conceit, which passed

all tuulerstanding, actually endeared him to

us for the amusement he created. one whom

we otherwise would have found common

place.

Such were my associates. Others had

come and gone without leaving any impress

of their imlividuality. Some were good;

some knew nothing: one, who headed the

civil service list before the position was

€V€fl
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put in the non-competitive class—was cer»

tified to us for trial. He had trouble in

starting a car on which two sections of the

coil were broken down and accepted the

suggestion of one of the men that the

spark coil needed "charging," and took it

to the master mechanic with a statement

to that effect. Then he left.

A city election at this time gave us a

new administration. \Ve came under a new

commissioner, and among his appointments

was—call him an inspector, a young colegian

who, fresh from his university, had made no

attempt to earn his livelihood, though anx

iously casting about for the field in which

to begin. To him was assigned a low pow

ered rear entrance tonneau car of old vin~

tage. with a record of many miles to its

credit, or rather history, and I was as

signed with the car. ‘

That my position may be better under

stood, I will explain that my evenings had

always been spent at home, of which I was

passionately fond. Literature and study

were my pursuits, and I had never been

required for work beyond four or five

o'clock. Imagine then, if you can, the won

derment of my first day's work when at

seven I was offered money with which to

pay for my supper, while the superintend

ent and a friend went to a restaurant for

theirs. The “tip” declined and I

'waited with growing indignation for the

next development. It came in about an

hour. when with some of his friends, I

took him on a round of clubs where presum

ably congratulations were the order. About

midnight I stabled, and so ended my first

day under the new regime.

The next morning we started again and

scoured the city like a fine tooth comb. up

one street and down another,'int0 hospitals,

police stations, comfort stations, halls,

lodging houses and what not, until I won~

dered if the little 10 horsepower didn't

want a rest. \Ve kept this up until about

four, when I drew up before a private dwell

ing, surmising what sort of affliction could

have visited that home. Two hours later I

knew, for the superintendent came out fol

lowed by a dainty woman whom he tenderly

helped into the tonneau. I removed, at his

request, the “D. P. L."—which may as well

be considered as standing for Department

of Public Leaks as for anything else—sign

on my radiator and turned my course to

ward one of the largest of the downtown

restaurants.

The young “inspector” was beginning to

play the graft game early in his career. But

this was merely the beginning. He “im

proved" amazingly as he went along. Of

these "improvements" and other things I

purpose telling next week. \Vith the prep»

aration of this article in mind and at the

suggestion of the Motor W'orld, I kept a

diary for many months. It was kept faith—

fully enough to preserve the names of

most of the deputy’s friends. both male and

female. It would be improper to term all

of the latter ladies.

“'ilS

I

SMARTNESS IN A NEW VICTOIIIA

Latest Offering in the Stoddard-Dayton List

an Attractive One—Mechanical Char

acteristics of the Vehicle.

An extremely neat and attractive vic~

of the

cabriolet in general outline, yet thoroughly

toria body, somewhat suggestive

a victoria in the luxurious appointment of

its rear seat, is the newest ofi'ering on the

rapidly growing list of Stoddard-Dayton

cars. It has just been announced by the

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, 0. It is

known as the Model S-N ‘Victoria. which

indicates that it is an adaptation of the

The mechanical characteristics of the ma

chine are: quadruple motor, with cylinders

3%; by 3% inches bore and stroke, rated

output 18 horsepower. Transmission by sc~

lective sliding gearset and cardan shaft,

rear axle of the full floating type. Three

forward speed changes are provided. and

both gearset and rear axle parts are mount

ed on Timken adjustable roller bearings.

The wheel base is 101 inches, the road clear

ance 9 inches, and the wheel and tire sizes

are 30 by 4, front and rear. Semi-elliptical

springs are employed, both front and rear,

the former being 36 and the latter 46 inches

in length, both sets being 2 inches in width.

There are the usual foot brakes on the

transmission shaft and double emergency

brakes on the rear wheels. The regular
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chassis employed in the landaulet of the

same characteristic. but owing to the com

plete alteration of its appearance under the

new conditions it must stand as practically

a new vehicle in every sense of the word.

In its newness it also is thoroughly up to

the mark in style. And style is fast com—

ing to be an important factor in automobile

body design, particularly as applied to ve

hicles destined for city use almost exclus

ively.

As the picture clearly proves, it is a ve

hicle of comfort first of all, in which the

rear section is considered of prime impor

tance. The use of the open-backed driver's

seat in front gives a tinge of dignity to the

vehicle suggestive of liveried servants and

stately progress. The general outline car

ries nothing which can offend the eye and

the efi‘ect while enough out of the ordinary

to be noticeable, is not sufficiently striking

to be objectionable.

equipment includes a full set of lamps, to

gether with generator. horn, and full sup~

ply of tools. The weight of the complete

vehicle is only 1,400 pounds, which, consid

ering the ratio of weight to power, should

provide rapid acceleration.

To Avoid Vise Marks on Body Work.

Those who have had dit’ficulty in holding

the pieces tight in a vise without leaving

vise marks, which are ineffaceable on fin

ished work, should have two pieces of har

ness leather cut to the size of the vise and

bent over it, so as to rest against the vise

jaws and to hold in position. The leather

will prevent the jaws from cutting into the

wood or iron, and will hold the pieces suf

ficiently tight to finish them. For heavier

work, where it is required to apply more

pressure in order to obtain a better grip,

the common soft brass or lead jaws are

more suitable.
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Shrinkage of Wood When Dried.

Interesting experiments on the shrinkage

of wood due to the loss of moisture have

recently been completed by the United

States Forest Service at its timber testing

station at Yale University. These experi

ments show that green wood does not

shrink at all in drying until the amount of

moisture in its has been reduced to about

one-third of the dry weight of the wood.

From this point on to the absolutely dry

condition, the shrinkage in the area of

cross-section of the wood is directly pro

portional to the amount of moisture re

moved.

The shrinkage of wood in a direction par

allel to the grain is very small; so small in

comparison with the shrinkage at right an

gles to the grain, that in computing the to

tal shrinkage in volume, the longitudinal

shrinkage may be neglected entirely.

The volumetric shrinkage varies with dif

ferent woods, being about 26 per cent. of

the dry volume for the species of eucalyptus

known as blue gum, and only about 7 per

cent. for red cedar. For hickory, the shrink

age is about 20 per cent. of the dry volume.

and for long leaf pine about 15 per cent.

In the usual air dry condition, from 12

to 15 per cent. of moisture still remain in

the wood, so that the shrinkage from the

green condition to the air dry condition is

only a trifle over half of that from the green

to the absolutely dry state.

Lessening Wear on Braking Surfaces.

Though most drivers complain loudly

of the rapid wear of braking surfaces, com

paratively few of them make it a practice

to clean off the drums after coming in from

a run over muddy roads and after the ma

chine has been taken from the wash rack.

The drums, no matter how well protected

by cover plates are bound to accumulate a

greater or less amount of plain unalloyed

mud under such circumstances, and the re

sult goes a great deal further in accounting

for rapid deterioration of the metal than

any legitimate wear can do. It is a simple

matter to flush out the brakes when mud

and water have been abundant and to pour

in a few drops, of oil which will prevent,

rust and counteract any tendency to grind

ing when the car is first started.

Wico “Ring and Roller" Timer.

In the design of commutators it is the

constant aim of the maker to do away with

the effects of wear as far as possible. The

plain roller contact was thought to he a

great step in the right direction, if not the

final thing. but in adding to the roller a

loose ring through which the contact is

-madc, the development of the new Wico

“ring and roller" timer has been carried a

step further in the same direction. The ring

and roller timer is the latest development

of the “'ithcrbce Ignitor Co., 541 \Vest

Forty-second street, New York City. In a

general way it follows the principle of the

ordinary roller timer, but its action is con‘

siderably modified. and the purpose of the

roller entirely changed by the adoption of

the ring, which rolls around the inside of

the timer casing under the influence of the

roller and constantly presents a changing

point of action to the current at the contact

points. The effect of mechanical and elec

  

trical wear are thus materially reduced and

the life of the device is prolonged.

The diameter of the ring, B, as illustrated

in the accompanying picture, is greater than

that of the orbit of the roller, A, so that a

slight planetary action is set up, and in

consequence, the points of contact on the

ring are constantly changing. The insulated

pole comprises a tool steel plug. held to~

ward the inside of the casing by a brass

spring and retained by a shoulder in such

a position that its point just projects be

yond the surface of the casing and in the

path of the traveling ring. As the ring ap

proaches, the contact plug is depressed and

contact is made between it and the casing

on both sides, a large area of contact and

A

B

  

a firm union of the parts thus being as

sured. The rolling action, distributes the

arcing tendency at the instant of break,

and prevents burning either of ring or point.

The ring, which is the only part suscepti

ble to wear in any degree, may be replaced

readily and at small cost.

Causes of “Bubbles” in Varnish.

Bubbles which occasionally appear after

the varnish has been applied_to bodies live

or six hours are in reality not bubbles at

all, but represent a seedy or specky or

sandy condition of the varnish, due to a

number of causes enumerated as follows:

lmperfectly cleaned surfaces, or surfaces

varnished over when located in a damp or

cold room, or when colder than the var

nish itself. Using a varnish that through

exposure to the air for any unreasonable

period of time has skinned over, particles

of the skin having become mixed with the

varnish; also using an unripe varnish, that

is, a varnish that has been unloaded on the

consumer before it has sufficiently “aged”

in the maturing vats of the manufacturer.

Again, using a varnish that had been chilled

during shipment, thus causing the driers to

separate from the other ingredients. A

lousy or dirty varnish brush will develop

the “bubbly” 0r specky surface.

Defective systems of manufacture, by

virtue of which particles of the gum sep

arate on cooling, and for a long time re

main suspended in the varnish, are even in

these advanced days the head and front of

the specky varnish.

Exposure of the varnish to the air will

occasionally cause the sanded appearance

often mistaken for minute bubbles, and it

develops through the operation of a chem—

ical law. High-grade varnishes, as experi

ments have shown, absorb moisture easily

through exposure to a damp or moist air,

during application to the surface, or pre~

ceding'application, and this moisture chem

ists have long since explained forms with

the turpentine a crystalline hydrate, which

separates in small grains, having upon su

perficial examination the precise appear

ance of bubbles, but which upon thorough

inspection. under a glass if necessary, will

be found to be crystals of matter. Some

one of the above causes is at the root of

the trouble described by many owners of

new cars, though the particular cause can

not always be easily cited off hand.

Rambler Record of Full Time Work.

There is one factory in the industry that

has not felt the depression of this or any

other year—the Rambler factory in Ke

nosha, Wis. Thomas B. Jeffery & Co. re

port that it has never missed a full working

day in its eight years’ existence. which in

these times is a boast to be proud of.

Thomas Books Taxicab Orders.

The 15. R. Thomas Motor Co. report having

booked an order for SO taxicabs each from

New York and Chicago parties. An order

for 100 cabs from a New 'York company in

process of formation is in prospect.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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DEVEIDPING 'I'IIE CARBURETTER

New Foreign Types Embodying Some Orig

inal Features—Compensating Devices

Show Most Originality of Idea.

After all the peculiarities of the internal

combustion engine have been considered

severally and in detail, the fact remains be

yond question that none of them furnish

more food for thought or perplex the de

_signer more deeply than does the problem

of carburetter those who prefer orig

_signers are fairly quiescent in this respect,

many builders relying on commercial types

of carburetter and those who prefer orig—

inal designs sticking pretty closely to types

already well known. This is not the case

with foreign constructors, however, the last

  

  

few months having developed an astonish

ing amount of new thought in this field, and

an equal amount of new material in the way -

of types, described in the local prints.

Some idea of the wide range of development

possible with the jet type alone, wherein

the sole claim for originality must lie with

the compensating device, may be obtained

from a cursory glance at a number of these

carburetter novelties of the more authentic

and plausible sort.

One such. in which a commendable idea

is found in the arrangement of the time

honored float system, is the new Gillett

Lehmann, an English device, shown in Figs.

1 and 2, wherein it will be observed that in

place of the usual cylindrical float a conoi~

dal section has been chosen, the upper por

tion, D, serving for purposes of floatation,

while the lower section, E, actuates the

weights of the needle-valve system control»

ing the valve. C. The float chamber is made

of unusually large capacity for the pur

pose of supplying enough fuel for some

little running in the event of the main sup

ply being cut off. In this way where grav

ity feed is employed, steep hills of consid

erable length may be climbed without dan

ger of starving the carburetter.

The object in adopting the conoidal sec~

tion for the float is to increase its sensitive

ness beyond what is possible with the cylin'

  

drical form. It will be evident that as

soon as the fuel level in the chamber be

gins to fall, a relatively large portion of

the float will be uncovered, the decrease in

bouyancy accelerating rapidly as the level

falls so that the opening of the valve must

be almost instantaneous upon the slightest

diminution in the quantity of fuel in the

chamber. Per contra, the valve must be

closed with equal suddenness when the fuel

level reaches its normal at the top of the

float. The inverted conoidal shape of the

  

base portion of the float gives it a (lashpot

effect.

The second illustration shows the mixing

chamber and throttle. the latter. which is

snail shaped, having been used on a pre

vious type by the same makers. Among

its particular virtues may be mentioned the

fact that the wall, C, containing the air

port through which the atmospheric com

ponent of the gas is admitted around the

jet, M, is so contrived that when the throt

tle is fully opened the air supply may be

practically cut 05. This position, of course,

is used only for starting. Furthermore,

when the throttle is quite closed, a port, P,

comes into registry with a second port P1,

in the casing, thus admitting pure air to

the cylinders when the car is coasting or the

engine is being used as a brake.

Another British device, which though not

strictly new, yet possesses rather novel feat

ures both in its throttle and regulator

valves, is the Chenard-VValcker. Here the

float chamber and its contents. as well as

the jet with its cone-shaped and ridged baf

fle plate, E and F, Fig. 3, are of familiar

form. The air supply is drawn upward

  

through the annular opening, G, around the

jet, the complete mixture rising thence into

the hollow, corrugated, piston, H, which

carries the slender needle valve, I, thereby

regulating the gasolene constituent of the

gas. An in-turned annular flange at the

base of the piston forms a throttle upon

the air and also causes the part to be ele

vated as the draught through it increases

Thus the movement of the piston effects

the complete regulation of the gas as to

quality. Quantity regulation rests entirely

in the poppet throttle valve, K, which is

normally held to its seat by means of the

stout helical spring, KI, and may be lifted

by means of the lever, L-Ll, when desired.

As the valve opens, the draught in the tube

below is increased, and the piston raised

proportionately, thus compensating for the

higher running speed condition. The lever

L is under foot control and is constantly

used in running the engine. Two small

holes in the face of the valve, however, per

mit starting and slow light load running

without unseating the throttle.

Another ingenius method of double com

pensation is found in the new Westing
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house carburetter, shown in Fig. 4. In this,

the more ordinary method is adhered to, of

admitting the main air supply from below

and the diluent, used for compensating the

gas at high speeds, from above. The jet.

ll, has horizontal orifices, 82. opening di

rectly into the mixing chamber. into which

the principal air supply is directly admitted

from beneath by the holes, C. The aux

iliary air valve, IE, is located at the top in

the annular chamber, A. and is of stepped

construction, terminating below in a conical

portion which extends downward for some

 

 

 

 

little distance. The cylindrical head is

1
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lifted by the pressure of the outer air as

the speed of the motor increases and the

interior of the carburetter experiences a

partial vacuum, thereby permittingr air to

enter through a series of ports surrounding

the chamber. S, whence it passes downward

by the conical portion of the air valve to

ward the jet. The opening of the valve en

larges the annular opening its

lower portion and the walls of the regular

ing chamber also lifting the needle valve.

Bl, and admitting more fuel to the jet.

The extra air passing downward, meets the

upward flow from the main orifices in the

base creating a sharp swirling action about

the jet openings, and is finally delivered to

the manifold pipes. l-l, through an annular

passage surrounding the regulating cham

ber, wherein is located the throttle sleeve.

The movement of the main valve is re

sisted by the main spring. \\', while a sec

ond and lighter spring. D, mounted in a

compartment at the top of the carburetter.

opposes it somewhat and steadies the move

ment of the valve. '

The most unique of these examples, how

ever. is that developed by a French inven

tor. .\l. liaverey, in the zenith. As in all

other instances, the object been to

"furnish a uniform mixture regardless of

speed and load conditions in the motor."

If the quality of the gas be represented by

a diagram in which motor speeds are meas

ured on the base and the relative quality

of the gas. vertically, evidently the perfect

carburetter would be characterized

straight horizontal line. The characteris

tic of the plain jct type. is shown roughly

in Fig. 5. in the upper portion of which

bet ween

has

by a

the natural tendency to enrich the mixture

as the speed increases, is clearly brought

out. In theory, the compensation required

to produce the desired straight line, must

take the form of the lower of the two

curves, which is so drawn that if super

posed upon the other the compound of the

two curves would be a horizontal line.

In the Zénith carburetter, an efiort has

been made to compensate the mixture by

annexing to the plain jet carburetter a

second and supplementary one the charac

teristic of which shall follow the line of the

lower curve in Fig. 5. The method of con

struction is shown diagramatically in lfig.

6, in which the regular float system, f, the

main jet, g, the air intake, b, and the throt

tle in the upper part of the mixing cham

ber, a. are perfectly regular. A supplemen

tary chamber, j, into which fuel is ad

mitted freely through the regulated open~

ing. i, is open above to the atmosphere, and

below through, k, to the second jet, h. Un

der ordinary circumstances, it is evident

that the fuel flowing from the float cham

her will find its level in the chamber, j.

but that owing to the free access to its

surface of the air, as well as to the reduced

length of the tube leading to its jet, its de

livery must be considerably greater than

that of the main orifice, when the motor is

first started, or is running very slowly.

As the motor speed increases, the delivery

from the second jet soon becomes so rapid

as to exhaust the supply in the secondary

chamber, j, so that only as much fuel can

flow from the jet, h, as may pass the small

regulated opening. i, in the wall of the float

chamber. The delivery from the-main jet,

on the other hand, is accelerated with the

increasing suction at high speeds. so that

the tendency is to equalize the quality 01

  

the entirethe mixture

of speed.

In Fig. 7, the device is shown in working

detail. The main and supplementary jets are

made concentric. the secondary element be

ing the outer. Eliminating this, the car

buretter will be found to be of elementary

type. but minus any extra air valve com

the mixing chamber. The

port. i. admits a small and predeter

mined amount of fuel to the vertical cham<

ber. j. which is open to the atmosphere from

above, but protected from dust by a screen

throughout range

necting with

small

k. The fine bore, f. leads the supplementary

fuel to the outer tube. s, surrounding the

main jet, h, and the general action is or

dinarily as indicated in the scheme just

outlined. A small tube, 0, however, leads

from a point part way up the secondary

chamber. j. to a point in the intake pipe, u.

where it communicates with the interior

of the latter when the throttle is open, but

is cut off when the throttle is closet].

This device serves a two~fold purpose.

\‘\"hen the motor is at rest, the chamber, j.

  

fills with fuel to the same level as the float

chamber, so that the bottom of the tube, 0.

is submerged. \'\i'hen the motor is started,

the suction in the small tube, 0, becomes

very strong; so strong, in fact, that a small

quantity of fuel is injected directly into the

mixing chamber at the throttle, instead of

being carried around through the jets, the

effect being that starting is made possible

without flooding in the usual way. Similar~

ly, when the motor is turning so slowly that

an insufficient quantity of fuel is lifted from

the jets to form a suitable mixture, the level

in the supplementary chamber becomes

high enough to allow a small quantity oi

fuel to be drawn through the tube. 0, thus

priming the intake. The flat spring. r.

serves the double purpose of clamping in

place the cover, t. of the float chamber and

locking the Venturi cone. x. in position in

the mixing chamber, a.

Leaks in Flanged Connections.

One of the most fruitful causes of leak

age in flanged pipe connection arises from

the careless habit of many mechanics of

drawing up the bolts unequally when as

sembling the motor. It is a simple matter

to gauge the tension of the nuts closely

enough for all practical purposes by ob

serving the movement of the wrench and

giving the same number of turns to all the

nuts. At the same time, careless manipula

tors if unwatched, will frequently set down

one nut as far as it will go, drawing up

the others in the same way afterward, thus

skewing the coupling and straining the

flanges far beyond their natural capacity

without a tight joint.
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FRAMING NEW LAW FOR NEW YORK

Proposed Provisions for New Enactment in

the Line of Uniform Legislation—Grad

uated License Fees a Feature.

Although it appears to have escaped pub

lic notice at the time, action was taken last

week by the Board of Aldermen of New

York City on a portion of the Mayor's rec

ommendations in regard to the use and

abuse of automobiles in the city. The most

radical and alarming provision called forth

in this connection is that requiring all mo

tor vehicles to come to a full stop before

crossing an intersecting street or avenue

on which a surface railroad is operated. In

the matter of automobiles used for purposes

of hire, whether the so-callcd sight~seeing

vehicles, or cars of smaller capacity, a schcd.

ulc of licenses is established, covering both

the vehicle and its driver, while the provi

sions affecting cabs and carriages used for

hire in the city are made to apply to motor

vehicles 50 used. This action was taken at

a meeting of the board 011 Tuesday, 14th

inst., when the regular animal revision of

the city ordinances was brought to a con

clusion, and the necessary action was taken

to make the work cf’fcctivc.

No record appears of any action upon the

Mayor‘s recommendation in regard to the

use of siren horns in the city, or to the use

of mufiler cutouts, the emission of smoke

from exhausts, or the curtailing of the use

of acetylene headlights within city limits.

The licensing provisions, however, are com

plete and specific.

The clause affecting the control of cars

at the intersection of streets on which

street railway lines are laid, comprises

merely a single sentence tacked onto sec

tion 555, Article 7, Chapter 13, of the “Rules

of the Road.” The body of the section re

lates to the requirements of stopping on

signal from the drivers of restive horses

or other domestic animals. The addition

says that “Every automobile or motor ve

hicle shall come to a full stop before cross

ing an intersecting street or avenue on

which a street surface railroad is operated.“

it will be observed that the requirement

contains no stipulation as to the presence

of cars 011 the tracks at the time.

The ordinance affecting the use of mo

for vehicles as public conveyances appears

as a separate section of Chapter 8, under

Article 3, relating to special regulations

and rates. The text of Section 373 entire.

is as follows:

“The Mayor of the City of New York

shall, from time to time, issue licenses. un

der his hand and seal, to so many and such

persons as he shall think proper. to kccp for

hire in the said City, automobile coaches,

carriages and cabs, not seating more than

four passengers, excluding the driver 01

chauffeur, in all. designed for propulsion

by electricity, gasolene, or similar motive

power, and may revoke any and all of said

licenses for cause.

"The provisions and penalties of the or

dinances of said City of New York relating

to the licensing of hackney coaches or

cabs, and of drivers thereof, and to rates

and prices of fares, so far as the same

may be consistent, shall apply to coaches,

carriages and cabs to be licensed hereun

der, and to the owners and drivers thereof.

“Every such automobile coach, carriage

or cab shall be equipped with a bell or horn.

to be used to signal its approach to pedes

trians and to other vehicles.

Section 374, controlling the operation of

motor vehicles of greater seating capacity

than the above, reads as follows:

"No automobile carrying more than four

passengers for hire, including sight-seeing

automobiles and power vehicles of every

description, shall take up or carry any per

son for hire, unless duly licensed so to do.

The fee for such license shall be estimated

on the basis of the seating capacity of such

automobile, as provided in Section 351 of

these ordinances. The Mayor shall also is

sue an annual license to the driver or chauf

four of any such automobile, the amount of

which shall be one-quarter of the license

fee for such automobile; but in no event

shall'the amount paid for such chauffeur's

license be less than $l0 annually."

Under the section governing the grant

ing and regulation of licenses the word

"chauffeurs" has been

subsequent clause fixing the amounts of

licenses for vehicles plying for hire, it is

provided that “For each public automobile

having more than four seats for passengers,

for each seat thereon," the annual annual

license fee shall be $1. For each public

hack or automobile hack having not more

than four seats for passengers, the license

fee is $3 per year.

Buffalo Plans Exorbitant License Fees.

Having been defeated in its efforts to tax

all motor vehicles Buffalo. which evidently

needs the money pretty badly, has deter

mined to mulct those who operate and main

tain motor vehicles for public hire. By the

ordinance drafted by the city attorney for

approval by the Board of Aldermen a slid

ing scale of taxation is outlined that will

doubtless not be received with any manifest

ations of great joy. If passed by the city

fathers a sight-seeing car carrying 30 pas

sengers will be “squeezed” for the small

sum of $450 yearly, while a touring car

carrying eight passengers or less will be

required to pay $35 for a license; touring

cars carrying more than eight passengers

will have to pay $15 a head. "Barkers" or

touring car solicitors will be compelled to

give up $25 each yearly. The tax on pub

lic freight transporting motor vehicles is

fixed at $25 each. Tt readily can be seen

that the Shakedown, if approved by the Al—

dcrmanic Board, will yield a very large

revenue.

inserted. while the

MUST STOP AT TITAle CROSSING

Remarkable Requirement Quietly Enacted

by the New York Aldermen—Other

New Provisions in the Ordinance.

In the general effort being made for uni

form automobile laws, New York automo

bilists will not be last in attempting to se

cure that legislation which they deem best

Charles Thaddeus

Terry told :1 Motor \Vorld man this week

that he expected to have his uniform auto

mobile bill drafted within a few days and

that it will be introduced in the New York

State legislature as soon as possible, prob

suited to their needs.

ably next week. It first will be referred to

the special committee on legislation of the

New York State Automobile Association,

of which Mr. Terry is chairman, after which

it will be sent to the legislature.

While its provisions have not been made

public as yet one of the features will be a

sliding scale of taxation based upon the

weight and character of the vehicle,

and it is thought that an effort will be made

to have all the money thus derived apply

directly to the building and maintenance

of State roads. According to report it is

proposed to divide cars into four classcsa

light runabouts, light touring cars, medium

touring cars and heavy vehicles. The fees

will be $2, $3, $4 and $5, respectively.

While this bill is being put into shape

for introduction the law makers, pursuing

their annual custom. are busy. Already three

bills have been introduced. The first of

these was presented by Assemblyman'Fred

erick Northrup of Poughkeepsie. Mr.

Northrup introduces the same bill with an

nual regularity and it as persistently

“dies” in committee. The representative

from Dutchess county would tax all auto

mobiles $5 a year to be devoted to the re

pair of the highways. .

Patrick J. McGrath of New York, being

a new assemblyman, sought to make a fash~

ionablc debut, by introducing a bill to com~

pel automobilists to stop and give their

names and addresses and the name and ad

dress of the owner of the car when a per

son or property is injured.

The latest effort in this direction was

made on Tuesday by Senator John N.

Cordts. of Kingston. The upstate legis

lator wants “automobiles fitted with auto

matic lamps that will throw the light

straight ahead and thus do away with the

full light that goes in all directions and

blinds people as the cars approach."

Despite the “well~mcant" efforts of these

legislators it is likely their bills will die

the usual (loath when the uniform bill. be

ing drafted by Mr. Terry. is introduced.

That, too, may meet the same fate, but it

is not thought likely as there will be no

radical departures to cause objection, it is

stated. '
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FEELING 0|" PAINT IN WINTER

Causes of a Frequent Evil that Mars the

Appearance of a Car—Some Ways

of Obviating It.

The peeling of paint from springs, axle

beds and other metal parts of carriage gears

has furnished the painter at one time or an

other with days running over with trouble,

but the larger share of this trouble, if sea

sons could be specified in detail, has come.

we take it, during the cold months of the

year, and, to be more definite, during the

coldest days of these cold months, says

Carriage Monthly.

It is known, naturally, that the peeling of

paint occurs in the summer months. and

during those yearly periods when we have

every reason to expect paint to stay ex

actly in place, but such peeling, in the main!

is due to errors or neglect for which, ap

parently, it is hard to find a logical excuse.

The peeling of paint in the winter, how

ever. is, in the majority of cases, we feel

justified in saying, due to elements of the

weather over which the painter has little,

if any, control. The carriage comes into

the shop (speaking now of work that has

to be coated from the bare metal up), and

is subject for some days to the control of

the painter. In the warmth of the room

the metal parts expand, possibly ever so

little, and during this expansion the paint

ing and finishing are carried forward. and

in due time the vehicle goes out into the

bleak, cold world to eke out its days of

service. But, alas! in the moment of seer:

ing security the entire film of paint and var»

nish rolls away from the surface in a great.

plastic sheet, which lays bare the shining

metal foundation between which and the

pigment no affinity exists. The system of

painting may have been of the very best

and without flaw—the result, under the pre

vailing weather and service conditions,

would be the same. It is simply a repeti

tion of the calamity which followed the loss

of the horseshoe nail. The expansion of

the metal in the warmth of the shop had

in the biting frost outside produced an op

posite effect. namely, contraction; and to

such an extent had this contraction devel

oped that the paint structure is just natur

ally unseated—slid off its base, as it were.

In a certain shop where this peeling diffi

culty has been encountered repeatedly, de

spite the best laid plans of careful paint

ers, the practice was some time ago adopted

of using, during the winter month, a red

lead and raw linseed oil primer upon all

metal parts of vehicles to be put imme

diately into service, since which time no

case of paint peeling from the above cause

has been noted. Car painters' have this dif

ficulty to contend with to a large extent

during the winter. and they_resort to va

rious expedients to overcome the trouble.

The surface in some instances is primed

with elastic finishing varnish, and in others

with a patent transparent primer composed

of resinous gums in connection with oils and

other elastic materials, making an extra»

ordinarily tenacious primer responsive alike

to the law of expansion and contraction.

Some pigments, especially many of the

dark, fine colors used in carriage painting,

are naturally brittle, with a tendency to

separate from the surface over which they

are applied, and this disp0sition the intelli

gent carriage painter is ever industriously

studying to counteract—t0 eliminate total

ly, in fact.

NeW' Home of the Rainier.

   

  

 

the corner ofThe new building on

Broadway and Fifty-sixth street, of which

the Rainier Motor Car Co. became pos

sessed 0n the first of the year, is a fitting

addition to the elaborate structures that

have been and are being erected on New

York's “automobile row.” With a frontage

of 50 feet on Broadway and 136 on Fifty

sixth street. it is five stories high and with

the basenient, it is to be used exclusively

for the Rainier cars, of which there are ac7

commodations for at least one hundred and

eighty.

As the illustration shows, the outward ap

pearance is imposing, and inside one finds

a thoroughness of detail in the appoint

ments and equipment that proclaims the

building adequate for the demands that are

to be made upon its facilities. _In addition

to the executive offices and show rooms,

the building houses the garage and repair

and paint shops.

MAINTENANCE (IF BODY SURFACE

Lack of Care a Chief Reason for Its Rapid

Deterioration—Proper Method for

Cleaning a Car.

The average American bent upon mat

ters of research should encounter small

difficulty in accounting for the lack of dur

ability charged up to the automobile's struc

It is not that

the painter, so far as his craft practices are

concerned, is blamable, but rather that,

next to the actual user of the machine, the

ture of paint and varnish.

party charged with the care of it during

its hours of inaction is responsible for the

color that, unlike the beast of the jungle,

changes its spots, or for the varnish that

sheds its lustre prematurely.

The finished surface thrives or perishes

according to the treatmenttendered it, and

without. referring to the general hard ser—

vice it is forced to undergo during its life

on the highway, which in not a few re—

spects is simply-disastrous, it is in order

to point out that plenty of the lack of dur

ability complained of in respect to auto

mobile surfaces should be charged directly,

and without any misgivings, t0 the care

taker or garage washer and cleaner.

A carriageman relates that not long since

he witnessed the operations of one of these

garage attendants, in his attempt to clean

a touring car just in from a run about town.

In the first place, he says. the chap ran the

vehicle. a valuable one. into the blazing

rays of the sun, and without an appreciable

twinge of conscience, turned the hose, un~

der high—water pressure, bang upon the sur_

face. If there is anything fraught with

greater injury to the varnish, and thus in

a proportionate ratio, to the color and

other coatings beneath the varnish. than

this high pressure water bath through the

deadly and convenient hose. it has not been

catalogued, adds the carriage expert.

The automobile surface, on the whole,

should he, and, we believe, really is, quite

as capable of giving a good account of it~

self as the surface of the horse-hauled ve~

hicle, but it has in most cases a greater

exposure of surface. and a more destructive

form of service forced upon it, so that in

the natural order of things it is not capable

of withstanding anything but the most con

siderate treatment in the course of wash

ing and other care taking and cleaning

operations. This much the painter owes it

to himself to explain to the automobile

owner or party in charge. The automobile

should be washed. as a matter of fact, juzu

as the horseulrawn vehicle is washed—with

sponge and water gently applied—and light

ly dried off with a lint free chamois skin:

and it should be kept clean, and given other

proper care, otherwise durability will be

like the letter that was long looked for, but

never came.
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0WNERS FAVOR A NEW HIGHWAY

Massachusetts Automobilists Declare for

the Pittsfield-Springfield State Road—

Work of Owners’ Association.

Voting in favor of the plan for building

a State highway connecting Pittsfield and

Springfield was one of the most important

actions of the Automobile Owners’ Asso

ciation, at its annual meeting, held in Bos

ton, on Wednesday, 15th inst.

ciation, according to the annual report of

1,000

The asso

President Tudor, now has nearly

members.

Among the things it has done during the

year was the purchase of a number of signs

to mark dangerous crossings or curves in

the highways, all of which have been dis

tributed free to cities and towns requesting

them. Considerable aid has been given

the authorities in checking reckless driving.

Among other things, President Tudor said:

“The association has protested a number

of restricted speed and exclusion regula

tions which were adopted by cities and

towns, in order to keep intact a uniform au~

tomobile law throughout the

wealth, and has successfully maintained its

protests in many instances. v

“During the past year l,026 convictions

have been reported to the highway com

missioners. The number of arrests is the

greatest in the history of the State. Out of

several hundred arrests of members during

the past year with which counsel for the as

sociation has had to deal, more than two

thirds of the persons concerned in these

complaints have been acquitted of the of

fenses charged, or their cases have been

nol pressed or filed in the inferior or sn

perior courts."

The following officers were elected:

President, Frederic Tudor; treasurer, John

M. Graham; secretary and counsel, Fran

cis Hurtubis, Jr. In addition to the old

board of directors the following were

elected: George D. Clapp, Boston; A. B

Cobb, Newton; Henry N. Richards, Bos

ton; W. A. Underwood, CohassetpC. M.

Bryant, Quincy; H. B. Stowell, Brookline;

Lewis R. Speare, Newton Centre; George

Tyson, Boston.

Course for the Briarcliff Trophy Race.

C. F.' Redden, manager of the Stude

baker’s automobile branch in New York,

who last week drove over the route of the

Briarcliff trophy race in Westchester

county, New York, is of opinion that the

course is a “sportier” one than the Van

derbilt circuit on Long Island.

“From East View," said Mr. Redden yes

terday. I drove through Briarclifi to Kit

chawan and Pines Bridge and found the

roads in excellent condition for this time

of year. From Pine Bridge to Mt. Kisco

the roads were poor, but this seemed to

common-_

During the

settled

be due largely to the season.

Spring, and after the roads are

these are good county roads.

“The roads are exceptionally fine from

Mt. Kisco through Ar-munk and past the

long Kensico Lake to Valhalla. The only

drawback being a few bad turns. From

Valhalla back to East View the course

leads over a road, which although good as

American country roads go, is actually hilly

and will test not only- the endurance of the

cars but the ability of their drivers.

“It is a route that is well calculated to

test the skill of the drivers no less than the

running qualities and speed of the cars, but

if the race is to be a positive success, it is
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absolutely essential that the course be prop

erly policed. There are a number of cross

and intersecting roads which without an

efficient policing system, will make fast

driving almost impossible. After going

over the course carefully, I believe that a

car like the 40 horsepower Studebaker,

which we will enter, will have an equal

chance with some of the largest racing cars.

For I believe that in a 300 mile race of this

kind, absolute reliability rather than exces

sive speed will win the race. Of course the

ability to get under headway quickly, after

rounding a corner, is going to be an impor

tant factor, and the long wheel base car is

laboring under great disadvantages."

\Nhile Mr. Redden terms the course

“sporty.” others who have been over it

style it dangerous. It is treacherously nar

row in places, and aside from many right

angled turns, there are stretches of road

which resemble the wrigglings of a serpent.

At one point there are three “.wriggles” in

less than half a mile, with the choice of an

embankment on one side, a lake on the

other. The possibilities for “happenings”

are immense.

"SQUEEZE ’EM AGAIN” SAYS FOR'l‘

New Jersey's New Governor Aecommends

Higher License Fees—He also Urges a

Motor Vehicle Department.

Automobiles and public roads received

some attention from Governor F. Franklin

Fort, of New Jersey, in his inaugural ad

dress at Trenton on Tuesday, let inst., as

was expected they would. The establish

ment of a separate department for the li

censing and regulation of automobiles,

higher license fees, based according to

horsepower; an increased number of offi

cials to see that the laws are enforced,

more rigid penalties for violations thereof,

are some of the recommendations of the

new governor. At present his State exacts

$7 per year for large cars and $4 for small

ones.

In speaking of the demand of the public

for the enforcement of the automobile laws,

Governor Fort said:

“A very large percentage of the automo

bile drivers are careful, but there are some

who are not. If the present automobile law

is too stringent it should be amended. A

speed of twenty miles an hour in many

places is not excessive; in fact, it may be

said 't0~be quite moderate, without mis

stating the truth; while in other places, a

speed of twelve nziles an hour is more

rapid than these niachines should be per

iitted to go. There should be

sufficient officials in the department

. . to see that it (the law) is en

forced, and the penalty for the violation

of the law should be more severe."

Governor Fort expressed himself as high

ly pleased with the policy of the present

highway department. and suggested that

more miles of “admirable highway" should

be constructed,, and “maintained after they

are built." He explained that when the

roads were built by State aid they were

constructed for light traffic, and that auto

mobiles have injured them to great extent;

for that reason he is in favor of a higher

license fee, to cover the cost of repairs.

“If the license fee method is adopted,"

said the Governor, “then it should be graded

on the basis of the horsepower of the ma

chine operated. It would seem as if we

should get from the automobile owners a

revenue of about $250,000 per year, and this

entire revenue should be devoted to the re

pair, or the aiding in the repair of the pub

lic highways of the State, the building of

which has been assisted by State aid.

“This tax need not be a heavy one upon

automobiles, and the drivers of these ma

chines are quite as anxious for the preser

vation of the public highways by the keep

ing of them in repair as the rest of the trav

eling public. and they will not object to a

reasonable license fee, fixed upon the basis

of the horsepower of the machine operated”
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Oil Sediment for Road Treatment.

At the Pope‘Toledo factory in Toledo,

they believe they have settled the dust nui

sance and pointed the way to a phase of

road improvement. The plant covers a

large area. At the rear of the factory

buildings is a circular speedway, while be

tween the buildings are driveways. These

roads are subjected to very severe use from

testing cars constantly passing over them,

going out and returning to the factory, gen

erally at great speed; heavy traffic of large

trucks, heavily loaded touring cars, etc.

Naturally these drive and speedways created

lots of dust and required constant repair.

Much experimenting has been done, and

the Pope-Toledo people say they have finah

ly hit upon a road treatment which gives

excellent results and is very economical

The Pope-Toledo factory has its own steel

treating furnaces. some oil heated. and it

it the sediment from the crude oil used

in the heaters. sprinkled with an ordinary

sprinkling can. over the surface of the

roads. that has improved the neighborhood

of the plant. Three treatments a season, it

is said, makes the roadbeds waterproof,

lays the dust, and prevents ruts, breaking

of entbankments, etc.

Direct Drive as a Saver of Power.

Generally speaking. the direct drive is

held to be of great advantage as a means

of saving power, as compared with the same

speed developed on a lay shaft drive which

is indirect. The latest performance of the

industrious Edge—Napier testing plant,

however, tends to show that the gain ef

fected in this way is not so very great after

all, although in common with all similar ad

vertising exploits, it was intended to reveal

the superiority of the system. A complete

test of a 30 horsepower, 6-cylinder car,

showed a maximum difference of only I

horsepower between the power at the road

wheels on the direct high and the indirect

second speed, with the motor running at

its most profitable rate. The difference in

efficiency of the transmission system for

the same motor speed revealed a variation

of not more than 4 per cent. The absolute

gain of the direct connection thus appears

to be largely nominal in so far as the power

question alone is concerned.

Manual Adjustments for Service Brakes.

Several of this year's foreign cars are

provided with manual adjustments for the

service brakes, the arrangement being such

that the driver can readily alter the ten

sion of the brakes in a moment or two

without using any tools or disconnecting

any of the linkage. The advantage of this

is manifestly very great. For while theo

retically the brakes should always be in

perfect holding condition. the fact is that

at times the abrasion of the working sur

faces is very great. while at others it is

necessary to have the brakes so adjusted

that they may be gently applied, and at

still others, so tensioned that they will

lock the gear at once. On this account

such an adjustment, providing handy means

of altering the set up of the brakes at any

time when they prove at all inefi‘icient, is a

most useful one.

Many Ways of Saying “Chauffeur.”

“\Vhat's the ‘chofer’ doing all this time?"

questioned Attorney Bell of a witness in

the trial of an automobile damage suit in

the Indianapolis courts last week.

“\Vell, to be frank, I don‘t remember,"

was the reply. “I was not payingr much

attention to the ‘cliafTeu'cr."'

Several other witnesses were called, in<

  

Strenuous Work for an Automobile.

That the emergency uses to which the

useful automobile may be put is constantly

increasing is not a matter of surprise. It

was a saying of that almost forgotten cele

brity, Sam Patch, that “some things can

he done as well as others,” and this applies

in large measure to the automobile in its

utilitarian character. which it exemplifies

in an extended list of practical service, from

the delivery of family groceries to the trans

portation of a grand piano. Its capabilities

for arduous service that would seem to be

near to the limit may be seen in the accom

panying illustration which aptly might be

i

RAMBLER ENGAGED IN HEAVY MOVING

eluding a policeman and a physician, and

the same question was put to each of them.

The witnesses did not all agree with the at

torney in the pronunciation of the word.

The patrolman in great pride called it

“chaff-ore," the doctor pronounced 0t

“chofure,” one young lady noticed the

“cheefer.” while still another thought it

ought to be “shovcr.” As yet the correct

pronunciation of the word “cliaancur" has

not been hit upon.

Women to be Club Members.

It generally is acceded that in the South

the genus homo are more chivalrous to—

ward the weaker sex than is apparent in

the north. Although women will not be

permitted to drive in the proposed stock

car race in \\"cstchcster county, New York,

they will he allowed to become active fllCI11~

hers of the Automobile Club of Maryland.

the club having made this decision last

wcck. Of course. the comparison is some

what remote, and it is not known what the

.\larylandcrs_ would do if a feminine mem

ber of the club should want to Compete in

a race of its promotion. But. anyway, in

Baltimore women don't go in for that sort

of thing.

called a moving picture. The vehicle is a

Rambler runabout, Model 22, owned by D.

C. \Nilgus, a manufacturer in Los Angeles,

Cal. W'hcn recently he transferred his

business to a new location he moved the

entire equipment of his machine shop with

this utility car. l’laners, laithes and general

machinery to an amount representing a

value of about $12,000 was successfully

fiansported, and Mr. “'ilgus credits to his

profit and loss account a very considerable

amount saved in the item of truckage ex—

pense.

Backing up Their Assertions.

lf Triumph grease, the red lubricant. does

not command more than usual attention, it

will not be for lack of opportunity afforded

by its makers. the Perfection Grease Co..

South Bend. lnd.. who literally “show their

faith by their works." The grease is a new

compound which is claimed always to re

tain its spongincss, which will not melt and

run away. and is therefore cleanly and eco

nomical, and which is not affected by cold

weather. The makers back their assertions

by oFfering to refund any expense to which

a user of the grease may be put if it fails

to substantiate their claims.
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ROAII REPAIRS IN NEW JERSEY

What They Cost Last Year and What Auto

mobiles Contributed—The Commis

sioner Wants More.

\Vhen the New Jersey legislature enters

upon the work of amending the automobile

laws it is expected to derive considerable

light from the annual report of State Road

Commissioner Hutchinson and a paper on

road repairs accompanying it.

In this paper the commissioner expresses

a desire to see established in every county

of the State a system similar to the one

existing in France, and which recently was

described in the Motor World. He would,

he says, “apportion the roads in such a

manner that a man with a team can take

care of his section properly by spending

his entire time on the roads for at least

nine months in the year. In road repairs

‘a stitch in time saves nine,’ and wherever

there is a depression on the road. caused

by a rut or otherwise, it should be remedied

at once. When the counties of the State

adopt this system of road repair the road

repair account will be considerably less than

it is at present.”

In his report the commissioner says: “We

have 1,235 miles on roads built under the

State aid law, toward which the State has

contributed $2,283.097, an investment of

which we are proud, and which is certainly

well worth taking care of. In addition to

this. the counties have built 800 miles with

out State aid, which they must also keep

in repair.

“Under the automobile law, passed two

years ago, we will have about $82,000 to dis—

tribute in 1908 among the different counties

as the State’s contribution toward repairs.

While this seems like a large sum, I feel

that the license fee should be increased,

bccause we will need for our more than

two thousand miles of roads over $600,000

to keep them in repair, allowing an average

expenditure of $300 for each mile of road.

This is a low estimate of our repair account.

My opinion is that the automobilists will

have no objection to paying a larger part

of the cost of repairs, provided the money

is spent judiciously and the roads are kept

in good order. My experience as an auto

mobilist is that automobiles are of little

practical use if we do not have good roads

and I am personally proud, taking them as

a whole. of New Jersey’s improved roads,

and it is my one desire that we shall keep

those we already have in good repair.”

The commissioner then goes into deails

of every county, showing for the first time

what repairs have cost the State and coun

ties for the last year. He also tells the

Governor that of new roads his department

has accepted 83,332 miles, and has under

contract 63.086 miles, that his department

has examined and approved surveys for im

proving 99.93 miles of roads, making a total

of 245,738 miles of roads, lying in all por

tions of the State.

According to the road repair section of

the report, there was spent in New Jersey

last year for road repair $648,488.60, of

which sum the State gave from its automo

bile licenses and fines $56,473.85, leaving the

counties to furnish $592.014.75 of the repair

moneys.

Pawtuxet Protests Against Speed.

Pawtuxet is one of the suburbs of Prov

idence, R. I., and it boasts of an Old Home

and Improvement Society that manifests a

disposition just now to take a whack at

the automobile by means of the “big

stick" of the State legislature. Its commit

AUTOMOBILE TREASURE ramsronr

Specially Equipped for Bank Service in St.

Louis—Its Strong Box and How

It is Guarded.

Literally “loads of money" make up the

daily cargo of a smart looking automobile

that has recently been seen stopping in

front of express offices and factories in St.

Louis, besides making frequent trips to

the sub-treasury. In appearance it resem

bles an elaborate limousine, as may be seen

by the accompanying illustration, and its

function is to carry cash and valuables to

and from the National Bnk of Commerce.

 
 

  

 

 

BUILT TO TRANSPORT TREASURE

tee on resolutions reported at the meet

ing of the society last week a set of reso~

lutions to be transmitted to the General As

sembly stating that “the Pawtuxet Old

Home and Improvement Association, in

regular meeting assembled, does hereby ex

press its disapproval of the high speeding

of automobiles aforesaid, and respectfully

requests of the General Assembly such legis

lation as will further assure to the inhab

itants, not only of this locality, but to the

citizens of the State in general, a relief

from such jeopardy.” It is stated that the

resolutions may be adopted when the mem

bers are again “in regular meeting assem

bled."

More Massachusetts Licenses Revoked.

Two licenses were revoked last week by

the Massachusetts Highway Commission,

both for reckless driving. Edward W. Ar

nold of Abington, and George C. Gokey of

Cambridge, are the drivers who must sur

render their “papers,” the latter being com

manded to return his professional chauf

feur’s badge as well.

The vehicle is an electric built especially

to the bank’s order by the Studebaker Au

tomobile Co., of South Bend, Ind. At times

the car transports over 9,000 pounds of

money during the course of a day. Fac

tories that are customers of the bank and

that wish to pay of? in currency, have the

money sent to their places of business by

means of the machine, and establishments

receiving great quantities of currency dur—

ing the course of the day and wishing to de

posit it, send for the wagon. Inside the

body is a heavy steel strong box, having

five compartments and fitted with forbid

ding locks. At the rear, and facing the

box, is a broad seat for the person in

charge and the officer or guard. The vehi

cle is built upon a regular Studebaker elec

tric chassis of 1,500 pounds capacity, and

with a 1,000 pound load in addition to the

body, has a radius of forty miles at a speed

of twelve miles an hour.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor \Vorld Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau St., New York City.
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Proposed “Pounds” for Automobiles.

Almost every city, town and village in

America has its dog pound, where stray

and homeless canines are impounded until

claimed by owners or disposed of by the

authorities, and now New York City short

ly may have its “automobile pound" to

meet the same requirements. Last year the

street cleaning authorities displayed un

wonted vigor in keeping the streets clean

and their crusade reached such high pro

portions that they could not see the dirt

_ close to the streets but automobiles tower

ing above them. They gathered a number

of cars that had been left standing in front

of office buildings or residences while the

owners of the cars were attending to busi

ness or making social calls. Naturally there

was a great deal of unfavorable comment

from the owners, but the department offik

cials'were firm, and insisted upon keeping

the streets clear of obstructions of the

sort.

General Superintendent William Robbins

of the Street Cleaning Department of New

York City is nothing if not polite, and

knows how to encase his iron hand in a

velvet glove. That he means to start an

other crusade against the practice of leav

ing unguarded automobiles in the street,

is evidenced in the following letter sent out

to the district superintendents:

“By direction of the commissioner, you

will call on the managers of the garages in

your respective districts and present his

compliments, taking advantage of the occa

sion to inform them that this department

is obliged by law to keep the streets of this

city clean of all obstructions, and that they

will greatly aid him in this duty by not per

mitting their automobiles to stand in the

street in front of their places. Their doing

so will be at their own risk, for the law com

pels their seizure by the officers of this de—

partment." I

Automobile Truck for Hauling Fruit.

That the automobile will prove a blessing

to growers and packers and will be the

means of great saving in cost of transpor

tation of the fruit is the belief of the Penn

Fruit Company of Riverside. Cal., which

has followed up its opinion by the purchase

of a big truck to haul oranges from the

groves to the packing houses. It is the

first truck to be used in California for this

purpose, and other growers will watch the

experiment with interest. The new “or

ange truck” has a capacity of five tons and

can haul 200 boxes of fruit, while a trailer

can be attached to hold 100 boxes more.

Hauling 300 boxes of fruit at one time will

do away with four teams, while the decrease

in maintenance and saving in time is ex'

pected to amount to considerable.

Western Cities Try Automobiles Patrols.

Indianapolis and Chicago have followed

the lead of New York in experimenting

with automobile patrol wagons. The In

dianapolis “Black Maria" went into com

mission last week, while the Windy City’s

“drunk wagon" as it is called, will be given

its initial tryout this week. There was

keen competition in providing the patrol

wagon in Indianapolis as there are two

factories right “in its midst," and each

wanted the honor of placing the machine. It

finally was awarded to the company that

bid $1,500 and it is said that it cost more

than $2,500 to build the car.

Wily Turk's Scheme Went Wrong.

Turkish methods of applied substitution

did not meet favor with Parisian police in

the case of Vahinakin Ladar, a Turkish

merchant of Paris, who was sentenced to

two days' imprisonment for exceeding the

regulation automobile speed laws. Ladar

determined to apply the Turkish method

and paid a fellow countryman to go to pri

son instead of himself, but it was not long

before the substitution was discovered. On

Monday last when he thought all danger

had passed the ingenious Turk was rear

rested and will have to serve the sentence.

His accomplice will be tried for forgery as

he falsely signed the prison register.

Governor Fort to be Club’s Guest.

Governor John Franklin Fort will

be the guest of honor at the annual ban

quet of the New Jersey Automobile and

Motor Club, to be held in Newark. Thurs

day night, February 6th. The entertain

ment committee received the Governor’s

acceptance late last week. William H.

Hotchkiss and F. H. Elliott, president and

secretary, respectively, of the American Au

tomobile Association, and Charles Thad—

deus Terry, chairman of the legislative

committee of the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers', also have

promised to eat, drink and be merry with

the Jersey motorists.

Quaker City Club’s Nominations.

Nominations for officers to be elected at

the annual meeting on February 6th, have

been made by the Quaker City Motor Club,

of Philadelphia, as follows: For President,

P. D. Folwell; first vice-president, A. T.

James; second vice-president, L. D. Ber

ger, treasurer, A. T. Stewart; secretary,

H. C. Harbash and I. C. Minford; boardAof

governors, R. D. Bartlett, C. J. Swain, F.

C. Johnson. G. Hilton Gantert, E. C.

Lewis, E. H. Fitch, F. E. Church,, Dr. J. H.

()verpeck, A. E. Maltby, E. C. Leeds, Frank

llardart, M. E. Brigham, F. C. Vanderhoof,

F.. F. Paist, L. E. French, N. Petry, Daniel

\\'ebster and George N. Graham.

Schultz Heads Staten Islanders.

Charles A. Schultz was elected president

of the Richmond County Automobile Club,

of St. George, N. Y., at the annual meet

ing last week. Other officers chosen were:

Vice-president, O. W. Sprigg; secretary,

J. J. Worrell; trustee for three years, Dr.

J. W. Musgrove.

Chauffeur’s Definition of a “Gump.”

A “gump” is a man “who has an ever

abiding weakness for posing as the owner

of his employer’s car after the shades of

night have fallen and the said employer is

enjoying more or less peaceful slumber."

This, at least, is the definition given by

President Johns at the stag party of the

recently organized Illinois Chauffeurs’ As

sociation, at Chicago last Thursday night,

16th inst. More than 100 chaufi'eurs and

several invited dealers were present and

President Johns defined the “gump,” while

taking a fling at the chauffeur who posed as

the owner of his employer's car.

The association, the president explained,

is not a labor union and will not have any

thing to do with the differences that arise

between employer and employee, except to

discipline any member found guilty of

“‘railroading,’ drunkenness, or dishonesty.”

Several local dealers who were present ad

dressed the chauffeurs and wished the or

ganization a successful and uplifting ca

reer.

Colored Porter’s Joyless Joy Ride.

A man once hired a negro to clear off a

small piece of stubble land for him, the re

muneration agreed upon being one dollar

per day. The next day, the employer,

chaneing to go past the place, saw two ne

groes in the field, one laboriously sweat

ing at the end of a grubbing pick, while

the other sat upon the fence and swore' vo

eiferously at the other.

“How’s this," said the employer, address

ing the negro upon the fence, “didn't I hire

you to do this work? \Nho is this other

fellow”?

“Well, you see, boss, it’s lak dis: I

hired him to do de work at a dollar a day."

“But that’s all I said I'd give you. How

do you make anything"?

“Well, boss, dat’s a fad. but I has the fun

0' bossin’ him."

All this anecdotal prelude has nothing

to do with the case in point, but it ex

plains the desire in “darkies” to appear

“big” before their. friends, and why the

Rainier branch at Chicago is without a dem

onstrating car. Manager A. M. Robbins

didn't know that the colored porter he re

‘cently engaged had any ability as a driver

and so had not given George carte blanche

use of the cars in the garage. It may have

been this fact that prompted George to

give his colored friends an exhibition of

his skill while Manager Robbins was

asleep. A telegraph pole inconveniently

stood in the way and it will cost $1,500 to

repair the car. George has not been seen

since the accident, so the police are look

ing for him.

Santa Barbara Club Elects Duncan.

At its annual meeting the Automobile

Club of Santa Barbara, Cal., elected Titus

Duncan president; W. L. Newton, vice

president; G. W. Bates, secretary, and John

Marshall, treasurer.
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The Week's Patents.

868,737. Spark Plug. Frank J. \Natt, Dee

troit, Mich., assignor of one-half to Roy E.

Hardy, New York, N. Y. Filed March 28,

1904. Serial No. 200,323.

1. In a spark plug, the combination of an

externally screw threaded bushing provided

with a central bore reduced in diameter

near its upper end to form a shoulder, an

insulating plug of a diameter to pass par

tially through the reduced portion of the

bore and formed with a shoulder interme

diate its ends to oppose the shoulder on

the bushing and with an axial bore of uni

form diameter throughout its length, a pack

ing ring interposed between the shoulders

on the plug and bushing, a binding bolt

forming an electrode extending axially

throughout the bore of the plug, a head

on the inner end of said bolt to engage the

inner end of the plug, a sparking point se

cured to said head and extending laterally

therefrom toward and within the inner face

of the wall of the bushing, a nut on the bolt

engaging the opposite end of the plug, an

insulating cap having an opening for the

passage of the bolt inclosing the outer end

of the plug and seated upon the end of the

bushing, a acking ring interposed between

the cap an bushing, a washer bent to form

a spring sleeved on the bolt in engagement

with the cap, and a nut and binding nut to

engage said washer and clamp the parts to

gether.

868,786. Driving Appliance for Speed

Meters. Ragnor Johnson, Worcester,

Mass. Filed Nov. 9, 1906. Serial No. 342,

751.

1. In a driving appliance for speed me

ters, the combination with the toothed

crown wheel, of an outer flange applied in

connection therewith, an encircling band, an

inner flange applied in connection with the

crown wheel and perforated, screws pass

ing through said inner flange and into the

spokes of the vehicle wheel, and bearing

blocks through which the screws pass, said

blocks being interposed between the flange

of the crown wheel and the spokes, sub

stantially as shown.

868,797. Transmission Mechanism. Geo.

D. Munsing, New York, N. Y. Filed April

23, 1907. Serial No. 369,787.

1. The combination with two shafts and

a gear wheel on each of them, of planet

gearing between the gear wheels, a clutch

member movable in unison with the planet

gearing, a co-operating clutch member and

means to frictionally lock the parts of the

mechanism against relative rotation.

868,806. Electric Motor. Oscar H. Pie

per and Alphonse F. Pieper, Rochester, N.

Y. Filed Nov. 25, 1905. Serial No. 289,140.

1. In a controlling device for an electric

motor, the combination with an armature

shaft and contact plates mounted thereon,

of a movable contact member normally con

necting said plates, a tension device at

tached to said member and movable in a

direction transversely of the armature shaft,

and a member movable' longitudinally of the

shaft and co-operating with the tension de

vice, means for operating it and a motor

circuit leading to the contact plates.

868,834. Explosive Engine. William K.

Bassford, Perth Amboy, N. J., assignor to

Vapor Gas Engine Manufacturing Com

pany, Perth Amboy, N. J., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Jan. 22, 1906. Serial

No. 297,339.

1. In a gas engine, the combination with

a cylinder, a supply and exhaust, of means

for heating the supply by the exhaust, and

automatic means controlled by the temper

ature of the supply adjacent the point of its

admission to the engine for governing the

heat of the supply.

868,839. Hydrocarbon Engine. Jan

Brons and Nanno Timmer, near Delfzyl,

Netherlands. Filed July 1, 1904. Serial No.

214,927.

1. In a four stroke cycle hydrocarbon

engine, the combination with a spring

pressed inlet valve for liquid combustible,

of a shallow box beneath and surrounding

said spring pressed inlet valve within the

cylinder and provided along its periphery

with a plurality of holes at a small height

above its bottom, it being adapted to con

tain up to its holes the quantity of liquid

combustible required for a cycle.

868,851. Machine for Propelling Plows

or Other Agricultural Implements. Emil

Erixon, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 19,

1906. Serial No. 344,168.

1. A machine of the character described

comprising a frame, a motor, a chain oper

ated by said motor and provided with roll—

ers arranged to bear upon said frame, and

a plurality of foot pieces carried by said

chain, said foot pieces being connected to

said chain in such manner as to permit in

dependent movement of said pieces relative

to the chain.

868,907. Automobile Locking Mechanism.

John F. Coltman, Chicago, Ill. Filed Sept.

22, 1906. Serial No. 335,709.

1. The combination, with a lever, a lever

guide, a lock casing secured to the guide

so as to have its face flush with the side of

the guide, a spring actuated bolt mounted

in said casing and arranged to move trans

versely of the plane of movement of the

lever, said lever having an opening there

through to receive the bolt and a plate ar

ranged opposite the lock and at a distance

1therefrom equal to the thickness of the

ever.

868,935. Speed Changing Mechanism.

George D. Munsing, New York, N. Y. Filed

May 23, 1907. Serial No. 375,324.

1. In a speed changing mechanism, the

combination with driving and ‘driven shafts;

of gearing between the two shafts, a cylin

der, and a rotary piston therein to control

the rotation of the gearing.

868,939. Pneumatic Pump. Hadley C.

Reames, Los Angeles, Cal., assignor of one

half to George H. Reames, Los Angeles,

Cal. Filed Sept. 20, 1906. Serial No. 335,

340.

1. A pneumatic pumping mechanism for a

vehicle tire, comprising a cylinder rigidly

secured to the rim of the vehicle wheel; an

air inlet valve operatively mounted in the

outer end of said cylinder and in communi

cation with the tire on said wheel; a piston

in said cylinder provided with a piston rod;

means attached to the frame of said vehicle

adapted to reciprocate said piston rod upon

the rotation of the vehicle wheel; an aux—

iliary cylinder Secured to said first named

cylinder having an open port in communica

tion with the tire on said wheel: a spring.

pressed piston in said auxiliary cylinder

adapted to be moved inwardly against the

spring pressure by the air pressure in said

tire; and a spring catch mounted in said

auxiliary cylinder adapted to be pressed

into the first named cylinder by the inward

movement of the piston in said auxiliary

cylinder.

869,021. Internal Combustion Engine.

Odin Roberts, Dedham, Mass. Filed Sept.

9, 1905. Serial No. 277,676.

1. In an internal combustion engine, an

assemblage of opposed cylinders with bal

anced parts, means to eliminate from oper

ation successive balanced portions of the as

semblage cumulatively leaving the active

residue in balance, and means to vary the

operation of said alternating devices to

change the location of the active residhe in

the assemblage.

869,025. Metal Vehicle Body.

Smith and Arthur P. Smith,

Mass.

902.

1. In a vehicle body, the seat portion

of the same havin a bead formed therein,

a bow-piece secured to the body portion and

at the rear side of the seat portion of the

body; said bow-piece being of different ma

terial than the body portion whereby the

unholstering, material can be readily at

tached thereto.

869,058. Speed Changing Device. John

G. Callan, Lynn, Mass., assignor to General

Electric Company, a Corporation of New

York. Filed June 6, 1904.‘ Serial No. 211,

243.

1. In combination, a shaft, a support, a

member secured to said support and an

gularly adjustable with respect thereto

about said shaft as a center, a rotating mem

ber carried _by the first mentioned member

and eccentrically mounted with respect to

said shaft, and a speed chan ing driving

Hinsdale

Springfield,

Filed April 2, 1907. Serial No. 365,

connection between said shat and said

member.

869,061. Supporting Frame for Canopies,

Awnings, etc. Roy A. Cox, Elwood, Neb.

Filed May 13, 1907. Serial No. 373,453.

1_. A supporting frame for awnings, can

opies and covers comprising a pair of L

shaped members, a pair of angle members

adjustably connected to said L-shaped mem

bers, a U-shaped member adjustably con

nected to the angle-shaped members, and

supporting arms secured to said angle

Islhaped members and said U-shaped mem

er.

869,109. Motor. James Thomson and

Ernest Schwamberger, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed

Feb. 16, 1905. Serial No. 245,974.

_ A device of the class described, compris

ing a cylindrical casing internally threaded

at. one end and reduced at the other end

with a bearing in the reduced portion and

With discharge ports at the juncture of the

reduced portion and the body of the casing,

an externally threaded annular member en

gaging the threaded portion of the casing,

and with a plurality of angular recesses in

its periphery and transversely of its threads,

said annular member having a projecting

annular sleeve internally threaded, a collar

having means at one end for connecting to

the source of power and with a threaded

portion at the other end engaging the

threaded portion of said casing exteriorly

of said annular member and with a central

shaft step externally threaded and engag

ing the threaded sleeve of the annular mem~

ber, a shaft mounted for rotation through

the bearing at the reduced end of said cas

ing and supported in said step at the other

end, and a water wheel having spaced peri»

pheral blades and connected to said shaft

adjacent to said annular member.

869,143. Transmission Gearing. Ross M.

G. Phillips, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Dec.

28, 1905. Serial No. 293,605.

1. A driven element, a plurality of 05

cillatory power transmitters for driving said

element, a power shaft, a plurality of ec~
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centrics on the power shaft, means operated

by the eccentrics for driving said oscilla

tory power transmitters, and means com

prising a rack having inclined teeth slidable

on the power shaft for shifting said eccen

trics radially of the power shaft while the

power shaft is rotating.

869,171. Valve. Claud H. Foster, Cleve

land, Ohio. Filed Oct. 1, 1906. Serial No.

336,956.

1. The combination, with the exhaust

pipe of an explosive engine, of a valve cas

ing or tee in said pipe, and a rotary valve

body in said tee or casing having an inlet

port and an outlet port, the wall of said

valve body being provided with cutting

edges adjacent said ports, and a removable

stop for limiting the rotation of said body,

substantially as specified.

869,172. Means for Heating Automobiles

and the like. Claud H. Foster, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Dec. 26, 1906. Serial No. 349,

398.

1. The combination of an engine, an ex

haust pipe therefor, a muffler, a heater, an

inlet pipe or connection extending between

said heater and said exhaust pipe, an outlet

pipe or connection establishing communica—

tion between said heater and the muffler,

and a valve at the junction of the inlet pipe

or connection and the exhaust pipe, said

valve having an outlet port adapted to reg

ister either partly or wholly with said inlet

pipe and the portion of the exhaust pipe

leadin to the muffler and having an elon

gated inlet port adapted to register contin

ually with the portion of the pipe extending

toward the engine while the outlet port is

in communication with either or both of its

pipes, substantially as specified.

869,193. Flexible W'heel for Motor and

Other Vehicles. Henry F. Nichols, Adel

aide, South Australia, Australia. Filed

April 20, 1906. Serial No. 312,803.

1. In a flexible wheel for motor and other

vehicles, an outer flexible rim or tire com

prising a number of blocks or sections and

an encircling band of flexible material such

as rubber, an inner rigid rim connected to

the hub by spokes, a series of plate springs

corresponding in number to the sections

of the outer rim and set tangentially to the

rim, one end of each spring being secured

to the inner rim and the other end free, the

central portion being secured to the middle

of a section, and detachable flanges or check

plates secured to the inner rim and over

lapping a portion of the outer fleXible rim,

all substantially as described and for the

purpose set forth.

869,198. Nut Lock. Jesse F. Sandbock,

Jacob W. Noble, and Lee O'Dell, Tylers

burg, Pa.; said Noble assignor to said Sand

rock and said O'Dell. Filed Feb. 18, 1907.

Serial No. 357,875.

1. In a nut-lock, a bolt, superposed nut

sections thereon, the contiguous surfaces of

said sections having recesses, and one. of

said recesses communicating with the bolt

hole of the respective section. and the other

recess having a cam-shaped wall, and a dog

pivotally mounted in the first mentioned

recess. and engageable by its cam-shaped

wall for moving the dog into and out of

engagement with the bolt.

869, 208. Electric Ignition nf Explosives.

Oliver J. Lodge and Alexander M. Lodge,

Birmingham, England. Filed April 10, 1903.

Serial No. 152,028.

1. In a system of spark ignition, appar

atus for firing a combustible mixture, com

prising in combination, a low tension cir

cuit, a source of current in said circuit, an

interrupter in said circuit, a high tension

circuit inductively arranged with relation

to said low tension circuit, a spark gap in

said high tension circuit, condensing means

placed in said high tension circuit and

adapted to discharge across said spark gap,

a sparking plug forming a secondary spark

gap disposed within the combustible mix

ture, means connecting said spark gas to

the condensing means, and a connection

normally keeping said sparking plug at the

same potential, as and for the purposes de

scribed.

869,217. Roller Bearing. Franklin Strat

ton, Providence, R. I. Filed Dec. 10, 1906.

Serial No. 347,173.

1. A roller bearing comprising an annu

lar series of rollers having gudgeons at op

posite ends, connected supports at opposite

ends of said rollers having sockets to re

ceive the ends of said rollers and apertures

to receive said gudgeons.

869,260. Vehicle Body. Henry H. Por

ter, Jr., Chicago, Ill. Filed Feb. 14, 1905.

Serial No. 245,561.

1. A vehicle body having a front seat, a

compartment located behind said seat and

an adjustable partition dividing the com

partment into two sections, and provided

with seats upon its oppositely disposed

faces, substantially as described.

869,494. Change Speed Gear. Charles B.

King, Detroit, Mich. Filed Sept. 12, 1904.

Serial No. 224,057. Renewed March 30,

1907. Serial No. 365,601.

1. A part adapted to have a linear and an

angular movement, in combination with

other parts constituting together a speed

change gear, said movable part being ar

ranged to connect the parts of the mechan

ism for the different speeds in one direction

by a linear movement, and for a speed in the

other direction by its angular movement.

869,577. Radiator. Victor Lacing, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed Feb. 19, 1907. Serial No.

358,303.

1. A device of the class described com

prising a plurality of coils formed of bent

sheets, the bends acting as strengthening

ribs, walls supporting the ends of said coils.

a casing located on each end and secured

to the walls, said casings provided with pas

sages for directing the circulation of the

water, and stiffening frames connected to

the edges of the coils and supported by the

walls, substantially as specified.

869,583. Spring Suspension for Vehicles.

Walter W. Macfarren, Pittsburg, Pa., as~

signor to William H. Donner, Pittsburg,

Pa. Filed May 28, 1906. Serial No. 319,

126.

1. In a vehicle, the combination of a body

or frame, main springs supporting same,

and supplemental balancing springs adapt

ed to carry a portion of the load.

869,601. Ignition System for Explosion

Iingines. Richard Varley, Englewood, N.

J., assignor to The Autocoil Company, a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed April 5,

1907. Serial No. 366,462.

1. In an ignition system for explosion

engines, a single circuit controller perma

nently connected to the primary circuits of

a plurality of induction coils, a dynamo cir

cuit including a kick-off, a battery circuit

including segments, and a switch for com

pleting either of said last named circuits

through said circuit controller and its per

manently connected coils.

869,675. Gasolene Carburetter. Alexan

der \‘Vinton, Cleveland, Ohio.

10, 1904. Serial No. 232,167.

1._ An improved carburetter, comprising

a mix1ng_chamber, gasolene and air inlet

passages in communication therewith, tl':

air in et passage having an annular mem

ber therein constructed to form a main air

passage way therearound, auxiliary passage

ways in communication with the interior of

the annular member, and a member normal

ly obstructing the passing of air through

the auxiliary passage and adapted to be

moved away from said passages under the

influence of the engine, for the purpose de

scribed.

869,713.

ness, Philadelphia, Pa.

Serial No. 278,075.

1. In a friction clutch, a driving mem

ber, a driven member normally held in en

gagement therewith, endwise compressible

yielding means for holding said members

in en agement, and a single endwise com

pressi 1e yielding means coaxial with the

shafts of said members for moderating the

initial engagement thereof, said yielding

means being continuously opposed to each

other and both acting to set the clutch.

869,865. Spark Plug. Alfred Holsten,

New York, N. Y. Filed Dec, 2, 1904. Se

rial No. 235,143.

1. A spark plug comprising a socket

member, a contact electrode thereon, an in

sulated member arranged within said plug

and adapted for reciprocation therein, op

positely closing valves arranged upon said

insulated member, and a contact electrode

carried by said insulated member, substan

tially as specified.

869,881. Motor Vehicle Running Gear.

David M. Dearing, Jackson, Mich. Filed

July 23, 1906. Serial No. 327,421.

1. A vehicle running gear frame com

prising forwardly converging, flanged end

beams, longitudinally and transversely ex

tending intermediate bars, said beams be

ing connected together and to said bars

by angle plates secured to the inner faces

of their webs between their upper and lower

flanges, and cushioning devices for suspend

ing said frame from front and rear axles.

869,882. Variable Speed Power Transmis

sion Device. David M. Dearing, Jackson,

Mich., assignor of one-half to Louis F.

Boos, Jackson, Mich. Filed Feb. 19, 1906.

Serial No. 301,891. Renewed April 1, 1907.

Serial No. 365,857. '

1. In a device of the character described,

a driving member having a bevel toothed

working surface and a flat peripheral work~

ing surface, a driven member having op

posing flat working surfaces to coact with

the peripheral surface on said driving mem_

ber and a bevel toother working surface ad

jacent to the center of one of said flat sur

faces to coact with the toothed surface tip

on said driving member, and means for

varying the relative pOsitions of said mem

bers for the purpose‘set forth.

869,887. Internal Combustion Engine.

James F. Duryea, Springfield, Mass. Filed

Jan. 19, 1907. Serial No. 353,118.

1. In an internal combustion engine of

the class described, a base portion, a cam

shaft and commutator shaft mounted there

in and having means for driving one from

the other, a yoke-shaped piece carried by

the engine casing, a pump casing removably

secured thereto, a pump located therein, the

shaft thereof having a clutch connection

with the commutator shaft whereby when

the pump casing is removed the pump shaft

Filed Nov.

Clutch Mechanism. Peter Jen

Filed Sept. 12, 1905.
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is disengaged from the commutator shaft.

869,968. Spring Suspension for Automo

biles. Edwin J. Jenness, Chicago, Ill. Filed

Jan. 18, 1906. Serial No. 296,701.

A spring suspension for vehicles com

prising, in combination, a su porting spring

connected at one end to the ody of the ve

hicle and at an intermediate point connected

to the running gear, a lever pivoted at an

intermediate point to the body of the vehi

cle and at one end connected with the op

posite end of said supporting spring, a sec

ond spring secured to the vehicle, and

means carried by the other end of said lever

and projecting vertically upwards to engage

said second spring, whereby the downward

movement of said other end of the lever is

opposed by the action of said second spring.

869,994. Steering Mechanism for Auto

mobiles. Ralph P. Thompson and Emil

Koeb, Springfield, Ohio. Filed Oct. 16,

1905. Serial No. 282,892.

1. In an-automobile, the combination,

with a main frame and an axle provided

with pivoted steering ground wheels and

spring connected to the main frame so as to

be movable relatively thereto, of a sup ort

ing plate rigidly secured to said axe, a

worm gear segment pivoted to said sup

porting plate and operatively connected

with the steering ground wheels, a worm

carried by said supporting plate and mesh

ing with said worm gear segment, and a

controlling device supported on the main

frame and operatively connected with said

worm, substantially as described.

870,013. Vehicle Tire. Alton W. Butler,

Brockton, Mass. Filed Dec. 8, 1906. Serial

No. 346,839.

1. A wheel having an annular flanged

bracket secured to each side of the rim, a

flange on each of said brackets extending

laterally away from the side of the rim, a

series of coil springs seated on said flanges

and secured thereon, each coil spring hav

ing an arm which extends transversely of

the face of the rim at some distance ra

dially outward from the rim and a tread

portion seated upon and secured to said

spring arms.

870,052. Carburetter. George M. Scheb

ler, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Sept. 21, 1906.

Serial No. 335,621.

1. In a carburetter, the combination, with

a fuel container having a discharge outlet,

of a fuel valve, and air passage communi

cating with said outlet, a throttle valve for

controlling the flow through said passage,

and intermediate connections between said

throttle valve and fuel valve whereby oper

ation of the throttle valve will automatically

shift the fuel valve. and means for so ad

justing the connections between the throttle

valve and fuel valve that the effect of move

ment of the throttle, valve on the fuel valve

may be independently varied at different

points of adjustment oflthe throttle valve.

870,065. Gas Engine. Allie R. Welch

and Fred S. Welch, Pontiac. Mich. Filed

May 29, 1905. Serial No. 262,780.

In a gas engine, the combination of a cyl

inder having an interior wall at its head end

in the approximate shape of a portion of

the surface of a sphere, an inlet and an ex

haust valve forming parts of said wall when

closed, each of said valves being provided

with a stem extending at right angles there

to, one of said valves being located upon

one side of said axis and the other upon

the other side thereof, a shaft adapted_to

be actuated by the engine, said shaft being

located upon the head of said cylinder ad

jacent, and approximately at right angles,

to the axis of said cylinder, :1 single cam

upon said shaft, and levers pivoted upon

said cylinder and adapted to 'contact the

valve stems and to be contacted by said

cam to secure the proper timing and opera

tion of said valves.

870,107. Transmission Gear.

Leipsic, Ohio, assignor of one-half to

Ralph P. Thompson, Springfield, thio.

Filed Sept. 10, 1906. Serial No. 333,879.

1. In a device of the character described,

the combination, with a driven shaft and

high and low speed gears carried thereby,

of a drivin shaft extending parallel to said

driven shaft, :1 gear rotatably mounted on

said driving shaft and having inner and

outer teeth, the outer teeth of said rotatable

gear being permanently in mesh with said

high speed gear, a pinion slidably mounted

on said driving shaft and rotating there

with and adapted to engage either the inner

teeth of said rotatable gear or to engage

said low speed gear, and means for shift

ing said pinion, substantially as described.

870,171. Spring Cushioned Automobile

\Nheel. Walter A. Hill, Callicoon, N. Y.,

assignor of one-half to Valentine Scheidell

and Guernsey Meyers, Callicoon. N. Yv

Filed Jan. 2, 1907. Serial No. 350,392.

1. The combination of a wheel, of a body

section, the rim portion of which is provided

with a plurality of openings, inde endent

compression springs arranged wit in the

openings, said springs being arranged in

an annular series. blocks at the end of the

springs, said blocks projecting beyond the

Sides of the body section, and a tire section

having openings, the end walls of which

form wed es for engagement with the pro

jecting b ocks to thereby compress the

springs in successive order during the ro

tation of the wheel.

870,183. Transmission Gearing. Elihu B

Kent, Lansing, Mich. Filed Oct. 25, 1906.

Serial No. 340,597.

1. In a transmission gear, the combina

tion with a pair of engines including shafts

and wheels, of a friction disc interposed be

tween said shafts, means for connecting one

or both of said shafts to the friction disc,

two counter shafts, a friction gear on each

counter shaft located each side the friction

disc, an eccentric bearing for each counter

shaft, means for simultaneoush turning the

eccentric hearings to cause the friction gears

to engage opposite sides of the friction disc

or to engage the two fly wheels, tnarsmis

sion friction gears on the counter shaft,

and a pinion on one of said counter shafts.

870,189. Brake for Power Driven Vehi

cles. Joseph N. Mahoney, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

assignor to himself. and james D. Leys and

Samuel Jacobson, New York, N. Y. Filed

Oct. 30, 1905. Serial No. 284.986.

1. In vehicle brake mechanism, the com

bination of a brake spring under tension

tending to apply the brakes, a motor acting

to impose further tension upon the spring

to partially or wholly hold the brakes out

of operation, retaining devices automatically

acting while the motor is energized and

after its circuit is opened to _retain any such

further tension of the spring, means for

automatically opening the circuit of the mo

tor when the brakes have been drawn to re

Emil Koeb,

lease position. a brake staff and operative

mechanical connections between the staff

and the retaining devices whereby the lat

ter may be operated to abruptly or grad

ually release the increased tension of _the

spring to effect abrupt or variable applica

tion of the brakes.

870,228. Emergency Brake for Aut0m0~

biles. Herman F. Dietz, Liverpool, N. Y.,

assignor of one-half to Anthony Will, Sy

racuse, N. Y. Filed May 16, 1906. Serial

No. 317,051.

1. A_vehicle brake, a support, a flexible

connection carried by said support, and

clamping means carried by the flexible con

nection adapted to engage the wheel of the

vehicle and draw said flexible connection

thereunder.

870,248. Pneumatic Tire. Harry A. Pal»

mer, Akron, Ohio. Filed April 5, 1906. Se

rial No. 310,084.

1. The combination in a wheel rim for

pneumatic tires, of a metal tire having one

edge thereof cut away, pointed studs in the

cut-away edge of the tire, and a flange

adapted to clamp the inner edge of the tire

sheath against the cut-away edge of the

tire and the pointed studs therein, substan

tially as set forth.

970,258. Driving Mechanism for Auto

mobiles. Edward 0. Sutton, Springfield,

Mass. Filed Feb. 15, 1907. Serial No. 357,

537.

‘ 1. A friction driving mechanism compris

ing a driving disc and means to rotate the

same, a second disc in axial alignment

thereWith, said discs being located on op

posite sides of an axle 0r shaft whose axis

is at right angles to that of the discs; fric

tion discs rotatably supported on the axle

on oppOSite sides of the axis of the driving

disc, and clutches on the axle arranged to

engage either of the driven discs at will,

said clutches having a sliding movement on

the axle .and being rotatable therewith. to

gether With means to move the driven discs

radially of the driving discs, the clutches

and the driven discs being capable of move

ment in opposite directions as a unit.

870,263. Clutch. William R. Warren,

New York, N. Y. Filed March 7, 1906. Se

rial No. 304,724.

A _cl_utch comprising the combination with

a driving and a driven element, of a clutch

member secured to one of said elements

and_ provided with a pair of inclined seats

liavmg their walls at different degrees of

flare or inclination, a clutch member slid—

ably mounted upon the other of said ele

ments and comprising two sections with

difl‘erently inclined surfaces.

870,278. Cooling System for Automobile

Engines. Jay N. Emley, New York, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 17, 1906. Serial No. 301,528.

1.. They combination of a vehicle frame

having an engine compartment containing

a water cooled engine, a radiator carried

by said frame and outside said compartment,

an air conduit leading from said radiator

rearwardly of the vehicle, and means ac

tuated by the engine for producing a draft

of air through said radiator and conduit,

said compartment having an opening where

by to permit air to be exhausted therefrom

into said conduit, substantially as described.

870,287. Vehicle Construction. Charles

J. Harris. Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Nov. 5,

1906. Serial No. 341,966.

1. An automobile having a body of the

tonneau type and provided with a collaps

ible seat construction, the same comprismg

a seat bottom having a hinged back and a

centrally hinged supporting rod, an under~

lying bracket adjacent the seat bottom and

through which said rod passes, said bracket

having diverging arms, one provided with a

straight end and the other with a curved

end, a socket at the floor of the body for

receiving the lower portion of the support

ing rod, a socket plate secured to a side

member of the vehicle body. said socket
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plate comprising a curved socket and a

straight ended _arms of the bracket re

straight socket in which the curved and

spectively are removany secured and a

spring pressed latching pin for retaining

the straight ended arm in its socket.

870,369. Sparking Plug for Internal

Combustion Engines. Arthur E. Lamkin,

Croydon, England. Filed Dec. 4, 1905. Se

rial No. 290,235.

In an electrical device of the class de

scribed,_a sparking plug comprising a con

ductor insulated from said plug, said plug

having a9 passageway terminating at one

end in a chamber, a nut secured in said

chamber and having an opening there

through, a non-return valve arranged with

in the opening in the nut, said nut further

provided With holes for admitting air from

the atmosphere within the said chamber,

protective means covering said holes to ex

clude dust. and a tube forming a conductor

mounted in the other end of the passage

way and bent on itself to bring the bore of

the tube in direct alignment with the first

mentioned conductor.

870,549. Motor Vehicle. George P. Parks,

Bedford, Ind., assignor, by direct and mesne

assignments, to Postal Auto and Engine

Company, Bedford, Ind. Filed Nov. 10,

1906. Serial No. 342,839.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination

of reach springs, an axle pivotally connect

ed with the springs, means for and a con

densing compartment, and means_iii the

condensing compartment for directing the

water of condensation along the partition

for boiling the water to liberate the sus

pended gases therein.

870,502. Crank Shait. Thomas J. Fay,

New York, N. Y., and John M. Ellsowrth,

Bernardsville, N. 1. Filed April 8, 1907.

Serial No. 367,025.

1. A crank shaft made up of a plurality

of sections having surfaces facing each

other, said surfaces being prowded With

oppositely disposed recesses and dowel but

tons seated within said recesses but out of

engagement with the bottoms thereof.

870,517. Automobile Rack. John A. Ma

son, Newton, Mass. Filed April 1, 1907.

Serial No. 265,725.

1. A folding rack for automobiles and

the like, comprising a skeleton frame of

rigid material pivoted at its lower corners

to projecting supports rigidly secured to

the vehicle, the device having also depend

ing supports connecting it to the seat-base,

for the purpose set forth.

870,548. Tire Shoe. George Dentzeau,

\Nest New York, N. 1. Filed Nov. 4. 1905.

Serial No. 285,846.

1. In a vehicle wheel, the shoe, consist

ing of two halves, having serrated outer sur

faces, and spoke sockets, means of holding

the shells together at the bottom consrsting

of bolts and nuts, and means of houllng

the outer edges.

870,602. Spring Wheel. Daniel Warner.

Bronson, and Horace Kitchel, Coldwater,

Mich" assignors to The American Auto

Wheel Company, Coldwater, Mich, a Cor»

poration. Filed Nov. 12, 1906. Serial No.

343,172.

1. in a spring wheel, the combination

with a hub. of the inner spoke sections se

cured therein; a rim on the outer ends of

said inner spoke sections; side plates se

cured to said rim. said side plates being pro

vided with inwardly projecting annular

flanges adapted to receive said rim; spring

 

pockets on said side plates; screw caps for

said pockets; spiral springs arranged in said

pockets and retained therein by said pocket

caps, the outer coils of the springs being

adapted to fit the walls of the pockets; a

felly; T-shaped outer spoke cestions, se

cured to said felly, the arms of said spokes

being arranged in the inner coils of said

springs; and guards of flexible material se—

cured to said side plates and rim.

870,656. Detachable Tread for Pneumatic

Tires. Charles B. Woodworth, Newton,

Mass. Filed Dec. 12. 1906. Serial No. 347.»

438.

1. In a detachable tread for pneumatic

tires, the tread portion; a wire substantially

concentric therewith and adapted to extend

entirely around the wheel, said wire being

rendered expansiblc and contractible in the

general direction of its length by its shape;

and hooks connected with the tread portion

and extending inward radially into engage

ment with the said wire, for the purpose

set forth.

870,657. Traction Attachment for Vehicle

Tires. Charles B. Woodworth, Newton,

Mass. Filed April 9, 1907. Serial No. 367;

272.

1. In a detachable traction attachment

for vehicle tires, :1 series of sections adapted

to extend across the periphery or tread por

tion of the tire and each consisting of a

folded flexible strap with its ends secured

together whereby loops are formed at the

ends of the section on opposite sides of the

tire, rings secured in said loops, and detach

able links intermediate of and connecting

said rings, for the purpose set forth.

How AmYour Bahama?

A CDINECI'ICU'I' VOLTAIIETBI

will tell you.

Guaranteed, nd the price in right,

send for catalogue and trade din

counts.

loll hmlli,$l.00. mum-l1. $4.00

00IIIIEOTIGUT TELEPHONE

and ELEOTHIG 00.. In.

MIIIDEN, CONN

 

  

 

 

SPECIFY

1908

68:J Ti'iiiis
They represeut the

best that i) knowmin

the art of tire building

6&JTIREC0.
INDIANAPOLIS, mo.
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WANTS “0 F00 SALE.
15 cent: per line of never: wordl, out with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

W ANTED_—Traveling salesman, experi

enced in selling large cars. Terri

tory east of Pittsburg. Give reference and

experience. Address N. M., Box 649, New

York City.

FOR SALE—Model K Cadillac runabout,

excellent condition, complete with to ,

lamps and generator. THE HARTFOR

RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn.

A BARGAIN—1907 20 H. P. H linder

_ Model “G” Cadillac runabout, est of

condition; demonstration at any time. Ad

dress MORGAN & WRIGHT, 214 W. 47th

St., New York Citv.

FOR SALE—Absolute closing out sale

of the largest stock of new and sec

ond-hand automobiles in the United States.

Write for Clearance Sale List No. 21. Now

is the time to buy. ROCHESTER AU

TOMOBILE CO., 10:. I. Mandery, Prop'r.,

Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for nexx

 

 

 

 

season. Write me to see how inueh I .can

save_ you on other: sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless, an

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

C. T. PAXTON. 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

HAYNES
Alivqu "II A Perfect Soon

HAYNE' AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Members A. L. A. M. KOKOMU. IND.

Oldnt Automobile Manufacturer: in America

le YORK.171$ Broadwny—Cmcaco, 1702 Michigln Av.

 

 

 

I X

Ball! to outwear Ill auto. and It wlll

Stud/or Booklet

Ind ox Speed Indicator Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, Mum.

  

  

 

 

APPVERSON CARS

Eleven Models .0 Various Prices

End: One 0! Apperson Quality

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Kokomo, Indiana. Member; A. L. A. M.
 

 

 

Why not equip your car

with a Splitdorf Coil and

be totally free from all

ignition troubles?

 

 
 

'IHEMHRMON
"A Mechanical Mulforhlpci'

For catalog, nddreu Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Erlab. 185!) INDIANAPOLIS, "ID.
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$375 and

The sutomobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relis

ble. Double cylinder—940 H. P. Economi

cal in gssoline consumption. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Wril: fade] for Calach and Norah!!!

W. H. KIBLINGER COMPANY

Box m. 250 AUBURN, mo.

  

 

“VUUIAN”

> SIa-llllr

- . -- Spark Plugs

“KEEP! THE LID ON.”

On Maxwells, Mitchells, Autocars, Americans, Glideo,

etc., in their contests. They'll do the same for you.

Send for sample set.

TIIE II. E. IiAIlllY 00., 85 Main St. New York Olly

  

 

 

Eliminstss IIssIsss Elpsrlmsnls Ior "Tslklu Folsls.‘

Studebaker Automohllo 00.. South Bend. Indlan,

  

 

 

Address

Eastern Inquiries

Gsriord Motor Car Co.

of New York

1540 Brosdwsy,

New York City.

Western Inquiries

Gsrlord Motor Csr Co.

of Cleveland

1372 East 12th St.,

Cleveland.

 

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,
to

Amesbury, Mass.

Ill/3.2M.
dgifi d“

@I- _ '
OI

  

 

  

  

.. c...
150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

  

 

SPRINGFIELD

T0? (Pnt. 1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY CO.,

366 Blrnle Ave.,

Sprlnglleld, Isss.

  

 

SMITH AUTOMOBILE PARTS.

mni>wn
wZOHmmugm2>Hri

mnvx>

wicwunw>wm

woz~uz>ewrnnam

STEERING COLUMNS.

A. 0. SMITH COMPANY

243 Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.

The Pioneer Makers 0! Automobile Psrts.

 

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A c K s 0 N

“No Ssnd Too cop—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder sud O-Cyllndor

Runnboutsi, Roadsters Tounn Cars.

., 24 . ., 35 . P.

Prices, $850, $1,250, $1,500, S1000.

  

 
 

JACKSUI AUTllllllllE 00., lsnlson, Ilsh.
 

 

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless W_e can give you the

delivery you require. We Will not accept_ more

contracts than we can fill with roper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel rames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 
 

\||||||||Tl|,| /

_ ALUMINUM BODIES

_ J. M. QUINBY 8: CO. _
— Bar. 1834 _

_ Gsnlsgs Iuildsrs. IEIAII. I. .I.
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Motor Car Accessories

S ark Plugs, Cable, Switches,_ Lamps

lorns, oggles Auto Clothing an

Wet Weather Equipment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue free.

AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENI‘ CO.

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Ileh.

THE

 

WE MAKE CASTINGS

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY CO.

Pottstown, Pa.
 

cho Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

Each

Gusrsnteed

One

Year

Wl'l'llmlli lGNT'l'I'Zl C0" 541 West lid Sl , New York

STANDARD 0

nourn BEARING 00mm
PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass snd Bronze Bsiis, lel

Bearings, Roller Bcsrings and Automobile Axles

Write for New Automobile Cstsloguo with full psr

ticulsrs of

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

 

RANKLIN

M O T O R C A R 5

LIGHT-WEIGHT, HIGH-POWER

  

 

 

“SUCCESS”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical. dursble economical

sud sbsolutcly or. A light,

stron steel-tired Auto-Buggy.

Suits 1: for city or country use.

Speed Iron 4 to miles on

hour. Our 1907 Model has an cxtrs powerful an in,

stem ball-besrin wheels; price $275. Also l0 .rr"

.400“ Rubber Tres, $28 extrs. Write for dose p

tive literature

Succsss Auto lam Ill. 00., Inc. 531 00 lelvsrs lyn., SI. limit, In

McCORD

LUBRIGATOBS — BADIATOIIS
“Msrks of 1 Good Motor Car"

NICKIM COPPER-ISBESTOS GASK E18

McCORD 8s COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO. _

  

 

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY .\

154 Nassau Street, New York '

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor Work»

for one year, commencing with the issue of_.__

Name—_—_n

Address—s ~ A
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“REMY MAGNETO"
Means absolute reliability

 

‘ ' They'n upocllylng

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELEBTRIG 00., lltlmon, ll.

TIRES
on I908 Cll'l."

CONTINENTAL CAOUTLHOUC COMPAAY

43 Warren Street New York

Representation everywhere.

"Ker; your eye on Continentala“

 

  

 

 
EISEMAMNN'LAVALETTE

, agnetos

MICHELIN MEL—ET... . co.,
112 W. 42d St., New York

  

 

 

ITALY AMERICA

MICHELIN TIRE co.. mum“, N. .|.

 

Bcttcr Because Regular

An Obcrdoricr Pump never “Idol-l." It work:

day in and day out in a uniform manner.

1| youn Ill Obcrdoricri

M. L. Obcrdorfcr Bru- 00..

Victor St., Syrnciuo, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

  

   

C'ZIMIOTTI

GARAGE

NewYork city

| l0th St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting. Try us.

Tel. 2686 River.

  

 

 

SIDE-WIRE 80L") MUTUR TIRES
rue WORLD'S STANDARD

FIRESTllllE TIRE 8i RUBBER 00., Akron, llltlo

 

 

 

KEEPYOUR EYE ON 

TRUF‘FAULTIHARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK ABSORBER ‘

Mark

The Device that made Safe, Speed and ComfortableAutomobillng oosiglc.

Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department 1.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION 00..

E. V. Hartford, Prel. 66 Ventry St., New York i

 
   

 

For cataloluen, ndnrcu

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.
 

 
 

"THE BEST IN l‘__i

moron CARS”

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co. i

1619 Broadway. New York ‘

  

"The Pullman of Motor Caro"

l908 Models Ronny for Delivery

RAINIER MOTOR CAR CO.,

Broadway and 50th St., New York

  

 

 

TheBall Typnnsm issionill" Automobiles &MotorBoats 'llim‘flg

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

56 GREENPOI‘N'T' AVE.,BROOKLYN,N.Y.

  

  

  

' After considerable use the bolts

' holding the sprocket rings to the

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

spokes. Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

security. In doin this care should be taken not to throw the

sprocket out of hnc.—From “Motor World," August 8, ’07.

0.0 Columbla Lock Nut.

COLUMBIA NUT It BOLT (20.. "IO-- Bridgeport, Oonn.

Emfige .55.?
EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE 00., TRENTON, N. J.

W YORK—148 Chamberl St. and Broadway and 73d St. BOSTON—292 Dcvonahirc Strcct.

 

 

ICAGO—ZO LaSallc Street and l615 Wabash Avenue.

liliS AUTO SUPPLY CO., Portland Oregon. DENVER AUTO GOODS CO., Denver, Colo.

BfiS AUTO SUPPLY CO., Seattle, uhirigton. PENN AUTO SUPPLY CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

WAITE AUTO S PPLY CO., Providence. R. I.

NE

EH BUFFALO—9 West Huron Street.

‘(l

Ft)

  

 

mvesrloA'ré

The Great Smith Car

SfllTl'l AUTO. CO., MPRS.

TOPBKA, KANSAS

LASCOS°HW$FRONT *
Simple. cficctivc, correctly designed Mahogany

finish wood frame, trimmed in brass, 3-16 crystal

lates, steel stay rods, bottom of_ frame shaped to

gash of any standard automobile. Can e at

tached casilv and quickly. _ _

We make the London Tops. Write for details

and nriccs.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO.

 
  

 

 

1233 Michignn Avenue CHICAGO

WRAPP! D

AJAXTHHTIRES

GUARANTEED FOR

5,000 M ILES R IDINO

Write for copy or Guarantee—Dept. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,

C 1 05' 57th St t and Broadwa New York.“mace'rste'is 1N .iifL LARGE crvrrias

 

 

BRIOOOI RADIATORS

Hone comb, Flat Tube, Round Tube, Stag cred

Tube, ilm l‘ubc; horizontal or _vertical ow;

with or without casing; with or Without ump.

Fenders, Tanks, Hoods also made. end for

catalog. I

Old Radiators Repaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRIOCOE "IO. 00.

DETROIT, MICH. NEWARK, N. ].

 

 

Th Baldrll Uttll Bupm
- nu—

Auto-obllo Cholno,

Sprockm, Spur and Bovol

(hon.

Bllllll cm] e. mm. m.,
“ oraotor. “Ill, U.8.A.

Logan |908 Model TtlnatonTricli
A truck equipped with l four cylinder air cooled

20 H. P. motor, built for service and fitted to carry

its load day in and day out under all conditions. For

detailed description 'lddreu

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

cmuaco'mx. omo.
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IS IN THE

PRICE

  

MODEL 8-F TOURING CAR
Compares Favorably with any Car on the Market in

Quality Periormance Reputation

REGARDLESS OF PRICE '

In the parallel columns below we have made a comparison between an average of seven of the

leading American built cars, ranging in price from $4,200 to $5,000

and the Stoddard-Dayton Mar/e1 8-F.

Average 01 1

Leading Can DAYTON

45-50 40-45

iffy i g 1214s in

sating Capacity W V ‘7 H 7 7
Trnnsmissionitie’nrsi W 7 c Nickel ' finite i” ' "

Engine 0illng System Capacity 1 Gallon 8 Gallon: —

Size oi Wheels and Tires 86 x 45/; 34 x 4%

Patio oi Power to Weight I h. p. to 83.3 lbs. I h. p. to 66.6 lbs.

Average Weight oi Cars 8,750 lbs. 3,000 lbs.

Ignition SystenT Double Double

so Per‘Cent. so Per cm.

wnTNi/i’rn comnlson
iSon'ie hive beaten us We have benteninll oi them

Price per llorse Power 898.80 867.05

Price per rabid $1.25? 30.9?

Selling Price $4,700 $2,850

The above comparison is made on a ‘ uring Car fully equipped less the top. The onlydifference of any

consequence is the selling price. Sim/(Inn - nylon is the equalin every practicnlway and at $|,8soless money.

DAYTON, OHIOTHE DAYTON MOTOR CAR co.,

étnnnarmEaptnn
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THOMAS 1908
A complete line of Motor Cars of the highest quality

possible in Design, Material and Workmanship. They

will do what you wish your car could do . . . .

 
 

4"4'9 PEBQT , .

Rik-“1*
; """Fs‘ 1"

  

PRICE, $2,750

  

~Thomas 4=20 Towncar

The original Towncar, designed for City

and Suburban use exclusively. Beautiful

bodies, quiet operation; low cost of main

tenance. The Society Car.

Thomas 4=40 Detroit

Best' of all shaft-drive cars. In power,

speed, hill-climbing, and reliability the

Thomas Detroit leads the five passenger

class. '

Thomas 4=60 Flyer

Winner of hundreds of contests of speed,

hill-climbing, reliability, and endurance.

Has more records than any American car.

This year improved, enlarged, and refined.

Thomas 6=70 Special

The six-cylinder model of the Thomas. Flyer,

built by America’s pioneer six-cylinder

builders. The greatest car in America in

speed, size, reliability and refinement.

Thomas Cars Succeed
 

Member A. L. A. M

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

Buffalo.
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What a Chauffeur Knows

About Automobile Prices
  

  

5 fagsmww;

if¥i§f§fimt§

HERE’S going to be a

grand wakin’ up some day

soon on automobile prices.

I’m next to the game and I know, ”

said a chauffeur.

He was proudly extolling the

virtues of his car to his professional

brothers.

“What’s the use of paying from

$3000 to $5000 for a motor car ?—

that’s what I’d like to know.

“You’ve got to show me where

you fellows’ cars puts it over the

Mitchell.

“I’ve driven your foreign cars

that cost their owners $3000 duty

alone, and I’ve driven American

cars like johnson's there and

Dorsen’s that set their bosses back

$3000 and $5000.

“I’ve lived in cars like them—

.slept in ’em—driven ’em all day

long—through rain storms and

over roads that were fierce.

“I’ve babied ’em up hills that

they absolutely refused to take on

the high.

“I’ve taken ’em down and put

’em together in the garage.

“I know ’em—know ’em all

from radiator to tail-light and if

you fellows think you can ‘show

me’ just where your cars have got

The Mitchell skinned, come out

on the road with me and let’s see

if you can.

“The boss paid $2000 for this

car. She’s got four of the

smoothest cylinders you ever saw

and she's got horse-power—35——and

she’s done better on hills and

under all road conditions than

any 50 h. p. $5000 cars I ever

saw, and I’ve driven ’em all and

run up against every test you can

name.

“Your bosses may like to pay

$5000 for a car but mine was wise.

“You know there’s a good many

'men in this country that shut their

eyes tight on $2000 cars merely

because they take it for granted

that a $5000 car ought to be $3000

better. It ought to be all right—

but is it?

 

 

“I want the chauffeur that

thinks his car is $3000 better than

the Mitchell to prove up with me

—in speed or power or hill climbing

or any old thing he thinks he’s

better at—fhaf's all.

“Yes sir, if a man’s in doubt

about the car he wants, let him

do what my boss did—make a 50

or a 500-mile test in a Mitchell.

“Any agent will take him out

if he’s interested in gettin’ a car.

“That’ll ‘show him’ what it

showed my boss—and save him

about $3000.

“Beg pardon, sir? Why, yes

sir, write to the Mitchell Motor

Car Company, 278 Mitchell St.,

Racine, Wis., and send 10c. for

Art Catalog.

“Well, any of you fellows

comin' out? I’ve got ten dollars

in my pocket that says The

Mitchell ain’t $3000 behind

anybody '5 car.”

Member American Motor Car

Manufacturers, Association.
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W///// HERE ARE TWO

Kinds oi

Automobile

Lamps

Solar and the ("her Kind.

Those motor car manufac

turers who use the Solar

know that they are bringing

their products up to the high

est possible point as regards

lighting equipment. On all the best cars you will find the

best lamps—Solar Lamps. Spiecrfy Solar Lamps and

Generators and they will be furnished. There are two kinds

of Lamps—Solar and the Other Kind. Why not the best?

Booklet 6 serit upon application.

Badger Brass Manufacturing Co.

TWO FACTORIES

Kenoslia, Wis. 436 Eleventh Ave., New York City

  

 

Doesn’t It Seem

Reasonable to Believe

that the motorists who

stick to

Morgan & Wright

Tires

season after season must

get a superior grade of

tire service, else they

would prefer some one of

the other numerous

brands? Fact is, that

most of these “stickers to

good tires" were con

verted to them because of

actual economy in main

tenance cost.

MORGAN & WRIGHT

DETROIT

Brlnchel, Agencies or

Dealers Everywhere
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Wllh Magneto, $3000

Touring Car, Roadster, Touring Roadster, Limousine.

Valve-in-head Motor, Chrome Nickel Steel, Annular Bearings.

Pennsylvania Auto Motor Co.,

PENNSYLVANIA DISTRIBUTORS.

Los Angelee, Cal.—Greer-Robbins Company, 1501-1505 South Main St.

San Francisco, Cal.—City Hall Automobile Com any

Boston, Mass—Frederick E. Randall Company 45 C

Chica o, Ill.—B. C. Hamilton, 1218-1220 Michigan Ave.

Provi ence, R. l.—Pennsylvania Motor Car Agency, 133 Washington St.

Denver, CoL—Denver Omnibus 8: Cab Com

Mo.—Auto-Motor Company, ll

~Bellefield Motor Compan . 4Sl4-l6-l8

. Y.—Charle| F. Batt, 1378 edtord Ave.

orle City—Archer 8! Company, 159_7 Broadway.

S okane, Wash.—Dulma e-Rose Automobile Company, 1212 Second Ave.

P iladelphia, Pa.—.Weat- tillman Motor Car Company. 153 No. Broad St.

Baltimore, Md.-—RICC'I Garage, North 8: Madison Aves.

St. Louis. Mo.—Lakedel Automobile Company, 5143 Delmar Boulevard.

Bufl'alo, N. Y.——Bnmn’s Carriage Manufactory, 1140 Main SL

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

§§?i'i24 Ens 15th St.
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THE HIGH POWERED CAR

FEELS THE INDIGNITY OF

BEING MADE TO CRAWL.

ee that the

WITHERBEE BATTERY

is fitted to your ear and take_ all

the "limp" out of your engine.

The consistant performance of

the battery Witherbee, has so

standardized this product that it

is included as part_equlpment on

the greater ma onty _of motor

cars manufacture in this country.

In writin Department 20 for

battery eata oirue, please request

Wieo S ark Plu literature.

WITH BEE GNTTER CO..

Three Factories:

New York, 541 West 43d St.

Chicago, 14 9 Michigan Ave.

Detrott, 220 _Jefierson_ Ave.

Baltimore Ofliee:

510 Continental Trust Bldg.

~ _

 

  

 

 

FTHE LEADER“

  

MODEL D—Z4 H.P., 4-CYLINDER, $1,750.

N ADVANCE .OF ALL OTHERS—first in giving all

the-year-‘round uninterrupted service, first in low cost

of upkeep, first in being a profitable investment rather

than a mere comfort, and yielding the highest returns—

that is

P! The II

axe:

It no longer is necessary for me to count up the many

exclusive Maxwell advantages—those who are using Max

._ well cars, and there are now 9,728 of them, are our best

salesmen. Ask one of them.

\Nhether your requirements call for a small car, or

for a car of medium power and medium weight, or for an

automobile of forty horse-power, your particular kind of

vehicle is included in our line.

\Vhether you have set aside for your automobile pur

chase $825, $1,450, $1,750, or $3,000, we make just that car,

for we are

Automobile Manufacturers to the American People

I. D. Maxwell is the foremost of American automobile

designers. His name and the name of his car has become

a household word with every American motorist.

Let me send to you the new Maxwell catalog, which

is one of the few catalogs that really tell things. Let me

give you the name of the Maxwell representative in

your locality. He will be glad to give you a demonstra

tion or refer you to Maxwell owners.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company

Mnnbrr: A. M C. M A.

P. 0. BOX 106

Tarrytown, New York

FACTORIES:

Tarrytown, N. Y. Pawtueket, R. I.

“Chicago, Ill Newcastle, Ind.

BRANCHES:

New York: Maxwell-Briscoc. Inc.. 317 West'59th St.

Chicago: Maxwell-Briscoe Chase Co.. 1407 Michigan Ave.

Detrott: Maxwell-Briscoe McLeod (_In., 243 _I‘efierson Ave.

Pittsburg, Pa.: Maxwell-Briscoe Pittsburg (.o.,_ 6.20 Maryland Ave.

Bufl’alo: Maxwell-Briscne Buffalo Co., 26 Goodrich St.

Boston: Maxwell-Briscoe Boston Co.. 121 Massachusetts Ave.

Los An eles, Cal.: Maxwell-Briscoe Willcox Co.. 1321 S. Mam St.

Dallas, Tex; Maxwell-Briscne Hanley) Co., 305 Commerce St.

San Francisco Cal.: Maxwell-Bylscne aclfic Co., 440 Golden Gate Ave.

 
 

 

 

L Kansas City, Mo: Maxwell-Briscoe Automobile Co., 1616 Grand Ave.
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The Car of Steady Service

is more than a mere phrase, it is a title earned through correct design and careful construction and

proven by years of hard, constant servrce wherever power-driven vehicles are known.

The practical qualities that established the Rambler reputation are,—

Isl—APPLIED POWER. By this we mean actual tractive force as applied to the road

wheels. Owing to the straight line drive of the four-cylinder models and the direct

chain drive in the two-cylinder cars, Ramblers have greater propelling force per pound

than any other car on the market.

Zd—DEPENDABILITY. Ramblers are built to stand the test of hard, daily service over

the worst of American roads. This condition is not reached by mere weight and

masses of metal, but by simple, scientific construction in which each element is

stronger than the strains upon it can ever require.

{id—PRACTICAL ROAD VALUE. With the vast facilities of an enormous plant like the

Rambler factory, skillfully directed to the production of two models only, greater value

per dollar can be offered than is possible in a plant of lesser output.

In short, the Rambler is a car of

Power, Service and Value

Ordinary business policy dictates a carefulexamination of its many high qualities before ordering your

new car.

Our 1908 catalog fully describing two touring cars and a high-powered roadster is at your service:

write to-day.

Thomas B. Jeitery 81 Company
Main Oilice and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

CHICAGO BOSTON MILWAUKEE PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO
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ONE SECRET 0F " BARGAINS " 0UT

Revealed by Search for a Stolen Accumu

lator—But Owner Failed to Recover

His Property.

A stolen ignition accumulator which in

the course of events later turned up for

sale at the Times Square Automobile Co.'s

“bargain” establishment in New York, and

which is causing a little three cornered ex

citement over its recovery, serves to em~

phasize the wisdom of owners and chauf

feurs taking complete and detailed inven

tories of all the equipment and accessories

of their cars against the time when they

will find them gone to help replenish the

stock of some second hand emporium.

On “Friday, the thirteenth," of Decem

ber, a storage battery was taken from a

car driven by Frank Taschelein, while the

machine was standing in its berth overnight

at the garage of the New York Motor Car

Co., in \Vest Fortieth street. How the

theft was committed nobody can explain,

since the garage management has watch

men on each floor both night and day, to

protect its customers. Fortunately, Tasch

lein had a complete inventory of every

thing on his car, including the serial num

bers on the tires, and by consulting his

book was soon able to tell the manufac

turer's number on the missing accumulator.

After advising the New York Automobile

Trade Association, the police, and the gar

age management as to the battery num

ber, and urging a lookout for it. he set about

on a still hunt of his own.

With the instinct of a true detective he
Imade for the Times Square Automobile

Co's place on Broadway. No great sur

prise overwhelmed him when he beheld the

stolen battery displayed for sale on that

concern's counter. Politely inquiring

whether it was a second hand battery, and

if so. to whom it had belonged, he says he

was told that it had been in the car of a

physician whom the clerk named as living

in an uptown street. Less politely than be

fore. Teschlein declared that the battery

had been stolen from him, and to prove it

he told them to call up the Trade Associa

tion, the garage and the police to confirm

the identity of the number which he had

given when the theft occurred.

“Well, it may be your battery, at that,"

he states he was told, “because we bought

it from a kid," but there was no offer of re

linquishing it.

After a wordy discussion Taschlein last

week went to the detective bureau and got

a police court summons against the Times

Square outfit. Not wholly unprepared for

such emergencies, however. the latter re

fused to respond to the summons, “on ad

vice of counsel.” The advice was good,

since to swear out a warrant compelling

their. appearance and answer in police court

would require the institution of “supple

mentary proceedings" to an action against

the unknown thief, all of which would cost

in the neighborhood of forty or fifty dol

lars while the battery itself is worth only

about thirty-five dollars.

Taschlein's employer, not wishing to un

dertake litigation promising thus to exceed

in cost the price of the battery, has not

prosecuted the matter further, and the mat

ter of replacing the accumulator has been

put up to the garage people.

Makers to Meet at Detroit.

The annual meeting of the American

Motor Car Manufacturer's Association is

scheduled to be held in the Hotel Pont

chartrain, Detroit, Mich., at 10 a. 111., Feb

ruary 8th. Among other things, there will

be an election of three members of the

committee of management. It is also prob

able that the association’s attitude toward

future shows, which is'a present cause for

speculation. will be defined.

Parts Company Locates in Cleveland.

The Auto Parts Co., backed by W. B.

Drown and William B. \Nhite, has opened

for business in Cleveland. The com

pany is located on Euclid avenue. near

East Eighteenth street.

All. READY FOR THE RETAILERS!

Their National Association is “Born”—

Title Chosen, Manager Selected, Dues

Fixed—Only Members Lacking.

If the National Retail Dealers Associa'

tion does not “watch out,” it will find its

The “Association of Au

Dealers of

occupation gone.

tomobile America" is on its

scent. The N. R. D. A. was regularly or

ganized by bona fide retailers during the

Chicago show there in December last. The

other “association” was not organized at all.

It was simply born by the wave of a magic

wand, in that house of magic on “lost

Forty~second street, New York, styled the

only Alfred

Reeves is an ordinary manager; practically

every other man is a publicity promoter or

“accelerator of automobile or public opin

ion," or a promoter, accelerator, organizcr

or magician of some sort. or very willing

to be employed in such capacities.

The magicians who caused the “Associa~

tion of Automobile Dealers of America" to

arise from the hat are Charles A. VVardlc

and John R. Eustice. Until recently, W'ar

dle was chief of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers' agency bureau.

When he was relieved of those duties, the

law of gravity attracted him to the Spald

ing building. He thought it a shame that all

the knowledge and experience that he had

acquired should go to waste and according

ly “got busy.” He called Eustice to his

aid, and together they outlined a national

association of dealers, which shall require

a manager and assistant manager, selected

a name—and the manager—for it. and se

cured the indorsement of a number of

friendly retailers. Eustice. who is a facile

wieldcr of the pen, then heralded the news

to the world.

“There is every possibility that the 2,000

retail automobile dealers in the United

States will soon be enrolled in a national

organization, with a wide sphere of useful

Spalding building, where
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ness,” he said. “While this interesting

movement has just become known, the

movement has been under way for some

time and the plans are well advanced. Ten

of the largest automobile dealers in this

country located in as many big cities, make

up the committee on organization.

“In organizing a national association the

automobile dealers are following the lead

of many other retail trades. The commit

tee on organization has decided on the

name “Association of Automobile Dealers

of America," and has chosen as manager

Charles A. Wardle, who is undoubtedly

the best posted on the automobile trade,

and well known to all dealers."

When “undoubtedly the best posted in

the automobile trade" was sought for spe

cific information, he was found in company

with Mr. Eustice. Wardle seemed quite

anxious that his history and qualifications

should be known. He returned to that snb

'ject several times, among other things

explaining that he had enjoyed “four

years training under George H. Day, the

best organizer the world had ever known."

Asked if the association had held any

meetings, he answered in the negative, but

added that “conferences” had been held in

Chicago and New York, at which dealers

from ten different cities were present.”

Would the “A. A. D. A.” conflict with

the National Association of Retail Dealers,

formed in Chicago? Although the latter

organization formally chose its title and

elected officers at the Chicago meeting,

Wardle did not appear to think that any

thing of the sort had been done, or, if so,

that it was merely an echo of an old asso

ciation that had proved a failure.

Between them, Messrs. VVardle and Eus

tice, summarized the purposes of their or

ganization about as follows:

To make serious eFforts to find mar

kets in various parts of the world for

second hand cars, to be accomplished by

advertising extensively in order to bring

buyers and sellers together.

To interchange information relative

to trade conditions, also statistics and gen

eral information of mutual advantage.

To look after traffic conditions, rates,

cars, etc._. in the interests of the dealers

who are required to pay the freight.

To co-operate with the manufacturers to

the end that they, the manufacturers, may

have the support of a large. organized,

widely distributed body working together

as a unit—sort of an E Pluribus Unum.

To keep records of salesmen, chauffeurs.

mechanics, washers, etc., for the informa

tion of its members, “so that a dealer in

Philadelphia, for instance, may not have a

car destroyed by a New York washer who

poses as a mechanic."

To keep track of the shifting element of

the industry so that the Kansas City re

tailer may know the character of the Bos—

ton chaufi'eur who applies for work.

The dues will be $25 a year. Two thou

sand dealers at $25 per year equals $50,000,

quite sufficient to meet the requirements

of any manager, however well posted.

Local trade associations are not to be

antagonized, and though they will not be

admitted to membership in the A. A. D. A.

their members as individuals are eligible.

\Nardle volunteered the information that

he had already leased an ofiiee and had an

option on two more rooms to provide for

expansion.

 

The Week’s Incorporations.

Peoria, Ill.-—-Thacker-Brereton Co., The,

under Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in automobiles. Cor

porators——J. F. Thacker and J. T. Hunter.

New York City, N. Y.—Niagara Livery

81 Motor Car Co., under New York laws,

with $5,000 capital. Corporators—William

Burrows and Fanny E. Burrows, Astoria,

N. Y.

Camden, N. J.——Rowe Motor Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $100,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in automobiles. Cor

porators—John A. Riggins, Leon Berry and

John M. Tobin.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Philadelphia Taxicab

Co., under Pennsylvania laws, with $200,

000 capital; to operate taxicabs. Corpora~

tors—L. T. Layton, secretary~treasurer, and

Joseph Kleckner, president.

Dover, Del—Schmidt Electric Motor

Chair Co., under Delaware laws, with $500,

000 capital. Corporators—I. \V. Schmidt,

New York City; C. B. Walter, Brooklyn,

and W. I. N. Lofland. Dover.

Jersey City, N. J.-—Rutherford Rubber

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $300,000

capital; to make all kinds of rubber tires.

Corporators—H. O. Coughlan, L. H. Gun

ther and J. R. Turner, Jersey City.

Newark, N. J.—R0tary Internal Combus

tion Motor Co., under New Jersey laws,

with $200,000 capital, to make engines,

power vehicles, etc. Corporators—J. Hokan

son, M. Hofi'mann, 0. Anderson, and R.

Baker, all of Newark.

Terre Haute, Ind—Wabash Auto 8;

Electric Co., under Indiana laws, with

$10,000 capital; to deal in automobiles and

conduct garage. Corporators—Frank S.

Lewis, Alanson Hays, Virgil Pounds, Fred

P. Gifiel and Theodore P. Frank.

New York City, N. Y.—George V. Lyons

Motor Co., under New York laws, with

$3,000 capital. Corporators—Marie A.

Lyons and George V. Lyons, 2384 Broad

way; Andrew G. Dickson, Jr., 29 West

Thirty-fourth street, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—N. S. U. Motor

Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—Gottlieb Banzhaf,

Neckarsulm. Germany; Eugene Kircherer,

206 West Seventy-sixth street; Carl L.

Schurz, 49 Wall street, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.——liotchkiss Im

port Co., under New York laws, with $5,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—James M. Bessey, 66 Broadway;

Charles N. Foster. 34 New street, New

York City, and John A. Breitbach, 1332A

Fulton street, Brooklyn.

In the Retail World.

Renault Freres have opened a branch

agency at 1549 Michigan avenue, Chicago.

C. T. Ziegler is in charge.

W. L. Hibbard, president of the Hibbard

Automobile Co., Milwaukee, has disposed

of his interest in the concern and has re

tired. His successor has not been named.

A new brick and stone garage, 50x140

feet, will be erected by the Wabash Auto

8: Electric Co., of Terre Haute, Ind. When

completed the concern will move from its

present location at 925 l/Vabash avenue.

Fire caused a damage of $8,500 in the

garage of the Johnson Automobile Supply

Co., 4.390 Olive street, St. Louis, January

17th. The largest item was a $4,000 tour

ing car belonging to the Sperry Mfg. Co.

Ground has been broken in New<

ark, N. J., for the new garage to be erected

by J. W. Mason, at 350-352 Halsey street.

The building, which will be two stories high,

will be ready for occupancy by April lst.

The Johnson Automobile Co. has opened

a garage at 122-124 East Main street, Mar

shalltown, Iowa. \N. W. Johnson, A. L.

McKean, and George C. Shugart are named

as the organizers. Ford and Mason cars

will be handled.

Leigh, Neb., is real proud as it shortly

will be able to boast of a garage, the only

town of its size in the State to possess

such a convenience. S. B. Hoelsey is re

modeling the building adjoining the post

ofl'ice for the purpose.

The Bergdoll Motor Car Co., of Phil

delphia. has acquired the large garage and

property at the northeast corner of Broad

and Wood streets, that city. The acquisi

tion is in the nature of a transfer from Louis

Bergdoll, who had bought the property.

Directors of the St. Louis Auto Exchange

Supply Co., doing business at 3916 Wash—

ington avenue, St. Louis, have petitioned

the circuit court to dissolve the company.

as it cannot meet its obligations and is do

ing a losing business. The company was

incorporated only about two months ago

with $30,000 capital, by Charles J. Lewis,

president; Fred N. Argo, secretary; J. E.

Brennan. treasurer; Robert J. Thompson,

H. P. Wells, Hugo Koch, and A. M. NVork.

The petition alleges that John W. Baker,

who promoted the company did not pay

$2,000 for stock which he subscribed.

New President for Kansas City Dealers.

H. E. Roodledge was elected president of

the Kansas City Automobile Dealers’ As—

sociation, at its annual meeting last week.

The office has been vacant since the resig<

nation of P. B. Doddridge. C. F. Ettwein

was chosen vice-president, E. P. Moriarity

secretary, and-W. S. Hathaway and G. L.

Walls directors.
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KNOX CREDITORS T0 NAME 0FFICI'IRS

Appoint Nominating Committee to Choose

Successors of Present Incumbents—

Assignee Renders Report.

About 40 of the preferred stockholders

attended the meeting of the Knox Auto

mobile C0., Springfield, Mass., on Tues

day last, at which Assignee Mayo practic

ally turned over the company to them for

reorganization.

The stockholders, who became such by

stock to the

however,

virtue of having accepted

amount of their claims, did not,

elect new officers as was anticipated. In

stead, what is practically a nominating

committee was appointed to decide whose

resignations shall be accepted and to

name their successors and the additional

directors called for by the terms of re

organization. This committee is made up

as follows:

Alfred N. Mayo, chairman; Robert W.

Day, representing the Springfield National

Bank; Edward Pynchon, representing the

Chicopee National Bank; H. B. Stedman,

representing the Hartford creditors; George

A. Yule, representing the Western creditors.

It is reported that the committee will advise

the election of a new set of officials from

top to bottom, with but one probable ex

ception.

The report of Alfred N. Mayo as trustee

of the company from July 22, 1907, up to

January 25 last, which was rendered,

showed that the receipts during that period

had been $232,368.44, while the expenditures

were $226,262,.51, leaving a cash balance of

$6105,93.

The receipts were made up of the follow

ing items: Cash on hand July 22, 1907,

$345.37; received sundry old accounts, $22,

721.31; sales of cars, $130,471.24; sales of

parts, $48,362.49; deposits sales of cars,

$3,800; loans (notes discounted), $25,000;

rent, $783.34; miscellaneous, $884.69.

The expenditures were as follows: Pre

ferred claims, $10,954.30; Greenwood Bros.’

second claim, $7,000; fractional claims (cred

itors), $11,638.71; pay rolls, $103,009.20; ac

count branch houses, $9,609.29; show ex

penses, $5,634.01; sales traveling expenses,

$2,897.51; guarantee expenses, $834.61; ad

vertising general, $2,189.61; insurance and

water tax, $664.68; miscellaneous, $3,362.65;

freight and drayage, $3,759.39; new mate

rials, $64,705.55; cash on hand, $6,108.93.

Jefiery Adds to His Real Estate.

Within the past two weeks six more

acres of ground, adjacent to the factory in

Kcnosha, have been purchased by Thomas

B. Jeffery & Co. The ground area now

measures one-half mile from east to west

and one-half mile from north to south. The

increased demand for the Rambler has made

necessary the acquisition of more space for

the enlargement of various departments and

the addition of others.

0 K Fails to Live up to Its Title.

The O K Machine Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,

makers of automobile specialties, was

thrown into involuntary bankruptcy on

Thursday last, W. L. Frye, secretary of the

company, admitting its inability to meet its

obligations. George D. Pine, Post 8: Les

ter, the Simmons Hardware Co., and the

Dragon Automobile Co., were the petition

ing creditors. Their claims total. $680.50.

Incorporates to Make Meteors.

The Meteor Motor Car Co., which makes

the Meteor car at Bettendorf, near Moline,

Ill., took out its papers last week, the cap

italization being $50,000. Arno L. Peter

sen is named as president; Henry F. Pe

tersen, vice-president, and F. W. Speers,

secretary—treasurer. In addition to the of

ficers the directbrs are C. N. Voss, J. H.

Haas and Max D. Petersen.

Duplex Ready to Leave Roseland.

The Duplex Motor Car Co. has been

formed in Roseland, a Chicago suburb, and

already it is seeking a better location, sev

eral factory sites being in view. The offi

cers of the company are: R. M. Hanson, of

West Pullman, president; C. M. Hanson,

Chicago, secretary; Ed. Torguerson, Rose~

land, treasurer. At present their shop is at

228 W. lllth street.

Midland Completes Its Organization.

Officers have been elected by the Mid

land Motor Co., Moline, Ill., as follows:

President, C. H. Pope; vice-president, E.

H. Guyer; treasurer, A. E. Montgomery;

secretary and manager, H. E. Walton. The

Midland company recently took over the

plant and assets of the Deere-Clark com

pany.

I One More Big Garage on Broadway.

The Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co. are this

week taking possession of their new build

ing at 1620-1624 Broadway, New York, from

which address the Simplex and three lines

of Palmer & Singer cars will be marketed.

It is one of the largest garages on Broad

way, having accommodation for more than

150 cars.

Chapin En Route for the Coast.

Roy D. Chapin, general manager of the

E. R. Thomas Detroit Co., has departed

for a sweep of the country which will ex

tend to the Pacific coast. As he has made

the trip before, he is not visiting strangers

or strange territory.

Draper Leaves Wayne for Mqra.

J. S. Draper, for three years salqg mana

ger of the Wayne Automobile Co., Detroit,

has resigned to accept a similar position

with the Mora Motor Car Co., Newark, N.

J. His change becomes efi’ective February

lst.

"THE ROBBERS ARE 0N Tllli RUN!”

New Haven Can Tell Who They Are—

Dream of a Big Automobile Factory

Fades Away.

Many New Haven business people think

that the number implied in the advertising

catch-phrase, “The Robbers the

Run!" which has for some time appeared

in local papers, should be changed to sin~

gular. They opine that it should read:

“The Robber is on the Run!” Incidentally,

the police of the Connecticut city are look

ing for one John E. Fulton, who with his

son, Rufus, operated as the Connecticut

Automobile Company.

According to New Haven advices Ful

ton, who claims to be a descendant of the

are 011

inventor of the first steamboat, came to

that city about the first of October and

stated that he was going to make three

styles of automobiles, which would cost

$350 each. He said the cars could be built

for less than $250 and would be better than

many machines costing over $2,000. As if

to prove it he advertised under the catch

line, “The Robbers are on the Run.”

The first act of the Fultons upon arriv

ing in New Haven was to take a ten years

lease of the Armstrong factory in Congress

avenue near Howard avenue. Fulton then

called upon several contractors who he in

formed that he had the lease and that he

had received it at a low figure with the un

derstanding that he was to make all the

repairs. Brainerd & Benson were given the

contract to do' the joiner work. Michael

Rakieten was given the painting order, and

E. C. Bedell was ordered to go ahead with

the plumbing. Each was told that by the first

of January 700 men would be employed

making the machines. Work amounting to

over $1,000 was done by these three con

cerns and they were told that they would

be paid on January 9. As there was no

money on that date, Brainerd 8: Benson

attached the machinery at the plant and

took it away. Deputy Sheriff Dejou acted.

Acting for some of the employes, another

deputy sheriff took ten roll top desks from

the oflice, and another oflicial removed the

typewriters, which were said to be on lease.

Then some more of New Haven became

interested in the affairs and they learned

that in all the Connecticut Automobile Co.

had employed fifteen men, but that not a

single automobile had been turned out

Also that a lot of machinery that had been

ordered lay in the freight house, waiting

to be paid for before it could be deliv

ered. Of the fifteen men employed, the

engineer is said to be behind $80 in wages

and a cabinet maker $100, and it is stated

that even the elevator boy was not paid.

There has been a steady stream of creditors

to the place since the departure of the Ful

tons became generally known.
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

 
 

Exclusive Features of the White Limousine

The exclusive White quality of absolute noiselessness of operation is of particular

advantage in a limousine because, in a car with a closed body, any noise made by the

mechanism is even more noticeable and annoying than in an open vehicle.

Another exclusive White quality—namely—genuine flexibility of control, permits of the

machine being guided safely and speedily through the crowded city streets. The speed of

the White may be accommodated to the exengencies of street traffic without any charging of

gears, jerky starts or the embarrassing and sometimes dangerous “stalling " of the engine.

As regards graceful lines and luxuriousness of equipment and finish, the White lim

ousine must be seen to be appreciated.

Write for caialog and the address of the nearest branch or agency

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St.

CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave.

CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave.

NEW YORK CITY, Broadway at 62d St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 1460 Market St.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 North Broad St.
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For the Integrity of Amateur Sport.

It is to be hoped that all other of the

district associations of the Amateur Athletic

Union and all other sports governing organ

izations—will follow the example of the

Pacific Association of' that body and ap

point “automobile commissioners" to “keep

tabs" on motorists who compete for cash

or against professionals and who then seek

to be accepted as amateurs in other sports.

Such action will be in the nature of serving

the sport of automobiling a better turn than

willsome of its own adherents permit

themselves to see. As at present con

stituted, it is too much a “trade game.”

Although the superb indifference of most of

the American Automobile Association’s of

ficials to all opinions and suggestions save

those that emanate from the “inside” has

been the means of alienating the support

of not a few of their erstwhile upholders,

it is possible that after a few score of the

men who compete under A. A. A. rules re

ceive their proper brand, that of “profes

sional,” and find the door of amateur sport

slammed in faces, the A. A. A.

administration will not fly in the face of pub

their

lic sentiment and make a mockery of ama

teurism, which is but another definition for

genuine sport.

If automobile competition is not sport,

it is up to the A. A. A. properly to define

its status. It is generally written of as sport

and it certainly takes the form of‘ public

contests of either speed, skill or endurance,

which are the elements that contribute to

sport. The old idea that sportsmanship is

measured solely by athletic prowess has

been or is being rapidly dissipated. What

ever is classed as sport, regardless of the

implements employed, begets sportsmen

and the automobile competitor who is free

from trade entanglements and who com

petes for sport’s sake and not for adver

tising or the money an event may net,

should welcome the action of the A. A. U.

since it assures him his proper distinction—

that of a genuine sportsman, which best is

expressed by the term amateur.

It would seem that the American Auto

mobile Association can well afiord to take

a stand for real sport by purging its rules

of their present absurd inconsistencies, some

of which were borrowed from abroad and

the remainder inserted for the benefit of a

few men of wealth.

Reform the Road Law!

Governor Hughes, in his message to the

New York legislature, says:

“In making the large expenditure which

is contemplated for improved highways the

object is to execute a comprehensive plan

in the interest of the whole State, furnish

ing through lines connecting centers of

population and proper lateral lines to pro

vide each section with adequate means of

communication."

The Governor is quite right as to the ob

ject of spending the $50,000,000 to be gotten

from the bond issue, but that object is not

being attained under the present so—ealled

Higbie-Armstrong law, under which boards

of supervisors petition the State engineer

for any road they want built. Sometimes

this road goes from nowhere to nowhere,

sometimes it is an isolated stretch of two

or three miles; sometimes it is built par

allel with another good road, and all be

cause one or two persons have influence

with the board of supervisors. It certainly

seems unwise to go on spending money

under the Higbie-Armstrong law instead

of providing a system such as the Governor

favors, which will connect the large cen

ters of population and furnish proper lat

eral lines to provide each section with ade

quate means of communication.

The Higbie‘Armstrong law has served its

time. The small stretches of good road

built under it were useful object lessons,

but now the taxpayers should demand that

good roads be built with system.

Town Cars and Taxicabs.

At present the attraction of the light

weight, closed vehicle of the town type, is

strong upon the makers, and with the de

velopment of taxicab services, and the ex

ploitation of scores of companies to handle

them, or that hope to handle them, there is

at once a tendency to overdo the thing, and

to branch out in the wrong direction. In

the first place, the status of this type of

vehicle is not as yet sufficiently well de

fined to warrant hasty judgment as to the

legitimate demand for it. For another

thing, experience in building pleasure cars

is apt to breed over-confidence in construct

ing machines which, though nominally sim

ilar in many respects actually differ from

them in the material point that they must

serve in the rigorous capacity of commer

cial utensils.

must be

light, moderately short in wheel base, nicely

balanced

As town cars, such machines

as to suspension, handily con

trived as to passenger accomodation, simple

in construction, economical in maintenance,

and as low in cost as is consistent with

sound building and a rational profit be

tween producer and consumer. Furthermore,

they must have a motor possessing even

torque, freedom from vibration and great

power of acceleration. The latter l'CQUl'

site is most importantI since it is to be pre

sumed that such a vehicle is to be used al

most exclusively in closely crowded traffic,

where quick starts and quick stops are the

only means of increasing its average rate

of movement. Accelerative power, thus be

comes tantamount to speed.

Another use, closely allied to that of the

town car, yet sufficiently difierent from it

to alter somewhat the requirements gov

erning its construction, is that of the su

burban car, which, unlike the “demi-route"

of France, is designed to answer to all the

the

Up to the present

time only one or two makers in this coun

practical purposes of useful horse

drawn station wagon.
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try have essayed the construction of such

a machine.

A vehicle of this description, intended to

to be

economical for the large touring car, and

take up work which is too limited

too exacting to be longer fulfilled by the

horse, must have general proportions sim

ilar to those of the town car, must have

most of its excellencies, but requires less

accelerative power, and more speed capa

bilities, though not necessarily high speed

Unlike the typical town car, such

a machine requires considerable road clear

power.

ance, and must be made at sufficiently low

cost to make its use attractive to the pres

ent owner of a large and powerful car as

well as to the person of moderate means

and an insistant need of safe and econom

ical daily transportation over short dis

tances.

Here are two types of vehicle, closely rc~

lated in many respects, as regards ideal con

struction, yet differing somewhat in the

nature of the service they are required to

perform. For both there is a probable de

mand of considerable magnitude, and for

both an equal chance of commercial error

of the gravest nature in building for sale

rather than for use, or in judging too lightly

of the stern requirements of machines which

are to be operated the year round independ

ent of highway and weather conditions.

The field is a most attractive and promising

one, especially since the sober purpose in

volved relieves the maker from the neces

sity of attempting to set or follow fashions

at all closely and opens the door to quan

tity production. Probably it is as big an

opportunity in a subsidiary way as exists

in the industry today. But it must be han

dled wisely and well, if the too alarming

consequences are to be avoided.

How Chaufieurs May Help Themselves.

It long has been painfully apparent to any

one coming into close contact with pro

fessional chauffeurs and giving ear to their

complaints that they consider themselves

to be a much abused class who are unpop

ular with the world at large, though for

reasons beyond their ken.

A frequent topic for conversation, in the

room set apart for their use in public gar'

ages, or when two or three are gathered un

der the shed provided for their protection

at a road house, is the lack of consideration

shown them by the police in charge of traf

fic who invariably compel them to turn

around when they try to “beat the line” or

travel on the wrong side of the thorough

fares.

Of course this is the veriest rot, though

it is only the wail that is to be expected

from a type of driver who by their actions

and supercilious demeanor give the impres

sion that they are of a favored class to

whom the public and the law must give way.

If chauffeurs would free themselves from

the bad name that is theirs and would try

to deserve the tolerance of the public they

could make a good beginning by consider

ing the born as a means of warning peo

ple of their approach rather than as in

strument with which the frighten the pub

lic from their course. And at the same time

a little thought for the horse struggling

with a heavy load would prompt a man with

the least claim to being human to give it

the right of way rather than to “hog” a

course which would compel the animal to

come to a stand still.

These are only two incidents that are

repeatedly coming under the direct observa

tion of the public, and their correction or

elimination would do much to make people

feel a little more kindly toward the drivers

of cars, and it may be that if chauffeurs

were sincere in their desire to deserve a

good name in the community a little thought

would suggest to them that they are acting

towards others in a way that they would

not care to be acted toward if conditions

were changed and they were to become the

man in the street.

Making a Bad Beginning.

Why will men engineering a movement

herald it to the world while it is yet “unfit

for publication,” so to speak?

The so-called Automobile Dealers’ Asso

ciation of America is a case in point. A

live organization of the sort may be made

to serve some excellent purposes, but when

the promoters of it, who are not retail

dealers, make it so abundantly plain that

the chief inspiration of their efforts is the

desire to provide fat jobs for themselves,

how can they hope to escape criticism?

National associations are not drawn out

of hats and the plan of selecting a name,

“engaging” a manager—who, of course, is

one of the the

amount of dues before organization actually

promoters—and fixing

has been effected, is too suggestive of

“stacking the cards" and “giving away the

game” to deserve approbation, particularly

when a bona fide association of the sort

already is in existence.

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

February 1-8, Providence, R. I.—Show in

Providence State armory.

February 3-8, Kansas City, Mo.—Kansas

City Automobile Dealers’ Association's an

nual show in Convention Hall.

February 10-15, Detroit, Mich.—Tri-State

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion’s annual show in Light Guard armory.

February l7-22, Cleveland Ohio—Cleve

land Automobile Dealers' Association’s

show in Central armory.

February 21-29, Newark, N. J.-—New Jer

sey Automobile and Motor Club's and New

Jersey Automobile Trade Association’s an

nual show.

February 22, Boston, Mass—Bay State

Automobile Association's 150 miles endur

ance run to Providence, Worcester and re

turn.

February 24-29, Portla-nd, Me.—Annual

show in the Auditorium.

March 2-7, Ormond, Fla—Annual beach

carnival, under ausp'ces Automobile Club of

America.

March 7-14, Boston, Mass—Boston Au

tomobile Dealers' Association’s annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

March 9-14, Buffalo, N. Y.—Automobile

Club of Buffalo’s sixth annual show in

Convention Hall.

March 18-19, Savannah, Ga.—Savannah

Automobile Club’s stock chassis race.

March 1825, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester

Automobile Club's show in new Convention

hall.

 
 

We have no doubt that the promoters of

the retailers’ association will consider crit

icism as distinctly bad treatment, but when

there is a right way and a wrong way of

doing things and they choose the latter,

the fault rests with themselves.

The American Automobile Association.

has issued an appeal to all owners and

users of automobiles, and to manufactur~

ers and agents, asking for support of the

Federal Registration Bill introduced at the

present session of Congress by the Hon.

William W. Cocks of New York, and

known as House Bill No. 428. It is the

measure designed to permit citizens of the

United States to enter any State in the

Union without payment of an “admission

fee." The man who has wearied of being

“held up" and who fails to write the In

diciary Committee of the House in support

of the bill must blame himself if relief is

not forthcoming.
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AMBASSADOR AT A. C. A. BANQUET

M. Jusserand Talks of French Triumphs,

Hippogril‘fs and Dust Problems—

Depcw and Others Also Speak.

Thanks to M. Jules Jusserand, French

ambassador, those overworked coinages,

“whizz wagon,” “benzine buggy,” “gaso

lene goer," and the remainder of the tribe

of “smart” definitions of the motor car may

be laid on the shelf and given a long and

much needed rest. At the annual banquet

of the Automobile Club of America on Sat

urday evening last, 25th ult., M..Jusserand

contributed an uncamphored and polite sub~

He styled the au

tomobile “the modern hippogriff.” The am~

stitute for such terms.

bassador was the chief speaker of the oc

casion. It follows that the band played the

“Marseillaise.”

The banquet was the first held in the new

club house on West Fifty~fourth street, New

York. The dining hall was tastefully

draped with flags and bunting, with the

American and French National emblems in

tertwined. All the tables bore floral dec‘

orations and attractive souvenirs were at

every plate. Every seat was occupied. Be

sides M. Jusserand, those at the guests’ ta

ble were Senator Chauncey M. Depew, Gen.

Nelson A. Miles, Gen. George Moore Smith,

Col. John Jacob Astor, the Rev. Wilton

Merle Smith, Patrick Francis Murphy,

Henry Sandrum, Augustus Thomas, Dr.

Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, Dave

Morris, Job Hedges, Albert R. Shattuck,

Charles Jerome Edwards and Oliver A.

Qualye. Altogether, between three and four

hundred persons were present.

President Colgate Hoyt acted as toast

master and preliminary to his remarks pro

posed the health of the President of the

United States and of the President of

France. The toasts were drunk enthus

iastically, while the band played the “Star

Spangled Banner" and, for the first time,

the “Marseillaise.” Then Mr. Hoyt con—

gratulated the club on the new home, paid

a deserved tribute to the building commit

tee, and said that it will have cost not far

from $800,000. Of that debt $40,000 has

been wiped out in the past year, thus reduc

ing the mortgage obligation to $610,000.

The club membership now is 1,511 as

against 1,200 a year ago, and the waiting

list is a long one.

When Mr. Hoyt introduced Ambassador

Jusserand the orchestra again struck up

the “Marseillaise.” M. Jusserand, who was

seated next to Senator Depew, replied to

the toast, “France, the Mother of the Au

tomobile.”

Not unnaturally he sounded the trump of

France and Frenchmen and Spoke of ra<

dium, dirigible balloons, and the other good

things they had discovered, and said the

'secret of his countrymen's success in build

Hennen '

ing automobiles is that “they work slowly

and with patient care—a national disposi

tion fortified by custom.”

“It was Nicholas Joseph Cugnot, an offi

cer of the Engineer Corps, who built the

first automobile in 1765," said the Ambas

sador. “That curious old machine still ex

ists and may be seen to-day in the Con

servatoire des Arts et Matiers in Paris. Its

speed was three miles an hour and it had

to stop every fifteen minutes to fill its boil

ers~but it moved. Cugnot died in pov

erty, neglected and forgotten, in 1804.

“The reinvented automobile has conquered

more of the world than did Alexander the

Great. You will find automobiles in Mad

agascar and in Senegal. It inspires pas

sions. People have been known to dispose

of their property to procure one. There is

romance about it. Its possibilities are ex

hilarating.

“This modern hippogrifi is king of the

road, with a tendency, I fear, of becoming

autocrat, too. There lies a serious danger.

The pride of youth and success which

shines in its glaring eyes must not lead it

astray, and means must be found to pacify

and befriend the slow walker, the anti'

quated wagon driver, the stay-at-horne

ground tiller, who constitute, after all, a

majority. Certain means which have been

unwittingly employed to silence such peo

ple should be carefully avoided.

“One of the most important problems

nowadays, and one on which greatly de

pends the future popularity of the art, is

the problem of dust. The art has no greater

enemy than dust. Dust spoils the pleasure

of all who use the road, spoils the machine,

spoils the crops, and the growing animos

ity existing in certain provinces against au

tomobilists has no greater cause. Certain

it is that gardens and orchards bordering

much frequented roads have lost all value,

owing to the dust, which prevents the plants

from breathing and kills them. I know of

handsome villas now for sale because un

inhabitable from the dust raised by the au

tomobiles—for sale, but unsalable. The

problem must be solved, dust must be done

away with.”

Senator Depew spoke to the toast “Amer

ica,” the User of the Automobile." He re

lated some of the marvels of transportation

that had happened during his life time of

more than 70 years, dealt out some figures

relating to the automobile industry, and to

highway work, and spun a few humorous

stories. He mildly advocated speedways “to

protect the public and develop the indus

try,” and on the subject of speed said:

“The last to take up the automobile have

been railroad men. They are accustomed

to expect roadbed, ties, rails, wheels and the

machinery of the locomotive to be perfect

for 20 miles an hour and upward. The au

tomobilist does his forty or fifty upon an

ordinary highway with only a rubber tire

and a pneumatic tube between him and

eternity. If he picks up a nail or his steer

ing gear gives out the morning paper tells

the rest and mourning friends lament his

indiscretions.

“Stevenson, the great English engineer,

was asked what the difference was in dan

ger between fifty and a hundred miles an

hour with the locomotive. He said, “None,

because if you leave the track you will go

to hell with either." The condition with

Stevenson was that you must go off the

track, but with the automobilist there are

numberless conditions beside the tracks,

therefore constant inspection of the ma

chine, vigilance in its operation and proved

intelligence in the driver are absolutely es

sential.

“On the health side I know from exper

ience that the ozone which is driven into

the lungs by riding in an open car at a fair

speed is a specific cure for insomnia and

nervous troubles. Sanity and level-headed

ness, together with healthy living. have

come to those who have found it possible

to live in the country and motor to their

business places in the city and return to

their homes.”

“The Automobile and the Pedestrian,” af

forded a peg on which Augustus Thomas,

the playwright, hung a succession of merry

jests.

He complimented the French Ambassador

and fell easily into speaking of Paris.

“A city.” said Mr. Thomas, “where things

are so very cheap that one may lead a dou—

ble life for the same money.”

His experiences with automobiles had

been, he said, entirely from the standpoint

of a pedestrian. He had noticed, though,

an extremely curious thing—the way sex

is so clearly drawn in chickens when an au

tomobile comes sailing down a road. An

old rooster will stop with his head on one

side, eye the devil wagon, remark calmly to

himself, “Hell! I’ve seen them things be

fore,” and step dignifiedly out of the way.

On the other hand a hen will squawk and

shriek and scream and flutter her foolish

wings and make a terrible to do, in the end,

the chances are, getting herself run over.

The automobile plays a pretty important

part on the stage nowadays, said Mr.

Thomas. It used to be that the property

man rigged up a machine of laths and a

wheel to make noises which would indicate

that “the carriage” was arriving and de

parting. ‘Now it is a simple matter for the

property man to squeeze a rubber bulb and

convey the proper suggestion by a mere

“honkl honkl” He added that he was the

first playwright to use a suggestion of the

automobile in the drama. ,

Mr. Thomas ended by saying that he had

never advertised any particular brand of

automobile. but that he had a new play

coming out, and if some manufacturer would

send him a late model—well, he didn’t know.

He was only human.

“Automobiles” was the toast assigned to

Job E. Hedges, who as usual, poked fun at

everything and everyone worth poking at.

Job rapidly is becoming an almost indis

pensible adjunct of all New York banquets.
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Motor Cars as Mediums for Municipal Graft

Part ll, Wherein the Grafter Acquires a Fine Large Tourirg Car and the Pleasure of His Relatives and Friends is

Correspondingly increased at the Taxpayers' Expense— Car and Chauffeur Placed

Subject to the Order of the Grafter's Woman Friend.

 

 

My assertion last week that no form of

municipal property is so largely misused

and abused and so grossly and shamefully

converted to private use as the automobiles

paid for by the long suffering taxpayers

was not lightly made.

The new “inspector,” whose car I had

been delegated to drive, speedily made plain

that qualms of conscience did not trouble

him. It is possible that the idea never oc

curred to him that he was misusing the car

by converting it to private use and mak

ing it a medium of graft. He fell into the

habit naturally. When, on the second night

of his career he helped his woman friend

into the car and bid me drive to a “white

light lobster palace,” he marked his start

in the city's service smacked of remark

able boldness on the part of a new official.

During his first week or so, at least, a

show of conscientiousness is reasonably to

be expected of a new appointee. But this

was not true of this “inspector.”

Conditions Grow Worse.

The end of the second day was as the end

of the first and I wondered if this sort

of thing was to be kept up or if it was only

the usual new toy that would lose its at

tractiveness when it had ceased to be a

novelty. I thought that this soon would be

the solution of the situation and found com

fort in the thought that “this wont last.”

But it did last and instead of getting bet—

ter it became worse. The theatre in an ad

joining town was an easy run for the car,

to be followed by dinner and a drive that

kept me from my home until two or three

in the morning, and probably later, when

tire trouble, that ever present nightmare of

the chauffeur, held me up for an indefinite

time on the roadside, sometimes far from

the help of even the feeble glow of a street

gas lamp.

By this time I had an opportunity to

study my new superior with the result that

I concluded that he was a fine, big hearted

fellow who would go to any extent for a

friend and was quick to forgive an enemy.

His early life had been spent far from the

city, its influences and temptations, and in a

place where a motor car was not only a

luxury but a curiosity as well. I recall one

night as we were going along one of the

drives, he turned to me and said:

“Malcom, I never thought that I would

see the time that I should have an auto

mobile to do with as I pleased; I tell you it’s

just plain bully." And there you have the

key to his character, the unaffected expres

sion that shows his lack of appreciation of

the fact that the car was given to him for a

certain purpose, to be used as a means not

as an end, and he failed to see it, even as

he failed to realize the immense importance

of his position with its responsibility to the

administration and to the taxpayers, yet he

was ever ready to do a favor, and was, in

deed, a big. good natur-Ii boy.

Routi'ne of Roystering.

My work soon settled down to a pretty

regular routine. I met “His Highness, as I

affectionately named him without his know

ledge, at about nine in the morning, then a

quick, hard drive about the'city until noon,

at which hour he had lunch at a club while

I sought a cheap restaurant; then to the

office until about three and afterward to

some friend's house with its consequent

wait of anywhere from fifteen minutes to

three hours, followed by a ride to various

hotels or apartments where friends were

awaiting by appointment to join the party,

then to some famous restaurant of the city

or a suburban inn, and at times to a hotel

in some town or adjacent state, after which

the guests were returned to their respec

tive homes and I was through my day’s

duty as a municipal chauffeur.

The car that we used was a low power,

rear entrance tonneau which, without the

top, was not a thing of joy to a user on a

rainy day, so we put on atop of the semi

limousine type which, with its glass panels

in the back, its side curtains and glass front,

offered protection to the occupants. When

I first saw the addition I easily prophesied

that the relaxation that had been mine on

rainy days was to be a thing of the past;

and I was not mistaken.

I recall one night, the evening of a day

of continuous rain which had left the

streets in a condition easily to be imagined,

and the parkways in even worse shape for

driving, I had driven “His Highness" home

at about six o’clock and followed him to his

rooms for some purpose; I was dumb

founded when he went to the telephone

and calling a friend asked him to go for a

ride. As it was raining hard at the moment

and gave every indication of continuing for

the night I was not surprised that the invi

tation was declined and hoped that that

would settle the question; but I reckoned

without due knowledge of his fondness for

the sport. One after another of his friends

were called up with the same results until

after four or five declinations there came

an exception when two were found who

would go—two women whom he called for

and took to a restaurant preliminary to the

extensive ride that followed through the

parks and drives afterward. And all that

time it rained as though the very heavens

were hoping to dampen his and their ardor.

It was a common thing to load up the lit

tle car—which should never have had more

than a light runabout body—with four or

five adults and then go cruising about a

hilly country with a load that was a tax

on its power on the hills on even the first

speed. My remonstrances were without re

sult. IIis answer to them was usually

something in this vein, “Well, it will go,

won’t it? Yes? Then keep it going until

it stops." Explanations and remonstrations

made no difference. It was always a case of

“Keep her going until she stops.”

Labor.

I had been driving him about for two

months when there became available for our

exclusive use a fine, big, 50 horse, seven

passenger touring car. I was sent to get

it and at first sight of its magnificance_my

spirits fell and all hope died within me. If

the little, ante-dated, low powered, uncom

fortable, scratched-up, noisy car which we

had been using was capable of giving so

much pleasure and capable of responding

to such unusual demands, what could be the

future of this modern luxurious equipage.

and, much more to the point, what was to

be the future of the chauffeur who was al

ready being called upon for fourteen hours

a day?

I had noticed that of many of the friends

of the “inspector's” who had ridden in the

old car only a few had remained faithful

after the novelty of automobiling had worn

away; and it was surprising how quickly it

did wear away after they had been re

quired on one or two occasions to walk up

steep hills. But with the advent of the new

car the old friends returned to the fold and

to their ranks was added a liberal reinforce

ment making in all a number sufficient to

furnish companionship at any time and ot

a quality so varied that any particular form

of contemplated relaxation was sure to find

its votaries in the ranks.

Of course, with all this running about on

unnecessary journeys, that is, unnecessary

from the viewpoint of the taxpayers who

were supporting the equipages which they

had supplied with an intention that they were

to be utilized for the benefit of the muni

cipality rather than as a perquisite of the

office or the personal property of its acci

dental and temporary incumbent. the cost

of maintenance and upkeep was vastly in

excess of any reasonable sum that could

Luxury Adds to
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be conscientiously expended incidental to

the actual mileage epcountered in the per

formance of departmental inspection and

official routine. Occasionally, the odome

ter would show as a result of the day’s

traveling a total of about 110 miles, of which

possibly 20 would be a fair number at

which to set the distance actually covered

in the interests of the city. Later this was

further reduced to zero unless in a spirit

of charitableness one may ascribe as “offi

cial” the run to the inspector’s house to get

him before, and return him after, a pleas

ant excursion.

Free with Public

In addition to the cost of upkeep inci

dental to the maintenance of a large car,

aside from fuel-expense and tire replace

ments, I soon found that a spirit of gen~

erosity prevailed which would permit me

to obtain requisitions for accessories that

under the former administration would

have been denied. In this connection I re

call an incident in which I figured during

the period that I was driving a car for my

self as an inspector of the department.

The horn bulb, which incidentally had

done several years service, so far as I could

find out—at any rate, the date of its pur

chase was so far in the past that no one

knew from whence it had come or where

I could go with the hope of finding its mate

or one with the same threads—had split

and was useless. I sought the proper au

thority with the request that I be given

permission to get another if I could find

one, or failing in that, be allowed to buy an

entire horn at a cost not to exceed $3. The

reply was characteristic of an executive

who was trying to economize when spend

ing the public’s money:

“See if you can't fix the bulb. If you

can’t do so, I’ll give you an order for an—

other.”

In contradistinction to this was the re

ply under the new regime when I asked

permission to get a special horn which I

explained would cost $25:

“Sure, if you need it, get it."

_Though it may have been a compliment

to me, an expression of confidence con

tained in an intimation that it was believed

I would ask for nothing that was not

best suited for the purpose to which it was

to be put and necessary to a proper con—

ducting of the work in which I was engaged,

yet it was very different from the condi

tions that had formerly obtained and was

an expense that the executive would not

have incurred if it had been for his own

car to be paid from his private purse. I

know the man sufficiently well to make this

as a positive assertion.

For some time after the receipt of the

new car it was used to a limited extent in

the city’s service, by which I mean that it

actually carried city officials who were rid

ing for the sole purpose of performing the

duties that were demanded of them by the

position that they filled. But‘ these occa

Money.

sions became rarer and rarer and gradually

the car and its chauffeur was withdrawn

from the municipal work and they became,

respectively, practically the personal prop

erty and individual attendant of the inspect

or. They were instruments of “graft,” pure

and simple.

From the first I had given it out that I

could not and would not be the recipient

'of tips or emolument other than the salary

paid me by the city. My stand on this

question may have caused the inspector to

feel that I would not submit to being treat

ed as a lackey and as a sop to my pride, or

maybe as a tribute to my personality, I

was formally introduced to the women as

well as the men who were occupants of the

car; and they invariably treated me as an

equal—though sometimes I felt that it was

graceful condescension on my part to per

mit it—until our destination was reached,

when. if it was a restaurant or road house,

they sought the guests' domain while I was

left to inquire my way to the kitchen or the

servants’ quarters.

Meals at City’s Expense.

At first it was impossible for me to seek

as my proper place a seat at the tables re

served for the menials of the establish

ment and on several occasions I deprived

myself of required nourishment rather than

submit to a condition entirely foreign to

me and repulsive in its suggestion that I

had become a servant; but each time the

deprivation had brought on a severe head

ache and I was forced to either accept exist

ing conditions or resign from my position,

and I chose the former.

At first it was very hard, but I found a

certain satisfaction in paying for my meals

and declining to permit the inspector to do

it for me. It is true, and I appreciated the

fact that I was being put to an unusual and

unnecessary expense; unusual, because as a

“city mechanic" the law required that I

should work not more than eight hours a

day; unnecessary, because at my home

there was prepared a meal for those who

were there that I could have partaken of

without extra cost. But I finally had to

yield even this small means of satisfaction

as the eating places with very few excep

tions maintained the same scale of prices

for the servants’ quarters that they did in

the guests' rooms with the result that a

simple, substantial meal was impossible un

der a dollar and a half and that cost com

ing every night was an impossible drain

on a salary of one hundred a month, so I

yielded even this point and it seemed to me

when I signed his name to the first check

that I had in fact ceased to be a city “gas

engine expert" and had become a chauffeur

with all that that term implies.

I had lately been receiving such a va

riety of orders that when one afternoon I

was told to have the car at the apartments

of Mrs. Blank early on the following morn

ing I was neither surprised nor willing to

remonstrate. It was raining, but I obeyed

the order and at an early hour the hall boy

announced my arrival.

“Mrs. Blank says that she does not wish

to go out while it is raining," the lackey

told me on his return. “She directs that

you return to the stable and await her call."

Think of it! And I was a city employe

supposed to be performing duty only for

the city and taking orders only from a city

official, while the stable at which I was to

await the woman’s call was a municipal

building.

About noon the sky cleared and a tele

phone message from Mrs. Blank directed

me to return at 2 o'clock. During the wait

I had had the car washed by the depart

ment washers so that it was with a clean

vehicle I met her when she appeared with

Mrs. Dash and made a round of calls to be

followed by a drive through the parks until

6 o’clock, when we met by appointment Mr.

Space and Dr. Keen with whom we went

to an inn about 30 miles away. The in

spector was not one of the party. I was

subject to the lady’s orders; and this sort

of thing happened not once, but scores

of times. In fact it had become so common

for the car to be put at the disposal of

friends and relatives that the inspector was

frequently deprived of its use and though

he had a horse and buggy and a driver also

assigned to him, they could not take the

place of the machine nor was the buggy

as comfortable, so the little car was again

put in commission and a repair shop helper

taught to drive it. With this added equip

ment I was freer than before to respond to

outside demands; and I responded, too. In

this connection I may relate in passing that

one afternoon I was directed to take three

relatives of the inspector and show them

about the city; the commissioner’s car and

chauFfeur were detailed to the use of some

visiting cousins of the inspector, and the

inspector’s driver was ordered to hitch up

his private rig and take a sister for a drive,

which is in the nature of “going some” at

the taxpayers’ expense.

Sight

In the course of this sort of duty I had

an amusing experience with one of the in

spector's friends from a distant town—

probably some place where an automobile

was a rarity and the chauffeur a species en

tirely unknown; I had been given the usual

order to take him out and show him the

city as well as drive him to any places to

which he might ask to go.

we had covered the city very thoroughly,

had gone to the points generally visited by

strangers, the drives and parks had been

traversed, the famous residences had been

pointed out as well as the homes of various

notorious citizens whose intimate relations

with the county attorney and several grand

juries had been the means of making any

thing associated with them of interest, and

finally the time came when he had to leave

for a club appointment. I drove him to the

designated address; as he left the car he

Seeing for Friends.
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came, and, reaching in his pocket he re

marked:

“Well, I intend to pay my fare.”

He may have been a humorist or this

may have been the occasion of a pathetic

incident. However, I accepted the five-cent

piece that he offered: I still have it—the

first and only tip that ever came into my

possession. I solomnly assert that the nar

ration of this afternoon's work and remun

eration, improbable as it does appear, is

“the truth, the whole truth and nothing

but the truth."

It struck me as being so very unusual that

I entered it in my diary, from which I pur

pose drawing some extracts next week.

Facilitating Use of Electrics.

In connecion with the development of the

vehicle industry one particular setback has

been encountered in the charging problem,

which always has been more or less of a

hindrance to the small and local user,

though the owner of a large equipment sel

dom has counted it an impediment to suc

cessful working. Although the electric ve~

hicle makers and dealers always have been

active in teaching the most economical USL

of their product, not as much has been

done to lighten the burden of the charging

costs as might have been the case. The

policy of the Studebaker Automobile Co.,

South Bend, Ind., recently undertaken, to

market a mercury arc rectifier in connection

with the sale of its vehicles. therefore marks

a notable departure.

The rectifier is used to modify the alter

nating current ordinarily supplied for

lighting purposes, in such a way that it may

2 used directly to charge the vehicle batv

teries. Considerable equipment which

would otherwise be required is thus dom.

away with in localities where only the al

ternating current is available, and the av

erage running expense is reduced from $25

or $30 per month to $8 to $10, as is claimed.

The rectifiers employed, it is said, are the

first to be handled commercif‘lly by any firm

of automobile makers, are similar in prin

ciple to the Hewitt device brought out sev

eral years ago, and are made on specifica

tion for the company by the \Vestinghouse

Electric Co.

Boston Planning Taxicab Service.

Boston has one taxicab. It is the fore

runner of others, if the plans of the Bos

ton Taxicab Co. can be materialized. This

company, which is a subsidiary of the New

York Taxicab Co., is of recent incorpora

tion. and has filed with the Boston police

commissioner an application for approval

of its rates and allotment of stands. There

has been some delay in this matter for the

schedule of the charges for taxicabs is

different from anything in the line that has

heretofore been used in Boston, and the

police authorities have been obliged to give

it considerable study to see that it does

not conflict with the established rules re

lating to public vehicles.

RACINESS IN A NEW RUNAMUT

Improved Features in Latest Addition to the

Maxwell Line—General Specifica

tions of the Car.

Still another new model has been added

to the rapidly growing line of vehicles

which are produced under the systematic

management of the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor

Co., Tarrytown, N. Y. Model K, as the

are 36%; inches and 45% inches in length,

front and rear. The rear springs are set

well out toward the hubs in order to bring

the load as nearly as may be to the point

of support. The brakes are of the type

employed on the Model D car, the exter

nal member being of the “clam-shell” type

fibre lined, and hinged at the bottom, while

the internal expanding brake is lined with

segments of seasoned hickory boiled in oil.

The general appearance of the vehicle is

neat and stable, thoroughly in accord with

    

 

NEW MODEL MAXWELL RUNABOUT

newcomer is known, is very similar to

Model D. insofar as chassis construction

is concerned, the most noteworthy points

of difference between the two being in the

slight modification of the frame which is

made necessary by the greater rake of

steering column which is one of the features

of the new type. The body conforms to

the popular runabout pattern. with folding

chaufieur’s rumble in the rear, which is suf

ficiently large to accommodate two per

sons if necessary. \Vhen collapsed, the

back fits nicely into the deck, leaving a

smoothly finished exterior. Another im'

proved feature, noteworthy in this connec

tion, is the placing of the tool box in the

extreme rear of the rumble, the hinge of

the cover serving as the hinge upon which

the rear seat folds up or down.

The general specifications of the chassis

are: Four-cylinder vertical motor, with cyl

inders of 4% inches “square” dimensions,

rated output 24 horsepower. The three

point, unit construction for engine and

change gear set, which is a well known

Maxwell feature, is retained as a matter

of course, as is the multiple disc clutch. The

interlocking arrangement preventing care

less misuse of the gears also is retained.

Final drive is by propeller shaft and bevel

gear to the divided rear axle, a special bear

ing in the differential taking up all side

thrust and preventing backlash.

The wheel base is 90 inches, the wheels

are 32 inches in diameter, and the springs

the other members of the line. yet suffi

ciently “racy” to satisfy all who desire a

machine coming under that appellation.

Sidelight on Upkeep of Tires.

“Damn it! they’ve got to pay me," ejacu

lated the chauffeur who had just been

“turned down” in 'his quest for a commis

sion from a firm of whom he had bought

a set of tires. “It was up to me to get

those tires anywhere I wanted to and I

picked these people out because I thought

they'd give up."

“They used to,” he continued, as his

wrath increased, “and they'll have to again

if they want the orders.”

“What are you going to do," asked one

of his hearers. “if none of them give com

missions, you’ve got to have tires just the

same?”

“That’s all right,” was the reply, “I’ll have

to have ’cm, but," and a grin spread over

his features, “but I won’t have to buy

them so often, for I’ll keep out of car tracks

and use ’em so carefully that they’ll last so

long there will be little ‘doin” in the tire

business. Oh, they‘ll give commissions all

right, all right, before we get through."

Los Angeles chauffeurs, mechanics and

repairmen have organized as the Mahout

Club, which starts with a membership of

96, and these officers: President, John

Kcough; vice-president, Harry Bore; secre

tary, Sid. Kendall; treasurer, Ray ROgers.
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USING THE MOTOR AS A BRAKE

Simple Method Adopted in the Panhard—

Device Altering Valve Action to Cause

Resistance to Motion.

Generally speaking, the simplest and most

satisfactory way to effect the retardation

or stoppage of the machine is by means of

friction brakes applied in any one of the

several ways at present meeting with the

approval of the most successful designers.

At the same time, it is evident that the grow

ing practice of supplying means of using

the motor as a brake is at once logical and

for long descents safer and Otherwise more

suitable than the use of plain friction de

vices. The real difference in principle be

tween the two systems, is of course, that

where in the one case the energy of the

moving vehicle is converted into the heat

of friction between metallic surfaces, in the

other it is converted into the heat of fric~

tion between the molecules of air contained

in the engine cylinders, and as such, is car

ried away through the exhaust without im

posing any stresses on the machine other

than it may be called upon to bear in its

normal action.

Several of the Continental makers are

now using braking devices of this descrip

tion, and with considerable success, one ot

the simplest and most successful, judging

by its design, being that applied to the 1908

Panhard cars, and shown for the first time

in this country at the recent lmporter's Sa

lon in New York. It is to be understood

that merely by closing the throttle tightly

and permitting the car to drive the engine a

certain amount of resistance to motion may

be obtained. This, however, will be con

fined solely to the partial vacuum estab

lished during the suction stroke, and while

analagous to the one-power-stroke-in-four of

the regular action of the machine, is by

no means as effective, as the resistance in

the case of braking is not very consider

able in amount. In several of the systems

of motor braking in vogue, the Panhard be

ing among them, the plan is adopted of al

tering the valve action in such a way as to

introduce some measure of resistance to

piston motion during three or four success

ive strokes, instead of one only. In the

Panhard system. this is done by throwing

an additional cam into action on the ex

haust side of the motor when it is desired

to use it as a brake, thus converting it into

a compressor for the time being.

\‘Vith this in view, the exhaust cam shaft

is made slidable in its hearings, the cams

being of the two-step variety, one step

being of the normal profile, while the other

has three lobes instead of one. When the

shaft is thruwn mer into the braking posi

tion, the throttle being closed for the time

being, the first down stroke of the piston

is made against a partial vacuum. Just at

the end of the suction stroke. the

lobe, A, raises the valve momentarily,

admitting the gases from the exhaust man

ifold to the cylinder to overcome the vac

uum. Thus during the first stroke Tl, the

resistance developed is measured by the

are B1, of the diagram. The cylinder be~

  

ing filled with gas at this point, the return

of the piston is made against compression,

the stroke, T2, having an equal arc of re

sistance, R2, up to the point of action of

the cam, B, which lifts the exhaust valve
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Fig. 2

again for an instant at the end of the

stroke, releasing the compressed air.

During the third stroke, when the explo

sion would ordinarily be taking place, the

piston is again moving down against a par
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on a a

  

 
  

 

  

Fig. 3

tial vacuum, the stroke, T3, being completed

against the resistance, R3. During the

fourth stroke, T4, the regular cam lifts the

exhaust valve and permits the cylinder to

be entirely freed of its contents. The net

effect is thus to produce three strokes out

of four during the greater part of which

the motion of the piston is resisted. Va

rious tests go to show that under these cir~

cumstances the braking effect of the motor

is equivalent to about one-half of its power,

regardless of its size.

The way in which the braking is effected

mechanically is shown plainly in the sec

ond and third illustrations. Fig. 2 shows

the cam and follower in elevation, the

amount of longitudinal displacement nec—

essary to effect the braking being shown by

the dotted lines at the left of the figure.

Fig. 3 shows the motor in outline, and re

veals the outward connections which are

under the control of the driver.

A short lever, b, articulated to the end of

the crank case at c, is connected by means

of a suitable yoke, to the end of the cam

shaft at the point, a, the rod, e, taking hold

of its upper end, (1. A special brake pedal,

f, is mounted on the foot board along side

the clutch pedal and is normally held up by

a spring, against which it must be moved

to depress it. Depressing the pedal thus

serves to pull the rod, e, forcing the cam

shaft along in its bearings until the special

cam faces come under the lifter. Proper

interconnections are provided to prevent the

throttle from being opened while the brake

pedal is depressed.

About Air Baths for Varnish.

Many of the best varnishers in the car

riage industry insist upon giving their var

nishes an air bath prior to applying the ma

terial to the surface. When opening a

sealed can of varnish they remove the

stopper for perhaps twenty-four hours or

more, and then prior to individual instances

of use thereafter the stopper is removed for

a half hour or more before using. It

seems to be a well established belief handed

down by the top~notch finishers of former

days that the inflow of fresh air into the

can of varnish is effective in dissipating a

certain harmful turpentine gas generated

by the tightly enclosed varnish. This gas,

during an earlier day, and by not a few well

informed finishers in this day, was and is

estimated as the spirit of varnish, possess

ing sufficient penetrating power, and ca

pacity for nipping into the under coats, to

leave the varnish void of its natural bril

liancy, and showing a distinct sanded ap

pearance. It is not to be understood that

all, or nearly all, varnishes evince this prop~

ert‘y, but the disposition is quite common

enough to arouse interest in the matter, and

to suggest this method of relief. At the

same time, the air bath treatment can be

easily. and often has been. overdone. Var

nish. through the evaporation of the turpen

tine which it contains, if left to protracted

exposure to the air, after the first extended

air hath, will soon thicken beyond a free

and limpid flowing state, which condition

unfits it for first-rate varnishing purposes.

The happy medium, as stated. consists of an

initial air bath of 24 hours, and then follow

ing half-hour baths as the varnish is used

in case of small shops it is a good plan to

buy the varnish in one quart cans.
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HOW FACTORY TESTS ARE MADE

Unique Apparatus at the Rambler Plant in

Kenosha—Its Broad Utility and

Compact Arrangement.

Few motorists outside the direct range

of factory influence have any conception of

the amount of work coming under the in

clusive head of testing and experiment, nor

of the amount of plant which the up to date

maker feels called upon to maintain for

this purpose alone. Every factory has its

own testing department, to be sure, but

the extent to which the most representative

ones are equipped for this sort of work is

really surprising to one who has not kept

in close touch with the development of the

industry. Thus in the testing department

of Thomas B. Jeffery & Co., at Kcnosha,

Wis., is an equipment capable of examin~

ing the characteristics of every element of

the complete car from its crude state up

to the point of finishing and finally in re

gard to its performance in the machine.

The general principles upon which such

apparatus must be based, are 'of necessity

much the same in every case. In their ap

plications, however, there is room for con

siderable originality. In this way the elec

trical engine dynamometer designed espe

cially for testing the Rambler motors,

though similar in a general way to many

others already in use exhibits a combina

  

way they would be on the car, even to the

carburetter, the electrical connections, and

the radiator, which is mounted on a stand

in front of the motor. The master clutch

connects the crank shaft with a flexible

coupling driving a large electric generator
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CORNER IN THE CHEMICAL LABORATORY

which may be used either as a load upon

the motor, or in the capacity of an elec

tric motor, to drive it. In either capacity

the amount of current passing through the

armature coils is accurately measured and

affords an exact and immediate indication

of the work involved. whether produced by

the gas engine itself, or required to turn
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ELECTRICAL DYNAWOMEHSR FOR TESTING ENGlth'

tion of broad utility and compact arrange

ment which is altogether unique.

The engine to be tested is placed in a

cradle corresponding in form to the chassis

of a car, but solidly bedded on the floor,

all its connections being made in the same

it over idly. Indications of the first class

afford a measure of the developed horse

power of the engine, while those of the sec—

ond give the self-absorbed power, or en»

gine friction. The sum of the two theoret

ically gives the indicated power, or work

actually developed by the combustion tak

ing place within the cylinders. The singu

larity of the arrangement consists in the

amplifications of these purposes which it is

possible to bring about without altering the

arrangement of the plant or performing

 

 

 
 

any more complicated operation than throw

ing a switch or two. A further indication

of this is seen in the fact that the rear axle

of a car may be substituted for the motor

and the friction measured from the ground

to the clutch, thus affording means of check

ing all friction losses in the car.

The fields of the generator are separately

excited, so that all the current passing

through the armature is measured directly.

All generator losses are standardized and

being directly proportional to speed, are

applied in the form of corrections to the

readings, so that the horsepower produced

by the engine under test may be calculated

from the volt amperes read from the

switchboard. To facilitate rapid observa

tions and reduce the time involved in mak

ing a series of test runs, however, a record

ing watt-meter is employed which is pro

vided with special graduations and which

is read in conjunction with a speedometer

which is geared to read in miles per hour.

Thus the horsepower of the motor in terms

of in miles per hour instead of revolutions

per minutes may be read off at oncev The

same observations may be made equally as

well when the engine is being driven elec

trically and the frictional horsepower is re

quired.

For studying the internal action of the

motor a manograph is employed, and by

means of an arc lamp it is possible to re

cord the manograph cards directly on sensi

tized paper and without any intermediate

processes, thus making permanent record

of the tests. Cards so taken may be used

in studying the design of the motor in a

variety of ways and by making observations

with the engine driven electrically, it is

pOssible to obtain very accurate data as to

the' results obtained with different forms
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of valve and cam design. As these observa

tions may be made under any sort of cir

cumstances desired, that is to say, with the

motor hot or cold, loaded or running light,

or with any desired range of carburation

and ignition conditions, it is evident that

the possibilities offered are practically un

limited.

Mounted near the testing stand is the

large marble switch board, upon which are

  

All wiring and other connections from

the switchboard to the test stand pass un

der the raised floor upon which the oper

ator stands to the service piller along side

the engine, from which short leads are taken

to their final destinations. All the control

ing mechanism is thus directly under the

eye of the tester, while the complete oper

ation of the plant in whatever way it is

used, may be carried on from that stand

MACHINE FOR TESTING MATERIALS AND PARTS

the recording instruments and a series of

switches for controlling the current in the

armature and fields of the generator as well

as for graduating the electrical load. This

consists principally of a series of iron grids,

in addition to which a large bank of lamps

are used. These are controlled by switches

in such a way that the load can be grad

uated with great nicety, all fractions be

tween .1 and 53 horsepower being obtained

instantly.

A pair of fuel measuring tanks are lo

cated on the back of the board and con

nected with a gauge glass conveniently lo

cated. Either may be used on requirement.

One is of such size that its capacity within

a stated height is .1 gallon, while the other

is 1 gallon. Thus the consumption of the

engine may be measured closely within

either short or long time limits. Cocks are

provided on the face of the board for filling

either of the measuring tanks from a supply

tank, which also may be made to supply

the carburetter directly when the consump

tion tests are not being made. The gears

which drive the speedometer are also used

for driving a magneto where one is in use,

and also to operate the manograph.

point, thus saving time and labor very ma

terially.

50 complete and perfect are all the ar

rangements that it is possible to make a

complete horsepower test of a motor at

speeds ranging from 5 to 50 miles an hour

within a space of ten minutes. Notwith

standing the great facility with which it

may be handled, however, nothing in the

arrangements has been designed with a view

to sacrificing time to accuracy, and the ob

servations may be made as closely as may

be desired.

While the chief interest in the plant must

naturally center about the arrangements for

testing the completed machine and its com

ponents, the chemical and physical depart

ments are equally important as determin

ing the original status of the the materials

to be used in the car. Here delicate analy

ses may be carried out, the properties of any

“run” of castings investigated, or new for~

mulae tried out. The picture showing a

corner of the chemical laboratory gives a

good idea of the apparatus used.

The testing machine shown in the third

illustration, is capable of subjecting ma

terials of all sorts to tensil and compres

sive tests, recording the elastic limits and

breaking strengths which are required by

the designer in order to determine the

proper proportions of parts. More than

this, it may be used to test the parts them

selves in various ways, recording the high

est load which they can carry safely and

showing in advance what may rightfully be

expected of the finished product once it

has passed out of the crysalis stage and be

gun to undergo the trials of the road.

Why the Varnish Sweats.

It long has been established among car

riage painters, hundreds of whom are now

enrolled under the banners of the automo

bile builders, that the main cause of the

sweating of varnish is undried, or only par

tially dried, nndercoats of color or of var

nish.

An imperfectly dry coat of paint, or of

any other material, will retard the drying

of the coat of material applied over it, and

while these coats may be, apparently, dry

with the result that when successive coats of

material are placed over them, the condition

of the surface under the various layers of

material grows gradually worse, so that

when the finish is reached, all the elements

are present and well developed, for the

speedy appearance of the “greasy gloss,”

otherwise characterized as sweating out.

The hurry calls for motor cars during

the past year or more have necessitated a

system of painting far separated from the

best traditions of the craft, affirms a car

riage man, and the natural sequence has

been, among other untoward surface man

ifestations, more or less of the sweating

out trouble. Given sufficient time for each

coat of material, paint or varnish to harden

thoroughly and the elimination of the prin

cipal cause will have been accomplished.

Varying degrees of temperature affect ma

terially the drying of varnish, and, indirectly

invite the sweating out disease.

As a matter of safety, varnish should be

rubbed and set away for a time, over night

if possible, and then rubbed again just prior

to applying an additional coat, which treat

ment will, as a rule, render the surface im

mune from sweating attacks. Without ex

ception, varnish rubbed and set away for

several hours, however hard it may be at

the time of rubbing, will accumulate the cs~

sence of certain prevailing gases in suffi

cient quantity to cause sweating of the fol

lowing coat, should removal of such accu

mulations by rubbing be neglected.

Electrically propelled fire fighting ap—

paratus has already seen more or less use

in Germany and Austria, but up to this

time has been but little used in Great

Britain. The recent construction of a new

“fire escape,” or extension ladder for the

Liverpool fire brigade, is therefore reck

oned a significant innovation. The ma

chine carries an 87-foot ladder, electrically

manipulated, and is driven by current from

an 80—call battery.
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’TWILI. BE A FEATHER IN IIIS CAP

Unique Trophy for Winner of Savannah's

Long Distance Race—Change in

Course for Short Contests.

Whoever wins the 360 miles race for

stock cars at Savannah, Ga., on March 18th,

will be able literally to place a “feather in

his cap." The Savannah Automobile Club,

which has in hand the promotion of the pro

posed meet, consisting of three stock chas

sis races to be held over an 18-mile circuit

near the city, on Tuesday and Wednesday,

March 17th and 18th, has announced that

it will give a silver feather to the winner

of the long race.

The idea is novel and will give to the

victor a souvenir of the race besides a leg

on the Savannah Challenge Trophy. This

trophy is different from anything that has

ever been offered, according to reports from

the Georgia city.

The trophy will be a life size bust, in

silver, of the Indian Chief Tomachichi, who

was a leader of the Yumacraw Indians, and

a personal friend and ally of General Ogle<

thorpe, who founded the city of Savan

nah. A reproduction in silver of the Indian

chief, which stands in a public square in

Savannah, will form the base, upon which

will rest the bust of the departed Indian,

dressed in full war path regalia.

The war bonnet, which will be a string of

feathers, will be arranged to allow the in

sertion of additional feathers. The plan is

to have two feathers made each year the

race is held. 011 each will be inscribed the

name of the driver, the winning car, time,

and other details of the like; one feather will

be stuck in the head-dress of the Indian

and a duplicate presented to the winner.

The trophy itself will virtually be a per

petual affair as it will have to be won three

times by a car of the same make before it

will become the absolute property of any~

one. Until that time it is expected the tro

phy will remain in the custody of the Sa

vannah Automobile Club.

It is stated that two valuable silver cups

will be awarded in the other two evnts.

These will be known as the Southern Runa

bout Cup and the Southern Six-Cylinder

Cup, and will become the absolute property

of the entrant of the winning car.

Whether the meet will be held is prob

lematical and depends upon how readily

cars are entered. As has been stated in the

Motor World, the meet will take place it

thirty cars are entered befOre.March lst

for the three events. Late reports from

Georgia state that the two shorter races

which are carded for the first day and over

a ten mile course, will be run over the

longer course, that measures eighteen miles.

It also is announced that a gang of convicts

already is at work repairing the roads, and

making what improvements will be neces

sary. The decision to hold the three races

over one course will lessen the expense of

repairing the roadway somewhat.

No Dewar Trophy Race This Year.

The one mile race for the Dewar trophy

will not be held this year; at least not at the

Florida meet, according to an announce

ment sent out this week by the contest com

mittee of the Automobile Club of America.

The committee laid down conditions that

at this year’s meet cars would have to cover

at least 100 miles at an average speed of

60 miles an hour in one of the long races in

order to qualify for the short races. This

was done to eliminate freaks. It is said

that both the makers of the Ross and Stan

ley steam cars, which have each won the

trophy, objected very vigorously to this

clause. As the trustees of the Dewar tr0~

phy upheld Ross and Stanley in their con

tention, the Automobile Club of America,

without wasting any time in argument,

struck the event from the program.

The beautiful conception of amateurism

permitted by the American Automobile As

sociation has been further enhanced (?) by

changing the conditions for the “invitation

race for gentleman amateurs" so that any

one invited to drive in this contest need

not own a car, but may borrow one for the

occasion, providing he drives it himself.

Harrisburg’s Endurance Run Program.

The Motor Club of Harrisburg, Pa., will

hold its annual'endurance run from that

city to Philadelphia and return on May

5th and 6th, these dates having been se

lected at the last meeting of the club. The

first day’s run will be through Lebanon,

Reading, Kutztown and Allentown, while

the return journey will be through Norris

town, Pottstown, Reading and Lancaster,

:1 distance of about 250 miles. Cars will be

divided into four classes as follows: Tour

ing cars costing $2,500 and over; touring

cars costing less than $2,500; runabouts

costing $2,000 and over, and runabouts

costing less than $2,000. In addition to the

four trophies offered for the run, the four

touring cars that were tied in the run last

year will attempt to decide permanent

ownership of the cup that was not awarded.

To Enforce the Rule on Amateurs.

The registration committee of the Pacific

Association of the Amateur Athletic Union

has begun the enforcement of the resolution

adopted by the national body to the effect

that automobilists who compete for cash

or against professionals shall not be rec

ognized as amateurs. The Pacific Asso

ciation has appointed an “automobile com

missioner” to “keep tabs" on the offenders

and a considerable stir has resulted. As the

automobilists on the coast have followed

the ridiculous rule of the American Auto

mobile Association, which permits an am

ateur to compete for money of against any

one he pleases. the action of the A. A. U.

branch will prove far reaching.

START Fill! NEW “WK-PARIS RACE

Foreign Entrants Depart for America Amid

Enthusiasm—Meeting Here of Inter

ested American Automobilists.

There seems little doubt now that the

proposed New York-Paris race will start

from this city sometime next month. Al

though the plans of the four American man

ufacturers that are said to have formally‘

entered cars have been kept very much in

the dark the foreign delegation actually

have started for New York.

According to cable dispatches the Ger

man Prothos car received a great adieu

when it left Berlin Sunday morning, bound

for Hamburg, where it embarked on the

Kaiserin Auguste yesterday,

Wednesday. In spite of the early hour the

streets were crowded and scores of military

attaches gathered to bid farewell to Lieut.

Koeppen, of the 15th Infantry, who will ac

company the car‘ as correspondent for a

Berlin newspaper. Hans Knape, an exper

ienced race driver, was in charge of the

car, and Ernest Maas, the remaining mem

ber of the crew, did not accompany it

overland to Hamburg, but went to

Havre to see if he could obtain any point

ers from the French and Italian entrants.

The Germans are due to arrive in New

York City, Friday, February 7th.

The three French and one Italian en-'

trants received just as enthusiastic 3. send

off when they left Paris Tuesday morning,

28th inst., en route for llavre, where they

will embark on the Lorraine Saturday. The

steamship is due in New York February

8th, one day after the German boat.

It is evident that the Itala car will not

start, as it was not among the number that

left Paris this week. The cars and their

drivers were the 40 horsepower De Dion,

manned by G. B. Ct. Chaffray, who orig

inally proposed the long distance “race”;

40 horsepower Motobloc, driven by M.

Godard. who finished second in the Pekin~

Paris event last year; the 12 horsepower

Sizaire-Naudin, with M. Pons, also a com

petitor in the Pekin-Paris, at the wheel, and

the 30 horsepower Brixia-Zust, driven by

Antonio Scafoglio. The last named is

Italian, the other three being French.

A meeting of the representatives of the

American manufacturers who are said to

have entered cars was held in New York

City last Thursday, 23d inst., when phases

of the contest, relative to the American

end of the affair, were discussed. Percy F.

Mcgargle, who has made three trips across

continent; John Riordan. who has been

over the trail in Alaska, and Luigi Barzini,

who accompanied Prince Scipio Borghese,

the winner, in the Pekin-Paris "race." were

present and spoke of the regions with which

they were most familiar. The Thomas car

was represented by Montague Roberts; the

Victoria
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Maxwell by W. J. Hanley and Ernest

Coler; the White, by W. S. Shearman; the

Corbin, by Philip Stillman, and the Rec

by a representative of R. M. Owen. The

general impression seemed to be that a de

tour would have to be made at Reno, Nev.,

on account of the possibilities of snow

blocking the passes in the Sierra Nevada

mountains. This would take the contest

ants to Los Angeles instead of to San

Francisco, making a distance of about

4,500 miles for the trip across the Amer

ican continent. It is figured that this part

of the journey can be made in from 30 to

40 days, and allow for the shipment of the

cars to Valdez, Alaska, so they would

reach there by April lst. Riordan, who

knows the Alaska country like a book, hav

ing spent thirteen years there, said he would

be willing to spend two years in jail if

he could not get a car to Nome by May

lst if he left Valdez by April 5th.

From Nome there follows the run to

Cape Prince of Wales, and thence across

the Bering straits, which apparently is the

worst part of the journey. Once across the

straits is a 4,000 miles stretch across Si

beria to Irkutsk, and then over the trail

blazed by the Pekin-Paris contenders. From

Valdez to Irkutsk, however, is country

over which no automobile has yet passed,

so far as is known.

Dayton Dealer Killed by a Train.

Edward Borderwisch, an automobile

dealer of Dayton, Ohio, was instantly killed

in a grade accident in that city Monday

night, 20th inst. Borderwisch had taken

Paul F. Moffett, a friend and civil engineer

of Springfield, out for a ride about 8.30

p. in. As the automobile neared the dan

gerous grade crossing at Sixth street, the

gates of which were up, Borderwisch

slowed down to let a train pass, and then

started across the tracks. Another train,

following closely upon the other, caught

the automobile squarely. MoFfett had a mi

raculous escape, being tossed clear of the

tracks, but Borderwisch was ground to

pieces under the wheels and the automo~

bile reduced to junk. For several years

Borderwisch and E. M. Clancy who, by the

way was killed in a railway wreck less than

a year ago, had conducted a garage under

the name of Borderwisch & Glancy. Fol

lowing his partner's untimely death Bor

derwisch conducted the garage alone, but

retained the old firm name. He was 31

years of age, and was married only Decem

ber 5th last.

This Man Wants Continuous Noise.

In curious contrast to the effort made in

every direction to suppress the noise pro

duced by motor vehicles, William P. Cher

rington,of Massachusetts, asks for a law

to compel the use on every automobile

or motorcycle of some device “which will

give continuous warning of the approach

of such vehicle, and will be no more ob~

jectionable than sleighbells."

CHANGES IN GRAND PRIX RULES

Regulation Limiting Piston Area Adopted

for this Year’s Contest—Other Im

portant Requirements Made.

Regulations governing the 1908 Grand

Prix have been adopted and issued by the

Automobile Club de France, an announce

ment of which was made through the Au

tomobile Club of America this week. The

race is to be a distance of from 700 to 800

kilometres, and will be held within the first

two weeks in July, the date and circuit

to be fixed later.

Several changes are apparent in this

year's rules, most important of which is

the limitation of piston area, and restrict

ing each maker to three cars, those having

engines made under the same license not

being allowed to enter more than three

cars altogether.

After considerable wrangling at the 0s

tend conference a definition was adopted

fixing a maximum bore of 155 millimetres

for a four cylinder engine, or its equiva

lent in surface for any other number of

cylinders, and a minimum weight of 1,100

kilos without fuel and water, but including

oil in the crank case and gear box. This

definition results in a maximum of 75,4768

square millimetres for a four cylinder en

gine and the equivalent bore for motors of

more or less than four cylinders is as fol.

lows, without taking into account the deci

mals: For 1 cylinder, 310 millimetres bore;

2 cylinders, 219 mm.; 3 cylinders, 179 mm.;

6 cylinders, 127 mm.; 8 cylinders, 110mm.

The entrance fees fixed are $1,000 for

one car, $1,800 for two cars, and $2,400 for

three cars, acceptable until February lst,

after which date double fees will be charged.

Another important clause in the rules is

that which forbids the use of anything

other than ordinary gasolene; that is to

say, the addition of any ingredient which

aims at supplying oxygen other than that

contained in the atmosphere, will not be

countenanced.

All cars must have a reverse and must

be fitted with mufllers having a horizontal

outlet. All repairs must be made by the

driver or mecanieien, and detachable rims

may be used, but the changing of wheels

is prohibited. A mecanicien may change

places with the driver at the end of any

lap, but while on the circuit may change

only in case of extreme necessity.

The official colors adopted were as fol

lows: Germany, white; America, white and

red; England, green; Belgium, yellow;

France, blue; Italy, red, and Switzerland,

yellow and red.

Automobile Corps for German Army.

Germany is preparing to utilize the auto

mobile for army purposes in a large way.

The Budget Commission on the 22d inst.

passed favorably on a bill setting aside a

fund of nearly $500,000 for the organiza

tion of an automobile transport corps. The

plan is to place at the disposal of the army

during manoeuvres and in time of war, au

tomobiles of the heavy type used for rough

traffic by manufacturers, express companies

and others having such traffic. In further

ance of the plan it is proposed to pay an

annual subsidy to owners of such vehicles.

Proposed Lien Law for Garage Men.

Garage men have a friend in Assembly

man Orson J. Weimart, of Buffalo, who has

introduced a bill into the New Y0rk legis

lature to amend the lien law so as to give

them liens on automobiles for services in

connection with them. The proposed sec

tion reads:

“A person keeping a garage or place for

the storage, maintenance or repair of mo

tor vehicles, and who in connection there

with stores, maintains, keeps or repairs any

motor vehicle at the request or with the

consent of the owner, whether such owner

be a conditional vendee or a mortgagor re

maining in possession or otherwise, has a

lien upon such motor vehicle for the sum

due for the storing, maintaining, keeping

or repairing of such motor vehicle, and may

detain such motor vehicle at any time it may

_be lawfully in his possession until such

sum is paid."

Court Calls Automobile. a Necessity.

That the automobile is a necessity was the

opinion expressed last Thursday afternoon,

23d inst, by Justice Marceau in the Equity

Term of the Supreme Court in denying the

application of John H. Love, Jr., for an or

der to force Arthur E. Luscher to remove

a garage from his premises at 292 East 17th

street, Brooklyn, on the ground that it in

jures property. According to the terms

upon which the property in that section was

sold only one building can be erected upon

each of the plots of land. The complain

ants said that Luscher violated the terms

upon which he acquired the property, while

the latter declared he did not as he had

built a one-story extension to his residence,

in which to house his car. The Justice

thought Luscher had acted within his rights

and in denying the applicationtook occa~

sion to say that automobiles are a necessity

nowadays.

Brockton Club has Awakening.

At a special meeting of the Brockton

(Mass) Automobile Club held on January

20th, the following officers were elected;

President, Elmer Walker; ,‘vice-president,

Henry R. Burbeck, of North Abington; see

retary and treasurer, H. A. Churchill. The

terms of the former officers expired with

the beginning of the year, but no meeting

was held to elect new officers as the old

ones were unwilling to become candidates

for reelection because of general lack of

interest in the club. Now it is purposed to

infuse new life into the organization.
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THOMAS TAXICAB CONS'I'RUC'I'ION

Block Type Motor One of Its Prominent

Features—Other Elements Contribut

ing to Economy of Upkeep.

 

Among the new designs which the recent

season brought to light, probably

none attracted a greater amount of favor

show

able comment than did the new Thomas

While ex

cellently developed as a light and efficient

town car and taxicab chassis.

vehicle for city use, and especially so in

the hands of the private owner, the recent

booking of orders for a large number of

these little machines to go into commer

citl service in New York and Chicago di

rects attention to their particularly utili

tarian aspects.

The essence of the Thomas taxicab chas

sis is the block type motor which, as shown

in the accompanying picture, consists prac

tically of but two castings, one of iron and

the other of bronze. The former contains

the four cylinders, together with their valve

pockets, water jackets, and also the intake

and exhaust manifolds. The second cast

ing serves as the engine base, also carrying

one of the two water ports for the thermov

syphon cooling system, the carburetter mix

ing chamber and the gear housings. The

cylinder casting is cored through from the

forward end, and from above, leaving an

opening at the front and one at the top to

be covered with plates. The upper cover
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THOMAS TAXICAB CHASSIS

also carries the outlet pipe for the cooling

system, which leads directly to the radiator.

The exhaust manifold, which lies to the

outside of the cylinder casting is amply

cooled by means of longitudinal flanges

running its entire length, while its prox

imity to the intake port serves to warm the

incoming gases sufficiently to aid the effect

line and in front of the dash board. In

this position it is perfectly accessible at all

times, and, as shown in the picture, may be

dismounted without removing its housing

from the frame, or may be adjusted and

cleaned by simply removing the large cover

plate which is placed in front. The same

attention to detail which characterizes this

 

 

    

 

TTXOMAS BLOCK MOTOR

of compression in producing a quick-firing

mixture.

The base casting is supported on a tubu

lar hanger running across the car just over

the crank shaft in the rear and at a single

point below the radiator seat in front, mak

ing a three-point support of the most ap

proved pattern. The crank shaft is sup

ported on two annular ball bearings, and

the two-to-one gears in front are complete—

ly housed in the case, as is the additional

gear which drives the Bosch high tension

magneto-—the only means of ignition pro

vided.

The regular type of triple-disc clutch

which is a feature of Thomas design is em

ployed in this case, the fly wheel having

fan blades cast in its periphery to aid in

cooling the motor and providing the only

draught which is required for the purpose.

Back of the clutch is a single universal joint

inside a yoke which carries the combined

shaft casing and torque tube. The change

gear group is mounted on the bronze housed

rear axle and as the accompanying view of

the chassis shows, the only external parts

are the tube and the gear-striking and brake

rods. The latter extend to the double in

ternal brakes. Of these, the emergency set

are expended within drums provided out

wardly with air-cooling flanges, which serve

to keep down the working temperature

when long-continued service is demanded

of them.

Another feature of the chassis construc

tion which tends to a reduction in repair

bills is the method of mounting the steer

ing gear, which is placed above the chassis

feature is present throughout the vehicle,

which may be repaired or adjusted entirely

from above without the necessity of running

it over a pit.

   

  

THOMAS STEERING GEAR
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AMMETER F01! TESTING TIIE C011.

Novel Method Suggested for Improvement

of the Timing—How Trembler Lag

Affects the Spark.

It is only recently that the attention of

the motoring public has been called at all

closely to the more intimate details of the

action of the ignition system. Beginning

with the development of the idea that the

relative “fatness” of the spark had little

to do with the effectiveness of the igni

tion, it has been shown that there are many

matters in connection with the operation

of the ordinary jump spark, to say nothing

of the magneto systems, which even yet are

but little understood. In this connection,

a foreign ignition specialist has recently

placed on the market an ammeter of spe

cial construction which is designed for the

specific purpose of adjusting the coil with

regard to economy of action and uniform

regulation of the timing.

As is well known, the action of the com

mon vibrator coil is always subject to a

greater or less amount of lag representing

the very small increment of time between

the closing of the primary circuit and the

instant when the first induced spark passes

the points of the plug. This lag varies with

the temperature of the coil and also with

the amount of current being sent through

it. Furthermore, it is apparent that with

even a very slight variation in the adjust

ment of the several vibrators of a multiple

coil a considerable variation in the distri

bution of the secondary takes place, which

must serve to alter the timing of the ex

plosions to a considerable degree.

By way of determining the actual per

formance of the coil with absolute accuracy,

a special device has been employed which

consists primarily of a commutator so can

trived that the angular length of its con

tact can be altered. On the same shaft, a

high tension finger is located, which trav

els close to the face of a stationary disc

which is graduated into 360 degrees. When

the low tension circuit is closed, the high

tension spark jumps the gap between the

finger and the disc, the point of action be

ing clearly observable. Such an apparatus

was used in a series of experiments per

formed some little time ago, in which the

subject of trembler lag was investigated

and a number of new points developed. Its

use in this connection was to establish cer

tain standard relations between the con

sumption of the coil and the position of the

first spark to pass the gap at the plug, con

sidered with relation to piston position.

The following table, taken with an arc of

commutator contact 52 degrees in length,

shows the amount of variation in timing

which may be brought about by differences

'n trembler adjustment:

Consumption Consumption Revs. of Position

at rest. running commutator of first

Amps. Amps. shaft. spark.

.75 .6 264 2°

.75 .6 932 12"

.75 .6 2,464 36°

1.0 .7 264 5°

1.0 .7 932 16°

1.0 .7 2,464 43°

1.5 .9 260 8°

1.5 .9 940 23°

1.5 .8 2,464 50‘

2.0 1.1 264 12°

2.0 1.8 940 36"

2.0 1.2 2,460 60°

These observations of course apply only

to the particular coil under test, and are

probably quite different from what would

be obtained from similar tests applied to

typical American coils, or even to coils of

the same make under different conditions of

adjustment, and installation in the car.

Nevertheless they serve well by way of

illustration, and bring out the real point,

which is that, variations in current con

sumption involve variations in the timing

of the spark. Regarding the observations

in question, the maker says: “Taking for

instance a four-cylinder engine with 4~inch

stroke (bore of no importance), and a quad

ruple coil. . . . . let the firing position

at the retarded point be at the top of the

stroke in the cylinder, and let each trem

bler be adjusted to .75 amperes (not run

ning) for No. 1 cylinder, and 2 amperes No.

2 cylinder, 1.5 amperes No. 3 cylinder, and

2 amperes No. 4 cylinder, a general adjust

ment which we might mention in our ex

perience is by no means uncommon: we

have often come across quadruple coils run

ning at varying consumptions from 1 to 4

amperes, so that in taking this particular

instance we are taking an average. Then

we have at, say, full advance (reckoning

on a 60 degree full advance) at 932 commu

tator revolutions of 1.864 engine revolu

tions, No. 1 cylinder firing 1.15 in. from

the top of the stroke, No. 2 cylinder .97

inches, No. 3 .82 inches, and No. 4 cylinder

.575 inch, a position of affairs which is not

likely to give one the sweetest running, and

which is indeed most detrimental to the

life of the instrument. More mysterious

knocking is caused by this than one would

imagine. Again, the use of a meter en

ables one to gauge to a nicety the proper

and safe consumption for any type of coil,

once the owner has been informed of the

proper consumption which is best for all

round purposes. This consumption, what

ever it is, can be checked periodically, espe

cially when any alteration to the adjust

ment is made in the manner of filing of

the platinum points, replacing of screws,

blades, or armature, when it becomes dif

ficult to most people to adjust the trem

blers to give the best results. The use of

an ampere meter will decrease this work

very considerably.

“One cannot accurately by the sound of

the trembler, nor yet by the appearance

of the spark, tell if a section is performing

its work properly. A good strong buzz is

as likely as not due to the fact that the

consumption is high, or, in other words,

that the tension of the armature spring or

platinum blade is too great. The appear

ance of the spark also is very deceptive.

The length of the spark may remain about

the same, but its fatness and heat may be

considerably increased, and yet to the un

practised eye appear approximately the

same. This will show that a meter is a

most necessary factor for determining the

coil output.

“One of the dangers of a coil consum

ing too much current is the general melt

ing of the insulation both contained in the

bobbin and surrounding it, resulting in a

considerable attenuation of the spark, which

from that time forward cannot be rectified.

This attenuation is given in the figures as

under:—

Continuous consumption 2% amps.

Starting temperature reading of thermom

etem 18.6° Cent.

Time. Temperature of wax Length of spark.

Zero . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18.6° 15 mm.

% hour . . . . . . . . . . . .. 252° 14 “

1 “ wax melting. . 324° 14 “
1% u u u l . 36.20 n

2 U (I ll I l 38.30 fl

2% “ “ “ .. 41.4° 13.5 “

3 “ “ melted . 44.3° 13.5 “

3% “ “ .. 47.6” 13 “
4 H (I u . 49.40 H

4V: “ “ “ . . 500° 13 “

5 “ 50 C., end of graduation .12 “
5% {I (K u (I H l‘ . l .12 H

6 H H ‘6 (I U (6 . i ' ll

U H l‘ H (l (‘ ~ . I I‘

II H U H H H I 4‘

7V, 1‘ U U ll “ H .

“This test was carried out by embedding

into the insulation of the wax surrounding

the bobbin an ordinary Centigrade ther

memeter."

While it is evident that to the ordinary

user the ammeter may not be of great value

as applied directly to the tremblers, still it

is likely that by inserting the instrument

in the primary circuit with the motor at

rest and turning over the commutator from

contact to contact, adjusting the tremblers

to give the same consumption in each case,

a much closer approach to synchronism

might be obtained than is possible with the

ordinary means of adjustment by eye and

car alone. So far as is known, the idea is

entirely novel, and though the difference

in consumption between stationary and run

ning conditions is not exactly the same for

all speeds, it is nearly so, and with vibra

tor springs of uniform temper, should vary

but little in any given coil.

About Blanketing the Radiator.

It is all well enough to cover the bonnet

of the car with a robe or blanket during

cold weather, when it is necessary to leave

the motor for some little time without with

drawing the water from the cooling sys

tem. It should be remembered, however,

that the protection against cold also is a

protection against the radiation of heat, and

care should be taken not to run the motor

for more than a moment or two with the

bonnet covered in this way as otherwise

serious overheating may result.
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The Week's Patents.

870,666. Vehicle Brake. De Witt Cook

ingham, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor of one

half to John H. Hertner, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed June 23, 1906. Serial No. 323,023.

1. In a vehicle brake, a brake frame and

brake shoes adapted to frictionally engage

said frame, _a member on which the said

shoes are pivotally supported, means for

forcing the shoes into engagement with the

brake frame, said shoes being wholly in

cas_ed, and means accessible rom the ex

terior of the incasing structure adapted to

move the shoes toward the brake frame at

the pivotal points.

870,794. Steering Mechanism. Harry E.

Norris, Arnold, Ohio. Filed Dec. 12. 1906.

Serial No. 347,487.

1. In a steering mechanism, the combi

nation with the connecting bar of the wheel

axles, of a plate secured to said bar pro

vided with outwardly projecting _sleeves,

pins mounted in said sleeves carrying anti

friction rollers and a worm wheel carried

by the main axle meshing with said rollers

for the purpose described.

870,795. Speed Indicator. Ed C. Oliver,

,Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Harry E.

Pence, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Nov. 13,

1906. Serial No. 343,238.

1. In a speed indicating device, the com

bination, with a rotating spindle, of a

weight centrally pivoted thereon and hav

ing a cam surface, a spring, a lever bearing

on said spring and on said _car surface, the

effective leverage of the spring .on the cam

varying with the speed of rotation.

870,796. Tire Protector. Russell Par

ker, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 22, 1905.

Serial No. 288,545.

1. A tire protector having a free edge

with a limiting device to restrict its diam~

eter, the other edge being unrestrained to

allow the protector to be slipped over the

tire and to be draWn tight at individual

points, and a number of holders extending

from the other edge of the protector and

adapted for connection with the wheel,

871,032. Means to Record the Speed of

Automobiles. \Villiam A. Cheesebro, Los

Angeles, Cal., assignor, by direct and

mesne assignment, of one-third to David E.

Lyons and one-third to William H. Sheas

by, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Jan. 25, 1906.

Serial No. 297,845. '

l. The combination with a drum, means

for rotating the drum, and means for carry

ing a record sheet upon the drum, of a

drive shaft. a governor on said drive shaft,

a grooved support carried by the drive

shaft, said support havmg a longitudinal

movement on the shaft, a record marker

carrying rod slidingly supported in bearings

and having a fork on its inner end which

engages the grooved support connected

with the governor, a marker supporting

bracket mounted on the marker _carrying

rod. a record marker secured to said brack

et, and a spring rigidly secured at one _end

to the marker carrying rod and c01_led

around the latter with its free end resting

upon the projecting end of the holding

bracket.

871,098. Means for Driving Motor Road

Vehicles. Martin Albrecht. Friedbcrg, Ger

many, assignor to Felten & Guilleaume

Lahmeyerwerke Actien-Gescllschaft, Frank

fort-on-the-Main, Germany. Filed Feb. 20,

1907. Serial No. 258,468. _

1. In a motor car, the combination or

a plurality of independent driving wheels, a

prime motor, an electric generator, differen

tial gearing connected with one element of

said generator, and with two of the driving

wheels, and electric motors adapted to be

energized by said generator and arranged

to drive others of said wheels.

871,108. Transmission Gear for Motor

Lorrics and other Vehicles. Adolphe Cle

ment, Levallois-Perrct, France. Filed

March 16, 1905. Serial No. 250,468.

In a motor vehicle, an axle for the driven

wheels, a differential gear mounted outside

of the axle, a longitudinal driving shaft con

nected to the driving pinion of the differ

ential gear by a universal joint and con

nected to the main shaft by a universal joint

and a pair of stays connected to said axle

near its ends and converging to the center

of the vehicle and connected by a universal

joint to the frame of the vehicle.

871,109. Steering Mechanism for Motor

Cars. George H. Coates, \Vorcestcr, Mass.

Filed March 28, 1904. Serial No. 200,264.

‘1. In a steering mechanism for motor ve

hicles, the combination with a rotating

shaft, _of an inclosing case for said shaft

consisting of a straight section and a curved

section capable of rotating about an axis

coincident With the axis of said straight sec

tion, a jomt between said straight section

and said curved section, and nieans_for_loc_k

ing said curved section at any point in its

movement about said straight section.

871,134. Carburetter. Joseph G. P. M.

Monnier and Antoine M. Morin, Boulogne

sur-Scine, France. Filed March 13, 1906.

Serial No. 305,839.

1. In a carburetter, an atomizing cham

ber having a conical shape at its lower end,

and an air inlet at its bottom, a nozzle ex

tending through the lower conical portion,

and an inverted hollow apertured mixing

cone having an open lower end situated over

the nozzle, said atomizing chamber having

auxiliary air inlet ports in its side opposite

said mixing cone. ’

871,159. Tire. Winthrop D. Baker, Brock

ton, Mass. Filed July 16, 1906. Serial No.

326,421.

1. A resilient tire constructed in ring-like

sections, each of which is provided with a

base enlargement producing retaining lugs

adapted for reception in the rim of a wheel,

a rubber core threaded through said sec

tions, tie wires also threaded through said

sections and adapted to secure said sections

together, a wheel rim constructed in sec

tions mounted to slide transversely with re

lation to each other and adapted to grip the

retaining lugs of the tire sections, and bolts

extending transversely from one section of

the rim to the other and through the base

enlargement of the tire sections, whereby to

bind the two sections of the rim together

and to assist in holding the tire sections in

the rim. -

871.169.

Hood, Boston, Mass.

Serial No. 321,229.

In combination, a rim having a substan

tially flat surface and a permanent retain

ing flange on one side, a removable flange

on the opposite side, inwardl extending

projections having inclined aces at the

junctions of the flanges and rim, said pro

jections serving to brace said flanges. bolts

passing across the face of the rim and

through said projections and connecting

the permanent and removable flanges, and

a resilient tire seated on said rim and con

fined between said flanges, said tire having

transverse grooves to receive the bolts and

Pneumatic Tire. Frederic C.

Filed June 11, 1906.

corner recesses to receive the lugs, substan—

tially as described.

871,786. Pneumatic Equalizer for Vehi

cles. Chaim Rosenzweig, New York, N. Y.

Filed April 28, 1906. Serial No. 314,117.

1. In a vehicle having a steering portion,

the combination of two members arranged

one above the other, hollow cushions inter

posed between said members at each side of

the carriage, and means controlled by the

movement of the steering portion of the

vehicle for admitting fluid to the cushions

on one Side of the carriage or the other

whereby such side may be raised relatively

to the other side.

871,233. Changeable Speed Gearing. Al<

bert L. Muren, Belleville, Ill. Filed Oct.

25, 1906. Serial No. 340,541.

1. _Ina changeable speed gearing, the

combination of a driven shaft, a longitudi

-nally shiftable clutch member having an in

tcrnal gear and a sleeve whereby it is

mounted on said shaft and having driving

connection therewith, a plurality of sleeved

gear members, either of which is adapted

to co-operate with the internal gear of said

shiftable clutch member, and means for

driving said gear members singly, substan

tially as set forth.

871,237. Shock Absorber

Duncan Robinson, Brookline, Mass.

Dec. 12, 1906. Serial No. 347,458.

1. In a shock absorber for vehicles, the

combination of a circularly movable spring

controlled ring connected with the running

gear, a pair of volute springs attached there~

to at opposite sides of its center, and means

connecting the outer ends of said springs

with the vehicle body, substantially as de

scribed.

for Vehicles.

Filed

871,297. Vehicle \Nheel. Nicholas Schenk,

St. Louis, Mo. Filed June 29, 1906. Serial

No. 324,066.

1. A vehicle wheel comprising a hub, a

rim, inflated tubes located between the hub

and the rim and roller bearings between the

tubes, substantially as specified.

871,320. Carburetter. Leon Bollee, Le

Mans, France. Filed Aug. 3, 1903. Serial

No. 168,007.

1. A vaporizer for liquid hydrocarbons,

comprising a number of hydrocarbon inlets,

a separate air inlet to each hydrocarbon in

let, a common outlet pipe and means for

cutting off one or more of the pairs of hy

drocarbon inlets and air inlets simultaneous

ly as described.

871,329. Shock Absorber for Motor Cars.

Arthur Dutrieux, Le Qucsnoy, France. Filed

July 16, 1906. Serial No. 326,471.

1. In combination with the supporting

spring and body of a vehicle, a sector

shaped chamber on said body, a swinging

pallet in said chamber having a number of

passages therein, a yielding plate secured

to said pallet near its center of movement

and provided with holes opposite some of

said passages but closed opposite others,

and means connecting said spring to said

pallet whereby the latter is caused to swing

in correspondence with the bending of the

former, substantially as described.

871,351. Resilient Vehicle Wheel. Chas.

J. Malings, Elyria, Ohio. Filed July 30.

1906. Serial No. 328,302.

1. A resilient vehicle wheel, consisting

of a hub and rim portion provided with a

series of guide lugs. and a series of tele

scoping spring-resisted spokes pivotally

mounted and secured within said guide bars.

871,404. Tire. William A. Heller, Akron.
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Ohio.

587.

l. The combination with a wheel of a

pneumatic tube arranged on the rim thereof

anda casing arranged to inclose said pneu

matic tube, said casing comprising a bottom

or tread portion, a side portion formed in—

tegral therewith. a side portion detachany

secured to said tread portion and consist

ing of a number of independent plates, ears

formed on said detachable plates and on

the integral side plate, lugs formed on the

rim of said wheel and pins passing through

said ears and between said lugs, substan

tially as described and for the purpose set

tort 1.

871,460. Rim for Vehicle \Vheels.

D. Valentine, Akron, Ohio.

1906. Serial No. 331.048.

A separable rim for vehicle tires compris

ing as one of its elements an annular band

of suitable width, provided along one side

with tire engaging means and further pro

vided with a relatively wide shallow rabbet

in its outer surface, a plurality of pins po

sitioned within said rabbet and extending

outwardly therefrom a distance not exceed

ing the depth of said rabbet, a second ele

ment arranged to co~0perate with said first

element to constitute in connection there

with a tire retaining rim consisting of an

annular band having a tire engaging means

along one side with a rabbet cut in its un~

der face corresponding in contour and size

to the rabbet in said first element and adapt

edto fit therein, said second element be

ing further provided with a plurality of

slots formed in the rabbeted portion there

of, said slots being partially obliquely and

partially circumferentially formed and-so

positioned as to receive the pins on said

Filed Feb. 9, 1907. Serial No. 356,

Ernest

Filed Aug. 17,

first element and form a detachable inter

locking engagement therewith, and a

threaded pin arranged to engage in a

threaded opening in said first element, said

pin being provided with a projecting end

arranged to enter an opening appropriately

positioned in said second element whereby

said elements are secured against uninten~

tional dislodgment.

871,464. Carburetter.

Philadelphia, Pa.

rial No. 277,373.

1. A carburetter provided with a fluid

fuel feeding piston and its cylinder, an air

valve having a stem provided with a retard

ing piston, a cylinder co-operating with the

end of the valve stem and having connec

tions to the first mentioned cylinder, a cyl

inder co-operating with the retarding pis

ton, and means for creating variable pres

sure iii the last mentioned cylinder, substan

tially as described.

871,481. Vehicle \Nheel.

Corwin. Grand Rapids, Mich.

22, 1906. Serial No. 340,103.

1. In a vehicle wheel, a metallic casing

open at the inner periphery and having

flanges projecting inward and small bolts

passing through them, a felly between said

flanges and having large holes therethrough

to receive the small bolts, a pneumatic tube

within the inclosure formed by the felly and

the metallic casing. and an intermediate

fabric easing woven of elastic warp and

non-elastic woof and placed around the

pneumatic tube within the metallic casing.

871,506. Resilient Tire._ Isaac \V. Hodg~

son, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor of one

half to Edgar J. l'lodgson, Minneapolis,

Carl C. \Valter,

Filed Sept. 7, 1905. Se

Ricliard F.

Filed Oct.

Minn., and one-fourth to Philip \V. Her

zog, St. Paul, Minn. Filed Oct. 12, 1906

Serial No. 338,652.

‘1. A resilient tire comprising an inner

rim, a plurality of tread sections. links ar

ranged in a plane approximately parallel to

the plane of the connected tread sections

and yieldingly connecting the tread sections

in an endless series around said rim with

freedom for movements in the plane of the

wheel and transversely thereof, and a multi

plicity of coiled springs compressed be

tween the said rim and tread sections and

exerting outward pressure thereon, substan

tially as described.

871,515. Vehicle Wheel. \Nilliam C. Mul

len, Pomona. Cal., assignor of one-half to

John A. Henjum, Pomona, Cal. Filed June

19, 1906. Serial No. 322,471.

1. The new or improved vehicle wheel

consisting of a hub, spokes, felly and inner

tire, said tire having radial tubes screwed

into and firmly held herein, an outer me

tallic tire whereinto radial and inwardly

projecting pins are fastened, part of each

of which pins pass through each of the said

tubes, and the outer part of which pins pass

through soft india rubber pads situated be

tween the inner and outer metallic tires, the

inner end of each pin being provided with

screw nuts for securely fastening the outer

tire, the inner tire, the telly, and pads to

gether, the outer tire having a casing of

soft vulcanized india rubber incasing it on

the tread and at the edges. and held in place

by tension wires passing circularly through

the soft india rubber casing. substantially

as hereinbefore described.

871,575. Tire Protector.

gan, Peoria, lll., assignor to

\Villiam T. Dor

W'illiain J.

 

  

Hotel Pontchartrain

Detroit’s New Hotel

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

 

ingal force.

steel.

 

 
  

inn rkct.

$50.00.

 

 

 

Automobile Headquarters

Woollcy & Chittcndcn, Managers

The Miller Speedmeter
The Miller Speedmeter is the simplest and most compact, durable and

accurate speedmeter on the market.

_ The entire governor mechanism is constructed from tool

_It is_arrnnged for adjusting the tension of springs at all speeds,

and With this special constructed governor and spring ad ustmcnt, the

springs are made and adjusted to show all speeds With abso utc accuracy.

Rate of Speed—We wish to call particular attention to the fact that

the Miller Specdmetcr will register correctly at a low rate of speed, and

the hand does not bob around or fluctuate when running at slow speed.

Flexible Shaft—The flexible shaft used in this instrument is made from

tool steel and each link hardened separate] ' before assembling. 'lhe cost

of this shaft 15 more than four times that o the wire shafts generally used.

Driving Gears~—The Miller Speedmeter is fitted with crown gears with

an universal attachment, which permits of the instruments being attached

to any style of car on the market.

Distance Traveled—The Miller Speedmeter is fitted with an odometer,

which registers the distance traveled in miles. and has total and trip dials.

FinishAThe material, workmanship and finish of the Miller Speed

mcter is not excelled, if equalled, by any other speed indicator on the

Each instrument is carefuly

testing machine before leaving the factory, and

Is Guaranteed for One Year.~—The price of_ the Miller Speedmeter

complete, including odometer, with dial registering 60 miles per hour,

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE—We give _:i large discount to

manufacturers, jobbers, agents and dealers in automobile supplies. ,

Manufactured bv the MILLER SPEEDMETER CO. (Incorporated),

15 Herman Street, Worcester, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

97-99-101 Reade St.,

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave.

Philadelphia 318-320 N. Broad St.

Cleveland. on... 406 Erie St.

It works on the principle of centri

tested on a special constructed

HOME OFFICE:

New York City

Boston, Mass., 202-204 Columbus Ave.

Detroit, Mich. 227 54-229 Jefferson Av.

Buflalo, N. Y., 524 Main St.
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\Niskes and Arthur D. Eddy, Saginaw, Mich

Filed Feb. 11, 1907. Serial No. 356,841.

1. _A tire protector comprising a sheath

of suitable material, approximately semi

circular in cross section, the edges of said

sheath being formed with a head of elon

gated cross section, said bead being curved

on its inner surface and adapted to grip

tile tire with the edge of the bead.

871,632. Internal Combustion

Arthur Rollason, Long Eaton. England.

Filed May 2, 1907. Serial No. 371,520.

1. In a six-stroke cycle internal combus

tion engine having an additional scavenging

valve, a combustion chamber or clearance

space having part thereof placed towards

one side of the cylinder out of line with the

piston and inlet valve, substantially as de

scribed.

871,636. Means for Cooling Heated Sur

faces. James H. Sager, Rochester, N. Y.

Filed Jan. 19, 1905. Serial No. 241,906.

1. In a cooling device the combination

with the body to be cooled, of ringlike

flanges, encircling said body and attached

thereto, at intervals, each of said flanges

having one or more perforations that regis

ter with those in the adjacent flanges, and

also having tubes around said perforations

in an adjustment flange.

871,678. Steering Gear. David M. Dear

ing. Jackson, Mich., assignor of one-half

to Louis F. Boos, Jackson, Mich. Filed

Feb. 19, 1906. Serial No. 301.892. Renewed

April 1, 1907. Serial No. 365.858.

1. A steering gear for vehicles compris

ing a frame having a reach bar thereon, a

front steering axle, a pivoting and cushion

ing device for said axle upon the front of

said reach bar, a guide. and a semi-circular

bar engaged with said guide and having its

ends connected to said axle at equi-distant

points from its pivot.

871,741. Double Carburetter for Explo

sive Engines. Thomas L. Sturtevant, Quin

cy, and Thomas J. Sturtevaut, Wellesley,

l\[ass., assignors to Sturtevant Mill Com

pany. Portland. Me, a Corporation of

Maine. Filed March 14, 1907. Serial No.

362.313.

1. The combination with a plurality of

carburetters 0r vaporizch. of a union hav

ing an outlet and provided with a cham

ber and with separate passages leading from

said carburetters to the chamber of said

union, and a valve in the said chairber of

said union, said valve having separate pas

sages therethrough and being adapted to

be moved to different positions to cause

the outlet passage from the chamber of

said union to be placed in communication

with either or both of the said passages

from the carburetters.

871,753. Variable Speed Driving Mechan

ism. Nils Christe'nson. Lynn, Mass" as

signor to Calvin B. Tiittle. Lynn. Mass;

Anna M. Turtle and Helen M. Marsh ad

iiiiiiistratrices of said Calvin B. Tuttle, de

ceased. Filed Feb. 25, 1904. Serial No.

195,156.

1. The combination with a driving and

driven member. of a friction Cltthlk the

clutch comprising non-fluid members, car

ried by the driving and driven members

respectively, and means actuated by the

driving member and at a speed lower than

the speed of the driving member and means

Engine.

to operate said first means for causing a _

frictional engagement of the non<fluid

clutch members.

 

871,775. Muffler. Frederick C. Blanchard

and Ernest B. Crocker, Bridgeport. Conn.,

assignors to The COnsolidated Safety Valve

Company, a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed July 22, 1907. Serial No. 384,898.

1. In a muffler, a shell provided with an

inlet and an outlet and a muffliiig element,

inclosed in and substantially filling the

shell, consisting of layers of apertured sheet

metal laid parallel to the course of gases

passing from the inlet to the outlet and

formed with shelves standing out at an

angle from the layers of sheet metal.

871,792. Turbine Engine. \Nilliam J.

Francke, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed March

5, 1907. Serial No. 360.664.

1. In an elastic fluid turbine, a casing

having inlets and an exhaust. a wheel car

rying peripheral buckets. and return buck

ets of U-shape adjustably secured to the

casing sides and disposed to have one end

lie adjacent said first named buckets.

871,811. Pneumatic Cushion. William C.

McCullough, Bucyrus, Ohio. Filed July 13,

1906. Serial No. 326,129.

In combination with a vehicle axle and

a body supporting spring, the herein de

scribed cushioning device comprising the

pair of holders. each having an integral

projection on its outer side, at its center.

formed with an attaching flange. one of said

attaching flanges secured on the axle and

the other secured to the center of the un

der side of the spring, one of said holder:

having end guide lugs. provided with guide

openings, and the other having prejections

operating in said guide openings, and a

cushioning body between the said holders.

 

SPECIFY

1905

6&Jflies
They represent the

best that i) knownin

the art of tire building

6&JTIRECO.
INDIANAPOLIS, mo.

  

 

HINTS lllll FOR SALE.
15 cents per 11ne_of seven words, cab with order.

In capitall, 25 cent! per line.

 

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. \Vrite for bargain prices on sin

‘le_ sets or the lot. THOMAS E. JEF

‘ILRY & COMPANY, Kenosha, \Vis.

WANTED_—Trave1ing salesman, experi—

enced in selling large cars. Terri

tory east of Pittsburg. Give reference and

experience. Address N. M., Box 649, New

York City. '

OR SALE—Model K Cadillac runabout,

excellent condition, complete with t0p,

lam s and generator. THE HARTFORD

RU BER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn.

FOR SALE—Absolute closing out sale

of the largest stock of new and see

ond-hand automobiles in the United States.

Write for Clearance Sale List No. 21. Now

is the time to buy. ROCHESTER AU

TOMOBILE CO., Jos. J. Mandery, Prop'r.,

Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for neiti

season. Write me to see how much I can

save you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless, and

other standard makes from $640 to $1.680.

g. PAXTON. 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

 

 

 

THE

I D X

is RIGHT
Bullt to outweor on euro and It will

Send/0r Booklet

Ind ox Speed Indicator Co.

Minna/irons. Minn.

SIMPLEX
50-60 II. P. $5.750 Equipped

Llc. Under Sclden Pat.

Guaranteed One Year

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co.
1620-22-24 Broadway, New York

l.i_‘l Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

  

  

 

 

    

 

THE CHANDLER 00.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

 

WEBER PORTABLE TRUCK TURNTABLES

All other 'I‘urntl'a‘bllem'kicnligbali'zslnlrlngemerits

We Own the Basic Patent

' “I -q. I ‘3 .u& gnu-i mam“

' v w ‘
"$88!

    

PATENTED

The U. S. Courts have just declared our Pat

ent good arid valid in suit against the Pike's Peak

Manufacturing Co. We have started suit against

“Norwood” for infringin . The only sure way of

buying an Auto Turn- able or Truck is to see

that they are branded “The Weber Portable

Turn~Table Truck. For role by all .10er!

Headquarters and all orders to be sent to

THE WEBER CYCLE 6i SUPPLY C0.

No. 6 East Klowa St., Colorado Springs. Colo.

 
 

 
 

'IHEMKRMON
“A Methanlcnl Mosferbloco"

For catalog, address Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Eslnb.l8_5l) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES
ma womrrs STANDARD

| FIRESTUIE TIRE & RUBBER 00.. Alton, Ohio
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Trade Mark Registered April 30, I895

SIMPLE AIID ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

(L Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Supplied to the Trade by All Tlra Manufacturers

MA. SGHRADER'S 80"., Int:-I 28-30-32 Rose 81., New York

  

 
 

A N E W S E N 5 AT l O N STAan THE YEAR RIGHT

Equip your car with . . .

by equipping your car With

Splitdorf Ignition

You will thereby derive much more

pleasure and must less ignition trouble

than is possible by the use of any other

system.

Supplamiinlary Spiral Springs

and notice the diflerence. No jolts, no

jars, no broken springs, or dislocated

_ Joints. The “Thank-ye-marms“ will

still be With you, but on won't

know it. Our new ooklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Suppliimaniaiy Spiral String 00.

4585 Delmar Ave.. St. Louis

New York Branch, 82 West 67th Street

  

_ More than half a million units in sat

isfactory operation.

0. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Ave.at iaaih St. new YORK

  

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

   
   
 

Triumph Grease, What Is It?
{llt is the newest production of auto grease, and benefitting by the ex

perience of other makers, we have produced the best one yet. “We do not

Our grease isimitate any one, nor follow any other maker's plans.

spongy when made—it is spongy all ‘thc time, but it does not melt or run

out. “It never gets hard or stitf so that it will not do its work properly—

no matter how cold the weather is. It is made of the purest and best

lubricants to be found, and compounded in such a manner as to produce

what the auto user has long wanted. {IA grease that will lubricate from

start to finish, and will last long enough to pay for the trouble of putting

it in the machine, and then staying right there like a good clerk attending

' to its own business constantly, and does not need punching up and renew

ing every few days, and leaves the machine clean and not all grease when

through using it. “It is the red thorn in the side of .the old fogy grease,

or the non-fluid oil makers. It is always RED. No other grease like it.

and it is not like any other grease. So we are not imitators in any sense

of the word. flBuy it. and try it, and if not all we claim for it, any

u. s. A. dealer will refund all expense it has been to you.

_e e#_ '7_,7 _ r_,’ M, v '_ i_ i n n The Perfection Grease Company, South Bend, Ind,

  

  
 

 

 

.\ IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

lelotorcycle Review

WN'T GET BUMPED WILL INTEREST YOU

Wanian

llarroun
The First in the Market

The Best in the Field
Au") Bumper ' ‘ Othersarelmitators PunLisitsn Evsnv SATURDAY,AT

  

 

'l‘llE H \RROUN BUMPE PATENT has been allowed, and as soon asit can bte issued we will bring suit against all USERS of Bumpers in- ’ 154 NEWfringing on and not manufactured under the llARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentce. Per speck..." come.

Year Grstls

 

 

 

 

 

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

sou: LICENSEES, u. s. A. svcsmonn, ILL I
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MOTOR MAKERS
that's what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful ears, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ' '

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR ('30., Lognneport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Motors “Rutenber” Carburetors, and Sup

plies. Light Soft Gray Iron, Brass and Aluminum Castings.

mennn AUTUNTUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BIST

OUR LEADERS:

Klnwood Perlectlon Redletere

d

man Medhenlcel onm.

KINWOOD PPBSSBD STEEL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, mufiiers, dust

and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings, etc., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSEN, THOMAS J. WETZELI

166 Lake It" Chicano, I l Warren 81., New York,

Western Representative. Eastern Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. 00., Dayton, Ohlo.

 

Our new

1908

Bfalang

lulu Tools

and

Forgings

mailed

gladly.

\Vrite for

it now.

THE BILLINGS 8t SPENCER CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

V

    

  

ARE STANDARD
Let us quote you on 4-cyllnder

 

 

motor. lor I908

THIN-B SIZES

4% in. x 4 1_in.

4 in. x in.

in. x 5 in.

4-cylinder with self-eon

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

magneto.

Our new factory and ma

chinery enable us to Fuar

antee uality and delver

ies. lso clutches and

. transmissions. Send for

- catalogue. '

K. FRAN LIN PETERSON.

166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Western Re¥resentative

'THOS. J. WE ZEL

29 w. 42d St., New York.
Eastern Representative.

GONTINBNTHL MOTOR MFG. (20., Muekegon, Mich.

  

PAcKA

PACKARD CAB Lé'.

Our new MULTIPLE LOW TE

new feature.

cylinder engine.

Enameled Ignition Cable

is the choice of the most discriminating buyers.

It greatly improves the wiring of any multi

Samples and prices on request.

THE PACKARD ELECTRIC CO.,

  

R1)

  

  

NSION CABLE is a
  

Warren. 0.

  

 

Sole Maker

BUILDINO COMPANY, -

 
  

THE WILLIAM ORAMP A. SONG SHIP A ENGINE

Phllndelphln, Penna.

 

 

AUTOMOBILE

l
  

BODIES

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and

al other high-class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9,000 jobs, complete, trimmed and finished

RACINE NOVELTY NIFO. COMPANY , Paolne, Wle.

 

 

HEINZE ELECTRIC CO. ,

 

  

Semi for

I908 Catalog

end Prlcel.

Lowell, l‘lasa.
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INSURE YOUR MOTOR i

Against wear and carbon troubles by main]

“lNViiiiEii”

iiIL
TWO GRADES—LIGHT AND

MEDIUM HEAVY

YOU NAME THE CAR—WE'LL

NAIR THE GRADE

INVADER SEMI-FLUID

COMPOUND

A thickened oil for tranamlalionl

  

RIGIOTERED

INVADER LUBRIOATINO COMPOUND

For Compression Cnpa

CHAS. F. KELLOM 8 00.

l28 Arch Simi, PHILADELPHIA

 

  

“REMY MAGNETO”
Means absolute reliability

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELECTRIC 00., ludmon, ini.

 

ElSEIVIANN-LAVALETTE

Magnetos

LAVELETTE & CO.,

112 W. 42d St., New York

 

 

Bcttcr Because Regular

.'\n_ Obcrdorfer Pump never "sticks." It works

(lay in and day out in a uniform manner.

Is yours an Oberdorfcr?

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Water St., Syracuse, N. Y.

  

 

" They'n apecllylng

0mm!
"RES
on I908 Cara."

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCI'IOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street. New York

Representation everywhere.

“A'lrf your r]: on Continentnlr"

MICHELINi

FRANCE ‘ ENGLAND

ITALY.\AM\ER ICA

MICHELIN TIRE CO"

  

 

  

Miiltown, N. .I.

 

 

Apperson Policy

" QUALITY l\0'l‘ QUANTITY"

It you want a good car write us

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Kokomo, Indiana. Members A. L. A. M.
 

 

spokes.

security. In doing

  

 

liuis Thai Raquin Tlghianing

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

this care should be taken not to throw the

sprocket out of line—From “Motor World,” August 8, '07.

Use Columbia Lock Nuts

COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO“ inc.. Bridgeport, Conn.

 

 

KEEPYOUR EYE ON

 
  

 

 

For eataioguea, addreaa

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.

 
  

" The Pullman of Motor Cars"

l908 Models Ready for Delivery

RAINIER MOTOR CAR CO.,

Broadway and 50th St., New York

  

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

- Trade

SHOCK fiBSORBER

arlr

The Device that made Safe. Speed and Comfortable

Automobiiing olaigle.

Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department I. ~

HARTFORD SUSPENSION (30..

E. V. Hartford, Prea. 66 Vestry St., New York I

After considerable use the bolts

holding the sprocket rings to the

 

 

CH] AGO—20 LaSalle Street and 1615

FORKS AUTO SUPPLY C0,, Portland Oregon.

FOBES AUTO SUPPLY CO. Seattle. aahin

w'Airs AUTO 5

 

£11237ng ires
EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE 00., TRENTON, N. J.

NEW YORK—148 Chamber! St. and Broadway and 73d St.

C Wabash Avenue.

on.

lfi’PLY CO., Providence. R. I

ZLQDNCCFZ’Z'gW

BOSTON—292 Devonahire Street.

BUFFALO—9 West Huron Street.

DENVER AUTO GOODS CO. Denver, Colo

 

PENN AUTO SUPPLY co., Philadelphia, Pa:

 

 

 

QIMIOTTI

GARAGE

NewYork Oily

110th St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting.

Tel. 2686 River.

Try us.

  

 

 

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

SHITI‘I AUTO. C0., MPRS.

TOPBKA. KANSAS

LASCOE°LLRT§FRONT

Simple, eflective, correctly designed Mahogany

finish wood frame, trimmed in brass, 3-16 crystal

plates, steel stay rods, bottom of frame sha ed to

dash any standard automobile. Can c at

tachcd easiiv and quickly. ‘ _

We make the London Tops. Wnte for detail

and prices.

LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO.

1238 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO

WRAPPED

AJAXTR-ADTIRES

GUARANTEED FOR

5,000 MILES RIDING

Write for copy or Guarantee—Dept. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,

C l 05' 57th St eet and Broadwa New York.e“mmnzlrsie'rs IN ALL LARGE cf'inas

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

BRISOOE RADIATORS

Hone comb Flat Tube, Round Tube, Stag red

Tube, l‘I‘ilm ’I‘ube;'horizqntal or'vertrcal ow;

with or without casing; With or Without ump.

Fenders, Tanks, Hoods also made. end for

catalog. .

Old Radiators Repaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRISCOE MFG. CO.

DETROIT, MICH. NEWARK, N. J.

  

 

 

Th Blillll Chill Blam'

— [All —

Automobile Chains,

Sprockets, Spur and level

(lean.

amn- cmi t m. c...
“ oraater, Mau.. U.S.A

  

ungiena mfisllinmmn Tru-ck

A truck equipped with a four cylinder water cooled

  

40 H. P. motor, built to give service month after

month and year after year and repreaenting the beat

thought of the oldest and largest plant in America

devoted to the manufacture of commercial motor care

For detailed description addreaa

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

canuco-rnn. OHIO.
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$375 and

Upwards

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. reliaStrong, powerful, durable,

ble. Double cylinder—940 H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumption. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Wrib “day In Catalogs: and anldu

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

Box m. 250 AUBURN, mo.

  

 

“VULBAN”

Sla-iillo

  

    

vuum

Ii“

\

  

,-.~,

bur]

“KEEPSm LID on."

On Maxwel'la, Mitchells, Autocars, Americans, Glides,

etc., in their contests. They'll do the same for you.

Send for sample set.

THE II. E. HARDY 00., 86 Water Sl.. New York City

 

Spark Plugs.

 

Eliminator Union Experiment: lor "Talking Points. '

  

Sludolnlor Automobile 00.. South Bond. Indiana
 

 

Addreu

Eutern Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co.

New York

1540 Broadway,

New York City.

Western Inquiries

Mord Motor Car Co.

of we in

1872 East 12th 81-.

Cleveland.

 

HIGH-GRADE LAMPS
Acetylene Gas and Oil

ATWOOD MFG. CO.,

Alinesbury, Mass.

 

DIAND cium 5 mm co.

1 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat. 1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY CO.,

366 Blrnle Ave,

Springfield, Mus.

  

A. 0. SMITH BU.
Makers of

High-Grade Axles

Pressed Steel Frames

Sloorlng Columns Transmissions

Stool Slamplngs of All Kinds

Smil' l’rinlr for lfrlium/n

243 Clinton Slroal, MILWAUKEE, vns.

  

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K S O N

“Na Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts, Roadsters Touring Cars,

11. P.. 24 H. P.. as H. P.

Prices, $850, $1,250, $1,500, $2,00.

JAGKSOII AUTUIUIILE 00., Julian, illoh.

  
 

 

 
 

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with roper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Trames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 
 

\lllilllllillll/

“" ALUMINUM BODIES

__ J. M. QUINBY 8: CO. _

Bar 1834

_ Carriage lolldm. "Hill. I. J. -

   

 

 
 

 

/||ll|||l|lllll\
 

 

 

  

 

 

Motor Car Accessories

§fark Plugs, Cable, Switches,_Lampu

orns Goggles Auto Clothing an

Wet “leather Equipment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue free.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

I“ Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch.

 

WE MAKE CASTINGS

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY C0.

Pottstown,Pa.

 

  

"hi inum *

nourn nrnnlnn comm
PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls, Ball

Bearings, Roller Bearings and Automobile Axles.

\Vrite for new automobile catalogue with full par

ticulars of

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

RANKLIN

M 0 T O R C A R S

LIGHT-WEIGHT, mon-rowan

    

 

 

“SUCCESS”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable, economical _

and absolutelv safe. A light, > ‘- ._..

strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy, ‘

Sulta le for city or country use.

bpeed from 4 to 20 miles an .

hour. Our 1907_ Model has an extra powerful engine,

atent ball-bearing wheels; price $275. Also 10 h. p.,

g400._ Rubber Tires, $25 extra. \Vrite for descrip

tive literature.

Susan: Auto llully lig. 00., Inc. 531 Do Bullion Am, Si. louis, lo

lVlcCORD

LUBRIGATUIIS —— RADIATUBS

“Mark: of: Good Motor Cor"

 

MCKINI COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McCORD 8; COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.
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154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor "(Kiloth

for one year, commencing with the issue of
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We are now

  , g _ h _ I well settled

-. iii! Elf-4Q @555 Erin ual HUB BUB. u" .1 In our

. @HH Haw Hum tuna an ha v ‘ -v- lit-‘35 y ' figl‘uli ‘ y: 'vnnnev‘ciumis. I

N ' Factory

_f " e * and

READY TO SHOW RESULTS

Prompt Delivery and Constant Improvement in Quality

In our etlort to possess the Finest Chain Plant in existence

and to maintain the highest degree ot Accuracy,

Etticiency and Finish we are going to the very limit.

We will now make all sizes ot Roller and Bushing Chains

tor which there is a reasonable demand.

“WHITNEY” MACHINE KEYS and KEY SEAT CUTTERS

(For the Woodrutt Patent System ot Keying)

We carry 95 regular Sizes 0t keys and cutters in stock tor Immediate delivery

“Whitney” Detachable Bushing Chain—Patented Roller Chain

 

   

 

  

 

° The Whitney Mtg. Co.

Hartlord, Conn.
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@THOMAS 1908
A complete line of Motor Cars of the highest quality

possible in Design, Material and Workmanship. They

will do what you wish your car could do . . . .

MAS. 4-1'9 pgr 0111

A a l“ " '

'i l “chi'rt'fit‘x/ -51(

  

PRICE, $2,750

Thomas 4=20 Towncar

The original Towncar, designed for City

and Suburban use exclusively. Beautiful

bodies, quiet operation; low cost of main

tenance. The Society Car.

Thomas 4=40 Detroit

Best of all shaft-drive cars. In power,

speed, hill-climbing, and reliability the

Thomas Detroit leads the five passenger

class.

Thomas 4=60 Flyer

Winner of hundreds of contests of speed,

hill-climbing, reliability, and endurance.

Has more records than any American car.

This year improved, enlarged, and refined.

Thomas 6=70 Special

The six-cylinder model of the Thomas Flyer,

built by America’s pioneer six-cylinder

builders. The greatest car in America in

speed, size, reliability and refinement.

Thomas Cars Succeed

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

Buffalo.

 

  

Member A. L. A. M

 

  

@
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(L It’s not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

(L“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to be built.

(L Largely increased facilities en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers of the kind that place

quality before price.

(The Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(If you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

HONEYCOMB, CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

  

 

MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY, New Haven,Conn.
 

 
 

 

Hotcl Pontchartrain

Detroit’s New Hotel _

 

 

  

 

Automobile Headquarters

WOOIICY & ClllllCllllCll, Managers

     

4M “
:BEQT WAY

To ‘FINJJ A (70021

T-rHNG :5 Tu LOU/t

for IT,‘ wt nevi

A‘F’INI IIV Tiff

,Au‘RU'RA

U U TTHAI"?! 9,727,111 $ 77i

 

Wm. yov LL“.< P

AUTU'R’A 77570? woiKS

‘ Au‘RO'PA “ILL
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The woman who once experiences the

delightful ease of motion, the immunity from

exhaustion, found only in the Marmon Car,

will not easily be satisfied with anything else.

The motorist who is impressed, as he

should be, with marked mechanical excel

lence, will find in the Marmon a score of

other potent reasons—and they are reasons

not to be found in any other car, foreign or

domestic. >

Investigate it, test it on the road before

buying any motor car. Wisdom demands

this much, at least.

Model H. Touring Car, 40-45 H. P., $3500

Model H. Roadster, 40-45 H. P., - 3500

Model G, Touring Car, 35-40 H. P., 3000

Not “occasional good ones,” but

uniform excellence.

Two 30’s and a 40 H. P. Various types of bodies.

Studebaker Automobile Co.

South Bend, Ind.

  

The Easiest

Riding Car in

the World

  

  

  

Air-Cooled Water-Cooled
  

  

  

For ralalog, address szt. 16

Nordyke & Marmon Co., (‘33-) Indianapolis, Ind.

Barlon, Man" F. E. Win; [llalor St. Louis, Mo., Van Automobil: Co.’

Car Co., 12 Columbus Ave. 1700 IVarlu'ngtan Ar/r.

Plendr/fllz'a, Pa., Brazier A 1410 Pittsburg, Pa., Plumylrmm'a A ula

Work:, 381/: and Market Sts. Co., Hay St. and Knig/d Ave.

Baltiman 19111., Snodzal A utanmbik Wilk/'nslmr .

  

(70., 2552 Mar/ism: Arie. Waterloo, N. ., Wnlzrlov Auto—

Eaxt Orangr, N. 1., RIth‘] Mac/tine mobilz Co.,

Co., oz Ealnn Plact. Bing/lantern. N. Y., Heller-S}rmm

Molar Car Ca.

Lo: Angela, 011., C. S. Ant/may,

no Em! 9111 St.

[Hi/wanker, IVis., jalm Uri, In, &'

Co., I72 12!): St.

Indianapolis, Ind., H. 7‘. [learn]

Vr/lirle Ca.

  

   

Desirable Territory ior Dealers. Note List Above

  

  
   

ELIABLE

DAYTON

MOTOR CAR

"The First Real Successor

to the Horse”

A thoroulhly practical motor

car for everyday service the

year around. Embraces the

proved principles of standard

motor car construction

together with the benefits of

the 204mb road clearance,

high wheels and solid tires. A

car which is not only efficient.

but can be used many years at low maintenance. Your money‘s worth,

both first cost and up-keep in miles traveled—let us send descriptive catalog.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car.Co., Dept. 14. Chicago, [1].

Tyre E. mo

 

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

Tlilimerican Ball-Bearint to.

L. 8. i M. 8. Ry. & Edgwotor Pork

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.I.A.
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One Price for

Warner Auto-Meters

  

  

EVER, until this year of 1908, has there

been a speed indicator sold at one ab

solutely fixed list price. Manufactur

ers have “ named " a list price and some even

required the dealers to sell at " that ” price.

Only one “ insisted " upon it being ob

served. That was ourselves. But, unfor

tunately, we sold to the jobber also -— and the

jobber cut the price.

Then there was fun in the camp.

hurt us— it hurt the dealer, too.

Then, in his haste to close a sale, the job

ber would let wrong gear rati0s go out— that

hurt the consumer, the dealer and

ourselves. For the jobber knows

no law.

So we’ve cut the jobber's quota

tion: out. If he gets Warner Auto

Meters he pays for them the exact

"I 1;] figure the dealer pays. If he cuts,

' he gets no more Auto-Vleters.

THIS STAND IS POSITIVE.

Warner Instrument Co.

108 Wheeler Ave., Belolt, Wls.

That

 

a

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

Pan-American

Automobile Body Polish

Pan-American Polish was awarded the Bronze Medal at

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, 1904. This

polish has been carefully prepared for the Automobile trade.

It is also applicable to the carriage trade, or can be used on

any varnished furniture or woodwork of any kind. It will

remove stains, cover scratches, leaves the automobile with its

original new lustre, without being sticky or greasy.

It can be used on the leather seats or tops with the very

best results. Can be used on any color or kind of varnish,

from the clearest white to the darkest black.

Furnished in eight-ounce bottles. Guaranteed not to harm

the finest varnish. For sale by all automobile dealers. Price,

60 cents per bottle.

Catalog, largest of the kind, mailed on request.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mus" 202-204 Columbia Ave.

Philadelphia 318-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich. 227 -229 if A ,Cleveland, (Silo, 406 Erie 5L Bum“). N. Yr" ":4 Mflgeszraon v

 
 

 

  

MOTOR MAKERS
that’s what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before priceI

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber”

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR 80., Lonnnnport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Motors “Rutenber” CarburetorsI and Sup

plies. Light Soft Gray Iron, Ilrass and Aluminum Castings.

  

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
  

QONTINBNTRL MOTOR MPG. (10.,

Let us quote you on 4-cyllnder

motors lor i908

THREE SIZES

4% in. x 4 in.

4 4_in. x _in.

  

1 ‘.i '

i .

4-cylinder _with

tained 0iling system.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

magneto.

Our new factory and ma

chinery enable us to ar

antee Xuality and deiver

ics. lso clutches end

. transmissions. Send for

catalogue.

K. FR.» N LIN PETERSON

166 Lake St., Chicago, III.

Western Re resentative

'THOS. J. ETZEL

29 W. 42.1 St., New York.

Eastern Representative.

Muskegon, Mich.

 
 

  

 

  

PatentWarning

Ilal'l‘oun DON'T on sums»

The First in the Market

The Best in the Field
Bumper Others are Imitators

THE HARRUUN BUMPER PATENT has been allowed, and as soon as

it can be issued we “fill bring suit against all USERS o_f Bumpers in

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

sou: LICENSEES, u. s. A. schuonn, 11.1..

_,/

 

Triumph Grease, What Is It?
“It is the newest production of auto grease, and benefitting by the cx~

pcrience of other makers, we have produced the best one yet. {[We do not

imitate any one, nor follow any other maker's plans. Our grease is

spongy when made——it is spongy all the time, but it does not melt or run

out. 1'[It never gets hard or stiff so that it will not do its work properly—

no matter how cold the weather is. It is made of the purcst and best

lubricants to be found, and compounded in such a manner as to produce

what the auto user has long wanted. TIA grease that will lubricate from

start to finish, and will last long enough to pay for the trouble of putting

it in the machine, and then staying right there like a good clerk attending

to its own business constantly, and does not need punching up and renew

ing every few days, and leaves the machine clean and not all grease when

through using it. fllt is the red thorn in the side of the old fogy grease,

or the non-fluid oil makers. It is always RED. No other grease like it,

and it is not like any other grease. So we are not imitators in any sense

of the word. leuy it, and try it, and if not all we claim for it, any

dealer will refund all expense it has been to you.

The Perfection Grease Company, South Bend, Ind.
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MO R GAN

&WRIGHT

TIRES
  

I'71[til/1’//

//-'.///// ,/

.M/lll//////////////?//fl;m//// /  

  

ARE

others. You’ll find Solar

hheaVIer—thare's a reason for

t is; more rass; better ma.
ANYWHERE terial; less solder.

Without question the So

lar has more “body” than

any other lamp. It will out

last the automobile.

Specify complete Solar

equlpment—the car manu

facturer will furnish it.

Badger Brass Mlg. Company

TWO FACIOIUES

Keaosha.Wls., 436 "lb Ave. New York

AND ALWAYS

MORGAN & WRIGHT

DETROIT

  

Branches, Agencies or

Dealers Everywhere

all

 

 

  
 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

The Heavier the Load the Greater the Saving

The first cost of TIMKEN equipment for Commercial Vehicles is out of all proportion to the resultant saving

in up keep and increased earning power through added carrying capacity.

  
  

2-INCH I BEAM AXLE, TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS AND HUBS

illustrated above, is especially designed for vehicles doing heavy duty. This Axle is fitted with TIMKEN

ROLLER BEARINGS in the knuckle head, making steering, even under the full load carrying capacity, easy

and simple—is forged out of heat treated steel and equipped with TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS in the

hubs. -

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS are especially designed to carry as much end thrust as radial load—both

principle and construction providing for an evenness of wear that does not impair or destroy in any manner

the characteristics of the bearings. This is the TIMKEN principle distinctive and individual—and cannot be

found in any other type or form of anti-friction bearings. ’ _

And that is the reason WHY the Successful Commercial Vehicle Builders use them.

Facts and figures on reduced cost of operating and maintenance for the asking.

The Timken Roller Bearing Axle Company,

BRANCHES—10 E. 31st St., New York. 429 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Canton, Ohio
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The Car 01 Steady Service

is more than a mere phrase, it is a title earned through correct design and careful construction and

proven by years of hard, constant service wherever power-driven vehicles are known.

The practical qualities that established the Rambler reputation are,—

lst—APPLIED POWER. By this we mean actual tractive force as applied to the road

wheels. Owing to the straight line drive of the four-cylinder models and the direct

chain drive in the two-cylinder cars, Ramblers have greater propelling force per pound

than any other car on the market.

2d—DEPENDABILITY. Ramblers are built to stand the test of hard, daily service over

the worst of American roads. This condition is not reached by mere weight and

masses of metal, but by simple, scientific construction in which each element is

stronger than the strains upon it can ever require.

3d—PRACTICAL ROAD VALUE. With the vast facilities of an enormous plant like the

Rambler factory, skillfully directed to the production of two models only, greater value

per dollar can be offered than is possible in a plant of lesser output.

In short, the Rambler is a~ car of

Power, Service and Value

Ordinary business policy dictates a careful examination of its many high qualities before ordering your .

new car.

Our 1908 catalog fully describing two touring cars and a high-powered roadster is at your service:

write to-day.

Thomas B. Jeitery & Company '
Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

CHICAGO BOSTON MILWAUKEE PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO
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GO0DIIUE KNOX’S NEW PRESIDENT

Creditor- Stockholders Choose Chicopee

Banker to Succeed Cutler—Reorgani

zation is Now Complete.

The reorganization of the Knox Automo

bile C0., Springfield, Mass,

completed on Saturday last, lst inst., when

finally was

the officers selected by the committee

previously appointed by the preferred

stockholders—all of whom are creditors

who accepted stock in payment of their

claims—were formally elected by the new

directors of the company. They are as

follows:

President, Charles L. Goodhue; vice

president, William E. Wright;

Charles H. Beckwith; treasurer, Charles L.

Albert E.

secretary,

Goodhue; assistant

Smith.

The directors, who previously had been

treasurer,

chosen at a meeting of the stockholders.

are as follows: Alfred N. Mayo, Charles

L. Goodhue, Charles H. Beckwith, Peter

Murray and Clarence E. Whitney, repre

senting the creditors, and William E.

Wright, W. H. Chase, M. I. Greenwood

and H. W. Cutler, who represent the com

mon shareholders who constituted the old

company.

Charles L. Goodhue, the new president

and treasurer, is a retired banker, who is a

director of the Chicopee National Bank. It

is known that E. H. Cutler, the former

head of the company, earnestly desired re

election, but he was unable to muster suf

ficient support and so passes out of the

concern's affairs. Messrs. \Vright and

Smith are the only representatives of the

Cutler regime who were retained.

The Knox Automobile Co. assigned on

July 22, 1907, with $975,000 assets, and

$531,000 liabilities, and since that date has

been in the hands of Alfred N. Mayo, the

assignee. On December 1, the assignee is<

sued $500,000 preferred stock, which was

accepted by the creditors in full satisfaction

of their claims. The preferred stock con

trols the assets and income of the company.

The reorganization of the concern was

effected chiefly through the tact and ability

of Assignee Mayo, who is treasurer of the

Fisk Rubber Co.

Receivers for Coleman’s Battery Company.

As a result of a petition in a suit in equity

brought by Emma Coleman of Somerset,

Va., George F. Keating and Edward R.

O'Malley were, on Monday last, 3d inst.,

appointed receivers of the National Battery

Co., of Buffalo, N. Y. The liabilities of the

company amount to about $120,000. The

assets are estimated at $425,000. The Na

tional Battery Co. was one of the relics of

the long-defunct American Bicycle Co., or

“bicycle trust,” as it was better known, of

which R. Lindsay Coleman, of New York

City and Somerset, Va., was once pres

ident. When the trust went to smash,

Coleman obtained possession of the Buffalo

battery concern. of which he became pres

ident. He occupied that office until com

paratively recently, when the title of chair

man of the board of directors was created

for him.

Bonebrake Plans Factory in Kansas.

The Bonebrake Hardware Co.. which

operates a string of stores in Oklahoma.

with headquarters in El Reno, is planning

to enter the automobile industry as a manu»

facturer. The first that was known of the

matter was when Mr. Bonebrake entered

into negotiations with the Chamber of Com

merce of \Nichita, Kan., with a view of ob

taining a factory site in that city. The

project does not appear to have advanced

beyond that stage.

Cameron Buys Plant at Beverley.

The Cameron Motor Car Co., of Brock

ton, Mass, have purchased the brick fac~

tory of the Beverley Mfg. Co., Beverley.

Mass. and is preparing to take possession

at once. An output of 500 cars is in view

for the 1908 season.

TRYING T0 REVIVE THE TRIDIN'I'

Undeterred by Personal Judgment, Pres

ident Freeman strives to Secure Cap

ital—Alluring Offer to Investors.

In the New York Supreme Court the

Niagara Rubber Co., Lockport, N. Y., was

$7,500

against Albert Freeman. president of the

Trident Tire Co., New York, who had

bound himself personally to secure the con

last week awarded judgment for

tract entered into by the two concerns. It

appears the Niagara company was engaged

by the Trident people to make their tires,

the New York concern agreeing to pay for

the material, and also to pay 15 per cent.

for the use of the machinery, the full

amount of the labor and 25 per cent. profit

to the makers.

started with a

splurge, but made no headway, and judg

The Trident company

ments have been piling up against it. Mean

while, Albert Freeman, its president. is circu

larizing investors in an effort to obtain money

to revive the company. His circulars set

forth that he is interested in a “pneumatic

tire which will revolutionize the tire indus

try," investment in which will he “not only

guaranteed by a 6 per cent. first moragage

gold bond, but that the stock, that you will

receive as a bonus with the bond, will yield

you an additional income of at least from

30 to 40 per cent. per annum."

Dry Cell Makers Decide to Quit.

The Ampere Manufacturing Co., makers

of dry batteries, at 408 West Thirteenth

street, New York, has applied. through its

directors, Leopold Polock, president, and

Nathan Friedman, treasurer, to the Supreme

Court for a voluntary dissolution of the cor

poration, which was incorporated March

28. 1907, with a capital stock of $5.000. To

wind up its afiairs Marcel Levy has been

appointed receiver. with a bond of $2.000.

The liabilities are $1,727 and assets $1,283.
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THE WEEK'S INCORPORATIONS.

Boston, Mass.-—Crown Motor Vehicle

Co., under Massachusetts laws, with $50,000

capital. Corporators—“l. A. Shafer and F.

Dodge.

Wilmington, Del—Motor Omnibus Co.,

The, under Delaware laws‘ with $45,000 cap

ital. Corporators—H. L. Rice, E. S. Hele

lings, W. M. Pyle, Wilmington.

Chicago, Ill—Parsons, Curtis & Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—C. H.

Parsons, A. W. Curtis, and‘F. A. Bean.

Boston, Mass.—Graham’s Automobile

Spring & Appliance Co., under Massachu

setts laws, with $50,000 capital. Corpora

tors—J. A. Watson, president; I. A. Wat

son, treasurer.

Auburn, Ind.—McDowell Motor Vehicle

Mfg. Co., under Indiana laws, with $20,000

capital; to manufacture automobiles. Cor—

porators—Willis McDowell, Wheeler Mc

Dowell, and A. W. McDowell.

New York City, N. Y.—.P. 8: H. Tire Co.,

under New York laws, with $20,000 capital.

Corporators—Roger G. Howell and Edward

Tabor, 1657 Broadway; Paul M. Pelletreau,

3 Broad street, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—General Taxime

ter Co., under New York laws, with $5.000

capital. Corporators—Alfred Ely, 37 Mad

ison avenue; James T. Riddle, 246 Manhat

tan avenue; Robert S. Kearney, 31 Nassau

street, New York City.

Hutchinson, Kan—Taylor Motor Co., un

der Kansas laws, with $10,000 capital; to

maintain garage and deal in automobiles.

Corporators—Dr. H. G. Welsh, T. 1. Tem

plar, L. A. Bunker, H. H. Taylor, and W.

Y. Morgan.

New York City, N. Y.—Comet Motor

Trucking Co., under New York laws, with

$150,000 capital. Corporators—Leslie B.

Sanders. 165 West Eighty-second street; Ar

thur W. Harrell, 503 West 148th street; Otto

Bluhm, 23 Liberty street, New York City.

New York City, N.Y.—Wyatt&Listman,

under New York laws, with $4,000 capital;

to make automobile parts. Corporators—

James M. W'yatt, Hotel Gregorian; John B.

Haskin. 34 “"est Eighty-sixth street; Her

bert E. Listman, North Arlington avenue,

East Orange, N. J.

New York City, N. Y.—Marko Storage

Battery Co., under New York laws, with

$5,000 capital; to make storage batteries.

Corporators—Paul M. Marko, 1231 Bedford

avenu; Herman Matfield, 207 Troy avenue,

Brooklyn; Charles Standt, 517 Angelique

street, West Hoboken, N. 1.

Woman Starts Cut Rate Repairing.

Enter the cut~rate repair lady! According

to advices from Trenton, N. 1., she is Mrs.

Clark Fisher, widow of a wealthy anvil

maker, who attracted attention two years

ago by assuming control of her deceased

husband's large business and increasing it

to almost double its former volume through

her personal efforts. Her latest departure

has caused Trenton garage owners to prick

up their cars by the announcement that she

will devote a portion of her immense plant

to the repairing of automobiles at cut prices.

Mrs. Fisher declares that she has been

prompted to do this because of the exor

bitant prices she has been obliged to pay,

both in this country and abroad, for the

slightest repairs to her car. She believes

that the garage owners “have combined and

are practising extortion on the automo

bilists."

It is this fact, she states, and also a feel

ing of philanthropy that has caused her to

start a movement against high garage

charges in Trenton, at any rate. The an

vil business, having recently become slack,

Mrs. Fisher was troubled about some of her

employes, a few of whom have not missed

work at the works for 67 years. when the

plant was started. So, instead of being com

pelled to lay them off for a period Mrs.

Fisher decided to start in the cut-rate busi

ness and keep them busy during the win

ter. As the plant has an abundance of ma

chinery she is well able to begin operations

at once.

The machine shop will undergo a few

changes to prepare for the automobile work

it is expected to receive. Harold Fisher

Brooks, late of the Standard Motor Con

struction Co., of Jersey City, has been en

gaged as the head of the automobile repair

ing department. Trenton’s garage owners

have not yet been heard from, as to whether

they will meet Mrs. Fisher’s reductions.

Standard ,Sizes Adopted for Tubing.

\Vhile it was known several months ago

that the mechanical branch of the Asso

ciation of Licensed Automobile Manufac~

turers had taken up the subject of the stand

ardization of tubing used in automobiles,

the results of the endeavor was only this

week made public.

The object of the research was to secure

a high quality of steel with a maximum of

strength and to reduce the number of sizes

as much as possible so that deliveries could

be more quickly made by the tube manufac

turers, who have been required to supply

about 1.200 sizes of steel tubes of vary

ing diameters and thicknesses.

As the outcome of the conferences held

by the leading experts of the various inter

ests concerned, the number of sizes has

been reduced to about 300. Charts have

been made of these standard sizes and fur

nished to the draughting room of each mem

ber of the association, giving a schedule

of the standard stock sizes of all steel tub

ing made.

The benefits to be derived from this

standardization are obvious: the reduction

in weight in a car. the uniformity of sizes

used by the various makers, the placing on

the open market of certain standard sizes

for all cars and the possibility of making

quick deliveries to the manufacturers, thus

reducing the cost of construction.

IN THE RETAIL WORLD.

The St. Nicholas Avenue Garage, New

York City, has increased its capital stock

from $10,000 to $50,000.

The Miller Motor Car Co., which has con

ducted a garage at Seventh and Wisconsin

streets, Racine, \Vis., is preparing to en

large. To this end a commodious one-story

concrete garage will be erected on Main

street.

Fire of unknown origin gutted the Lowdl

Automobile Co.’s garage at Appleton street

and Post Ofi‘ice avenue, Lowell, Mass,

Monday night, 27th ult. Several cars were

destroyed and others damaged. The total

loss will not exceed $25,000. that to the

building amounting to about $5,000.

W. A. Richwine has withdrawn from the

Hiland Automobile Co., Pittsburg, of which

he has been manager since its formation,

and with A. H. Sarven will form the Dia

mond Automobile C0. The new company

will be established in East Liberty, Pitts

burg, where Buick cars will be handled.

A garage will be opened at 23 Sherman

street, Hutchinson, Kan., by the Taylor Mo

tor Co., which has just been incorporated.

Besides conducting a general garage busi

ness the company will handle accessories

and Ford cars. Dr. H. G. Welsh is named

as president and H. H. Taylor secretary

and manager.

Fire in the two-story frame building at

110-114 Exchange street, Providence, R. 1.,

January 28th, caused a loss of $20,000, sev

eral automobile firms sustaining losses.

The Flint Motor Car Co. lost several cars.

and machinery valued at $16,000. The

Autocar repair shop was damaged to the

extent of $500. Among the other losers were

Adams Brothers, who conducted a machine

shop and J. M. Baker, a pattern maker.

More Facilities for Spring Manufacture.

Having passed through the period of

financial depression without reducing their

force or number of working hours, the

Cleveland-Canton Spring Co.. who have

made extensive investigations of the merits

of vanadium steel for automobile springs,

have added another building to their plant

at Canton, 0., for the sole purpose of

handling their increasing volume of

orders. In the new building springs made

from this material and other high grades of

spring steel will be heat-treated in furnaces

fitted with pyrometers especially designed

for this work, securing a uniform tempering

of all springs. There also will be a new

testing machine installed. Incidentally, im

provements have been made in the fitting

of springs by the employment of a pat

ented rolling machine which is to be used

exclusively by this company.

Regal to Make Taxicabs, Too.

The Regal Automobile Co., Detroit's new

est acquisition, will include taxicabs in its

productions. The company has acquired

a location at Beaubein and Twombly streets.
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GRIIW'I'II 01" AMI-‘IIICAN EXPIIII'IS

Increase of $1,347,786 for the Year 1907—

Gains in Every Geographical Division

Except Mexico and Africa.

 

During the twelve months of the year

1907, America’s export trade in automobiles

increased exactly $1,347,786. The statistics,

which just have become available, show that

the total business amounted to $5,756,972, as

against $4,409,186, and $2,695,655 for 1906

and 1905,

complete cars exported was 2.894, valued

at $5,120,963, leaving $636,000 in round

numbers, representing the valuation of

parts.

This upward trend has been distinguish

able throughout nearly the entire world.

Only two individual exceptions—those of

Mexico and Africa — being observed.

The falling off from 1906 in the first

instance amounted to $88,700 in round

numbers, while African trading dropped

only $7,906 last year. On the other

hand, the United Kingdom has shown

its appreciation of the American product

by purchasing over $600,000 worth more of

automobile products in the year just closed

than during the year before. British North

America comes second, with a growth 01

$288,500, nearly, and France next in order.

During the closing month, December, 173

cars, valued at $259,341. were exported, the

total exports, including parts valuation

amounting to $301,432. The returns for

December, 1906, amounted to $242,154, the

closing month of 1907 thus showing an in

crease in business of almost $60,000. Eight

of the divisions recognized by the Bureau

of Statistics at Washington, revealed gains,

the United Kingdom leading with an appre

ciation of $40,000, or thereabouts. while the

West Indies and Bermuda jumped up

no less than $33,000. Of the six divi

sions showing losses, France led with $22,

200.. The report in detail follows:

respectively. The number of

Carnival Fund Passes $6,000 Mark.

At a meeting of the New York Automo—

bile Trade Association yesterday, it was

made known that the fund for the trade

carnival which is scheduled to occur dur~

ing the week of April 6th, had passed the

$6.000 mark. It has been subscribed by the

New York dealers and accessory houses on .

a basis of $200 each by the former and $100

by the latter. At yesterday’s meeting.

Thomas F. Moore, who had been selected

to manage the affair, tendered his resigna

tion, following a motion that no money be

expended without the approval and counter

signature of the finance committee. Moore

made a speech detailing his knowledge of

the business, etc., and said he could not

work to advantage under such an arrange

ment. Action on his resignation was de

ferred until the next meeting. The definite

program for the carnival has not yet been

arranged, although a parade with 1.000 cars

in line. and a race meet are the uppermost

projects.

Auxiliary Receiver for the Royal.

Judge Lacombe of the United States Cir

cuit Court has appointed Arthur Berry aux

iliary receiver for the property in New York

City of the Royal Motor Car Co., of Cleve

land. Ohio. The appointment was made

on the application of E. W. Cottrell. of De

troit, a stockholder. and Witt K. Cochrane,

of Chicago, a creditor for $4,800. The New

York assets consist of automobile parts and

accounts valued at $8,000.

  

Referee Accepts the Frenches’ Offer.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse French, Sr.. have

withdrawn their claim for $61,287.21 against

the estate of the St. Louis Motor Car Co.,

Peoria, 111. The withdrawal was executed

after the referee in bankruptcy had agreed

to their stipulations, i. e., that a certain

touring car in factory be surrendered to

them and that the estate waive all claims

for balances alleged to be due for unpaid

stock subscriptions.

 

 

December 12 Months Ending December

_ 1906 1907 1905 1906 1907
Cars, carriages, other vehicles, and _ -- ‘ 'i' P'“

parts of:,— ‘ - l" '

Automobiles and parts of . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. $2,695.655 *$2,356,110 . . . . ..

Automobiles'l' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $181,882 $259,341 . . . . .. 1.792.308 $5.120.963

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 2 42,091 . . . . . . 260,768 636,009

Exported to—

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 27.647 66.808 707,045 1.138.264 1,738,488

France ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,767 8,564 269,703 336,273 596.450

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,033 5064 105,457 132,214 175,250

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,378 12.500 163,978 251.636 255,160

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6,923 15,921 240.379 214,119 288,211

British North America . . . . . . . . . .. 31,613 21,791 537,588 878,885 1,167,355

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39.243 56.691 192,452 717.523 629,807

West Indies and Bermuda . . . . . . .. 10,802 44248 151,859 240,989 293_885

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.503 23,533 60.419 166,814 244,466

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,279 30 31,793 34111 35,586

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45.552 38.289 120.083 192.668 213.645

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . . . .. ,099 7,847 63.577 79,542 99,009

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 39288 16,100 8,194

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2,315 _ _ _, 12034 111048 11,466

Total automobiles, and parts of.. $242,154 $3()I_432 $2,695,655 $4,409.186 $5,756,972

 

* Figures are for six months. January to June_ 1906

1' Number not stated prior to July 1, 1906.

BRITISII IMHIII'I‘S AND EXHII'I'S

Figures for the Year Show Continued

Preference for Foreign Cars—Sales

to Other Countries Increased.

British imports and exports of automo

bile manufactures for the year ending De—

cember 31, 1907, revealed a continuance of

that preference for the foreign-made arti

cle which has characterized its trade re

turns for some little time.

During the year no less than 4,819 cars

were imported, having a valuation of $10,

400,830, as against 5,776 cars brought into

the country during the previous year. of a

total value of $12,431,685. The total figures

for 1906 and 1907, respectively, including the

valuation of parts, were $21,858,300, and

$22.763,430. Exports for the year amounted

in total valuation to $6,638,490, of which

$4,301,765 represented the declared valua

tion of 2,322 cars. and the balance, parts.

The total exports for 1906 were $4,100,100,

and for 1905, $2,513.570.

In December, 1907, 204 cars were im

ported into the British Isles, of a total val~

uation of $393,490, which with $733,970 worth

of parts, brought the total up to $1,124,310.

as compared with a corresponding total of

$1,110,570, for the year previous. The De

cember imports were the smallest of the

year. Two hundred and six cars, valued at

$386,975, and parts to the value of $168,990

were exported during the same period, the

total exportation of $555,965, being lower

than that of any month since August.

Traffic Department for N. A. A. M.

At the regular meeting of the executive

committee of the National Association of

Automobile manufacturers held in New

York yesterday, Angus Smith. Olds Motor

Works, and H. O. Smith, Premier Motor

Manufacturing Co., were elected members

of the executive committee to fill vacancies

and F. H. Hart of the Corbin Motor Vehi

cle Corporation was elected a member of

the association to succeed E. H. Brandt,

who formerly represented the company.

The only other subject considered that

was out of the regular routine was that re

lating to the establishment of a trafi‘ic or

transportation department. which it was

decided to inaugurate. It will be in

charge of J. S: Marvin, who has been chief

of a similar bureau in the A. L. A. M.

Thomas Henderson. Winton Motor Car

riage Co.. president of the association, pre

sided at the meeting, the others in attend

ance being S. T. Davis, Locomobile C0.;<

W. R. Innis, Studebaker Automobile Co.:

William E. Metzger, Cadillac Motor Car

Co; S. D. Waldon, Packard Motor Car C0.;

Albert L. Pope, Pope Manufacturing Co.;

Charles Clifton, George N. Pierce Co.; 1..

H. Kittridge, Peerless Motor Car Co.; and

S. A. 'Miles, general manager.
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

  

Exclusive Features of the White Limousine

The exclusive White quality of absolute noiselessness of operation is of particular

advantage in a limousine because, in a car with a closed body, any noise made by the

mechanism is even more noticeable and annoying than in an open vehicle.

Another exclusive White quality—namely—genuine flexibility of control, permits of the

machine being guided safely and speedily through the crowded city streets. The speed of

the White may be accommodated to the exengencies of street traffic without any changing of

gears, jerky starts or the embarrassing and sometimes dangerous “stalling” of the engine.

As regards graceful lines and luxuriousness of equipment and finish, the White lim

ousine must be seen to be appreciated.

Write for catalog and the address of the nearest branch or agency

THE WHITE COMPANY
CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY, Broadwa at 62d St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 1460 Mar et St.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 North Broad St.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St.

CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave.

CLEVELAND, 407 Rockwell Ave.
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Sympathy and Inhumanity.

Sympathy for the unfortunate is natural.

It follows that there are those who will

feel that justice was not tempered with

mercy when a sentence of eighteen months'

imprisonment was meted out by a New Jer

sey magistrate to the Newark automobilist

convicted of manslaughter in having killed

a pedestrian while recklessly driving his

automobile, and who then hurried away

leaving his victim to his fate.

That the automobilist was an educated

man, standing well in the community, makes

his action in running away the more repre

Action of the

species of inhumanity, brutality and coward

hensible. sort is a

ice for which written words are too poor

sufficiently to express condemnation. Sym

pathy scarcely is merited.

The sentence of eighteen months' im

prisonment is just and richly deserved.

That the crime was committed without ma

licious intent was undoubtedly considered

by the jury who found the verdict; but that

mere “lack of intent" should be accepteo

as an excuse for manslaughter is intoler

able.

No right thinking man can fail to con

demn absolutely the cowardly action of any

man in leaving an injured person to his

fate, and it is hoped that the stand taken

by the court may be the warning of an at

titude more to be feared than the possible

primitive punishment which may be meted

out to the man who renders every aid and

the

quences of his action rather than to hope to

remain undetected by running

shows a willingness to meet come

away and

brutally leaving the victim of his accident to

That

man lacks the elements of real manhood

an unknown and uncared for end.

who does that sort of thing and merits any

punishment that comes to him.

 
 

Where Drivers Should be Seated.

The accounts of accidents, resulting from

collisions where trolley cars and other ve

hicles have crashed into automobiles that

have unexpectedly changed their course,

have became so frequent and the fatalities

so numerous that the mere assumption of

carelessness on the part of the chauffeur

does not appear to be a satisfactory explan

ation.

It is not always possible for drivers of

automobiles to be aware of the approach

of rapidly moving vehicles coming from

behind, in time to avoid accidents, and any

thing that will help in giving them the op

portunity of knowing exact traffic condi<

tions at all times is of extreme importance

to those who are interested in the develop

ment of motor cars.

An arrangement of the control which will

permit the placing of the chauffeur’s seat

on the left side of the car, instead of on

the right, as is now the almost universal

practice, should be given the serious con

sideration of designers, especially those who

are interested in the development of the

type known as town cars.

That the control should be at either the

left or right hand is a matter of little mo

ment, but that the chauffeur’s seat should

be in a position where he would have every

advantage for driving is of prime impor

tance.

\Nhen the chauffeur is seated on the right

side he is at a great disadvantage in learn

ing if a vehicle is overtaking him on his

left—as required by the traffic regulations

—at the moment when he is about to turn

t0 the left; looking behind him on the right

a large section of the street is hidden from

him by his car. To have a clear view he

must stand up and look over the back, or

if the design of his car prevents that. he

must leave his seat and look behind from

the left.

quire any of these precautions.

A turn to the right does not re

Vehicles

are not supposed to pass him on that side

and there is no occasion for extreme cau

tion when changing his course in that di

rection.

The convenience of the passenger in a

runabout, or in the front seat of a touring

car, is another reason for the left drive. It

obviates the necessity of walking around

the car, frequently through mud and slush.

The argument that is sometimes ad

vanced that shifting of levers would be un

handy to a driver, possesses little merit. A

very little experience will suffice to make

such an arrangement entirely practical.

It is fair to assume that chauffeurs real»

ize that eternal vigilance is the price of

safety and that generally speaking, all rea

sonable precautions are used to avoid col

lisions. The careful chauffeur is, and the

careless one should be, constantly on the

alert and any arrangement that tends to

assist in the avoidance of accidents and the

convenience of owners, is a long step in a

right direction. Control from the left seat

is a step of the sort.

About the Hydraulic Clutch.

In the way of an infinitely variable speed

changing device for connecting the motor

to the driving gear of the car, and aside

from the ordinary friction drive, safe to

say nothing is more attractive from the

theoretical point of view than the hydraulic

clutch. For some reason which, perhaps

is best left to conjecture, however, this

system is not undergoing the rapid devel

opnient which might be expected. Indeed,

up to this time, practically all designs which

have been offered to the public, have been

of foreign development and have not

reached a sufficient degree of maturity to

be installed regularly on a car.

The beauty of the hydraulic clutch is

that it permits all possible ranges of speed

by smooth gradations, at the same time

providing means of carrying away the heat

of friction which is an inevitable accom

panymcnt of any alteration in the status

of kinetic energy. \Vith all

forms of transmission in which the variable

mechanical

speed idea is entertained, even to the min
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imum degree contemplated in the friction

that

through extraordinary pressures, or other

clutch, there is always the chance

adverse conditions, the temperature of the

working parts may be permitted to rise

With the

hydraulic clutch this is impossible because

sufficiently to cause abrasion.

the fluid is constantly circulating and is

ever in contact with the walls of its con

taining passages, the greater portion of

which are freely exposed to the air, and suf

fer no danger of abrasion in any way. This

being the case, the only material efiect of

heat due to overworking the clutch must

result in evaporation of the lighter ingre

dients of the fluid and hence in thickening

it. To counteract injury on this account

therefore, it is only necessary to renew the

supply of fluid from time to time—a far

simpler process than that of renewing the

leather of a cone clutch, or the plates of

one of the disc type.

Another point which is worth consider

ing in this connection, is that the so-callcd

hydraulic transmission, of which one or

two designs have already been developed,

is nothing more nor less than the plain hy

draulic clutch subdivided in such a way

that the driving and driven elements may be

placed-at the extremities of the power

plant instead of adjacent and coordinate.

as it were. Hence, simplicity and economy

of construction, argue the use of the clutch

rather than the transmission which carries

the same principle on a more extensive plan.

There are several obstacles in the way

Chief

among them is that of the difiiculty of reg

of the design of such a system.

ulating the amount of "slip." Generally

speaking a clutch that is adapted to afford a

desirable amount of slip in starting, fails

to hold perfectly~ when complete engage

This

scem to apply regardless of the method em

On the

other hand, none of the purely mechanical

devices yet submitted to the test of prac

tical use have proved to be perfectly satis

ment is required. principle would

ployed in effecting the connection.

factory in this respect, audit is reasonable

to suppose that the difiiculty of slippage on

full engagement may be gotten over with

the hydraulic system by the use of some

method of positive engagement. if it be

not possible to effect it directly and by a

more ideal method. Certainly the field is

one of the most attractive imaginable, and

its exploration has not as yet been carried

to such a point that the inventor need be

seriously hampered in carrying out his ideas.

T0 TEST INTERCIIANGEABIHTY

Something New in Contests—Reassembling

of Dissected Cars to Precede Speed

and Endurance Trial.

One of the most unique trials ever sched

uled is soon to be undertaken in England

under the auspices of the Royal Automo

bile Club, in which, oddly enough, the only

entries will be that of the Anglo-American

Motor Car Co., British agents for the Cadil

lac cars. This test will consist of the com

plete dissection of three of the 810 horse

power cars which are so well known in

this country, their re-assemblagc after in

spection by the committee in charge of the

afiair, and the subsequent speed and en

durance test on the Brooklands track. The

object is to prove the claim of complete

interchangeability which is one of the

strong “talking points" of the Cadillac pol

icy.

The plan is to have the Expert and Tech

nical Committee of the club select any three

cars, either from stock, from the importing

crate. or from actual service, each machine

to be held under rigid observation until the

conclusion of the test. Under the tutelage

of the committee, they will then be reduced

to their lowest terms, and all the parts from

each machine will be lilinglt‘tl in an indis

criminate heap on the floor of the club gar

age. From the pile, the judges will then so

lect the proper number of parts and sort

them into three separate heaps, from which

employes of the agents will be required to

construct three new machine. On request

of the committee. it will even be permissible

to introduce new parts from the agents'

stock of spares, in order to prevent any

possibility of special preparation for the

test.

The final proof of interchangeability,

which is to succeed a close inspection of the

rebuilt cars by the judges, will be a test

run on the Brooklands course, in which

each machine, carrying two passengers, will

be called upon to cover not less than 500

miles. Needless to say. the project. which

is to be put into execution next month, is

attracting a great deal of attention.

To Woo the American Dollar.

That the attractiveness of American dnl

lars has suficred no diminution in the eyes

of the gentlemen on the other side of the

pond is shown by the organization of a

British branch of the “Association Generali

Automobile of France," for the purpose of

“affording American motorists, who desire

to tour Great Britain and the Continent.

every facility for a comfortable jonrnc)

with no discordant features.” save frequent

recourse to their letters of credit: and as

a real live lord will assist in promoting that

process it possibly may be made more

agreeable than otherwise would be the case

 

COMING EVENTS

 

 

February 1-8, Providence, R. l.—Show in

Providence State armory.

February 348, Kansas City, Mo.-—Kansas

City Automobile Dealers’ Association’s an

nual show in Convention Hall.

February 10-15. Detroit, Mich.—Tri-Statc

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion’s annual show in Light Guard armory

February 17-22, Cleveland Ohio—Cleve

land Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in Central armory.

February 21-29, Newark, N. ].—Ncw Jer

scy Automobile and Motor Club's and New

jersey Automobile Trade Association’s an

nual show.

February 22, Boston, Mass—Bay State

Automobile Association’s 150 miles endur

ance run to Providence, Worcester and re—

turn.

February 24-29, Portland, Me.-—Annual

show in the Auditorium.

March 2-7, Ormond, Fla—Annual beach

carnival, under ausp-ces Automobile Club of

America.

March 7-14, Boston, Mass—Boston Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association's annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

March 9~l4, Buffalo, N. Y.—Aut0mobile

Club of Buffalo’s sixth annual show in

Convention Hall. ‘

March 18-19, Savannah, Ga.—Savannah

Automobile Club’s stock chassis race.

March 18-25, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochestcr

Automobile Club's show in new Convention

hall.

April 4-ll, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association’s annual

show in Duqnesnc Garden.

  

The announcement, which comes from

London, proclaims that this organization

is provided by the establishment in that

city under the auspices of Lord Montague

of Beaulieu “of an organization which co_

operates with another” which has a net

work of agents all over the world.

Just what part will be performed by Lord

Montagu of Beaulieu is not stated unless

indeed he will be “one of the accredited

agents." with tours mapped out, who will

meet Americans on their arrival at any of

the chief English ports and guide them

through the country or pass them across

the Continent from one country to another

without any further trouble over the cus

toms duties after the necessary licenses

have been obtained "by the payment of

merely the official charges."

As the cost, aside from the “usual offi

cial charges.” will be only $25, the Amer

ican tourists are assured of an intercourse

with members of the nobility at a price

within the reach of all!
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MORRELI. WANTS MORE ENTRIES

Despite His Previous Dictum, They Will

be Thankfully Received—Eighteen

Nominations for Briarclitf Race.

Despite the positive assertion of Chair

man R. Lee Morrell that unless twenty—

five entires were booked by February lst,

there would be no race for the Br‘iarclifi'

trophy race on the roads of Westchester

ing vest pocket entries their identity was

not disclosed.

Adding l8 and 3 together Mr. Morrell

correctly gave the answer as “21,” which,

plus 4 would make “25,” so would it not

be advisable to hold the entry list open a

little while longer? The advisory commit

tee naturally agreed that Mr. Morrell's

mathematics were correct and all hands

will make efiorts to secure a few more cars.

“'hile the necessary entries have not been

received. those drivers who expect to par

   

  

STIAIGHT MILE OF MACADAM NEAR THE FINISH

county, New York, April 24th, the first of

February came and went and—although but

18 entries are in hand, the race is not off

and Morrell is still willing to accept entries

at $1,000 each.

When the entries were supposed to have

closed on Saturday last, lst inst., 18 cars

had been nominated, according to the list

made public, which was as follows, the

name of the drivers being in parenthesis:

Paul LaCroix, Renault (Bernin); C. M.

Hamilton, Isotta-Fraschini, two cars (Poole

and Harding); J. H. Tyson, Isotta-Fraschi

ni (Strong); H. A. Lozier, Lozier, two

cars (Mulford and Michenor); C. B. Tange

man, Hol-Tan (Fosdick); C. A. Singer,

Simplex (Tracy); E. Rand Hollander, Fiat,

two cars (Cedrino); S. B. Bowman, Apper

son (unnamed); A. Hammerstein, Allen

Kingston (Campbell); 1. J. Brown, Maja

(Murphy); Harry S. Houpt, Thomas Flyer

(Roberts); H. W'. \Vhipple, Stearns (Old

field); Wyckoff, Church & Partridge,

Stearns (Vaughn); F. B. Stearns, Stearns

(Leland).

As this formidable list was seven cars

short of the requisite number, the l‘advisory

committee," composed-of newspaper writ

ers, was asked for "advice"; at the same

time it was stated that Morrcll had three

more entries tucked in his vest pocket. Be

Joseph Tracy, of long

experience and conservatism, who will

drive a Simplex, asknowledges that the

worst portions of the Briarclifi course are

"very much worse than the Vanderbilt

danger points." With twenty of its thirty

miles consisting of wriggles and twists and

angles and bad curves, to say nothing 0!

steep hills and narrow roadways, the VVest

chester course, as the, Motor World pre

viously stated, is chockful of “possibilities.”

Vanderbilt course.

Strangely enough, the grandstand will be

located between Eastview and Briarclitf

where the spectators will not be able to see

more than 100 yards from the start because

of two sharp turns and bendings of the road

beyond a hill. On the other side of}. the

grandstand the cars may be seen on at least

a half mile stretch of straight road, one of

the very few stretches of the kind on the

entire'course. The accompanying picture

of the road near the grandstand location

will convey a good idea of the twisting na

ture of the road. The only opportunity

for safe fast work is on the straight road

near Briarclifi,

The exact distance of the race has not

been fixed. The time limit—not for the

entries, but for the race—has been set, how

ever. It will be eight hours.

Bill to Prohibit Road Racing.

Although preparations for the Briarclifi

race are going on it will be impossible to

hold road races of any sort if the measure

prepared by Assemblyman Yates becomes

a law. The bill, introduced yesterday, re

peals that section of the New York State
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NEAR GRAND STAND. SHOWING WINDING NATURE OF THE COURSE

tieipate already are training on the course

and some of them admit that the course is

far more dangerous than the Long Island

' l:

  

law which gives town boards and boards of

supervisors of a county the right to set

aside roads for such purposes.'
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SCENES ON ROUTE OF PACKARD EXPLORERS IN CUBA.
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1. “ROAD " IN MATANZAS PROVINCE. 2. ONE OF THE SHALLOW STREAMS. 8, CHAIN OF MUD HOLES MARKING A ROAD IN SANTA CLARA.

4. ROCKS AND BOULDERS FOR A ROADBED- 5. EMERGENCY ROAD IMPROVEMENT ON A SANTA CLARA HILL

6. CUBAN SUBSTITUTE FOR A HOTEL.
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PACKARD EXPLORA'I'10N IN CUBA

Despite Reports to the Contrary There are

no Good Roads—Strenuous Experi

ences of the Explorers.

T0 travel hundreds of miles in Cuban ter

ritory through which no four-wheeled vehi

cle of any kind had been before was the re

cent automobiling feat of S. D. Waldon,

sales manager of the Packard Motor Car

Co., and party, in a Packard “Thirty.” The

wide advertisement which has been given

the few good roads which lead out of Ha

vana in certain directions, conveys a wrong

impression of travel generally throughout

  

TYPICAL FORD IN A SANTA CLARA RIVER

the country. When Mr. Waldon accompa

nied by Edwin 5. George, Fred Crebbin and

IE. Ralph Estep, arrived in Havana and an

nounced the fact that they intended to do a

little touring in interior Cuba in a motor

car, there went up a general protest. Ho

tel men, the American garage owners, sugar

planters, railway men, guides and interpre

ters all said: “It cannot be done.”

The interior is without roads. Horse

trails lead from one place to another. There

is no long~distance traveling. The only ve

hicles which attempt to go about the coun

try are the high-wheeled ox-carts for haul

ing sugar cane. They are drawn by three

or more yoke of oxen. Their wheels are

from seven to ten feet high. They cut the

soft ground into parallel lines of wide

ragged ruts two to four feet deep. Where

the ground is hard it is littered with im

mense boulders or else itself is the base

rock of the island. Then the rough trail

may wind into a region where there is

nothing to mark the route but the sun or

compass. and no break in the succession

of long, tedious miles of persistent travel

ing through grass as high as the car.

From lowlands and plateaus the way leads

into rugged hills and mountains. Here the

road taken by the Packard. tourists was a

continuation of washouts and ravines which

formed the only way through the mountain

passes. Each day there would be from

three to ten rivers to ford. Cuban rivers

fiow deep, between banks 50 to a hundred

feet high. Their beds had to be reached

by following the tortuous channel of some

erstwhile mountain stream which had once

run into the main river. Then came the

ford, with the car on the uncertain footing

afforded by the solid but uneven rock of

the river bottom.

During the latter days of the journey the

heavy rains of a delayed wet season turned

the red clay into a trail of sticky, heavy

mire and created in every valley and low

spot a seemingly bottomless hole. In sev

eral instances they were so wide and deep

Each night the tourists stayed where they

were at dark. Traveling at night was im

practicable, and as there is no twilight in

Cuba, it was necessary to accept the ac

commodations at hand when the sun set.

The first night out a camp on the ground

was made at the bottom of a deep valley,

supper being obtained from a Cuban farm

er. Succeeding nights were spent on cots

or in hammocks in the sheds or living

rooms of farm houses and country general

stores; one night was sleepless, with all four

tourists bunked in a row on the table of a

sugar mill eating house; while the most

unique night’s rest was that spent in ham
mocks swung Iunder the thatched roof of a

commodious pig pen.

The general direction of the tour was

 

that it was necessary to build a rough cor

duroy of palm logs and underbrush in or

der to cross.

Travel was, of course, slow. Some days

30 to 40 miles, one day 63 miles, and then

one hard-fought day’s journey of 14 miles.

It was on this day that three deep rivers,

within a few miles of each other, were

forded in the heart of the Santa Fe moun

tains. Many times the road was so difi'icult

that the easier way to progress was to

open fences and drive into and through

fields. These might be plowed ground,

rough, wild grazing lands or sugar cane

fields where the path would have to be

taken in the uneven lane between the tall

cane and the fence.

Each day the condition of the country

would change. One day after running out

of rocky hills where the car had clambered

over areas so uneven that the front tires

actually would be pulled from the rims,

there was encountered a broad level tract

in which there was nothing but grass, brush,

stones and palm trees as far as the eye

could see. Steering by the sun. the t0ur~

ists were lost in the barren country for

hours, and reached a populated section only

by striking out of the general direction to

ward the railway. and then following it.

TRAIL THROUGH A CUBAN RAVINB

from Havana to Matanzas; thence, via Jo

vellanos and Macagua, to Santa Clara, and

from there, by a crooked route throngh Ca

majuani and Placetas, to Sancti Spiritus.

The car was without special equipment, ex

cept the axe, mattock and shovel picked up

en route for use by the engineering depart

ment. At the suggestion of a Cuban farm

er, who had witnessed the way in which the

Packard had raised herself out of a deep

mud hole after having been given a founda

tion of stones on which to obtain traction,

the car was nick-named El Toro. This

name, roughly painted on the sides of the

car, immensely pleased the rural Cubans.

who, of course, had never seen any other

automobile.

Of experience there was a plenty and the

tourists have tales to relate which seem al

most unbelievable—tales of unprecedented

hill-climbing up jagged rock stairways that

seemed as though they would tear the car

to pieces; of wallowing in the long chain of

mires and bogs which made up the road of

several days; of fording rivers by follow

ing the narrow ridge of high places on the

bottom; of wonderful feats in quick road

engineering to avoid unnecessary work, and

tales of the innocent Cuban inlander, his

country, his family and his food.
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(III? 0N 'l'IIE MAXWELL SIIOULDER

Twelve Cylinder Marvel Ready to Meet All

Comers Under Dewar Conditions—Two

Miles a Minute Cars Eligible.

If any one anywhere in the world has

any kind of a car they think can “go some"

all he needs to do to get on a race is to

notify the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co., at

Tarrytown, or Robert Lee Morrell, of the

contest committee of the Automobile Club

of America. For the Maxwell people think

they have the car that can do a mile in at

least 27 seconds.

The Maxwell speed creation has no less

The proposed economy run does not dif

fer in any way from others of the sort that

have been promoted by the Brooklyn organ

ization. No penalties will be made for re

pairs, replacements or adjustments to car

or tires, the only condition being that the

contestants must complete the 242 miles

within the set time, made the night before,

and based on road conditions at that time.

The winner will be the car that carries

its full quota of passengers at the lowest

cost for each person, fuel and oil only to

be considered. Gasolene will be charged

at the rate of 25 cents per gallon and lu

bricating oil at $1.00 per gallon. Instead

of sealing the tanks each car will be given

sealed cans of fuel and oil, which will be

in charge of the observer.

    

 

MAXWELL MULTICYLINDBR RACER ON TRIAL SPIN

than 12 cylinders which develop 180 horse

power. The car has been built for some

time; in fact, it was constructed for the last

Vanderbilt cup race, but has been greatly

improved and now is ready to meet all

comers.

The Maxwell people naturally were dis

appointed when the Dewar trophy race was

scratched from the Florida program, as

they had designs on that trophy, and now

have issued a sweeping challenge to all

speed merchants, whether advocates of

steam or gasolene, to meet them in a race

under the Dewar conditions, either during

or immediately following the Florida beach

tournament. Further than that, they say

their multi—cylindcred racer will be in evi

dence for the Dewar trophy whenever the

race is held. and have asked Morrell to ar

range a contest.

Long Islands Promote a Winter Test. .

If the present spell of cold weather con

tinues the Long Island Automobile Club,

of Brooklyn. will on Tuesday, 25th inst..

hold what it thinks will give the contestants

some of the rigors of a New York-Paris

race, via Alaska and Siberia, without all

of its hardships. On that day it will hold

a 242 miles economy test. from Brooklyn

to Montauk Point and return.

Entries will close on February 20th, al

though thcy will'be received until 6 p. m.

the day before the contest, at an additional

fee. Dealers will be limited to three cars

each, the entry fee for the first being $25,

for the second $15, and for the third $10.

The prizes have not been selected, but it is

stated that $200 will be expended for the

first, $100 for second, and $50 for third.

Holding Motorists Wholly Responsible.

It is the driver's business to look out for

the pedestrian, and not the latter's business

to evade automobiles. Such is the sub

stance of a decision by the District Court

of Appeals in Los Angelcs, which declares

in effect that pedestrians cannot be charged

with contributory negligence if they do not

keep out of the way of automobiles. The

decision confirmed a judgment for $7,000

damages awarded Stanley King, who had

been injured by an automobile of E. K.

Green.

Boston Arranges Endurance Run.

Boston is to have an endurance run on

February 22d. This was decided by the Bay

State Automobile Association last week.

The route will be from Boston to Provi

dence, then to Worcester and back to Bos

ton, making a triangle of 150 miles.

AUTOIIOBILE SPEEDWAY IN JERSEY

Another Project for the Construction of

One in the Lakewood Region—Phila

delphians Incorporate.

For about the fortieth time that stretch

of waste land which is situated southwest

of Lakewood, N. J., is to be converted into

an automobile speedway. Since the subject

was first broached more than two years

ago there have been numerous companies

organized to build a course through the

pine forests there, but like most projects

of the sort they died the natural death. The

latest scheme for the realization of the pro

position was announced this week. 0

Philadelphia capitalists, it is stated, un<

der the title of the Hanover Consolidated

Co., of New Jersey, have acquired 20,000

acres of land in Burlington and Ocean

counties and have decided to build an auto

mobile speedway twenty miles long and

100 feet wide.

all previous New Jersey schemes; they were

This difiers materially from

to have been five mile circular tracks, but

the several companies promoting them

have not been heard of since. \Vhether

they ever succeeded in selling any of their

stock is not known.

According to the announcement it will

cost about $400,000 to build the track, club

houses, garages and other things of the

sort. which usually play a leading part in

the plans of speedway promoters. The cap

- ital stock of the new company is $600,000

and the Colonial Trust Co., of Philadelphia,

is named as the trustee. It is planned to

locate the speedway between Brown’s Mills

junction and a point twelve miles south

of Lakewood, which would make it near

Toms River. The land is absolutely worth

less except for sites for proposed speed

ways and for unscrupulous real estate

sharps who find admirable building sites

there.

“First mortgage gold bonds to the

amount of $400,000 will be issued and sold

to meet the expense of the erection of the

speedway, club house and garages." says

the announcement. “All holders of 100

shares of stock in the Hanover Co. will be

entitled to full membership with all its priv

ileges and free entrance to all races per

petually."

Contrary to nmst schemes of the sort

the promoters do not keep their names in

the background, but publish the full pcrson~

nel of the Hanover Consoldated Co., as

follows: President, William H. \Vile; vice

presidcnt, John P. Harlan; treasurer, E. T.

Davis; secretary, George A. Kiefaber; di

rectors, \Villiam H. Wile, George A. Kie

faber, S. J. Phillips. E. T. Davis, \N. S.

“'ilson, john P. Harlan, William H. \Vile,

Jr., and A. McCracken, all of whom are

residents of Philadelphia.
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Motor Cars as Mediums for Municipal Graft
 

Concluding Story in Which is included Extracts From the Diary of a Municipal Chauffeur, Showing just How and

for Whom the Taxpayers' Automobiles are Employed in Private Service—Speed

and Lamp Laws not for City Officials.

 

In last week’s instalment of my story, I

told of my first experience in being placed

under the orders of persons who were not

in any way connected with the department

for which I worked, or connected in any

way save by ties of relationship or friend

ship with the municipal servants.

There are those who may maintain that

if I actually possessed the pride or self re

spect that I claimed to possess I could not

and would not have obeyed an order that

-was so manifestly improper if not actually

dishonest; and there may be captious critics

of my conduct who will say that I should

have refused to permit my services to be

placed at the command of women, and that

I should have insisted on being used only

for the work of. the department; these crit

ics will maintain that I would have won the

point, as the inspector would not have

dared to incur the notoriety I could have

caused by bringing the matter before

the city authorities in such a way that the

daily papers would have revellcd in the

opportunity for devoting columns to a sub

ject that with its many side details fur

nished choice scandal in public, as well as in

private life.

But in suggesting this solution of the

problem my personal feelings are not taken

into consideration. In the first place I am

opposed to notoriety, and would not con'

sider a course of action that would place

me in the limelight; besides, I liked the

inspector for many of his personal quali

ties. Our relations were entirely friendly.

Above all, I could not bring into a personal

grievance the names of women who were

respectable, or the names even of other

women who possibly had had respectable

parents, and this would have been required

of me if I had made any claim of unfair

treatment or had endeavored to make my

position more agreeable by appealing to the

higher authorities, and calling to their at

tention the nature of my work.

Lures of Public Position.

It is true, I could have resigned, but my

several years in the department had caused

me to look upon my position as being nec‘

essary to my maintenance. I did not real

ize that I could do as well in the outside

world, a world that seems very foreign to

the municipal employe who learns soon to

believe himself a thing apart from other

mortals, and I thought of my home and

those dependent on me and was willing to

make great sacrifices of myself rather than

to bring worry and care and an uncertain

future into the home circle. And through it

all was the constant thought, “It can’t

last.”

Then, too, as a municipal chauffeur, I was

given certain privileges over other drivers

that were not without an effect on my es

timation of, if not of myself, of my impor

tance to the community: the right of way

was mine if the department sign was on the

car, or if the police officer recognized me

as a part of the city administration. The

speed laws may have been made for others,

but I was exempt. If I entered into a

friendly race on a public highway with

some innocent chauffeur he was promptly

arrested and I was not required to even

slow up lest maybe some important city

business be delayed! I used lights at night

only when agreeable to me. If I was out of

oil or gas I didn’t bother to replenish the

supply until it was entirely convenient.

Indifference to the Law.

One night when I was speeding on one

of the driveways, my tail light went out and .

a policeman noticing it as I passed gave

chase on a bicycle; several blocks were trav

ersed before a trolley car caused me to re

duce speed, and he caught me. First, he

declared me under arrest for traveling at

the rate of 20 miles an hour, also for driv

ing without a light at the back. I re

sponded by telling him what I was, and

further directed him to light the offending

lamp for me, and he, wise in his generation,

knowing that the influence of my superior

might cause him to be transferred to pa

trol duty, complied and explained his mis

take in delaying me by stating that he did

not know it was a city car, as no sign was

displayed. \Nhile all this was going on, the

inspector and a woman companion held

their peace in the tonneau.

These liberties were not without their

influence. I enjoyed the feeling of immunity

from arrest. I was frequently envied by

“private” chauffeurs who wanted the same

security and it all tended to make rue de

sirous of retaining the position.

There were times, though, when the

breaking point was so near that it is re

markable it was not reached. An instance

of a near approach to “mutiny,” insubor

dination,” “failure or refusal to obey or

(lch,” or anything else you may care to

term it, occurred one night when I had

drivcn the inspector and his sister, and her

three children to one of the popular eating

houses of a resort about twenty miles away.

It was midnight when I left her at her

home and there was still an hour’s work be

fore me, as he had to be taken to his apart

ments after which the machine must be

brought back to its regular shelter, about

three blocks from the sister’s home. As he

left the car—it was nearer 1 a. m. than mid

night—he directed me to meet his sister

at 7 in the morning and drive her to the

depot as she was going away for her sum

mer vacation. The injustice to me, the ab

surdity of the idea is apparent when I state

that she lived one and one-half blocks from

the depot, and it is fair to assume that be

fore “Brother‘s” unexpected affluence, walk

ing was considered a desirable means of

locomotion, even when distances much

greater were to be traversed. I failed to ap

pear on time and the lady walked. Expect

ing trouble as the result of my “failure to

obey orders,” I prepared an address, the

chief characteristics of which was direct»

ness rather than diplomacy, but no occa

sion arose for any remarks as the inspector

made no comment when I merely reported

“too late; your sister had gone." It may

be that he saw “blood in my eye," or per

haps the proposed ride of a block and a half

was an incident of too little importance to

become the cause of an'official censure.

Rendering Menial Service.

From time to time I was directed to at

tend to little personal affairs of the inspec

tor, such as carrying his soiled linen to a

laundry; delivering to some one a grip he

had loaned, and later going after it; mov

ing the effects of a friend who changed

from one boarding house to some other, and

little things of this sort. There were so

many of these “municipal duties” that to re

cite even the majority of them would be

tiresome and would be the means of causing

the accusation that I grossly exaggerated,

if indeed, I was not lying.

As an evidence of the fact that I am not

relying on memory or citing instances which

occurred at long intervals, I append here

extracts from my diary. These are the rec

ords of consecutive days, made at the time

and now copied without additions or

changes, save that I have used substitute

names for the individuals and places in

lieu of the correct ones, which are, con

tained in the diary.

The day of the arrival of the mother and

father of the inspector from their little home

in the country, seems a fitting place to be

gin the diary records:

"Monday, 8th.—In shop from 8 a. m.

until 4 p. m., working on chains; then to

depot. Met inspector’s father and mother,

also the inspector; drove to sister's house

in the suburbs; joined by sister, drove to
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Athletic club for dinner; joined there by

brother-in-law and brother; left at 9.40 for

suburban home, where we dropped mother,

father, sister and brother. With others

drove to inspector’s rooms in the Bleak

side. Raining hard. Three blow~0uts after

leaving him. Got in garage at 3 a. m.

Nineteen hours’ work.

“Tuesday, 9th.—Left garage at 7 a.

m. At suburban house at 8. Father, mother

and brother to excursion boat; tinkered car

as chains were bothering until time to meet

return boat at 5 p. m., when father, mother

and brother rode to the Bleakside, where

they left me. Met the inspector and drove

him to a restaurant where he had an ap

pointment with Mr. Cutting. Supper at

8.30. Picked up inspector, drove to another

restaurant, joined by father, mother and

brother. Back to suburban home; dropped

relatives and picked up stranger, who re

turned to the Bleakside with the inspector.

Was to have taken stranger home, but a

chain had been coming off frequently, so I

went direct to garage to repair it in readi

ness for next day. 17% hours.

Joy Rides Day and Night.

“Wednesday, lOth.——Left garage at 8 a.

m. Went to manufacturer’s shop and had

new emergency drum put on rear wheel.

Drove to suburban home where father and

mother entered car; returned to the Bleak

sidc, joined by brother; made a round of

calls; then to depot; brother left; returned

to suburban home, parents left; then to gar

age—only 12 hours.

“Thursday, 11th—~In garage at 7 a. m.

Cleaned engine, oiled and made some ad

justments; drove to suburban home, where

father and mother got in; took them to the

Bleakside; joined by inspector; went shop—

ping; drove to depot, father and mother

left on train; drove inspector to the Bleak

side, then to the Clear Wilde apartments

where Mrs. Blank and Mrs. Dash joined

us, also Mr. Goode. Drove to Mellwood

inn—me to the kitchen—returned to the

Clear \Nilde, dropped Mrs. Blank and Mr.

Goode. Drove through park for an hour,

then to within a block of Hotel Hartford

where Mrs. Dash left us and walked to

hotel. Then to the Bleakside. Garage at

11.30 p. ni. 16% hours. '

Friday, 12th.—Didn't show up until 10

a. m. Drove to office. Inspector did not

come out until 12. Drove to Willmot’s res

taurant, which he entered; at 4 he came out

with Mrs. Dash; she left him and I drove

him to Hotel Wellingford; joined there by

Mr. Close and his fiancee; drove to the

Bleakside, where the inspector's room mate,

Mr. Clear, joined us; then to Woodyview

inn, at which place some sort of a function

at Mr. Close's expense, occurred. I fared

well in the servant’s quarters. Returned to

the Willingford, dropped Close and fiancee;

to the Bleakside, where inspector and Clear

left; then to garage at midnight. 14 hours.

“Saturday, 13th.—As I didn’t have to go

out until 11 a. m., spent 3 hours trying to

fix rear right wheel where the chain was

noisy and troublesome. Was at the office

at 11. Joined by inspector after a 2 hours

wait; drove to Hotel Graham; joined there

by Mrs. Dash; drove to Innwood restau

rant, whcre inspector and Mrs. Dash were

left while I drove to home of Inspector's

friend and presented a letter; later I re‘

turned to Innwood and took inspector and

Mrs. Dash for a short drive. Left Mrs.

Dash at a point where she could get a trol

ley to her hotel; drove inspector to auto

mobile agent who took him for long dem

onstration ride; but I was off at 3.30—0nly

7% hours.

“Sunday, 14th—Off. (This does not occur

frequently.)

“Monday, 15th.—In shop from 8 until 5.

Transmission needs overhauling.

“Tuesday, 16th.—In shop from 8 until 5

on transmission.

Wear

“Wednesday, l7th.—In shop at 8 with or

ders to positively have car in running order

by night. At 5.30 p. m. took car out not

nearly finished. Went to the Bleakside

where inspector and his room mate got in.

Drove downtown; nearing the house where

Ilhad been ordered to stop, Mr. Clear left

us. Lots of ignition trouble. Joined by in

spector’s cousin; drove them to Latan’s for

dinner. During the two hours' wait I

straightened out some ignition difficulties;

then he and she came out; although one of

the chains was continually coming off, ow~

ing to a worn out rear sprocket, he insisted

on a drive through the parks and boulevards.

Took cousin to downtown home, then re

turned to the Bleakside. Chain had come off

eight times. Returned to garage at 12.10

a. m. 16 hours.

“Thursday, l8th.—Found that the inspect

or had ordered another chauffeur to take

the car to the manufacturer’s shop to have

sprocket put on. During the trip the wheel

was broken. I had been excused until 4

p. in. When I found the car was out of com

mission I went to the Bleakside. The ap~

prentice was there with the little car. 1

took this from him and when Mrs. Dash,

Mrs. Blank and Mr. Goode came out of the

inspector's apartments they brought in

structions from him for me to take them

riding. As the little car had only three

cylinders in working order, they quickly

tired of their ride, and a restaurant became

their destination, after which I returned to

the repair shop at 8 p. m.

“Friday. 19th.—In shop from 8 to 5.

Saturday, 20th.——Big car in commission

again. Directed to wait orders from Mrs.

Blank. At 2 p. m. received message to have

car at Clear Wilde apartments at once; she

and Mrs. Dash were waiting; made some

calls; drove through park; dropped Mrs.

Dash at her hotel; joined at Clear Wilde by

Mr. Goode and Dr. Keene; drove to Woody

vicw, where they had dinner and I had din

ner and other things in the servants’ quar

ters. I accepted Goode's invitation and

Excessive Ignored.

had cigars, drinks, etc. First time I have

taken liquor when driving, but I’m played

out; had tire trouble in the afternoon. It

rained at night and chain trouble occurred.

Returned the party to the Clear Wilde, then

to garage at 12.15 a. m.—l6% hours.

“Sunday, let.—Inspector out of town.

Off again. _

“Monday, 22d.—From 8 until 5, in shop.

Put on new sprockets, then to the Bleak

side, where inspector got in; then went to

the Clear Wilde; joined by Mrs. Blank and

Mr. Goode; drove to Hotel Reem where

they had dinner; then to the Clear \Vilde

where Mrs. Blank left, after which to a

point where we watched a department dem

onstration of a new disinfecting scheme for

two hours—my first work in the city's in<

terest in many weeks. In garage at 12.15

a. m.—l6L_/; hours.

“Tuesday, 23d.—Met the inspector's

father, mother and brothcr-in-law at boat

landing at 8 a. m. Drove to depot where

father and mother left; took brother-in-law

to office; waited four hours, then drove him

and Mr. Goode to ball game. After which

the inspector joined them; drove to the

Clear Wilde, where there was a wait of an

hour, then the inspector and brother-in

law came out and were driven to the Bleak

side. Reached garage at 8 p. m.—12 hours.

“Wednesday, 24th.—In shop on transmis

sion. '

“Thursday, 25th.—-In shop on transmis

sion.

Queer Visited.

“Friday, 26th.—In shop from 8 until 4,

then to office; drove inspector to Hotel Ni<

agara; joined by Messrs. Gay, Close and

Dr. Keene; drove to Mr. Gay's house and

got his baggage; to a cafe; to depot, where

Gay left us; then to Waterview, where they

spent two hours at dinner, during which, in

an unexpected moment one of the party

fell through some shrubbery to the great

dismay of the proprietors and discomfort

of other patrons. Later we went to a resi

dence of heavy curtains, and solid doors

where all left the car and I went to the

garage at 11 p. m.—15 hours.

Saturday. 27th.——T0 the office, where a

message directed me to a hotel; joined

there by inspector, Mrs. Blank, Mrs. Dash,

and Mr. Goode. After an hour's drive Mrs.

Dash left at a point near her hotel, while

we drove to boat landing where the inspec

tor left; then to a friend’s residence, joined

by him, went to VVoodyview for dinner,

after which the different membcrs of the

party were returned to their respective

abodes and I to the garage at 12.15 a. m.—

12% hours.

But why go on? Is not my contention

proved that the city's business had but lit

tle of my time or services? I have repro

duced a record of consecutive days. I can

skip here and there and give instances of

rides out of town, of one occasion when the

odometer showed 162 miles for the day's

trip, and the only passengers were a law

Places
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yer and his woman friend, and in justice to

him I must say that he paid for the gas

olene used and wanted to pay me for my

services. He was the only one who ever

did the former or offered to do the latter.

The machine was frequently loaned to

friends, the city paid for its upkeep and

maintenance; tires, gasolene, lubrication

were paid for by the taxpayers; the salaries

of the men in the repair shop came out of

the city’s funds, and all in all, it was graft

from beginning to end; it was dishonest and

it was illegal. And the inspector to whom

I was assigned was but one of many city

officials who similarly misuse the city’s

property. I saw and heard enough of other

officials to make certain that my original

statement that 80 per cent. of the use given

the city's cars is illegitimate and dishonest

use.

Inspecting While Asleep.

Can any one, by a stretch of imagination,

discover anything akin to municipal duty in

a trip at night when an inspector and a

man friend have dined both well and very

unwisely? Perhaps not; but, even this kind

of “duty” fell to my lot. On an occasion of

the sort, the inspector ordered me to drive

about the city as he desired to inspect cer

tain public conditions.

Within five minutes after we started

there were snoring noises coming from the

tonneau. I turned and saw that both men

were “dead to the world” so I drove where

fancy dictated for a couple of hours, and

finally stopped in front of the inspector’s

apartments, and after much effort awakened

him.

“Will you do any more inspecting to

night?" I asked. and there was no tone of

“envy, hatred or uncharitableness” in my

voice.

It took him a minute or two to realize

where he was, what he was doing, or what

he supposed he was doing, and then the

answer came:

“No; I guess we've seen enough for to

night." And awakening his companion,

they entered the apartment.

There is little need of carrying the story

further. I have accomplished what I set

out to do. I have demonstrated that the

automobiles in the city’s service are to a

large measure treated as the private prop

erty of officials. There are exceptions, of

course, even as there are other chauffeurs

who can tell of “duty” similar to mine.

the Graft.

I often hear of “joy riding" and I could

recite tales of trips by others that are more

unbelievable than any experience of my

Own that I have recounted. I know of one

ease of a city otficial taking in a city's au

tomobile a man friend and two women to

a summer residence of one of his relatives

after the latter had returned to the city

and staying there two days and nights, the

car being kept in the barn while the chauf

feur occupied a servant’s room and the

Prevalence of

whole party lived on the contents of a gen

erously supplied hamper that they had

brought with them. Trips to the race track

and to distant places are the rule rather

than the exception, when baseball or foot

ball games are to be played by college

teams. In fact, excursions to places where

the official would not be willing to spend

the amount necessary for the railroad fare,

are constantly indulged in at the taxpayers'

expense, until the whole question is a shame

and scandal which will some day find a place

in the daily press to the extreme discom

fiture of a number of office holders. It

may be that an exposé will even attract the

official attention of a county prosecutor or

district attorney.

From time to time one reads in the pa

pers of some city official being arrested for

speeding in a state in which he can have no

official business. There are frequent re

ports of accidents when returning from

race track or ball games, and these are but

the surface evidences of a condition that is

deep rooted. They may be the straws which

show the direction of the wind, but by their

frequency they may become the outward and“

visible signs which will lead to an examin

ation that will disclose the thousands and

tens, if not hundreds, of thousands of dol

lars which this modern form of graft is add

ing to the taxpayers’ burden and which will

bring to an abrupt termination a species of

malfeasance in office that may be found to

have been provided for by a section of the

penal code.

Theoretically. and in the hands of a con

scientious man, the municipally owned mo

tor car in the service of a public official is

an instrument which adds to his efficiency.

Practically, it is a premium for the pursuit

of pleasure which is equivalent to saying,

a premium for neglect of the duty for which,

as a rule, the official is too well paid.

Analyses of Cylinder Incrustation.

Considerable interest has been aroused

abroad over the matter of cylinder incrust

ation as a result of the several analyses

which have been made. One enthusiast has

even gone so far as to advertise broadcast

for samples taken from cylinders, which

have been working under known conditions,

promising to have them analyzed, hoping by

this means to get at the subject in a broader

way than would be possible by studying

such conditions as might come under his

own observations. In this connection, it is

interesting to note that a new constituent

of this rather peculiar substance has just

been discovered in the shape of copper

Oxide.

Like the silicates, the discovery of which

a year or so ago, caused no little discussion,

it is difficult at first to see how copper can

find its way into the cylinder. A little re~

flcction, however. is sufficient to suggest

that it is due in all probability to the abra

sion of the carburettcr throttle—this being

the only copper or brass part which is in

direct line of intercourse with the interior

of the cylinder. A second and more remote

possibility is, that due to neglect of the pre

caution of cleaning out the engine base, a

certain amount of wear from the crank shaft

bearings might have become mingled with

the lubricant to such a thorough degree as

to be carried up into the combustion cham~

ber with the oil. The sample under anal

ysis was taken from a twocylinder engine

by the investigator in question, who does

not attempt to explain the presence of the

copper:

“Sample ‘Front, as he explains, “was

taken from the front cylinder of a two-cyl

inder engine, and it was believed that this

front cylinder had been often over-lubri

cated. Sample ‘Back’ was taken from the

back cylinder, which was believed to have

been generally under-lubricated:

1!!

Front Back

Per Per

cent. cent.

Oil (extracted with ether).. .. 22.73 12.73

Loss on ignition (mainly car

bon) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71.65

Ferric oxide (Fe203) . . . . . . .. 7.19 9.51

Insoluble residue .. . . . . . . . . .. 1.30 2.44

Lime (CaO) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.35 0.65

3.69 2.73Copper oxide (CuO) . . . . . . . ..

Big Increase in British Registration.

A gross increase in motor vehicle regis

trations amounting to 25,573, was recorded

in the United Kingdom last year, the grand

total of motor cars, both of commercial

and pleasure types, together with motor

cycles, amounting to no less than 119,618.

The number of touring cars now registered

is 61,617, while commercial vehicles are num

bered to the extent of 4,124. These figures

represent gains of 15,917 and 1,425, respect

ively, over the corresponding returns of

1906. The total number of driving licenses

is now 205,606, or 38,041 more than the en

rollment at the beginning of last year. Li

censcs awarded to owners of motorcycles,

now number 53,877, as against 45,645 one

year ago.

Making Damaged Bolts Available.

By filing several V-shaped grooves in the

nut, it is often possible to. straighten out

the threads of a damaged bolt sufficiently

well so that it will serve a very useful pur

pose. If the nut be of steel, it may even

be hardened by heating it to a cherry red

color and quickly immersing it in water. In

the case of a damaged nut, it is possible to

effect a similar repair by filing V-grooves in

the bolt, and using it as a tap. In either

case, care should be taken to follow the old

threads as closely as possible. If the end

of the thread is badly damaged it may be cut

away by means of a file leaving merely the

roots of the old thread as a guide for the

extemporized “chaser.”

“The A B C of Electricity” will aid you

in understanding many things about motocs

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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Military Review an Incident of the Open

ing—Many Cars Staged and a Long

List of Exhibitors.

  

Last Saturday night, lst inst., was a red

Three

important events occurred—the opening of

letter night for Providence, R. I.

the automobile show, a review of more than

300 national

Governor Watrous, and the opening of the

guardsmen by Lieutenant

uew State armory on Cranston street.

They took place simultaneously and at the

same location, as the armory building was

"christened" with the annual automobile

show and a military review, the exhibition

being under the auspices of the Rhode Is

land National Guard, with the help of the

local dealers.

In view of this pomp the opening was an

auspicious one, despite the bad weather.

The bright uniforms of the soldiers and

sailors, and the feminine flut’fy-rui’flery

heightened the beauty of the show deco

rations. Aftcr the show had officially

opened the review of guardsmen took place

in the drill hall in the basement.

The decorations were pleasing and novel

as well. As the military authorities would

not permit a single nail to be driven into

the floor, the matter of arranging the deco~

rations and dividing the booths became

complex for a time. Both the balconies are

covered with a buff and blue-striped bunt

ing, hung from the railing, while back of

this, on the walls, are paintings and Ameri

can flags. With the exception of the aisles

the floor is covered with green carpet edged

with deep red, and the spaces are separated

in the same manner, with a strip of red.

Suspended from the beams overhead is a

vertical border of the same material, di

vided into sections by loops every dozen

feet. There are plenty of flags of every na

tion. Palms divide the room into sections

for the various exhibits, which are:

American Locomotive Automobile Co.,

Berliet cars; Crane Automobile and Garage

Co., Atlas; Davis Automobile Co., Peerless,

Thomas, Winton, Oldsmobile, Locomobile,

Buick and Cadillac; Arthur S. Lee, Corbin

and Royal Tourist; Pugh Brothers, Elmore;

Providence Motor Car Co., Ford; Dauer

Automobile Co., Franklin; Crown Motor

Car Co., Glide and Kiblinger; Aetna Bottle

and Stopper Co., Grout and Maxwell; C. M.

Linton, Jackson and W'elch; American

Motor Car Sales Co., American, Marion and

Overland; Frank E. Wing, Marmon; Wil

liam A. Harris Steam Engine Co., Mitchell;

Edgewood Automobile Co., Northern; Flint

Motor Car Co., Packard; Foss-Hughes

Motor Car Co., Pierce Arrow and Knox;

J. O’Donnell, Premier; William Hughes

Co., Reo; NOck Automobile Co., Stoddard

Dayton; Snow Automobile Co., Stevens

Duryea; Pawtucket Automobile Co., Stude

baker; Central Automobile Exchange, White

and Stanley; Whitten Motor Vehicle Co.,

Rambler.

The Villers Co., optical supplies; Thomp

son Art Co.; Belcher Loomis Hardware

Co., engine supplies; The Angier Co., ac~

cessories; Aspinwall Hardware Co., marine

supplies; William A. Harris Steam Engine

Co., engines; Waite Auto Supply Co., ac

cessories; B. S. Clark, portable houses;

Post & Lester Co., accessories; A. W. Har

ris Oil Co., lubricants; Blanding & Blanding,

Foss-Hughes Motor Car Co., commercial

vehicles; John A. Gammons; Nonpareil

Brass Co., accessories; Visor Knitting Co.;

Combination Ladder Co., automobile chem

ical engine and accessories; J. B. Draper Co.,

robes; Vaccum Oil Co., Mobil oils; Eutaw

Supply Co., accessories; American Locomo

tive Automobile Co., commercial vehicles;

Walter R. Harris, marine engines; Century

Optical Co., goggles; B. A. Swenson, mo

torcycles; L. I'. Pease Co., tents; Ira N.

Peck, ball bearing tires.

Hillhouse Case Settled at Last.

An automobile upon which the duty al

ready has been paid cannot again be taxed

the full value upon its re-entry into this,

country, even though extensive repairs

have been made while abroad. In the hard

fought case of J. T. B. Hillhouse, acting for

Mrs. Collis P. Huntington, the United

States Supreme Court on Monday denied

the Government’s application for a writ of

certiorari, deciding that cars brought back

to America after being extensively repaired

can be appraised only for the new parts and

not as a unit, as contended by the New

York customs officials. The rate of duty

is set at 45 per cent. The refusal of the

Supreme Court to consider the case also

has had the effect of affirming the lower

courts in holding that an automobile’s use

abroad for one year need not be consecutive.

In other words, two periods aggregating

more than one year will entitle a machine

to free entry, according to the interpreta

iotn of “"illiam J. W'ebster, one of the at~

torneys.

To Lubricate Enclosed Mechanism.

Sometimes such of the enclosed mechan

ism of the car as the drive shafts, rear axles,

and clutch shafts, are provided only with

small holes closed by pipe plugs through

which the lubricant must be injected at

rare intervals. these openings being so

small and so inconveniently located that it

is extremely difficult to force grease into

them by means of “gun,” because of the

small area of the channel through which it

must pass. A good tip for accomplishing

this object, is to screw into the hole tem

porarily an ordinary compression grease

cup by means of which a full charge of In

bricant may be inserted with absolute cer

tainty of its finding its way to the very bot

tom of the cavity. This method frequently

may be employed where it would be im—

possible to use the ordinary gun.

KANSAS CITY SIIOW All. AMERICAN

With Foreign Cars Barred the Display Still

is Large and Attractive—Typical Dec

oration of the Hall.

 

Kansas City is a typical American city—

a place of American people, American cattle

and American ideas. This week, in Con

vention Hall, a thoroughly American show

is taking place.

the

reason for that being that the Kansas City

American cars only are displayed,

Automobile Dealers’ Association is so im

pregnated with patriotism that} it passed a

resolution that cars of American manufac

ture only would be allowed on the Conven

tion Hall floor, which explains why several

dealers who handle foreign cars in Kansas

are holding shows in their own salesrooms.

The show opened on Monday night, 3d

inst., and will continue until Saturday night.

The decorative scheme carries out the idea

that the show is distinctly American and

decidedly Southwestern, the latter idea be

ing exemplified in the depiction of the great

State seals of Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska

and Oklahoma. In the effort at localization

road scenes in and around Kansas City are

much in evidence. The Missouri spirit,

"you've got to show me if American goods

are good enough for the American peo~

ple” predominates. The exhibitors are: '

Buick Automobile Co., Buick; Central

Auto and Livery Co., Thomas; Fletcher

Cowherd, Jr. Auto Co., Royal Tourist, Cor

bin, Stanley and Ranch & Lang; Deere

PlOW Co., Moline; Dempster Machine Co.,

Locomobile; Ettwein Motor Car Co., Stod

dard-Dayton and Welch; Holcker-Elberg

Carriage and Rubber Co., tops, bodies and

wind shields; Jackson Motor Co., Jackson;

Kaw Valley Auto Co., Mitchell, Premier

and Mason; Maxwell-Briscoe Automobile

Co., Maxwell; Midland Motor Co., Peerless,

Pope-Hartford and Pope-Waverly; Missouri

Valley Automobile Co., White and Reo; E.

P. Moriarity Co.. Packard, Stevens-Dur

yea and Woods; Palace Automobile Co.,

Pierce, Oldsmobile and Franklin; Rambler

Automobile Co., Rambler; Richter Bros.,

Moon; Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co., Stude

baker; Baltimore Auto and Livery Co., Pull

man; Cowle Electric Co., accessories; Dia

mond Rubber Co., Diamond tires; Ettwein

Motor Co., Auburn; Fidelity Oil Co., lub~

ricants; B. F. Goodrich Co., tires; Kansas

City Automobile Jack Co.. automobile

jacks: Loefi’ler-Avery Co.; Mercantile Lum

ber and Supply Co., tires; Morgan 8:

Wright, tires; Moriarity Co., accessories;

Sehacht Mfg. Co., motor buggies; Sellers

Cycle Co., motorcycles; Sprague Umbrella

Co., fronts and tops; J. H. Wittman, acces~

sories; Wagner Motorcycle Co.,} motor

cycles; Factory Sales Corporation, acces

sories; S. F. Bowser 8: Co., Inc.. gasolene

starage outfits; Fisk Rubber'Co, tires. 7
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Flltll'lllCll LETS IIIS TONGUE WAG

"Bargain Dispenser” Airs His Views of

Chauffeurs and Other Things and

Makes Terrifying Threats.

 

When. on Friday morning, 7th inst., the

last issue of the Motor W'orld reached that

part of New York City occupied by the

second-hand cut price emporium doing busi

ness as the Times Square Automobile Co.,

there was evidence of agitation quickly fol

Connec

tion with the Motor World speedily was ob

lowed by a rush to the telephone.

tained and a man who said his name was

Froelich heralded his presence at the Times

Square end of the ‘-phone—four or five miles

away.

Froelich announced that he had read the

simple little story of the chauffeur who as

serted that he had found his stolen accumu

lator in the Times Square establishment. Of

course, Froelich never reads the Motor

\Vorld! He never would have known of

the story had not a friend happened in with

a copy of the paper! Froelich's voice be

trayed his agitation. lle demanded that the

man at the other end of the wire drop all

business forthwith—that he “get busy, and

get busy quick.”

"You want to see us, and see us in a

hurry," and Froelich laid strong emphasis

on the word "see."

The man downtown appeared not to ap

preciate the Froelich idea of “seeing" or of

“getting busy quick."

“\Vhat's the matter with the story?"

“It's false from beginning to end. It

says that we are receivers of stolen goods."

"Does it really say so? Possibly you'd

better read it again." '

“It’s blackmail, that's what it is."

"That’s a' pretty strong word. We sup

pose you can prove it if required. Has any

one connected with this paper ever tried to

blackmail you? Have you ever heard of

them trying to blackmail any one else?"

"Well, you never print anything like that

about your advertisers.”

“Possibly because there never has been

occasion for it?"

“Oh! you’ve got more than one crooked

advertiser?"

“Can you name one?"

“Oh! you've got five or six of them.

know them.”

"It's news to us. Why not name one?

We certainly would like to know who they

are."

"Well, we never advertised with you. any

way."

“Did we ever try- to get you to do so?

Has a man from this office ever even called

on you?" '

"Maybe he's done so and you don't know

it." ~

“I guess we'd know it all right. But re

gardless of the fact; if there's anything

“7e

wrong about the story you can have all the

space you want to correct it, or to tell your

side of it."

“Why should you print the lies of that

dirty, low, dishonest chauffeur? Wridg

way knows that fellow and can tell you

about him. He's a crook—all chauffeurs

are vile crooks and you know it."

“But we don't know it. Can you prove

it?"

"Well, there's not five per cent. of them

that are not crooks. They are the scum ot

the earth. That vile creature that told you

that story came in here and—"

"Oh! then he did call and see you?"

Between further heated denunciations

which probably would give the chauffeur

abundant room for legal action of two kinds,

Froelich admitted that the chauffeur had

called in search of a stolen accumulator,

but declared that he (the chauffeur) was

several varieties of vile liar—"vile" was a

word that seemed readily to roll off of the

Froelich tongue—as the accumulator he

claimed was not the one that had been

stolen. but was one that hzd been pur

chased from a reputable man who could be

produced. .

“Do you know who we are?" asked Froe‘

lich, who proceeded to answer his own

question. “We are not the Manhattan

Storage Co."—a rival “bargain” concern

with a history which, like the Tinfes Square

company, advertises “\\“'e are the largest

dealers in the world,” and for which he ex

pressed considerable rcgard. Then he de

tailed the great volume of business his con

cern had transacted. It was “away up in lllt

pictures." The Times Square company had

bought $40,000 worth of tires from one

company and $117.000 from another. and

bad the receipts to prove it. Froelich

meant to write both of them, intilnating

plainly that he meant to say that if, there—

after, they advertised in the Motor \Vorld.

he would not buy from them again.

"Isn't that a species of blackmail?" asked

the tender voice at the Motor World end of

the wire.

“\Vcll, I’ll just write them, calling atten

tion to your story,” Froelich replied in a

suddenly qualifying tone.

But before he got through Froelich let it

be known all the other varieties of things

he proposed doing to the Motor \Vorld.

Ilc intended to call down on it the United

States government, that is. the postal de

partment; he would see the district attor

ney; he would sue, sue, sue, and never,

never, or hardly ever, let up.

Assured that any and all of those pro

ceedings were within the privileges of every

man. he was asked:

“Anything more?”

“Oh!_you'll hear from us before the after‘

noon is over," was his final flourish.

The afternorm came and went—also five

other afternoons—but the promised mes

sage has not put in an appearance. ;\s.

however, it is not the desire of the Motor

World to present but one side of a case,

Mr. Froelich’s story is chronicled substan

tially as he told it.

The Froelich brothers are the active man

agers of the Times Square establishment.

'Previously, they operated in Philadelphia

as the Delaware Rubber Co., which enjoyed

an interesting career, and an interesting

finish. Though gone, it is not, however,

wholly forgotten by quite a few persons.

Imports Shrink More Than a Million.

Throughout last year the business of im

porting foreign cars- into America suffered

to a material extent. The valuation of the

1,093 cars brought into this country is

given as $3,157,168, as compared with the

$4,416.048 declared during 1906 as the value

of 1,295 cars. The average value per car,

based on declared value at ports of entry,

has thus fallen from $3,410 in 1906 to $2,946

in 1907. That the markets for cars and

component parts of cars are more or less

disassociated, is shown by the fact that the

$650,000 investment in foreign parts of

1907, was something like $150,000 greater

than the corresponding figure of 1906. By

way of contrast, it is worthy of note that the

American export business for last year was

stronger by some $1,950,000 than that of

importation during the same period.

France has retained the lead in supplying

the American agents with cars, no less than

835 machines having been entered during

the year. This is about 100 less cars than

were shipped to this country from the same

source during 1906, however. The United

Kingdom and Italy stand equal on the

year's total, with 91 cars apiece. while Ger

many's contribution amounted to 53 ma

chines. The remaining importations were

from scattered sources. Each of the coun

tries named has suffered a depreciation in

its exports to America, that of Italy coming

next to France. England's trading was only

6 cars less than during 1906.

Shanghai Dealers Handicapped.

“At the present time there are 111 li

censed motor cars in use in Shanghai, 75

per cent. of which are of American manu

facture, the leading makes being the Olds

mobile, Columbia, Reo and Rambler. The

European cars are mostly of French and

English make, but there are in addition a

few German and one or two Italian cars,"

writes Consul General Charles Danby, of

Shanghai, in a special letter to the Amer

ican Exporter.

“Local dealers complain that a great

drawback to increasing business in the au

tomobile trade is found in the practice of

manufacturers, who will quote the pros‘

pective individual buyers the same terms

and prices that they quote to their regularly

appointed agents, and that this is one of

the principal reasons why the sale of Amer

ican made cars is not pushed harder in

Shanghai. They feel that if the manufac

turers wish their cars sold in Shanghai they

should offer some inducement to local deal~

ers to get the business."
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SIMPLICI'I'Y IN HYDRAULIC CLUTCH

Turbine Principle Applied with Reversed

Employment of Two Essential Parts

—The General Arrangement.

In its ideal form, the master clutch of the

motor vehicle should be of such a nature

as to permit perfectly smooth action at any

and all speeds, whether of motor or car, and

regardless of load conditions. Because ol

its nature and purpose, moreover, it should

be of the simplest possible construction. It

to learn that the

most recent development along the attrac

is interesting therefore,

tive line of the hydraulic clutch takes the

form of the outward flow turbine and com

These are

the driver, corresponding to the stator of

the ordinary turbine, the driven part, corre

prises but three essential parts.

sponding to the rotor of the regular tur

bine wheel, and a regulating valve, which

  

controls the passage of the active fluid

through the other two portions of the de

vice, thus controlling their relative mo

tion. This remarkably simple conception

is the invention of Edmund S. G. Rees, and

is being exploited by the Rees Roturbo De

velopment Syndicate, of Wolverhampton,

England.

Structurally, the functions of rotor and

stator are reversed in this case, the action

being exactly opposite to that taking

place in the power turbine, and correspond

ing to that carried out in the turbine pump.

The “impeller,” as the driving member is

called, is of the pressure producing type.

and is keyed to the crank shaft of the m0

tor. As rotated, it serves to inject a stream

of fluid against the vanes of the turbine

wheel, which performs the part of a follow

er. The two parts are so contrived that the

fluid circulates between them, and its pas

sage is controlled by the by-pass valve, ‘the

relative speed of the two consequently be

ing variable within wide limits.

The general arrangement is apparent

from the two illustrations, which are. re

spectively. a transverse and longitudinal

section. The fluid, which may be oil or

glycerine, is admitted to the “eye,” a, of

the pump element, b, which is keyed on

the crank or driving shaft, bl, and has out

wardly directed nozzles about its periphery,

c. From these, the fluid is discharged at a

velocity depending on the speed of the driv

ing shaft. into the vanes or buckets of the

turbine wheel, e, the angle of the working

surfaces, d, being such as to deprive it of

its energy by setting them in 'motion. The

turbine is keyed to the driven or propeller

shaft, cl. The discharge from the turbine

pesses throng the outlet pipe, t, which com

municates with the inlet. The rate of dis

  

charge, being controlled by the throttle,

g1, of course, regulates the rate of trans

mission of the fluid, and hence inversely,

the speed of the driven shaft. The device

is self-contained, free from end thrust and

should not prove cumbersome.

Napier Goes in for Motor Cabs.

There is no part of the world where the

manufacture of motor cars has attained any

considerable proportions that is not at pres

ent infected with the desire to produce low

priced vehicles of the rough-and-ready or

der suitable for cab service. England is no

more behind the times in this respect than

Continental Europe, but it is somewhat sur

prising to find that the Napier Co., which

has for several years been such a strong

exponant of the six-cylinder principle, has

gone in for the construction of a twin cyl

inder motor cab of the light variety men

tioned.

The power plant of this machine is of

the unit type, the base supporting the 37

inch cylinders, being rigidly bolted to the

gear box and the aggregation suspended

from three points on the frame. The change

speed gear is of the progressive type and

affords a direct through drive on the high

est gear. Forced water and lubricant cir

culation also are features of the plant.

An unusual point in the design is the use

of wire wheels. Otherwise, however, the

mounting follows the lines of ordinary

practice. the rear live axle, as well as the

front wheels running on ball bearings, and

the chassis being suspended on semi-ellip

tical springs. The wheel base is 96 inches.

and a turning radius of 25 feet is made pos

sible by the design of the steering gear.

The overall length of the vehicle is 11%

feet, the road clearance is 10 inches, and

the height of the frame sills above the

ground is 24 inches. The machine is being

turned out at the Acton works of the com

pany, and plans are under way for produc

ing it in large quantities.

DESIGNED T0 PREVENT "WI-IAVING"

Suspension Which Counteracts Differential

Movement in Sides of the Frame—How

the Effect is Secured.

Up to this time the only method of safe

guardng the motor from the effects of

“weaving” in the chassis frame has been to

use some adaptation of the three-point

suspension principle. This system, while

largely used, does not always lend itself

perfectly well to the design of the machine

in other respects, and also may be open to

question somewhat when it comes to the

point of absolute stability upder heavy

On this account the

new motor suspension designed by F. H.

vibration stresses.

Royce, inventor of the English Rolls-Royce

It pro

vides for a certain limited amount of differ

ential movement between the two side

members of the frame without in the least

affecting the position of the motor. The ef

fect is secured by adding to the usual sup

car, is more or less interesting.

  

porting brackets, a linkage consisting of

two bell crank levers and a tie rod.

As will be seen from the illustration, the

crank case and engine bed, A, is hung from

the two frame members, D-D, by means of

the two arms, C-C, as is ordinarily the case.

The arms, however, instead of being at

tached directly to it, are connected by

means of the horizontal arms of the two

bell cranks, G-G, the lower extremitiés of

which are connected together by the dis

tance tie rod, H. It will be seen that as a

result of this any tendency to elevate one

side of the motor is compensated by a cor

responding tendency to elevate the other

side while lowering the first with re

lation to the frame, the linkage being so

contrived as to bring this about. The ar

rangement while tending primarily to re

lieve the motor of unnecessary stresses also

serves to distribute the vibration and torque

thrusts upon the frame and so acts in a dual

capacity.

Prussia Plans a Testing Laboratory.

A state automobile testing laboratory suit

able for carrying out all sorts of experi

ments relating to the advancement of mo

tor traction, is soon to be established at

the Technische Hochschule in Berlin. In

his budget for 1908, the Prussian Minister

of Education includes the sum of $7,500 for

the establishment of such a department.

The money will be spent in adapting and

perfecting the equipment of the laboratory

already existing at the school.
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COMPRESSED AIR AS AN AUXILIARY

Utilized for Alternate Power as Well as

for Starting—Novel “Mixed” Cycle

in an Ingenious System.

Several methods are in vogue whereby

compressed air is made use of in starting

the

used to drive the car, and in several in

internal combustion motor which is

stances it has been proposed to extend the

principle in such a way as to provide in the

compressed air an auxiliary to the motor

sufficiently powerful to be used for starting

the car as well as the motor, or for assist<

ing the latter when overloaded. So far as
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is known, none of the latter type ever have

come into current useage. The apparent

feasibility of the idea is so appealing, how

ever, that it is not surprising to learn that

it continues to lure inventors. The most

recent development of it is found in the new

six-cylinder Berliet “Marche-Mixte" motor,

which is known as one of the “novelties” of

the present winter by the French motoring

publications

Basically it consists of an ordinary sex

tuple motor with twin cast cylinders hav

ing the ordinary valves mounted on one side

and actuated from a single cam shaft in a

perfectly regular manner. Mounted on the

opposite side and at the rear, is a two-cylin

der, two-stage, double-acting air-compressor

which is capable of supplying air to a charg

ing reservoir at a pressure of 1.400 pounds

per square inch, or thereabouts. Leads from

this connect with a manifold running along

the tops of the gas cylinders on the left

side of the engine, the connections being

made by means of siamesed ports cast in

special valve chests which are bolted to

the cylinders.

The general arrangement is shown in the

accompanying illustrations in which Fig. l,

is an end elevation of the motor. looking to

ward the rear and showing the compressor

cylinders, E2 and F1, which are necessarily

of different diameters. The gears, O-Ol,

drive the compressor at half the speed of

the crank shaft, while the group, P-P2-R,

operate the cam shaft, A, and the valves, C,

employed to actuate the auxiliary valve

gcar. The arrangement of this system is

shown in Fig. 2, in which it is apparent that

the chamber, F, serves to distribute the

air to the two cylinders of the group

through the action of the main valves, C,

which are worked from the cam shafts, D,

below, and the check valves, E'E, which

serve in the capacity of automatic inlets to

the ports, H-H, leading to the cylinder in

teriors. The valves, C, serve merely for

purposes of timing, and admit the air

through the ports, G-G, to the secondary

and automatic valves below.

The cam shaft, D, is made to be dis

placed longitudinally, in order to throw its

cams, N-N-N-N, into and out of action ac

cording to its position, thus controlling the

  

fects a “regeneration” of the compressed

air, which is required to pull up the efficien

cy of the air cycle, and naturally, the pres

ence of an extra amount of pure air in the

cylinder has no deleterious effect on the

burning of the gas, so long as the mixture

has been formed properly and compressed

in a homogeneous state, as is claimed.

For starting under air pressure, the res

ervoir pressure of 1,400 pounds per square

inch is reduced to somewhere between 40

and 50 pounds, while for running on air

alone, as may be done when slow speeds are

required, a pressure of from 100 to 140

pounds is used. During the operation of the

motor as a “mixed” air and gas engine, the

intitial air pressure must be raised to some

thing above that of the explosion, which

is easily done with the high receiver pres

sure carried. The advantages claimed for
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use of the air in the cylinders. An exten

tion of the cam shaft beyond the driving

gear. is fitted with a piston, K, ridingin the

cylinder, 1, and is held normally to the left,

or in the out-of-gear position, by the spring,

L. Whenever air is admitted to the cham

bers, F, it is by-passed to the pipe, M, thus

serving to force the piston, K, over suffi

-ciently to operate the cam lifters and the

valves, C. In this way the air system is

thrown into and out of operation by manip

ulating the air-throttling pedal.

In starting the car from rest, it is neces

sary merely to admit air to the cylinders

by way of the auxiliary valve chests, F,

when the pistons are put in motion by the

combined thrust and expansion of the air.

The air valves are made to open only dur

ing the third or working stroke of the cy

cle, so that the action of the regular valves

need not be interferred with in the least.

When the carburetter throttle is opened. the

suction stroke draws in gas in the usual

way, and the regular cycle is taken up with

out further manipulation.

If the air throttle is held open after the

regular operation of the motor has com

menced, the effect is to increase the mean

effective pressure of the working stroke

owing to the pressure of the air at the be

ginning of the stroke, and its expansion dur

ing the interval prior to the release of the

exhaust. The heat of the burning gas ei

the system are: automatic starting of the

motor, simultaneous starting of the motOi

and the car, propulsion by compressed air

alone, propulsion by internal combustion

alone, propulsion by the “mixed” system, in

stantaneous engine braking, and instantan

eous engine reverse.

The braking effect is secured by permit

ting the car to drive the air compressor

through the motor, when both gas and air

are shut 05, while the reversal may be ac

complished by means of the air alone. Ob‘

viously, with such an arrangement, the

need of the usual clutch and change gears

is reduced to a small and merely nominal

capacity.

Kerosene for Removing Rusty Nut.

It seldom happens that a nut which is

“rusted” in place cannot be removed if

soaked for a sufficient length of time in

kerosene oil. It is often difficult to apply

the oil in such a way that it will reach the

roots of the thread, however, and frequently

the rust remains untouched even after a long

‘period of treatment, on this account. A

good way of insuring its proper distribu

tion is to bind a thread of cotton waste

about the affected part and saturate it with

oil. When this has been done it is possible

to keep the rust in a moistened condition for

as long a period as may be required to loos

en it.
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FRANKLIN SIIOW AN 0BJECT LESSON

Cars, Materials and Processes Included in

the

 

Exhibition—Interesting Tests

Given with Ingenious Devices.

For originality of conception, thorough

ness of execution and in itself an idea of

real value to every one interested in auto

if there has

been a more effective demonstration

mobiles, it is doubtful ever

than

relation, were placed at the foot of the

runways. To the front axle of each was

attached a string leading to the top of the

structure and to the ends of which were at

tached weights of equal size. These weights,

evenly released, caused the machines to

start to mount the grade, and while it could

be seen that both started evenly, the Frank

lin, of course, shot away from its competi

tor in impressive style. To show that there

was no deception regarding the matter the

machines were transferred, as were like

ress, with picture after picture of the new

factory and its various impressive comple

tion. The stage, of course, was darkened

by the dropping of the curtain and the lec

ture itself was of interest.

Admission to the building, to the lecture

and everything else was free and that it was

appreciated was proven by the fact that on

Thursday, the opening day, the attendance

was estimated at about 6,000.

Incidentally the only thing within the

hall not a part of the H. H. Franklin Mfg.

 

"1" 

  

GENERAL VIEW OF THE STANLEY SHOW IN ALHAMBRA HALL. SYRACUSE

that given last week by the II. H. Franklin

Mfg. Co., of Syracuse, N. Y. In brief, it

was a “Franklin Show"; the Alhambra, the

largest local hall being hired for the pur

pose. VVithin its walls was a display of

Franklin cars of every style and kind and

in addition, exhibits of practically every

thing that enters into their construction;

the processes by which everything from the

raw steel to the finished car is selected and

tested and parts in bewildering confusion

shown in all stages of completion.

Several demonstrating devices also

formed part of the show. Quite the most

ingenious was one designed to test the

Franklin principle of light weight. It was a

toboggan sort of an affair with two runways.

Two miniature machines. one :1 Franklin.

the other designed to resemble a water

Cutlltfd car of the same power and whose

weight was figured out in Corresponding

wise the weights, and upon request each

were weighed and the comparison proven.

It was a most interesting experiment and

one that the company intends to have placed

in all of their branch houses, where the

doubting Thomases can dissect it to their

heart’s content.

Another interesting demonstration was a

Franklin car, each wheel of which was

placed upon separate scales, the total prov

ing the advertised weight and showing its

distribution.

The large stage itself was transformed

into a lecture room with a platform mounted

on one end. On this platform was a large

stereopticon upon which were thrown large

sized pictures showing the development of

the. automobile as a vehicle, a lecturer re

citing its history and many interesting facts

concerning it. Later, was shown the be

ginning of the Franklin company, its prog

Co. was a tea booth, presided over by sev

eral ladies, the proceeds of which were de

voted to a local charity.

From this new form of publicity it would

appear that sales manager V. E. Minich is

bringing to bear some of the methods of

the National Cash Register Co., with which

he was long connected.

The Horn for the Dilemma.

“'hen it is absolutely necessary to have

a funnel, in the event of a roadside “panne”

where none of the regular sort is available.

it is a trick requiring but a moment's time

to remove the horn from the car, discon

nect it. and take out the reed, after which.

it will be found to serve the purpose very

well indeed. In many instances. it will be

more useful than the rolled-up paper cor

nucopia which is usually suggested at such

times. i
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IIINTING AT HEAVIER TAXATION

State Engineer Skcne Claims that Automo

biles Increase Road Expense—What

He Says in Annual Report.

Taxation of automobiles is likely to be

one of the most thoroughly discussed top

ics before the New York State legislature

Of course the

outcome is problematical, and it may be

during the current session.

that the scheme of graded taxation pro

posed by the New York State Automobile

Association will be adopted only so far as

the matter of gradation is concerned, and

That such a probabil‘

ity is a strong one is indicated in the an

with heavier rates.

nual report of Frederick Skene, State en

gineer and surveyor.

“I deem it my duty," Mr. Skene says, “to

call your attention to the injurious effect

of rapidly driven power vehicles upon the

public highways of this State, especially

those of macadam surface. The question

cannot longer be ignored.” He says fur

ther:

“Ten years ago the Higbie-Armstrong

bill became a law, as the first notable ef

fort of the State to break away from the

antiquated methods in vogue during the

previous century and give‘to its citizens

well built and permanent highways in re

turn for the money expended on their con

struction. This law was not placed upon

the statute books without a 20 years’ strug

gle of the few advocates of improved high

ways, led by the League of American

Wheelmen, then a strongly organized body

of users of roads.

"The natural reluctance of the people to

try expensive experiments and to make

costly innovations—although the success of

macadam roads had been proved in adjoin

ing States—made necessary a long cam

paign of education before the law could be

passed. The leading argument was that

the farmers would be better provided for

in marketing their crops. To this end they

were permitted by the law to petition for a

section of highway to be built in front of

their holdings and were assessed according

to their benefits. or practically according to

their frontage. in partial payment therefor.

At that period the use of the highways by

automobiles to any considerable extent was

neither foreseen nor considered.

“It is.0nly within the last two or three

years that the remarkable increase in the

number of automobiles as well as in their

weight and speed has made noticeable their

efi'ect upon the public highways. This

damage appears to be caused in two ways

4first. by the so-called suction of the broad

rubber tire of a swiftly moving wheel upon

the finely comminuted material of the

wearing surface and binder. causing it to

be displaced and thrown out to the rear,

thus exposing the jagged corners of the

top course of macadam, which are in their -

turn reduced to fragments and removed

from place by the same agency; and, sec

ond, by the direct picking action of numer

ous devices now used to roughen the sur

face of the tire, and thus obtain a stronger

hold upon the smooth surface of the finished

road; by the use of chains and other appli

ances, termed in 'general 'non-skidding de

vices and intended to prevent side-slip of

the wheels, especially in wet weather, or at

high speed, or at turns in the road.

“It is to be observed that speed is an es

sential element in causing the injury in

both the cases named. The higher the speed

of the machine the greater is the injury in

flicted. The law now permits no greater

speed than 20 miles an hour upon the open

highways of the State, yet it is a matter of

common knowledge that this law is “more

honored in the breach than the observance.”

Raiding Unattended Automobiles.

Raids on cars left standing in the streets

of New York City were begun under direc

tion of the street cleaning department on

the evening of January 22. The first on

slaught was made from Station B in West

Fifty-second street, under the lead of Dis

trict Superintendent Denice, who rode in

a buggy. A truck also was included in the

raiding equipment.

The first capture was a car owned by the

Automobile School of America. It was

found "derelict" at Forty-ninth street and

Seventh avenue. The detachment was

halted, the truck was backed to the auto

'mobile, the two vehicles were connected

and the chauffeur who accompanied the

raiders took his-place at the wheel of the

car. The march to the encumbrance yard

at West Fifty-sixth street was begun de

spite the protests of a man representing the

school, and the procession was accompa

nied by the usual crowd. ‘

The raiding party did not interfere with

private automobiles nor with those stand

ing in the streets before the salesrooms of

agents. Visits were made. however, at

each of the garages, which previously had

been notified that it 'is a violation of a city

ordinance to leave an automobile in the

street unattended for a longer period than

fifteen minutes. According to Deputy Street

Cleaning Commissioner 'Edwards, even the

car of a physician thus left is liable to

seizure.

Plan to Raise Funds for Sign Boards.

Dealers in San Francisco have hit upon a

new plan to raise money to carry on the

signboard work in that section of Califor

nia. The scheme is to interest owners of

automobiles to the extent of giving up the

pleasure of riding one day during the next

season and pay the cost of gasolene and oil

for a 100 miles trip. The idea is to run the

cars around the bay and charge $5 per per

son for the trip. If a majority of owners

offer their cars for the purpose something

like $301100 can be raised.

AUTOMOBILIST IN FELON'S CELI.

Severe Sentence for Newark Dentist Whose

Recklessness Cost a Life—Stern

Warning for Others.

For the first time in this country, an au

tomobilist who had caused a fatal accident

and who, lacking the courage to face the

consequences, had hurried away, leaving

his victim to his fate, has been given ex

Dr. Walter H. Mor

ris, a dentist of Newark, N. J., is the man

emplary punishment.

concerned. He will have 18 months in the

Essex county penitentiary in which to re

flect on the results of his folly and inhu

manity.

Morris caused the death of Marcus J.

Jacobs, a theatrical manager, by running

him down on Broad street, in Newark, on

September 26, 1907. Some time after plead

ing “not guilty” to an indictment charging

him with manslaughter, Morris withdrew his

plea and pleaded “non vult.” When ar

raigned before Judge Ten Eyck for sentence

on the 29th ult., his counsel, Samuel Ka

lisch, made an appeal for clemency, which

was met by the request of Public Prosecutor

Young for the imposition of a sentence suf

ficiently severe to act as a deterrent upon

automobilists addicted to reckless driving.

In acceding to the prosecutor’s request

Judge Ten Eyck made it plainly evident

that, while accepting the defendant’s dis

claimer of criminal intent, he regarded his

conduct in the matter as of a criminal char

acter. .

“After drinking intoxicating liquors with

your companions," he said, "you drove your

high powered automobile at great speed

through Broad street. in the center of the

city. at about 4.30 p. m., when the street was

crowded with people. Mr. Jacobs had just

stepped off a trolley car and was about to

go to the sidewalk when your machine

struck him with great force, while you were

going at high speed, and without giving any

warning signal. You knew he had been

struck and probably seriously injured, but

continued at high speed down Broad street

and out of the city, doing further damage

later on.

“It was not until several days later that

you concluded to surrender yourself to the

public authorities. Such conduct was not

only the extreme of disregard for the safety

of others, and a cowardly violation of com

mon decency, but your recklessness sup

plied the place of the civil or criminal in

tent required to constitute a criminal act.

and makes you responsible under the crim~

inal law for manslaughter. Both as a pun

ishment to you and a warning to others

using the highways that gross recklessness

resulting in injury to others will be ade

quately punished it is the duty of the court

to impose a severe penalty in this case.

“The sentence of the court is_that you be
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confined for the term of eighteen months

in the Essex county penitentiary and from

thence until the costs are paid."

His plea of “non vult” deprives Morris of

the right to appeal from this sentence. In

addition to serving his time in prison he

has to answer in a civil suit for $100,000

damages, brought by the administrators of

the Jacobs estate, and in another for $5,000

damages, brought by Louis Shapiro, whose

peddler’s wagon his car demolished during

his flight from the scene of the more tragic

_ accident.

Enormous Penalties Proposed.

Of the many automobile measures placed

before the Massachusetts legislature to be

considered during the present session the

more important, including those bills that

are likely to receive favorable consideration

have been outlined in the Motor World.

Among the others there are some that, even

in Massachusetts, have about as much

chance as a snowball would have in a place

where the fuel supply is said to be inex

haustible. Some of them are worthy of

mention for no other reason than their ex

treme absurdity.

One bill of this sort is evidently the pro

duction of a mind dominated by a rabid form

of motorphobia. It provides that a motor»

ist may be fined $1,000 and imprisoned for

twelve months on conviction of injuring a

person or a corporation; the fine is in

creased to $3,000 and the term of imprison

ment to three years for gross negligence;

and for causing loss of life the fine is made

$10,000. with imprisonment for ten years.

The same bill provides a fine of $1,000, with

one year’s imprisonment for not keeping to

the left in passing a carriage going in the

same direction! The bill has been referred

to the Committee on roads and bridges,

where it is believed to be as safe as if in the

hands of a committee on the legislative

morgue, if such a committee were in exist

once.

The bill proposing to give to the select

men of Nantucket the power to exclude

automobiles from the island by closing road

ways in the town, without possibility of in»

terference by the State highway commis

sion, probably has got as far as it will go.

There is some surprise that it was passed

by the House of Representatives, and no

expectation that it will get through the

Senate. That it is special legislation is not

more apparent than that it would open the

way for taking the automobile question out

of the hands of the legislature and placing

it at the disposition of the various city

councils and town boards to settle as each

might see fit. If Nantucket should be

granted what the selectmen have sought to

obtain through this bill there are other

old fogy towns that would bob up with

their "me too!" Even if every city and town

should not ask for such legislation. there

would be a sufficient number to destroy the

uniformity of automobile regulations in

Massachusetts.

DANGER IN TIIE FORCE 0F HABIT

Experience of a Motorist Who Suddenly

Switched Types of Transmission—

How He “Put His Foot in it.”

They were sitting in a corner of the club

room and tales of personal experiences

served to kill time: _

“Did you ever switch suddenly from your

sliding gear type and try to drive a car

equipped with a planetary transmission?”

asked one of the old timers, who was him

self a driver and not dependent on the pro

fessional chauffeur. .

Receiving no reply, he continued, “I did.

I tried it, with disastrous results. The inci

dent made so decided an impression on me

that I remember the slightest detail.

“I was sitting just about where I am

now one day a year ago, when I was sum~

moned to the phone, an intimate friend was

on the other end of the wire, and he un

folded a terrible tale about being swindled

in the purchase of a new car, had had a lot

of trouble with it the day before, and finally

in the late hours' of the night had left it

in a barn on the outskirts of the city and

was very anxious for me to look it over be

fore some dishonest employe of the man

ufacturer got a chance to make a temporary

repair and then prove the car was all right.

My friend couldn’t go with me, he said, as

he was subpoenaed in court.

“I consented readily enough and an hour

later was beside the car. I found there was

nothing worse than a loose-battery connec

tion, which had, of course, caused irregular

firing, and having tightened this, I soon had

the engine turning over.

“As he and I stabled in the same garage

I thought I might as well run the thing

home for him. I got into the seat and

though. of course, I knew it was a planetary

I unthinkingly pushed the left pedal, with

the involuntary impulse we have before re~

leasing the emergency brake, and the car

began to back up. I had my wits about

me in a moment and realized, after I had

given one of two more pressures with the

intention of getting the clutch out, that

there was no clutch, and if I didn’t get off

that pedal quick there would be ‘something

dOin’.’ I released it only to find that the

release spring was broken and I would have

to kick it off. Well, that was easy, and I

had control before anything happened.

“My trip downtown was without incident.

There were many awkward moments when

I reached the busy streets, but I finally ar

rived safely at the garage and drove in.

“There was a little manoeuvering neces

sary to get into the right space, and my

left foot, which I had kept religiously under

me. sitting on it lest it remembered its

habits and sought to monkey with the clutch

which wasn't there, was again put in com.

mission. I backed as far as I wanted to,

then released the pedal, but the broken

spring got in its fine work and I kept on

backing.

“The necessity of doing something, and

doing it quick, was responsible for the re.

turn of the involuntary motion of pushing

the left pedal, and as I did this I crashed

into the glass door and framework of the

office, doing about $10 worth of damage

to glass, woodwork and fixtures; with the

crash I pushed harder than ever, and for

tunately, I stalled the motor."

“Supposing the motor hadn’t stalled?"

queried a young man who rode only when

his chauffeur permitted him to.

"\“Vell,” responded the other, “I would

have definitely settled the problem that has

puzled science for many generations as to

what happens ‘when an irresistible force

meets an immovable body,’ " and the speak

er motioned for the waiter with a compre~

hensive gesture.

How the Chauffeur Cleaned the Coat.

A well known New Yorker, whose prom

inence and enthusiasm as an automobilist

makes him a conspicuous figure in the news

items of the daily press, recently bought an

imported rain coat of fine texture and light

color. \

He had used but a few days when one

rainy morning, while wearing it he sought

to satisfy his curiosity concerning the queer

actions of his car by a personal observa

tion of some of its interior mechanism with

the result that a large, generous application

of grease was apparent on the new coat.

Arriving at the office he handed the coat

to his chauffeur with orders to clean it.

The chauffeur, however, was without ex

perience in this line of work, but knowing

that gasolene was used to remove oil and

grease from engines he figured it would do

equally well in this case and placing the

garment in a large basin, covered it with

gasolene 'and went to dinner.

Returning about an hour later he rubbed

out the spot and grasping the coat by its

sleeve lifted it from the pan only to find

that the glue used in the seams had dis—

solved and the rain coat was in pieces. He

hung these on nails side by side and

awaited developments.

A day or two later the owner in passing

through the garage observed the decoration,

\Nith quick comprehension he realized what

had happened and that his rain coat was no

more. There was no word of reproof. In

half sorrowful tones he remarked, “Well.

there’s thirty dollars more gone to the

devil,” and the incident was closed.

Motor Postal Delivery on Large Scale.

Motor postal delivery on a large scale is

being planned in Nuremberg, where no less

than thirteen mail wagons will be put into

service during the coming summer. A city

garage and repair shop are already in pro

cess of erection, and it is planned to in

crease the equipment later on as the service

demands an extension of facilities.
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The Week’s Patents.

871,797. Cooling System for Internal

Combustion Engines. Gustavus Green, Bex

hill, England, assignor of one-fourth to

Francis Pelham Clinton Hope and one

fourth to Joseph Miller, Bexhill, county of

Sussex, England. Filed Sept. 15, 1905. Se

rial NO. 278,597. '

1. _In an internal combustion engine the

combination with the cylinder of a water

jacket, a_ radiator connected with the same

and projecting beyond the surface of said

jacket, said radiator comprising sets of ad

jacent channels for the circulation of the

water communicating with the upper and

lower parts of the jacket, and confined to

the space immediately around the sides of

the jacket, and being distributed around the

same in such manner as to efficiently utilize

the available space round the jacket.

871,807. Rotary Engine. Jay E. Leh‘

man, Canton. Ohio. Filed March 20, 1907.

Serial No. 363,359.

1_. In a rotary engine, a case, a rotatable

cylinder therein, a piston in the cylinder,

annular channels having correspondingly

varying depths in the end walls of the case,

an endWise movable non-rotatable screw

in the cylinder having its ends abutting

the bottoms of the channels, and means

connecting the screw with the piston where

by the piston is operated by the endwise

movement of the screw.

871,868. Tire Cleat for Traction \Vheels.

William Galloway, Waterloo, Iowa, a5<

signor to \Villiam Galloway Company, Wa

terloo, Iowa. Filed Feb. 28, 1907. Serial

No. 359,706.

A tract_ion_wheel tire cleat, comprising

the combination with a tire of cleat mem

bers adjustably spaced apart, said cleat

members embracing and overlapping the

tire tread and having inwardly projecting

jaws adapted to be secured about the tire’s

opposite edges, the overlapping portions

of said cleat members having perforations

in registration with each other, a bolt

adapted to be secured Within the said reg

istering perforations and across and over

said tire tread, and means for removany

and adjustably spacing said cleat members

apart and securing them about said tire.

871,881. Rotary Explosive Engine. Adolf

Montan and Joseph Seholni. Newark. N. J.

Filed June 14, 1907. Serial No. 378,916.

1. A motor comprising a support, _a cyl

inder fixed thereon, pistons operating in the

opposite ends of the cylinder, a rotatable

casing mounted on the cylinder and entirely

inclosing the same, and means for driving

the casing from the pistons.

871,883. Burner for Explosion Engines.

Peter McCusker, Galesburg, Ill. Filed May

22, 1907. Serial No. 375,172.

In a burner for explosion engines pro

vided with a heating chamber and an ig—

nition pipe therein, a removable heat re

flector adapted to be secured over the open

end of the heating cliamber._being formed

of a single thin plate of resilient metal and

consisting of a central hub smaller than the

end of the chamber and outward pr0jecting

arms bent downward at their ends to clasp

the outer sides of the walls of the chamber.

871,886. Reinforced Corner for Vehicle

Bodies. David M., Parry and Thomas H.

Parry, Indianapolis, Ind., assignors to Parry

Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind.,

a Corporation of Indiana. Filed Sept. 18,

1906. Serial No. 335,099.

1. In a vehicle corner, a standard notched

on its inner side, an end member notched

on its outer end to receive the notched end

of the standard, a transverse member wider

than said end member notched on its inner

face at the end to receive the standard and

end member flush with its end, and a metal

plate covering both of the outer sides of

the corner thus formed said plate being

continuous from one side to the other

around said corner.

871,920. Vehicle Spring. Arthur Falken

liaiiier, St. Louis, Mo. ' Filed Dec. 26, 1906.

Serial No. 349,367.

1. In a vehicle spring, the combination

with a main spring, of a coiled auxiliary

spring having a terminal coil provided with

an arm arranged for slidable engagement

with a member of said main spring, and

means whereby said terminal coil is rigidly

and immovany secured to said main spring

member, substantially as set forth.

871,930. Patch for Pneumatic Tires. Gus

taf Hagstrom and Emanuel Hagstrom,

Lindsborg, Kan., assignors to The Hag

strom Bros. Manufacturing Company,

Lindsborg, Kan.

rial No. 335,943.

1. A patch of the class described com

prising a band to go around an inner tube

having clips at itsends to engage the edges

of an outer tube and provided with a flap

forming an extension of one end to lie be

Filed Sept. 24, 1906. Se

tween the inner tube and a wheel rim, sub

stantially as described. ‘

871,945. Tire. Robert M. Merriman,

Youngstown, Ohio. Filed March 13, 1907.

Serial No. 362,168.

1. In combination, a soft tread tire. metal

reiiiforcements embedded in opposite sides

thereof, each reinforcement consisting of

a number of strands twisted together, and

lacing embedded in the tire and connecting

said reinforcements and passed between the

strands thereof to maintain fixed position.

871,946. Combined Speed Indicator and

Recorder. George E. Mirfield, Joliet, Ill.

Filed March 5, 1906. Serial No. 304,298.

1. In a device of the class described, in

combination with a clock mechanism, a

face plate surrounding the arbor for the

hour hand, and revoluble therewith and

adapted to revolve a chart, a stationary

transparent clock face having the numbers

marked thereon in a ring in front of the

face plate, and a recording arm carrying

an inscribing instrument. the latter being

movable under the transparent clock face

and outside of the ring of hour numerals,

substantially as described. -

871,949. Ball‘ Bearing. Paul I. McCul

lough, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Feb. 20. 1907.

Serial No. 358,401.

1. A ball bearing comprising a member

consisting of a single piece which is pro

vided with an approximately channel shaped

groove that constitutes ball races, 3 co

operating member composed of a plurality

of parts that constitute cO-operating ball

races, means formed in sections and ar

ranged between said parts to hold them

separated, and a pluralitv of rows of balls

arranged between said races; substantially

as described.

871,973. Multipart' Mold for Pneumatic

Tires. Friedrich Veitli. Veithwerk, near

Hochst, Germany. Filed Jan. 28, 1907. Se

rial No. 354,413.

1. A mold for pneumatic tire covers

comprising a core having an internal cham

her and a gutter or depression at the_lower

part of said chamber for the reception of

condensation water, and a drain pipe lead

iiig from said depresSion.

872,012. Oil Cup Lubricator. William P.

Phillips, Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 6, 1907.

Serial No. 356,023.

1. A lubricator having a valve spring

pressed to its scat, said valve having a cap

thereon,_ a valve casing, a screw threaded

connection between said cap and the valve

casing, means engaging said cap to lift the

valve from its seat, a cover for the lubri

cator and a coiled spring interposed be

tweenand bearing against the cover and

the cap.

872,031. Automobile Body. Willie 0.

Thomas, Riverside, and Harry G. Moore,

Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 29, 1906. Serial

No. 332,412.

1. An automobile body having side

bodies formed of sheet metal extending

continuously both above and below the

floor plane of the body throughout the prin

cipal length of the body, and laterally out

standing structural members rigidly secured

to said side bodies below said floor plane

and forming reinforcements to the trans

verse and vertical strength of the side

bodies.

872,040. Rotary Pump. Gunnar Ander

son and Richard Lundin, New York, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 21, 1907. Serial No. 389,443.

1. A pump comprising a cylindrical cas

ing having head plates secured to the op

posite ends thereof, said casing being pro

vided in its opposite ends with annular

chambers and said head plates with corre

sponding annular chambers in communica

tion therewith, said casing being also pro

vided with a central longitudinal cylindrical

chamber, a drum or cylinder mounted in

said chamber and of less diameter than said

chamber and provided at one side with a

longitudinal piston member adapted to

closely fit the walls of said chamber, said

drum or cylinder being also provided with

a shaft by which it is rotated. a plurality of

longitudinally arranged cylindrical valves

located in said casing and geared in con

nection with said shaft, said valves being

positioned so as to fill the space between

the outer walls of said chamber and the

drum or cylinder mounted therein, said

valves being also provided with longitudinal

recesses, and a plurality of longitudintl

chambers in said casing, said chambers be

ing arranged in pairs at the opposite sides

of said valves and being provided with

ports or passages which communicate with ,

the chambers in which said valves are

placed, one of the heads of the casing be

ing provided with an inlet pipe in communi

cation with the annular chamber formed

therein and the other head of the casing be

ing provided with an outlet pipe which com

municatcs with the annular chamber formed

therein, substantially as shown and de

scribed.

872,075. Sparking Device. Harry A

Miller, Pasadena, Cal., and Benjamin G

Gilbough, Chicago, Ill. Filed Feb. 14, 1906.

Serial No. 301,103.

1. An ignition device, for the purpose

set forth, comprising a cylinder adapted to

communicate with the engine cylinder, :1

spring held gas actuated piston movable

therein, a vibratory electrode extending

above the base of and outside of said cyl

inder, a gas tight bearing for said elec

trode, and means connected with the piston

and with the outer end portion of the Vibra

tory electrode for actuating the vibratory

electrode.

872,096. Means for Preventing Side Slip

in Pneumatic Tires. Louis E. Trefi'iere
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and Victor J. 'Jehin, Paris, France.

March 9, 1906. Serial No. 305,189.

In a device of the class described the

combination of a plurality of strips secured

to the tire tread, said strips being located

upon the tire in a plane co-incident with the

plane of rotation thereof and in aligned

rows, the strips of each row being spaced

apart longitudinally at their ends and dis

posed upon the tread in staggered relation

to brin said spaces between the ends or'

the strips of one row out of transverse

alignment with the spaces of strips adja

cent rows, said strips being provided with

laterally projecting attaching ears formed

to provide intervening recesses of the strips

of adjacent rows.

872,133. Rotary Motor. Justus R. Kin»

ney, Dorchester, Mass. Filed April 29,

1907. Serial No. 370,967.

1. In a device of the class described, the

combination of a casing having a cylindri

cal chamber; an eccentric piston therein;

a continuous peripheral band thereon; and

means whereby said band may be adjusted

about the periphery of said piston and

clamped in adjusted oosition.

872,164. Gas and Gasolene Engine. Earl

E. Wright, Mansfield, Ohio. Filed Oct.

27, 1906. Serial No. 340,833.

1. In an engine of the class deScribed,

a housing in two portions and having half

bearings in their adjacent faces, cylinders

mounted upon said housing, the rods spaced

apart and extending through said housing

and connected to said cylinders, pistons

operating in said cylinders, piston rods con

nected to said pistons and provided with

transverse slotted cross heads slidably en

gaging said tie rods, and a shaft journaled

in said housing bearings and provided with

cranks operating in said slotted heads.

872,186. Speed Recording Instrument.

Cascious H. (1’ la Monte, Philadelphia, Pa.,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to Inter

national Speed Register Co., Philadelphia,

Pa., a Corporation of New York. Filed

March 21, 1906. Serial No. 307,235.

1. A speed recording instrument for the

purpose set forth having a punching me

chanism comprising a reciprocatory punch

for puncturing a dial to form a record, a

casing for the punch, and a plurality 01

combs having the outer ends thereof se

cured to the wall of the casing, said combs

projecting inwardly, suitably spaced apart

and adapted to have the dial enter between

the inner ends thereof, the tines of the

combs constituting guides for the punch,

combined with means for actuating the

punch and for intermittently varying the

size of the punctures during the operation

of the instrument.

872,188. Cab Fare Indicator. Charles

Mascart, Paris, France. Filed Oct. 13, 1905.

Serial No. 282,665.

The combination of a drum provided with

means to indicate the amount of fare paid,

a ratchet wheel fixed to said drum, a spring

for imparting movement to the drum when

the ratchet wheel is released. a lever pro

vided with a detent adapted to engage the

ratchet wheel to prevent the rotation there

of in one direction, a pawl engaging said

ratchet and adapted to prevent the rotation

thereof in the same direction and further

adapted to impart an impulse to the ratchet

wheel in an opposite direction, "a lever car

rying said pawl and having an upwardly ex

tending arm adapted to be moved into en

gagement with the lever carrying the de

tent, thereby shifting said detent out of en

gagement with the ratchet wheel and fur

ther shifting the pawl out of engagement

Filed with the ratchet wheel, a pair of cam mem

bers, one of said members adapted to 811~

gage said arm for moving it into engage

ment with that lever which is provided with

a detent, and the other of said members

adapted to engage said arm for lowering it,

thereby shifting said pawl to impart an

impulse to the ratchet wheel, and means

for retaining the retent and pawl in en

gagement with the ratchet wheel when said

cam members are out of engagement with

said arm.

872,213. Battery Support for Automo

biles. Samuel R. Bailey, Amcsbury, Mass.

Filed Jan. 4, 1907. Serial No. 350,734.

1. In combination with an automobile

frame, a base adapted to support the bat

teries thereon, a series of three suspension

rods having heads at each end provided

with oppositely disposed spherical shaped

faces, said frame and said base each having

apertures, through which said rods pass

loosely, and having oppositely disposed re

cesses about said apertures, the bottoms of

which are adapted to receive the spherical

faces of said heads to permit said base to

swing freely in any direction with relation

to slaid frame, as and for the purpose set

ort .

872,220.

Boyer, Goshen, Ind.

Serial No. 365,707.

1. The combination with the axle shafts,

of gears thereon; a pair of gear shafts ar

ranged transversely of said axle shafts;

sleeves splined upon said gear shafts; pairs

of gears revolubly mounted on said sleeves

adapted to alternately engage said axle

gears as said sleeves are shifted; pairs of

ratchet clutch members through which said

gears are connected to said sleeves, splined

thereon; springs for holding said clutch

members yieldingly in engagement with

said gears; a pivoted lever connected to

said sleeves for simultaneously shifting

them in opposite directions, whereby the

desired ears thereon are brought into mesh

with said axle gears; a shiftin link for said

lever; a driving shaft; a pair ogdriven shafts

arranged one at each side of said driving

shaft and parallel thereto; combination uni

versal and slip joints for connecting said

driven shafts to said gear shafts; adjustable

bearin s for said driven shafts; connecting

links or said bearings whereby they are

adjusted in unison to throw them toward

or from said driving shaft; a stop on one

of the said connecting links for said ad

justable bearin 5 arranged to engage the

operating link or said sleeve shifting lever;

a plurality of friction gears of different di

ameters splined upon said driving shaft;

means for shifting said gears on said driv

ing shaft; and a plurality of gears of dif

ferent diameters on said driven shafts.

adapted to be brought into driving engage

ment with said gears on said drivmg shaft.

872,226. Spring. Chaiincy T. Edgerton,

Richmond Hill, and Welford I. Golden, Os

wego. N. Y. Filed Sept. 10, 1907. Serial

No. 392,139.

1. In a leaf spring, an auxiliary plate of

less camber than the working plates of the

spring and tending by its reaction to sub

stantially reduce the free height of the

spring.

872,246. Fastening Device for Pneumatic

Tire Protectors. Roy H. Morris and Elvin

E. Townsend, Oakland, Cal. Filed June

28, 1906. Serial No. 323,833.

1. In a fastening device for pneumatic

tire protectors, a air of blocks, each pro

vided with a per orated ear and a longi

tudinally disposed flange, said perforation

Transmission Gear. Allen P.

Filed April 1, 1907.

being conical, and the flanges being oppo

site each other, whereby a recess is formed

between the flanges when the blocks are in

position, one of said blocks being provided

with a transverse screw threaded aperture,

and the other one with a screw threaded

lug adapted to fit in said aperture and hold

said blocks together with said flanges in

engagement with the rim of a wheel when

in position, a nutted bolt through each ear

and a hooked plate pivotally secured to the

lower end of said bolt adapted to receive

the perforated edge of the tire protector.

872,311. Vehicle Wheel. Emil Suther

land, Hollywood, Cal. Filed Nov. 2, 1906.

Serial No. 341,728.

1. A vehicle wheel having a non-deform

able riin; carrying springs interposed be

tween the spokes and the rim and workably

connecting the same together; annular

plates forming hubs and carrying the spokes

pivotally connected thereon; compensating

springs, extending from the inner end of

one spoke to the inner end of another spoke,

and said springs being keyed to one spoke_

and having a sliding fit in a socket in an

other sooke.

872,336. Internal

Lucius T. Gibbs, Hempstead, N. Y.

May 2, 1906. Serial No. 314,742.

1. In an internal combustion engine, the

combination of a cylinder, a piston, said

cylinder having inlet and exhaust ports un

covered by the piston as it approaches the

limit of its forward stroke, the piston hav

ing an aperturcd lip whereby the exhaust

port after being opened, is closed during the

continued forward movement of the piston,

and means to withdraw the burned gases

from the cylinder while the exhaust port is

closed and the inlet port is opened.

872,362. Pneumatic Spring and Shock

Absorber for Motor Vehicles. Albert L.

Mureii, Belleville, 111. Filed Oct. 18, 1906.

Serial No. 339,432.

1. In a vehicle, the combination with an

axle and frame, of an upwardly projecting

compression member suspended beneath

said axle from said frame, a resistance mem

ber beneath said axle above said compres

sion member and slidingly connected there

with, and a pneumatic shock absorbing

cushion located between said compre55ion

member and said resistance member; said

resistance member being of box shape and

having a detachable wall, substantially as

set forth.

872,453. Muffler. David Reid. Ithaca, N

Y. Filed July 22, 1904, Serial No. 217,

680%. Renewed June 19. 1905. Serial No.

266.044.

1. In a muffler, the combination of an ex

pansion chamber, a passage for the flow of

gas opening into said chamber,_ means dis

posed in said passage for retarding the flow

of gas therethrough,'and_means for creat

ing a partial vacuum in said chamber.

872,472.

Otto G. Stole, Chicago, Ill.

1906. Serial No. 338,918.

1. A resilient tire attachment comprising

a main plate metal ring having a concave

peripheral portion, marginal beads at the

sides of said peripheral portion, and a later

ally and inwardly extending attaching web,

said peripheral portion. marginal beads and

attaching web being inte rally formed, a

supplementary plate meta ring having_a

laterally and inwardly curved form and its

outer edge tucked into the recess between

the adjacent bead and the main ring for

retention, and bolts passing through the

Combustion Engine.

Filed

Fastening for Resilient Tires.

Filed Sept. 10,
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parts and through the Wheel rim to secure

the parts together, substantially as set forth.

872,505. Carburetter. George H. Gere,

Utica, N. Y. Filed March 30. 1906. Serial

No. 308,865,

1. The combination of a case having a

depression in the bottom thereof, means for

admitting a current of air to the case,

means for removing a combustible mixture

from the case, a vertically adjustable sleeve

in the case, a nozzle in the case, an air

tight tank above the case, a pipe connecting

the bottom of the tank and the nozzle and

having means for longitudinal expansion, a

pipe extending from the depression to the

upper part of the tank and vertically ad

justed relative to the case by means of the

sleeve.

872,512. Power Transmission Device. Jo

seph W. Hays, Chicago, Ill. Filed March

25. 1907. Serial No. 364,422.

1. In a clutch mechanism the combina

tion with a revoluble driving member and

a concentric revoluble driven member hav

ing aligning axes, of a series of segmental

shoes arranged in circumferential order one

after the other and connected to the outer

one of said members, and means for causing

said shoes to engage the other member one

after the other.

872,527. Motor Starter. Adolph W.

Manz, Chicago, Ill., assignor to Paul H.

Manz, Chicago, Ill. Filed Feb. 26, 1906.

Serial No. 302,922.

A starting device for motors, in combina

tion with the motor main shaft, a lever

loosely mounted on said shaft, split bear

ings on said shaft embracing said lever, a

split ratchet wheel secured on said shaft

adjacent to said lever. pulleys mounted on

said lever near its ends, operative means

for making traction upon said lever, said

operative means consisting of a flexible and

a yielding portion, said flexible portion pass

ing over said {pulleys and provided With a

handle, a paw pivoted to the lower ‘and

forming a link between the said portions

of the operative means for the lever, means
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ignition troubles?

  

  
 

“A Good Thing

and a

Ready Seller”

 

 

  
 

PRICE 25 CENTS

 

 

  

WANTS Mill Hill "LE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. \Vrite for bargain prices on sin

le sets or the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

‘E_RY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

W ANTED—Traveling salesman, experi

enced in selling large cars. Terri

tory east of Pittsburg. Give reference and

experience. Address N. M., Box 649, New

York City.

FOR SALE—Model K Cadillac runabout,

excellent condition, complete with top,

lamps and generator. THE HARTFORD

RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn.__

OR SALE—Absolute closing out sale

of the largest stock of new and sec

ond-hand automobiles in the United States.

Write for Clearance Sale List No. 21. Now

is the time to buy. ROCHESTER AU

TOMOBILE CO., 105. J. Mandery, Prop’r.,

Rochester, N. Y.

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for next

 

 

 

 

 

season. Write me to see how rnuch I.can

save you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless, and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

‘C. T. PAXTON. 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

N. Y.
 

 

PROVIDENCE, R. l., Jan. 28, 1908

Tim BICYCLING WORLD Co..

I“ Nassau Street, NEW YORK.

Om SIRS:—

Please send me at once two

dozen copies oi Care and Repair 0i

Motorcycles. 1 sold the first copy

fifteen minutes alter its rcccipl. I

am sure the book will prove a good

thing and a ready seller as during

the last two years I have had lots oi

inquiries for something oi the sort.

B. A. SWEhSON.

 

 

Should be in the hands of every

repairman and rider.

64 pages, chockful of useful ad

vice and suggestion. Coated

paper; linen cover.

 

 

THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

l54 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

 

 

TYPE "C" "so" , H .7

\
p-“i

  

  

; --i-J-~_-__'_~a— _ -

$2800  

Complete in its appointments. Thorough in

construction. l'erfect in material.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

 

 

 

SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

THE WORLD'S STANDARD

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER OO., Akron, Ohio

  

 

 

chders Radiators

Packardwill cool such cars as the Pierce, Thomas

How about yourRunabout and National for 1908.

order.

If you want to learn about a REAL COOLER, get

our catalogue.

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

SIMPLEX
50-60 H. P. $5.750 Equipped

Llc. Under Selden Pal.

Guaranteed One Year

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co.
1620-22-24 Broadway, New York

1321 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
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for retaining the lever in inoperative posi

tion, and means for preventing the untimely

operation of said lever.

872,571. Internal Combustion Engine.

Fritz Moser, St. Aubin, Switzerland. Fileu

Dec. 14, 1906. Serial No. 347,812.

In an_internal combustion engine, the

combustion of valve-actuating devices; a

shaft for operating the same; a casing for

said devices; a cover for said casing, said

cover being formed on its outer face with

an interrupted annular rib and said shaft

p_ro_iecting through said cover within said

rib; an electric ignition device mounted up

on said rib; and means mounted on the pro

,ieeting end of said shaft for operating said

ignition device; the interruption in said rib

permitting the oil which exudes from said

casin along said shaft to flow away from

said ignition device.

872,645. Resilient Tired \Vheel for Self

Propelled Vehicles. Edwin M. Carhart,

Providence, R. 1. Filed Feb. 16, 1907. Se

rial No. 357,625.

1. In a wheel of the character described,

the combination with the rim, a pair of 0p

positely disposed annular metal plates rig

idly secured to the front and rear sides of

the rim, and a continuous annular rubber

tire member having a substantially con

cavo-convex form cross-sectionally seated

in and being supported by said plates, of a

plurality of short radially extending air

tight cylinders arranged around and rigidly

secured to said rim member, a suitably

packed piston or plunger block movany

mounted in each cylinder, its upper or head

portion being enlarged and fitted to the

adjacent concave part of the tire, and a

continuous hoop or band of metal extend

ing circumferentially around and being se

cured to the heads of the pistons, all con

structed, arranged, and adapted for opera

tion substantially as hereinbefore described.

87.2,732. Automobile Air Brake. James

T. Johnson, Memphis, Tenn. Filed Oct.

22, 1906. Serial No. 339,937.

1. In combination with a motor driven

vehicle, and brakes for said vehicle, a brake

cylinder having a piston, connections be

tween the rod of said piston and the said

brakes, an air reservoir, a brake valve cas

ing, and a brake valve in said casing, con

nections between said air reservoir and the

brake valve casing, and between said brake

valve casing and the brake cylinder, and a

single actuating element for controlling the

motive power of said vehicle and said air

brake valve.

872.774. Motor Car.

Ferls and Josephine M. Kneeland.

York, N. Y. Filed May 24, 1907.

No. 375,505.

1. A car body supporting frame for a

motor car and comprising opposite side

frame members each of which is depressed

midway of its length, and a supplementary

frame provided with a rearward cross bar

connected with said side frame members

where depressed and provided with a down

wardly bent forward cross bar connected

with such members above said depressed

parts, and longitudinal bars forming part of

the supplementary frame and disposed in

a plane substantially parallel with the de

pressed parts of the side frame members and

Cornelius P. A. Van

New

Serial

 

Our new

1908

ofuto Tools

and

Forgings

mailed

gladly.

Write for

it now.

THE BILLINCS 8t SPENCER

HARTFORD, CONN.

.{l
.I.‘
a.

(a
L

F

i—
e

 

  

connected with both parts of the side frame

members and connected with both cross

bars.

872,820. Air Guide or Steering Device for

Automobiles. James T. Johnson, Memphis,

Tenn. Filed Oct. 8, 1906. Serial No. 337,- d

909.

1. The combination with the running

gear of an automobile, of. a reservoir for

lllltd under pressure, a fluid receiving cyl

inder divided into two compartments each

in communication with the reservoir, pis

tons in said compartments of the fluid re

ceiving cylinder connected With the steering

wheels, a steering post, and _a.valve inter

posed between the fluid receiving cylinder

and the reservoir and controlled by said

steering post to admit air from the reser

voir to said compartments of the fluid re

ceiving cylinder.

872,825. Apparatus for Checking or Dead

ening the Vibrations Imparted to Sus

pended Vehicles. Arthur Krebs, Paris,

France, assignor to Société Anonyme des

Anciens Establissements Panhard et Le

vassor, Paris, France. Filed March 29,

1906. Serial No. 308,769.

1. An apparatus of the class described,

comprising a case, a movable member ar

ranged within the case, superimposed wash

ers alternately connected to the movable

member and the case, an elastic element

co-operative with the case and the movable

member, and cam elements, one cam ele

ment carried by the case and the other by

the movable member, and the cam faces

of each adapted to traverse one another.

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

 

" c l mime:

"until?!"

, l
'01301]"

l other high-class enclose

Output for this season, 9,000 jobs, complete, trimmed and finished

RACINI NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY,

  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for elntire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and

a WOT .

Racine, Wls.

  

 

KINWUBB AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE OUALITY—THE BEST.

OUR LEADERS:

Klnwood Perfection Radiators

a

Klnwood Mec‘iinnlal Oilers.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, rnufilers, dust

and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings, etc., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

THOMAS J. WITZIL,

l l Warren St., New York,

Eastern Representative.

K. FRANKLIN PiTIRlIN,

IOO Lake St., Chicano,

Western Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohio

 

 

PARSONS’ MANGANESE BRONZE LEVER BASTINGS

  

THE WILLIAM

IUILDINO OOMPANY, -

Sele Mekere

ORAMP A SONS SHIP a ENGINE

Phlledelphla, Penna.
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$375 and

Upwards

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relia

ble. Double cylinder—9-IO H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consuthion. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Writ: today for C“fill” and Norrie!!!

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

Box No. no AUBURN, mo.

  

 

Hour In Your Batteries?

A CONNECI'ICUT VOLTAIIE'I'III

‘ will tell you.

I Gurnntoed,ud the prion Io right,

send for catalogue and trade dio

counts.

Iolt Inneler. $.00. Allister only. $4.00

OUIIEOTIGUT TELEPHOIE

and ELECTRIC 00.. III!

MIIIDIN, CONN

  

 

STA-RITE PLUGS
Save a lot of'i nition troubles, because

they “Stay Rig t the longest!" Don't

take our word for it,—try a STA-RITE

and see foer'ourself. Double or sin le

P0rcelain,— ica or Magneto,—all kin 5.

All Good Dealers.

TH HARDY CO.,E R. E.

85 Watts St., New York City

  

 

 

Address

Eastern Inquiries

Gnrtord Motor Car Co.

New York

1540 Broadway,

New York City.

Western Inquiries

Gifford Motor Car Co.

of Cleveland

1872 East 12th St.,

Cleveland.

 

 

THE

I N D X

18 RIGHT
Bull! to outwoor on auto. and It wIII

Stud/0r Booklet

Ind ox Spood Indicator Co.

menarous, MINN.

, 01:19,.
['6

C

  

  

 

 

    

  

‘ . m.
150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

SP RING F] ELI)

T0? (Pat. 1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

MITI‘AI. BODY CO.,

366 Bli'nle Ave.,

SprIngIleld, llass.

  

A. 0. SMITH 00.
Makers of

lIigh-Iirarle Axles

r.

Prossed Steal Frames

Slalrlng Columns Triismlsslons

Steel Slimplngs I All Klnds

Semi Print; [or [55117111110

243 Ollnlon Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

  

 

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K s O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

Z-Cylinder and 4-Cylindcr

Runabouts Roadsters Touring Cars,

15 ii. in, 24 H. I’., s H. P.

Prices, $850, $1,250, $1,500, $2,00.

“GKSUI IlllTllIllllLl 00., lichen, "lull.

 
   

 
 

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with roper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel Trames and Auto

mobile Stampings.

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

 

 

 

\llllllllllllll

ALUMINUM BODIES

_ J. M. QUINBY & CO. _

891 1834

_ leln lullilen, IEIIIK. I. l. -

|||l|||lr|||'|\

   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motor Car Accessories

ifark Plugs, Cable, Switches, Lamps

orns, Goggles Auto Clothing on

\Vet Weather Equipment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue free.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

:56 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch.

 

WE MAKE CASTINGS

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

LIGHT MFG. 8: FOUNDRY CO.

Pottstown,Pa.

 

 

a Mitchell. Phone "that" to

any Mitchell A cut and he'll

take you out i you're inter.

ested in the best value for

Show

money outlay you ever saw in

_ the automobile line. Mitchell

enrs sell themselves. Prove it. Ask for cat

al 18.

08 MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO., _

279 Mitchell St., Racine, Wis.

 

  

 

MFAIIIIAPIIII‘

noiitn BEARING comm
PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls, Ball

Bearings, Roller Bearings and Automobile Axles.

Write for new automobile catalogue with full par

ticulars of

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

RANKLIN

M O T O R C A R 5

LIGHT—WEIGHT, men-rower!

 

  

 

“SUCCESS”

AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable, economical

and absolutelv safe. light,

strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy,

Suita 1e for city or countr use.

Speed from 4 to 20 mi es an

hour. Our 1907 Model has an extra powerful engine,

atent ball-bearing wheels; price $275. Also 10 h. p.,I£400._ Rubber Tires, $25 extra. Write for descrip

tive literature.

hem: Iiila quy Ill. Co., Inc. 531 ll. Bullvm II... II. “III, II

McCORD

LUBRIGATOIIS -— IlllDlIlTlIllS

"Marks of l Good Motor Cor"

 

NchlNl COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McCORD 8; COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

Old Colony Building. CHICAGO!

  
 

   

Name

Address -

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

H Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor "(Illlorlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

  

 

 l___‘l
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“REMY MAGNETO"
Means absolute reliability

  
 

 

QIMIOTTI
Ready-Fluted Tires; of the ignition system.

‘1‘" ’c‘h‘“ “"0 “T‘cmes- Investigate for your 1908 car. A R A E

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCIIOUO COMPANY

J. M. GILBERT, General Mana er, REMY ELECTRIU 00., lllliiltllll, “Ill,

43 Warren Street, New ork City. I _
 

Representation everywhere.

“Keep your eye an Canti'nan‘talr"

HIGH-TENSION MAGNETUS Broadway and 110th St.

LAVALETTE & co.
FR in West 42a Street, NEW YORK Run as a garage ought t° be “m

ifijALY \AMQERIQA if

Personal Attention.

MICHELIN TIRE CO., Mllltown, N. J.

 

 

 

 

 

    

 
 

New and completely equipped

' repair shop. Expert workmen.

iii i .\n ()licrilmicr Pump never “sticks.” It works

 

 

   

 

 

 

 
 

 

"i "47 i 7 W i V i Ai ’ (l:i_\' iii and dzi ' out in a u My 1 e ‘ No Renting
us

A p p e r S o n P 011 c y ls _i-uiirs nn )ObCl'dOl’iCl'? n 1m n an“ r Tel. 2686 RiVCl'.

"QUALITY [\0T QUANTITY" M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

ll you want a good car wrlle us wa‘" 5", Syracuse. N- Y

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO., 1
 

— . KEEPYQUR EYE ON

 

The Great Smith Car

SMITH AUTO. CO., MPRS.

TOPBKA. KANSAS

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

ark

 

The Device that made Safe, 5 eed and Comfortable

 

   
 

 

Kokomo, Indiana. Members A. L. A. M.

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

Automobilin ossi le. MADE IN New HAVEN
Write for Rough Road Bgooklet to Department 1.HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO. . . -

' M hE. V. Hartford, Prea. 66 Vestry St, New York For eataloguea, addreal finisgif‘glgggfiiimf'tffiifigiiyindisiggdaaaa 35:55

e. . e e i e if i if i We THE CONTINENTAL AUTO Mpg, co, plates, steel stay rods bottom 02 frame sha ed m

dash of any standa automobile. Can e at

Lo an I908 Modal TllnelonTIuck e -
. . We make the London Tops. Write for details

A truck equipped with a four cylinder air cooled LONDON AUTO SUPPLY CO.

20 H. P. motor, built for service and fitted to carry 1233 Michigan Avenue CHICAGO

its load day in and day out under all conditions. For n The Pullman of Motor Cars"

detailed description address '908 Modeis R.ady for Delivery WRAPPED T

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO. RAINIER MOTOR CAR co" A X T R E A D I RBroadway and 50th St., New York

CHILLICOTHE. OHIO. GUARANTEED FOR

’ i ' j ’ ' i *‘f *M' '*_Jf *’ ' W " i “4 5,000 MILES RIDING

' I A ter conSi era e use the belts Write for en ot Guarantee—Dept. A.
Nu's Requln Tigmnmng holding the sprocket rings to the W

  

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the AJAX'GRIEB RUBBBFZR Cg" Y b

spokes. Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the G‘""‘k8%‘§9i.ss7&‘hstgfimi‘kk‘gfi ‘EY-fmg' °"

nuts which holid themhin place, rivetliéigbover lt(he ends for th; sake of

security. In Oin t is care shou e ta en not to t row the
sprocket out of ligne.—From “Motor World," August 8, ’07. Wico Adius‘able Spark Plug

' Us. Oolumbla Lock Nuts

 

  

 

 

OOLuiviaIA NOT a BOLT co.. lnc.. Bridgeport, Conn. f I 1 at):

.,- TheBall Tg‘agismission " a:

"I >41“ Automobiles &Mol:orBoats '(IHEI- " ii.iiiiiiiciiiiciiiiii

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS. Q —-‘--—Automoblla Chalna,

Sprocketa, Spin and Bevel

(loan.

Blllillll ciiii & Mg. II...
Vi ometer. Man., U.S.A.

  

56 GREENPOI'NT AVE..BROOKLYN . N. Y.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Empire ires _ IEIT TIEITIII

WEAR? LL©N@[E§77' E N

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE co., TRENTON, N. J. - NADiUM SPRI -
NEW YORK—I48 Chamber: St. and Broadway and 73d St. BOSTON—292 Devoushire Street.CHICAGO—20 LaSaIle Street and 1615 Wabaah Avenue. BUFFALO—9 West Huron Street. K ER 3 -~‘ ' R I N G

roses AUTO SUPFLY co., Portland Oregon. DENVER AUTO oooos co. _Denver, C010. 0 F S P
ronas AUTO SUPPLY co. Seattle. PENN AUTO SUPPLY co., Philadelphia, Pa. FOR AUTOMOBILE PURPOSES

ashin on.

WAITE AUTO Slfi’PLY co., Providence. R 1

 

 
 

  

CLEVELAND-CANTON SPRING CO., 2‘3"": 
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T H E I N (3 0M PAR A-I-B'L E

WHITE
vTHE CAR FOR SERVICE

  

Hy!

Exclusive Features of the White Limousine

The exclusive White quality of absolute noiselessness of operation is of particular

advantage in a limousine because, in a car with a closed body, any noise made by the

mechanism is even more noticeable and annoying than in an open vehicle.

Another exclusive White quality—namely—genuine flexibility of control, permits of the

machine being guided safely and speedin through the crowded city streets. The speed of

the White may be accommodated to the exengencies of street traffic without any changing of

gears, jerky starts or the‘ embarrassing and sometimes dangerous “stalling” of the engine.

As regards graceful lines and luxuriousness of equipment and finish, the White lim

ousine must be seen to be appreciated.

Write for catalog and the address of the nearest branch or agency

THE WHITE COMPANY
.1 CLEVELAND, OHIO

NEW YORK CITY, Broadwag at 62d St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 1460 Mar at St.

PHILADELPHIA, 629-33 North Broad St.

BOSTON, 320 Newbury St.

CHICAGO, 240 Michigan Ave.

CLEVELAND, 407_ Rockwell Ave.
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The Last Word in GREAT ARROW

Car Construction is LUXURY

The four-cylinder GREAT ARROW was and still is a good car as far as efficiency in service is concerned.

The six-cylinder adds a touch of luxury, due to ABSENCE OF VIBRATION, which sums up in one

word the chief argument in favor of the six-cylinder GREAT ARROW.

THERE ARE MANY MINOR ADVANTAGES, such as lighter weight of certain parts, ease

in starting, possibility of running in traffic on a high gear and other things that will appear to the experi

enced motorist, but after all, THE ONE GREAT ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF SIX CYLINDERS

lS COMFORT. \

A motor car is a pleasure vehicle, and the more comfortable we can make it, the more nearly it

becomes the ideal pleasure vehicle, and comfort, luxury, the sensation of gliding rather than being propelled

by machinery, are the results attained in the six-cylinder GREAT ARRow.

{-cyllnder Great Ara-own!“ II. P., Price. $4,000

Q-eyllnder Great Arrow, 40 I. P., Price, $6,000

G-cyllnder Great Arrow. 40 II. P., Price, 85,500

6-eyllnder Great Arrow, 60 II. P., Price. 86,500

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

PIERCE DEALERS

HERE ARE THE

1908 TOURING CARS

Members Aaaociation of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers BUFFALO, N. Y.

Boston Mus.

New York, N. Y.

Chicago, Ill.

Pittsburg Pa.

lhiladelphia, Pa.

San Francisco, Cal.

San Francisco. Cal.

Portland Ore.

Seattle, Wash.

Loa Angeles, Cal.

Baltimore Md.

Buffalo, N. Y._

Cleveland, Ohio.

Davenport.. Iowa

Denver, Colo.

Detroit, Mich.

Hartford, Conn.

Ilouston fl‘exaa.

Ran-as C|t§t Mo.

Louisville, y. _

Mexico City, Mexico

{ W. Mafiire Co.

larrolda otor Car Co.

11. Paulrnan & C0

Banker Brothers Co.

I-‘oss-Huahea Motor Car Co.

Mobile Carria e Co.

'lhe Geo. N. ierce Co.

Cove

Broa wa Auto. Co., Inc.

\Hlliarn . Bush.

5 ruthern Auto. Co.

"he Geo. N. Pierce Co.

Metropolitan Motor Car Co.

Iowa Auto & Tire Co.

’l‘om Botterill

. P. Schneider

liner Garage Co.

houston Motor Car Co.

I‘alace Auto. Co.

John MaaOl'l Strauaa

Mohler 8: De Gresa

& Wallace Motor Co.

745 Boylston Street

233 West 54th Street

1430 Michigan Avenue

Baum & Beatt Streets

201 N. Broad treet

Golden Gate Av. & Gough St.

762 Golden Gate Avenue

16th and Alder Sta.

Madison St. and Broadway

"53 South Main Street

1200 Mt. Royal _Avenue

752 Main St. (City Sales Dept.)

Euclid Ave and E. 19th St.

414-416 Main Street

1043 California Street

l£7 Jefl’erson Avenue

High & Allyn Streets

Prairie Ave and San Jacinto St.

1408 Walnut Street

3d and Chestnut Sta.

la Independencia 12

 
Milwaukee, Wis.

Minneapolis Minn.

Montreal, an.

Newark, N. J. _

Ottawa Canada.

Puttsfield, Maaa.

Portland, Me.

l‘rovidence, R. I.

Rochester, N. Y.

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Scranton Pa.

Springfield. Mass.

Louis, MO.

Titusville, Pa.

Toronto Ont.

Troy, Yl

[‘tica, N. Y.

Binghamton. N. Y.

Mobile, Ala.

Omaha, Neb.

Richmond. Va.

llibbard Auto. Co.

Pence Automobile Co.

\Vilson Automobile Co.

Ellis Motor Car Co.

Wilson 8: Co.

Central Auto. Station Co.

1‘. A. Nickerson Co.

I‘( as~Hughea Motor Car Co.

U. 5. Au Cto. 0.

Tom Botterill

Standard Motor Car Co.

E. R. Clark Auto. Co.

“estern Auto. Co.

Lamb & von Tacky

'3Auto. Sup ly Co., Ltd.

'1‘roy Auto. xchan e

lftica Motor Car 0.

Binghamton Motor Co.

So. Automobile CO.

H. Frederickaon

B. A. Blenner

Paris, France, N. S. Goodsill (parts only), 22 Avenue de la Grand Armee.

55 West Street

042 Congress Street

512 Industrial Trust Bldl

2| Pl mouth Avenue

62 . Thir’d. South

461 Worthington Street

4701 Washm on Blvd.

16 N. Frank in Street

24 Temperance Street

22 Fourth Street

172 State Street

105 S. Conception Street

2046-2048 Franklin Street

1607 West Broad Street
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A dependable car

A responsible maker

0ver hall a century's reputation for honorable and orthodox

business methods should appeal to every prospective purchaser of

a car, and to every live dealer with an eye to the future. The

STUDEBAKER policy may be summarized in four wbr—ds
 

“Good, or Made Good”

it’s worth much to know that the firm that makes your

car is both able and willing to give you a square deal.

Automobile Co.

Main Factory, South Bend, lndiana General Office, Cleveland, Ohio

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

mnusrm

Trade Mark Registered Apr" 30, I895

SIMPLE Ann ABSOLUTELY AIR rmnr

([Schrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & 1 Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motdr Tires.

(L Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Supplhd to the Trade by All Tlra Manufacturers

Min-'-¢I"__A~4‘1 . SGHRADER'S 80"., Inc., 28-30-32 Rose 81., New York
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THQMAS1908
A complete line of Motor Cars of the highest quality

possible in Design, Material and Workmanship. They

will do what you wish your car could do . . . .

  

PRICE, $2,750

Thomas 4=20 Towncar

The original Towncar, designed for City

and Suburban use exclusively. Beautiful

bodies, quiet operation; low cost of main

tenance. The Society Car.

Thomas 4= 4 0 Detroit

Best of all shaft-drive cars. In power,

speed, hill-climbing, and reliability the

Thomas Detroit leads the five passenger

class.

Thomas 4= 60 Flyer

Winner of hundreds of contests of speed,

hill-climbing, reliability, and endurance.

Has more records than any American car.

This year improved, enlarged, and refined.

Thomas .6=70 Special

The six-cylinder model of the Thomas Flyer,

built by America’s pioneer six-cylinder

builders. The greatest car in America in

speed, size, reliability and refinement.

Thomas Cars S‘ucceed
 

Member A. L. A. M

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

Buffalo.
‘ In

@
  

 

@
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PREMIER

 

 
 

  

 

THE DEPENDABLE CAR

Not the car with one or

two strong features and

and many weaknesses—

&t the dependable car

That DOES THlNGS,

and does them WELL.

 

 

Send ior Catalog S

PREMIER MOTOR

MFG. COMPANY

Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A.

Members A. M. C. M. A.

 

 

 

 

1M '
18£5T WAY

1’01!!le A (7001, ‘

rmwfi 15 Ta 1.0m .

707? '1; WE H'Mi
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‘- AT$700 Mp$77£ ‘1

WILL you 90K?\ AU‘RU'RA 77mm waif/[5 31
 

Au‘R'IJ'R’A —IL1.

 

 
 

 

 

 

The Product of Evolution

For twenty years the automobile has

been undergoing a process of active evo

lution.

The competent observer now recog

nizes the existence of the “TYPE” which

would be properly representative of that

development.

  

We believe the Garford is very close

to it.

It is not an experiment, but an em

bodiment of the sifted‘ approved, com

bined e perience of the multitude of

workers the past decades.

Our aim is not to depart from, but to

adhere to the invaluable experience of

the past.

  

Address

Eastern Inqui' ries

Garford M0 or Car Co. of New_York.

1540 Broa way, New York City.

Western In uq iries

Garford Motor Car Co. of Cleveland,

1372 East 12th St" Cleveland, 0.
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MO RGAN

&WRIGHT

TIRES

DELIVER

THE

SERVICE

And they deliver

it without being

doctored uB to it

b y f r e q u e n t

visit s t o t h e

repair shop.

MORGAN & WRIGHT

ormon

Branches, Agencies or

Dealers Everywhere

  

 

  

From a

Simplicity

Standpoint

Kenosha, Wis.

  

 

 

  

The "Solar" has fewer parts than any other lamp.

That means simplicity of construction—a point

vitally necessary in the building of an automobile

lamp. Parts are drawn from heavy sheet brass——

and when assembled are riveted—not soldered.

The internal method of screw assembling used by us

leaves a smooth exterior permitting ease of cleaning.

Badger Brass Manulacturing Company

TWO FACTORIES

436 Eleventh Avenue, New York

 

 

 

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

Your Profit, Mr. Dealer

depends upon your sales. You must sell goods that are in

demand and move rapidly, and give you a good profit. We

would like to have you investigate

The Celebrated

Brampton Chain
They are rapid sellers and bring many duplicate orders.

Every customer a satisfied customer and a daily advertiser

for you and the Brampton Chain. It is the strongest

chain on the market. Made of self-hardening steel.

We have in stock all sizes to fit American and foreign cars.

THE PRICE is the same as you pay for any other chain,

in fact all automobile chains now on the market are same

price to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and users, and our

prices are the same as quoted by chain manufacturers.

PRICE THE SAME, QUALITY? INVESTIGATE.

Get the best at the same price. Agents wanted in unousupied

territory.

1907 Catalog mailed upon request; the largest of its kind

ever published.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York City. 924 Eighth Ave. Boston. Mun, 202-204 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia, 318-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich., 22754-229 Jefiereon Av.

Cleveland, Ohio. 1829 Euclid Ave Buflalo, N. Y., 82‘ Main St

 

:I

 

 

 

L—i @MX

WRAPPED TREAD _

GUARANTEED
FOR

5,000 MILES

RIDING

Write for a copy of that

Guarantee, stating sile tire

you are using.

Addres: Dept. .4 /

AJAX-GRIEB

RUBBER 00.

General Oifice:

N. E. Corner

87th Street and

Broadway

NEW YORK

/,

5:
    

  

Branches or

Agent. in

all large

cities.

  

 

 

 

i
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(THE LEADER“
  

MODEL D—24 H.P., 4-CYLINDER, $1,750.

N ADVANCE OF ALL OTHERS—first in giving all

the-year-'round uninterrupted service, first in low cost

of upkeep, first in being a profitable investment rather

than a mere comfort, and yielding the highest returns—

that is

%x%ll" -
It no. longer is necessary for me to count up the many

exclusive Maxwell advantages—those who are using Max

well cars, and there are now 9,728 of them, are our best

salesmen. Ask one of them.

Whether your requirements call for a small car, or

for a car of medium power and medium weight, or for an

automobile of forty horse-power, your particular kind of

vehicle is included in our line.

Whether you have set aside for your automobile pur

chase $825, $1,450, $1,750, or $3,000, we make just that car,

for we are

Automobile Manuiacinrers to the American People

I. D. Maxwell is the foremost of American automobile

designers. His name and the name of his car has become

a household word with every American motorist.

Let me send to you the new Maxwell catalog, which

is one of the few catalogs that really tell things. Let me

give you the name of the Maxwell representative in

your locality. He will be glad to give you a demonstra

tion or refer you to Maxwell owners.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company

MemblrlA.MC.lll.A.

P. 0. BOX 106

Tarrytown, New. York

FACTORIES:

Tarrytown, N. Y.

Chicago, Ill

Pawtucket, R. I.

Newcastle, Ind.

BRANCHES:

New York: Maxwell-Briscoc. Inc.. 317 \Vest_59th St.

Chicago: Maxwell-Briscoe Chase Co. 1407 Michigan Ave.

Detroit: Maxwell-Briscoe McLeod [0., 243 efierson Ave.

Pittsburg, Pa.: Maxwell-Briscoe Pittsburg o.,_ 620 Maryland Ave.

Buffalo: Maxwell-Briscoe Buffalo Co., 26 Goodrich St.

Boston: Maxwell-Briscoe Boston Co.. _121 Massachusetts Ave.

Los An eles, Cal.: Maxwell-Briscoe Willcox Co., 1321 S. Main St.

Dallas, Tex : Maxwell-Briscoe Hanle C9,, 305 Commerce St.

Sari Francisco. Cal.: Maxwell-Briscoe acific Co., 440 Golden Gate Ave.

Kansas City, Mo.: Maxwell-Briscoe Automobile Co., 1616 Grand Ave.

 

J

 

You ’Can Afford the

$2000

Mitchell
——-Afiord to buy it because it is

moderate in price.

We know you can afford to mp

it, because we have many letters

from users of Mitchell, testifying

from actual daily experience, that it

is the most economical car to oper

ale. Before you buy a car, send for

these letters and try a Mitchell in a

50 or 100-mile road test.

In demonstration, you’ll notice

not only that its style, finish and

construction is equal to that of the

extravagantly high priced cars, but

that its performance is too.

Proof is easy, Mr. Business Man.

The Mitchell Agent will be glad

to take you out at any time you

say. Just call him tip—no obli

gation on your part.

Try the $2000 Touring Car—the

$2800 Limousine—the $1250 Road

ster or the $1000 Runabout.

Get demonstrations of

high priced cars and

compare the Mitchell

with them.

Call up the Mitchell 1 "

Agent today and ..

just say

$2.... 2",”
The Mitchell Touring Car shown

below is 35 H. P.—-4-cylinder—

speed, 50 miles—finish, Mitchell blue

—price, $2000.

Write for Catalogue No. 18, de

scribing the other Mitchell models.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., 279

Mitchell Street, Racine, Wis.

Member American Motor Car Mtrs. Ass'n.

  

'1
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The Car of Steady Service

is more than a mere phrase, it is a title earned through correct design and careful construction and

proven by years of hard, constant service wherever power-driven vehicles are known.

The practical qualities that established the Rambler reputation are,—

lsl—APPLIED POWER. By this we mean actual tractive force as applied to the road

wheels. Owing to the straight line drive of the four-cylinder models and the direct

chain drive in the two-cylinder cars, Ramblers have greater propelling force per pound

than any other car on the market.

M—DEPENDABILITY. Ramblers are built to stand the test of hard, daily service over

the worst of American roads. This condition is not reached by mere weight and

masses of metal, but by simple, scientific construction in which each element is

stronger than the strains upon it can ever require.

3d—PRACTICAL ROAD VALUE. With the vast facilities of an enormous plant like the

Rambler factory, skillfully directed to the production of two models only, greater value

per dollar can be offered than is possible in a plant of lesser output.

In short, the Rambler is a car of

Power, Service and Value
Ordinary business policy dictates a careful examination of its many high qualities before ordering your

new car.

Our 1908 catalog fully describing two touring cars and a high-powered roadster is at your service:

B. Jeffery & Company
Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

MILWAUKEE PHILADELPHIA

 

 

CHICAGO BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO
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SEARCIIMMT CAN'T SHARE SURPLUS

Supreme Court Upholds Cancellation of Its

Selden License—End of an Unusual

and Persistent Suit.

The trustees of the bankrupt Searchmont

 

Automobile Co., of Philadelphia, have lost

the third .and final round of their fight for

a share of the Association of Licensed Au

tomobile Manufacturers’ surplus and to

force the restoration and permit the sale

of the Searchmont’s cancelled license.

The decision of the Searchmont appeal to

the New York Supreme Court was handed

down this week by the Appellate division. It

affirms the ruling of Judge O’Gorman in

the lower court, the decision of the five

judges comprising the division substan'

tially being: “No cause of action

lished; complaint dismissed with costs."

In Justice O’Gorman's decree he cited

clearly his opinion as to the rights and lia

bilities of members of an unincorporated

association and the association itself. In

part he said:

“The rights and liabilities, however, are

always controlled by the articles of asso

ciation, which constitute a contract, the

terms and provisions of which are binding

on all its members, and the courts cannot

redress any act of an association in the

expulsion or punishment of a member or

the forfeiture of his membership when such

action has been taken in accordance with

the express conditions of association ar

ticles."

The Searchmont Automobile Co., then a

member of the A. L. A. M., went into bank

ruptcy in 1904, and as it had failed to pay

royalty due on its product, its license was

promptly cancelled. Some time afterward,

the trustees brought suit in the Pennsyl—

vana courts against the association, but the

case was dismissed for lack of jurisdiction.

It was then renewed in New York in the

Supreme Court, and was decided adversely

to the Searchmont interests. They then

estab~'

carried it to the appellate division, which,

as stated, just has sustained the lower

tribunal.

It is the only instance in which the Sel

den license, as such, and the “working agree

ment” of the licensing association have been

put to the legal test and as such the deci

sion is of no small interest. Interest in the

case was further heightened by the general

understanding that while the Searchmont

trustees were but nominal complainants, the

man behind the scenes was really the attor

ney for the Ford Motor Co., who sought to

lay bare the books and accounts and other

figures of the members of the A. L. A. M.

Receivers Begin Suit Against Grout.

Following the recent examination of Karl

Grout, at which some evidence was taken

hearing on a charge of conversion of as

sets, the receivers of the Grout Bros. Auto

mobile Co., Orange, Mass., have instituted

suit against Charles B. Grout, formerly senior

member of the concern. The action is to

recover $10,000 for the alleged conversion

of two automobiles, $2,500 in cash and sun

dry machine parts. Meanwhile it is stated

that Rossell Drisko, former manager of the

Bay State Automobile Co., Boston, has been

engaged to take charge and operate the

Grout plant.

To Build Cars in California.

The Stanford Automobile and Mfg. Co.,

has been formed in Palo Alto, Cal., to man

ufacture a two-cylinder touring car. It is

capitalized at $75,000, and work his been

commenced with ten men in the Stanford

Automobile Co.’s garage at 511 Alma street.

H. W. Hooper, J. E. Sloan, Frank Sloan

and F. S. Hitchins are the men interested

in the venture, Hooper and Hutchins being

the owners of the patent which will be

operated.

Fields Advanced to Vice-Presidency.

Harry E. Fields, sales manager of the

Hartford Rubber Works Co., has been

elected vice-president of the company. He

will make New York City his headquarters.

BRISCOI'I AGAIN HEADS A. M. C. M. A.

All Other Ofi'icials Also Are Re-elected at

Annual Meeting—Show Situation is

Discussed at Length.

At the annual meeting of the American

Car

which occurred in Detroit on Friday and

Saturday last, 7th and 8th inst., the incum

bent members of the committee of manage

hlotor Manufacturers' Association,

ment all were elected their own successors,

as follows:

Benjamin Briscoe, chairman; R. E. Olds,

vice-chairman; H. O. Smith, treasurer; Wm.

Mitchell Lewis, secretary, and W. H. Van

Dervoort, auditor.

Three new'membcrs of the committee of

management were elected for three year

terms. They were C. G. Stoddard, Dayton

Motor Car C0.; Barney Everitt, Wayne Au

tomobile Co., and Wm. Mitchell Lewis,

Mitchell Motor Car Co. The other mem

bers of the committee are: Charles Lewis,

Jackson Automobile C0.; W. C. Marmon,

Nordyke & Marmon Co., and Alfred Reeves,

General Manager.

The annual reports proved that the past

year had been an auspicious one. The treas

ury was never so full. As evidence, $5,000

was voted for the work of the Good Roads

committee and a rebate of 25 per cent.

will be paid to all members who exhibited

at the October show in Grand Central Pal

ace, New York.

The reports indicated that there had been

a slight falling off in the sale of cars in

the big cities during the last three months

of 1907, but that as an offset there had been

an increase in the sale of cars in cities of

less than 50,000 inhabitants.

The subject of future shows afforded pro

longed discussion. The whole matter finally

was referred “with certain recommenda

tions" to the show committee. The nature

of the recommendations was not disclosed,

but it is known that the association favors

continued co-operation with the Automobile
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Club of America, but on a somewhat al

tered basis. If the club should not care to

again undertake the promotion or manage

ment of the “independent” show in New

York, the A. M. C. M. A. itself will assume

the task. The subject, however, has not

been discussed by the club, nor have the

manufacturers named their new show com

mittee which will enter into conference with

the clubmen at the proper time. At the

Detroit meeting, there was considerable

difference as to whether December or Jan

uary is the best show month. No one, how

ever, is anxious for another October exhibit. -

The A. M. C. M. A. voted to co-operate

also with the A. A. A. in the matter of tours

and races, 21 special committee for the pur

pose being appointcd for the purpose, viz.:

11. O. Smith, chairman, Premier Motor Man

ufacturing Co.; A. C. Newby, National Mo

tor Vehicle Co.; W. C. Marmon, Nordyke

8: Marinon Co.

Storage Battery to Cut Capital.

At the annual meeting of the Electric

Storage Battery Co., of Philadelphia, owners

one-third of the capital stock of the Electric

Vehicle CO., which will be held March

18, it seems certain that the stockholders

will then vote to reduce the par value of the

company's stock from $100 to $50 per share.

President Lloyd says that this measure has

been suggested by several of the largest

stockholders, among whom are Thomas

Dolan, Rudolph Ellis, Herbert Lloydv

George D. Widener, P. A. B. \Vide

ner, Authony N. Brady, Harry Payne Whit

ney, H. H. Vrecland, and Grant B. Schley.

According to the last annual report, the

company’s outstanding stock consists of

$17,785.800 common and $214,200 preferred.

But since the issuance of the report all of

the preferred stock, with the exception of a

few hundred unassenting shares, has been

called in. The preferred is entitled to div

idends of l per cent. per annum, cumulative, i

but both classes of stock have received 5

per cent. yearly since January, 1901.

The stockholders who suggest the reduc

tion in the amount of stoek outstanding

consider that it is too large for the com

pany’s assets. In the last report these were

stated at $22,225,209. The largest item was

“Patents. agreements and franchises, $13,

661.626."

The common'stock of the Electric'Stor

age Battery Co. is considered active in

Philadelphia, where it is traded in. There

it has declined from 75 to 28%.

Mabley Leaves the Salon.

C. R. Mabley has resigned the manage

ment of the Importers Automobile Salon.

He has been succeeded by his former chief

assist. W. R. Lee. The Importers offices

will be maintained in the Bryant Park

Building, New York, but hereafter they will

be shared by the New York Automobile

Trade Association—the local retailers' or

ganization——an arrangement to that end

having been consummated.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Somerville, Mass—Davis Square Auto

Co., under Massachusetts laws, capital not

stated. Manager, Winsor L. Snow.

Philadelphia, Pa.——American Automobile

Equipment Co., under Delaware laws, with

$100,000 capital. Corporators not stated.

Racine, Wis—Miller Motor Co., under

Wisconsin laws, with $25000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators not

' stated.

East Orange, N. J.——Motor Car Supply

Co., of New Jersey, under New Jersey laws,

with $25,000 capital. Corporators—Charles

D. Geyer, Frank C. Ferguson and Frank

Ruggles. ,

Columbus, Ohio—Field-Snyder _Automo

bile Co., The, under Ohio laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—John Field, George

Snyder, G. E. Snyder, and S. J. Field, all of

Columbus.

Evansville, I'nd.—Lanncrt Mfg. Co., un

der Indiana laws, with $25,000 capital; to

deal in carriages and automobiles. Corpor

ators—Henry N. Lannert, Margaret Lan

nert and Louisa N. Lannert.

Morris, Ill—Morris Automobile Garage

Co., under Illinois laws, with $2,000 capital,

to do general garage business. Corporators

——Landy Hoge, J. B. Moss, Joseph Patti

son, 0. T. Wilson and M. B. Wilson.

New York City, N. Y.—~Ennis Rubber

Mfg. Co., under New York laws, with $50,

000 capital; to manufacture rubber tires,

etc. Corporators—F. J. Ennis, Brooklyn;

J. M. Beasy, C. N. Foster, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—\\'ayne Motor

Car Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpor

ators—Frank A. Sanford, Roselle, N. J.;

Andrew C. Knoller, 141 Broadway; Julian

B. Beatty, 529 \Vest 111th street, New York

City.

New York City, N. Y.—Universal Auto 8:

Motor Boat Supply Co., under New York

laws, with $10,000 capital. Corporators-—

Brutus von Schwancnflucgal, 134 East Sev

enty-second street; \'Villiam H. Orth, 181

Prince street; John J. Kennedy, 38 East

Twenty-second street, New York City.

In the Retail World.

Roy Quiinby and D. D. Cummings have

“opened” in Mankato, Minn. The Ford

will be carried.

W. M. Ball and C. A. Stotler have opened

a garage in Devil's Lake, N. D. The Cadil

lac, Franklin and Buick will be handled.

C. H. Bond has purchased the big Cop

ley Square Garage. at 25-31 Irvington street,

Boston, 11. M. Gulesian being the grantor.

The sale price is not stated, but the prop

erty is valued at $350,000.'

Charles T. Jeffery, eldest son of the Ke

noslia manufacturer. has, in addition to his

duties at the factory, assumed the presi

dency of the Rambler Garage Co., located

at Sheridan road and \Viltoii avenue, Chi

cago. His brother, Harold W. Jeffery, is

vice-president, and L. A. Richman secre

tary and treasurer.

Charles E. Miller's Cleveland branch has

been removed from 406 Erie street to 1829

Euclid avenue. The new location brings

the.branch into the center of the city's au

tomobile district.

Omaha (Neb.) dealers have organized the

Automobile Show Association, to promote

a show during the week beginning March

15th. J. J. Deright was elected president,

and C. G. Powell, secretary-treasurer.

The two—story brick building at 235 \Vcst

Sixty-ninth street, New York City, occu

pied by Harry Lauderbach as an automo

bile school and garage was damaged by fire

Monday, 10th inst. Four cars were de

stroyed, the loss totalling $13,000.

Its “carnival week” proved so successful

last year that the Indianapolis dealers have

decided to repeat it during the week of

March 16th to let next. As was the case

last year the carnival will start with 21 dec

orated parade, and each salesroom along the

row will be decorated for the occasion. As

an added attraction a hill-climbing contest

is on the tapis.

New Jersey Lops Off Dead Limbs.

The list of “dead ones," as those corpor

ations in New Jersey who have not paid

the taxes assessed them for two years are

termed, was published this week. Many

hundred corporations are, according to the

State act, without legal right to do busi

ness, and their charters have been repealed

Among the long list of names are the fol

lowing: Americau Rotary Engine Co..

American Trimoter Co.. Burlington Mobile

& Transportation Co., Holyoke Automobile

Co., Insular Auto Co., Kensington Automo

bile Co., National Automobile Co., Newark

Motor Vehicle Co., Newark Pneumatic

Puncture Proof Tire Co., Orange Automo

bile Co., Plainfield Auto Garage, Royal Au

tomobile Co., Thermobile Co. of America.

Thornycroft Motor Wagon C0. of Amer

ica, Tuck Petroleum Motor Co., and the

Upton Motor Co.

George N. Pierce Drops Business Cares.

George N. Pierce formally has retired

from the Buffalo company which so long

has borne his name. Practically, Mr. Pierce

had not been active in the affairs of the

George N. Pierce Co. for a year or so and

has been planning gradually to relinquish

business cares and to placidly enjoy the re

niainder of his days. He has made the first

move in that direction by going South

where he will spend the winter. His resig

nation as president brought about the elec

tion of the following officers, all of whom

have been connected with the Pierce

interests for many years: President, G. K.

Birge; vice-president, Henry May; treasurer.

Charles Clifton; secretary, L. H. Gardner.

With W. H. Hoyt they constitute the board

of directors.
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WOMEN MIX 'I‘IIE SIIOW SITUATIflN

They “Butt in” at San Francisco—Their

Projected Exhibition Creates Discord

Among the Dealers.

San Francisco is to have an automobile

show after all, despite the vote of the Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association of California

It will be held in

the Coliseum, March 2 to 8 inclusive, un

against such a project.

der the auspices of the California Woman’s

Automobile Club, and this fact has brought

about a split in the trade association.

Ever since they, by a small majority vote,

decided to abandon their annual show, there

has been considerable friction among San

Francisco’s dealers. The minority, who

wanted to hold a show, got after the wo

men motorists and persuaded them to hold

a show in March, the entire profits to go to

the California Woman's Automobile Club.

The effect of the announcement was in

stantaneous. The dealers who had voted

against a show, believing the present year

not propitious for such an exhibition, cir

culated a petition among the dealers, to

make them agree not to exhibit at the show

promoted by the fair sex. Those who signed

the agreement are said to be: C. S. How—

ard, Howard Automobile Co.; I. W. Leav

itt, I. W. Leavitt & Co.; A. H. Hunter,

Oscn-Hunter Automobile Co.; Cuyler Lee,

the Packard agent; I. H. Eagai, Studebaker

Bros Co.; E. P. Brinegar, Pioneer Automo

bile Co.; G. A. Boyer, Boyer Automobile

Co.; L. H. Bill, Thomas B. Jeffery & Co.;

Max L. Rosenfeld, Auto Livery Co., W. F.

Culbertson, Mobile Carriage Co.; W. L.

Huggson, Standard Motor Car Co.; Frank

O. Renstrom, F. O. Renstrom Co.; Frank

G. Miner, for the Locomobile Agency; the

San Francisco Pope Auto Agency, and the

White Co.

I. W. Leavitt, who circulated the peti—

tion, said that those who had signed it be

lieved that the proper body to handle such

exhibitions would be the dealers' associa

tion, and inasmuch as that body had decided

not to hold the show, he could not see any

necessity for such an exhibition.

It is safe to say that the California Wo

man’s Automobile Club will not get a

sanction from the Automobile Dealers' As

sociation of California, the body which is

supposed to grant sanctions for such affairs,

and it is freely hinted that those dealers

who exhibit in the women's show without

sanction will probably be expelled. De

spite this hatchet over their heads a num

ber of dealers h'ave decided to show at the

Coliseum in March and the feminine club’s

show committee, composed of President

Mrs. Fred J. Linz, Mrs. Abbie E. Krebs,

and Mrs. Robert Christie, are going ahead

with preparations. The women have an

nounced a partial list of dealers who have

promised to exhibit'at the show, one of the

peculiar features being that the Locomobile

Agency, which ,is said to be against the

show, according to Leavitt's petition. is

also represented on the women’s side. The

other exhibitors, as announced, are: Key

stone Automobile Co., City Hall Auto Co.,

Dragon Automobile Co., I. Freeman. Car

michael-Bray Automobile Co.; A. I. Hayes,

Frayer-‘Vliller agent; Rambler Automobile

Agency, Maxwell-Briscoe Pacific Co., N. R.

Cooper, Premier; Renault Freres Co., Pa

cific Motor Car Co., Winton Motor Carriage

Co., and the Corbin Agency.

The Automobile Dealers’ Association of

California will hold a meeting shortly at

which it is expected there will be unusual

activity and “doings.”

Pope Dividend is in Prospect.

Receivers Pope and Yule of the Pope

Mfg. Co., Hartford, have c10sed a deal with

a Chicago broker for the sale of the former

Imperial bicycle plant in Chicago, for $100,

000, a substantial part of which already has

been paid. Options also have been

given on other idle plants belonging to the

Pope Mfg. Co., all of which its is expected

will be taken up in the near future.

The affairs of the company are in a most

prosperous condition. The Hartford plant

15 working full time and has had an aver

age pay roll of more than $12,000 per week

for the past four months; orders for Pope

Hartford cars are all that can be desired

and prompt shipments are being made.

Both of the Pope bicycle factories also are

in full blast and are fuller of orders than

at this time last year. the bicycle business,

remarkable to say, having scarcely felt the

effects of the financial depression.

The receivers have taken advantage of cash

receivers have taken advantage of cash

discounts on all merchandise contracted for,

and last week every account due was paid.

They are hoping that by April lst a sub

stantial dividend will be declared.

Almost an "International Case.”

In the common pleas court at Hartford,

Conn., on Tuesday last. llth inst., there was

heard the case of Thomas W. Fahy, of Hart

ford, against A. Clement, the Paris auto

mobile manufacturer, for $872, balance due

and interest. Fahy testified that about July

20, 1902, he entered the employ of Cle

ment. who at that time was manufacturing

small motors for bicycles and automobiles

at a factory in Hartford, at a salary of $5

a day. He was engaged by William G. Al

len, Clement’s general manager and repre

sentative in Hartford. Fahy remained as

superintendent of the factory till February

20, 1904, at which time the plant was closed

and discontinued, a period of 436 working

days. His salary amounted to $2.180 and

the defendant has paid $1,308, leaving $872

due. During the management of Allen,

Fahy had frequently asked that the balance

of $2 a day be paid him and he had also

asked M. Roquet, Mr. Clement’s nephew,

who succeeded Mr. Allen.

$100,000,000 MARK IS PASSED

Census of the Automobile Industry Shows

Volume of Business for 1907—Story

Told in Big Figures.

\Vhile many presentments of more or less

elasticity have been printed, designed to

show the volume and importance of the au

tomobile industry, what undoubtedly is the

most careful compilation of figures and

what fairly may be accepted as a census of

the automobile industry just has been com

pletcd by the Association of Licensed Au—

tomobile Manufacturers. Their records are

such that they kn0w to the last ear what is

the output of their members, and by intel

ligent and diligent inquiry they have been

able to arrive at a fair estimate of the extent

of business transacted by the others in

the trade.

As a result of this research the statement

is made that the value of the product sold

during the year of 1907 was $105,669,572, the

capital employed was $171,448,769, and the

number of employes engaged 108,500. The

number of pleasure gasolene cars manufac

tured in this country is placed at 47,302, of

an aggregate value of $96,169,572. There

also were produced 5,000 steam and electric

pleasure vehicles, of a total value of $7,500,

000, thus giving a total of 52,302 pleasure

automobiles sold in the past twelve months

with a total value of $105,669,572.

The percentage of increase each year has

been consistent, as shown from statistics

gathered in 1904, which show the value of

the total output $26,645,064 as against $105,

669,572 for the year 1907. Based upon

accurate knowledge of the number of em

ployes and the production of a large num

ber of automobile factories, it is estimated

that the total number of employes directly

employed in the factories is 58,000. and the

capital employed $94,200,000. As in many

'other manufacturing products, there is an

indirect investment which is closely allied

to vehicle manufacture. This includes such

products as tires, rims, lamps, speedome

ters, drop forgings, etc. Close estimation

shows that there are 29,000 en'ployed in this

indirect manufacture with total capital em

ployed of $36,700,000. Unlike many other

manufactured products the sales end of the

automobile industry is exceedingly expen

sive. At the close of the year 1907 there

were 2,151 sales and garage establishments

employing 21,500 people, with a capital of

$57,500.000 invested to do this business. This

includes real estate, rentals, insurance bonds

and interest on money invested.

 

By adding the Selden $2,000 light tour

ing car to their account, the Palmer 81

Singer Mfg. Co., New York, have com

pleted the readjustment of their lines. They

thus will oFfer the choice of Seldens, P 81

5’s, and the imported I. F."
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Five Passenger Touring Car $2000

Three Passenger Runabout $2000

An Attractive Car at an Attractive Price

SPECIFICATIONS

Engine—4 cylinders, 4%x4%, 2830 brake horse- Tires—32x3%, quick detachable; make optional.

Power- » Frame—pressed steel, 4% inches deep.

Transmission—3 speeds forward and reverse. sclec- From axle-Single Lbeam drop forging, ball bear

tive, Timken bearings. ings.

Wheel base—109 inches; tread, standard; clutch, cone Rear aide—bevel gear drive, enclosed type, roller

leather. bearings.

Body—sheet metal, straight line type, roomy and Ignmon—SY"C|1romz¢d Jump Spark

comfortable. VVeight—eiiipty, 2,200 lbs. (actual, not catalog).

Represented In Greater New York by

THE PALMER & SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

SELDEN MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Member! A. L. A. M.

AGENCIES WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY

1620 BROADWAY
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About “Jersey Justice.”

It is fetching matters pretty far when the

unfriendly critics of the organization assert

that the plainly spoken address of Presi

dent Hotchkiss of the American Automo

bile Association at the Newark banquet had

anything to do with the "Shakedown" intro

duced by Senator Frelinghuysen a few days

later in the New Jersey Senate. In his in

augural speech, Governor Fort had recom

mended such a course and it was well

known that a bill embodying his views v'vas

Mr. Hotchkiss’s

neither quickened nor retarded the action of

in preparation. words

Senator Frelinghuysen. He already was

cocked and primed for another assault on

books. They

always have proved such “easy picking,"

the automobilists’ pocket

that any “robber State" need have small

cause for timidity.

Plain speech was sadly needed in New

Jersey and it served best just when and

where and in the fashion that it was de

livered by Mr. Hotchkiss—directly to the

that

The mock heroics and

mock regrets of New Jerseymen, who, like

elected promoters and advocates of

form of extortion.

Frelinghuysen himself, earn in New York

the daily livelihoods which they spend in

New Jersey, is as amusing as it is incon

The fact that the Hotchkiss ad

dress stung Governor Fort to retort is a

sistent.

The Governor’s excuse for

the extortion is the first official explanation

hopeful sign.

that ever has been vouchsafed.

\Yhat if the road between New York and

The

road between New York and Buffalo lies in

Philadelphia docs lie in New Jersey?

New York, as does the road to Coney Isl

and, and it is a safe assertion that the latter,

at least, is used far oftener by New Jer

seymen than the road to Philadelphia is

usch by New Yorkers. I

What if New York motorists do make

frequent use of the roads to the New Jersey

seaside resorts? Do they not pay ex

pensive “toll” to the New Jersey road

houses, hotels and garages every time they

And would not

the revenues of the latter shrink sadly if it

visit one of the resorts?

New

New

Jersey maintains good roads to the resorts,

were not for the patronage of the

Yorkers and Pennsylvanians? If

is it any more than the State owes to its

citizens who wax fat at the expense of

“outlanders"? The citizens pay taxes that

Why should the

State discourage patronage by also levy

\'Vhy should he be

“plucked” coming and going

standing still?

they may thus wax fat.

ing on the visitor?

and when

Why should extortion be

practised on one class of citizens for the up

keep of the roads?

so apparent that automobilists were “soft

Long before it became

marks,” there were holes and loose stones

and well worn ruts in New Jersey’s mac- ‘

adam roads. Why was there then no out

cry and no keen itching for “shaking down"

the farmers and other drivers whose horse

drawn vehicles caused the ruts and holes?

In his address, Mr. Hotchkiss described

the situation not only graphically but fairly.

When he denounced the New Jersey law

as “against principle, courtesy and self

intcrest," he told the truth plainly and in a

very few words. It is a hold-up, practiced

in legal guise, instead of with a mask

and a shotgun. If such extortion as New

Jersey practises is legal, two thoughts can

not but arise in the minds of men not

First, What is the

meaning of “public roads,” of “freedom of

versed in the statutes:

travel' and of “equal and exact justice?"

and, second, Is ours truly a union of States?

If it is such a union, how is it possible for

one State to exact an admission fee and

require passports—for that is what the cer

tificates amount to—from the residents of

the

means of travel employed by one class the

other States or to make legitimate

measure by which freedom of movement is

to be judged?

Possibilities of the Worm Drive.

It is rather to be wondered at that no

more attention is being paid by designers

to the possibilities offered by the worm

drive for final transmission of power in the

shaft driven car. Especially in the case of

the commercial vehicle, where slow running

speeds demand a high driving ratio, and

where smoothness of action and the elim

ination of as many working parts as possi

ble is so much to be desired, the

drive is particularly desirable.

It is true that the efficiency of the worm

gear is usually considered low as compared

with that of the spur and bevel types, but

improvements in generating its faces, as

well as the possibility of employing it to the

best advantage in this connection, make it

possible to employ it in such a way as to

involve little more loss, if any at all, than

occurs with the usual form of transmis~

sion. Briefly, with the use of the worm,

it is possible to employ a “direct drive" to

a more nearly universal extent than other

wise, thereby replacing two pairs of spur

and one pair of bevel pinions with a single

worm.

worm

The same improvements in de

sign mentioned, have also done away to a

great extent with the former tendency of

the worm drive to “lock” when reversed,

thus preventing the worm driven car from

coasting freely.

It is one of the characteristics of the

worm gear that the greater the speed ratio

of its members and the more rapidly the

driver is permitted to turn, the greater its

efficiency. Furthermore, the worm drive is

at all times the silent drive. This is not

the case with gears of the spur type, as is

testified by the use of rawhide and herring

bone gears for the transmission of electric

vehicles. The worm gear is subject to wear

to perhaps a greater extent than the spur,

even in its highest development, because

its action partakes less of rolling and more

of sliding motion than is the case with the

other form. At the same time, the elimina

tion of rattle and shock from the gear
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teeth, and the uniformity of the drive ob

tainable, are points greatly in its favor.

At the present time there are two or three

American commercial cars - which are

equipped with this form of transmission,

and perhaps as many abroad, of which a

notable example is the “mixed” omnibus

system described in another column, it.

which the principle is applied in a partic~

ularly happy manner, it would appear. At

all events, sufficient trial has been given the

mechanism in its best form to prove it

worthy of close scrutiny by the designer.

Its possibilities are very promising, and it

would hardly appear wise to overlook it

wherever conditions warrant the adaptation

of the high-speed motor to the slow-moving

C31“.

Concerning the Front Drive.

Front actuation and front control of the

motor vehicle is a proposition which un

questionably has been given too little con

sideration by motor car designers hither

to. For the pleasure vehicle it is true that

results are obtained with the usual rear ac

tuated and front controlled arrangement,

But for the

commercial vehicle, with the imperative no

which justify its continuance.

cessity which is carries of making every

foot-pound of energy developed at the mo

tor produce as nearly as may be one foot

pound of work at the drivers, it is required

that everything must be sacrificed to effi

ciency of (the plant. Rear driving and front

control involves a considerable waste of

power whenever it becomes necessary to

turn the vehicle from a straight course, fur

thermore there is every reason to believe

that it develops a less perfect mastery of

the machine than is possible where the

drivers are also made the guiding wheels.

Therefore the use of the front

system, or the vehicle mounted on four driv

ing wheels, seems the logical outcome of

the motor traction enigma.

In the broad presentation of this subject

which is outlined in another Column, the

real basis of advocacy of the front drive

principle hinges about the turning of the

If it is

true that fully 95 per cent. of the average

machine from a straight course.

running of any machine is done in a

straight line, as suggested, then it would

appear at first that the present arrange—

‘ ment is as good as any which might be con

trived, since it is well worked out and well

proved in practice. Nevertheless it should

be borne in mind that the subject of trans

driving '

mission and traction losses on curves is one

which remains in its entirety to be investi

gated experimentally. Up to this time, all

provision for turning has been based large

ly on theory, and the question of resist

ances has been for the most part adroitly

side-stepped.

At all events, it would appear that for ex

either the drive should

be applied to the front wheels, or to all

act construction,

four wheels if steering is done from both

ends of the vehicle, or else that the con

trol of the difi'crential should be mechan

ical and governed by the steering gear,

rather than left to compensate itself on the

balance principle. It is safe to assume that

in either event, the tendency to skidding

would be largely overcome were such sys

tems to come into vogue.

For the commercial vehicle, it is neces

sary to take into account all such fine

points as these, which custom and its hur

ried development have elidcd in the pleas

ure vehicle. For the lighter types, it is un

reasonable to suppose that present tradi

tions are to be lightly overthrown unless it

be found possible to combine this compar

atively new ideal with existing forms at a

minimum of trouble and expense. It is too

late to expect radical alterations in auto

mobile construction as the term is common

ly understood. The budding development

of the commercial car era, as it is some

times fondly called, however, leaves ample

time for the production of vehicles upon

lines in close conformity to theory, and in

this respect, it is not unlikely that this mat

ter of adapting the driving relation to all

possible variations in the course, is des

tined to receive considerable attention.

It is evident that the American public

is not the only one which likes to be hum

buggcd. The widespread interest in the so

called New York>Paris "race" is evidence

of the fact. Every other man expects that

the competing cars will be towed by horses

or other automobiles, or be taken apart

and transported in pieces in carts or on dog

sleds, and yet they arc'at least half-willing

to accept the venture as a race, whereas, if

a pedestrian, or an equestrian, or a cyclist un

dertook a journey of the sort and resorted

to such practices, he promptly would be de

nounced as a fraud and a faker by the very

newspapers that are promoting the New

As adding

to the gaicty of nations and providing ma

York-Paris “automobile races."

terial for a book of unusual travel, however,

_ run to

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

February 10-15. Detroit, Mich—Tri-State

Automobile and Sporting ‘Goods Associa

tion's annual show in Light Guard armory

February 17-22, Cleveland Ohio—Cleve

land Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in Central armory.

February 21-29, Newark, N. J.-—New Jer

sey Automobile and Motor Club's and New

Jersey Automobile Trade Association’s an

nual show.

February 22, Boston, Mass—Bay State

Automobile Association‘s 150 miles endur

ance run to Providence, Worcester and re

turn.

February 24-29, Lincoln, Neb.—Dealers

show in the Auditorium.

February 24—29, Portla-nd, Me.—Annual

show in the Auditorium.

February 25, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Long Isl

and Automobile Club’s 242 miles economy

Montauk Point and return.

March 27, Ormond, Fla—Annual beach

carnival, under ausp ces Automobile Club of

America.

March 28, San Francisco, Cal.*Califor

nia VVoman’s Automobile Club’s show in

Coliseum. _

March 7-14, Boston, Mass—Boston Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association’s annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

March 9-14, BUIInIO, N. Y.—Automobile

Club of Buffalo’s sixth annual show in

Convention Hall.

March 1819, Savannah, Ga.—Savannah

Automobile Club's stock chassis race.

 

the enterprise is worth something. As a

race, it is mere fudge.

It is understood that the New York Au~

tomobile Trade Association has abandoned

the idea of a day parade, which had been

talked of as one of the big features of the

April carnival. The decision is a wise one.

Of all “weedy,” haphazard, uninteresting,

unimpressive turnouts, it is unfortunately

too true that a parade of motor cars heads

the list. If, on the other hand, it is possible

to promote a night parade and force the

paraders to maintain a slow pace and to

keep their distances. illuminations rendered

possible by the car's own electrical appar

atus may be made to present a novel and

beautiful spectacle, that will be worth go

ing miles to see. One impressive feature

of the sort will be far more valuable than a

If the Car

nival is to be effective, it were well that the

butter be not spread too thin.

series of minor popgun affairs.
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NEW JERSEYS NEW "SHAKE DOWN”

Fees Ascend Long Sliding Scale in Five

Dollar Jumps—Fifty Cents “Admis

sion Tickets” for Non-Residents.

Senator Joseph S. Frelinghuysen, whose

automobile law has been in operation in

New Jersey for a year, laid the plans for

u

a larger shake down" of automobilists in

the Senate of that State's legislature last

Monday night, 10th inst.

who is a lawyer and insurance counselor in

New York City and a legislator in New jer

sey, doubtless will see his name in print

Frelinghuysen,

many times, as the amendments he intro

duced are designed to make larger dollars

and many more of them drop into the

State's coffers.

They consist of a sliding taxation of the

vehicles based upon horsepower. from $3

to $100 per year, and a sliding scale for

drivers’ licenses, from $1 to $25. Senator

Frelinghuysen also proposes to abolish

manufacturers’ licenses; to increase the

number of paid inspectors from seven to

ten, and the unpaid inspectors to twenty,

with not' more than two from each county;

to change identification marks annually,

and have the registrations and licenses ex~

pire on June 30th each year; to allow cit

izens of other States the special privilege

of using New Jersey’s roads for a limited

time upon payment of a nominal fee, and

to have all the revenue derived from auto

mobilists apply to the various counties for

the improvement of State highways.

These amendments to the State automo

b‘le law are not the only things that have

kept Mr. Frelinghuysen busy. On the same

thy he introduced two separate amend

ments, that really are worthy of passage

by the legislature. One is an amendment

to the crimes act, making it a misdemeanor

to place glass or any other cutting sub

stance on a public highway, and also mark

ing it a misdemeanor for failure to return

any fine collected under the automobile law,

within thirty days. The other bill intro

duced by Mr. Frelinghuysen provides for a

fine of $10 for any vehicle upon a county or

other road without a light between sunset

and sunrise.

The measure provides that the present

number of paid inspectors be increased

from seven to ten and to twenty unpaid

inspectors, not more than two of the un

paid inspectors being from one county.

The registration fees are raised from the

present rates of $3 for cars under 30 horse

power and $5 for those above 30 horse

power, to the following scale:

First class . . . . . . .. 1 to 10 h.p . . . . .. $3.00

Second class . . . . ..11 to 20 h.p . . . . .. 5.00

Third class . . . . . ..21 to 25 h.p . . . . .. 10.00

Fourth class . . . . ..26 to 35 h.p . . . . .. 15.00

Fifth class . . . . . . ..36 to 50 hp . . . . .. 20.00

Sixth class . . . . . . ..51 to 70 hp . . . . .. 25.00

Seventh class . . . . .71 to 90 h.p . . . . .. 35.00

Eighth class . . . . . .90 to 100 h.p . . . . ..100.00

The drivers’ license fees are raised from

$1 for those driving cars of $30 horsepower

and under, and $2 for those operating cars

of more than 30 horsepower to the follow

ing scale:

First class . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.00

Second class . . . . . . . . . .. 2.00

Third class . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.00

Fourth class . . . . . . . . . .. 4.00

Fifth class . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.00

Sixth class . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10.00

Seventh class . . . . . . . . . .. 15.00

Eighth class . . . . . . . . 25.00

Provision is made for a blanket license

for licensing cab companies, operating ad

jacent to ferries, provision being made that

they shall operate only one mile within the

borders of the State.

It is proposed to abolish the manufac

turers' blanket license. '

Motorcycles are to be registered at a

yearly fee of $2, and carry such identifica

tion marks as may be prescribed by the

commissioner of motor vehicles,

All registration certificates shall here

after expire on June 30, each year, and when

ccrtilic:.tcs are issued for the fractional part

of the year, only the fractional part of the

feet shall be charged.

The provision also for non-residents' reg~

istration and license, fixes an admission

ticket" good for~ six days or any multiple

of that number of days, not exceeding thirty

days. at a price of 50 cents per six days. It

is provided that all identification marks

both for residents and non-residents will

hereafter be supplied by the State and be

changed annually.

The receipts for all sources are to be so

distributed by the commissioner of public

roads that those counties that have im

proved roads by the county act shall re

ceive their pro rata share with those that

have been improved by the State road act.

Anti-Chain Rule to be Tested.

The first fruits of the New York Parlt

Department's order, which prevents aut0<

mobiles equipped with tire chains from

using the park roadways, became apparent

last Saturday when a driver of a taxicab

was arrested for entering the park with a

vehicle, the tires of which were furnished

with this type of protection against skid

ding.

Meanwhile the Weed Chain Tire Grip Co.,

who are the makers of the bulg of these

chains, evidently do not intend that their

customers are to suffer if it can be helped.

They purpose testing the legality of the

new ordinance and publicly announce that

they “stand ready to defend any automobil

ist arrested for an alleged violation of the

Park Board ordinance, so long as we deem

such defense necessary or advisable to dem

onstrate the invalidity of the ordinance."

Waco, Texas, is “agin” automobiles. At

its last meeting the city council passed an

ordinance restricting the speed of motor

vchiclcs to 10 miles an hour in all the resi

dential and business sections of the city.

MAYOR MAY STOP Till-I GRAl-"l'

-—Perhaps

Awakened to Prevalence of Joy Rides in

City Vehicles—His Confidence in

Official Honesty is Jarred.

It is barely possible that—for a time, at

least—the extent of “joy riding” at the tax

payers' expense, and the conversion and mis

use and abuse of their property may be cur

tailed in New York City.

The Motor \Vorld's

“Motor Cars as a Medium for Municipal

series of articles,

Graft,” aroused Mayor McClellan to a sense

of conditions in New York, and as a result

he has issued an order that his department

ofiicials are not to use the city-owned auto

mobiles for private purposes or regard them

as personal conveniences.

Two years ago the Board of Aldermen

of New York passed an ordinance to the

cfl‘ect that all city owned automobiles must

at all times carry a sign, prominently dis~

played. showing that the car was a munici

pal vehicle and indicating to what depart

ment it was assigned. Mayor McClellan,

however, vetoed the bill, explaining that his

officials all were men of honor to whom

such a measure was unnecessary, as they

did not and would not use city property

save for city purposes!

What form of deterrent will be employed

is not now_known, but it is said that may

be a central garage will be established

where all city machines will be housed and

and their outgoings and incomings recorded.

The effect of such a system, however, large

ly will be dependent on the nature of the

man who keeps the records.

It is possible—barely possible—also that

the police department will be called upon

to detail some of their detectives to watch

officials who are suspected of “joy riding."

The report of their investigations Would

make interesting reading, but what would

happen to the detective who chanced to re

port the use of a city car by, say a mayor’s

closest appointee or by a secretary of a po~

lice commissioner is not difficult to surmise.

Oklahoma Fixes Stifi Figures.

Oklahoma is trying its hand at automo

bile legislation, and already the bill intro

duced by Representative Cope has passed

the Assembly without amendment. The

measure sets a maximum limit of 15 miles

an hour in rural districts, ten miles in resi

dential sections of towns and cities and an

impossible five miles an hour in business

portions. The use of automobiles will come

high in the new State, too. The Cope bill

requires that each car be registered an

nually at a fee of $10, and in addition the

driver must secure license to operate the

car, the fee for the latter being $5. No per

son undcr 18 years of age will be allowed

to drive a car.
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FORT DEFENDS NEW JERSEY MWS

Advocates “Squeeze ’Em Again" Policy at

Automobile Club Banquet—Hotchkiss

Provokes Him to a Second Speech.

Diametrically opposite views regarding

legislative regulation of motor vehicles on

the public highways of New Jersey were

presented at the annual dinner of the New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club, New

ark, Thursday night last, 6th inst., by Gov

ernor J. Franklin Fort and Judge William

H. Hotchkiss, president of the American

Although J. B. R.

Smith, New Jersey’s Commissioner of Mo

tor Vchicles, and Charles Thaddeus Terry,

chairman of the legislative committee of the

Automobile Association.

Association were

among the speakers, Governor Fort and

President'Hotchkiss were hailed as “the”

speakers of the evening. The former spoke

twice, rising the second time in defense of

the New Jersey statutes which had been

"unmercifully" attacked by Judge Hotch

kiss.

Governor Fort was introduced as a “just

legislator and a friend of the automobilist.”

He expressed his high regard for motorists

generally and the fascination he experienced

in the sport they represented. He said he

hadn't reached the "state of luxury” neces

sary to ownership of a car, but that during

his recent campaign he covered 2,004 miles

in an automobile in twenty days—without

breaking the speed laws.v

“I am a strong believer in the urgency of

establishing a dcpartment for motor vehi

cles for two reasons," continued the gov

ernor. “In the first place, if the scheme

I hope to put through meets with the ap

proval of the people, a revenue will be de

rived from this department that will equal

any revenue in the State, excepting that

from corporations. I don’t see any reason

why autoists should not contribute at least

$200,000, considering the benefit that would

redound to them.

The speaker referred to the roads of

New York State and told of the method of

taxation by which they were made, and

kept in repair. He spoke of the proposed

method of taxing automobiles in New Jersey.

In this particular he said that it mattered

not to him whether motor cars were taxed

on a basis of their respective horsepower

or weight. In any event an increased li~

cense fee, such as has been proposed, would

he an extra burden to the autoists, but he

thought that it would cause no diminution

in the ranks of automobile enthusiasts, but,

by reason- of better roads obtained, would

increase the number, giving the automobile

trade and automobilists superior advan
tages. I

As to speeding inconsistent with the pub

lic safety, the Governor asserted that the

law justly fixed the limitation, and he de

American Automobile

clared that violators of the speed laws

should be summarily dealt with, adding that

if it was in his power, he would help put

any violator to a full experience of the dis

comfort of law breaking.

“Another thing," the speaker declared,

“I think that every tire on the road should

be taxed, and I am hopeful of bringing

about—perhaps it won’t be this year or

next—the placing of such a tax upon every

vehicle using the public highways. And

then, too, no vehicle, automobile or car

riage, should be allowed on the road at

night without lights. This would be a hard

ship on no one and would result in greater

protection to the driver than the pedes

trian." .

In something of an apologetic strain,

Judge Hotchkiss prefaced his writ

ten speech. He did not disagree with Gov

ernor Fort in many things, but in automo

bile regulation he differed with him on many

points. He responded to the toast “Jersey

Justice,” and in the course of his address

denounced with no little asperity the pres

ent laws regulating drivers of motor vehi

cles, and especially the treatment ac

corded visiting motorists by New Jersey.

Judge llotchkiss got facetious when he

asked “What is wrong with Jersey justice,

when applied to motor users, particularly

those from other States?"

“Your people are not unlike ours," said

the speaker. “Many of you pass the days

in our metropolis; your streets, your muni

cipal services, your buildings, your general

laws are much the same; and to-night, this

Lucullian board and this your generous hos

pitality—why, even New Yorkers could do

no better, perhaps, not so well. More, as I

stepped from the ferry and walked to the

train to-day, I was not halted and asked

whether I had registered and been tagged

from Trenton, though the officer on guard

must have guessed that I would, ere long,

help' wear out your sidewalks, be guided by

the radiance of your street lights and enjoy

the protection of your police. And yet, I

was not stopped and numbered! Nor has

any peace officer yet demanded that I ex

ecute a power of attorney to some unkn0wn

official over on the Delaware through whom

New Jersey could retain jurisdiction of my

body and property, in case I might heed

lessly violate your laws or accidentally in

rule the rights of Jersey men. So for me,

to-night, it’s: Hoch to Jersey justicel For,

gentlemen, let it be recorded that, on this

day of grace, the sixth of February, nine

teen hundred and eight, a New Yorker and

a motorist boarded a ferry boat, with de

liberate intent to use your streets and side

walks and purloin from you, for a time, all

those public services which make modern

life so easy, and that, after using them as

freely as the air he breathed, he is here in

Newark to-night, unlicensed, untagged, un

attorneyed—and still at large. You know

the reason. Like tens of thousands more,

in setting out for New Jersey, he left his

automobile at home.

“And so I again ask: What’s the matter

with New Jersey in dealing with the motor

car? - Prejudice has existed in New York.

rustic Dobbins still sometimes shy at the

newfangled wagons, drastic ordinances have

been passed, and weird laws enacted, and at

times enforced. Yet, for nearly four years

our motor vehicle law has proved so ac

ceptable as not to require amendment——

framed by motorists it was passed nnan~

imously by a legislature dominated by the

farmer vote—strangers are free to use our

roads, without registration or tax; motor

vehicle licenses, with us, are unheard of;

accidents, save in congested territories, rel

atively rare; speed traps, except on the bor

ders of the Greater City, all but unknown.”

The speaker showed the difference in

New Jersey, where the miles-per-hour speed

clause is enforced literally, and told of a

friend who made seven contributions one

day last summer, and who vows henceforth

to keep his purse out of New Jersey. Judge

llotchkiss seemed to think that the answer

to the question “\\"li;1t is wrong with Jer

sey justice” is that there has been lack of co

operation betWeen motorists, which has

hindered the passage of laws that would be

satisfactory to all users of the roads. Other

reasons, he pointed out, were that the pre

judice of the horse owner has not, as else

where, materially decreased, while the de~

sire for revenue from “outlanders” seems

to have become a settled fact in the State

policy. _

Judge Hotchkiss advocated a rational

speed rule, by which speed would not be

determined by a miles-per-hour clause, but

by whether the operator in his driving en

dangered the life and limb or property of

the public. He also asked who owned the

roads, anyway, and answered the question

by asserting that they belong to the State

and as such should be maintained by the

State and not by any particular class of in

dividuals. “In advancing civilization the

roads should be made to fit the traffic and

not the trafiic to fit the roads." The speaker

closed his address by declaring that the

present New Jersey law is “against princi

ple, courtesy and self-interest."

In replying, Governor Fort said he didn't

want the impression to be gained that he

was in sympathy with the speaker’s views.

The Governor declared that if in disputes

arising from violations of the speed laws

the issue were left to a jury the accused

“would have no show," while the fixing of a

speed limit, he declared, resulted in fewer

convictions for over-speeding than if left

discretionary. As to the taxing of outsiders

the Governor said that New Jersey was pe

culiarly situated, affording direct highway

between New York and Philadelphia, while

its coast resorts attracted touring parties

from both States in greater numbers, with

the result that Jersey roads were used al

most as much by non-residents as by those

who lived within its borders. They should

contribute accordingly toward maintenance

of the roads, he added.
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ONE MORE BROADWAY PALACE

Palmer & Singer's New Building and Its

Equipment—Special Provisions to

Prevent and Fight Fire.

\Vith the opening of the Palmer 8: Singer

building at 1620 Broadway,

pressive structure has been added to the

another im

“automobile palaces” that mark that fam

ous New York thoroughfare.

This Palmer & Singer establishment is

five stories and basement, constructed of

the boiler room and power plant for elevaa

tors, etc., while a third compartment con

tains water pumps for the high pressure

fire supply and roof tanks. In the cellar

also are three pits over which cars may

be run for simple repair work which can be

done without resource to the shops above.

The turntable and wash stands are also

here close at hand to the immense elevators.

The main floor contains the salesroom

where the 50 horsepower Simplex is to be

shown together with the three cars of the

Palmer & Singer line, the P. & S. four-forty,

six-sixty. and a town car, also the Selden

accommodation of the auditor, cashier and

bookkeeper. The Seventh avenue end con

tains 150 lockers for chauffeurs and a plat

form for the use of the checkers who will

note the incoming and outgoing of cars and

record the movements on a time clock. On

the floor above, the Broadway end is 0c

supied' by the executive offices. Back of

these is more garage space, easily accessi

ble by elevators. The Seventh avenue end

is equipped for the comfort of the chauf

feurs, with lounging and music rooms, pool

tables, shower baths, a barber shop, card

room and a bar serving "soft" drinks.
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MAIN SALES ROOM

reinforced concrete. It occupies the entire

plot running through to Seventh avenue,

thus affording a frontage on both streets.

In designing the building. the architects

had in view not merely the convenience of

its occupants and the expeditious handling

of its contents, but the safety of both. Un

usual provisions have been made to render

the structure proof against fire or to closely

confine any fire that might occur.

Throughout the entire building an elab—

orate system of standpipes with hose con

nections have been installed, the force for

the water being obtained from powerful

pumps in one of the cellar vaults. These

pumps supply also tank of large capacity

on the roof so that in case of a fire the

water supply and the force behind it will

be adequate for any necessity.

The elevators are many and commodious.

N0 extreme care will be necessary to place

a car in an exact position on them, as a

generous allowance has been made, suffi

cient for any limousine or large touring

car. In front of each elevator is a turn

table so that cars may be easily handled

without the extensive manipulation re

quired where this important apparatus has

not been installed.

The cellar comprises several vaults, each

separate and walled off from the others.

One contains the gasolene vaults. another
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MAIN FLOOR. SEVENTH AVENUE SIDE

light touring car. The sales force will have

their desks in this room behind which will

be the garage with its entrance on Seventh

avenue. Facilities are also provided for

washing cars in the garage.

The mezzanine floor is arranged for the
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PALMER 5L SINGER BUILDING

The balance of the floor is reserved for

the machine shop, where twenty cars may

be repaired at the same time. The

equipment is very complete, comprising

lathes, speed drills, drill presses, milling ma

chines, planers, grinders, buffers. etc., a

forge and portable crane, the latter for use

in removing engines, transmission and other

heavy pieces. The shop contains four pits,

and was designed that the greatest amount

of light should be obtained. Twelve sky

lights covering almost the entire roof, ma

terially assist this purpose. 'There are work

benches and accommodations for the many

men necessary to the rapid facilitating of

the work.

The third floor is devoted entirely to stor

age, with a capacity of over 60 cars. This

room, like all the others of its kind, is sup

plied with turntables and wash stands, and

as it is intended that practically all the wash

ing of cars is to be done here, the other

garage floors must of necessity be dry. The

fourth floor is also to be used exclusively

for storage and covering. as it does. an

area equal to the whole ground site, it af

fords in connection with the other space

devoted to the same purpose, an area suffi

cient for the storage of an immense num

ber of cars.

Prominent among the features of the

fifth floor is a commodious drafting room
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with every facility for the experimental

work on new ideas that may be incorpor

ated in the Palmer & Singer product. Ad—

jacent to the draughtsmen's quarters is the

stock room, where a complete line of parts

will be constantly on hand to expedite the

general repair work. There will also be

on this floor a large and well equipped tool

roonr

Why Wooden Conduits are Unreliable.

\Vhile it is not commonly the custom for

the secondary wires to be contained in

wooden boxes or troughs placed above the

cylinders there are persons who still adhere

to this form of conduit which was once gen

eral. Though wood in itself is a non~c0n'

ductor when dry, when wet it furnishes an

Ill'l'lttll'l' SEES ITS SECOND SlIOW

Tri-State Association’s Seventh Annual Ex

hibition Opened Brilliantly—Some

New Comers Among Exhibitors.

Detroit this week is enjoying an automo<

bile show—the second to be held there this

season. The first was promoted by the De

troit Automobile Dealers’ Association, and

while the competition is felt, the present ex

hibition—the seventh annual of the Tri

State Association—makes a brave showing.

Although many well known cars were

missing at the opening last Monday night,

10th inst, at the Light Guard armory. for

land Motor Car Co., Oakland; Rapid Mo

tor Car Co., Rapid; Brush Runabout Co.,

Brush; Blomstrom Mfg. Co., Blomstrom;

Anderson'Carriage Co., Detroit electric;

Standard Automobile Co.. Packard; Fee

Bock Auto Co., Elmore and Pope-\Vaverly;

Motor Car Co., Cartercar; Wayne Auto

Co., W'ayne; Reliance Motor Car Co., Re

liance; Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson;

International Harvester Co., International

Auto Buggy.

The other exhibitors are: Ajax'Grieb

Rubber Co., C. M. Preston, Michigan Stor

age Battery Co., Diamond Rubber Co., Des

mond Speedometer Co., Wildenpin Tire Co..

Charles E. Miller, Gemmer Mfg. Co., Pitts

burg Lamp & Bross Co.. Michelin Tire Co.,

B. F. Goodrich C0,, Morgan & Wright, Con

   

 

THIRD FLOOR, STORAGE AND CHAUFPEUR‘S ROOM IN PALMER 8r. SINGER BUILDING

outlet for the high tension current that is

responsible for short circuits with the ac

companying misfiring that often prove a

serious annoyance to drivers and cannot be

readily discovered. Far better than the

wood box is the fibre tube into which the

four secondaries may be put or the smaller

tube to contain only one wire, each of the

leads having its own conduit, the fibre will

not absorb moisture.

Care to be Exercised Before Cranking.

“'hile it seems almost unnecessary to

suggest to any one competent to drive a

car that care should be taken'to have the

emergency brnkc set and the speed lever in

a neutral position before cranking the en

gine, yet the frequent accounts of accidents

caused by negligence in these matters are

an evidence that many drivers fail to real

ize the importance of a simple precaution

for their own safety. The habit of always

looking at the control levers before starting

is one easily acquired and when one real

izes that small boys have a tendency to play

with everything within their reach. the ne

cessity of making sure of the position of

the spark. throttle and speed controls is of

prime importance.

the reason that they had staged at the pre

vious show, several representative makes

are much in evidence. among them being the

Cadillac, Northern, Aerocar, Brush, Pack

ard, Elmore, Pope-Waverly, Wayne, Oak

land. and Reliance. Two new cars' also

make their appearance. The International

Harvester C0.’s high wheeled buggy, al~

though first exhibited at the State fair some

months ago, was shown for the first time at

an automobile show. The Regal. the new

est Detroit product, also was displayed in

both runabouts and touring models.

The show opened on Monday night with

welcoming addresses by Governor Warner

and Mayor Thompson in behalf of the State

and city, respectively. The decorations are

in maroon and white. and as the booths are

uniform, harmony is maintained. The main

floor has been given over to the car cxhib~

itors. the gallery containing all the acces

sories exhibits. Motorcycles have the en»

tire drill' hall to themselves. The exhib

itors showing cars are:

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Cadillac; North

ern Motor Car Co., Northern; Aerocar Mo

tor C0., Aerocar; \Velch Motor Car Co.,

\Velch; Crescent Motor Car Co.; Fee Elec

tric Car Co.; Regal Auto Co., Regal; Oak

tinental Caoutchouc Co., Jones Speedometer

Co., C. F. Splitdorf, Goodyear Tire & Rub

ber Co., G & J Tire Co., Hartford Rubber

\Vorks Co., Heinze Coil Co., Norris Auto

Co., Hibhard Engineering Co., Fisk Rubber

Co., N. Y. 8: N. J. Lubricant Co., Perfec

tion Non-Skid Climber Co., VVitherbee Ig

niter Co., J. L. Gibney & Bro., Auto Igniter

Co., Visor Knitting Co., Elastic Tire Filler

Co., John H. Thompson & Co., Economy

Cycle Co.. Palm Engineering Co.. Seitz &

Co., F. Kicherer, Light Mfg. and Foundry

Co., W. E. Metzger and Excelsior Supply

Co.

Device to Aid in Applying Tires.

Because it is deemed more difficult to ap

ply a tire to the rim of a wheel when that

rim is a demountable one. than when it is

a fixture, a foreign inventor has lately de~

vised a special form of tire manipulator con

sisting of a stand carrying a spider adapted

to grasp the rim from within and hold it

securely while the tube and casing are be

ing applied. In addition to this, the fixture

contains within the frame and attached to

the spider, a three-cylinder air pump which

may be actuated by rotating axle about

which the spider is mounted.
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CIIAUI'TI'IUR 0N CHAUFFEUR STATUS

The Calling not Unsuited to Men of Re

finement—Feminine Arrogance Blam

able for Some Aspects.

Like the servant question, the chauffeur

problem is always with us, and in many re

spects woman is as deeply at the bottom

of the one question as she long has been at

the other.

The status of the professional automobile

driver is far from settled, in fact, the rela

tive position of the chauffeur in the staff of

employes or servants of the household is

so far from being definitely fixed that the

interesting question as to whether he ranks

with the secretary, the valet or the coach

man is one that must be answered. and by

that answer will be largely decided what

type of men are to be entrusted with the

lives of family and friends and the care of

an expensive vehicle which may easily be

mishandled, or ever worse, permitted to

be destroyed by failure to take proper care

of its mechanism.

I have been a professional chauffeur and

as such encountered the difficulties and

drawbacks of the work, even as I exper

ienced the delights of driving a car, and I

stoutly maintain that I am honest, despite

the assertion by a cut rate second hand an

tomobile dealer that honesty is rare, if not

indeed entirely absent from the makeup of

men of the wheel. I have accepted the com.

missions offered by dealers from whom I

have bought supplies and have in turn given

them to the employer who paid the bills,

but I can readily understand that this state

ment will not be believed by the seller or

purchaser of second hand cars or supplies

whose business would naturally bring him

in contact with only that class of chauffeurs

whose transactions proclaim them to be

long to a type with which this article has

little to do.

The question of what grade of men is

ultimately to be considered as the typical

chauffeur can be answered by saying that

it depends on the treatment which they will

receive; and that depends very largely on

the position taken by madame.

I read the assertion of Price Cutter and

Bargain Dispenser Froelich of the Times

Square Automobile C0. in last week’s Mo

tor \Vorld, that “all chauffeurs are crooks,"

and I don’t agree with him. Coming from

Froelich I would not give the matter much

thought and certainly would not break into

print on a subject introduced from such a

source, but as there are some good, sub

stantial citizens who have expressed them

selves on the chauffeur question in such a

way as to show that they have come in

contact'with only a certain element of the

professional drivers I am glad of the op—

.portunity to take up the subject and sug‘

gest the other side of it, that side which

treats of‘the capable. self respecting em

ploye.

If chauffeurs as a class have a bad name,

it is because of the notoriety given a few

of their number, but it has not been thiev

ing or dishonesty that has brought the dis

agreeable prominence. Generally their

presence in courts was due to speed law

violations, and their ill repute with a portion

of the public is almost entirely because of

selfishness in refusing to yield a right of

way and their inexcusable retorts to persons

who have insisted that highways are for gen

eral traffic instead of for the exclusive use

of automobiles. I think any one will agree

with me that the criminal courts hear more

charges in which bankers, lawyers and cler

gymen are defendants than they do of

chauffeurs accused of dishonesty; reckless

driving may be criminal, but it is not dis

honest. '

Another thing that has helped to strength

en the opinion that drivers are an illiterate,

uneducated species, is the custom of

“smart” writers of stories in which chauf

feurs figure to put into the latters’ mouths

words and phrases suggestive of the street

gamin. They are made to say “Naw” for

“No,” “Whatcher” for “what are you" and

hundreds of other solecisms which I have

heard few of them use, and which I venture

to say would be as unintelligible to them as

the lingo of the hobo.

I grant that there are chauffeurs who are

the outcasts of the race track and livery

stable. but they are in the small minority.

There are others—a great many of them—

who are expert machinists, men who have

served their apprenticeship in machine shops

—careful, steady men, self respecting and

competent, who prefer the outdoor life to

confinement at the lathe or miller; they are

not college men. but they have had a good

grammar school education and are by no

means dishonest or ruffians, or even

“tough,” and there is still another and

smaller class, made up of college men, some

of them even graduates. They are profes

sional chauffeurs, because the work, in it

self, is entirely congenial, and because the

outdoor life and the feeling of control and

of responsibility appeals to them. It af

fords chances for touring through the coun

try and the pay is far better than can be

secured in most office and store pursuits.

Another thing that is responsible for the

presence in the ranks of men who have had

the advantages of an extensive education

is some physical disability. I do not mean

that broken down cripples or physical

wrecks are driving automobiles, but I do

mean that there are very many instances

where the outdoor work is being done by

men who are correcting or checking some

slight lung or throat or nervous trouble,

which outdoor life is the only means of

remedying. I know also of cases of men

who were fitting themselves for a profes

sion, studying medicine and reading law,

whose ambition was responsible for a

too close application to books, which

led to warnings from the occulist so

much dreaded by the student. It

meant an entire change of life, andnvhat is

better or more delightful than the seat be

hind a steering wheel? Is there any com

parison between that and a life behind a

desk or counter, which holds small promise,

while the former affords an adequate re

muneration and gives an opportunity for

eyes or health to regain a condition that

will permit of the resumption of studies? Is

there any comparison between the close,

foul air in a shop which so enervates as to

sap one's vitality and make it impossible

to perform even small effort at night, and

the fresh air of the streets or country which

exhilarates and makes possible a judicious

use of the eyes when the day's work is

done? Positively there is no comparison,

and many refined and educated men have

realized it while many more will do so;

and the time will come when a tough ele—

ment will be absolutely foreign to the ranks

of professional chauffeurs.

Of course there are drawbacks

will affect the man of refinement. He does

and always will refuse tips. He would pre

fer that they be not offered. The temp-_

tation to accept a five or ten dollar bill, and

sometimes a twenty, is very great, but I

know men who refuse it. They refuse it

on principle, declining to be placed on the

level with cab drivers, barbers and wait

ers. This type of man looks upon his work

as being of a more or less confidential na

ture. He attends to many things for his

employer which could not be entrusted to

a valet, but which are not of sufficient im

portance to occupy the time of the secre

tary. He hears the private communica

tions which take place in the car and 21p.

preciates that these confidential talks are

possible only because the owner believes

that his chauffeur can be relied upon. With

an irresponsible driver this feeling of se

curity is impossible.

It is true that a certain element are

grafters. They do look for commissions

and will deal only with firms who give

them. Naturally these men have no inter

est in their employer's welfare and will buy

an inferior article at a high price for the

sake of the rake off to 'them in preference

to purchasing a better grade that is sold at

so low a figure as to make discounts im

possible. A grafting chauffeur is a mighty

expensive parasite. Not satisfied with com

missions on things bought because of actual

need he will create the need for the sake

of more commissions. Tires are a means

of an almost definite income. I know

whereof I speak. When you see a chauf

feur driving his machine on the car tracks,

with a good highway right at hand, you can

come mighty close to betting on a sure

thing if you wager that he is trying to use

up tires that he will replace by buying of a

house that gives commissions. Why. I can

name a place where they will give me $40

on every set I buy, and the tires are mighty

poor ones, too. But this class of men is not

which
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typical. Occasionally they are met with

and they are usually so loud mouthed that

you give ear to them and imagine that they

are representative because by their noise

they dominate. The quiet, self respecting

chauffeur has none of these experiences

that he can relate, and so is so seldom heard

of that many do not know of his existence.

too often when the chauffeur subject is dis

cussed, the debate revolves around some

low born rascal who has made a nuisance

of himself and given an entirely false im

pression.

If employers would expect the drivers of

their cars to be as neat and respectable as

the clerks in their stores or offices, and

would treat them with the consideration

and respect that they show these clerks they

would be taking a long step toward raising

the standard of the men and one which

would result in securing an enthusiastic and

consciencious service with the result that

repair'bills and replacement charges would

be so reduced that automobiling would

cease to be an expensive luxury as is now

the case when irresponsible drivers are em

ployed.

The matter of wages is to be considered,

too.' Of course an'inflexible rule cannot be

adopted. The nearest to a standard that

can be adopted which to my mind is equally

fair to both parties would be to pay aman

as much‘as he could earn in another busi‘

ness. Driving a motor car is not a pro

fession; in fact, at this date it scarcely can

be called a trade. There is no apprentice

ship to be served, no long course to be

studied. The competent chauffeur requires

intelligence, some mechanical experience

and native ingenuity and with these per

sonal attributes he is not dependent on only

the one class of work but can find a mar

ket for his ability in some pursuit other

than that of driving an automobile. To pay

$25 a week—the usual price in cities—to a

person who could not get over $12 or $15

in any other work, is as absurd as it would

be to pay the latter sum to a man who can

earn $25 a week in some other work. Per

sonally, I want to see the riff-raft driven

out of the ranks and there's no better or

quicker way of doing it than by paying

just about the figure that the world puts on

their ability.

Sometimes chauffeurs are heard compar

ing themselves with locomotive engineers,

which is the sort of talk that makes a think

ing man weary. Nobody ever saw a train

in charge of an 18-yeanold boy. The one

job takes years of training, the other re

quires only the amount of a state's regis

tration fee. Weed out the ignorant, graft

ing. undesirable element and you make

room for the decent chap who is a desirable

acquisition.

The most serious obstacle, however, to

the educated man is the attitude of “mi

lady.” Invariably she insists that chauf

feur and coachman are on the same plane.

She wants her servants to be liveried—an

impossible condition for the man of re

finement. She wants him to act the part of

the fiunky; to touch his hat when she speaks

and in all things to offer an outward sign

of subservience. As a result she usually

has a man who can steer the car, but who

cannot make more than the simplest re

pair. When a puncture or blowout occurs,

it means a drive on flat tires rather than

to soil the white breeches and broadcloth

uniform coat, and altogether the situation

is absurd and incidentally impossible.

The time is not far distant when the bet

ter class of men are going to be in such de

mand that concessions will be made by

many employers in the hope of enticing

them into the field. When they succeed the

restaurants and roadside inns will provide

suitable accommodations for chauffeurs

apart from the servants’ quarters, and the

man whose soiled hands and clothing make

it impossible for him to mingle with the

patrons of the place will yet find a niche

where he can eat in peace and with dig

nity, which he cannot do at the tables re

served for cooks, hostlers, bootblacks, etc.

The arrival of that period will be quickened

when “the lady of the house” realizes that

it is possible for a chauffeur to be as much

of a gentleman as the man who tutors her

children and treats him accordingly.

But to'go back where I started: When

I read Froelich’s assertion that chauffeurs

were “dirty, low and dishonest," I recalled

a story of an old veterinary in the town I

hail from, who one day prepared a powder

for a sick horse and gave it to his new as

sistant to administer. The assistant asked

how it was to be done, and the doctor gave

him a large glass tube and told him to put

the tube into the horse’s mouth and blow

the powder down his throat. A short time

afterward there was a great commotion and

the doctor rushed out to find his assistant

in trouble.

“Where is that medicine?” he shouted.

“What’s the matter?"

The assistant coughed several times se

- verely and then spluttered:

“The horse blew first." —M. R. L. C.

Why Some Tires are Selected.

“Oh, it’s been a pretty good day for me,

all right,” said a loud mouthed chauffeur

as he entered the chaufieur’s room in the

garage and removed a handsome fur coat

that his employer had given him for Christ

mas, and after lighting a cigar, dropped into

a comfortable chair. “I’ve done pretty well,

I had to have a set of tires, so I went to a

cut rate house. I looked at the tires and

asked the ‘bargain man’ if they were good.

They are not as well known as some other

tires, but he said that they were all right

so far as he knew, but he ducked when I

suggested guarantee. ‘They may be all

right," he said; ‘some last and some don’t,

but there’s 40 per cent. in it for you if you

take them; so I took $150 worth and pock

eted $60 for mine, and that’s only a starter,

for the quicker they wear out the sooner

I’ll get some more."

“But how about your boss?” asked an—

other. “It don’t seem to me that he is

getting a square deal on that sort of a

tire.”

“He can stand it," responded the grafter.

“If he’s got money enough to own a car

he can afford to pay my commission, too.

I’m looking out for my end and he can

look out for his."

“Well, I call it a pretty rotten way to

treat a decent man who gives you a $100

coat; besides there’s the question of honesty

in that sort of a transaction."

“Oh, hell!" ejaculated the first speaker,

“\Vhat's $60? I know one fellow who got

$1,400 for recommending a certain make of

foreign car which his boss bought. He got

caught and lost his job, but I'll lose mine

for that price any day. A fellow can afford

to loaf when he gets a lump like that."

Chauffeur-Actor as Elephant Legs.

Most men as a rule play many parts dur

ing their lives, sometimes of their own free

will, frequently in deference to the dictates

of necessity. Perhaps the greatest “Iekylb

hydeians” are actors, who frequently are

called upon to double parts. It has re

mained for a chauffeur to attain the acme of

versatility in this line, however. The driver

of one of London’s popular comedians was

summoned at Litchfield on a charge of hav

ing driven his car without a rear light. He

did not appear. but a letter was read from

his employer, pleading as an excuse for his

absence that he was engaged at' the Theatre

Royal, Manchester, “ playing the part of the

front legs of an elephant.” While in Eng

land it is constantly advocated that chauf

feurs should not limit their energies to the

mere driving of their emplqyers' cars—in

fact, gardening, butlering, nursing and so

on are prime requisites in a good chauf

feur—still it would seem that the curriculum

is somewhat extended to include the Thes

pian portrayal of the front legs of an ele

phant. It is feared that the whole of Eng

land's nursemen-chauifeurdom will be up in

arms at the idea of one of its members gam

boling about on the stage disguised as the

anterior portion of a pachyderm.

Ready Bail for Prospective Prisoners.

Surety company bail bonds are to be

available for members of the Long Island

Automobile Club any time they may hap

pen to be arrested for alleged violation of

the speed law. The difficulty of securing

bondsmen upon short notice and the con

sequent trouble that ensued caused this

matter to be brought up before the club’s

board of governors at their last regular

meeting. The governors decided to secure

the bail bond, which will be furnished upon

request of any member.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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BlNGl—TIIEY’RE 0H" FOR PARIS

Immense Throng Sees Start of “Newspaper

Race"—Snow Shoveling Begins on

Very First Day.

No circus parade ever drew a greater

concourse of people than did the start of

the trip six automobiles may make from

New York to Paris, from Times Square,

New York City, yesterday, 12th inst. There

is no way of computing the number that

gathered at Forty-second street and Broad

way and that lined the latter thoroughfare

  

charge got beautifully mixed and as a result

few people could locate the cars to which

they had been assigned.

Mayor McClellan intended to fire the pis

tol to start the cars on their long trip, but

somebody or other told the Mayor that

affairs of this sort never start on time, and

as a result the city's chief executive did not

hurry through his morning bath. At 11

o’clock the Mayor had not appeared at the

special grandstand erected on the Seventh

avenue side of Times Square, so it was de

cided to' wait for him fifteen minutes. As

he was still missing at 11.15, Colgate Hoyt,

president of the Automobile Club of Amer

clad from head to foot in white fur, ex

cited the most comment. It was the occu

pants of the escorting cars, however, who

received the bombardment of snowballs.

Although it was arranged that the cars

should reach Albany, 148 miles, before

night, not one of them got that far on ac

count of the snow that covered the roads.

The Thomas, Zust and De Dion cars

reached Hudson, 116 miles, where they

stopped over night. Roberts, in the Thomas

was the first to arrive there at 8.20 p. m.,

followed an hour later by Sirtori, in the

Zust. St. Chaffray checked in fifteen min

utes after Sirtori. Maas, in the Prothos,

  

START OF THE NEW YORK-PARIS “RACE " FROM TIMES SQUARE. NEW YORK

its entire length, to obtain a glimpse of the

specially equipped and heavily laden cars,

but the crowd surely was away up'in the six

figures. As an advertisement the affair was

a great' success and proved how many peo

ple will go to a little inconvenience for the

privilege of seeing something for nothing.

The occasion was the start of what its

promoters term an automobile “race” from

New York to Paris, which originated in a

French brain. It is more of a go-as-you

please any—old-thing sort of an affair, as al

though there is plenty of land between Cal

ifornia and the Bering Straits, the contest

ants will embark on a boat from San Fran

cisco to Valdez, Alaska, providing they

reach the California city, of which there is

considerable doubt. The rumor was afloat

yesterday that the cars would be shipped

to San Francisco by train, after leaving

Chicago. This, however, could not be con

firmed.

The police had considerable difficulty in

holding the immense throng in check at

Times Square. Several hundred automo

biles were packed in the square, and side

streets, but whoever had the parking in

ica, fired the-gun for the start, and the six

specially equipped cars, and an escort of

several hundred cars, many of them decor

ated with fiags,_,proceeded up crowd-lined

Broadway. The cars that started, and their

occupants, were:

Thomas (American), Montague Roberts,

driver; Harold Brinker and W. J. Henly.

Prothos (German), Ernst Maas, driver;

Hans Knape and Lieut. H. Koeppen.

Brixia-Zust (Italian), Emilo Sirtori, driv

er; Henri Haaga and Antonio Scarfoglio.

Sizaire-Naudin (French), August Pons,

driver; Maurice Berlhe and Lucien De

champs.

Motobloc (French), Charles Godard,

driver; Arthur Hue and R. Maurice Livier.

DeDion (French), Boursier St. Chaffray,

driver, M. Austran and Capt. Hans Hansen.

It was an imposing procession that pa

raded up Broadway. Crowds of people

lined the streets and cheered the tourists

while small boys threw snowballs. Mon

tague Roberts, driver of the only American

car in the contest, and from which trailed a

large American flag, naturally received the

greatest applause, while the De Dion crew,

decided to stay at Poughkeepsie over night,

while the other two cars, left behind in the

first fifteen miles, thought Peekskill, 44

miles, far enough for one half day’s jour

ney. All of the cars had trouble in the

snow drifts, and only strenuous shoveling

served to dig them out.

As the chances of any of the cars get

ting to San Francisco before the roses

bloom are 100 to 1 against them, unless

they go by railroad, it would seem that

Godard and Pons, in charge respectively, of

the Motobloc and the Sizaire-Naudin, have

hit upon the right idea—to enjoy themselves

while they may, by not rushing things. The

crews of these two cars stopped at Dobbs

Ferry for luncheon and spent more than

three hours to feast and to allow a moving

picture photographer, whom they are carry

ing with them, to expose many yards of

film. The Frenchmen did not seem in any

great hurry to leave- the open fireside in

the inn at which they stopped.

From general observation and scraps of

conversation picked up from the occupants

of the cars, it is plain that the foreigners

do not begin to realize the magnitude of
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the task before them. They seem to think

that the real journey will not begin until

after they have crossed America and reach

Alaska. They are possessed of the notion

that roads in this country are not much

worse than those in France. The gasolene

tank on the Moto Bloc may be cited as an

example of this ignorance of the foreigners

regarding American highways. The tank

is situated at the rear of the car, within

six inches of the ground. The first big snow

ester, to say- nothing of elsewhere. Near

Rochester the snow, wheel deep, covers the

ground, so that the contest is likely to re

solve into a shoveling match before New

York State is left behind.

There are really two "races" from New

York to Paris, via Alaska, under way. For

on Tuesday afternoon, a Werner car left a

newspaper office on Park Row, New York

City, in charge of Eugene Le Louvier, but

taking the unusual route by way of Philadel

horses, or dissembling the cars and pack

ing the parts in carts or on dog sleds, or

any other old thing is permissible in

“races” of this sort, there is no telling what

may happen or what the “contenders” may

or may not do.

San Antonio’s Absurd Speed Limit.

San Antonio's (Texas) city council has

passed an ordinance that “goes the limit"

for absurdity. Because of the excellent

  

1. THE LlGITLY-LADEN THOMAS. 2 AND 3, THE MOTOBLOC STOPPED FOR LUNCHBON AT DOBBS' FERRY. 6. THE HBAVILY-LADgN PROTOQ

drift or sharp rock may show that it has

been misplaced.

With the exception of the Thomas and

the little single-cylinder Naudin, all the

ears, with their elaborate equipment, labor

under too much weight. The De Dion, load

cd, weighs 6,600 pounds; the Zust, 3,520

pounds; the Prothos, 6,000 pounds; and the

Moto Bloc, which seemed to have some dif

ficulty in climbing several of the hills be

tween New York City and Tarrytown, tips

the scales at 6,325 pounds. What will hap~

pen to them if ever they reach the Rocky

Mountains, does not make pleasant surmise.

Included in the equipment of the last

named car are three cases of champagne.

All the cars carry rope, ladders, block and

tackle. shovels and picks, which, perhaps,

is a fortunate thing, as the snow encoun

tered between New York and Tarrytown is

nothing as compared to that which will

cover the ground in the vicinity of Roche

phia, Cincinnati, Kansas City, St. Louis,

Cheyenne, Portland and Tacoma.

tempt to beat the other six “racers” al

though it already seems practically out of

the running. The car balked before it got

on the ferry boat to transport it to Staten

Island, and some of its mechanism went

wrong five minutes after the ferry trip

ended. After a stop of two hours and eight

minutes it was persuaded to run into a gro

cery cart. Five stops for repairs were made

between New Brunswick and Trenton and

at 10.15 p. m. Tuesday it skidded into a

snow drift at Tulleytown. Pa. It was still

stuck in the drift at 2.15 a. m. \Vednesday,

when two touring cars came along and took

turns towing it to Frankford. The three

Frenchmen managed to get the car to Phil

adelphia by 5.30 o’clock and spent the rest

of yesterday in bed. Their "death" is soon

expected, but as “rebuilding” cars en route,

or shipment entire by boat, or hauling by

It will at—’

streets and 185 miles of fine macadam lead

ing out of the city some scorching is saiu

to have developed, to break up which the

council has passed an ordinance establish

ing speed limits of three miles an hour in

the business section of the city, five miles

an hour in the residence section and eight

miles an hour in the suburbs. \Vhen turn

ing a corner automobiles are required to

slow down to two miles, while a fine of $200

may be imposed if the driver fails to stop

on signal of a policeman.

Falwell President of the Quakers.

P. Donald Folwell was unanimously

chosen president of the Quaker City Auto~

mobile Club, of Philadelphia, at its annual

meeting last week. A. T. James was

elected first vice-president; L. D. Berger,

second vice-president, and‘A. T. Stewart,

was re-elected treasurer. Harry C. Har

haeh was elected secretary.
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REMOTE CIIANCE T0 REACH PARIS

Terrors of Route Told by Real Travelers—

Cars May go Through, it Deer or

Dogs are Available.

  

the

development of the plans of the New York

It has been interesting to follow

I Paris race as they have appeared in print

from day to day, says V. Stefiannson, who

was a member of the Anglo-American Arc

tic expedition. At first the promoters were

undecided between two promising routes

—should the machines cross to the Pacific

coast south of or near the Canadian bound

ary, then follow the 'coast northward to

Skagway, Alaska, and proceed thence over

\Vhite

Horse?—or should they go from Winnipeg

the mountains to the Yukon at

to Edmonton and then across craggy ridge

and wooded dale by the mounted police

pack-horse trail to the Yukon? In either

case they were to proceed "down the Yukon

on the ice,” and “across Bering Straits from

Nome to East cape" (also on the ice). A

good many highly diverting opinions on

both schemes were secured by enterprising

reporters from men whose official titles

soundas if they should know more than

they do about the north. A person of high

political standing in Canada was said 'to

“regard the Edmonton route as feasible,"

and one of the first men. in the geological

department in W'ashington was quoted (cor

rectly?) as saying that “once on the tun

dra" the autos could get along without much

trouble, for they would be able to go along

on top the hard-packed snow!

The coastal route from Vancouver to

Skagway was soonest abandoned. Perhaps

some summer tourist had noticed the cliffs

that alternately come perpendicularly to

the sea or are covered to the water’s edge

with close standing, burly evergreen trees.

Perhaps this tourist had even gone ashore;

his experience may then have suggested to

him that where a man in leggings squeezes

between trees with difficulty. a six—cylinder

car might have its troubles. As for the Ed

monton route, a humorist did for that over

mountain scheme. He suggested (and a re

porter took him seriously) that as the po

lice trail was barely practicable for dog

sleds and pack ponies, and was, beside, in

many places too- narrow for a machine, it

would be best not to try following the trail,

but to strike straight across country, mak

ing a bee line for Dawson. A man who has

succeeded in having this opinion quoted

seriously in a newspaper has therein suffi

cient cause to feel he has not lived in vain.

Taking an automobile up the most pathless

slope of Mount Washington would be a

boulevard compared with crossing the for

ested ridges of the 2,000-mile wilderness that

separates Edmonton from Dawson.

Both these startling wilderness-crossing

projects weakened gradually and finally

died a quiet death when the much advertis

ing of the race began to bring the opinions

of real travelers into the news ofiices where

these routes had been laid out on the wall

maps. The machines are expected to

make San Francisco in about thirty

days and to reach Valdez on the

south coast of Alaska by steamer in late

March or early April. Thence they are to

go over the government mail trail north to

Fairbanks on the Tanana, d0wn the Tanana

to the Yukon, down the Yukon to its mouth

and thence over the land ice to St. Michaels

and Nome. Even this plan, a thousand per

cent. more sensible than the ones tenta

tively outlined at the start by the newspaper

promoters .of the race, will bear careful re

view. \

The thirty day schedule across the con

tinent can doubtless be maintained or bet

tered, and the late March sailings from San'

Francisco via Seattle are therefore likely

to bring most or all the contestants to

Valdez by the first Week in April. ,Then

comes the over-mountain trail to Fairbanks.

The snow on it is usually so hard packed by

much travel that it may be "negotiable" for

machines, though one cannot help reflect

ing that the lighter and more readily dis

memberable a machine is, the cheaper and

easier it will be to freight it by horses or

dogs if necessary. One is also prone to

wonder (if one or more machines get to

Paris finally) whether the several thousand

mile section of the journey from San Fran

cisco to the made roads of Siberia will have

been an automobile race at all, or merely

a contest in shipping dismembered engines

over swamp and sea.

But granting that the machines could get

over the trail to Fairbanks. it. may seem

on paper as if most of their difficulties in

reaching Nome were over. “And thence on

the ice of the Tanaua and Yukon rivers to

Nome," looks feasible enough (when you

read it in your morning paper at breakfast.

But the trouble is this: It is seldom that

any considerable stretch of one of the great

northern rivers freezes smooth. The Indian

sleds that follow the Mackenzie travel less

on the ice than along the banks, for the sur

face of the stream is not smooth and even,

but is jagged as the broken bottles on top

of an English stone wall. In the fall the

stream has frozen half an inch or two inches

thick; then this thin ice has been broken

~into a jumble of cakes that tilt on edge and

again freeze in that position. The Yukon

is often heaped and piled so rough that the

crossing of it from one bank\ to the oppo—

site is a serious problem even with a dog

sled, while the winter trails along it fre

quently go over the hills and seldom along

the middle of the river. The machines will,

therefore, be no less dependent on the made

trail after reaching Fairbanks than before.

Having in anticipation brought his ma

chines to Nome. the newspaper program

writer tells us that the machines will "run

across on the ice” to East Cape, Siberia, if

they get “to Nome early enough in the sea

son" (or, as he explains, by May S or 10).

It seems a bit strange that all the Arctic lit

erature which books, magazines and newspa

pers have spread over the country cannot get

out of the public mind the idea that the Arc

tic seas are solidly frozen out in winter. So

far north as human being have as yet been

the winter ice field is broken into floes sep

arated by strips of open water by even slight

storms, be it midwinter or early spring, and

whatever the temperature. But stranger

still than the notion that the winter sea ice

stretches solidly from shore to shore, is the

idea that its surface is smooth after the

manner of the Boston frog pond in January.)

Let people who think so read the records

of any Arctic traveler from Parry to Peary.

Or, seeing Alaskan seas are out of the ques

tion, let them glance at the story and pub

lished photOgraphs of the Anglo-American

Polar expedition. A heap of new blasted

rock in a granite quarry is smooth com

pared with the surface of portions of the

Alaskan. seas, where blocks of ice rise or.

edge like the stone gables of ruined cathe~

drals. And as strange as either of these two

ideas is, the third one that must be in the

heads of those who plan automobiling over

sea ice—that the snow on the ice is hard.

It is hard in drifts, but between are areas

where a man walking without snow shoes

would sink to the knees at every step.

But all this talk about the racers cross

ing Bering Straits on the ice may have no

other serious purpose than to make the trip

seem more romantic to the stay-at-home.

The season will not only be “too late" when

they reach Nome (if they do), but it is

scarcely conceivable, as the spring thaws

will not allow them to get beyond Fair

banks on either ice or snow trail. If this

place is reached before the beginning of

the “break-up," that part of the valor which

is high “discretion” will prompt the racers

to stay till the ice is out of the rivers and

the Tanana and Yukon steamers can take

them to Nome. There they may take ship

for East Cape (should not wisdom ere then_

make it clear to them they had better land

at some more southern and more civilized

port on the east coast of Asia).

The writer's personal experience, and his

collection of photographs to back that ex

perience, do not extend to Siberia. But he

has friends who have walked over the Si

berian "tundra" (which he has not seen)

and over the American “barrens” (which he

has not seen). These friends say that the

"tundra" and the “barrens” are both in

summer and winter much alike. The fol

lowing things are true, then, of both.

The snow which covers the ground in

winter is in occasional places drifted hard

enough to bear a man’s weight; in spots it

might even bear up an automobile. But no

more in the Arctic than on the Dakota

prairie can one go many rods before com

ing to a softer area when even dog sleds

and men on snow shoes will sink in to some

extent. In these places a man without snow

shoes will go in to the ankles or waist (ac
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cording to circumstances); what woiild hap

pen to an automobile on wheels is not

doubtful. One may safely smile a bit at the

manufacturer who is going to equip his

machine with “eight~inch tire rims to en

able it to keep on top of the snow!"

The Russian general, Linnevitch, has

written an article on the feasibility of the

Siberian part of the race. One reads the

cabled summary of this discussion with

growing wonder, for he apparently makes

light of the gravest difficulties. A thousand

mile stretch of uninhabited snow waste is,

apparently, not formidable in his eyes, and

one begins to feel it no great wonder that

the Slavic mind (if generally so sanguine),

occasionally misplans a Siberian military

campaign. - But toward the end of the ar

ticle comes a statement which raises the

general’s good sense considerably in one's

esteem. llis thesis, after all, is merely that

if the machines get to Siberia after having

conquered the difficult Yukon valley and

Bering Straits, they will be equally able to

master the more difficult Siberian 1,200

miles that lead to Nijni Kolimsk. He does

not, therefore, commit himself at all on the

whole project, but merely says if the one

can be done, so can the other. And at the

very end is a statement which places the

Russian general in a class with our own

Mark Twain. The substance of it is that

the journey from East Cape to Nijni K0

limsk presents no insuperable difficulties to

machines that can be dismembered into

parts light enough to transport on deer and

dog sleds. And even this the cautious sol

dier qualifies by putting in a “provided the

deer or dogs can be secured.”

But if this journey to Nijni Kolimsk is to

be made not in winter but in summer, it is

interesting to remember that in summer

the typical tundra is covered with a network

of lakes from the melting snow. That part

of the surface not covered with matz is

mossy—not comparatively smooth, but hum
mocky with the so-called “nigger heads." i

Besides being rough, the surface has the

moist softness of a wet sponge, and is a

pretty continuous bog where the fr0§t thaws

out. To add to the poignancy of the racers’

experience (if, again, they get this far) will

be the Siberian mosquitoes. All the gath

ered hosts of New Jersey are a faint remin

iscence to one who has encountered the

winged clouds of bloodthirsty insects.that

hang like a fog over these northern

swamps.

It would be foolish to say it is impossible

to take an automobile from New York to

Paris' approximately along the route at pres

ent outlined for the contest; Cleopatra's

needle could conceivably be freighted

through the same country. What seems

fairly safe betting is that none of the ma

chines will, under their own power and on

their own wheels, cover any considerable

part of the thousands of miles that separate

San Francisco from Nijni Kolimsk and the

first made roads of Russian Asia.

Personnel of the Racing Board.

Because, in the words of Secretary El~

liott, of the American Automobile Asso—

ciation, “it is considered that the time has

come when racing matters should be di

rected not entirely by amateur sportsmen

appointed from the various clubs," the Rac'

ing Board of that organization hereafter

will closely resemble a trade directory.

\Vith the representatives of the trade who

just have been made members. the full

roster of the board now is as follows:

Chairman, Jefferson De Mont Thompson,

New York; vice-chairman, Frank G. Webb,

Brooklyn; William K. Vanderbilt, Jr., Dave

Hennen Morris, S. M. Butler, H. Rossiter

\Vorthington, Alfred Reeves, Percy Owen,

A. G. Batchelder and S. A. Miles, all of

New York City; A. E. Pardington, Brook

lyn; Charles J. Swain, Philadelphia; H. L.

Bowden, Harry W. Knights and L. R.

Speare, Boston; Benjamin Briscoe. Tarry

town; A. L. Riker, Bridgeport; R. Lincoln

Lippitt, Providence; I. 1. Mann, Paris; E.

R. Thomas, Buffalo; 5. L. Haynes, Spring

field; George L. Weiss, Harry H. Knowles

and Thomas Henderson, Cleveland; A. B.

Lambert, St. Louis; George G. Greenberg

and I. M. Cobe, Chicago; H. A. Bonnell,

Newark, N. 1.; Henry Ford, Detroit, and

Asa Paine, Minneapolis.
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FIN)!" DRIVING AND STEERING

Views of Two Well Known Experts on an

Important Problem—Its Bearing on

Power Economy and Control.

50 firmly rooted are the ideas governing

present methods of automobile design, that

it is almost impossible to conceive of an

upheaval taking place of sufficient magni

tude to introduce to anything like a uni

versal extent the system of front wheel driv

ing and steering. Yet there are many con

siderations of a purely theoretical nature

which point to such a change as being ideal,

chiefly because with the propelling force ap

plied directly in connection with the steer

ing action, the tendency to skidding and un

manageability in deep mud or snow would

be largely eliminated.

At the January meeting of the British

Institution of Automobile Engineers, a sym

posium of this absorbing topic was pre

sented by Dr. Hele-Shaw, inventor of the

clutch which bears his name, and a well

known scientist, and R. NV. Harvey Bailey,

an engineer who has been closely associated

with experiments in front driving for a

number of years. Several systems of front

driving are in vogue at the present time,

both here and abroad, but it is safe to as

sume that the average motorist has little

or no comprehension of the soundness oi

theory upon which they are based. His

torically, the front driven vehicle is very

old. Says Mr. Bailey in this connection:

“As a matter of fact, the first steam ve

hicle, built in 1769 by Cugnot, was a three

wheeler, driving and steering on a single

front wheel, while the first vehicle Hancock

built was on the same lines exactly.

“Again, in 1862, we find Pattison in evi

dence with his combined front driving and

steering four-wheeler, whilst in our own

day, in 1895 and 1896 Messrs. Thornycroft

made their first attempt at road locomotion

with a vehicle that drove the front wheels,

but steered by means of the rear wheels.”

Probably, as he explains, the earlier at~

tempts at front driving were instigated

largely on account of the use of the three

wheeled vehicle and the, then serious, dif

ficulty of providing for differential action

in turning corners, existing where two

wheels were used in propulsion. All more

recent attempts in the same line he ascribes

to another trouble' universally prevalent,

and “generally called ‘skidding.’” While

this may be, and frequently is, the result

of bad driving, the author states it as his

experience based on trials with both types,

that basically it is an inherent trouble with

the system of propulsion. When a car of

the ordinary type is placed upon a turn, a

difficulty arises which he explains as fol

lows:

“It is at once clear that the force pro

pelling the vehicle is, in a rear driver, par

 

allel in its direction to the center line of

the car, whereas the front wheels are set at

an angle to this direction, varying to suit

the exigencies of the moment.

“Analyzing the forces which are brought

into action at the moment when an attempt

to turn is made. it is plain that the car itself

will only follow the curve as set out by the

position of the rear wheels, because these

lay out a curve of least resistance, resulting

from the fact that the wheels are vastly

easier to revolve on their axis than they are

to slide bodily sideways.

“Although this is generally true, it is not

always so; and as the resolved force along

the direction of the turn becomes less, the

greater the angle of deflection becomes,

there comes a time when, if the roads are

greasy, the resolved force is too small to

act upon the vehicle and alter its direction,

because the reaction of the road on the

wheel caused by the propelling force is itself

too small to prevent the wheel sliding bod

ily forward in the direction of the propel

ing force. This, then, is obviously one se

rious defect in the rear-driving car.”

Front driven vehicles he divides into two

general classes, as those in which the steer

ing is done from the rear, and those

in which the driving and steering are

performed simultaneously from the front.

The former he dismisses at some

length and for reasons already well known

to those who have had experience with ve

hicles of the type of the electric cab species

at one time so common in New York City

service, for instance. Of the second class,

he points out that “a very slight consid

eration of the conditions shows that,

whether running straight or making a turn.

since the steering wheels are also the trac

tors or drivers, it is plain that in this type

at least since the propelling forces are al

ways in the proposed line of travel, that

here is a design which is mechanically cor

rect, as the propulsive force tends to sta

bility, being never predisposed to skidding."

Regarding the method of gasolene pro

pulsion as applied to front driving and

steering. he remarks that it is often sub

ject to adverse criticism because of the

great loss of power supposed to entail upon

the use of the universal joint mechanism in

the driving shaft.

“This notion is based upon the miscon~

ception that it is often working on a big

lock, whereas, as a matter of fact. almost

95 per cent. of the driving is such that the

joint is only a loose coupling in a practically

straight length of shaft and as such, of

course, has no movement in its individual

parts; hence it cannot, while so acting, be

a source of loss,” he explains.

“There is, of course. a fairly large loss of

power when the vehicle is turning on full

lock (50 degrees), but even then the front

driver would compare favorably with a rear

driver on the same lock, because in the front

driver the loss of power through the joint

is more than compensated for in the fact

that the front driver exerts its energy in

the direction of required motion, while a

rear driver exerts its forces in a direction

inclined at 50 degrees to the desired direc

tion. . .

"Considering, finally, the benefits of the

system, first and foremost stands the fact

that front driving and steering vehicles are

non-skidding—not that the author would

mean that taking corners at full speed they

will not skid, but that under ordinary fair

usage they are non-skidding.

“It is only'a question of grip in relation

to the centrifugal force in such a case as

above referred to, and it is obvious that

making the speed high enough anything will

fly outwards from its path; but even then-

and this requires emphasizing—the act of

turning the wheels, since these are drivers,

will admit of some control, even under such

circumstances.”

Another phase of the matter is brought

up by Dr. Hele-Shaw, who refers to from

and rear braking—a subject which has re

cently been aired to a considerable extent

in British motoring circles. “It is easy to

see that so long as the vehicle is being pro

pelled by the front wheels, the vehicle as a

.whole will only follow the tracks of the

front wheels, and would not be inclined to

skid,” he says, “that is, assuming the back

wheels to run easily; but it is not so easy

to understand'what happens when the brake

is applied to the front wheels.

“It looks at first as if the free-running

back wheels and most of the weight be

hind would tend to over-run the front

“wheels and slew round the vehicle, causing

what is commonly known as a side-slip. On

looking, however, into the matter a little

more closely we see that the difference be

tween the cases when india rubber and pneu

matic tired wheels are free running and

with the brake applied should be taken into

account. It only needs simple experiment

to demonstrate the fact that whereas a

wheel of this kind when free running tends

to move most easily in the direction of its

plane of rotation, when the brake is applied

the exact opposite is the case, and it is

much easier for a wheel on a greasy surface

to slip sideways than to move forward in

"s own plane. We therefore have this re

sult, that if the brake is applied on the

front wheels, any tendency to slip may be

checked'by the driver adroitly using his

steering wheel. the hind wheels which are

free running following in the direction of

the vehicle, without any tendency for the

mass of the vehicle to swerve sideways. If,

however, instead of the front wheels being

braked, the brake is applied to the back

wheels, it becomes an extremely difficult

thing to prevent side-slip taking place, un

less non-skid devices are used, even by

skilful manipulation in steering the front

wheels.”

As to the comparative controlability of

front and rear driven vehicles. he refers to

several tests of his own recently carried out

with a British front driven electric vehicle

and another vehicle of practically the same
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specifications, but rear driven. While cross

ing a patch of artificial mud, it was found

that the front driven machine held its course

every time, while the rear driven one man

ifested a decided tendency to swerve. \Nhen

an attempt was made to alter the course of

either vehicle on the greasy patch, it was

found that it became more or less uncon

trolable. A subsequent trial of the front

driven machine made by altering the weight

distribution over the front and rear axles,

developed the fact that as the weight on

the front wheels was proportionately dimin

ished, the controlability of the vehicle was

correspondingly decreased. The well known

performance of the Christie car is an ex

ample bearing out the same theory.

The principal advantages of the electric

and hydraulic systems in contradistinction

t0 gasolene and steam, are, as he explains,

that they are directly applicable to the driv'

ing wheels, as is done with the

American Couple-Gear vehicles, thus

concentrating the power plant and simpli

fying the mechanism to a most desirable

extent. Naturally, such systems are not

applicable to light and swiftly moving ve

hicles of the pleasure type, as at present

constructed, though several attempts are

being made abroad to introduce fore ear

riages in machines of the town car type.

To Avoid Misleading Ammeter Tests.

While it is an excellent plan to test

ignition dry-cells frequently in order to

keep track of their performance and ensure

long life, it is well to make sure that the

observations are made with a reliable in

strument. With many of the cheaper

grades of ammeter which are sold for bat~

tery testing. the tendency is for the read

ing to become higher than it should be after

some little service has been seen, with the

result that the batteries under test appear

to be giving from two to four times as much

current as is actually the case. This fact

may account for some of the many tales

which are heard of the sudden failure of

batteries which up to the last have con

tinued to give a high amperage. The test,

of course, is useless unless the instrument

is correct. On this account it is well to

test the batteries occasionally by leading

temporary wires from a switchboard instru

ment, which is apt to be pretty nearly stand

ard, afterward checking the portable instru

ment by taking a second reading from the

same batteries.

Speed Indicator in Compact Form.

A new speed indicator which has just

been brought out in England takes the form

of a tiny magneto, mounted on the axle of

the car and driven directly. The indicating

device, which is merely a miniature volt

meter graduated to read in miles per hour,

is carried on the dashboard. and also in~

eludes an odometer of the ordinary mechan

ical type. The voltmeter wires and the driv

ing shaft of the odometer are enclosed in

a single flexible casing.

F0]! ADJUSTMENT 0|" THE TIMING

Simple Attachment Adapted to the Use of

the Inexperienced—How It is to

be Employed.

To many drivers the possibility of some

time being called upon to time the valves

or ignition of the motor without any advice

or help from more experienced sources, ex

ists as a very real bugaboo. To obviate any

difficulty on this score, a London supply

house recently brought out a timing de

vice which is wonderfully simple and,

granted that the method of timing upon

which it is based is one which is applica

ble to the average motor, should entirely

remove my fears of disaster which the in

experienced engineman may entertain. In

a word, the device consists of a small me

tallic disc which may be clamped to the

clutch, fly wheel or some other moving part

of the motor turning in synchronism with

the crank shaft, and upon which are indi

cated the points on which the valves are to

open and the ignitor circuit to close. The

proper point is in every case located by

means of a spirit level which gives an abso

lutely correct setting, provided the instru

ment has been properly adjusted in the be

ginning.

In order to adjust the timing of the valves,

for instance. all that is necessary is to turn

over the crank shaft until the piston has

reached the top of its stroke and then

clamp the device in place, turning it so that

the level is horizontal, and an arm to which

it is connected registers with a point on

the dial of the device which is marked zero.

To facilitate this and the subsequent oper'

ations, the dial is perforated at the proper

points, and a pin carried by the arm is made

to fit into the holes in turn, thus locating

the position of the level absolutely in every

case. The pin and arm are then turned to

the point marked “open” on the exhaust

circle, and the crank shaft is revolved un

til the level again balances horizontally.

The mere act of balancing the level

is sufficient to bring the piston to the proper

position. After setting the piston in this

way, all that is required is to set the valves

to open or close at that point.

Three sets of perforations are placed on

the dial in as many circles, the outer one

applying only to the timing of the exhaust

valve, the inner to the ignition setting, and

the middle one to the setting of the inlet

valves. The perforations relating to the

ignition system are two in number, and re

fer to the location of the point of maximum

retard for high tension magneto and jump

spark systems, respectively, while for the

low tension magneto system, the hole

marked zero, is employed.

By following the settings laid out by the

perforations. only one method of timing is

obtainable, it will be observed. This is ac

cording to a design of the inventor's and

allows for early exhaust opening and late

closing both of exhaust and inlet, while for

a period of about 5 degrees at the beginning

of the suction stroke, both the inlet and

exhaust valves are open. Out of deference

to those who prefer their own settings to

this, as well as to permit of comparing the

adjustment of the valves in all the cylinders

of a multi-eylinder motor, a second and in

terchangeable dial is provided which, unlike

the first, is without perforations, but in

stead is divided into degrees on one side,

and percentages of the circle on the other.

By using this arrangement, it is possible

to obtain any system of timing exactly as

laid out in a chart.

Raising the Limit of Compression.

It has been supposed for several years

that the practical limit of compression

pressures for internal combustion motors

of the common type was somewhere about

30 pounds per square inch. That improve

ments in design may ultimately raise this

limit, was shown by the results of a series

of experiments conducted by Professor

Burstall of Birmingham University, Eng

land. who succeeded in making successful

tests at more than double what is usually

considered the limit of compression pres

sure.

Fully two years were consumed in the

research of which this was theconclusion,

the broad purpose of which was to discover

the relation between initial compression and

heat efficiency. Considerable alteration of

the engine under test was one of the inci

dental complications to the investigation.

Special ignition apparatus also was re

quired to withstand the tendency to pre

ignition, and many unsuccessful trials were

essayed before it was found possible to run

the compression above 140 pounds. When

finally the motor was got into working

shape it was found that it did its best work

when running at 175 pounds compression.

A thermal efficiency of 43 per cent. was de

veloped under these conditions, which is as

high as has yet been attained by any motor

with the single exception of the Diesel ma

chine which runs upon a specially modified

cycle. The results though instructive in a

general way, have no present application to

automobile practice, beyond showing the

existing possibilities.

Grounding the Plug Wire.

When for any reason it becomes neces

sary to run the motor with one or more of

the spark plug terminals disconnected, care

should be taken to ground them positively

against the cylinders or some other metallic

part of the machine. Otherwise the full

voltage of the secondary current will be

‘discharged through the infinite resistance

of the air, and the chances of breaking dowr.

the insulation of the coil will be very great.

Removing the plug wire altogether inflicts

upon the coil affected the worst possible

strain to which it can be subjected.
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W0!!! GEAR IN INDEPENDENT DRIVE

Practical Features of Twin Motor “Mixed”

System in New Omnibus—Simple

Methods of Control.

Mixed systems of auto-propulsion are mul»

tiplying with great rapidity, and it would

appear that with each new comer, some com

mendably ingenious device is brought out.

Thus, in the case of the new Hallford om

nibuscs, which just have made their appear

ance in London, the unique feature consists

in the use of a special form of independent

drive for each of the rear wheels. Instead

of the common arrangement of the motors

with their axes parallel to those of the driv

ing wheels, they are arranged longitudinally

primarily to prevent sparking at the com

mutator, also is of value in that' it permits

the machine to pick up its load on closed

circuit when starting the vehicle from rest.

The control system is based on altering

the excitation of the dynamo, by passing

the field current through suitable resistances.

In this way no great proportion of the

energy of the gasolene motor is lost in

heating resistances, and the driver’s mas

tery of the vehicle is in no way impaired.

In addition to this, provision is made for

operating the motors either in parallel or

series. Speed control is therefore obtained

in two ways, that is to say, by varying the

current strength in the generator, or by ac

celerating the engine. '

For stopping, a foot-operated electric cut

out is employed, and this is so placed on

the right of the foot board that in order to

  

theof the car, bolted to the outside of

frame side members, and driving through

cardan shafts and worm gearing.

The layout of the power plant and trans

mission is seen in the accompanying plan

view, in which A, is the generator, directly

connected to the gasolene engine mounted

vertically ‘at the fore part of the chassis,

while C-C are the two motors, each of which

drives its own wheel through a suitable car

dan shaft and worm gearing. In this con

nection it is interesting to note that the

worms instead of being mounted in fixed

relation to the wheels, are carried on inde

pendent ball bearings, and transmit their

power to the wheels through jaw clutches,

which permit a certain amount of freedom

of movement and allow the worms to seek

their own alignment with the gears, irre

spective of any possible distorsion of the

wheels and axles, also relieving them of all

shock. Just back of each motor is mounted

a small hand brake. The gear reduction in

the worms is 12 to 1, so that the motors

run as high as 1,200 revolutions per minute.

Consequently the brakes, which are inter

connected and balanced, are very powerful.

The gasolene engine is of conventional

pattern and rated at 30 horsepower. The

electric generator to which it is connected

is mounted directly in the chassis frame. and

is of the “interpolar” type, that is to say,

it is provided with two sets of field wind~

ings, one of which is in shunt and the other

in series. This arrangement, while intended

reach it the operator must remove his foot

from the engine accelerator, thus slowing

the generator, and reducing the voltage of

the main current before circuit is broken.

An interlocking device connected with the

foot switch, prevents the raising of the

pedal to its full height except when the con

troller lever is in either the forward or re

verse position. In addition to this, the en

gine is governed automatically. to prevent

racing, or throttling below a certain min

imum speed. A throttle lever is mounted

on the steering wheel in addition to the

lever controlling the position of the rheo

stat, which is used in conjunction with the

foot accelerator.

By virtue of the arrangement of parts

employed, it is possible to gain access to

any of the important organs of the trans

mission at any time without stripping down

the chassis or running it over a pit. The

motors, in particular, being mounted on the

outside of the frame, are in a thoroughly

accessible position, while the generator may

be got at by merely raising the foot board

in front of the driver’s seat. Further than

this. the use of independent drivers for

each of ‘the rear wheels, does away with the

requirement of a mechanical differential, as

is the case with any double motor electric

system, but in addition to this, the manner

of placing the motors, renders the rear}

axle essentially simple. and affords a high

gear ratio with that most desirable of all

features, a silent drive.

WIIEN GREASE IS N0'l' A EUBRICANT

Resistance It Offers When Stifl'ened by

Low Temperature—Evils that may Re

sult Under Such a Condition.

Safe to say the average motorist has ab

solutely no comprehension of the amount of

resistance offered by a bearing which com<

monly is lubricated by grease or so-called

“hard oil,” when the atmospheric temper

ature is so low as to cause the grease to

Instead of acting as a

the

grease actually increases the natural resist

stii’fen perceptably.

lubricant under those circumstances,

ance due to the load on the bearings to a

degree which at times throws strains on

the mechanism which are a menace.

In the case of counter shaft bearings, for

instance, where the possible addition to the

regular load which might be brought about

in this way is comparatively slight, there is

little possibility of harm from this cause.

But where sliding gearsets are packed in

grease, the very attempt to move one of the

sliding groups in order to start the car may

be sufficient to spring the connections be

tween the gears aud the hand lever of a

poorly constructed car, causing the inter‘

locking mechanism to prevent the clutch

from being fully seated, or even preventing

the gears from meshing sufficiently to se

cure enough tooth surfacc in contact to

prevent stripping.

In the same way, where grease is used in

bearings which are placed at some little

distance from the grease cups, there is dan

ger that cold weather may make it prac

tically impossible to force the lubricant

through to its destination, turning down the

feed screw on the cups simply serving to

force the grease past the plunger into the

upper part of the chamber and effecting no

more useful purpose. In fact, this is one

of the greatest drawbacks to the use of

grease in cold weather, and not even the

tendency to warm the supply slightly as a

result of the undue friction set up is always

sufficient to ensure perfect lubrication. For

generally speaking, the heat so generated

is purely local and while sufficient to soften

the grease in the immediate neighborhood

of the bearing, has no effect on any which

may be located in oil—ways or pipes distant

only an inch or so away.

On this account, it is well to be particu

larly watchful of all parts of the machine

which are dependent on grease for lubrica

tion during the cold weather. \‘Vhen the

machine is habitually kept in a heated room

when standing idle, there is little or no dan

ger of trouble arising on this score. But

when permitted to remain in the cold for

any length of time, there is a chance that

abrasion may occur in the bearings, or that

some of the more delicate parts may be

sprung. unless care is taken in handling

the machine until thoroughly warmed up.
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INTERCIIANGEABLE WORM DRIVE

Speed Ratio Altered by Varying Number of

Threads on Spiral—Individual Clutches

for Effecting Changes.

In connection with the development of

the worm drive for motor vehicles, which

has been in use by a few makers for sev>

eral years, a number of attempts have been

made to produce a method of speed chang

ing directly adaptable to the worm, thus

doing away with the usual gear box and

placing the bulk of the transmission on the

rear axle. Thus far, these efforts have re

sulted only in the production of mechanical

curiosities. Recently a foreign inventor has

added a new system to the list, which hard
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ly appears to be practical, though its inge~

nuity commends it to notice. '

The plan is to employ four worms, all

held constantly in mesh with the same gear

wheel, the latter, instead of being of the

solid type with cut teeth, carrying a series

of balls embedded in its surface, which fit

into the helical grooves of the worms. Nat

urally these are all of the same pitch, but

by employing one single, one double and

one triple thread, the thread angle is varied

sufficiently to secure three different ratios

of transmission, according to the selection

of one or another of the worms as the

driver. The fourth worm is single threaded,

but is pitched oppositely to the other three,

thus affording the reverse movement. Each

worm is mounted on a short shaft and car

ries a jaw clutch integrally mounted with it

and adapted to lock with a master clutch

when thrown into the driving position.

The accompanying illustration gives a

fair idea of the method of mounting and

the system used in changing gear. The

driven shaft, A, carries the wheel, B, with

the ball teeth, C, and is surrounded by the

casing, H, which carries the four worm

shafts, D, with the clutches, G. The driv

ing shaft, E, carries the clutch, F, which_

ma} be engaged with one of the clutches,

G. l'o effect the changes of speed, the eas

ing which is at once, gear housing and

carrier for the worms, is partially rotated,

about the' driven shaft, so that the desired

worm is brought into the upper horizontal

position. When so placed, the clutch, G,

may be engaged and the drive established

by means of the usual'master clutch.

Electric Differential in Mixed System.

Among the new machines employing the

electro-mechanical transmission, of which

several have been brought out within a year,

the system of the Ampere car, one of the

brand new French productions, should not

be overlooked, because it embodies not sim

ply a multiple adaptation of the magnetic

clutch-principle, but also extends the same

scheme to the differential provision for the

rear wheels, which is controlled not me

chanically. but electrically, and in propor

tion to the deflection of the steering wheels.

It is in no sense of the word a gearless car,

since the ordinary form of transmission is

employed, practically in its entirety. The

novelty consists in the application of indi~

vidual electromagnetic clutches, in place of

the usual sliding pinions, all gears being in

continuous mesh.

Permanently attached to each driving

gear in the change gear group is a magnetic

diSc, adjacent to which is a magnetic clutch,

splincd to the shaft, but free to slide upon it

for a certain distance. Whenever the field

of either of the magnets is excited by di

recting the master current through it, the

effect is to lock the corresponding disc to

it, much as a keeper is locked to a horse

shoe magnet, thus fixing the gear to the

shaft, about which it is otherwise free to

revolve. In this way the changes of speed

are all effected by manipulating the small

switch mounted above the steering column.

The most unique provision of the system,

however, is that corresponding to the dif

ferential. Each wheel is mounted loosely

on the end of the solid, live rear axle, and

carries a disc, similar to those employed in

the gearset. A magnet, also similar to those

in the gearset, is mounted on the end of

the axle adjacent to the disc, and the flow

of current through it is controlled by the

movement of the steering wheel in such a

wav that whenever the front wheels are de~

flected, the driving wheel which has the

shorter turning radius is released, the other

being held in fixed relation to the axle. In

addition to this, whenever the brakes are

applied, the current through the rear

clutches is discontinued, and liability to skid

ding is therefore largely abolished.

The controlling current, which here

serves merely the purpose of a connecting,

rather than a driving medium, it will be ob

served, is derived from a special form of

magneto, mounted on the engine. By an

ingenius disposition'of the windings, two

currents, at varying potentials are gener

ated, one of which is used for igniting the

gas in the cylinders, and the other in con—

trolling the transmission. The system is

the product of the Société Etablissements

Ampere of Billancourt, France.

SIMPLE AUTDMATIC. REGULA'NR

Quality of Mixture Controlled by Differen

tial Piston—Improvement Effected by

Change in Carburetter.

  

So _general is the apparent tendency to

increased complication both as to Con

struction and number of parts in the mat—

ter of carburetter design, that'it is really

noteworthy when a fairly simple, idea _is

fixed _upon which bears the'e'ar marks of

Thus,

the Jobling carburetter, which is here illus—

apparent suitability for the purpose.

trated, contains the germ of the true auto

matic type in which regulation is affected

by varying the quantity of air drawn over

the fuel jet, a strangling or dash-pot action

for preventing rapid fluctuations in the qual
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ity of the mixture, and has the furtherlrec

ommendation of possessing but a single

moving part—itself composed of but one

piece.

The arrangement in question contem~

plates the use of the ordinary system of

float regulation and a plain jet around

which the air current rises as in the sim

plest form of carburetter. The distinguish

ing feature of the jet is that its body is

much larger than is ordinarily the case, the

outside of the jet, together with the inside

of the single sliding regulator, forming the

air passage. This organ takes the form' or

a differential piston which is hollow. The

lower extension is made not simply to re

duce the area of the passage surrounding

the jet, but also to partially cut of? the en

trance of the air to the passage. The up

per portion of the valve fits the delivery

passage closely and by virtue of the shoul

der against which it fits, acts as a sort

of suction dash pot to check its movement.

From the illustration the arrangement will

be perfectly evident. A is the jet through

which the fuel is drawn by the suction of

the motor, which also lifts the air through

the air port, B, to the reduced area, E.

around the jet. The delivery port is di

rectly above through C, while the shoulder,

G. in the wall, F limits the travel of the

valve, D; H, is a wire placed across the

valve and used in removing it from the

chamber when cleaning or repairing.
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MODIFICATION OF THE SUSPENSION

Two New Systems Using Supplementary

Springs—Vertical Thrust Transformed

into Horizontal.

Notwithstanding the great popularity of

the so-called shock absorbing devices, it is

evident that the use of supplemental springs

is constantly growing more pronounced.

While the end sought is the same in de

vices of both types, the method is distinctly

dissimilar. With the shock absorber, the

plunging action of the springs during the

period of recovery from the initial deflection

is checked by direct braking action. The

supplemental spring, on the other hand, be

cause of its inherent properties, serves to

interrupt the oscillation of the main springs,

by interference of vibrations. There are

various ways in which this object may be

effected, such as the use of helical springs in

conjunction with the usual elliptical mem

bers, the use of scroll'end full elliptical

 
  

horizontal elastic medium, g, attached at

m, to the chassis. The elastic medium may

be of any sort desired, so long as its posi

tion is horizontal. In use, when the axle,

h, is raised by an obstruction in the road,

the main spring, a, is compressed, its ex~

tremities thereby receiving a vertical re

action, which, in the case of the bell crank,

tralizing the lifting tendency at those

points. Total transformation of all ver

tical forces into horizontal, is absurd.

The second system, which is known as the

“B. C.," is designed in accordance with

practically the same principle as the Demer

liac, except that the secondary springs are

vertical instead of horizontal and the con

 

 

 

  

connection at d, is transformed into a hor

izontal motion, absorbed and resisted by

the spring, g. This thrust, being horizontal,

has no appreciable efiect on the occupants of

the machine, according to the theory of the

invention.

 

springs, in which the members have differ

ent periods of vibration, and also certain

systems of equalization by means of cou

pling bars, which in possible adaptation of

for a very wide range of plausible practice.

In connection with the latter principle it

is instructive to consider a couple of re

cent French designs, which, though quite

similar in spirit, yet differ in mechanism to

a significant degree. The first, which is

known as the Demerliac suspension is ca

pable of two possible variations in arrange

ment. The principle upon which the sys

tem is based depends upon the fact that the

reactions of the ordinary suspension are

vertical in direction, and that however much

they may be dampened or partially sur

pressed, they still act as vertical thrusts

which appear to the passenger in the form

of distinct vibrations. The object of M. L.

Demerliac in designing the system under

discussion was merely that of converting

these oscillatory thrusts into horizontal in

stead of vertical impulses.

As shown in Fig. 1, the laminated spring,

a, instead of being linked directly to the

frame by means of the ordinary shackles,

is connected to a bell crank lever, e-d, piv

oted about the fixed point, f, where it is at‘

tached to the frame. The horizontal arm,

(I, is linked to the end of the main spring,

while the vertical arm is connected to some

  

In Fig. 2, the same principle is shown as

applied to both ends of the main spring, in

stead of to one end alone. Both balancing

members are made to “look” in the same

direction so that the resulting horizontal

reactions are both toward the front of the

nection is by means of a straight lever in

stead of the bell~crank arrangement em

ployed in the latter device. Each extrem»

ity of the main spring is connected to a

balancer which is pivoted about a point of

support on the frame. In each case the op

posite end of the balan‘cer is attached to a

helical spring, mounted on a rod, which also

is connected to the frame.

Thus, when the axle is raised by an ob

stacle in the road, the compression of the

main spring produces a vertical reaction in

each of the end connections, which serves

to displace the balancers, H, which pivot

about the points, 0-0, and cushion against

the helical springs, r-r, which through their

connection with the chassis, take up the re

actions in a suitable manner. The oscilla

tion of the body over the axle is thus di

vided between the main spring and the two

supplementary ones, exactly as with the

supplementary springs, commonly employed

in this country, while the difference in time

of the natural vibration of the two sets,

serves to dampen automatically any ten

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is evident that by reversing one

of the connections and adapting such an

arrangement as is shown in Fig. 1, it would

be possible to equalize these horizontal

vehicle.

forces. Here the reactions on the pivot

points supporting the bell crank levers on

the frame would tend to counteract each

other in some measure, thus partially neu

  

dency to surging which may arise from the

inertia of the body. The introduction of

any linkage, tending to complicate the sus-‘

pension, is. of_ course, distinctly a disadvan

tage. At the same time it is questionable

whether some method more or less akin to

the foregoing, is not entirely justified un

der the circumstances.
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H0'l'0l! ’BUS BO0M SIIIINIIING

Unfavorable Results of Foreign Mnuicipal

Experiment—Some Causes and Their

Suggestions for the Future.

As an inevitable result of the tremendous

boom which the motor omnibus has suffered

in England during the last

years, more or less of a reaction is setting

two or three

in, governed largely, it is safe to assume,

by the rapid falling OR in stock values. In

some instances also, the first equipment has

not been maintained properly, and has now

reached a point where a complete and thor

ough overhauling is required, and at an ex

pense which has not been reckoned with

hitherto.

aging reports are heard from time to time,

In this way a number of discour

which are in marked contrast to those from

other quarters where the business has been

managed on more conservative lines.

The municipal experiment of the city of

Nottingham, is a'case somewhat in point.

After two years of operation of three

’buscs which formed the experimental equip

ment, a report has recently been made

which is distinctly unfavorable to the new

method of traction. The vehicles have

been run in a portion of the town not served

by the street cars, and have not even paid

expenses. The receipts per vehicle mile for

the streets cars amounted to 25 cents on the

average, against an average of 20% cents

for the ‘buses. The working costs of the

streets cars, on the mile basis amounted to

14% cents, while those of the ’buses are not

given in “the official report. The total re

ceipts of the experimental vehicles during

the second year, were. however, $1,263 more

than the total receipts for the same period.

This, of course, is construed into a com

plete indictment against the motor vehicle

in this case, and is likely to be held up as a

fair example in others where the possible

adoption of the system is under discussion.

Without fuller particulars as to the exact

traffic conditions in the section served by

the motor vehicles, it is impossible to ques

tion the justice of the report. But it is

well known that vehicle-mile and load-mile

figures are not invariably as representative

as they purport to be, and that the success

or failure of any method of transportation

in one locality. is not proof positive of its

inherent qualifications. The point is that

the boom period being passed in England,

so far as the motor ’bus is concerned, that

vehicle must now do battle to a vast amount

of adverse criticism, which is not always

as unbiased as it appears. Transportation

interests are well grounded and slow in

giving up their prerogatives. Schemes which

are prey to the fluctuations of the stock

market are equally apt to suffer with those

fluctuations. The complaints of the noise,

and speed, and skidding of the motor vehi

cle are as nothing compared with the appar

ent logic of unfavorable statistics coming

from apparently disinterested sources.

An exactly similar situation is due within

a year or two in this country, not with the

omnibus, but with the taxicab, which just

now is subject to so much inflation. It is a

condition which nothing can prevent and

which is practically certain to come. In its

effect on the real service of the motor vehi

cle to the public, such a reflex of sentiment

is only temporary, but at the same time, its

influence on the market and the industry,

even though temporary, is apt to be of some

little consequence. Only one policy can be

held to offset its effects, moreover, and that

is one of conservatism in investment and

patience in awarding judgment until such

time as the boom period, or such conditions

of novelty as might foster it are passed.

Municipal Motoring Minus Graft.

Patrolman Bauer, of the Roslindale sub

station, West Roxbury, Mass, does not fear

investigation of his methods of using muni

cipal automobiles. Patrolman Bauer em

ploys a little runabout that has been in con

tinuous use since 1905, and during that time

it has covered 33,384 miles during its trips

through Jamaica Plains and West Rox

bury, the territory to which it was confined.

In 1907, 9,251 miles were recorded; 11,627

miles in 1906, and 11,264 miles in 1907. Dur

ing January, 1908, the odometer registered

1,242 miles. Its service has been nearly as

varied as that of the policeman who acts

as chauffeur. It has taken rush trips to

fires, investigated police court cases, played

the part of an ambulance, and given first

aid to the injured by conveying them to

their homes, and has even broken up street

fights. During 1906 it was out 234 days,

and in 1907 219 days.

Proposed Letup in Gasolene Restriction.

One of the automobile measures now be

fore the Massachusetts legislature provides

for the amendment of the law relative to the

storage of explosives and inflammable

fluids so as to exempt gasolene tanks in

automobiles from its provisions. It would

add to the law a new section, as follows:

“The provisions of this act shall not be

construed to apply to the keeping or stor

age of gasolene in tanks or receptacles

forming _parts of automobiles."

This bill was introduced on petition of

William A. Thibodeau and George L. Ells

worth, and is at present in the hands of the

committee on legal affairs, which has given

a public hearing on the matter.

Taxicabs for the National Capital.

Vt’ashington, D. C., will have a taximeter

motor cab service beginning March lst

Robert A. Parke, manager of the cab de

partment of the E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

has been in Washington perfecting ar

rangements for the establishment of the

service there. The name of the company,

it is stated, will be either the Washington

Taxicab Co., or the Thomas Taxicab Co.

FIGHT AGAINST 'l'llli WIII'IEI. 'I'AX

Chicago's New Ordinance to be Attacked

as Unconstitutional—Chief Weapon a

Former Court Decision.

Injunction proceedings will be instituted

at once against the city of Chicago by the

Chicago Motor Club to preventthe munici

pal authorities from carrying out the pro

visions of the wheel tax ordinance, passed

by the city council last week. The club's

attorney is preparing the

fight

of Chicago are united in contesting the new

ordinance which, it is asserted, is directly

contrary to decisions of the Supreme Court

of Illinois.

papers for the

All the automobiling organizations

The wheel tax ordinance passed by the

Chicago council, provides that the follow

ing license fees be paid yearly by all vehi

cles using the streets of Chicago:

One-horse wagon or vehicle . . . . . ... . . . . $5

Two-horse wagon or vehicle . . . . . . . ..,. 10

Three-horse wagon or vehicle . . . . . . . . . . 15

Four-horse wagon or vehicle . . . . . . . . .. . 25

Six or more horse wagon or vehicle 35

Automobiles with seats for two persons. 12

Automobiles with seats for more than

two persons, exclusive of trucks,

coaches and buses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Automobile trucks, coaches and buses.. 30

In its assault upon the constitutionality

of the wheel tax ordinance the Chicago M0

tor Club will use as its chief weapon the de

cision of the State Supreme Court in the

case of the City of Chicago vs. Collins, sev

eral years ago, when an attempt was made

to tax bicycles. The Supreme Court ruled

that the use of the streets is not a provilege

of the citizen, but his alienable right, which

no municipality has a right to tax.

In view of its bearing on the present case

the following excerpt from the Supreme

Court’s decision in the Collins case is not

untimely:

“The _right of the public to use the

streets is the right to use them for pur

poses _of travel in the recognized methods

In whlch the public highways of the State

are used. Any method of travel may be

adopted by individual members of the pub—

lic which is an ordinary method of loco

motion, or even an extraordinary method,

if it 15 not, of itself, calculated to prevent

a reasonably safe use of the streets b

others. If a right exists in a city council

to impose a license fee, by way of tax.

upon every person using wheeled vehicles

thereon. it may, in like manner. impose

such license fee for such use of the streets

in every other manner of locomotion or

travel and reach the man on horseback or

the pedestrian walking along the same.

. . . . . Anything which cannot be en

joyed without legal authority would be a

mere privilege, which is generally evidenced

by a license. The use of the public streets

of a city is not a privilege but a right.

license, therefore, implying a privilege, can

not possibly exist with reference to some

thing which is right, free and open to all.

as in the right of a citizen to ride and

drive over the streets of the city without

charge, and without toll, provided he does

so in a reasonable manner."
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The Week's Patents.

872,808. Shock Absorbing Device for

Vehicles. Claud H. Foster, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Dec. 14, 1905. Serial No. 291,

704.

1. The combination, with the body and

axle of a vehicle, of a dashpot comprising

a cylmder_ supported by the axle and a pis

ton. therein, a rod for said piston having

at its upper end a bracket, a pin carried

by said bracket and a plate or member car

ried by said body and provided with a slot

for the reception of said pin, said slot being

elongated longitudinally of the vehicle, sub~

stantially as specified.

872,836. Vehicle Wheel. Tod J. Mell,

Youngstown, Ohio, assignor to The Repub

lis Rubber Company, Youngstown, Ohio, a

Corporation of Ohio. Filed May 17, 1906.

Serial No. 317,369.

_1. In a circumferentially divided wheel

rim, the combination with separable sec

tions, _of a_ spring locking ring having co

operating inclined faces for drawing and

securing said sections together, substan

tially as described. ,

872,860. Vehicle Tire. William C. Tay

lor, Paris, France. assignor of one-half to

Clarence G. Taylor, \Vashington, D. C.

Filed Feb. 20, 1907. Serial No. 358,431.

1. In combination with a rim; a plate

carried thereby, said plate being provided

with numerous perforations throughout its

length and breadth; a pneumatic tire mount

ed upon the rim over said perforate plate;

and means for admitting air to the opposite

side of the plate.

872,877. Vehicle.

son, Sheffield, 111.

rial No. 372,693.

A vehicle of the class described having a

frame projecting from the front end of its

body and provided with a transversely dis

posed guidewvay, a tongue. pivotally con

nected to an axle of the vehicle and bearing

and disposed to travel in said guideway, a

steering shaft mounted in the body of the

vehicle. having a steering wheel at its upper

end and a sprocket wheel at its lower end,

direction sprocket wheels mounted in the

said frame at points at opposne Sides there

of, and a sprocket chain engaging and con

necting the sprocket wheels, the _spr0cket

wheel at the lower end of the steering shaft

and also connected to the tongue to move

the latter in the guide way. for the purpose

set forth.

872,881. Drive Mechanism for Motor Ve~

hicles. Adam Ziska, In, Chicago. 111., as

signor to Rockford Automobile 8! Engine

Co.. Rockford, Ill. Filed Nov. 24. 1906. Se

rial No. 344,936.

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination of

a motor operated drive wheel having a fric

tion face, a pulley having a_ peripheral fric

tion surface, a shaft on which the pulley is

mounted operatively connected to the pul

ley, means for adjusting the shaft to vary

the line of engagement of the friction sur

faces of the drive wheel and pulley and

means for adjusting the pulley to engagethe

face of the drive wheel at different pomts

along said line to vary the speed of the

pulley. _

872.952. Variable Speed and Reversing

Gear. Franz Markgraf, New York. N. Y.

Original application filed Feb. 11, 1903. Se

rial No. 142,974. Divided and this applica

tion filed Dec. 15, 1904. Serial No. 236,950.

1. In a variable speed mechanism, in

combination, a shaft, a plurality of gears of

Zephaniah E. VVilliam

Filed May 9, 1907. Se

varying diameters fixed thereon, a second

shaft, a plurality of gears slidably mounted

thereon and adapted to mesh with said first

mentioned gears, means adapted positively

to throw said second mentioned gears into

mesh with said first mentioned gears and to

throw some of the gears out of mesh with

out breaking connection between all the

gears, a lever controlling said means, and

cushioning means interposed between said

throwing means and said lever.

872,999. Power Transmitting Mechanism.

Gittfried Malburg, Cleveland, Ohio, assign

or of three-fourths to A. A. Maresh, R. J.

MacKenzie, Theo Hanks, Frank McHale,

and Fred Matthews, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

Dec. 24, 1904. Serial No. 238,204.

Power transmitting mechanism c0mpris~

ing the combination of a frame, an engine

mounted on said frame, a gear wheel se

cured on the engine shaft, a shaft arranged

at a right angle to the engine shaft, a gear

wheel mounted on said last 'mentioned’shaft

and arranged to mesh with the gear wheel

on the engine shaft, two wheels rigidly se

cured on said last mentioned shaft, boxes

rotatably mounted on said wheels, levers ful

crumed in said frame and having their ends

extending into and arranged to slide freely

in the respective boxes, sleeves arranged on

the opposite ends of said levers, means for

sliding said sleeves in and out on same.

means for locking said sleeves in their ad

justed positions, a driving shaft, drums

mounted on said driving shaft, a cable c0n~

necting each drum with one of said levers

so that the movement of said levers in one

direction will cause a rotary movement of

said drums in one direction, automatically

operating clutches arranged to lock said

drums to said driving shaft when said drums

are rotated by the movements of said levers,

and springs for rotating said drums in the

opposite direction to that in which they

were rotated by said levers, substantially as

described and for the purpose set forth.

873,016. Pneumatic and Solid Tire for

Vehicle \Vheels. James Burnham, London,

England. Filed Ian. 28, 1907. Serial No.

354,563.

1. The combination of a wheel, a band on

the exterior thereof having side fianges_ of

unequal height, one of said flanges being

notched and the other slotted, of a tire rim

carrying a tire and provided with internal

projections of substantially the same size

as said notches, and wedges fitting in Said

notches, substantially as described.

173,047. Automobile Wind Shield.

phen D. Hunter, Philadelphia, Pa.

July 11, 1907. Serial No. 383.272.

1. A wind shield for automobiles com

prising a two part frame and two pairs of

tubes between which the frames are re

spectively supported. plugs secured within

the tubes of the lower frame and provided

with threaded sockets having conical outer

seats, and pins extending through the tubes

of the upper frame. said pins having con

tracted threaded ends and tapered shoulders

at the junction of their bodies and said con

tracted threaded ends, said contracted

threaded ends and tapered shoulders being

adapted to respectively engage the threaded

orifices and conical seats in said plugs sub

stantially as described.

873,092. Coupling Rod for the Axles of

Automobiles. Theodore Rommel, Neuilly

stir-Seine. France. Filed Sept. 6, 1906. Se

rial No. 333,458.

1. The combination with a vehicle frame

and wheel axle of a coupling or tension rod

adjustable as to length and havmg a non

Ste
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WIII'I'S All! FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, call with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

“/ ANTED—A man calling on the auto

mobile manufacturers, to sell on

commission the best article of its kind made.

To the right party—one who can show re

interestinrr proposition will b;

made. All replies held in strict confidence.

Address P. 6., care Motor World Pub. Co.,

Box 649, N. Y.

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for next

 

season. Write me to see how much I can

save you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless. and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

g. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

le sets or the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

ERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

Ask us about

GM

Ready-Hater! Tires.

they reduce tire expenses.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC CflMPANY

43 Warren Street. New York City.

“Klef your :1: an Continental,"

 

 

 

Fedders Radiators

will cool such cars as the Pierce, Thomas Packard

Rtanabout and National for 1908. How about your

Ol’ Cr.

If you want to learn about a REAL COOLER, get

our catalogue.

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

HAYNES

Always "no A Perhct Score

H QYN I. AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Member. A. L. A. M. KOKOMO. IND.

Oldest Aulonmbi'lr Mamr/acturtr: in America

Now Yonx. 1715 Broadway—Chicano, 1702 Michigan Av

1008 Model 1). 60 H. P.

New factory, Saginaw, Mich.

Complete catalogue now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY.

Broadway, cor. 56th St., New York.

 

 

  

 

 

 

displacable connection at one end to said

frame, and a spring connection between the

other end of 'said rod and the wheel axle

aforesaid substantially as described.

873,102. Clutch. William W. Sly. Cleve

land, Ohio. Filed June 21, 1907. Serial No.

380,070.

I. The combination of a shaft. a rotative

member thereon having an annular flange,

a clutch lever supported on the shaft and

having a pivot head with a slot therein

through which the flange extends, and

means to operate the lever to bind the flange

in the slot.
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One Price for

Warner Auto-Meters

EVER, until this year of 1908, has there

been a speed indicator sold at one ab

solutely fixed list price. Manufactur

ers have " named ” a list price and some even

required the dealers to sell at “ that " price.

Only one " insisted " upon it being ob

served. That was ourselves. But, unfor

tunately, we sold to the jobber also — and the

jobber cut the price.

Then there was fun in the camp. That

hurt us — it hurt the dealer, too.

Then, in his haste to close a sale, the job

ber would let wrong gear ratios go out— that

. hurt the consumer, the dealer and

ourselves. For the jobber knows

no law.

So we’ve out the jobber's quota

tions out. If he gets Warner Auto

, Meters he pays for them the exact

figure the dealer pays. If he cuts,

he gets no more Auto-Meters.

THIS STAND IS POSITIVE.

Warner Instrument Co.

108 Wheeler Ave... Belolt. Wls.

  

Hotel Pontchartrain

Detroit’s New Hotel

  

 

 

  

  

 

 

Automobile Headquarters

  

Woolley & Chittcndcn, Managers

  

 

  

   
   

Triumph Grease, IS Nothing can win approval without merit

“It is the newest production of auto grease, and benefitting by the ex- . . .

Splitdorf Ignition
perience of other makers, we have produced the best one yet. “We do not

Has Attained National Repute

imitate any one, nor follow any other maker's plans. Our grease is

spongy when madkit is spongy all the time, but it does not melt or run

Because of Unquestioned Merit

The confidence in SPLITDORF Igni

out. fllt never gets hard or stiff so that it will not do its work properly—

no matter how cold the weather is. It is made of the purest and best

lubricants to be found, and compounded in such a manner as to produce

what the auto user has long wanted. 11A grease that will lubricate from

start to finish, and will last long enough to pay for the trouble of putting

it in the machine, and then staying right there like a good clerk attending

to its own bI-ISIJICSS constantly, and does not ilieed pugching tip and renew

ing every few ays. and leaves the machine e can an not ll grease when ' - -
through using it. "It is the red thorn in the side of the old fogy grease. “on ‘hat flias kingd-e this dbl-lsnges]? 1th?

or the non-fluid oil makers. It is always RED. No other grease like it, greatest 0 “5 m '5 r00“ m p In or

and it is not like any other grease. So we are not imitators in any sense quality.

of the word. “Buy it, and t_ry it, and if not all we claim for it, any

dealer Wlll refund all expense it has been to you. c. F.

The Perfection Grease Company, South Bend, Ind. “'"m" “’°"‘ '38“ 8" New Yon“

  

  

 

  

   

 

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
Let or quote you on 4-cyllnder

motors for |908

THREE SIZES

4% in. x 4% in.

4 _in. x S in.

 

 

that's what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful core, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber "

Carburetor

MOTOR MAKERS  

5 in. x 5 in.

4-cyliuder with self-con

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

magneto.

which as motor experts we

transmissions. Send for picked as the best in the world,
catalo e. ' . ' I we ar ow ' ' .

x. raawkiil'm PETERSON. - e n making and "um:

166 lake 5‘" Chicago. 111_ LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

Western Re resentative '

THOS. 1.29 vrérfzigté N Y t THE WESTERN MOTOR 30., Looonoport, Ind.

- . Li C' of Manufacturers of "Rutenber" Motors "Rutenber" Carburetors and u -
Blue"! RCPRRMMWC- plies. Light Soft Gray Iron, Iirass and Aluminum Casting; S p

GONTINBNTKL MOTOR MPG. (20., Millkcgon, Mich.

Our new factory and ma

chinery enable us to or

antee unlity and demer

ies. lso clutches and
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“RAJAH”
SPARK PLUGS h

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

NAJAN AIITO SUPPLY OONPANY

140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, U. 8. A.

 

 

 

 

 

Palenl

DON’T GET BUMPED

Warning

Ii rr ana 0 The First in the Market

The Best in the Field
1

\ Others are Imitators

THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT has been allowed, and as soon _as

it can be issued we will bring suit against all USERS of Bumpers in

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

SOLE LICENSEES, u. s. A. svcnmomz, ILL.

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Our new

1908

fifatalng

Auto Tools

and

Forgings

mailed

gladly.

v Write for

\—' it now.

  

,'01300"

  

 

 

 
  

THE BILLINGS & SPENCER

HARTFORD, corm.

j

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

 

  

TWO FAOTORIES

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and

all 0 er high-class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9,000 jobs, complete, trimmed and finished

RAOINI NOVELTY MFG. COMPANYI Racine, Wis.

 

mennn AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST.

OUR LEADERS:

Kinwood Perfection Radiators

end

Kinwood Mechanical Qilers.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

Frames. hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, mufflers, dust

and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings, etc., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PETIROIN,

IOO Lake St., Chicano.

Western Representative.

THOMAS J. WITZEL,

i i Warren 81., New York,

Eastern Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. 00., Dayton, Ohio.

A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

I I

Supplamamary Splral Spnngs

and notice the difierence. No jolts, no

_ , Jars, no broken springs, or dislocated

joints. The “Thank-ye-marms" will

still be. with you, but you won’t

know it. Our new booklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Supplumanialy Splral Snrlng 00.

4555 Deimer Ave., 5!. Louis

New York Breech, 52 Wee! 67th Street

  

  

  

 

PANSONS’ MANGANESE lllUNZE LEVER CASTINGS

l
i

i

  

.yu-’"u

SeleMelrere

Till! WILLIAM ORAMP l ION! SHIP A ENGINE

BUILDING COMPANY, - Philadelphia, Penn.
 

.. u

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

EQMOtOl’CYCle Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUELISHID'EVEIY SATURDAY“ AT

l54 NASSAH: STREET, _ NEW YORK

$2.00

 

Per Specimen Coplee

Yeer (iretie
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Ernestine”
SIDE-WIRE SOLIO MOTOR TIRES

rns WORLD'S snmunn

FIRESTOIE TIRE O llUOOill OO., Aims, Ohlo

*‘RIEMY MAGNETO”
Means sbsoluts reliability

of the ignition system.

~Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELEOTBIO 00., Indlnon, lull.

    

  

 
 

  

B l 5 E MA N N

HIGH-TENSION MAGNETOS

LAVALBTTE 6: CO.

"2 w": 424 stmt,

MICHELIN
liRANC Ii ENGLAND

ITALY AM ERICA

MICHELIN TIRB co.. Milltown, n. .I.

  

NEW YORK

 

  

 

 

 

 Apperson Policiy

“QUALITY MIT QUANTITY "

II you won! I good our write us

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

 

 

 

@IMIOTTI

GARAGE

New York (HQ!

1 10th St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

 

 

 
 

Kokomo, Indians.

 

Members A. L. A. M.
 

 

KEEPYOUR EYE ON

MADE 1N NEW HAVEN

  

 

  

For cstslogues, sddress

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

SHITH AUTO. CO., MFus.

TOPBKA, KANSAS

 
 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trolls

or

The Device that mode Ssls, Spaced sud Comfortable

Automobilin ossizlc.

Write for Rough Rood ooklet to Department I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION (20..

E. V. Hartford, Pros- “ Vestry St., Now York

Logan |908 Modal Sihraalunirutk
A truck equipped with s four cylinder Istsr cooled

40 II. P. motor, bull! to live 0: month sher

mouth snd yesr sitar yesr snd representing tbs best

thought of the oldest sud largest plant in America

devoted to the manuipcturo of commercisl motor esrs.

For detsiled description sddrsss

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CI-IILLICO'I'IIE. onto.

 
 

THE OHANOLEB 60.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD. MASS.

 

  

After considerable use the bolts
Nuts Ihqu". holding the sprocket rings to the

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

spokes. Hence when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

security. In doin this care should be taken not to throw the

sprocket out of ime.—From “Motor World,” August 8, '07.

Uso Columblo Look Nuts

OOLUMIIA NUT l. IOLT CO" "10.. Ina-opus, Conn

image 5.?
EMPIRE AUTOMOIILE TIRE CO., TRENTO'N, N. J.

NEW YORK—I48 Chsmhers St. sud Brosdwsy sud 73d St. BOSTON—292 Devonshirs Street.

CHIC LsSslls Street and 1615 stssh Avenue. BL FPALO—9 West Huron Street.

FOBES AUTO SUPPLY CO., Portlsnd Oregon. DENVER AIYTO GOODS CO. Denver, Colo.

FOBES AUTO SUPPLY CO. Seattle, nshuUton. PENN AUTO SUPPLY CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

“Mm: AUTO 8 PPLY co., Providence. R. l.

  

 

 
 

  

 

 

repair shop. Expert workmen.

An_ Oberdorfer Pump never "sticks." It works No Renting_ Try US.

11:11“ .1.%:::.:.".:.:"“"m m 2686 RM

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Water St., Syracuse, N. Y. - —

“cu “son . ‘v ~'___I

-1

isagreeing

Thorough inComplete in its appointments. _

construction. Perfect in material.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
 

 

 

BRISCOE RADIATORS

Hone comb. Flat Tube, Round Tube,.Stsg cred

Tube, Eilm Tube; horizontal or_vert|cnl ow;

with or without casing; With or Without ump.

Fenders, Tanks, Hoods also made. end for

catalog. _

Old Radiators Repaired. Send to nearest factory.

BRISCOE MFG. co

DETROIT, MICH. NEWARK, N. J.

  

 

Wleo Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

Each

Gunrsnteed

One

Yesr

  

WITIIEIIEE IGNITER (10.. 541 West 04 St . New York

its Blllllll Ohall Oospm

— I‘ll _

 

Automoblls Chains.

Sprosksts, Spur sud Bovsl

floors.

Ballsln Gill; It M190...

W oroostsr. Msss., U.S.A.

  

'IHEMHRMON
"A Mschonlcol Musforploco'

For catalog, sddress Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Esta-5.1851) INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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INSURE YOUR MOTOR

A o “dalmandcarbontronbleabynaing

I I I

Makers of

High-Grade Axles

$375 and

Upwards

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

“INVABER”

lllL
TWO o'nanns—uonr arm

“IDIUI HILVY

YOU NAIR TB! CAI—WE'LL

NAIR THE GRADE

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relia

ble. Double cylinder—940 H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumotion. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Writ! today [or C6181'!“ and Nova/Illa

W. H. KIBLINGER COMPANY

  

 

BOX ~0- 250 AUBURN. IND.

Pmsed Steel Frame: - - - “"23,:gmw"

Simlng Columns Transmlsslons "°'""" ‘ “'“m‘d °“ '°' """““"‘°"'

WE Sltll Slamplngs of All KllldS - uwaon LUBRIOATINO oomrouun

Semi Prinl: [or Lorin/ate: 7“ MM“ cm

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

M a] . 243 Gllnlon Strut. MILWAUKEE, WIS.Our Catalogueatells you WHY. CHAS. P. & 00.

r I28 Atoll 81ml. Plllllfl E LPllll

  

 

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY CO.

Pottfltown. Pa- A SUPERB LINE OF cans

_W THE ACKSONA i i 7 ‘- N ' T s

STANDARD "° i-g‘ggggcflaf" R A N K L l N
“na 01! S 03 Crs I

no I Prihsesfi38iga, 2:1,1215'0?"$1§01l.{312’100.

PH ' LAD 5L P "l 'A HGKSUI AUTOIUIILE 00.. Julian. Ilch.

 
 

 

MOTOR CARS

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls. Ball LIGHT-WEIGHT, HIGH-POWER

 

 

   

 

Bearings, Roller Bearings and Automobile Axles.

Write for new automobile catalogue with full par

ticulars of ETHE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE, accept your contract unless w_e can give you the

delivery you require. We Will not accept more IQ II

"‘ contracts than we can fill with roper attention to

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

each: We make Pressed Steel times and Auto- AUTOMOBILE

mobile Stampings. pTl-ie_ Olrlgiinll b*uto-Buggyi l

V ractrca. urn c, economcaSTA-R|TE PLUGS THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL co., and mam,“ Me. A “gm, _

Save a lot of i nition troubles; because Clcvelmdr Duo. strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy,

they "Stay Ri t the longest! ' Don’t Suita le for city or count use.

take our word %or it,—-try a STA-RITE bpeed from 4 to 20 mies an
 

 '4
and see for ourself. Double or sin le hour. Our 1902 Model has an extra werful engine.

Porcelain,— ica or Magnum—all kin s. \ ' | ‘ l I | I l I l l I / atent ball-bearing wheels; price $27 . Also to 11.x!"

All Good Dealers. _ £400“ Rubber Tires, $25 extra. Write for dese 9

THE R. E. HARDY CO. ALUMINUM BODIES tive literature

“ wan St" New you City _ .I- M. & C0. _ hum lull lum Ill. 80., Inc. “I ll Isllme m.,". luls, It

,_ ._.

 

 

  

  

Bar. 1834

- Clrrlsll lullllm. IEIIII. I. J. —

THE /|||l|||||||||\ MCCORD

I N D H: X ' LUBRIGATOBS—MDIATOHS

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

" 1s RIGHT - ,. a y ,
Built to outwearan auto and II. wlll A “nu of. M.,.rw

" Send1" Butler flank Plugs, Cable‘ Switchea,_ Lampa —

|nd .x a...“ "We-m Co, wgwwggglauiggnflgmgg 0'3“ McKINI cornea-assures oaeltns

Mmmearous. Mum. manufacture. -

New illustrated catalogue free. M

cCORD & COMPANY

ma AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT co. NEW YORK Dunk“ BM, sum
1“ JCHCI'SOI AVC" Detroit, Itch Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

F

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

 

  

ND FHAIN G ME'G go. I

150 fihgzzraglgfis’tqlm Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

 

SPRINGFIELD

T0? (m. 1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY (10.;

M6 Blrnle Ave._

Springfield. Ian.
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We are now

. : well settled

I _ in our

as was an an tit-At! an g t » ' -
" -. . e. - _ ‘

i I I ‘ " Factory

: ’ and

READY TO SHOW RESULTS

Prompt Delivery and Constant Improvement in Quality

In our etiort to possess the Finest Chain Plant in existence

and to maintain the highest degree oi Accuracy,

Etticiency and Finish we are going to the very limit.

We will now make all sizes oi Roller and Bushing Chains

tor which there is a reasonable demand.

 

 

"WHITNEY" MACHINE KEYS and KEY SEAT CUTTERS

(For the Woodmil Patent System oi Keying)

  

  

We carry 95 regular Sizes oi keys and cutters in stock tor immediate delivery

"Whitney" Detachable Bushing Chain—Patented Roller Chain

   

 

  

  

‘ The Whitney Mtg. Co.

Bushing Chains are like Roller Chains_Wlthout Rolls Haruord’ con“.
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FRANKLIN
 

 

Type D Touring Car, $2,850.

You want your motor-car for keeps.

  

You want it to go on giving good service year after year.

You don't want to find yourself next year with an over-weighted

expense-breeding relic on your hands.

  

You want an automobile so well built that a season’s use will only make it run

smoother and easier; so far advanced that time will only bring other makes nearer to

it in design; so graceful an modish that in spite of changing fads it will still be smart

and in good form.

Over 5,000 Franklins are in active use—many of them 5 years old. The first Franklin ever made is still

  

giving good service. How many S-year-old automobiles of other makes do you see in use to-day?

  

    

Demonstrations An hour’s ride will tell

    

by appointment. Any Franklin dealer will gladly show you.

you more than we could describe in 100 pages.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers
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SPRINGS © 

 

Vanadium Anti-Fatigue

alloy steel gives the maximum of elas

ticity, tensile strength and stands up un

der continuous shocks and stress rever

sals far in excess of anything yet dis

covered. Where drastic conditions are

lejncountered, there Vanadium is at its

est.

Automobile Springs

that will not permanently set. that are

resilient and will carry on overload with

out breakage are not easy to find. We

make them. The fitting is done by a

patented high-pressure roller used ex

clusively by us, and every spring is care—

fully tested in powerful machines be

fore leaving the factory. We believe

we can be of assistance to every automo

bile builder in working out the “spring

problem."

Our services for the asking.

Cleveland-Canton Spring Co.

1429 Dueber Avenue

C A N T 0 N , 0 H I 0

l

 

 

 

 

@iCLEVELANDCANTON@

SDNIHciS
 

Triumph Grease, What Is It?
“It is the newest production of auto grease, and benefitting by the ex

perience of other makers, we have produced the best one yet. “We do not

imitate any one, nor follow any other maker's plans. Our grease is

spongy when made—it ia spongy all the time, but it does not melt or run

out. “It never gets hard or stifl so that it will not do its work properly—

no matter how cold the weather is. It is made of the purest and best

lubricants to be found, and compounded in such a manner as to produce

what the auto user has long wanted. 11A grease that will lubricate from

start to finish. and will last long enough to pay for the trouble of putting

it in the machine, and then stayin right there like a good clerk attending

to its own business constantly, an does not need punching up and renew

ing every few ‘dsys, and leaves the machine clean and not all grease when

through using it. fllt is the red thorn in the side of the old fogy grease,

or the non-fluid oil makers. It is always RED. No other grease like it,

and it is not like any other grease. So we are not imitators in any sense

of the word. “Buy it, and try it, and if not all we claim for it, any

dealer will refund all expense it has been to you. .

South Bend, Ind.The Perfection Grease Company,

  

(5)NULNVU-UNIV—ISAH—ID

 

 

  

 

 

A Car

0n Crutches!

A Car limping thereh-and limping back, has but one thing the

matter with it—a lame, crippled Ignition System.

The Battery Witherbee

Means Perlect Ignition

Means new life to your car; means less cost for “up-keep." Get

there and back without the limp. Equip your Car with the Wither

bee and throw away your crutches.

The consistent performance of the battery Witherbee.

has so standardized this product that it is included as part

equipment on the greater majority of motor cars manu

factured in this country.

in writing Department 20 for battery catalogue lease

ale/quest Wico Spark plug literature and mention oto'r

or .

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

THREE FACTORIES.

New York, Detroit,Chicago,

541 West 43d St. 1429 Michigan Ave. 220 Jefferson Ave.

Baltimore Ofiice: 510 Continental Trust Building. '

  

 

 

'l

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for entire Outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and

all other high-class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9,000 jobs, complete, trimmed and finished

RACIN‘ NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, Racine, WIS.

 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capaclty of all

competition combined.

 

I-“‘l\merican Ball-Bearint 60.

L. 8. 8; M. 8. Ry. It Edgwator Park

CLEVELAND, OHIO. U.I.A.
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$3,000 to $5,000 tor an Automobile?”

  

wlb

  

You Don’t Get Your Money’s Worth

You don't because to-day most automobile values bear the

same relation to automobile prices that bicycle values and prices

bore to each other twelve years ago.

You paid $125 for a good wheel then. To-day you can buy a

better one for 60 per cent. less. _,

Before you pay‘ $3,000 to $5,000 for an automobile, find out

what sort of a car the Mitchell is at $2,000. .

Don’t take it for granted that $2,000 can’t buy as good auto

mobile value.

Prove that it can. Do

it this way—

Try' the Mitchell—any a cut anywhere will be glad to “show

you" a combination of sty e, finish, construction and perform

ance in the Mitchell new models, the superior of which hasn’t

been “shown” in any car made to-day regardless of price.

He'll send a car around any time you say and show you a

silent argument that will instantly appeal to your business judg

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.,

Put higher prices on the defensive.

\ “A- _‘ ~ 5Q"
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279 Mitchell Street,

Member American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association.
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ment and convince you—a silent argument the equal of which

no salesman ever Wlll be capable.

Isn’t saving $1,000 or $3,000 on an automobile which proves

itself right worth considering, Mr. Business Man?

You simply telephone any Mitchell agent that you are in

terested (no obligation on your part) and want a demonstration.

Think it over, Mr. Business Man. Do you know a sin le,

good, business-like reason why you should pay more than $2500

for an automobile? Prove that there isn’t any by Writing us or

the nearest agent for names of many satisfied users of the

Mitchell who have driven their cars thousands of miles over all

kinds of roads and hills, and have encountered.every known

road test that makes or breaks a car. Let them tell you facts'

in their every-day experience which proves the Mitchell to be

the most economical car to keep as well as to buy.

Write for Catalog No. 18.

RACINE, WIS.
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One Price for —fi

MORGAN

& Wmeur

TIRES

keep down

 

 

Warner Auto-Meters

EVER, until this year of 1908, has there

been a speed indicator sold at one ab

solutely fixed list price. Manufactur

ers have “ named " a list price and some evep

required the dealers to sell at “ that " price.

Only one " insisted " upon it being ob

served. That was ourselves. But, unfor

tunately, we sold to the jobber also — and the

jobber cut the price.

Then there was fun in the camp. That

  

hurt us— it hurt the dealer, too. u r

Then, in his haste to close a sale, the job

let wrong gear ratios go out— that I

hurt the consumer, the dealer and r

ourselves. For the jobber knows

no law.

So we’ve cut the jobber's quota

tions out. If he gets Wamer Auto

_ Meters he pays for them the exact

‘3‘ figure the dealer pays. If he cuts,

' he gets no more Auto-Meters.

THIS STAND IS POSITIVE.

Warner Instrument Co. '

125 Wheeler Ave” Belolt. Wls.

bills

MORGAN & WRIGHT

DETROIT

  

Branches, Agencies or

Dealers Everywhere

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
The largest Automobile Supply House in America ' 1,!"i

The Miller 1355:;A WA )1”

Porcelain Spark Plug T“ ‘F' ("To 0

We - T-rHNEr l5 70 LOW

70? I'm WE WAVE

  

There has been a constant demand for a first-class por

celain plug and we have arranged to manufacture this plug

in large quantities and in this way we have reduced the cost
of manufacturing the plug, and we offer one of the best spark A l i {

plugs on the market at a low price. The material and work

manship are the finest on the market and are guaranteed U

The list price is $1.00 each.

‘ A

Our catalog—the largest of its kind, mailed on request

"r 5 700 Mr 4% 77;.
CHAS. E. MILLER 00K

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer W! L L Y 0 V 2

HOME OFFICE: __

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City A u? Q'RA [if 0 Ta? waif;

‘ AWWe - IM- -
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THOMAS 1908
A complete line of Motor Cars of the highest quality

possible in Design, Material and Workmanship.

will do what you wish your car could do . . . .

  

PRICE, $2,750

Thomas 4=20 Towncar

The original Towncar, designed for City

and Suburban use exclusively. Beautiful

bodies, quiet operation; low cost of main- '

tenance. The Society Car.

Thomas 4=40 Detroit

Best of all shaft-drive cars. In power,

speed, hill-climbing, and reliability the

Thomas Detroit leads the five passenger

class.

Thomas 4=60 Flyer

Winner of hundreds of contests of speed,

hill-climbing, reliability, and endurance.

Has more records than any American car.

This year improved, enlarged, and refined.

Thomas 6=70 Special

The six-cylinder model of the Thomas Flyer,

built by America’s pioneer six-cylinder

builders. The greatest car in America in

speed, size, reliability and refinement.

Thomas Cars Succeed
 

Member A. L. A. M

E. R. THOMAS MkoToR COMPANY

Buffalo.

They

 

 

 

.
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The Car of Steady Service

As a matter of business judgment examine the mechanical features of this car,

such as offset crank shaft, straight line drive, direct from transmission gear to rear

axle without an intervening joint, ball or roller bearings throughout the transmitting

system, and powerful axle construction and other important details.

Then compare this car at $2,250 with any other car at any price, and be guided by

the keen consideration that you would give any other investment of equal moment.

‘It is quality that counts and we offer all the practical value obtainable at any

pr|ce. .

Let us show you; it may save you hundreds of dollars both in first investment and

cost of maintenance.

Thomas B. Jeilery & Company

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wis.

Branches and Distributing Agencies

Chicago Milwaukee Boston Philadelphia

Representatives in all leading cities.

San Francisco
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BUDLONC T0 G0 Wl'l'll PACKARD

Resignation as General Manager of the A.

L. A. M. a Trade Surprise—His Suc

cessor not yet Named.

The fact that Milton J. Budlong, general

manager of the Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers, has resigned

that office to accept the assistant general

management of the Packard Motor Car Co..

Detroit, was made known early this week.

As it was known only to a limited few

that Mr. Budlong even contemplated such

a move, the news proved in the nature of

a trade sensation, although a visit he made

last week to Detroit furnished an inkling

of it.

take up his new duties is not fixed, as he

will remain with the A. L. A. M. until his

successor is chosen and well established in

The exact date when Budlong will

office. No one yet has been suggested to

succeed him.

Although his change will excite general

surprise, it is known that the Packard prinv

cipals were negotiating with Budlong soon

after his return from Europe last Fall, and

that when he accepted the management of

the A. L. A. M. in November, it was due

to urgent solicitation and that to his accept

ance were attached conditions that he

should remain long enough to effect certain

internal reforms and thereafter be free tt

go elsewhere, his personal inclinations be

ing for effort in the manufacturing field in

which he had spent the best years of his

life. He since has had at least three un~

usually handsome proposals of the sort

made to him and having accomplished the

ends he sought to serve for the A. L. A. M..

he has accepted the Packard proposal, which

will make him the right hand man of

Henry B. Joy, the managing head of the

Packard company, who seeks to lighten his

cares.

Previous to his engagement with the As

sociation of Licensed Automobile Manufac~

turers. Mr. Budlong was president of the

Electric Vehicle Co., and as the representa

tive of that company he served as a mem

ber of the A. L. A. M. executive committee

and president of the National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers.

Credit Association in Annual Session.

At the annual meeting of the Automobile

Trade Credit Association. held at the of

fices of its secretary and attorney, Franz

Neilson, 80 Wall street, New York, all of

the old officers were re-eleeted, as follows:

President, W. B. Lasher, Weed Chain Tire

Grip C0.; vice-president, Carl Kaufman;

treasurer, M. J. Martin. George Haws Co.;

secretary, Franz Neilson. These gentlemen,

with E. S. Fretz. Light Mfg. & Foundry

Co.; George L. Holmes, Jones Speedometer

C0.; F. S. Wilson, Trenton Rubber Mfg.

Co.. and H. B. Mirick, National Electric

Supply Co., constitute the board of direc~

tors. During last year it was reported that

the association had been able to collect 75

per cent. of the old and doubtful accounts

of its members. The total number of ac

counts handled was 863, of which 805 were

collected, the total amount being $75,341, of

which $56,801 was collected.

Witherbee to Establish Branch Houses.

The Witherbee Ignith Co., manufactur

ers of \Vitherbee batteries and Wico spe—

cialtics, have just established a branch of

fice at 720 Main street. Buffalo, N. Y. Ii

will be under the management of James

Barkley. A. J. Fisk, general manager of

the Witherbee company, is now on an ex

tended trip through the \Vcst. during which

arrangements will be made for the estab

lishment of a complete chain of branches.

Overland Issues More Stock.

The Overland Automobile Co., of Indian

apolis, which emerged from its_eml)arrass~

ment by a semi-reorganization with J. N.

\Villys, its former Eastern agent. as pres~

ident, has certified to an issue of $25,000

preferred stock. P. D. Stubbs appears as

secretary of the company.

.4

ELECTRIC VEHICLE AT STANDSTILI.

No One Found Willing to Undertake Re

organization—Factory Closed, with no

Prospect of Early Opening.

All prospects of an early reorganization

of the Electric Vehicle Co.. Hartford, Conn.,

have vanished. It is understood that ef

forts were made to induce two well known

men to undertake the task, but in each in»

stance the men refused and the last pros

pect of any further steps in that direction

were dissipated this week when J. B. Entz,

vice-president and chief engineer of the

company, and F.. C. Steinmetz, superintend

ent of the factory. were released. A few

clerks and repairmen are still at work, but

to all practical intents and purposes the

plant is closed, and it is expected that the

branch stores of the company also will be

discontinued. In Hartford it is freely re

ported that there are small prospects of

the stagnation being overcome until after

the presidential election next Fall.

Henry W. Nuckols, one of the receivers

of the company, stated that the practical

suspension of operations is due to the im

probability of immediate reorganization

coupled with the fact that now there is no

money coming in.

The receivers' report. filed in court, shows

that at the end of January they had $21,

951.44 in hand. Their expenditures during

the month were $16,226.50. They collected

$38,l77.94 during January and paid out $16,~

226.50. They had $l0.619 in hand on Jan

uary l, 1908.

The temporary receivers for the Electric

Vehicle Co. were appointed on December

10. for four months. “'hile this term ex

pires on April 10. Mr. Nuckols does not be

lieve that the court will at that time re

quire a forced sale of the property, but will

continue the receivership another four

months.

There is a bare possibility, Mr. Nuckols
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said, that the bondholders might bid for the

property if it is put up at auction sale, but

he added that he had had no such assur~

ances. He did not believe, however, that

the court would order a sale under present

financial conditions, as the property would

have to go at a great sacrifice. with a cor

responding loss to the creditors.

Franan Re-elects Old Officials.

Indications of improvement in business

conditions is shown in the reports presented

at the recent annual meeting of the H. H.

Franklin Mfg. Co., Syracuse. In speaking

of the year’s business, H. H. Franklin, pres

ident of the company, said that the com

pany sold its first car in June, 1902, and the

total business for that year amounted to

$122,000, while in 1907 the sales ran to near

ly $4,000,000. In spite of the financial strin

gency orders kept up very well during No

vember and December of last year. From

January lst to the 15th business was dull,

but during the week of January 15 to Jan

uary,21, 29 per cent. more orders were re

ceived than during the previous two weeks.

The following directors were elected by

the stockholders to succeed themselves: H.

11. Franklin, A. T. Brown, W. C. Lipe, E.

H. Dann, G. H. Stilwell, John \VilkinSon,

and F. A. Barton. After the stockholders

meeting the directors re-elected the follow

ing officers: President, H. H. Franklin;

vice-president, G. H. Stilwell; secretary, F.

A. Barton; treasurer, H. B. Webb. In the

evening the stockholders of the company

were entertained by Mr. Franklin at the

Century Club.

Foreign Makers Turning to Air Ships.

From motor cars to flying machines is a

far cry, it would appear, but it is not too

far for some of the French automobile

makers who are beginning to feel the ef

fects of the popular revulsion from the

craze for high priced machines, which has

been the leading feature of the Gallic mar

ket for several years. Leon Bolle'e. one of

the oldest motor car builders in the coun

try, is reported to be engaged in the con

struction of a flying machine at Le Mans,

and the Clement-Bayard Co., are reputed

to be engaged in a similar undertaking at

the instigation of a Russian enthusiast. It

will be remembered that these firms stepped

into the automobile business from the ranks

of the bicycle industry at the time when

trade depression was affecting the Conti

nental cycle market.

Can’t Sue Avery’s Customers.

The United States Court of Appeals. at

Chicago, has entered a decree sustaining

the order of the lower court, which re

strains the Commercial Acetylene Co. of

New York from bringingr suits against

agents. customers, or users of automobile

lighting equipment sold by the Avery Portv

able Lighting Co. of Milwaukee. The Coni

mercial company claims that the Avery gas

tank infringe their rights.

In the Retail World.

The Hibbard Automobile Co., Milwau

kee, Wis., has dissolved.

Monterey, Cal., is to have a garage. Ar

thur Winston has purchased a lot on Main

street, opposite R0drick,Park, and will

erect a large reinforced concrete garage.

E. S. \Nhite and‘I.inn B. De Bell have

formed a copartnership and will open a gar

age in Adrian, Mich. The property at

Church and Maumee streets has been pur<

chased'for the purpose.

The \Vheeling Automobile Co., which

has conducted a garage at Sixteenth and

Eoff streets, Wheeling, W. Va., has been

petitioned into bankruptcy. W. E. Weiss

and others are the petitioners.

York—Nebraska, not Pennsylvania—now

feels entitled to take rank with the “metrop

olusses" of the world. The York Automo

bile Co., the first garage in town. opened

in the new Farmers’ Exchange building last

week.

Defective electric wires caused a lively

blaze for a time in the three-story

wooden garage of Walter O. Faulkner,

Lynn, Mass, on Tuesday last, 11th inst.

The only damage was to machinery, amount

ing to a little more than $1,000.

The Owensboro Automobile Co., which

conducted a garage and repair shop at

Owensboro, Ky.. has gone out of business.

Concurrently, a number of people are look

ing for W. R. Williams, the proprietor. who

is said to have suddenly departed for Texas.

Howard Morley and Albert Markshetfel

have organized the Colorado Automobile 81

Supply Co., and have opened a garage at

8-10 East Bijou street, Colorado Springs,

Col. The company will handle the Ford

car, and has announced that it will organ

ize a supply club by which members may

secure supplies at actual cost.

The Week’s Corporations.

Ossining, N. Y.—Ossining Garage Co.,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital.

Corporators—G. Howard Wallace, Samuel

J. McCord, and Thomas E. Wilson, Peeks

kill, N. Y.

Chicago, Ill.——C0~0perative Engineering

\Vorks, under Illinois laws. with $10,000

capital, to manufacture automobiles and

supplies. Corporators—F. \V. Ritchie, J.

Smalley and G. E. Schmidt.

New York City, N. Y.—Stepney Spare

\Vheel Agency, under New York laws, with

$4.000 capital. Corporators—John C. Riley,

Chicago; Stephen A. McMahon, Belleclaire

Hotel, and L. Walter Lissberger, 135 East

Ninety-second street. New York City.

Kittery. Me.--Ball Bearing Tire Co.. un

der Maine llaws, with $7.000 capital; to man

ufacture and deal in automobile tires. Cor

porators—Edward N. Cook. Providence, R.

1.. president; Ira F. Peck, Auburn, R. 1..

treasurer.

Yonkers, N. Y.—Rose & Thomson, under

New York laws, with $10,000 capital, to

carry on automobile business and conduct

a garage. Corporators—Arthur S. T-hom

son, New York City, ‘N. Y.; Herbert Rose

and Louis F. Marran, Yonkers, N. Y.

Larchmont, N. Y.—Holbrook-Singer Co.,

under New York laws, with $15,000 capital;

to manufacture automobiles, etc. Corpor

ators—Henry F. IIolbrook, 58 \Vest Firty

ninth street, New York City; Charles A.

Singcr, Jr., and David J. Levett, Larchmont,

N. Y. . ‘

Jury Gives Verdict Against Vanderbilt.

Francois Richard. a Frenchman, who built

a racing automobile for Alfred Gwynne

Vanderbilt, the only fault of which was that

it would not run, secured a verdict of $1,250

against his former employer, by a jury in

the Supreme Court, New York City, this

week. Richard had sued for $5,000,.which

he claimed was the balance due from Van

derbilt for constructing the vehicle. It

was brought out in the suit that Vanderbilt

had employed Richard to build a car that

would break all existing speed records.

agreeing to pay him a salary of $5,000 a

year, in addition to the cost of materials

employed-in the construction of the car.

The car, rated at 200 horsepower, was

built and taken to the Florida beach carni

val in 1906, but it did not break any rec

ords; in fact, it could not be persuaded to

move under its own power for any distance.

Some of Richard's expense items were

rather high and Mr. Vanderbilt would not

pay them, when Richard sued for $5,000.

the unpaid balance of $19,000, the cost of

the machine. In court it was brought out

that Richard charged $1,300 for a crank

shaft that cost him $600, and that in his bill

was an item of $1,400 for expenses at Flor

ida, during the racing week. Richard ex

plained that he met a “very many French

men in Florida." The jury was locked up

many hours before returning a sealed ver

dict in favor of the plaintiff for $1,250.

Breaks Away from Horsepower Rating.

W'hile automobile manufacturers have dis- '

cussed the subject, it has remained for a

maker of motorcycles to break away from

the slavish, elastic and too often meaning

less term “horsepower.” The makers in

question, the Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield,

Mass, who produce the famous Indian mo

torcycles, have announced that henceforth

they will employ piston displacement in

stead of horsepower in rating of their en

gines, and emphasize their statement by so

designating the power of their several mod‘

els in their 1908 catalog.

Rushmore Obtains Another Injunction.

The Rushmore Dynamo Works have ob

taincd a preliminary injunction, restrain

ing the Motor Car Equipment Co., New

York, from using the words “Flare front”

or the name Rushmore. and from the man

ufacture and sale of lamps in imitation of

the Rushmore product.
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ODD SETTLEMENT OF SIIOW SNARI.

Trouble Caused by San Francisco Women's

Project is Eased—“Ins” are In; “Outs”

Must Stay Out.

Although the Automobile Dealers' Asso

ciation of California at its last meeting re

fused to sanction the proposed show of the

California Woman's Automobile Club. as it

was expected would be the case, the show

promoting ladies are not the least bit wor

ried and will conduct the exhibition as

planned. It is advertised to take place in

the Coliseum, during the week March 8 to 8.

As told in last week’s Motor “"orld, the

trade association, by a majority vote, some

time ago decided that it would not be to

the general interests of the dealers to hold

a show this year. The dealers that did

think it to their interests to hold a show

were considerably put out by the decision

of the association, and when. the feminine

motorists came forward with a project to

hold a show under the auspices of their

club. the idea was hailed with delight and

many of the dealers promised to support it

When it was announced that the women

would apply to the trade association for a

sanction for their show and that the ques

tion would come up for discussion and ac

tion at the last meeting it was predicted

there would be “tall doings." Unusual

would better describe the action taken.

After a great deal of discussion and lively

argument it was decided to not grant the

sanction to the California Woman’s Auto

mobile Club. This action was followed by

the adoption of a rule which considers all

shows not sanctioned by the association as

outlaw events. At first the rule, as pro

posed, was most drastic. It would have pro

hibited those who took part in such events

from taking part in all future contests and

shows, and for a time it looked as though

there would be a split in the association.

The rules were amended, however, to allow

those dealers who already had taken space

in the proposed woman’s show to take part

in that one only and to "be good" in future.

It also prevents any more dealers signing

to exhibit at the show, giving power to the

directors of the trade association to penal

ize them according to their discretion. The

situation is very much muddled. Those

dealers who did not purchase space to ex~

hibit now are barred. while those who ig

nored the dealers’ association’s previous ac

tion and said that they'would show whether

a sanction was given or not. have been

granted immunity, and will be able to dis

play cars at the show. There are those who

rightly think that it is a poor rule that

won't work both ways.

The California Woman's Automobile

Club issued a prospectus this week which

indicates that most of the spaces have been

taken. The cars which will be shown are

the Dragon, National, Jackson, Renault,

Aerocar, Stearns, Tourist, Locomobile,

Matheson, \Vinton, Elmore, Stevens-Dur

yea, \Voods, Maxwell, Acme, Overland, Ma

rion, Glide, Gale, Auburn, Chadwick, and

Prayer-Miller.

W'ny Budlong is not Wholly Happy.

Milton 1’. Budlong is one of the incorpor

ators of the Leakless Motor Tube Co.,

which was this week incorporated under

New York laws, with $60,000 capital. Bud

long was not aware of the honor that had

been thrust upon him until friends in

formed him of the fact, and then he was

not wholly happy. It appears that when

he was abroad last Fall and before he be

came general manager of the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. an

English acquaintance informed him of his

intention of forming an American company

to market the “Sure Seal Compound" on

this side of the pond and asked if Budlong

would permit the use of his name in for

warding the project. Budlong proved

agreeable, but that he would figure as one

of the organizers of the company never

entered his mind, hence his present discom

fiture, which is made kccner because his

British friend who came to America, has

just sailed for home, thus partly closing

Budlong’s relief valve. Edmund S. Hop

kins and Dr. Ottey Miller are named as the

other corporators of the Leakless company.

Budlong, however, does not consider him

self a corporator, as he signed no papers

and had nothing whatever to do with the

matter.

Wagner Leaves the “Motor Age."

As a result of its acquirement of the

Chicago Motor Age by the owners of the

New York Automobile. Fred J. Wagner.

the general advertising representative of

the Chicago publication, has been released.

Wagner is one of the best known men in

his field, his connection with the Motor

Age dating back nearly 20 years and from

the period when that publication was first

The Bearings and later the Cycle Age.

Mitchell Rental Service in New York.

The Mitchell Motor Car Co. of New York

has instituted a rental department. The

Mitchell touring cars which will be ren

dered available for the service will be.

rented, however, only with one of the

Mitchell company’s regular drivers. The

rates that will apply are as follows: Per

hour, $5; six consecutive hours, $25; one

week day -(10 hours), $35; one week (six

days), $150; one month, $500.

Shift oleisk Branch Managers.

W. I. Lamb, who several months ago

was transferred from management of the

Fisk Rubber Co.’s Detroit store to.the cor

responding position in the New York

branch, has returned to the Detroit post.

The vacancy in New York has been filled

by the transferral of I. B. Kavanaugh.

REORGANIZATION OI" TIIE ROYAI.

Receivers Recommend Capitalization of Its

Indebtedness—Fate of Company to be

Decided TO-day.

 

If the recommendations of the committee

of three, appointed by the receivers, are car

ricd out, the Royal Motor Car Co., Cleve

land, Ohio, will be rcorganized by the cred

itors’ acceptance of stock in payment of

their claims. The committee, was composed

of Charles E. Adams, vicepresident Cleve

land Hardware Co.; S. F. Haserot, pres

ident The Haserot Canneries Co., and for

merly chairman of the board of directors

of the Royal Motor Car Co., and F. A.

Scott, secretary and treasurer of the Supe—

rior Savings and Trust Co., which latter

institution is the receiver for the Royal

company.

Previously, the estate had been subject

to appraisal as a going concern, and was

found to be worth $397,833.67, the most

valuable items being as follows: Cars at

factory and _in agents' hands, $89,828.40,

raw material and parts, $98,762.48, machin—

cry, $91,784.35, equity in buildings. etc., $55,

725.82. The schedule in bankruptcy had

placed the total assets at $443,959.59, and

the liabilities at $510,832.12. Of the latter

amount $261,092.65 was represented by

notes payable, and $164,744.68 by accounts

payable. '

Of the 400 creditors, the claims of 235

are for sums of $100 or less, aggregating

$6.000, which the receivers' committee ad

vises be paid in cash, and that the property

then be sold to “a new corporation com

posed of the creditors" by the issuance to

them of preferred stock, the entire control

of the company to remain with these cred

itors until 50 per cent. of the proposed pre

ferred stock shall have been retired.

The committee lays stress on the fact

that the appraisal is based on the value of

the property as a going concern and points

out that the real estate and plant are held

under a land contract from a syndicate on

which there already is a default. The syn

dicate is therefore in position to foreclose

at any time. The equity in this land con

tract that would be lost to the creditors

throughv foreclosure proceedings, is $80.

725.82.

The committee also points out that in

cluded in the item of $98,762.48 of automobile

parts and raw material scheduled by the no

praisers, is an allowance of $10,000 for

parts for Model "M" car. which parts C051

the company approximately $67,000; but as

the car has never been completed and mar

kcted. the parts will become absolutely

valuelcss unless put into the form of a

finished product.

The fate of the company probably will be

decided at a meeting of the creditors which

is being held in Cleveland to-day.
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The Press and the Price-Cutters.

If legitimate dealers were asked what one

factor serves most seriously to disturb the

retail trade, there is small doubt that the

great majority of them would specify price

cutting. When prices are cut, all values

are unsettled, and every dealer is placed on

the defensive and his sales are rendered

much more difficult. It is bad enough when

prices are cut secretly, but it is when the

cut prices are published and thus spread

broadcast that real and widespread damage

is done.

As a rule the man who makes a business

of cutting prices is a cunning individual

who has no real or lasting regard for 0i

interest in the trade. He will forsake it the

moment he has squeezed the orange dry.

As a general thing, the goods he announces

in spreadeagle fashion are doubtful goods

—goods that are ante-dated or “off color"

in some way;- frcquently they represent pur

chases of bankrupt stocks, which implies

that replacements of parts will be impos

sible. Occasionally. such merchants lay

hands on goods of unquestionable repute

and condition and it is then that they shriek

loudest and advertise boldest. Generally

speaking, such goods are secured from a

disgruntled agent who, bccause of a dispute

with the manufacturer, hopes to “get even”

and to injure the latter by unsettling his

values. Several instances of this sort re

ccntly have occurred, and though the num

ber of the articles obtained was small, the

price-cutter advertised in a manner that

made it appear as if his stock was unlim

ited.

\Vith few exceptions, the publications in

which such advertisements have appeared

are the very ones that express an almom

holy love for the automobile industry. The

manufacturer and the dealer who are

courted assiduously, pay their good money

and if they receive a little gratuitous “soft

soap" in the reading columns, they overlook

entirely the spreadeaglc advertisement of

the price-cutter which, in another column,

or the same column, does damage to them

and which minimizes or nullifies their an

This sort of thing is bad
enough von the part of the daily press, but
nouncementsf

when the automobile publications them

sclves open their pages to the price-cutter,

it is time for protest. The damage done by

a questionable advertisement in a daily paper

is largely localized. W'licn it appears in a

trade paper it is spread over a great ex

panse of country. The seed of trouble is

planted and values unsettled in hundreds

of places. Hundreds of dealers are affected.

It is not to call\attention to the fact

that the Motor Werld never has solicited a

ciit~price advertisement, or permitted one

to appear in its columns. but because other

papers which are Prone to call attention to

their virtues, have done and are doing that

very tliingQ—sonie of them even permitting

the advertisements to appear on their “bar

gain price" pages, while their regular and
legitimate patronsiare obliged to pay full

rates. It would seem that ordinary regard

for the health of the industry and fair deal

dcaL

ers who enable them to exist would inspire

ing toward the manufacturers and

the eradication of disturbing factors—and

there is no question regarding the disturb

ance caused by the publication of cut prices.

The industry has a right to expect that its

interests will be conserved and protected by

its own organs. It is a fair assertion also

that when manufacturers have bargains to

dispose of, they should give their own

agents or other legitimate customers a

chance to purchase and dispose of them in

the regular channels before haying resort to

professional price-cutters, whose practices

always are injurious.

Horsepower vs. Piston Displacement.

\"\'hat a motorcycle manufacturer has

done, some automobile manufacturer

should have courage enough to do, i. e.,

break away from the slavish, elastic and

unmenning, if time honored, term “horse

power."

Fame awaits the man who places the rat

ing of his engines on a definite and unfanci<

ful basis; and piston displacement is a basis

of the sort. It affords no room for guess

or subterfuge and aside from affording pur

chasers known values and unfailing com

parisons, it is a basis that places designers

on their mettle and holds them up to thcii

work. When of two engines having the

same displacement one pr0ves of superior

power, the evidence is irrefutable that there

is something lacking somewhere in the men

or the mechanical makeup responsible for

the other engine.

Piston displacement several times has

been discussed by automobile manufactur

ers. It is now time that one of them

passed the talking point.

Fuel Problem and Its Influence.

How much of popular misconception is

covered by the prevalent term gasolene, is

not generally appreciated. How much re‘

mains to be learned of the properties of the

ideal fuel is even less readily comprehen

sible. As set forth in another column, it

appears that changes in market conditions,

governed chiefly by the rapid and lusty

growth of the motor industry, have so at

tered

of commerce as to render the former test by

The fact that

this is but an outward indication of a

the status of the ordinary fuel

specific gravity of no avail.

vastly more significant change which is dcs»

tined to come is not as easy to appreciate.

The importance of the fuel problem is

generally admitted. Sooner or later it: is

likely that gasolene as such will become too

to the

A new standard fuel will

expensive to be of practical value

ordinary user.

have to be adopted, and its adoption will

involve certain changes in engine design

which though not material from the ordi

nary point of view, yet must have great

efi'cct upon the question of efficiency, or,
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roughly, upon the amount of plant required

Not until

- a fuel can be chosen which may be regarded

to produce a given unit of power.

as reasonably permanent will it be possible

to fix upon standards of design as absolute

and exact. Meanwhile much remains to be

accomplished in the study of conditions

governing the actual behavior of the fuel

in an intimate way.

Concerning the Glass Front.

Alfording protection from the elements

to the driver of a car is a problem, the so

lution of which is as difficult as it is im

portant. Though the glass front does afford

protection from the wind, it is not entirely

practical for the purpose of keeping out

the rain or snow, for while it will serve that

end, italso offers a surface to which moist

ure adheres with the consequent result that

it becomes translucent instead of remain

ing transparent. This, of course, prevents

the closest observation of traffic condi

tions, so essential to the careful operation

of a car through crowded streets where dis

tances must be actually figured by inches

and allowances made in time to prevent ac

cidents.

In fair weather the glass front, as now

generally constructed, otters an ideal pro

tection from the wind. The earlier types

of this had a serious defect in that they

were constructed for use on limousine

bodies, with a wood panel 3 or 4 inches

wide, and when in place in the frame or

the car offered an obstruction to the vision

in the form of a solid piece of frame work

6 or 7 inches in width. This obstruction

shut off a wide angle of the road and ve

hicles within that field could not be seen

unless the driver kept moving his head and

body from side to side, which was incon

venient and sufficiently objectionable to

be considered a strong argument against

the use of the glass front as then arranged.

Experience quickly showed that this ob

jection must be overcome. As a result the

wood frame gave way to a small brass rod

and as this offered no visual obstruction it

has come to be generally adopted and'with

entirely satisfactory results so far as the

subject of glass as a wind shield is con

cerned.

While it is essential to the comfort of

the occupants of the front seats that they

should have protection from the snow and

rain, and while it is desirable that the dash

board accessories should he kept dry, it

is vastly more important that a driver

should have an unobstructed view of the

roadway and its surroundings, a more

comprehensive view than can be obtained

The so

lution is not easy, but it may be that this

through moisture covered glass.

can best be obtained by a slight change

in the design of the car body, in the case

of limousines, or in the top, when one has

in mind the touring car. The necessity of

driving with the view unobstructed by trans

lucent glass would be done away with if

the glass came only so high as to be a little

below the level of the eyes. and if this ar

rangement was supplemented by the over

head protection, either standing or cape

top, having arranged on it a sort of a visor

or peak which projected from the top out

ward and down to a point where its lowest

extremity would be slightly above the level

of the eyes and some distance in advance

of the glass, an adequate protection would

be afforded from wind and wet and nothing

would be introduced between the road and

the eyes.

To those who find that glass is undesir

able. because of a possibility of accident

where it may be broken and personal in

juries be sustained by coming in contact

with the jagged edges, this idea of the visor

and, shall we say, “half front," can be fur

ther carried out by substituting a wood

panel for the glass, as either the one or

the other serves to protect and the position

of either is such that it is looked over, in

stead of through.

\Vhile practically every him and road

house of any pretensions is striving for the

patronage of the automobilists, there is one

phase of the situation which is practically

overlooked and that is provision of suitable

The

fact that the drivers are employes instead

accommodations for the chauffeurs.

of principals, is neither reason or excuse

for treating them as the menials of the es

tablishment in which they may seek res

freshment, and as, in most places, the food

served them is charged for at the same

price as that served to “milady” in the din

ing room, they are justified in expecting

and demanding that surroundings and at

tention be given them to the end that they

may have their meals, for which they pay,

served in a place apart from “kitchen help."

 
 

A subcommittee of the A. A. A. racing

board now is engaged in revising and others

If the com

mittee decides to continue the stultifying

wise overhauling the rules.

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

February 21-29, Newark, N. ].—Ncw Jer

sey Automobile and Motor Club's and New

Jersey Automobile Trade Association’s an

nual show.

February 22, Houston. Tex.——l-Iouston

Automobile Club's race meet at Harrisburg

track.

February 22, Boston, Mass—Bay State

Automobile Association's 150 miles endur

ance run to Providence, Worcester and re

turn.

February 24-29, Lincoln, Neb.—Dealers

show in the Auditorium.

February 24-29, Portland. Me.-—Annual

show in the Auditorium.

February 25, Brooklyn, N. Y.—Long Isl

and Automobile Club’s 242 miles economy

run to Montauk Point and return.

March 2-7, Ormond, Fla—Annual beach

carnival, under ausp'ces Automobile Club of

America.

March 2-8, San Francisco, Cal.—Califor

nia Woman’s Automobile Club’s show in

Coliseum.

March 7-14, Boston, Mass—Boston Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association's annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

March 9-14,‘ Buffalo, N. Y.—Aut0mobile

Club of Buffalo's sixth annual show in

Convention Hall.

March 18-19, Savannah, Ga.—Savannah

Automobile Club's stock chassis race.

March 18-25, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochestcr

Automobile Club's show in new Convention

hall.

March lS-April 1. Omaha, Neb—Omaha

Automobile Dealers’ Association's annual

show in the Auditorium.

April 4-11, Pittsburg, Pa.——Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association's annual

show in Duquesne Garden.

 
 

and inconsistent rule whereby an amateur

may compete for cash or against profes

sionals and yet remain an amateur, it is

hoped that an explanatory chart or diagram

will be permitted to accompany the rule in

order that the manner in which the reversal

of the world’s understanding‘of amateurism

was accomplished may be made plain. It

will be a good idea also to include in aioot

note. the reasons why. simply because they

are engaged in the trade, Messrs. Hender

son, Clifton and Briscoe, the heads of tln.

three trade associations, for instance, must

line up in. the professional class as side

partners of Barney Oldfield, “Red” Flan

agan, "Micky" O’Toole, and the rest of thtv

cash-chasing “sportsmen.”
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MANY CARS STAGE!) A'l' CLEVELAND

Annual Show the Best the City has Seen—

The Decorative Scheme a Dream in

White and Gold.

\Vhite and gold, always a striking com

bination rich in harmony, forms the basic

color scheme of the Cleveland show, which

is “holding the boards" in Central Armory

this week. Judicious distribution-of more

than 7,500 incandescent bulbs heightens the

artistic effect, and added to the whole, the

restful effect of uniform signs make the

present show the “prettiest ever” in Cleve

land, or, at least, such is the locally ex

pressed opinion.

The doors were thrown open on Monday

night, and the show will continue through

out the week. The Cleveland show is, per

haps, one of the most important of the

many numerous local exhibitions. At the

present show no less than 68 exhibits, of

which 38 are accessories, are displayed. The

29 agencies and branch houses are showing

39 different makes of cars, a striking illus

tration of the extent of the automobile trade

in Cleveland. The exhibitors are as fol

lows:

H. S. Moore, Stoddard-Dayton; Chisholm

Phillips Auto Co., Stevens-Duryea; Elmore

Motor Car Co., Elmore; The White Co.,

White; Peerless Motor Car Co., Peerless;

Ranch & Lang Carriage Co., R & L electric;

Garford Motor Car Co., Garford; Price

Bros. Carriage Co., Baker; R. H. Magoon

Motor Car Co., Chadwick, Jewel and De

Luxe; Hall Bros, Cartercar; Gaeth Auto

Co., Gaeth; Ohio Motor Car Co., Stearns,

Cadillac, Columbia; Metropolitan Motor

Car Co., Pierce; Winton Motor Carriage

Co., Winton; Standard Automobile Co.,

Packard and Buick; Oldsmobile Co., Olds

mobile; Woods Motor Vehicle Co.. Woods,

Leonard Metor Co., Jackson; Byrider Elec

tric Auto Co., Byrider; Oakland Motor Car

Co., Oakland; Brush Runabout Co., Brush;

Wentworth Motor Car Co., Mora and Ford;

C. M. Cachat & Co., Wayne; Reese Motor

Car Co., Columbus, Royal and Corbin;

George S. Patterson, Reo and Premier; T.

C. Whitcomb Auto Co., Rambler; Stude

baker Automobile Co., Studebaker; Auto

Shop Co., Thomas and Franklin; Cuyahoga

Motor Car Co., National.

Fisk Rubber Co., Standard Welding Co.,

Collister & Sayle, Veeder Mfg. Co., George

A. Rutherford Co., Charles E. Miller, S. F.

Bowser & Co., Inc., Diamond Rubber Co.,

B. 1?. Goodrich Co., Goodyear Tire & Rub

ber Co., American Ball Bearing Co., J. P.

Davies 81 Co., National Carbon Co., Echo

Horn Co., Auto & Supply Co., Cleveland

Tanning Co., N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co.,

Austro-Ameriean Separator Co., Hartford

Suspension Co., Columbia Refining Co.,

Perfection Spring Co., Gabriel Horn Mfg.

Co., L. J. Mueller, Howe Scale Co., Jones

Speedometer Co., Ohio Rubber Co., Simp

son & Gray, \Narner Instrument Co., Con

tinental Agency Co., Gerro Machine &

Foundry Co., William Taylor & Co., Non

Explosive Safety Naptha Retainer Co.,

Sprague Umbrella Co., Crawford & Soper,

K. & \YV. Ignition Co., Westinghouse Elec

tric & Mfg. Co.

Pope Receivers Report a Busy Month.

According to the report of the receivers,

filed in the court, the cash receipts of the

Pope Mfg. Co.'s Hartford factory during

January amounted to $141,382.66, while thi.

months disbursements totaled $129,409.91.

Including $11,284.31 carried over from De

cember, the cash balance in Hartford banks

is $23,257.06.

The chief sources of receipts were from

collection of account and notes receivable

$12,920.99, receipts from sales $123,868.10.

and from deposits by customers on orders

for automobiles $2,425. The cash disburse

ments were as follows: Refund of deposits

received on miscellaneous undelivered or

ders, $144.51; receivers’ expenses and pay

ments for purchases, $126,248.33; premium

on receivers’ bond, $200; traveling and spe

cial advances, $825; advances for pay rolls

and expenses and payments on accounts to

receivers in Massachusetts, Maryland, New

Jersey, Illinois, Missouri, New York, Pope

Motor Car Co., $1,992.07.

Accrued liabilities of receiver for ma

terials. supplies and miscellaneous expenses

$36,636.89; for pay rolls, factory and office,

$7,680.15; total, $44,317.04.

Balances due receivers of Pope Mfg. Co.

and Pope Motor Car Co. in other districts,

$14,720.95. _

Accounts receivable from sales of receiv

ers, December 31, 1907, per last report, $97,

709.77; sales by receiver for month of Jan

uary, 1908, $129,409.19; total, $227,418.96,

less cash collections for month of January,

$123,868.10, and deposits credited to ac

counts receivable, cash discounts and mis~

cellaneous contra accounts ($9,483.38)‘$133,

351.48, leaves total $94,067.48.

Balances due from receivers of Pope Mfg.

Co. and Pope Motor Car Co. in other dis

tricts for transfer of merchandise and sup

plies and advances for expenses, $6,126.29.

Australia a Promising Market.

Australia is likely to furnish a good mar

ket for American automobiles, if the trade

is properly handled from now on, and ef

forts made to supply a product in which

reliability in operation is a prominent feat

ure, according to Harry R. Burrill, special

agent of the Department of Commerce and

Labor, who has made an extended investi

gation of foreign trade conditions. Con

trary to what might be expected he says

that “there is no prejudice observable in

favor of England because she is the mother

country, and products from her factories

must compare favorably in cost with those

of competing nations or she will lose the

trade.”

CALLING A HALT 0N CONTESTS

Their Frequency Prompts Chicago Dealers

to Limit Their Entries—Members of

Motor Club Take Offense.

  

Believing that a multiplicity of automo

bile contests is too great a drain upon the

resources and time of the average dealer,

the Chicago Automobile Trade Association

has decided that it will call a halt by sim

ply withholding entries until all conditions

are found to be more favorable. Members

of the Chicago Motor Club, which has taken

the initiative in promoting contests in the

Windy City for the past two years, think

the action of the dealers is a direct slap

at them because of the differences which

grew out of the 600 miles endurance run

held just before the Chicago show.

Thomas Hay, manager of the Ford

branch in Chicago, caused the resolution to

be brought before the notice of the deal

ers when at the last meeting he suggested

that, before the dealers enter any more

contests, they withhold their entries until

a special committee of the Chicago Auto

mobile Trade Association shall have re

ported as to the advisability of entering

such proposed contest. If the conditions

of the contest and the entry fee, besides the

feasibility of it, appeal to the dealers then

they will enter, with the provision, how

ever, that the club promoting such contest

shall report to the association upon the

financial results after it is held, a proceeding

that doubtless will be balked at by those

individuals or organizations promoting an

tomobile contests.

According to \Nindy City reports auto

mobile contests are becoming too numerous

for the dealers, and this was their chief ar~

gument in support of the Hay resolution.

Two or three interesting, sensible contests

during the season are stimulating to the

trade, they aver, but numerous contests are

too great a drain upon the dealers in re

turn from the benefits they receive from

such contests.

The action of the trade association has

provoked considerable discussion and com

ment in Chicago. The dealers say that in

passing the resolution they are looking to

their own interests. and that if they did

not take action of the sort it would not be

long before they would have to give up

selling cars and take to competing in con

tests all the time. On the other hand, some

of those interested in the Chicago Motor

Club think that the resolution was directed

straight at them on account of the late en

durance run. at the conclusion of which the

technical committee split hairs in an effort

to arrive at the winner, when nearly a dozen

cars finished with perfect scores, and all but

one were finally ruled out because of some

minor technicalities that had no bearing up

on the enduring qualities of the cars affected.
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RACING RULES T0 BE REVISED

Special Committee Appointed by the A. A.

A. Racing Board—Action Taken on

Wilkes-Barre Prize Hold-up.

Besides the appointment of a special com

mittee to revise the racing rules, and a no

tification to the Wilkes Barre Automobile

Club to deliver a prize which it has thus far

failed to do, nothing else of importance was

transacted at the first meeting of the new

racing board of the American Automobile

Association, held in New York City Sat

urday last, 15th inst.

Chairman Jefi‘erson DeMont Thompson

presided at the meeting, which was attended

by eight of the other twenty-nine members,

those present being A. R. Pardington,

Brooklyn; Charles J. Swain, Philadelphia;

A. L. Riker, Bridgeport; A. B. Lambert, St.

Louis; Alfred Reeves, A. G. Batchelder and

S. A. Miles, New York City, and Louis R.

Speare, Boston.

The board sent word to the Wilkes

Barre Automobile Club, of Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., that unless it sent to Walter White,

of Cleveland, within thirty days, the prize

in the free-for-all event at its hill climbing

contest held on May 30th last, the club

would be suspended from all sanction priv~

ileges until the prize was delivered. This

action was in the nature of upholding a de

cision of the 1907 racing board, which had

decided that the \IVilkes-Barre club had no

right to exclude White from the free-for-all

after it had accepted his entry for the event.

Considerable time was spent in discuss

ing the racing rules both at the regular

morning session and at the supplementary

afternoon session. Chairman Thompson, A.

L. Riker, Alfred Reeves and S. A. Miles

were appointed a. special committee to re

vise the racmg rules.

This special committee met on Tuesday,

this week, and worked all day without com

pleting their labors. Another meeting was

called for the following day, following which

it is expected that the new racing rules will

be ready to be made public.

Although no official announcement has

has yet been issued, Frank B. Hower, presi

dent of the Automobile Club of Buffalo and

chairman of the touring board of the Ameri_

can Automobile Association, who is in New

York City at the present time, is said to

have stated that the annual Glidden tour will

this year start from Buffalo, during the

week beginning July 6. The Buffalo or

ganization has made an appropriation to

care for a two days’ good roads convention

which will be held in Bufialo probably on

July 6 and 7. If these dates finally are de—

cided upon it is probable that the annual

Glidden tour will leave from that city upon

the day folowing the convention. The exact

route of the tour has not been decided but

will probably lead to Pittsburg, Philadel

phia, New York, New Haven, Boston and to

the White Mountains. The rules for this

year's tours are now being drafted.

Wilkes-Barre to Repeat Its Climb.

Although it has not yet delivered the

prize in the free-for-all event in its hill

climb last Decoration Day to Vv’alter C.

White, whose protest that he was entitled

to the prize, for although he had been

barred from the event, his car made the

fastest time of the meet, was upheld, it is

evident that the vWilkes-Barre (Pa.) Auto

mobile Club intends to do so. This sup

position is based on the fact that the

Pennsylvania club this week announced

that it would repeat the annual climb on

May 30th, this year, which it cannot do if

the prize is not delivered within thirty days,

according to a decision of the racing board

of the American Automobile Association.

The announcement that the Wilkes-Barre

Automobile Club will repeat the climb was

made at the annual meeting, when the fol

lowing new officers were elected: Presi

dent, George F. Lee; vice-president, Lyman

H. Howe; secretary, Dr. E. C. Wagner;

treasurer, Peter A. Meixeh; executive board

member, W. E. Steelman.

For the Federal Registration Bill.

Thursday, March 12, has been set as the

date for the hearing on the federal registrar

tion bill, designated as “House Bill 428,”

which the American Automobile Associa

tion has succeeded in having introduced

at the present sesion of Congress. The

Judiciary committee of the House, to whom

the bill was referred, will listen to argu

ments upon it, the hearing beginning at

10:30 a. m., of the date stated. Preliminary

to this hearing a conference of the delegates

of the various clubs and associations will

be held at the New Willard hotel, in Wash

ington, at 8:30 p. m., March 11th, and every

club and affiliation of the American Auto

mobile Association is being importuned to

be represented by delegates on the dates

mentioned. On Thursday evening the Au

tomobile Club of Washington will inform

ally entertain the visiting delegates at

their club house. That the bill stands an

excellent chance of passing both the House

and the Senate is the belief of Hon. R. C.

Moon, who is on the Judiciary committee,

American Entry for Grand Prix.

America will be represented in the famous

Grand Prix race of the Automobile Club of

France, which is to take place over the

Dieppe circuit early in July, the date having

not been definitely fixed. Just before the

entries closed on Saturday last, E. R.

Thomas cabled the entry of a Thomas car,

to be driven by Montague Roberts. Accord

ing to report the car which Roberts will

drive in the French race will not be a rac

ing car, but a model of the stock car he is

to drive in the Briarclifi trophy race, if the

latter event takes place. It is stated that

Roberts will sail for Europe early in April.

l"l.0lllllA SAND FEST A CERTAINTY

Oflicial Announcement Settles Doubts—

Chairman Morrell Claims 28 Entries,

but Names only Twelve.

The Florida beach carnival will take place

during the week of March 2 to 7, despite

All

doubts about holding the annual sandfest

reports that its fate was uncertain.

were set at rest Monday when the contest

committee of the Automobile Club of Amer

ica made the definite statement that the

meet would take place during the first week

of March as advertised.

R. Lee Morrell, chairman of the contest

committee, said that so many conflicting

rumors have been in circulation that many

dealers and manufacturers have refrained

from entering cars, and in order to give

them a chance, the date of closing the en

tries has been postponed until February

29th. It will be remembered that Morrell

some time ago postponed the closing 01

entries for the proposed Briarcliff trophy

race for much the same reason.

It also was announced that a special com

partment club car for the accommodation

of contestants and members of the club

will leave New York City on Saturday, 28th.

It will be due in Ormond at 11.57 p. m.

Sunday.

Although Mr. Morrell stated that he had

received “no less than twenty-eight entries,"

only twelve were made public, as follows:

Maurice G. Bernin, 60 Renault; Emman

uel Cedrino. 60 Fiat; E. B. Blakeley, 130

Christie; H. B. Shefts, 120 Hotchkiss; John

B. Ryall, 120 Woolscy; R. W. Buckley, 110

B. L. M. or Fiat; R. G. Kelsey, 50 Haynes;

\V. Gould Brokaw, 50 Christie; E. B. Blake

ley, 30 Allen-Kingston; James Loughlin, 3d,

30 Cleveland; John J. Ryan, 90 Stearns, and

P. W. Strong, 60 Welch. “

In the 228 miles event for the Automobile

Club of America’s cup, the Renault, Chris

tie, Fiat, B. L. M., Haynes and Woolsey

cars have been entered. The same cars,

with the exception of the Haynes will take

part in the 100 miles race. The entries for

the stock car race are a VVelch, Haynes.

Christie and Allen-Kingston. All the high

powered cars will try for records.

As an extra feature, three events for motor

cycles have been carded, at one, five and

ten miles. it is stated that ten entries have

been received from the Indian, Curtiss,

M~M, and Peugeot representatives.

Averages 83 Miles per Hour.

Charles Jarrott has set up another stag

gering record on the Brooklands motor

track in England. On February 5th he cov

ered 50 miles in 36.05 76100, an average or

83 miles per hour. The former record was

37.459-10. Jarrott had intended to try for

the hour record, but a punctured tire stopped

him.
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LONG WINTER TEST (IN HIGH GEAR

Counselman Driving Over 3,000 Miles of

Snow—Not Even the Reverse Speed

Available for Hills.

  

Sleigh riding is out of date, snow riding

in an automobile is nothing new, but when

such latter ride is attempted with all the

gears but the high removed the perform

winter, with all the gears but the high re

moved from the car. In the "Snow Bird”

there absolutely is no low speed, interme

diate or reverse, the latter having been re

moved so that it would not be possible to

back the car up hills, a resort. that has been

tried, it is claimed, where only the low

and intermediate gears have been removed.

The start was made early this month

from Detroit. Counselman was in the driv

er's seat and he will take the car to Tc»

consin, then backtracking to Chicago, and

around the lake front to Grand Rapids, from

where it will return to Detroit.

Testing Automobile as Dispatch Bearer.

In an attempt to prove the value of the

automobile in carrying dispatches between

army posts, John Holm and \IVilliam Walls,

two crack drivers of the Studebaker Auto

mobile Co., started from New York City,

Tuesday, 18th inst., bound for Fort Leaven

 
    

 

 

PICTURESQUE SCENE ON THE ROUTE OF THE “SNOW BIRD "

ance smacks of the unusual. Such is the

trip that has been undertaken by a Thomas

Detroit car, which appropriately has been

dubbed the “Snow Bird."

The “Snow Bird” left Detroit in charge

of Lee Counselman, sales manager of the

Thomas-Detroit Co., and is zig-zagging

around the country wherever snow may be

found. It is planned to cover 3,000 miles

on the high speed before the mid-winter

trip ends.

Long distance runs on one gear have been

made before, but this is the first time a jour

ney of the sort has been attempted in mid

ledo, where it will be turned over to C. B

Ilills, who is connected with the engineer

ing department. \Nhen Counselman left

Detroit a severe blizzard was in progress,

with a foot of snow on the ground, and the

temperature bordering uncomfortably close

to zero. Before the unique test shall have

ended it is expected the car will have buf

fetted snow banks in five States, passing

through Toledo, Marion, Columbus, Spring

lield, Dayton Cincinnati and Hamilton, in

Ohio; Richmond, Indianapolis, Kokomo,

and Logansport in Indiana; Chicago and

other cities in Illinois, Milwaukee in Wis

worth, Kan. They will visit all the army

posts between this city and Fort Leaven

worth, carrying a letter from Major-Gen

eral Frederick Dent Grant, stationed at

Governor’s Island, N. Y., which is to be

“vised” at each post. A 30 horsepower

Studebaker runabout is being used for the

purpose. Holm and Walls propose to fol

low the same route as that taken by the

New York-Paris “racers.” including the

cities of Albany, Utica, Syracuse, Roches

ter, Buffalo, Erie, Cleveland, Toledo, South

Bend, and Chicago, to Kansas City and Fort

Leavenworth.
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A NEW YORli-PARIS "RACER" QUI'I'S

Covered 96 Miles in Six Days—Another

  

“Racer” Towed by Horses—Snow

Shoveling Still Continues.

  

Approximately one-twenty-fifth of the dis

tance the cars competing in the overland

trip from New York to Paris will have

to cover if they get there, has been trav

ersed by the leading car—the only Amer

ican car in the so-called “race.” Montague

Roberts, driving the Thomas car, reached

Toledo at 9.35 p. m. Tuesday, having cov

ered 785 miles. At that time the DeDion

car, in charge of Bourcier St. Chaffray, had

reached Fremont, 756 miles, the Zust, driven

by Sirtori, arriving at Cleveland, 667 miles,

at the same time the De Dion pulled into

The Prothos, with

Ernst Maas at the wheel, was then at Erie,

Pa, 556 miles, and the heavy Motobloc, in

charge of Charles Godard, had gotten to

Buffalo, a distance of 471 miles. 'The Siz

aire~Naudin, the other contestant which

started from New York on Wednesday

last, 19th inst., is out of the contest. It

succeeded in reaching Red Hook, N. Y.,

96 miles from the start. If they reach Paris

the remaining cars will have covered about

20,000 miles.

That all the cars have been having trou

ble there is no doubt and also that the cone

test has developed into a snow-shoveling

match, as the Motor World predicted, there

is no contradiction. Heavy snow storms

were encountered through New York State,

and as a result all the cars were much be

hind schedule.

On the second day out from New York

only two of the cars reached Fonda, N. Y.,

before nightfall. They were the Thomas

and the Zust, the De Dion stopping at Am

sterdam, 186 miles, while the Prothos and

Motobloc got as far as Albany and Hudson,

respectively The poor little onc-lunger—

the Sizaire-Naudin—was laid up at Mont

i-osc, 40 miles, with a broken difierential. _

Friday, the 14th, saw three of the cars

reach Canastota, N. Y., 275 miles, within

' a few minutes of each other. The Prothos

got as far as Utica, 148 miles, and the Mo

tobloc remained in Albany all night. The

Sizairc-Naudirl, which had been repaired,

made four miles that day, stopping at Peeks

kill. The three leaders—the Thomas, Zust

and De Dion—took turns at leading during

the following day and rolled into Geneva,

352 miles, together before supper time. Both

the Motobloc and the Nandin experienced

mechanical troubles.

Naturally there was a great demonstra

iinii when the Thomas reached Buffalo, its

home town, in front of the others Sunday,

16th inst. :\n escorting party of Buffalo

automobilists met Roberts several miles

from the city, and all speed limits were for

gulli'll in the run to the center of Buffalo,

Fremont for dinner.

The Thomas reached that city two hours in

advance of the De Dion, while the Zust

was laid up some hours at Rochester with

a disabled gear. The Prothos and Moto

bloc were some distance behind, while the

little Nandin, was put out for good at Rea

Hook, N. Y., 96 miles from New York City.

An amusing incident happened at Buffalo,

which shows that the Frenchmen mean

business, and will not forget it for a mo

ment even to enjoy a good meal.

E. R. Thomas had planned to give the

competitors a banquet and it was so ar

ranged. St. Chafirey, the generalissimo of

the run, suddenly slipped away unknown to

the others and was on the road to Eric, Pa.,

before Roberts, who in the meantime had

sent his car to the factory to be overhauled,

heard of it. There was nothing to do but to

follow, and the Thomas was hastily gotten

into commission, and Roberts started in

pursuit. The wily Frenchman was over

taken at Erie, where he stopped to spend

the night. The crew of the Zust car, al

though hampered by lots of tire trouble,

resolutely kept. going and reached Ripley,

543 miles, before darkness set in.

That the Italians mean to take no rest

until they overhaul the leading Thomas and

De Dion cars was evidenced on Tuesday

Thcy reached Cleveland at 7 o’clock that

night, and although fagged out, started mov

ing again at 1 o'clock Wednesday morning.

Roberts does not mean to continue with

the Thomas car all the way to Paris. as

evidenced by the fact that he is entered in

the Briarclitf trophy race as well as the

Grand Prix to be held in France during

July. When Roberts and Schuster. the al

ternate driver, quit, the car will be turned

over to William Brown, to continue on the

trip to Paris.

Just what has become of the independent

car which started from New York City, one

day before the main division in an attempt

to beat the sextette to Paris, not even the

New York newspaper which projected the

American end of the adventure, secms to

know. As recounted in last week’s Motor

\Vorld, the car had to be towed a great part

of the way to Philadelphia—it is taking a

different route—and after spending two or

three days in the Quaker City the three ad

venturers got into a dispute among them

selves and Driege and Hohman, left the

city without Le Louvier, who claims to be

the originator of the New York-Paris idea,

and who, becoming piqued when the Paris

newspaper promoting the affair refused to

follow his suggestions, decided to organize

a race of his own. According to Philadel

phia advices not one of the three men

knows as much about driving a car as the

majority of garage office boys, and the re

sult has been disastrous. The car has been

lost sight of completely.

Reports received in this city last night

show that the leading cars have run into a

severe snowstorm and are making slow

progress. Roberts succeeded in pushing

his Thomas on to Kendallville, Ind., 891

miles. The Thomas got stuck in a snow

drift two miles from Kendallville and it was

nearly midnight, W'ednesday, before a party

of farmers cleared a path for it to proceed.

As it is leading naturally the Thomas car

is having a harder time of it than is the

De Dion, following closely behind. The

leading car breaks the snowdrifts, so that

it is much easier for the car behind. In

view of this it is not surprising that while.

the Thomas car yesterday only covered

110 miles, the DeDion made 22 miles more.

However, the De Dion ran into a big drift

while turning of? the main road in Corun~

na, and—alas and lackadayl—had to be

towed into town by horses. In “races” of

this sort, however, towing or anything else

is allowable. It remained in Corunna over

night. The Italian Zust 'succeeded in

reaching Bryan, Ohio, 854 miles, last night,

having made a remarkable run of 187 miles

through the snow in its efforts to overtake

the leaders. The Prothos was last heard

from in Ashtabula, Ohio, but Cleveland re

ports state that it cannot be located, and

is believed to be snowbound some miles

from‘ that city. The Motobloc, the tail

ender, now that the Nandin has withdrawn,

is also stuck in a snowdrift about 20 miles

from Erie, Pa, and Godard and his crew

are taking advantage of their plight to se

cure a few hours' sleep.

If the present storm does not abate the

crews will doubtless be compelled to shovel

their way into Chicago yard by yard. A. J.

Banta and Paul Picard left Chicago several

days ago to meet the snow shovelers, and

Picard returned to Chicago last night. He

said that in all his experience he never hac

seen conditions so terrible. Trees and

fences are hidden under snow. Banta is

completely snowed under, but refuses to go

back. In 48 hours he has covered only five

miles.

Odd Wail that Comes from China.

That the universal adoption of the motor

vehicle for business and pleasure must ul'

timately work havoc with the Chinese c'ut

lcry trade, is the astonishing conclusion

which must follow any contemplated shelv

ing of the horse in favor of the more mod

ern auxiliary of transportation. One of the

constantly growing imports into the prov

ince of Shantung, China, is scrap iron con

sisting largely of old horseslioes. So great

is the demand for this material that a re

cent single shipment of 300 tons was not

considered at all extraordinary. The knife

and tool makers all over the province “So

the metal in making their wares. claiming

that it has a peculiar temper due to tht

constant beating it receives under the

horses’ feet, which it is impossible to ob—

tain in any other way.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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"76 GASOLENE" A DELUSIDN

Why the Baume Test Fails to Indicate Fuel

Value—Evolution of the Processes

of Production.

If the average motorist were to be told

that “76 gasolene,” which he has been taught

to believe is the proper fuel for his engine.

than 60 or 80 gasolene, he

would receive a distinct shock.

is no better

If he were

to be told further, that the ordinary spe

cific gravity test, which has been held up

as the proper basis of judgment for a num

ber of years, has practically nothing to do

with the essential properties of the fuel, as

such, he would probably turn away in scorn.

That such is the case under existing condi

tions. merely goes to show how far behind

the times popular ideas may stray when

based on custom and precedent.

It is by no means a novel suggestion that

the gasolene produced for automobile con

sumption is far from the simple substance

which its name implies it to be. Originally

a plain fractional distillate from crude oil,

employed to a limited extent in enriching

the coal and water gas used for household

illuminating purposes, the growth of the

automobile industry has so influenced the

market as to render it practically impossi

ble to produce a simple oil answering to

the requirements which have been built up

under that inclusive name. What was one

time largely a by-product and often thrown

away, now has become an important staple

in the market for the manifold petroleum

derivitives. Incidentally, the status of the

"naptha" or gasolene of commerce, has been

changed to a remarkable extent, and in the

course of the transformation, while its ef

ficiency as a motor fuel has in no way been

diminished, its composition, chemically and

physically has undergone sufficient altera

tion to completely nullify the value of the

specific gravity test.

It should be observed, that even before

this change had become sufficiently marked

to render the ‘former standard of compar

ison of no avail, much confusion had been

wrought by the common misunderstanding

as to the relation between specific gravity,

and the reading of the hydrometer by means

of which it commonly is measured. Unfor

tunately for the non-technical observer, the

average hydrometer, or “specific gravity in

dicator," as such instruments are sometimes

erroneously termed, is graduated to read in

the Baume scale. As it happens, 70.0

Baume. is the indication coresponding to

a specific gravity of 70.2 per cent. This is

the basis of confusion of the terms. It

would do little harm were it not for the fact

that the two scales “cross” at about this

point, higher specific gravities being indi

cated by lower Baume readings.

In this way, the 76 gasolene

merce would be of 68 per cent.

of com

specific

'tage, and accordingly that

gravity—were this indication always a re

liable one. As will be shown presently,

however, the so-called “76” does not always

answer to the 76 test, whence much dissatis

faction and many complaints have arisen.

That many of these complaints have not

been well founded, also will appear pres

ently. The accompanying table serves to

illustrate the comparison between Baume

and specific gravity, and is made to includt

the range about which so much misguided

contention has hinged:

v E b v é 3 ~ .2 a ~ .2 b

5 '3'; 5 Eli 5 '95 5 '95
d u re a a u

6 131g in $0 in U) at: (2'0

60.0 .739 65.0 .720 70.0 702 75 0 685

61.0 .735 66.0 .717 71.0 699 76 0 682

62.0 .731 67.0 .713 72.0 .695 77.0 .679

63.0 .728 68.0 .709 73.0 .692 78.0 .675

64.0 .724 69.0 .706 74.0 .689 79.0 .672

In order to understand how the specific

gravity or Baume test has come to lose its

value as a measure of the suitability of the

fuel, it is necessary to go back into the his

tory of gasolene far enough to trace the in

creasing demand for it and the way in

which that demand has affected its produc

tion. Originally, the naptha or benzine

from which gasolene is made, was largely

a by-product of the process of refining crude

oil, or petroleum. In the early history of

the oil industry, there was practically no

market for naptha, and the bulk of that

produced was allowed to go to waste,

either deliberately or through lack of econ

omy in the manufacturing processes. Event

ually markets were created until it ceased

to be a total loss, though it was by no

means regarded as an important member of

the crude oil family.

Its early general uses were chiefly con

fined to such manufacturing purposes as

those involving the extraction of oils from

vegetable or animal matter, the. mixing of

paint, and the solution of varnish gums.

Its most important service, however, was

performed in its application to the produc'

tion of illuminating gas, where it ultimately

eliminated the use of the expensive Cannel

coal, substituting a domestic for an im

ported element in the raw material used.

Yet even within the present decade, these

uses had not begun to absorb all the naptha

produced, and large quantities of it were

burned under boilers, in order to get rid

of the surplus without actually wasting it.

Then came the development of the inter

nal combustion motor, using first gas, and

then gasolene, as it had come to be known.

For the purposes of motor fuel, it was

found that a grade of gasolene which an

swered to the 76 test served to best advan

basis was ac

cepted as the standard by motorists and

dealers, in a purely arbitrary manner. Soon,

however, the rapidly growing use of inter

nal combustion engines, chiefly in connec

tion with the pursuit of motoring, began

to create a demand for the standard fuel,

greater that the supply. The by-product

had commenced to assume important pro

portions in the market.

So in time, the Pennsylvania oil fields,

which had been the chief basis of former

supply, were exhausted, and other localities

were drawn upon to a greater extent than

before. To-day, despite the fact that the

United States is the greatest oil-producing

country in the world, great quantities of

naptha are imported from other localities,

such as Sumatra and Borneo, in order to

swell the volume of the product which even

under these conditions threatens to become

insuflicient to supply the constantly grow

ing requirement.

Just here one of the many peculiarities

of the petroleum distillates requires espe

cial emphasis. Though the crude oils them

selves closely resemble one another, their

chemical composition varies exceedingly

This variability is carried through all the

products to a certain extent, so that in the

case of the napthas a great amount of dif~

ference is observable. It may be supposed

that the processes by which the product is

obtained are largely the same in all cases,

and that were it not for this basic difler

ence in the crude oils, the resulting frac

tions would be precisely alike in all re

spects. As it is they vary to such an extent

that in their original state they reveal

strikingly different properties.

Consequently the production of motor fuel

requires a judicious blending of different

products in order to secure the volatil and

thermal properties which govern its useful

ness. In the blending process, specific

gravity is entirely ignored. It is the object

of the producer to develop a fuel which will

evolve a maximum ignition pressure when

burned with 85 per cent. of air, and which

will flash at temperatures within certain

closely defined limits. As a matter of fact,

the gasolene in current use is found to vary

anywhere from 76 to 60 Baume, which cor

responds to a range of from 68.2 to 73.9

per cent. specific gravity. There is also a

certain wide variation in the boiling point,

which may vary from 120 to 330 degrees

Fahrenheit.

It is on this account that the specific

gravity test is of practically no value in de

termining the quality of the fuel. The so

called “Motor Spirit” which may be bought

in the open market is intended solely for

motor use. That is to say, it is produced

with regard to the thermal and evaporative

qualities, which govern at once the relative

amount of power derivable from it, and the

facility with which it may be carburetted

and delivered to the cylinder in combustible

form. Other gasolenes and napthas, such

as are produced with specific regard to the

demands of the sundry manufacturing pur

poses for which they are employed, are pro

duced under similar conditions and their

properties from the motorists' point of view

must be regarded with more or less suss

pician.

It is well known that the gas engine will

run under certain conditions on almost any
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fuel ranging from crude oil to absolute al

cohol. But the most satisfactory supply

from the general utilitarian point of view

is the specialized product which is offered

for the purpose and which, like his tires and

his lubricants, the motorist must take at face

value, without inquiring or needing to in

quire into the chemistry back of them, or

their own physical properties. The use

fulness of the hydrometer in this connec

tion has entirely passed.

Improved Top for Runabouts.

\Yhile the runabout with the double rum

ble seat has attained a degree of popularity

with those who find in this type of car the

desirable features of a compact, companion

able turnout which may be readily con

verted into a more imposing vehicle, with

accommodations for four persons, there has

been difficulty encountered in obtaining a

satisfactory top. The principal objection to

be overcome lay in the necessity of having

something constructed in such a manner

that the bows should not interfere with the

access to the rumble.

The Rands Manufacturing Co., of Detroit,

have solved the difficulty by so arranging

the bows that they do not cross the eu

trance to the rear seats of the car, either

when the top is up or when it is folded

back in a compact space. The top is at

tractive in appearance and though light is

still very strong and can be readily made

rigid when in use.

Street Refuse on the Air Screen.

An annoying condition, which occasion

ally occurs, in engines equipped with a car

buretter having a self contained gasolene

and air screen, is first made apparent by

the engine running at irregular speeds. For

a few yards or may be a block or two the

power plant will be giving its full energy,

then the engine slows down to almost a

standstill and as suddenly will resume its

roruial revolutions. When this occurs the

screen, if removed, will probably show an

accumulation of street refuse which has

been sucked in through the air intake and

packed on the screen, preventing a proper

quantity of air from passing evenly into

the carburetter. Remove the dirt and no

further trouble will be encountered.

Temporary Repair of Cut Tire Casing.

\Nhen a tire suddenly collapses and the

shoe is removed to discover the reason for

it, there may be found on the inside of the

casing a cut which has gone well into the

fabric without appearing on the outside of

the tire. This may have been caused by

an impro‘pcrly protected lug—one from

which the leather covering has come of?—

having made the cut when the tire was run

on while flat. Cover the incision with a

piece of leather and no further trouble will

be experienced for a time. but unless a re

placeincut is made at the earliest opportu

nity the tube will again be pinched as the

leather will “travel.”

BARREL HEADS AND HEAD Wfllllf

Combination that put a Crippled Wheel in

Splints—How Some Chauffeurs Can

Meet Emergencies.

“I wonder what one of these liveried au

tomobile attendants, whom we frequently

see driving cars, would do if his car should

skid

wheel," remarked a man whose extensive

into the curb and crush in a rear

automobile interests had offered the oppor

tunity of getting acquainted with most of

the conditions and experiences which may

“Or rather, I don't won

der, for I know; it would be a telephone call

be encountered.

for a new wheel or a truck. When you're
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all togged out in a fine ‘monkey’ uniform

you can't be expected to do much in the

line of roadside repairs; and besides," he

added, “the fellows who wear livery are not

able, as a general thing, to do much more

than drive a car. If they were they would

not have to dress like coachmen.

“I saw a thing a few days ago that well il

lustrates the native ingenuity of some men,"

he continued. “It was on the outskirts of

the city.

runabout, skidded into the curb, and down

went a rear wheel with four spokes broken.

The ,chauffeur got out and took a look at

the wreck, then calmly lighted his pipe, and

I could see he was doing some real thinking

while he made a careful examination of the

damage. In a minute or two he straight

ened up. looked up and down the neighbor

hood, and then made a bee line for a store

with a grocery sign above the door. In a

few minutes he came back with an odd as

sortment of lumber under his arm, consist

ing of barrel heads and box covers, with

which he proceeded to get his car into tem

porary shape for its trip to the garage.

“First jacking up the wheel he forced the

rim back to as near its Original shape as

possible, then a half barrel head was placed

on the outside of the wheel and two others

like _it were placed on the opposite side in

such a position that the points of the two

met and overlapped the one in the center,

that is the pieces alternated, one on the out

In making a turn the machine, a_

side of the wheel overlapped the one on the

inside, which was in turn lapped by the

third one. Bolts were forced through all

these and when the nuts were tightened up

the board in back, which covered the space

where the broken spokes were, was drawn

tight as possible toward the other two

boards, which were against the good spokes,

and the whole formed a pretty substantial

brace which permitted of the car being

driven home under its own power. It was

one of the cleverest roadside repairs I've

ever seen."

Started His Fire with Gasolene.

An incident, which fortunately was funny,

though it might have been extremely se

rious, occurred during a recent cold spell

in a private garage which has as an adjunct

a well equipped repair shop in which a

mechanic and a German helper are always

busy caring for the seven cars which com

prise the family’s automobile equipment.

For reasons which no sane man can un

derstand, the garage and shop were heated

by stoves, and it was a part of the helper's

duty to attend to the fires. One cold morn

ing when he arrived he found the big stove

cold and the fire out; he quickly prepared

the paper and wood and, to get quick ac

tion, added a generous sprinkling of gas

olene. Had he lighted it at once all would

have been well. but he was called away, and

about ten minutes later returned and applied

the match. In an instant there was a roar,

the top of the stove went up and the doors

blew out, while a sheet of flame enveloped

.the stove and rose almost to the ceiling.

In some miraculous way the helper es

caped without injury, and no damage was

done, save to the stove, which was de~

stroyed, and to the helper's nervous sys

tem. which received so severe a shock that

it was depicted on his countenance and was

further manifested by an outpouring of Ger

man invective which furnished what proved

to be the humorous feature of a serious ex

periment.

Why Noises Should not be Ignored.

Though the noise made by the vibration

of some unimportant part of the equipment

—such as the glass of an oil light for in

stance—is annoying. it is often considered

too trivial to be given immediate attention.

and it is permitted to continue until an en

tirely convenient moment is at hand or un

til it is repaired for lack of something else

to do while “killing time." Such a detail

may be unimportant to the general running

of the car, but the habit of letting things

go until “to-morrow" is one easily formed

and for a driver to accustom himself to un

necessary noises and to become so hard

ened to them that he doesn’t “bother” to

correct them, means that he is subjecting

himself to a condition, and putting himself

in a position where he will soon cease to

give heed to warnings which portend more

serious disarrangements with consequent

expensive results.
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Johnson’s Circuitous Trip from New York

to Savannah—Ten States Visited in

True Touring Style.

One of the longest tours of recent years

has just been successfully completed by R.

H. Johnson, a member of the Touring Com

mittee and of the Good Roads Committee of

Mr.

johnsth drove his 30 horsepower White

the American Automobile Association.

steamer from New York to Savannah, by a

circuitous route, passing through ten states

and covering a total distance of 2,044 miles.

Mr. Johnston summarizes his trip as fol

lows:

“We started from New York, not with the

intention of doing any sensational stunt,

but with the purpose of finding a good

touring route between North and South, and

to do what little we could to forward the

good roads movement. We were not con

cerned with finding the shortest route, but

our idea was rather to see as many places

of interest as possible. We first proceeded

to Philadelphia and from there to Harris

burg. Here we turned southward ano

passed through Gettysburg, climbed the

Blue Ridge, and continued on to Hagers

town, Maryland. Here we again turned

westward and journeyed to Cumberland

where commences the old National high

way. We followed this one road a total

distance of 320 miles, first over the Alle

gheny Mountains, where we had many

climbs of one, two and three miles, then

through \Vheeling, W. Va., and Columbus,

Ohio, to Springfield. Here we turned south

ward through Dayton to Cincinnati. Then

we had a delightful 300 mile trip through

Kentucky, where we found many more

miles of good roads than we had antici

pated. \Ve visited Lexington, the center 01

the famous blue grass, horse raising sec

tion; Frankfort, the picturestjue capital of

the State, and Louisville. At Frankfort we

met William J. Bryan, who rode with us for

a short distance and who expressed his sym

pathy with the good roads movement.

“South of Louisville the roads were

rather rough, but the going was not par

ticularly severe, except on the 25 mile de

tour we made from the main route in order

to visit the Mammoth Cave. The next large

city which we visited was Nashville, Tenn.,

and then we were agreeably surprised to

find a toll road from that city to the Ala~

bama line, 100 miles to the south. “'c con

tinued due south until we reached Hunts

ville, Ala., where we turned east. There

after, we had some very bad mud, due to

the abnormally heavy rainfall, but we kept

going and reached Chattanooga in good

season, crossing the Tennessee River on a

flat-bottomed ferryboat, propelled by two

oars.

“We next climbed Lookout Mountain,

visited Missionary Ridge and the battle

field of Chickamauga, where there is a most

imposing array of monuments, some for

the Blue and some for the Gray. From

Chattanooga we proceeded almost due

south through Rome, Cartersville, and Ma

rietta, to Atlanta, and from there to Macon.

“The trip from Macon to Savannah was

by far the hardest portion of the journey.

The roads are hardly more than trails

through the sand, which becomes heavier

as one nears the coast. But the principal

reason why few automobiles ever attempt

this trip, even at a more propitious time of

the year, is because almost all of the streams

are without bridges. Even those streams

which have bridges. must be approached

through water, as the bridges are built only

over the deepest parts. As we made the

trip after a season of heavy rain, itvcan be

imagined that we had to do some rather

sensational fording. Often the water

washed over our big 36-inch wheels. Sev

eral times our burner was extinguished. But

this did not bother us, as we always hao

a reserve supply of steam in our generator

sufficient to carry us to terra firma. we

were almost three days in making the 200

miles between Macon and Savannah, which

was by far the slowest progress we made

on any part of the tour.

“Our total elapsed time from New York

to Savannah was three weeks and five days.

It should be noted that we were not out for

records, but took time to see all the places

of interest in or near our route. As is evi

denced by our continuous progress, we had

no trouble with the car, and our tire trou

bles, despite the severe character of much

of the road, were almost negligible.

“1 think I may safely say that during the

trip we had every known kind of weather.

ranging from the blizzard we experienced

in the mountains near Uniontown, Pa.,

where we could hardly see the road a yard

ahead of us, to the delightful sunshine of

Georgia, where we discarded coats, gloves

and even hats. Furthermore, if there is

any kind of road which we did not find dur

ing our 2044 mile journey. that kind must

be something better than the magnificent

government road which runs along Mis

sionary Ridge. I do not believe that any

thing can be worse than the occasional

patches of quicksand in southern Georgia,

the black bottomless mud of Jackson coun—

ty, Ala., or the grades of stratafied rock

leading to the Mammoth Cave."

Paris Horse Census Shows Decline.

An indication of progress. which doubt

less will be eagerly grasped by the prophets

of a “horseless age" is that revealed by the

falling off in number of horses used in

Paris. In the last ten years this has

amounted to exactly 10 per cent. In 1897

the equine census revealed a total of exactly

92.026 head of horses, while the corre

sponding figure for 1907 was only 83,458.

In the 8th “arrondissement,” the Champs

Elysecs, the drop amounts to 50 per cent.

N0'l' REALLY BIRDS (if A FEA'I‘IIER

But the Chauffeur Who Tried to "Flock"

with the Millionaire Didn’t Know—

Where Extremes Met.

The cold wind “howled dismally" around

the vicinity of Forty-second street and

Broadway. It also “howled dismally" else

The cold wind usually “howls dis

mally or “bitterly” in Ouidian novels.

In front of the $1,000,000 lobster palace

stood two cars. One was a $10,000 car,

with a $5,000 body. The other was a $2,000

car with a $346.98 body. In front of the

$10,000 car with the $5,000 body stood a

young $1,000,000,000aire. He felt that life

had its compensations, after all, for he had

just eaten a $1,000 dinner, with $50~per-bot

tle wine as a side drink. An $8,000 fur coat,

$300 fur cap and $250 fur gloves protected

him from the cold winds that “howled dis

mally." Ever and anon he removed the

$100 perfecto from his lips to insert a 24

karat gold toothpick, lest a visage of the

$1,000 dinner should remain. lie was wait

ing for Mrs. $1,000,000,000aire, who had

stopped to speak to some friends.

In front of the $2,000 car with the $346.98

body, stood a very ordinary chauffeur, in a

“goat fur” coat, and a 98-cent cap purchased

from a cut-rate bargain store in the local

ity. His gloves were not fur, and he stamped

his feet and swung his arms vigorously in

a vain effort to induce circulation. He was

only a poor chauffeur, and had not had

anything heavier that coffee and rolls since

morning; it was now nearly 4 o'clock. He

waited for his employer who was within the

$1,000,000 lobster palace.

Finally the Very Ordinary Chauffeur

walked over to the Befurred One, and said:

“Say, Bo, you must be in soft. Whose

car ’ye drivin’, anyway?"

Thus is it made plain that men are not

always what they seem; also is it illustrated

how pride may be humbled.

where.

u

Automobile Rule Applied to Camels.

In America it is the automobile which

the authorities insist shall travel only at

a moderate speed, besides being provided

with light and sound producing apppliances,

but on the sunbaked promontory of Aden

the corybantic camel has come in for speed

restriction. According to report an order

has been issued in Aden that “all camels

going beyond a walking pace after sunset

must be provided with a bell." Those who

have never beheld the camel when his foot

is on his native heath, or rather sand, can

'hardly grasp the idea of the unwieldly Bac

trian being induced by any conceivable

means to get up a speed faster than that of

a ponderous Broadway “cop.” The real rea

son, however, is that the animal's feet are

so big, soft and clumsy that they make

practically no noise.
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POWER WASTE IN CYLINDER WALLS

Its Proportion to the Amount Developed

Charted from Tests—How the Results

were Reached.

It is quite generally understood that of

the total power developed by the burning

gas within the cylinder a large proportion

goes to waste, the principal sources of loss

being the exhaust and the cooling water, or,

in the case of the air-cooled motor, the air
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immediately surrounding the radiating

flanges on the cylinder. In fact, it is un

questionable that in many instances, the

amount of loss localized in the cylinder

walls even exceeds that from any other

source, nearly half the power developed ac

tually being wasted in heating the jacket

water in some instances of poor design,

while frequently more power is lost in this

way than is converted into work.

The relation between power developed

and power lost is in no way better illus

trated, than by means of a graphic table,

like the accompanying, which shows at

once the power developed at the fly wheel

throughout the speed range of the motor,

the power lost through the cylinder walls,

and the thermal efficiency of the motor. The

third curve, represents a concise summary

of the results expressed by the other two.

The upper of the two first-mentioned curves

  

showing the loss through the jackets in

terms of horsepower, as compared with the

second—the power_ developed at the fly

wheel—~makes an impressive showing.

The diagram is based on a series of tests

conducted by White & Poppe, Ltd., Coven~

try, England, upon one of their own four

cylinder vertical engines, measuring 100 by

110 mm. The curves, and the following out~

line of the method of test, as published in

the Autocar, show that the results are close

ly checked, and authentic. The actual eFfi

ciency under the various conditions of speed
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and load shown by the test, of course ap

pertains only to this engine, the object of the

trials being merely to establish in a general

way, the relation between power devel

oped and power lost through the walls.

This factor, however, may be taken as fair

ly representative of the results obtained or

dinarily in current practice.

“The engine was mounted on a test stand

and fitted with air braking vanes. so that

when the engine was run at a certain speed

the horsepower was definitely known with

out calculation,” says the authority quoted.

“The accuracy of this method of, testing

was in the first place determined by an elec

trical checking method, so that any error

could not come into the observations.

Water was circulated through the jacket of

the engine, and the amount passed through

in a given time was carefully measured. .'\

thermometer placed at the inlet and outlet

pipes to the water jackets indicated the in

itial and final temperature of the COOling

water. The rise in temperature, taken in

conjunction with the amount of water

passed through in a given time, gave the

means of calculating the work lost or ab

sorbed in the cooling water.

“Tests were made of the engine running

light when electrically driven to ascertain

the frictional resistance of the engine itself.

The losses in the exhaust gases were not di

rectly taken, but calculated after the brake

horsepower and the cooling water power

absorbed had been determined. The differ

ence, of course, is due to engine friction,

radiated heat, and exhaust gas losses.

“The petrol employed had a density of

.72, and through the experiments the ap

proximate petrol consumption was .72 pint

of petrol per horsepower per hour. The'

heat value of the ‘petrol' was practically

11,000 per kilogram, and one calorie was

taken as 424 kilogram-metres. Calculation

showed the theoretical horsepower to be

5.1 horsepower for each useful horsepower

developed. The efficiency, therefore, of the

engine was 1/5.1, or practically 19.6 per

cent. . . . .

“The normal engine speed of this particu

lar type of engine was 1.360, and at this

speed it will be noticed that the brake horse

power curve indicates about 32% horse

power, whilst the horsepower lost in the

water is no less than 44 horsepower. As a

matter of fact, if the whole of the fuel em

ployed was turned into useful work, assum

ing very small engine friction, and that noth

ing was lost in the cooling water and the

exhaust gases, the actual horsepower de

veloped by the fuel consumed at a speed of

1,360 crankshaft revolutions would be some

thing over 160 horsepower. . .

“The lowest of the three curves gives the

percentage of the fuel converted into horse

power. It will be noticed that as the speed

increases the percentage of fuel converted

into horsepower decreases, and this might

only be expected, because as the speed of

the engine increases the compression be

comes slightly lower, owing to the fact that

the cylinder is not completely filled at each

stroke."

Systematic Inspection of the Car.

While a general inspection of the entire

car at frequent intervals is always advisable,

it is well also to make a systematic investi

gation with a definite purpose in mind. F01

instance, look at every nut on the car to

see if those which should be protected from

coming off by a cotter pin always have this

little detail and where it has fallen off, or

been neglected, supply the deficiency. And

again. look for loose nuts and have a

wrench in hand to try each of them. In

making these specific searches one will no‘

tice other things which are to be corrected,

while a general investigation may often fail

to discover the disarrangement of minute

details which, though small, are of great

importance.
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AXLE PROBLEM IN FRONT DRIVE

Some of the Solutions and Wherein They

Fail—Application of the “Jack-in-the

Box” Idea.

However satisfactory the principle of driv

ing and controlling the vehicle by means of

the front wheels may be in theory, the fact

remains that in practice it is very difficult

of achievement—at least according to pres

ent notions of structural requirement and

possibility. In such electric systems as per

mit the mounting of the motor directly in

the wheels, or in the scheme of the “gaso

lene wheel," which was developed experi

axle, is applied in one of the pioneer inven

tions of this class, that of Messrs. Lacoste

and Duncan, which was granted an English

patent as long ago as 1896. It consists

merely in the manifold application of the

principle of the common bevel gear differ

ential or “jack-in-the-box,” as it is some-_

times familiarly knOwn. The differential

balance gear is mounted in the driving shaft

as usual, while at either end of the axle is

mounted a second differential group in

which the usual “floating member” carrying

its two bevel pinions. is made the steering

pivot, while one of the two larger bevel

gears is affixed to the end of the driving

shaft and the other mounted on the wheel.

The accompanying illustration shows the

arrangement in somewhat idealized form.

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

mentally several years ago, the problem is

rendered comparatively simple. Where the

motor is located in the chassis so that it is

necessary in addition to transmitting the

power to the driving wheels and making

some provision for differential motion be

tween them on turns, to allow for the deflec

tion of the wheels without interfering with

the driving function. the maximum compli

cation of requirements exists.

The most natural way of attacking the

problem from the standpoint of present de

sign, is to construct the axle practically as

though it were the ordinary live rear mem

ber, except that the wheels are mounted on

steering knuckles, and the driving shafts

are connected to them through universal

joints. Several objections to this method

arise, however, notably owing to the varia

ble velocity and resistance of the universal

joint when operating under conditions of

wheel deflection. A part of this objection

may be overcome by doubling the joints in

each of the individual driving shafts, but

this involves the objection of adding to the

mechanism. introducing also. lost motion,

friction and liability of breakdown in the

ratio of two to one, theoretically at least.

A more obvious method, and one which

from the theoretical point of view is far

more desirable since it permits the deflec

tion of the steering wheels to take place

without affecting the driving function of the

  

The driving force is transmitted to the

wheel through the intermediary of the pin

ions, which incidentally reverse the direc

tion of motion, thus necessitating the back

ward rotation of the driving shaft for for

ward motion of the vehicle. The extreme

nicety of the arrangement. however. exists

in the provision which it makes for inde

pendence of the steering movements of the

wheels. Supposing the vehicle to be sta

tionary for the moment, it is evident that

as the wheels are swung from one "lock"

to the other, they must roll about the pivots,

even though eambred in such a way that

their points of contact with the ground are

central and stationary under these condi

tions. In the arrangement under consid

eration. the wheels are set perfectly vertical

so that in swinging into or out of lock they

roll. The driving gear, however. is not

affected by these movements. If it makes

no difference which way the wheels are

swung when the driving gear is at rest, nat

urally. it does not affect the driving func

tion if they are swung when the vehicle as

a whole is in'motion, so that the complete

disassoeiation of the two purposes is ac

complished.

Judged on the basis of present driving

systems. this arrangement is obviously

crude and over complicated. Regarded as a

study in design, however, it .is highly inter

esting and suggestive. Several other meth

ods of front driving and steering were con

temporaneous with this arrangement, no

tably that covered by the Sydenham pat

ent of the same year. For the most part

they were too crude to be considered at all

seriously now, however. An example of

this early development which was extremely

simple, but equally impractical from the

present point of view, was that of employ

ing a swinging front axle of the live type,

carrying a differential balance gear the mo

tion of which was controlled by a pair of

brakes. _Applying one of the brakes, re—

tarded the wheel to which its side of the

differential was connected, correspondingly

advancing the other. and so swinging the

axle. It is not surprising to learn that this

system was not sufficiently “sensitive” to

permit of continued use, or that other draw

backs arose which served to discontinue its

use. Considered in the broadest possible

way it appears that front actuation and con

trol is sufiiciently desirable to warrant a

general renewal of attention. This is par

ticularly true in the case of the commercial

vehicle.

Special Ammeter for Testing Coils.

Attention directed to the fact that with

the ordinary type of multiple vibrator spark

coil, it is practically impossible to obtain

absolute synchronism in the ignition by the

ordinary methods of adjustment in which

the eye and car alone are employed in

judging the quality of the spark, has

brought out that the Connecticut Telephone

and Electric Co.. Meriden, Conn., are mar

keting a special, low-reading ammeter,

termed a coil current indicator, which is

made for exactly this purpose. It may be

connected to any of their coils by simply

“plugging-in” to one of their regular switch

ing jacks, and gives a close registration of

the consumption, thus furnishing an ideal

check on the adjustment. The use of a

special ammeter constructed for the pur

pose, is particularly helpful in this connec

tion, as was pointed out, since by testing

the current in the primary circuit it is pos

sible to determine the exact consumption

of the coils for various adjustments of the

vibrator.

Water Cooled Crank Case and Gearse‘t.

Water cooling for the crank case of the

motor and the transmission gearset, has

not been heard of hitherto, nor would it

generally be thought necessary. A system

designed to effect this, has recently been

devised and patented, however, by the Daim

ler Moteren Gesellschaft, fountain head of

all the Daimler and Mercedes products. The

water is circulated first through the jacket

surrounding the gearset, then around the

motor crank case, and then through the cyl

inder jackets, after which it passes through

the radiator before returning to its original

path. The object is to prevent any rise in

temperature due to possible excess of fric

tion; and also to preserve a uniform tem

perature under all possible conditions.
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EFFECTS 0E COMPROMISE 0N DESIGN

How the Practical Medium Between Ex

tremes is Developed—Examples in the

Evolution of the Automobile.

\\-'hile the evil of going to extremes is

equally apparent in all things, it is nowhere

better emphasized than in the realm of me

chanical engineering. the principles of which

closely hedge round what is broadly known

as "practice." Still it is rather an unusual

notion that in consequence of this, practice

is nothing more nor less than an array of

compromises. sanctioned by usage and

common consent. In this connection a for

eign authority points out a number of in

stances illustrative of the way in which just

this effect is produced by tlte conditions

limitingr the designer of the motor car.

“It is doubtful if even the designer him

self thoroughly realizes the important part

which 'compromise' plays in his designs

and of the many others interested in att

tomobilism few probably have given the

matter much thought," he remarks. “Let

tne make my meaning clear, and I shall be

able to do this more easily by selecting

some ‘detail' for discussion. .-\ connecting

rod comes to my mind as being, perhaps,

as good as any.

"How does compromise affect this partic

ular part? Suppose we imagine a rod of

extreme lettgth coupling the piston to the

crank pin. \\'e should in this case get prac

tically no side thrust at all on the piston,

for the rod would at all positions of the

revolution of the crank occupy a position

nearly parallel to the axis of the cylinder,

and frotn this point of view such a rod

would be ideal. It is easy to see objection,

however. to such an arrangement. The rod

would be excessively heavy, the overall

length of an engine so titted would be. great.

and expense of production would be propor

tionzite. On the other hand, we might em~

ploy an exceedingly short rod, or, say, one

e tual to about the length of stroke of the

piston; hence we should get enormous side

thrust. and consequently wear and tear, on

the piston and cylinder walls. Such a rod

would. however, be light, and therefore

suitable for an engine lthVillg a high speed

of revolution.

"lience we observe that it is necessary to

con promise between the two extremes and

steam engine practice in this case, many

years before the introduction of the petrol

n1otor has decided this ‘happy medium' for

us. . .

"Let us take another case and discuss it

in the same fashion, and this time we shah

select a part where the points to be con

sidered are tnore numerous. A rear road

wheel fulfills these conditions well. in the

automobile of ten years ago it was custom

ary to use considerably larger wheels than

is the case at the present day, obviously

owing to the use of them on horse-drawn

vehicles. Various objections to large wheel

diameters. however, present themselves to

us. Firstly, it is not easy to reduce the

speed front the engine to the road wheels

to a sufficient degree without entailing big

frictional losses in the process; secondly,

the cost of a pneumatic tire of such a size

would be great; thirdly, it is more difficult

to build a large diameter wheel of sufficient

strength for automobile purposes; and,

fourthly, a large wheel practically necessi~

tates a high, and therefore unstable, car.

It appears that we can only put one advan~

tage against these four objections. This

advantage is, however. a considerable one

—a large wheel condnces to very easy rid

ing and reduces road shocks. we should,

perhaps, add that a tire titted to such a

wheel would last longer. on account of its

fewer number of revolutions per mile.

"Taking the case of the very small road

wheel, we shall find that a small wheel in

creases the traction force necessary, espe

cially over rough roads; that it puts more

work on to the springs, and that it necessi

tates various pz‘rts of the chassis approach~

ing perilously close to the road. On the

other hand. the small wheel is cheaper to

build, and its tire is cheaper than that of

the large wheel. Fortunately for the tire

tattufacturer. the problem of wheel diam

eter has been boiled down to one or two

sizes, but this boiling down process amounts

to a system of compromise. . . .

"There is, indeed, hardly a part of the

modern motor'car which has not at some

time or another been subjected to this com

promising process. lixperience proves a

part too light, we strengthen it; too short,

we lengthen it: and so We proceed till

eventually we arrive at a correct size and

strength. which, forgetting the system of

change which has l‘trought us to it. we are

apt to regard hereafter as fixed and unal

terable."

 

Best Method in Tightening Chains.

It is a common practice to “jack up" the

car when chains are to be tightened. and

while this permits of the wheel being

turned so that the chain may be "felt" in all

positions of the sprockets, it bears little or

no relation to the condition in which the

chain will be when the car is again resting

on the ground. The only safe and sure way

to make chain adjustments is to do it with

the car standing in its normal position and

after tightening or loosening the strut rods

push the car about the floor, constantly lift.

ing or trying the chain. so that “high spots"

in the sprockets may be provided for. in

this way there is little danger of getting a

chain too tight. which condition is far more

serious than having it too loose. as the

strain on the jack-shaft will result in worn

 

bearings, if not the more serious mishap of

springing the jack-shaft. Care may kill a

cat. but extreme care makes just the dif

ference in an automobile that lies between

big upkeep expense and necessary outlay.

WHERE THREE WHEELS SERVE HES'I'

An Observer’s Views on Transportation

Conditions in Egypt—Advantages of

Single Wheel Drive.

\Vhatever may be the characteristics of

the motor vehicle as finally developed from

its present tentative condition, it is plain

to see that no absolutely fixed standards

of construction can be applied to it in all

of its possible applications. Special uses

require special adaptations, and it will not

be surprising if the business and pleasure

cars of the future exhibit far greater struc

tural differences than is the case to-day. In

this connection the observations of a stu

dent of transportation conditions in Egypt

are of interest, because it is his judgment.

based on a number of years of direct exper

iment, that for use in the desert and in

countries where practically no roads exist,

the _three-wheeled tractor, and the two

wheeled trailer are the most acceptable ve

hicles for motor haulage. In explanation of

this apparently wild conclusion he gives the

following arguments in favor of three

wheeled traction under the conditions here

noted:

“1. \Vith three wheels there

point suspension on the road.

".2. The power being applied to the rear

wheel in the middle of the frame, gives a

direct application of power along the cen

ter line of traction, and all energy is di

rectcd along that line.

“3. The weight on the driving wheel can

be'easily regulated to give the requisite

amount of road adhesion according to na

ture and surface of track.

“4. There is no complication of differen

tial gearing. as is required when conveying

the drive through the two rear wheels of

an ordinary car. and none of the attendant

strains of driving first on one side wheel

and then on the other. according to the na

ture of the track.

"5. The simplicity of gearing between the

engine and the driving wheel.

“6. The single wheel drive enables a

driver to select the hardest part of the

track for his road or driving wheel.

“In place of four-wheeled trailers and the

consequent limit of wheel diameter for

steering lock on short turns a two-wheel

trailer with long platform and large diam~

eter wheels is found to be more suitable for

negotiating either soft or rough ground, and

this type of carriage manoeuvres much more

easily on awkward bends. The two-wheel

cart for heavy transport is no new idea," he

concludes, “and is in regular use in South

ern Europe, giving every satisfaction on

heavy draft work with horses.”

is a three

“The :\ B C of Electricity.” Price 50c.

The Motor \Vorld Publishing CO., 154 Nas

sau St., New York City.
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JONES PRODUCES A TAXIMI'ITI'IR

First American Fare Recorder Has Special

Features—Variety of Records and

Safety Against Tampering.

\Vhile this country has not been slow in

adopting the taximetcr vehicle, practically

all of the “fare recorders" employed have

been importations, as no American inventor

who has been actively interested in pro

ducing the indicator has offered his device

for general use. But the matter has been

receiving careful attention from at least

one American and Joseph \V. Jones, whose

speedometer is so well known, now has

placed on the market an instrument to be

known as the Jones taximeter.

This latest addition to the Jones line is

an instrument about 7 inches in diameter

by 4 inches thick. The dial face is of silver

with figures indicating the rate or tariff,

the total fare to be paid by the passenger

and a separate indicator for extras. On

the reverse side is another dial on which

is indicated the total sum paid to the driver,

the total mileage and a trip mileage, which

latter can be reset by the operator at any

time. There is also a record of the num

ber of trips with single and double tariff.

The meter is arranged to display a “Va

cant” sign which is thrown to the right,

into a horizontal position when it indicates

on the dial tariff (l) and at the time indi

cating an initial charge of 30 cents for the

first half mile, when a passenger enters the

vehicle. After this distance has been trav

eled an additional charge of 10 cents for

each quarter mile is added to the total.

Trunks and other baggage for which a

charge is made, are recorded by turning a

knob which controls the “Extras” dial, and

adds the sum recorded to the “Total Fares.”

The meter is constructed so that if the

“Vacant” sign is thrown to the left until a

horizontal position is obtained, the same

initial charge is recorded, after which then

is an additional charge of 10 cents for each

one-sixth of a mile, in this way covering the

cost of 4 or more passengers.

’The taximeter contains also clock mech

anism which, when the “vacant” sign is

down and the vehicle standing, causes a

charge of 10 cents to be registered for each

6 minutes of waiting; this charge being

added to the total. This is all arranged me

chanically so that the driver has no control

over the instrument except to start and stop

it. On the passenger leaving the vehicle the

driver throws the "Vacant" sign to a ver~

tical position, resetting the figures under

"Total fares,” and turning the “Extras’

to 0.

The instrument is also arranged so that

it cannot be tampered with or put out of

order, or the “Vacant” sign or extras

changed while the driver is absent. This

arrangement is necessary for the reason

-inventor expects to visit Europe in

that maliciously inclined persons might

change the tariff or ring up extras which,

of course, the driver would have to account

for to the company. In fact there has been

some little trouble in this connection on

account of the existing jealousy between

the horse cab drivers and the “taxi” cab

drivers. The “taxi” cabs being smarter and
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more popular have been getting the bulk

of the trade. \Vhen a "taxi" cab driver

leaves his car for a few minutes, the horse

cab driver rings up a few extras, etc., which

makes the “taxi” that much out of pocket.

To overcome this objection some of tht

cab drivers have arranged a small padlock

on the taximeter, which. h0wever, does not

add to the appearance of the instrument.

Jones taximetcrs are now being manufac

tured, and will be leased to operators of

taxi” cabs, horse cabs, etc., and the Jones

    

company attaches. repairs maintains and

guarantees the instruments. It is believed

that this is the only satisfactory method

on which to operate the instruments.

the

spring to introduce this taximeter and to

dispose of the European patent rights.

The“

ONLY A BIT 0F BARE WIRE

But It Cost the Chauffeur a Long Search—

One of the Many Elusive Causes of

Motor Trouble.

“I think the hardest problem in automo

bile troubles that I evcr encountered," said

a professional driver whOse years of ex

perience entitled him to be heard with at

tention, “came to me one afternoon as I

went out of the garage with only time

enough to meet the owner as ordered and

With no leeway for punctures or anything

else. I started with everything working in

fine shape, but when about two blocks had

been traversed the machine slowed down

and seemed to lose power with ever in

I headed back for the

garage and could barely make it on first

creasing rapidity.

speed.

“The first symptoms were the same as

would have been encountered with worn

out piston rings letting the mixture into

the engine base when the heat of the en

gine had made the oil thin, as we generally

express it, but I knew that my engine was

in prime condition and immediately elim

inated that possibility from consideration

and turned to the battery. A metcr

showed that I was right; the battery was

way down; so I put in fresh cells and started

again. I had not gone a block when I

found the same condition to exist.

“Of course I was guessing. There was no

use of looking at the timer except for short

circuits, so I made a careful examination

with that in view and satisfied myself that

all the contacts there were well protected.

The secondary circuit revealed the same

satisfactory condition, the vibrations on

the coil buzzed as they should buzz, and

the battery connections were perfect—yet

I had too little ‘juice’ to get explosions be

fore the piston was way down; not enough

spark to fire one compression.

“Again I put in fresh cells which I first

tested with a large meter that I knew to be

in perfect condition. The battery was all

right, yet a little running on the floor

weakened it pcrceptably and I was certainly

stumped. I— thought that it must be in the

coil, yet when the plugs were laid on the

cylinders and the engine turned over a fine

spark resulted.

“I worked on that problem for nearly two

hours. At last when tired and disgusted,

the solution was found. A bit of insulation

had worn away from one of the primaries

on its under side just where it passed over

the metal piece to which was attached the

vibrator spring and this permitted a con

tinuous flow from the battery—a direct cir

cuit. The end of the wire was connected

on the bridge and by its contact with the

metal support of the vibrator a divided cir

cuit was established permitting an abnor

mal consumption of current.”
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WHERE KNOWLEDGE IS REAL POWEI!

Guesswork Apt to Make as Many Troubles

as It Mends—Some Suggestions

 

for the Driver.

In the not distant past it was a common

sight to see an automobile drawn up by the

roadside, a miscellaneous assortment of

tools beside it and the driver distorting

himself into various attitudes, wonderful

to behold, seeking the seat of the trouble

that caused the delay. These sights are

now rare, thanks to the improvements that

have been made in construction, but more

especially because of a general knowledge

of the functions of the different parts of the

gasolene engine.

While it is true that most drivers are

able to diagnose symptoms and locate any

disarrangement in a very few moments, it

is equally true that there are many who

are possessed of only a superficial knowl

edge of the construction of their power

plant. and when something goes wrong it

is more luck than good management if they

succeed in remedying the diFficulty.

Of course the advice to this class is to

learn all about their machine, as there are

few (lisarrangcments of the mechanism that

are not easily adjusted, if one but knows

where to look for them. The man who

trusts to luck usually goes from one thing

to another without rhyme or reason; he

tightens nuts or changes ailiustments with

a vague hope that by some stroke of fortune

he will hit on the right thing. Generally he

does‘hit on it, but not until something else

has been put out of commission by his un

intelligent tinkering, with the result that

when he attempts to start the engine—

which had stopped, say, for instance, be'

cause of a loose battery connection—it

fails to run because he has spoiled the ad

justment of vibrators while looking for the

initial trouble. He finally gets the ma

chine running, but when similar symp

toms are again apparent, the same lengthy

investigation must be indulged in.

A good rule to follow is to never turn

a screw unless you know why you are do

ing it. The policy of "guessing" makes far

more trouble than it corrects. Every part

of a gasolene engine has a definite purpose;

and to alter its position, without having a

thorough understanding of its functions, is

simply to invite trouble. Do one thing at

a time, know why you are doing it. and then

try results before looking further and you

will learn the significance of the different

symptoms and be in a position to make all

necessary adjustments or corrections in

the least possible time and at 'the least

personal inconvenience. '

Glidden in Land of the Pharaohs.

Recent and contemporaneous part way

round the world tours to which the antomo

bile is more or less accessory have served

to eliminate pretty largely from the pop

ular mind interest in the only original globe

girdling motorist, Charles J. Glidden, who

probably would have been totally forgotten

long ago did he not occasionally return to

civilization to inform its peoples of his pro

gress. Races from anywhere and nowhere

to Paris do not affect Mr. Glidden's progress

in the least, however. He is at present “do

ing" Egypt, with the Holy Land in imme

diate prospect. His present travels total

42,367 miles, and he plans to add another

2.000 miles to it before this stage of his

peregrinations is concluded.

It is worthy of note in the light of other

  

R0“) SIGNS 0!" "IE RIGHT S0l'l'

Placed for Guidance and Warning by the

Automobile Club of Syracuse—Their

Character and Variety.

With signs to the right of him, signs to

the left of him, signs right in front of him,

guiding his course, there is little excuse for
the tourist, even “the stranger in our midst-’i

encountering an unexpected condition or

being required to seek information addi

tional to that found on the signs which have

been erected on guide post, telegraph pole

nmmiusmu

' 3 Mill Hill BARE
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DISPLAY OF ROAD SIGNS AT RECENT FRANKLIN SHOW

and more theatrical world touring ventures,

that the Glidden junket is purely a pleasure

exploit. \thn natives are hostile or roads

are particularly rough, the Glidden party

takes to boat or rail, or whatever happens

to be the most comfortable mode of travel,

while the car is sent around the other way.

or packed along with the family luggage

to some point where it may be put again in

commission to add to the owner‘s world

knowledge and automobile mileage.

Chaufl'eurs’ Union Claims 978 Members.

The Chauffeurs' Protective Union of

Greater New York has elected officers for

the ensuing year as follows: President, A.

Rogers; vicepresident, C. Pollock; record

ing secretary, F. Kiernan; treasurer, Albert

Oliver; board of trustees, John Harvey,

three years: I. Brady, two years, and T.

\\'hite, one year; business agent, J. Murphy.

The organization was started a year ago

with 265 members and now numbers 978.

or at any rate that is the number given out

for public consumption.

and buildings along the roads in the vicin

ity of Syracuse, N. Y.

With enterprise which is to be highly

commended the Automobile Club of Syra

cuse have placarded the highways with

signs which give warnings of dangerous

curves. steep hills and uncertain roadways

and with instructions as to where gasolenc

may be found, trolley and railroad cross

ings encountered; distances from place to

place are given while arrows point out the

roads. Local speed ordinances are pro

claimed and the needs and desires of the

automobilist are anticipated and the ways

of obtaining them pointed out “so that he

who runs may read.”

These signs were displayed at the recent

Franklin Show in Syracuse where they were

grouped, as shown in the illustration.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.
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DEFENDS "SIX DAYS TICKET” IDEA

Commissioner Smith Discusses Constitu

tionality of Jersey’s Proposed Tax on

Non-resident Automobilists.

Study of the proposed changes in the

New Jersey automobile law has led persons

both within and outside that State 'to the

conclusion that a special license for non—

resident automobilists would be against the

constitution of the State, falling under the

The

issue has come to the attention of Com

missioner J. B. R. Smith, who had the fol

lowing to say in relation to it when the

head of special or class legislation.

matter was broached in a newspaper inter

view: '

“There has been much adverse talk in

connection with the section of our law

which provides that automobilists from New

York or other States who use our roads are

obliged to pay a license while in this State,

regardless of the fact that they have al

ready been licensed by payment of the fee

required by their native State or States.

Most of the criticism has, of course, been

on the part of the foreign automobilists, or

residents of other States. who can not 'see

why they should pay two licenses for oper

ating their machines, even though they do

cross a State line in their travels. Some of

our New Jersey automobilists take the same

position because New York and other

States do not charge them an additional fee

if they have paid a license here. On all

sides one great, important fact in connec

tion with this particular phase of the auto

mobile problems of legislation seems to

have been forgotten. It is that our State

Constitution inveighs strongly against spe

cial or class legislation, and that in the

event of New Jersey exacting a license fee

from its own' resident owners and users

of automobiles and not from foreigners

resident or other States) who come into our

State, such action could be upset by any

New Jersey resident who cared to test its

constitutionality. To me, and to others who

have made the subject a study, it seems that

for the State to specifically exempt foreign

automobilists from a license fee, or to per

mit them to go free from such a tax with

out any legislation upon the subject, would

be distinctly class or special legislation. It

would be discrimination by the Stfltt.

against its own residents and in favor of

visitors and would, to my mind, he clearly

unconstitutional. Neither would it be fair,

even if we waive the constitutional inhibi

tion for'argumentative purposes, because

there are hundreds of New York and Phil

adelphia men who have summer homes at

some one of the many resorts of world

wide reputation. along the New Jersey shore

of the Atlantic, in which their families

spend from four to eight months of each

year, and to and from which they make

daily trips in high power automobiles. They

enjoy the trips from city to seaside in the

evening and from shore to business in the

morning by automobile vastly more than

making the journey twice a day by boat or

train. Besides, the trip can be made at any

time and the owner need not bother about

time tables or schedules and has only his

own convenience to suit. He uses the ex

cellent roads of New Jersey probably more

than the automobilist who lives on or ad

jacent to those same roads and the State

holds that it is but just and equitable to

exact from him a license fee to be used for

the up-keep of those roads."

Speaking of automobile legislation in gen

eral. Commissioner Smith expressed the

opinion that as yet it is in an embryonic state

throughout the country and said that event

ually the whole subject will be regulated

satisfactorily for all concerned. “I am of

the belief,” he said, isthat we are as yet

merely feeling our way toward the proper

and generally satisfactory laws which will

eventually result. They can not come in a

day, nor at the very beginning, because va

rious propositions must be tried out in a

practical way before their strong or weak

points can be determined and necessary

amendments or corrections agreed upon. As

the head of the State department having di

rect charge of the matter, I am ready at any

time to give anyone an opportunity to take

up any part of our automobile laws, either

in court or otherwise, for the purpose of a

test or to determine whether there is any

injustice being caused or whether unfair

ness for or against the automobile interests

can be shown. As an evidence of that I will

cite briefly the fact that some time ago Mrv

Yellott. a Baltimore lawyer. who is one of

the quartet which handles the law business

for the American Automobile Association,

began an action in behalf of an automobilist

of another State totest the power of at

torney provision of the New Jersey law,

which has been the subject of so much dis

cussion, adverse and otherwise. My de

partment prepared to meet the action and

to carry it to an issue. in a thoroughly

friendly spirit and with the idea that a legal

adjudication of the matter would be a good

step forward in the clearing of the atmos

phere. I was really pleased that the action

had been begun. You can therefore imagine

my surprise when it was suddenly dropped

and no explanation was offered for the

change of front. I wish you would let it

be known that no one need have any fear

of offending the State authorities or the

department of automobiles in particular by

bringing any legal action directed against

any part of our automobile law. We will

welcome it in a friendly spirit and though

we will, of course. put up the stifl'est legal

fight we know how, it will be entirely with

the idea that adiudication of any part or all

of the law by some competent court will be

the means of showing us the right road to

travel along the line of legislative regula

tion of automobile matters.”

I‘LI-ILINGIIUYSI'ZN FACES A FIGII'I'

Jersey Senator’s New Automobile Measure

to be Vigorously Opposed—Features

that Provoke Antagonism.

  

Doubtless the ears of Senator Joseph

li‘relinghuysen, New York corporation law

yer and New Jersey legislator, burn, but

as the insurance senator is used to this sort

of thing he probably doesn’t mind in the

least the mean things automobilists are say

ing about him. The Frelinghuysen amend

ments to the Frelinghuysen automobile law

as applied in New Jersey, which were intro

duced in the legislature of that State last

week, have provoked more comment and

more criticism and have placed the New

Jersey senator more glaringly in the lime

light than when his original bill was intro

duced more than a year ago.

That the proposed amendments to the

present New Jersey law will' not be passed

without a strenuous fight on the part of the

allied automobile interests goes without

question. The New Jersey State Automo—

bile Dealers’ Association, in a meeting in

Newark, Thursday afternoon last, fired the

opening gun of the campaign to be waged

against the proposed amendments by pass

ing a resolution condemning them, and vot

ing to circularize every automobile and ac

cessories concern in the State, in an effort

to arouse sentiment against the changes

in the law now suggested by Senator Fre

linghuysen.

Briefly summarized the proposed amend

ments consist of a sliding taxation of vehi

cles based upon horsepower, from $3 to

$100 per year; a sliding scale for drivers'

licenses, from $1 to $25; the granting of

“admission tickets" to out of State motor

ists to use New Jersey’s roads. at a C05\

of 50 cents per six days, and the abolition

of manufacturers’ and dealers’ blanket li

censes, besides a few minor changes.

This last provision is what the dealers

in New Jersey object to. The present law

compels the dealer to pay a license fee of

$20 a year, which permits him to operate

five cars. The amendments of Senator Fre

linghuysen will, if they become a law, com

pel the dealer to pay a separate tax on each

car. Another apparent injustice is that ac

cording to the proposed amendments it

would be possible for a dealer from another

State to go into New Jersey and demon

strate cars for the small sum of 50 cents,

while it would cost the New Jersey dealer

a large sum for each car.

A general meeting of dealers from va

rious parts of the State will be held some

time during the present week, when it is

expected that a plan of action will be de

cided upon. In the meantime the asso

ciated clubs of New Jersey are arranging

for a meeting to be held with the same 0

ject in view. -
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"Mill FOR CARRYING TWO NUMBERS

Nice Point in Construction of Massachusetts

Law—Local Garage Man Broke It

by Trying to Obey It.

One of those complications that result

from inability to master the intricacies so

frequent in automobile laws furnished a

case for Judge Parmenter, of the Boston

Municipal Court one day last week. John

P. Ware was arrested on a charge of un'

lawfully operating an automobile on Co

The basis of the charge

was that the machine carried two numbers.

lumbus avenue.

Ware showed to the officer his license to

drive the car under one of the displayeu

numbers, and explained that he was em

ployed at a garage where the car had been

repaired, the purpose of his operating it at

this time being to test the repairs. Never

theless, he was haled before the magistrate.

-In court it was shown that the license

exhibited to the officers by Ware was the

one supplied to him by his employer, who

was present in court to explain the situa

tion. _It appears that while the law grants

a single license to a garage for all cars be

longing thereto, this license does not covei

cars sent in for repairs. The complication

appeared to arise from the contention on

the side of the prosecution that Ware

should have had two licenses, correspond

ing to the two different numbers on the car

he was operating. The garage proprietor

had not thought this necessary, but he had

thought it necessary, under the circum

stances. for the car to carry both the own

er's and the garage number. The decision

of the case turned, however, on the declar

ation of the policeman that the arrest was

made because of inability on the part of

the policeman to decide, when a car came

along with two different numbers, as to its

ownership. Judge Parmenter took this view

of the matter and fined Ware $10 for not

having a license corresponding to the own

er's number.

Bicyclists as “Chaperons” for Motorists.

In common with the British Motor Union,

the Association Général Automobile, of

France, has established a body of cycle

mounted scouts to protect the interests of

its members by warning them of the dan

ger of arrest for violation of any of the

special regulations governing motoring

practices. Instead of following the tactics

of their over-channel brethren, who em

ployed the scouts to warn motorists of the

presence of speed traps, the new corps of

the French association are instructed to

patrol the streets and warn members of

any infringement of the law, such as driv

ing cars with smoking motors, or exceed

ing the speed limit. Their influence is thus

directly in line with the purpose of the law.

The force at present employed consists of

twelve men, suitably uniformed and mount

ed on bicycles, who are patrolling the prin~

cipal streets and boulevards of Paris.

Minneapolis Reduces Renewal Fee.

Automobilists and motorcyclists in Minne‘

apolis will hereafter be required to renew

their licenses each year, but they will bu

charged only 50 cents for each renewal. if

the ordinance under consideration by the

Minneapolis city council succeeds in pass

ing, and the indications are that it will.

When the ordinance first was proposed sev4

eral weeks ago it required that motor vehi

cles be licensed annually at the fee of $2

as provided by State law. It was referreo

to the ordinance committee, a change re

sulting as stated. Licensees will be given

the opportunity of taking the same number

each succeeding year upon payment of the

fee of 50 cents after the first year. Minne

apolis motorists will have to carry two tags,

one of the State and the other issued by

the city. The latter will be distinguishable

as the'y will contain the name, “Minneapo

lis" in addition to the number of the license

and the year of issuance, a “very little" to

place on one tag.

New York’s Two Toll Gates Doomed.

Action toward the abolition of the only

two toll gates left in New York State was

taken by the Board of Supervisors of Erie

county last week, when it adopted a resolu

tion asking the county attorney to inform

the board what legal steps can be taken to

get rid of these two gates. The two gates

are in Buffalo. County Engineer Diehl

thought it high time that “these two an

cient obstructions to traffic are removed,"

and said: “We cannot improve these roads

under the good roads law as long as the

toll gates remain upon them. I understand

they are the only toll gates left in the State.

This form of taxation on trafiic is obsolete

and should be ended in Erie county.”

Piling on the Taxation.

Assemblyman Eagleton, of New York,

has again presented in the legislature his

two pet bills, which died a peaceful death

during the last session. One provides that

“no license shall be issued for an automo

bile in excess of 20 horsepower unless it is

to be used for speeding or racing pur

poses"; the other gives a person who has

been injured by an automobile, through the

negligence or carelessness of the operator,

a lien on the car until the claims for dam

ages have been settled. On the same day

Assemblyman A. E. Smith proposed that

hereafter the tax on automobiles used for

pleasure shall be $2.50 per seating capacity.

 

If ever the New York to Paris racers

reach Siberia, a surprise is in store for all

but one of them. The one is question is

carrying with it flanges to fit its wheel rims

and a permit from the Russian government

to run the automobile across the country on

the tracks of the TranssSiberian railway.

F0! A R0“) Tlll0ll0fl 'I'IIE IMIIES

Plan to Petition Congress for a Thousand

Mile Highway—Western Business Men

in an Organized Movement.

In return for the millions of dollars paid

in taxes for river and harbor improvements

in America, the business men of four west

ern States will petition the next Congress

to appropriate $10,000,000 for a road, 1,000

miles long, to be built from Yellowstone

National Park to the Grand Canon of the

Colorado river in Arizona.

This gigantic project was launched at a

recent meeting of the Denver Real Estate

Exchange, but the details were kept secret

until last week. Harold Kountze has been

named as treasurer, and another prominent

western business man, it is stated, will be

elected president of the Western Highway

Association, by which name the organiza

tion which will work for the appropriation

is to be known.

Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and Arizona

will be asked to assist in the campaign for

the road. The originators believe they will

receive all the assistance necessary, as as

suring letters already have been received

from prominent men in these several

States.

None of the States through which the

proposed highway is to pass has sufficient

finances to build it, but as it will be a great

highway for travelers generally, it is argued

that the road will prove of more impor

tance than some of the inland harbors upon

which vast sums are expended and from

which the majority of westerners receive

no apparent benefits.

While the plans of the organizers have

not definitely been decided upon, it is the

general opinion that Congress will be asked

to donate the cost of building and main

taining and to establish a toll system which

will repay the government for its expendi

ture. The proposed road will traverse some

of the most famous scenic and historic

spots of the Rocky Mountain region, in

cluding cliff dwellers' villages and at least

one Indian reservation. As such a high

way would attract countless tourists and

result in consequent expenditure of money

in the States named, it would therefore be

of inestimable value to these States, not

counting all the other advantages from

well kept highways.

Placing Signs in the Ohio Valley.

A vote to purchase road signs, which the

county commissioners have agreed to place,

was the most important work of the Ohio

Valley Automobile Association at its an

nual meeting in Wheeling, W. Va., last

week. The report of the treasurer showed

a balance of $275. which will be expended

in signboards and work of a similar char‘

acter.
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The Week’s Patents.

873,325v Spring for Vehicles.

McGinn, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

7, 1906. Serial No. 329,549.

A vehicle provided with heavy leaf main

springs by which the body or bed is sup

portedwhen weighted, and light supplemen

tal springs connected with the front ends 01

the main springs and with the body or bed

work by means of plates having down

wardly curved portions over which the sup

plemental springs are passed, said plates

being also provided rearwardly of said down

wardly directed curved portions with keep

ers through which the supplemental springs

arerassed,‘ and the rear ends of the main

springs being also provided with supple

mental springs connected therewith and

With the body or bed work of the vehicle.

873.329. Vehicle Spring. Gustav Schmitt,

Milwaukee, Wis. Filed March 18, 1907. Se

rial No. 363,091.

1. A vehicle spring comprising opposite

ly bowed springs connected together in the

center. links connected to the ends of one

of said springs, and rollers connected to the

ends of the other spring and mounted to

move in said links.

873,372. Intake Device for Explosive

Mixtures in Vapor Engines. Clarence P.

Hollister, Pittsfield. Mass, assignor to Stil

son Motor Car Co., Pittstield, Mass., a Cor

poration of Massachusetts. Filed Oce. 4,

1907. Serial No. 395,844.

l_. A vapor mixture intake device for a six

cylinder engine comprising three intake

groups of two each, a single intake to each

group, a continuous chamber into which

the several single intakes open, a general

chamber connecting at its respective ends

With the said continuous chamber and a sin

gle pipe connecting centrally with the gen

eral chamber.

873,384. Radiator. Elmer L. Ogle, New

York, N. Y., assignor to N. Leroy Otis. New

York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 8, 1906. Serial No.

337,887.

l._ A cooler comprising polygonal tubes

having a longitudinal seam on one flat side

provided with a rectangular enlargement at

one end only and grouped alternately so as

to leave spaces between such tubes, sub

stantially as described.

873,385. Radiator. Elmer L. Ogle, New

York. N. Y., assignor to N. Leroy Otis, New

York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 7, 1907. Serial No.

351,095.

1. Steel radiator tubes adapted to be

united by solder; tinned at the pomts where

they are to be soldered, in combination with

a superimposed coat of_copper overlaying

the tube including the tinned surfaces.

873,392. Carburetter. Albert E. Stokes,

Dallas, Texas. Filed Feb. 7. 1907. Serial

No. 356,204.

A carburetter consisting of_ a_ mixing

chamber, an oil inlet pipe opening into said

chamber, a hollow spreader within the cham

ber having a concave face upon which the

oil drops, a tubular stem supporting said

spreader and communicating With a source

of heat. a valve in the oil_ inlet pipe, a pas

sage connecting the mixmg chamber and

engine, a valve adapted to close said pas~

sages, and means connecting the valves so

they will be simultaneously operated, said

means being adjustably connected to the

valve in the oil inlet, for the purpose de

scribed.

873,399. Combined Heating and Ventil

ating System for Automobiles. Nathan W.

Patrick J.

Filed Aug.

.the front axle of a motor

Williams, Evanston, Ill. Filed Nov. 2, 1906.

Serial No. 341,737.

1. In combination with the structure to

be heated, a hydro-carbon engine, an ex

haust pipe leading therefrom, a muffler se

cured to the discharge endof the exhaust

pipe and in open communication with the

atmosphere, an inclosing box, secured to the

structure to be heated and provided with an

intake opening for supplying fresh air, a

register- in communication with the inclos

ing box for controlling the flow of heated

air therefrom, a radiator box within the in

closing box, a branch pipe leading from the

radiator box to the exhaust pipe interme

diate the muffler and the engine, and a dis

charge pipe, leading from the radiator box

and out of-the inclosing box and discharg

ing directly into the atmosphere, substan

tially as described.

873,405. Automobile. Franz Bartl, New

York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 30. 1906. Serial

No. 345,589.

1. A motor vehicle or automobile in

which the actuating mechanism is located

within the chassis frame comprising a drop

axle with a stump on each end passing

through the hub of a wheel, borings in said

stumps, a wheel shaft in each boring, a ball

bearing on each side of the wheel on the

axle stump, a fourth ball hearing at the in

ner end of each shaft, and a standard bolted

to the drop axle supporting the last named

ball bearing and the inner end of the shaft.

873,434. Motor Car. James T. Hepburn,

Lochwiiinoch, Scotland. Filed Nov. 20,

1906. Serial No. 344.299.

1. In a motor car the combination with

pivotally sup‘

ported thereon, gear for driving the back

axle, a shaft directly connecting said gear

with the gear of the motor, a tube surround

ing said shaft, a second tube arranged out

side of the first one, the one tube being

fixed at_its front end and free at its rear

end, while the other is fixed at its rear end

and free at its front end in order that the

wheel axles may take up different angles

relatively with one another and to the hori

zontal.

873,453. Folding Seat Frame for Automo—

biles. James M. Nolan, New Haven, Conn.,

assignor of two-thirds to \Nilliam H. Wil

son and Charles Rasmussen. New Haven,

Conn. Filed Aug. 23, 1907. Serial No. 389,

848.

l. A folding seat frame for automobiles

consisting of a bracket having outwardly

extending slotted guides and transverse and

longitudinal grooves, a seat spider having

inwardly extending arms and fingers, a rod

connecting said fingers and extending

through the slots in the frame, one of said

fingers adapted to ride in said grooves, sub

stantially as described.

873,461. Change Speed Gear. Maurice

Sizaire and Louis Naudin, Puteaux, France,

assignqrs to Société des Automobiles Si

zaire et Naudin, Paris, France. Filed Feb.

28, 1906. Serial No. 303,443.

1. A change speed gear for motor cars,

motorcycles, and like comprising a driven

axle, a toothed wheel secured upon said

axle, a drivmg shaft havmg a universal

joint, a number of change speed pinions

capable of sliding on the said (lflVlflg shatt

and driving the said toothed wheel, means

for moving laterally said universally 10mth

shaft to disengage said pinions_from said

wheel and for sliding longitudinally the

number of pinions when these pinions have

been disengaged from With the toothed

wheel.

873,478. Lubricating Device for Automo

biles. Frederick J. Ziegler, New York, N.

Y. Filed April 2, 1907. Serial No. 365,965.

1. In a lubricator, the combination of a

container for the lubricant, a shaft which

controls by its angular position the dis

charge of lubricant from said container, a

shaft journaled in said container and ar

ranged for operative connection with the

engine to be lubricated, and an operative

connection between said shafts by which the

discharge controlling shaft is rocked.

873,544. Automobile Bumper. Ray \V.

Harroun, Chicago, Ill. Filed March 29,

1906. Serial No. 308,683.

1. In an automobile bumper, a rail ex

tending across the front of an automobile

attached to the frame by horizontal arms

running through the eye bolts at the frame

ends and supported by brackets at the rear

ends backed up by springs surrounding

said horizontal arms.

873,620. Motor Vehicle. William C.

Schwarz, Edwardsville, Ill. Filed May 29,

1906. Serial No. 319,358.

1. In a motor vehicle, a frame, front and

rear axles pivotally mounted at their cen

ters beneath the frame, traction wheels

fixed on the ends of said axles, differential

gearing arranged on the axles, pinions mesh

ing with and driving said differential gear

ings, flexible extensible shafts arranged to

drive the pinions, means carried by the

frame for driving the flexible extensible

shafts, a pair of cross rods pivotally con

nected at their ends to the ends of the

axles, a rod pivotally connected to one of

the cr05s rods, and means arranged on the

frame for imparting longitudinal movement

to the rod.

873,679. Band Brake. Frank O'Brien,

Jackson, Mich., assignor to Buick Motor

Company, Flint, Mich. Filed Dec. 18, 1906.

Serial No. 348,431.

1. In a brake of the kind described, the

combination of a wheel carrying a ring, an

axle connected to the wheel, a tubular eas

ing over the axle, having a circular head at

the end fitting at its edge close to the ring,

with a series of pins and a stop projecting

into the ring, a split band supported upon

the pins, with its ends arranged to abut the

stop, and means to expand the band.

873,738. Vehicle Tire. John Eckhard,

Buffalo, N. Y. Filed April 7, 1906. Serial

No. 310,554.

1. A tire for wheels comprising a retain

ing member held to the felly of the wheel, a

multi-part tire within said retaining mem

ber and each of the parts thereof havmg

curved undercut grooves in the ends there

of, combined connecting and fastening de

vices between the several parts of the tire

comprising each a crescent-sha ed trans

versely disposed connector tting_ the

grooves in adjacent ends of two adjoining

blocks and fastening bolts on said connector

passing through said retaining member and

the felly of a wheel.

873,764. Motor Starter. Adolph \V. Manz,

Chicago, Ill., assignor to Paul H. Manz, Chi

cago. Ill. Filed Dec. 24, 1906, Serial No.

349,356. Renewed Nov. 4, 1907. Serial No.

400,548.

1. A motor starter, including a lever, a

ratchet wheel removany mounted upon the

motor shaft, a pawl attached to said lever, a

plurality of rock-bars mounted on said lever

and having flexible connection With each

other and with said pawl, means for operat

ing the lever, a dog adapted to engage the

said ratchet wheel during the reverse move
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ment of the lever and means for holding the

said dog out of engagement with the rat

chet wheel when the said lever is in its

initial position.

873,841. Vehicle Wheel. Charles E. Cole,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Dec. 26, 1906. Se

rial No. 349,423. -

1. In a vehicle wheel, the combination

with a pair of annular outer plates, of a

shaft to which said plates are secured, a

ring also secured to said shaft, said ring

having a concavcd outer periphery, a sec

ond ring surrounding the first named ring,

said second ring having a concaved inner

periphery, hollow rubber cushioning balls

located between said rings, and plates se

cured to the outer ring which overlap the

inner ring and which are entirely covered

by the outer plates, openings formed in the

plates that are carried by the outer ring,

and projections carried by the outer plates

which extend into said openings, said open

ings being larger than said propections.

873,903. Transmission and Speed Chang

ing Mechanism. Eugene Schmidt, Stillwa

ter. Minn. Filed Oct. 28, 1905. Serial No.

284,816.

1. Apparatus of the class set forth, com

prising a suitable frame, engines mounted

upon said frame. a drive shaft and trans

mitting mechanism, comprising fly wheels

carried by said engines and having frictional

drive faces, a frictional drive wheel in con

tinuous peripheral contact with each of said

faces, a sleeve feathered and free to slide

on said shaft upon which sleeve said fric

tional drive wheel is journaled, a clutch be

tween said sleeve and frictional drive wheel,

means for sliding said sleeve to move said

drive wheel across the faces of said fly

wheels, and means for throwing said clutch

into and out of operation.

873,910. Friction Clutch. Edmund

Sprung, Detroit, Mich. Filed April 20, 1937.

Serial No. 369,299.

1. In a clutch, the combination of a frie

tion disc or member having a smooth con_

tact surface, a second friction member

formed from a disc consisting of segments

yieldineg held with their friction surface

in different planes but registering with each

other, and means for moving said second

friction members into the same plane and

glto frictional contact with the other mem

er.

873,911. Vehicle Wheel. Harold M. Star~

ley, Coventry. England. Filed Sept. 18, 1906.

Serial No. 335,124.

1. In road vehicle wheels. the combina

tion consisting of a hub ring having cir

cumferential seating apertures therein,

screwed locking bolts seated within the said

hub ring apertures, inwardly projecting

driving studs secured to the wheel rim, and

tubular metal spokes in engagement at their

respective extremities with the said lock~

ing bolts and driving studs, as set forth.

873.926. Longitudinally Displaceable Car

Body for Motor Vehicles. Rudolf Diesel,

Munich, Germany. Filed Jan. 25, 1907. Se

rial No. 353,957.

In a motor car, a longitudinally displace

able car body, having rolls approximately in

the vertical transverse plane passing

through its center of gravity. said rolls be

ing, swingingly or otherwise movany

mounted on the car body for enabling a

lifting of the car body from the frame. and

catch pieces mounted on the rear end of the

under framing and arresting the rolls when

the car body, after having been displaced,

is tilted towards the rear side.

873,957. Vehicle Tire.

Jr., New York. N. Y.

Serial No. 361,474.

1. In a vehicle tire, the combination of

a circular rim consisting of U shaped sec

tions having an elastic outside covering of

a ring adapted to be mounted on the felly.

means for securing the ring to the felly, and >

elastic blocks interposed between the ring

and the U shaped sections comprising the

ring, substantially as described.

873,968. Electric Spark Plug. Frederick

B. Thatcher, Providence, R. I. Filed Jan.

31, 1907. Serial No. 355,035.

1. In a spark plug, an outer shell having

one end formed with screw threads on its

interior and its opposite end formed with

screw threads on its exterior, a shoulder

formed on the interior of said shell inter

mediate its length, an outer core member

extending in one end of said shell, and hav

ing an inner annular lip, a packing sleeve

around said outer member engaging said

interior threads and abutting said lip. an

inner core member extending within the

other end of said shell and having a lip en

gaging said interior shoulder of the shell.

the outer portion of said last named end of

shell being enlarged on its interior. a spark

ing point rod extending through said core

members, a sparking point on said rod pro

jecting into said enlarged interior of the

shell, a collar on said rod to the rear of

said point abutting said inner core member,

said end of the shell surrounding the inner

core member being formed with two oppo

sitely disposed openings which expose said

George A. Parse.

Filed March 9, 1907.

 

 

 

Engin&4_ cylinders, 4%x4%, 28-30 brake horsepower.

Transmission—3 speeds forward and reverse, selective, Timken hearings.

“heel base—109 inches; tread, standard; clutch cone leather.

Body—sheet metal, straight line type, roomy an

Tires ~32x3%, quick detachable; make optional.

THE PALMER & SINGER MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 1620 BROADWAY

SELDEN MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, Rochester, N. Y.

  

Five Passenger Touring Car $2000 Three Passenger Runabout $2000

AN ATTRACTIVE CAR AT AN ATTRACTIVE PRICE

SPECIFICATIONS

comfortable.

Represented in Greater New York by

Members A. L. A. M.

Frame—~pressed steel, 4% inches deep.

Front axle—sin 1e I-beam drop forging, ball bearings. _

Rear axle -beve gear drive, enclosed type, roller bearings.

Ignition Asynclironized Lump spark.

Weight—empty, 2,200 l 5. (actual, not catalogue).

 

AGENCIES WANTED IN UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.
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sparking point, and a wire terminal secured

to said last named end of the shell at right

angles to said openings thereof.

873,978. Clutching Device Adapted for

Use in Communicating Rotary Motion and

in Controlling the Transmission Thereof.

Frank Bailey and Frederick H. Jackson,

London, England. Filed Dec. 27, 1906. Se

rial No. 349,686.

1. In hydraulic clutch mechanism of the

character herein referred to, the combina

tion. With an eccentrically formed casing or

chamber and a disc formed with radial slots

in which slab-like pistons slide, of a packing

plate interposed between said disc and one

_wall of said chamber, and passages formed

in said wall and leading from said plate to a

controlling valve, whereby the liquid un

der pressure is admitted to the back of the

plate, substantially as and for the purpose

set forth.

874.075. Variable Speed Transmission

and Reversing Gear. William S. Hovey,

Three Rivers, Mich., assignor to Sheffield

Car Company, Three Rivers, Mich. Orig

inal application filed Oct. 18, 1906. Serial

No. 339,534. Divided and this application

filed Jan. 16. 1907. Serial No. 352,645.

1. The combination with an engine crank

shaft, of a transmission gear, comprising a

driving transmission shaft connected to said

engine crank shaft by a universal joint;

gears arranged on said driving transmis

sion shaft, said gears being fixed thereto,

and said gear being revolubly mounted

thereon; a clutch for securing said gear to

said shaft; :1 transmission shaft; gears ar

ranged on said transmission shaft to mesh

with said wears respectively, said gears be

ing revolubly mounted on said shaft and

said gear being fixed thereon; a clutch

mechanism for securing said gears to said

shaft; a beveled gear on said shaft; a driven

shaft; a pair of beveled gears revolubly

mounted on said driven shaft arranged to

mesh with said beveled gear on said shaft;

and a clutch mechanism by which either of

said gears on said driven shaft may be con

nected thereto, substantially as described.

874,114. Lubricator. Johannes T. Peder

sen, Woodside, N. Y., assignor to Pedersen

Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 21, 1907. Serial No. 358,545.

1. In a lubricating device and in combi

nation, a series of oscillating cylinders2 a se

ries of reciprocating and oscillating istons

within said cylinders, means for Simulta

neously moving the said cylinders, and pis

tons, a power device for actuating the same,

a body frame serving as a support for the

said cylinders and means for conveying the

oil to and from the respective ends of the

cylinders and pistons with the movement of

the pistons.

874.119. Roller Bearing. James E. Sack

ett, Sparrow Bush, N. Y. Filed June 8,

~1907. Serial No. 377,971.

1. In a roller bearing. the combination

of a shaft or axle, a casing having a circular

series of spoke sockets and abutments at

the inner ends thereof and also having

smooth bores at its ends and annular abut

ments at the inner ends of said smooth

bores, bearing rings arranged side by side

within the circular series of spoke sockets

an annular toothed recess, means connected

an annular toother recess, means connected

with the walls of the spoke sockets for de

tachably retaining said bearing rings in

position, bearing rings arranged side _by

side in the end smooth bore of the casing

and forming annular smooth grooves an

 

annular toothed recesses, bolts detachably

connecting .one set of the latter bearing

rings with the adjacent abutment of the

casing. bolts detachably connecting the

other set of the latter bearing rings to the

adjacent abutment of the casing, sleeves

detachably secured on the axle, within the

casing, and forming circumferential grooves

and circumferential toothed recesses, and

three sets of anti-friction rollers interposed

between the bearing rings and the sleeves

and having smooth portions disposed in the

opposed smooth grooves of the rings and

sleeves and toothed portions arranged be

tween and engaging the teeth of the rings

and sleeves.

874,289. Circuit Closer for Explosive En

gines. Thomas A. Beinus, Boston, Mass,

assignor to T. Alton Bemus Company, In

corporated, Boston, Mass, a Corporation of

Massachusetts. Filed Oct. 2, 1905. Serial

No. 281,054.

1. The herein described circuit closer

comprising a sleeve, a plug of insulating

material carried by said sleeve, a casin

mounted on and movable relative to sai

sleeve, a primary brush, a carrier therefor

also mounted on said sleeve, a secondary

brush carried by said plug, a secondary con

tact in engagement with said secondary

brush, primary contacts mounted in said

casing and with which said primary brush

is designed to engage, secondary terminals

also mounted in said casing in proximity to

the plane of movement of said secondary

brush, and a secondary binding post in en

gagement with said secondary contact.

874,388. Clutch. Thomas 1. Butler, Har

rison, N. I. Filed Jan. 24, 1907. Serial No.

353,913.

1. A clutch comprising a driving cone, a

driving shaft connected with a portion of

said cone, a shaft to be driven, said shaft

being normally disconnected from said driv

ing cone and said driving shaft. a positive

clutch disc, and a series of independently

acting friction-cones, all arranged to be suc

cessfully operated for producing a combined

active engagement of said clutch disc and

said friction cones, and each friction cone

receiving its maximum amount of thrust

before the next following cone section is

brought in operative contact, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

W mfg/‘9’ "

Let me send to you the new Maxwell catalogue. which

is one of the few catalogues that really tells things. Let

me give you the name of the Maxwell representative in

your locality. He will be glad to give you a demonstra

tion or refer you to Maxwell owners.

MAXWELL-BRISCOB MOTOR CO.

Members A. M. C. M. A.

 

 
P. 0. Fox 106 Tlrrylown. New York

THE METEOR 3%.
The Car that

4°88 things

Ailil'rrrr

METEOR MOTOR CAR CO., Bettendorf, Is.

A DUPLICATlON, NOT AN

IMITATION OF LEATHER.

A U T O F OI D is a peculiar name.

Try to remember it when next you are or

dering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO.

Bufl'alo, New York.

 

WANTS llll Fllll “Li.
13 cents per line of seven words, cub with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

OR SALE—No. 14 sliding gear trans

missions; 90 bodies, primed only; 75

bodies, painted only; 72 bodies, painted and

trimmed; 69 sets bevel drive axles and

hubs; 130 frames, unassembled; 30 frames,

assembled; 35 radiators; SO tanks; 59 two

cylinder opposed engines, 5%5; 105 sets

springs; 48 mufflers; 98 sets universal

jomts; 47 steering wheels, 14—inch; also va

rious quantity of other parts, all suitable

for 2. pound touring car or runabout.

RANDS MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for next

season. Write me to see how much I_can

save you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless. and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

g. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

 

 

OR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

le sets or the lot. THOMAS B. JEF~

ERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.
 

SPECIFY

1908

MMTiTits
They represent the

13261 that l) Kmowqin

the art of tire building

G8JT|R£C0.
INDIANAPOLIS, mo.

Ask us about

W

Ready-Flared Tires.

they reduce tire expenses.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street, New York City.

“Kssf your eye' on Cantinsnlalr"

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Why not equip your car

with a Splitdorf Coil and

be totally free from all

ignition troubles?
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‘ moron MAKERS
that's what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ ’

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the worldI

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR CO., Lonsnsport, Ind.

Manufacturers of "Rutenber" Motors "Rutenber" CarburetorsI and Sup

phes. Light Soft Gray Iron, lirass and Aluminum Castings.

  

 

 

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD
i as L" "'11-'33.1°.'13'.‘;0€"'“‘°'

  

in. x S in.

4-eylinder with selfmn

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

magneto.

Our new factory and ma

chinery enable us to uar

1 antee uality and (fewer

res. lso clutches and

transmissions. Send for

eatalo ue.

-' K. FRI\NN&41N PETERSON.

, 166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Western Re resentative

/ THOS. J. \‘V .TZEL

_ 29 w. 420 St., New York.

Eastern Representative.

GONTINBNTHL MOTOR MPG. (20., Mnskegon, Mich.

KINWOOO AUTOMOBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LEADERS.

Kinwood Perfection Radiators

dKinwood Mecliianlcal Oilcrs.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPBCIALTIBS :

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, mufflers, dust

and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings, etc., etc

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PNTIROIN, THOMAS J. WETZEL,

IOO Lake M., Chicano, l i Warren St., New York,

Western Representative. Eastern Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohio.

 
 

  

Patent

DON’T GET DUMPED

" The First in the Market

' The Best in the Field

‘. Others are Imitstors

THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT has been allowed, and as soon_as

it can be issued we will bring suit against all USERS 0_f Bumpers in

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

sou: LICENSEES, U. s. A. SYCAMORE, ma

Warning

Harrouu

Auto Bumper

  

 

  

Our new

1908

Ofaialog

iulo Tools

and

Forglngs

mailed

gladly.

Write for

\\" it now.

THE BILLINGS &. SPENCER CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

,'0“if-IUD"

  

 

PARSONS' MANGANESE BRONZE LEVER OASTINOS
  

 

Solo Makers

ORAMP l CONS SHIP I. ENGINETHE WILLIAM

BUILDING COMPANY, - Philadelphia, Penna.
 

 HOTEIL TULLER

New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Adams Ave. and Park St., DETROIT, MICH.

Automobile Headquarters

111 center of Theater, Shopping and Business district.

Club Breakfast, 40c. up Luncheon, 50c

Table De Ho'te Dinner, 75c

A la Carte Cafe Grill Rooms

EVERY ROOM WITH BATH—Rates $1.50 per Day up.

I... W. TULLER, Prop. M. A. SHAW, Mgr.

  

 

  

 

 
 

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

mMotorcyele Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

PUILIIHID EVIIY SATUIDAY AT

154 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

$2.00

 

Per

You

Specimen Copies

Gratis
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$375 and

Upwards

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relia

ble. Double cylinder—9-10 H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumotio.r. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Write today for CMale!“ and Novels“:

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

Box m. 250 AUBURN, mo.

 

WE MAKE CASTINGS

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY co.

Pottstown,Pa.

ROLLER BEARING OOMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

Manufacturers of Steel, Brass and Bronze Balls, Ball

Bearings, Roller Bearings and Automobile Axles.

Write Ior new automobile catalogue with full par

ticulars of

THE STANDARD TRANSMISSION AXLE.

 

. STA-RITE PLUGS

Save a lot of i ition troubles, because

they “Stay Rig t the longest!’ Don’t

take our word for it,—try a STA~R_ITE

and see for ourseli. Double or run le

Porcelain -—l\ ica or Magneto,—all kin a.

All Good Dealers.

HARDY COTHE R. E. .,

85 Watts St., New York City

 

 

 

 

THE

I N D E X

ISRIGHT
Bullt to outwear an auto. and It will

Sued/or Baokld

Index Speed Indicator Oo.

MINNEAPOLIS, MIIN.

  

  

 

 

  

, ornonn ciram a Mr co.

MARK . 150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, ‘Ind.

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat.18‘)5)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

MITI‘AL BODY (20..

366 llrnle Ave.,

Springfield, Ilse.

  

  

 

A. O. SMITH OO.
Makers of

High-tirade Axles

Pressed Steel Frames

Steering Columns Transmissions

Steel Siempings oi All Kinds

Send Prints for lirtimutu

243 Glinton Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

  

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K s 0 N

"No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

RunabcitlitsbRoadsters Tourin Cars,

.. H. .. ss . P.
Prices, saso. $1,250, $1,500, sz,oo.

.IAOKSON AUTOMOBILE 00.. Milton, Mieh.

  

 
 

 
 

Eliminates Ilealeee Eruerimente lor "Talking Foinle.’

  

Studebaker Automobile Co.. South Bend. Indiana 

 
 

 

   

 

 

\||i||l|i|Ili|‘/

_ ALUMINUM BODIES _

: J. M. ouva & co. :
_ Carriage uneven“ m4 rrrvunrr.rr.r. _

/li|||||l|l|||\

  

 

 
 

 

Motor Car Accessories

gfarl: Plugs, Cable, Switches, Lamps

orns, Goggles Auto Clothing an

Wet Weather qurpment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue ,free.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

256 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch.

   

1908 Model D.

New factory, Saginaw,

50 H. P

Mich.

Complete catalogue now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

 

Broadway, cor. 56th St., New York.

SIMPLEX
50-60 H. P. $5,7501'Equlpped

Lle. Under Selden Pat.

Guaranteed One Year

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Co.

1620-22-24 Broadway, New York

1321 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

 

 

    

 

 

llow Are Your Batteries?

A CONNECTICUT VOLT

AMMEI'ER WILLTELLYOU

Gunrnn teed , and the price is

right. send for catalogue and trade

disc'oun ts.

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE and ELECTRIC CO., Inc.

Meriden, Conn.

WRA PPED

AJAXTRHDTIRES

GUARANTEED FDR

5,000 MILES RIDING

Write for copy ot Guarmteeh-Dept. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER CO.,

General Ofiice 57th Street and Broadwa New York.

AGENTS IN ALL LARGE cr'rnzs

“ S UCC E S S "

AUTOMOBILE

The_ Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable, economical

and absoluteiv safe. A light,

steel-tired Auto-Buggy,

for city or country use.

bpeed from 4 to 20 miles an

Our 1902 Model has an extra owerful engine.

atent ball-bearing wheels; price $275!.) Also 10 1).,
I£400. Rubber Tires, $25 extra. Write for descnp~

tive literature.

Succeee Auto Ins" Ill. te., inc.

 

  

 

 

 

  

581 ll. Ballme Ave., St. louie, Me

McCORD

LUBRIOATORS - RADIATORS
“Marta of a 0001! Motor Car"

MOKIM O0PPER-ASBE8TOO GASKETS

McOORD 8; COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 B d StOld Colony Building, CHI'EAGO.M

 

 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed -find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

(the motor morlb

for one year, commencing with the issue oi—kf

Name 7

Addrese
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SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

ms WORLD'S STANDARD

FIRESTIIIIE TIRE 81 RUBBER 00., Alton, 0h|0

  

 

, “REMY MAGNETO"
Means absolute reliability .

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELEGTRIG 00., Anderson, Ind.

  

 
 

MICHLIAN
FRANCE ENGLAND

ITALY\AMERICA

MICHELIN TIRE 60.. Milltown, N. J.

  

 

 

Apperson PoHcy

' . “QUALITY uo'r QUANTITY"

ll you want a good car write us

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Kokomo, Indiana. Member! A. L. A. M.
   

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK ABSORBER

Mark

The Device that made Safe, S ed and Comfortable

Automobiling ossi e.

Write (or Rough Road Booklet to Department 1.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York

 

E l s B m A N N

HIGH-TENSION MAGNETIIS

LAVALBTTE 6: CO.

I12 West 426 Street, NEW YORK

 

  

 

Better Because Regular

An Obcrdorfcr Pump never "sticks." It work:

day 111 and day out in a uniform manner.

Is yours an Oberdorfer?

M. L. Obcrdorfer Brass Co.,

 

 

Water St., Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 

 

KEEPYOUR EYE ON

  

 

For catalogueo, uddreoo

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO IFG. CO.

INVESTIGATE

The (ireat Smith Car

Sl‘IlTH AUTO. CO., MPRs.

TOPBKA. KANSAS

 

 

, . TheBall Tg‘annsmission ,

ill" Automobiles &MotorBoats '(TL'B

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

so GREENPOI'NT AVE..BROOKLY

  

 

spokes.

security. In doin

  

' Aft
Nuts Raqu". Tlgmming holding the sprocket rings to the

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

this care should be taken not to throw the

sprocket out of hnc.—From “Motor World," August 8, ’07.

Uoo Columbln Lock Nuto

COLUMBIA NUT I. IOLT CO" "10.. lrlo'opon, Conn.

  

considerable use the bolts

 

 

m AGO—20

‘OBES AUTO SUPPLY CO., Portland Oregon.

ones AUTO SUPPLY co. Seattle, wuhm ton.

 

pjre ires
EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO., TRENTON, N. J.

EW YORK—148 Chamber: St. and Broadway and 73d St.

C LaSalle Street and 1615 stnh Avenue.

WAITE AUTO 5 PPLY co., Providence. R. i

LL©N@’€@77'

BOSTON—292 Devonohire Street.

BUFFALO—9 Went Huron Street.

DENVER AUTO GOODS CO. Denver, Colo.

PENN AUTO SUPPLY CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

  

 

envuorrl

GARAGE

New York Oily

1 "Mb 5t.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting.

Tel. 2686 River.

Try us.

 

 

 

I g TYPE "c" “50"351357311431!!

82800

  

Thorough in

construction. Perfect in material.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.

Bryn anr, Pa.

Complete in its appointments.

  

 

 

HAYNES

Alwoyl H" A Perfect Score

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Membero A. L. A. M. KUKOMII, IND.

Older! Automobile Manufacturrr: in A merit-a

Now Your. 1715 Broadway—Cmcnoo. 1702 Michigln Av.

 

Addreu

Enltern Inquiries

Got-ford Motor Cor Co.

of New York

1540 Brondwpy,

New York City.

Weotcrn Inquiries

Olrford Motor Car Co.

of Cleveland

1372 Eat 12th St.,

Cleveland.

Logan |9ll8 Model TfllieTonTruck

A truck equipped with a four cylinder air cooled

20 H. P. motor, built for service and fitted to carry

its load day in and day out under all conditions. For

detailed description nddreu

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

 

 

 

“A Mechanical Maororpioco'

For catalog, lddreu Dept. 16.

NORDYKE a MARMON CO.

(Ari/46.1851) INDIANAPOLIS. um.
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FRANKLIN

How Much Motoring for How

Much Money? That’s the question

No heavy motor-car jUStificS its running expense.

The light-weight Franklins give you equal or better

service for less money. They have all the power you

can use; and it is always at the rear wheels. They are

handsome, iroomy, absolutely strong; more comfortable

than any steel-frame motor-car. They get the most

out of the fuel; cut your tire bills in half, and—having

no water system to freeze—are ready for business

every day in the year. '

Demonstrations by appointment. Any Franklin dealer will

- gladly show you.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG.CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,
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' Simplicity

Slandpoinl iWW

The “Solar” has fewer parts than %%

any other lamp. That means sim- é

plicity of construction—a point vi- 4

tally necessary in the building of an '

/ automobile lamp. Parts are drawn

from heavy sheet brass—and when as

sembled are riveted—mot soldered. .

The internal method of screw assem- //

%/ bling used by us leaves a smooth ex

% terior permitting ease of cleaning."

  

 

 

Try

one or two

MORGAN

& WRIGHT

TIRES

Just for compari- \

son with other i

. kinds. Let the ‘

t e s t d e c i d e

whether you will i

use them ‘

exclusively.

MORGAN & WRIGHT

DETROIT

Branches, Agencies or

Dealers Everywhere

  
  

 

  

  

 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

 
 

The Miller Automobile Jack

The Miller Automobile Jack is a quick

in acting, automatic lowering jack, designed es

..ilt, . . .
\ pecially for automobile use and is adapted to

the factory or garage, as well as to be carried

  

as a part of the equipment on motor cars.

The Miller Jack is constructed of the best

material and every part is machine finished.

and in material, workmansl and finish it is

t finished

lip

a high grade and one of the fines

j k 0 the m rltct.

We guarantee this jack for 12 months. and

at the price, it is the best value ever offered

to the automobile trade.

We are in a position to quote a special price

to manufacturers. jobbers and dealers who buy

in quantity.

The list price of the Miller Jack, guaranteed

for 12 months, $3.50 each.

Our Catalog—the largest of its kind, mailed on request.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York Citv. 24 Eire Ave. Axe.

Philadelphia. 3 ~20 N. roml St. D .. n .

Cleveland, Uhlo, 1829 Euclind Ave. Butlalo, N. Y., 824 Main St.

 

 

 
 

 

Tori-’81"; A 6932/7

T-rHNfi 15 Tu Lflfi/l

‘F'o'R IT-s WE H'lef

AWNID uv Tiff

Au? ERA

7? U N MEG U T

$53.96

Au? 077A 7370? wvi'ri

A u? 0?,“ - I 1.1. -
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THOMAS 1908
A complete line of Motor Cars of the highest quality

possible in Design, Material and Worhmanship. They

will do what you wish your car could do . . . .

.Ig“ \ \

2\
l

zoMAs; 4'4OPETR91T. .

' Fggfdsifle FAR-“1*_‘k“q:rtf‘l., ;',\_.

PRICE, $2,750

  

Thomas 4=20 Towncar

The original Towncar, designed for City

and Suburban use exclusively. Beautiful

bodies, quiet operation; low cost of main

tenance. The Society Car.

Thomas 4=40 Detroit

Best of all shaft-drive cars. In power,

speed, hill-climbing, and reliability the

Thomas Detroit leads the five passenger

class.

Thomas 4=60 Flyer

Winner of hundreds of contests of speed,

hill-climbing, reliability, and endurance.

Has more records than any American car. ,

This year improved, enlarged, and refined.

Thomas 6=70 Special

The six-cylinder model of the Thomas Flyer,

built by America’s pioneer six-cylinder

builders. The greatest car in America in

speed, size, reliability and refinement.

Thomas Cars Succeed

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY

Buffalo.

 

Member A. L. A. M

  @  

 

m

 

®
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MOTOR MAKERS

that's what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ' '

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR eo., Lonansport, Ind.

Manufacturers _of “Rutenber” Motors “Rutenber” Carburetorsl and Sup

phes. Light Soft Gray Iron, firass and Aluminum Castings.

ARE STANDARD
Let us quot. you an 4-cyllnder

motors for "08

THREE SIZES

4% in. x 4 in.

4 in. x in.

in. x 5 in.

4-cylinder with self-con

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

magneto.

Our new factory and ma

chinery enable us to ar

antee uality and delver

tes. lso clutches and

transmissions. Send for

- catan ue.

K. FRAN IN PETERSON

Lake St., Chicago, in.
Western Re resentative

THOS. J. whrzer.

29 w. 42d St, New York.
Eastern Representative.

QONTINENTHL MOTOR MPG. 30., Muskegon, Mich.

 
 

 
 

KINWUUIJ AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LEADERS:

Kinwood Perfection Radiators

dKlnwood Mocllllianlcal Ollors.

KINWOOD PPBSSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, mufflers, dust

and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings, etc., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PITIRSIN, THOMAS J. WETZEL,

ICC Lnlto it" Chlcaao, I I Warren 8t., New York,

Western Representative. Eastern Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohio.

 
 

 

 

Warning

Harroun

Auto Bumper

Patent

nou'r crr;numrm

The First in the Market

' , The Best in the Field

1 7...»... 53/ Others are Imitators
THE HARROUN BUMl'LR PATENT has been allowed, and as soon _as

can be issued we w' bring suit against all USERS o_f Bumpers in

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

sou: ucnnsmcs, U. s. A. svcauoan. 11.1.

 

 

 
 

 

Our new

1908

Balalog

Kim Tools
and

Forgmgs

mailed

gladly.

Write for

'* it now.

THE BILLINCS &. SPENCER CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

 
 

 

 

PARSONS’ MANGANESE BRUNZE LEVER CASTINGS

I?

J

._.

 

 

Solo Makers

THE WILLIAM ORAMP I SON. CHIP A, INOINE

BUILDING COMPANY, - PhllldOlPhll, Penna.

 

 

 

 

Hotel Tullcr
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Adams Ave. & Park St.

DETROIT, MICI'I.

AUTOMOBILE

HEADQUARTERS

In center of Theatre, Shopping

and Business district.

Club Breakfast, 40c u

Lunc con. 50:

Table De Hote Dinner, 75c

A la Carte Cafe Grill Rooms

EVERY ROOM WITH BATH

Rates 81.50 per Day up.

L. W. TULLER Prop.

M. A. SHAW, Mgr.

  

 

 
 

  

 

 

 
 

 

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

 
 

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and

all other high-class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9,000 jobs, complete, trimmed and finished

RACINi NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, RBOIHO, WIS.
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The making of gasolene automobiles is

no longer a matter of experiment. Fur

ther immediate radical change ln motor

car design is most unlikely.

This point was reached three years

ago. Since that time the Garford Shas

sis has been the same as to “TYPE.1‘.
 

The new cars that are most likely to

be out of date in three yeags aref those

containing the greatest num er 0 varia

tions from the established “TYPE” of

to-day.

The Garford, orthodox in design, and

extravagant only in workmanshlp and

refinements. is the car to satlsfy the man

L—‘g

  

 

 

 

3*Jfl'.'.111.1%“

  

who buys his automobile as a permanent I What stronger proof could there be of Ajax Material and

investment for years to come. > Y ‘ workmanship? .

Address '- ' Write for copy of guarantee~ stating what size tire you

Eastern Inquiries \ _ are “5mg

r I Garford Motor Car 150- Oyf Pi“&_210fl$ ‘ Address Dept. A.

3%.. “4° 3'33"“ I "'_ _°' ‘ y' AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER COMPANY

" » 5"“ “Wm” . GENERAL OFFICES:
" Garford Motor Car Co. of Cleveland. . N. E. '
“It; 1372 East 12th St., Cleveland. 0. . V C“ snaggiaflgggfgrfi Pf" Y°'k C“?

%i , v Y I: 176 B a BRANCHESE) 1529 c1 1 d Pl
w > _‘ y. \ V, ‘ 1") N - e \f“' 0" , I ")3 Way. CHVCI' CV? an ace.

M’ 7' ~ t 1' \ i N '8 v, _ a" A” Boston, 819-A Boylston St. eattle 1102 Broadway

* ‘ Q / J (j pf j \Yq," .“ ghicagovL-gquMi‘clhrgaél AAve. San FI'iIICiSXO, 4160 (ital‘dfns Gate. :\\S't‘.

‘ .I ‘ s 'I_ eYrOlt, 00 war V8. 05 n CCS . a flln 1.

“Ar” “MW” "" AGENTS IN ALL LARGE cirns’s

 

 

 

 

 

Nothing can win approval without merit ‘ Grease, IS

a , 1]]! is the newest production 0! auto grease, and benefitting by the ex

tra-tar . 0 O ‘ perience of other makers. we have produced the best one yet. “We do not

S l imitate any one. nor follow any other maker‘s plans. Our grease is

‘ spongy when made—4t is spongy all the time, but it does not melt or run

i out. “It never gets hard or stifl so that it will not do its work properly

. . no matter how cold the weather is. It is made of the purest and best

"as Attalned Nallonal Repule lubricants to be Iound, and compounded in such a manner as to produce

, _ what the auto user has long wanted. {IA grease that will lubricate Irom

Because of Unquestloned Merlt start to finish, and will last long enough to pay for the trouble or putting

it In the machine, and then staying right there like a good clerk attending

  

- - to its own business constantly, and does not need punching up and renew
. The confidence m SPLITDQRF Igm— ing every iew days, and leaves the machine clean and not all grease when

no“ that has _madF this b95m85$ the through using it. 1|lt is the red thorn in the side oI the old logy grease,

greatest of its klnd is rooted in Splltdorf or the non-fluid oil makers. It is always RED. No other grease like it,

quality. and it is not like any other grease. So we are not imitators in any sense

at the word. “Buy it, and try it, and i! not all we claim for it, any

C. F. dealer will reIund all expense it has been to you.

Wm" "°- 4‘ '33“ BL NEW Y°RK The Perfection Grease Company, South Bend, Ind.

‘ 1 h

 

  

  

 

  
 A new SENSATION ' I -

. . l l i s !

Equlp your car With

Supplementary Spiral Springs 5

and notice the difference. No jolts, no

Jars, no broken springs, or dislocated

joints. The “Thank-ye-marms" will

still be with you, but you won't

know it. Our new booklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Supplementary Spiral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave.. St. Louls

New York Branch, 52 West 67th Street

  

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

MJAN AUTO SUPPLY OONPANY

140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. A.
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Why the Offset

Crank Shaft
One of the greatest improvemen~s in motor construction is the oliset cranlr shaft.

its advantages are positive and direct.

First—By practically eliminating the dead center the efficiency of the motor is greatly

increased through the greater leverage and more direct thrust from piston to crank shalt.

second—Increased life of the motor through reduction of side thrust on cylinder walls

and consequent saving in wear. _

Third—Reduction in vibration and increased steadiness of running through more direct

application of power generated in the cylinders.

Like many other fundamentally good features this must be done right and in the Rambler it

is right both theoretically and practically and the result is a motor that combines the highest

degree of efficieny with long life and economy of operation.

it is this and other features of equal value that make

The Car 01 Steady Service

Crank Shaft on Center Crank Shaft Offset

  

This four cylinder chassis, equipped both as a S-passenger touring car and 3-passenger roadster.

Price of each style $2,250. The Rambler Utility Car with double opposed motor, $1,400.

 
 

Thomas B; Jeflery & Company
Main Ottice and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin

Branches and Distributing Agencies:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.
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RECEIVER FOII 'I'IIE RELIANCE

Detroit Truck Manufacturers Forced to the

Wall—Expect to Pay All Claims

and Reorganize.

On petition of the Union Trust Co.,

trustee, Victor N. Gurney was, on Monday

last, 24th inst., appointed receiver for the

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, whose

plant is closed. Gurney gave bond for $25,

000. This, it is announced, is one step to—

ward the reorganization of the company

All creditors

will be

with a larger capitalization.

and stockholders, it is declared,

taken care of.

The Reliance Motor Car Co. was incor

porated in 1904 with $400,000 capital, and

of late has been engaged almost wholly in

the production of commercial vehicles. The

company had authority to issue $150,000

bonds, of which $130,000 were sold and

$20,000 remained in the treasury. The

Union Trust Co. was trustee under a mort

gage to secure the bonds.

There are several large claims againSi

the company and one foreign company has

begun an action to collect. The directors

declared in court that a sale of the property

by the receiver at this time would result

in creditors losing half their claims, while

with the reorganization they could be taken

care of and the concern put upon its feet.

A circular issued to the creditors by the

board of directors after the appointment 0i

the receiver, says:

“A sale to such a new organization will

enable the creditors to derive benefits from

the business of the new company, and will

continue the manufacture of Reliance

trucks. The outstanding bonds, under the

mortgage, amount to $130,000, there being

$20,000 of bonds remaining in the treasury.

The holders of the bonds outstanding, de

siring, if possible, to preserve the good will

of the enterprise, and believing that more

will be realized by such a plan than through

a forced sale by receiver, have been pre

vailed upon to permit their former offer to

stand. providing for the issuance of the re

maining $20,000 of bonds to be placed in

the hands of Frank G. Smith, cashier of the

First National Bank, of Detroit, Mich., as

trustee, as security to the creditors, pro

vided that within ten days they all agree to

accept said security, and authorize Frank

G. Smith, as trustee, to join with the present

bondholders in disposing of the property to

the best possible advantage.

“This will give the creditors a proportion»

ate share of the proceeds of the property

with present bondholders. If stock is re

ceived, it is confidently believed it can be

readily converted into cash."

Dayton’s Quick Recovery from Big Fire.

Fire which broke out in the trimming

room of the Dayton Motor Car Co.’s plant

at Dayton, Ohio, at 1 o’clock Friday morn

ing, let inst., caused a loss of approx

imately $150,000, which is fully covered by

insurance.

What caused the fire is a mystery. Fed

by the light nature of the stuff in the trim

ming department, the flames spread rapidly

to the stock room wherein were stored

bodies, trimmings, supplies,_ etc., and while

the firemen did good work and confined the

flames to the older of the two buildings

which comprise the Dayton plant, the new

concrete building was considerably damaged

by water. Before the last engine had left

the wreckage. however, the Stoddard-Day"

ton staff had moved its offices to the new

concrete structure and was doing business

the following day, when several shipments

were made. While the loss is severe, it will

not materially affect the operations of the

company or delay deliveries more than two

weeks, the company having risen to the oc

casion with characteristic enterprise.

Insurance Rates Raised in St. Louis;

Because of several recent fires, in one of

which a loss of $200,000 was involved, the

St. Louis'survey bureau has increased its

rates 0n automobilegarages, repair shops

and factories. The increase ranges from 25

to 75 per cent.

SELDEN SUITS GIVEN NEW TURN

Judge Holt Rules that Judgments by Agree

ment do not Establish Validity—His

Far Reaching Opinions.

Litigation involving the Selden patent

was given a new turn on Saturday last

when Judge Holt, sitting in the United

States Circuit Court for the Southern Dis

trict of New York, handed down his deci

sion in the suit of the Electric Vehicle Co.

vs. the De Dietrich Import Co. and Walter

G. Allen, who formerly was the active man

in that concern, and who later became in

terested in the importation of Mercedes

cars and still later in the manufacture of

the Allen-Kingston car.

The De Dietrich company, through A1

len, secured a Selden license and when he

began handling the Mercedes, he was

promptly sued for infringement by the Sel

den interests, which suit he permitted to

go by default. When he took up the Allen

Kingston car, the Electric Vehicle Co., as

owners of the Selden patent, sought to have

him punished for contempt in violating the

terms of the decree and injunction entered

at the time of the default. When contempt

proceedings were instituted, Allen moved

to have the default reopened.

This motion Judge Holt denies, at the

same time defining the obligations entailed

by the execution of such contracts recog

nizing patents and also pointing out very

clearly why a judgment obtained by default

is as binding as one secured in a contested

case. The court holds, however, that as

the Selden patent never has been declared

a pioneer patent in a contested suit, and as

no evidence was submitted to prove that the

Allen-Kingston car is an infringement of

the patent, he hesitates to punish Allen for

contempt and accordingly denies that ino

tion.

Judge Holt's interpretation of Judge

Coxe's opinion, which has served as one of

the main props of the Selden litigation. is
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far reaching. In effect it says that a suit in

which judgment is obtained by default or

agreement does not establish the validity

of a patent, but applies only to the parti

cular parties to such proceedings. Judge

Holt's opinion in full is as follows:

I think- that the motion to open the de

fault should be denied for the following

reasons:

1. The term at which the decree was en

tered had expired before the motion was

made. 2. The defendants were guilty of

laches in making the motion. 3. No valid

excuse is shown for the default. 4. The

evidence satisfies me that the defendants,

after full consideration, concluded to make

no defense, and had no intention to move

to open the default until after the motion

to punish for contempt was noticed.

On the question whether the defendants

have been guilty of contempt I have felt

some hesitation. On the one hand, a final

decree and an injunction issued pursuant

to it should, in a patent case, as in all other

cases, be effectively enforced. A decree

pro confesso should be enforced just as ef—

fectively as any other decree. The fact that

the defendant Allen, at first individually,

and afterwards throu h the company which

he had organized, took out licenses from the

complainants authorizing him to. import

and sell in this country the De Dietrich ma

chine affords a stron legal presumption

that he admitted that the Selden patent was

valid and that it covered the De Dietrich

machine. The fact that, in consideration

of obtaining such licenses, he executed con

tracts agreeing not to sell any gasolene

automobiles not licensed by the complain—

ants affords a strong presumption that he

admitted that the Selden patent was a pion

eer patent, covering all gasolene automo

biles of the usual type. The fact that lie

permitted a decree to be taken against him

by default, holding that he had infringed

the patent by importing and selling the

Mercedes machine, establishes as to|him

that the Mercedes machine is an infringe

ment of the Selden patent, and. therefore,

as to the defendant Allen, it may be a

proper test, in order_t0 determine whether

the Allen-Kingston automobile infringes

the patent, to compare it, not only with the

patent, but with the De Dietrich and

Mercedes machines. On the other hand,

the fact that Allen suffered the decree to

be taken by default strictly establishes onl

the truth of the facts alleged in the bill:

He admits that he had imported a few Mer

cedes machines, and the fact that he per

mitted the decree to be taken in that case

simply establishes that he had no defense

to make to that charge. The decree did

not establish that the Allen-Kingston auto~

mobile infringed the Selden patent. It did

decide that Allen had infringed the patent

by importing and selling the Mercedes.ma

chines, and the decree thereupon enjomed

him from doing anything to infringe the

patent.

If, therefore, the Allen-Kingston automo

bile is obviously. upon mere inspection, an

infringement of the Selden patent, the mo

tion to punish him for contempt in offering

to sell it should be granted. The question

whether it is obviously an infringement

seems to me to depend upon the questiot.

whether the Selden patent is a pioneer

patent or not.

If the Selden patent conveyed to the pat

eiitee a monopoly. in this country, of the

right to make and sell any gasolene auto

mobile of the usual types, then I think that

the points of distinction alleged in the affi

davit of Mr. Smith are immaterial. but if

the Selden patent is not a pioneer patent

covering the entire fundamental principle

of the gasoleiie automobile, but simply is

a patent for a particular kind of a gasolene

automobile, I think it at least doubtful, in

view of the grounds of distinction pointed

out by Mr. Smith, whether the Allen-Kings

ton automobile infringes.

It is claimed that the opinion of Judge

Coxe shows that he held the Selden patent

to be a pioneer patent, and its language, at

first reading, seems to tend to sustain that

claim; but 1 think that the opinion of Judge

Coxe should be read in the light of the real

question before him, and I cannot see how

the question of the absolute validity or in

validity of a patent can be determined upon

a demurrer which is based simply upon the

claim that the patent is void on its face.

If‘the patent shows on its face that it is

VOld, that fact may be determined upon a

demurrer; but it seems to me that a deci

sion upon such a demurrer upholding a pat

ent cannot be conclusive on any defense

which depends on extraneous proof as for

instance, anticipation by earlier patents, or

by inventions described in earlier publica

tions, or by prior use, or any of the many

defenses which may be set up to the validity

of a patent which are not apparent on its

face. I therefore cannot see how the de~

cision of Judge Coxe upon the demurrer es

tablishes conclusively that this patent is

either a pioneer patent, or is valid, and ad

mittedly there has been no decision ren

dered after a hearing upon the merits on

proofs taken. Moreover, there are facts in

this case which support the suggestion that

the complainants have hesitated to bring

such a question to actual decision.

The patent was applied for in 1879. It

was granted sixteen years later, in 1895.

Nearly thirteen years have since passed,

during which the complainants have as

serted that they had a pioneer patent, and

have caused many persons to take out li

censes from them, and have collected, ac

cording to the motion papers, about $1,

500,000 for license fees, without bringing to

actual trial a case testing the question of

the validity of this patent on the merits.

Several such cases have been brought. One

was a case against the \Vinton Carriage

Company, in which the complainants took

their prima facie proofs, and the defendant

had nearly completed its proofs, when the

case was compromised, and settled out of

court. As early as 1903 suits were brought

by the complainants against the Ford Mo

tor Company and the O. J. Gude Company,

for the infringement of the Selden patent,

and as early as 1906 suits were brought by

the complainants against the Panhard Com

pany. In all these suits defenses were in

terposed on the merits, but the testimony

never has been completed, and the cases

never brought to a hearing.

The claim put forth upon this motion is

that the Selden patent is a pioneer patent,

and that all makers of gasolene automo

biles of the usual types infringe the patent.

So serious a claim as this ought not to be

upheld by the courts unless the complain

ants either have established the validity of

the patents in a contest litigation. or have

been ready to do so without delay whenever

an opportunity has been offered.

If this motion is granted, it will be urged,

as the decision of Judge Coxe on the de

murrer has been urged, as an adjudication

that the Selden patent is a pioneer patent,

and that all makers of gasolene automobiles

must have a license. I think, on the pa—

pers submitted, that there is sufficient doubt

whether the Selden patent is a pioneer pat

ent, and that, if it is not a pioneer patent,

there is sufficient doubt whether the Allen

Kingston automobile infringes, to make it

improper to grant this motion.

My conclusion, therefore, is that the mo

tion to punish the defendants for contempt

should be denied.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Auto Machine Works,

under California laws, with $20,000 capital.

Corporators not named.

Chicago, Ill.—Joseph B. McKeague Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital; to

make automobiles and accessories. Cor

porators—James B. Leahy, K. Neale and J.

McCarthy.

Springfield, Mass—Geisel Automobile

Station, Inc., under Massachusetts laws,

with $5,000 capital. Corporators—George

W. Cook, president; Adolf A. Geisel, sec~

retary-treasurer.

Chicago, Ill—Times Square Automobile

Co., under Illinois laws, with $5,000 cap—

ital; to deal in automobiles and accessories.

Corporators—E. S. Hartman, W. D. Huff,

and A. 0. Beck.

Jersey City, N. J.—\Valden W. Shaw Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $30,000 cap

ital; to manufacture automobiles and other

conveniences. Corporators—H. O. Cough

lan, L. H. Gunther and J. R. Turner.

New York City, N. Y.—Hartog Auto Co.,

under New York laws, with $15,000 capital.

Corporators—Albert l'lartog and Samuel B.

Hartog, Cumberland Hotel; Albert Hartog.

Jr., 347 West 54th street, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—Noslip Tire Pro

tector Co., under New York laws, with $15;

000 capital. Corporators—W'oolsey A. Shep—

ard, Charles B. Young, and Augustus S.

Houghto'n, 111 Broadway, New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—Van’s Auto Tire

Co., under New York laws, with $10,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Frank Van Tassel, 220

\Vest 48th street; John Graham, 148 “fest

83d street, New York City; Frederick G.

Hurst, Richfield Park, N. J.

New York City, N. Y.—Leakless Motor

Tube Co., under New York laws, with $40,

000 capital; to manufacture compound to

stop or seal punctures in rubber tires. Cor

porators—S. K. Albriglit, E. S. Hopkins and

C. H. Bennett, all of New York City.

Columbus, Ohio—Columbus Garage &

Machine Co., under Ohio laws, with $20,

000 capital; to conduct garage and do gen

eral automobile business. Corporators—C.

R. Hambleton, Fred M. Luchtenberg, C. S.

Hasenzahl, O. L. Beathard and H. L.

Thompson.

Steel Swallow Remains in Jackson.

The Steel Swallow Automobile Co., which

intends to make light delivery wagons, has

decided to remain in Jackson, Mich. The

company received an offer to move to Hud

son, but after considering the advantages of

both places, chose to stay in Jackson. The

stockholders have elected the following of

ficers: President, F. W. Hahn; vice—pres

ident. Carl Eberle; treasurer, Louis F. Poor;

secretary, N. Dearing; superintendent,

W. L. Cummings.
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ROYAL’S CREDITORS TAKE AC'I'ION

Vote to Reorganize Company on Basis Sug

gested by Receivers—Plan Adopted

and Committee Appointed.

As a result of the meeting of the credit

ors of the Royal Motor Car Co., held in

the factory in Cleveland; Ohio, on Thurs

day last, 20th inst., it is practically assured

that the company will be reorganized on the

the

by capitalizing its indebtedness, the credit

basis suggested by receiver, that is,

ors accepting preferred stock in payment

of their claims.

A resolution to this effect was adopted

creditors at»

The com

mittee is composed of C. Adams, vice

and a committee of seven

pointed to carry out the plans.

president and manager Cleveland Hardware

Co.; B. W. Browne, president Great West

ern Oil Co.; H. Andress, representing

Diamond Rubber Co.; William H. Foote,

cashier \Nyman & Gordon; S. F. Haserot,

president Haserot Canneries Co.; H. H.

Hill, secretary Cleveland Tanning Co.; H.

S. Black, treasurer Ohio Brass Co.. The

committee was given broad powers and

has authority to proceed with the reorgan

ization whenever it deems that a sufficient

number of creditors has assented to the

agreement.

The plan is to form a new corporation

with $500,000 of 6 per cent preferred stock

and $520,000 of common, $100,000 of the lat

ter to be termed bonus stock, and of which

25 per cent. will be presented to the man

aging director and the remainder to whom

ever he deems worthy of it. The voting

power will remain with the preferred share

holders until 50 per cent. of their holdings

have been retired, when the power will be

divided with the common stockholders.

The exact plan as proposed is as follows:

(a) A new corporation to be formed of

the creditors to take over all the assets of

the old company, the consideration of such

transfer being the assumption by the new

corporation of all the liabilities of the 01d

company, and the issuance of common stock

as hereinafter provided.

(b) Issue preferred stock in said corpor

ation to an amount not to exceed $500,000,

which preferred stock shall be preferred

both as to assets and dividends, and shall

be subject to 6 per cent. annual dividends,

payable quarterly from and after April 1st,

1909. All preferred stock to be issued to

present creditors in the manner herein

after provided:

(c) Issue common stock of the new cor

poration to the amount of preferred stock

of the old corporation, four hundred and

twenty thousand dollars ($420,000), plus

one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), to

be used as bonus stock, as hereinafter de

scribed; common stock to be issued to the

old company to said amount of $420,000,

and the bonus stock to be divided when all

of the new preferred stock shall have been

retired, and the book value of the new com

mon stock is par; such division to be as _

follows:

Twenty-five (25) per cent. to the manag

ing director, and the balance to the others

in the discretion of the managing director.

((1) The net profits of the new corpora

tion, after paying the dividends on the pre

ferred stock, shall_be applied to the redemp

tion at par and accrued and unpaid divi

dends of the preferred stock; provided, how

ever, that if the directors so elect, they

may retain out of such net earnings as

surplus. a sum not to exceed in the aggre

gate one hundred thousand dollars ($100,

000). Said preferred stock is to be re

deemed from the holders thereof pro rata,

but not in sums of less than one hundred

dollars ($100).

(e) The voting power to be in the pre

ferred stock, and the common stock to have

no representation on the directory until

fifty (50) per cent. of the preferred stock

shall have been retired. The voting power

then to be divided with the common stock,

on a basis of four to one.

_ (f) For all claims in excess of $100, one

share of said preferred stock for each $100

of said claim, and one-half share of said

preferred stock for each fraction of $100

equal to $50, and cash for fractional parts of

$50.

(g) For all claims for less than $100 each,

cash to the full amount thereof. '

Dream.Story of Packard’s Purchase.

Because M, I. Budlong, a former pres

ident of the Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford,

Conn., is about to become assistant general

manager of the Packard Motor Car Co., De

troit, Mich., a fertile brain able to appreciate

the stuff of which dreams are made, prompt

ly set afloat a story that the Packard com

pany would take over the bankrupt and idle

Electric Vehicle plant and operate it as an

Eastern factory. The report was printed in

Hartford on Saturday last and raised false

hopes in the breasts of hundreds of former

employes of the Electric Vehicle Co. Four

days later, the “news” reached that staunch

European advocate and stock market

booster, the New York Herald, which “feat

ured" the rumor and added to it a few

dreams of its own. Everything about the

story is correct except the truth of it. The

improbability of the Packard company's, or

any other company's, purchase of a bank

rupt plant which is weighted with nearly

$2,500,000 of bonds, to say nothing of other

heavy obligations, should be apparent to

any one not given to dreams.

The New York Herald also concocted a

tale that the sale of the Pope-Toledo fac

tory to the Dayton Motor Car Co. prac

tically had been consummated. The tiny

grain of truth in the tale is that when fire

damaged the Dayton plant, the Pope people

courteously wired the Dayton company

placing the Toledo plant at their disposal.

“V0 RICIIMONDS IN THE FIELD

Each Otherwise Named the Philadelphia

Taxicab Co.—Prospective Fight for

Quaker City Franchise.

Two rival taxicab companies of the same

name, but incorporated in different States,

are to make a fight for the privilege of in

troducing in Philadelphia a system of regis

tered cab service similar to that now oper

ated in New York, according to advices

from the Quaker City.

Philadelphia Taxicab Co., of Pennsylvania,

Scarcely had the

whose charter was approved by the gov

ernor of that State last week, begun the

work of organization, when the Philadelphia

Taxicab Co., of New Jersey, made its ap

pearance. The Pennsylvania corporation

was formed by the Corporation Trust Co.,

an organization that makes a business of

obtaining charters for persons in New York

hiding behind the name of their counsel.

As the name of the real incorporators in

both companies have not been divulged,

Philadelphia is awaiting developments.

Jeffery Buys His Old Chicago Factory.

It transpires that the man who pur

chased the former Rambler plant in Chi

cago from the receivers of the Pope Mfg.

Co. is none other than Thomas B. Jeffery

himself. The factory is an impressive brick

structure on North Franklin street, and was

built by Gormully & Jeffery when their

Rambler bicycle was in its heydey. It was

taken over by the “bicycle trust" and in

sequence became a Pope possession. In

it the first Rambler automobile was de

veloped. The price paid by Mr. Jeffery

was $100,000. The plant was carried on

the Pope books at $250,000, which is close

to its real value.

Witherbee Gets Broadway Location.

The \Vitherbee Igniter Co., now located

at 541 West Forty-third street, New York,

has leased a part of the third floor of the

Motor Mart, 1876 Broadway, and is making

ready to remove its factory and offices to

that address. The new location will afford

some 8,000 square feet of floor space.

Botto Again Visits the Coast.

\V. M. Botto, sales manager of the

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co., is making an ex

tended tour of the West and the Pacific

Coast. As he is familiar with the country

he reports that he had experienced no trou

ble in interesting the trade in the Simplex

and the other P. & S. cars.

To Make Motor Buggies in Massachusetts.

W. A. Shafer, Frank Dodge and I. R.

Graves, formerly of the Crown Automobile

Co., Amesbury, Mass, have organized in

that city the Crown Motor Vehicle C0.

They will make high wheeled motor buggies.
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FAn Unusual Proposition1
 

ARE YOU AUTOMOBILE

DEALERS MAKING MONEY?

If not, why not? Is it because your apparent profit is

wiped out by af_te§-_sale_ contingencies? Is it because your

business system is faulty. your methods disorderly and

careless? Is it because you are located in a district where

the line of cars you sell is not adapted or in demand? Is

it because you are a skimmerz not doing the business

seriously. as though you had no real place in business life?

Is it because you consider the selling of automobiles

a ame rather than a business. -

The fact that so large a number of retail automobile

dealers are not making money, and I am happy to say that

there are few Maxwell dealers among this class, is a matter

of serious concern to those in the industry.

Now, you know me'I you know that I must have a good

deal of experience, that my plan of covering territory has

been successful; that I know the business end of the auto

mobile business; that my plans carry.

Now I have, like our friend from Boston, a remedy.

Ha, ha, you say to yourself. pretty cute. He means to tell

us to sell Maxwell Cars. Es; that's part of it, but not

the only part. I have deeper reasons.

To accomplish, I want first to get into communication

with you, to become better acquainted. Let me send you

The Co—Operator, our own automobile paper, frfi for three

months. I will lead up to my plan in it. It will be a

valuable educator, and in due course I will give you the

complete details of my remedy. ,

Of course. The Co-Operator says a good deal about

Maxwell Cars, but it has another mission to you. It will

lead to a better understanding between us. so that later

1 can make you a lot of money.

Apropos of Maxwell dealers making money, it is

because Maxwell Cars, while not yet absolutely perfect.

are the nearest perfect, and because of their correct me

chanical principles; unit construction; three-point suspen

sion; natural water cooling; multiple-disc clutch; metrl

bodies; and all the other distinctive Maxwell features

produce satisfied users. and every user becomes a salesman

and a booster. \Vill you please cut out the blank below

and send in at once? Let us begin the good work now.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company

Monbar:A.MC.D(.A.

P. 0. BOX 106

Tarrytown, New York

FACTORIES:

TARRYTOWN, N. Y. NEWCASTLE. IND. PAWTUCKET. R. I.

arrytuwn. h

Gentlemenz~liutcr my name on free (lcalers' mailing list of The

Co-operator.

.\l.\X\\'El.L-I}IRISC()IC M()'\l"()R COMPANY, Ctr-Operator Dept.

Name of Dealer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

.\<lilrrss . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Notice This in no wav carries with it the sligntcst obligation.

 
 

:tl" I do it \lllllJl)‘ lbt'Cll\l\Q' 'ltriscoe asks it and l want to he a good

(I ll“

 

THE INCOMPARABLE

' WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

   

 

White Wins Quaker City

Endurance Run

In the Endurance Run held January 1-2

by the Quaker City Motor Club, the White

Steamer was the only car which made a

perfect score on the road and also was de

clared by the Technical Committee to be in

perfect condition at the finish. The Contest

Committee would not abide by the decision

of the Technical Committee. They gave

credit for perfect scores to two other cars

and ordered a “run-off.”

The supplementary contest, held Janu

ary 4th, served only to emphasize the

superiority of the White. The examina

tion then made by the Technical Committee

placed the White far in the lead and, accord

ingly, the MacDonald 8:; Campbell trophy

was awarded to the White.

With our entry of one car, we decisively

defeated 27 gasoline cars representing 23

different makes Thus has another impor

tant factor been added to the long list of

triumphs achieved by the White—the

distinctively American car.

Write lor Literature

THE WHITE COMPANY

' CLEVELAND, 01110

New York City, Broadway at 62d St. Boston. 320 Newbury St.

San Francisco. 1460 Market St. Chicago, 240 Michigan Ave.

Philadelphia, 629-33 N. Broad St. Cleveland, 407 Rockwell Ave.
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The A. A. A. and the Amateur.

liven a slight improvement is better than

no improvement at all. On this principle,

the amateur definition drafted by the A. A.

A. racing board is a very welcome sign.

It is evidence both of a desire to place

automobile competition on the basis of real

sport and of recognition of the fact that

when cash comes in at the window, sport

flies out at the door.

No man can be an amateur sportsman

who competes for cash and the A. A. A.’s

that

truth is a long step in the right direction.

tardy recognition of fundamental

The A. A. A. rule will, however, still per

mit professionals to compete against ama

teurs. which is contrary to the letter and

spirit of all other amateur rules, and is a

lapse which will not only prevent the gen

eral and unquestioned acceptance of A. A.

.\. amateurs in other sports, but is one that

will serve to defeat the very desirable 0b

jcct of encouraging and building up a class

of unquestioned sportsmen. Of course,

promoters may restrict races to amateurs

but as in unrestricted events the profes

sionals will be able to compete and as it is

their competition that has caused and will

cause the amateur sportsman to hold aloof,

the improvement of the situation will be.

circumscribed. In such "mixed" events it is

obvious that option of cash or plate as

prizes must be afforded and his equally

clear that the shady amateur never will ac

cept the cash unless he happens to win or

unless the purse is sufficiently large.

The A. A. A. amateur rule is, therefore,

a half-professional rule. Why generations

of experience on the part of the rest of the

world should be thus

naught is past understanding.

flouted or set at

For exper~

ience. they say. is the best teacher.

The elimination of the silly stipulation

that every one who chanced to be identified

with the trade in any capacity was, ipse

facto. a professional is a wise move;

and while the underlying motive in relega

gating only demonstrators, testers and

chauffeurs to the professional class, is un

derstandable, it is not a fair one. No man's

occupation decently can be made a test or

We

name some demonstrators—aye! and a few

measure of his sportsmanship. can

chauffeurs—who are educated gentlemen ant.

better amateur sportsmen than some men

Or does the A. A. A.

mean that it is only while the men pursue

of millions. rule

those callings that they are professionals

and that they become amateurs when they

engage in other pursuits? The language

of the definition easily is capable of this

construction.

In one other respect, the definition fetches

When the A. A. A. attempts

to say that it will be the supreme judge

things too far.

of amateurism—when it relegates to itself

the right to reinstate as an amateur :1 mar.

declared to be a professional by any other

position be

Such

an assumption of power is not merely arro

sports governing body, its

comes untenable and indefensible.

but diScourteous, and would make

it would

bring the A. A. A. into disrepute and into

gant,

ducks and drakcs of all sports.

conflict with every other organization in

existence and render absolutely impossible

the co-operation of those who may be anx

ious to co-operate with it. The wise heads

of the A. A. A. should not permit such :

provision to be placed on their books.

The other lapses in the proposed rule

chiefly are those that will concern the A.

A. A. racing board itself. The framers of

the rule undoubtedly know to what they re

fer as “valuable consideration" and as “par

tial means of livelihood,” but those elastic

terms surely will return to vex racing

boards of the future. In the absence of

any requirement of registration, how pro

motcrs, or the A. A. A. itself, will be able

to keep track of or distinguish the ama~

teurs and the professionals, is past under

standing. Apparently they will have to ac-.

cept each competitor’s personal assurance

regarding his status. If this is not the case.

will Chairman Thompson be able to supply

on request a list of those comprising the

two classes? If not. who will be able to

do so?

The to be that

“wrestling with the amateur problem" as a

trouble seems while

long and much traveled field of endeavor.

it is a brand new one for the A. A. A. anu

the A. A. A. seems unable or unwilling to

profit by the experience of the rest of tho.

world, though willingness of the sort would

greatly relieve its burdens. Happily, it is

not yet too late for it to “be wise in time."

Relation of Design to Skidding.

Skidding and methods of preventing it,

first and last, has been one of the most

popular topics of technical and laical dis-i

cussion evcr broached. But aside from the

two factors of steering angles and differ

ential gearing, the parent subject of turn

the

static or dynamic condition of the vehi

ing resistances, and, in fact, entire

cle sectionally and as a whole when turn

ing, never has been brought to notice suffi

ciently. nor studied with the care and at

tention it deserves as being of vital impor

tance to the design of the vehicle.

it is easy enough to compute the amount

of force necessary to divert a moving body

and from aof known weight velocity

straight into a curved line of travel. How

that force is distributed throughout the fab

ric of the automobile, and how the distri

bution of the resistance is to be effected,

is at once a complex and difficult subject

to deal with.

In a recent editorial in these columns rc

lating to the subject of front driving and

control of the vehicle, the suggestion was

offered that, “the subject of transmission

and traction losses on curves . .

remains in its entirety to be investigated

experimentally." That good progress in the

preliminaries to this study is already being

made is shown by frequent contributions
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from engineers on kindred matters. Typical

of these, is the statement of H. W. Alden

in his paper on roller bearings, printed else

where, that frequently the end thrust on the

bearing of a front wheel may be fully equal

to the radial load due to the weight of the

car. “When turning a corner of twenty-five

foot radius at fifteen miles per hour,” he

says,

front wheel bearing which gets the maxi

the end thrust on that

.mum thrust is just about the same as its

What may be the max

imum thrust on a rear wheel bearing during

legitimate load."

a severe skid, he does not attempt to say.

Without this factor in its makeup, due

to the necessity of self guidance as well as

self propulsion, the motor vehicle problem

would be identical with that of the locomo

tive so far as the mechanics of the matter

is concerned. Structurally the organs rep

resenting this difference are the steering

The methods by

which they are applied, however, serve to

gear and the differential.

introduce sundry other considerations, such

as the friction losses in transmission due

to differential action, not only on curves,

but whenever varying adhesion causes one

wheel to travel faster than the other; the

traction losses due to side-slip in the steer

ing wheels; skidding in all its phases; and

in fact quite the whole behavior of the ve

hicle on the road.

These are the characteristic and deter

Yet, oddly

enough, while motors, transmissions, bodies,

mining organs of the vehicle.

and accessories have been undergoing tre—

mendous improvement during the past few

years of automobile development, these two

groups remain identical in principle and

largely the same in construction as devel

oped in the early stages of the industry.

New Jersey's Glorious Opportunity!

The tunnel under the Hudson

which connects New York and New Jersey

formally was opened on Tuesday

Among the invited guests on the first offi

River

last.

cial train were Governor I. Franklin Fort

and Senator Joseph S. Frelinghuysen 01

New Jersey. The fact furnishes ground for

suspicion that shortly there will be intro

duced into the legislature at Trenton a bill

requiring all New Yorkers who use the tun

nel route to pay a registration or other ad

mission fee and to display a tag. And why

not? As the Jerseymen pay taxes for the

upkeep of the sidewalks, why should mm

the “outl:.nders" pay for the wear they im

pose on them? \Vhy should non-residents

be exempt? Give them a taste of “Jersey

justice," Governor Fort!

the sidewalks.

$1 per year; persons over 16 and under 25

25, $10—that’s a proper

Think of the glorious opportunity——

They wear out

Children under 16 years,

years, $5;

tariff!

of the large, elegant sum it would add to

over

New Jersey's income, Mr. Frelinghuyseni

Soak it to ’em! They’re easy.

Value of Engineering Departments.

It is difficult to form an adequate opin

ion as to the amount of research and ex

perimental work which is legitimately con

nected with the production of a thoroughly

high grade and reliable motor car. Many of

the smaller makers totally underestimate it,

as is plain to see. Some few makers, on

the other hand, have an exagerated notion

of the intrinsic value of their ex

perimental departments which is costing

them very dear. The status of the exper

imental department is then, wholly unset

tled in the industry at the present time.

Even without the intent of producing a

striking amount of novelty with each new

model, the amount of plant which is ac

tually required in order to prove the mate

rials of construction and test out the prod

uct step by step and in its assembled form

is far and away beyond the comprehension

of the mere man in the street, as it is to

many of the less advanced producers them

selves. As is the case with other non-pro

ductive departments of the factory, its util

ity is no more apparent to the casual ob

server than its effect is visible to the naked

eye. It isonly by comparing the outputs

of factories where such departments exist in

their best form. with

which they do not exist, or if so, only in a

limited way, that the real benefit which they

carry becomes appreciable.

those of others in

Even then, the

difference is more apt to be credited to sys

tem rather than to its rightful cause.

From the manufacturer’s standpoint it is

an open question how much of the capital

of the plant properly may be tied up in test

ing apparatus and outlaid in testing opera

tions. Obviously the 'economic’policy be

comes unwise just so soon as it begins to

encroach upon the standard quality of the

product. The cost of testing cars and parts

is really a fixed charge. It cannot be too

high so long as its effect is traceable in the

output and sales.

The cost of developing new ideas is even

more difficult to regulate wisely. There is

always the tantalizing possibility of untold

wealth hanging about the vague and prom

ising new idea, which tempts to the sinking

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

March 2-7, Ormond, Fla—Annual beach

carnival, under auspices Automobile Club

of America.

March 2-8, San Francisco, Cal.-——Califor~

nia VVoman’s Automobile Club's shdw in

Coliseum.

March 7-14, Boston, Mass—Boston Au

tomobile Dealers' Association’s annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

March 9-14, Buffalo,. N. Y.—Aut0mobile

Club of Bufialo’s sixth annual show in

Convention Hall.

March lS-April 1, Omaha, Neb.—Omaha

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s annual

show inthe Auditorium.

March 1&19, Savannah, Ga.—Savannah

Automobile Club’s stock chassis race.

March 18-24,' New Haven, Conn—New

Haven Automobile Dealers' Association’s

show in Music Hall.

March 1825. Rochester, N. Y.-—Rochester

Automobile Club’s show in new Conven

tion hall.

March 23-28, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Dealers’ Association's

show week.

April 4-11, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association’s annual

show in Duquesne Garden.

April 24, Westchester County, N. Y.—

Briarcliff trophy race for stock cars.

 

of profits in experiments, experts’ salaries.

and commercial ventures not wholly war

ranted by business sense: Certainly design

must not be permitted to stagnate so long

as direct and evident improvement is possi

ble.

titude of quest for improvement.

Yet progress demands a constant at

The dif

ficulty is to distinguish between the proba

ble paying or non-paying quality of the pro

posed improvement as well as of its initial

cost

Some clamor loudly for the “engineering

era” in automobile design and construction

No regime imaginable could be more ac

ceptable than one under which cars should

be built with sufficient approximation to

engineering principle to stand up for a rea

sonable length of time, even under severe

useage. But it must be understood that in

dustrial stability demands that henceforth -

the engineering department shall pay its

way, A close balance must be struck be

tween the paying and non-paying qualities

though

non-productive elements of the producing

of these expensive and essential.

mechanism.
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ECONDMY RUN 0N "MEN ROADS

Twenty-three Participants in Long Island

Contest—More Than Half

mind” on Running Time.

“Econo

Twenty-three cars competed in the econ

omy test on Tuesday last, 25th inst., pro

moted by the Long Island Automobile Club.

All but four finished the 242 miles run ovei

frozen Long Island roads, which was L

The event of Tuesday was supposed to

have been an economy test, but only about

half of the contestants gave serious thought

to the amount of gasolene and oil they

used. The others were either too cold or

too anxious to "hit it up." As ofiicial

checking in could not, by the rules, begin

until 9 p. 11]., and as thirteen of the cars that

finished checked in before that time, it will

easily be seen what is meant.

The start was made from the Long Is]

and Automobile Club’s house, at 360 Cum

stead of to Montauk Point, as first intended.

The first car to be put out of commission

was W. E. Shuttleworth’s Haynes,

which retired east of Patchogue. The Hol

Tan, driven by V. A. Neilson, got into dif

ficulties at Sayville, on the return trip. A

strut rod gave way, allowing the axle to

sag, and the driving gears to bind, the tric-

tion eventually heating the parts and twist

ing off the driving shaft.

The mishap which put David Mahoney

(Lozier) out of the running on the outward
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R A. VAlL (FRANKLIN) AND OTHER CONTENDERS HALTED FOR LUNCH

much better showing than had been lonked

for. Just who won the contest is not

known, as the technical committee of the

Long Island Club will not have the results

figured for several days.

berland avenue. Brooklyn, beginning at 6

a. m., the cars being dispatched at one

minute intervals according to horsepower

The route took them to Babylon, South<

ampton, Patchogue, and Amagansett, in

leg was peculiar and regretable. A team

with a stupid driver, woman and child as

freight. unexpectedly turned across the road

leading from Southampton toward Ama

gansett. It was a case of either running
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head on into the entire outfit or turning

sharply into the bank, and Mahoney took

the latter course. The result was that both

left wheels were smashed when the car

struck the bank.

The other car which failed to report was

the Buick, driven by Hugh. Gibson. It

broke a wheel at a point three miles east

of Patchogue, and a new wheel could not

be secured in time to reach Brooklyn with

in the specificd time limit. Punctures were

frequent, Charles A. Carlson (Winton) hav

ing suffered seven.

The cars arrived at the finish in Brooklyn

from 4 o'clock in the afternoon until half

past ten at night, the last one reporting be

ing the little single cylinder Cadillac of

  

r. c. Kmxinu (staanLL)

James D. Rourk. This car would not have

been the last had it not slipped a wheel,

which let the axle down to the ground.

\Vhen new bearings had been secured the

run to Amagansett was resumed with suc

cess.

As stated before, the committee has not

announced the awards, but the cars finished

in the following order:

W. A. Flinn, Acme; W. A. Bowers,

Thomas-Detroit; Kingsley Swan, Stevens

Duryea; C. G. Arnold, Pope—Hartford; H.

Michenor, Lozier; Robert Morton. Pullman,

J. W. Mears, Acme; W. Walton. Acme; W.

Birdsall, Mora; John Holm, Studebaker;

Philip Hines, Pope Hartford; H. K. Knep

per, Frcyer Miller; D. C. Teeter, Rambler;

R. A. Vail, Franklin; C. A. Carlson, Win

ton; ]. C. Kirkham, Maxwell; C. Hosley,

Maxwell; H. A. Martin, American Mors, and

James D. Rourk, Cadillac.

The awards will be made on the basis of

cost per passenger, including operator and

observer, for fuel and lubricant consumed.

Gasolene is charged at the rate of 25 cents

per gallon, and lubricating oil at $1 per

gallon. No pcnalizations were made for

repairs, replacements of adjustments to a

car or equipment. The first award will be

a trophy costing not less than $200; second

prize a trophy valued at $100, and third

prize, one costing not less than $50.

There were four controls—at Babylon,

Southampton. Patchogue and Amagansctt,

one hour being allowed for luncheon.

Milwaukee Postpones Its Contest.

The three day reliability run of the

Milwaukee Automobile Trade Association,

planned for Wednesday, Thursday and Fri

day of this week, has been postponed until

next month, and will occur between March

10 and 25. This action was made necessary

because of the impossibility of some of the

roads to be traversed on the route selected

The committee has provided for three

classes, as follows: Class A, 1907 or 1908

stock touring cars, runabouts or roadsters,

costing $3,000 or over; Class B, 1907 or 1908

stock touring cars. runabouts or roadsters,

costing from $1,800 to $3,000; Class C. 1907

or 1908 stock touring cars, runabouts or

roadsters, costing $1,800 or under.

Endurance Run with Sealed Bonnets.

The Harrisburg (Pa) Automobile Club

has decided to make its endurance run on

May 4 and 5 a sealed bonnet contest as

well, and R. H. Johnston of New York has

been asked to act as referee. The route will

be from Harrisburg through Lebanon,

Reading, Allentown and Easton to Philadel

phia, the first day. The return journey will

be made by way of Norristown, Reading,

Lancaster, Marietta, Mount Joy and Mid

dletown, to Harrisburg. Four classes have

been provided for as follows: Touring cars

costing $2,250 and over; touring cars cost

ing under $2,250; runabouts costing $2,000

and over, and runabouts costing under

$2,000. All working parts will be sealed and

a technical committee will examine the cars

for mechanical defects at the conclusion of

the run.

French Garage Regulations Revised.

A new set of garage regulations has just

been issued by the French Chambre Syndi

cale d'Automobile which fixes the charges

for garaging of cars at rates representing

about a 50 per cent. increase over the

former schedule. The storage and washing

charges per month vary with the length of

the vehicle. For a car up to 9 feet 9 inches

in length, the storage charge is something

like $7.50, and the cleaning is rated at $10.

From this the charges increase proportion

ately to $12 for storage and $13.50 in round

numbers, for washing. The daily charge for

storage alone is 75 cents, while in the event

of the chauffeur cleaning his own machine.

a charge of about $2 a month is made for

the water used.

Alcohol Fuel Test for Motor Cabs.

An alcohol fuel test for motor cabs, is to

be one of the features of the industrial ve

hicle trials to be held under the auspices

-. II
\V‘"

D. C. TEETER (RAMBLEX)

of the Automobile Club of France in May

next. Competing vehicles will be divided

into classifications according to the number

of cylinders carried by their motors, and

their bore. the basis being the single cylin

der motor with a limiting bore of 100 mm..

while the maximum size for four cylinder

motors will be 80 mm. The weights must

bear a certain relation to engine capacity

as well, 1,000 kilograms being the limiting

weight for the single cylinder cars having

engines of less than 100 mm. bore. The

rules provide for a maximum speed of 30

kilometres per hour, and place a restriction

on the number of spare tires which may be

employed during the trials. After a series

of preliminary daily runs. the successful

vehicles will be subjected to a final tes.

which will be run on a kilometre-ton basis.

Savannah Declares Holiday for Racing.

The Common Council of the city of Sa

vannah has passed a special ordinance dc

claring March 18 and 19, the dates of the

stock car races in that city, to be special

holidays, and this has been followed by a

proclamation from Mayor Ticdeman to the

same effect. As a result, the city's insti

tutions. trade and banking organizations

will be closed on those days, and the people

generally will forsake business to go to the

races.
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"RACERS” RES'I'ING IN CIIICA60

American Car Leads the Way, After Stren

uous Struggle Through Snow—Horses

Play Important Parts.

Although an Arctic explorer predicted

that if the contestants in the so-called New

York-Paris race ever succeeded in getting

to Alaska the contest would develop into a

struggle between them to see who could

. “A

’3.“ .
Iit .

WHEN REAL HORSEPOWBR WAS APPLIED

procure the most dogs in the shortest period

of time, dismantle the car and load it on

sleds to be pulled by the canines. reports

from snowbound Indiana show that it al

ready has developed into a call for horses

instead of dogs. Whichever of the five

contestants can secure the most horses and

the largest crews of rural snow shovelers

is the one that makes the greatest headway.

"This is no race," wires Bourcier St. Chaf

Chicago, 1,043 miles from New. York, was

reached by the leading Thomas car, Tues

day afternoon. The French DeDion and

the Italian Zust had progressed as far as

Michigan City, 987 miles, while the German

Prothos was last reported at Ligonier, Ind.,

912 miles. The Motobloc, the other French

car, had gotten to Kendallville, Ind.. Tues

day. and at last reports was still going on.

Roberts, in the Thomas car, has had a

terrible time of it in the last week. Since

he left Kendallville, Ind., six days ago, he

has covered only 152 miles, an average of

251—3 miles per day. Much of this distance

was accomplished with the aid of horses

and large crews of snow shovelers, while

more of the ground has been covered or.

rural trolley tracks, which necessitated

much bumping over railroad ties and

trestles. In that time his longest day's run

was on Thursday, from Burdick, Ind., to

Chicago, 47 miles. The day before only 9

farmers are reaping a harvest. According

to the correspondent in the Thomas car it

has cost $800 to cover the64 miles between

South Bend and Hobart, while the mile and

one-half of snow drift near Burdick sta

tion, reached at 7 a. in. Tuesday. cost the

Thomas outfit $95. This went to the

farmers for digging the car out of the drifts

and using their horses to pull it through

the smaller ones. All the other drivers re

port similar experiences.

It was a relief to Roberts and his fatigued

  

I‘.

\aAI-RNLIISD'
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" BUHPING IT" OVER THE CROSS TIES

crew when they sighted Chicago on Tues

day afternoon. In the fourteen days since

his departure he has lost twenty pounds in

weight; he looked it when he reached Chi

cago. Part of the last day into Chicago was

covered on the tracks of the Lake Shore

and the Elgin, Joliet and Eastern railroads.

As Chicago was entered ten cars from the

Chicago Automobile Club met the Thomas

car and escorted it to the club house, where

  

ROBERTS CHARGING THROUGH THE INDIANA SNOW

fray. of the DeDion outfit, to the New York

newspaper promoting the American end of

the affair, and the Frenchman seems to have

guessed right the very first time. It is an

endurance contest but not in the accepted

sense; it is more of a combination horse~

pulling and snow-shovelling contest.

miles were covered, from Michigan City to

Burdick. and this distance was literally dug

and pulled through yard by yard.

RobertsIs experience has been the exper

ience of the others. The cars have had to

be pulled through anywhere from two to

twelve feet of snow in Indiana and the

WHENISHOVBLA AND HORSES AGAIN BECAME NECESSARY

the crew got their first real rest since leav

ing Buffalo. The Thomas car will be thor

oughly overhauled in Chicago and will not

leave before this morning (Thursday).

Although Roberts has had a strenuous

time in leading the way to Chicago the

foreigners have had just as hard a trial in
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their rear chase after the American car. If

Roberts and his crew were tired when they

reached Chicago, the foreigners are prac

tically “all in.” Maas and Knape, on the

German car, are about used up and Lieu

tenant Koeppen, the other member of the

German party, has gone on to Chicago by

train to arrange for extra tires and parts

so the car will not be delayed when it

reaches the Windy City.

As was expected the French DeDion and

Italian Zust cars reached Chicago last

night (Wednesday). The Thomas crew

spent the day resting in Chicago, and the

Frenchmen and Italians will remain to-day

and are expected to leave with the Thomas

car to-morrow. -

The entry of the DeDion and Zust ll‘ltt

Chicago afforded some excitement, as it

prompted a good natured race between the

two cars. Nearly one hundred cars acted

as.escort and a brass band helped makt.

some enthusiasm. although it could not be

stopped from playing “W'c Won’t Get Home

Till Morning!" It wasn't the case for the

Zust beat the DeDion to the club house

by just one miute,arriving at 6.32 p. in., after

which banquets were in order.

The German Prothos car was reported at

3 p. m. yesterday at Elkhart, Ind., having

covered 932 miles, while the Motobloc wa:

at GOshen, Ind., at 5 p. m.

Probably the most disagreeable incident

of the contest occurred on Tuesday night,

when the Motobloc car was looted of its

entire outfit, according to a dispatch from

Charles Godard, its commander. It may

have been the sight of two cases of cham

pagne strapped to the car which prompted

the loot, but anyway, according to Godard,

the car was left in a barn at Goshen, Ind.,

over night. When he examined the car

the next morning it had been stripped of

every thing, including the champagne cam

eras, films, gnns, tools, ammunition, sup

plies, clothes- and even the crew's extra

changes of linen. Godard states that Iht

authorities refused to aid them in any way

and that their inability to speak English

perfectly'caused the police to regard them

with suspicion. They proceeded without

having found-a trace of the thieves.

What has become of the “independent”

which left New York a day before the “reg‘

ular," by a different route, but also bound

for Paris, no one knows or seems to care.

The three men on the car had a squabble be

tween themselves whcn they got to Phila

delphia, and one of them, LeLouvier, g()l

his dander up and went back to Paris. The

others continued but have not been heard

from since.

Larned Launches Its Club.

Fifteen automobilists of Larned, Kan.,

have formed the Larned Automobile Club

with these officers: President, I). A. Ely;

\‘ice~prcsident. T. Eggleston; secretary

treasurer, R. H. Mol’fctt: executive commit

tee, J. H. Boisscau, A. A. Doerr and Di

Dillon.

MIDWINTER ENDURANCE RUN EASY~

Fourteen out of Twenty Starters in Bay

State Contest Made Perfect Scores—

Three Failed to Finish.

Beneath skies that were a reminder of

June, but over roads that showed earmarks

of winter, twenty cars rolled 135 miles on a

triangular course from Boston to Provi

dence, Worcester and return last Saturday,

22d inst., in the annual mid-winter endur

ance run promoted by the Bay State Auto

mobile Association. The test was easy,

for of the twenty cars that started, fourteen

finished with perfect scores, three had a

small number of points against them for

minor reasons, while three were considered

withdrawn because they did not report at

the finish. I

It was just one minute after seven o'clock

when Frank \Ving, in the Marmon, got the

word to start, and at one minute intervals

the remaining nineteen left Commonwealth

avenue, Boston, headed for Providence.

Walpole was the first checking station and

all the cars reached there on time and in

good order. From Walpole the route led

through Attleboro and Pawtucket to Prov

idence, which was due to be reached at 9.40

a. m. Up to this point the roads had been

in very good condition and all the contest

nuts, with the exception of Robbins (Spring

field), reached there on time. The drivers

were allowed to replenish gasolene, oil and

water tanks at Providence.

It became evident that the schedule was

too easy, so ten minutes was cut off the

ru_n_ from Providence to Uxbridge. This

was considered the hardest part of the trip,

the deep frozen ruts causing many tired

arms. All managed to get through, how

ever, except Dennison, in the Knox, who

stopped near Uxbridge. At Woonsocket

the endurancers got their first ovation.

Crowds four and five deep lined the side

walks.

The schedule time was further reduced

from Uxbrfdgc to \Vorcester, where the din

ner stop was made. and from the latter

place to Boston. The intermediate check

ing station was at the \Vayside Inn, in Sud

bury. Mass, famous as the scene of that

story telling bout described by the poet

Lonkfellow in his collection of “Tales of a

Wayside Inn."

When the cars reached Boston they were

taken to the big \Yhite garage where they

wercgiven over to the technical commit

tee, which, after considerable deliberation

decided that fourteen cars were entitled to

first class certificates for having made per

fect scores. The three cars that were pen

alized were V. A. Charles's Rambler, which

lost four points because a needle'point was

adjusted; Oliver Light's Thomas Detroit,

five points on account of a stalled engine,

1

and I. \V. Robinson's Stevens-Duryea,

which had eight points charged against it

for repairing a broken fan belt.

The summary follows:

\IValter Jones, Studebaker .. . .. Perfect

Frank Wing, Marmon . . . . . . . .. Perfect

C. E. Whitten, Thomas Detroit. Perfect

J. Ruggles, Atlas . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Perfect

William Bourque, Knox . . . . . .. Perfect

\IValter White, White .. . . . . . . . Perfect

Hal K. Sheridan, White . . . . . .. Perfect

A. H. Dorsey, Thomas Flyer .. Perfect

Fred Pratt, Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Perfect

1. C. Kennedy, Austin . . . . . . . .. Perfect

J. H. Hobson, Oldsmobile .. Perfect

E. W. Williams, Rambler . . . . . . Perfect

Theodore Young, Franklin Perfect

Harry Minchenor, Lozier . . . . .. Perfect

V. A. Charles, Rambler . . . . . . . . 4 Points

Oliver Light, Thomas-Detroit .. 5 Points

J. W. Robinson, Stev.-Duryea.. 8 Points

L. Robbins. Sprin field . . . . . . .. Withdrawn

A. Ii. Dennison. nox . . . . . . . .. Withdrawn

1.. B. Harris, Winton . . . . . . . . .. \Vithdrziwn

Despatch Carriers Make Good Progress.

Starting six days after the cars in the so

cnlled New York to Paris race. the 30 horse

power Studebaker car, which is carrying a

message from General Frederick D. Grant.

of Governor's Island, N. Y., to the com

manding officer at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.,

in an attempt to prove the value of the

automobile in carrying dispatches between

army posts, reached Chicago on Tuesday,

five minutes in advance of the leading car

in the around-the-world snow-shovelling

contest. The car left New York City on

Tuesday, 18th inst., and reached Albany,

150 miles. at 11:15 o’clock that night. At

10 o'clock the next morning it was reported

at Fayetteville, and at Auburn, 325 miles,

at 4 o'clock that afternoon. Thursday

morning the car rolled into Rochester, 396

miles, after being held up in a snowdrift all

night. Erie, Pa., was reached Thursday

night and Cleveland at 4:21 a. m. Friday.

William Walls and Charles Hammond al

ternated at the steering wheel, driving night

and day, which explains how the car made

such astonishing mileagg through snow

drifts which baffled the heavily laden New

York-Paris contestants. These cars were

passed one by one, the last one being over~

taken at Hobart, Ind., twenty miles from

Chicago. The latter city was reached at

4:20 p. in. Tuesday, 24th inst. The Stude‘

baker car, by the way, is using chains on

the wheels but is fitted with the Continental

anti-skid red rubber tires.

Ohio Non-Stop Test Still Continues.

At last accounts, the Franklin non-stop

and mileage test which was undertaken on

February 11 by the Sid Black Automobile

Co., the Franklin agents in Cincinnati, was

still progressing without interruption, the

odometer registering more than 2,500 miles

Four expert drivers are employed, alternat—

ing every six hours, and being accompanied

by two observers. The 28 horsepower car

employed has encountered some villainous

roads and equally vile weather, but so far

has run without hitch or skip.
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TIIRI'II'I muons AT NEWARK SIIOW

Brilliant Opening of New Jersey’s First An

nual Automobile Exhibition—Repre

sentative List of Cars Staged.

\Nith congratulations from the mayors of

three cities and in the presence of several

thousand people, the first annual show of

the New Jersey Automobile and Motor

Club and the New Jersey Automobile Trade

 

stripes have been used to drape the ceiling,

and strips of the same material have been

carried down to within ten feet or so ot

the floor on each side of the oblong room.

At the end of the main aisle furthest from

the entrance is a large electric sign with

the words “Automobile Show” flanked on

either side by heroic size gilded eagles, be

hind which are festooned flags of all na

tions. Clusters of American flags on poles

are hung every few feet apart along tht

sides of the hall, fastened to the pillars on

.e". ’ V ,

1: .' 11%.». e -.

  

car, Northern, Cadillac and Packard; W. S.

Maltbie, Corbin; J. W. Mason, Stoddard

Dayton and Maxwell; Mitchell Motor Car

Co., Mitchell; Carl H. Page Co., Peerless,

Ellis Motor Car Co., Pierce and Knox; Star

Motor Co., Pullman and Napier; F. E. B0

land Motor Co., National; Brush-McLaren

Co., Brush; Rickey Machine Co., Marmon;

Sheldon W. Case, Holsman; Allen-Kings

ton Motor Car Co., Allen-Kingston; Charles

S. Cooper, Atlas; Essex Automobile Co.,

Jackson; Garford Motor Car Co., Garford;

 

' GENERAL VIEW OF THE AUTOMOBILE SHOW IN BL! CTI-‘IC PAY-“K FI‘DITORII‘H, NEV'AIIK. N J.

Association was launched at Electric Park,

Newark, last Friday night, let inst. Mayor

Jacob Haussling, of Newark, officially

opened the show and took” occasion to com

pliment .the local motorists upon the splen'

did result of their first endeavor. The

other two mayors who lent ofl'icial dignity

to the opening night were Isaac Shoenthal

of Orange, and William Cardwell of East

Orange.

Newark possesses few buildings with

floor space sufl‘icient to hold a moderate

sized automobile show. and this fact was

apparent on Friday night, and on Wash~

ington‘s Birthday, when the small Electrit

Park Auditorium was fairly packed.

White and yellow bunting in alternate

each side of the automobile show spaces,

which are divided by the main aisle down

the center of the hall and by two small~

aisles near the walls. The accessories ex

hibitors have been placed along each side

wall and the moving picture entertainment,

without which no local show would be com

plete, has been located in a balcony just

inside the building.

-Thirty-three different makes of cars are

shown, and twenty-two accessory exhibitors

display their wares, the full list of exhibitors

being as follows:

Greene Motor Car Co., Oldsmobile, Loco

mobile and Pope~VVaverIy; Calvert-Zusi

Auto Co., Winton; Hygrade Motor Car Co.,

Ford; Motor Car Co. of New Jersey, Auto

]. H. Johnston & Co., Grout and Cameron,

H. J. Kochler, Buick and Waltham; A. G.

Spalding & Bros, Stevens-Duryea; the

\Vhite Co., White.

H. T. Alexander & Co., American Auto

Rim Co., Auto Tire Repair Co., Brick

Church Auto Supply Co.. Century Optical

Co., Electrical Maintenance & Repair Co.,

Ellis Motor Car Co., Electric Motor Equip

ment Co., George A Haws, Adolph Karl &

Co., Lovell-McConnell Mfg. Co., National

Oil & Supply Co., Newark Garage & Repair

Co., Newmastic Tire Co., New York Auto

Top & Supply Co., Oriental Rubber_Co., W.

S. Sheppard, C. F. Splitdorf, Standard Oil

Co., Tea Tray Co., 0. \V. Young. and Louis

J. Wurth.
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PRIVATE GARAGE CONS'IRUC'I'ION

Some of the Problems Involved—Sugges

tions by an Architect Concerning Di

mensions and Essential Features.

As the number of private garages or mo

tor houses increases, it becomes apparent

that the construction of these small reposi~

tories is quite as much of a problem as thin

involved in the evolution of the larger

structures which are intended to house a

One of the par,

ticular embarrassments is the fact that the

great number of vehicles.

house made to fit one car, may be‘too small

to accommodate its successor, while the re

quirements of a rc:.lly suitable structure of

this sort. forbid it from being made readily

extensible if absolute permanence is desired.

In this connection an outline of the more

essential requirements of the garage, em

bodied in a paper read before the British

Architectural Association recently. by C.

Harrison Townsend affords an interesting

and concise summary. As he indicates, the

starting point of the garage problem is the

area required to store the car. and tilt

amount of head room it is likely to need.

The possible replacement of the car by a

larger one, must be considered. while pos

sible changes in design of all machines, such

as have been responsible for the enlarge

ment of a garage elevator three succesSive

times, in one case which he instances, also

must be allowed for.

The- following table gives the general

overall dimensions of the different models

produced by a single large manufacturer,

and reveals the amount of difference exist

ing between the volumetric requirements of

“For giving the car proper attention space

should be arranged between it and the walls

at each side and at each end,” says the au

thority in question. “This should be at

least 2 feet 6 inches where a pit is provided,

but if the latter does not exist, and the car

is raised for underwork, the space should

be 3 feet 3 inches. In the case of several

cars standing side by side, there need only

be 2 feet 6 inches or 3 feet between them.

So far, then. we have reached the internal

size of a one-car house 16 feet + 2 feet 6

inches. or 3 feet 3 inches + 2 feet 6 inches

or 3 feet 3 inches = 21 feet or 22 feet 6

inches for the length, and 6 feet + 2 feet

6 inches or'3 feet 3 inches + 2 feet 6 ll’lCl'ltir

or 3 feet 3 inches : 11 feet or 12 feet 6

inches as the width.

“The height of the doors should be sui’fiv

cient to pass in a car with the hood up, plus

its luggage rail, and, possibly, tires on the

roof, or, say. 9 feet. They should be at

least 8 feet wide in the clear, and may be

either steel revolving shutters or they may

be hinged—opening outwards, of course—

and preferably under a pent roof. Finally,

sliding doors may be employed—some

times the most difficult arrangement to pro

vide for. .

“The walls should either be faced—at all

events, to a height of about 4 feet from the

ground—with glazed bricks, or lined with

tiles. They should have a coved brick or tile

at their junction with the floor, to avoid the

harboring of grease and dirt. All angles t(.

recesses—such as that for the hydrant or

the radiators~should be rounded, and there

should be as few projecting features as

possible. Just above the floor level in each

external wall should be inserted air gratings.

They should. where possible, be placed be

hind the small radiators.

“In the large number of garages cement

 
  

 

  

 

 

 

different machines: is laid to a smooth finish and to falls. I do

| Wheel

Type Base. Length. Width. Height

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

1416 Horsepower.

Side entrance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 4 12 6 S 2 5 3

" “ (hood up) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 4 12 6 5 2 7 5

“ " (hood folded) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 4 13 6 5 2 S 6

Single landaulette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 0 13 O 5 2 7 0

Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 O 13 O 5 Z 7 0

City carriage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 10 10 8 5 5 7 4

16-20 Horsepower.

Side entrance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 O 13 O 5 3 5 5

" “ (hood up) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 0 13 0 5 3 7 7

" “ (hood folded) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 O 14 0 5 3 S 8

Seven—seater side entrance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 9 13 10 5 3 5 5

Three-quarter landaulette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 9 13 10 5 3 7 7

Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 9 13 10 5 3 7 7

2630 Horsepower.

Side entrance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 9 3 13 4 5 7 5 5

“ “ (hood up) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 3 13 4 S 7 7 7

“ “ (hood folded) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 3 l4 4 5 7 5 8

Three-quarter landaulette . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 0 14 l 5 5 7 8

Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 O 14 1 5 7 7 8

4O Horsepower.

Side entrance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 8 -13 8 6 0 5 6

" " (hood up) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 8 13 8 6 0 7 8

“ “ (hood folded) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9 8 l4 8 6 O 5 9

Seven-sealer side entrance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 4 l4 4 6 0 5 6

'I'hree-quarter landaulcttc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. 10 4 14 4 6 O 7 8

Limousine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 4 14 4 6 O 7 8

X_ B, In some cases the head lamps mean a further increase in length.

not, however, think this a very efficient ma

terial. The action of the dropped oil on

its surface tends to rot and ‘take the vir

tue' out of the cement, and granolithic dis~

tinctly offers less opportunity for this.

Stone flags, laid not on a concrete bed but

on sleeper walls for the advantage of the

air space beneath thus obtained, seem to add

still further to the risk of the dangerous

sparks that may result from the car coming

in or going out with a chain or stud anti

skid appliance fixed on the tires. Again.

unless, the space beneath is of considerable

size—a cellar, in fact—there would be the

danger of its forming a chamber where ex

plosive gas could collect as the result of

leakage. ‘

“The drains should not be underground

pipes, but should consist of open, halt

round channels. .

“In cases where it is incumbent to make

use of the pit, the best size for this is 6

feet by 3 feet by 4 feet 6 inches or 4 feet

9 inches deep. Its sides should be lined

either with glazed bricks or tiles, and it will

he found convenient to form in them a re

cess on each side in which the chaufleur

when at work can place his tools from time

to time. Iron ring steps afford access to

it. An American expert strongly advocates

the extension of the pit beyond the outer

wall of the garage, as tending towards a

certain amount of ventilation at all events.

as giving means of escape for the chauf

feur, who would otherwise be shut up in a

trap in case of fire. .

“It is of importance that there should be

no risk of the temperature. of the motor

house falling to freezing point. As regards,

however. the heating and consequent drying

of the atmosphere of the motor house, there

are two conflicting claims to be satisfied.

Expert carriage builders plead on behalf ot

the painted body and wheels for a housr

‘which cannot be too dry’; while Dr. C. O.

\Veber, the authority as far as rubber is

concerned, states that tires are likely to

‘keep distinctly better in a damp that a dry

room.’ Keeping a balance between these

two claims we find that the motor house is

best when dry, but not unduly so. Its tem

perature should be about 60 degrees F. The

heating apparatus, of course, should have

no opening from the motor house. but be

arranged with external access. and a low

pressure system with radiators will be found

the best. These may be placed as found

advisable, but in a garage of any size there

will be a considerable advantage if a cup

board be provided containing a small ra

diator, to be made use of when drying rugs

or cushions, and with ventilation to allow

the escape of the resultant steam.

“The storage place for tires, testing appara

tus, pumps and spares generally," he says,

“should be distinct from that in whicl.

cloths, cleaning oil, brushes, waste, etc.. are

kept on metal-covered shelves, and with

proper ventilation. There should be rack

accommodation for rugs, extra cushions

and the like."
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SHIRT 0N A CRYSTAL M0'I'0RI1ROMI'I

Frozen Lake Utilized for Packard Tests and

Experiments—Fun with a Practical

End in View.

The cold winds of winter having served

 

to coat with thick ice the water of Lake

St. Claire, in Michigan, it occurred to the

fertile mind of the Packard management

that right at hand was a perfect course over

General Manager Joy himself having been

unable to resist the temptation.

- Remedy for Leaky Radiators.

Edwin F. Field, of Auburn, Me, has “dis

covered" a panacea for leaky radiators,

which is claimed to be the long-lost and

much-sought-for boiler sealing compound,

the lack of which was responsible for so

many heavy repair bills in the halcyon days

of the teakettle boiler. In fact, Mr. Field's

discovery is the result of many years of

TROUBll-I THAT WAS MYSTIFYING

Its Source was Unsuspected Because it was

Unusual—An Old Timer’s Narrative of

a Curious Experience.

  

“One of the hardest problems I ever en

countered in the way of ignition trouble,"

said the motorist who is qualified to pass as

an old timer, "was presented to me one aft

ernoon when I was taking a trial spin in

  

PACKARD TBDTG AND EXPERIMENTS ON THE FROZEN SURFACE OF LAKE 51‘. CLAIRE—GENERAL MANAGER JOY LOOKING ON

which to drive their cars in a series of

tests and experiments as conclusive in theii

results as would be obtained by many miles

of summer driving, and with far more 01

real sport and specularity.

As a result for several weeks the testers

of the Packard Motor Car Co. have been

taking advantage of the opportunities for

testing cars ofiered by the snow covered

ice on the lake and each day there have

been a dozen automobiles racing and chasing

through the snow drifts, and up and down

the snow shrouded banks, making the snow

fly in picturesque fashion, as the accom

panying illustrations serve to show.

To the Packard people the opportunity

for fast driving on the ice appeared as some

what of the nature of sport rather than

work, and since the last heavy snow storm

the administration, engineering and testing

departments have been busy for days driv

ing cars through the snow clogged thor

oughfares leading out of Detroit, and en

gaging in races on the frozen lake without

thought or fear of police interference, even

experiment with boilers of this type. Though

intended primarily for sealing a leaky boiler.

however, the remedy is equally applicable

to radiators which lack the essential water~

tight feature. The medicine consists of a

black powder of secret composition which,

when dumped into the offending boiler or

radiator at once finds its way to the afiected

part, stopping up the hole or holes by a sud

den and silent process and leaving behind

it a permanent repair, affecting only the in

jured locality.

Coasting Over Sharp Gravel.

It is of small consequence whether a

patch of loose and sharp gravel in the road

is taken at high or low speed, so far as wear

on the tires is concerned, so long as the

clutch is released during the interval and

the car is permitted to “coast.” When the

wheels are relieved of the traction strain.

nothing more is to be gained by running

slowly than by running fast, so long as suf

ficient steerage way is maintained, and not

sufficient speed attainedto cause skidding.

a car that had just been overhauled. It

was a one cylinder runabout, and as I had

owned and driven it for several months 1

was entirely familiar with every piece in its

make-up, and I believed that nothing but

a broken part or a burned out coil could

give me more than a few few minutes 01

trouble. '

“When I started for my trial ride, on the

afternoon in question. I put in a new spark

plug; it was one of the type where a wire

runs through the mica core and extends

out aboutone—half an inch, its end being!I

bent over like a hook and ending close to a

similar wire or sparking terminal that was

fastened to the base or shell. Before in~

serting the plug I tested it and finding that

it was all right, I did not attribute the diffi

culty I had in starting to anything connect

ed with it. After cranking a good deal more

than was generally required of me the en

gine started and I drove away.

"My first trouble came when I began the

ascent of a steep hill. The explosions be

came very irregular with a consequent loss
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of power. The first thought was batteries_

but knowing that they were all right, I

looked over the rest of the ignition and

found nothing amiss. After a lot of delay

I loosened the secondary wire from the

plug took the latter out and found that to

be all right as I had supposed it would be.

Again I cranked the engine and after a lit

tle time succeeded in getting it going, but

as soon as I tried to move the car the same

irregularity of firing was noticeable.

“Well what to do I didn’t know. My gas

olene was good. My carburetter was work

ing, batteries 0. K. I had compression and

the spark plug responded to all tests and

the machine would not begin to do its

work. It was merely a case of ‘think it

over' and as I am not a person who aim

lessly tinkers in the hope of accidentally

finding out where the trouble lies. I did

not make a half dozen changes in the dif

ferent parts which were working all right

but confined myself to seeking something

that was app:.rently susceptible of change

or readjustment. As 1 could find nothing

that was out of order I determined it must

be in the spark plug and though that was

apparently all right, I replaced it with

another, tried results and found I had l0<

cated and remedied the difficulty.

“Naturally my curiosity was excited and

a careful examination of the plug showed

that the whole center core was slightly loose

and when I tightened the nut holding the

secondary wire l turned the core so that

the sparking points became too far apart

for the spark to jump when the load was

on. In taking out the plug I lirst loosened

the nut and in doing this turned the core

back to its normal position so that the trouv

ble was not apparent at a casual inspection.

“It was a very unusual thing to have oc

cur and if it ever happens again it will not

bother me for any great length of time, btn

I venture to say that no matter how ex

perienced in gas engine matters a man may

he the same perplexity encountered for the

first time will make as much trouble for him

as it made for me. When a brand new

spark plug tests out all right there's might;

little reason for ascribing to it a trouble

which might come from some other source."

New Theory of Carbon Deposit.

A foreign investigator has advanced the

theory that the use of lubricating oils con

taining quantities of vegetable or animal

oil is responsible for the presence of copper

in the cylinder incrustation usually known

as “carbon deposit." and in which traces

of that metal have recently been discovered

abroad. His idea is that the "fatty" acids

of the spurious constituent in the oil at

tacks the brasses of the various bearings

forming a small amount of "metallic soap"

which finds its way past the piston and into

the combustion chamber. The high heat

existing during the cycle is then sufficient

to decompose it and leave the metal in the

crust which the heavier constituents of the

Oil leave behind.

MAKING PA'I'llS FOR FIRE FIGHTERS

Automobile Performs Pioneer Duty for De

troit Department—Clears the Road

way in Snow Bound Streets.

 

While the automobile has been put to

many uses that are foreign to its general

occupation of transporting persons or mer

M0

tor Car Co. to prove its utility as a path

chandise it remained for the Cadillac

$1,800; cars listed from $1,800 to $2,750; cars

listed from $2,750 to $3,500, and cars listed

over $3,500. A silver loving cup will be the

first and only prize in each event.

Portland's Show Simple but Pleasing.

Portland’s annual automobile and motor

boat show is holding the boards in the

Maine seaport this week. The show opened

on Monday night in the Auditorium and

will continue throughout the 'week. The

decorations are simple but pleasing. Red
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CADILL\C B‘ZRAKING ROAD

maker for the fire department. A few days

ago, after a heavy fall of snow in the city

of Detroit, Mich. it was feared that the fire

department would experience difficulty and

delay in responding to an alarm if one

should be sounded. At the solicitation of

one of the tire companies, whose location

is near the Cadillac factory, a 25 horsepower

Cadillac was pressed into service and a

snow scraper fastened behind it. Although

the snow was a foot deep, with occasional

drifts much deeper, the car not only

was able to break a way for itself, but

succeeded in pulling the plow and in clear

ing a path over about 15 miles of streets.

and in not ITUL‘l] niore than an hour.

Indianapolis Show Await Freemasons.

Indianapolis dealers have decided to post

pone their proposed “open house show

week" to March 23—28, instead of one week

earlier, as first arranged. Two thousand

Masons are expected in Indianapolis during

the former week and the dealers are confi

dent that many of the lodge members will

ride home in new automobiles. It has been

definitely decided to hold a hill climb and a

parade during the week. the events for the

former being as follows: Cars listed HI

$1,000 or under; cars listed from $1,000 to

FOR DETROIT FIRE FIGHTERS

and white is the general color scheme, the

floor being carpeted in green, while thou

sands of flags hang from the girders.

Among the exhibitors are Herbert A. Har

mon, Franklin and \Nhite; F. A. Nickerson

Co., Oldsmobile; Stoughton Folkins, Max

well; Portland Co., Knox; Spear Auto Co..

Ford; L. C. Gilson, Reo, Premier and Stan

ley; Maine Motor Carriage Co., Stevens

Duryea. Peerless and Pope Hartford; and

Swan Stuart, Cadillac. 1. II. Dowling. the

Thomas agent is not exhibiting at the show.

but is holding “open house" at his garage

on Forest avenue.

Tire Makers Ofl'er Cash "Accelerators."

If the car driven by the winner of the

Briarclifi trophy stock car race on April

24 is equipped with Diamond tires, it

means an extra $500 for him. the Diamond

Rubber Co. having hung up that purse as

an added incentive. For second place they

will give $350, and for third, $150. Thl

Diamond corps of tire experts will be on

the course. of course, to “lend a hand” when

it is necessary.

Similarly the Continental Caoutchouc Co.

has offered $200 for victory in the 300 mile

race on Ormond Beach next week, and $100

for first place in the 100 miles event.
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A. A. A. FRAMES AN AMATEUR RULE

But It Proves of a Very Original Character

—'l‘wo Cities Apply for Vanderbilt

Cup Race.

Three days of last 'week were spent by

the sub-committee of the American Auto

mobile Association's racing board in the

work of revising the racing rules, which

suggests that many changes were made.

The nature and extent of the amendments

are, however, official secrets save in one

respect: It is authoritatively admitted that

the committee heeded the demand for an

amateur definition, the rule as drafted for

submission to the full board taking the fol

lowing form:

“A man who has never driven or raced a

motor car for pay, either in cash or any

other valuable consideration; or competed

.for a cash prize; who does not make his

livelihood or any part of it, as a result of

racing or driving, either as a demonstator,

tester, or chauffeur; who has not otherwise

received financial reward for engaging in

competition; who has never been declared

a professional by any sport-governing body

or who, having been so declared, has been

reinstated either by such body or by the

racing board of the A. A. A.”

All of the members of the sub-committee.

Messrs. J. Dumont Thompson, chairman;

Alfred Reeves, A. L. Riker and S. A. Miles,

were present at the meeting of the board,

which was held in the Association's New

York offices on Monday last, 24th inst.,

when they submitted the result of their la

bors. The others in attendance were Will~

. iam K. Vanderbilt, Jr., New York; E. R.

Thomas, Buffalo, N. Y.; Rossiter \North

ington, New York; A. R. Pardington, New

York; A. G. Batchelder, New York, and

Frederick H. Elliott, secretary.

The revised rules were read and dis

cussed and ordered printed. They now will

be submitted to the absent members for

suggestion. They will come up for final

adoption at the next meeting of the board.

The Vanderbilt cup race also had a look

up at Monday's meeting, and prospects were

held out that it may be run this fall. Chair

man Thompson reported that the Automo

bile Club of St. Louis and the Savannah

Automobile Club, both were desirous of

submitting propositions for the holding of

the Vanderbilt cup race next fall, and Van

derbilt himself requested that the propo

sals from these clubs be investigated and

placed before the board at an early date.

Rough Hewing in Ohio Legislation.

After considerable entangling argument

relative to “schofurs,” ‘fcliaffersf and “shu

foors," the Ohio senate has decided that it

does not know exactly what is contained in

the automobile bill introduced by Senator

Ward, and has sent it back to the commit

tee for revision and reprinting. A fight

was made for home rule for cities. but not

with success. It was agreed that Cities

might determine what portions were closely

built up, thus coming upder the eight mile

limit, and the remainder was left at the fif

teen mile limit. One senator wanted the

annual license fee increased from $2 to $10,

but a compromise was reached on $5 per

year. A provision put in by the commit

tee preventing chauffeurs from getting a

commission on supplies was stricken out

as not germane to the bill. Senator West

discovered indications of carelessness in

drawing the measure which was copied from

the New York law, and was full of refer

ences to “boroughs” and other features of

the New York law not applicable to Ohio.

The committee is now at work on the cor

rections.

May be Maryland Mo'tordrome.

Mimetic Maryland has contracted “auto

dromstructitis." This is a malady that

causes persons to form companies to build

mammoth velodromes for automobile racing

only, none of which are constructed, how

ever. The fever is is contagious. New Jet"

sey has been the worst sufl‘erer, but New

York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio

and even diminutive Delaware, have had at

tacks of it. Now comes Maryland. Sena

tor Gorman has asked the legislature of that

State to grant power to the Motorcar Rac

ing Association to construct a motordromt

in the State and operate it. Senator James

Young, Thomas A. Robinson, E. A. Cassi

day are named as backing the project.

A. A. A. Ready to Test Anti-Chain Rule.

If any member of the American Automo

bile Association is particularly anxious to

test the validity of the recently re-enated reg~

ulation of the New York Park Board pro

hibiting automobiles wearing tire chains, it

will cost him nothing to do so. All he need

do is to notify the office of the Association,

437 Fifth avenue, or Charles Thaddeus

Terry, counsel for the American Automo

bile Association, 100 Broadway, New YOrk,

of his arrest, when the association will step

in and defend him. In fact the A. A. A.

will'defend, without expense to_those at

rested, any number of cases as may be ade

quate to- test the validity of the enactment.

Easter Sunday for Jalisco Cup Race.

According to advices from Guadalajara,

Mexico, the annual Jalisco cup race will take

place on Easter Sunday, April 19th. It is

stated that one of the contestants will be

Joseph Tracy, who will drive a 90 horse

power Locomobile. The Jalisco cup race

is Mexico’s biggest sporting event, the prize

being a costly silver cup donated by Alfonso

Fernandez Comellera. The Mexican gov~

ernment allows the promoting club to close

the roads on the day of the event, besides

furnishing abundant troops to police the

course. All the business houses of Mexico

City declare a holiday during the races.

H0‘I'0IIS'I'S CANNO'I' GET DAMAGES

Roads Need not be Made Safe for Them,

Says Massachusetts Court—Automo

biles not Carriages.

According to the Supreme Judicial Court

of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts an

automobile is not a carriage, and despite

the fact that they pay special and extra fees

ostensibly for highway improvement, it is

not part of the authorities’ duties to keep

the roads safe for automobilists’ travel. In

other words, the provisions of law which

make cities and towns liable for injuries

sustained by carriages through defects in

the roads do not apply to automobiles.

This wealth of

evolved in consideration of an appeal made

judicial wisdom was

by the town of Ayer from an award made

by a local court. William C. Doherty had

sued the town for damages on account 01

damage to his automobile resulting from

the condition of the road. Judgment for

$100 was given in Doherty’s favor, but the

award was set aside by the Supreme Court

in a decision handed down on the 25th inst.,

in which Chief Justice Knowlton says:

“It hardly can be contended that locomo

tive cars of many tons’ weight, propelled

by gasolene or steam or electric engines,

with complicated machinery capable of de

velopingSO to 75 horsepower and sometimes

even more, are vehicles of a general kind

as the carriages known to the legislators

of Massachusetts in 1786.”

This part of the decision was in refer~

ence to the highway statute originally en

acted in that year requiring cities and

towns to keep their roads safe and con

venient for “travelers with their horses,

teams and carriages."

The court says that to oblige cities and

towns to put all highways through remote

and seldom used sections into a condition

to stand the strain of automobiles would

be a burden heavier than they could bear;

also, no reasonable expenditure of towns

would be enough to make all roads safe and

convenient for the use of heavy automobiles

at all times of the year.

The court decides that the automobile is

not a carriage with the meaning of the stat

ute, and that any one can lawfully ride in

them. but that “if the road is reasonably

safe for travel generally, towns are not lia

ble for a failure to make special provision

required only for thesafety and conven

ience of persons using automobiles or bicy

cles."

Lytle Changes His “Stable.”

Herbert H. Lytle, so long associated with

the Pope-Toledo racing “stable,” has been

engaged to drive an Apperson Jackrabbit in

the Savannah stock car races next month.

George H. Robertson will drive the other

Apperson that is entered.
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Alden Explains Reason for the Taper Roll

with Two Ribs—Its Evolution in the

Timken System.

Since the development of the anti-friction

type of bearing has become, as it were, an

art within an art, it follows that compara

tively few engineers are really well in

formed on all phases of the subject, while

the average layman has absolutely no com

prehension of the theory involved in thi.v

construction of the various types answering

to this description, even though the me»

chanical construction involved may be thor

oughly familiar to him.

per, which was read by H. \V. Alden, con

sulting engineer of the Timken Roller Bear

ing Axle Co., at theJanuary meeting of the

Society of Automobile Engineers. is there

fore particularly informing, as showing in

a general way the application of the self

aligning taper roller bearing to the uses of

the automobile mechanism.

"There would seem no chance for

argument that in the abstract a roll

should be capable of carrying a greater

load than a ball of the same ex

ternal physical dimensions. granting that

material and workmanship are identical and

eliminating the question .of alignment of

the roll," says Mr. Allen. “Comparisons

made in this article will assume a ball bear

ing using a curved surface for the cone

with a-radius of .7 the ball diameter. No

distinction will be made between the an

nular or radial, and the so-called bicycle

type of ball bearing. In the roller bearing

the diameter willvbe assumed, same as that

of the ball with length equal to diameter.

If we consider that, when a' ball or roller

is loaded, there is an infinitesimal flattening

out'at the point of contact, then the load

carrying capacity, other things being equal,

will be approximately proportional to the

area presented to carry the load. \N'e find

that assuming the roll or ball and the cone

to suffer a_deformation of approximately

one thousandth of the radius of the ball or

roll, we get resulting areas in the ratio of

approximately 7% to l for the roll and ball

respectively. Now it is this remarkable

showing that has tempted so many to ex

periment with the roller bearing. A search

through the patent tiles of this country

alone shows an almost unlimited number of

attempts, very few, however, of which have

ever come to light, and almost all of which

have disappeared from view. Perhaps the

najority of experimenters have tried the

taper roll, which statement brings us up

to our second point. namely. end thrust.

“The cases where a bearing is submitted

to side load alone are possibly in the major

ity. but there are many cases the

hearing has both side and end load to with

stand. This is particularly true in the case

where

The following pa»

of the automobile, where perhaps the ma

jority of the bearings have to stand thrusts,

some of which, as in the case of wheels and

bevel gears, are exceedingly severe. I think

we sometimes fail to recognize the severity

of this front wheel end thrust. When turn

ing a corner of 25 ‘feet radius at 15 m.p.h.,

which is by no means rarely done, the end

thrust on that front wheel bearing which

gets the maximum thrust is just about the

same as its legitimate side load. The bear

ing then ought, by virtue of its design, to

be able to. take about the same load one way

as the other. Now this is a strong point of

the taper roller bearing. It can be shown

that such a bearing, having an included an

gle of approximately 23 degrees for the cup,

can carry the same end thrust load as side

load for a given surface pressure normal

to the roll surface. l find that there is a

pretty general impression that, in the case

of a taper roller bearing. having an abutting

shoulder, all of the end thrust load is taken

on this small shoulder. This is not the case.

as can be shown by a simple illustration.

Suppose a complete bearing to be subject

to end thrust, but not to be in motion. Now.

while the load is still applied, remove the

rib or shoulder on the cone. by screwing it

back out of the way, for instance, and it will

be found that nothing happens. No matter

what the load, the rolls refuse to change

position. Now rotate the bearing slightly

and it will be found that, so long as the rolls

remain in correct alignment, there is no

axial change in their location. \Nhen they

get out of alignment, however, they begin

to creep back up the cone.

“This brings us to the third point in ques

tion, that of alignment. And this, be it

said, is the feature of greatest importance

in all roller bearings. It is the rock or.

which many a roller bearing has gone down.

In the case of parallel roller bearings, there

is a peculiar but persistent tendency of the

rollers to work endwise; not great, but still

present. Now most parallel roller bearings

have some member either on the cone or

cup. or both, to limit this action. and sooner

or later the roll brings up against this abutt

ment. So also in every taper roller bearing,

the rolls bring up with a certain slight pres

sure against this same limiting element. It

is at this crucial point that roller bearing

designs and construction diverge. From

this point all can be divided into two classes,

those receiving this limiting efi'ect at one

end of the roll and those receiving it at

both ends. Perhaps I should not have re

ferred to the latter class in the plural as

there is only one where this effect is ob

tained, i. e., receiving this limiting action

at both ends of the roll. If the roll bears

ever so lightly against an abutting shoulder

at one end only, the tendency is to exert a

slight retarding effect at this point whicl.

disturbs the alignment. “’ith the correct

alignment gone, there is then not pure roll

ing action, but a rubbing action, and further~

more the area of contact at once is greatly

reduced. In other words, sliding friction

has been substituted for rolling-friction,

and the contact area to carry the load has

been reduced. The life of the bearing is

therefore greatly reduced. When, however,

this slight retarding effect is applied equally

to each end of the roll, it is changed from a

disturbing action to an actual guiding action.

“When the Timken company first began

work on taper rolls, they, like all others

before then and some since, had but one

rib on the cone. and their earlier experi

ments were all failures as could have been

predicted had the proverbial foresight been

as good as ‘hindsight.’ Upon the introduc.

tion, however, of the two ribs, the align

ment difficulty disappeared, and some seven

years' experience covering many forms of

application prove the fundamental value of

these two ribs. Another feature of the ta

per roller bearing which appealed at the

outset was the ability to take up wear with

this form of bearing. \Ve like to think that

weir does not occur with pure rolling con

tact, but the bulk of the experience of users

of bearings shows that in most cases wear

does occur. If it cannot be taken up, it

continues at an increasingly rapid rate,

whereas, if it can be taken up, the bearing

is ready to start out fresh again. Doubt

less for some service, size and material can

be chosen to eliminate wear from practical

consideration. These cases are limited,

however, and even in such cases a larger

amount of material must be used than would

be required if some wear could be tolerated.

On the whole. then, from a practical stand

point, the taper roller bearing using tw<‘

ribs has good reason for its existence. be

cause of its area of contact giving large

side load capacity; its large inherent and

thrust capacity; its insurance of correct

alignment, and its adjustability for wear."

Sparks Tell Difference in Steel.

To the averageautomobile mechanic, all

steel is pretty much alike until he attempts

to work it either by hand or in the lathe,

when he immediately discovers that there

is a vast amount of difference between steel

and steel. In this connection it is well to

remember that the so-called “high speed

steel” may be distinguished by its tendency

to develop red sparks when pressed against

an emery wheel, while the ordinary tool

steel gives a shower of white sparks under

similar circumstances, as does machine

steel.

 

Short Circuit for the‘Magneto.

Wherever the magneto is employed in

connection with a double ignition system.

it is important that the controling switch

shall include means of short circuiting the

magneto when it is not in use. If this pro

vision is not properly carried out there is

danger of breaking down the insulation of

the armature windings.

“The A B C of Electricity." Price 50c.

The Motor World Publishing Co., 154 Nas

sau Street, New York City.
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cut or TIE mitt BEARING

How Lack of Lubrication Affects Its Run

ning—Effects of Rust and Grit as

Shown by Tests.

There is a general impression extant

among automobile users, that, whatever may

be the effect of neglect and misuse upon a

bearing of the plain cylindrical type, the

average ball bearing may be run without

oil, with its parts badly rusted, or even

clogged with grit. without seriously affect

ing its efficiency. This impression is fos

tered by the fact that even under the most

adverse conditions, the ball or roller hear

u
ing cannot set" as may happen with the

plain bearing when subjected to abuse. An

accurate. and enlightening demonstration of

the mistake of supposing that the ball bear

ing requires no attention, and will run as

well under poor as under good conditions,

~ J31
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was supplied by a paper read before the So

ciety of Automobile Engineers recently by

Henry Hess.

Taking a bearing of the two-point con

tact, annular type ordinarily used in wheel

hub bearings, several tests were performed

with the idea of determining the effects 01

various running conditions upon it, both

normal and abnormal. “In a hub the load

will be purely radial, i. e., at right angles

to the axle when the car is going straight

ahead." says Mr. Hess. “When rounding a

curve. or weaving from side to side an end

thrust, parallel to the axle, will be imposed

in addition. Properly mounted and taken

care of, the bearing will be amply lubricated

and kept free of rust and grit.” Because

not all bearings are “properly mounted and

taken care of," as well as “amply lubricated

and kept free of rust and grit," the tests

were made to include such improper condi

tions as might be assumed to result from

improper use.

Briefly, four sets of tests were carried

out embodying radial loads. combined radial

and thrust loads, and thrust loads only. For

each of these conditions, four sets of trials

were made corresponding to conditions of

(A) copious lubrication; (B) practically no

lubrication; (C) with rust. and (D) with

grit; these tests were repeated under each

load condition. The loads ranged from a

low load as compared with the capacity 0)

the bearing to a very decided overload. The

radial load started at 600 pounds and was

raised by 200 pound increments to 2,000

pounds. The thrust loads ranged from 50

pounds to 400 pounds by 50 pound incre

ments. The speed was taken at 300 r.p.m.,

this corresponding approximately to a car

speed of 30 miles per hour.

Copious lubrication was provided by al

lowing the bearing to dip into a relatively
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large reservoir of oil. For dry running the

bearing was rinsed out in gasolene and then

dried out in an air blast; this left a very

slight oil film, not perceptible to the touch,

but nevertheless prESent. After this test

the bearing was rusted in water until a

light coat was deposited on all surfaces.

Owing to the high finish of the balls and

races, the rust film on these was not thick;

on the separators which are not polished,

the rust was much heavier and interfered

decidedly with their elastic action. Grit

was provided by throwing sharp building

sand between the races.

The tests were carried out by means of

a special friction measuring machine capa

ble of measuring the force of the frictional

resistance due to radial loads up to 15.000

pounds, of thrust loads up to 10,500 pounds,

and of combined radial and thrust loads in

any ratio within these limits, and at speeds

ranging from 200 to 2.000 r. p. m. The ac

companying curves were plotted from the

3053.
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Of that shownresults of the various tests.

in Fig. l, the author says:

“The friction (always referred to the bore

_ of the bearing in order to permit of ready

comparison with the friction that occurs in

plrin journals at the bore or shaft surfaces)

ranges from 0.21 to 0.25 under-copious lu

brication (A). The dr'y‘running curve (B)

is parallel, and, curiously, lies about-10 per

cent. lower. The difference represents not

the difference in bearing friction. but that

of the relative resistance of the copious oil

supply and the slight film left after the oil

was washed out in gasolene. It would not

do to conclude that this justifies the cutting

out of oil, as is not infrequently advised;

:side from other considerations, oil, and

plenty of it, is necessary as a rust preventa

tive.

“Curve C,‘ with the bearing rusted. shows

at first about 50 per cent. increase in fric

tion, and then, very surprisingly, a grad

ual drop, curving down to the best values

of A and B; but toward the close rising

again sharply. An examination of the race:

involved shows that the initial higher fric

tion was due to the rust, that, as this was

worn off. the friction dropped and that the

roughening due to the rust having de

stroyed the high polish and _the truth of

the ball and race surfaces was attended by

an increasing breakdown of these surfaces,

as indicated ‘by the final fast rise of the

friction. Prolonged running would un

doubtedly have confirmed the road exper

ience of the very serious influence of rust

on hearing life and endurance.

"As was to be expected, the insertion of
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grit raised the friction very decidedly. The

readings varied widely, so that the average

'curve, D, will be seen to lie quite far from

some of the points. As the run was started

with the lower loads, and as it took somt

time to bring about an even distribution of

the crudely inserted grit, the friction rose

as the grit involved more of the surfaces;

the drop after that is accounted for by the

gradual working out of the grit and to the

grits being worked down and partially de

stroyed by the wearing action of the balls.

In an automobile hub the grit would be

more serious since it could not readily es

cape. The friction due to grit and rust

tends to draw the end plates and separators

under the'balls, and as these two destructive

agents wear down the parts the separators

may be. and occasionally are, drawn undet

the balls. That means a destruction of the

separators, while the violent wedging also

occasionally causes the outer race to be

split.

“Fig. 2 gives the friction of the bearing

carrying simultaneous radial and thrust

loads. increasing simultaneously. A com

parison of values under the condition of

good lubrication, A, between Figs. 2 and 3,

shows that a thrust load of % of the simul

vtaueous radial load about doubles the total

frictional resistance. and that. as there is

no pronounced upward trend within the

'load limits advocated, such combined load

ing is good practice. The curves of Fig. 0
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for a constant radial load of 800 pounds, and

a variable thrust load of from 50 to 400

pounds, confirm the deductions drawn from

Fig. 2. The advisability of submitting this

two-point type of radial bearing to thrust

loads has been frequently questioned, and

occasionally even the admissibility of doing

that has been denied.

“Fig. 4, gives a series of curves showing

the friction _in the conditions, A, B, C, and

D. It will be seen that in every case the

friction falls with an increasing load. It is

generally reasoned that under thrust the

balls must wedge between the curve races.

“"ere that true. then the friction should not

only be high, but even though not equally

high under all loads, certainly not decreas

ing under increasing loads. The curves bear

out my reasoning in explanation. \Ve know,

of course, that under load there will be a

deformation of the shape of the balls and

races, and that the theoretical point contact

is actually a surface contact of small area.

I assume that this surface has an average

inclination which gives a blunter Wedge

than the geometrical angle of the theoreti

cal‘point contact. As the load in

creases the deformation must increase; an

increasing bluntness of the wedge angle

with increasing load should therefore be

accompanied by a decreasing frictional co

efficient. This reasoning is confirmed by

the trend of the curves of Fig. 4. Also. it

has been observed that the thrust-carrying

capacity of the heavy type of radial bearing

is relatively less than that of the medium

and light types. Now the heavy type has

much larger balls and these will conse

quently deform less under heavy loads; that

means a smaller change from the theoretical

wedge angle, and, therefore, a relatively

greater friction; so that this observed fact

may be taken in further confirmation of my

reasoning."

Among his conclusions, he presents these

important points: “Simultaneous radial and

thrust loading is permissible and does not

result in a material increase of friction as

compared with radial loading only.

“The bearing should be copiously lubri

cated; easiest running will be had with the

least viscous lubricant; that, however, must

not be so light as to escape readily, but must

be retained by the mechanical arrangement

of the hub.

“Rust must be rigidly excluded, as it will

result in breakdown of the bearing surfaces

and of the carrying capacity.

“Grit must be rigidly excluded, as it will

result in a wearing away by grinding of the

balls and races.

“As between rust and grit, the former is

the more dangerous. since it involves the

destruction of carrying capacity, while grii

merely brings about a faster wear than is

desirable. Rust and grit are nearly always

found associated, as the conditions admit

ting the one generally admit the other.

Their combined influence is decidedly bad.

Fortunately, both can be kept out by means

which are available. simple and cheap.“

CUSHIflNING THE END TIIRUS'I‘

Simple Method Adopted in Double Jointed

Propeller Shaft—Maintains Position

of “Floating” Member.

the

jointed propellor shaft of the live axle car,

In the construction of universal

it is, of course, necessary to provide for

flexure in the direction of the vehicle‘s

length as well as in the vertical and lateral

senses, since it is impossible to maintain

an absolutely fixed distance between the

axle and the gear box or clutch at all times.

On this account it is customary to provide

a slip joint of some sort either directly in

the eardan joint, or in the shaft itself. In

some cases one of the couplings of the car

dan joint is made to slide loosely over one

end of the shaft, squared. In

others, the coupling vitself is so constructed

which is

  

that a certain amount of end play is per

mitted.

In certain instances where a double

jointed shaft is employed, two such slip

joints are provided, one at either end. In

such a case, there is a tendency for the

“floating” member of the group to work to

one end or the other, thus locating the slid

ing movement entirely' at the opposite end

of the shaft. To guard against this tendency

an elastic medium, such as a spring or

springs, is frequently introduced to pre~

serve the distance of the slidable member

from its limits of travel under ordinary cir

cumstances, and maintain the full elasticity

of the system.

The arrangement here illustrated is de

signed to accomplish this, and has been

adopted for the 1908 model of a well known

foreign.car. Because of its simplicity. it

well illustrates the purpose it is intended to

fulfill, as well as showing the drawback ob

taining where no such provision is made.

The joint consists of the flanged driving

shaft, A, which is slotted to receive the

bearings. D, for the trunion, T, which is a

part of the driven shaft, B, in which the flex

ible provision is made. The shaft, A, is

drilled out for a short distance, and carries

the plunger, C, which rests against the end

of the shaft, B, and is backed by the helical

spring, R. The joint itself is completely

housed by the shell, F, and the flexible pro

tector or boot, K.

From the illustration, it is plain to see

that the shaft, B. may approach or recede

from the end of the shaft, A, within certain

limits, yet without affecting the action of

the joint. The same applies to the second

joint at the opposite end of the shaft, B,

which is similarly mounted. The function

of the spring, R, is to keep the shaft equally

placed between the two joints, which it does

by working against a second and similar

spring mounted in the other joint. The

effect is to cushion the longitudinal move

ment of the shaft without in the least af'

fecting its suitability in the main purpose

of supplying a supple connection between

the motor and the driving axle.

To Make a Flexible Plug Connection.

One of the frequent annoyances that the

motorist is subject to is the breaking off of

the secondary terminal at the spark plug

end. While the main cause of this is the

vibration of the wire, a contributing cause

may be found in the fact that the terminal

is soldered to the wire making a stiff and

solid connection at a point where flexibility

is desirable.

A simple and thoroughly effective way of

obtaining a good contact. and yet securing

one that is absolutely flexible, is by coiling

a fine brass spring wire, say about an 18 or

20 gauge, around a lead pencil, making a

spring 3 or 4 inches long, the end of the coil

spring thus obtained may be soldered to the

secondary wire and the other end of it either

soldered to a terminal or shaped to meet

the requirements of the spark plug. The

result of this is to obtain a flexible end that

will permit of any amount of vibration and

will not offer sufficient resistance to cause

the wire to break.

To Prevent Trucks from Skidding.

At first thought one is not likely to be

lieve that automobile trucks for heavy de

livery, fitted with huge twin tires are apt to

cause much trouble from skidding, but

when it is realized that, though these pon~

derous vehicles are designed for slow speed

only, they obtain a high rate of speed when

going down a hill, the question of some anti

skid devise is of prime importance.

Possibly the simplest and yet most ef

fective preventative that can be obtained

is an ordinary chain running around the

wheel between the two tires. If it is suFfi

ciently loose so that none of the driving

strain comes on it there would be compar

atively little wear, but when the car begins

to skid because of the sudden application

of the brakes or for any other reason, the

side movement would bring the chains into

play and eflcctually stop it.

  

Tire Trick on Second Hand Cars.

Purchasers of second-hand cars besides

making a thorough examination of the

mechanical portion of the prospective in

vestment, would do well to investigate the

condition of the tires. It is an easy mattet

for the dishonest dealer to insert old and

practically useless inner tubes in casings,

which to all appearances are in good con

dition. Furthermore, restreaded tire cas

ings are not always what they purport. or

appear to be.
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lliS'I'lllC'l'll/li lAWS FOR [GERMANY

Demand Made in Reichstag “for the Pro

tection of the Public"—Government

Promises Immediate Action.

Automobile legislation seems to be wor

rying the members of the German Reich

stag as much as it does legislators in Amer

ica, according

abroad.

mobile regulation in Germany came up in

to cable dispatches from

Last week the question of auto

the Reichstag and provoked considerable

discussion, the assurance being given by the

government that it would put forth a strin

gent measure “for the protection of the

public."

Prince zu Schonaich-Corolath began the

discussion by calling upon Chancellor von

Bulow to protect pedestrians by the pro

hibition of road racing, confining these con

tests to inclosed tracks. He also demanded

the suppression by legislative measures 01

noxious odors arising from motor cars and

examinations for chauffeurs, who should

not receive licenses until they had driven at

least 6,250 miles under the supervision of

qualified instructors.

Herr Nieberding, the Secretary of State,

replied, amid applause from all sections of

the house, that a bill was ready for intro

duction in the Reichstag making the own

ers of automobiles fully responsible before

the civil courts for accidents, while negli

gent drivers would be subjected, according

to its provisions, to severe penalties, includ

ing fines and imprisonment.

Chauffeurs, henceforth, would be com

pelled to undergo examination relative to

their technical knowledge of motor cars and

their trustworthiness and skill as drivers.

The questions of road racing and noxious

odors will be left to the decision of a com

mittee.

The government’s action, it is stated, has

been induced by recent official statistics of

automobile accidents in Germany, which

claim to show that from October, 1906, un

til October, 1907, there were 4,931 motor

car accidents, involving 145 deaths and in

juries to 2,419 persons, half of these occur

ring in Berlin. In 93 per cent. of the cases

passenger cars were responsible. Among

the victims 8 per cent. were the occupant:

of the cars and 76 per cent. were pedes

trians.

New Yorkers to Circle the Earth.

Around the world automobile trips seem

to be increasing in popularity. Burton S.

Castles. a member of the New York Cotton

Exchange; Frank Hubbard, partner of

Charles G. Gates, and Clarence Hertie, have

announced that they intend to start out next

month for a tour around the world, taking

in Japan, China and India. The three New

York financiers will not attempt to break

records, however, as they expect to be gone

more than a year. Their avowed object is

to have a good time, and to explore inter

esting and odd corners of the globe. They

will use an American made car, and will

take with them an American chauffeur and

mechanic.

Would Confiscate Too Speedy Cars.

Like many of his colleagues in Massa

chusetts, Judge Lloyd B. White has de

cided views upon the question of automo~

bile legislation. Judge White thinks a law

should be passed prohibiting the manufac—

ture and sale of automobiles capable of more

than twenty miles an hour, and that the

State should confiscate all cars that can go

faster than this.

Judge White made known his ideas last

week in refusing to postpone sentence on

Dr. Charles W. Carey, of Quincy, found

guilty of driving his car faster than the law

allows in Hingham last September. His

judgeship sat in Superior Court at Plymouth

and delivered his opinion of automobile

speeding when he said: '

“Automobiles and automobilists will

never be regulated until a law is passed ab

solutely prohibiting the manufacture and

sale of machines capable of running at a

rate of speed greater than 20 miles an hour.

A way to effect this is to have the State

confiscate all automobiles found within the

commonwealth which have been proven to

have been run at a greater speed than this."

After relieving his mind of this perora~

tion his judgeship White fined Dr. Carey

$25. The latter's attorney took exception

to the ruling and took an appeal of the case

to the Supreme Court.

Minneapolis Adopts Its New Ordinance.

As was expected, the Minneapolis city

council passed the automobile ordinance

which will require that hereafter automo

bilists and motorcyclists renew their city

licenses each year, the charge for a renewal

being 50 cents, instead of $2, as it was pre

viously the case. Licensees will be given

the privilege of taking out the same number

each'year, upon payment of 50 cents‘after

the first year. Motorists will have to carry

two tags, one of the State and one of the

city, the latter containing the name “Minne

apolis” in addition to the number of the

tag and the year of issuance.

Jail for a Pittsburg Scorcher.

“I’ll fine you six cents ” began Judge

Brown, in a Pittsburg court, and Charles

N. Smith, a chauffeur who violated the

speed ordinance, smiled and picked up his

hat to go.

“And.” continued the judge, “sentence

you to thirty days in the county jail!”

Smith forgot to smile as he was being

led away. It was one of the first jail sen

tences for scorching meted out in Pittsburg.
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T0 I0ll'l' RIO'l'IiRS 0R RAIDERS

Quaker City Motor Club Developing Mil

itary Spirit—Proposed Corps to Serve

City, State or Nation.

Although Philadelphia has long been con

sidered slow, the Quaker City Motor Club

of that city is at least several minutes ahead

of the calendar. It is ready to tackle either

hoodlums, strikers, or Turks, in fact, it is

Its ad

vancement and ambitious valor is taking

ready for r~e-a-l w-a-r, if need be.

the form of a movement to organize a v01

unteer corps to render service to either city,

State or nation in the suppression of law

lessness, or if need be, in repulsing foreign

invasion in time of war. Thus it may come

about that in the City of Brotherly Love, in

a State founded by a member of that relig

ious sect which opposes war, Uncle 'Sam’s

belligerent ability will be increased by the

creation of an automobile auxiliary.

H. C. Harbach, the club's secretary, has

sent to President Roosevelt a communica

tion in which the plan is outlined briefly

and which urges the president to accept the

services of such a body. Accompanying

the letter, a copy of which was sent simul

taneously to Governor Stuart of Pennsyl

vania, and to Mayor Reyburn, of Philadel

phia, was a preamble and set of resolutions

adopted at a meeting of the club’s board 01

governor's held on Thursday night last.

The preamble and resolutions which ac

companied the letters, read as follows:

"The Quaker City Motor Club of Phila

d'elphia, First Volunteer Motor Corps.

“Preamble: Whereas, The American au

tomobile has thoroughly demonstrated its

utility and reliability as a vehicle of rapid

transit; and,

“Whereas, The march of progress de~

mands both speed and endurance for all

common carriers; and,

“Whereas, The automobile is the prac

tical forerunner of advancing civilization;

“Now we, The Quaker City Motor Club,

do hereby propose to enlist and enroll from

among our members in good standing a

sufficient number of capable and able-bodied

men who shall/agree to act as a volunteer

motor corps.

“This volunteer motor corps is to offei

its services and machines, through the Qua

ker City Motor Club, free to the City of

Philadelphia, the State of Pennsylvaniaa nd

the United States Government as an aux

iliary force, in all cases of urgent need or

dire necessity for the suppression of law

lessness and insurrection, or in the graver

duty of repulsing foreign invasion in time

of war. And,

"Whereas, The Quaker City Motor Club

is only actuated by true patriotism and love

of country, we most humbly pray your best

consideration and prompt acceptance at

this sincere proposal.”
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AIRING R1100! ISLAND MEASURES

Judiciary Committee of Legislature Gets

. Points for Automobile Laws—Things

Said at a Hearing.

There was interesting variety in the pro

tracted hearing given at Providence, R. I.,

on the 18th inst., by the House judiciary

committee, which at present has charge of

three new automobile measures, introduced

in the State legislature. These measures

consist of one introduced by Olney Arnold,

providing severe penalties and specifying a

definite speed limit; one introduced on be

half oi the Rhode Island Automobile Club;

and a third, introduced by Mr. Phillips of

Coventry, which proposes a radical change

in the existing law by placing the control

of automobiles in the hands of the State

board of public roads, instead of the Secre

tary of State.

The automobile club’s bill was advocated

by Col. Frank W. Tillinghast, of the club’s

special legal committee, who explained that

the measure aimed to amend in some par

ticulars the existing law which he declared

to hem the main a satisfactory one. He

condemned the proposition, embodied in one

of the bills, which asks for an annual tax

on automobiles, saying that such a thing

should be labeled a means for raising money

and not a means of regulating automobiles.

In regard to licenses for operators, the

speaker declared that annual licenses were

not just or desirable.

In criticism of the bill advocated by Col.

Tillinghast, it was shown by Mr. Hogan

that, under provisions regarding the pow

ers of the Secretary of State in revoking

licenses, a man convicted of violating the

law would have two court trials, a thing

which none other could get. Col. Tilling

hast admitted that this was true, and that

the Secretary of State would not have

power to revoke a driver’s license until final

conviction. But he expressed opposition

to vesting the power of revocation in the

courts of the State. He declared that it

should be in a central body. The Secretary

of State, in the speaker's opinion, was the.

best ofiicial to consider this problem.

“You are not dealing with a lot of law~

breakers; you are only providing against a

few reckless persons," said Col. Tillinghast.

After reading the speed regulations pro

vided for in the club’s law the speaker con

tinued:

“If every person drove his machine rea

sonably and properly there would be no

complaints from any one about reckless

operation. Upon this point there has been

considerable discussion. We provide that

15 miles per hour in any city or compact

section of any town or village is the speed

limit. But we further limit this provision

by saying that it shall be reasonable and

proper at all times. Outside of these sec

tions we do not fix any mile limit, but I

think that ‘reasonable and proper’ fits the

case exactly, and is what is desired. Other

States are repealing their mileage limits be

cause they find them unsafe.”

Following Mr. Franklin, of Newport, who

spoke in favor of having the owner of a cat

held equally responsible with the man who

runs it, Col. Tillinghast again addressed the

committee in explanation of the penalties

provided for in his bill. This section places

a fine of from $10 to $500 and imprison

ment from 40 days to one year, in the dis

cretion of the court. He showed that if a

more severe penalty is provided for a sec

ond offense than for first, a man might get

unjust treatment in court. The speaker ex

plained this provision by saying that the

second ofiense might be merely a technical

offense and not worthy of a severe penalty.

The stock argument of making automo

bilists pay for the added cost of road main

tenance charged against their vehicles fig

ured in the hearing as a matter of course,

and was combatted by Fred E. Newell of

Central Falls in a vigorous speech, during

which he said:

“Now, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of

the committee, I hope you will give this bill

due consideration, before recommending it,

for it looks to me as if there was a move

ment on foot to make one of the greatest

blessings that progress has ever conferred

upon man so expensive that none but the

wealthiest people can afford to own one.

Now this bill states that a person owning

an automobile must pay each year not only

a license but a registry fee for every ma

chine he owns. Now I own three, not that

I want to; I’d like to sell two of them. 1

am obliged to pay three fees and one license

fee, to say nothing of three or four kinds of

insurance on them. Is this right; is it a

square deal? A man can own a team of

horses and all kinds of wagons from a tip

cart to a six-horse moving wagon. yet he

pays nothing. He wears out the roads and

millions of dollars have been spent on the

roads and streets for the wear and tear of

his wagons and the nuisances of his ani

mals long before the automobiles were

heard of, but I never heard of any special

tax or license they had to pay."

Discussion of the speed limit brought out

a number of varying suggestions and was

marked by a touch of the ludicrous in the

declaration of H. H. Whaley, of North

Kingston, who said automobilists go so fast

through his town that they can’t stand the

wind on their eyes. “They can't look at

the scenery because they go so fast," he

said. “Once I went out to see the num

ber of a machine, but gracious! the whole

thing went by so fast I couldn't even see

the machine itself!" \Vhaley favored a speed

limit of 15 miles.

Another of the amusing points of the

hearing was the suggestion made by Lellan

J. Tuck, judge of the Tenth District Court

of Pawtucket, who declared against the use

of horns, and saidzl “An autoist who is

equipped with a big born or a siren feels

that because he blows that horn every one

else should get out of the way. Therein lies

the trouble. I would advocate that no au

tomobile be allowed to carry any horn 0r

signalling device. If this was done the au

to driver would be obliged to go at a rea

sonable and pr0per rate of speed at times

where such is needed. Because a man can

blow his horn he thinks he has a clear right

of way. Take away a horn and the driver

will be absolutely obliged to go slowly, and

that is what we desire.”

New York and Massachusetts automobil

ists were rapped by F. O. Strobridge, special

automobile constable of North Kingston,

who voiced the opinion of the town council

in declaring the limit of fifteen miles too

high, and added, “Rhode Island autoists

are mostly gentlemen; it is the people from

Massachusetts and New York that we have

to look out for.

Speaker Burchard, of the House, who was

the last to address the committee, spoke

in favor of a graded tax on automobiles,

grading the tax by the power of the re

spective cars, and fixing a minimum rate

for cars used solely for commercial pur

poses.

The Horse was on the German.

When Herman Waubitzrider, of the

Spring Garden district, Philadelphia, dis

covered the hood of an automobile snugly

covered with a heavy lap-robe, he threw

up both hands in amazement, and after

stopping and pondering in his astonishment

he decided that the curiosity aroused in him

must be satisfied.

He determined then and there to make

an investigation and ascertain, if possible,

just what kind of an animal was being kept

warm beneath the blanket. Approaching

the machine, with all due caution, he raised

the blanket and was peering beneath its

folds when the owner of the car happened

along.

Herman was in trouble in a moment, for

the ownerchauffeur was inclined to think

the man was bent on some mischief. He

questioned the Spring Garden avenue Ger

man, and burst into laughter when the lat

ter attempted an explanation.

“Vat iss?" inquired Herman. “No horse,

no head, nottings to get cold. See, dere is

notting but big iron box. Vat iss?"

It was explained that the blanket was

used to protect the water in the radiator

from freezing. the cxplanator adding that it

also was done to keep the joints from get

ting stiff. Herman took another look, and

said: .

“Dot's alride about dot, but I can’d see

vy iss it dot automobiles must vear blan

kets ven dere is no horse.”

Thinking the motorist was trying to have

fun with him, Herman stalked away in high

dudgeon. Herman's address is not given.

It probably is located in a Quaker fancy,

but the fact does not spoil the readability

of the story.
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The Week's Patents.

874,401. Ball Bearing. Freidrich Grei

ner, Berlin, Germany, assignor to The Firm

of Maschienbau-Anstalt Altenessen, A. G.,

Altenessen, Germany. Filed July 23, 1907.

Serial No. 385,144.

_ 1. A ball bearing comprising in combina

tion an inner ring, an outer ring, large balls

in the annular space between said rings,

two flat rings having a plurality of slots

arranged between said rings covering said

balls in said annular space, a plurality of

bridges having holes and small pins on their

ends arranged between said balls and at

right angles to said flat rings, said pins

passing through said slots and connecting

said flat rings together, and small balls in

said holes between said large balls.

874,404. Variable Speed Power Trans

mitting Gear. Peter Hesselins and John

Jaderlund, Chicago, Ill. Filed March 12,

1907. Serial No. 361,959.

1. In a variable speed power transmit

ting device, the combination with two rota

tive shafts arranged at an angle to each

other, of a plurality of annular concentric

gears mounted on one shaft, a plurality of

gear wheels meshing therewith and loosely

mounted on the other shaft, means for sep—

arately locking said gear wheels to their

shaft, an intermediate shaft and two con

nected gears mounted thereon, one of said

two connected gears meshing with a gear

wheel on said gear wheel bearing shaft and

the other meshing with one of said annular

gears for the purpose set forth.

874.405.

Springfield, Ill.

rial No. 330,746.

1. An automobile including its frame

mounted upon wheels, a rocking cradle

mounted upon the frame, and an operating

engine mounted upon the cradle, said era

dle having two bearings displaced longitu

dinally of the automobile and disposed sub

stantially midway between the sides of the

frame.

874,419. Clutch Mechanism. William R.

McKeen, In, Omaha, Neb., assignor to Ed

ward H. Harriman. Arden, N. Y. Filed Oct.

2, 1905. Serial No. 280,922.

1. In a device of the class described, in

combination, a pair of clutch members pro

vided with means adapted on said members

being thrown into engagement one with an

other automatically to tend to draw the

same together, said means comprising a plu~

rality of teeth upon each member, the space

between contiguous teeth upon a member

increasing in a direction toward the roots

thereof.

874,450. Gas Engine. Andrew I. Spicer,

Franklin, Ind., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, of one-half to Elmer C. Russell, In

dianapolis, Ind. Filed Oct. 22, 1906. Serial

No. 340,011.

1. In a gas engine. the combination, with

a combustion chamber having a smaller t}!

-bular extension, and a piston mounted in

said chamber, of a cooling _ chamber sur

rounding the tubular extenstqn, said cool

ing chamber having a valved inlet and out

let communicating with said chamber at one

side of the tubular extension, and a passage

forming a communication between_that side

of the piston opposite the combustion cham

ber and the cooling chamber at that _side

of the tubular extension opposite the inlet

and outlet, whereby a cooling stream of air

is propelled in alternately opposne direc

tions through the cooling chamber, said

Automobile. Harry L. Ide,

Filed Aug. 15, 1906. Se

cooling stream of air being divided and de

flected by the tubular extension.

874,484. Vehicle and Spring Thereof. El

mer L. Brillhart, Pentwater, Mich. Filed

Sept. 27, 1906. Serial No. 336,429.

1. A spring comprising oppositely dis

posed leaves each fulcrumed on the top of

the other at the free extremity thereof.

874,520. Change Speed and Reversing

Mechanism. George \V. Marble, Chicago,

Ill., assignor of one-half to William R. Don

aldson, Chicago, 111. Filed Jan. 10, 1906.

Serial No. 295,372.

1. A friction speed transmission device

embodying a continuously rotating shaft, :1

wheel rigidly secured thereon having a fric

tion face at its hub and within its periphery,

an oppositely facing friction disc or wheel

slidably engaged upon the shaft and having

a friction face adjacent the hub and within

its periphery, a shaft journaled between said

discs or wheels, a friction wheel rigidly se

cured on each end thereof, one extending

into position to engage either friction face

of the rotatable friction wheel, the other to

engage either friction face of the rotatable

friction wheel and means for shifting said

friction wheels into engagement with the

respective friction faces.

874,563. Power Transmission Device. An

drew Boulanger, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed

March 26, 1906. Serial No. 307,984.

A power transmission means comprising

a driving shaft, a plurality of gears rotata

bly mounted on the driven shaft and contin—

ually in driven connection with the driving

gears, clutch drums connected to the re

spective driven gears and having rims with

internal friction faces, clutch members

mounted on and connected to rotate with

the driven shaft and extending within the

faces of the aforesaid drums, each clutch

being provided with an elastic device in the

form of a nearly complete ring, one end of

which is fastened to the inner clutch mem

her, the said ring extending within the an

nular drum rim and having an inclined end,

an actuating member in each clutch moving

radially and provided with an inclined por

tion for engaging the inclined end of the

clutch ring to distend said ring, and an

operating bar axially movable in t1 e driven

shaft and provided with an inclinei portion

to engage the said actuating mémber of

each clutch, said operating bar being cylin

drical and having flatted portions on each

side of its inclined portion. said bar having

notches in its flatted portion and a spring

actuated device having a projection for en

gaging-in said notches.

874,627. Transmission Gear for Automo

biles. Charles W. Smart, Memphis. Tenn.

Filed April 30, 1906. Serial No. 314.576.

1. In an apparatus of the class de

scribed, the combination with a driving

shaft, of a friction disc arranged for rota

tion on said driving shaft, a pair of shafts

mounted for rotation, one each side of the

friction disc, and one of which shafts is ar

ranged to be shifted longitudinally, and both

of the shafts being driven from the driving

shaft, a- pair of opposed friction wheels

mounted on the shafts and engaging on the

side faces of the friction disc. means where

by one end of 'one of the shafts is moved

to and from the friction disc, and means ar

ranged upon the longitudinally moving shaft

and upon the shaft carrying the friction disc

for reversing the motion of said disc when

the longitudinally moving shaft is shifted

from one position to another.

874,657. Variable Gearing. Franz Bur

ger, Fort \Nayne, Ind., assignor of three

fourths to Henry M. Williams, Fort Wayne,

Ind. Filed April 17, 1907. Serial No. 368,

722.

l. The combination with a wheel having

a plurality of concentrically arranged rings

of friction surfaces theron and channels be

tween said rings. of a pinion having a fric—

tion surface to engage said friction surfaces.

874,693. Explosive Turbine. Frederick

\V. Luedke, Trenton, N. I. Filed Aug. 15,

1904. Serial No. 220,846.

1. _In a device of the class described, the

combination with a turbine wheel, of an ex

plosion Icylirider having an exit adapted to

deliver its charge to the turbine wheel for

operating said wheel, means controlling the

passage of the exploded charge through said

mat to the turbine wheel, and means for ex

ploding a charge within the cylinder, said

charge exploding means being adapted to

release the means controlling the passage

of the exploded charge to the exit.

874,767. Shock Absorbing Device. George

S. Hill, Bradford, Mass. Filed March 5,

1906. Serial No. 304,155.

A shock absorber for vehicles, com

prismg a drum and a band engaging the

same, constituting co-operating frictional

members, one of which is attached to the

spring supported body of the vehicle and

the other to the supporting base, said mem

bers being constructed and arranged to

loosen the band when the body and base

approach each other and to tighten the band

when they separate, and adjustable means

lf)or <ljimiting the loosening movement of said

an .

874,802. Vehicle Steering Gear. John P.

Simmons, San Francisco, Cal. Filed March

20, 1907. Serial No. 363,368.

1. A steering mechanism including -a

fixed whee] axle having horizontal disc

shaped tables at each end, and ball-bearings

fitted around the lower side of said discs, 3.

chambered wheel center within which said

horizontal bearing is contained, means en

tering one side of said chamber and bearing

directly upon one side of the disc .shaped

table ends of the axle to maintain a bearing

contact between the opposite side of the

chamber and the contiguous side of the ta

ble ends, a vertically disposed ball bearing,

a wheel hub within which it is fitted, said

bearing enabling the wheel to turn freely

around the horizontally adjustable portion.

874,811.. Motor Vehicle Driving Gear.

George A. Vt’eidely, Indianapolis, Ind., as

signor of one-half to Harold O. Smith, In

dianapolis, Ind. Filed June 1, 1907. Serial

No. 376,825.

_1. In an automobile, the combination,

With an axle casing and a driving pinion. 01

an inner bearing and an outer bearing for

said pinion, and suporting means for both

of said bearings fitted upon the same por

tion- of the axle casing.

874,844. Detachable Wheel Rim. Ray

mond Healy, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Dec.

28, 1906. Serial No. 349,759.

1. The combination of a tire carrying

rim, a felly, a pair of side plates having in

clined bearing edges for the rim .expanded

outwardly and having their inside faces be

tween the felly and rim flush as described,

and a pair of circumferential liners super

posed in the space between the felly and in

side of the rim, all as described to form an

expansible solid bearing for the rim extend

ing continuously from the outside of the

edge of one plate to the outside edge of the
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opposite plate, as and for the purpose de

scribed.

874,852. Differential Gearing. \Vilhelm

Lorenz, Karlsrube, Germany, assignor to

The Firm of Daimler Motorengesellschait,

Unterturkheim-Stuttgart, Germany. Filed

June 17, 1907. Serial No. 379.392.

1. A differential gearing comprising a

driving shaft provided with a cylindrical

part and a central differential shaft carrying

a toothed wheel, coaxially arranged with

the driving shaft, and a second differential

shaft inclosing the central shaft, and pro

vided with a casing having teeth. and planet

wheels carried by the said cylindrical part

and meshing with said teeth and the said

central toothed wheel.

874,878.~ Vehicle Steering Device.

ward I. Vraalstad. Bufialo, N. Y.

May 29, 1906. Serial No. 319,367.

1. In a steering gear for vehicles, the

combination with a steering rod, and a du

plex screw thread thereon, of two nuts, one

for each thread, a swinging member carried

wholly by said nuts and actuated by the

movements thereof.

874,913. Starter for Explosion Motors.

Herman I. S. Lewis, New York, N. Y., as

signor of one-half to John H. Dale, New

York, N. Y. Filed March 4, 1907. Serial

No. 360,346.

Ed

Filed

_1. A spring operated starter for explo

sion engines comprising two parts or mem

bers independently revoluble on the crank

shaft of the engine, a power spring impell

ing said members angularly with respect

to one another. and a lever pivoted coaxially

with said members and movable in one di~

rection to engage one member to the shaft

and movable in the other direction to en

gage the other member to said shaft, said

directions being in the plane of rotation 01

said shaft, and means for holding the non

engaged member stationary in each case.

874.955. Sparking Mechanism for Explo

sion Engines. Louis A. Gianoli, Paris,

France. Filed Jan. 29, 1907. Serial No.

354,782.

1. The combination with the rotary and

stationary elements of a magneto generator,

of a stationary insulating ring having an in

ternal rack and contents, a rotary gear con

nected to said rotary element to be driven

thereby, a planet gear of conducting ma

terial meshing with said rack and rotary

gear, and adapted in its planetary move

ment to make electrical connections with

said contacts, and a wire in which current

is induced by the relative movement of the

rotary and stationary elements. said wire

being electrically connected to said rotary

gear, substantially as described.

874,963. Holder for Automobile Top

Bows. Stephen D. Hunter, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Aug. 24, 1907. Serial No. 389,

940.

l. A holder for the bows of an automo—

bile top. comprising a rod, a member car

ried at one end of the rod against which one

outside bow is adapted to abut, a series of

spacing plates supported by, and freely mov

able along, said rod and adapted to be ar

ranged alternately with respect to the bows,

and an end late carried by the rod and

adapted to abut against the other outside

bow and means to move the end plate to

ward said end member, thereby moving all

1t)he plates along the rod and clamping the

ows.

874,964. Pneumatic Tire Protector. Will

iam M. Jamieson, Te Papa, near Onehunga.

New Zealand. Filed July 11, 1906. Serial

No. 325,728.

1. In a pneumatic tire protector, the

combination of a box having a transversely

corrugated plate adapted to be fitted to

said tire, and means for securing a SOlld

tire to the box.

874,978. Power Transmission Gearing.

Vernon D. Munger, Beach City, Ohio. Filed

March 29, 1907. Serial No. 365,342.

I. A power transmission gearing com

prising a drive shaft, beveled pinions fixed

thereon, a longitudinally adjustable driven

shaft, a beveled gear wheel fixed thereon,

 

 

  

  

“ma

Five Passenger Touring Car $2000

Three Passenger Runabout $2000

 

 

AN ATTRACTIVE CAR AT AN ATTRACTIVE

PRICE

SPEC!l-‘ICATIONS—Engine, 4 cylinders, 4I‘x456

28-30 brake horsepower. Transmission, 3 speeds orwar

and rcverse, selective. Timken bearin . Wheel base,

109 inches: tread, standard; clutc . cone leather.

Body, sheet metal, straight line type, roomy and com

fortable. Tires, 32x3%, quick detachable; make op

tional. Frame, pressed steel, 4% inches deep. Front

, axle, single I-beam drop forgin , ball bearings. Rear

y axle. bevel gear drive, enclose t pe, roller bearings.

. Ignition, synchronized Jump spar Weight, empty,

2,200 lbs. (actual, not catalogue).

Represented in Greater New York by

THE PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.,

1‘ 1620 Broadway

95" Selden Motor Vehicle £0mpany, lochester,N.Y.

Members A. L. A. It .

Agencies Wanted in Unoceupied Territory.

 

 

SGHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade erk Registered April 30, 1895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & ] Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

(L Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Supplied to (ho Trad. by All Tlro Manufacturers

MA. SGHRADER'S 80"., Inc.I 28-30-32' R060 81., Now York
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and other beveled gear wheels mounted on

said (lriven shaft and movable longitudinally

thereon, each gear wheel being nested in

the next gear wheel of larger size.

874,989. Steering Gear. George G. Por

ter, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to The Por

tcr-Cable Machine Co., Syracuse, N. Y., a

Corpdration of New York. Filed June 10.

1907. Serial No. 378,202.

1. In combination with a steering mem

ber; a steering post; a gear secured to a

steering member; a fixed gear provided with

a greater number of teeth than the first

gear; a pinion meshing with both of said

gears; and connections between the steer

ing post and the pinion for moving the lat

ter over the gears.

875,053. Pneumatic

Duryea, Reading, Pa.

Serial No. 366.982.

1. pneumatic tire having thickened

edges,_in combination with a rim grooved

along its sides and provided with inflatable

tubes adapted to firmly lock the edges of

the tire within the grooves.

875.254. Automobile Frame Member.

Matthew \V. Gartshore, Reading, Pa., as»

signor to Parish Manufacturing Company,

Reading, Pa., a Corporation of New Jer<

Tire. Charles E.

Filed April 8, 1907.

sey. Filed April 5, 1906. Serial No. 309,

971.

1. An automobile frame comprising

pressed steel side members each having an

inwardly extending bearing flange the edge

portion of which is turned aproximatcly

parallel with the vertical web at intervals

and the unbcnt intermediate portions of

which inwardly extending transom con

necting brackets with integral ribs, and sep

arate transom members entcnding between

the vertical web portions of said side mem

bers and said bracket ribs and rigidly bolted

to said brackets substantially as set forth.

875,297. Gasolene Engine. George W.

Stanley, Logansport, Ind., assignor of one

eighth to George D. Miller, one~eighth to

Ernest A. Tucker, one-eighth to Arthur E.

Stanley, onc~eiglith to Frederick H. Klin~

sick, and one-eighth to William D. Craig.

Logansport, Ind. Filed Aug. 20, 1906. Se

rial .\'0. 331,352.

1. The combination with an engine hav

ing cylinders arranged in Oppositer dis

posed sets, pistons in said cylinders, _a

power shaft. piston rods connected to said

power shaft, a parallel shaft driveii from

the power shaft, valve chambers carried by

the cylinders, valves in said chambers, ec—

centrics on the second nientioned_ shaft,

blocks on the eccentrics. strapsholding the

blocks in place, and means for_pivot:illy con

necting two valves of oppositely disposed

cylindch to the same block.

875,321. Transmission Mehcanisni. Sam~

uel C. carter, Los Angelcs, Cal.. assignor ol

ouothird to Carlisle H. Eslcr, Los Angelch

Cal. Serial No. 330,

615.

1. The combination with a driving shaft

of a plurality of gears shiftably mounted

thereon, a housing for said gears, means for

shifting said gears with respect to said

driving shaft, wheels on said driven shaft,

gears mounted on said driven shaft, _and

means for shifting said gears and said driven

shaft for causing a variable rotation of said

wheels.

875.351. Resilient Tire. Is: ac \V. Hodge

son, Minneapolis, Mimi, assignor of one

Filed Aug. 14, 1906.

fourth to Philip “I. Herzog. St. Paul, Minn

Filed Feb. -5, 1907. Serial No. 359,047.

1. In a resilient tire, the combination

with a rim, of a tread made up of a multi

plicity of yieldingly connected tread sec

tions, and springs interposed between said

rim and tread sections, and having inter

locking engagement at their outer ends

with the adjacent ends of said tread Sec

tions, substantially as described.

875,358. Combined Brake and Steering

Knuckle. Joseph Ii. Landry, New Bedford,

Mass. Filed Oct. 18, 1907. Serial No. 398.~

101. . .

1. In combination, an axle beam, an

axle, and a knuckle joining them, the axle

member of the knuckle being a disc jour

naled to the beam on a vertical axis.

875,401. Variable Speed and Reversing

Gear. James Worthington, Manitowoc,

W'is. Filed May 6, 1907. Serial No. 372.169.

1. The combination of a driving shaft, a

beveled gear \vhccl thcron. a set of trans

mission shafts, a beveled gear wheel on

each, arranged to mesh with the beveled

gear wheel on the driving shaft, transmis

sion gears on said transmiSsion shafts,

_operatively connected With the correspond

ing beveled gear wheel, a driven shaft, and

shiftable gear wheels thereon adapted to be

moved into and out of mesh With the trans

mission gears.

875,472. Induction Coil and Box for Ex

plosion Engines. Richard Varlcy, Euglc

\vood, N. J., assignor to Varley Duplex Mag

net Co.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

July 24, 1907. Serial No. 385,378.

1. An induction coil unit for explosion

engines comprising a U-shaped sheet of

paramagnetic material, an L-shaped frame

assembled therewith to form a casing, and

in induction coil Within such casing.

875,508. Automobile Train. Angelo De

Luigi and Carlo Ramazzotti, Milan, Italy.

Filed March 22, 1906. Serial No. 307,763.

I. In a traction device, a train of vehi~

cles. each having a pivoted axle. two_ tele

scopic members over said pivot havmg a

cardan joint at their outer_ei_ids, bevel gear

ing connected with each joint, and chains

for transmitting power to and from said

gearing.

875,534. Magneto Igniting Device for Ex

plosivc Engines. Ilenri de la Valette, Paris,

France. Filed Sept. 7. 1905. Serial No.

277,423.

1. A magneto-electric _machine, compris

ing an ariu:.ture, oscdlating field magnets,

an oscillating distributor of induced cur

rents, and means for mounting the_magnets

and distributor, whereby they oscillate co

operatively one With the other about the

axis of the armature.

“The A B c of Electricity." Price 50¢.

The Bicycling World Co., 154 Nassau St.,

New York City.

    

 

TYPE C 50 I-P

runsrwrmiPowerful and

zaoom :soos: wow-n 3000!! C°mpl=t°1Y

Fast Appointed

Of the highest possible grade throughout.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.,

WANTS llll FOR SALE.
15 centl per line of seven words, cab with order.

I'I capitals. 25 cents per line.

FOR_SALE—No. 14 sliding gear trans

_ missions; 90 bodies, primed only; 75

bodies, painted only; 72 bodies, painted and

trimmed; 69 sets bevel drive axles and

hubs; 130 frames, unassembled; 30 frames,

assembled; 35 radiators; 50 tanks; 59 two

cylinder opposed engines, 5%5; 105 sets

springs; 48 mufflers; sets universal

joints; 47 steering wheels, 14—inch; also va

rious quantity of other parts, all suitable

for 2.000 pound touring car or runabout.

RANDS MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for next

 

season. Write me to see how much I can

save_ you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless. and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

5. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets or the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

THE METEO
The Car that

does things

 

 

so

H.P.

For

l'arti'rnlarr,

A iln'rrss

METEOR MOTOR CAR CO., Bettandoif, la.

A DUPLICATION, NOT AN

IMITATION OF LEATHER.

A U T O F O I D is a peculiar name.

Try to remember it when next you are or

dering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO.

Bufl'alo, New York.

 

 

  

 

 

THE BHANDLEB 00.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

  

Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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"(SURE YOUR M0TOR

Against wear and carbon troubles by using

“INVADER”

llll.
TWO GRADES—LIGHT AND

MEDIUM HEAVY

YOU mun run CAR—WE'LL

NAIR THE GRADE

INVADIR SEMI-FLUID

COHPOU N D

A thickened oil for transmissions

  

IIOIITEIID

INVADER LUBRIOATINO OOMPOUND

For Moreosion Cups

ansr. KELLOM & 00.

I28 Arch Slrtsl. PHILAO E LPHIA

;”
SIDE-WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

THB woeurs STANDARD

FIIIESTONE TIRE & RUBBER 00.. Akron, Ohio

 

  

 

 

 

“REMY MAGNETO”
Means absolute reliability

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELEOTRIO 00., Anderson. lnll.
  

 

 

 

E l 5 E M A N N

HIGH-TENSION MAGNETOS

LAVALBTTB 8: CO.

112 West 426 Street. NEW YORK

  

 

 

Better Because Regular

An Oberdorfer Pump never “sticks.” It works

day in and day out in a uniform manner.

Is yours an Oberdorter?

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Water St., Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

 

KEEP YOUR EYE ON

' '08

,,///?(7ZZ.Q£

MADE IN NEW HAVEN

  
  

 

MICHEL]N
FRANCE ENGLAND

I LY AMERICA

MICHELIN TIRE co.. mum“, N. J.

  

 

 

A p 667s o’ii 'l'JoTiicy

" QUALITY AO'l‘ QUANTITY”

It you want a good car write us

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE C0.,

Kokomo, Indiana. Members A. L. A. M.
 
 

 

For catalogues. address

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Cal

Sl‘llTH AUTO. 60.. MFRS.

TOPBKA, KANSAQ

 

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK ABSORBER

Mark

The Device that made Safe, 5 eed and Comlortable

Automobiling ossigle.

Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO..

E. V. Hartford. Free. 66 Vestry St., New York

 

spokes.

security. In doing

  

Nuls Thll Require Tlghltning

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

this care should be taken not to throw the

sprocket out of ime—From “Motor World," August 8, '07.

Use Columbia Lock Nuts

COLUMBIA NUT 8t BOLT (20.. Inc.. armaeport. Conn

After considerable use the bolts

holding the sprocket rings to the

 

 

I AGO—20 LaSalle Street and l615 W

Bl'IS AUTO SUPPLY CO., Portland Oregon.

nus AUTO SUPPLY co. Seattle. Willi!!!

N

C

l1
w’am: AUTO 5

COIN

 

Emgire ires
m

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO., TRENTON, N. J.

W YORK—148 Chambers St. and Broadway and 73d St.

C sbash Avenue.

on.

PPLY CO., Providence. R. l.

ZL©NCQ3TE$W

BOSTON—292 Devonahire Street.

BUFFALO—9 West Huron Street.

DENVER AUTO GOODS CO. Denver. Colo.

PENN AUTO SUPPLY CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.

 

 

 

QIMIOTTI

GARAGE

NewYork Gily

I IOth St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting.

Tel. 2686 River.

Tryus.

  

 

 

Wico Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

Each

Guaranteed

One

Year

  

WITIIERBIE IGNITER (30.. 541 West (M St . New York

 

 

:1 Mitchell. Phone "that" to

any Mitchell A ent and he'll

take you out i you're inter

ested in the best vaiue for

Show

money outlay you eve.- saw in

the automobile line. Mitchell

cilrs igll themselves. Prove it. Ask (or cat

a 0g .

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO..

279 Mitchell St., seine, Wis.

HAYNES

Always Has A Par-lad Score

a “use AUTOMOBILE companv

Members A. L. A. M. KUKOMU, IND.

Older! Allanméil: Manufacturer: in America

an YORK.1715 BfOfldle—CHICAGO. 1702 Michigan Av.

Logan |908 Modal SThree Ton Truck

A truck equipped with a tour cylinder water cooled

40 H. P. motor. built to give service month after

month and year after year and representing the best

thought of the oldest and largest plant in America

devoted to the manufacture of commercial motor can.

For detailed description address

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CHILLICOTHE. omo.

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

"A Macho n I e ol Muaferfleeo'

For catalog, address Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

Girl“. 1851) INDIANAPOLIS. mo.
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$375 and

Upwards

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relia

ble. Double cylinder—940 H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumutioa. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Writ: today for Ceta/0:010 and Now/nu

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

Box No. 180 AUBURN, IND.

 

WE MAKE CASTINGS

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY CO.

Pottstown, Pa.

 

1 STA-RITE PLUGS

Save a lot of ignition troubles because

they “Stay Rig t the longest! Don't

take our word or it,—try a STA-RITE

and see {or ourself. Double or sin le

Porcelain —l\ ica or Magneto,—all kin s.

All Good Dealers.

THE R. E. HARDY CO..

85 Watts St., New York City

  

 

Y,—... 0.;
Ready-Flated Tires.

They reduce tire expense

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCI'IOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street, New York City.

"Klep your rye an Continlntala"

 

 

THE

I N D X

1s RIGHT
Bullt to outwear an auto and It will

Send/0r Bub!”

Ind ox Speed Indicator Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MIIN.

Ill/Imam,

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

  
Q of’ a"

phi: ' "‘0

Q ,»- ""

DIAMrwn riuw 0 mm no.

150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat.1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY CO.,

3“ Ilrnle Ave.,

Sprlnliield, lass.

  

  

A. 0. SMITH 00.
Makers of

High-Grade Axles

Pressed Steal Frames

Sieorlng Columns Transmissions

Sisal Siamplngs oi All Kinds

Send Printr for Eulimnln

243 Iillilliii'l Siroai, MILWAUKEE, wrs.

  

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K S O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

Z-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts Roadsters Tourin

H.I’., 4H. ..3 ..

Prices, $850, $1,250, $1,500, $2,00.

JACKSON AUTUIUBILE 80., Iaolaon, Mioh.

Cars,

P

 
 

 
 

 
 

Eliminails Usoius Experiments for "hiking Polnta.‘

 

Studebaker Automobile 00.. South Bend. Indiana
 

 
 

\ll'lllillillll/

ALUMINUM BODIES

— J. M. QUINBY & co. :
Est. 1834

_ Carvings Builders. IEi'IIliK. IV 1.

,/|r|1l||lrirr

   

 

  

|
\

 

 

 

 

 

  

Motor Car Accessories

8 ark Plugs, Cable, Switches, Lamps

orns Goggles _uto Clothing an

Wet Weather Equipment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue Iree.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

I“ Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch.

  

WEBER PORTABLE TRUCK TURNTABLES

All other 'l‘nrntlllialleA'lll-‘iicnl‘tghali'eeslnirlngements

We Own the Basic Patent

  

PATENTED

The U. S. Courts have just declared our Pat

ent good and valid in suit against the Pike's Peak

Manufacturing Co. We have started suit against

"Norwood" for infringir'ilg. The only sure way of

buying an Auto Turn- a e or Truck is to see

that they are branded “The Weber Portable

Turn-Table Truck. For sale by all Jobbers

Headquarters and all orders to be sent to

THE WEBER CYCLE & SUPPLY C0.

No. 6 East ltlowa St., Colorado Springs, Colo.

  

 

 

  

1908 Model I). 50 H. P.

New factory, Saginaw, Mich.

Complete catalogue now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

Broadway, cor. 56th St., New York.

srmfirEx
50-60 H. P. $5,750 Equipped

Lie. Under Selden Pat.

Guaranteed One Year

Palmer & Singer Mfg. Co.
1620-22-24 Broadway, New Yo

1321 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

5250 “SUCCESS”
AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable, economical

and absolutel‘y safe. A light, > ,1 __.‘

strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy,

Suita le for city or country use.

bpeed from 4 to 20 miles an

hour. Our 1907 Model has an extra powerful engine,

patent ball-bearing wheels; price $275. Also 10 h. p.,

$400._ Rubber Tires, $25 extra. Write for descnp

tive literature.

Sutton into law Iig. Co., Inc.

McCORD _

LUBRIBATOIIS — RADIATORS

“erA1 a! a Good Motor Car"

 

 

 

    

 

531 II. Balllm Am, 8t. louia, ll

 

MOK INI COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

McCORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

r
r

Name_ in *7

Address

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

Che motor "(Kiloflb

for one year, commencing with the issue of—___—
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_. ,7 V ' ; well settled

HHH HUM HUB Hut!

in our

1}. 'WHITNEYtiiAltlS.

* Factory H

I simian:a. ,__'v.>_ :JW 7 V - .“T'wv

"1: “-"'1l!!¢iii ‘

 

 

 

_' "' ' I." “' ;1'.‘§3~c3~*5;-'5j 7‘
ski“ _ 17‘.3€1§.>-~. ‘

READY TO SHOW RESULTS

Prompt Delivery and Constant Improvement in Quality

In our eflort to possess the Finest Chain Plant in existence

and to maintain the highest degree oi Accuracy,

Etiiciency and Finish we are going to the very limit.

We will now make all sizes of Roller and Bushing Chains

ior which there is a reasonable demand.

 

 

"WHITNEY" MACHINE KEYS and KEY SEAT CUTTERS

(For the Woodruli Patent System 01 Keying)

 

  

  

We carry 95 regular Sizes 0] keys and cutters in stock tor immediate delivery

"Whitney" Detachable Bushing Chain—Patented Roller Chain

-.{  

   
    

 

  

 

W - Lise W

l Q 1 ‘
Ewli“T“erEi F 8 a

e~fim|w {GI-‘1!“ 7

 

K The Whitney Mtg. Co.

Bushing Chains are like Roller Chains» Without Rolls Haruord, con“.
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Gariord cars are designed to be the composite

of all automobile experience.

The designers have striven to produce the

highest proven development of the industry.

“New features,” “advanced devices,” “radical

improvements for l908” might have been

adopted, but they would have been experiments.

Every Garlord feature has been proven and

tried and experienced by the infallible test of time.

ADDRESS

Eastern Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co. of New York

1540 Broadway, New York City

Western Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co. of Cleveland

1372 East 12th St., Cleveland

 

  

 

: > ._ ,, a D _‘

‘ ' . \_| \ ~ uriaf _. > - - '1
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One Price for

Warner Auto-Meters

EVER, until this year of 1908, has there

been a speed indicator sold at one ab

solutely fixed list price. Manufactur

ers have " named " a list price and some evep

required the dealers to sell at " that " price.

Only one " insisted " upon it being ob

served. That was ourselves. But, unfor

tunately, we sold to the jobber also — and the

jobber cut the price.

Then there was fun in the camp. That

hurt us — it hurt the dealer, too.

Then, in his haste to close a sale, the job

ber would let wrong gear ratios go out— that

1* hurt the consumer, the dealer and

. ourselves. For the jobber knows

no law.

So we've cut the jobber's quota

tion: out. If he gets Warner Auto

Meters he pays for them the exact

bl figure the dealer pays. If he cuts,

he gets no more Auto-Meters.

TI-IIS STAND IS POSITIVE.

Warner Instrument Co.

[88 Wheeler Ave... Belolt. W15.

FTell the Deals?

that you want

MORGAN

&Wn|0|n‘

TIRES

on that new car.

    

  

No extra cost,

but considerable

extra service.

MORGAN & WRIGHT

DETRUIT

 

Branches, Agencies or

Dealers Everywhere

  

 

 

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America

The Miller Spark Plug

GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS

 

Motor Cars

are a combination of all that has proven

best in Modern Motor Car Construction.

They are built oi the best material money

will buy.
C.E_M\LL£R ' H

N.Y. _ ‘

OHVONVJ.‘

  

This plug has been on the market for the past four years

and there are thousands of them in use. It is considered one

 
 

_ 7 _ of the best on the market, and is guaranteed for 90 days.

MM“ K 4-cyl" Model R 6 eyl" Price of Standard size, $1.50 each. We can furnish special

size to fit any car on the market.

Model N—l cyl., 5x5 Model T—6 cyl., 5x5

$3700 $5000 CHAS. E. MILLER

Wm. f0, Manufacturer. Jobber, Exporter and Import"

HOME .OFFICE:
l l .N"'°“"::oll:’;‘;;yv°h c e 91-99-101 Reade St., New York Clly

100? Fm 22" SIM ~ 5ii£3li5h§3i£§20iiihé‘loii‘st. 3253352: §3§é9éz$?3£i“;$.i52

Cleveland, Ohio, 1829 Euclind Ave. Buifalo, N. Y., 824 Main St

Innnmrous, -
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II'IEMKRMON
"A Mechanical Must'erpieqe'

Air-Cooled

, Water-Cooled

t;

  

Ability, in an automobile, is a

matter of mechanism, not of body

design.

  

External beauty has not been slighted in

the Marmon—a glance or two shows that.

But, to the man who really seeks a depend

able car, we recommend something more

important—a careful study of the mechanism

of the Marmon.

  

  

  

In every detail of construction—motor, control,

transmission, lubrication, suspension system, materials,

workmanship—he will find a distinctive excellence, a score

of notable patented features.

The Easiest Riding Car

in the World

  

  

The Marmon’s dependability—as reliable as that of a

railroad train—commends it to the prudent man. For raid/0g, Mil/r!!! Dtfil. I6

Nordyke & Marmon Co., (‘33-) Indianapolis, Ind.

Boston, Mass., F. E . Wing .Valor St. Louis, Mm, Van Automobile Ca.

  

The Marmon's ease of motion—found in no other
  

automobile—makes it 3. prime favorite with WOI‘IICTI. Car Co.,]: Columbus Ave. 1706 W'm/u'ngtan Ave.

Philadelphia. Pa., Brazizr Ania Pittsburg, Pa., Panmylvam'a Auto

Warh,jjlllgnrld£1¢zlr:eltStrb It final/oi, St. and Knight Aw.

BI!’mor¢M., na Homo ' i 'n: I .H, car, H, P., _a Z‘a..2552.Madllwn:1m. Wain/0a: N.r ., Waterloo Auto

Lan Orange, N. _I., Rickey Mac/4m: mobile Cm,

C., E! Pl. 5 fiat.N.Y.,HlI-SModel H! RoadStel" 40-45 H. P» - 3500 Milwiukli. #55: 131:; u",1r.,s- "$55wa Co. a ” pm

.Ca., I72_ 121/: St. ' La! Angel“, Cal., C. S. Anflmny,

G, Car, H. P., Indlfizzéolfakindn H. 1‘. Ilmrny no Ear! 911: St.  

   

F Desirable Territory tor Dealers. Note List Above

 
 

 

(LIt’s not what we say, but what

Mayo Radiators have done, that

has led to their adoption by

America’s best cars.

(l_“What’s worth doing at all is

worth doing well,” is the policy on

which Mayo Radiators were built

and will continue to. be built.

(L Largely increased facilities en

able us to take on a few new cus

tomers of the kind that place

quality before price.

(LThe Mayo Radiator is The

Quality Radiator.

(If you are a Quality Maker

better write us at once.

HONEYCOMB, CELLULAR

0R FLAT TUBE TYPES.

  

  

 

 
 

MAYO RADIATOR COMPANY, New Haven, Connj

A

 

  

 

\
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A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Suppllmaniary Spiral Springs

and notice the difference. No jolts, no

  

jars, no broken springs, or dislocateg

WI' Jomts. The

still be with you, but on won’t

know it. Our new ooklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Suppismnian Spiral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

New York Branch, 52 WI. 67th Street

“Thank-ye-marms”

 

  

  

 

ARE STANDARD
Let us quote you on 4-cyllnder

motors for 1908

THRBB SIZE!

4% in. x 4 in.

4 in. x in.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS

. Age——  

in. x S in.

4-cylipder with sell-con

tained oiling system.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

magneto.

Our new factory and ma

chinery enable us to ar

antee quality and detver

Ies. Also clutches and

.> transmissions. Send for

catalltgue.

K. FRAN .IN PETERSON

' 166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Western Representative

‘THOS. J. WETZEL

29 W. 42d St., New York.

Eastern Representative.

GONTINBNTRL MOTOR MFG. 80., Muskegon, Mich.

Our new

1908

liaialug

IIliu Tools
and

Forgings

mailed

gladly.

Write for

it now.

THE BILLING-S It SPENCER CO

HARTFORD, CONN.

 

Iiotcl Tullcr
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Adams Ave.& Park St.

DETROIT, MICI'I.

AUTOMOBILE

HEADQUARTERS

In center of Theatre. Shopping

and Business district.

Club Breakfast, 40c u

Lune eon. 50c

Table De Hote Dinner, 75c

A la Carte Cafe Grill Rooms

EVERY ROOM WITH BATH

Rates $1.50 per Day up.

L. W. TULLER Prop.

M. A. SHAW, Mgr.

   

  

KINWOOO AUTOMOBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST

OUR LEADERS:

Klnwood Perfection Radlators

s

Klnwood Mec‘IIanleal Oilers.

KINWOOD PRBSSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks. muffler, dust

and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings, etc., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PITIROIN, THOMAS J. WITZEL,

IOO Lake St., Chicano, l I Warren St., New York,

Western Representative. Eastern Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. 00., Dayton, Ohio.

 
 

 

 

Warning

Harroun

Auto Bumper

Palm

DON'T GET DUMPED

The First in the Market

The Best in the Field

. ', Others are Imitators

THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT has been allowed, and as soon_as

it can be issued we will lvring suit against all I'SERS o_f Bumpers m'

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS,

SOLE LICENSEES, u. s. A. svcauonn. n.1,.

  

 

 

PARSONS’ MANGANESE BRONZE LEVER OASTINOS
  

aele Makers

GRAMP l ION! III"? a INGIIUE

Philadelphia, Penna.

THE WILLIAM

BUILDING COMPANY, -

  

 

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

 
  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limousine and

all other lugh-class enclosed work.

Output for this season, 9,000 jobs, complete, trimmed and finished

 

RAOINI NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, RGCInO, WI!
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Cadillac Motor Car Co.,

For every dollar invested, including

purchase price and maintenance, there

are two to three times as many miles

of actual service in a Single Cylinder

Cadillac as in any other motor car.

This is not an empty claim. It is

a fact borne out by the experiences of

l6,000 users all over the world. Many

of these have owned their Cadillacs for

five years, have driven their cars 60,000

miles or more and are still using them.

No

so far as we know, has ever been dis

carded because wom out or unfit for

further servrce.

If you want to know

The Truth About The Automobile

and What It Costs To Maintain One

send for our 64-page Booklet containing

the SWQRN affidavits of a large num

ber of users showing an average expense

for repairs to car of less than 50 cents

per week and averaging more than l8

miles per gallon of gasoline under all road

conditions, mud, sand, snow, hills and

mountains.

_ The booklet contains many interest

ing experiences and remarkable perform

ances and proves conclusively the

wonderful capabilities of the Single

Cylinder Cadillac. It contains much

information and advice which every pros

pective automobile buyer wants to know.

Be sure to ask for “ Booklet No. 6."

Detroit, Mich.

Members of Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 
 

THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

   

 

White Scores the Usual

100 Per Cent.

The two White Steamers entered in the

Bay State Automobile Club Endurance Run,

February 22d, finished with perfect scores.

Although the conditions of the run were not

sufficiently severe to eliminate as large a pro

portion of the contestants as is usual, it should

be noted that the White was the only make of

those entering more than one car which brought

through all of its cars with perfect scores.

In this respect the run resembles:

l—The Quaker City Motor Club Endurance Run,

January 1-2, where the single White entry was the

only car to make a perfect score, thus winning the

contest from the 27 gasoline cars which competed

against it.

2—The Chicago Motor Club Endurance Run, No

vember 25-28, where the White was the only make

which brought through all of its cars without road

penalties.

3—The 1907 Glidden Tour wherein the White

was the only make represented by three or more

cars which was not penalized. ‘

This regularity of the White performance, as

compared with the extreme irregularity ol the

performance of cars of the other style of motive

power, has established beyond question the

superior reliability of the White.

Write tor Literature

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, 01110

New York City, Broadway at 62d St. _Boston, 320 _Newbury St.

San Francisco, 1460 Mar et St. Chicago. 240 Michigan Ave.

Philadelphia, 629-33 N. Broad St. Cleveland. 407 Rockwell Ave.
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The Wrong Way The Rambler Way

 

 

  
 

 

 
 

Nole Deflection at Universal Joint No Power Lost In Trannmfsslon

Straight Line

make” m.,.
Of the new ideas in automobile construction none are of greater value than the

straight line drive system as applied to the I908 Ramblers.

lt is well known that no matter how good or carefully made the universal joint, there

is an inevitable loss of power and great wear due to deviation from a straight line in the

power transmitting system and the loss increases with the square of deflection.

With the Rambler straight line drive there is no deflection, hence no loss and the

full power of the motor is delivered to the driving axle.

This is but one of many valuable features; our catalog tells of others of equal value;

write for it today.

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin

. Branches and Distributing Agencies: -

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.

Model 34 A, Price $2,250

This four cylinder chassis, equipped both as a 3-passenger roadster and 5-passenger touring car.

Price of each style $2,250. The Rambler Utility Car with double opposed motor, $1,400.
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IOITON 'l'lUS'l' C0. MAKES A M0":

Places Itself in a Position to Foreclose

Electric Vehicle Co. Mortgage—if

Deemed Advisable, Says Counsel.

The Morton Trust

which, as trustees, holds

Co., of New York,

the $2,250,000

mortgage bonds of the Electric Vehicle

Co., Hartford, Conn., now is in position to

file action for foreclosure whenever it deems

advisable.

On Thursday last, 27th ult., Judge Cross

sitting in the United States Circuit Court at

Elizabeth, N. J., directed the Electric Ve

hicle Co. to show cause on the following

Monday why the trust company should not

be permitted to file such a bill and on that

day signed an order granting such permis

sion.

When :1 Motor World man yesterday

sought A. W. Putnam, general counsel for

the Morton Trust Co., to learn the result

of Monday's proceedings, and asked for par

ticulars of “the proceedings looking to fore'

closure on the Electric Vehicle Co.," Mr.

Putnam at once replied that “no action of

the sort had been taken.”

When evidence was produced, and in re.

sponse to further inquiries, he stated that

the action in question did not necessarily

imply foreclosure. He explained that when

the receivership proceedings were instituted,

the court, as is usual in such cases, issued

an injunction restraining the filing of any

and all suits against the company. The

Morton Trust Co. merely had sought to

have this injunction modified sufficiently to

place them in position to bring foreclosure

proceedings. Mr. Putnam made the point

also that when the receivers were appointed

the court did not declare the Electric Vehi

cle Co. insolvent, as one report had stated

When pressed for the real meaning of the

trust company’s action, Mr. Putnam de

elined to be more specific.

“It simply means that the court has grant~

ed a preliminary order permitting us to

file a bill to foreclose the mortgage if we

deem it advisable to do so,” was all he

would say.

Meanwhile, the receivers have put about

100 men to work in the Hartford factory

to finish the cars which were in a state of

partial completion at the time of the fail

ure in December last. It is stated that buy

ers are in sight for practically all of the cars

that will be made up.

“A. A. D. A.” Gives up the Ghost.

The Association of Automobile Dealers

of America—what there was of it—is off,

that is, off the map. It was never very

much more than a name and a few large

newspaper paragraphs, and all these and

anything else that may have assumed tan

gible shape. have been taken over and will

be decently interred and forgotten by the

National Automobile Dealers’ Association,

which was formed during the Chicago show

in December last by a group of legitimate

dealers. C. A. \Nardle, of New York, who

fathered the “A. A. D. A.," fixed its dues

at $25 per year, and selected himself as

general manager, is no longer so keenly in

terested in the retailers’ welfare. He has

secured a good berth in the insurance busi

ness.

Budlong’s Successor not yet Selected.

No successor of M. J. Budlong as general

manager of the'Association of Licensed

Automobile Manufacturers has been yet se—

lected. The executive committee, held a

meeting in New York on Tuesday last, but

no choice was made, nor is there any clue

to the man for the place. Another session

of the committee will be held next week,

until which time Mr. Budlong will remain

in office.

Perrett Leaves the Diamond Service.

\V. M. Perrett, for several years manager

of the Diamond Rubber Co.'s Detroit

branch, has resigned that office. Temp0~

rarily, the vacancy will be filled by George

J. Bradley, who is in charge of the Dia

mond depot in Cleveland.

TRYING T0 MAKE 'l'll0UBll-I F0]! POPE

Unfriendly Toledoans Sue for His Removal

as Receiver—Basis of the Suit and

the Allegations Made.

 

Toledo interests which for several months

apparently have been striving to make

trouble for the receivers of the Pope Motor

Car Co. returned to the attack again late

last week. Their latest onslaught took the

form of a petition filed in the United States

Circuit Court in Toledo praying for the re

moval of Albert L. Pope and George A.

Yule as receivers of the company.

The petitioners allege that these receiv

ers have conducted matters without proper

regard for the Toledo creditors; they as

sert that $800,000 in claims against the To

ledo plant are held by the Pope Mfg. Co.,

of Hartford, in which the present receivers

are personally interested; further that these

accounts do ‘not appear on the books of

the Pope Mfg. Co., which leads the peti

tioners to doubt their validity. The peti

tioners charge that Yule and Pope by past

transactions indicate their desire to dis

mantle the Toledo plant, and seek to sub

stantiate this charge by citing the sale of

old and obsolete tools and machinery from

the Toledo plant to the Pope Mfg. Co. last

year and the return since last November of

these implements to Toledo charged against

the Toledo plant at the original invoice

prices.

The case was heard by Judge Robert W.

Taylor on Saturday last. Johnson Thurs

ton, a Toledo attorney, appeared for the

plaintiffs, and Clarence Brown, of Toledo,

and Lewis H. Freedman, of New York, for

the receivers. After a short hearing, in

which no vital point was brought out.

Judge Taylor suggested that it were better

that both sides to the dispute settle the mat

ter among themselves and adjourned the

case without date. On Monday, the To

ledo papers reported that an agreement had

been reached to release Receiver Pope and
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to retain Mr. Yule as sole receiver; but the

report is mere moonshine.

It can be stated authoritatively that

Messrs. Pope and Yule are in accord and

working in entire harmony. There are no

differences between them and at any future

hearing that may be set by Judge Taylor,

they will appear and present testimony to

prove the falsity of the allegations made

in the Toledo petition.

From the best information obtainable, it

appears that in Toledo there are men pos

sessed of personal grievances, and who long

have been gunning for Albert L. Pope and

seeking to disturb the peacefulness of his

tenure as receiver. They are said to repre

sent less than $5,000 of merchandise cred

itors, but they have the ear of the Toledo

press and periodically have been able to

create “sensations” which have been wired

to the four winds. The mouthpiece of these

persons is a Toledo lawyer who formerly

served the Pope interests, but who was not

retained when the receivership was insti

tuted. It is only a few weeks since that a

tall story of the alleged refusal of the Pope

receivers to grant an option on the Pope

Toledo plant to Joseph M. Schwab was

floated, despite the fact that an option not

only had been granted but renewed, al

though Schwab had advanced no money.

The latest renewal of this option expired

on February 24th, following which the pres

ent movement ostensibly to remove Receiv

ers Pope and Yule, but in reality aimed only

at Pope, was undertaken. Several of the

creditors have expressed themselves as de

ploring the Toledo attitude. They say 'the

continued effort to create disturbance has

served more than anything else to injure

the Pope-Toledo interests.

Meanwhile the receivers have accumulated

a fund of several hundred thousands of

dollars out of which it is believed a cred

itors’ dividend of about 20 per cent. shortly

will be paid. It is necessary to secure the

sanction of the Federal courts in so many

States that not even an approximate date

of payment can be set.

Colt Had but $30 Cash on Hand.

Schedules in bankruptcy filed last week by

the Colt Runabout Co., New York, which

started with a splurge and died young. show

liabilities of$l4,213 and sixteen other claims,

the amounts of which are unknown. and as

sets of $1,875. The latter, which give a clue

to shadowy foundations on which the con

cern was reared, consist of stock, $1,075;

tools, $50; office furniture, $70; accounts,

$650, and cash $30. Among the creditors

are Kane 8: Robinson, Chicago, $4,000, se'

cured; Minneapolis Steel & Machinery Co.,

$2,700, secured; and South Side Garage,

Kansas City, Mo., $2,000.

The Pacific Coast Taximeter Cab Co. has

been organized in San Francisco with up

ital stock of $1,000.000. When it will begin

operations is not known as to date the ven

ture does not appear to have advanced be

yond the “stock for sale” stage.

In the Retail World.

Roberts & Gardner have opened at 93

Jefferson avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich. They

will handle the Jackson.

The Simplex Motor Co. is one of Bos

ton’s latest additions; it opened sales rooms

at 173 Huntingdon avenue last week. W.

H. W'oods is its manager.

Hall Brothers will open a garage in Man

itowa, W'is., and have begun the erection

of a suitable building. The firm has taken

the agency for several cars.

E. C. Bald, well known as a former racing

crack, has located in Pittsburg. He will

be sales manager for the Crescent Auto

mobile Co., agent for the Ford.

H. Paulman 8: Co., Chicago agents for the

Pierce Arrow, have opened a branch at 217

Fourth street south, Minneapolis. Minn.

R. J. Randolph has been installed as man

ager. '

The Wabash Automobile & Electric Co.,

925 \Vabash avenue, Terre llaute, Ind., is

erecting a concrete garage at 662-4 Ohio

street, that city. Its dimensions will be

140x50 feet.

Officers have been elected by the Mis

sissippi Valley Automobile Co., St. Louis,

as follows: President, Max Orthwein; vice

president, James A. Seddon; secretary

treasurer, Harry S. Turner. The officers

constitute the board of directors.

\Valter L. Githens, formerly treasurer,

has been elected president of the Chicago

Automobile Trade Association, Henry L.

Paulman taking the office of treasurer.

Frank Sparks was chosen secretary and

Harry Tillotson, vice-president.

Charles P. Root, for three years editor

of Motor Age, became a real tradesman last

week when he established himself at 431

Wabash avenue, Chicago. He will handle

the Dorris car, in addition to a line of mo

tor boats.

Fire destroyed Frederick J. Lovatt’s gar

age at 331 South Orange avenue, South

Orange. N. J., Friday night last, 29th ult.

All but two cars were saved. The total loss

was about $20,000, the insurance not being

stated. The cause of the fire also is un

known.

Lynn C. Lull, vice-president and general

manager of the Auto Vehicle Co.. of Los

Angeles. died as he was being taken to a

hospital in Detroit, February let. He had

been ill for several months with heart dis

ease, but had recovered sufi’iciently to start

east on a business trip.

The Boyer Motor Car Co., located at

Golden Gate avenue and Larkin street, San

Francisco, has been attached by the sheriff.

The company, which was agent for the

Franklin and Royal Tourist, recently suf

fered by fire. which is said to have helped

bring about the present predicament. The

general belief, however, is that the company

will be straightened out of its financial dif

ficulties.

What is claimed to be the best equipped

garage in Ohio, was opened to the public

on Sunday last in Cleveland. It is the new

four story garage of the Citizen's Motor

Car Co.. and besides offices, waiting rooms,

salesrooms and machine shop, has capacity

for about 500 cars: The building cost $300,

000. On the opening day several thousand

people viewed the big garage, listened to

music from a band especially engaged for

the occasion, and carried home souvenirs

in the shape of flowers.

The Week’s Incorporations.

W'arren, Ohio—Valley Automobile CO.,

under Ohio laws, with $20,000 capital. Cor

porators—H. C. Farnham, A. W. Sykes,

John A. Fuller, E. G. Davis, and Evan

Thomas.

Boston, Mass—Taxicab Co., under Mas

sachusetts laws, with $300,000 capital. Cor

porators—Harold F. Parker, president; Jo

seph A. Little, treasurer, and Herbert H.

Frey, Boston.

Newark, N. J.—Star Motor Car Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $25,000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—Lester

B. Harris, Leon B. Harris and Paul F. Gil~

lette, all of Newark.

Binghampton, N. Y.—Sterling Alternat

ing Ignition C0,, under New York laws.

with $25,000 capital. Corporators—H. L.

Loper, Richmond Hill; A. R. Kelly and F.

Knowlton, New York City.

Hoboken, N. J.—Hudson Tire & Rubber

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $100,000

capital; to manufacture all kinds of rubber

tires. Corporators—August H. Peterson,

Richard Shippen and William Shippen.

Utica, N. Y.—L. L. Laman Auto Top Co.,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital;

to make automobile tops and attachments

of all kinds. Corporators—VV.. E. Kelly,

Clinton; L. L. Laman and G. W. Griffiths.

Utica.

New York City, N. Y.—Stuyvesant Auto

Garage, under New York laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—Loretta G. Buckley

and Thomas J. Buckley, 1751 Clay avenue;

Frank I. Carney, 942 Eighth avenue, New

York City.

New York City, N. Y.-—Vanderbi1t Cup

Garage, under New York laws, with $5,000

capital. Corporators—Edward D. Cronin,

277 Vanderbilt avenue, Brooklyn; Fred.

Knowlton, 638 East 139th street, New York

City; G. Whyard, Jersey City, N. J.

New York City, N. Y.—Central Tire Re

pair Co., under New York laws, with $2,000

capital. Corporators—Frank Van Tassel.

220 West Forty-eighth street; John Graham,

148 West Eighty-third street, New York

City; Frederick G. Hurst. Richfield Park,

N. J.

New York City. N. Y.—Percy Ford Co..

under New York laws, with $1,000 capital;

automobile parts. Corporators—Percival

M. Ford, 226 Columbus avenue, Boston:

Louis G. Duquet, 107 West Thirty-sixth

street; Edna Hickey, 1402 Broadway, New

York City.
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YEAR BEGINS WELL IN EXPOR'IS

January Figures Show Substantial Net Gain

—Growth in Sales of Higher Priced

Cars Abroad.

An auspicious opening for the year's ex

ports of American automobiles and parts

was afforded by the business. recorded dur

ing the month of January, ult._, which ex

hibited a net gain of $29,185 over the cor

responding returns of January, 1907. Oddly

enough, however, a smaller number of cars

was exported than last year, the respective

quantities being 180 as against 214. .Owing

to the increased valuation of the more re

cent shipments, the valuation for cars alone

showed an increase of nearly $58,000; more

than offsetting a decrease of some $28,600

in value of exported parts.

A still more curious fact is revealed on

examining the distribution of the exports.

Only two countries, and one general group

shared in the increased business. The

United Kingdom, with an increase of $128,

107, France, with $12,635, and “Other coun

tries" with about $800, were responsible for

the net gain in the total figures. Of the

eleven geographical divisions netting less

business for the month than last year, Brit

ish East Indies, Italy and British North

America lead.

During the seven months ending with

January 3lst, 1,367 complete cars were ex

ported. as against 1,369 for the same period

of 1907. But again the increased valuation

of the product served to overcome a de

crease in the valuation of parts, leaving a

net gain in business of $284,000, or there

abouts. Of the six divisions showing gains

for this period, the United Kingdom leads

_ with $336,291, France with $96,561. and the

\Vest Indies and Bermuda. South America,

and Germany following with $82,476, $37.

967 and $13,072, respectively, Mexico with

$191,167. British Australasia and British

North America exhibited the most marked

declined. The report in detail follows:

Annual Report of a Rubber Company.

In the annual report of the Consolidated

Rubber Tire Co., which last year added au

tomobile pneumatic tires to its productions,

a decrease is shown in gross sales for the

year ended December 31 last of $88,634, and

in net earnings of $28,505. Following is the

income account, with comparisons:

 

 

1907. Decrease.

Gross sales . . . . . . . . . ..$l,133,213 $88,634

Other income . . . . . . .. ,65 3,847

Total income . . . . . . .$1,203.866 $92,481

Operating expenses 1,146,856 63,976

Net earnings . . . . . .. $57,010 $28,505

These net earnings were sulficient to pay

2 per cent. on the $2,850.500 4 per cent. 50

ycar sinking fund bonds, as compared with

3 per cent. in the year previous.

According to President Cartwell's report

to the stockholders, the decrease occurred

during the last three months of the year,

after the financial disturbance set in.

Rigdon to Represent the Republic.

Samuel G. Rigdon, for many years the

general representative of the Goodyear Tire

& Rubber Co., Akron. Ohio, and who has

several times covered practically the entire

country in the Goodyear interests. has gone

with the Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown,

Ohio, which last year took up the manufac

ture of automobile tires. Rigdon will rep

resent the company as general representa

tive of the automobile tire department.

Puritan Takes Over Old Colony Assets.

To satisfy a mortgage, the assets of the

Old Colony Light Co., Boston. have been

sold. and the property purchased by the

Puritan Gas Tank Co., of the same city.

To settle the outstanding indebtedness of

the old concern, the Puritan company vol

untarily has oFfered the creditors shares of

its 6 per cent. non—cumulative preferred

stock on a basis of 100 cents on the dollar.

L. J. Sackett has engaged with the Mathe

son Motor Car Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. He

will have the title of special representative.

—January—— Seven Months Ending Januarv

_ 1 8 1906 1907 1908

Automobiles and parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. $1,438, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Automobiles" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $311,242 $369,075 . . . . . . . . . $2,103,550 $2,391,460

Parts of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65.225 36.5 . . . . . . . .. 325,993 321,999

Exported to— .

United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66,698 194.805 421,982 562,958 899.249

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26.380 39,015 113.696 177.663 274,224

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,171 2,616 30.824 67.671 80,743

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41.070 15.231 62,094 68,825 43.452

Other Europe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10.082 6.353 67.597 87.761 83.322

British North America . . . . . . . v . . 37,638 19,064 250,116 496,094 469,541

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55,932 47,597 145.179 465.073 273.906

\Vest Indes and Bermuda . . . . . .. 35.975 31.956 104.893 100.043 182,519

South America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 23.839 21.551 40.490 131,381 169,348

British East Indies . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4,673 1.910 24,149 21.142 19.357

British Australasia . . . . . . . . . . . .. 53,157 14,668 117,365 169,577 137.018

Other Asia and Oceania . . . . . . .. 9.713 8.051 29.746 66,666 66 963

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 819 697 20.180 7.402 6,600

Other countries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,320 2,138 10,289 7,287 7,217

 

Total automobiles and parts. $376,467

‘ Number not stated prior to July 1, 1906.

$405,652 $1,438,600 $2,429,543 $2.713,459

MORSI'I’S COMPANY READY T0 QUIT

.Temporary Receivers Appointed for the

Mercedes Import—Probability of

Voluntary Dissolution.

The Mercedes Import Co., of New York,

of which Charles W. Morse, the dethroned

and indicted “ice king," and financial wiz

ard was the financial backer, has gone into _

the hands of temporary receivers. Supreme

Court Justice Platzck

Primrose, Henry S. Colwell, and Eugene L.

appointed John S.

Bushe temporary receivers Friday last,

28th ult.. fixing their bond at $25,000.

The Mercedes Import Co. maintained pre~

at 590

Arthur Braun, former sec

tentious offices and sales rooms

Fifth avenue,

retary to Mr. Morse, is president of the com

pany; John S. Primrose. treasurer, and Rob

ert E. Fulton, secretary. Mr, Morse is a

creditor for $25,000, and the National Bank

of North America a creditor for $55,479.

Other creditors are Arthur Braun, $12,500;

R. E. Fulton, $6,300, and C. L. Charley, $43,

800. The total liabilities are $115,104, and

the nominal assets $146,978.

The assets consist of merchandise, $62,

517; accounts. $59,647; bills receivable, $15,

215; furniture and fixtures, $6,294; cash,

$3,129, and deposits, $249. 1

The company was incorporated Septem-,

ber 18, 1905, with a capital stock of $100,!

000. Allen & Hallc. who inaugurated the

taximeter cab service in this city, were at

first interested in the company, and after

ward Mr. Morse became the backer. Re

cently C. L. Charley of Paris became un

easy about the company’s decreasing busi

ness, and sent his brother, Harry, here to

investigate, The application for the at»

pointment of receivers was made by officials

of the company in proceedings for volun:

tary dissolution of the corporation, which;

recently lost the Mercedes agency for;

America.

Corbin Ofiicials in New Positions.

At the annual meeting of the Corbin Mo

tor Vehicle Co., Buel B. Bassette was pro

moted from the assistant treasurership and

secretaryship to treasurer, and Guy Hutchin

son, formerly the Ncw York manager, was

elected secretary. The following directors

were chosen: Philip Corbin, Charles M. Jar

vjs. Charles H. Parsons, Charles Glover,

Howard S. Hart. Maxwell S. Hart. Buel B.

Bassette, Andrew J. Sloper. and Guy Hutch

inson. The following were the officers

chosen: President, Howard S. Hart: vice

president, Maxwell 5. Hart; treasurer, Buel

B. Bassettc; secretary, Guy Hutchinson.

 

Babcock Opens a Chicago Branch.

The Babcock Electric Carriage Co. has

established a branch in Chicago at 1328

1339 Michigan avenu. It is in charge of

C. M. Atterbury.
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N0 TWU BUWS'GRUW ALIKE

filliOleO realiZes what leather is

intended to be, but isn’t. It’s UNIFORM.

UNIFORMITY OF QUALITY ought to appeal

to the man who is trying to do right.

So far as TESTS go—PRACTICAL TESTS-—

Elutofoib has proven to be superior, weight

for weight‘, to the best quality of leather.

It ought to be worth INVESTIGATING to a

man interested in investigating this kind of

material.

ASK THE TOP MANUFACTURER

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO.

BUFFALO,N.Y.

BBBB CH

PITTSBURC, PA.

BBBBOH

DETROIT, MICH
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Sound Waves in Motor Cars.

Among the manifestations of progress,

most striking of which are the new prob

lems which are constantly coming up, are

the new methods of attacking old problems,

which, being less spectacular, for the most

part pass unnoticed by the public at large.

Thus, the telephone having ceased to be a

marvel in the eyes of the average user, mod

ifications in its application and even the

introduction of new principles in a. subsid

iary way, excite less comment to-day, than

far less important innovations would have

done twenty years ago. So, the motor car

having risen to the distinction of a common

utility, alterations in its design and the in

troduction of new methods of studying its

phenomena must be of conspicuously evi

dent moment in order to interest the aver

age user.

It is hardly more than a year since the

proposal of the Royal Automobile Club to

determine the practical utility of motors

of current design by means of exhaust gas

analyses was hailed with more or less ridi

cule. Yet the sequel has proved that not

only may a good check on carburation be

obtained by examining the spent product of

the engine, but even a measurable test of

the accurary of its physical proportions as

well. In the same way, credit is due to

British thoroughness in discovering in the

refractory cake on cylinder walls and com

bustion heads, several valuable clues as to

carburetter performance as well as lubricat

ing difficulties which, hitherto, had

been suspected to exist. The occultism or

not

apparent irrelevancy of any method of anal

ysis or synthesis does not of necessity pre

clude all possibility of its ultimate value

to the investigator, provided only it has a

logical attachment to the subject in hand.

So the notion of designing the automo

bile with the aid of a tuning fork and a com

pendium of harmonics instead of by the

more obvious and simple method of apply

ing the callipers and scale to someone else’s

Even the idea

of further perfecting design by the round

car, is manifestly absurd.

about method of reducing vibration who'lly

within the co-ordinate parts appears a lit

tle far fetched. At the same time, since vi~

bration is known to contain the germ of

truth on which that mysterious and hardly

tangible “fatigue of metals” is based, it is

resonablc to suppose that a certain amount

of care expended in applying the laws of

wave propagation and interference may be

of value in extending the dynamic proper

ties of the structure. _

Certainly in so far as it may be appli

cable in reducing the hum of the parts it is

an advance in science which is bound to

advertise itself. It frequently happens that

the study of vibration is applied with great

success in the design of large buildings,

bridges and other evolutions of modern en

gineering. And it is by no means unlikely

that the theory advanced in the Fay-Ells

worth paper printed in another column,

while adding gray hairs to the head of the

automobile designer, may also prove in

strumental in prolonging the useful life of

his product.

The Wisdom of the Fariner.

One of the most encouraging symptoms

to be discerned in the retail situation just

now is the rapid and wholesome develop

ment of the farmer market, particularly in

the broad area which the New Yorker usu

ally dismisses indefinitely as the “middle

Until within a year or two this

factor was viewed largely as a bright fu

ture prospect. Present indications point

strongly to the fact that it has developed

in to a feature of real merit, comparable with

that of the market of the cities and smaller

Efforts which have been put forth

to awaken this branch of the market have

west."

towns.

not been in vain and a good line of business

is in sight.

Primarily it has been supposed that the

farmer and the farmer's motor buggy would

The amount of business

done by the motor buggy makers is suffi

be inseparable.

cicnt to justify this impression absolutely,

so far as it goes. But it further appears

that a portion of the farmer market has in

vaded the realm of the second-hand car, and

with proverbial shrewdity. if not with the

gullability which is supposed to be inherent

to the ruralist, has brought to the dealer

a surprising amount of sound knowledge of

motor matters.

Here is at once an inlet for the wise dealer

and an outlet for the foolish. Because a

purchaser is going to take his car 30 or 40

miles up state, it is natural to suppose it an

easy thing to use him as a sort of unwit

ting grave digger to assist in the elimina

tion of valueless wares. Even with his in

telligence and wisdom it is possible to palm

off a surprising amount of junk on the agri

culturist. just as it is possible to trick the

city dweller. But setting aside any possi

ble scruples in the matter, it is a weakness

in the plot, that it is possible to accomplish

'only one such interment in any given local

ity. Such practice must inevitably lead to

a progressive narrowing of the field.

The modern farmer is not the Reuben

of the conventional melodrama. Particularly

as found in the middle west, he is a broad,

wholesome figure, familiar

methods and equipment through

and hearsay, if not by actual contact.

with modern

reading

He

farms by wholesale and profits or loses in

four or five figures, and he must be some

thing of a business man in order to be any

thing of a farmer. Most of all, his eye is

fixed upon the main chance, and however

much he may want the motor go-cart, he

‘wants the motor-utility vehicle even more,

and is anticipating the time when he can

reduce the cost of his crops by eliminating

animal traction to the greatest degree pos

sible. Therefore it pays to take care of the

farmer. For in caring for his interests, the

dealer is not building for his future trade

alone. Because of the value of the personal
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testimonial, caring for the farmer, also in

volves caring for the farmer's neighbors.

 

The Question of Equipment.

What promises to be a moot point in the

industry at some not distant day is the ques

tion as to what equipment properly should

be included in the selling price of the car.

At the present time the spectacle is pre

sented of one group of makers marketing

their product with practically no equipment,

of another including in the purchase price

such accessories as tools, dash lamps, tail

lamp and horn, and of a third, making a

feature of the fact that the single cost figure

is inclusive of everything necessary to tho.

maintenance and operation of the vehicle,

including acetylene lamps. top, and a truly

liberal set of tools and replacements.

In a general way, this may be considered

a point of no particular importance in its

effect on marketing conditions, in as much

as it might be taken as a foregone conclus~

ion that a few dollar's worth of accessories

would not hold as a valid consideration

one way or the other with the unbiased and

intelligent purchaser of a motor car. From

a more intimate view point, there appears

to be more involved in the matter that at

first is evident, however. And if ever a dell

nitc trend should be discovered one way or

the other, there can be no question that the

car market might be affected to a certain

extent and the accessory market very ma

terially in consequence.

Accompanying the introduction of the

latest crop of new models from the various

factories, there have been several indica

tions pointing to a possible increase in the

tendency to make the equipment more in

clusive than ever before, as instanced in one

case by the adoption of the catch phrase,

“Nothing to buy but the license." In other

quarters are found makers who are con

stantly becoming more and more rigid it.

their adherence to the principle that tilt.

purchase price of the vehicle should cover

only its actual cost ttigether with a fair

margin of profit, while the manufacturer

should not confuse his own interests with

those of the dealer by going wholesale into

the accessory business.

Theoretically, the complete equipment.

when made to include all that is legiti

mately required for operating the car, in

Vlees a certain protection of the customer

f'om pnssllfle misrepresentation and chi

cmery on the part of the agent and _re

taller, eliminate the possibility of virtual

price—cutting on the part of the dealer who

is disposed to “throw in" certain induce

ments in order to swing a sale now and

then, and carries by inference the suggestion

that the purchasers' money buys a great

the

accessories left out and the price propor

deal more than would be the case were

tionately reduced—it has above all, then, a

This

latter consideration is of material import

certain amount of advertising value.

ance, however, only so long as this practict

is the exception rather than the rule.

Were the practice of furnishing extensive

equipments to become general, it would

seem that its first material effect would bt

upon the accessory trade; a substantial por

tion of the market would be transferred

from the selling to the building season,

orders would be closed on large contracts

with stipulated deliveries, and the turn

over would depend directly on the manu

facturing rather than on market conditions.

At the same time the dealer's position would

be altered somewhat, in that his accessory

sales would be confined largely to replace

ments and to dealings with owners of olt.

cars who desired to improve their equip

ment, or to those who incline toward sump

tuous trappings for the machine regardlese

of cost or actual requirement in the abso

The ultimate tendency would

be to simplify the retail selling proposition

the

accessory business on the same footing a:

the parts industry and finally, through com

petition, to settle market values for com

plete cars.

lute sense.

to a certain extent, place the bulk of

Its ultimate effect on the ac

cessory manufacturers and on the jobbers

and retailers is not, however, so easily fore

seen.

 

Perils of the Rebuilt Car.

.Always there is the peril of the persua

sive mechanic, who for small remuneration

is anxious to rebuild your car and give it

“50 per cent." more power, or speed. or car

rying capacity, or 50 per cent. more some

thing than its maker meant it to have, and

always there is the peril of the car which

has passed through his hands. But never is

either peril quite so imminent as during the

early days of promised spring, when the

owner of moderate means is tempted to

"improve" his car through economy.

Whatever the type of car, and regardless

of its original cost or make, this fact must

be borne in mind; that its makers probably

:llowed no more strength in any single part

its maximum normalthan service seemed

 

COMING EVENTS

 

 

March 2-7, Ormond, Fla—Annual beach

carnival, under auspices Automobile Club

of America.

March 28, San Francisco, Cal.—Califor

nia \Voman’s Automobile Club's show in

Coliseum.

March 7-14, Boston, Mass—Boston Au

tomobile Dealers' Association’s annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

March 914, Buffalo, N. Y.

Club of Buffalo’s

Convention Hall.

March lS-April 1, Omaha, Neb.—Omaha

Automobile Dealers' Association‘s annual

show in the Auditorium.

March 18-19, Savannah, Ga.—Savannah

Automobile Club’s stock chassis race.

March 18-24, New Haven, Conn—New

Haven Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in Music Hall.

March 18-25. Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester

Automobile Club's show in new Conven~

tion hall. .

April 24, Westchester County, N. Y.—

Briarclifi’ trophy race for stock cars.

 
Automobile

sixth annual show in

 

to require. Increasing the power, in

creasing the weight, or increasing the car

rying capacity—which are the same thing.

incidentally involve an increase in all

strains, both due to load and traction, to

which the parts are subjected, and the iii

crease involves not one or two, but prac

tically every part of the fabric. It is not

that improvements are impossible to the

average car, nor that it will not stand mod

ification in a variety of ways. The point

is that such alterations invaribly should be

made advisedly and under the supervision of

a competent engineer. Otherwise the re

built car is a distinct and positive menace

to safety and usually a wasted investment.

 
 

Suppose that several dozen men in half

a dozen wagons drawn by half a dozen

horses undertook a race from New York

to Paris—or to Chicago, for that matter.

Suppose the horses got stalled or went

lame and that as a result a half dozen m0

tor cars were fastened to the shafts and

drew the wagons for mile after mile—what

would the world say? Would it inspire

faith is the

New York-Paris circus performance prov

in horses? In other words.

ing a good advertisement for automobiles

or automobiling? There are those who

maintain that it would have been better

had it never started.
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BOS'NN MRRIIWS FIRM! JAPAN

New England Show to Have a Japanese

Setting—List of Exhibitors is Long

and Impressive.

Not apple blossoms but wistaria; not a

New England apple orchard but a bit of old

Japan, will supply the setting for the Boston

Me

chanics Building, on Saturday evening next,

6th inst.; and \vhich like all previous Boston

shows, it promises to prove a show worthy of

being classed with the national exhibitions.

It was Boston that set the fashion in re

spect to uniform decorations and each suc

shoiv, which begins its week's run in

ceeding year the setting has been both dis

tinctive and beautiful.

The decorative scheme for the forthcom

ing occasion will be entirely Japanese. In

the grand hall the back of the stage will

have a drop curtain depicting a scene in

Japan. while Japanese flags will be a feature

of the bunting decorations. The spaces will

be separated by private hedges with bay

trees at the ends next the aisles, and in the

centre of the grand hall will be a large

fountain with trees and flowing water. 111

exhibition hall also the Japanese effect will

be carried out with Japanese temple arches.

All through the building great quantities of

\vistaria and other artificial blossoms will

be used to add to the Oriental atmosphere.

Attendants, too, will be dressed in Japanese

I costume, and, for home consumption only,

it is stated that the Japanese government

will have representatives present to “pick

up points” for automobile manufacture.

The Bostonians take a lot of very pardon

able pride in their automobile show. They

attend in large numbers and even those of

them who do not know a spark plug from

a hole in the ground enjoy their visits. They

seem to consider it a sort of midwinter pic

nic. They sit for hours listening to the

music, the while contentedly eating peanuts

or popcorn. The first night always is the

“great night." It is then that passes are

most plentiful; and the Boston populace

makes the most of them. It comes early

and stays late. It lines up long before the

doors are opened and once opened, the

building is packed to sufi'ocation. To the

stranger, the crowd on the opening night is

itself worth going far to see, wholly apart

from the exhibits and the decorations.

From the trade standpoint, the Boston

show always proves of importance. Al—

though the cars are staged by the local rep

resentatives, notable absentees are not

numerous and it is seldom that several new

cars, or cars that have not been displayed

at any other show, do not make their ap

pearance. On Sunday night Mechanics

building will contain more of the latter sort

than on any previous occasion. Of 211 ex

hibitors, 60 of them will exhibit a total of

89 different brands of cars, of which number

12 were not seen either at the New York

or Chicago exhibitions. They are as fol

lows: Palmer & Singer, American Mer

cedes, l)e Dion, Brouhot, Stanley, Clark,

Viking. Shawmut, Springfield, Stilson,

Crown buggy and Bailey Electric. _

In the 142 accessory exhibitors who have

booked space, are included nearly all the

big tire makers and producers of other ap

purtenances, the host of new ones being

unusually large. In the climate of New

England the small accessory manufacturer

seems to flourish. He will be present in

force and all during the week his number

usually is increased by ones and twos.

The full list of exhibitors is as follows:

Automobiles.

The White Co.—VVhite.

J. W. Maguire Co.——Great Arrow.

Thos. B. Jeffery & Co.—Rambler.

Stanley Motor Carriage Co.—Stan1ey.

Curtis-Hawkins Co.—Grout, Chadwick,

Babcock Electric.

Geo. J. Dunham—Royal Tourist.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.—W'inton.

Reed-Underhill C0.—Knox. »

Corbin Motor Vehicle (Io—Corbin.

Park Square Auto Station-—Berliet, Stod

dard-Dayton.

Peerless Motor Car Co.—Pecr1ess.

Fred S. Smith—Autocar, Apperson, Wal

ter. '

Geo. H. Lowe—Imperial.

J. W. Bowman Co.--Stevens-Duryea.

Mills-Kennedy Co.—We1ch, Springfield.

S. R. Bailey & Co.--Bailey Electric.

Morgan B. Kent—Hotchkiss, Stearns.

W'. M. Jenkins & Co.—Mitchell.

Shawmut Motor Co.—Shawmut.

Dodge Motor Vehicle Co.——Pope-Toledo,

Pope-llartford, Pope-Tribune, Pope-Wa
verly. I

Allen-Kingston

Allen-Kingston.

F. R. Parker & Co.—Elmore.

W. A. Frederick Co.—Anierican, Over

land, Marion.

Franklin Automobile Co.~——Franklin.

F. E. \Ning—Marmon.

Harry Fosdick C0.—-At1a9, Springfield,

Baker Electric.

Locomobile Co. of America—Locomobile.

Columbia Motor Vehicle Co.—Columbia.

Maxwell-Briscoe-Boston Co.-——Maxwell.

Ford Motor Co.—Ford.

Morrison-Price C0.—Rainier,

Mora.

A. T. Fuller—Packard. Cadillac.

Boston Motor Co.——Acme.

Matheson Co. of Boston—Matheson.

H. C. & C. D. Castle—Lozier.

Premier Boston Depot—Premier.

Linscott Motor Co.—~National, Reo.

Edward S. Clark—Clark.

\Nhitten-Gilmore Co.-—Thomr.s.

F. E. Randall Co.—Pullman, Stilson,

Pennsylvania. .

Algonquin Motor Car Co.——Oldsmobile.

Columbus Electric.

Lane Sales Co.-—Lane.

Oakland Motor Car Co.—Oakland.

Motor Co.—Mercedes,

Wayne,

South End Car Co.—Brush.

Northern Motor Car Co.-—Northern.

Palmer & Singer Co.—P. & S., Simplex.

D. l’. Nichols & Co.—Frayer-Miller.

K. A. Skinner—De Dion, Bruuhot.

A. R. Bangs—Viking.

Ferd. F. French—Schack.

W'altham Mfg. Co.—Waltliam'Orient.

Butler Motor Car Co.—Rapid, Cleveland.

Pierce-Racine.

Chas. A. Eaton—Lambert.

H. C. Stratton—Kissel Kar, Car de Luxe,

American Mercedes.

Dragon Motor Co.—-Dragon.

The Fiat Co.—Fiat.

Renault Freres Selling Branch—Renault.

R. S. Crawford—Crawford.

Studebaker Bros. Co.—Studebaker.

Bostonia Motor Cor—Cartercarf

Crown Motor Car Co.—Glide, Crown

Buggy

Motorcycles.

Crouch Motor C0.-——Croucli.

Hendee Mfg. Co.—Indian.

Light Mfg. 8:. Foundry Co.—Light.

Ovington Motor Co.—F. N.

American Motor Co.—Marsh.

Reliance Motor Cycle Co.—Reliance.

Merkel Motor Co.—Merkel.

Reading Standard Company—R-S.

Aurora Automatic Machine C0.-—Thor.
Accessories. I

Diamond Rubber Co., New England

Lighting Co.; “'m. Cramp & Sons Co.;

Moore-Smith Co.; Norton Grinding Co.,

Chandler & Farquhar Co., Coates Clipper

Mfg. Co., Fuller & Sullivan, American Ro

tary Motor Co., Judson L. Thompson Co.,

West & Dodge, P. A. Murray & Co.. Au

tomobile Utilities Co.. Columbia Vehicle

Tire 8: Top Co., National Valgrinock Co.,

Arthur S. Gunn, F. S. Suthergreen, Globe

Optical Co., C. J. Downing, Underhay Oil

Co., Eagle Oil & Supply Co., Dover Stamp

ing & Mfg. Co., Maryland Casualty Co.,

Century Optical Co., Non-Explosive Safety

Naptha Container Co., Solderine Co.. Bos

ton Auto Light Co., F. H. Howard Co.,

Kilgore Mfg. Co.. Chas. E. Miller, Randall

Faichney Co., Dow Tire Co., \N'm. Herbert

Jones.

W'arner Instrument Co., Never-Miss

Spark Plug Co., Acetylene Co., The \Vhite

& Bagley Co., Massachusetts Auto Co., Pet

tingell-Andrews Co., S. F. Bowser & Co.,

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co., Jones Speedometer Co.. Gray

& Davis, Veeder Mfg. Co.. Fisk Rubber Co.,

Eastern Carbon Wks.. Morgan 8: Wright,

Columbia Lubricants Co., F. Shirley Boyd,

Gordon Auto Supply Co., Parker Mfg. Co.,

W. S. Daniels, Gabriel llorn Mfg. Co., E.

T. Ward, John A. Salman & Co.. Hartford

Suspension Co., Empire Tire Co.

G & J Tire Co., The Angler Co., \Vitlier

bee Igniter Co.. Gilbert Mfg. Co., Atwood

Mfg. Co., Firestone Tire 8t Rubber Co.. T.

F. Russell, Motor Car Specialty Co., Bos

ton Gear “forks, Vacuum Oil Co.. Wm. C.

Robinson Sons Co.. Sage's Trunk Depot, J.

Frank Cutter, John T. Stanle'y, Hopewell
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Bros., Gilbert & Barker Mfg. Co., Heinze

Electric Co., Pennsylvania Rubber Co., N.

Y. & N. J. Lubricants Co., Hartford Rub

ber Wks. Co., A. W. Harris Oil Co., Con

necticut Tel. & Elec. Co., B. F. Goodrich

Co., New England Motor Co., Leather Tire

Goods Co., National Carbon Co., Ajax

Grieb Rubber Co., Westchester Appliance

Co., Elite Mfg. Co., Monitor Distributor

Co., Hillman Auto Supply & Mfg. Co., A.

J. Wilkinson & Co., Pantasote Co., Prest

O-Lite Co., Electric Storage Battery Co.,

Hotiecker Co., Michelin Tire Co., Common

wealth Rubber Co., W. J. Connell, Auto

Igniter Co., National Auto Accessory Co.,

Wm. J. Smith Co., Maiden Leather Goods

Co., Stackpole Battery Co., Joseph Dixon

Crucible Co. .

Whitney Mfg. Co., Post & Lester Co., T.

Alton Bemus Co., Inc., Consolidated Op

tical Mfg. Co., Inc., Aetna Life Insurance

Co., Albert Champion Co., Duncan Robin

son, Old Corner Book Store, Voorhees

Rubber Co., H. F. Campbell, Geo. A. Haws,

Anderson Spark Plug Co., J. B. Draper &

Co., Eco Mfg. Co., Chas. F. Kellom & Co.,

Wm. Nolan, Brown Folding Stool Co., R.

H. Smith Mfg. Co., Boston Auto Gage Co.,

Proctor Supply Co., J. W. Colgan Co., F.

P. Speare, Y. M. C. A. Automobile School,

Nonpariel Brass Co., Ciglia Shock Pre

venter Co., Zeiglan Bullet Proof Cloth Co.,

Ball Bearing Tire Co., Baldwin & Co., Mel

rose Automobile Co., St. John Rubber Co.,

Auto List Publishing Co., The Defiance

Chain Co., Shove & Gage Co., Inc., \Val

den Mfg. Co., Alfred Cutler Morse, Duplex

Coil Co., Legnard Bros. Co., Vim Motor

Co., W'orcester Pressed Steel Co., F. R.

Parker 8: Co., Lowney Co., L. E. Bova,

John A. Mason, Visor Knitting Co., Na

tional Auto Top Co., E. B. Badger 8; Son,

Hull & MacArthur, H. Snowden, Wood

Carving Machine Co., Wood Piano Co., J.

l). C0ward, Hess-Bright Mfg. Co., H. H.

Lynn, Park Square Auto Station, T. C. &

W. L. Frye.

Engineers’ Society to Meet in Boston.

The regular quarterly meeting of the So

ciety of Automobile Engineers will be held

in Boston, during the course of the show

there. It will be opened on Tuesday even

ing, 10th inst., by the reading of a paper

on electrical ignition, by J. O. Heinze, at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

The following morning at 9.30 a visit of in

spection will be paid to the laboratory and

factory of the Heinze Electrical Co. In the

evening a dinner will be held at the

headquarters of the Bay State Automobile

Association, and this will be followed by the

regular meeting and the reading of papers.

Among the subjects to be dealt with are

“Perfecting Automobile Ignition,” by J. O.

Heinze; “Design of Automobile Crank

shafts," by P. M. Heldt; “Heavy Goods

Transportation Systems,” by Joseph A. An

glada; “Automobile Forgings," by Richard

W. Funk, and “A Year's Use of Denatured

Alcohol," by Thomas L. White.

IMMUNE IN A RAILWAY WRECK

Runabout Uninjured Though Car Carrying

It was Shattered—Value of Careful

Loading. Strikingly Illustrated.

When an automobile in a freight car goes

through a railway wreck without getting

hurt, while the car in which it was loaded

was badly smashed, it speaks well for the

automobile and the manner in which it was'

loaded. For the science of loading cars for

shipment is a fine are which has been de

 
  

jerked from its blocks notwithstanding the

tremendous shock when the car hit the

house. The runabout was removed from

the freight car and forwarded to the pur

chaser in Baltimore.

Packard Designs a New Body.

Th Packard Motor Car Co. have brought

out what they term a close-coupled body.

which is a compromise on the touring car

and the runabout. At first glance it differs

not at all from the form of a five passenger

body, save that it is slightly more compact

and that it is fitted with a rumble seat. The

 

FRANKLIN CAR THAT DEFIED WRECK

veloped to its present state only after many

costly exprimnts.

A Franklin 28 horsepower runabout which

left the factory at Syracuse last Saturday

in a box car, over the D., L. & \V., bound for

Baltimore, suffered an experience of the

sort. At Messengerville, N. Y., not far

from Binghampton, the axle of one of the

freight cars broke and all of the following

cars in the train were thrown off the track.

The car in which the Franklin was shipped

bumped up against a string of freight cars

on one side and then caromed across the

track and collided with a house on the other

side. The force of the impact drove a large

section of weather boarding right through

the end of the car, tearing a great hole in

its side.

A 4x4 oak door casing on the car was

splintered, three oil boxings were smashed

and a truss rod pulled all out of shape. In

spite of all this rough handling, however,

the Franklin motor car came through with

out a scratch, as shown in the accompanying

photograph. The automobile was not even

design of the body aims to so bring and dis

tribute the weight of the passengers be

tween the front and rear springs, that a

light load or a heavy one will not make

much dilference in the comfort obtainable.

Supplementary Spiral Spring Moves.

The Supplementary Spiral Spring Co., of

St. Louis, manufacturers of the supplemen

tary spring, have removed their New York

office from 52 W. Sixty-seventh street, to

the Motor Mart, 1876 Broadway. M. H.

Cormack, formerly vice-president of the

Standard Brake Co., is in charge of the of

fice, his territory including the States of

New York and New Jersey.

Mercedes Repudiates Sisterhood of Maja.

Although the Maja car was heralded in

this country as “the sister of Mercedes,"

not all the members of the family seem con~

vinced of the truth of the assertion. The

new American representatives of the Mer

cedes has “no sisters, brothers, cousins,

uncles or aunts."
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Task of Carrying the Message to Fort

Leavenworth Nearly Completed

“Gumbo” Worse than Snow.

After making a truly remarkable run half

way across the American continent, the

Studebaker car which is carrying a mes

sage to Loughborough—that is, to Colonel

Robert H. R. Loughborough, in command

at Fort Leavenworth, Kan., from General

there is nothing to watch but the road may

contain many elements of excitement, but

it is as nothing compared to a winter ride,

with snow drifts, slush, mud and other dan

gerous things to buck against. There is no

doubt but that the Studebaker’s ride from

New York City to near Fort Leavenworth,

Kan., has been eventful and replete with

“incidents.”

As has been detailed in the Motor \Norld

the car left New York on Tuesday, the 18th

ult., six days after the New York-Paris

“tourists” left, and following in their trail

were the next large cities visited, the lat

ter place being reached on Tuesday, the

25th. The run from Michigan City to Chi—

'cago was accomplished that afternoon, the

Studebaker having passed every car in the

New York-Paris run. It might be added,

however, that the Studebaker was driven

night and day with alternate crews.

From New York to Chicago the car had

been digging through snow drifts, and al

though much of the snow was left behind

the Windy City it wasn’t a circumstance to

the sticky, clinging mud, hub deep, that it

 

 

  

 

 

PICTURBSQUE BUT STRENUOUS INCIDENT OF CARRYING THE MISSAGE TO LOUGHBOROUGH

F. D. Grant, commander at Governor’s

Island, N. Y., was almost stalled while

practically in sight of its destination. Snow

drifts that were encountered east of Chi

cago could be dug through, but the Kansas

mud—"gumbo", they call itflproved an an

chor almost too great for the 30 horsepower

car to pull against. Late last night it was

reported nearing Atchison, and making

pregress slowly through two and three feet

of mud, while fifty automobiles are waiting

to escort the army dispatch car into Fort

Leavenworth if it reaches Atchison this

morning (Thursday).

Record-breaking in the summer time when

proceeded up the Hudson river to Albany.

Beyond Albany the roads were found to be

in terrible condition and the tow path along

the Erie canal was taken, as offering the

least resistance. The first real thrill came

when the car ran suddenly on a large patch

of ice and shunted off the tow path in the

canal. Fortunately the ice was strong

enough to hold the car and a gang of Ital

ian laborers helped push it back on the tow

path.

Buffalo was reached on Thursday, 20th

ult., and the car was driven up to Fort Por

ter to secure the signature of Captain La

fitte. Cleveland, Toledo and Michigan City

had to wallow through in Iowa, Nebraska

and Kansas, after making a good run across

Illinois in one day. Bad as the conditions

were the car reached Omaha at 5 p. m. Sun

day, lst inst., and after a night’s rest the

tired crew started on the last lap down the

westerly side of the Missouri river. It

passed through Greenwood, Neb., at 11 a.

m. Monday morning and then began the

battle with Kansas mud. Detailed reports

are lacking, but telegraphic reports show

that the car is practically fighting its way

through two feet of mud, literally foot by

foot. It is expected to reach Fort Leaven

worth some time this morning.
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DATE-FIXED FOR GLIIIIIEN "Will

A. A. A. Touring Board Selects Buffalo for

Starting Point—Victor Breyer to Rep

resent Association Abroad.

This year's Glidden Tour will start from

Buffalo, N. Y., on W'ednesday, july 8th.

Positive announcement of this fact was

made by Frank B. Hower, chairman of the

touring board, at the meeting of the board

of directors of the American Automobile

Association held in New York City, Tucs'

day morning, 3d inst. .

The announcement was not unexpected

as Chairman H0wer several weeks ago had

semi-officially stated that this date would

probably be decided upon by the directors.

The announcement of Tuesday followed an

July 8th was

selected as the most propitious time for

starting such a tour and as the roads and

lcgislativeccinvention is to be held in Buffalo

on Monday and Tuesday, July 6th and 7th,

it was considered appropriate that the an

nual tour should start on the day follow

ing. All the :ifi'iliated clubs within touring

distance of Buffalo will be asked to promote

runs to finish in Buffalo on July 5th and to

attend the good roads convention.

Neither the rules for nor the itinerary of

the annual Glidden Tour have yet been an

nounced, but Chairman Hower stated that

he is at work upon both. The route sc

Icctcd will probably take in Cleveland, Pitts‘

burg, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York

City and Boston, with a termination in the

White Mountains.

Most of the work transacted at Tuesday's

meeting was routine, but the interesting an

nouncement was made that the Association

has secured the services of‘Victor Breyer,

of Paris, who managed the Grand Prix race

last year, to act as the Association’s Euro

pean touring consul for the present year.

Members desiring to tour abroad may rent

cars, employ chnufi‘eurs, or obtain any in

formation they desire through Mr. Breyer

without charge to them. Breyer is an En

glishman by birth, but has lived in France

all his life and as he is considered one of

the best informed sporting men in Europe

his services should be of real benefit.

Breyer also acts as the European rcprcscnt'

ativc of the National Cycling Association

of this country.

Applications for membership were re

ceived from the Automobile Club of Ver

mont, which comprises in its membership

several clubs in that State, as a State as

sociation, and from the \Vest Virginia State

Automobile Association, as well as from

several individuals, and the applications

were favorany received. This makes live

State associations admitted since the an

nual meeting in Jziiuary, the others being

the Delaware Automobile Association, the

Automobile Club of llawaii, and the Cali

ofi'icial adoption of the date.

fornizi State Automobile Association.

'l‘wcntymnc State associations now are affil

i;.tcd.

l‘rcsidcnt W. H. Hotchkiss presided at

the meeting, the other directors in attend

ance being George E. Farrington, treas

urer; F. H. Elliott, secretary; J. D. Thomp

son, chairman of the racing board; Frank

B. Hower, chairman of the touring board;

Robert F. Hooper, chairman of the good

roads board; Lewis R. Speare, of Boston;

Edward Knceland, of Pittsburg; S. L.

Haynes, Springfield; Paul C. Wolff, Pitts

burg; Isaac Starr, Jr., Philadelphia; George

A. Post, Paterson, N. 1.; John P. Coghlin,

Worcester, Mass, and Giles H. Stilwell,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Many Duties for Few Dollars.

The question as to the relative import

. ance of the chauffeur in the staff of house

hold servants may still be debatable on this

side of the pond, but in England it seems

to have been settled by one family, a cler—

gyman and his wife, who have very clear

ideas of the duties of the man who may be

engaged to drive them about. That their

prospective employe might thoroughly un

derstand what would be required of him, the

following rules and regulations were com

piled by the good wife and submitted to

each applicant as he appeared at their little

home in the suburbs: '

Motor driver's duties—Be at the rectory

from 6.30 a. m. till 7 at night; take entire

charge of the car and clean and polish it;

manage the pony; milk the cow; feed the

chickens, pig, etc.; clean the boots and

knives; mow the lawn and garden; no meals

here; touch his hat to us; ride a bicycle,

must work on Sundays, and wear decent

clothes and a billycock hat.

The salary was $5 per week.

Taber Wins Trophy a Second Time.

By winning the annual hill climb of the

Corona Automobile Club at Corona, Cal.,

February 22d, A. L. Taber further estab

lished his claim on the challenge cup of

fered by the club to the driver winning the

annual climb three times. As Taber made

the fastest time at last year's meet he will

have to win once more to secure the trophy

permanently. The day was ideal for the

event and although only five cars made the

ascent all Corona was out to witness the

affair. The distance was 3.1 miles, with a

grade of from four to eight per cent. The

cars finished in the following order: A. L.

Taber. Wayne, 5:43; W. C. Barth, Tourist,

8:32;.-\. 1.. Taber, Oldsmobile, 8:52; Charles

.\Ilcn, Buick, 9:05, and Tom McGuire, Old

mobile, 12:15.

Automobile Road Planned by Texans.

Texas automobilists are planning to con-_

struct an automobile road between Fort

Vt’orth and Dallas, with the aid of' the high

way commissioners. Should the road be

built a midway clubhouse will be estab

lished at Arlington.

NEW YORK CARNIVAL PROGRAM

Big Parade Planned as the Chief Feature—

One Section to Exemplify History

of the Automobile.

The New York Automobile Trade Asso

ciation finally has definitely decided on the

chief features of the program for “carnival

week," April 6th to 11th.

day parade, open to all comers and in which

The suggested

it was thought one thousand cars might be

Instead, the

semi-historical parade, which first was pro

in line, has been abandoned.

posed, will be carried out and will occur

Tuesday night, April 7th.

having discovered that

Some explorer

first

were introduced into New York City ten

automobiles

years ago, that discovery will supply the

peg on which the celebration will be hung.

in other words, it will mark the tenth anni

versary of the introduction of automobiles

into New York City.

R. G. Howell will be grand marshal of

the parade, which will comprise four divi

sions. The first division will be made up of

cars made in 1903 and earlier. It is planned

to make this division a moving exposition

of the development of the automobile from

its beginnings down to the time when it

may be said to have become standardized.

The carnival managers will make cfiorts to

have all of the famous racing cars that have

made history in races for the Vanderbilt

and Bennett cups and that now are in

this country in the historical sec

tion of the parade. The stock cars that have

been entered for the Briarcliff trophy race

in Westchester county on April 24 will also

be eligible for places in the first division.

The second division will be reserved for

the dealers and will be subdivided into three

sections, for the steam, gasolene and elec

tric types of cars, respectively. The third

division will be open to all automobile own

ers and will be the decorated section. Own

ers who put their cars in this section will

be requested to decorate them and two

prizes will be offered for the two cars that

are most beautifully decorated. There will

also be a prize for the car having the most

unusual decorations. The fourth division

will be open to commercial vehicles.

On Thursday, April 9, there will be a hill

climbing contest on some grade not yet sc

Iccted. The stores along Automobile Row

will keep open house during the week.

The Federal Bill Considered Too Drastic.

Considering the proposed national auto

mobile Iaw too drastic in some of its pro

visions. Congressman Gillett of Massachu

setts will endeavor to amend the bill. One

of the objectionable provisions would make

a person violating the law ineligible for re

registrzition within five years. This is an

entirely friendly proceeding on Mr. Gil~

lett’s part. inspired by the Springfield Club.
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EESS TIIAN 'I'IIREE MILLS PEI! MILE

Per Capita Cost of Travel in Long Island

Economy Run—Knepper Receives the

Award of Honor.

That

frozen roads is more economical than in

traveling in automobiles over

railway cars was proven beyond a doubt

by the 242 miles economy run over Long

Island roads Tuesday of last week, 25th

ult., conducted by the Long Island Automo

bile Club, the tahulaterl results

were made public on Friday last.

As told in last week’s Motor \Vorld, 23

cars

of which

started in the run, all but four of

  

pint of oil, which, on a basis of 25 cents and

$1.00 per gallon, respectively, made the total

cost $3.56. There were five passengers in

the car, the cost per passenger being 71%

cents. As the railroad fare for the same trip

‘ from Brooklyn to Amagansett and return

is $5.28, the comparison is obvious.

Honors were closely contested, R. A. Vail,

Franklin, finishing second, with a per capita

cost of 71% cents. Vail used 9.875 gallons

of gasolene and 2.5 quarts of oil, but as he

carried one passenger less than Knepper, the

cost per passenger was thereby increased.

Third prize went to Robert Morton, who

drove a Pullman. His total cost for five

passengers was $3.91, making an average

of 78% cents. There was only one cent’s

difference between the next two finishers, I.

 

 

H. K. KNBPPER. PRAYER-MILLER. WINNER IN ECONOMY RUN

which finished. After considerable mental

eflort the technical committee of the Brook

lyn organization arrived at the results,

which show that the winner was H. K.

Knepper, who drove a Frayer-Miller car.

On the run Kncpper‘s car consumed exactly

13 gallons of gasolene and used 1 quart V;

Driver and Car.

H. K. Knep er, Frayer-Miller . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

R. A. Vail, ‘ranklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Robert Morton, Pullman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I I. C. Kirkham. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . ..-.

C. G. Arnold, Pope-Hartford . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

M. A. Martin, American Mors . . . . . . . . . . ..

Philip Hines, Pope-Hartford . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

C. A. Carlson, Winton"W. Walton, Acme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

W. A. Bowers. Thomas-Detroit . . . . . . . . . ..

D. C. Teeter, Rambler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

I. W. Mears, Acme* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

H. Minchenor, Lozier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

C. Hosley, Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

James D. Rourk, Cadillac . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

W. Birdsall, Mora . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

John Holm, Studebaker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Kingsley Swan, Stevens-Dnryea* . . . . . . . . ..

W. A. Flinn, Acme“ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

 

* Six cylinders.

C. Kirkham's Maxwell scoring 79% cents

per passenger, while the per capita cost

for C. G. Arnold’s Pope-Hartford was

803/; cents. The cost per mile for each per

son on Knepper's car was something less

than three mills. The full scores are given

in the subjoined table:

Gasolene Oil Total Passen- Costa

(gals) (qts.) cost. gers. passenger.

13.000 1.25 3.56 5 71%

9.875 2.50 3.10 4 .77‘:

13.125 2.50 3.91 5 18%

14.937 1.00 3.98 5 79%

14.000 2.12 4.03 5 80%

21.125 4.62 6.44 7 .92

14.875 4.50 4.85 5 .97

26.375 0.87 6.82 7 .97 3-10

25.50 2.00 6.88 7 .98 2-7

15.218 4.50 4.93 5 .9834,

15.937 3.12 5.01 5 1.00%

24.878 3.50 7.10 7 1.01 3-7

27.775 4.50 8.07 7 1.15 2-7

22.50 1.50 6.00 5 1.20

18.25 5.75 6.00 4 1.50

16.000 4.12 5.03 3 1.67%

27.75 6.37 8.53 5 1.70%

29.50 5.62 8.78 5 1.75%

30.375 3.75 8.53 4 2.13%

TAME SPOR'I' 0N 0RHOND BEACH

"Crippled" Entrants Reduce the Already

Thin Fields—Large Crowd Sees Series

of Uninteresting Runaways.

as if the Ormond

beach speed carnival had “shot its bolt."

It looks very much

Indications to that effect which were ap

parent last year, are multiplied on the pres

ent occasion. Not even the proud name of

the Automobile Club of America, which this

year is standing as the sponsor of the car

nival, has served to help. Outside of Flor

ida, interest scarcely has been lukewarm.

Spectators and entries both have been hard

to attract. The carnival was to have been

inaugurated on Monday last, but..as sev

eral of the few entrants had not arrived, the

opening events were postponed until Tues

day, and then, although the weather was

all'that could be desired and the crowd

considerably larger than has yet attended an

opening day, the sport was tinkey and dis

appointing.

The beach was far from its usual good

condition and the fact that both races—the

100 miles for the Minneapolis trophy and

the 160 miles for stock cars, which was re

duced to 150 miles, proved uninteresting

runaways, to say nothing of there being sev

eral scratches in each event and only two

cars in each running at the finish, did not

serve to put the crowd in very good humor.

In the 100 miles race the time was more

than a half-hour slower than the record, and

although a record was claimed in the 150

miles event for stock cars, for the reason

that it was the first race ever held on the

Florida beach at a longer distance than 100

miles, the time made in it was not startling,

and is far from representative of the speed

that can and has been obtained on the tide

washed strip of beach.

As a large grandstand had been erected

in front of the club house at Daytona,

which was comfortably filled with persons

who had paid fancy prices to witness uir

interesting runaways, both races were start

ed from that point. Neither of the ex

pected loops at each end of the course had

been built, and as the course laid out for

Tuesday's races was only 12% miles in

length, numerous turns were necessitated.

The start of the 100 miles race for the

Minneapolis trophy was not encouraging.

Of the six original entries three had to be

withdrawn. The Renault was out because

of a broken oil pipe and the Haynes had

been withdrawn with a broken crankshaft.

it was stated, while the B. L. M. was said

to have tire trouble. Therefore only three

cars started, the 60 horsepower Fiat, with

Cedrino at the wheel; the front drive Chris

tie, driven by 1-1. W. Blakeley, and a 120

horsepower Hotchkiss, in charge of II. B.

Shefts.

Although Shefts was the first off the mark
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Cedrino overhauled him before 100 yards

and was soon out of sight, while Shefts

laid up inside of the first mile with tire

trouble. The Christie car made the first

turn all right. but stopped shortly after

with a broken valve. \Nhen Cedrino came

up to the grandstand after the first turn one

of the front tires was missing and he

stopped some time to replace a stop on

a pet cock. It was not until after he had

returned that he replaced the tire. No

sooner had he got under way again than

the tire ripped off, and this time he was de

layed 20 minutes. His time for 20 miles

was 15:37, and for 25 miles, 26:39, while

Shefts covered the same distance in 47:28.

At the 50 mile mark Cedrino had gained a

big lead, his time being 1:04:05, while

Sheft’s was 1:17:51. It was simply a run

away for Cedrino, and although he drove

most of the distance on three tires and

about half of the way on two tires, he was

never in danger of being overtaken by

Shefts. Cedrino finished the 100 miles in

1:50:20, which is 34 minutes 40 seconds

slower than the record for the distance,

tnade by Walter Clifford-Earp in 1906. \Nhen

Cedrino finished Shefts was at the 75 miles

post, but no time was taken.

Four starters lined up for the 160 miles

race for stock cars—which was reduced to

150 miles—as follows: E. W. Howard, 45

horsepower Allen-Kingston; J. I-Iunsley, 45

horsepower Cleveland; Louis Bergdoll, 60

horsepower Benz; and 1. Carey, 60 horse

power Thomas. Bergdoll got away first at

the start and led by a good margin at the

25 miles stake in 25:15, with the Thomas

second and the Cleveland third. The Allen

Kingston melted a bearing early in the race

and was withdrawn. Bergdoll reached the

50 miles post in 1 hour 1 minute 2 seconds.

Carey had withdrawn and the Cleveland

passed the half century mark at 1:17:27.

One hundred miles was reached by Bergdoll

in 1:47:31. Bergdoll continued in the lead

until the finish, the time for 150 miles be

ing 2:40:53. Hunsley was on the last

stretch when Bergdoll finished. The sum~

maries:

One hundred miles for Minneapolis tro

phy—Won by Emmanuel Cedrino, 60 Fiat;

second, H. B. Shefts, 120 Hotchkiss. Time,

1:50:20.

One hundred fifty miles for stock cars—

Won by Louis Bergdoll, 60 Benz; second,

I. Hunsley, 45 Cleveland. Time, 2:40:53.

 

If Tuesday’s racing was a disappointment

that on Wednesday was even tamer. The

only event decided was the 125 miles event

for the soacalled “gentlemen amateurs,”

which resulted in a runaway after half the

distance had been covered, for Louis Berg

doll, a Philadelphia dealer. As the exist

ing A. A. A. rule classifies every one en

gaged in the automobile trade as profes

sionals, how Bergdoll qualified as an ama

teur is past understanding. Three cars

started and two finished the race. Before

the race there was considerable comment

regarding the weight of the Benz, which

tipped the scales at about 300 pounds over

the international limit. By agreement the

objection was waived and the car was per

mitted to start.

Two fires were the only occurrences to

relives the day’s monotony. Joe M. Gilbert,

of Continental tire reputation, had decided

to become a racing man for the occasion,

and had entered his Packard car for the

amateur event. Gilbert was tuning up his

car before the race, when a short circuit

started a small blaze. A bystander picked

up what be supposed was a can of water

and doused the burning car with it. Unfor

tunately it proved to be gasolene instead of

water. Needless to add, Gilbert did not be

come a race driver. Quick work with fire

extinguishers and sand prevented the total

demolition of the car, but it was rendered

unfit for racing.

A few hours later Harry Levey's big

Hotchkiss gave an exhibition of fireworks

on the beach opposite the judges' stand, and

the ofiicials had a chance to play volunteer

firemen. The car was put out of commis

sion for the time being. Crippled cars

seem to be playing a prominent part in the

meet. The Haynes was put out of the run

ning before the meet commenced and all

efforts to get the B. L. M. car that was con

structed for the Vanderbilt race, but which

did not start, into commission have proved

futile. Latest reports state that the trans

mission is askew. Paul LaCroix’s Renault

has a broken oil pipe, which it is expected

may be replaced in time for the car to par

ticipate in to-day’s race.

The beach was in better condition than

on Tuesday, and faster time resulted. The

race for “gentlemen amateurs” originally

had been scheduled for 128 miles, but as

the course had been reduced to 12% miles

instead of 16 miles, as was first intended,

the event was made 125 miles to conform

with the change.

There were only three starters—Bergdoll

in the Benz, S. B. Stevens in the Fiat, and

R. G. Kelsey in the Christie. Bergdoll got

off the mark first, but was soon passed by

Stevens, the latter reaching the club houSe

aft-er the first turn, more than a mile ahead

of the other two. His time for 25 miles was

20:40. Bergdoll covered the distance in

22:54, and Kelsey in 37:07. Stevens also

led at the 50 mile post in 41:37, with Berg

doll second in 46:41. In the next 25 miles

misfortune overtook Stevens, in the shape

of a broken rocker arm on the engine of

the Fiat. A touring car was dispatched for

another part, but half an hour was lost be

fore Stevens got going again. The Christie

car had in the meantime developed engine

trouble and retired. Bergdoll kept plugging

along and finished 75 miles in 1:07:49, 100

miles in 1:30:35, and completed the distance

in l:53:30%. Stevens had covered 95 miles

in 1:54:28 when Bergdoll crossed the fin

ishing line. The summary:

One hundred and twenty-five miles for

gentleman amateurs—Won by Louis Berg

doll, 60 horsepower Benz. Time, 1:53:30}?

Also ran—S. B. Stevens, 60 horsepower

Fiat, and R. G. Kelsey, 50 horsepower

Christie.

Object Lessons for Farmer Solons.

The committee on agriculture of the

House of Representatives of the State legis

lature of Kentucky was "joy riding" last

week. Unlike most “joy riders” the agri

cultural committeemen are not grafting

rides by false pretences. Quite the oppo

site is the case, for they are being impor

tuned to take rides around the State in cars

furnished by members of the Automobile

Club of Louisville.

In the language of one of the automobile

club's legislative committee, the State legis

lators are being “shown not the way an

auto ought to auto, but how an auto does

auto."

In other words, in an endeavor to kill a

bill introduced recently by Representative

“\Vindy Bill" Thompson, which is now in

the hands of the committee on agriculture,

is responsible for the demonstration to

these members. They will be shown that

a rate of ten miles per hour on a flat lever

country is absurd and that a $50 to $500

fine for an offense is an outrage.

The bill introduced by- Representative

Thompson amends Section 1 of the present

law to read, a maximum speed of ten in

stead of fifteen miles per hour, and increases

the fine for infraction from $10 to $100 to

from $50 to $500.

Naturally, the automobilists object to this

clause, and it is by actual speedometer tests

that they hope to impress upon legislators

the real meaning of the proposed “ten-mile

limit."

Postmaster Morgan Favors Motor Mail Ca.

Prospects of the ultimate adoption of mo

tor vehicles in the United States Postal

Service to a uniform degree, are constantly

growing brighter. At the annual meeting

of the New York State Association of

Postmasters, held in New York City this

week, Postmaster Morgan of the New York

postofi'ice. gave his personal endorsement

of the motor car, and suggested its use as

a solution of one of the present dilemmas

of the department, which arises from the dif

ficulty of securing prompt deliveries of

periodical mail in the residence sections of

the city.

“There is one class of mail matter," he

said. “that should not be neglected, and

that cannot be neglected without serious

complaint. That is the class which in

cludes the newspapers and periodicals. As

we deliver that mail now we have to de

pend upon wagons. It is my opinion that

automobiles should be used. Whether the

automobile can be relied on for this service

will be up to the department at Washington.

but I believe that the automobile has

reached a point of service that warrants its

test as a factor in the postal service of the

United States."
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ROBERTS ARRIVES AT (IMMIA

American Leader in New York-Paris “Race”

Encounters a. Protest—Rumor of Pos

sible Change in Route.

Just what the so-called New York-Paris

automobile “race” will develop into is

shrouded in beautiful uncertainty. Many

conflicting reports as to suggested changes

in the route have been flying rampant dur

ing the past week, but it is evident that the

cars’mean to travel overland as far as San—

Francisco, at any rate. This conclusion is

'streugtheue'd : by the fact that when the

leading Thomas car arrived in Omaha short

ly before noon yesterday (\Vednesday),

preparations were made to resume the run

to Cheyenne, this morning. Montague

Roberts, the driver of the Thomas car, an

nounced that he Would pilot the car only

as far as Cheyenne, \Vyo., when it would

be turned over to George Sehuster, who has

been with him tliroughom the trip. and to

Captain Charles Hansen, the Arctic explorer,

who forsook the French Dc Dion car' after

a disagreement with St. Chaffray, the

driver.

Roberts got a great reception when he

reached Omaha. It was, according to re

ports, the biggest demonstration that has

been made since the cars left New York

City on February 12th. The council al~

lowed the fire whistles to be blown in honor

of the American contestants. while the

whole town took a holiday to view the mud

covered American car. The Italian Zust

car had reached Vail, Iowa, last night, at

6.45, after a run of 89 miles through the

mud. The French De Dion is still at Cedar

Rapids with a breakdown, while the Prothos

and Motobloc have gotten as far as Chicago.

If the Indiana snow drifts through which

the cars had to be dug and pulled through

was disheartening, it was at least clean,

which same cannot be said of the gumbo

mud that they had to wallow through after

leaving Chicago, especially in Iowa. As

told in last week's Motor \‘Vorld the lead

‘ ing Thomas car reached Chicago on Tues

day afternoon, followed on Wednesday by

theFrench De Dion and the Italian Zust

cars. After being wined and dined. and

then all over again. Roberts left Chicago

on Friday morning. 28th ult. The French

and Italian crews did not have their fill of

hospitality as dispensed by the Chicago

motorists so they remained until Saturday

morning in the Windy City.

Before leaving Chicago, however, the for

eigners sprung a surprise in the shape of

a protest against the Thomas car and Rob

erts. Among the things they claimed was

that the Thomas had been materially

changed while at Buffalo; that the car was

towed many times, in one instance. between

South Bend and Michigan City—the motor

remaining stopped for two days, and the

cooler removed while horses pulled the car;

that the car was towed by a trolley car at

one point; that the car used the railroad

tracks and that it was put on sledges at

certain points. The protest was signed by

St. Chafirey of the De Dion, Sirtori of the

Zust, and five others. E. R. Thomas denied

the first allegation, stating that the only

thing changed on the Thomas car at Buffalo

was the substitution of a larger gasolene

tank, taking off the fenders and one of the

bucket seats at the rear. Roberts issued a

general denial of the other charges and said

that the belated protest-of the French and

Italian drivers was a case of “sour grapes.”

He' said that at no time did the motor stop

running, that the car was not towed by a

trolley; that it did use the railroad tracks

at one time and was pulled through many

drifts, but so were the other cars.

Roberts entered Iowa on Saturday and

stopped at Clarence, while St. Chaffray and

Sirtori got as far as Rochelle, lll., Roberts’s

stopping place the night before. Dissen

sion arose in the De Dion car before it left

Chicago. St. ChaFfray and Capt. Charles

Hansen, the Arctic explorer, had some

words and the latter left, declaring that he

would take a car through to Paris anyway.

Hansen's place was taken by Emanual Les

carcs, a Chicago Frenchman. Roberts did

not lay oFf over Sunday but continued to

Belle Plains, Iowa, 1297 miles from New

York. The De Dion and the Zust kept to

gether to Calmus. All the cars had to

plough through deep mud, and naturally

the going was slow. Sunday night the

German Protos was reported at Chesterton,

Ind., and the Motobloc at Michigan City.

After eleven hours of running through deep

mud Roberts succeeded in getting the

Thomas car to Ogden, Iowa, on Monday

night of this week, 2d inst. The Zust and

De Dion cars were reported at Cedar Rap

ids, 132 miles behind, while a broken steer
ink knuckle caused the Protos toistop at

Chestertown, Ind., thus enabling the Moto

bloc to overhaul it at that place.

Another shift in positions was made on

Tuesday, when the De Dion broke a spring

and injured its steering gear so that it was

obliged to wait at Cedar Rapids for repairs.

The Zust pushed on through the trail of

mud that the Thomas had left behind and

got as far as ;\111€S, 1,369 miles, that night.

Roberts reported that the mud he encoun

tered after leaving Ogden was the worst

yet, but notwithstanding he managed to get

as far as Logan, 1,502 miles from New

York, and only 34 miles from Omaha. It

also was announced on the same day that

Captain Hansen had concluded arrange

ments with the Thomas company and would

become a member of the Thomas crew at

Omaha. The accident to the Protos car

required it to remain idle all day at Ches

terton, Ind., while the Motobloc, which up

to that time had assiduously held up the

rear end of the procession, passed the Pro

tos, and chugged triumphantly into Chicago,

1,043 miles, having been twenty-one days on

the road from New York. It is indeed a

great automobile "race!"

There seems to be some doubt as to the

future route of the contestants. It has been

reported from several sources that unless

the cars reached San Francisco by March

8th they would not be able to take the boat

for Valdez, Alaska. Inquiry of the New

York Times, failed to disclose anything

definite, except that a meeting to determine

the future course, probably will be held

within a day or so. Another report has it

that the cars will proceed overland to San

Francisco, thence taking the train for Seat

tle. overtaking the boat there.

  

Non-Stop Run of 440 Hours.

After running uninterruptedly for 440

hours and 50 minutes the 28 horsepower

Franklin motor car with which the Sid

Black Ath Co. of Cincinnati, had been mak

Jng a non-stop run, was stopped last Sat

urday ‘afternoon, 29th ult.

The engine was running smoothly at the

time and there was every reason to expect

that the motor would continue indefinitely.

One of the employes of the Black company.

however, in trying to reverse the machine in

the street, pulled on the emergency brake

lever, set the brakes, and then threw the

clutch in. stalling the engine. A minute

thereafter. the engine was restarted and

the car driven into the garage, the test

coming to an end.

The engine was first started Tuesday.

February 11, the non~stop run including

actual road work each day, and idle running

in the garage at night. The daily road runs

averaged between 250 and 300 miles. On

three successive days the car was driven

to Columbus and return via Dayton and

Springfield, a distance of over 250 miles.

On other days it went to Indianapolis and

back, to Lexington and return and to va

rious other cities in Ohio, Indiana and

Kentucky within a radius of 100 miles of

Cincinnati.

Careful records were kept of the road

mileage of the car, which amounted to 3.300

miles, and of the amount of gasolene con~

sumed, which averaged about 25 gallons

per day. The oil consumption was about

2% gallons per day. All repairs such as the

replacing of one or two valve springs, put

ting on tires and even replacing a bearing,

were made without stopping the engine.

During the entire run no trouble with the

engine was experienced.

 

Time to Overhaul the Car.

It should be borne in mind that a car

which has been subjected to any great

amount of use in deep snow usually re

quires a thorough overhauling before it is

perfectly fit for summer service. The in

spection incident to this overhauling should

invariably include the spring mountings,

steering gear, and all bolts on frame and

running gear. which may_ have been shaken

loose by the unusual strain of the winter

use.
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Elli)“; RUSIIING 0UT TAXICABS

All the Present Output Booked for Chicago

for Service There—Specifications

of the Vehicle.

Elmore taxicabs are now being shipped

from the Elmore factory as rapidly as they

can be assembled. For the present the en

tire output is being sent to Chicago, where

Mr. Owen H. Fay intends to install a tax

icab service.

These taxicabs are of the same construc

tion as the Elmore Thirty, which is the three

cylinder, two cycle valvelcss car built by

the Elmore Mfg. Co. The cab is an ex

both the front and the door windows are

of the drop pattern manipulated from the

inside. The regular color of the Elmore

taxicab is dark green with a light red

stripe.

The only other difference between this

taxicab and the regular stock chassis is that

the wheel base has been shortened so that

in the taxicab it is 102 inches. This makes

the car very easy to handle and it can be

turned around in the average street without

having to back. In the Elmore cab, which

is here illustrated, the two men responsible

for it, I. H. and B. A. Becker, are seated.

Official Inspection for Taximeter;

A natural consequence of the general in

troduction of taximeters into the motor

  

THB ELHORB TWO-CYCLE THREE-CYLINDER TAXICAB

ceedingly light one, weighing less than 2,300

pounds. The engine develops 24 horse

power and is geared 3% to 1, so that a speed

of from 4 to 30 miles an hour is easily ob—

tained.

The inside height of the body is 60 inches

and the inside width is 40 inches. From the

front seat to the back cushion is 45 inches.

The door is 22 inches wide and 54 inches

high. The distance between the back of

the front seat and the front of the rear seat

is 27 inches and the extreme height of the

body from the ground is 90 inches. Three

people can be very conveniently handled in

the cab, while two people have plenty of

room and to spare.

The upholstering is furnished either in

plain or in biscuit pattern, in either cloth

or leather. Best quality of both covering

material and curled hair is used. The cush

ions are all extra length and are built on

the best quality of oil tempered springs. and

like the rest of the inside are furnished in

blue. Arm straps are also supplied. The

doors are operated by inside latches, and

cab traffic of London, is the questioning

of their accuracy. Failing of success in

pinning the charge of dishonesty onto the

coats of the drivers, the insistent public

has proclaimed the dishonesty of the instru

ments themselves until now it has been de

cided that all licensed cabs must carry tax

imeters which have been ofiicially inspected

and sealed. The ruling which carries this

clause has recently gone into effect, and a

time-limit of three months has been allowed

to permit the inspection of all instruments

in present use. After the middle of May

every taximeter in London, must bear the

seal of the Physical Laboratory at Kew.

It is possible to straighten up a sagging

live axle by taking up the truss rods, if

such are provided. or if not, to install one

or more pairs on the under side. Care

should be taken in doing this,_ however, not

to throw too great a strain on the trusses,

as it is possible to bring nearly the entire

load upon them, and give them more work

than they are capable of fulfilling properly.

CON'I'IAC'I'S INVAIJDATEI IY TIPS

Far Reaching Court Decision Involving the

Question of Commissions Paid to Em

ployes Making Purchases.

While the question of paying commis

sions to chauffeurs has been commenth

on from time to time, it has always been

treated from the ethical standpoint and lit

tle or no attention paid to the legal phases

which may be involved. A recent decision

of the Appellate Division of the Supreme

Court of New York State establishes an

this

which have

important precedent, not alone for

State, but for many others

passed laws dealing with the subject of com

missions.

On February 14, 1908, the above court,

to which the case had been carried on an

pez.l by the plaintiff, who had lost in the

two lower courts, rendered a decision sus

taining the judgment against the plaintiff.

The decision was in the matter of a man

ufacturer who sued a jobber for $1.555 due

for goods ordered and accepted by the job

ber. who admitted these facts. As a de

fense the jobber set forth that one of his

en ployers—thc buyer—had accepted from

the manufacturer the sum of $75, being ap

proximately a 5 per cent. tip or commis~

sion, in violation of the Saxe Anti-Tipping

law passed by the legislature in 1905,

which makes it a misdemeanor to offer a

gift, bribe or commission, discount or bo

nus to an agent. employc or servant with

intention to influence his action in relation

to his principal's, employer's, 0r master's

business. Fines or imprisonment or both,

are provided as penalties.

In the case before them, the justices of

the Appellant Division held that the con

tract was void and unenforcible because of

the manufacturer's act in bribing a pur

chasing agent of the jobber to the end that

the latter should buy the goods of the

former. The decision contained the state

ment that a contract secured by fraud and

criminal acts is void and nneuforcible for

that reason alone. This carried with it the

unusual decision that the principal could

accept and use the goods obtained and yet

refuse to pay for them on the ground that

the seller had been guilty of an illegal act.

and one that was contrary to public policy,

in inducing the sale.

The result of this decision of the highest

tribunal will be far reaching, and if one or

two of the cut rate, second hand dealers.

who are successful in securing the patron

age of a certain class of chauffeurs because

of the commissions which they pay to them.

find that their bills are outlawed by the very

act with which they succeeded in getting

the business, they will probably yell loud

and long and then, perhaps, fold their tents

and quietly sneak away under cover of

darkness.
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MODULATING SOUND T0 SAVE WEAR

Startling Theory of the Relation of Noise

to the Life of Parts—Its Application

to Car Design. ‘

 

Nothing could seem more absurd from

the utilitarian point of view than the notion

of “tuning” the mechanism of the motor

car, exactly as a piano or an organ is

tuned, with the two-fold object of modulat

ing the plaint of its moving parts to a state

of pleasing harmony, and reducing the wear

to a minimum. Were it proposed to tune

the parts with the single object of reducing

the idea

But to speak of tun

the sound to melodious accord.

would appear tenable.

ing the car, in the sense of proportioning

its parts to reduce their vibration to a min

imum, in order to prolong the life of the

mechanism is so radical a proposition as

to require demonstration. Yet such is the

unique proposal offered in a paper read be

fore the Society of Automobile Engineers

by John Magee Ellsworth and Thomas J.

Fay.

“Of the refinements constantly going on

in automobiles there are some so far below

the surface as not to attract the notice of

even designers of some automobiles," is

the broad introductory observation. It is

a matter of common knowledge that “an

attractive color" and a “noiseless perform

ance," will do more to sell a car than “all

the talk about quality of material and du

plication of parts” that can be formulated

by the most glib-tongued of salesmen.

The natural assumption is that these are

at best but superficial criterions. Yet such

is not apt to be the case as a rule. For in

stance, “it is not usual to discover a $1,900

body on a $900 chassis, and, on the whole

a good looking body is a good sign." But

the public which so insistently stipulates a

good-looking body. also requires a silent

performance. “Is it because the noise is

more disagreeable than the noise of a trol

ley car, to which the public’s car has long

been trained? The salesman who sees no

more in this gross discrimination is still an

infant in the automobile business, with the

chances in favor of remaining a dwarf until

the hay wagon comes to take him back

home.

“The real attraction about noiseless per

formance is not to be rid of the noise at

all, because. no sooner is the noise dis

missed than a muffler cut-out is demanded.

not because of utility, but to make a noise,"

continues the paper in question. “The real

attraction about noiselessness in the per

formance of an automobile is quite another

matter. Noise in machinery is the surest

sign of a high cost of maintenance that can

be read. Noise is the product of vibration,

and vibration is the manifestation of the

oozing life of the material, just as the tick

of a watch measures the lapse of time. It

is passing strange that one can learn on a

page in a book that steel is subject to fa

tigue, that its dynamic ability is limited,

that vibrations are of the greatest detriment

to the steel, and turn the pages of the book,

there to be told that flexibility is the desir

able element in an automobile.

“To analyze sound is to investigate vibra

tion, and since it is to vibrations we must

look for the microbe that destroys the steel

in the automobile, it is from the analysis of

sound that some profit will be derived. . . .

Sound would scarcely be a guide to go by

were automobiles run in vacuo, because then

the vibrations would be present without the

accompanying sound to serve as a warning."

Sound manifestations depend upon the

three well-known elements of pitch. in

tensity and timbre, expressing the number

of vibrations to which the sounding body

is subjected, the amplitude of those vibra

tions. and the quality of the tone, which

depends upon the mingling of the elemental

tones. or, literally, sound-color. The pure

tone is the product of but a single set of

vibrations; the complex tone is the product

of several sets of vibrations, differing both

in pitch and intensity, which combine to

produce an effect which may be either har

monious or discordant according to their

nature and arrangement.

Merely subduing a sound, or mufiling it,

does not afl'cct the vibration‘which is its

cause. But by so designing the vibrating

element as to produce pure, or at least, har

monious sound, it is possible not only to

secure an effect which is not distasteful to

the ear, but also is less injurious to the

vibrating body itself. For discord aside

from being disturbing to the nervous sys

tem. indicates a disturbance to the mole

cular structure of the vibrating medium

which is exactly parallel to the tremor of

the distraught nerve. As the authors sum

mrrize the idea;

“Noise, as distinguished from sonorous

sounds, that is to say, discords. are the

most undesirablef not because the ear re

bels, but for the indication of unwholcsome

vibrations that must in the end quench the

life out of the steel. Next to the din of un

wholesome noise, there are the notes, oper

atic treble contortions. telling of high pitch

waves, with the consequent high rate of

vibration per second of time.

"The real automobile (the car the pur

chaser asks for) goes along the road al

most silently, or quite so in the better il~

lustrations. If there is a sound 'tis the beat

of the multiple of base organ pipes. and it

tells a story that the owner of the car re

peats, the one the echo of the other. the

whole in accord. Can an automobile be

deliberately designed with the idea of fix~

ing the pitch. intensity and the 'klang

farbe?‘ Certainly. This is probably the

reason why some automobiles are so very

popular. They are so designed. They are

a living example of the difference between

design and contrivance. The chances are

even the contrivers of cars do try to render

their handiwork less noisy than they are,

but, instead of going about it in a way to

produce base chords, they muffle the noise

as best they can.

“To make a success of a matter of this

sort, it is necessary to take into account

the laws that sounds obey. The propoga

tion of sound waves follows out certain

schemes of nature, the knowledge of which

is essential to success. . . .

“It would not be necessary to discuss

the sound or the phenomena resulting if it

were possible to prevent the members of
the automobile from vibrating. To do this i

is to so shape them as to render them im

mune from vibrating tendencies. By look

ing into the question of the vibrations in

members it may be possible to glean a clew

as to the direction of minimum risk. To

proceed is to divide the several members

into the classes in'which they will appeal

to the designer. one method is as follows:

(a) Cantilevers; members held at one end.

(b) Members fixed at both ends. (c) Discs,

circular; held at the axis. ((1) Flat surfaces.

(e) Tubes. . . . .

“In the automobile it will be possible to

resolve nearly. if not quite, every member

into the one or the other of the shapes as

above set down; hence if definite informa

tion can be had in relation to the shapes

involved, it will be possible to do some

thing about the question of the resultant

sound. There is one other point, i. e., the

sound may be due, not to shape, but to

the juxtaposition of two relating members.

It may not be so much to echos that such

sounds will be due, and the chances are

that the broad question of accoustics will

be involved, that is, sounds may be reflected,

deflected, refracted, difi‘racted and put into

interference. Under all these conditions, it

is quite possible to predict that whilst the

members may not (unaided) produce sounds

of a nature to be condemned. the workings

of the parts in juxtaposition might result in

sounds not to be) tolerated.

“Were it not for the fact that it is the

vibrations that should be suspended rather

than the noise to be dampened, the simple

solution would be to ‘devise the machinery

so as to have it within a hermetically sealed

chamber and exhaust the air.’ Then there

would be no noise at all."

By way of illustrating how the principles

of sound phenomena may be applied to the

design of the automobile the intensity of

sound is considered a little more closely.

“This property of sound,” say the authors.

“varies inversely in the square of the dis

tance. Compressing the air or the medium.

whatever it may be, increases the intensity

of the sound. The intensity of sound is, of

course, secondary to the fact of its produc

tion. and in that production certain laws

may be taken into account. _

“In tensioning members, assuming a uni

form section, the effect of changes in length,

section and tension will affect the sound as

follows: (a)The number of vibrations in

a given time are inversely as the length,
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considering a constant tension.

number of vibrations in a given time will

be inversely as the diameter, considering

a given length and a given tension. (c)

The number of vibrations in a given time

are as the square root of the tension, con

sidering a constant length and section.

“Obviously, changing the material alters

the vibrations. or if the molecular structure

changes the number of the vibrations in a

given time will change also. Here we have

a fine way to note the eficct of service on

material, since. if the parts are investi

gated when new to ascertain their value in

vibrations per second, the effect of time

and service will be noted by the simple

cxpedients of subjecting them to duplicate

tests, from time to time. This method of

investigation might also be called into play

to ascertain if the parts are up to a pre

determined standard, since, if the value in

vibrations be not the same the material

will be either dificrent or in a different state.

“It matters not at all. if the change is

because of a difference in the micro-struc

ture rather than the substitution of a differ

ent material, since the service might even

be worse for an altered material. It was

said, if the member is changed in length the

vibrations would change inversely as the

length. That is to say, if a member is of

increasing length it will have decreasing

numbers of vibrations, provided the section

and the tension are held the same. By this

law, one should have parts of the greatest

possible length if it is the desire to have

the vibrations of the least number.

“It was also said the vibrations are in

versely as the diameter. That is, if the

diameter is doubled, the vibrations will be

halved. In this law is evidence of the fact

that short, stubby parts will vibrate the

least if the tension is the same. - But it was

said. if the tension is increased the vibra

tions would increase. as the square ront of

the increase in tension. Here is evidence

of the desirability of holding to a low ten

sion in pounds per square inch of section,

or what amounts to the same thing, a low

tension in proportion to the static ability

of the material.

“On the whole. then, these laws cry for

conditions as follows:

“(Il If the length of a member is short,

it should have a considerable sectional area

in all planes subject to vibration, to hold

the latter as low as possible.

“(Ill To hold the vibrations as low as

possible the section should be great, no

matter what the length.

“(TII) The static ability of the material

should be very great in proportion to the

static load._ This dictum stands for other

reasons, as for illustration: The dynamic

life (expectation) depends not only upon

the number of the vibrations per second of

time, but upon the extreme fiber strain to

which the member is worked during the

period of vibration. . . . .

“It is the bell, the tube, the sounding

board, and the tuning fork phenomena that

(b) The _ are responsible for the sounds and the

noise alike in the automobile. Eliminate

the bell, abandon the clapper, put kinks

in the sounding board, shorten the tube, and

stiffen the tuning fork. and the automobile

‘will fold its tent like the Arabs and as

silently steal away.’ "

Terminal Connection with a Spring.

One of those ingenious little devices

which appears well worth while and which

has had practical usage and serves practical

purposes, is the terminal connection for

battery. spark plug or coil, which just has

been patented by Harry Read, an automo

bile engineman in the employ of the depart

ment of street cleaning of New York City.

The intention of the inventor was to pro

duce a flexible terminal which would over~

come the frequent annoyance caused by the

 

  

 

 

breaking of the wire, due to vibration. This

has been accomplished by the use of a spiral

spring. But additional features have been

added by bringing the straight end of the

wire, of which the spring is made, around

by the side of the slot in the terminal where

it serves to keep the nut tight by pressing

against it. This end serves the additional

purpose of being available for insertion in

the hole in a dry battery pole where pro

vision is made for only this form of contact.

Not the least original of the ideas in

corporated in the Read terminal is the meth

od of attaching it to the wire of either the

primary or secondary circuit. Having re

moved the insulation, the bared wires are

simply spread back over the outside of the

insulated wire as shown in the illustration:

the coiled spring can be screwed 0n, the

insulated portion of the wire over the

bared ends. thus securing a relatively large

area of contact surface and obtaining a prac

tically permanent connection without

the use of solder, as any strain on the spring

serves to contract its diameter as it is

lengthened, in this manner a tight connec

tion, which yct may be readily removed, is

possible.

Proper Use of Wrenches.

One of the great temptations when giving

a car a general overhauling, or even when

only one or two loose nuts need tightening,

is to resort to a convenient monkey wrench.

as this tool is quickly adjusted to take

either the large or small nuts. But there

is daugcr in doing that sort of thing as the

purchase which is obtained when a ten or

twelve inch wrench is employed is far in me

cess of that which is needed for properly

tightening a small nut and it is a difficult

matter to make proper allowances for this

purchase so that the bolt shall not be

twisted off. A better plan is to have at hand

an assortment of solid or S wrenches, as

these are designed to the end that their

length will be proportionate to the amount

of the strain which should be put on the

nut that they are made to fit, and it is a

rare occurrence to destroy a bolt when

one of these is used, unless the very pur

pose of the wrench is defeated by the use

of a length of pipe, to obtain a greater lev

erage, being put on the wrench.

History in a Maxwell-Briscoe Souvenir.

“Faith and Its Realization. the Story of

an Industrial Accomplishment,” is the title

of a new publication of the Maxwell-Bris

coe Motor Co. The book gives an inter

esting history of the beginnings of the new

factory of the company at Newcastle, Tnd.,

and-chronicles and illustrates the ceremo

nies of the corner stone laying. Value is

added to the book by the reproduction of

the speech delivered on the occasion by

Vice-President Fairbanks, who. himself a

native of the State of Indiana, laid the cor

ner stone and made an eloquent address

dealing with the rapid development of our

national industries and the solution of na

tional problems.

Don’t Use Pliers on the Spark Plug.

\Vhile it is desirable that the contact be

tween the spark plug and secondary termi

nal should be as secure as possible, it is

unwise to resort to pliers for the purpose of

tightening the binding nut on top of the

plug. When tools are used to make this

connection secure, it frequently happens

that the porcelain is broken or that the en

tire core of the plug is turned, so that the

distance between its sparking points is suf

ficiently altered to effect the travel of the

spark so that it is forced to jump more or

Icss than the 1-32 which is usually the rc

quired distance to obtain the best results.

One of the Cold Weather Precautions.

A rare, though possible accompaniment

of cold weather arises from the collection

of an undue amount of moisture in the air

pipe leading from the engine to the fuel

tank in a car equipped with the pressure

system of carburetter feed. The result is a

choking off of the pressure line. either par

tial or complete, which occurs after the car

has been permitted to stand in the Cold for

some little time. \Vhere it is impossible to

disconnect the piping handily, the most ob

vious and srtisfnctory remedy is to swathc

the line with cloths wrung out in hot water.

Garage Crap Game Raided.

The garage of the Roseville Motor Co..

at Orange and Fourteenth strccts, Newark.

N. T.. was raided by the police at 4 o’clock

Saturday morning last. The police found

nine mcn “shooting crap” and each was

fined $10, when later arraigned. None of

the men arrested were employed at the gar

age, however, entrance having been ef~

fected by a chauffeur who had a car stored

there.
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DEVELOPMEN'I' 0F THE SPARK PLUG

Refinement of Construction without Rad

ical Change of Form—Old and New

Types and Their Features.

\\'hile there is little resemblance in the

gas engines of to-day to those of six or

seven years ago, the same statement cannot

be made in reference to the spark plug,

which, despite considerable refinement, re

tains the same general form and construc

tion that it has had from the beginning.

Since the earliest days of the jump spark

there has been almost no change in the

obsolete French types which found favor

in 1900-01. The former known by

various names in this country, is possi

bly best remembered as the G. C. S. Bougie;

the core of it is much like a cylindrical

metal ball, while N0. 3 is the early De Dion,

of which there were many imitations; the

terminals in this were short curved wires.

No. 2 is a plug. that is well known

on the other side of the pond, and

which has found some favor on this. Like

the other two in the group this “Pognon

exporta” has the wire terminal incased in

porcelain, the features of it being the so

called hollow, or cup, porcelain that per

mits of a greater sparking surface. The

Pognon presents an unusual appearance

The two others on the top row, Nos. 5

and 6, represent types in which the center

core difiers from many because of its shape;

in the former a pear shaped metal extends

to a point near the circular metal band

which is mounted on the body of the plug.

the point of the pear serving as the ter

minal from which the spark jumps. This

plug is rarely if ever seen now. No. 6 is

the well known Herz, unusual in shape and

having a distinguishing feature in the sub

stitution of stone or lava in place of por—

celain. The electrode in this plug is round

and occupies nearly all of the base to

which the spark jumps from a slight pro

jection on the core.

Two entirely modern and well known
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principles of the plug. Though the first

models were frequently found with two or

three bushings, a gasket or two and occa

sionally some device or contrivance for in

jecting a priming charge into the cylinder

through the plug, the general principle of a

core and base, so arranged that the spark

jumped from the former to the latter, was,

in effect, the same then as it is now. While

this principle has been carried out in a great

number and variety of ways, the changes

have merely been in some small and un

important detail, which has had no bearing

on the general shape of the plug itself, but

has served only to carry out the theories

of the makers.

Dividing into groups the plugs shown in

the illustration, it is seen that the group

consisting of Nos. 1, 2 and 3, have a center

core of porcelain. through which is carried

the terminal. The plugs Nos. 1 and 3 are

OLD AND NEW TYPES OF THE SPARK PLUG

because of the great amount of metal used

in the base; in this respect it is entirely

unlike any.of the others in demand at this

time, as the general tendency is toward

compactness.

No. 4, the “Non-Stop," is the invention

of A. W. King, at one time interested in

the manufacture of the Gasmobile. This

plug which appeared in 1902, is en

tirely different from any that have

been offered for public use. ‘Large and

cumbersome, it was constructed to con

tain a firing chamber into which a priming

charge could be easily injected through a

pet cock screwed into the hole in the lower

shell. An idea of its size may be obtained

by comparison with the plug pictured be

neath it, a modern “Jewel.” the whole of

which barely equals in length the distance

from the bottom to the lowest hexagon nut

of the larger plug.

plugs, the “Miller” and “Spitfire,” Nos. 7'

and 8, respectively, serve to illustrate dif

ferent ways of working out the same idea.

The claim for both of these is that they

can not be fouled by carbon deposits or

short circuited by oil. In the Miller plug

the results are obtained by retaining for

air space the entire interior of the base. The

porcelain insulation comes only to the top

of the shell where it is secured by a bushing;

no insulation is in the base, the terminal of

heavy wire being sufficiently rigid to retain

its position. The other plug, the "Spitfire,"

is much like this in that a large area of air

space is retained, the difference being that

a hood or cap offers the surface for the

grounding of the plug. A characteristic of

this plug is a fiber shield to protect the por

celain.

The "Jewel," No. 9, needs no descrip

tion. Its reproduction here serves to dem‘
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onstrate the simplicity of present construc

tion in contrast to the productions of a few

years ago when a quantity of body metal

was surmounted by a series of bushings.

gaskets and even springs.

The last three plugs depicted are of in

terest because of the introduction of a dif

ferent principle. In No. 10, the core is hol

low and contains a valve seat into which a

ball is forced by the compression stroke

of the piston; on the suction stroke air is

taken in through the core, the object being

to correct the mixture by the additional

air which also serves to keep the contacts

clean. This plug, known as the H. M., did

not attain great popularity, and soon after

its introduction in 1905, was withdrawn

from the market.

The other two of this group, Nos. 11 and

12, are examples of a vibrating plug first

introduced this year. No. 11 is the original

model from which the other has developed.

This plug consists of three parts, the base,

the bushing and the core. The core is the

usual form employed in mica plugs, but has

a brass tubing. with a shoulder, incorpor

ated in it. In the bushing is a valve seat

into which the core shoulder fits; the suc

tion and compression strokes of the engine

piston keep the plug core in rapid move.

ment and by this movement carbon deposits

are prevented.

With the exception of the vibrating

plugs and the mammoth No. 4. all the plugs

shown in the illustration are practically

alike, save for the slight difierences which

have been described.

Odd Substitute for Valve Spring.

The “mother of invention” is responsible

for many happy solutions of difiiculties

which might have caused almost endless an

noyance. This was recently illustrated

when a motorist suffered the inconvenience

of a broken intake valve spring while on a

country road, far from repair shops or

stores, where material for temporary re

pairs could be obtained.

Though the mishap was small in itself

the consequences were annoying as one

cylinder was effectually crippled by the

break. But the difficulty was there and the

means for overcoming it at hand. When

the fertile brain, spurred by the prospect

of a delayed trip, suggested the use of a

piece of spiral spring such as could be ob

tained from a window shade roller. At the

first house the ownership of the interior

mechanism of a window curtain changed

hands for a slight consideration, and after

cutting it to the proper size for its new use. _

the ingenious motorist went on his way

rejoicing.

Doubles Output of Alumaloyd Sheets.

Since the Stark Rolling Mills Co., Can~

ton. Ohio, added alumaloyd sheets to their

productions, the capacity of that depart

ment has been doubled. The material

found an almost instant demand from the

automobile trade.

ABOUT CHOICE 0F LUBRICANTS

Meaning and Importance of the “Flash

Test" and “Viscosity"—Why Mineral

Oils are the Best.

  

It is a safe assertion that at least 99 out

of every 100 motorists give time and

thought to the questions which arise in the

selection of the various accessories with

which they equip their cars. If a speed

ometer is wanted, it does not follow that

the first one which may be suggested will

be bought, but rather that an investigation

into the merits of the different ones will be

made, and that which is finally selected will

be the choice because of certain qualities

which it possesses that appeal to the pur

chaser who thinks it the one best adapted

to either his use or his pocketbook—and

the price is not always the determining

factor.

This same reasoning and investigation is

applied to all the other minor parts of his

equipment whether it be spark plugs or

storage batteries, clocks, tops or wind

shields. And yet one of, if not, the most

important of the supplies which have to be

bought is selected without consideration or

intelligent inquiry as to its merits and is

used with an absolute disregard of its pos

sible effect on the power plant. and that is

the lubricating oil.

The motorist may say that he is helpless

in the matter of selection of a proper lu

bricant; and to a certain extent this is true.

It is very probable that little meaning

would be conveyed to him if he was told

that a certain oil had a "flash" of 425, and

as for the word “viscosity,” it suggests

something remote, if it suggests anything

at all.

But, as an actual fact, does the average

automobilist know the difierence between

a babbited bearing and one made of white

bronze? Can he tell which is preferable?

Does he know anything about the rpm. of

his flywheel, or care? And yet before the

purchase of a car is made, catalogues are

conned, friends interrogated, and every pre

caution is taken to get the best that can be

found within certain limitations.

But the question of a proper oil rarely is

considered. The agent says get the P. D.

Q. brand; a friend suggests something else

and the bewildered owner tries both, though

neither may be entirely suited to his par

ticular type of car.

The essential point in the lubrication of

an automobile is to have an oil that will be

consumed by the heat generated in the cyl

inder, and at the same time, be high enough

in flash so as not to be consumed too

quickly. If it is too high in flash, the re

sult is distillation, which leaves behind a

heavy deposit that becomes carbon and

causes the trouble that motorists are in

miliar with. In a water cooled cylinder this

is very apt to occur, as the walls of the

cylinder are comparatively cool.

“Flash,” it may be well to explain, is the

temperature at which the vapor from the

oil will ignite, and when the expression

“425 flash” is used it signifies that the vapor

from the oil will be ignited at a tem

perature of 425 degrees Fahrenheit, and

incidentally this is just the test that is most

desirable in the lubrication of a water

cooled engine. In the air-cooled cylinder

a different condition exists, as the much

higher temperature to which the cylinder

walls are heated would at once consume an

oil that would serve perfectly in a water

cooled machine, and the destruction or con

sumption of the oil would occur before it

had performed its lubricating functions.

In seeking a proper lubricant, care should

be taken to obtain an oil which will not

“gum” or cause corrosion or oxidation.

Oils containing a large amount of animal

matter should be avoided as the action of

the animal oils on metals is deleterious un

less all the fatty acids have been extracted,

and where it is used for splash lubrication

the oil is apt to saponify, making a clotted

mass in the crank case far too dense to

permit of a sufficient portion of it reaching

the bearings and cylinder walls. Animal

fats have no special value as lubricants, as

compared with mineral oils, and the use of

them simply increases the cost without add

ing to their efficiency.

Where animal oils are used there is lit

tle benefit derived, as these contain oleic

and stearic acids and quickly form a soapy

mass when beaten or churned by the

crank. As an engine lubricant they are al

most an utter failure and have the addi

tional bad feature of deleterous effect on

the metals.

If consumers would obtain the oil best

suited for their purpose, inquiry at any oil

dealer's would result in getting a mineral

lubricant with a flash test of about 425 de

grees for the water cooled cylinder, or from

475 to 525 for air cooled, and which is not

to viscious or dense. Animal and most veg

etable oils should be avoided for reasons

already stated.

Melancholy Sequel to a Merry Ride.

It was a merry automobile ride that

Charles Clark and Edwin Stuetlich took the

other night in Milwaukee in a stolen auto

mobile, so the police say. Clark went to

the beer city some time ago from the East,

to perfect himself in the knowledge of au~

tomobile parts manufactured by the A. O.

Smith Co. W'hile feeling festive, it is

charged. Clark, accompanied by his friend

Stuetlich. broke into the factory by smash

ing a door. took out an automobile and

raced recklessly about the city. Next morn~

ing the car was found abandoned. In pass

ing sentence Judge Neelan remarked that

Clark might spend the next ninety days

gaining useful information about the con

struction of chairs. Sentence was sus

pended on Stuetlich.
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LIGII'I' 0N "UNIVERSAL LIGHTS" LAW

Massachusetts Legislative Committee Hears

Arguments in Its Favor—Horse Driv

ers and Automobilists Agree.

Much light was shed on the question of

lights at

night during a hearing given by the Massa

-requiring all vehicles to carry

chusetts legislatve committee on roads and

bridges on the 25th ult. The Massachusetts

State Automobile Association, the Bay State

the Safe Roads

the Automobile

Owners’ Assoeiation and several of the lead

Automobile Association,

Automobile Association,

ing automobile clubs in the State had repre

sentatives at the capitol in Boston, and

there were present, also, an anti-automobile

element represented by General Luther

Stevenson of Hingham, who said be ap—

peared in behalf of nine—tenths of the peo

ple of the Commonwealth who want more

stringent regulation of motor vehicles. He

read a long dissertation on the evils of the

automobile.

While the hearing was intended to cover

several of the automobile measures pending

in the legislature the greater portion of the

time occupied was given to the two “uni

versal lights" bills. The codification meas

ure was left until late in the session, at the'

suggestion of Colonel William D. Sohier,

president of the Safe Roads Association,

who made the suggestion with the view that

any codification which is made can include

amendments made this year. The two bills

relating to number plates also were de

ferred on the representation of Colonel

Sohier that a new bill had been drafted to

cover the carrying of numbers on cars from

outside the State, substantially as required

of Massachusetts cars, and the proposal to

make it a heavily punishable offense to drive

-a car without its number.

Of the “lights” bills, one entered by E.

\VentworthPrescott was taken up first. In

advocating the proposed legislation Mr.

Prescott related his experience in driving a

horse and carriage, and said that he had

had one collision and numerous narrow es

capes because he was unable to see other

vehicles using rubber tires. In his opinion

the passage of the bill is necessary as a

protection to life. There are often acci

dents caused by fire trucks running down

carriages which cannot be seen on the

roads. Automobiles are required by law to

carry lamps. and other vehicles ought to be

compelled to do the same for the protection

of their owners and occupants. Mr. Pres

cott said he thought the Safe Roads Asso

ciation bill would cover the point better

than his measure.

Colonel Sohier thought it would be diffi

cult to require that the light be seen in all

directions; the term “visible” would seem

to be a sufficient requirement. In most of

the country districts the farmers generally

carry lanterns at night hung under an axle,

but the few teams without lanterns are the

ones that cause trouble.

Elliott C. Lee, president of the Massachu

setts State Automobile Association, favored

having the light so placed that it could be

seen both from front and back. In Europe

it is required that the light be carried on

the side. He stated that the State Asso

tion has voted in favor of the “lights” bill.

Ex'Representative Charles J. Weir, as leg

islative counsel of the State Association,

said that it is not the desire of the peti

tioners to put a hardship upon anybody. The

burden of preventing accidents is now put

entirely upon the automobilists who have to

carry, in order to protect themselves and

others, acetylene lights in addition to the

small lights required by law. In his opin

ion the majority of the farmers now recog

nize the necessity of carrying a light on

their wagons. Mr. Weir said he saw no

need of requiring lamps on sleighs. Colonel

C. L. Young of the Springfield Automobile

Club brought up the question whether the

bill would interfere with the present auto

mobile law regarding the carrying of lamps

on motor vehicles. He thought that the

two should be made uniform so that the

farmers will not have to light their lights

any earlier than the automobilists. He

thought that lights should be required from

an hour after sunset until an hour before

sunrise. Francis Hurtubis, Jr._. in behalf

of the Automobile Owners' Association,

spoke briefly in favor of permitting the

highway Commission to fix the place where

the light shall be carried. In answer to

questions by Representative Cook, Mr.

Weir said that if the bill were passed the

farmer without a light who was run into

would have more trouble than at present

in collecting damages.

Among others who spoke in favor of the

bills was Vice-President L. R. Speare, of

the American Automobile Association and

chairman of the legislative committee of the

State Association, who said that from talks

he has had with farmers he had formed the

opinion that most of them recognize the

value of carrying a light. Dr. V. J. Irwin

of Springfield, a driver of horses, said he

favored the bill for his protection. Dr.

\Valter G. Chase called attention to the fact

that in every civilized country vehicles are

required to carry lights at night. Even in

Malay states, where bullocks and cars are

the principal means of locomotion, the carts

must carry lights.

Speedway Talk at Salt Lake.

Salt Lake automobilists are interested in

the proposition to build an exclusive auto

mobile speedway between that city and Salt

Air, a nearby pleasure resort. The road

would be 15 miles long, 12 miles of the dis

tance in a straight line. Although no de—

tails have been made public it is reported

that the resort management and the local

railway company are both interested in the

proposition.

WILL RESIST DOUBLE TAXATION

Jersey Dealers to Oppose the Frelinghuy

sen Bill—If Enacted I'ts Constitution

ality Will be Tested.

So far as the tradesmen of New Jersey,

represented by the New Jersey State Auto

mobile Dealers’ Association, are concerned,

there will be no more useless and long

winded debates with Senator Joseph S.

Frelinghuysen looking toward a modera

tion in the proposed amendments to the

New Jersey automobile law, contained in

the bill introduced by Senator Frelinghuy

sen. These amendments consist of a slid

ing taxation of vehicles based upon horse

power, from $3 to $100 per year; a sliding

scale for drivers’ licenses, from $1 to $25;

the granting “admission tickets" to non-resi

dent motorists to use New Jersey’s roads,

at a cost of 50 cents per six days, and the

abolition of manufacturers’ and dealers'

blanket licenses, besides several other mi

nor changes.

That there will be no more conferences in

regard to modification was shown Friday

afternoon last, 28th ult., when the dealers

held a meeting in Newark and decided to

test the constitutionality of the licensing

clause, if enacted.

The meeting of the trade association was

an animated one and a resolution attacking

the constitutionality of the proposed act

was unanimously indorsed and a plan of

battle decided upon. The meeting was at

tended by a majority of the members, all of

whom were determined in the stand taken

by the association. The resolution says

that the association is unqualifiedly and line

alterably opposed to the high, prohibitive

and inequitable license fees proposed, and

will seek the necessary funds by combining

with the various automobile clubs of the

State to test the constitutionality of the dou

ble taxation proposed under the form of li

cense or registration. The resolution is as

follows:

_Resolved, That.th‘e New Jersey Automo

bile Trade Association, meeting in confer>

ence for further discussion of proposed

amendments to the automobile law, is un

qualifiedly and unalterably opposed to

the high, prohibitive and inequitable

license fees proposed, and that whatever

funds be necessary to subscribe to the

end _of securing their defeat is hereby au

thorized. It is further

_Resolved, That the New Jersey Automo

bile Trade Association combine with the

various automobile clubs of the State and

test the constitutionality of the double tax~

ation proposed under the cloak of license

or_ registration. That it is the opinion of

this association that the constitutionality of

this principle be tested in the highest courts.

and that ever effort be made to put auto

mobilists on t e same footing as every other

user of the highways. Further, that this as

sociation is_ opposed to any change in the

administration of the department, and that

every economy should be practised and

the department not be made a political ma
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chine to be used for political purposes.

Also, that this association is in favor of

a law requiring all vehicles to display lights

at night, and that every influence be brought

to bear to secure the enactment of such

legislation.

R. A. Greene and \N. H. Ellis of Newark,

and George Blakeslce of Jersey City. were

appointed a committee with full power to

act, to confer with representatives from the

associated automobile clubs of the State.

to the end that a reasonable law be enacted

which will meet with the approval and re

spect of every antomobilist, resident and

non-resident, using the highways of the

State. The tradesmen will seek the aid of

the Boards of Trade throughout the State

in its fight.

The action of the dealers was made on

the principle that the State should not ex

act from the automobilist in license fees

more than is absolutely required for the

carrying on of the work of the automobile

department, certainly not a tax intended, in

part or as a whole, for the maintenance of

the State road system. This and other

kindred points will come up for discussion

at a meeting of representatives of the va

rious associated automobile clubs of the

State to be held at the New Jersey Automo—

bile and Motor Club in Newark on Friday

night of this week, 6th inst. Senator Fre

linghuysen, father of the existing New Jer

sey automobile law and author of the pro

posed iniquitous amendments, has promised

to attend and will doubtless learn just how

"high" in the esteem of motorists he is

held.

That the meeting will not be one for com

promise, is made plain by the officials of

the New Jersey organization. Thev em

phatically state that they have abandoned

the policy of concession and compromise

which has governed their action for the

last two years, and will make use of every

power at their disposal, political as well as

otherwise, to make their influence felt. The

action of the dealers in passing the resolu

tion is fully approved and concurred in by

the Newark club, and it is thought that all

the other clubs in the State will use every

influence to prevent the passage of the pro

posed Frelinghuysen amendments even if

they are reported from committee.

The North Jersey Automobile Club,

which has its headquarters in Paterson, also

has officially gone on record as opposed to

the Frelinghuysen amendments, but the Pat

ersonians imply a willingness to comprom

ise, as evidenced in the following resolu

tion, passed at the last meeting of the club:

Be it resnlved, That the North Jersey

Automobile Club strenuously opposes the.

automobile bill and its proposed amend

ments politically and legally, unless we can

obtain the following changes: A reasonable

speed limit; reciprocal privileges to foreign

automobilists; elimination of the persecu

tion by constables and justices of the

peace.

It is evident that the fight against unjust

legislation as practiced upon autoniobilists

in New Jersey is not going to be a half

hearted attair, as it has been in the past.

New Jersey numbers several thousand in

fluential citizens among its motorists, and

their inuuence with members of the legis

lature doubtless will make itself felt if the

aggressiveness which already has been man

ifested is continued in the fight against un

just automobile legislation, and there is no

reason to expect a change in attitude.

Automobile Freight Line Project.

An automobile freight company to oper

ate between Camden and Atlantic City, N.

J., is said to be in progress of formation.

'following the successful inauguration of a

similar service by a large Camden concern

which does considerable business with At

lantic City. As yet the names of the back

ers of the new project have been kept in the

background. It is declared that the Cam

den firm saves $60 on every load of goods

it sends to Atlantic City, over what it

would cost to send the same merchandise

by railroad or trolley, and it is this fact

which has prompted the formation of a reg‘

ular express service between Camden,

which virtually would mean Philadelphia.

and the seashore resort. in view of the

hard, level roads all the way between Cam

den and Atlantic City, there is no doubt of

an automobile express service being possible.

 

Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Muttlers,

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELESS~ RUSTLESS

MOOTH—PAINT ADHERES FIRMLY

Etc.

A Metal That’s A Time and Money Saver

THE STARK ROLLING MILL COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO
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Automobilist Scores a Legal Point.

The question whether an automobile is

a road vehicle in the ordinary acceptation

of the term has arisen in one of the Penn

sylivania courts, and an opinion has been

'handed down which, as far as it goes, is in

contrast with the recent decision of the

Massachusetts Supreme Court, denying that

roads must be made safe and convenient for

automobiles. W. W. Scranton is prosecut

ing a suit having as an ultimate object the

opening to automobiles of the Laurel Run

turnpike, the action having been filed in the

court at \Nilkes-Barre.

Mr. Scranton was refused the privileges

of that road while driving a car from

Scranton to \Vilkcs-Barre and his action is

based on that refusal. The turnpike com

pany in replying to his bill of particulars

averred that the automobile is a vehicle not

available for the road; that the turnpike

was not built for motor machines, and that

an automobile is a conveyance not generally

used. and much different from a carriage

to which horses are attached. Scranton met

these averments by the contention that they

are immaterial, improper and impertinent.

This view was taken by Judge Lynch, who

handed down an opinion on the 27th ult.,

ordering the averments stricken from the

answer.

Mail Carrier’s Profitable Automobile.

Emporia, Kan., has a motoring mail car

rier in the person of George E. Mays, who

covers a 27-mile route leading out of the

city. Mays began carrying mail in 1894,

and the high prices for horses and feed and

the expense for buggies and harness led him

to think of the automobile. Securing per

mission from the authorities at \Vashing

ton, Mays purchased a runabout, and has

been using it successfully in the delivery

of mail. \Vith horses it formerly took him

from six to seven hours to cover his route;

now, three hours is sufficient. He has kept

tabs on running expenses and states that

30 to 35 cents for gasolene and oil per trip

is all that it has cost him. After the mail

is delivered each day Mays uses his car

for livery purposes, thus adding materially

to his income.

Quick Work in Mail Delivery.

Practical demonstration of the value of

the automobile for mail service was made

last Saturday. 29th ult., by James Miller,

_Ir., who covers the \Vest Hartford rural

free delivery route, in Connecticut. .\liller's

route is approximately 22% miles in length

and the average time required for covering

it is about five hours. On Saturday morn

ing Miller started out with a small run

about, and was timed by Postmaster F. M.

Buckland. He had to make a larger num

ber of stops than usual on account of a flood

of advertising postal cards. the total of

stops at mail boxes numbering 190. The

time occupied was 1 hour and 55 minutes.

Much of the highway traveled was rough

and icy. Miller's outfit includes two horses

and he thinks of making a permanent

change to the automobile, estimating that

not only would the cost of gasolene, oil

and ordinary repairs be less than that of

maintaining his horses, but unusual repairs

and wear would be offset by the occasional

loss of one of the faithful but hard worked

 

 
  

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

animals.

Five Passenger Touring Car $2000

Three Passenger Runabout $2000

AN ATTRACTIVE CAR AT AN ATTRAC'IIVE

PRICE

SPECIFICATIONSjEngine, 4 cylinders, 4'4x4%

28-30 brake horsepower. Transmission, 3 speeds

and reverse, selective, Timken bearings.

109 inches;

Body, sheet metal, straight line t pe, roomy and com

fortable. Tires, 32x3%, quick d)et

tional. Frame. pressed steel, 4% inches _

axle, single I-beam drop forgin , ball bearings.

axle. bevel gear drive. enclose

Ignition. s nchronized jump spar .

2,200 lbs.

orwar

Wheel base,

tread, standard; clutch, cone leather.

achable; make op

deep. Front.

n _Rear

t pe r0 er bearings.

' Weight. emptyJ

actual, not catalogue).

Represented in Greater New York by

THE PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.,

Selden Motor Vehicle Company, Rochester,N.Y.

M . . It.

1620 Broadway

embers A. L

Agencies Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

 

  

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

T-'"illmerican Ball-Bearintflu.

L. S. & NI. 8. Ry. & Edgwator Park

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.I.A.
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Zerolene, the new carbon

proof, frost-proof, trouble-proof oil,

does away for once and all with every

uncertainty and mistake of automobile lub—

rication. Zerolene leaves practically no deposit

of carbon in cylinders or on spark plugs. This oil

is produced in only one place in the world.

lilllililli
Auto-Lubricating Oil

Is the only oil that Is suitable alike to all gasoline en

gines and all temperatures. It "works" freely and

reliably in zero weather or in midsummer hr-nt. Re

member, thcre is only one lrarlo onerolene.

\ ' This one grade will give perfect service in every

gasoline engine regardless of type or season. it is

put up in sealed can. with patent spout that prevents

non-refilling. This non-refilling feature protects

on from damage by substitution of Interior oils.

Lei-olene is also put up in barrels for garage trade.

Sold by dealers everywhere.

STANDARD 0". COMPANY

(Incorporated)

 

  

Remember (hi: label

and the protection of

the non-"filling can.

  

_
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SEARHLIle-llge IZ§OJECTOR

BADGER BRASS MFG CO

KENOSHA.IS
 

THE SOLAR NAMEPLATE

on a lamp or generator is a

POSITIVE GUARANTEE to the user

that he has the BEST in lighting

equipment.

Solar Lamps have more brass—less

solder —and riveted parts; therefore more

durable. Fewer parts—therefore more simple

Special Bausch & Lomb

mirrors—and each lamp tested as to accuracy

of focus: thereforeM Specify Solar

—the standard lamp of the automobile.

Badger Brass Manufacturing Company

Two Factories:

KENOSIIA, Wis., 436 11th Ave. NEW YORK

  

in construction.

 

w nunvnnummns
that's what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ '

Carburetor

which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET us GIVE YOU mnoamvrron.

THE WESTERN MOTOR 80., Looanaport, Ind.

  

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Motors "Rutenbcr" CarburetorsI and Sup

plies. Light Soft Gray Iron, rass and Aluminum Castings.

 
 

‘QA RELIABLE

‘"_ DAYTON
MOTOR CAR

"The First Ileal Successor

to the llorse"

A thoroughly practical motor

, car for everyday service the

' year around. Embraces the

proved principles of standard

motor car construction

together with the benefits of

the 20-inch road clearance.

high wheels and solid tires. A

car which is not only cflicicnt.

but can be used many years at low maintenance Your money's worth.

both first cost and uh-kcep in miles traveled—let us send descriptive catalog.

Reliable Dayton Motor Car Co., Dept. 14. Chicago, Ill.

  

Triumph Grease, What Is It?
flit is the newest production of auto grease, and benefitting by the cx

pericnce of other makers, we have produced the best one yet. “We do not

imitate any one, nor follow any other maker’s plans. Our grease is

spongy when made—it is spongy all the time, but it does not melt or run

out. “It never gets-hard or stifl so that it will not do its work properly—

no matter how cold the weather is. It is made of the purest and best

lubricants to be found, and compounded in such a manner as to produce

what the auto user has long wanted. 11A grease that will lubricate from

start to finish, and will last long enough to pay for the trouble of putting

it in the machine, and then staying right there like a good clerk attending

to its own business constantly, and does not need punching up and renew

ing every few days, and leaves the machine clean and not all grease when

through using it. “It is the red thorn in the side of the old fogy grease,

or the non-fluid oil makers. It is always RED. No other grease like it,

and it is not like any other greaac. So we are not imitators in any sense

of the word. “Buy it, and try it, and if not all we claim for it, any

dealer will refund all expense it has been to you.

The Perfection Grease Company, South Bend, Ind.

 
   

 

 
 

  

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN MOTORCYCLES

The Bicycling World

ELdMOtOl'CYClO Review

WILL INTEREST YOU

Puersrran Evslv Sarusnav AT

l54 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

$3" affirm Copies
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The Week'a Patents.

875,542. Tire Valve Stem Protector.

Charles W. Lurtey. Little Rock, Ark. Filed

May 15, 1906. Serial No. 316,900.

The combination with a tire having inner

and outer sections, of a valve stem machan

ism projecting from the tire, and a stem

protector comprising a base nlate that is

located between _the tire sections, said plate

being longitudinally and transversely

curved, and an open ended sleeve project

ing from the_base plate and from' the tire

and surrounding the projecting portion of

the valve stem.

875,556. Vehicle Fender. Jacob L

Schureman, Chicago, Ill., assignor to Ap

pliance Manufacturing Company. Chicago,

Ill, a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Feb.

21, 1907. Serial No. 358,616.

1. A vehicle fender comprising, in com-'

bination, an impact bar, supporting rods

connected with said bar, guiding supports

adapted to be secured to the sides of a ve

hicle and in which said rods are guidedly

supported between their ends, cushioning

means for the bar interposed between it

and said guiding supports, and guide brack

ets adapted to be secured on opposite sides

of a vehicle and having elongated guide

slots in which the rear ends of said rods are

removably confined.

875,693. Vehicle Spring Check. Herbert

Cottrell, Newark. N. _I. Filed Jan. 9, 1907.

Serial No. 351,410.

1. A _vehicle spring check, comprising a

longitudinally divided clamping case, adapt

ed to be attached to vehicle body, and to b(

adjusted in clamping frictional contact with

an internal cylindrical crank hub provided

with circumferential wedge rings upon its

surface, and a lever arm and connecting rod,

to attach to lower spring or axle; to resist

rapid spring compression or extension; sub

stantiall as described.

875,716. Carburetter. for Explosive En

gines. Adele A. Longuemare, Paris, France.

Filed Nov. 11, 1905. Serial No. 286.878.

1. In a carburetter the combination of

an atomizer for the fuel. a choke tube sur

rounding the atomiZer, said choke tube com—

prising the frusta of two hollow cones con

nected by their smaller ends, a valve seat

formed by the base of the lower frustum, a

supplemental air valve adapted to fit the

valve seat on the choke tube. an inclosing

casing surrounding the air valve, a helical

spring arranged between the top of the

valve and the casing and adapted to press

the valve upon its seat, said spring being

capable of being overcome by a reduction

of pressure within the casing, and means for

controlling the movement of the valve sub

stantially as set forth.

875,726. Vehicle Wheel and Tire There

for. Valentine H. McDowell, Lynn. Mass

Filed Sept. 14, 1906. Serial No. 334,641.

1. An elastic tire adapted to contain air,

and provided with a plurality of clencher

engaging flanges separated by a space at

each edge of its base portion, the body of

the tire and said flanges being reinforced

by continuous textile fabric embedded

therein.

875,759. Shock Absorber. Lawrence

“'hitcomb, Brookline, Mass. Filed July 10,

1907. Serial No. 383.044.

1. In a shock absorber. in combination,

a hollow member capable of being attached

to the vehicle spring or axle. a err-operating

member with said hollow member, cork in

serts in one of said parts, an expander, a

threaded rod secured to said expander, a

 

threaded sleeve or nut adjustable on said

threaded rod and engaging said co-operat

ing member to limit the movement of said

expanded and thereby regulate the pressure

of said cosoperating member, substantially

as described.

875,766. Vehicle Attachment. Frank R.

Allen, Passaic, N. J. Filed May 15, 1907.

Serial No. 373,736.

1. In combination with a vehicle body,

and the running gear thereof, strips secured

to the under side of said body, tracks se

cured to the running gear and being dis

posed in vertical alignment with said strips,

and guiding members each having a horizon

tal portion between said strips and tracks

and a downwardly and inwardly extendini'.s

part engaging the top. side and bottom

faces of said tracks.

875.800. Friction Clutch Pulley. John

Gilson, Port Washington, Wis, assignor to

Gilson Manufacturing Company, Port

\Vashington, “is, a Corporation. Filed

May 11, 1907. Serial No. 373.061.

1. In a friction pulley, the combination

with a rotatable shaft. of a clutch member

fixed thereon and having a hub and friction

disc, a bolt loosely engaging the hub at one

end and threaded at its other end, a second

clutch member slidable upon the outer end

of the hub and rotatably engaging the bolt,

 

Fedders Radiators

will cool such can as the Pierce, Thomas Packard

Runabout and National for 1908. How about your

order.

If you want to learn about a REAL COOLER, get

our catalogue.

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS, Bufialo, N. Y.

 

 

Why not equip your car

with a Splitdorf Coil and

be totally free from all

ignition troubles?

 
 

HINTS All) FOR SALE.

15 cents per line of seven words, cab with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

W ANTED—Position by man of good ap

pearance and education and engin

eering ability; thoroughly familiar with gas

and steam engines and automobiles gen‘

erally. Competent to design, drive or sell.

E. \V. G., care Motor World.

FOR SALE—No. 14 sliding gear trans

missions; 90 bodies, primed only; 75

bodies, painted only; 72 bodies, painted and

trimmed; 69 sets bevel drive axles and

hubs; 130 frames, unassembled; 30 frames,

assembled; 35 radiators; 50 tanks; 59 two

cylinder opposed engines, 5%,5; 105 sets

springs; 48 mufflers; 98 sets universal

joints; 47 steering wheels, 14—inch; also va

rious quantity of other parts, all suitable

for 2.000 pound touring car or runabout.

RANDS MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.
 

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for next

season. Write me to see how rnuch I can

save you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless. and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

g. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

 

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

le sets or the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

ERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

THE METEO

The Car that

 

5O

H.P.

F I

w
A ddrn:

METEOR MOTOR CAR CO., Beltandorf, la.

 

“AURORA”

Runabuut $775—20 H. P.

Gommomlal Wagon $1000—20 H. P.

Live proposition to agents.

AURORA MOTOR WORKS,

W my” ”

Let me lend to you the new Maxwell catalogue. which

is one of the few cntalogues that really tells things. Let

me give you the name of the Maxwell representative in

your locality. He will be glad to give you a demonstrm

tion or refer you to Maxwell ownerl.

MAXWELL-BRISCOB MOTOR 60.

Member: A. M. C. M. A.

Aurora, 111.

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

ETHONIAS

mum's ONLY nunv

jNEW YDBK-PABIS BABE
 

     

  

P. 0. Box 106 Tlrrytown. New York

TYPE (3 50 DP 0 '

MnnsYu/AHIPowerful and

4 I 1 L36 2800?: wrm ruumo 3000}! Completely

Fast ’ Appointed

Of the highest possible grade throughout.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO» Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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a pulley loosely mounted on the hub of the

fixed clutch member between the friction

disc and slidable clutch member, and a nut

adapted to move the slidable clutch member

against the outer end of the pulley.

875,892. Mechanical Movement. Tracy

V. Buckwalter, Altoona, Pa. Filed March

21, 1907. Serial No. 363,558.

1_. The combination of a shaft, a wheel, a

universal joint having a pivotal connection

to said shaft and a pivotal connection with

"1.881(‘1 wheel, a wheel movable about an

axts transverse to said shaft, and means

for connecting said wheels so that one is

driven from the other.

875,907. Sparking Device.

Gilbough, Chicago, 111.

Serial No. 349,554.

1. In a sparking device, the combination

of a tubular plug adapted for connection

With an engine cylinder, a cylinder mounted

thereon and in communication with said

plug, a piston movable in said cylinder and

having a stem projecting beyond the outer

end of the cylinder, a vibratory electrode

extending into said tubular plug, an actuat

ing member for said vibratory electrode,

and a pawl connected with said actuating

member located in the path of the piston

stem, whereby the piston serves during its

Benjamin G.

Filed Dec. 26, 1906.

outward movement to move said actuating .

member through the medium of said pawl,

the pawl being so arranged with relation to

the piston stem as to be released to permit

said actuating member to return to its nor

mal position when the. piston reaches the

outer end of its traverse.

875.942. Acetylene Lamp and Lighting

Device for Automobiles and Other Vehi

cles. Svend M. Meyer, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to George Clinton Batclieller, New

York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 21, 1905. Serial

No. 292,852.

1. An acetylene lamp and, self-lighting

system for vehicles comprising an acety

lene generator and an electric battery

mounted together in a connecting frame; a

series of suitably arranged lamps, conduc

tors connecting from the battery to the sev

eral lamps and a switch closing the cir

cnits through the several lamps for lighting

selected lamps at the will of the operator,

subtsantially as described.

875.991. Air Cooling Apparatus for Ex

plosive Engines. John E. Gilson. Port

\Yashington, \'\'is., assignor to Gilson Man

nfacturing Company. Port \Yashington.

\\'is. Filed May 16, 1907. Serial No. 374,

056.

1. An explosive engine cylinder, a rotary

fan supported in connection with the cyl

inder parallel to same, and a circular casing

for the fan having a hood extension inclined

inward toward the axis of said fan beyond

the cylinder head.

875,994. Tire. \Villiam D. Harris. Phil

adelpliia, Pa., assignor to Harris Tire 8:

Rubber Co., Philadelphia, Pa., :1 Corpora

tion of Maine. Filed May 16. 1905, Serial

.\'o. 260,707. Renewed Feb. 2. 1907. Serial

.\'o. 355,472.

1. A tire including a body of fabric, a

tread portion of resilient material outside

of the same, and a series of fibers extending

throuin the tread portion in a line substan

tially perpendicular to the wearing surface

thereof and abutting upon a body of fabric.

with a second body of fabric engaging said

perpendicular fibers for spacing and holding

them in position. substantially as described.

876,034. Steering Device for Automobiles

Thatcher P. \Vilson and \\'alter W. \Vil

son, Longbeach, Cal. Filed March 11, 1907.

Serial No. 361,642.

1. The herein described means to steer an

automobile, comprising in combination with

the drag link of the automobile, a shifting

bar pivotally mounted on the frame, one end

of which is slidingly engaged to the drag

link, and carrying on the rear end thereof

a boss revoluny mounted thereon adapted

to enter into a groove in the periphery of

a revoluble cylinder; a revoluble cylinder

keyed to a gear shaft and having an annular

groove therein, the said gear shaft being

workany connected with the steering wheel.

876,070. Automobile. Walter W. Mac

farren, Pittsburg, Pa., assignor to William

H. Donner, Pittsburg, Pa. Filed July 23,

1906. Serial No. 327.328.

1. The combination with a vehicle, of

steering mechanism comprising a substan

tially vertical sectional steering shaft, con

nection between each section of said shaft

and a pair of wheels to steer the same, and

a clutch mechanism adapted to connect the

said shaft sections so that they will rotate

either in the same or opposite directions.

876,104. Steering Knuckle for Automo

biles. Hinsdale Smith, Springfield. Mass.

Filed Feb. 13, 1907. Serial No. 357,179.

1. In a steering knuckle, the combination

with the fixed axle and a stationary up

right post at the end thereof, of a rotatable

sleeve bearing a stub journal inclosing said

post and having an integral cap covering

the top thereof, said sleeve having a lateral

axlc receiving opening extending upward

from its bottom, whereby the sleeve may be

slipped down into position from the upper

end of the spindle.

876.154. Shock Deadener for

Gaston Dumond, Paris. France.

30, 1906. Serial No. 328.465.

A double acting shock absorber for ve»

hicles comprising a closed cylinder contain

ing a fluid and an arch-shaped piston of such

diameter as to provide a space between it

and the wall of the cylinder, thereby estab

lishing communication between that por

tion of the cylinder above the piston and

that portion be10w it, said piston' further

provided with a port. and a spring con

trolled double-acting valve mounted in said

port. said port further establishing com

mnnication between that portion of the cyl

inder above the piston and that portion be

low it.

876.168. Vehicle \‘Vheel. lra 1.. Good

rich. Curpertiuo. Cal. Filed Feb. 9, 1906.

Serial No. 300.239.

1. In a wheel construction. the combina

tion of a stationary axle, a sleeve rotatable

thereon. a hollow htib having a limited ra

dial movement relative to the sleeve, an

annular air cushion between said sleeve and

hub, fixed and movable annular flanges at

the ends of the sleeve, said hub having an

nular ends opposing said flanges, said

flanges each having an annular groove and

a series of balls within said groove and em

gaging the contiguous surface of the an

nular end head of the hub, and annular

packings between the and heads of the hub

and the flanges. one of said packings being

arranged outside of the series of balls and

the other packing being arranged inside of

the same series of balls whereby a dust‘

proof joint is formed.

876,210. Carburetter. John ll Miller,

Bridgeport. Conn. Filed Aug. 6, l906. Se

rial NO. 329,373.

Vehicles.

Filed July

1._ In a carburetter, the combination of

an inlet for a hydrocarbon liquid, an air in

let f0r_the purpose of bringing air into con

tact With said hydrocarbon liquid so as ti.

form an explosive mivture, a movable baffle

plate for partially obtsructing the flow of

air through said air inlet, a lever supporting

said_baffle plate, a cylindrical member en

circling said lever, and a lug of arcuate

form mounted upon said cylindrical member

and provided with a level face for control

ing quantitatively the degree of movement

of said lever.

876,214. Vehicle Wheel. John H. Mor

ris, Omaha, Neb. Filed June 15, 1906. Se

rial No. 321,864.

_ l. A vehicle wheel, comprising a tubular

rim, a hub, a disc fixed thereto, hollow

spokes fixed to the hub and disc, a pair of

springs detachably fixed to the outer end

of each spoke and being yieldingly attached

to the hollow rim.

876,272. Means for Flexibly Connecting

Parts of a Vehicle to a Frame. Edward J.

Gulick, Mishawaka, Ind. Filed Feb. 21,

1907. Serial No. 358,712.

1. In combination with a frame mem

ber, and a supported member, of a socket on

one of said members and a ball-on the

other member to constitute a ball and

socket joint, a bolt extending through said

members, and a spring surrounding the

lower end of the shank of said bolt and se

cured beneath said frame member, whereby

said frame and supported members are

yieldingly secured together, substantially as

described.

876,287. Carburetter.

iains, Philadelphia, Pa.

Serial No. 273,832.

1. A carburetter having a hydrocarbon

passage, a valve for controlling said pas

sage, a plurality of ducts into which said

passage discharges, an air passage discharg

ing through said ducts, and a valve for con

trolling said ducts and air passage.

876,351. Motor Wagon. August l-loedt,

Peterawe, near Obersitzko, Germany. Filed

April 5, 1907. Serial 'No. 366.481.

1. In a motor carriage the combination,

an axle, a friction wheel on this axle, a fric

tion disc in tangent with the said friction

wheel, the axle which is connected with the

said friction disc, the gearing running with

the friction disc, the casing fixed to the

gearing, the differential mechanism in the

casing, two axles protruding from the said

casing made movable and shiftable by the

universal joints, and turnably arranged in

the bearings, springs holding the said bear

ings and fastened on the axle. toothed

wheels fixed at the ends of the said axles

adapted to engage with the teeth of the re

spective wheels, the latter wheels being

connected with the wheels. two 'hollow

axles on the said axle having guiding ribs

friction wheels having grooves engaging

with the said ribs and adapted to be shifted

by the sockets which are sliding on the bar

having right and left screws, friction

clutches at the utmost ends of the said ho]

low axles, a bar supported parallel to_the

axle, arms and rings on this bar, the rings

of which are adapted to slide in a groove

of the hollow axles which are fastened by

screws on the axle and also adapted to be

coupled with the said friction clutches.

means enabling the coupling consisting of

the springs fastened to the rings adapted

to press the friction part 22 against said

friction clutches, means for steering both

the pair of wheels by turning the respective

axles in the same, but opposite angles, sub

stantially as shown and described.

Morris L. \Vill

Filed Aug. 11, 1905.
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$375and

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

——no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relia~

ble. Double cylinder—9-I0 H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumption. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

er'll today for Catalogue and "WI/I“!

W. H. KIBLINGBR COMPANY

Box m. 250 AUBURN, mo.

  

 

WE MAKE CASTINGS

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY CO.

Pottstown, Pa.

 

 

. STA-RITE PLUGS
Save a lot of i nition troublesx because

they “Stay Rig t the longest!’ Don't

take our word for it,—try a STA-RITE

and see for Ourself. Double or srn le

Porcelain —l\fica or Magnet0,—all kin .

All Good Dealers.

THE R. E. HARDY CO-.

85 Watts St., New York City

  

 

Ask an about

W

Ready-Plated Tires.

They reduce tire expense

CO vTINENI‘AL CAOUTCIIOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street, New York City.

“Kelp your c]: on Contr'ntnlalr"

 

 

 
 THE

I N D E X

18 RIGHT

Built to outwear an auto and It will

Send/or Booklet

Ind ex Speed Indlcntor 00.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

 

A. 0. SMITH BO.
Makers of

High-Grade Axles

1
.i. 

Pressed Steel Frames

  

Steering Columns Transmissions

Steel Stampings at All Klnds

Send Prints [0r list/mu”;

243 Clinton Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

  

 
P

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K S O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4¢Cylinder

Runabouts Roadsters Touring Cars,

15 II. ., 24 H. ., 35 H. P.

Prices, $850, $I,250, $1,500, $2,00.

I'OKSOII AUTOMOBILE 00 Jaclsnn. Mich.

 

 
 

 

  

 

Eliminate: llulnt Exnoriments for “Talking Points.“

Studebaker Automobi e 00. South Bend. Indiana

 

 

 
 

 

\rlr|I||rllrrl /

— ALUMINUM scores

_ I. M. QUINBY 8: CO. _

 

_,

  

EST 1834

_ timing. lrrilllm. IEIIII. I. i. —

FRANKLIN

Automobiles

The cost of a motor car is different from

the price. \‘Vrrte for catalogue which ex

plains Franklin high-power at low cost.

II. II. FRANKLIN MFG. CO.,", LSyracuse. N. Y.

  

 

 

 

Volt

A l

'i'r'ri'o‘of' How Are Your Batteries ?

A CONNECTICUT VOLT

AMMFI'ER WILL TELL YOU

Guaranteed . and the price is

right, send for catalogue and trade

discoun ts.

CONNECTICUT

TELEPHONE and ELECTRIC (10., Inc.

Meriden, Conn.

Arnrneler

on! .

 
 

  

1908 Model 1). 50 H. P.

New factory, Saginaw, Mich.

Complete catalogue now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

Broadway, cor. 56th St., ew York.

 

 

 

.3. WEAE’.‘
Lie. Under Selden Pat.

Guaranteed One Year

Palmer & Singer Mig. Co.

1620-22-24 Broadway, New York

1321 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

5250 "success"
AUTOMOBILE

The Original Auto-Buggy

Practical, durable, economical

and absolutelv safe. light,

strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy,

Suita le for city or country use.

bpeed from 4 to 20 miles an

hour. Our 190? Model has an extra powerful engine,

gatent ball-bearing wheels; price $275. Also 10 h. p.,

_400._ Rubber Trres, $25 extra. Write for descrip

tive literature.

    

 

 

 

/|||l|||||||| |\

 

 

 

 

 

 

DIAMOND cirrus a Mrs co.

150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat. I895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY 130..

366 lIrnIe Ave.,

Springfield, Hall.

  

 

 
 

 
 

Motor Car Accessories

ifnrk Plugs, Cable, Switches, Lamps

orna Goggles Auto Clothing an

Wet eather Equipment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue free.

THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

I“ Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch.

 

 

' Auto lum It]. Co., Inc. 531 lie Ballvm At... St. iouh, Ilo

McCORD

LUBRIOATORS — RADIATORS
"Marks of a Good Motor Car"

 

NchIIVI COPPER-ASBESTOS GASKETS

lVlcOORD & COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 
 

J

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

i (the motor “(Lillorlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of—___

 

 

F
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QIMIOTTI

GARAGE

New York Gify

l l0th St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

 

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting.

Tel. 2686 River.

Try us.

  

 

Wico Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

Each

Guaranteed

One

Year

541 West 434 St. New York

 

  

WITHEIBEE IGNITER C0.

 
 

Belore You Buy a Car

telephone 3 Mitchell agent and tell him you

want to be shown the “silent argument" the

Mitchell offers in demonstration. . He'll be

glad to show you—call him up—it’s worth

money to on ii on are thinking of buying

an automo iie. (No 0in ation.)

MITCHELL MOT R CAR CO.,

279 Mitchell St... RacineI Wis.

HAYNES

Always Has A Perfect Soon

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Members A. L. A. H. KOKOMO, IND.

Oldnl Autvmoéilr Manufacturers in Amtrak-a

le Yoruc. 17l5 Broadway—Cmcaoo. 1702 Michigan Av.

  

 

 

Logan I908 Modal Tflna Ton Truck .

A truck equipped with a Iour cylinder air cooled

20 H. P. motorI built for service and fitted to carry

its load day in and day out under all conditions. For

detailed description address

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CHILLICOTHE. 01110.

You Can Salely

Rest Your Reputation

CLEVELAND-CANTON Srnmes
They Will Uphold It Worthlly

CLEVEUIIil-IMIITOII SPRING 00., Canton, 0hi0

 

 

THE BICYCLING WORLD

and MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Will Interest You. Published Every Sat

urday at

THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.

154 Nassau Street, New York City.

$2.“) per Year. Specimen Copies Gratis.

 

“REMY MAGNETO"
' Means absolute reliability

of the

REMY ELEOTRIO 00.,

ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

Indmon, Ind.

   

wnarrnn '
AJAX n 2 AD TIRES

Gnaranleedior 5,000 Miles Riding

Write ior copy of Guarantee

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Ofiice, 57th St.& Broadway, New York

AGENTS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

 
 

 

Is yours an Oberdorfer?

Water St.,

 

Better Because Regular

An_ Oberdorier Pump never “sticks.” It works

day ln and day out in a uniform manner.

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Syrac

 

use, N. Y.

 

 

LAVALETTE 8: CO.

80% of Magnetos

used in 6-cyiinder cars are

EISEIMNN ngh-Tonslon MAGNEIDS

"2 West 420 Street. NEW YORK
  

 

 
 

MADE IN NEW HAVEN

 

KEEPYOUR EYE ON

  

 

  

%)
  

SI E-WIIIE SULIII mom“ TIRES

run WORLD'S STANDARD

FIRESTBIE TIRE ll RUBBER 00.. Akron, Ohio

 

 

 

 

For catalogue, address

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO UFO. CO.

 

 

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

SMITH AUTO. CO., MPRS.

TOPBKA, KANSAS

M

MICHELIN
FRANCE ENGLAND

ITALY AMERICA

ICI'IELIN TIRE CO., Milltown, N. J.

  

 

 

 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK QBSORBER

ark

The Device that made Safe,

Automobiling

E. V. Hartford. Pres.

will?“
Write ior Rough Road Booklet to Department I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

66 Vestry St.. New York

Cemiortable

Apperson Policy

“ QUALITY NOT QUANTITY”

I! you want a good car-Inn'th us

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Kokomo, Indiana. Members A. L. A. M.
 

 

 

spokes.

  

Hen

nuts which hold

security. In

Nuts Tilli Raquin Tlghllnlng

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

I this care should be taken not to throw

sprocket out of line—From “Motor World," August 8, ’07.

CC

doin

After considerable use the bolts

holding the sprocket rings to the

the

Use Columbla Lock Nuts

OOLUMIIA NUT l IOLT co.. Ino.. lfldgoporr, 00ml.

 

TheBall Transmission ,r'

\

IIi

  

ilu- AutomobilggtiiotorBoats 'iiiiii'I'

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

56 GREENPOINT AVE.,BROOKLYN, N. Y.
 

 

NE

CHICAGO—20

WA

 

WEAI

ortlan

ITE A

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO., TRENTON, N. J.

W YORK—148 Chambers St. and Broadway and 73d St.

LlSslIe Street and I615 Wsh

FOBES AUTO SUPPLY CO., P

FOBES AUTO SUPPLY CO. Scottie,

ash Avenue.

Oregon.

sshnifton.

UTO S PPLY C

reEmpi .55.?
BOSTON—292 Devonshire Street.

BUFFALO—9 West Huron Street.

DENVER AUTO GOODS CO. ‘Dcnver‘ Colo.

PENN AUTO SUPPLY CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

0.. Providence. R. X.
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FRA N K L I N

Automobiles

No wonder heavy automobiles are los

ing favor. The extra weight is no longer

needed.’

Excessive weight belongs to the early experimental days. There is no excuse for it

in a modern built automobile. It is a defect and a drawback, and unreasonably expensive.

We recently weighed nine different makes of 5-passenger water-cooled automobiles.

The average weight was a third more than that of the 5-passenger Franklin Type D.

None. of these machines has more strength, or more carrying ability than Type D.

But their extra weight required a third more power to do the work; 37 horse-power to do

what Type D does with 28 horse-power.

Type D weighs only 2200 pounds; Type C Touring-car 1600 pounds; and Type H

six-cylinder, 7-passenger touring car 2600 pounds. The average six-cylinder, 7-passenger

automobile weighs about 4000 pounds. Think of the difference that makes in gasoline

consumed and tires worn out.

The light-weight Franklins are economical; and they are easy to handle and com

fortable. You get the full benefit of them.

Before buying any automobile see it weighed on the scales, with your own eyes; and

compare it with a Franklin of similar passenger capacity.

The weight question is a vital one.

Write for the catalogue describing Franklin Models.

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N.Y._

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,
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GABR|EL AUTO ACCESSORIES

The Gabriel Exhaust Horn adds tone to the car in

more ways than one. Their practical value for

necessary warnings is greater than any other because

of their carrying power and the tone being musical warns without startling. Can be attached to any

type of steam or gasoline cars or motor boats regardless of size or number of cylinders.

  

The principle on which Gabriel Shock Absorbers are built is the simplest of any made. They

permit a free and natural play of the springs while riding over slight int qualities and by opposing

friction in exact proportion to the heavier shocks or jolts prevent the springs from going too

far up or down; stopping them gradually without shock.

Gabriel Shock Absorbers were used upon the Oldsmobile “ MUDLARK" recently driven

by Mr. Ralph Owen from New York City to New Orleans, who says of them: “On my

last year's trip I broke sixteen springs. This year while I have driven over even worse

roads, I have not broken a single spring. Before starting 1 had the car equipped with

Gabriel Shock Absorbers and haven't had any trouble at all.”

 

 wq
\1

The Gabriel Cut-Out by relieving the engine of back pressure caused by the muffler

increases the working power available in hill climbing, speeding or on heavy roads.

If you will specify these Gabriel .'\uto Accessories for you 1908 Car. i

you will be sure to have the host.

Ask your dealer or write for booklet.

GABRIEL HORN MFG. CO., 1411 E. 40th St., Cleveland, 0.

  

 

 

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America
 

The Miller Speedmeter
The Miller Speedmeter is the simplest and most compact, durable and

accurate Speedmeter on the market. It works on the principle of centri

fugal force. The entire governor mechanism is constructed from tool

steel. It is arranged for adjusting the tension of springs at all speeds,

Motor Cars

are a combination oi all that has proven

best in Modern Motor Car Construction.

They are built oi the best material money

will buy.

Model lt—t-cyl., ngS

$3500 $4200

Model R—6 cyl., tléxtlk,

Model N—4 cyl., 5x5

$3700

Model T—6 cyl., 5x5

H 'rllc for Pitriicu/irr:

National Motor Vehicle

Company

I007 East 22d Street

|NDIANAPOLIS, -

   
 

and with this special constructed governor and spring ad'ustment. the

springs are made and adjusted to show all speeds with abso ute accuracy.

Rate of Speed—We wish to call particular attention to the fact that

the Miller Speedmeter wrll register correctly at a low rate of speed, and

the hand does not bob around or fluctuate when running at slow speed.

Flexible Shaft—The flexible shaft used in this instrument is made from

tool steel and each link hardened separatel before assembling. The cost

of this shalt is more than four times that o the wire shafts generally used.

Driving Gears»-The Miller Speedmeter is fitted with crown gears with

an universal attachment, which permits of the instruments being attached

to any style of car on the market.

Distance Traveled—The Miller Speedmeter is fitted with an odometer,

which registers the distance traveled in miles. and has total and trip dials.

Finish—The material, workmanship and finish of the Miller Speed

meter is not excelled, if equalled, bv any other speed indicator on the

market. Each instrument is carefully tested on a specral constructed

testing machine before leaving the factory, and

is Guaranteed for One Year._—The price of_the Miller Speedmeter

complete, including odometer, with dial registering 60 miles per hour,

$50.00.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE—We give _a large discount to

iiianufactui'ei's, jobbcrs, agents and dealers in automobile supplies. ,

Manufactured hv the MILLER SPEEDMETER C0. (Incorporated),

[5 Herman Street, Worcester, Mass.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mass., 202-204 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia, 3l8~320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich" 227%~229 Jeflerion Av.

Cleveland, Ohio, 1829 Euclind Ave. Bufialo, N. Y., 824 Main St.

 

 

 

il
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The SIX-Cylinder GREAT ARROW

in Theory and Practice

Some one has said that a theoretical man, if asked to draw an elephant; would evolve one from his

own inner consciousness, while a practical man would go to a zoo and look at one.

In the same way it is possible for the man of a mechanical turn of mind to demonstrate to himself

that six cylinders are better than four in producing an even running, silent and flexible car, but even that

is not so convincing as actually riding in a six-cylinder car. No description of the effect of riding in the

six-cylinder GREAT ARRow is so complete as that it is like coasting downhill with the motor stopped and

the clutch throw out. IT IS GLIDING. You feel that the car is propelled by some irresistible force

outside of it rather than by the machinery that is inside of it. This is the effect of the perfect balance of a

six-cylinder engine as compared with a four. The Pierce GREAT ARROW for 1908 comes as near the poetry

of motion as it seems possible for machinery to come.

4-cylindcr Great Arrow, 30 H. P.. Price, $4,000

HERE ARE THE 4-eynnuei- Great Arrow, 40 n. P., Price, $5,000

1908 TOURING cARs 6-cylindcr Great Arrow, 40 H. P.. Price, 85,500

6-cylinder Great Arrow, 60 II. P.. Price, 86,500

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY, (M°235535;?ffifiiiik‘féis‘d BUFFALO, N. Y.

PIERCE DEALERS

 
Boston MI“. W. M: uire Co. 745 Boylston Street Mexico City. Mexico Mohler & De Gress la Independencia 12

New orlr N. Y. Iarrolds otor Car Co. 233 West 54th Street Milwaukee, Wis. American Auto. Co. 187 Wisconsin Street

hicago, 1'11. 11. Paulman 8: Co. 1430 Michigan Avenue Minneapolis, Minn. ll.‘ l’aulnian & Co. .217 Fourth Street. South

sittsburg Pa. Ranker Brothers Co. Baum & lieatté Streets Montreal, (.an. Wilson Automobile Co. 117 Craig Street, West

[hiladclpifia' Pl, Foss-Huzhes Motor Car Co. 201 N. Broad treet Newark, N . Eihs Moth Car Co. 2.22 Halsey Street

San Francisco, Cal. Mobile Carria e Co. Golden Gate Av. 8: Gough St. (l‘ltawa, Canada. Wilson & Co. ' 142 Bank Street

San Francisco, Cal. 'lhe Geo. N. ierce Co. 762 Golden Gate Avenue l'ittsfield, Mass. Central Auto. Station Co. 55 West Street

Portlan Ore. Covey & Wallace Motor Co.16th_and Alder Sts. Portland, Me. I‘. A. Nickerson Co. 642 Congress Street

Seattle, ash. Broadway Auto. Co., Inc. Madison _St. and Broadway l'rcvidence, R. I. I‘Itss-Hughes Motor Car Co. 512 Industrial Trust Bldg

Los Angeles, Cal. William E. Bush. 1237-29 South .\l.'un hirer-t l’ochester, N. Y. 1'. 5. Auto._ Co. 21 P1 mouth Avenue

Baltimore, Md. Sluthern Auto. Co. 1200 Mt. Royal _Avenue Salt Lake City, Utah. l‘oin Born-rill .\uto Co. 62 Third. South

Bnfialo, N. Y. "he Geo. N. Pierce Co. 752 Main St. (City Sales Dept.) Scranton. Pa. Standard Motor Car Co.

Cleveland, Ohio. Metropolitan Motor Car Co. l'luclid Ave and E. 19th St. Springfield, Mass. E. R. Clark Auto. Co. 461 Worthington Street

Corning, N. Y. Cornin Automobile Co. 9 l'.. Tm a .Avenue St. Louis, Mo. “ estern Auto. Co. 4701 Washington Blvd.

Davenport,, Iowa Iowa uto & Tire Co. 414-416 lain Street Titusville, Pa. Lambert 8: von Tacky 16 N. Franklin Street

Denver, Colo. 'l‘om Botterill 1043 California Street Toronto, Ont. Auto. 8: Supply Co., Ltd. 24 Temperance Street

Detroit, Mich. . P. Schneider 18.7 Jcfierson Avenue Troy. N. Y. 'l'roy Auto. Exchange 2.? Fourth Street

Panford, Conn. . iner Garage Co. High & Allyn Streets I Bmghamton, N. Y. Il'nghamton _Motor Co. 172 State Street

Houston, Texas. houston Motor Car Co. eI‘rairie Ave and San Iaemto St. Mobile, Ala. So. Autumobile Co. 105 S. Conception Street

} anus Cit Mo. l‘alace Auto. Co. 1408 Walnut Street Omaha, Neb. 1|. E. Frederickson 2046-2048 Franklin Street

Louisville, y. John Mason Strauss 3d and Chestnut Sts. Richmond. Va. D. A. Blenner i607 West Broad Street

Paris, France, N. S. Goodsill (parts only), 22 Avenue de In Grand Armee.
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Get The Specifying Habit!

There is a growing disposition on the part of motorists and deal

ers to specify tire equipment on their cars. In other words, the man

who pays the tire bills is coming to want his say as to the kind of

tires he pays for. Our attention has been called to this matter par

ticularly of late because of the large number of letters coming from

dealers and owners in which the statement is made that

MORGAN & WRIGHT TI_BE_S
have been specified on car orders. Some of these parties—most of

them, in fact—have used our tires before, but not a few of

them are converts to good tires thru the excellent service given

to some of their friends. A New York dealer says: “Have instructed

the factory to equip cars with M. & W. tires always, unless other

wise instructed.” It seems to be a case of “specifying what you

want when you want it." GET THE HABIT.

MORGAN 84 WRIGHT, DETROIT

Branches, Agencies or Dealers Everywhere

A

 

  

 

  

 

F j Triumph Grease, What Is It?

flit is the newest production of auto grease, and benefitting by the ex

perience of other makers. we have produced the best one yet. “We do not

imitate any one, nor follow any other maker's plans. Our grease is

spongy when made—it is spongy all the time, but it does not melt or run

I _ out. “It never gets hard or stiff so that it will not do its work properly—

Safe: The margin of safety is ample for all no matter how cold the weather is. It is made oi the purest and best

elllergencicsh lubricants to be lound, and compounded in such I manner as to produce

_ . what the auto user has long wanted. ilA grease that will lubricate from

sane- The Garford Ch35515 used, perhaps more start to finish, and will last long enough to pay for the trouble of putting

 

 

 

 

than any other, represents the highest at- it in the machine, and then staying right there like a good clerk attending

tainments 0f the orthodox art, to its own business constantly, and does not need punching up and renew

,, . _ ing every iew days, and leaves the machine clean and not all grease when

“"cc GaSOlme Mo‘ids' through using cilt. ltilt is the lied tholrn in gregide of the old iogy- grease,

to I n u n or the non-flui oi makers. t is a ways E . No other grease like it,

Two s and a and it is mat liluisany otherdgrease. Sodwef are no]!l imitators in any sense

of the wor . 11 uy it, an try it, an i not a we claim ior it. any

AUTOMOBILE COO, South Bend, Ind. dealer will refund all expense it has been to you.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. _

k flenersl omee. Cleveland, om“. J The Perfection Grease Company, South Bend, Ind.
 

  

BTABLISHEDISM

Trade Mark Registered April 30, 1895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in out, are the regular equipment for

G & J Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New Goodyear Detachable Motor Tires.

(L Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 725 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Slppllod to the Trade by All Tlro Manufacturers

LEW—“MA. SGHRIDER'S 80"., Inc., 28-30-32 R080 81., law, York

0
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REO
Just Your Style

Whatever you want a motor car for—touring, speeding,

climbing, or all-around everyday service—there’s a REC)

The REO Touring Car, $1,250

A big, roomy, powerful car, quiet, smooth-running, and

easy-riding. Carries five people over all sorts of roads

with a steady reliability that you can count on to the

joumey's end.

Handsome, stylish, thoroughly up to date. The winner

of cups and trophies from cars of double and triple its

price, in every sort of contest.

The REO Runabout, $650 7. jQ

A handy, speedy, spunky little car for everyday use that

carries four passengers. Back seat folds down and leaves plenty

of carrying space. Wonderfully reliable and economical.

Carried four people 682 miles for $3.38 per passenger in the

New York Motor Club's six-day economy test. Strong, able

and stylish.

There are those who declare it is “too much for the money.”

I _\.

.~ \
'

. -
,

|

'v o
, r

TheRnew REO .
eroadst
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i
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The REO Roadster, $1,000

The car for speed. Actually goes 45 miles an hour.

Carries two passengers, with a trunlr box in the rear con

vertible into a seat for two more passengers.

Provided with ample carrying space. lts racy lines and

beautiful finish combine to make it the “sportiest thing

on wheels."

And every one of these REDS does the work of cars

that cost twice the money to buy and to operate.

Write for the new REC catalogue that tells you why.

R. M. OWEN & CO., Lansing, Mich.

General Sales Agents for REO Motor Car Company
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One Price for

Warner Auto-Meters

EVER, until this year of 1908, has there

been a speed indicator sold at one ab

solutely fixed list price. Manufactur

ers have " named " a list price and some evep

required the dealers to sell at “ that " price.

Only one “ insisted " upon it being ob

served. That was ourselves. But, unfor

tunately, we sold to the jobber also— and the

jobber cut the price.

Then there was fun in the camp. That

hurt us— it hurt the dealer, too.

Then, in his haste to close a sale, the job

ber would let wrong gear ratios go out— that
' l>r\-_ hurt the consumer, the dealer and

ourselves. For-the jobber knows

no law.

So we're out the jobber's quota

tion: out. If he gets Warner Auto

Meters he pays for them the exact

Ll figure the dealer pays. If he cuts,

he gets no more Auto-Meters.

  

 

THIS STAND lS POSITIVE.

Warner Instrument Co.

143 Wheeler Ave" Belott, Wis.

  

 

  

GUARANTEED FOR

, 5,000 MILES RIDING

What stronger proot could there be of

Ajax Material and Workmennhlp?

\Vrite tor copy of guarantee stating what size tire

you are using. Address Dept. A.

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER BUMPANY
Gen‘l Oflice, N. Y., N. E. cor. 57th St.. and Broadway

  Factories: Bunch”:

TRENTON. N. J. DENVER:

Branches: gegéland Plane

NfiwiilglizK: at 1102 B'roadwl .

BOSTON‘ m “y 1 SAN nmwcrscdy

' 460 Golden Gate Ave.ciligc'hdr‘iylsw“ 5‘ LOS meanes

1418 Michigan Ave. 1040 s Main Street.

DETROIT: Agents all large

743 Woodward AVC- Clues,

 

Our new

1908

Balalog

iim Tools
and

Forgings

mailed

gladly.

Write for

it now.

Tl'lE BILLINGS 8t SPENCER

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

,'013mm

 

  

  

Pinsqns'
  

I‘. ‘H-._.____
M.402_.¢-2--_ I"..~.

selenium

TN! WILLIAM ONAMP A CON. Or"? A. INGIN!

BUILDING COMPANY, - Phlladelphla, Penn-

  

 

Hotel Tullcr
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Adams Ave. & Park St.

DETROIT, MIC“.

AUTOMOBILE

HEADQUARTERS

In center of Theatre, Shopping

and Business district.

Club Breakfast, 40c u

Lune eon, SOe

lele De Hote Dinner, 75c

A la Carte Cafe Grill Room!

EVERY ROOM WITH BATH

Rates ".50 per Day up.

L. W. TULLER Prkolp.

M. A. S AW, Mgr.

  

 

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

  

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contract: for entire outputs. Specially equipped for Limouline And

other high-class enclosed work.

Output (or this season, 9,000 jobs, complete. trimmed and finilhed

RACINI NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY' RICIHO, WIN.
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have the only periect

and scientific princi

ple tor the generation

oi Acetylene Gas.

Solar Generators are

made from seamless

~ drawn B r a s s Shells

oi heavy gauge.

This construction ieatnre entirely overcomes the possi

bility oi leakage, which is so apparent in models where

seams are soldered. They are easily

charged and recharged and they em

ploy the only practical and scientiilc

principle ior the generation oi acety

lene gas. Even when manufacturers

equip with Lamps not oi our manuiac

ture—they use SOLAR GLNERATORS.

Badger Brass Mtg. Co.

Two Factories

KENOSIIA. WIS. 436 iith Ave“ NEW YORK

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

“mi-w m.

Harrow] DON'T GET BUMPED

T¥e FiBrst illintlti; Lizarltdet

"l" Bum?" 1 arm... was...
THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT bu been allowed, and u soon a

it can be issued we will bring suit against all USERS o_i Bumper: in

lringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

sour. LICENSEES, u. s. A. SYCAMORI. ILL.

 
 

 
 

 

ARE STANDARD
Let I" quote you on 4-cyllndor

motors ior 1908

THREE SIZES

4% in. x 4 in.

4;fi_in. x 'iu.

4-cylinder :v/ith sell-con

tained orhug system.

ready for

ltandard

 
 

Motors are

coupling any

magneto.

Qur new factory and ma

. chinery enable us to r

antee uality and deiver

ies. lso clutches and

y, transmissions. Send for

.' alo ue.

K. FRANKfiIJN PETERSON

166 Lake St., Chicago, I’lL

Western Regesentative

THOS. J. W TZEL

29 w. 42d_$t., New York.

Eastern Representative.

QONTINBNTHL MOTOR MFG. $0., Muekegon, Mich.

 
 

The Car

You Can Aflord

to Buy and Keep

-is the Mitchell.

—Because it is moderate

in price ($1,000 to $2,000).

—Just as stylish, handsome

and well finished as any car.

—And is perfect in each_detail

of construction.

'-—Doing just as well on the road

and standing up to wear and

tear just as well as the extrav

avantly high-priced cars.

Know this for yourself,

Mr. Business Man.

Get demonstrations of the

high-priced cars. '

Then form your opinion in a

demonstration of the Mitchell.

The Mitchell agent will be glad to

take you out for 50 or 100 miles any day.

Call him up—you are (placed under

no obligation.

2000

_ 72.41:?

He'll answer with the car—show you a “silent

argument” that Will convince you.

\Nrite for letters proving that the Mitchell is

the most economical car to operate, and for cat

alog N0. _18, picturing and describing the Mitchell

Touring Car $2,000, Limousine $2,800, Roadster

$1,250 and Runabout $1,000.

Touring Car shown here—5 passenger, 35 h. p.,

4 cylinder, speed 50 miles, finished in Mitchell

blue—a very neat and extremely desirable car

from radiator to tail light.

Mitchell Motor Car Co.,

  

  

280 Mitchell St.,

Racine, Wis. -
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Why the Offset

Crank Shaft
One of the greatest improvemen‘s in motor construction is the offset crank shaft.

its advantages are positive and direct.

Fll'Sl—By practically eliminating the dead center the efficiency of the motor is greatly

increased through the greater leverage and more direct thrust from piston to crank shaft.

second—Increased life of the motor through reduction of side thrust on cylinder walls

and consequent saving in wear. '

Third—Reduction in vibration and increased steadiness of running through more direct

application of power generated in the cylinders.

Like many other fundamentally good features this must he done right and in the Rambler it

is right both theoretically and practically and the result is a motor that combines the highest

degree of efficieny with long life and economy of operation.

it is this and other features of equal value that make

The Car of Steady Service

Crank Shaft on Center Crank Shaft Offset

 

  

Model 34, Price $2,250

This four cylinder chassis, equipped both as a S-passenger touring car and 3-passcnger roadster.

The Rambler Utility Car with double opposed motor, $1,400.

 

Price of each style $2,250.

 

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company

Main Office and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin

Branches and Distributing Agencies:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.
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DARRACQ GOES 0N TIIE ROCKS

Creditors of the Company Make Damaging

Allegations Against It—Liabilities Re

ported to Aggregate $100,000.

Clusely following the failure of the Mer

cedes Import Co., another of the importing

houses, the Darracq Motor Car Co., New

York was petitioned into bankruptcy on

Friday last, 6th inst.

itors and the amounts of their claims are:

Cole & \Voop, $68 repairs; Gotham Rub

ber Co., $25 rubber coats, and Samuel H.

Shaw, $513 commissions on sales of auto—

The petitioning cred

niobiles. They alleged that the company

is insolvent, had paid out money to several

creditors on antecedent indebtedness, and

made transfers of property, amounting to

more than $2,000.

Judge Holt, of the United States District

Court, appointed Lindsay Russell receiver,

with a bond of $50,000. It was stated in

the application for the receiver that the

company has automobiles on hand valued

at $75,000, separate parts and accessories,

$18,000; machinery, tools and fixtures worth

several thousand dollars. It is said that

business has been dull for some time past

and the officers became tired of putting up

any more money to carry on the business.

The liabilities are reported to be $100,000.

After the receiver was appointed, the at

torney for E. Lamberjack & Co., the Miche

lin representatives, said that several days

before he obtained a judgment against the

Darracq company for $2,088 for tires, and

execution has since been issued to the sher

ifi‘. After the suit had been commenced the

company produced a bill of sale of different

cars to the New Amsterdam National Bank

for $1 and other consideration.

It is said that the bill of sale was filed

on January 28 and covered 12 automobiles—

ten in this city, one in Chicago, and one in

bond. It is also reported that the com

pany owes the New Amsterdam National

Bank $11,000. When a deputy sheriff made

a levy on the office furniture at 1989 Broad

way, he found six automobiles there, which

it is claimed are those included in the hill of

sale to the New Amsterdam National Bank.

The Darracq company was incorporated

under New York laws on January 12, 1906,

capital stock $100,000, which was reduced '

to $50,000 on April 6, 1906, to take over the

automobile branch of the business of F.

A. La Roche 8: Co., and to handle a car

formerly used by the American Darracq

Automobile Co. G. M. McWilliams was

president, C. D. Wilder, treasurer, and Ben

\Vood, secretary.

Flanders Acquires Interest in Wayne.

\V. E. Flanders and Thomas Walburn,

respectively general factory manager and

general superintendent of the Ford Motor

Co., Detroit, have resigned those positions.

Flanders has acquired an interest in the

Wayne Automobile Co., also of DeDtroit,

of which he has been made general mana

ger, B. F. Everitt, who long had occupied

that office. having been elected president.

It is stated that fresh capital has been put

into the \Nayne company and that plans are

afoot for the production of automobiles

“on a scale heretofore unattempted.”

Standard Welding to Make Midgley Rims.

On or about May lst next, the Standard

\\'elding Co., Cleveland, Ohio, will begin

the "manufacture of the well known Midg

Iey rim, their ample facilities and long ex

perience abundantly qualifying them for the

work. The arrangement to that end has

been made with the several constituent tire

concerns of the Rubber Mfg. Co., viz.: the

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Morgan 8:

\‘\"right and the G & J Tire Co.

Doherty Leaves Corbin for Cameron.

H. W. Doherty, formerly of the Corbin

Motor Vehicle Corporation of New York,

has been appointed sales manager of the

Cameron Car C0. He will be located at the

Beverly, Mass., factory, but will have di‘

rection of the Brockton product in addition

to his duties in connection with sales.

lIlGll FINANCE INVOLVI'IS A MAKER

New York Car 8: Truck Co. Fails—Relation

with Allen-Kingston Said Not to

Affect that Company.

On Friday last, 6th inst., a petition in

bankruptcy was filed here against the New

York Car 81 Truck Co., manufacturers of

railroad trucks and of the Allen-Kingston

automobile at Kingston, N. Y., by these

creditors: Harry J. Schnell, New York,

$61,500 for loans; Carl Coonley, Port Rich

mond, Staten Island, $5,000 loans, and Col

by N. Chester, Jr.-, New York, $1,768 for

merchandise.

It was alleged that the company is in

preferential payments of

$2,702 to twelve creditors, and admitted in

writing inability to pay debts. The board

of directors held a special meeting on

March 4 and authorized the vice-president,

Daniel G. Bogart, to admit inability to pay

debts, and willingness to be adjudged bank

rupt, as the company is hopelessly insol

vent. Mr. Selmell holds ten notes of the

company for his loans, and of these notes

$22,000 are now due. Judge Holt appointed

Robert Wilkinson of Poughkeepsie, receiver

and authorized him to continue the business

for 20 days.

It was stated that the assets were about

$75,000, consisting of manufacturing plant.

raw material, such as steel and iron, auto

mobile chasses and parts, car trucks and

parts, special tools and machinery and a

few hundred dollars in bank. The company

has eight or ten automobiles partly finished

all of which, it is said, have been sold at

good prices, when completed.

The company was incorporated under

the New Jersey laws May 5, 1906, with cap

ital stock $2,500.000, but had no rating at

Bradstreets. It succeeded to the business

of the Peckham Mfg. Co.. which was put

into bankruptcy on January 15. 1906. Or

lando F. Thomas, one of the high financiers

of the Morse-Heinze-Thomas group, whose

solvent, made
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operations precipitated the recent panic

was president of the New York Car &

Truck Co.

The fact that the New York Car 8!

Truck Co. performed the actual production

of the AllelPKingston automobiles, made it

appear that the Allen-Kingston Motor Car

Co., was affected or would become involved

in the failure. \Nalter Allen, of the Allen

Kingston company, states, however, that

this is not the case. He says that the lat

ter concern paid for the labor, rent, etc, for

producing their automobiles, and also ad

vanced large sums of money to the embar‘

rasscd company, which loans are, however,

secured by a bank's guarantee. Allen

stated further that Orlando F. Thomas has

no present connection with the Allen-Kings

ton company. which is contrary to the gen

eral impression that not only Orlando F.,

but F.. Russell Thomas and others of their

financial intimates were heavily interested

in the concern.

E. V. Receivers’ Report for February.

According to the report of the receivers,

tiled in court, the sales of the Electric Ve

hicle Co., Hartford, Conn., from February

1 to March 1,,amounted to $16.880.43; and

the purchases to $3,549.94. Cash on hand

February 1 was $21,951.44; collected on

Electric Vehicle account, $4,149.19; collected

on receiver's account, $15,765.36; collected

on Selden royalty, $1,335.74; total, $43,

201.73. Disbursements were: Pay-roll, $6;

677.89; Association Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, $806.82; traveling expenses,

$196.12; insurance, $1,022.12; appraisers‘ sal

aries, $2.000; purchase creditors, $1,534.93;

petty expenditures, $265.64; services of

clerks, stenographers and office boys from

December 1 to 10, 1907, $641.31; total. $13,

144.83; cash on hand, $30,056.90.

Incorporates to Make Two Cycle Motors.

V\-'ith $50,000 capital stock, the Interna

tional Motor Co. has been incorporated at

Detroit to manufacture a two cyclc motor

designed by Philip S. Claus, formerly with

the Northern Automobile Co.. and later

with the Cadillac Motor Car Co. The com

pany has purchased the factory at 868-890

Military'avenue, with a lot 150x300 feet and

railroad siding, and a factory space of 20,000

square feet. Machinery is being installed

and it is stated the company expects to

employc about 75 men. The officers of the

company are: President, X. B. Konkel;

vice-president and general manager, Philip

S. Claus; treasurer. Alexander Lemke, and

secretary, John Lesinski.

Diamond Branch in New Store.

The Diamond Rubber Co.'s Pittsburg

branch heretofore located at 16 \\'ood

street, has been removed to tine new store

at 6122 Center street, liast l-Iud.. in the same

city. of course. The new place was spe

cially appointed for the Diamond company‘s

occupancy. and'contains all modern con~

_\'rnicnccs.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Milwaukee Wis—Commercial Auto Co.,

under Wisconsin laws, with $15,000 capital.

Corporators—Oscar Eskuche, Mitchell

Mackic and ll. W. liskuche.

Milwaukee, \Nis.—-Power Vehicle Co., un

der \Yisconsin laws, with $25,000 capital.

Corporators—George L. Stephenson, John

H. Valentine and T. C. Clarke.

Detroit, Mich—International Motor Co.,

under Michigan laws, with $50,000 capital;

to manufacture motors. Corporators—X.

B. Konkel, Philip S. Claus. Alex Lemke

and John Lesinski.

Atlanta, Gan—Motor Omnibus Co., under

Georgia laws, with $40,000 capital; to oper

ate motor stage liue. Corporators—Her

bert R. Brown, Macon and Judge S. S.

Yodr, Washington, D. C.

lloboken, N. J.—Mutual Taxicab Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $125,000 capital;

to conduct a general electric cab service.

Corporators—A. V. Jones, ll. M. Browne,

F. W. Mills, New York City, N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.—Knickerbocker

Taxicab Co., under New York laws, with

$15,000 capital, Corporators—William B.

llurlburt and Sanford J. \Nise, 1540 Broad

way; Stuart 11. Elliott, 1183 Broadway, New

York City.

New York City, N. Y.——Belmont Garage,

under New York laws, with $4,400 capital.

Corporators—\Nilliam Hirsch, 115 East

Eighty-third street; Julius Wolf and Irving

Wolf, 1239 Madison avenue, New York

City. N. Y., directors.

Philadelphia, Pa.—American Auto-Drive

Co., under Pennsylvania laws. with $10,000

capital; to manufacture automobile parts.

Corporators—\Yaltcr O. Foss, George

Link, Frederick C. Brunhouse, Philip C.

Lang and Ralph E. Brunhouse.

Salt Lake City, Utah—Seeing Salt Lake

City Cars & Automobiles. under Utah laws,

with $30000 capital; to operate automobile

line. Corporators—L. C. Mariger, presi

dcnt; L. S. Mariger, vice-president; M. E.

Christopherson, secretary-treasurer.

New York City, N. Y.—Jones Taximeter

Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators-Joseph W. Jones,

Broadway and Seventy-sixth street; Ray

mond M. Owen. 1759 Broadway, New York

City; Roy A. Rainey, Lake-Wood, N. J.

New York City, N. Y.—-—Metropolitan

Taxicab & Auto Service Co., under New

York laws, with $100,000 capital; to deal in

automobiles and to manufacture all vehi

cles. Corporators—J. W. Cummin, L. G.

Hall, and Ii. True, all of New York City.

In the Retail World.

\\'. E. Rudy has disposed of his holdings

in the Majestic Automobile Co., Lima, O.

Lee Bccler has succeeded Rudy.

The Orlando F. \Veber Co., one of the

earliest and best known of Chicago's largc

colony of dealers, is in the hands of a re

ceiver.

H. B. Payne moved into his new Subur

ban Garage at 1624 Maple avenue, Evans

ton, lll., this week. Storage, repairing and

charging will be his specialty.

- The Evanston Auto Co., Evanston, 111., is

located at 1024, 1026 and 1028 Davis street.

A complete electric charging station is a

feature of the new, commodious brick gar

age.

Montercy, Mexico, is to have a garage,

although the exact location has not been

chosen. Juan Forseck and John Austin

will finance the venture. The Reo will be

handled.

The Sears-Nattinger Automobile Co..

Des Moines, Iowa, which occupied the

premises at 812-814 Walnut street, has

moved into its new garage at Tenth and

Locust streets.

Fire from an unknown cause destroyed

two cars in‘the garage of the George Abel

Electric Transfer Co., Seventh avenue and

Thirty-seventh street, New York City, Fri

day last, 6th inst. The 1055 is estimated at

$6,200.

Robert Brunson is remodeling the old

two story building at Milwaukee and River

streets, Elgin, 111., for use as an automobile

garage. Following its completion he will

move from his present location at 381

Spring street.

The Hayes Rubber Co. is the style of a

new concern which has commenced business

at 57 Warren street, New York. In addi

tion to tires, it will handle a full line of

automobile accessories. The head of the

concern is F. P. Hayes, formerly secretary

of the Pennsylvania Rubber Co. of New

York.

Rubay Fails After Selling Boston Branch.

Peter Zuckcr was yesterday appointed

receiver for Leon Rubay, Inc., New York,

who dealt chiefly with imported accesso

ries. The petitioning creditors alleged that

the corporation was insolvent and had ad

mitted in writing its inability to pay its

debts. Its assets are placed at $4,000. Pre

vious to the failure, the Rubay branch in

Boston. had been taken over by the Percy

Ford Co., a $1.000 company formed for the

purpose 'under New York laws. Ford him

self already was connected with the Rubay

establishment.

No New Manager Yet for A. L. A. M.

The meeting of the executive committee

of the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, held in New York yester

day, adjourned without result. No succes~

sor for General Manager Budlong's office

was chosen. It was known several weeks

ago that the position was tendered Col.

George Pope, of the Pope Mfg. Co., but

Col. Pope has no desire to remove from

Hartford, and therefore respectfully dc

clincd the ofi'er.
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IMPORTANT PARTS STANDARDIZED

A. L. A. M. Adopts Uniform Sizes for Rods,

Yoke Ends and Levers—Lucke Throws

Light on Alcohol.

The meeting of the Mechanical Branch of

Automobile

Manufacturers, held in New York on Tues

the Association of Licensed

day last, 10th inst., was one of the most

interesting meetings of the Branch held

It being the first

subjects.

since its organization.

meeting held this year, many

which special committees have been at

work on, were ‘reported and papers read.

Incidentally, the annual election was held,

all of the incumbent officials being unan

imously chosen to succeed themselves, as

follows: Chairman, A. L. Riker, Locomo~

bile; secretary, C. F. Clarkson; metallurgist,

Henry Souther; chairman test committee,

ll. E. Coffin, Thomas-Detroit.

A special committee appointed to work

with the test committee toward the stand

ardization of rod and yoke ends, made an

elaborate report on what it considered the

proper sizes for the standardization of

these important parts of construction.

Standards of %, 5-16, V; and 7-16 rods were

adopted and will be known as the A. L. A.

M. standard adjustable rod and yoke ends.

Nearly every manufacturer of American au

tomobiles, is, at the present time, using

various sizes of rods and yoke ends and. it

was found that owing to the various sizes

used, that there was considerable confusion

in getting the proper sizes for immediate

delivery. With the adoption of this stand

ard, the manufacturers of rods and yoke

ends will carry in stock a full line of the

standards adopted so that users of the sizes '

which have been adopted may be able to

buy in the open market such sizes necessary.

This is of particular benefit to the user as

the parts will be interchangeable, and the

rods of one .car will serve equally as well

for another.

Another important standardization was

that of levers. Various weights and sizes

of levers have been used with a considera

ble expense. to those automobile manufac

turers who do not have drop forging plants.

Owing to their inability to buy stock levers,

they must necessarily buy the dies from

which these forgings were made and with

the changing of the type or weight of the

lever, new dies, at an increased expense, are

necessary. After careful consideration the

Branch adopted a uniform modified I beam

lever, which the drop forge makers will

carry in stock, making these levers inter

changeable.

The committee appointed to report on the

standardization of rims felt that the time

was not ripe~ for. a universal adoption of

the standard rim, owing to the fact that it

was impossible to tell whether the clincher

or demountable rim would be in vogue. The

use of spare wheels instead of demountable

rims was given consideration and the Rim

committee empowered to make further in

vestigation on this matter:

At the afternoon session, Dr. Charles

Edward Lucke of Columbia University, who

has been making some very exhaustive tests

with alcohol, as a fuel for internal combus

tion engines, delivered an address to the

Branch. Dr. Lucke's remarks were prin

cipally in making comparisons in the tests

he had made with the use of alcohol for

gas engines for locomotion as compared

to those for stationary use. He pointed

out clearly to the Branch that with certain

types of engines he could start with alco

hol as easily as gasolene, by the use of a

spray carburetter with the ordinary needle

valve. He said that he did not feel that

the time was opportune for a universal adop

tion of alcohol for practical use, especially

in automobile engines, owing to the abso

lute necessity for a minute adjustment of

carburetter and ignition which could not

be had in automobiles, owing to the inex

perience of many drivers and owners. The

vagaries of alcohol as a fuel was clearly

pointed out by Dr. Lucke, who explained

that during his experiments conditions arose

and developed to an amusing standpoint.

One incident noted was that in his tests on

a two-cylinder motor with crank case com

pression, he found that the excess vapor

which had not exploded with the first charge

on the in-take, escaped through the crank

shaft and co'uld be ignited. In many in

stances the vapor could be ignited at the

exhaust. In nearly all his tests, however,

a good consumption had been attained and

the standard of thermal efficiency of the

motor maintained.

E. R. Hewitt who has been experimenting

with alcohol for commercial purposes gave

some interesting data on the results of his

work. Mr. Hewitt adapted an engine to

the use of alcohol for a five ton truck. On

gasulene with a full load, 4% miles on a gal

lon of gasolene could be had.' On using

the motor without readjustment, only over

two miles per gallon of alcohol could be

gotten, but on raising the compression from

75 to 120 pounds. he was able to_ get over

five miles to the gallon of alcohol. He

pointed out that it was necessary in this

case to place the carburetter as near the

engine as possible in order that the mix

ture would be sent into the cylinder not

less than 72 degrees. In cold weather he

was able to overcome the loss in the va

porization by surrounding the intake pipes

with the water jackets which kept an even

temperature for the vapor until discharged

into the cylinder. It was the consensus of

opinion that for commercial work, alcohol

in the near future would be the most eco

nomical fuel to be used.

An interesting lecture on the use of py

rometers for indicating and recording the

heat temperature in treating steels was de

livered by W. H. Bristol and Charles En

gelhard.

BUFFALWS BIGGEST AND BEST SHOW

Opening Attended by Crowd of Five Thou

sand—More than 150 Cars Staged

Under Brilliant Canopy.

\N'ith a blare of welcome sounded by ap

proximately 200 horns of as many degrees

of power and tone, the siren chorus was the

opening signal of the sixth annual show of

the Automobile Club of Buffalo, in Conven

ition Hall, that city, on Monday night, 9th

inst. A crowd of about 5,000 persons

crowded the hall on opening night.

The show is undoubtedly more impressive

than any of the five exhibitions that pre

ceeded it. Upwards of 150 cars, represent

ing the standard makes, were staged under

a canopy of blue and white bunting studded

with thousands of white and colored incan

descent lights, and fringed at the sides with

a gold border and stars. Of the many ex

hibitors there are only three ear manufac

turers, these naturally being the big Buffalo

concerns—the George N. Pierce Co., the

E. R. Thomas Motor Co., and the Babeock

Electric Carriage Co. The other exhibitors

are local and branch agencies.

A new experiment is being tried this

year with success. It consists of dividing

the hall by four aisles, six feet each in

width, instead of two aisles as formerly.

This relieves the congestion to a noticeable

extent and doubtless will make itself very

necessary to-night (Thursday), when the'

largest crowd of the week is expected to

attend. It will be known as “Boulevard

night,” when $1 'will be charged every per

son who enters the hall, the entire proceeds

to be devoted to the fund that is being

raised to construct the boulevard from Bui

falo to Niagara‘ Falls. _

Among the exhibitors are the. following:

Maxwell-Briscoe‘Buf’falo Co.. Maxwell

and Mora; George N. Pierce Co.. Pierce

Great Arrow; E. R. Thomas Motor Co.,

Thomas; Walter Hayes, Locomobile;

Lewis & Linn, American; F. F. Rick & Co.,

R—S motorcycles; Meyer Carriage Co., Fire

stone Motor Buggy; Jaynes Auto Supply

Co.; Neal, Clarke & Neal, Indian; N. S. U.

and Racycle motorcycles; J. A. Cramer,

Stoddard-Dayton and Mitchell; Centaur Mo~

tor Co., Cadillac, Oldsmobile, Peerless and

Rapid; Co-operative Motor Co., Stevens

Duryea, Corbin and Lozier; Babeock Elec~

tric Carriage Co.. Babeock; Louis Engle.

Jr., Cartercar; E. E. Denniston, bodies and

tops; 0. L. Gooden Motor Car Co., Winton;

Poppenberg Motor Car Co., Reo, Rambler

and Premier; Empire State Tire Co.;

Brnnn's Carriage Manufactory, Pennsylva

nia and Pope-W'averly; Buffalo Automobile

Exchange, Franklin; Diamond Rubber Co.

The trustee of the St. Louis Motor Car

Co., Peoria, 111., has declared a creditors’

dividend of 15 per cent.
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An Unusual Proposition

ARE YOU AUTOMOBILE

DEALERS MAKING MONEY?

 

If not, why not? Is it because your apparent profit is

wiped out by after—sale contingencies? Is it because your

business system is faulty, your methods disorderly and

careless? Is it because you are located in a district where

the line of cars you sell is not adapted or in demand? Is

it because you are a skimmerI not doing the business

seriously. as though you had no real place in business life?

Is it because you consider the selling of automobiles

a game rather than a business.

The fact that so large a number of retail automobile

dealers are not making money, and I am happy to say that

there are few Maxwell dealers among this class, is a matter

of serious concern to those in the industry.

Now, you know me"I you know that I must have a good

deal of experience, that my plan of covering territory has

been successful: that I know the business end of the auto

mobile business; that my plans carry.

Now I hare, like our friend from Boston, a remedy.

Ha, ha, you say to yourself. pretty cute. He means to tell

us to sell Maxwell Cars. that’s part of it, but not

the only part. I have deeper reasons.

To accomplish, I want first to get into communication

with you, to become better acquainted. Let me send you

The Co-Operator, our own automobile paper, fri for three

months. I will lend up to my plan in it. It will be a

valuable educator, and in due course I will give you the

complete details of my remedy. >

Of course. The Co<Operator says a good deal about

Maxwell Cars, but it has another mission to you. It will

lead to a better understanding between us, so that later

I can make YOU :1 lot of money.

Apropos of Maxwell dealers making money, it is

because Maxwell Cars, while not yet absolutely perfect,

are the nearest perfect, and because of their correct me

chanical principles; unit construction; three-point suspen

sion; natural water cooling: multiple-disc clutch; metal

bodies; and all the other distinctive Maxwell features

produ'ce satisfied users. and every user becomes a salesman

and a booster. \Niii you please cut out the blank below

and send in at once? Let us bcLin the good work now.

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company

Mlmbnr A. M. c. M. .4.

P. 0. Box 106

Tarrytown, New York

FACTORIES:

TARRYTOWN, N. Y. NEWCASTLE, IND. PAWTUCKET, ii. I.

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR COMPANY, Dept.

Tarrytown, N. .

Gentlemenz—Enter my name on free dealers' mailing list of The

Co-operator.

Co-Opcrator

Name of Dealer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Notice This in no way carries with it the sligntest obligation

but I do it simply because Iinscoe asks ii and i want to be a good

Itllnw.

1

w
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THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

   

 

The Touring Supremacy of

The White

After a brief experience with the White, the

average owner has gained such confidence in

its supreme reliability and its ability to traverse

any sort of road, that he plans his tours with

out any thought as to whether the roads are

good, bad or indifferent. He knows that his

tires will last much longer than on any other

car of similar size or power. He is independent

of everything except an occasional source of

gasoline supply.

As an indication of the ceaseless touring

activities of White owners, it is significant that,

in many remote regions of this country and of

foreign lands, the people think that all automo

biles are propelled by steam power. This

conclusion is a natural result of their having

seen no other automobiles but White Steamers.

The White Route Books, which give detailed

road directions for important touring routes,

will be mailed free on request.

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

San Francisco, 1460 Mar ct St.

Philadelphia, 629-33 N. Broad St.

.Boston, 320 Newbury St.

Chicago, 240 Michigan Ave.

Cleveland, 407 Rockwell Ave.
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Condition of the Used Car Market.

the effect that

former motorists who were hard hit, have

Persistent rumors to

been forced to dispose of their cars, or at

least to offer them for sale at “panic

prices,” have given rise to the impression

that the second-hand automobile market is

glutted, that prices are down to the verge

of nothing, and that there is absolutely no

chance of disposing of a really good car at

anything like a rational figure. Apparent

ly this idea is more or less a part of the

froth left by the ebb tide of financial de

pression, and like all froth, more or less

unsubstantial.

Whatever may be the condition of the

second-hand business in regard to stock on

hand, it is a fact that prices asked have

suffered little or no shrinkage since last

fall, and that in so far as it is possible to

co-relate prices and values in used machines,

it is about as difficult to obtain a second

hand "bargain" as ever it was. \Vhile there

may be, and doubtless are, many cars, the

owners of which would like to dispose of

them at substantial rates, and while shrewd

buyers are making the most of the situation

to drive sharp bargains, there is none of

the milling off at nominal sums, which

might be supposed, judging by newspaper

reports. The generally expected rise in

price indicative of the coming, spring has not

yet materialized, but there is no indication

of an existing or probable slaughter, to cut

into retail sales, or in any way diminish the

value of automobiles as nierchantable wares.

 

How Reputations are Hurt.

When a manufacturer has built up a rep

There'

after, if he is of the right sort, his greatest

Usually, the

maintenance is more difficult than the ac

utation, naturally he is proud of it.

jealousy is to maintain it.

For it is anquirement of the reputation.

axiom imitation and

though imitation may be the sincerest flat

that success breeds

tcry, rarely is it relished and rarely does

it serve the purpose of maintaining the

proud repute of any article. Usually the

chief virtue of the imitation is its price. It

sells for less than the original and gen

uinc article and because of the fact, it ap—

peals to a very numerous class.

How greatly such manufacturing malprac

tice has served to injure the legitimate au

tomobile interests is almost beyond spec

These

and the satisfaction of automobile

ulation. interests are so manifold

users

rests in so many small things, that the

wonder is that the imitators of well known

accessories or of parts thereof have not

worked more injury than has proven the

case.

\Vhen a car or some part of its equip

ment requires repair or replacement is the

time when the groundwork for such injury,

which is another term for dissatisfaction.

is laid, often unthinkineg laid. Too often

the owner is intent on counting the cost;

as often, the dealer or repairman is as in

tent on earning the handsomest possible

profit. As a result, for the particular part

of the equipment requiring replacement,

and which always had served well, there is

substituted something of slightly lessened

cost. If trouble ensues, it is not always

the case that the blame is placed where it

rightly belongs. The entire structure may

be damned and the reputation of its maker

or of the maker of the particular apparatus

which is charged with fault may suffer.

How true is this assertion, is well in

stanced by the case of a well known manu

facturer of ignition apparatus. For months

he had been receiving complaints of the

He knew that

the material and workmanship had been

faulty service of his product.

maintained at the same high standard that

was responsible for the popularity of his

output, and he was at a loss to determine

the reason and cause of the very general

damnation which was being visited on his

goods. A searching investigation was the

result, which disclosed that one of the

smaller, yet most vital, parts of the whole,

was being replaced, when it had been worn

out from actual service, by a cheap sub

stitute, improperly constructed. that' was

manufactured by a comparatively unknown

firm. That the intent was to defraud, was

evident from the fact that the cheap sub

stitute was made to resemble the original

in size and design, and so closely was the

genuine copied that it was not detected by

the manufacturer or his experts until an

analysis of its component parts revealed

the substitution. '

Obviously this sort of thing works in

jury and annoyance to the manufacturer

who must bear the brunt of the condemna

tion, and to the user of the device who

fails to obtain satisfactory results, yet the

latter is the real cause of the trouble, for

by his policy of “penny wise, pound f001

ish," he makes possible the existence of in

dividuals who live by preying on that por

tion of the community who strive to get

something for little or nothing;

Mica Spark Plugs and Porcelain.

With the same determination to maintain

their contention, that always is found when

the advocates of an air cooled engine hear

that type condemned by the water cooled

votaries, the users of porcelain spark plugs

are ever ready to assail the mica plug, and

the enthusiasts of the latter type are equally

willing to pick up the gauntlet; if indeed,

they had not already thrown it down.

On the plug question, the users of the in

ternal combustion engine have taken very

determined stands. The contention is fre

quently advocated by those who use only

the porcelain insulated plug that this type

is far superior because of the facility with

which the core may be made absolutely

leak proof; and strangely enough the men

who swear by the mica plug advocate the

same argument in support of their claim

that mica plugs give more satisfactory re

sults than any other.
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Another point advanced in substantiation

of the claims for the mica plug is that the

core will not break; the retort is that if the

porcelain is destroyed another can be im

mediater substituted in the old base, which

may be used indefinitely; the substitution

being possible if a spare porcelain is at

hand; the “if” is important and probably

has had much to do with the case. And

so it goes on, each using the arguments of

the other to support his claim.

Again, the theory has been advanced

that in the high compression engine the

intense heat generated in the cylinders will

cause the porcelain insulation to crack; if

this is true, then experience and a matter

of economy prompts the use of mica, which

is not affected by the heat. But on the

other hand, the contention that the

plug absorbs oil, which turning to carbon,

mica

short circuits the plug rendering it useless,

argues that the cheaper of the two would

be the porcelain, providing it has sufficient

But in

justice 'to the mica type, it must be said

merit to justify its manufacture.

that actual instances of this shortcoming

are few and far between.

Pertinent t0 the discussion, however, is

the fact that while porcelain plugs retain

favor for automobile use, they now are rare

ly to be found in motorcycles; for the latter;

the mica plug is well nigh universal.

However, as Sheridan says: “The quarrel

is a very pretty quarrel as it stands; we

should only spoil it by trying to explain it."

What right have the police to interfere

Why,

a horde of blue coats actually swept down

with the success of garage-keeping?

on a New Jersey garage and gathered in

a collection of hard-working chauffeurs

deeply busied in' the ennobling occupation

of “shooting craps,” and an unfeeling judge

fined the "shooters" $10 each. That sort of

thing will not add to the popularity of any

The owner owes better protection

they

garage.

to his hard working patrons and

should demand it!

A New York

policeman actually has arrested a city offi

Prepare for the millenium!

cial for violating the speed law. The po

It should be en

graved in. the policemen's hall of fame. lt

liceman's name is Casoy.

suggests that some day one of them may

go so far as to arrest the grossest and most

reckless of ill speed violators—the delivery

drivers for the newspapers, the editors of

which forever are damning automobiles for

the same offense.

MAKING WAR 0N INN-SKID CIIAINS

Olficialdom in Several Cities Following New

York Park Board’s Lead—The Two

Sides of the Question.

Official objection to the use of non-skid

chains on the wheels of automobiles has

cropped out in other cities than New York.

where they first were excluded from the

park roads and parkways.

“Let them keep the automobiles indoors

when it is wet and icy," is the sentiment

ascribed John Minwegen, vice-president of

the board of local improvement in Chicago.

Minwegen regards the use of chains on the

wheels as a factor in the destruction of

pavements that it is only fair to the tax

payers to eliminate.

Park,

Philadelphia, haVe been receiving such re

The commissioners of Fairinont

ports of damage done to the park drive

ways by tire chains that a rule prohibiting

their use is under consideration. Before

adopting such a rule, however, they were

willing to hear objections and on Thurs

day, Sth inst., they heard counsel for the

Automobile Club of Philadelphia, the Au

tomobile Club of Germantown and the

Quaker City. Motor Club. S. Boyer Davis

spoke for the two organizations first named,
G. in Bartlett appearing for the other. Mr.

Davis expressed the opinion that the re

ports made to the commissioners had been

greatly exaggerated, and in concluding his

argument he said: “It is my belief that the

greatly increased traffic of all kinds in re

cent years has had more to do with the

wearing out of the roads than have the

chains. The tendency of the automobile is

to roll the surface of the roads rather than

to tear it up, and except when rounding a

curve at high speed, or when coming to a

sudden stop by the quick application of the

brakes, there is no scraping motion be

neath the wheels.v Automobiles seldom

stop in the park and the curves are usually

taken at reduced speed, and therefore, in

justice to both automobilists and the pub

lic, I, on behalf of the two motor clubs, >

would ask the committee to consider fully

the dangers to be encountered from driv~

ing a motor car on a slippery street with

out some provision against skidding before

a final decision in the matter is reached."

Mr. Bartlett’s argument was along sim

ilar lines and the commissioners appeared

to be favorably impressed by what was

said.

The chain question was discussed at the

monthly meeting of the park board of Bal

timore errly in March and John S. Gittings.

who declared in favor of excluding tire

chains from the parks, did so on the ground

that “the automobilists who use chains in

driving through the parks are causing im

mense damage to the roads." He backed

up his position by referring to the action

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

March 7-14, Boston, Mass—Boston Au

tomobile Dealers' Association’s annual show

in Mechanics Building and Horticultural

Hall.

March 9-14, Bufialo, N. Y.—-Autornobile

Club of Buffalo’s sixth annual show in

Convention Hall.

March 15-April 1, Omaha, Neb.—Omaha

Automobile Dealers’ Association's annual

show in the Auditorium.

March 18-19, Savannah, Ga.—Savannah

Automobile Club’s stock chassis race.

March 18-24, New Haven, Conn—New

Haven Automobile Dealers' Association’s

show in Music Hall.

March 18-25, Rochester, N. Y.——Rochester

Automobile Club's show in new Conven

tion hall.

March 2&28, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Dealers' Association's

show week.

April 411, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers' Association's annual

show in Duquesne Garden.

April 6, 7 and 8, Denver, Col.—Annual

show in Mammoth skating rink.

April 611. New York City—New York

Automobile Trade Association’s carnival

Week.

April 24, Westchester county, N. Y.—

Stoek chassis race for Briarclifl trophy.

April 28, Norristown, Pa.—Norristown

Automobile Club's endurance run to Lan

caster, Reading and return;

May 56, Harrisburg. Pa;—Motor Club of

Harrisburg’s second annual endurance run.

May 16, Hartford, Conn—Hartford Au

tomobile Club's ZOO-miles endurance run.

 
 

of the park authorities in New York. Gen

eral A. E. Booth defended the use of

chains in bad weather on the ground of

safety. but at the same time he suggested

au'extra tax on automobilists to pay for

repairing the roads. '

 

Norristown to Hold Endurance Run.

The Norristown (Pa) Automobile Club

will hold its first endurance run on Tues

day, April 28th. The course will be from

Norristown to Reading and thence to Lan

caster and return. The rules are similar to

those used in other endurance runs and

_ provide for controls, involuntary stops of

the motor, and for repairs to mechanism.

Kalamazoo Motorists Get Together.

Kalamazoo. Mich, now has an automo

bile club. organization of the Kalamazoo

Automobile Club having been effected last

week when 40 charter members elected \these

officers: President, James C. Hatfield; vice

president, Anthony S.Hill; secretary-treas

urer, Donald C. Boudeman.
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BOSTON’S JAPANNED SHOW PROVES OF REAL IMPORTANCE
 

Decorations Distinctive and the Early National Shows Give Big Makers Time to Produce New Models—Surprising

Number of New Cars in Evidence and a Wealth of Novel Accessories, Not to Mention

the Candy and the Lemonade.
 

Japan is quite a few miles from the

United States, and its connection with an

tomobiles is exceedingly remote, but as

applied by the Bostonese, a Japanese set

ting for an automobile show in the United

States is not half-bad.

The fact was made evident when the

Boston show in Mechanics building was

opened on Saturday evening last, 7th inst.

The Japanese archway—firecracker red in

color—at the entrance, was not put into

place until Monday, but within the Orien

tal trappings all had been hung. \Vhite

and firecracker red constitute the color

scheme. The first glimpse of it is had

from beneath a long bower of purplish wis

teria, which, hung here and there with Jap

anese lanterns. is in itself a pleasing pic

ture. On either side of the bower. exhib

its are located with backgrounds of red and

plays as also does the women's orchestra-—

the leader garbed in crimson, the players

arrayed in white. >

In the heart of Yankcedom, where thrift

and ingenuity go hand in hand, it is not

strange that Manager Campbell and his

Bostonese aides have on the occasion of

this show, as on previous occasions, dem

onstrated that while other promoters have

spent many thousands for

the same purpose, they have

been able to obtain original

and distinctive effects at

much less than half the

usual cost. For while it is

plain that the Japanese set

ting was not unduly expen

sive, there is no denying that

it is not only original and

distinctive, but effective.
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bery of a deeper green. while in the very

center of the hall, a giant palm uprears it

self. From the greenery at its

base, the fountain—yes, it must

, be a fountain—plays——plays

eight or ten thread-like streams

suggestive of boys' squirt guns,

or a needle bath.

The background of the stage

is a painting rep

resenting a Jap

anese landscape,

with the snow

capped sacred

mountain in per

spective. At the

sides of the stage

is a bare sugges

tion of pagodas,

  

 

MECHANICS BUILDING. WHERE THE BOSTON SHOW IS 1N PROGRESS

white. Walls and posts are hidden by bunt

ing of those hues. relieved occasionally by

the flaming red sun of Japan or some other

fanciful Oriental design. “Wisteria Walk”

is situated in what is termed Exhibition

Hall. in other parts of which there are

other and smaller bowers, but hung not

with the purple flower, but with Wisteria

in whites, pinks, and yellows. All walks,

however, lead to Grand Hall, wherein the

"air" of old Japan is strongest and where

in the fountain—aye! and such a fountain——

Grand Hall is a semi-riot of white and

fiery red, but withal it is not disturbing

riotness. The ceiling is hidden by narrow

drapings of white and red bunting, pinned

in a common center by a huge gilded crys

anthemum, or what is supposed to represent

a chrysanthemum. Red festooned on white

adorns the balconies, and over each exhibit

is a Japanese arch of the same red, within

which the sign, in white, is suspended.

Each space, carpeted in sage green, is

hedged from its neighbor by boxed shrub—

and a touch of Wisteria. The arches of the

stage hold two gigantic painted dragons,

each of which apparently is pursuing a Jap

anese lady angel, who in turn seems to be

fleeing for escape to a fiery Japanese sun.

Above the gallery opposite the stage and

on which the women’s orchestra makes mu

sic. George \Vashington, done in oil—one of

the stock properties of Mechanics building—

peacefully looks down on the scene from

his gilded frame. Several American flags

also serve to recall that Boston still is in
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the United States. There is white and fire

cracker red adorning the spaces on the gal

leries, and some more of it hiding the pil

lars in the basement. It' is a pleasing com

bination throughout and one that promotes

a cheerful glow.

It goes without saying that there was a

"bumper house" on opening night. For if

there is anything that the average Bos

toncse lovcs better than beans and brown

hrcad, it is that magical piece of cardboard

termed a pass. The promoters of the show

evidently are aware of the fact and they

tickle the popular liking by distributing

first night passes with a lavish hand. As a

result, the building always is jammed in less

than half an hour after its doors are thrown

open. Last Saturday night was no excep

tion to the rule. Breathing space was al

most at a premium and the character of the

crowd suggested that more than the usual

‘number of "complimentarics" had fallen

into the hands of young men and young

women who measure ribbon and dispense

bargains in lingerie, the while tapping pen

cils on counters and crying “Cash!” The

small boys who respond to the cry also

were unduly numerous. They helped

great to swell the recipts of the candy

stands and of the purveyors of root beer

and orangeade—which “exhibits" long have

been a feature of Boston shows.

The Boston public enjoys its show. The

proportion of probable buyers may be small

but it does not prevent the young and the

old from taking real interest in the cars

and the accessories and in gathering in

force and looking curiously into the bowels

of a car and listening intently to any sales

man who may undertake to satisfy any

one's desire to learn what's what. They

are great collectors of catalogs and souv

enirs, too; and they love to sit long and lis

ten to the music of the band. Even when

the automatic piano unlimbt-rs and the at

tendants who are intent on selling sheet

music lift up their voices to prove the qual~

ity of their wares, they receive their full

need of admiring attention.

Boston enterprise also contributed some

thing of a surprise to all of the exhibitors.

Early Monday morning each of them re

ceived in a plain envelope addressed in fem

inine handwriting and marked “Personal.”

\\'hcn it was opened, a card, typographically

in good taste, was disclosed informing the

recipient that Miss -— was prepared to

perform expert manicuring at her estab

lishment either morning or evening or at her

patrous' home, when it was so desired. It

was ()l)r~t.‘i‘\'-'lbl€ that not all of those who

received the cards threw them away.

Manager Campbell also had some of the

trade visitors guessing for a while. Their

admission buttons are in the form of a

small silver fish designed to be worn in the

coat lapel. \\'hat connection there is be

twocn fish and motor cars was a source of

much speculation, which found vent in sug

gestions that a “fishing excursion" was on,

that some one would “get the hook" and

so forth and so on. It required a native

Bostonese to set the unthinking strangers

right: Boston is the home of the sacred

codfish; hence the button.

But despite the candy and lemonade

CENSUS OF THE SHOW.

Pleasure Vehicles.

Gasolene:

One cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 28

Three cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 136

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

Total Gasolene Pleasure . . . . . . . . .. 202

 

Water cooled . . . . . . . . . . . 183

Air Cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

202

Four cycle . . . . . . . . . . . . 195

Twocycle............. 7

202

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

Total Pleasure Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . 231

Touring cars . . . . . . . . .. 101

Runabouts . . . . . . . . . . . . 90

Closed cars . . . . . . . . . .. 35

Buggies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

231

Chassis:

Gasolene:

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

Six cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10

Total Pleasure Chassis . . . . . . . .. 44

C y c l e s .

Motorcycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

Bicycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Total Cycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46

Commercial Vehicles.

Trucks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

Delivery Wagons . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

Buses, Stages, etc. . . . . . . . . . .. 4

Total Commercial Vehicles . . . . . . . . 16

Gasolene:

Two cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

Four cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3

Total Gasolene Commercial . . . . . .. 13

Water cooled 8

Air cooled . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5

13

Steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

3

Total Commercial Vehicles . . . . . . .. 16

Chassis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

Total Commercial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 18

Recapitulation.

Total Gasolene Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 215

Total Steam Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 21

Total Electric Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 11

Total Cycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 46

Total all Vehicles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 293

 

stands and the automatic piano and other

catchpenny devices, which subtract a trifle

from its character as an industrial display,

the Boston show is a fine, large, impress

ive show.

Practically all the well known makers are

represented. Such names as White, \Vin

ton, Northern, Great Arrow, Royal and Cor

bin, are prominently displayed in Grand

hall, as are those of Stoddard-Dayton, Ap

pcrson and Berliet, Stevens-Duryea and

Stearns. Mitchell, Pope and Elmore are

hardly less prominent. In exhibition hall,

and side by side, are the Marmon and

Franklin exhibits, with Rambler, Cadillac,

Packard; Locomobile, Thomas and Mathe

son cars, close at hand. There, too, are the

National, Reo, and Rainier displays, none

the less prominent through being catalogued

under agent’s names, while Oakland and

Brush, go well in the same vicinity, flanked

by Studebaker and Premier cars, with the

extensive Maxwell line displayed to advan

tage down by the outer entrance. Among

the basement exhibits are to be found the

Prayer-Miller trucks, as well as a \Vhite

car, equipped with a special ambulance body,

the Knox, \Naltham and Studebaker com

mercial vehicles.

 

Rather surprising in a show coming so

late, is the staging of several new models

by makers well known and thoroughly ex

ploited at former exhibitions of a like char

acter. Prominent among these is the new

Locomobile “40 Runabout,” which has not

been introduced publicly before, and which

is a low-hung, modish afiair, built on clean

cut, distinctive lines which, though in

many ways a departure from former Loco

mobile practice, yet retain sufficient stabil

ity to make it a worthy member of that re

spected and much prized line. Mechan

ically it is merely a new version of the

model “I” 40, which already had been

shown. That is to say, it is driven by a 5

by 6-inch, four cylinder motor, has make

and break ignition, with low tension mag~

ucto. selective change gear and double chain

drive, and very large braking surfaces. In

distinction from the former type of run

about, it has a lighter spring suspension,

'owing to the use of a lighter body; the

seats, besides being-of entirely difierent

contour, are lower, giving the close-to-the

‘ground appearance already noted; and a

larger steering wheel is used, mounted on

a column which is given a considerable rake

in order to bring it into convenient posi

tion. The rear seat. instead of being

mounted on a turtle deck, is placed upon

an artillery box, and is demountable. On

this account, either one or two passengers

may be accomodated behind by the use of

one or two bucket seats, the box may be left

bare. or it may be removed entirely, leaving

the flat deck for carrying purposes. Even

without removing the box, however, there

is ample room back of the driver's seat for

stowing {such luggage as a trunk, large

hamper or several suit cases.

The same spirit is manifested in a new

Studebaker creation, also shown for the

first time, although mounted on the 30

horsepower chassis which is already well

known to 1908 show goers. It is styled the
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Suburban Roadster and is adaptable for the

transportation of two, three or four pass

engers, according to circumstances, or to

the accomodation of a surprising amount

of luggage or camp paraphernalia in the

roomy b0x body. The general form is that

of the conventionalized Beverly \Vagou,

with fully enclosed box body set off with

rectangular outside framework into regu

lar panels. The rear seats, of which there

 

points to the rated weight of the car and

the other to the actual weight shown by

the scales, proving conclusively that the

catalogue states fact with a very respect

able margin of truth to spare.

The most recent of the many Franklin of

ferings is the light rumble runabout,

especially suited for the uses of, phy

sicians who employ drivers, and occasion

ally wish to carry a friend or patient in ad

first of the 1908 Ford cars to be seen at any

show. Model S. which is made in no less

than three varieties, with but small distinc

tion between them as far as really vital

points are concerned, is no less a mechan

ical and manufacturing achievement. In a

general way it much resembles it. There

are the same motor and transmission, the

same features of control, and, practically

the same outline, except, that, as in the case
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are two, are interchangeable and may be

mounted on the box as desired to carry one

or two passengers.

One of the features of the Franklin ex

hibit which cannot fail to catch the eye of

the visitor is an occular demonstration of

the authenticity of the catalogue specifi

cations given out by the maker of this

staunch exponent of the air cooled motor

and the wood fame. One of the 1908 cars

is mounted on platform scales. each wheel

being supported independently of the

others. the combined indications of the

four scales adding up to a figure nearly 200

pounds less than the nominal weight of the

car. :\ large dial mounted on the vehicle is

equipped with two hands, one of which

dition. It is built on the model G chassis,

has the same 16 horsepower, quadruple

motor, equipped with the new concentric

valves, and 90-inch wheel base. The rear

seat, which is designed to accomodate a

single passenger only, is mounted on a plain

box. the sides being cut away slightly to

afford easy access, while the general effect

is that of the continuous body, rather than

the detached seat carried on a flat deck.

The lines of the vehicle are tastefully ar

ranged. and while the effect is suFficiently

light and graceful to be pleasing, it is still

decidedly practical and substantial—which

is an important point of distinguishment.

Among other favors it was reserved for

Boston to have the honor of uncovering the

of last year’s model R, the fenders are

connected by a running board, while the

seats are more liberally proportioned and

consequently more comfortable to ride in.

Model S Roadster is an improvement on

the first, to the extent of a rumble seat, a

concave dash, flanged mud guards, and one

or two other points which make for an im

provement in appearance without altering

the road performance of the vehicle. A

third adaptation of the same chassis de

sign is found in a wonderfully attractive

little inside-driven coupe, which at the

price. $800, is calculated to form a most

useful accessory to the business of the doc

tor, rural or suburban.

The usual aggregation of closed vehicles,
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which has come to be an expected feature

of all present day shows, is in this case

augmented by a couple of newcomers in ad

dition to that just mentioned. One of these

is the taxicab of the new Oakland line

which made such a favorable impression on

its first appearance at the time of the Chi

cago show. Like the touring car which it

accompanies, this vehicle is of particularly

light and graceful mold, and substantial

looking withal. The pleasing exterior of

these cars is all the more noteworthy as

housing one of the most original power

plants ever put into a chassis.

Another gratifying interpretation of the

motor cab idea is found in the new Atlas

vehicle which is being shown for the first

of the propeller shaft and is actuated for

application of the driving effort by means of

a foot pedal, while the speed ratio is con

trolled by a side lever. By depressing a

button in the top of this lever the gear

changing arm is released from engagement

and a second rocker arm picked up which

actuates a cam clutch on a special flange on

the upper side of the fly wheelv The effect

of moving the lever back and forth after de

pressing the button is that of “cranking” the

motor, and in this way, starting from the

seat is made ane easy effort.

The “Crown Special" is another which

has only recently come into being. It is a

four passenger runabout of light, racy and

modern construction. It is engined with a

     

 

FRANKLIN 16 HORSEPOWERIRUMBLE RUNABOUT

time and which is mounted on a chassis

especially designed for the arduous service

which is expected of the commercial pas

senger vehicle. The power plant is the

twin cylinder, two-cycle Atlas motor, which

is used in the entire line, planetary change

gear and shaft transmission to the rear live

axle. An unusual and novel feature of the

machine, which is sufficient in itself to at

tract no little attention—particularly in a

vehicle intended for practical service of this

sort—is the motor starting device. This is

a ratchet contrivance operating directly on

the fly wheel of the motor and worked from

the driver’s seat by means of a handle which

is placed in the foot board at the right end

and just in front of the scat riser. Simply

pulling up the handle sharply gives the

crank shaft the slight twirl required to sot

the engine in motion.

One or two cars which are new to Bos_

ton, and which have been only in one or

two other of the smaller local shows, are

worthy of passing note. One of these, the

Blomstrom “gyroscopic” car is remarkable

in that its two cylinder opposed motor is

sct in the fore part of the car with its crank

shaft vertical. The fly wheel, which is be

low the cylinders, is of very large diameter

and is formed with a perfectly flat surface

underneath which serves as the driving

member of the double disc change gear.

The driven member of this group is

mounted slidcubly on a forward extension

provided by the use of both high tension

magneto and battery and coil systems, the

pump is gear driven, the radiator is cellu

lar. Transmission is secured by means of a

selectively operated, vertical gear set and

propeller shaft, the entire system lrcing

mounted on Timken roller bearings. The

body is hung on semi-elliptic springs in

front and full elliptics in the rear, the latter

being coupled to an angle bracket well

above the frame in order to give plenty of

spring set without raising the body too far

off the ground. The wheel base is 116

inches. the wheels 34 inches in diameter

shod with 4-inch tires all around, and the

body is designed for three and five pass

engers respectively. in the runabout and

touring car models.

The Brouhot car, which was one of the

promised innovations of the show, failed to

materialize during the early part of the

week, as did the Viking—a local production

which was to have made its maiden appear

ance. Another car which was not on hand

on the opening night, but which was prom

ised certainly for today (Thursday) is the

new P & S. which is just being brought out

by the Palmer & Singer Co., New York

City. It is a machine mounting the “C. G.

V." type of bonnet with radiator suspended

below the frame and made in three general

types corresponding to the uses of the

touring, runabout and town and country

cars. In the latter, which is equipped with

landaulet body, the frame is developed into

  

  

 

 

LOQOIOBILB 40 RUN-ABOUT

45-50 horsepower four cylinder motor, has

a selective change gear and shaft drive. By

dint of throwing the front axle well up to

the radiator line and setting the rear axle

back, the 114-inch whccl base is made to

support the neat, low body in easy and ef

fective fashion.

The Speedwell, which is still another of

the same class, is shown in runabout and

touring car types, as well as in plain chas

sis. It is a 40 horsepower, shapely vehicle,

'built on approved lines and having about it

no element of untried or unproven quality.

The cylinders are individually cast and mea

sure 4% by 5 inches. Double ignition is

a. double drop just in front of the rear wheel

to allow for a low entrance and easy step

without reducing the road clearance corre

spondingly. The power of this model is

given as 28-30 and other general specifi

cations include llZ-inch wheel baSe, 34 by

4-inch tires, semi and full elliptic springs,

front and rear. transmission by multiple

disc clutch, selective gear set mounted on

ball bearings. and cardan shaft. A some

what similar mechanical equipment is ap

plied to the “Skimabout” which is equipped

as a light. two passenger vehicle for hasty

road work.

Practically all cars of wide repute have
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been shown previously at the New York

and Chicago shows. But, as is always the

case, several New England makers reserve

their efforts for this show, where, with par

donable loyalty they display their new

models for the first time. In this instance

there are ten makers and as many vehicles

which are to be included in this category.

One of these is the Shawmut, which the

Shawmut Motor Co., Stockham, Mass., in

troduces to its second year of existence

with a new motor of improved pattern and

   

several other improvements, while yet re

taining many of the features which distin

guished it a year ago. The motor in ques

tion is of quadruple pattern and has twin

cast cylinders of 4.8 by 5.5-inch, bore and

stroke. It is distinguished among other

points by an original carburettor set in

Close up to the cylinders with a large mix

ing chamber leading directly to the siam

esed intake ports, practically without any

thing corresponding to the ordinary man

ifold. A further point of interest is the use

of independent exhaust pipes from the cyl

inder groups to the muffler. thus giving a

perfectly free outlet for the gaScs at all

times. Another new feature is the original

dredger oiler which, unlike many devices

of the sort, has a variable rate of feed, made

possible by altering the number of teeth

picked up by the feeding pawl at each revo

lution of the driving shaft. The vehicle it

self is expensiver built along the lines gen

crally characterized as “continental” and is

originally designed in every particular sav

ing that of ignition and body equipments.

A new model known as the “Forty

Roadster” has been added to the Springfield

linc, which is the product of the H. C. Med—

and the high backs, which are carried out

uniformally for both front and rear seats.

The rear member, as is the case with sev~

eral other of the new runabout models.

may be used either as a one or two passen

ger accomodation by adapting the double

removable bucket seats to '5uit the in

stant’s requirement. _The wheel base is 114

instead of 108 inches, as in the touring

cars. Of the changes in construction which

have been introduced this year, the adoption

of double ignition by means of Comet
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GENERAL VIEW IN GRAND HALL

craft Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass., in

addition to which several changes have been

made in the construction of the chassis,

which is practically the same with all types.

The new machine is a two, three or four

passenger vehicle of the popular order,

mounting a nobby and rather unusual sort

of body which carries out the idea of the old

time box buggy to the extent of employing

raised sides for both front and rear foot

boards, thus excluding all draught from the

lower extremities of the occupants, and inci

dentally, affording a touch of novelty to the

general appearance of the vehicle which is

most gratifying. A further novel efl'ect is

secured by the exceptionally low seat line

magneto, unit coil and high tension dis

tributor, in conjunction with the battery

equipment, is noteworthy, as is the use of

ball bearings throughout the axle equip

ment, in place of roller bearings. A new

type of transmission also is employed, in

volving the use of a selective gearset hav

ing chrome nickel steel gears, and the use

of'a buffer torsion rod, in place of the‘ ra

dial side rods formerly employed.

Although the Stilson Motor Car Co..

Pittsfield, Mass., has been making six-cyl—

inder cars, and six~cylinder cars only, for

some little time, this is the first occasion

on which one of them has been on view at

any show. The vehicle is characterized by
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a number of original points, chief among

which are those certering about the motor.

The power plant is supported on a sub

frame running well back of the center of

the car, and the engine base is carried on

this by means of solid webs running the

entire length of the crank case on either

side. An unusual feature in addition to this,

is the method of lubrication, which consists

of a flush-feed system actuated by gravity

from a tank concealed in the concave dash,

and supplied by pump return from the en

gine base. The leads from the supply tank

are carried over to the left side of the crank

case and delivered to a distributing mani

fold concealed in the base, and tapped off

at intervals for the various bearings.

and the wheel base is 115 inches. The new

body carries two double bucket seats of

practically identical pattern, is substantial

in appearance, and serviceable looking as

well.

Bay State Forty, is a name which first

came to light a year ago when the Bay

State Automobile Co., Boston, offered its

initial product at the show. The product

remains at this time, practically unchanged,

so far as both minor and major details are

concerned. Among the features of the ma

chine which are particularly well worth re

membering, are the use of "triple" ignit

tion, by means of a high tension distributor

and unit coil—used either with magneto or

Thebattery—as well as the usual battery and

 

  

 

  

srrLson six-cvurmnl can

crank shaft is supported on seven bearings,

which is made possible by the use of inde

pendently cast cylinders. Like the oil tank,

the coils are concealed in the dash. They

are employed in connection with the full

system of double ignition, using two sets

of plugs, and the Bosch magneto. The car

itself, outside the engine, is designed in the

conventional way. It has 123‘inch wheel

base, 34 or 36—inch wheels at the option of

the purchaser, 4 and 4%-inch tires, front

and rear, and weighs 3.400 pounds. The mo

tor, which is 411-16 by 5% inches, bore and

stroke, is rated at 5060 horsepower.

The reorganized Grout Automobile Co.,

Orange, Mass, brings to the show, in addi

tion to its touring car, a brand new “tour

about,” which is to say, a four-passenger car

of approved pattern, mounting a number

of the Grout features, such as double ball

bearings, original in design and closely re

sembling the so~called bicycle type for each

of the wheels, and the use of a wood frame

armored, and supporting the motor and

transmission by means of a metal sub-frame.

The change gear system is selective in

operation, but has a direct acting lever, the

selection being made by means of a finger

action which picks up one or the other of

two rocker arms, actuating the sliding mem

bers. The motor is rated at 35 horsepower,

coil system, with two sets of plugs; the use

of a “cushion box,” or shock absorber in

the transmission line, between the clutch

and change gear; the method by which the

sub-frame carrying the power plant is sup

ported on three points, with the third in

the rear; and the use of double trussed tor

sion rods 0n the rear axle. The motor sup

plies 40 horsepower on requirement. the

change gear affords three forward changes

of speed, the wheel base is 122 inches, and

the weight inclusive of equipment is 2,900

pounds.

Coincident with the opening of the pres

ent show, Boston became the birthplace of

two new motor buggies, both of local ori

gin, and both designed on somewhat orig

inal lines. Because of their extreme youth,

it is not surprising that neither of these

newcomers should have been on hand for

the opening of the exhibition. In the Bos

ton Highwheel automobile, the Boston

llighwheel Auto Mfg. Co., Boston, is pro

ducing not simply a new member of a rap

idly growing class, but also a vehicle em

bodying a number of radical features. The

motor, which is of the double-opposed, air

cooled type, is mounted within the body

and directly over the rear axle. Transmis

sion is accomplished by means of a single

belt operating over a pair of expanding pul

leys adapted to give a wide range of speed

variation by the simple movement of one

lever, and without the necessity of declutch

iug when changing speed. For purposes of

reversal, a double bevel gear connection is

established between motor and transmis

sion, only one being in use at a time, one

affording the forward and the other the

backward drive. A trapezoidal belt is em

ployed, 1% inches wide, by M inch deep.

Another novel feature, is the adoption of a

differential brake, acting upon the balance

gear in the counter shaft, which drives the

rear wheels through side chains. By de

pressing a foot button at any time, the ac

tion of the differential is checked, whereby

skidding, or excessive differentiation due to

unequal adhesion in mud or snow, may be

checked. The wheels are 44 and 48 inches

in diameter, front and rear, respectively, and

are mounted on roller bearings of original

design. The wheels are heavily dished, and

are shod with l;Vg<inch solid tires. The

weight complete is about 900 pounds.

Although designed and marketed in Bos

ton, the Crown Motor Carriage, which is

just being introduced to Boston by the

Crown Motor Vehicle Co., is made largely

in Amesbury, Mass, whence come so many

New England carriages. It has ,a double

opposed, 12 horsepower motor, air cooled,

and hung on three points. Transmission

is by means of an original adaptation of the

multiple disc clutch idea, two clutches be

ing employed, and affording two speeds

forward and two in the reverse direction.

The wheels are 40 inches in diameter, shod

with 1%;-inch solid tires. The wheel base

is 74 inches. A special feature is made of

the body, which is of unusually roomy de~

sign and has a seat 21 inches deep, and 43

inches long.

The Bailey electric phaeton, manufac

tured by S. R. Bailey 8: Co., Amesbury,

Mass, will be remembered as the vehicle

distinguished by its originality of construc

tion—an originality which commences with

the wheels, and continues through every

fiber of the structure. As shown for the

first time last year, it embodied in the

frame, body, and running gear, a number of

unique features. Most of these have been

continued over into the 1908 model, while

one or two new ones have been added to

them. Among these may be mentioned the

steering device. This is in principle and

action, the sa-me as the ordinary tiller ar

rangement. Upon the upper extremity of

what is apparently an ordinary steering col

umn, is mounted a wheel, complete except

for the side next the driver, which is bound

ed by a short chord. leaving the outline

roughly D-shaped. The entire column

takes the part of the tiller and is swung

from side to side in driving the car, its mo

tion being guided by an inverted segment

mounted on the dash. An ingenious switch

ing device, prevents the running plug from

being inserted until the controller—which

is mounted above the steering “wheel"—is

set in neutral position, while correspond
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ing arrangements provide for the interrupt

ing of the motor circuit whenever the foot

brake is applied.

Of all steam cars, none perhaps, has a

stronger hold over Boston than the New

ton product, the Stanley, which this year

appears in somewhat modified form as to

power plant, and with several variations in

body mounting as well. Of the former, may

be mentioned the use of a new water indi

cator, and a new pump transmission which

is a simplification and improvement over

the former arrangement, as well as the new

double by-pass on the water line, which is

connected and controlled through the steer

ing column. Of the new models, Model

K, is a gentlemen's roadster, having prac

tically the same power plant as was the

moving feature of the one-time famous

“Florida Bug," while Model M, is a seven

passenger touring car—the first of its kind

to be made by the Stanley Motor Carriage

Co.

Another newcomer in the quartet of steam

representatives present, is the Clark, made

by Edward S. Clark, and a thoroughly Bos

ton product. The latest model, which is on

view at the show. is equipped with a new

engine. which, unlike that employed last

year is of the single, four-cylinder opposed

pattern, having single acting pistons and

poppet valves. The transmission gearing

also has been improved to the extent of

embodying high, low and neutral gears.

Reversing and cutting off are accomplished

by manipulating the cam shafts. The vehi

cle on exhibition is a special model, built

on the standard chassis, but differing from

the regular model in several points, such

as the use of the aluminum dash, special

body and trimmings. The motor is rated at

20 horsepower, the wheel base is 110 inches,

the tires are 36 by 4 inches, and the total

weight is 2,800 pounds.

 

Boston is no exception to the accessory

rule of all shows, but rather the superlative

degree of comparison. The present show

possesses by way of attraction nearly every

thing which has charmed or disgusted the

accessory chaser at other shows and sev

eral things more, some of which are well

able to stand alone.

The rotary motor. for instance, is ob

liged to stand alone, because it has no rival.

As exhibited by the American Rotary Mo

to Co., Boston, it proves to be a rotary

motor and not a motor which rotates, in

that it contains but one essential moving

part which is a piston of approximately oval

section revolving in a casing which is

opened at either end to receive a pair of

abutments which bear against the piston

to form a closed explosion chamber between

it and the walls of the casing, or open, to

release the spent gas to the exhaust pipe.

Since there are two such abutments and

consequently two explosion chambers, the

mixture, which is admitted under pressure,

is fired simultaneously and produces two

co-incident impulses every revolution. These

motors are not quite ready for the market,

but shares in the company's stock are an

nounced in a circular as being for sale at

a popular price.

Then there is the change gear system

which, though of the ordinary sliding pin

ion type, is so devised as to prevent all

possibility of stripping the gears when

meshing them. To this end, the driven

gears are mounted loosely on a screw thread

instead of being keyed to their shaft as is

ordinarily the case. When the primary en

gagement takes place and the ends of the
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teeth are meshed, the driver commences to

turn the driven gear, as is the case in the

common arrangement. As the only resist

ance encountered is that of the screw thread

mentioned, and a light spring which tends

to hold the gear away from its position

of normal engagement. however, there is

no chance of stripping the teeth. By the

time the teeth have engaged to their full

width of face, the driven member has ad

vanced far enough along its screw thread

to pick up a double dog clutch on the shaft,

which it then begins to drive. Conversely,

when the gears are drawn out of engage

ment the spring referred to develops suffi

cient tension to run the driven gear back

along its thread and free it of the driving

dogs. The device is being shown by its

inventor, H. O. Fletcher, Hyde Park, Mass.

Having got this far in the “improvement”

of the automobile, it is natural to look next

to the tires. There the investigator at once

falls into a perplexing dilemma. If he pre

fers the “legitimate” in the sense of the

conservative and popular patterns already

in current use, he may visit the booths

where such well known brands as the Hart

ford, Goodyear, G & 1, Diamond or Fire

stone tires are on view. But if he prefers

the more novel devices, he must investigate

the original principles of the Dow and

the new Shaw Self-Scaling tires, both of

which are alike in comprising an inner tube

having an envelope wall on the tread side

into which some special compound is in

serted for the everlasting damnation of all

the little puncture fiends.

In the Shaw tire, which the Automobile

Utilities Co., Boston, is showing for the

first time, the filling in question comprises

a layer of melted rubber and asbestos fiber

which it is claimed will amalgamate per

fectly with the tread rubber when blown

into a wound in the tire, forming a per

fect cure for the ill. There is also the Zeg

len Bullet Proof tire, which besides being

immune from damage by the wayside sheriff

is claimed to be unusually resistent in the

'matter of ordinary punctures, if not ab

solutely hole-proof in every way. The Zeg~

lan Bullet Proof Cloth Co., Chicago, 11].,

also make a specialty of bullet proof ve'sts

and material. The Ball Bearing Tire Co.,

Providence, R. 1., presents a modern ver

sion of a somewhat old idea in the ball

bearing tire, in which the shoe encloses a

rubber tiller containing a series of spher

ical, molded pockets which contain as many

balls of pure gum rubber, vulcanized and

moderately inflated. while on the rim side

is an open chamber capable of inflation to

the required degree. If one ball is punc

tured. the tire is not deflated—and there

you are, simple as can be! The Common

wealth Rubber Co.. Reading, Mass., exhibit

the Mitchell Puncture-Proof tire, which is

practically a tire within a tire—but not in

the ordinary sense. The outer tire is of

the solid variety, while the inner and pneu

matic one is of smaller great diameter and

serves as a support for the rim which car

ries the tread shoe.

While omitting the previously exhibited

wares of such makers as produce the “Con

necticut," “Heinze,” “Witherbee,” and

“Pittsfield,” and skipping the several well

known makers of batteries, and commuta

tors and attachments and fixings and sup

plies, there is yet considerable to see that

is new in the ignition line. As, for instance,

the Two-Spot spark plug shown by the Two

Spot Mfg. Co., Canasota, N. Y., which com

prises a central insulated electrode and an

extended and hooked ground wire, between

which is interposed a little spool of por

celain surrounded by a single coil of fine

wire. The spark jumps first, from the in

sulated pole to one side of the spool. and

then from the spOol to the ground wire,

making two jumps across two gaps. As

the spool is mounted in such a way as to

turn constantly under the influence of the

action going on in the cylinder, there is

supposed to be no chance for sooting to oc

cur. Another novelty in the plug line is

to be seen in the Sterling, in which the

Windsor Mfg. Co., Worcester, -Mass., pre

sents a device, ordinary, except that the in

sulated central wire is bent twice, first at
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right angles and toward the shell, and then

circularly and parallel to the beveled edge

of that member. The spark has opportunity

to jump in several points at once—if it

wants to. And apparently it does. The

Sterling Mfg. Co., also are showing a new

automobile vise, it should be observed pa

renthetically, which is excellent in several

ways, but principally because it is small and

can be clamped to the running board with

out necessitating the use of any perma

nent fixture likely to interfere with the nor

mal use of the step. The device is swiveled

on its base and swiveled in its main clamp

so that it has a universal motion, contains

pipe jaws under the main faces of the jaws,

and wire holding jaws as well. Further

more it is hardened and oxidized, so that

it is durable beyond the average measure

of such contrivances. Speaking of ignition

systems, however, the Orswell method of

firing the charge in the motor cylinder, con

sists in the use of a single master vibrator

enclosed in a neat case of vest pocket size,

and the igniter, which is a combined coil

and plug, having no external secondary

connection, and which screws directly into

the cylinder it is intended to fire. The sys

tem of the Sterling Alternating Ignition

Co., Binghamton, N. Y., is such that every

time the primary circuit is closed through

the single master vibrator, the current flows

oppositely to its direction during the pre

vious and succeeding ignition periods. This

corrects the pitting action of the current on

the contact points of the vibrator. '

If you want to know how the Standard

Speedometer works, you ~can readily tell

by observing the Brohdinagian working

model on view at the stand of the Parker

Mfg. Co., Roxbury, Mass., where an ex

aggerated reproduction of the device in-,

forms you it is the principle of the fly-ball

governor all over again. Or, in the case of

the Casgrain Speedometer, you are per

mitted to dissect one of the devices all by

yourself and examine the parts, in order to

learn that it is fluid friction, brought about

by the agitation of the oil-contents of the

device, which is set in motion by a little

paddle wheel, which drives a second and

enclosing paddle wheel sufficiently to

rotate the indicating drum and reveal

the number indicating the speed of the

vehicle. You discover, by the way, in case

you did not know it already, that speed

ometers have formed an interesting sub

ject for study to a good many men in times

past. Their conclusions are exhibited in

concrete form at the booths of the Jones

Speedometer Co., Hoffecker Co., R. H.

Smith Mfg. Co., \\'arner Instrument Co.,

W'm. H. Jones. and others, not to mention

that of Chas. Miller, where you find a

little of most everything else as well.

The same is true in kind, of the displays

of shock absorbers. The Hartford Suspen<

sion, the Foster, Kilgore, Hotchkin, Ga~

briel and others, may be familiar in action.

But the Flentje shock absorber is a new

device, of the fluid type, working like :1

pump with a multi-ported valve on its up

per face, to check the rebound. The Du'Ro,

which is the invention of Duncan Robin

son, Boston, involves a novel application

of the principle of the ordinary leaf spring.

obtaining its action through the combined

effects of elasticity in the blades, and fric

tion between the leaves. A multiplicity of

very thin, flat spring leaves, are packed

away together in a circular case which is

so shaped that the movement of the work

ing part causes the leaves to be bent up

with increasing movement and resistance

progressively. Another new thing in the

shock abosrbing line, is the offering of the

Ciglia Shock Preventer Co., New York

City, which looks very much like something

which it is not. The necessary resistance

to motion in the arm, is obtained by means

of a couple of interlocking discs, having ir

regular faces, held together by means of a

tivepronged star-shaped, spring washer.

When the arm moves, the tendency is to

separate the discs against the pressure of

the washer.

Safety devices, in general. multiply with

out end. But the Barber Safety, which is

the indefinite name applied by the Motor

Safety Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., to its

novel device, is worthy of more than pass

ing note. It is a scheme devised to pre

serve the bones of him who would fain

start the "kicking" motor without retard

ing the spark. By means of a ratchet de

tent mechanism which is inactive so long

as the resistance of the motor crank shaft

is normal. the ordinary starting ratchet is

disengaged just so soon as the resistance

in the motor exceeds a predetermined

amount—which it is sure to do in the event

of a backfire. The bone saver is enclosed

in a small metallic casing of inconsequen

tial aspect, and is attachable to any start

ing crank without requiring material alter

ations in the arrangement.

 

Excepting the candy, lemonade, music

and newspapers, the exhibits are as follows:

Automobiles.

The White Co.—White.

J. W. Maguire C0.—Great Arrow. _

Thos. B. Jeffery & Co.—Rambler. ‘

Stanley Motor Carriage Co.—Stanley.

Clurtis-Hawkins (Io—Chadwick, Speed

wel .

Geo. J. Dunham—Royal Tourist, Corbin.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.—-Winton.

Reed-Underhill Co.—Knox.
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Park Square Auto Station—Berliet, Stod

dard-Dayton.

Peerless Motor Car Co.—Peerless.

Fred S. Smith—Autocar, Apperson.

Geo. H. Lowe—Imperial, Aerocar.

J. W. Bowman Co.—Stevens-Duryea.

Mills-Kennedy Co.—\\"'elch.

S. R. Bailey & Co.—Bailey Electric.

Morgan B. Kent—Hotchkiss, Stearns,

Blomstrom.

Grout Automobile Co.—Grout.

\N. M. Jenkins & Co.—Mitchell.

Shawmut Motor Co.—Shawmut.

Dodge Motor Vehicle Co.——Pope-Toledo,

Pope-Hartford, Pope-Tribune, Pope-Wa

very.

Jacobs 8: Bartlett—Mercedes, Allen

Kingston.

F. R. Parker & Co.—Elmore.

W. A. Frederick C0.——American, Over

land, Marion.

Franklin Automobile Co.—Franklin.

F. E. \Ning—Marmon.

Crawford Automobile C0.-—Crawford.

Harry Fosdick Co.——Atla9, Springfield,

Baker Electric.

Locomobile C0. of America—Locomobile.

Columbia Motor Vehicle Co.—Columbia.

Maxwell~Briscoe-Boston Co.—Maxwell.

Ford Motor C0.——-Ford.

Morrison-Price Co.—Rainier,

Mora.

A. T. Fuller—Packard, Cadillac.

Boston Motor Co. Acme.

Matheson C0. of Boston—Matheson.

H. C. & C. D. Castle—Lozier.

Premier Boston Depot—Premier.

Linscott Motor Co.——National, Reo.

Edward S. Clark—Clark.

Whittcn-Gilmore Co.——Thomas.

F. E. Randall Co.—-Pullman,

Pennsylvania. v

Algonquin Motor Car Co.—Oldsmobile.

Lane Sales Co.—-Lane.

Austin Agency—Austin.

Oakland Motor Car Co.—Oakland.

South End Motor Car Co.—Brush.

Northern Motor Car C0.—~Nor_thern.

Simplex Motor C0.-—P. & S. Simplex.

D. P. Nichols & Co.——Frayer-Miller.

K. A. Skinner—De Dion. Brouhot.

Ferd. F. French—Schacht. '

Waltham Mfg. Co.—Waltham-Orient.

Butler Motor Car Co.——Rapid, Cleveland.

Pierce-Racine.

Boston Hightwheel Auto Mfg. Co.—Bos

ton flighwheel Auto.

Chas. A. Eaton—Lambert.

H. C. Stratton—Kissel Kar, Car de Luxe.

The Fiat Co.—-Fiat.

Renault Freres Selling Branch~—Renault.

Studebaker Bros. C0.-—Studebaker.

Bostonia Motor Co.—Cartercar.

Crown Motor Car Co.-—Glide, Crown.

P. W. Wood. Jr.—-Holsman.

Corey Hill Garage Co.—Kiblingcr.

Bay State Auto Co.—Bay State Forty.

Pierce Bros—Delivery Wagon.

Wayne,

 

Stilson.

Motorcycles.

Hendee Mfg. Co.—Indian. _

Light Mfg. & Foundry C0.—-Light.

Ovington Motor Co.——F. N.

American Motor Co.—Marsh. _

Reliance Motor Cycle C0.—Reliance.

Merkel Motor C0.—-Merkel.

Reading Standard Company—R-S.

Aurora Automatic Machine Co.——Thor.

S. M. Supplies Co.—Excelsior.

P. W. Wood. Jr.——Curtiss.

Crouch Motor Co.—Crouch.

Accessories.

Motor Safety Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

——Safety cranking device.

ll. Snowden, Philadelphia, Pa.—Flash

light spark plug.

. Badger & Sons Co., Boston—Hoods,

tanks. fenders, piping, etc.
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Hull & McArthur, Boston—Ericka hand

soap.

W. J. Forbes, Boston—K-W magnetos.

Two~Spot Mfg. Co., Canastota, N. Y.—

Two-Spot spark plug.

John A. Salmon, Boston—Monograms.

_]G. A. Haws, New York City—Panhard

01

Wm. Cramp & Sons’ Ship and Engine

Building Co., Philadelphia, Pa.——Bronze

castings and parts.

Eco Mfg. Co., Boston—Acetylene stor

age tanks and torches.

Draper Bros., Canton, Mass—Robes.

Atwater Kent Mfg. Works, Philadelphia,

Pa.—lgnition apparatus.

Baldwin & Co., Bangor, Me.-—Tire repair

outfits.

\Vindsor Mfg. Co., WorCester, Mass.—

Sterling spark plug, Sterling auto'vise.

Stuart Howland Co., Boston—Lamps,

electrical devices, Wizard tubular ignitor.

Orswell Ignitor Co., Boston—Ignition

systems.

Atlantic Refining Co., Cleveland, O.—Lu

bricants.

Stepney Spare Motor Wheel C0. of Amer

ica—Stepney spare wheels.

Anderson Spark Plug Co., Boston—Air

derson spark plugs.

Valvoline Oil Co., New York—Lubricants.

Echo Horn Co., Cleveland, O.-—Exhaust

horns.

H. O. Fletcher, Hyde Park, Mass—Auto—

matic meshing change gear system.

Burns Boston Battery Co., Boston.

H. F. Campbell. Boston—Duplex coils,

Auto-Marine spark plugs, Red Cross spark

plugs, Vim motors.

Voorhees Rubber Co., Jersey City, N. J.—

Rubber sheetings and fabric.

J. O. Caldwell, Jr., Boston—“Oilright”cans

Old Corner Book Store, Boston~—Maps

and automobile literature.

Boston—“Du-Ro”Duncan Robinson,

shock absorber.

Ball Bearing Tire Co., Providence, R. I.—

Ball bearing tire.

Albert Champion, Boston—Ignition spe~

cialties.

Non-Explosive Safety Can Co.. Boston»—

Safety cans and containers.

Zeglen Bullet-Proof Cloth Co.—Bullet

proof fabric and non-puncturable tires.

Consolidated Optical Mfg. Co., New York

City—Goggles and glasses.

Ciglia Shock Preventor Co.. New York

City—Ciglia shock preventor.

Nonpareil Brass Co.. Providence. R. I.—

V\'ind shields, robe rails, and fittings.

Defiance Chain Co., Boston—Chain tire

grips.

- T. A. Bemus Co., Inc., Boston—Timers

and distributors. .

Shove & Gage Co., Inc., Providence, R. I.

—Metal polishes.

Hillman Auto Supply Mfg. Co., Boston——

Lamps. fittings and supplies.

Underhay Oil Co., Boston—Lubricants.

A. J. Wilkinson 8: Co., Boston—Tools,

hardware and supplies.

The Pantasote Co., New York City—Pan

tasote top and cover fabrics. ‘

T. C. 8; W. L. Frye, Rochester, Pa.—

Jacks and motor equipment.

Westchester Appliance Co., Yonkers, N.

Y.——Wcstchester ignition supplies.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co., New York City——

Ajax tires.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, O.--Na

tional dry batteries.

Leather Tire Goods Co., Newton Upper

Falls, Mass—Woodworth tires and treads.

New England Motor Co., Lowell, Mass.—

Rex ignitors.

Park Square Auto Station, Boston—Na

tional batteries and sundries.B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.——Goodrichi

tires.

Connecticut Tel. & Elec. Co., Meriden,

Conn—Connecticut ignition apparatus.

A. W. Harris Oil Co., Providence, R. I.—

Harris oils.

Hartford Rubber Works Co., Hartford,

Conn—Hartford Tires.

New York 8: New Jersey Lubricants Co.,

New York City—Non-Fluid oils.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.

—Pennsylvania tires.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass.—

Heinze ignition apparatus.

Gilbert 8r. Barker Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y.—Storage tanks and measuring pumps.

Visor Knitting Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

—Muf’flers.

Hopewell Bros, Cambridge, Mass—Tire

cases, covers, etc.

J. T. Stanley, New York City—Mobo

cleaners.

J. Frank Cutter, Cambridge, Mass—Bod

ies and tops.

Sage's Trunk Depot, Boston—Automobile

trunks and luggage carriers.

L. C. Chase & Co., Boston—Top

cover leathers.

\Vm. C. Robinson & Son Co., Boston—

Autoline lubricants.

Vacuum Oil Co., Rochester, N. Y.-—Vac

num and mobiloils.

Boston Gear Works, Norfolk Downs,

Mass—Steering devices and parts.

Motor Car Specialty Co., Boston—Speed

ometers and equipment.

T. F. Russell & Co., Boston—Accessories.

American Electric Novelty & Mfg. Co.,

New York City—Ever Ready specialties.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, 0.—

Firestone tires.

Atwood Mfg. Co.,

Lamps and generators.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., New Haven. Conn.—

Tire cases, covers, and automobile fabric

supplies.

F. E. Bowers & Co., New Haven, Conn.—

Bowers carburetters.

\Vitherbee lgniter Co., New York City—

\\'itherbee ignition a paratus.

The Angier Co., oston—Universal tire

protectors and supplies.

Empire Auto Tire Co., Trenton, N. J.—

liirpirc tires. '

Trutfault-Hartford Shock Absorber Co..

New York City—Trutfault-Hartford suspen

szons.

Auto-Igniter Co., New York City—Auto

igniters.

National Auto Accessory Co., Boston—

National carburetters.

F. R. Parker & Co., Boston—Pan-O-Lite

lubricants.

\Nm. J. Smith Co., New Haven. Conn.—

Adjustable reamers.

Stackpole Battery Co., St. Marys, Pa.—

Stackpole batteries.

Hartford, Conn.—VVhitney Mfg. Co.,

Roller chains.

G & J Tire Co., Boston—G & J tires.

Eagle Oil and Supply Co., Boston—N0

Karbon c linder oil.

Dover tamping & Mfg. Co., Cambridge,

Mass—Drip pans, funnels. measures, etc.

Commonwealth Rubber Co., Reading,

Mass—Mitchell Puncture-Proof tires.

Michelin Tire Co.. Boston—Michelin tires.

Hoflecker Co., Boston—Hoffecker speed

indicators.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadel

Boston—Prest~O-Lite

and

Amesbury, Mass.—

phia, Pa.—Exide batteries.

Prest-O-Lite Co.,

tanks.

Post & Lester, Hartford, Conn.-—Acces

sories and supplies.

Edgar T. Ward & Sons, Boston—~Seam

less tubing, and metal supplies.

John A. Mason, Boston—Tops. trunks and

luggage carriers.

Hess Bright Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

——Annular ball bearings.

Pettingell-Andrews Co., Boston—J-B ig

nition supplies.

J. Connell,

indicators, ignition specialties,

plies.

Boston Auto Gage Co., Boston—Triumph

tank gages.

Wlute & Bagley Co., Worcester, Mass.—

Oilzum and Cleanzum.

R. H. Smith Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.

-—Springfield motometers.

Acetyvone Co., New York City—Gener

ators and lamps.

Boston—Casgrain speed

and sup

Never-Miss Spark Plug Co., Lansing,

Mich.—Never-Miss spark plugs.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis.—

Warner Autometers.

Wm. H. Jones, Boston—National speed

indicators.

‘Dow Tire Co., New York City—Dow

tLres.

Randall-Faichnay Co.,

oil guns.

Chas. E. Miller, Boston—Accessories and

supplies.

National Valgrinok Co., Boston—Valgri

nok grinding compound.

Southergreen, Manchester, Mass.—

Swinging tire holders.

lGlobe Optical Co., Boston—Optical sup

p ies.

C. J. Downing, New York City—Horns,

tire holders, and fittings.

Century Optical Co., New York City—

Optical supplies.

Brown Folding Stool Co.. Boston—Fold

ing stools.

~Solderine Co.,

pound.

Boston Auto Light Co., Boston—Boston

gas tanks.

F. H. Howard Co.,-VVatertown, Mass.—

Coils and commutators.

Kilgore Mfg. Co., Oldtown, Me.-—Kilgore

shock eliminators.

Wm. H. Richardson Co., Boston—Cloth

m .

TV. W. Winship, Boston—Trunks.

S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc., Fort Wayne,

Ind—Gasoline storage outfits.

Pittsfield Spark Coil Co., Dalton, Mass.—

Pittsheld ignition apparatus.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron, O.

—Goodyear tires.

Jones Speedometer Co., New York City—

Jones speedometers.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.—Dia

mond tires.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury. Mass—Lamps.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—-Odo

meters and tachometers.

Fisk Rubber Co., Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fisk tires.

Eastern Carbon Works, Jersey City, N.

J.—Eastern dry batteries. ~

Morgan & Wright, Detroit, Mich—Mor

gan & Wright tires.

Columbia Lubricants Co., New York City

-—Monogram oils.

F. Shirley Boyd, Boston—Supplementary

spiral springs.

G. H. Proctor Supply Co., Boston—Re

public tires.

Parker Mfg. Co., Roxbury, Mass—Stand

ard speedometers.

W. S. Daniels, Boston—Lamps, rails and

ignition equipment.

Massachusetts Auto Co., Boston—Elastic

tire filling.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.—

Gabriel horns and shock absorbers.

J. W. Coglan Co., Boston—MonOgrams.

William Nolan, Boston—Tops, wind

shields, and body work.

A. Terminello, Boston—Flash Kleaner.

P. A. Murray & Co., Newton, Mass.—

Tops.

S. M. Supplies Co., Boston—Accessories

and supplies.

Boston—B-Line

Boston—Solderine com
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Fairbanks Co., Boston—Marine engines.

Fuller & Sullivan, Boston—Leather gar

ments.

American Rotary Motor Co., Boston—R0

tary gasolenc motors.

Melrose Auto Co., Melrose, Mass—Steam

automobile engine.

Judson L. Thompson, Waltham, Mass.—

Kerosene burners.

\Vest & Dodge, Boston—Pattern makers

and designers.

Geo. F. Kellom & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—

Invader oils.

Automobile Utilities Co..

self-sealing tire.

Teel Mfg. Co., Medford, Mass—Top ma~

terials. tire cases, covers, etc.

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron, O.——Swinehart tires.

Columbia Vehicle Tire & Top Co., Bos

ton—Tops, tire cases, and covers.

Moore-Smith Co., Boston—Fur coats.

Norton Grinding Co., Worcester, Mass.—

Emery wheels and grinders.

St. John Rubber Co.. Boston—St. John

cushioned, non-puncturable tire.

Chandler & Farquhar Co., Boston—Ma

chinery and tools.

Coates Clipper Mfg. Co.,

Mass.—Coates flexible shafting.

Coes \Vrench Co.. \Vorcester, Mass.—

Coes wrenches.

Walden Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.—

Walden ratchet wrenches. _

Earnst Flentje, Cambridge, Mass.—

Flentje gasolene separator and shock ab

sorber. _

National Auto Top Co., New York City—

Tops, covers, and casings.

Worcester Pressed Steel Co., \Voreester,

Mass—Pressed steel parts.

Smith Gave San Jose a Show.

Although San Jose, Cal., has not a suffi

cient number of automobile dealers to make

a large show possible, it possesses one deal

er who is alive to his opportunities—Harri

son P. Smith, Inc., agent for the Stoddard

Dayton, Pope-Hartford, Reo, Kisselkar and

Baker. Smith held a show of his own on

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Feb

ruary 27, 28 and 29, and had factory repre

sentatives on hand to explain the features

of the five cars on display. The garage was

tastefully decorated, and several loeal con

cerns took the opportunity to serve free re

freshments and dispense music. More than

5,000 persons were entertained during the

three days the show was in progress and

Smith booked several sales as a result.

Other dealers expressed satisfaction over

its effect in stimulating interest, while Mr.

Smith is so well satisfied that llC purposes

an annual repetition.

Boston—Shaw

Worcester,

 

Lincoln's Show Drew a Crowd.

Lincoln’s first automobile show attracted

a large crowd of Nebraskans to the Auditrr

rium in that city last week. The show

opened on Monday and continued until Sat

urday last. 29th inst. Nearly all the local

dealers were represented, the cars on dis

play being the Winton, Buick, Northern,

Oldsmobile, Aurora, Maxwell, Jackson,

Lambert. Glide, Rambler, Mitchell, Hols

man, Baker, International and Fuller. The

last named is made by the Angus Co., of

Angus, Neb. The first car. made eight

years ago, holds the distinction of being

the first “made in Nebraska."

'l‘lll-I RUMI'US 'l'llI-I WOMEN RAISED

It Upheaves the San Francisco Dealers'

Association—But Their Show Suc

ceeded, and Wu Praised Them.

"\"Vherekis the man who has the power and

5 ill

To stem the torrent of a woman‘s will?

For if she Will, she will, you may depend

on’t;

And if she won't, she won’t; so there’s an

end on’t."

In this era of suffragctting and the equal

thepay-f0r~equal-work movement, poetic

truism from the pillar erected on the mount

in the Dane John Field, Canterbury, is par

ticularly appropriate.

When the Automobile Dealers'

tion of California some time ago decided

Associa

that it would not hold a show in San Fran

cisco this year, it reckoned without its

nemesis—the Progressive California “[0

the Motor W'orld

several of the dealers in the

man. As was told in

association

were in favor of holding a show, while

others were against the proposal. Upon

putting the question -to a vote the opposers

0f the idea got the decision, but by a very

small majority. Then the California “"0

man‘s Automobile Club heroically came to

the rescue with a decision to hold a show,

and as the organization of feminine ma

houts had no strings to it, decided it would

not ask a Mere Man's association whether

or not it might hold a show. The very idea!

\Vhat was to hinder the women from hold

ing a show if they wanted to? Nothing!

When the dealers' association saw that

many of its members intended to exhibit

at the women's show and in fact had al

ready‘secured space. a most remarkable rc

solution was passed. It was to the effect

that those dealers who already had signed

for space might exhibit just this once, but

those who had not been so fortunate must

positively not show their gonds at the wo

men‘s show under penalty of a fine and pos

sible suspension from the association.

The result may be imagined. According

to San Francisco advices the Automobile

Dealers' Association of California is threat

ened with disruption. Many of the dealers

who were thus shut out by the resolution

of the association do not like the discrimin

ation and the first outbreak occurred last

week when Charles A. Hawkins, western

manager of the W'hite Co.. sent a pointed

letter to the association, withdrawing from

it both as a member and as a director. In

no gentle terms he called the managers of

the dealers’ combination ‘dogs in the man<

ger" and also reflected on their business

judgment in regard to paying a man $700

for his services in connection with the

dealers' show that originally was proposed,

but later was called 05. lie also stated

that the president and secretary of the as

sociation don’t know much about automo

biles, anyway, and the latter officer re

turned the compliment with a public state‘

ment to the effect that Hawkins had better

attend to his business and not attempt to

cast slurs on those who were residents of

California when he was a “jay-hawking sew

ing machine agent in Texas.” Another re

signation came from A. B. Costigan, man

ager of the Pacific Motor Car C0.

Regardless of this dispute, the California

Woman's Automobile Club seems to have

made good with its show. It opened un

ofiicially on Monday afternoon of last

week, 2nd inst., with a big parade of dec

orated cars, headed by a brass band, two

prizes being offered for the most attractive

cars in line, with another lighted parade

in the evening followed by the official open

ing in the big Coliseum, when Mrs. Fred J.

Linz, president of the California \Noman's

Automobile Club ascended the platform and

introduced Mayor Parker Lyons, of Fresno,

as the inaugural speaker. The Mayor was

followed by Wu Ting Fang. Chinese Min

ister to America, who complimented the

women and said he was glad to see them

succeed where men had failed, which state

ment was rather remarkable, coming as it

did from the representative of a country

where women always have been kept in

the dark background. Minister Wn told of

his experience of riding in an automobile

in Washington five years ago and remarked

at the progress made in automobile manu

facture since that time. He caused laughter

when he hoped some day to return to his

own country in an automobile.

The women did not stop with two parades

to advertise their show. By calling Mon~

day night “Boulevard Night," when half of

the proceeds were devoted to the boulevard

fund that is being raised by the Automobile

Club of California, they enlisted the help of

that organization. To further stimulate

interest in the show, a hill climbing con»

test was held during the afternoon on the

steep hill that leads into the Buena Vista

Park section. There were two classes for

roadsters, with as many silver cups for

prizes, and a large crowd witnessed the con

test. Honors in the class for large ma

chines fell to D. A. Bonney, who drove a

Stearns up the bumpy stretch of more than

a mile in 1:42. H. L. Ownesey, in a Winton,

was .second in 210%. In the class for

smaller cars Edgar Mason, driving a Tour

ist. won the cup. Norman DeVaux, Auburn,

was second. and Clarence King, Maxwell,

had a walkover in the class for runabouts

costing under $900. On account of the bad

condition of the hill Wednesday’s events

were postponed until Thursday when in

clement weather again made them impos

sible. On Friday the rain caused a third

postponement and from last reports it is

doubtful if the events will be held.

While it is to be regretted that the dif

ferences relating to the automobile show

occurred to disturb the peace of the

dealers' association, at the same time it is

not to be denied that the women did re
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markably well in securing as many cars as

they did. The Motor and Accessories As

sociation sanctioned the show so that it did

not make any difference in the accessories

exhibits. At the Coliseum last week 33

makes of cars were staged, as follows:

White, Locomobile, Stevens-Duryea, Win

ton, Maxwell, _Tourist, Acme, Aerocar,

Frayer-Miller, Lambert, Auburn, Marion,

\Voods, Haynes. Chadwick, Dragon, Ren

ault, Glide, National, Gale, Overland, Cor

bin, Elmore, Heine—Velox, Queen, Taxi

meter Cab, Brush, Jewel, Imperial, Jack

son, Pennsylvania, Rapid and Stearns.

Fifteen agencies, representing nineteen

cars, abided by the resolution of the asso

RECORDS FALL 0N H.0IIIM BEACH

Cedrino Sheds Some Glory on the Carnival

-—But Racers Were Few and Run

aways the Rule.

The closing days of the Florida speed

carnival, Thursday and Friday last, 5th and

6th insts., did nothing to pin its fame higher

in the skies; and however strong the desire

to make it appear otherwise it is evident,

as it was stated last week, that the Florida

beach meet has lost about all of its one

time splendor.

by competing against these two drivers; he

drove in the amateur race on Wednesday.

The race was held over the full beach course

of 16 miles, comprising eight laps at 32

miles each.

In the first lap Cedrino stopped to change

a tire, and Bernin led at 32 miles in 25:27,

Cedrino being then four minutes behind,

with Kelsey_ two minutes behind him. In

the second lap Cedrino regained the lead

and held it from then until the finish. Ber~

nin had a flat tire and changed it in the

third lap and made a second change of tires

in the fifth lap. Blakeley had trouble in

the first lap and retired in the second. At

100 miles Cedrino’s time was 1:21:393/5,

 

 

ciation and did not exhibit at the show.

The cars which were not shown were:

Autocar, Buick, Cadillac, Packard, Cam

eron, Pullman, Ford, Mitchell, Northern,

Peerless, Pierce Great Arrow, Pope-Hart

ford, Premier. Rambler, Reo, Stoddard-Day

ton, Studebaker, Thomas and Oldsmobile.

Dealers After the Insurance Men.

Cincinnati's automobile dealers are after

those insurance companies that prevented

the dealers’ association from holding its

annual show last month by threatening to

cancel the policies of the Music Hall if a

show was permitted within the building.

The association has appointed a committee

to ascertain the names of the insurance

companies who made threats of the sort,

and to discover the cause thereof. The

dealers will then see if there is any objec

tion to holding the show in April and if the

companies persist, the tradesmen say that

they will cancel their insurance in any such

companies. It is said that the dealers are

backed up in their move by the Cincinnati

Automobile Club, but whether or not this

is the case there is no question but that

the dealers are in earnest in their endeavor

to learn “what’s what."

TWO VIEWS OF THE CROWD ON THE BEACH

The only startling performance which

occurred on Thursday, was a fast flight by

Emanuel Cedrino, in a 60 horsepower Fiat

car equipped with Continental tires. when

he established a record of 256 miles by cov

ering this distance in the race for the Au

tomobile Club of America's trophy in 3

hours 21 minutes 272/; seconds, an average

of 77 miles per hour. The Hosing day saw

Maurice Bernin break the 100 miles record

by 3 minutes, when he won a match race

against S. B. Stevens who, by the way, is

classed as an amateur and as such drove in

the gentleman amateurs’ race two days pre

viously, while Bernin is a paid professional

(lriver. Bernin’s time for the 100 miles was

1:12:56!/§. So far as exciting sport goes

there wasn’t any. All the events were un

interesting runaways, and furnished none

of the close finishes that have made other

Ormond meets memorable.

The 256 miles race for cars weighing not

more than 2,424 pounds for the Automobile

Club of America trophy, which was run on

Thursday, had only four contestants, Ce

drino in the Fiat, Bernin in the 60 horse

power Renault, G. B. Blakeley in a 50 horse

power Christie, and R. G. Kelsey in another

Christie. Kelsey professionalized himself

 
 

Bernin's l:37:33%, and Kelsey‘s 1:38:27.

When Bernin had his last tire trouble Kel

sey passed him and although the young

Frenchman made a fast run in the closing

miles, he was just beat out for second place

by twelve seconds. The following table

shows the speed made by each of the three

finishers on each lap:

Cedrino. Kelsey Bernin.

32 miles :29:16 31:15 25:37

64 miles . . . . 54:14 1:01:58 55:22

96 miles . . .. 1:18:46 1:34:54 1:33:38

128 miles .. .. 1:43:11 2:03:55 1:57:49

160 miles 2:11:34 2:37:58 2:29:41

192 miles .. . . 2:34:48 3:08:03 3:17:49

224 miles 2:58:09 3:37:04 3:42:14

256 miles 3:21:27% 4:06:26 4:06:38

Driving at an average speed of 82.26 miles

an hour Bernin, on a 60 horsepower Re

nault, won his 100 miles match against S.

B. Stevens, in a Fiat, on Friday and broke

the record for the distance. Bernin cov

ered the century in 1:12:56l/g; the old rec

ord of 1:15:40% was made by Walter Clif

ford-Earp two years ago.

The match was held over the full 16

miles course and Bernin had the better of

the race from start to finish. At the 24th

mile the Frenchman had a lead of 2 minutes

48 seconds over the gentleman amteur driv
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AT ONE OF THE TURNS OF THE COURSE—TYPICAL VIE\V AT AN "EXCITING" MOMENT

er in the ltalian_car while he gained some

what in the next leg. Stevens' time at the

finish was 1:23:59, or 11 minutes 2% sec

onds behind Bernin.

The mile event from a rolling start re

sulted in a victory for Cedriuo, who beat

Bernin. the only other starter, to the finish

by 100 yards. The time was 423% seconds.

which was announced as a record for mid

dleweight cars.

The mile record trials concluded the four

days' program. and the record of 28%. sec

onds remained unscratehed. The best per

lurillLllL‘t' in these trials was made by Ce

drino, timed in 35 seconds. with

und in 3‘

iernin sec

Kelsey in a Christie car was

timed in 42%, in two trials and ('1. l'. l’ar

ker, in a Benz car made it in 45*?“ The

summaries:

100 miles match between Maurice Bermn

(60 horsepower Renault). and S. l’». Stev

ens (00 horsepower l"iat)-——\\'on by Hernin.

Time. l:lZ:56}§.

One mile open—\\'on by Cedrino (60

horsepower Fiat); second. llernin (ht) horse

power Renault). Time, 42%.

One mile record tri:.ls——Cedrino, ()0 horse

power Fiat), 0:35;

l\'enault), 0:39113;

Christie), 0:4245:

lernin (it) horsepower

Kelsey, (50 horsepower

Parker (30 horsepower

Benz), 01-15%. \V. H. VVray, Jr., (14 horse

power Peugeot motorcycle), 46%, flying

start; 5055, standing start.

Serving as a final wet blanket to the Or

mond speed carnival, three, or maybe four,

  

day). The first day's run was from lack

sonville to Ormond. 84 miles, and of the

unknown number that started only two cars

arrived at that place, the Cadillac runabouts

owned by Charles Nolan and Dr. Stinson,

respectively. On Tuesday, Nolan’s Cadillac

and C. I“. \N'heeler's Peerless reached Rock

ledge, 74.5 miles. the cars arriving there

within an hour of each other. Nothing has

been heard of the other cars up to the

present time.

World’s Records on Brooklands Track.

.-\lthough it was thought that the stagger

ing record set up on the Brooklands track

a few weeks z'go when Charles Jarrott cov

ered 50 miles in 36:05 76-100, an average of

243 miles an hour, would stand for some

tinze to come, it did not remain on the slate

weeks. On the 19th ult.. Newton.

driving,r a 00 horsepower Napier, set out to

break the two hour record. Fifty miles

were covered in 35:07 36-100. an average of

85.4 miles per hour, :nd the time for 100

two

niiles was 1:10:20 31-100 , averaging 85.3

miles. In the hour 85 miles 555 yards were

covered. Newton's time for 150 miles was

1146:0617-100, and in two lu-urs he had Cin

ered 109 n.iles 615.6 yards, :1 perforn'ance

tltat zlmost staggers belief.

  

CEDRINO. THE HANDSOME RECORD BREAKER

or possibly M e cars are making a run down

the east coast of Florida from Jacksonville

to .\li;.mi. It is called an

There are seven prizes. The distance is

371.8 miles. The run started on Monday

and is supposed to finish to-morrow (Fri

endurance run.

7. .‘v

is; Uni; ' '1)

-_ ' m‘

   

\VHAT HAPPENED TO ONE OF THE NON-CONTESTING CARS
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Ill-ICORD BREAKING A'l' ALTAIIENA

Apperson Climbs Hill at a 52%-Miles Clip—

Derkum Gives a_Sensational Motor

cycle Performance.

fast

management and a big

Record breaking performances, a

course. capable

crowd, marked the third annual Pasadena

Altadena hill climbing contest held Satur

day afternoon, 29th ult., by the Automobile

Dealers’ Association of Southern California.

P. J. Q. Derkum, who broke several world's

motorcycle records at a motorcycle meet in

Los Angeles a week before, furnished the

sensation of the day when he streaked up

the hill in the marvelous time of 1' minute

17 seconds. This is at the rate of 65 miles

an hour over a course measuring exactly

1.35 miles, and that rises from 3 to a 14

per cent. grade. besides containing three

turns. The other sensation was the driving

of Edgar Apperson], who drove two events

in 1:36%. This is at the rate of 52% miles

an hour, the fastest time ever made over the

course by an automobile, but somewhat

slower than the record-breaking flight made

by Derkum on a two-cylinder motorcycle.

The course was in excellent condition

and probably five seconds faster than at

previous contests. The work of the Alta—

dena Improvement Association was man

ifest, and chuck holes were conspicuous by

their absence. That bugbear of former

contests—the electric railway crossing—

was bridged by a wooden platform. which

allowed the cars to cross at full speed with

out bounding oh the ground as they former

ly did. The ten events were run without a

hitch of any kind and were disposed of in

one hour and thirty~five minutes. The

course was well patrolled and the deputies

had no trouble in handling the crowd of

5,000 or 6.000 people that lined the high

way.

As only one car showed up for the first

event» it was scratched from the program

and a special event for motorcycles was

substituted, \V. G. Collins and Paul J. Q.

Derkum, both on two-cylinder Indians, ap

pearing at the tape. This wrs the most

sensational event of the day. Collins got

the word first and was away like a shot.

Derkum following fifteen seconds later. At

the first turn Collins was obliged to make

a wide detour and in doing so he gnzed an

automobile, his fingers getting a hard

knock, while half of the handle bar was

wrenched 05. This did not seem to daunt

him in the least and he continued with in

creasing speed; A few seconds later a sim

ilar experience befell Derkum. He also

skidded on the turn and hit the fender of

an automobile. According to Los Angeles

advices one-half of the handle bar of his

machine was torn off and his fingers were

badly lacerated, but like Collins, he held

his seat and continued to the finish, with

blood dripping freely from his hand. The

result is shown in the summary. Both

Collins and Derkum made the fastest flight

ever witnessed over that upgrade from the

gardens of Pasadena'to the poppy fields of

Altadena.

The last “two were the most thrilling of

the automobile events. Six of the fastest

cars in Southern California lined-up for

the event for roadsters costing more than

$3,000. The Apperson, driven by Edgar

Apperson, won easily in 1:36%. with the

Stearns second in 1:58. The last event was

for the four cars that had made the fastest

times in the previous events and was in

the nature of a final heat to decide the real

champion of the climb. It was unusual in

that Apperson won again and duplicated

his time made in the previous event to a

fraction of a second. The Stearns was

again second, but in better time than in

the previous race.

All the events were closely contested.

That for touring cars costing from $1,000 to

$1,500 went to the Tourist in 2:41, and Leon

T. Shettler's Kiselkar won in the class from

$1,501 to $2,000. W. K. Cowan, Rambler,

won a popular victory when he got the

prize in the event for cars costing from

$2,001 to $2,500. His time was 2:27. An

Oldsmobile entered by the H. 0. Harrison

Co. took the next event in 2:25, while Shet

ler, in his Kisselkar pocketed another cup

by driving up the hill in 2:22;.4 in the event

for roadsters costng $3,000 and under. The

summary:

For Motorcycles.

1 Paul J. Q. Derkum. Indian . . . . . .. 1:17

2 W. G. Collins, Indian . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:35

Touring C'ars Costing

$1,000 to $1,500.

1 Auto Vehicle Co., Tourist . . . . . . .. 2:41

2 Leon T. Shettler. Reo . . . . . 2:54

3 \Nestern Motor Car Co., Buick... 2:56

Touring Cars Costing

$1,501 to $2,000.

1 Leon T. Shettler, Kisselkar . . . . .. 2:46%

2 11. 0. Harrison Co., Oldsmobile .. 251%

3 Auto Vehicle Co., Tourist . . . . . .. 2:52%

4 A. W. Gump, Jackson . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:55

Touring Cars Costing

$2.001 to $2,500.

1 Vt’. _K. Cowan, Rambler . . . . . . . . .. 2:27

2 \Vhite Garage, Pope-Hartford 2:35

3 Leon T. Shettler, Reo . . . . . . . . . .. 3:04

4 Elmore Motor Car Co., Elmore... 3:55

Touring Cars Costing

$2,501 to $3,000.

1 H. 0. Harrison Co., Oldsmobile .. 2:25

2 Auto Vehicle Co.. Tourist . . . . . . .. 2:30%

3 \Vestern Motor Car Co., Thomas. 240%

Touring .Cars Costing

$3,001 to $4,000.

1 Western Motor Car Co.. Thomas. 4:37%

2 \\"hite Garage, White . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Roadsters Costing $3,000

a n d U n d e r.

1 Leon T. Shettler, Kisselkar . . . . .. 2:22%

2 Stoddard-Dayton Motor Car Co..

Stoddard-Dayton .- . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:32%

3 Auto Vehicle Co., Tourist . . . . . . .. 2:41%

4 Leon T. Shettler, Reo . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:58%

Roadsters Costing $3,001

a n d 0 v e r.

1 Edgar Apperson, Apperson . . . . .. 1:36%

2 W. J. Batehelder Co., Stearns .. .. 1:58

3 Ralph C. Hamlin, Franklin . . . . . .. 2:00

4 Western Motor Car Co., Packard. 2.09%

5 White Garage. Pope-Toledo . . . . .. 2:20

6 Woodill Auto Co., Haynes . . . . .. 2:301:

Special for Four Fastest Cars

' in the Nine Events.

1 Edgar Apperson, Apperson . . . . .. 1:36'4

2 W. J. Batchelder, Stearns . . . . . .. 1:54%

3 Ralph C. Hamlin. Franklln . . . . .. 157%

4 Western Motor Car Co., Packard. 2:12

The Message Delivered to Loughborough.

The message has been carried to Lough

borough—‘Colonel Robert H. R. Lough

borongh, commander at Fort Leavenworth,

Kansas. The message, which took the form

of a letter of salutation from General Fred

' erick Dent Grant, in command at Govern

or’s Island, N. Y., was started from New

York City on Tuesday. 18th ult., in an at

tempt to demonstrate the value of the au

tomobile in carrying dispatches between

army posts in time of war. In this case the

message was carried in a 30 horsepower

Studebaker, driven by relays of drivers.

As has been detailed at length the car en

countered heavy obstacles to its progress

in the shape of huge snowdrifts between

New York and Chicago, and after leaving

the \Vindy City got into deep mud that was

even worse than the snowdrifts. The fur

ther it went, the deeper became the mire

and it was only by digging their way by

inches for two days through two feet of

heavy mud near Atchison. that the Stude

baker crew managed to reach Fort Leav

enworth at 11:32 o'clock Saturday morn

ing last, 7th inst., having been exactly 18

days 2 hours and 32 minutes on the road.

The entire garrison turned out to escort

the mud covered car and its drivers into the

fort.

Hudson County Club Plans Active Work.

The Hudson County Automobile Club,

which has its headquarters in Jersey City.

N. J., held its annual meeting last week, at

which it was decided to join any movement

rgainst unfavorable legislation at Trenton.

The following officers were elected: Pres.

ident, J. V. Z. Anthony; vice-president, John

P. Landrine; secretary-treasurer, F. D. “

Laughlin; directors, J. H. Edwards, H. P.

Pond. Herbert Scott. E. M. Dixon, and Dr.

L. A. Opdyke. The following committees

were also appointed: Membership—H. P.

Pond, Alfred H. Howe, E. P. Dixon; good -

roads, George E. Blakeslee, J..H. Edwards,

William E. Smith; auditing, Herbert Scott,

E. B. Kierstedt, Dr. W. L. Pyle.

Spokane Club Changes Name.

Henceforth the Spokane (\Nash.) Auto

mobile Club will be known as the Spokane

Motor Club, the change in title being ef

fected at the last meeting. Louis Scher

merhorn was elected president and Dr. C.

B. Setters was chosen vice-president. W.

S. Dulmage received a majority of votes

for secretary, but as he declined the office

was left unfilled for the present.
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JERSEY I0'I'0RISTS SPO“ PLAIN“

Convention of Club Delegates Discusses

Proposed New Laws—Senator Fre

linghuysen Replies to Questions.

Although some of the less hopeful indi

viduals had prophesied that the presence

of State Senator Joseph S. Frelinghuysen

at the conference of delegates of the auto

mobile clubs of New Jersey, relative to the

iniquitous amendments to the present aut0~

mobile law which the senator is endeavoring

to have passed, held in Newark last Fri

day night, 6th inst., would have a tendency

to make some of the delegates bashful and

afraid to unburden their minds, such was

Of the more than 300 repre~

sentatives present each was eager to give

not the case.

Senator Frelinghuysen his opinion of the

law and the proposed amendments.

The resolutions that were passed favored

the law compelling all vehicles to carry a

light at night, which is Senator Freling~

huysen's amendment to the good roads act

and which, by the way, already had been

passed by the Senate. His other measure

amending the crimes act, making it a mis

demeanor to throw glass or other sharp

substances upon the highway. and also his

efforts to compel justices of the peace to

pay over to the States promptly all moneys

collected in fines, were also commended

and resolutions were passed accordingly.

Other parts of the amendments were op

posed by the automobilists, who adopted

resolutions favoring the extension of free

tourist privileges to non-resident motor

ists; opposing the proposed license fee, and

declaring for an increase of the speed limit

to 30 miles an hour. Resolutions also were

passed commending Commissioner J. B. R.

Smith for his administration of the depart

ment of motor vehicles, and condemning

the proposed plan to separate the depart

ment, and also one opposing a change in

the dealers' license clause.

As is quite generally known, the amend

ments introduced by Senator Frelinghuy

sen consist of a sliding taxation of vehi

cles based upon horsepower, from $3 to

$100 per year; a sliding scale for drivers’

licenses, from $1 to $25; the granting “ad

mission tickets" to non-resident motorists

to use New Jersey's roads, at a cost of 50

cents per six days, and the abolition of

manufacturers’ and dealers‘ blanket licenses,

besides several other minor changes.

\V. C. Crosby of East Orange, N. J.,

opened the meeting and stated that it had

been called to discuss the proposed amend

ments and to allow the originator of them

to hear the automobilists' opinions. Each

point in the proposed amendments was dis

cussed at length and each of the eight reso

lutions were adopted unanimously.

Senator Frelinghuysen did not appear in

the least disturbed by the criticisms, some

of which were extremely harsh. He joked

with the automobilists and thanked them

for their frankness. He was hailed as an

automobilist and at the same time berated

for his political ambition in playing for the

farmers’ vote, notwithstanding his insist

ence that politics should be eliminated from

the question of motor vehicle legislation,

and went on to explain that in framing the

amendments he was actuated only by his

idea of the need of the people at large, and

that Governor Fort's suggestions were in

accord with his own opinions.

After finishing his remarks, the Senator

was asked by Dr. J. N. Faulkner, of the

North Jersey Automobile Club of Paterson.

if he had ever violated the 20 mile speed

ordinance.

“I might ask the doctor the same ques

tion,” responded the Senator.

“Answer mine first." retorted Faulkner.

“Never wilfully, and not knowingly,” was

the answer from the Senator, which was

greeted with laughter. Dr. Faulkner's only

answer was that he had heard that the

father of the automobile law traveled faster

than 20 miles an hour every time that he

went out in his car. “He ought to know

by this time,” said the doctor, “that it would

be impossible to keep within the limits."

Richard C. Jenkinson stated that the New

ark Board of Trade was interested in the

question from an industrial standpoint. He

said that the automobile industry was of

vital importance to the city and State from

the fact that every part of a motor car was

manufactured in Newark and that thou—

sands of people were kept employed and

added that although there were members

of the Board who were opposed to auto—

mobiling, the organization was willing to

take sides with the automobilists in their

fight against unjust legislation. Mr. Jen

kinson criticized the law which shut out

tourists from other States which allow the

Jerseyite the free privilege, but Senator

Frelinghuysen did not explain how much he

paid in taxes to the State of New York

when he maintained an office in New York

City and an uptown home and operated an

automobile in New York when fighting so

vigorously for the automobile law now in

force in New Jersey. The Senator's letter

heads at that time bore a New Jersey ad

dress, and appeared to be his chief qual

ification as a resident of that State.

 

Bingham Wants to Select Police Cars.

Commissioner Bingham, of the New

York Police Department, is not so anxious

as he once was to purchase motor cars at

public letting. He desires to obtain two

more of them at a cost of not to exceed

$8,000. and has asked the board of alder

men to permit him to buy them without ad

vertising for bids. He says such action is

necessary as the five passenger touring cars

desired are “manufactured under patents."

It is generally understood that the cars

which the Police Department has been led
to desire are Loziers. I

RESURRECTMN 0F AN 0“) BUGAMO

Outcry About Damaging

Roads an Echo of Early Bicycle Days

-— Page from History.

Automobiles

If, at this time, any person attempted to

assert that the bicycle caused injury to the

roads, probably he would be considered a

If the poli

ticians are to be believed, it is only the

candidate for an insane asylum.

automobiles that do damage to the high

ways. That this latter cry merely is in the

nature of history repeating itself is well

instanced by the reproduction of a letter

which appeared in a Terre Haute (1nd.)

paper in 1886, and which reflected the offi

cial opinion of that date, which was to the

eFfect that the 50 pound bicycles of that

period were destroying the roads exactly as

the 5,000 pound automobiles of to-day are

accused of doing. The letter in question,

signed “Cyclist,” was as follows:

“Editors Gazette—Yesterday‘s issue

states among the “Court House Echoes,"

that the county commissioners have asked

our county attorney for an opinion in re

gard to prohibiting bicycles from being

used on the grade west of the river bridge,

giving as their reasons that such bicycles

are cutting up the splendid roadbed of said

thoroughfare. The commissioners have

evidently never been near enough to a bi

cycle to ascertain that a lsoft rubber tire'

encircles the felloes of each wheel. In what

manner that soft rubber can cut up a hard

roadbed is as yet an unsolved mystery,

which our worthy commissioners can prob

ably explain best. It may just as well be

claimed that one can cut plate glass with

the end of their finger, with just as much

plausibility.

“The commissioners could have saved

Attorney Long the trouble of looking up

the law on this subject, as scores of test

cases haVe been tried before the courts in

as many different localities and states, and

(with but one single exception) the deci

sions have been to the effect that a bicycle

is a ‘carriage used as a means of convey

ance, consequently is entitled to the same

privileges and restrictions as other vehicles

used on our public highways.’

“Not wishing in the least to question the

sincerity of our commissioners in this mat

ter, it has been left for them to be the

‘first’ to put forth this most ludicrously ab

surb plea of bicycles cutting up hard road

beds; therefore they ask counsel if these

bicycles can be kept off a certain road."

I __

Warren Automobilis'ts Form a Club.

Automobilists of Warren, Ohio, have

formed the Warren Automobile Club with

the following officers: President, “I. H.

Dana; secretary, Harry J. Love; treasurer.

Dan A. Geiger. The club will institute an

active campaign for new members.
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AMERICAN CAR A'l' BlT'l'l-IR CREEK

Its Long Lead in New York-Paris "Race"

Bitter for Europeans—le to Ship

the Cars is Forbidden.

“"ith E. Linn Matthewson in the driver's

seat, Edward Schuester at his side, and

Captain Hansen in the passenger's seat, the

Bitter Creek, VVyo

thing, at 9 o'clock last night (\Nednesday)

Thomas car reached

on its way to Paris, having covered 2,300

miles from New York City. The Italian

Zust car, in charge of Sirtori, was reported

at Ogallalla. Neh., 1,878 miles, with the

the rear. This week an explanation was re

ceived from Paris. Since Godard left

Paris, the report states, he has been sen

tenced to eight months' imprisonment and

the repayment of 5,000 francs alleged to

have been obtained under false pretence

during the l’ekin-Paris tnip last year. On

account of this Godard is in no hurry to

reach Paris. ‘

The Thomas car has been making good

progress since it left Cheyenne, VVyo., last

week. At that place, Montague Roberts

turned it over to E. Linn Matthewson, of

Denver, who enjoys a reputation as a race

driver. Montague Roberts, who piloted it

that far returning to New York City, as he

is entered in the Briarclitf trophy race in

moting the contest is “on the level." It

was brief and to the point, and made it

plain that the first car that took a railroad

train would be disqualified. Naturally, it

was a disappointed lot of foreigners that re

luctantly set out after the American car far

in the lead.

With the exception of the American en

trant, all the other contestants have re

portcd trouble. The De Dion car was laid

up three days at Cedar Rapids with a broken

crank shaft, and had more trouble at Mar

shalltown, a few miles further on. The Zust

car broke a sprocket and a spring but was

repaired in the Union Pacific shops at

Omaha. The squabble that arose between

the members of the German crew on the
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STREET SCENE IN DETROIT DURING A RECENT FLOOD

Dc Dion, St. Chafl'ray at the wheel, at

Boone, Iowa, nearly a thousand miles be

hind the American car. The German Pros

tos car, which is now in command of Lien

tenant Koeppen, Kuape and Maas having

got their line feathers ruffled and started

back to Europe, was reported from Cedar

Rapids. Iowa, 1,262 miles. Unfortunate

Godard is laid up at DeKalb, 111., with a

broken sprocket. The Motobloc car, which

was the only one equipped with solid tires.

has been having all kinds of trouble over

the rough western roads, and it is reported

that Godard will equip his car with pneu

matics before proceeding further. All the

other cars are fitted with pneumatic tires,

those on the leading Thomas being Dia

monds.

It has been remarked that Godard evi

dently has seemed in no hurry to cross the

continent, being content to remain far in

April, and the Grand Prix in July. The

Denver driver will take the car to San

Francisco, when it will be given over to

Schucster and Captain Hans Hansen, who

as stated last week, forsook the De Dion

crew and made arrangements with the

Thomas company to pilot the American car

through Siberia, which country is thor

oughly familiar to him.

It developed this week that at least three

of the foreigners had no intention of trav

eling all the way across the American con

tinent by the power of their own cars. There

existed, according to reports from Chicago,

a sort of “gentleman's agreement" to ship

the cars by rail to Seattle or San Francis

to and then take the boat to Alaska, there

by starting from there on even terms.

When this determination was cabled to

Paris for confirmation the answer showed

that at least the Parisian newspaper pro

Protos car was of the same nature that

separated St. Chaffrey and Hansen a week

previously. Each wanted the credit of do

ing all the work. but as Lieutenant Koep

pen was recognized as the leader of the

party. having been commissioned by the

German military authorities to take the car

through to Paris. he got his name in the

papers more often than did Knape and

Maas. The latter two then “got their

dander up" and are now on their way back

to New York to return to Germany.

According to Leroy, Pelletier, who

last week returned from abroad, the New

York to Paris race, already a joke on this

side of the water, is going to cause much

sadness in; Europe. It was expected to

prove the‘immense superiority of the Euro

pean cars: and to bolster the market for

them on this side of the water. Unfortu

nately, the cars that were sent across to
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make the run were built for the fine roads

of Europe, and not for the ruts and trails

of American wildernesses. Hence their ut

ter failure. Mr. Pelletier spent three years

in Alaska, and laughs at the idea of driving

an automobile in that country.

Favors Automobiles for Newspaper Mail.

“There is one class of mail matter that

should not be neglected and that cannot be

neglected," declared Postmaster Morgan,

of New York City, at the annual meeting of

the New York State Association of Post

masters, held on \Vednesday last, 5th inst.

“That is the class which includes the news

papers and periodicals. As we deliver that

mail now we have to depend upon wagons.

It is my opinion that automobiles should

be used. W'hether the automobile can be

relied upon for this service will be up to

the department at Washington, but I be

lieve that the automobile has reached a

point of service that warrants its test as

a factor in the postal service of the United

States." Postmaster Morgan emphasized

the fact that if the government does not au

thorize the use of automobiles for deliver

ing newspapers and other bulky mail mat

ter it will have to discover some other

swifter means than by delivery with the

slow-going horse and wagons.

Nixon’s Dream of Rapid Travel.

It was a rosy view of the automobile's

future that Lewis Nixon spread before the

members of the Richmond County Auto

mobile Club in his after dinner speech at

their annual banquet at St. George, Staten

Island, on Saturday night, 7th inst. “1 pre

dict,” he said, “that in the near future auto

mobiles will be an accompaniment of every

home, the same as the old red wheeled

buggy. The great department stores will

have automobiles with bodies which may be

removed from the chassis and another body

placed thereon and no time lost.”

Then Mr. Nixon proceeded to forget all

about speed limits, especially in New Jer

sey, where scorchers encounter justice in

its sternest aspect, for he added to his pre

dictions the declaration that “in a short

time cars will be built capable of making

a speed of 175 miles an hour, so we may ex

pect to travel from New York to Philadel»

phia in a few minutes.”

Newark Already Talking of Next Show.

Because of the success of its recent show,

the first of its kind held in Newark, N. J.,

the New Jersey Automobile Trade Asso

ciation and the New Jersey Automobile and

Motor Club already have begun to talk

about holding a show in 1909. It was

stated this week that arrangements already

had been made to hold the next exhibition

in the Essex Troop armory, which will be

completed some time this year, the exhi<

bition hall at Electric Park having proved

by reason of its limited space entirely in

adequate for the show which was held there

this year.

TIRE MAKERS HANDLE TAXIME'I‘ERS

American Device Placed on the Market in

a Combination Otter—Details of the

New Appliance.

 

First of the American taximeters to be

completed and put on the streets is the one

made by the Westehester Appliance Co.,

which it transpires will be

through the Ajax-Grieb Rubber

which Horace Dc Lisser is president.

marketed
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nouncement of this fact has served to bring
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TAXIIKTER WITH FLAG UP

out that the latter company is making a

combination offer on tires and taximeters to

owners and operators of taxicabs.

The first order reported is for 2,600 of the

instruments at a fare of 50 cents a mile, with

another order pending where the charge

will be 30 cents for the first half mile, and

10 cents_ for each additional quarter mile,

which is the prevailing rate in New York.

On both of these orders there is a charge

of 10 cents for each six minutes of waiting.

The higher priced meter is to be for a

company which figures on a service de luxe.
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TAXIMBTBR WITH FLAG DOWN

The Westchester taximeter indicates the

number of trips; the total cash for the day;

the total number of miles covered and each

individual fare. Moreover, by a unique de

vice it is arranged that when there is any

discussion regarding fare after the occu

pant leaves the cab. there is no chance of

the driver allowing the fare to be running

.up. This is accomplished by a further low

ering of the flag.

The taximetcr is made under patent No.

760,125, owned by the 'l‘aximeter and Cab

Company of America, and the selling rights

are controlled by the Ajax-Grieb Rubber

Co. It will be handled by all branches of

this company which has its New York head

quarters at Fifty-seventh street and Broad
way. i

The ilustrations show two views of the

taximeter reproduced from a complete in

strument.

His Fine Came Back Fourfold.

Being lined $20 for exceeding the speed

limits and making a profit of $60 by the ad

venture is not the experience of every au»

tomobilist. It did happen, however, to

Richard Stevens Eskridge, a Seattle law

yer who was touring in Southern California.

A motorcycle policeman started the story

when he arrested Eskridge for speeding in

the suburbs of Los Angeles. Eskridgc

finned and swore, but to no avail. The of

licer was obdurate and the Seattle man was

compelled to give bail for his appearance

in court next day. Voicing inaledictions

upon the Los Angelcs county officials Esk

ridge appeared in court the next day and

had to leave $20. He did not have the

change, but threw down a $50 bill and in

.exchange was released from custody and

received a number of pieces of coin. in

cluding a $10 gold piece. The gloom began

to lift after that. Eskridge walked into a

curio store to purchase a souvenir of his

trip and after a selection laid down the $10

gold piece in payment. The curio dealer

examined the coin closely. Then he became

interested. Inquiring the cause of the agi

tation Eskridge was told that the coin Was

dated 1849 and was one of the very rare

coins minted in California. The talk ended

when the dealer offered Eskridge $80 for

the coin. liskridge figures that the $20

paid for speeding his car was well invested.

Big Roundup of Scorchers.

Donning plain clothes, New York City's

motorcycle and bicycle police force, went

out for a “killing” an Thursday last, 5th

inst. As a result of the hunt 61 chauffeurs

were bagged, most of whom were bound

over for trial in Special Sessions. The only

driver let go was Dr. Joseph A. Mulhol

land. who explained that he was trying to

beat the stork when arrested. Magistrate

Breen thought the arrest of the doctor was

rather one-sided as the stork had not been

arrested also, so he let Dr. Mulliolland go.

Royalty Blows the Gabriel Horn.

If it were located on “the other side."

the Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, 0.,

would be able to adorn its stationery with

a whole row of royal crests. According to

their advices, the Gabriel horn has found

its way into the royal garages of the

United Kingdom, Germany, Prussia, Spain.

Italy and Russia.
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F0]! TESTING C0". PERFORMANCES

Heinze Describes His Apparatus at Boston

Meeting of Engineers—How It Deter

mines Ignition Requirements.

To the average motorist, as, indeed, to

many a self-styled expert, the ignition sys

tem of the modern car is an all but impen

etrable mystery. Hence the average indi

vidual with the troubles of his own which,

happily are fast vanishing with each year's

improvements, is not properly equipped to
i appreciate the difficulties which beset the

path of the manufacturer of ignition de

vices. The nature of these difficulties and

some of the methods which are employed

in overcoming them are set forth in a pa

per read by J. O. Heinze before the So

ciety of Automobile Engineers at its Bos

ton meeting this week.

Speaking of the ideal requirements for

igniting the charge in the internal com

bustion motor, the author remarks that

“what is needed is a very hot spark, of great

frequency, positive, and of a certain length,

to penetrate the gap in the spark plug which

is generally from 1-64 to 1-32 inch." As the

compression is increased, it is necessary

further that “the spark should be longer

and of a higher voltage, or to be more pre

cise, it requires a good V2 inch spark to

jump a 1-32 inch gap at 90 pounds com

pression, and only a M; inch spark at 60

pounds. ’

“The heat of the spark depends entirely

upon the watt energy consumed in the arc

of the gap, or in other words, the sum of

the voltage multiplied by the amperage

passing through and across the spark gap,”

he continues. “But since the voltage across

the spark gap becomes practically nothing

after the resistance of the gap is broken

do'wn and the are formed, the amperage

then depends entirely upon the ohmic re

sistance of the secondary of the coil and the

total energy induced in the secondary, and

this energy again depends upon the mass

and quality of iron in the primary, the am

pere turns on the primary core, producing

a certain total magnetic flux and the rapid

ity with which the primary current is inter

rupted, and from this analysis it would ap

pear that the larger the iron core, or the

larger the coil, the hotter the spark to be

obtained. Quite true, but we must figure

on the frequency of the spark necessary to

operate an engine at high speeds, and here

we meet with a limitation in the size of

spark coils practical for gas engines.

“We find that we have got to magnetize

and demagnetize the primary iron core to

produce an induced current in the secondary

and as the iron core and its vibrator have

a fixed time lag, depending upon the mass

of iron in the core. the mass of the vibrator

and the length and tension of the vibrator

spring, we can therefore produce only a

certain number of sparks per minute in a

certain size coil, as a certain frequency is

necessary for a definite engine speed. This

frequency would then determine the size of

the coil, and the size of the coil determines
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FIG. l—HYSTBRESIS TESTER

the total electrical energy which can be pro

duced by it in the heat of the spark.”

With a magneto, as he explains, no such

limitations exist. Furthermore, he states

the opinion, based on experience, that the

“spark coil using a vibrator operated by

either a battery, magneto, or small electric

generator, will never produce the same re

sults, or efficiency, produced by a magneto

operating through a mechanical electrical

make and break in the cylinder or on the

magneto and stepping up the voltage for

jump spark ignition through a non-vibrat

ing induction coil."

For the purpose of studying the require

ments of the automobile ignition coil, as

well as of testing the efficiency of various

kinds of coils, the author has contrived
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PIG. Z—FRBQUBNCY INDICATOR

TTCRY

and employed several forms of special ap

paratus. Of that shown in Fig. 1, he says:

“For the purpose of testing the magnetic

quality of the iron and its ability to quickly

and demagnetize, I designed

. a ‘hysteresis tester,’ which con

sists of an iron core, A. B, C, I), E, F, of

U~shape. On the cores A, B, and E, F,

are wound small coils G and ll, and be

tween the pole pieces, I and j, is mounted

a small circular iron core. Around this

core moves a small coil of wire pivotly

mounted to which is fixed an indicating

needle, L, movl'hg over a graduated scale,

K. Small non-magnetic clock springs are

secured to the coil pivot and keep the nee

dle at zero. A direct current from a bat

tery producing a certain number of milli

amperes passes through the moving coil on

its pivot _and through the coils G and H

in series. The iron core, M, of the spark

coils to be tested is revolubly m‘ounted be

tween the cores A and F and completes the

magnetic circuit.

“If we now pass a certain number of

milli~amperes through the coils G and H

and the pivot coil, the iron core to be tested

remaining stationary in the position shown

in the diagram, we then get a certain de

flection of the needle, L, over the dial, K.

If we now rotate the iron core, M, about

its axis at a fixed number of revolutions

we then get a new reading on the scale.

The magnetism generated by the current

in coils G and H and passing through the

rotating iron core in the direction as indi

cated by the dotted line, reverses in direc

tion through the rotating core twice during

every revolution. If we now rotate this

core 2,000 revolutions per minute we would

get 4,000 reversals of magnetism.‘ The num

ber of degrees of deflection of the needle

0n the scale depends upon the strength of

the magnetic field, and if the iron core does

not readily demagnetize and magnetize

during its revolutions it would naturally re

duce the total strength of the magnetic

field and the indicator would show a small

reading on the scale. 50 by this method

we can show absolutely whether an iron

core is susceptible to rapid magnetic

changes necessary for producing a coil to

give a great frequency of sparks per min

ute, and for the purpose of seeing that our

iron is twice alike, for if it _is not, repeated

annealing will usually make it so.

“To test the frequency of the sparks from

a coil I designed the instrument shown in

Fig. 2, which consists of a rotating needle

A, on its axis, B, within a graduated ring,C,

of a known diameter and divisions. One

end of the secondary, D, of the coil con

nects to the rotating needle, A, and the

other end of the secondary, E, connects to

the ring, C. The needle, A, at its point,

F, is separated y, inch from the ring, C,

so that sparks leap across this gap from

the point, F, to the ring. If we now rotate

the needle a certain number of revolutions

and we have a certain circumference in the

ring, by multiplying the number of the

sparks per inch, times the number of inches

in the circumference of the ring, times the

number of revolutions of the needle, we

then get the number of sparks per minute.

magnetize
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“Fig. 3 is an instrument for measuring

the approximate temperature of the spark

of different spark coils and magnetos.

This is not determined in Fahrenheit de

grees, but in heat units. The instrument

is designed on the principle of utilizing the
expansive efi'ect ofvay hot 'wire to move an

indicator needle over 'a graduated dial, and

is constructed as follows: A fine copper

wire is stretched between the metal con

tact posts, A and B, the tension of this wire

being regulated by the adjusting screws,

K, and K'. To the center of the wire at

C, is fastened a small copper stud which

comes to within 1-32 inch of the metal

plate D. The secondary terminals of the

spark coil are connected to the binding

posts L and M, completing its electrical

circuit through the copper wire N, across

the gap at C, to plate D.

“If a certain amount of primary current,

determined by an accurate ammeter, is

passed through the coil, we will get a con

tinu'ous secondary spark between the stud

C, and the plate D. This spark heats the

stud and in turn heats the copper wire

which expands and causes an elongation in

the direction of the arrow E. To the cen

ter of the wire and the stud, C, is also fast

ened a small wire, to the end of which is

fastened a silk thread, wound around a

pivot and kept taut by a small spring, H.

To the pivot is fastened an indicator nee

dle moving over a dial, 1. in the direction

of the arrow, G, when the wire is expand

ing, and in the opposite direction when

contracting. giving us a certain reading de

pending entirely upon the temperature pro

duced in the copper wire by the heat of the

spark at the gap, C. When the rate of

cooling, or radiation, of the wire equals the

production of heat from the secondary cur

rent, the needle will then come to a stop

'and no fixed time measurement is necessary.

in order to test various coils, it is first

necessary to see that they all consume the

same amount of primary current at the

same voltage. . . . .

“Fig. 4 is an instrument for measuring the

amount of lag in the secondary spark from

the moment the primary current is closed,

and my object in designing this instrument

was to clear up a prevailing idea in the

minds of many automobile operators, that

by advancing the timer an early ignition

is produced when the piston is still coming

up. From the many experiments which I

made in ignition timing. I found that it was

impossible to advance the spark more than

10 degrees at an engine speed of 1.000

r.p.in. without observing a slight decrease

in power; if the advance was carried fur

ther, the engine would gradually come to a

stop, or kick back. The higher the engine

speed the more the spark can be advanced,

but no such advance is possible as would

be indicated by the position of a timer ap'

parently capable of a movement of 90 de

grees, or more. This great amount of ad

vance of the timer is necessary to overcome

the enormous lag in vibrating spark coils,

but no such advance is possible with a

magneto, for the secondary spark takes

place immediately at the moment of the

primary current interruption. The only
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lag present is entirely magnetic, and there

is none in the contact, for the mechanically

operated contact breaker in a magneto in

creases in speed with the engine, but the

vibrator of a coil has a fixed lag, or in other

words takes just as long to start vibrating,

whether the engine is running 100. or 2,000

revolutions and it should respond more

rapidly at high speeds than at low, but it is

apparently impossible to make such a mag

netically operated make and break in the

form of a vibrator.

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

PIG. 4—THSTBR FOR IGNITION ADVANCE

“The instrument for demonstrating this

advance spark theory consists of a model

of a gas engine with its cylinder and piston,

connecting rod and crank, but secured to

the crank pin is a small pointer, K, which

rotates within a metal ring, L, clearing it

about % inch. The wires from the secon

dary of the spark coil are connected to_ the

insulated metal ring, L, and to the crank

and pointer, K, so that thespark will jump

from the pointer K, to the ring L. while

the engine is in operation._ We now set the

timer in such a position thatin turning over

the engine slowly by hand in the direction

shown by the dotted, lined crank,~ we will

get a spark when the crank. is at the point

of maximum compression, as shown in the

diagram. If the engine is now speeded to

1,000 r.p.m., without moving the timer, we

would find the spark jumpin-g'acroSs.at B,

or in other words, it would be 90 degrees

late. This lateness of the spark is entirely

due to the lag of the vibrator and the mag

netic lag of the iron core, and we must ad

vance the timer an equivalent amount to

balance up the two. By varying the speed

of the engine, the spark moves from the po

sition A' to B'. My object in designing

this instrument was to prove that the igni

tion in a gas engine should take place at

the highest point of compression, and it

approximately does so when the engine de

velops its greatest power, also that the time

required to ignite the charge is very small

and never requires more than a few degrees

of advance.”

Effect of Bad Weather on Sales.

“You would hardly expect weather

conditions to have any material bear

ing on the sale of a car, yet in many a

case it has been my experience that an un

expected 'bad' day has ruined my chances

of a sale which otherwise might have been

almost a foregone conclustion," says a New

York salesman of no Small experience in

such matters. “It is not as you might at

first suppose, that bad weather makes bad

roads, and bad roads interfere with the

smooth demonstration we always used to

be so crazy to give the ‘prospect.’ The fact

of the matter is that when we get hold of

one of those pestiferous ‘doubting Thom

ases’ who never can quite make up their

minds between the respective merits of the

Nile or the Congo cars, we always dread a

rainy or snowy day. For just as sure as one

comes, some ‘friend' will get hold of him

and point out the advantages of some other

machine. Whereas if it is pleasant, we can

generally swing him our way."

San Francisco Dealers Schedule Tests.

At its meeting last week the Automobile

Dealers' Association, of San Francisco, de

cided to hold a hill climbing contest in or

near the city on April 11th, a two days’ en

durance run around the bay district on

May 30th, and a four days' reliability run to

Los Angeles from September 6th to 9th,

inclusive. Eight new members were ad

mitted as follows: The Pope Agency, Con

tinental Tire Agency. G 8: I Tire Co., Mor

gan & \Vright, C. F. Splitdorf, Prest-O

Lite Co., Fisk Rubber Co., and the Auto

car Co.
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RED IIICKDRY PIN/ES I'I'S VALUE

Officially Tested Together with the White

Variety—Important Error Found in

System of Grading.

No small amount of anxiety is being felt

in the ranks of carriage and wagon build

ers owing to the rapid depletion of the for

In this connection recent tests car

the

United States Department of Agriculture

ests.

ried out by the Forest Service of

with the co-operation of the National Wag

on Manufacturers’ Association of America,

the Carriage Builders‘ National Associa~

tion, and the National Hickory Association

at the laboratories of Perdue University,

are particularly interesting.

As a matter of fact, it was demonstrated

that the present grading system involves
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an error of more than 50 per cent., due

largely to “the traditional prejudice and

consequent discrimination against red hick

ory.” Incidentally, the experiments af

forded a most convincing demonstration of

the value of laboratory tests in conjunction

with the selection of woods for the work of

vehicle construction.

The particular bearing of these trials upon

the automobile industry is found in the in

vestigations applied to the selection and

trial of spo_kes. These trials, while applied

only to spokes such as are used for light

buggy construction, are particularly sug'

gestive, as showing that the supply of

available material is actually less limited

than commonly is believed.

The direct object was to test the correct

ness of the present system of grading hick

ory buggy spokes and to ascertain the rela

tive strength and toughness of red and

white spokes. To this end 500 sample

spokes were procured and were graded at

the factory by experienced foremen,_ the

grades being packed separately in the usual

order, vahite, B-white. C-white, Cred, C

mixed, etc. The spokes were tested in the

manner indicated in a general way by the

accompanying figure.

The spokes, which were of l-inch size,

were cut to 21 inches in length, were ten

oned on the rim end, and the tenon was in

serted in a hole in an iron block clamped to

the movable head of the testing machine.

The heel of the spoke fitted into a second

block resting on the platform of the test

ing machine. With the spoke mounted in

this fashion it represented a column with

the rim and hub ends held in the same

manner as in a wheel. The amount of bend

ing or transverse deflection at the center

was shown by a pointer attached to the

  

TESTING IACHINB IN IOTION

spoke, and arranged to move over a hor

izontal graduated scale. During the test

the load at the first visible failure and the

maximum load were noted, together with

the corresponding deflections at the center,

and in each case the test was continued un

til the spoke had reached a deflection of 2

inches at the center. All spokes were thus

subjected to the same conditions.

The factor representing the value of a

spoke should include both strength and

toughness. The greatest load held up by a

spoke is a measure of its strength, and the

amount of bending in 0. spoke when the first

crack occurs is a measure of its toughness.

The product of these two quantities gives
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SPOKEI DEFICTIVB NEAR CENTER

a factor representing both

toughness. It is called the resilience fac

tor. The various factors measured or com

puted in the tests were thus; the weight of

the spoke; maximum load, that is greatest

load sustained by the spoke; deflection in

inches, at maximum load and at first fail

ure, or amount of bending at the center

under the maximum load and at the time

of first failure; and the resilience factor, or

strength and

the product of the maximum load multiplied

by the deflection at first failure.

From the general results obtained. it ap

pears that the average weight and the aver

age resilience factors of the A-white spokes

were both considerably higher than in the

other grades. A wide range between the

maximum and minimum value for the resil

ience factor in any grade is noticeable,

showing that the quality of the spokes va

ried in each grade. For instance, it is ob

servable that the C-red spokes have a higher

resiliency than either the C-mixed or the

C-white. In the same way the D-red spokes

have a higher resilience factor than the D

mixed or E-white.

In the first of the accompanying figures

typical fractures are shown, together with

the observations pertaining to the spoke

under test in each case. Only clear spokes

were used in this portion of the investiga

tion. In the two succeeding figures, are

shown the results of tests upon flawed
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SPOKIS DEFECTIVE NEAR END

spokes, with weaknesses at the ends

and near the center, respectively, and

illustrating the relative importance of such

flaws, when the spokes are subjected to

radial load.

It should be observed that in these trials

no account was taken of the tangential

strain thrown upon the spokes of the auto

mobile driving wheels, which is in some

cases very high, and would naturally tend

to accentuate the deflection caused by the

radial load.

Of defective spokes, the official report of

the foregoing tests observes that five gen

eral classifications are commonly to be

found, namely: “Iron streaks, bird peeks,

cross grain, knots, and wormholes'. A spoke

containing a wormhole is dangerous, as it

is impossible to tell to what an extent the

spoke has been bored on the inside. Iron

streaks are supposed to be caused by the

infiltration of foreign coloring matter

through bird pecks. Iron streaks and bird

peeks, when they show only slightly, ap

parently do not affect the mechanical qual

ities of a spoke.

“Spokes failing from crossgrain generally

break in two pieces. Defects, such as

knots. have greater weakening effect when

near the center than when near the ends.

The lower resilience factor in the

spokes with defects near the center is no-.

ticeable.

“The spoke tests definitely show three
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things: (1)That the present system Of grad

ing buggy spokes does not correspond to

their strength and toughness; (2) that the

factor denoting the strength and toughness

of clear spokes varies directly with the

weight, and (3) that red, white, or mixed

spokes of equal weight have practically the

same resilience factor."

Rapid Transit for Tennessee Towns.

That opponents to the introduction of gas

olene motor ears on railroads are to be

likened to the people who opposed the orig

inal introduction of the steam locomotive,

was declared by the Wisconsin Railroad

Rate Commission in a decision made last

week in dismissing the complaint of cit

izens of Madison and Monroe, Wis. The

complaint declared that the motor car in

stalled in service by the Illinois Central

between Madisonand Freeport is danger

ous and inadequate as a means of trans

portation.

The commission declared that this car,

which is being adopted by the Union Pa

cific, Northwestern and other roads on

branch and poorly patronized lines, is a

mark of a. distinct epoch in railroad trans

portation and will result in economy for

railroads and greater benefit to the traveling

public.

The commission recalls that when the

English parliament was debating a charter

for the first English steam railway, stren

uous objections were raised and it was

claimed that the smoke of the locomotive

would blight vegetation, the railway would

depress land values and the health of the

people would be destroyed; that even hens

would cease to lay eggs and that it would be

better for the people to stick to the stage

coaches and canal boats. The commission

recalls that the health question involved in

the first railway in Germany was submitted

to a then eminent medical authority, who

declared that not only would the travelers

be stricken, but the onlookers would get a

disease which he named delirium furiosum.

The result of the decision is that railway

gasolene motor cars will be encouraged in

Wisconsin.

Railroad Board Favors Motor Cars.

Residents of Mnrfreesboro and \Vood

bury, Tenn., are Organizing a stock com

pany which, when formed, will purchase a

30 horsepower automobile with a seating

capacity of twelve, and run a rapid transit

line between these cities. The car will

make two trips a day, and if the venture

proves profitable, additional cars will be

installed.

Stage Line for Atlanta Suburbs.

The Motor Omnibus Co., with $40,000 cap

ital, has been formed in Atlanta, Ga., for

the purpose of conducting a stage line be

tween Atlanta, Roswell, Dehlencga and

Gainesville. Herbert R. Brown of Macon,

and Judge 5. S. Yoder, of \Nashington, are

named in the papers.

WILL IT BE T-A-X-A- 0R T-l-X-l- ?

Both Forms in Use and the Question Up

to Dictionary Makers—Popular Pref

erence May Decide.

“T-a-x-a- or T-a-x-i-P"

This question has already started the

makers of dictionaries, as well as the peo

ple who use this fare measuring device,

thinking. One of the' cab companies, the

New York Transportation Co., holds to the

former spelling, the other, the Taxicab Co.,

uses the “i.”

The dictionary folk have their own opin~

ion as to how they would have made the

word if they had been called in at the

Istart, but are not so certain what form the

public will decide on, and which will re

ceive the final authority of the printed

dictionaries when the new word is inserted,

as it is sure to be as soon as publishers be

gin to revise editions.

Dr. Charles P. G. Scott, etymological

editor of the Century Magazine, when

asked for his opinion as to the two forms,

“taxameter” and “taximeter,” said:

“While it is impossible to_ decide abso

lutely what the dictionaries will do in the

matter, one thing is certain, that etymo

logical analogy favors ‘taximeter’ rather

than. ‘taxameter.’v At best, both of these

words are etymologically inexact. They

are made up of the root of ‘tax,’ which

comes from the Latin, and of ‘meter,’ which

comes from the Greek. Some persons evi

dently consider that they are using the

English noun ‘tax,’ or the French noun,

‘taxe.’ The Latin analogy of words of this

kind requires ‘i'. as the connective vowel.

If the Greek analogy were to be followed

fo’ would be used, as in “thermometer,’ and

the business form, ‘gasometer.’ Those who

have written the word ‘taxameter’ have, ap

parently, followed the analogy of ‘hexa

meter, ‘pentameter,’ and the like; but these

words are really irrelevant and the ‘a' there

has a different origin. Or they have as

sumed that the word is formed from a mod

ern Latin noun, ‘taxa,’ answering to the

French ‘taxe' or Italian -‘tassa,' from the

Latin verb ‘taxare,’ and have, therefore, con

sidered that the proper connective is 'a';

but, etymologically, there is no question

that ‘taximeter’ is more correct.

“But words often get into the dictionary

for other reasons than etymological exact

ness. One of these reasons is popular ac

ceptance; and popular acceptance is gov

erned by a number of accidents.

“In the case of the cab devices in ques~

tion. newspapers and magazines might

spell it ‘taxameter,’ and this spelling might

be generally adopted. If it happened that

the company which introduced the device

in New York ran the largest number of

cabs with a ‘taxameter' upon them, the

largest number of people would become

familiar with this spelling, and it would,

by rule of majority, gain precedence In

this case, although the dictionary men

might not like it, they would put it down

as the first spelling, and add, ‘Also spelled

“taximeter,”_’ with a note stating that this

is' the more correct form, etymologically.

"‘Then, again, the rule of priority might

have to be considered. In botanical and

zoological terms it is agreed that the spell

ing used by the first describer of the thing

named shall, unless it be entirely ridicu

lous, be accepted in order to avoid scien

tific confusion and useless discussion. If

the first maker of such a device spelled it

with an ‘a’ (taxameter), this would have

to be taken into consideration by the dic

tionary men.

“The question of legal adoption might

have to be considered. If, for example,

the board of aldermen should pass an

ordinance in which the spelling ‘taxarneter’

appeared, that spelling might prevail. The

proceedings of aldermen always excite pro

found attention. The spelling in the papers

of the original patent also would have an

influence.

“The spelling ‘taxameter' has one thing

in its favor. It is stronger in sound than

‘taximeter,’ which has a weak stressed vowel

in it.

“The pronunciation of the word also must

be settled. Shall the stress be a single

one, on the second syllable, or shall there

be a double stress, one on the first sylla

ble and another on the third? The conven

tional rule would require the single accent

on the second syllable, but it is a good cus

tom in English, in four syllable words, to

use two stresses, which make the word

easier to pronounce and easier to hear.

Moreover, there is a tendency in compound

words of this sort, where there are two

elements each of which carries a distinct

meaning, to Separate them by stress, al

most as if they were two distinct words.

We speak of a kil-o-meter, rather than a

kil-om-eter, although the rule requires

kil-om-eter, like therm-om-eter, etc. It is

possible, therefore, that tax-a-meter or

tax-i-meter will become the established

pronounciation rather than tax-am-eter.”

At the office of the New York Transpor

tation Co., R. \N. Meade, the president, said:

“We use the spelling ‘taxameter' for his

torical reasons largely, and because the

patent papers on the device in Germany

and the United States have this spelling

for the Kosmos device which we employ.

It, therefore, has a legal recognition and I

am informed by editors of dictionaries

that legal use of a word sometimes deter

mines its acceptance, apart from questions

as to its form. Moreover, this device re

ceived its first great development with Ger

man inventors who first employed a combin

ation of ‘tax’ and ‘metcr’ to designate. And

the maker of the first German device spoke

of it as a taxameter. We have, therefore,

simply used the legal name of the mechan

ism we employ."
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Waste Not—Want Not

There isn't any waste to Hutofotb. There's much waste in

cutting up leather.

 

The difference between buying just what you can use instead of

buying irregular shaped hides, only part of which you can use, is

an economical reason for buying HUthOib.

Another reason is that it's better than leather.

Hutofotb isa duplication, not an imitation, of Beriect leather—but

it's uniform. Leather isn't.

Hutofotb is the best known material for tops, cushions, etc.

(the Etmertcan ‘JLeatberette (lng. $0., arms:

  

   
 

Nothing can win approval without merit

Splitdorf Ignition

Has Attained National Repute

Because of Unquestioned Merit

The confidence in SPLITDORF Igni

tion that has made this business the

greatest of its kind is rooted in Splitdorf

quality.

0. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Avo.& l88th 8!. new YORK

MOTOR MAKERS

that’a what we are. We have

made the motora in aome of

the moat aucceuful eara, for

yeara. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ’ '

Carburetor

which a motor experta we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and aeIIing.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR 80., Lolanaport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Moto “Rutenber” CarburetoraI and Sup

plies. LIIIII Soft Gray Iron, ran and Aluminum Castings.

“RAJAH”

SPARK PLUGS
IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

  

  

  
 

  

 

 

   

 

 

For Automobile Boilles. Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Muttlers, Etc.

TRONG—DURABLE

RAJAII AUTO SUPPLY GOHPAIIY fit'a‘tfifixtk‘tsi's'ifém mm

140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, U. 8. l. infill: TiiiF‘Z: 12.17"“?de Yi’fifi!!!"

'nn: STARK noLLniG MILL COMPANY. CANTON, our?)
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The Week's Patents.

876,164. Automatic Controller for the

Speed of Autovehicles. Thomas B. Ford,

New York, N. Y. Filed March 28, 1906. Se
rial No. 308,487. I

1. An automatic controller for the speed

of auto vehicles comprisin the motor, the

traction wheels, and a shifiing device hav

ing alpneumatic actuator controlled by the

combined action of the motor, running at a

uniform rate of speed, and the driven trac

tion wheels running at a verying rate 01

speed.

876,355. Transmission Gear. \Nilliam S.

Ilovey, Three Rivers, Mich., assignor to

Shefiield Car Company, Three Rivers, Mich.

Filed April 29, 1907. Serial No. 370,848.

1. The combination of a driving shaft;

:1 gear revolubly mounted thereon; a bevel

gear secured thereto; a clutch for securing

said gear to said driving shaft; a transmis

sion shaft arranged parallel with said driv

ing shaft; a gear revolubly mounted there

on arranged to mesh with said gear on said

driving shaft; a clutch mechanism for se

curing said gear to said transmission shaft;

connections for said clutches whereby, when

one is in engagement, the other is released;

driving connections for said driving and

transmission shafts adapted to be connected

or disconnected as desired; a driven shaft

arranged transversely of said driving shaft,

and driving connections to said bevel gear

for the purpose specified.

876,406. Motor Vehicle. James C. Simon

son, Rockford, Ill. Filed March 13, 1907.

Serial No. 362,213.

1. In a motor vehicle the combination of

the platform thereof, a truck supporting

one end of the platform and connected

thereto about midway of its length, support

ing wheels connected to one end of the

truck. an axle pivotally connected to the

other end of the truck on a horizrmtal pivot,

and supporting wheels connected to the piv

oted axle.

876.460. Starting Mechanism for Inter

nal Combustion Engines. Howard A. John

ston, Toronto. Ontario. Canada. Filed Feb.

11, 1907. Serial No. 356,739.

1. In an internal combustion motor the

combination of a storage air tank; a second

tank;_ a pipe connecting the two; a stop

cock in said pipe; a pipe connecting the sec

ond tank with the cylinder of the engine;

a preSSure limiting valve in said pipe; and

a stop cock between the pressure limiting

valve and the second tank, substantially as

described.

876,475. Emergency Brake for Motor Ve

hicles. Alexander D. Morgan, \iVest Rox

bury, Mass. Filed Feb. 1, 1907. Serial No.

355,226.

1. The combination with a vehicle, of an

emergency brake comprising a frame pivot

ally attached to said vehicle, a drag pivot

ally attached to said frame by a substan

tially vertically arranged pin and main

tained substantially parallel to the rear axle

of said vehicle, and means under the con

trol of the driver for lowering said frame

whereby said drag is brought into contact

with the roadway over which said vehicle

is traveling.

876,501. Differential Gear. Peter Stein—

liauer, St. Louis, Mo. Filed July 15, 1907.

Serial No. 383,823.

1. A differential gear for vehicles com

prising a shaft, wheels loosely mounted at

the opposite ends thereof, a rotatable mem

ber encompassing the shaft between the

wheels, an inner toothed gear carried by

each wheel, a gear wheel secured to the

shaft adjacent to each wheel, a series of

pinions rotatable about their axes carried

by the rotatable member adjacent to one

of the wheels and meshing with the gear

wheel on- the shaft and With the gear on

the wheel, a series of pinions rotatable

about their axes carried by the rotatable

member adjacent to the opposite wheel and

meshing With the gear wheel, a second se

ries of rotating pinions likewise carried by

the rotatable member adjacent to said up

posite wheel, said second series being dis

posed to one side of the first series and

along radial lines concentric with the radial

lines of disposition of the first series but at

different distance from the common center

of said radial lines, said second series mesh

ing with the first series of pinions and with

the adjacent gear wheel secured to the shaft,

substantially as set forth.

876,582. Inlet Valve Mechanism for Ex

plosion Engines. \Villiam Ottaway,_Au

rora, 111., assignor to Aurora Automatic

Machinery Company, Aurora, 111., a Cor

poration of Illinois. Filed March 7, 1906

Serial No. 304,725.

1. In an explosive engine, the combina

tion with the cylinder thereof provided with

a valve opening and with an annular casing

seat surrounding said opening, of a valve

casing or shell having at its inner end an

annular bearing surface fitting said casing

seat, and an opening at its outer end, and

clamping means embracing a clamping

member which is connected with the cylin

der inside of the said casing, and a nut hav

ing screw threaded engagement with said

clamping member and which bears against

the outer end of the said shell or casing to

clamp the same against said casing seat.

<876,645. Spring Cushioned Tire. Isaac

Hodgson, Minneapolis. Minn., assignor to

The Automatic Wheel & Rim Co., Minne

apolis, Minn., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed March 16, 1906. Serial No. 306.366.

1. The combination with a wheel rim, of

armor plates applied thereto and extending

circumferentially outward thereof. a yield

ing tension band made up of a multiplicity

of pliable folds working between and hav

ing frictional engagement with the inner

surfaces of both of said armor plates, ra

dially disposed circumferentially spaced

coiled springs interposed between said _rim

and said tension band, and_ tread _devices

applied to the exterior of said yielding ten

sion band, substantially as described.

876,768. Extension Top or Canopy for

Vehicles. Albert L. Bowen, \Vorcester,

Mass, assignor to Charles K. Pevey, VVor

cester, Mass. Filed June 20, 1907. Serial

No. 379,962.

1. A canopy frame for vehicles compris

ing a rear section and a front extenstblc

section, each having an upright bow, a pair

of short bows pivotally mounted on said

upright bows and having their upper hor

izontal portions hinged together, and flex

ible connections between the short bow

pivoted to the rear upright bow and said

rear upright bow for the purpose specified.

876,769. Motor for Automobiles. Ralph

 

 

me i

Five Passenger Touring Car $2000

Three Passenger Runabout $2000

 

 

  

CAR '

AN ATTRACTIVE CAR AT AN ATTRAC'IIVE

PRICE

SPECIFICATIONS—Engine, _4 cylinders, 4 4x4' ‘

28-30 brake horsepower. Transmission, 3 speeds orwar

and rcvrrse, selective, Timken bearings. Wheel base.

l09 inches; tread, standard; clutch, cone leather.

Body, sheet metal, straight line type, roomy and com

fortable. Tires, 32x3%. quick detachable; make 0p

tional. Frame, pressed steel, 4% inches deep. Front

axle, single I-beam drop forgin , ball bearings. Rear

axle, bevel gear drive enclose t pe, roller bearings.

Ignition. s'nchronizcd Jump spar Weight, empty,

2,200 lbs. actual, not catalogue).

Represented in Greater New York by

THE PALMER & SINGER MFG. co..

1620 Broadway

Selden Motor Vehicle CoLmRaii . mummy.

Members A.

Agencies Wanted in Unoccupled Territory.
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R. Brown. Livermore. Cal.

1907. Serial No. 372,023.

1. .In a device of the class described, a

shaft or axle, a turbine mounted thereon

and having radial blades, a casing inclosing

the turbine and having oppositely disposed

valve chests communicating with the in

terior of the casing through oppositely ex

tending ports, a duct connecting the valve

chests, slide valves mounted for reciproca

tion in the chests and governing the passage

of steam through the ports, said valves be

ing provided with stems extending through

the ends of the chests, suitably guided flex

ible elements connected with the valve

stems to effect movement of the valves in

opposite directions. and means for supplying

motive fluid to one of the valve chests.

876,800. Carburetter. Emil Gundelachv

New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to

Robert J. Ehlers, New York, N. Y. Filed

June 18, 1906. Serial No. 322,285.

1. A carburetter comprising a casing

composed of a central, a top and a bottom

section. said top section being rotatable

upon the central section and provided with

outlets for communicating with the working

chamber of the engine, said central section

being provided with a mixing chamber

whose walls are spaced apart from the wall

of the section, and with an oil reservoir pro

vided with a supply pipe below the mixing

chamber, and a central inlet from the bot

tom section to the mixing chamber, a spray

ing device within the inlet, said device c0m~

prising a pipe extending through the bottom

section and communicating with the reser

voir, the outer end of said pipe being screw

threaded, a nut engaging said end for re

taining the bottom section in place, and a

tube within the pipe and provided with a

nozzle, said nozzle co-acting with the open

end of the pipe to form a contracted open

ing through which the liquid is sprayed,

said tube having openings in the sides there

of'and provided with a valve at its outer

end, a float valve controlling the supply

pipe of the reservoir, said bottom section

.being provided with an air inlet, a valve

controlling the inlet. said valve having a

stem projecting through the opposite side

of“ the bottom section from the air inlet, a

spring normally seating the valve. means

for regulating the tension of the spring, and

a fan “for forcing air through the inlet.

876,826. Wheel Tire. Thomas ]. Mc

Carthy. Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Aug. 24,

1906. Serial No. 331,915.

1. The combination with a wheel and a

separate tire, of radial springs pivotally _an

chored at both ends therebetween, arid sim

ilarly anchored quasi tangentiahsprings al

ternately running in opposite directions at

Filed May 6, each side of the radial springs and crossing

one another longitudina ly of the tire and

wheel rim.

876,847. Friction Transmission Gear.

George T. Stamm, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed

March 18, 1907. Serial No. 363,119.

_1. In a_ motor vehicle, in combination

With the _Side frame members of the vehicle,

intermediate friction wheels carried by the

side_ frame members, a driving shaft, a

drivmg friction disc carried by the driving

shaft, a driven shaft, a driven friction wheel

on the driven shaft, and means for moving

the driving friction disc against the inter

mediate friction wheels and simultaneously

bending the side frame members of the _ve

hicle to move the intermediate friction

wheels against the driven friction wheel.

876,878. Explosive Engine. William H.

Hooper and Fred S. Hutchins, San Fran~

cisco, Cal. Filed Dec. 19, 1905. Serial No.

292,427.

1. In a gas engine, an engine frame or

structure comprismg a crank case, a separ

ately formed slide valve chamber secured

to the crank case, and a cylinder secured to

the slide valve chamber; said three parts

being in longitudinal alignment, With_s_aid

valve chamber in the intermediate posmon.

876,905. Carriage Top. William J. Hos

kyns, Detroit, Mich., assignor to The Auto

Accessories Manufacturing Company, De

troit, Mich. Filed Aug. 10, 1907. Serial

No. 387,966.

1. In a carriage top, in combination with

a standard bow adapted to be attached to

the seat of a carriage, a folding bow pro

vided with a bent cross bar adapted to en

gage within the arch of the standard and

support the flap of the cover when the fold

ing bow and the standard bow are_closed

together, an attachment to which said fold

ing bow may be connected at the bottom

of said standard bow, and an attachment

to which said bow may be_ connected near

the spring of the arch of said standard bow,

substantially as described.

876,937. Power Transmitting Mechanism.

Alexander T. Brown, Syracuse, N. Y., as

 

innirs Aiiii Filli ms.
15 cent! per line of seven words, cab with order.

- _1 In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

FOR_SALE—No. 14 sliding gear trans

_ missions; 90 bodies, primed only; 75

bodies, painted only; 72 bodies, painted and

trimmed; 69 sets bevel drive axles and

hubs; 130 frames, unassembled; 30 frames,

assembled; 35 radiators; 50 tanks; 59 two

cylinder opposed engines, 5%5; 105 sets

springs; 48 mufflers; sets universal

Joints; 47'steering wheels, l4-inch; also va

rious quantity of other parts, all suitable

_for 2.000 pound touring car or runabout.

RANDS MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

 

F011 SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for next

season. Write me to see how much I can

save_ you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless. and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

g. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

 

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets or the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

ERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.
 

signor to Brown-Lipe Gear Company, Sy

racuse, N. Y. Filed Sept. 6, 1904. Serial

No. 223,371.

1. In a vehicle, a pair of axle sections, a

driving gear secured to each of said sec

tions, a shaft passing across the faces of

said gears and inclining with respect to the

planes thereof, pinions loosely carried on

said shaft, each of said pinions having an

extension with a gear, and planet gears car

ried by said shaft and meshing with the said

extension gears, the said pinions being on

opposite sides of the axle sections.

and each meshing with one of the driving

 

   

TYPE C

   

EHHSYL-VAHI/ , .v

Powerful and 1 1

/ 2800 LBS 2800?: vim manna 30009! 7." ’ °mP_ etc Y

Fast {///// Appornted

Of the highest possible grade throughout.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR CO.,

  

SOi-P

gears.

//‘r,

  

  

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

 

 

 

  

‘ jomts. The

still be with you, but you won’t

know it. Our new booklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

Removed to New York Motor Mort Bldg.

 

 

A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Suppliimiintaiy Spiral Springs

and notice the difference.

jars, no broken springs, or dislocatelc}

Wi“Thank-ye-marms"
  

SuiiiilaiiiiintaiySpiiaISIIiing Go. 4

OUR LEADERS:

No jolts, no

 

 

 

KINWUUD AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE QUALITY—THE BEST.

Klnwood Perfection Radiators

d

Klnwood Modllonlcal Ollors.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, mufflers, dust

and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings, couplings, etc., etc.

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

K. FRANKLIN PETERSEN,

106 Lnko Oh, Chicano,

Western Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohio.

1 HOMA8 J. WETZEL,

I l Worron St., Now York,

Eastern Representative.
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(‘ZIMIOTTI

GARAGE

NewYork Gity

IIUtI'I 5t.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

Broadway and

New and completely equipped

repair shop. Expert workmen.

No Renting. Try us.

Tel. 2686 River.

  

 

 

Wico Adjustable Spark Plug

$1.00

Each

Guaranteed

One

Year

5“ West 434 St , New York

  

WITIIERBEE IGNITER (10.,

HAYNES

Always "II A Perfect 5mm

H AYNEO AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Membera A. L. A. M. \UKUMU, IND.

Oldest Automobile Manufacturer: in America

New Your. 1715 Bfoadle—CHICAGO. 1702 Michigan Av.

Logan |908 Modal Slnraalon Trunk

A truck equipped with a Iour cylinder water cooled

40 H. P. motor, built to give service _month after

month and year after year and reprelenting the beat

thought of the oldest and largest plant in Amenca

devoted to the manuiacture of commercial motor can.

For detailed description addreaa

THE LOGAN CONSTRUCTION CO.

crunucorns. OHIO.

 

 

  

 

 

IIIEMHRMON
"I Moehonleal Muaferfloea'

For catalog, addreaa Dept. l6.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Enab. 1am mnunuroua. nun.

TllE BllANlllEll 00.

Name Plates and Stampings

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

  

 

 

 

 

 

ETHOMAS

AMERICA’S UNLY ENTRY

NEW YORK-PARIS m: _> i
i l i Fedders Radiators?

will cool such cars as the Pierce, Thomas Packard

Rn‘iinabout and National for 1908. How about your

or er.

If you want to learn about a REAL COOLER, get

our catalogue.

‘ FEDDERS MFG. WORKS, Buffalo, N. Y.

 

  

 

 

  

“REMY MAGNETO"
Means absolute reliability

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELEGTRIO 00., Anderson, Ind.  

 

 

 

LAVALETTE 6: C0.

80% of Magnetos

used in 6-cylinder cars are

EISEMANN High-Tanslon MABNETOS

112 West 42d Street.

THE “AURORA”

Runabnut $775—20 H. P.

Unmmorcial Wagon $1000—20' H. P.

Live proposition to agents.

AURORA MOTOR WORKS.

NEW YORK
  

 

Aurora, Ill.
 

 

 

SC '/" f \ I, z‘_Firestone

SIDE-WIRE SOLID MUTUR TIRES

ms WORLD'S STANDARD

FlllESTllllE TIRE It RUBBER 00.. Akron, flhlo

MICHELIN
FRANCE ENGLAND

ITALY AMERICA

MICHELIN TIRE CO" Mllltown, N. J.

Bcttcr Because Regular

An_ Oberdorfer Pump never “aticks.” It works

day in and day out in a uniform manner.

Is yours an Oberdorfer?

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

Water St.. Syracuse, N. Y.

  

 

 

 

 

 

lNVESTIOATE

The Great Smith Car

SMITH AUTO. 00., MPRS.

TOPBKA, KANSAS

  

 

 

r

Apperson PoHey

" QUALITY h0'l‘ QUANTITY ”

ll you want a good ear write us

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO“

KOkOlTlO, Indiana. Member! A. L. A. M.

i_

After' considerable use the bolts

Huts Raqu". Tighnning holding the sprocket rings to the

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

spokes. Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

security. In doin this care should be taken not to throw the

sprocket out of hne.-—From “Motor World," August 8, '07.

Use Columbia Lock Nuta

OOLUMIIA NUT & BOLT CO.. Inc.. Irldlooort, Conn

image 5.75.5
EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE 00., TRENTON, N. J

' W YORK—148 Chambers St., and Broadway and 73d St. BOSTON—292 Devonshire Street.

CAGO—ZO LaSalle Street and 1615 Wabash Avenue. BUFFALO—724 Main Street

'Q .\l"l‘() SUPPLY C()., I‘ortland, Oregon. DENVER AI'TO GOODS CO.—'_I)envert Colo.

7‘ AI'TU SI'I'I‘LY C()., Seattle “'ashmgton. I'l'l.\'.\' AUTO SUPPLY CO.——Phllalelrihia, Pa.

AUTO SUPPLY CO., Providence, R. I. SAVELL RUBBER CO.———]acksonvnlle, Fla.

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

Trade

ar

Th D ' t d d le eviee the ma e Sale, can Com ortable

Automobilin

Write for Rough Road ooklet to Department I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION 60..

E. V. Hartford, Free. 66 Vestry St., New York

 

 

 

  

 

 

g > .— _; p,
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$375 and

Upwards

Air cooled

Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relia

ble. Double cylinder—9-lO H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumption. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

The automobile for winter use.

—no pipes to burst.

Writ: today for C41410;“ and Nova!!!“

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

Box m. 250 .wauun, mo.

   

 

WE MAKE CASTINGS 1

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY CO.

Pottstown, Pa.

1

l
l

l

 

. STA-RITE PLUGS \
Save a lot of i ition troubles because

they "Stay Rig t the longest! Don't i

take our word for it,——try a STA-RITE

and see for 'ourself. Double or sin le

Porcelain,—l\ ica or Magneto,——all kin s. ‘

All Good Dealers.

HARDY CO.,THE R. E.

85 Watt: St., New York City

a ..._.. ......
Ready-Flared Tires.

They reduce tire expense

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC COMPANY

43 Warren Street, New York City.

“Kit, four I]! an Contl'ntnlalr"

  

 

 

 

THE

I N D X

1s RIGHT
Bull! to outwear on auto. and it will

Sun![or Booklet

Ind ex Speed Indicator Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

UV.“

t' __

  

  

 

 

  

I

dg'. d9 ..

mm - ,
<> ’ DIAMOND CHAIN a Mrs co.

MARK 150 W. Georgia St.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

 

Sl' lllNGFI ELI)

T0? (m. 1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BODY 00..

8“ Ilrnle Ave.,

Sprinltleld, Ian.

  

 

A. 0. SMITH lill.
Makers of

High-Grade Axles

Prism Steel Frame:

Starla; Columns Transmisslons

Steel Stamplngs at All Kinds

Send Print: /or lislimuln _

243 Clinton Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

  

 
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K s O N

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep."

2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder

Runabouts Roadsters Tourin Carl,

5 n. P.. H. .. as . P.

Prices, $850, $1,250, $1,500, 82,00.

JACKSON AUTOIOBILE 00 . lichen. llloh.

   

 
 

 

Addreu

Eastern Inquirieo

Garford Motor Car Co.

of New York

 

 

 

   

 

For every dollar invested, including

purchase price and maintenance, there

are two or three times as many miles

of actual service in a Single Cylinder

Cadillac as in any other motor car.

CADILLAC IOTOR CAR C0 ,Detrolt.Mlci1.

Member Assn. Licensed Auto. Mfrs.

  

 

 

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with proper attention to

each: We make Pressed Steel Frames and Auto

mobile Stamping;

THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL CO.,

Cleveland. Ohio.

 

 

KEEPYOUR EYE ON

  
  

 

For eetlloguen, lddreel

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. CO.

 

O O

1808 Model D. 50 H. P

New factory, Saginaw, Mich.

Complete catalogue now ready.

RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

 

 

 

  

 

1540 Broadway, Broadway, cor._56th St., New York.

New York City.

Water: IIIQIinCIC

utord otor or o.

of Cleveland “SUCCESS”

1872 33:32 51" AUTOMOBILE

W i __i The Original Auto-Buggy

gractbicall, durablfe, eexnoinégal

an a It) ute v n e. i t,

\ l l | l | | | | I | l | | - / strong steel-tired Auto-Buggy,

Suita le for city or country use.

_ ALUMINUM BODIES Speed from 4 to 20 miles an _

_ __ hour. Our 1907 Model has an extra oweriul engine,

1, M, & co. atent ball-bearing wheels; price $275? Also 10 h. p.,

EST 1834 _ £4005 Rubber Tires, $25 extra. Write for descrip

Cerrll I Bullion ' IEIIII I 1 “ye literature'

_ I ' ‘ ' ‘ ' ' lute lum III.CI.,|M. 581I).Balivmln.,8t.l.ouit,m

|I[|||||||l|\

  

 

  

 

Spark Plugl, Cable S'IICIICCHLBIIIPI

orns, Goggles _uto Clothing In

Wet Weather Equipment of our own

manufacture.

New illustrated catalogue free.

I'IIB AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT CO.

IS‘ Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch

 

 

McCORD

LUBRIGATOIIS — RADIATORS

"Marks of a Good Motor Car"

MOKIM COPPER-ASBESTOS OASK ETS

McOORD 8‘ COMPANY

NEW YORK OFFICE—24 Broad Street.

Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 
 

 

Name.—w

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to .

(the motor “(Merle ll

for one year, commencing with the issue of____—_ Hi
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We are now

well settled

@@®wanmn"fi*--; Mm

B." an an an at: . - > ,.
"~'~ “it

New

 

. < .

'
' ~ '

  

 

_ ,_ n.

' 1 sh

. r. \. ‘. ' 4 , '
‘2 ‘L "It i H “Q: i I a

- . _ \ ~ . V .l .

._ , J: t -

READY TO SHOW RESULTS

Prompt Delivery and Constant Improvement in Quality

In our effort to possess the Finest Chain Plant in existence

and to maintain the highest degree of Accuracy,

Efficiency and Finish we are going to the very limit.

We will now make all sizes oi Roller and Bushing Chains

for which there is a reasonable demand.

3/I "WHITNEY" MACHINE KEYS and KEY SEAT CUTTERS

’ "s Q (For the Woodruil Patent System 01 Keying)

 

  

We carry 95 regular Sizes 0! keyl and cutters in flock in: immediate delivery

"Whitney" Detachable Bushing Chain—Patented Roller Chain

 

  

  

 

  

' The Whitney Mfg. Co.

Bushing Chains are like ROIIQI Chains —Without Rolls Hartford, Conn.
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“Keep Your Eye On Corltz'nmlalr”

CW

Fastest Tires in the World!

CONTINENTALs—The Great Racing Tires—Again Victorious.

At the Ormond (Florida) Meet, event after event was captured by automobiles with Continental

Tires. The great race for the Minneapolis international World's Championship Trophy was won

on these tires.

The principal race of the weelr, for the Automobile Club of America Cup, showed Continental

Tires again triumphant.

300 miles were covered in 233 minutes and 44 seconds—77 miles an hour. All world's

reCords from I00 miles upwards brolren.

In this long distance, the winning car had no tire troubles whatever, and the tires were cool at

the finish.

Ormond demonstrated anew the advantages of Continental Ready-Plated equipment. This

consists of tires carried already inflated on Continental Demountable Rims. in case of a puncture, a

new tire can be substituted immediately for the one that is damaged.

The U. 5. Army Despatch Automobile carrying a message from General Grant at New York

to the Commanding Officer at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, was equipped with Continental Tires.

This car made a phenomenal journey through snow drifts in mid-winter and distanced every

other automobile racing westward at the same time. '

ln Europe—Jarrott has just established a new worlds record for the distance by running 50

miles in 36 minutes, 5 seconds, also on Continental Tires.

The fact that Continentals are “the fastest tires in the world" is one reason why Continental

Tire production is greater than that of any other concern.

CONTINENTAL CAOUTCHOUC COMPANY

J. M. GILBERT, General Manager

43 Warren Street, New York, N. Y.

  

BRANCHES:

DETROIT—226 Jefl'erson Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—422424 Van Ness Ave., cor. Ash.

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS:

Acme Rubber Co.. 925 chlcrson Ave. Toledo, Ohio. Plant Rubber Co., 322 First Ave., No. Minneapolis, Minn.

Centaur Motor Co.. 59 Franklin St., buffalo N. Y. Revere Rubber Co., 700 Baronne St., New Orleans, La.

Continental .\genc' Co., 1268 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. The P0“ & Lest" Co { 821 Boylston St., Boston Mass.

{as L. Gibney & i-o., 211 No. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. _ . " 17S Asylum St., liartiOr . Conn.

i'eustadt Automobile & Supply Co., 3948 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. Westcegn ContIi'liliental Caoutchouc Co., 1438 Michigan Ave.,

icago, .
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Zerolene, the new carbon

proof, frost-proof, trauble~proofoil,

does away for once and all with every

. uncertainty and mistake of automobile lub

rication. Zerolene leaves practically no deposit

‘ of carbon in cylinders or on spark plugs. This oil

ll produced in only one place in the world.

lElllIlEllE
Auto-Lubricating Oil

i la tlwlmlll oil that is suitable alike to all gasoline on

wines and all temperatures. It “works” freely and

reliably in zero weather or in midsummer heat. Re

“ member, there in only one lrudeol‘lvroleue.

___ “ i This one grade will Rive perfect service In every

gasoline emrlno regardless of type or season. It is

'0"

 

put up in sealed can. with patentspout thnt pram-nu

' , "’flllllll- Thiunuu-n-lllllui:featuri-lrruu-nsyflll l'ri'l"

- ~D Q'L [- dnnmzo by substitution at iulr-riur ulls. erolt'lll' is

also put up In hmr-ia fur rum-:9 trade.W Sold by dealt-rs everywhere.

andlhc QTANDARD OIL COMPANY

(he nowrrfllling can. (lflfflrlmrnied)

 

 

  

One Price for I

Warner Auto-Meters

EVER, until this year of 1908, has there

been a speed indicator sold at one ab

solutely fixed list: price. Manufactur

ers have " named " a list. price and some evep

required _the dealers to sell at “ that ” price.

Only one “ insisted " upon it being ob

served. That was ourselves. But, unfor

tunately, we sold to the jobber also —- and the

jobber cut the price.

Then there was fun in the camp. That

hurt us —- it hurt the dealer, too.

Then, in his haste to close a sale, the job

ber would let wrong gear ratios go out— that

' hurt the consumer, the dealer and

ourselves. For the jobber knows

no law.

So we've cut the jobber's quota

tion: out. If he gets Warner Auto

Meters he pays for them the exact

figure the dealer pays. If he cuts,

he gets no more Auto-Meters.

THIS STAND IS POSITIVE.

Warner Instrument Co.

“6 Wheeler Inc., leiott. Wis.

  

l

 

 

  

5: Automobile Springs l

I Made Especially to Meet Automobile

Requirements

AND

SPECIAL ANALYSIS STEEL

0ll Tempered ‘1 that Treated

Elastic and Durable

KNOWN QUALITY COUNTS

We oiler a solution of the spring problem

5014' for limb/rt

The Cleveland-Canton Spring Co.

“29 Dueber Ave" Canton, Ohio

Pcrlect Fitting

  
 

 

 

A Spark Plug that misses

alter the first tire

is about as useless for ignition purposes as a parlor match. Con~

tinuous, reliable ignition; a hot, snappy spark ivith

SPARK PLUGS

You don't have to guess with the \\'ico Plug. It possesses micro

meter adjustmcnt and the gap can be set to a known distance.

“'ico Spark Plugs are made in all standard sizes.

Price,v$1.00. A sample sent upon receipt of price.

W'rite Dept. 20 for catalog. For sale by Agents and

Dealers Everywhere.

Witherbee lgniter Company

TIlRI‘II'I FACTURIES.

  

New York Chicago Detroit

1876 Broadway i429 Michigan Ave. 220 Jefiersnn Ave.

Baltimore ()fiiceVSIO Continental Trust Building.
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The Easiest

‘II-IEMKRMO
Riding Car

“A Mechanical Masterpiece” in 1118 World

(LNo, you don't!

(L Until you have ridden in a Marmon, you

simply do not know what ease of motion 1n

an automobile is!

(Until you have investigated the Marmon,

you do not know how much this car has

contributed to the final perfection of the

automobile.

  

  

  

  

(LSend for a catalog. Read up on the many

exclusive Marmon features. Take a ride 1n _ Far mfalag, addrm 0:1”. 16   

    

    
    

  
    

  

    

  

  
  

the _car 1tself. Test it on a bad hlll, or on a Nordyke & Marmon co" (altars-r.) Indianapolis, [mt

partlcularly road“ Barton, Mar:,, F. E. Wing Malnr St. Louis, Ma., Van Automobile Cu.

. - Car Co., 12 Columbus A at. 1706 lVru/lingtm: Ave.

(L Thcn, and not then, w111 you an Pkilaq'c/p/lia. Pa., Brazier Auto Pl'tlsburg, Pa., Pennsylvania Auto

- . M'ark:,_:8flr and Market SLr. Co.. [lay St. and ng/l! Ave.

automobllc wlsely_ Baltimore 11.1.. 5,104.41 Autamabil; 14"1'lkmsl'nrg.

L'a..25_52 Jim/[son Arie. Waterloo, N. Y., lValn-Iao Auto

Euf Orange. 1V.j., erkey lilac/line V nwbilz (“0.,

Model H. Touring Car, 40-45 11. P., $8500 M.,..ifrkiifwii; 1... e. f"‘5’;Z;;',’”5;.,”r"._y" ”‘”'"S’"”"

Co., 172 1214 .‘t. .0: Angela, Cal., C. S. Ant/“my,

Model H, Roadsler, 40.45 H. P” - 3500 India/:Zfirlimbalndn H. 'r. Hearse] no Ifan 01/. St.

Model G, Touring Car, 35-40 H. P., 3000 Desirable Territory lor Dealers. um List Above

  

  

 

PARSQNS’ MANGANESE IIUNZE LEVER BASTINGS

Tn: WILLIAM elulw a none or“? a INGINE THE BIN-mes 8‘ SPENCER co

BUILDING oouuuuv, - Philadelphia, Penna. "“"m'w- cm“

Our new

I 908

Balalog

in Tools
and

Forgings

mailed

gladly.

Write for

it now.

  

,'01300"

  

  

  

Sole Make"

 

 

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

  

  

Hotcl Tullcr
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Adams Ave.& Park St.

DETROIT, MICI'I.

AUTOMOBILE

HEADQUARTERS

In center of Theatre, Shopping

and Business district.

Club Breakfast, 40c u

Lune con, 50:

Table De Hate Dinner, 75c

A la Cnrte Cafe Grill Room!

EVERY ROOM WITH BATH

Rates $1.50 per Day up.

L. W. TULLER Prop.

M. A. SHAW, Mgr.

  

  

 

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contract: (or entire outputs. Specially equippked for Limousine and

Output for thin lenon, 9,000 iobl, complete, trimmed and finished

RAQINI NOVELTY MFG. COMPANY, RIOIIIO, WI!

all other high-class enclosed Ior
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All cars

are Licensed

and Guaranteed

under Selden Patent . ‘ .

tor One Year _ . 946

.II

 

2i
Six-Sixty Sig-Fifty . ' We do not look for and adopt and ad- if

Riénzbout, Raglzglfflr- . _ vertise novelties. What we make is a F 7

60 H. P., 522 4.55., #1 car whose characteristics are known.32-850' s Forgflpogty’ . Every feature of the Garford has been “for.

T d even . ’ ‘4

C083? as", T5322: elrr pr0\ ed by the test of time.28?:006‘1)" 423,130.. It is not an experiment. In no par

' The Four-Thirty, 4 cyl., 30 ll. P. $1,950. ' ' ticular or part or feature is- it a trial.The Garford is already proved. 2,4

The " Skimabout ” IS the most I It includes nothing that is not in some h A '

graceful little car on file mal-Re" 'v other automobile. , It is at the farthest \

bar none. It has a“ the lines 0‘ remove from being a freak, a novelty or

- a fantastic conglomeration.

a toreign car, iair power, good 1

speed, superb tinish and style, ' ‘ Adm" __

and the best materials and work- ‘ 0mm ufii?°énu133§“3r°‘n.w_vm.

money can buy. 3 1540 Broadway, New York City.

Western Inquiries

Garford Motor Car Co. of Cleveland,

1372 East 12th St., Cleveland. 0.

  

Palmer & Singer Mtg. Co. mm @1
Distributors V,

the Simplex 1620-22-24 Broadway, New York the Selden f'

..lv ' .\ 'e”_ 'w)'_-;\

‘ ‘ is» ~ 
 

  
 

Triumph Grease, What Is It?
.fllt is the newest production of auto grease, and henefitting by the ex

perience oi other makers, we have produced the beat one yet. “We do not

imitate any one, nor follow any other maker's plana. Our grease is

spongy when madkit is spongy all the time, but it does not melt or run

out. tilt never gets hard or stifi so that it will not do its work properly—

no matter how cold the weather is. It is made of the purest and beat 

 

win-nil] lubricants to be found, and compounded in such a manner as to produce

9 run“ what the auto user has long wanted. {[A grease that will lubriclate from

start to finish, and will last long enough to pay for the trouble 0 putting

Hal‘i‘oiln MN‘T GET BUMP“) it in the machine, and then staying right there like a good clerk attending

The First in the Market

Auk) Bumper The Best in the Field

. Others are Imitators

THE HARROUN BUMPER PATENT has been allowed, and as soon as

it_ca_n be issued we will bring suit against all USERS of Bumpers in‘

fringing on and not manufactured under the HARROUN license.

R. W. HARROUN, Patentee.

THE TURNER BRASS WORKS.

sour LICENSEES, u. s. A. svcsmoaa. 11.1..

to its own business constantly, and does not need punching up and renew

ing every few days, and leaves the machine clean and not all grease when

through using it. Tilt is the red thorn in the side of the old logy grease,

or the non-fluid oil makers. It is always RED. No other grease like it,

and it is not like any other grease. So we are not imitators in any sense

of the word. “Buy it, and try it, and if not all we claim for it, any

dealer will refund all expense it has been to you.

The Perfection Grease Company, South Bend, Ind.

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD

  
  

  

 

Let us quote you on 4-cylinder

motors tor I908

THRBB SIZES

4% in. x 4&4 in.

4 in. x in.

in. x. S in.

4-cylinder _y\th sell-eon

tained orlma system.

Motors are ready for

coupling any standard

magneto.

Our new factory and ma

chinery enable us to ar

antee guality and delver

res. lso clutches and

transmissions. Send for

catalo e.

x. FRAMJTIN PETERSON
166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

Western Re resentatwe

THOS. J. W TZEL

29 w. 424 st, New York.
Eastern Representative.

GON‘I‘INBNTRL MOTOR MPG. 30., Muskegon, Mich.

  

 

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, Drip Pans, Muiilers, Etc.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALELES¥RUSTLESS

MOOTH—PAINT ADHERES FIRMLY

A Metal That’sih Time and "MoneiTSaTIer

Tm; srann ROLLING MILL COMPANY, CANTON, onlo
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THE “JEWEL 407 THE INCOMPARABLE

THE ‘fiiun-slunnma" can

THE CAR FOR SERVICE

  
 

  

  

  

Compare following specifications with

other cars at $3,000.

36-inch Vigiztse_ls.h Baits-incl]; Diamgnc}, cflartigrd, DIJichelin, or Good- '

vear ‘ires. -inc ' re ase. n epen cnt gnition SYStCl'llS-— ‘R d L kliosch Magneto. Connecticut Coil and Storage Battery. 40-45 H. P. S e

4-cylindcr engine. Timken axles. Hedgelan Equalizer 0r Non-Skid

(ling Device. Seven Passenger Body.

 

\\7rite for catalogue. Good proposition for dealers. ToTHE FOREST OITY MOTOR Olll OOMPINY I _

234 Walnut St'oet, - Nlasolllon, Ohlo, u. a A. The Will", owmg t0 the advantages

inherent in its unique system oi generating and

utilizing steam as a motive power, will take

you anywhere at any time—it is a touring car

in the fullest sense of the term. If you own a

White, you need not wait until favorable

weather and the County Supervisors make the

M0‘0 1' cars roads hard and smooth, nor need you confine

are a combination 0t all that has proven 7°“ touring to the main highways' A“ the

best in Modern Motor Car Construction. wild and beautiful spots of nature are accessi

They are built of the best material money ble to the driver of a White, regardless of road

W1" bilY- conditions. Buy a White and see the country

- as you have never seen it before and as you

cannot see it in any other way.

One other point of interest, the White,

because of the simplicity of its mechanism, is

Model K—t-cyl,, 4%X5 Model R__6 cyln “£74434 particularly adapted for the man who wishes to

$3500 $4200 drive, and to take care of his own car.

Model N—t cyl., 5x5 Model T—6 cyl., 5x5 ‘ —

$3700 $5000 Write for Literature

 

H'rile firr Particular:

I National Motor Vehicle i THE wHITE C0M N

Company i CLEVELAND, OHIO

. N Y k C't , B adwa at 62d St. Boston, 320 Ne b r St.1007 Ha“ 22d Sire“ 5;:Frgi1cisc‘oy 146?; Mar et St. Chicago 240 Michigalri {'Ave.

INDIANAPQLIS’ - _ Philadelphia, 629-33 N. Broad St. ClevelanclI 407 Rockwell Ave.
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The Wrong Way

   

 

 

  

The Rambler Way

L .

Note Deflection ai UniversallJoint No Power Lost in Transmission

. '

m“:Straight Line

Drive

Of the new ideas in automobile construction none are of greater value than the

straight line drive system as applied to the I908 Ramblers.

it is well known that no matter how good or carefully made the universal joint, there

is an inevitable loss oi power and great wear due to deviation from a straight line in the

power transmitting system and the loss increases with the square of deflection.

With the Rambler straight line drive there is no deflection, hence no loss and the

full power of the motor is delivered to the driving axle.

  

  
   

 

This is but one of many valuable features; our catalog tells of others of equal value;

write for it today.

Thomas B. Jeiiery & Company

Main Mike and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin

Branches and Distributing Agencies:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.

  

This four cylinder chassis, equipped both as a 3-passenger roadster and 5-passenger touring car.

Price of each style $2,250. The Rambler Utility Car with double opposed motor, $1,400.
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PDPE’S I-INEMIES [NI/ADE INDIANA

Seek to Have Him Removed as Receiver in

that State—Court Confirms His Sale

of Two Factories.

The men who are seeking to make trou

ble for Albert L. Pope, as receiver for the

Pope Motor Car Co., who heretofore have

confined their activities to the State of

Ohio, wherein the Pope-Toledo plant is lo

cated, have carried the war into Indiana,

which contains the Pope-\Vaverly factory.

They have caused to be filed in the latter

State a petition praying for the removal of

Pope and of the co—receiver George A. Yule,

which is similar to the petition filed in Ohio.

The court has set no date for a hearing.

While these proceedings, as the Motor

“'orld previously stated, include Yule, they

really are aimed only at Pope. The receiv

ers themselves are working in perfect har

mony and it does not seem probable that

their tenure of office will be disturbed.

Meanwhile, the United States Circuit

Court in New Jersey, in which State the

company is incorporated, has approved the

sale by the receivers of the Pope Mfg. Co.

of the Imperial plant at Chicago for $100,

000, and of the Rambler plant for $125,000.

“"hen the receivers requested the order of

the court confirming the sale of the Ram

bler factory to Thomas B. Jeffrey, of Ke

nosha, Wis., the National Casket Co., which

previously had been negotiating for its pur

chase, unexpectedly raised its bid to $124,

000. Mr. Jeffrey, who previously had offered

$110,000 for the property, was communicated

with and increased his figures to $125,000,

at which figure it finally was sold to him.

Shoemaker in More Hot Water.

C. C. Shoemaker, the head and front of

the much troubled Shoemaker Automobile

Co., Elkhart, Ind., now has some troubles

all his own, and must have cause for reflec

tion on the difference between the chicken

and the automobile industries. The property

of the company was attached while it was

being removed from Freeport, 111., to Elk

hart, where after its release a receiver took

'charge and where early this month the com~

pany was declared bankrupt. Last week,

following the filing in Illinois of a petition

in involuntary bankruptcy against Shoe

maker personally, Thomas H. Hollister was

appointed receiver. The petitioning credit

ors are the C. 11. Fuller Advertising Agency

of Chicago, whose claim is $15,000, and C.

H. Cooper of Kansas City, Mo., and M. L.

Feckler of Elkhart, Ind. Cooper and

Feckler both allege that Shoemaker induced

them to part with $5,000 each in exchange

for stock in his automobile company which

he agreed to take off their hands in case

they repented of their bargain. Of course,

their repentance became very sincere, but

they still hold their stock. They allege that

Shoemaker, while insolvent, transferred

real estate and property to his brother and

other persons, that he has concealed other

assets and has absented himself from his

usual place of business. Previous to his

entry 'into the automobile trade, Shoemaker

had a prosperous business in incubators,

chickens and chicken supplies.

Utah Men with Wonder-Working Boiler.

The Western Motor Co., of Salt Lake

City, Utah, has been incorporated under the

generous law of Arizona, to manufacture a

steam flash boiler which, it is stated. may

be attached with equal facility to a freight

or passenger car, a street car or an automo

bile. The officials of the company are:

Edmund Wilkes, president; Milton L. Ogles

by vice-president and manager; Joseph E.

Aglesby, secretary and treasurer.

Settled Their Troubles Out of Court.

The litigation involving patents on tire

cases or covers in which the Gilbert Mfg.

Co., New Haven, Conn., and the Teel Mfg.

Co., Medford. Mass, have been engaged,

wits last week settled out of court. 'By the

terms of the agreement, the Teel company

will discontinue the _manufacture of such

cases or covers.

 

TWO “KI-IRS CONVICTED 01" PENNY

Their Promotion of “a Motor that Never

Grew Hot" Branded Bunco—Queer

Methods Exposed at Trial.

How Benson Bidwell and Charles F.

Bidwell of the Bidwell Electric Co.—the

concern which is said to have exploited a

“cold that would not stay cold,

but smoked when demonstrated to a few

of the thousands of stockholders who helped

swell the receipts of the $2,500,000 corpor

ation, and which motor was going to revo

motor"

lutionize the automobile industry, among

many other things, but didn’t—were able

to get by the city and post office officials

with their schemes was made clear before

Judge Chetham- in Chicago, by Miss

Ida C. Palmer, an innocent looking

employe. The recipe so successfully used

by the exploiters, according to Miss Palmer,

was this:

“Fill ’em (the examining officials) with

cheap cigars, give ’em a good talk and

send ’em on their way rejoicing.”

The company’s methods thus succinctly

summarized were brought out by the ques

tions of Assistant State’s Attorney Pop

hanr at the trial of the Bidwells, which be—

gan on February 17th, and ended on Sat

urday. 14th inst., the jury deliberating for

seven hours and bringing in a verdict of

guilty on the charge of operating a confi

dence game, which is apenitentiary ofiense.

The jury at first reported also a similar ver

dict on the charge of obtaining money by

false pretences, but counsel for the defense

objected to the double verdict, and the court

directed that the jury find on only one

count, which was done after a half hour’s

further deliberation, finding against both

defendants, who are father and son.

Miss Palmer's testimony was elicited

through the desire of the prosecution to

ascertain if the company had not been

investigated by the authorities. She
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was the star witness

cution, and told how, when one of

Mayor Dunne’s inspectors came around,

one of the Bidwells gave him some cigars,

then told him what a fine motor it was,

what a legitimate business he had and how

much the dividends were going to amount

to. After telling the inspector this, de

clared Miss Palmer, Bidwell took him to

the door, gave him some more cigars,

patted him on the back, escorted him to the

outer door, gave him another cigar and

asked him to call again. When Bidwell

.came back, according to Miss Palmer’s

testimony, he said:

“That's just the way 1 pulled the wool

over the post office inspector's eyes. Give

’em cheap cigars and talk to ’em. That's

the way I get along with these fellows.”

"Give 'em a good story, Ida," was a piece

of advice given her, she said.

Miss Palmer said it was her duty to go

through the shop, pointing out motors of

the ordinary patterns and describing them

as cold motors. The one operating motor

was run for five minutes at a time, for to

run it longer would melt the snow and ice

which had “congealed” on it with the as

sistance of a man and a bucket. The wit

ness further stated that she had sold con

siderable stock and that one time when she

suggested that they needed an expert book

keeper to straighten out the books of the

company it was Charles Bidwell who said

to her: .

“An expert bookkeeper is just what we

don't want. We have girl bookkeepers be

cause they don’t know anything. A man

would find out right away what was going

on.”

The witness stated that the “last grand

scheme" of the Bidwells was to get her to

write to dissatisfied stockholders and tell

them that she would buy back their stock at

25 or 35 per cent. of the original cost if

they wanted to get rid of it. She received

mail in this connection addressed to “Vic

toria C. Freeman, general delivery." The

idea she said, was to sell this stock over

again to new buyers at 75 per cent. on the

hundred. She also stated that the Bid

wells had promised her $2,000. but that

she only received $11) in instalments,

which may explain her willingness to aid in

the prosecution of the promoters.

Charles J. Moberg, who said that he

Worked for the Bidwells 449 days, was an

other witness called.

“Charles Bidwell sometimes brought peo

ple in after the motor was frosted," said

Moberg. “Then he would say. ‘Give us

for the prose‘

light,’ and I would turn on 250 electric‘

lights that were run by the motor. These

were kept going five or ten minutes, but

only when people were in there to see it.

I never saw it working any other machine

or supplying power."

0. C. Wilson, an advertising agent, said

he placed $85,000 worth of advertising in

papers, which the Bidwells authorized and

paid out of the funds of the company.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Manistee, Mich—American Garage and

Motor Co., under Michigan laws, with $5,000

capital. -C0rporators not named. '

St. Louis, Mo.—Spring Motor Fan Co.,

under Missouri laws, with $50,000 capital.

Corporators—Herman O. Engelke, Edgar

E. Engelke and Edward H. Rose.

Galion, Ohio.—Fetzer Automobile Mfg.

Co., under Ohio laws, with $100,000 cap

ital. Corporators—James F. Shumaker, A1

len H. Fetzer and James O. Sloan.

Kittery, Me.—Taylor-Palmer Garage CO.,

under Maine laws, with $150,000 capital

stock, of which nothing is paid in. Cor

porators—O. Sumner Paul, president, and

Albert H. Peavey, treasurer, Kittery, Me.

New York City, N. Y.-—General Tire Re

pair Co., under New York laws, with $2,000

capital. Corporators—Charles W. Reher

mann and John F. Rehermann, 220 West

Forty-eighth street, New York City, N. Y.

Jersey City, N. J.——Federal Taxicab Co.,

The, under New Jersey laws, with $200,000

capital; to manufacture motors, engines,

machines and vehicles. Corporators—E.

McM. Mills, R. F. Tully, C. A. Cole, Jersey

City, N. J.

Paterson, N. J.—Taximcter Auto Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $125,000 capital;

to manufacture motors, engines, cars, boats,

etc. Corporators—W. F. Harding, Hale

don, N. J.; A. A. Fischer, J. F. Blauvelt,

Paterson, N. J.

New York City, N. Y.—Harvard Automo

bile and Garage Co., under New York laws,

with $10,000 capital. Corporators—Alois

Habisreitinger, 1696 Week avenue; Benja~

min B. Dolero, 110 West Ninety-fifth street,

New York City, N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.—Progress Motor

Vehicle Co., under'New York laws, with

$50,000 capital; to deal in, maintain and

operate motor vehicles, etc. Corporators—

F. J. Hogan, M. Schlesinger, L. Divizic,

New York City, N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.—Uni0n Taxicab

Auto Service Co., under New York laws,

with $150,000 capital; to manufacture. deal

in and hire out automobiles, etc. Corpor

ators—W. J. Duane, F. A. Phillips, C. C.

Bailey, New York City, N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.—Knickerbocker

Taximeter Cab Company, under New York

laws, with $15,000 capital. Corporators—

William B. Hurlburt and Sanford J. \Vise,

1540 Broadway, and Stewart H. Eliott, 1183

Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

New York City, N. Y.—S. & S. Variable

Speed Gear Co., under New York laws, with

$20,000 capital. Corporators—Bartlett G.

Yung, 34 Gramercy Park; C. D. Francis, 60

\Vall street, New York City, N. Y.; Ber

nard E. Scriven, 1203 Eighth avenue, Brook

lyn, N. Y.

San Francisco, Cal.—Taxicab Co., The,

under California laws. with $500,000 cap

ital; to operate taxicabs. Corporators—J.

W. Reese, Gilbert D. Boast, Joseph D.

Kennedy, Clarence E. Sheets, James Mo

riarty, Charles McDonough and Nathan

M. Moran.

Kittery, Me.—Simplex Motor Car Co.,

under Maine laws, with $50,000 capital

stock, of which nothing is paid in, to man

ufacture, deal in and repair automobiles and

motors. Corporators—O. Stimner Paul,

president, and Albert H. Peavey, treasurer,

Kittery, Me.

New York City, N. Y.—-Requa-Coles Co.,

under New York laws, with $100,000 cap

ital, to deal in automobile devices. Cor

porators—Leonard F. Requa, 267 W'est

Seventy-ninth street, New York City; David

H. Coles, 11 McDonough street, Brooklyn,

N. Y.; Philip Van Alstine, Spring Valley,

Rockland county, N. Y.

In the Retail World.

The Maxwell—Briscoe Automobile.Co., has

taken possession of its new garage at 1616

18 Grand avenue, Kansas City, Mo.; its pro

portions are 50 by 100 feet.

George F. Dyer has sold his automobile

business at Manchester, Mass, and will re

move to the South. 111 health in his fam

ily is his reason for relinquishing the busi

ness.

Wyatt & Listner is the style of a new

firm which has commenced business at 1773

Broadway, New York. They have the

agency for the Empire State Tire Co., of

Buffalo.

S. L. [Ioagland of Almond, W'is., has

moved his garage equipment to VVaupaca,

in the same State. He has rented the first

floor of the Peterson building for garage

purposes.

The Seattle (Wash.) Automobile Co. has

filed the necessary legal notice of its inten

tion to increase its capital stock to $100,000.

A meeting of the stockholders will be held

for the purpose on April 27th.

Manitowoc, Wis., has been for some time

in need of a garage and now is to have one

of an up to date character. It will be opened

by Hall Bros., of that city. who have se

cured agencies for half a dozen leading an

tomobiles and will cover the city and sur

rounding territory.

The Jordan Automobile Co., Minneap

olis, Minn., which went into the hands of a

receiver in November last, resumed busi

ness last week at its old stand, 217 Fourth

street, with the Franklin agency as its ex

clusive account. It is stated that the com

pany paid every creditor in full.

Rockford, 111., is to have a new garage

at 122 North First street, where Fred Mil

ler purposes erecting a two-story brick build

ing, 140 by 120 feet in dimensions. Troller

& Co.. a corporation formed by Ed Troller

and Miller, will occupy the first floor as a

garage, where they will handle Oldsmobiles

and VVintons, Goodrich tires and a full line

of accessories. They are located now in

South Water street.
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MIXING MEN" AND MOTOR CARS

Kansas City Genius Shows How It Can be

Done—His Rainbow Hued Induce

ments to Customers.

Thbre are two Kansas Cities, but only

one Allen Dorman, who~livcs within the

confines of one of them—the one located in

Missouri. He is the “owner and manager"

of the “K. C. Auto Brokerage Co.,” and is

Automobile l.eader”—his

But according to this

same bit of stationery he does more than

“Kansas City's

letter head says so.

lead with such prosaic things as automo

biles, for there is evidence that he is able

to mix poetry and brokerage in large doses.

The head,

bears in one corner a portrait of Allen Dor

lctter which, incidentally,

man, as he is to-day, and in the other cor

ner a picture of the same‘ but much

leaner Dorman, as he looked 20 years ago,

proclaims also that he is the “author of Al

len Dorman's poems; 524 pages; silk finish;

illustrated"; a few of them are enumerated,

among them. “Diamonds Among the Lil

lies," and “Satan with his Tail Screwed to

a Bench.”

The letter head also makes known that

Dorman is “promoting the Kansas City

Electric Plow Co.. capital stock $1,000.000."

He has issued a circular letter addressed

“To My Customers,” which shows how an

inspired genius “does things" when he en

gages in the automobile business, and is not

occupied with the task of poetically screw

ing Satan's tail to a bench. The letter is

worth a niche in the hall of fame. Read

it:

"To my Customers:

"Many thanks for my write-ups, most all

over the United States, from Maine to Cal

ifornia. I wish to show gratitude for my

write-ups in the sale of automobiles when

ever I can. Science is on the move. Civil

ization saw the wild horse of the plains har

nessed to till the soil. The wind mill and

storage battery may draw on the mad force

of the storm to run your auto or plow the

land. The tempest may be harnessed to

man's-use. Do not purchase an auto that

soon may become obsolete. Purchase of

me; I will fix you right. I am in a position

to deal direct with the manufacturer. I

also do a general agency business. An up

town office for any dealer or manufacturer.

I can sell you a fine outo cheap. I know

of bargains for somebody. Please call and

consult me before you purchase. State

the kind and size you wish. I wish to se

cure l.000 names and addresses of those

who wish to purchase autos in 30, 60 and

90 days, so I can arrange to order a _car

load each week. You pay half down when

I order, less 30 days club rates. The good

work has already started. Send me your

name and address, plainly written. Freight

from $9 to $99 per auto. Two or more

autos are a car load. Second hand ma

chines sold or exchanged. City trade earn

estly solicited. Editors when in the city

should ask my friends for a ride. Please

send names. State your nearest railroad

station. Goods shipped direct from fac

tory. State what you wish. Do your peo

ple need rain?"

The poetic genius of Dorman is reflected

in his correspondence. In one of his let

ters addressed, not to an individual, but to

a big automobile company, requesting a cat

alogue, signed “Your friend,” and marked

“Personal,” he says: “I secured orders for

$25,000 of autos last Tuesday when I was

so tired I could not lay on the bed."

First Show in the South.

Every automobile dealer in Memphis,

Tenn., attended a meeting of the Automo

bile Dealers’ Association of that city last

week, at which it was decided to hold an

automobile show in the Auditorium on

April l6, l7, and 18. There was much en

thusiasm over the project. which, according

to President Jerome P. Parker, will be the

first automobile show given in any of the

southern States. The dealers say they will

spare no expense to make the affair a suc

cess, and the work of preparation has been

placed in the hands of competent com

mittees.

American Locomotive Making Taxicabs.

The American Locomotive Co. has en

tered the taxicab field, through its subsidiary

automobile company. an initial contract for

' lCO taxicabs being now in course of pro

duction at the plant of the American Loco

motive Automobile Co. at Providence, R. I.

The order was placed by the William H.

Scaich Co., which has the contracts for the

cab privileges at the W'aldorf-Astoria, the

Holland House and the Park Avenue Ho

tel. in New York.

Trade Association Formed in Michigan.

As a result of the promotion of the trade

carnival which begins in Indianapolis on

Monday next, the Indianapolis Automobile

Trade Association has been formed and will

be incorporated. Frank Staley, R. I. Eads

and C. S. Hicks were named as a committee

to attend to the preliminaries.

Borsch Adopts Explanatory Name.

Robert Bosch, _ New York, Inc., has

changed its title to the more euphonious

and explanatory Bosch Magneto Co. The

change is of name only; the oFficials, pro

duct and location, 160 West Fifty-sixth

street, New York, remain exactly as here

tofore.

 

Toledo Parts Company Fails.

The Toledo Auto Parts Co., Toledo, Ohio,

is in the hands of a receiver. Action to

that end was taken by Frank J. Cheney.

who owns the building occupied by the con

cern. He alleged that it is insolvent and

unable to pay $700 due under the lease.

IN IIIRCIIANGEABILITY STANDS TEST

American Cars Dismantled and Recon

structed from Promiscuous Lots of

Parts—English Test a Practical Dem

American manufacturing methods, on trial

at the hands of the British public add an

official committee of the Royal Automobile

Club, have won an overwhelming victory in

the performance of the three 10 horsepower,

Model K, Cadillac cars which have just com

pleted the “standardization test," which has

set all England by the ears. Selected by

ballot, tried out officially, then dis—

sected and intermingled in one confused

and

mass, the parts were again assembled, the

three “new” cars adjusted to running order,

and by way of final demonstration of their

running capabilities, were run through a

500 mile endurance run on the Brooklands

motordrome. 'The performance was car

ried out at the instance of the Anglo

American Motor Co.,-0f LondonfBritish

agents for the Cadillac product.

The preliminaries to the test took place

on February 29, when representatives of

the Royal Automobile Club met at the show

rooms of the Cadillac agency and selected

the three cars out of a group of eight. Char

acteristic of the thoroughness with which

the entire test was carried through, was the

method of choice. Four cars were first

picked off-hand. and the three were after

ward selected from these by ballot. - A run

out to the Brooklands course, followed by

a 25 mile running test on the track followed.

In this, one car was so unfortunate as to

reverse a spring shackle when crossing a

bump in the course, and the occurrence was

recorded as an error against it, though ad

mittedly not a serious one.

The complete dismantling of the Cars oc

cupied two whole days, only two men being

alowed to take pare in the work, and then

only under official supervision. The dis

mantling was carried out to the extent of

stripping the chassis down to the dash

boards. coils and pedals. During 'the re

mainder of the week the parts accumulated

from the cars were mixed and reassorted

into heaps. from which the rebuilt cars were

to be assembled. The final endurance test

was planned to occur on Monday, 9th inst.

One of the cars was finished in time to par

ticipate in the program as arranged. The

other two were delayed, their parts being

frozen fast in the floor of the barn where

they had been stored, owing to an unfore

seen rain and sleet storm, which combined

to ice up the course and delay the work of

car manufacture.

Later, the parts of the remaining cars

were thawed out and put into place and the

Iflllls' completed as planned. According in

cable despatchcs. the three cars r:in"‘\vlicel

to wheel" for the entire distance, covering

500 miles at the rate of 34 miles an hour.
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STUDEBAKER
Each successive endurance event simply serves to demonstrate more

forelbly than before the extraordinary endurance of this sturdy ear

The Latest Studebaker Achievement

Chicago Inter-Ocean, March 8, 1908
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tin nintnrs ifllii
Mitln'ne Driven From NewYork by

Drivers Huge and Smith Arrives

at Leavenworth After Eighteen

Days of Travel.

.According to telegraphic advices, the

thirty horse-power Studebaker car,_ which,

made the rim from New York. arrived at

Fort Leavenworth at 11:32Jesterday morn

ing after having be-an on the wayi-cighieen

days two hours. and thirty-two mindiea.

Colonel Loughborongh accepted the mes

sage from General Frederick Dent Grant,

after which the tourists were welcomed by“

General Hail. The car covered the lastuen

miles in twelve minutes. The car was escort:

ed to-Lcaricnworlh by the local automobile

club members.

Ilayor Peter Everhardy of Leavenworth“

tended the key of the city to Drivora'liugu

and Smith at- a banquet held'laar evening.“

The car. left for Katina City at midnight.

The 'macbirre left New York on Tuesday.

Feb. 15;]!!! completed one 'oLthe'nflost re

markable tripe ever accomplished bynu an

tomoblle. It would have been a hard trip

for any car,;even under the most favorable;

conditions, but starting it? it dldi on the

heels of the worst snow: arm which heavin

lted the central states ln-the peat twenty

years, it is marvelous'thaz thedistnnc'e'.

nearly 2,00il miles, should be negotiated in

a, period of only a little over two weeks.

Starting from New York six day's aftéf‘

the-New York to Paris racers had began

their ti‘i‘p __westward, and that after only a

.fewfliotirs' preparationLthe little car, foi

_lorwleg the same route u the transconti

nental racrrs, moved with such regularity

upon its way that by the time it reached“

Chicago it bad overhauled and passed every

one of the New York to Paris contestants.

It is true that the car was driven night

and day by relays o'f driVerw, but the real

lecre: of the splendid time made by the ear

 
 

 

wuidleio the fachthat practically no_ time

 

Studebaker Automobile Company
Main Factory, South Bend, Indiana. General Office, Cleveland, Ohio.

BRANCHES :

Boa-mu. Mun—Studebaker Bros. of New York. Dr-zuvrn, Coin. Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.

IMO BOYIston Street. l7il 'l‘remont Street.

CHICAGO, his Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. Kass-is Cm, Mo. *Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co. Sis'I-‘mscrscu, Cu..—Studcbaker Bros. Co. of

smart“ Wabash Avenue. 13th anti Hickory Streets. California. Mission and Fremont Streets.

DALIAI, Texan Studebaker Bros. Mfg. (‘0. New Yum: (‘lrv * Studebaker Bros. (1). of New SEATTLE, Was". —Studebuker Bros. Co. North.

817-510 Elm Street. York, Broadway and Milt Street. west, 508 First Avenue, S.

I’lut .mrt l'lIIA, Par Studebaker Bros. Co. of

New York. 330 North Broad Street.

'.lhe aid of horses was finally lecured all the

was lost making adjustments or rcppirs. It

was always ready to push‘On when thedrlver

was ready to take the wheel. Much time .‘If

course, was lost upon the leflllul roads in

northern Indiana. Hour! were spent dig

ging through single snowdrifta, and when

power the sturdy little c'ar possessed was,

utilized to flounder thr'ough the soon.

it really does not seem credible that any

piece of machinery eouidbeeo perfectly con'»

structed as to successfully endure the worll

the little Studebaker engine was called\

upon to undergo throughout thia tryingjour

ney.

When the car reached Chicago. instead of

rc‘mainlng here for several days tube over»

hauled, as did the New York to Paris con

testants. it again started upon its way

after only a few houas' delay. It was alter

dark Tuesday evening beforh General Grant‘s

Message was presented to Brigadier General

Carter,'commending the Department of the

Lakes. and before daylight the following

morning it was on its way to Fort Leavcn~

worth. Kan, m Omaha. Nob, having found

it necessary to abandon the shorter rOuie

on account of th‘e‘ roads being practically

impassable.

From the time of leaving New York until

the ear reached Leavenworth, the trip, was

one. continuous ovation for the sturdy Stude

baker car and its plucky drivers. The

drivers and car had many narrow and thrif

ling escapee on the way. Ner Utlca, N. Y.,l

the car and drivers were pitched into the.

Erie canal, and IOV-el'll times before reach

ing Chicago the drivers, unable to distin

guish the roadbed, ran intoa ditch. Out in

lows. Smith had to ditch the car in order to

avoid a collision with a runaway horse, and?

later on ran. into a wire fence across the.

road. which was hidden in aanowdrlft, This

was the same driver, Milton Smith. who

drove from Kendallville, lnd.. to Michigan

City. staying at the wheel for over forty

hours. and then with only an hour's rcat,

being the only man familiar with the road.

climbed on the machine again and rode into

Chicano best e the n_c_w driver, Jack Huge.

making nine ours more on the car, or

nearly fifty hours in all.

As one reviews the incidents and hard

ships of this trip. one cannot but arrive

at. the conclusion that it was the most se

vere trial of ondurence ever performed by

any car. and it should fully demonstrate to

the War Department the availability of

such a car as the Studebaker for the pur

pose of carrying army dispatches in time

of war

PORTLAND, Onrz.ASturlebuker Bros. Co. North

west. 330450 East Morrison Street.
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Unworthy Action of the A. C. A.

Not many unbiased men will waste much

sympathy on or lend much support to the

its with

drawal from the American Automobile As

Automobile Club of America in

sociation. It is big enough and

enough, and should be broad enough to be

strong

above petty contention and personal griev

ance. Not one statement that has issued

from the little coterie responsible for its

action, since the present situation was pre

cipitated, has served to make the club's posi

tion the more admirable. Its manner of

“wishing the A. A. A. every success," while

apparently being the retort courteous was

made snakelike by the enclosure that ac

companied the “\vishes"—an enclosure re

citing the withdrawal of another club in an

entirely different State and with which the

.'\. C. A. had nothing to do.

cfi‘orts to make it appear that the legislative

The coterie's

interests of New York City are separate

and apart from those of the rest of the State

  

likewise smacks of insinccrity and are far

fetched and without merit.

The Motor \-\"orld scarcely can believe

that the action of the directors of the A. C.

A.. however binding on the organization as

a whole, represents the sentiment of the

general membership; therefore we refer to

r

“the coterie,’ which probably is more nearly

correct. The action of the club is similar

to the action of the small boy who is mad

and “won’t play, so there now!" It is plain

to any one with half an eye that some large

man’s dignity has been offended, or that

his self-conscious worth has been suffered

to pass without proper appreciation and that

he is “getting even” for the slight.

\Vhat the club will gain by holding aloof

and flocking by itself and refusing to co

operate, is beyond understanding. It cer

tainly is not a national organization and

never can be recognized as such; and it is

very many years since it was the “whole

thing.’ It as certainly cannot attempt legis

lative effort without coming into conflict

with the rest of the State and thereby caus

ing chaos and defeating the best interests

of autompbiling; and as the State law gov

erns the city ordinances, how it can serve

problematical. The

fact of the matter is that the A. C. A. is in

no enviable position and is hard pressed

even local interests is

Its ac

tion is unworthy of it; it is a smudge on an

for logical explanations or excuses.

otherwise honorable record and each at

tempted explanation serves to make the

smudge worsc. Only one defense is possi

ble—that the club needs the money ex

pended for dues; and the club itself has cut

away that prop. In the matter of official

representation, the A. A. A. always has rec

ognized the club handsomely. and if it were

not for the fact that several New York au

tomobile writers are possessed of jealousy

or personal grievances of their own—appar

ently chiefly because one or two of their

craft have ofiice or influence in the A. A.

A.—it is doubtful if one pen would write

even a labored brief for the Automobile

Club of America.

The situation, however, adds force to

what the Motor World persistently has

pointed out to the A. A. A.. i. e., that club

membership is closely akin to the house

built on shifting sand. As in the present

case, the withdrawal of any club may be

i brought about by any strong member with

a grievance. or by the very human conclu

sion. reached sooner or later, that it were

better to save large lump sums paid out of

The Buffalo club, now

the bulwark of the New York State Associa

tion, is just as likely to be ultimately so af

fected as any other unit of the A. A. A..

a club’s treasury.

Each withdrawal works mischief and

spreads far reaching misconception. Many

people reach their conclusions from big

the

“War” or “Disruption,” as in the present

headlines and when latter announce

instance, that is the idea that will most gen

erally prevail. Individual membership is

The A. A. A.

should be wise in time and be not misled

the most lasting foundation.

because of present prosperity and because

“members in blocks" come easiest.

The Motor and the Buggy.

Because the high wheeled motor buggy

is even yet regarded in many quarters a

sort of unsophisticated cross between a

wagon and a motor car, the fact is not gen—

erally appreciated that it presents certain

problems of design which are as novel, as

they are distinct from those which have in

fluenced the development of the purer type

of car. Such is the case, however, and

among the builders and owners of these

useful vehicles sharp discussions are aris

ing as to the respective merits of this or

that system, which are distinctly remin'is

cent of the early days of the automobile

itself—and some of the later days as well.

One' of the questions which already is

arising for argument, and which promises

to be the turning point of heated contro

versy in the future, relates to the old ques

tion of engine position. Primarily, the mo

tor buggy being, in a sense, an assemblage

only, of motor, transmission and carriage,

the

cated underneath the body, or within it, ac

The traditional

position is thus the same as with the auto

“works” were most conveniently lo

cording to circumstances.

mobile proper. A newer school, following

the reasoning which led to the adoption of

the forward position for the engine in that

case, has also employed a front mounted

engine for the motor buggy. In this con

nection some of the most advanced and per

fect mechanism yet applied to this purpose

has been utilized. The respective merits of

the two systems would appear to be the

same as with the heavier and lower wheeled

automobile. The students of the matter

hold that such is not the case.

The arguments advanced in favor of the

rear mounting of the power plant as against

the front, are two-fold. It is claimed, first,

that with the forward position of the or
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gine. the vehicle is inclined to skid unpleas

antly because of the concentration of so

much dead weight in front,'and that even

when running on a perfectly straight course,

there are times when it tends to “wag its

tail,n metaphorically speaking, and to an

unpleasant degree. Second, it is claimed

that because of the great diameter of the

driving wheels and the low resiliency of the

solid tires, the wheels tend to bound and

skip over uneven surfaces. thereby cutting

down the traction and rendering the pro

pulsive effort less continuous than when

greater adhesion is secured by placing the

It is admitted,

however, that neither of these tendencies is

motor further to the rear.

manifest at speeds below fifteen miles an

hour.

On the other hand, the advocates of the

front mounting for the power plant claim

better guidance with more even distribu

tion of weight, a more satisfactory and

economical disposition of the organs of

transmission, an easier riding vehicle, and

altogether a more convenient one in point

of luggage capacity and accessibility of me

chanism. As yet too little is known of the

properties of this type of vehicle to war

rant the outsider in taking up a definite po

sition on either side. But it is enlighten

ing to note that such a conflict of opinion

exists where none had been suspected. The

outcome will be watched with interest.

Federal Aid for Road Improvement.

To the man unversed in constitutional

law, it always has seemed that if it were

legal to build national highways in the time

of our forefathers, it still is legal to do so;

it always has seemed that if it is constittr

tional for Congress to expend money for

for the improvement of rivers and harbors.

it is legal for it to expend money for

the improvement of the common roads.

If the greatest good for the greatest mun

ber is one of the aims of government. there

is no room for doubt that as between the

river and the road, tens of thousands will be

served by the road while individuals are

served by the river. If the river promotes

commerce, the road promotes both com

merce and the individual prosperity and per

It would

seem therefore that Federal aid cannot serve

sonal well being of each citizen.

more persons or purposes. or better ones,

than by application to the improvement of

the roads. It is aid of the sort to which even

advocatethe most ardent State's rights

hardly will object. If it is not constitution

al, it should be made constitutional.

These thoughts are suggested by the bill

which the National Grange has caused to

be introduced into Congress. It would have

the Federal Government appropriate $50,

000,000 for road improvement. As appor

tioned over a term of years, the amount is

pitifully insufficient, but accepted as. an en

tering wedge and as marking a beginning,

The

Every organ

it is a big stride in the right direction.

bill should be pressed home.

ization should place its strength behind it.

Led by the Grange, the cry of “special in~

tcrest" scarcely is likely to be raised.

Every effort brought to bear will be, there

Men

elected to public office appear to have a pc

fore, more likely to achieve result.

culiar regard for the farmer vote and they

are therefore likely to give more heed to

the Grange’s bill, than otherwise would be

the case.

 

The Rising Against Frelinghuysenism.

it took the New Jersey worm a long time

to turn, but it appears now to have turned

The fight which is

being waged against Frelinghuysenism is

in no uncertain fashion.

positivelyinspiring. That possibly astute

politician apparently considers automobilists

"good things” fit only for “plucking” and it

is high time that he was shown the error

The

ciation is pointed in the right direction in

of his estimate. Newark trade asso

seeking to pledge their legislative represent

atives against Frelinghuysenism. and all it

stands for. The average politician is fearnt

chiefly of organized effort and when organ~

ized effort seeks the defeat of a candidate

at the polls. it is then that it becomes

mighty. The automobilists may not be able

to change the result of a State or a city.

but they inust hold the balance of power in

more than one ward or precinct, and that

power should be brought to bear.

Let Well Enough Alone!

\th in thunder do not the New York

State Automobile Association. the Automo

bile Clnb of America, and Albert Shattuck

The New York law

It re

let well enough alone?

has stood the test and stood it well.

quires no tinkering of any sort.

\Vhy should any man or any organization

agree to an increase of fees, even for road

improvement? It is wrong in theory and

wrong in practice. It is special legislation;

it is the sort of legislation the organizations

should oppose as a matter of right and of

principle; and if it means fight, the fight

may as well begin in the Empire State. New

for road construction; the automobilists will .

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

March lS-April 1, Omaha, Neb.——-Omaha

Automobile Dealers’ Association’s annual

show in the Auditorium.

March 1849, Savannah, Ga.-—Savannah

Automobile Club's stock chassis race.

March 18-24, New Haven, Conn.—New

Haven Automobile Dealers' Association's

show in Music Hall.

March 18-25, Rochester, N. Y.—Rochester

Automobile Club's show in new Conven

tion hall.

March 23—28, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Dealers' Association’s

show week.

March Ill-April 4. Salt Lake City, Utah—

Automobile show in Auditorium skating

rink.

April 4-11, Pittsburg, Pa.——Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers' Association's annual

show in Duquesne Garden.

April 6, 7 and 8, Denver, Col—Annual

show in Mammoth skating rink.

April 6—11, New York City—New York

Automobile Trade Association's carnival

week.

April 1618, Memphis, Tenn—Automobile

show promoted by the Automobile Dealers’

Association of Memphis, in the Auditorium.

April 24, Westchester county, N. Y.—

Stock chassis race for Briarclifi trophy.

April 28, Norristown, Pa.—~N0rrist0wn

Automobile Club's endurance run to Lan

caster, Reading and return. ,

May 56, Harrisburg. Pa.—Motor Club of

Ilarrisburg's second annual endurance run.

May 16, Hartford, Conn—Hartford Au

tomobile Club's ZOO-miles endurance run.

York State already has voted $50,000,000

bear their share of the taxation. It is not

fair that they should bear more than their

share. It is not proper that their chosen

or self~chosen leaders should consent to

do so.

If fifty millions are not enough for the

But

distributed eQuitably,

work, let more millions be obtained.

let the burden be

which is to say, legally. The cry that auto

mobiles injure the roads is little more-than

an echo of the cry that bicycles injured the

roads, which cry soon was dissipated in thin

air. No cycling organization and no poli

tician would dared have advocated a special

tax on bicycles, when the cry spent itself.

If there are automobilists who desire to con

tribute to betterment of the roads, it is their

privilege to do so. It is not right that con

tribution in the guise of special taxation be

wrung from them by process of doubtful

law. It is mischievous process.
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A. C. A. GI-I'I'S "All AND WON'I' PAY

Withdraws from A. A. A. and Will Flock

by Itself—“Too Much Shattuck” the

Basis of the Trouble.

The A. A. A. and the A. C. A. are "out."

It has been no secret that there long has

been friction between the two bodies—the

American Automobile Association and the

Automobile Club of America—and as only

two weeks since it was stated publicly that

the big club would break away from the

national organization by failing to renew its

membership when the year elapsed, official

announcement of the fact, which was made

late last week, caused no general surprise.

The announcement followed the annual

meeting of the New York State Automobile

Association at Buffalo on Thursday, at

which Oliver A. Quale, of Albany, and

Chauncey D. Hakes, of the same place, were

re-elected president and secretary, respect

ively. President liotchkiss, of the A. A. A.,

came to New York immediately after the

meeting and issued this statement:

“While the differences between New

York's local club and the State association

proper, which is a body of forty clubs. iii

clnding one at Buffalo as large as the local

club here, have been brought to a head by

the contemplated action of the State body,

requiring the New York club to pay dues

on a per capita basis of its full membership,

the breach dates well back and was origi

nally opened by conflict over matters of

State policy in legislation.

“It is perhaps prOper for me, as president

of the American Automobile Association,

to say that I do not regret the resignation,

but welcome it. It is high time that motor

ists understand whether a mere name

adopted in the infancy of the motor ve

hicle in this country, and which has since

become a misnomer, entitles any local body

in any city, no matter how great. to lord it

over hundreds of other clubs in other parts

of the country. Indeed, the time has now

come to determine whether the American

Automobile Association represents those

motorists or whether they are to be repre

sented by a small clique of gentlemen who

manage a local social club. I, therefore,

hail the issue and have no doubt of the re

sult."

Early this week, the Automobile Club of

America made official answer to Mr. Hotch

kiss in this language:

“The board of governors of the Automo

bile Club of America were surprised to read

in the public press the statement attarihutcd

to President Hotchkiss of the American

Automobile Association, that he ‘welcomes

the withdrawal of the Automobile Club of

America’ from the organization of which

he is president. and ‘hails the issue.‘ This

statement, coming from a man of President

Hotchkiss's judicial attainments, is the

more surprising, because the Automobile

Club of America is not aware that any 'is

exists. The club withdraws from the

affiliation with the American Automobile

Association for the purpose of more effect

ively carrying on its numerous activities,

not only for the benefit of its own members

in all parts of the country, but also for mo

torists generally. The question of ‘raising

the dues' was not known to the board when

it decided to withdraw, and so had no bear

ing on the decision. '

“The Automobile Club of America, the

first club formed in America and immedi

ately constituted the sole recognized Amer

ican representative of all the foreign Auto

mobile clubs, which it still is, fought and

won the early battles for motorists in this

country, and needs no apology for its name.

To these early struggles the American mo

torist is largely indebted for the rights

which he now enjoys on the public high

way, in the parks and on the ferries.

"The Automobile Club of America has al

ways believed in fostering inter-club relation

ship by interchange of club privileges. It

wishes the American Automobile Associa

tion every success in all its endeavors that

make for the good of the sport of motoring.

and will at all times be glad to render such

assistance to this end as may be within its

power."

Accompanying this official answer, which

was sent to the press, was a short notice re

citing that the Massachusetts Automobile

Club had refused to reconsider its resigna

tion from the A. A. A.. It is presumed that

the Automobile Cltib of America included

the item regarding the Massachusetts club

as evidence of the good faith contained in

its statement that it wished the A. A. A.

"every success!”

While the item of dues has been per

mitted to cut a large figure in the rumpus.

it is really of minor importance. It appears

that until last week's meeting the annual

dues of the New York State Automobile

Association were at the rate of $1 per year,

except that when a club attained a mem

bership in excess of 500 members, no

dues were paid upon such excess member

ship. Two clubs, the Automobile Club of

Buffalo and the A. C. A., were the only ones

to profit by the excess membership clause.

and recognizing its unfairness and incon

sistency the Buffalo club proposed the

amendment making the dues $1 per mem

ber regardless of a club's strength. This

change in the constitution cost that club

$720 additional and had it remained within

the association. the A. C. A. would have had

to pay a total of $1.237 instead of but $500

as before. There were those who hung

the'withdrawal of the A. C. A. on this peg.

but as a matter of fact the dues had little.

if anything, to do with the matter. Al

though New York, both city and State long

have enjoyed a great prepondcrancc of rep

resentation on the A. A. A. official slate

and on its committees, many of whom were

drawn from the A. C. A., there are those

stie'

in the club who apparently cannot reconcile

themselves to the fact that it is not the

"whole thing" or who cannot bow gracefully

to the will of the majority, :i'nd this is the

real basis of all the trouble. Chief of this

cotcrie is Albert R. Shattuck, the first pres

ident of the A. C. A. and who ever since

has been the man behind its scenes. His

influence pervades the entire organization.

Two years ago the club wanted to tinker with

the State law. They had a rather drastic

bill ready for introduction. but the State

association very properly blocked it, and

has continued to block it, which did not

contribute to the good feeling. This year

the State association prepared a new bill

and had its machinery well oiled, when

Shattuck turned 'up at Albany with diverg

ing views and ideas of exorbitant fees, and

upset all arrangements and made it appear

that there was lack of harmony among the

automobilists themselves. Quite naturally

the association resented Shattuck’s action

and the A. C. A.’s withdrawal followed.

Not every one in the Automobile Club of

America sympathizes with its action, and

not a few members will continue their alle- i

giance to the A. A. A. in their individual

capacities. Among them are Jefferson

Du Mont Thompson, chairman of the A. A.

A. racing board and W. K. Vanderbilt. Jr.,

who also is a member of the board.

When Secretary Butler of the Automobile

Club of America was asked to supplement

the statement that had been given out over

his signature. he responded that there was

nothing. more to be said.

“Do you consider the A. C. A. in the light

of a national organization?" inquired the

Motor World man.

“Only insofar as we will continue doing

all in our power for automobilists every

where, as we always have done,” was the

response.

“Do you intend to build up a national or

ganization?"

“That subject has not been taken up. For

the present nothing to that end will be un

dertaken. What may happen later I don't

know. But if such a step were contem

plated I do not think it would be wise to

discuss it until the plans were formulated;

the future will take care of itself."

“But should you determine on such a

proceeding," persisted the interviewer.

“would you not be handicapped by the 580

tion of your constitution limiting your

membership to 2,000?”

“That is easily overcome.

alter it.”

"Do you think that the best interests of

the automobilists would be served by two

organization?" he was asked.

“I am not prepared to answer. If many

clubs should leave the A. A. A. there might

be need of an organization of wide scope."

“Your statement. issued yesterday, says

that you have withdrawn from the A. A. A.

for the purpose of carrying on more eFfect~

ually your numerous activities. \Nhat do

you mean by that?"

A vote would
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“Well, take the subject of legislation. We

had only two members on the A. A. A.

legislative committee, and they found it to

be impossible to convince the members

from up the State that conditions in this

part of it, say within a hundred miles of

New York City, were different from those

further north. Rochester, Syracuse, Buf

falo, etc., had no experience with police

traps and were desirous of standing pat on

existing laws when we needed new legisla

tion for our own preservation or protection,

if you want to call it that. As free agents

we will be better able to represent the met

ropolitan automobilists and actually our

first duty is to them."

“Besides legislative activity, what else?"

“We will continue our road signs work

and keep up our tour bureau, of course."

“Should you eventually decide to become

a national body, would you organize some

thing new or affiliate with some body now

in existence?

“I can’t say, because I don't know. That

would have to be a question for the future

to settle."

“Did the question of the increased dues

have anything to do with your withdrawal?"

“Not in the least. Personally. however,

I think that putting the same money into

road signs will be of more benefit to mo

torists than paying it into the organization

for dues. But I want to add this," contin

ued the secretary, as the interviewer pre

pared to leave. “This club bears no ani

mosity in any way to the A. A. A. we

hope they will succeed, and we will do any

thing we can to aid them in any and all ef

forts for the good of automobilists. Our

withdrawal is for our own good only and is

not to be construed as a move against the

organization in any way.”

As Secretary Elliott of the A. A. A. was

in Savannah, and no one in his office was

authorized to discuss the subject, nothing

additional could be obtained from that

source.

When the subject was broached to a man

who stands on middle ground and who'is so

placed that he is able to be unusually well

informed, and who is unbiased, he did not

hesitate to express his opinion.

“It is simply a case of too much Shat

tuck," he said in a tone in which there was

a note akin to disgust. “Shattuck deserves

a lot of credit. He is a hard worker and

a mighty able one, but he has a personality

that is a liability rather than an asset. As

its president and since, he did much to

make the A. C. A. what it is to-day, and'

though he may mean all right, it's hard

for any one to be convinced of his good

intentions. The A. C. A. is unpopular in

many directions, and all because Shattuck’s

personality has permeated everything. The

club house is a ‘morgue,’ and so full of

fiunkeyism that few men go there more

than once if they can help it. There is about

Shattuck a defined paternalism that doesn't

appeal to Americans, and other clubs re

sent this same paternal attitude that the

A. C. A. assumes. Quale and Hotchkiss, of

the A. A. A., convinced the legislative body

that the sliding fees from $3 to $15 Was all

the motorists could stand or would stand,

but up bobs Shattuck, who says that $4 to

$40 would be about right. As a result, some

angry legislators and some angrier A. A. A.

representatives. And Shattuck is the man

who says foreigners are better than Amer

icans. And there you have it! \Vhy even the

A. C. A. is tired of him and sooner rather

than later, I think you will find that he and

Dr. Skaats \Nheeler, who helps him ‘run’ the

club, will find their stools moved into a

back row. Then you’ll see more trouble

and lots of it. There will be no new club,

as has been prophesied, but a revolution in

the old club itself.” '

At this point it was suggested that Secre

tary Butler's position could not be likened

to'a bed of roses.

“I should say not," came the quick re

sponse. “I wouldn’t take Sam Butler’s

berth for $500 a week payable in advance—

and incidentally,” he added, “I'd want at

least that sum for standing for Shattuck

and his foreign airs and domineering ways,

to say nothing of a few other individuals

and incidents that are part and parcel of the

job of secretary of the A. C. A."

To those who do not know Mr. Shattuck,

it will be illuminating to say that in sign

ing hotel registers, it was his custom to in

scribe himself: “A. R. Shattuck and ser

vant." The “servant” was the human being

who acted as his chauffeur.

Big Penalties in Milwaukee Contest.

Held at a time of the year when road

conditions are worst, it is not surprising

that the three days’ reliability contest pro

moted by the Milwaukee Automobile Trade

Association on Tuesday. Wednesday and

Thursday of last week, March 10, 11 and 12,

did not prove the success for which the pro

moters confidently had hoped. Only eight

cars, divided into three classes, started from

Milwaukee on Tuesday and not one fin

ished on Thursday with a perfect score.

The best record was made by Ed Sanger,

who drove a four cylinder Maxwell in the

class for cars costing $1,800 and under, and

who finished the three days' run with a pen

alization of 935 points.

Oshkosh was the first day's destination

and the eight starters left Milwaukee by

classes in the following order: Cars sell

ing at $1,800 and under—Frank Roessler,

Rambler; A. J. March, Reo; Robert Zastrow,

Jackson, and Ed Sanger, Maxwell. Cars

selling from $1.800 to $3,000—L. A. Finch,

Thomas-Detroit and Edward Collier, Ram

bler. Cars selling above $3.000—S. W. Hart

ley, Cleveland, and Hal K. Sheridan, White.

According to reports from the Beer City

the roads encountered between Milwaukee

and Oshkosh were frightful, but notwith

standing the prevalence of deep mud a ma

jority of the starters reached there without

great penalization. Zastrow was penalized

25 points for breaking a hood seal and 90

points for cleaning a spark plug, while Col

lier was charged 25 points for breaking the

transmission seal and subsequently 175

points for repairs. All the others had per

fect scores.

The 160-miles run from Oshkosh to Be

loit on \Nednesday played all kinds of havoc

with the remaining perfect scores. Not one

of the cars reached Beloit on time, which

was not strange in view of the deep rivers

of mud and water that were wallowed

through. The worse parts of the run were

between Ripon and Brandon, and between

Madison and Janesville. In many places

the roads were so bad that the cars put

through fields and woods to escape the deep

slough that filled the roads. Sanger, who

finished the first day with no points against

him, had trouble with one of the springs

that cost him 550 points in addition to an

additional debit of 185 points for being over

three hours late. Zastrow lost a little over

200 points for minor repairs and was

charged 480 points for being that many

minutes late at Beloit. A. J. March lost 13

points for repairing a bearing and was

charged for breaking the seals of the gas

olene tank and of transmission nine times.

Sheridan lost 150 points for minor adjust

ments and 230 points for arriving late,

while Hartley sufiered a broken spring,

which cost 1,940 points, in addition to 515

points for being late. Finch had trouble

with the driving shaft of his car and was

debited 3,000 points, while Collier was laid

up all day with a broken pinion.

Bespattered with mud six of the original

starters checked in at Mliwaukee on Thurs

day after a hard day's run from Beloit.

Hartley was the first to finish, followed by

Sanger. None of the drivers experienced

as much trouble on the last leg of the run

as they did the day previous. All the cars

but one were penalized, but the loss in

points was nominal. Sanger was the only

driver to finish the day’s run without loss

of points. Collier, in the Rambler roadster,

waited all day for replacements from the

factory and arrived in Milwaukee on Friday,

22 hours 45 minutes late. The observer's

card showed no record of the time spent

upon repairs so it was only charged 1.365

points for being late. The other Rambler

had not reported when the committee an

nounced the results. The total penalties as

announced were as follows:

Ed Sanger, Maxwell, 935 points; Robert

Zastrow, Jackson, 965 points; A. J. March,

Reo, 1,085 points; H. K. Sheridan, White,

1,750 points; S. W. Hartley, Cleveland. 2,680

points; L. A. Finch, Thomas-Detroit. 4,823

points; Edward Collier, Rambler, 1,365

points.

Bridgeport Wants Vanderbilt Race.

It transpires that Bridgeport, Conn., offi

cially is in the field for the Vanderbilt cup

race this fall. St. Louis and Savannah were

already known to be anxious’to provide a

course for the race. but Bridgeport's can

didacy was made known only last week.
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SPIRITLESS SPllll'l' A'I‘ SAVANNAH

Lytle and Salzman Take Honors from Thin

Fields—But Georgia Turned Out

a Great Crowd.

Unless the “big” race at Savannah to-day

the

speed carnival on the Florida beach and

turns the balance, the promoters of

the road races on the Georgia roads will be

able to shake hands and call it a draw.

It follows that there was mighty little of

real interest or excitement in either race.

The breakage of the axle of the Pennsyl

vania in the runabout race after having a

lead of 1 minute 35 seconds over the Apper

son, gave the driver of the latter car clear

sailing for the remainder of the race. The

consistent driving of Lytle was one of the

chief features. He drove seven of the ten

laps in a little over twenty minutes each.

His time varied slightly in the three other

laps owing to his stopping to change spark
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GRAND STAND AND OFFICIAL QTANDS ON THE SAVANNAH COURSE

The road races typify the A. A. A. senti

ment; the flights on the wave washed sand

represented the A. C. A. antagonism. Held

in adjoining states and although far from

the center of disturbance, it has been an

open secret that each side has viewed the

efforts of the other with more or less jeal

ous eyes. The Florida sandfest came near

to being a fizzle. Entries were few. start

ers were fewer, and finishers were almost,

if not quite, as scarce as hen's teeth. These

conditions were paralelled by the Savan

nah Automobile Club's road races, for stock

chassis, the first of which were decided yes

terday, 18th inst.

The first race—the one for runabouts—

over the level but picturesque and well

oiled 18 miles course, hung with moss in

many places, was won by Herbert H. Lytle,

driving a 30 horsepower Appcrson. He com

pleted the 10 laps—180 miles—in 3:35:41.

Only two others started and but one of

them finished. Lytle gained more than a

full lap on J. B. Lorimer (40 horsepower

Thomas-Detroit). The third starter, L. J.

Zengle (50 horsepower Pennsylvania),

broke a rear axle on the second lap. after

placing to its credit the fastest circuit,

18:54.

In the second race, 180 miles for stock

ears not exceeding 575 cubic inches piston

displacement, George Salzman (70 horse

power Thomas “Six") finished alone in

3:02:25. The only other starter. F. W. Le

land (60 horsepower Stearns “Six"), was

put out of the running on the fifth lap by a

broken connecting rod.

mer’s time for each of the nine laps fol~

lows: 23:45, 24:21, 26:05, 26:55, 23:57, 20:02,

24:33, 25:09, and 22:11.

The cars were sent away at two minutes’

intervals in both races. The Thomas car

was first away in the second contest. but

at the finish of the first lap the timing

showed that the Stearns car had a lead of

40 seconds. There was intense excitement

when it was announced that the latter car

had broken down on the back stretch, as it

gave the Thomas car a walkover. The fast

est lap of the day came in the third circuit

of the 18-mile course. Salzman drove at

better than a mile a minute, the time being

16:51. The time of the car by laps follows:

17:35, 17:02, 16:51, 18:00, 21:45, 17:53, 17:37,

17:23, 19:33, and 18:49.

Savannah's interest was real interest. The

city council had declared the day a holiday

and the mayor, with other city officials. was

present. A monster crowd lined the course

and the grandstand, which will seat 5,000

persons, was full to overflowing. The

stand was alive with flags and bunting.

The judges’ stand on the opposite side of

the track was covered with flags of different

nations, while club flags and the emblem

of the American Automobile Association

were conspicuous. The soldiers paraded in

groups through the streets on their way to

the course, and every kind of conveyance
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PXCTURESQUE STRETCH OF THE IOSS~HUNG COURSE

plugs and to take on gasolene. The ill for

tune of the game seemed to follow Lori

mer in the Thomas-Detroit. The ripping

off of a tire caused the loss of many pre

cious minutes, and later he had to stop

again owing to carburettor trouble.

Increasing his lead on each lap Lytle suc

ceeded in gaining a full lap before the race

was over. Lytle's time for each of the ten

laps follows: 20:29, 20:27, 20:20, 20:32, 26:42,

20:32, 20:20, 24:04, 20:56, and 21:19. Lori

scemed to be headed that way.

The grandstand was placed about 25

yards back from the road, and along the

course for a half mile each way was a wire

screen fence. A brass band kept the crowd

in humor when the cars were out of sight.

The course was policed by 300 soldiers, 60

policemen and 50 flagmen.

To-day, the big race, 360 miles, for which

there are eight entries, will occur, and of

course a “bigger time" is anticipated.
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FRELINGIIUYSEN lS ."AGGRlI-IVED”

Thought Automobilists Would Seek to Com

promise, but They Did Not—New

Jersey Fight Grows Warmer.

It appears probable that when be ap

peared at the recent conference of New

Jersey automobile clubs, Senator Freling

huysen did so in the role of professional

pilitician. He wore his stock smile and was

as notable for what he did not say in de

fense of his “pickpocket” bill as for what

he did say.

considerable crowd and at such times the

At that time he was before a

professional politician usually is very cir

cumspect. A few days later when two rep<

resentatives of the New Jersey Automobile

and Motor Club visited him in the insur

ance office in New York, where he earns a

part of his living, they discovered a Fre

linghuysen of another sort. He was dis

posed to be assertive, but he said enough

to make fairly plain that the best he hopes

to accomplish is to effect a compromise of

some sort. He did not, however, obtain

much comfort from the club men. When

they left him, they were more than ever de-'

termined to fight Frelinghuysenism and all

that it stands for. '

"When Mr. H. A. Bonnell and myself in

terviewed Senator Frelinghuysen in his

office in New York," said \N. C. Crosby,

chairman of the New Jersey clubs legisla

tive committee in reporting the result of his

visit," it was made clear that to get what they

want, they have a fight on their hands which

means fight from now to the end of elec

tion. The Senator seems to feel himself ag—

grieved because at the meeting of the auto

mobilists, held in the local club on Friday

of last week, he claims that no opportunity

was given him to meet the automobilists

in a spirit of compromise, and that no ef

fort was made on the part of the legislative

committee to meet on mutual ground.

“The Senator unalterably opposes any

change in the speed limit, and while he

claims that the license fees as proposed

are excessive and too high, yet he places

the responsibility of such license fees as

have been suggested and proposed, on the

Governor, and he further claims that to

extend a tourist privilege in the State of

New Jersey would bring about a condition

that would not result to the benefit of New

Jersey citizens or its highways.

“In fact, in the discussion, matters as

sumed such a serious position that the in

terview was closed by the request of the

Senator himself, by using the expression,

‘the interview can no longer be permitted';

the cause of taking such a position being

that he was unaware that the Governor at

any time stated to him, or showed to him

by his conversation, that he was in favor

of an extension of the speed limit, while the

chairman of the legislative committee stated

absolutely and unqualifiedly that the Gov

ernor had so expressed himself at the gen

eral conference in Trenton with the Gov

ernor, or by his expressions led those who

heard him to the conclusion that he was in

favor of a change in the speed limit, or in

extending the speed limit to 25 miles an

haur. or possibly 30, claiming that it was

reasonable. \Nhile the Senator asserted

that he did not hear any such expressions

on the part of the Governor, the chairman

of the legislative committee claims that the

Governor was addressing directly the Sen

ator in making his remarks or arguments in

connection with a ZS-mile-an-hour speed be

ing reasonable, and one which would be

more in accord with the use of the high

ways by automobilists, and yet be with per

fect safety. The Senator unqualifiedly dcv

nied this, and the issue was taken, and it is

a matter that can be very readily decided by

the Governor himself, or by those present

at the interview. ,

“In connection with the tourist privilege,

if the autoists of this State are to secure

for non-resident tourists the sovereign right

of touring over the highways of the State,

without paying a tax, they will have to fight

for it, or secure it by the exercise of the con

stitutional right invested in Congress, and

to that end it is most earnestly hoped that

the great body meeting in Washington,

which now has the proposed Federal license

bill before it for consideration will find it to

the interests of these United States not to

permit individual States to erect bars and

obstacles to prevent non-resident citizens

who have conformed to the laws of their

own State from enjoying the privilege of

touring through or riding through a sister

State.

“In regard to the question of license fees

it has become an absolute necessity, and

the automobilists may just as well face the

situation to—day as at any other time, to

fight the constitutionality of a law which

permits the State Legislature to exact un

der the cloak of a registration or license fee

a double taxation. which it is admitted has

produced to the State in the last year some

thing over $90,000, and which they delib

erately propose with the distinct intention

of making the department raise $200,000, it

being admitted that personal taxation is al'

ready assessed against the owners of auto—

mobiles, and in the city of Newark personal

property is assessed and automobile prop

erty is assessed also under a distinct and

separate item.

“The Senator was told that unless the

automobilists received some concessions in

regard to speed, in regard to a tourist‘s priv

ilege, and a license fee not in excess in any

case of $l0, that not only every effort would

be made to defeat the proposed legislation

in the two houses at Trenton, but the auto

mobilists generally, the trade associations,

the boards of trade and the manufacturing

interests would be enlisted, together with

the interests of the hotel associations, to

fight the constitutionality of the law, on the

ground of double taxation under the cloak

of license or registration fees, and also to

test the constitutionality of any law which

requires that an automobilist, having con

formed to the laws of his domicile State,

shall be required to pay for the privilege

of using the highways of another State,

which is contrary to the sovereign right of

every citizen of this great country, and in

addition to this, every legitimate means will

be used to defeat the Senator in his cam

paign in the fall for re-election. In order

to get fair play from the automobilists‘

standpoint, every foot of the way has got to

be fought; and as it now stands, the Sen

ator states that he is going to have a con

ference with his fellow Senators and see ex

actly what position the legislators them

selves will adopt, practically intimating that

what they say will be the result, and the

automobilists' or the manufacturers inter

ests will not be considered.

“In regard to the veracity, that was ques

tioned on the part of the Senator, as to what

took place at the conference with the Gov

ernor, or the representations made, they can

be easily established by those who were

present, and an effort will undoubtedly be

made to provide such substantiation; that

when a Senator misrepresents he is doing

unqualifiedly and unjustifiably what he has

no right to do.”

Dealers to Fight Frelinghuysen.

\Vith many out of town members in

cluded in the large attendance the New Jer

sey Automobile Trade Association, at its

annual meeting in Newark, Thursday even

ing, 12th inst., gave full discussion to the

proposed new automobile legislation. The

association will fight the amendments to

the existing law proposed by Senator Fre

linghuysen, but will support the clause in

the bill providing that lights shall be dis

played on all vehicles at night. It was an

nounced that the entire Hudson county dele

gation in the legislature promised to vote

against the Frelinghuysen amendments.

All the old officers were re-elccted for

another year, while one new name was

added to the executive committee. The of

ficers are: George Paddock, president; I.

W. Mason, vice-president; W. H. Ellis, sec
retary, and R. A. Greene, treasurer. vThe

executive committee is made up of C. R.

Zacharias, of Asbury Park; G. E. Blakeslee,

of Jersey City; G. M. Russling, of Paterson;

Inglis M. Upperson, F. L. Martin, Leonard

B. Zusi and M. O. C. Hull.

Cop Sues Motorist for Damages.

Knocking over a policeman by running

into him with an automobile may entail

heavy expense. John J. Callahan, a former

policeman of Pelham, has just brought suit

in the Supreme Court at \Nhite Plains for

$50,000 damages for injuries against Will

iam McCord, an automobilist of Greenwich,

Conn., who, Callahan charges, knocked him

over with his automobile when the police

man was trying to arrest him for speeding.
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AMERICAN ENTRY 500 MILES AIIEAO

Is Now Traversing Nevada—French Moto

bloc Quits “Race” at Omaha—Queer

Features of the Contest.

The New York-Paris

trated as far as Nevada, the sole American

“race” has pene

entry, the Thomas car, which now is being

piloted by Harold Brinker, having put up

at Ely in the Sage Brush State last night.

The day’s run was 141 miles, the total dis

tance from New York being 2,859 miles.

The Thomas's nearest competitor, the Zust,

At Omaha he said that, as he understood

the rules of the “race.” the contestants were

not to be detained in the United States be

yond three weeks and might take train on

March 5, to be at Seattle on March 10 or

earlier.

“Now,” he added, “we have been on the

way five weeks and have spent or strewn

dollars by the road because the car has at

each moment needed assistance to get out

of the mire, snow, and mud in innumerable

instances.

“On our part we have not emphasized the

thefts by many people of our possessions, and

when we object they tell us it was for the

snow, mud, shallow streams and over rail

road cross ties. The car reached Evanston,

Wyo., to which it was run on the tracks of

the Union Pacific R. R. as a train, with the

chief dispatcher of the U. P. in the role of

conductor, the American car was able to

avoid the impassable snow drifts on the

road from Carter, but between this last

named town and Church Butte, the roads,

thick with soft mud, had to be used. On the

14th they entered Utah and encountered the

worst roads of the trip from New York.

The railroad tracks were again used to the

detriment of the tires. three of which were

destroyed.

  

THE LUBRICAN ENTRY MIRED IN THE MUD NEAR MEDICINE

is 500 miles behind—at Granger. VVyo.; the

De Dion, which was laid up at Grand Island,

Neb., is 1,200 miles behind the Thomas, and

the Protos, which arrived at Columbus,

Neb., is 70 miles in the rear of the De Dion.

The story of the week is largely the story

of other weeks—a story of struggles through

snow, mud and water, with the American

car far in front. The foreigners have had

frequent recourse to the Union Pacific rail

road repair shops, and the remarkable

"race" spectacle has been presented of a car

waiting three days for the arrival of a cer

tain brand of tires and of other cars being

loaded on railroad cars and shipped ahead

for repairs and then shipped back again to

resume the “race” where the breakdown

occurred.

The biggest development of the week,

however, was the apparent quitting of the

French Motobloc. Mr.Godard_. who is in

charge of it, and who it is said is badly

wanted in Paris to explain certain financial

transactions during the Paris-Pekin “race,”

has found the strain too great for his pocket

book. The constant repairs and other

“charges unforeseen." as they are described

by Godard, induced him last night to load

his car on a freight train at Omaha. where it

had been shipped by rail and remained three

days for repairs. The Frenchman says he

means to journey by rail to San Francisco.

  

purpose of getting souvenirs. Then I can

not continue to carry along the Motobloc

on account of charges unforscen and with

out end.”

The Thomas car, in charge of E. Linn

Mathewson, who succeeded Montague Rob

crts as its driver, rolled into Ogden, Utah.

on the 15th, where he relinquished the wheel

to Harold Brinker. The journey across

Wyoming had been a struggle through
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BUCKING THE SNOW IN WYOMING

 

BOW. WYO

Having run day and night for 25 hours,

they entered Ogden completely fagged out.

Of the last 50 hours Mathewson had been

at the wheel for 47 of them. Snow and mud

had been continually encountered, and he

was glad that his work had finished as Og

den was the place where Harold Brinker

was to succeed him as driver.

Until 4 o'clock of the following after

noon the car was given a general but hasty

overhauling. At this hour, followed by a

procession of thc Ogden automobilists, the

trip was resumed with Brinker driving. By

way of variety several sand storms were

run into and tortured those of the crew who

did not possess good goggles; good roads

were encountered, however, and no stop of

any length was made until Cobre was

reached, 182 miles from Ogden. The hard

ship of this journey lay in the fact that it

was made perforce on empty stomachs. At

Montello, after a run of 162 miles. the food

that was obtainable was not fit to east, 20

miles further, in Lucin, Utah, the meal con

sisted of salt mackerel and tea. Cobre. how

ever was able to furnish a good square

American meal. Meanwhile the foreign

cars were having their own troubles far be

hind. '

After waiting 24 hours at Paxton, Neb.,

for a sprocket and chain the Zust made the

trip to Cheyenne, \Vyo., without incident.
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Sirtori gave his Italian car on overhauling

in Cheyenne, preparatory to crossing the

Rockies. In that city the hospitality of the

natives so impressed Haaga, the German

rnechanician on the Italian car, that he de

clared his intention of returning and mak

ing it his home after the car reached Paris.

The overhauling in the U. P. shops was

thorough and the 57 miles to Laramie was

quickly traveled. After a stop for lunch

they proceeded to Dana through heavy

roads, which grew much worse as Medicine

Bow was approached. When 5 miles from

this town the car was abandoned until

horses could be procured to drag it on.

Although the lighter Thomas had been

able to cross the North Platte river on the

ice, Sirtori was afraid to risk his heavy car

in an attempt to do likewise. He finally ar

was made evident. It waits even for tires

from Europe. After a three day’s wait the

tires came and the car was driven the 100

miles to Dennison, in rapid time. Here an

other banquct greeted Lieut. Koepper,

whose progress has been marked by these

convivial spreads of various German so

cieties. In one of his speeches Koepper re

marked: “I have a good car, in perfect con

dition, able to make good speed, yet I find

myself a month on the road and advanced

only 1,500 miles. Our main trouble has

been tires.”

The Motobloc, having received a complete

overhauling in Clinton, Iowa, where it had

been shipped by train from De Kalb, 80

miles away, was pronounced fit to resume,

and Goddard hit on the more or less happy

thought of making up the 80 miles by run

Dr. C. B. Parker, of the Long Island Au

tomobile Club. R. G. Howell, the grand

marshal, has appointed the following aides

for the various divisions: W. I. Pickling,

first division, composed of cars of 1903 and

earlier, 01d racing cars, and the Briarclif’f

racers; I. H. Manning, second division, com

posed of dealers’ stock models; Alexander

Howell, third division, composed of decor

ated cars; H. E. W'agner, fourth division,

composed of commercial vehicles. Each

marshal will be allowed to appoint as many

assistants as are necessary in his own di—

vision.

The exact date of the hill climbing con—

test has not yet been determined on, but

it will be either Monday, April 6, or Thurs

day, April 9. The earlier date is favored by

many on the theory that the contest would

     

 

ranged with the U. P. to cross on the rail

road bridge, so he bumped over the trestle

and was encouraged to find fairly good

roads on the other side. \/\’ith the car in

good shape and the roads fair, good time

was possible and he gained on the Amer

ican, reaching Granger, Wy0.. on Tuesday,

after a 30 mile run. As the crew was tired,

it was determined to sleep here.

The crew of the De Dion, after traveling

without incident for 29 hours with neither

food or sleep, determined to spend the night

in Missouri Valley, Iowa. On Friday, the

13th, they broke a driving pinion and were

forced to spend three days in Crescent. 10

miles from Omaha, waiting for the new

parts that were being made in the U. P.

shops of the latter city. Starting again on

Sunday night. St. Chafl'ray announced that

he hardly expected to catch the Thomas be

fore Alaska was reached. Better roads were

found the next day and the trip to Fremont

was made with no incident other than an

announcement from St. Chatfray that he had

found a lot of screws and pieces of iron in

the gear case He presumed they had been

put there by a practical joker. Three miles

out of Grand Island the DeDion broke a

spring and was towed back to await another

from Cheyenne.

[lard luck was the portion of the Protus.

Having made 38 miles after a day of trav

elling they reached Ames. Iowa with all

tires used up. The character of the race

 

HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS IN THE ROCKIES

ning back 40 miles and then returning over

the same route to Clinton. In this way he

did the requisite mileage, but it was not

over the prescribed course. However that

matters little in "races" of this kind, and

the trip was continued to Cedar Rapids,

where the solid tires gave way to pneumat~

Continuing the car was lost some

where and wandered about Iowa until set

right by a native after it had been caught in

a terrific rain storm which drenched the

crew. Tania was reached Sunday night and

Ogden on Monday. The heavy roads pre

vented over 17 miles being done for a whole

day's work. Near Carroll something went

amiss and the car was shipped to Omaha for

repairs. After which Godard practically an

nounced he had had enough and would quit.

ics.

  

Officials Chosen for the Carnival.

Having finally determined that the princi

pal featurcs of Carnival \IVeek are to take

the form of a night parade and a hill elimb<

ing contest—by day. of course—the New

York Automobile Trade Association is now

arranging the details of the celebration that

is to mark the tenth anniversary of the in~

troduction of automobiles in New York.

The parade is to occur on the night of

Tuesday, April 7. The officials for it were

chosen late last week, as follows:

Judges: President Colgate Hoyt. of the

Automobile Club of America; A. R. Shat

tuck, ert-President Robert Lee Morrell, and

serve to open the carnival with an event

that would attract wide attention. The

Fort George hill, which was first used for

a competition last year, has been selected

as the course for the climb, the necessary

permission having been obtained from the

city authorities.

It is believed that the contest will call

forth from 50 to 100 entries. The entrance

fee has been placed at $10. The subdivi~

sions include six classes for gasolene ma

chines, an electric class, a steam car class,

and a free-for-all. The restriction of the

steam cars to one class regardless of price,

while the gasolene machines have several

classes based on the selling price, has drawn

forth a protest from George W. Bennett,

manager of the White company's branch.

Mr. Bennett holds that the steam vehicle

should be admitted on an equality with the

gasolene machine in the price classification

divisions, but the Carnival committee main

tains that it has a right to do as it pleascs.

Spain Modifies Frontier Rules.

One of the annoyances of automobile

touring in Europe has been lessened by the

modification of oppressive Spanish rules en~

forced on the Franco'Spanish frontier.

These rules have been the subject of

many protests. That the protests finally

have awakened the higher authorities is in

dicated by an unwonted display of courtesy

and leniency by the officials at the frontier.
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FEDERAL RIGHT TO REGULATE

Constitutionality of Proposed National Law

Argued Before Congressional Commit

tee—Terry Makes Strong Points.

The hearing on the Cocks bill to provide

for the Federal registration and numbering

of automobiles when engaged in interstate

travel was held by the committee on the ju

diciary of the House of Representatives at

Washington, D. C., Thursday, March 12th,

This bill, which was prepared by the legis

lative board of the American Automobile

Association, attracted a notable gathering,

and while dcspatches from \Vashington in

dicate that the bill will not be favorably

considered, it stated that the bill is by no

means lost. It is said that the committee

adheres to the principle that the licensing of

vehicles is solely a police power and there

fore purely a state function and not within

the constitutional scope of Congress.

Among the representatives of the Amer

ican Automobile Association present were:

William H. Hotchkiss, president American

Automobile Association, Bufl‘alo; Charles

Thaddeus Terry, chairman Legislative

board, American Automobile Association,

New York; Frederick 11. Elliott. secretary,

American Automobile Association, New

York; Russell A. Field, secretary, Long Isl

and Automobile Club, Brooklyn; A. G.

Batchelder, New York State Automobile

Association, New York; C. H. Benedict.

Automobile Club of Schenectady; Robert

P. Hooper, Automobile Clubs of German

town and Philadelphia; Paul C. Wolff,

Pennsylvania Motor Federation and Auto

mobile Club of Pittsburg; Jacob D. Rider,

Lancaster Automobile Club; G. Douglass

Bartlett, Quaker City Motor Club, Philadel

phia; W. C. Crosby, New Jersey Automo

bile & Motor Club and Associated Automo

bile Clubs of New Jersey; R. A. Green,

treasurer, New Jersey Automobile Trade

Association, Newark; J. H. Edwards, Au

tomobile Club of Hudson County, Jersey

City; William H. Hunt, Automobile Club

of Hudson County, Jersey City; W'alter S.

Schutz, counsel, Connecticut State Automo

bile Association, Hartford; F. T. Staples,

vice-president, Connecticut State Automo

bile Association, Bridgeport; F. C. Donald.

president, Chicago Motor Club, Chicago;

Sidney S. Gorham. Chicago Automobile

Club, Chicago; Robert B. Caverly, president,

Automobile Club of Washington, D. C.;

LeRoy Mark, secretary, Automobile Club of

Washington. D. G; Charles J. Forbes, Jr.,

secretary, Cleveland Automobile Club; Dr.

A. B. Heyle, Cincinnati Automobile Club;

Hon. F. H. Gillette, Automobile Club of

Springfield, Mass; L. R. Speare, Bay State

Automobile Association and Massachusetts

Automobile Club, Boston; Osborne 1. Yel

lott, president, Automobile Club of Mary

_land, and Maryland State Automobile As

sociation, Baltimore; John Bancroft, pres

ident, Delaware Automobile Association,

\Nilmington; F. E'. Chapman, West Vir

ginia State Automobile Association; George

Ade, Indiana State Automobile Association;

5. Royer Davis, secretary, Automobile Club

of Philadelphia, and chairman of the Legis

lative Committee Pennsylvania Motor Fed

eration.

Mr. Terry also appeared as general coun

sel for the National Association of Automo

bile Manufacturers. The Professional

Chautfeurs’ Club of America was also rep

resented by President Sullivan and ex-Pres

ident Walters, with Xenophon P. Huddy,

lisq., its counsel. The latter discussed the

bill briefly, urging chiefly that it be amended

so as to permit the federal registration of

chauffeurs while operating motor vehicles

in states other than those of their resi

dence.

The hearing was opened by President

Hotchkiss, who briefly pointed out the ne

cessity for interference on the part of the

federal government to protect the motorists

of the nation while operating in those

states which require the registration of

non-residents and use the requirement as

a means to taxation.

The principal argument was made by

Charles Thaddeus Terry, Esq., chairman of

the Legislative Board of the American Au

tomobile Association and representative of

the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers. Mr. Terry’s presentation,

both of the facts which make such legisla

tion desirable and necessary, and of the con—

stitutional argument in favor of the bill,

was stated by Congressmen present to be

one of the most brilliant ever heard by the

committee.

It was practically conceded by the com

mittee that legislation of the kind asked

for was necessary, and that it should be ac

corded if Congress had power under the

federal Constitution to regulate the regis

tration of motor vehicles when operated in

states other than those of their owners' res

idences. It was apparent at the outset that,

the question being an entirely new one

and the powers of Congress being neces

sarily limited to its control over commerce

between the states as granted to it by the

Constitution, and as construed by the com

merce decisions of the Supreme Court, the

problem to be solved was whether Congress

could in any way regulate the use of a

pleasure vehicle, when operated on

highways of a state other than the state of

the owner's residence, in other words, when

engaged in interstate travel. It was ap

parent. also, that most of the members of

the committee had grave doubts as to such

travel being within the meaning of the word

“commerce” in the Constitution. Hence,

when it is stated that after a two hours'

presentation by Mr. Terry several members

of the committee stated that while they had

been very doubtful, they had been either

wholly or almost convinced that Congress

had the power to pass the Cocks bill, the

the'

high merit of Mr. Terry’s presentation will

be appreciated.

In substance, his argument was that

though the word “commerce” originally

connoted an interchange of commodities

from state to state, the supreme court had

from decade to decade widened the meaning

of the word until it now included not mere

ly trade, but transportation, the interchange

of telegraph messages, the carrying of lot

tery tickets on the person of a mere trav

eler, travel itself, in fact, intercourse be

tween the states in the broadest possible

sense of that word. It can be stated with

some confidence, that as to this the com

mittee seemed to agree with Mr. Terry. In

other words, he demonstrated to the com

mittee that Congress had power to legis

late concerning the registration of the new

est means of intercourse, or intercommunica

tion, between the states.

Mr. Terry also called attention to a line

of decisions by the Supreme Court, which

held that under the commerce clause of the

Constitution, the federal government had

power to pass laws which would prevent

one state from exacting license fees, tolls

or taxes, either from vessels or from their

pilots or masters, when plying navigable

waters entirely within a state, other than the

state where the vessel was enrolled; and

called attention to the fact that there was

in principle no difference between the nat

ural highwtys of a state or nation, that is

the waterways. and the dirt highways, and

also that there was no dilference in prin

ciple betWeen a vessel navigating such nat

ural highways, and a wheeled vehicle using

such artificial highways. Asked by Con

gressman Malby 0f the committee, whether

there was not a distinction between vessels

engaged in interstate trade and purely

pleasure vessels, Mr. Terry called attention

to the case of the yacht “Yosemite,” in

which the Supreme Court held that there

was no such distinction and that a vessel

operated between ports of different states,

and purely a pleasure yacht, was properly

subject to a law preventing exactions by

states other than that of its enrollment, and

that this statute rested solely on the com

merce clause of the Constitution.

While the chairman of the committee

and several of its members repeatedly asked

questions which indicated that they had

grave doubts as to the constitutionality of

the bill, Mr. Terry’s argument made a deep

impression and entirely convinced several

of the committee. It is not likely that final

action will be taken on the bill for some

weeks, owing to other matters pressing on

the attention of the judiciary committee.

but, it is confidently expected by Mr. Terry

and his associates, that such action will ul

timately be favorable to the bill.

Interviews with members of Congress

not on the judiciary committee, led to the

conclusion that should the bill be favorably

considered by such committee, the bill will

pass without substantial amendment or op

position.
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Unusual Provision of Ohio's New Bill—

Graded Fees and Other Features of

the Measure.

Automobile legislation in Ohio has pro—

grossed during the present session as far

as the passage in the Senate, on the 12th

inst., of Senator W'ard’s bill which includes

a provision for speed limitations which can

not be changed by local ordinance or laws.

This feature of the measure, which passed

with only one vote against it, threatens its

future even in the Senate, where it will have

to be reconsidered because of errors made

in amending it during its progress. Now, it

is said, certain senators from the country

will endeavor to amend it so as to take

from the State the power of speed regula

tion and restore it to the counties, villages

and cities. The limits specified by the bill

as it stands are 8 miles an hour in business

sections of municipalities; 15 miles in other

sections of municipalities, and 20 miles in

the country.

The bill requires the registration of all

automobiles by the Secretary of State, the

scale of fees being $3 for cars up to 12

horsepower; $5, up to 20 horsepower; $10

up to 50 horsepower, and $15 for higher

'powered machines. Dealers get special li

censes for $10 for each type of car. Owners

must carry their certificates of registration

with them, and the driver of a borrowed

automobile must carry the written consent

of the owner. Chauffeurs must register at

a cost of $2 for license. Non-resident own

ers must only comply with road rules and

the regulations concerning equipment, if

they are registered in their own states.

License numbers must be displayed front

and rear on machines. Bills, horns and

brakes are required, and lights displayed

must illuminate the license number.

The road rules require that the mot0r~

ist must slow down and stop when signaled

so to do by the driver of a horse vehicle.

Also he must give two-thirds of the road to

persons with horse vehicles whom he meets.

Motorists arrested are to have right of

immediate hearing or of giving bail not

to exceed the maximum fine for the offense

charged. The Secretary of State is to reg

ister cases of arrest and conviction and

notify all county clerks of the same,

Penalties are provided as follows: Fines

of $25, $50 and $100 and 30day sentences

are provided for first, second and third vio

lations of registration, speed. equipment and

road rules sections of law. Using fictitious

license number or one belonging to another

draws fines of $25, $50 and $100 with 60

day sentences, according to the offense.

Failure of chauffeurs to register draws fines

of $50 and $100 and suspension of right to

be registered for two years. Failure to

show written consent from owner for use

of machine draws penalty of $200 fine and

six months' sentence. Revenues from this

source are to be used for maintenance and

repair of roads.

Anti-Tire Chain Sentiment Spreads.

Anti-tire chain sentiment has penetrated

to the senate chamber at Trenton, N. J.,

and has resulted in the introduction of a bill

by Senator Leavitt. It would amend the

motor vehicle act by providing that no mo

tor vehicle shall have chains on its tires

when using grave] or macadam roads.

The Fairmount Park Commission of Phil

adelphia also has carried out its intention

of prohibiting the use of chains on the tires

of automobiles when using roads in the

park. The commissioners heard automobil

ists on the matter several weeks ago, as re

ported in the Motor World, and in their

rule, adopted on the 12th inst, they exempt

Belmont avenue. As further indicating an

intention to treat automobilists fairly they

agreed to ask councils for money necessary

to asphalt the north side of Girard avenue,

between the bridge and Parkside avenue.

This improvement is contemplated with the

idea that it would be a convenience to auto

mobilists bound for points on the main

line who now use park drives.

Arkansas Automobilists Organize.

“"ith promise of becoming a lively factor

in the motoring world, the Automobile Club

of Little Rock (Ark.) has organized in that

city, to affiliate with the A. A. A. The offi

cers chosen were: President, Moore

head W'right; first vice-president, J. P.

Runyan; second vice-president, J. N. Heis

'kell; Secretary, Irving S. Hirsch; treasurer,

Perry Stifft. The ofiicers named, with E.

P. Ladd, C. A. Pratt, J. E. Osborne, “1'. B.

Miller, and J. A. Van Etten, will compose

the board of directors. Capt. C. A. Pratt

was named as director to represent the Ar

kansas association on the A. A. A. board.

Kentuckians Incorporate State Association.

The Kentucky State Automobile Associa

tion, comprising the Louisville, Legington

and Owensboro clubs. has been organized

and incorporated with the following offi

cers: President, Ira S. Barnett, of Louis

ville; vice-presidcnt, F. R. Toewater, of Lex

ington; secretary and treasurer, Walter

Kohn, of Louisville; directors. Louisville

club, Ira S. Barnett, Dr. Lindsay Ireland,

Walter Kohn; Gluegrass Club. of Lexing

ton, F. R. Toewater, E. H. Alexander;

Owensboro Club. J. T. Dawson, Allen Reid.

The club will affiliate with the A. A. A.

Planning for Road Around Two “Knobs.”

Jacobs Ladder and Morey's Hill, the two

famous and neighboring "rises" near Lee

in the Berkshire Hills, on the route between

Lenox and Springfield, Mass, may lose their

terrors for tourists. Efforts are being made

in Boston and elsewhere to raise a fund of

$15,000 for the purpose of building a road

around the two “knobs.”

PREPARING F011 THE GLIDDI-IN T0111!

New Rules Will Not Permit a Tie to Re

main Unbroken—Allowances Likely

for Tire Troubles.

One feature of the revised rules for the

1908 A. A. A. tour and contest for the Glid

den trophy that is certain to cause general

commendation, is a provision that cuts the

string the Buffalo Automobile Club has had

attached to the Glidden trophy ever since

It is

understood that the new rules will provide

it first was offered for competition.

for a run-off in case of a tie between any two

clubs. Under the old rules the trophy had

to be distinctly won from the holding club

by some other organization, and in 1906,

when the Buffalo club was in a tie with

some others, the Buffalo club retained the

trophy. This year if the Buffalo club finishes

in a tie with another one or two, it will

have to fight it out with them on the road.

The rules have not yet been ofi‘icially

given out, but enough of their probable

character is known to permit of discussion.

The plan for awarding the trophy this year

will be an improvement on that of last

year. The desirability of a club being able

to enter a team composed of one make of

cars has been considered and one club will

be allowed to spilt up nine cars into three

teams of three cars each. or six cars into

two teams. The trophy will be awarded on

the basis of club teams, probably to the club

having the most teams with clean scores,

or in event of no clean scores, to the club

standing best in the penalization table. The

penalization system will be the same as last

year. -

Another interesting provision that proba

hly will be made is one concerning deduct

ing the time lost because of tire trouble.

Many manufacturers object to having to

make up the time lost in the repairs. because

tire troubles are a gamble, pure and simple;

but it was pointed out that if the rules pro

vided for allowing the time spent fixing

tire some would deliberately puncture

a tire and repair it, in order to take time

to let the engine cool, should it become

overheated. It is likely that this objection

will be met by a rule that time spent in

tire work will be allowed, provided the en

gine is kept running. ,

Another interesting point about this

year's tour is that all possibility of discus

sion among the committee in charge has

been done away with and tfiere will be one

executive head to it. F. B. ower. who was

the actual manager last year, although a

committee was nominally in charge. This

definitely will fix all responsibility while

the tour is in the field. It is supposed that

Mr. Hower has learned to enforce rules and

routes as they are laid down and not merely

when and how he thinks they should be

enforced.
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FACTORS AFFECTING TIRE nnz

Scientific Reasons for the Rapid Wear of

Back Tires—Typical Cause Explained

and Others Specified.

Many motorists have had occasion to

wonder why their back tires wore out so

much more rapidly than the front ones.

Generally speaking, the all-inclusive answer

to this question has been that the traction

to which the drivers are subjected is~suffi

cient to account for the difference. In a

paper recently presented before the Royal

Automobile Club of Great Britain, however,

Mervyn O’Gorman, the well known scient-'

ist and pioneer motorist shows that a num

ber of other factors also ought to be taken

into account as having a very important

bearing on the matter.

“Many parts of a car seem to have noth~

ing to do with tires until one dwells upon

their elementary functions." he remarks.

  

Fig.1

“For example, nothing seems_more inert

in this connection than a distance rod. Con

sidered as the piece through which the car

is pushed forwards, it is known to be in

compression and accordingly stiff. As be

ing the piece which is connected both to

the frame and the axle it must be hinged

at the fixing, and as the sides of the car

often rise and fall unequally on the springs,

the distance rod must also be pivoted for

side movement at the hinge. . . . .

“With a chain driven car the distance rod

is often supposed to prevent the taut side'

of the chain from varying in tightness when

the car body moves up and down on its

springs. If it fails in this the drive to the

road wheels will be irregular and the tire

will rub. Looking into detail shows us

that it does fail. and the question to be an~

swered is simply this: Is the tire rubbing

due to this cause negligible? To study this

we will first suppose the car at rest, the

back_road wheels prevented from turning,

and a very heavy weight put on to the chas

sis over one of the back springs. This low

ers the chassis. and ' with it the front

sprocket (Fig. 1), from the position 5’ to

S", which we may suppose to be the ex

treme movement when the car “bumps,”

say, 8 to 10 inches.

“The distance rod prevents S' from leav

ing a circular path round the back sprocket.

The upper chain is carried round with it.

and is obviously wound on to the back

sprocket. At the same time a certain

amount of chain is, for a similar reason.

wound off the moving one. If the sprock

ets were of equal size, the amount wound

off would equal the amount wound on to the

  

Fig. 2

other, and neither would turn on its axis,

as shown in Fig. 2. But normally the front

sprocket is the smaller, and accordingly it

has to rotate as shown in Fig. 1. It is very

important to appreciate the amount of this

rotation and its direction. If a small

sprocket moves once round another hav

ing a larger circumference, a length of

chain equal to that larger circumference

will be wound onto the larger sprocketv If,

 

  

Fig. 3

then, the smaller sprocket is one-third

smaller, as is common, it will have to ro

tate through one-half of a revolution, and

proportionately for fractions of a revolu

tion. The direction of its rotation will, as

shown by the sloping arrow in Fig. 1, be

clock-wise for a downward movement to

the dotted position. It will be noted that

this tends to turn the engine backwards,

after taking up all the back loss or play in

all the gears engaged. including the chain.

“In practice, when the car is not station

  

ary, the converse is usually the case—

namely, the front sprocket, S, is prevented

from backward rotation by the engine or

the foot brake—and the back wheel must

unless the chain snaps, rotate forwards

(the backlash having already been taken up

by the engine pull). Every time the tire

rides over a lump this occurs in some de

gree, and when, as sometimes happens, the

car body oscillates vertically over the full

range of clearance of the springs, the move

ment is greatly exagerated.

“It is easy enough to calculate the amount

of movement, but it is more convincing to

illustrate this forward rotation by a model

made to half scale of a chain drive and

road wheel. The front sprocket of the

model is locked, and the road wheel free

to turn. Taking a vertical downward move

ment of the springs of 8 inches, and the

usual dimensions of wheel and sprocket

given in Fig. 3, the wheel turns through

such an angle that the tire slips forward

2 inches. Simultaneously the radius rod.

in moving from a sloping to a more hori

zontal position, pushes the axis of the wheel

through an additional space of 2 inches, as

shown in Fig 4. It is now necessary to

see how long an interval of time this move

ment takes. If the time is very short, the

inertia of the car and engine respectively

 
  

will prevent their moving forward, and the

wheel will consequently have to skid.

“A simple calculation shows that a bad

road hollow 2 feet wide traversed at 40

miles per hour is passed in less than 'l-29

second. \IVhether or not the wheel follows

the profile of the ground on the first part

of the down slope, it will be found in most

cases that by the time it has struck the far

side of the puddle and rebounds from it the

car body will have started its downward

movement. We have, therefore, the wheel

moving up and the car body moving down

with considerable velocity. As far as I

could judge when noting this, the car had

not moved three feet beyond the hollow be

fore the bump occurred.» At this speed three

feet represents l-ZO second, and during this

short time the car would either have to be

thrust forward 4 inches. or the road wheels

must skid round that amount.

“To determine which must occur is quite

easy, thus: To thrust a 3,000 pound car for

ward 4 inches in 1-20 second, is to give it

an added velocity of 80 inches per second,

or .628 feet per second, or 4.4 miles per

hour, and this would be done in 1-20 sec

ond. Such a push, if continued for a whole

second, would give a car a velocity of 88

miles per hour (in one second), and would

require a pull of 12,000 pounds. This pull

is seven or eight times the adhesion between

the ground and the back wheels, so that we

may safely say that the wheel skids, both
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at this speed and at speeds of one-half and

one-third of this amount. The amount of

the skid is 11 per cent., which represents

work done in wearing and heating the road,

raising dust and heating the tire. The power

to effect this work is derived from the en‘

gine, and is a loss. If we suppose that on

the average this loss amounts to only 5

per cent., because the average travel of the

springs may be taken at 4 inches, we still

find quite an important diminution of speed

when the car is running all out. A remedy

has occurred to me for this trouble in chain

cars. I have two different sprockets from

those we have been considering, both for

the back and front. Contrary to normal

practice, the small one is on the road wheel,

and the large one in front. I will recall

that we had 2 inches of skid due to the

sprockets and 2 inches more due to the

radius rod, and all I propose to do is to

work these two skids in opposite directions,

and as nearly as possible simultaneously.

This I show in Fig. 5, where at the end of

the downward movement of the sprocket

the two movements have, within a certain

margin of error, cancelled out. In this par

ticular case the sprockets are of the same

diameters as were used before, their posi

tions only have been exchanged.”

Speaking of cars driven by propeller

shafts, the author refers to one which “has

the curious property that, if fitted with a

fine ratchet sprag, it can be caused to travel

forward by the persons in the tonneau

simply jumping up and down so as to work

the springs, and illustrates the effect that a

road shock has in causing the road wheels

to turn forward. or, failing this, to skid.

“From the point of view of the heavy un

sprung weight on the back axle, the pro

peller shaft car should be substantially

harder on tires than the chain driven ve

hicle, and in some cases it is so. In other

methods of construction such care has been

taken of what I have called the ‘radius-rod

effect,’ that in spite of the above indicated

disabilities they are actually less wearing

to tires. In the propeller type car the fol

lowing provisions must be made: (a) A

universal joint to allow the transmission to

be flexible. (b) A push rod (corresponding

to the radius rod of chain cars) to push the

car along. (c) A torque rod, sometimes

the springs, sometimes the propeller shaft

itself, arranged to take the reaction of the

drive; that is to say, a piece which tends to

lift the front of the car when the engine ex

erts its power. Each of these provisions

has problems incidental to it, which bear

on the wear of tires. . Both causes

of wear mentioned in connection with chain

driven chassis are found here in some de

gree: (1) The axle is forced backwards, be

cause the horizontal projection of the push

rod is increased. (2) The wheel is caused

to rotate through an angle swept out by the

push rod, and these two troubles are addi

tive.

"l.astl_v. in those numerous ca~cs when

the push is taken through the springs the

flattening of the spring gives a further move‘

ment backwards to the axle, and this move

ment is again additive. .

“In the best type of live axle cars em

ploying two universal joints, a slide, and

a parallelogram of radius rods, the effect

we have been considering is reduced in prac

tice to less than one inch of tire movement

for 8 inches of spring movement. All that

is now wanted is that a demand should arise

for cars which are easy on tires, as against

cars which are simply cheap in capital cost.”

By way of conclusion he adds a few other

causes of wear in the rear tires of the car,

not enumerated above, nor belonging in the

same category, which are as follows:

“(1) Engine driving effort: (:1) Even if

the turning moment is uniform. (b) Un

uniform turning moment exaggerates this

wear somewhat, but the un-uniformity of

the ordinary engine of four or more cylin

ders is smothered under the other un-uni

formities introduced elsewhere.

“(2) Clutch: (a) If fierce or let in roughly.

(b) If fierce, especially when reversing, as

the torque takes load off the driving wheels.

“(3) Radius rod effect: (a) With chains I

believe this to be practically curable by

adopting my relationship between sprockets

and radius rod. (b) With propeller curable

by two universals, one slide, and a proper

parallelogram of distance rods.

“(4) Transmission: Part of the transmis

sion often introduces an tin-uniform con

version of speed—e. g., one universal joint

(so does a chain, both in a small degree

usually).

“(5) Weight causes bending of side walls,

and therefore fatigue of tire. The drive of

the engine transfers weight, say 100 pounds,

to the back wheels, and adds to this effect.

Unsprung weight on back axle causes heavy

blows on the ground, the momentum of

which adds further to this effect.

(6) Brakes cause skid and wear. The ef

fect of applying the brake is unfortunately

to take weight off back wheels. Unbalanced

brakes: Loss of adhesion by applying brakes

to only two wheels, thus doubling the wear

on them.

(7) The differential, owing to its unfor

tunate property of turning the wheel with

least adhesion."

Importance of Cylinder Temperature.

Cylinder temperature as a vital consid

eration to the efficient running of a gas

engine, is seldom taken into account by the

average motorist, at least to the degree that

should be done. So long as the motor does

not become hot enough to cause pre-igni

tion or cold enough to lose' power, no fur

ther thought is given the matter. As a mat

ter of fact, even comparatively small

changes in the temperature of the jacket

water may have considerable influence on

both the power output and the fuel consump

tion. as is shown by the results of tests re~

cently performed on a Napier engine for

the purpose of proving just this point. The

maximum power output and minimum fuel

_ per minute.

consumption were developed with a jacket

temperature of 149 degrees, Fahrenheit.

\Vhen the cooling water had been re

duced to 115 degrees, the power fell away

3.64 per cent., while the consumption in

creased 4.8 per cent.; while with the water

reduced to 56 degrees, the power dropped

to 6.6 per cent. less than its maximum value,

and the consumption rose to 11.5 per cent.

above its minimum. Raising the temper

ature of the cooling water, instead of in

creasing the power and reducing the con

sumption, as might have been expected, pro

duced just the reverse effect. At 185 de

grees, the power had fallen away .66 per

cent. of its original value, and the consump

tion had risen 1.38 per cent., while at 212

degrees, the power was still 1 per cent. less,

and the consumption .55 per cent. greater.

Temperature was the only available factor in

this instance. as both load and speed were

held constant. The values manifestly apply

only to the motor in question, but the prin

ciple involved is an important one.

Automatic Chamferer for Gear Teeth.

It is only a short time, comparatively

speaking, since even the advisability of

chamfering the ends of gear teeth in auto

mobile transmissions was considered open

to discussion. Since the practice has be

come generally accepted, the method of de

veloping this all essential little finishing

touch has been left largely to that ancient

retarder of mechanical processes—hand la

bor—or to such special devices as the inge

nuity of the shop foreman might contrive.

The result has been more or less unsatisfac

tory, ordinarily, and expensive as well.

A thoroughly modern and expeditious at

tachment for performing this work rapidly

and accurately and to any desired profile,

has now been developed by the “Long Arm"

System Co., Cleveland, 0. It may be

clamped to the table of a small milling ma

chine and is absolutely automatic. It will

handle gears of from 2 to 9% inch pitch. and

of 4 to 10 diametral pitch. and when run at

proper speeds, will chamfer about 12 teeth

The attachment is fully de

scribed and illustrated in the “Long Arm"

Co.’s Bulletin 25.

Driving Attachment for Buggy Wheels.

It would appear to be rather a difficult

matter to attach a driving sprocket and

brake drum to a common buggy wheel in

such a way that it would be secure and dur

able. and it would prove quite as difiicult a

task as it appears unless just the right

method were followed. The Cullman W'heel

Co., Chicago. Ill., has developed a new

method for effecting this attachment which

is so important to the successful develop

ment of the modern high wheeled motor

buggy, and a particularly simple one, ton.

Their counter shaft sprockets and differ

ential gears which are designed for the

same use are also an innovation in a very

extensive line of sprocket and differential

gearing.
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TESTS 0F TRUCK PERFORMANCE

Results of Six Months’ Practical and Ex

perimental Service—Cost of Operation

Under Various Conditions.

With the commercial vehicle, unlike the

pleasure car, the crucial point is perform

ance, in contradistinction to mere power,

weight, speed, wheel base, or appearance.

From this standpoint, the construction of

the Franklin “2,000p0und” truck, which, de~

spite its name, has a rated capacity of 3,000

pounds, must be considered highly credit—

able as developed from the results of data

gathered in the course of six months’ use

wage item, this factor amounts to just about

83 cents. .VVhence the cost of operating the

vehicle is worked down to 2% cents per ton

mile.

As to hill—climbing performance, which,

next to load carrying capacity and cost, is

the most important item in the commercial

vehicle catalogue, one of these machines,

carrying a 3,000 pound load was driven up

the hill leading out of the main gate of the

factory, which is a 14% per cent. grade, the

chdes street grade, which is of 11 per

cent. pitch, and the Irving avenue grade of

12% per cent. The James street hill, which

is a grade of from 7 to 8 per cent., also was

covered, and on second speed.

By way of an economy test, the same ve

hicle was run over city pavements for a
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FRANKLIN TRUCK USED IN TESTS OF PERFORMANCE

of three of these little vehicles in and about

the Syracuse (N. Y.) factory of the H. H.

Franklin Mfg. Co. In this connection, it

is to be observed that the running costs are

higher than would otherwise be the case

under similar road and mileage conditions,

because the vehicles were used for experi

mental purposes frequently, which would

tend to raise the cost of maintenance above

its normal amount.

Lumping the performance of the three ve

hicles and averaging the result, the per

formance per vehicle worked out at an aver'

age of 10 trips per day, over 40 miles of

road, with a load of 1.500 pounds, making a

ton mile average of 30 per day. For this,

the fuel consumption works out at 3.4 gal

lons, and the oil consumption at .22 gallons.

Counting the driver's wages at the rate of

$1.87 per day, the average cost of haulage

per day amounts to only $2.70. This in

cludes besides the driver’s wages. the cost

of fuel and oil, and the cost of time spent

in repairing the machine. Exclusive 0f the

distance of 14% miles, encountering only

one hill, and developing a consumption of

1.12 gallons of fuel, which represents an

average of 19.7 ton-miles per gallon. Oil

costs worked out at 66 ton-miles per quart.

The average speed during the trial was 10.4

miles per hour. \Vith a load of 4,000 pounds,

the hill leading out of the main gate of the

factory was again climbed successfully. as

well as the entire length of the Goddess

street hill. By way of an economy test, 9%

miles of city pavement were covered with

the same load, at the rate of 10 miles an

hour and with a fuel consumption of 2%

quarts, which is an average of 27.8 ton-miles

per gallon. The oil consumption for this

trip was only V; pint, or at the rate of 73

ton-miles per quart consumed.

The 1908 Model I truck, with which these

performances were made. is the light and

compact little machine shown in the accom

panying picture. It is driven by the 16

horsepower four-cylinder, air-cooled motor,

equipped with the famous concentric valves

which are a 1908 innovation in the Frank

lin line. Another feature which largely aids

in its meritorious performance is the worm

drive, which gives an unusually smooth

transmission of power, with an astonishineg

low friction loss. The wheels are 32 inches

in diameter, shod with 2%-inch solid tires

in front and 3-inch in the rear; the wheel

base is 76 inches, and with the stake body

shown, the platform area available is 60

by 72 inches.

Electrical Lubricator Telltale.

Safe to say the motorist does not live who

at one time or another, has not been an

noyed by the stoppage of the lubricating

system of his car, and who would not wel

come an infallible indication that the oil

either is, or is not, flowing as it should.

That the usual sight-feed glasses are weak

in being useful only when there is sufficient

light to observe them, is well known, but

it required British ingenuity to devise the

“Orleans” lubricator tell-tale, which has re

cently been placed on the market. Briefly,

it consists of a small cylinder containing a

piston. normally held at the lower end by

iona spring, and serving as a regular c0nnec

tion between the lubricator and the bearings

which it is intended to feed, In flowing

through it, the pressure of the oil must

raise the piston against the tension of its

spring sufficiently for it to uncover a port

in the cylinder wall. 50 long as the oil is

flowing, the piston is kept part way up in

the cylinder. As soon as the flow ceases,

however, the piston descends to the bottom

of the cylinder, while simultaneously con

tact is made between a finger carried by the

piston rod and an insulated ring in the top

of the device, whereby an electric circuit is

closed and an alarm bell is rung, notifying

the driver that something is wrong with the

lubricator.

Big Mileage in Business Trips.

The family baking of many households in

the eastern part of Long Island has been

facilitated, it would appear, by what Michael

Bruckner, of Riverhead, regards as the won

derful record of the Maxwell car with which

his distribution of yeast is made. Bruck

ner has made his trips regularly during the

past eight months in all sorts of weather,

and over every variety of good. bad and in

different roads. covering a total distance of

more than 15,000 miles. He claims to have

expended less than $100 for repairs.

Economy of Horseless Fire Apparatus.

According to the fire commission of

Springfield, vMass. the four automobile fire

fighters in the department there, locally

known as the “flying squadron," saves the

city $189.20 per year, as compared with the

cost of horse equipment. The commis

sioner therefore recommends the purchase

of three combination chemical and hose air

tomobiles to replace horse drawn apparatus,

and expects to purchase additional chemical

machines during the coming year. '
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IlilllllIG CATTLE Wl'l'll M0'I'0R CARS

How Texas Cowboys Use Modern Methods

in Their Business—Some of the Ad

vantages that Result.

Having adopted the motor car for use in

the ambulance service, police patrol, pack

age delivery and nearly all other forms of

transportation for people and inanimate ob

jects it would seem that the field of useful

ness for the gas engine was pretty well

covered. But another industry has found

that the motor vehicle is practical and ad

vantageous and not a few automobiles are

now used as a substitute for the cow pony

for herding cattle.

come afforded by their farms. A recent

victim has turned upon them, however, and

a farmer named Hofmaier, who lives in the

vicinity of Bamberg, is on trial this week

for blackmailing no less a personage than

Duke Francis Joseph of Bavaria.

The duke recently was driving an auto

'uiobile in that neighborhood and the alle

gation against Hofmaie'r is that, seeing the

duke’s automobile approaching, he detached

his horses from a farm wagon and purposely

inflicted a serious wound upon the animal.

When the duke came up, l'lofmaier accused

him of having run into his wagon and

caused the injury to the horse. A crowd

of about 100 peasants collected around the

motor car, and refused to let the duke de

part until he had paid over to Hofmaier all

the money he had and promised to forward

 
  

 

COWBOYS AND THEIR MODERN EQUIPMENT

In the little town of Midland, in the heart

of the cattle country of Texas, the men in

terested in the cattle industry are using

motor cars in preference to horses. The

collection of Mitchell automobiles shown in

the illustration with the exception of three

cars that belong respectively to a doctor,

a banker and the sheriff, are the property

of the cowboys and cattlemen.

In Texas a small ranch consists of about

2.000 acres, the others run up as high as

several hundred thousand acres. These

immense tracts of land are usually some

distance from the towns and cities; the use

of motor cars therefore is quite natural as

the ordinary means of transportation be

tween the ranches and the towns. But to

use the power driven vehicle, in preference

to the cow pony, when driving cattle, opens

up an avenue of usefulness that was incon

ceivable a very few years ago. When gaunt

lets and goggles supplant spurs and a raw

hide, another of America's picturesque in

stitutions will have yielded to the onward

march of commercialism and progress.

How Bavarian: Blackmail Motorists.

Blackmailing automobilists is said to be

one of the most popular among schemes

whereby bucolic Bavarians eke out the in

the farmer $40 beside. The duke related the

incident to the prince regent of Bavaria,

who advised him to bring suit against llof

maier, as there was reason to believe this

method of blackmailing was spreading.

Boston Restricts Official Motoring.

Though no accusation of “joy riding" has

been made against Boston's fire chief. he

has been ordered by the Fire Commissioner

to use the automobile, furnished by the de

partment, only for tires in the suburbs and

"special occasions." The tire commissioner

states that, while he personally is in favor

of extending the use of automobiles in the

department rather than curtailing their ser

vice, he must practice economy, hence the

order. The department owns four automo<

biles, two used by the fire fighters. one by

the commissioner and the other by the su

perintendent of repairs.

  

Mattoon Club’s Annual Election.

;\t the annual meeting of the Automobile

t‘lub of Mattoon (Ill) the following officers

wcre elected: President, H. “l. Clark; vice—

president, F. E. Thatcher; secretary. George

X. Chuse; treasurer, Dr. \V. C. Lumpkiu;

directors, 1. F. Chuse, Bert B. Cole, and E.

8. Tucker.

M0'l'0ll CARS IN ANTELOPE HUNTING

Montana Man Shows How It vCan be Done

—The Fleet Animals Overtaken in

Long Chase.

“Look not mournfully into the past. it

comes not again.” The day has gone when

“the speed of the antelope" will serve as

an illustration of the greatest rapidity ob

tainable.

M. L. \Vordman, a prominent citizen of

Lewistown, Mont, an automobilist and a

sportsman, recently conceived the idea of

hunting the fleet antelope and using his Na

tional automobile in the chase. In company

with a chauffeur he left his home town at

about 8 o’clock one morning and started for

a spring 65 miles away, where he thought

the speedy animals would be found. Two

hours later he arrived at his destination

and after driving around for a few minutes

he saw, with the aid of a powerful spy glass.

a herd of about 25 antelope, lying down,

five miles away.

The machine was headed toward the herd

and as the country was almost level and

the grass had been closely cropped by thou

sands of head of sheep he could easily dis

tinguish all holes and stones at some dis

tance away,'and thus could safely drive at

a high rate of speed. The car and its pas~

sengers were within a mile of the antelope

when it was seen that they were becoming

restless. Speed was diminished and an

other quarter of a mile was traveled when

the group of fleet-footed animals took fright

and bounded away with a speed that would

have disheartened an ordinary hunter.

With slightly increased speed the auto

mobile followed for a short distance, then

the throttle was opened wide and the chase

begun in earnest. Away went the pursued

but far faster went the pursuers, and in two

miles the gap between them was only 50

feet. \Voodman raised his gun and fired.

and although the car was going 35 miles an

hour. an antelope dropped. The car was

stopped long enough for him to take the

wheel. then the chase was resumed. In a

few minutes they had again caught up with

their prey and the chauffeur took a shot.

Another animal dropped, and as that was

all that the Montana game laws allowed.

the hunt was over.

\\'hen the dead antelope had been dressed

they were loaded on the car. The home~

ward journey was completed by 4 o'clock

in the afternoon, about 150 miles in all hav

ing been covered. “’oodman says that this

was the first hunt for big game in an auto

mobile, and he adds. “but it is my intention

to repeat it next year, having fully con

vinced ‘myself that my National car can

easily outrun an antelope, the fleetest ani~

mal to be found on the plains of the great

West."
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AUTOMOBILE AS SURGICAL All)

How It Made Possible a Major Operation

and Saved a Life—Surgeon’s Report

of the Case.

Actual participation in a surgical opera

tion, with the credit of assisting in the pre

servation of a human life is the most re

cent achievement credited to the automo

bile. W. B. Reid, M. D., of Rome, N. Y.,

tells the story in his report on a case of

appendicitis furnished to the American

Journal of Surgery.

Dr. Reid was summoned by telephone to

consult with the family physician of Mr

B., a farmer, and to operate, if necessary,

in a case of suspected appendicitis. A run

of fifteen miles in his automobile brought

him to the patient’s farm house about 6

o’clock in the evening. The professional

history of the ease up to that hour showed

a rapid and alarming progress of a sudden

attack of "cramps" in the stomach. Dr.

Reid's diagnosis revealed what he describes

as “acute appendicitis with perforation" and

his advice in favor of an immediate oper

ation was accepted. The kitchen was

chosen as the operating room and the fam

ily "ironing board" was made to serve as

an operating table.

“All of the country farm houses and many

city homes have no other lights than oil

lamps," Dr. Reid states in the beginning of

his report, and he expresses his hope that

the report may contain a suggestion help

ful to anyone situated as he was, with a

patient needing a major surgical operation,

for which such light was inadequate, and

whose condition would not permit of re

moval to suitable hospital surroundings.

And here is where the automobile per

formed its part. It provided the necessary

light. Dr. Reid says:

“The automobile was driven as close as

practical to the kitchen window, the large

searchlight lamp detached from the ma

chine and passed into the kitchen. Rubber

tubing ordinarily used for drainage was

spliced by a glass drainage tube and used

to connect the gas tank on the side of the

automobile with the lamp in the kitchen

surgery. The gas was then turned on,

lighted, and the illumination found to be

ideal. In fact, the light was just as good

as in any well-appointed operating room."

After describing the operation, which was

successfully performed, the patient event

ually recovering, Dr. Reid concludes his re

port as follows:

“The pathological condition of the ap

pendix, demonstrated at operation, suggests

the probable outcome of the disease had

we been obliged to have wasted time in his

removal to a hospital. Next to the danger

of time loss, we cannot but be impressed

with the great danger in the mechanical

disturbance of the parts in moving a pa

tient in such a condition over rough coun

try roads, which of necessity would tend

not only to mechanically scatter the infec

tion caused by the perforation, but by start

ing a peristalsis of the stomach and intes

tines, thereby also scatter the infection to

such a degree as to cause general peritonitis.

“Next to the early diagnosis of the family

physician and his prompt action, I feel

that the automobile with its gas tank and

lamp, was a strong factor in the means of

saving the man’s life.”

Making a Mudhole Profitable.

Getting wealth out of holes in the ground

is not confined to mining regions, for there

are several reports of the somewhat rich

yield certain New Jersey farmers are de

riving from a mudhole on the Red Bank

road a short distance this side of the inter

secting road which leads to Matawan.

Marshtown is the appropriate name of the

little place nearest to the intersection, and

conveniently located adjacent to the mud

hole in question is a farm house. Several

touring parties who made short trips

through New Jersey on Sunday last re

turned to New York City with hard luck

stories of muddy roads, and some of these

parties had something to tell of this par

ticular hole.

It was noticed by the tourists that when

their machines settled' into the hole there

came no offer of assistance from the farmer

and several of his friends who complacently

stood at the fence watching the vain efforts

to get out of the difficulty. When asked to

bring his team and help the travelers the

farmer demanded $5 for the work, which

took but two minutes. This had to be paid,

as the motorists were helpless and no other

assistance was available for getting the car

out of the mire.

There were four automobiles stalled at

this place at noon Sunday, and it is said that

a few days before four machines each paid

$8 for a few minutes’ use of the team. There

is some suspicion that the road at this place

is kept in bad condition as a trap for auto

mobiles.

Jerusalem Sees Its First Automobile.

Of the many wonders that the ancient

city of Jerusalem has witnessed, the latest,

and to the present denizens of that city the

most wonderful, was presented in the ad‘

vent of the first motor car ever seen there.

Of course it was driven by that indefatiga

ble collector of touring records and exper

iences—Charles J. Glidden, of Lowell, Mass.

Accompanied by Mrs. Glidden, he reached

Perusalem rfom Haifa, Syria, on Friday,

13th inst. The sight of the great modern

vehicle created a sensation among the resi

dents.

“The A B C of Electricity” will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now Seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.

ARMED AUTOMOBILE IN REAL WAR

Practically Tested in French Rumpus in

Morocco—Stood Strenuous Marches

and Was an Effective Fighter.

\Vhat service the automobile might be

able to render in war has been illustrated

in a variety of ways in connection with

military manoeuvers in our own country

and abroad. What it can actually do un

der the stress of real war has been shown

by a car engaged in the French rumpus in

Morocco. This machine, says a foreign

newspaper, is a Panhard, fitted with three

quick-firing guns. It left Paris on Decem

ber 9, last.

so far as to arrive at the scene of, and take

Six days later it had progressed

part in, the most decisive engagement of

the campaign—that at Ain Sfa, where its

usefulness was such that its commander,

Captain Genty (a well known French ama

teur racing motorist, by the way), has since

been decorated with the Cross of the Legion

of Honor, “for distinguished service in the

Moroccan campaign.”

This particular chassis was of standard

type, 40 horsepower, with only normal

clearance. Its facility of manoeuvering,

therefore, must set at rest forever the pessi

mistic tongues so often protesting that

“cars were all right on roads, but for use

in the veldt or desert, or indeed on any

broken ground, were quite impossible." The

journey to the front of this mitrailleuse

was sufficiently beset with trouble to form

quite a test case. From a few hours after it

left the ship nothing at all like a road could

be used. Rivers had always to be forded.

their banks in many cases having to be fol

lowed for miles before this was possible.

The land within a considerable distance

of any African stream from the Nile down

ward is always of the most irregular char

acter, and when once a stream was crossed

the ground on the newly reached side would

be found to bear miles of bowlders, sprin

kled anyhow, so irregularly as to make

mile-an-hour walking, or large stretches of

cactus, whose “spines” were so assertive

as to force even the wild animals to give

such places a wide berth. Then would be

met nine little l-in—4 climbs, succeeded by

stretches of feet~deep mud. Out of the

quagmire a sandstorm would be encoun

tered and the car so absolutely snowed up

that she had to be dug out of the grit. The

next incident, probably, would be the sink

ing of the car up to the clutch shaft in a

desert bog. On the whole, it may be said

with confidence that the ground covered

could not have been more difficult to trav

erse, and the fact that the first of France's

automobile machine guns was able to get

up to and account for a number of the mo

bile Arabs has proved beyond all cavil its

claim to recognition as a practicable unit

of effective fighting strength.
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l-‘ll-"l'Y MILLIONS ASKED F0! ROADS

National Grange Gets Important Bill Be

fore Congress—Plan for Highway Im

provements in Every State.

Firty millions of dollars for the construc~

tion and maintenance of a national system

of roads is the amount of assistance the

farmers have asked of Congress, not for

the benefit of any specified sections, nor in

the interest of any special class, but for

Other

efforts have been made in the past to secure

every section and for every class.

the creation of some national commission

under which the highway systems of the va

rious States might be made productive of

better results than thus far have been ob

tained, but they failed to command the sup

port of the farmers, the largest claSs to

whom the problem of good roads should ap

peal; and lacking this the bills'introduced

in Congress were suffered to die, in some

cases because they were so worded as to

give the impression that they were in behalf

of some favored few.

Now, however, the farmers have taken

the initiative, and the immense project for

improved highways involved in a bill just

introduced in Congress, has been formir

lated through careful discussion in the Na

tional Grange, the representative organiza

tion of the farmers, which, with more than a

million members, is a power that may be

relied upon to sway congressional opinion

in a large degree. Especially is this the case

in view of the fact that the farmer element

has, in dealing with the matter, put itself in

touch with all other interests to which the

problem appeals, and througli the active pro<

pagandism of such men as N. _I. Batchelder,

a former Governor of New Hampshire, has

practically enlisted the sympathy and as

sured the co-operation of many other organ

izations throughout the country, representa

tive of every class of people making use of

the roads. The bill which the National

Grange has succeeded in placing before

Congress will, if passed, inaugurate at an

early date a broad and comprehensive policy

of road improvement that will affect every

portion of the United States. The full text

of the bill is as follows:

A bill to rovide for the creation of a

National Hig way Commission, and for the

construction. improvement, and mainten

ance of public highways.

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate

and House of Representatives of the United

States of America in Congress assembled,

That this Act shall include within its

provisions any and all public highways

within the territory of the United States

which, in the judgment of the Commission

hereinafter created and constituted, might

be constructed, improved, or maintained to

promote interstate commerce and trade and

the postal service of the United States.

See. 2. That a Commission is hereby

created to be called the “National 'Highway

Commission," to consist of three Commis

sioners. The President of the Unted States

shall, by and with the advice and consent

of the Senate, appoint three Commission

ers, who shall have a practical knowledge

of road building and construction. Any va

cancy which may occur in the Commission

shall in like manner be filled by the Pres

ident; and he shall designate one of the

Commissioners to be president of the Com

mission. Each of the Commissioners ap

pointed shall receive as pay and compensa

tion for his services five thousand dollars

per annum. The Commissioners shall 're

main in office subject to removal by the

President for inefficiency, neglect of duty,

or malfeasance in office.

See. 3. That it shall be the duty of said

Commission to take into consideration, for

mulate, and adopt such plan or plans for the

improvement, construction, and maint‘en

ance of such public highways, the improve

ment, construction, and maintenance of

which shall, in the judgment of the Com

mission, acting in co-operation and con

sultation as far as possible with the duly

constituted authorities having charge of the

construction and improvement of the pub

lic highways of the several States, promote

and facilitate interstate commerce and

trade and the postal service. The said

Commission may, prior to the completion

of“ all plans and surveys contemplated by

this Act, proceed to such immediate work

as in the judgment of said Commission may

constitute a part of the general system of

works herein contemplated.

Sec. 4. That it shall be the duty of said

Commission to superintend and direct such

works as are herein contemplated, and to

carry into full execution such plan or plans

for the construction, maintenance, and im

provement of public highways as may be

devised and adopted' by the Commission as

herein contemplated, and to make such ad

ditional surveys and investigations and

mature such additional plan or plans and to

carry the same into full execution as may

be deemed necessary to construct, improve.

and maintain a system of public highways,

advantageous for the purposes of interstate

commerce and trade and the postal service,

and to accomplish the object of this Act.

Sec. 5. That the Commission herein con

stituted and appointed may cause proceed

ings to be instituted in the name of the

United States in any court having jurisdic—

tion of such proceedings for the acquire

ment by condemnation of any land, right

of way, or material needed to enable it to'

maintain, operate, and prosecute works for

the construction, maintenance, and improve

ment of public highways, for which provis

ion has been made herein, and to construct,

improve, and maintain such public high

ways. Such proceedings to be prosecuted

in accordance with the laws relating to suits

for the condemnation of property for a pub

lic purpose of the States wherein the pro

ceedings may be instituted: Provided,

however, That when the owner of such_

land, right of way, or material shall fix a

price for the same, which in the opinion of

the Commission shall be reasonable, the

said Commission may purchase the same

without further delay; And provided fur

ther, That the said Commission is hereby

authorized to accept donations of land,

rights of way, or materiat required for the

maintenance and pr0secution of such work.

Sec. 6. That there is hereby appropriated,

out of any moneys in the Treasury of the

United States not otherwise appropriated.

for the pur ose of carrying out the provis

ions and o jects of.this Act the sum of

fifty million dollars. The sum of not less

than five hundred thousand dollars out of

such appropriation shall be expended in

each State of the United States, said sum

of five hundred thousand dollars to be ex

pended in each State at the rate of not less

than one hundred thousand dollars a year.

The said appropriation of fifty million dol

lars to be available at the rate of ten mil

lion dollars a year during the years nine

teen hundred and eight, nineteen hundred

and nine, nineteen hundred and ten. nine

teen hundred and eleven, and nineteen

hundred and twelve. If any of the appro

priation herein made is not expended in

the year named that portion not expended

shall become available in the succeeding

year or until expended.

Sec. 7. That the Commission herein

created and constituted shall superintend,

control, and expend for the purpose of this

act all appropriations herein made, or

which hereafter may be made for said pur

poses, or so much thereof as shall be nec

essary, and shall prepare and submit

tlirou h the president of the Commission,

to be y him transmitted to Congress at the

beginning of the regular session in De

cember of each year, a full and detailed re

port of all its proceedings and actions and

of all such plans and systems of work as

may be devised. in progress, or carried out

by it, and of all such additional plans and

systems of work as may be devised, nia

tured, and adopted by it, with full detailed

estimates of the cost thereof, and a state

ment of all expenditures made by it; and

the Secretary of War may detail from the

corps of engineers, or other corps of the

Army, an officer or officers to aid them in

their work, who shall serve without addi

tional compensation to that now allowed

by law; and all moneys hereby or here

after appropriated shall be expended under

the direction of the Commission in accord

ance with the plans, specifications, and recs

ommendations formulated, matured,_ .and

adopted in accordance with the provtstons

of this Act.

 

City's Defense in Damage Suit.

Whether the city of New York can be

multced for damages when any one is in

jured accidentally by officials engaged in

the discharge of their duties is a question

that will be determined in the disposal of

a pending suit. Henry \V. Scheeler has

sued for $20,000 damages, on account of the

death of his wife, which resulted, it is al

leged. from injuries inflicted by a Health

Department automobile on December 6,

1906. The Corporation Counsel. in defense

of the city. will allege that the Health De

partment is clothed with the authority of

the State, and that the city cannot be held

to financial a‘ccount for the results of acci

dents attending the performance of public

duty.
 

Commercial Cars and Accidents.

In reckoning the number of accidents

caused by automobiles it is not customary

to distinguish between commercial and

pleasure vehicles. For machines of the

former type, the rate would naturally be ex

pected to be very low. In Prussia, where

this question has been taken up for the first

time, so far as is known, returns covering

the first half of the year 1907 showed that

less than 1 per cent. of all automobile acci

dents were attributable to the agency of

commercial vehicles. The motor vehicle

registrations at that time showed about

25.000 passenger vehicles as against l.ll2

freight machines.
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The Week’s Patents.

876,974. Piston.

lield, Mass.

393,764.

1. A piston having a plurality of channels

ond the head end thereof and extending

inwards from the periphery thereof, the

channels being arranged to register with

the inlet ports at the end of the piston

stroke.

876,978. Automobile Axle. Albert]. Leh~

man, Columbus. Ohio. Filed Sept. 27. 1907.

Serial No. 394,788.

1. In an axle, the combination of the two

tubes placed axially in line with each other,

said tubes having gears affixed thereto at

their inner or adjacent ends and stud shafts

secured projectiugly in their outer ends for

the reception of the vehicle wheels, a bar

loosely inclosed within the inner portion of

said tubes adapted to hold said tubes in

line and brace the axle from flexing at the

middle, said bar provided with a spider, a

gear on said spider to mesh with the said

gears on the tube. and means whereby said

>1'1ltlL‘l' may be driven.

877.083. Dust Shield for Self Moving

Road Vehicles. John C. B. lngleby. Leeds,

England. Filed June 10, 1907. Serial No.

378,322.

1. A self moving road vehicle, provided

with a dust screen consisting of a frame

and a covering of fabric which is suspended

below the bottom of said vehicle and serves

to cut oFf the air between said screen and

the ground from the air between said screen

and the bottom of the vehicle body, sub

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

877,130. Igniter. George J. Schultz. New

York, N. Y., assignor to Benjamin Briscoe.

Tarrytown. N. Y. Filed Jan. 24. 1907. Se

rial No. 353.770.

1. The combination with a casing in the

form of a bushing for entering into an ig

nition chamber. a sparking point, a body of

insulating material carrying said sparking

point and of smaller radius than the radius

of the inner wall of the casing. 21 plate of

translucent material carried by said insu

lating material. and means for clamping

said plate against the casing for affording

a translucent closure for the space between

the insulation and the casing.

877,136. Carbtiretter. Alfred C. Stewart.

Los Angeles. Cal. Filed March 7, 1906. Se

rial No. 304.651.

1. A carbiiretter comprising an inner oil

chamber provided With an inlet valve, 3 cas

.iug surrounding the 011 chamber. an air in

Harry A. Knox, Spring

Filed Sept. 20, 1907. Serial No.

 

let to said casing and provided with a valve

seat, said oil chamber being provided With

an outlet opening, a deflector above said

outlet, and a valve surrounding _the oil

chamber and guided to move _vertically_in

the casing and forming thereWith and With

the oil chamber an air inlet chamber and a

mixing chamber, said valve having a por

tion co-operating with said valve seat and

a deflector portion co-operating_With the

aforesaid deflector, to vary the Size of the

air inlet opening into the _m_ixmg chamber,

and the outlet from the mixmg chamber in

correspondence.

877,175. Speed Indicating Apparatus.

Sylvester C. De Fore, Kansas City, Mo., as

signor to Standard Speedometer Companyv

a Corporation of Missouri. Filed Nov. 30,

1906. Serial No. 345,606.

1. In a speed indicating apparatus, the

THE “AURORA”

Runabout $775—20 H. P.

commercial Wagon 81000—20 H. P.

Live proposition to agents.

AURORA MOTOR WORKS,

 

Aurora, I ll.

 

 

Why not equip your car

with a Splitdorf Coil and

be totally free from all

ignition troubles?
 

 

 

COMPLETE COURSE

AUTOMOBILE INSTRUGT 0N
Invaluable to the owner or prospective owner

of a motor car. Practical and to the point.

Send for prospectus to the

Correspondence School 01 Motor cor l'rletloc

Tarrytown, N. Y.

 

 

  

 

 

Of the highest possible grade throughout.

PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR co..

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

18 cents per line of seven words, cab with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

  

ERMAN fitter-chauffeur, reliable and

sure, wants engagement as factory

tester or demonstrator, or as private chauf

feur; would go to the South. Best certifi

cates and references can be given. Apply

to 10$. RICHTER, 158 East 22d St., New

York City.
 

FOR SALE—Haynes Model 0, 4-eylinder

_ 30 horsepower, in first class condition;

Just overhauled at factory; Sprague top.

speedometer, shock obsorbers; tires in good

condition; must sell; have bought another.

H. B. COBLENTZ, M.D., 649 Florida Ave.,

N. \V., Washington, D. C.

 

FOR SALE—No. 14 sliding gear trans

missions; 90 bodies, primed only; 75

bodies, painted only; 72 bodies, painted and

trimmed; 9 sets bevel drive axles and

hubs; 130 frames, unassembled; 30 frames,

assembled; 35 radiators; 50 tanks; 59 two

cylinder opposed engines, 5%5; 105 sets

springs; 48 mufflers; sets universal

joints; 47 steering wheels, 14-inch; also va

rious quantity of other parts, all suitable

for 2.000 pound touring car or runabout.

RANDS MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

 

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for next

season. Write me to see how much I 'can

save you on others sacrifice prices. Light

touring ears and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless. and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

1%. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

 

FOR SALE—300 sets' 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less 'hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

gle sets or the lot. THOMAS JEF

FERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

 

Completely

Appointed

  

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

 

 

 

  

joints. The

still be with you, but you won’t

know it. Our new booklet is

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

Supplamimiary Spiral Spring 00.

4555 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

Removed to New York Motor Mort Bldg.

 

 

A NEW SENSATION

Equip your car with

Supplementary Spiral Springs

and notice the difference.

jars. no broken springs, or dislocated

wrll“Thank-ye-marms"
  

OUR LEADERS;

No jolts, no

 

 

 

K. FRANKLIN PETERSIN,

ioo Lnko on, Chlcnao,

Western Representative.

THE KINSEY MFG. CO., Dayton, Ohio.

KlNWllllll AUTUMUBILE PARTS.
ONE OUALITY—THE BEST

Klnwood Perfection Radiators

nod

Klnwood Mechanical Oilers.

KINWOOD PRESSBD STBBL SPECIALTIES:

Frames, hoods, dashes, fenders, gasolene and water tanks, mufflers, dust

and drip pans, radiator fans, gasolene gauges, fittings. couplings, etc, etc

Large facilities and dependable deliveries.

THOMAS J. WETZEL,

I I Warren 81., New York,

Eastern Representative.
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combination with_an indicating device._of a

governor mechanism comprising a pair of

)0!"th arms carrying weights, a. base con

necting the arms of said mechanism at one

end, and having a recess in its inner sur

face, a shaft rigidly mounted at one end

and having its loose end seated "1.531(1 re

cess, a grooved collar carried by said shaft,

and adapted for longitudinal but not for ro

tary movement. an arm connecting the other

ends of said governor arms and adapted for

revolution in the groove in said collar. a

circuit terminal carried by said collar, a

second terminal adjacent to and_ adapted

for contact with_ said _first terminal, and

means for revolving said governor mechan—

lSm.

877,176. Speed Indicating Device. Syl~

vester C. De Fore, Kansas City, Mo., as

signor to Standard Speedometer Company,

a Corporation of Missouri. Filed May 11,

1907. Serial No. 373,136.

In a speed indicating device, the combi

nation of a suitable casing provided with a

scale, a bell, a raised,bracket adjacent to

said scale, and havin a longitudinal slot

therein, a contact hea , a set screw_exten_d

ing through said slot, and supporting said

head between the bracket and CZlSlng,.3

crank shaft, an indicator arm rigid on said

shaft and projecting beneath said bracket,

and means for completing a circuit through

said indicator arm, and head to energize said

bell, for the purpose set forth.

877,217. Wheel Rim Fastener. Ralph L.

.\lorgan, Worcester, Mass. Filed Jan. 12,

1907. Serial No. 351,956.

1. The combination with an inner wheel

rim having an elevated bearing surface, of

an outer rim bearing near one side on said

elevated surface, and a fastening device sup

porting the other side of the outer rim from

the inner rim, said inner rim having means

located between the rims and entirelyat one

side thereof for clamping the fastening de—

vice thereto.

877,233. “heel for Motor Vehicles.

George D. Ross, Glasgow, Scotland. Filed

Dec. 28, 1906. Serial No. 349,764.

1. A wheel for motor vehicles compris

ing, in combination, two wheels, one .ar

ranged within the other, the inner one being

a pneumatic tired wheel while the outer one

consists of a wheel or ring having an inter

nal diameter larger than the external diam

eter of the pneumatic tire of the inner wheel

and being tree to move relatively With said

inner wheel. said plates on the outer wheel

and bearings arranged between the inner

wheel and said side plates, said bearings be

ing provided with anti'friction metal.

877,234. Acetylene Generator. Samuel

\\'. Rushmore, Plainfield. N. I. Filed May

27, 1905. Serial No. 262,583.

1. In an acetylene gas generator, the

combination with a main inclosing case, of

a calcium carbid basket unstany supported

therein. and means arranged in the case to

impart a sudden shock to the basket, said

means being operated by the shocks or Jars

sustained by the generator.

877,260. Pneumatic Tire.

Tiefenhacher, New York, N. Y.

March 16, 1907. Serial No. 362.679.

1. A pneumatic tire for automobiles and

other vehicles, Consisting of an air-tube, a

covering sheath surrounding the same, a

layer of felt interposed between the air tube

Thomas B.

Filed

and the sheath, a covering layer of elastic -

iiiziterizil. and a tread of felt secured perina

llclllly to the outer circumference of said

layer.

877,267.
Gearing. Robert de Valbreuzc,

Levallois-Perret, France, assignor to So

ciete de Constructions de Vehicles Automo

biles, Levallois-Perret, France, a Corpora

tion of France. Filed May 31, 1907. Serial

No. 376,584.

1. A transmission gear for motor vehi

cles comprising a casing, a shaft extending

therethrough, a square shaft surrounding

the driving shaft, a clutch member rotating

with the driving shaft, a slidable clutch

member mounted upon said square shaft

and adapted to frictionally engage the other

clutch member, a spring interposed between

the shafts and bearing against said slidable

clutching member, a counter shaft formed

of two sections journaled in and extending

through said casing, a differential gear

mounted in the casing and connecting the

sections of the countersliaft together, a pair

of gear wheels arranged within the casing

and connected with the counter shaft, and

a plurality of slidable pinions carried by the

square shaft and adapted to engage with

said gear wheels.

877,293. Gearing. Lucien Catel, Lyon,

France. Filed March 29, 1907. Serial No.

365,275.

The combination of a stationary shaft, an

oscillatory shaft connected to each end

thereof and forming a continuation of the

shaft, an arm connected to each oscillatory

shaft, a rod connecting the arms together,

a globular toothed wheel on each oscillatory

shaft, and a pinion on a fixed 'axis meshing

with each wheel.

877.294. Multiple Cylinder Engine. Frank

L. Chase and Bertrand M. Young, James

town, N. Y.; said Young assignor to said

Chase. Filed May 28, 1904. Serial No. 210,

160%.

1. In a multiple cylinder explosive en

gine, the combination with a crank shaft. of

a plurality of pairs of aligned cylinders, the

cylinders in each pair located on opposite

sides of the crank shaft, reciprocating pis

tons located within said cylinders and oper

atively connected to the crank shaft. intake

valves controlling the admission of motive

fluid to the cylinders, exhaust valves unseat

ing inwardly, stems on the exhaust valves

projecting to the exterior of the valve cas

ings, a cam shaft journaled adjacent the

stems of the exhaust valves, cams on the

cam shaft adapted to successively actuate

the valve stems and unseat the exhaust

valves, a longitudinal shaft extending at

right angles to the cam shafts. beveled

gears connecting the corresponding ends

of the cam shafts to the ends of the longi

tudinal shaft, meshed spiral gears on said

longitudinal shaft and the crank shaft, and

means for adjusting said spiral gears to

properly operate the cam shafts when the

engine is reversed.

877,377. Starting Device for Explosion

Engines with Four Cylinders. Hippolyt

Saurer, Arbon, Switzerland. Original ap~

plication filed Oct. 6, 1906. Serial No. 337,

707. Divided and this application filed Sept.

14, 1907. Serial No. 392.913.

1. In a four stroke cycle explosion en

gine with four cylinders, the combination

with four spring pressed inlet valves in the

four cylinders, of a connection on the four

cylinders above said four spring pressed

inlet valves and comprising a cylindrical

bore in its middle with four openings and

four separate channels leading therefrom to

the sprin pressed inlet valves, and a rotary

tubular distributing valve mounted to turn

in the cylindrical bore of said connection

and provided with two apertures and so

driven as to make one revolution on every

two revolutions of the crank shaft, said con

nection being prowded with two passages

f0il' each connecting two of the four chan

ne 5.

877,405. Friction Clutch. Jules Caillet,

Paris, France, assignor to Societe Anonyme

iles Automobiles Peugeot, Paris, France.

Filed Sept. 10, 1907. Serial No. 392,127.

A friction clutch member comprising a

clutch cone, semi-circular grooves provided

on said cone and lying alon elements of

the sone surface, hollow india-rubber rods

located in said grooves and slightly protrud

ing beyond the circumferential surface of

the cone, a leather envelope extended upon

the cone surface and upon the protruding

portions of the hollow india rubber rods,

and small plates fixed to the cone opposite

said rods to prevent same from slipping out

their housings. substantially as described

and for the purpose set forth.

877,437. Clutch. Charles B. King, De

troit, Mich., assignor to Northern Motor

Car Company, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation

of Michigan. Filed April 3, 1905. Serial

No. 253,586.

1. In a clutch mechanism, the combina

tion of a cylinder having one end closed, a

flange fixed to the edge of said cylinder

around its open end and extending part way

to_the center, a disc in said cylinder between

said flange and the end of said cylinder,

means for connecting said disc toward its

center with the transmission mechanism,

and means for supplying fluid under pres

sure to said cylinder back of said disc to

press it against said flange to bind said disc

and flange together for the purpose de

scribed.

877,438. Friction Driving Mechanism for

Automobiles. John W. Lambert, Anderson,

Ind. Filed Dec. 13, 1906, Serial No. 347,601.

Renewed Sept. 6, 1907. Serial No. 391,702.

1. A friction driving mechanism compris

ing a friction disc, a driven friction disc, a

rock shaft, means for moving said shaft.

means connected to said shaft for bringing

the driven disc into engagement with the

friction disc, a pair of thrust wheels, means

connecting said wheels to the rock-shaft

whereby said thrust wheels will be brought

into engagement with the friction disc on

the opposite side thereof from the driven

disc. and a stop device to limit the pressure

of the thrust wheels on the friction disc

without limiting the pressure of the driven

disc on said friction disc.

877,471. Elastic Tire. Mathien Brun,

Lyon, France. Filed Sept. 27, 1906. Serial

No. 336,430.

In a tire an elastic member comprising an

outer part of elastic material externally

smooth and having interior corrugations,

an intermediate corrugated metallic resilient

part whose corrugations engage those in

the outer part, and an inner part of elastic

material internally smooth and having ex

terior corrugations engaging those of the

metallic part substantially as described.

877,512. Anti-Slipping Device for Tires.

William T. Maxwell, Pittsburg, Pa., as

signor of one-half to George W. Eberhardt.

Pittsburg. Pa. Filed June 25th, 1906. Se

rial No. 323,264.

I. An anti-slipping device for tires com

prising in combination a series of securing

means on the rim arranged alternately on

opposite sides and in staggered relation, a

chain member connected to each of said se

curing means and extending outwardly be

yond the rim and ending in a hook, and a
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continuous chain extending in zigzag man

ner over _the tire face and having links there

of engagmg said several.hooks.

877,629. Pneumatic \Vheel and Hub.

Hamilton A. Brown, Lehigh. Iowa. Filed

Nov. 1, 1906. Serial No. 342,150.

faces, a solid circular frame having a con

tinuous concave groove in its inner face, a

pneumatic tube between the hub and the

circular frame and the hub and the frame

connected by circular plates fixed to the side

faces of the circular frame and provided

with openings for the purpose stated.

Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.. a

Corporation of South Dakota. Filed Oct.

29, 1906. Serial No. 341,005. Renewed June

22, 1907. Serial No. 380,241.

1. In a spark coil of the type described,

the combination of a secondary coil or wind

' 1. In an elastic wheel, a solid hub hav

ing a continuous concove groove in its peri

phery and anti-friction rollers on its Side

ing,_and a condenser arranged at the low

tension or grounded end of said secondary

coil.

877,656. Spark Coil. August R. Luschka,

Chicago, Ill., assignor to Motor Specialty

 

Sell-Interest is the Most Practical

Kind of Interest

 

 

It's the kind of interest that has led the leading top manufacturers to

use Hutotoib instead of leather. Hutofoib isn't merely “just

as good” as leather. lt’s better than perfect leather and com

paratively little leather is perfect.

All Hutofotb is perfect.

lt’s uniform in quality and size—no waste—and posssesses all the

good qualities of leather without the imperfections of leather.

Hutofoib is a Twentieth Century development. lt will amply

repay anyone interested, to investigate it. 1

(the Hmerican iteatberette (Ibfg. $0.,

 

BU FFALO

NEW YORK

rae care

Five Passenger Touring Car $2000

Three Passenger Runabout $2000

AN ATTRACTIVE CAR AT AN ATTRAC'LIVE

  

 

 

 

  

PRICE

SPECIFICATIONS—Engine, 4 cylinders, 4X4x4M

28-30 brake horsepower. Transmission, 3 speeds orward

and reverse, selective, Timken bearings. Wheel base,

109 inches; clutch, cone leather.

Body, sheet metal, straight line type, roomy and com

fortable. Tires, 32x3%, quick detachable; make op

tional. Frame, pressed steel, 4% inches deep. Front

axle, single I-beam drop forging, ball bearings. Rear

5 axle, bevel gear drive enclose tipe, roller bearings.

Ignition, s nchronized Jump spar Weight, empty,

'- 2,200 lbs. actual, not catalogue).

Represented in Greater New York by

THE PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO.,

1 1620 Broadway

Selden Motor Vehicle Comping, lochester,N.Y.

Members A. L. .

Agencies Wanted in Unoecupied Territory.

tread, standard;
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QIMIOTTI

GARAGE

New York Gity

Broadway and ll0th St.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

 

New and completely equipped repair

shop. Expert workmen. Try us.

 

Metropolitan Agents for

“PULLMKN” OHRS

Tel. 2686 River.

HAYNES

Always [In A Perfect Score

III AYNEO AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Members A. L. A. M. noKuMu, IND.

Older! Automobile Manufacturer: in Amka

wa Your. 1715 BfOfldle—CHICAGO. 1702 Michigan Av.

  

 

 

 

 

Belore You Buy a Car

telephone a Mitchell agent and tell him you

want to be shown the “silent argument” the

Mitchell 05ers in demonstration. _He’ll be

glad to show youicall him up—it’l worth

money to ou ii {Ion are thinking of buying

an automo ile. ( o obligation.)

MITCHELL MOT R CAR CO.,

280 Mitchell St.. RACINE, WIS.

  

  

 

MORGAN aWRIGHTTlRES

ARE GOOD TIRES

  

 

LOGAN TRUCKS

Make and Save Money

Simple, Strong, Efficient.

Investigation will Convince you. \Vritc for catalogue

KO

THE LOOII OOIISTIIUOTIOI OOIPAIY. Ohlllloolho,O.
  

  

T H E BICYCLING W O R LD

and MOTORCYCLE REVIEW

Will Interest You. Published Every Sat

urday at

THE BICYCLING WORLD CO.,

154 Nassau Street, New York City.

$2.00 per Year. Specimen Copies Gratis.

 

THE THOMAS

America's Champion in the New York-Paris Race.

Send for map and mute can].

E. II. THOMAS MOTOR OOMPANY

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.

“REMY MAGNETO"
Means absolute reliability

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

REMY ELEOTRIO OO., Ildllton, Ind.

 

  
  

  

 

 

Bcttcr Bccausc Regular

An_ Oberdorier Pump never "sticks." It worlu

day in and day out in a uniform manner.

Is yours an Oberdorier?

M. L. Oberdorier Brass Co.,

Water St., Syracuse, N. Y.

 

 

 

 

INVESTIGATE

The Great Smith Car

Sl'IlTl'l AUTO. CO., MFRS.

TOPBKA, KANSAS
 

TRUFFAULT-HARTFORD

Trade

SHOCK ABSORBER

Marl:

The Device that made Sale, S and C I rt blAutomobiling min. omo - e

Write for Rough Road Booklet to Department I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO.,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York

  

AJAX Ivfi‘é"; TIRES

Guaranteed lor 5,000 Miles Riding

\Vrite for copy of Guarantee

AJAX-GRIEB RUBBER C0.

General Office, 57th St.& Broadway, New York

AGENTS IN ALL LARGE CITIES

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

SIDE-WIRE soun mom TIRES
THE WORLD'S STANDARD

FIRESTOIE TIRE It RUBBER 120., Akron, Ohlo

MICHELIN
FRANCE ENGLAND

ITALY AMERICA

MICHELIN TIRE CO., Milltown, N. J.

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Appe’rson Policy

" QUALITY nor QUANTITY "

ll you want a good car write us

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Kokomo, Indiana. Members A. L. A. M.
 

 

spokes.

security. In doin

  

Nuts That Baquin Tighluning

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

this care should be taken not to throw

sprocket out of lme.—From “Motor World," August 8, '07.

Us. Oolumbla Lock Nuts

COLUMIIA NUT & BOLT CO" Inc.. lrld-opon, Oonn

After considerable

holding the sprocket

use the bolts

rings to the

the

 

TheBall Taannsmission

"' 5'1"“ Automobiles &MotorBoats' |

NEW YORK GEAR WORKS.

  

'56 GREENPOI'NT AVE..BROOKLYN.N.Y.

 

 

uu
romcs AUTO SUPPL co., Portland, Oregon.

FullliS AUTO SUPPLY co., Scuttle

WAIT = AUTO SUPPLY co., Providence,

 

. [mayng ires
EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE TIRE CO., TRENTON, N. J.

NEW YORK—148 Chambers 5L. and Broadway and 73d SL

CAGO—ZO LaSalle Sltreet and 1615 Wabash Avenue.

Washin on.

R. “1‘.

ZZ©N@[E§W

BOSTON—292 Devonshire Street.

BUFFALO—724 Main Streq

DENVER AUTO GOODS CO.—Denvert Colo.

PENN AUTO SUPPLY (XL—Philalclphm, Pa.

SAVELL RUBBER CO.——Jacksonville, Fla.
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82 Miles an Hour with.

Bosch Magneto

At Ormond, March 6th, Bernin driving I

Renault Car won 100 mile race '

equipped with Bosch ignition System.

Mile in 35 Seconds

with Bosch Magneto

. Fiat Car, driven by Ccdrino on same day

made new World's record for middle weight

machines. liiat also equipped with Bosch

Ignition System.

MOST RELIABLE

IGNITION SYSTEM

IN THE WORLD

ROBERT BOSCH NEW YORK, INC.

160 West 56th Street, New York

 

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America

 

 

Pan-American

Automobile Body Polish

Pan-American Polish was awarded the Bronze Medal at

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, 1904. This

polish has been carefully prepared for the Automobile trade.

It is also applicable to the carriage trade, or can be used on

any varnished furniture or woodwork of any kind. It will

remove stains, c0\'er scratches, leaves the automobile with its

original new lustre, without being sticky or greasy.

It can be used on the leather seats or tops with the very

best results. Can be used on any color or kind of varnish,

from the clearest white to the darkest black.

Furnished in eight~ounce Dottles. Guaranteed not to harm

the finest varnish. For sale by all automobile dealers. Price,

60 cents per bottle.

Catalog, largest of the kind, mailed on request.

CHAS. E. MILLER

Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer

HOME OFFICE:

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York Citv, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mass, 202-204 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia, Ills-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich., 227%-229 Jefferson Av.

Cleveland, Ohio, 1829 Euclind Ave. Buffalo, N. Y., 824 Main St.

 
 

 

 

that’s what we are. We have

made the motors in some of .

~ .- J,- the most successful cars, for

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

. \ The “Rutenber”

Carburetor

I which as motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling'

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR ('50., Logansport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Motors “Rutenber” CarhuretorsI and Sup

plies. Light Soft Gray Iron, Brass and Aluminum Castings.

1* MOTOR MAKERS

  

 

 

 
 

 

FURTHER EVIDENCE or SUPERIORITY

OI" THE

EISEMANN Magnetos
First—0n March 5d at Ormond Beach. the 150 miles stock chassis race was

won by Bergdoll in an 80 H. P. Benz. equipped with an

EISEMANN Magneto.

Second—On March 4th. a second victory was scored again by the Benz car

at Ormond Beach equipped with the

EISEMANN Magneto.

Third—The Coupe dea Volturettes of Turin was won on January 26th. by

Leon Peugeot in a Peugeot car equipped with an

EISEMANN Magneto.

% of MAGNETOS used in six-cylinder cars are

EISEMANN HIGH-TENSION.

LAVALETTE & CO., llZ-IM West 4211 St., New York City
  

 

 
 

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

 

L“American Ball-Bearinz (in.

L. S. 8; NI. 8. Ry. &. Edgwator Park

  

CLEV GLAND, OHIO. U.l.A.
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For every dollar invested, including

purchase price and maintenance. there

A n are two or three times as many miles

I I I of actual service in a Single Cylinder

Cadillac as in any other motor car.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO ,Detrolt. Mich.

" h Ia rad e A a s Member Assn. Licensed Auto. Mfrs.

WE WILL NOT

accept your contract unless we can give you the

delivery you require. We will not accept more

contracts than we can fill with goper attention to

each. We make Pressed Steel rames and Auto

mobile Stampmgs.

  

$375 and

Upwards

The automobile for winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—n0

punctures. Strong. powerful, durable, relia

ble. Double cylinder—9-10 H. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumption. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

Write today for Calais"! and Now/alt:

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

80! No. no AUBURN, mo.

Makers of

    

  

 

 

  

 
 

 

' Pm,st Stul Fman THE nvnnauuc pnxssen s'rnm. co.,

‘ Slurlug Columns Transmisslons Cl'm'm' °'“°'

WE Steel Stampings at All Kinds

Aluminum, Manganese Bronze and Bearing gm; prim, h, 1;,,,’,,,,,,,, KEEP YOUR EYE ON

Ma“ 24:: Ollnlon sum. MILWAUKEE, wns.

Our Catalogue tells you WHY.

  

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY CO.

Pottstown, Pa.

 

 
 

   
 

A SUPERB LINE OF CARS—

T H E A C K S ON

 

 

 

“No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep." For catalogues, address

STA-RITE PLUGS 2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder THE CONTINENTAL AUTO MFG. co.

Shave ssIot 01;J igniti‘oln ltroublesl, begause Rquboum R‘Zd‘lff" Tg‘mn en"

t .. t . tt on . (my! _ . ., . ., . .
of! ooraiord ‘Io. it.°-¢ry':'srA-iz_lre ‘ PM“ ‘85“ $1-25°- “m- ‘2'”

 
 

"d 8". for .Wmlf- Double 0' sing? JACKSON AUTOMOBILE CO., liaison, llnh.

Porcelain,—l\ tea or Magneto,—all km .

All Good Dealers.

THE R. E. HARDY CO.,
as Wm. St., New York City 1908 Model I). 50 a. P

New factory, Saginaw, Mich.

Complete catalogue now read .Y

" RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

t., New Yor

 
 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  

 
  

 
 

  

  
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

v0" - A u t o m 0 b i l e s Broadway, cor. 56th S

Ammeler . . .“I' . f ; Ix ht? W t f t“Jn‘ now Are Your BanerIeS? almigutfiiyf tohrc “sstcrdrisg ~power ‘lligchtPJeizaht

Fran ' ins. g. g,

A couuucncur votr SUCCESS
AM TELLYoU I]. ll. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse. N. Y. AUTOMoBILl \

Th 0 ' al A t BG uaran teed . and the Price 35 A W i 7* ’ '“— gracécallf‘tzitlliirablfe‘: o‘ecxuggiyi‘iigal

Q. right. send for catalogue and tra e an a so u e v_ as e. g

Y » ‘ dam... \ I | I | l | l | l I | | l I / ggggdgief :grgigyi, 2%,";ggi;;"§gg
' CONNECHCIIT — ALUMINUM Booms hp" 0mm ,0, {3 d H,“ =' m ,H '

nmnour. and uncnuc co.. lac. _ _ T", b ‘fibl - ° ,de ‘.' 'r‘i‘ce“{,§5‘_’°‘jfi,: lfinfi‘“;

........ o... _ l- M. QUINBY & CO- _ “or? Raucous. ..z ‘ w... o. door.
391. 1834 tive literature.

_ hm". ""hm "Int .- J- - Success Aqu law III. 00., Inc. “I Do Ballvsrs Am, II. louli, In

| | I l l 1 | l I I I I \

THE McCORD

N l ) E X - __I Is RIGHT Motor Car Accgssongs LUBIIIOATIIIIS IIAIIIATOIIS

Built to outwesr an auto. and It wlll Sfark Plugs. Cable. Switchea,_ Lamp "Mll'kl 0' I 0004 M010! Cll'

MW" BM“ w‘Z'tn‘wogl’u‘i'kié o?“.i°ootc'§iho‘l¥ $3..
I' -|nd.x apoed "uncaun °°_ manufacture. q p MOKIM COPPER ASBESTOS GASKETS

Mnmsarous. Mum. New illustrated catalogue free. M CORD & COMPANY

0
rue AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT co. NEW YORK omuH, BM, 5

 

 

I“ Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Itch. om Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 
 

 

BIA .
v

“For v.

  

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

. DIAMOND cu'am a mo co.

"WY 15° w- Gm?“ 3*" Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to

WW“ 1"“ (the motor Worlb

for one year, commencing with the issue of

Name- .

C

 

SPRINGFIELD

TOP (Pat. 1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

MEI'AI. BODY (10..

366 Ilrnle Ave.,

Sprlngllrld. Mass.
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FRANKLIN'

Automobiles

Is air-cooling practical? . What

does it do? What is the benefit?

Nobody ever questioned that if air-cooling will cool it is the ideal

method. But the question still comes up “will it cool P ” Look into that

fairly—

Last August a Franklin Type D automobile ran from Chicago to New York in less than 40

hours, cutting the water-cooled record 18 hours, 50 minutes.

A machine could not be “coddled” and make that record. It must be driven hard. In fact

this Type D beat the express train that carried the relay drivers between three of the stops, else

the record would have been cut still further.

The lS-day run of a Franklin Type H automobile from San Francisco to New York in August

two years ago is also still untouched.

The Franklin D engine ran 7 days without stopping, in a hot Chicago salesroom, and again

at Cincinnati it ran 18 days, 3,312 miles, over bad winter roads. In this run the Franklin motor

was kept going every minute and only stopped finally when the emergency brake was pulled by

mistake.

Finally 5,328 Franklin automobiles are in daily use.

Can anyone doubt that Franklin air-cooling is completely practical?

You gain simplicity. Water-cooling is a complicated system. It increases

the liability to trouble. If the water boils there will be over-heating. This

can’t happen to the Franklin motor. The temperature is more constant and

more efficient. It gets more work out of the gasoline. You save the extra

weight of water-cooling apparatus. The power is not handicapped. It can

do more. And with the Franklin shock-absorbing construction the power

can always be comfortably used. The operating expense is light; and you

get all the benefit of it.

No other automobile weighing under 2000 pounds will do the work of

the Franklin family touring-car Type G which weighs only 1600 pounds.

No automobile but a Franklin will carry people as far in a day and as

comfortably as the Franklin S-passenger Type D; yet it only weighs 2200

pounds. The average 5-passenger automobile weighs a third more.

The 6-cylinder, 7-passenger Type H is the ablest and easiest touring-car

in existence, yet it weighs only 2600 pounds—a thousand pounds less than the

average 7-passenger automobile.

Doesn’t the air-cooling question answer itself ?

Write tor the catalogue 0! Franklin models

H. H. FRANKLIN MFG. CO., Syracuse, N. Y.

Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers,
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Ls! For What You 'Want When You Want It

If you were about to buy a house and the agent told you that the

method of heating it was optional with you. and that for say $500

‘ you could have steam, hot water or hot air, would you tell him that

f so long as the price was the same it was immaterial what sort of a

plant was installed? Not much! You'd specify. For heating is one

of the things about a house.

Mo &WRIGHT TIRES

represent a similar vital part to an automobile. They probably have

as much or more to do with a motorist’s pleasure or annoyance as

has any other one thing about his car. Then why not make sure of

good tire equipment? Why not specify? Once you use Morgan &

W'right tires (if only one or two in connection with other tires) for

a few thousand miles, you will understand why we urge you to GET u

l

  

   

 

 

  

 

THE SPECIFYING HABIT.

There is no mail/041 of making friend: equal 10 M: met/10d 0f makng gond.

MORGAN & WRIGHT, DETROIT

Branches, Agencies or Dealers Everywhere

  

  

 

 
 

The largest Automobile Supply House in America P A N H A R D

Your Profit, Mr. Dealer

depends upon your sales. You must sell goods that are in
Every Test Has Proven

demand and move rapidly, and give you a good profit. We

lelhaeyouézrebrated _ P

Brampton Chain
They are rapid sellers and bring many duplicate orders.

Every customer a satisfied customer and a daily advertiser ‘ ' ' -
for you and the Brampton Chaim It is the strongest to be the one cylinder Oll that Will not char the cylinders,

  

chain on the market. Made of self-hardening steel. '
\Ne have in stock all sizes to fit American and foreign cars. fPF'lfPlugs’ eXhaUSt passages and valves' Thls means more

THE PRICE IS the same as you pay for any other chain, life, more speed, more power, to your engine.

in_fact all automobile chains now on the market are same

price to manufacturers, Jobbers, dealers and users, and our

prices are the same asuilHOted b chain manufacturers. The very emdency 0‘ your car 9: ~

PRICE THE SA E“ Q :LITY? INYESTIGATE. depends on the quality 0| your ~L—-(— I

get-itléeybest at t e same price. gents wanted in unoccupied lubricanng 0". use Panhard_'he I i I“ ' v ‘1907 Catalog mailed upon request; the largest of its kind 0" that will no] char—[he oil In ‘ '\‘

w" pum'Sh'd' the checker-board can. I I i I

CHAS. E. MILLER -
Manufacturer, Jobber, Exporter and Importer A' "

HOME orrrce: 79 Pine Street, N E. W Y O R K a 115

.0'..444:'  

  
 

  

97-99-101 Reade St., New York City

New York City, 924 Eighth Ave. Boston, Mass., 202-204 Columbus Ave.

Philadelphia, 318-320 N. Broad St. Detroit, Mich., 227%-229 Jefieraon Av.

Cleveland, Ohio, 1829 Euclind Ave. Buflalo, N. Y., 824 Main St.
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Have you

heard

from

Florida?

The single cylinder Cadillac driven

by Dr. W. N. Stinson won the Jack

sonville to Miami endurance run, 371

miles over some of the worst roads

in the country, beating its closest

competitor by 75 miles.

The other contestants were

two and iour cylinder cars

A telegraphic report from Palm Beach, Fla., under

date of March 15th, and printed in the New York “Tri

bune" of March 16th, says:

“Nevertheless the route laid over a course

that offered almost every kind of obstacle

for a contest of its kind and the highest

praise is deserving of the 10 H. P. Cadillac

driven by Dr. \N. N. Stinson, of Jackson

ville, which came in first in the actual run

ning time of 30 hours and 18 minutes."

The New York “Evening Post", under date of March

13th. prints the following telegram from Miami, Fla.:

“Miami, Fla, March 13.—Dr. William

Stinson finished the Florida road race t0~

day at noon, fully seventy-five miles in ad

vance of his nearest competitor. His offi

cial running time for the 371 miles was 37

hours 19 minutes; his actual running time

being seven hours shorter. He drove a 10

horsepower Cadillac runabout, which car

ried thru- persons."

Cadillac Wins Three Prizes

in the Contest

The New York "Globe" says, March 13:

“Dr. Stinson's Cadillac is in Class B, and

wins the Fort Pierce cup, the first prize in'

this class, also the Palm Beach cup for the

car in this class that made the fastest time

between Fort Pierce and Palm Beach. The

Miami trophy also goes to the Globe car

(Cadillac) because it made the best all-round

showing on the whole run, irrespective of

power."

Cadillac Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Members .'\ssnciation Licensed Automobile“Manufacturers.

  

THE INCOMPARABLE

WHITE
THE CAR FOR SERVICE

     

  

.451“.

Clean Sweep for the White

in California Hill Climb

The White Steamer won all three events

in which it was entered in the hill-climbing

carnival held at San Francisco in connection

with the recent automobile show. A 30 H. P.

White touring car won the class for cars costing

up to $3500, and a 20 H. P. White touring car

won in the $2500 class. In the free-for-all, the

same 30 H. P. car, with body removed, again

triumphed. It made the climb in 1:38;, which

is 16 seconds faster than that made by its

nearest competitor.

The superiority of the White in hill-climbing

has been demonstrated in every public contest

in which it has competed or, more properly “

speaking, been allowed to compete. Hill

climbing ability is the true test of real power, of

available power, of power at the rear wheels,

and it is evident that hill-climbing contests

furnish the real demonstration of what the

various systems of motive power can do, and

that the tables of “rated horse-power” are of

parer theoretical interest.

 

Write for Literature

THE WHITE COMPANY

CLEVELAND, 01110

New York City, Broadwa at 62d St. Boston, 320 Newbury St.

San Francisco, 1460 Mar ct St. Chicago, 240 Michigan Ave.

Philadelphia, 629-33 N. Broad St. Cleveland, 407 Rockwell Ave.
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Motor Cars

are a combination of all that has proven

best in Modern Motor Car Construction.

They are built oi the best material money

will buy.

Model ll—l-cyl., 4%x5

$3500

Model N—l cyl., 5x5

$3700

Model Il—6 cyl., “94%

$4200

Model T—6 cyl., 5x5

$5000

Write for Parh'rulizr:

National Motor Vehicle

Company

1001 East 22d Street

INDIANAPOLIS, -

  

 
 
 

“RAJAH” 1

SPARK PLUGS

IGNITION ABSOLUTELY SURE

RAJAN AIITO SUPPLY OONPANY

140 WASHINGTON STREET, NEW YORK, U. S. l.

   

—

—

A Spark Plug that misses

alter the first tire

is about as useless for ignition purposes as a parlor match.

tinuous, reliable ignition; a hot, snappy spark with

Con

SPARK PLUGS

You don’t have to guess with the Wico Plug. It possesses micro

meter adjustment and the gap can be set to a known distance.

Wico Spark Plugs are made in all standard sizes.

Price, $1.00. A sample sent upon receipt of price.

\Nrite Dept. 20 for catalog. For sale by Agents and

Dealers Everywhere.

Witherbee Igniter Company

THREE FACTORIES.

 

 

New York Chicago Detroit

1876 Broadway 1429 Michigan Ave. 220 Jefierson Ave.

Baltimore Ofi'icc—SIO Continental Trust Building.

 

 

Triumph Grease, What Is It?
tilt is the newest production of auto grease, and benefitting by the ex

perience ot other makers, we have produced the best one yet. flWe do not

imitate any one, nor follow any other maker’s plans. Our grease is

spongy when made—it is spongy all the time, but it does not melt or run

out. “It never gets hard or still so that it will not do its work properly—

no matter how cold the weather is. It is made 0! the purest and best

lubricants to be tound, and compounded in such I manner as to produce

what the auto user has long wanted. 11A grease that will lubricate from

start to finish, and will last long enough to pay for the trouble of putting

it in the machine, and then staying right there like a good clerk attending

to its own business constantly, and does not need punching up and renew

ing every ten days, and leaves the machine clean and not all grease when

through using it. tilt is the red thorn in the side of the old logy grease,

or the non'fluid oil makers. it is always RED. No other grease like it,

and it is not like any other grease. So we are not imitators in my sense

of the word. “Buy it, and try it, and it not all we claim tor It, any

dealer will relund all expense it has been to you. I

 

The Perfection Grease Company, South Bend, Ind.

 

 

For Automobile Bodies, Dashes, Guards, Bonnets,

Battery Boxes, lli'lp Pans, Multlers, Etc.

TRONG—DURABLE

CALEIJ'ISS—IUSTLESS

MOUTH—PAINT ADHERES FIRMLY

A MeTaT'i‘hat'sflAf'l‘irne andfifiniey Saver

The status nonusic suns. COMPANY, CANTON, onlo

  

 

CONTINENTAL MOTORS ARE STANDARD

Let us quote you on two and four

cylinder motors. [‘hey are manu

factured in our new factory equigped

with modern machine tools an all

parts madc_ with

tools and Jigs, therefore

they are interchangeable.

Two and four cylinder

types l2 to 50 horsepower.

Motors have self-contained

oiling 5 Mom, _ absolutely

,insunng ubn'cstion and are

read for coupling any

stan ard magneto. ~Also

'clutches and transmissions.

Send for catalogue.

R. FRANKLIN PETERSON.

Western Representative

166 Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

THOS. J. WETZEL._

Eastern Re resentative

29 w. 42 Se, New York Citty.

GONTINENTRL MOTOR MFG. eo., Muekegon, Mlch.

a,Mf—Jrah"
-, i ..

  

special
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As It Was In The Beginning

i ‘ Jféé’Wl "
Car is now and (I promise) ever shall be an honest Car—honestly designed—conscientiously built——

truthfully sold and in good faith backed up by its makers after it is in the hands of the buyer.

Times and conditions may change, but principles never do.

Maxwell principles of construction—chief among which are Thermo-syphon cooling; Unit Power

Plant With three pomt suspension; and metal l)0dy,—are sound; all have been time-tried and road proven.

llere and there you'll tind_a maker who has adopted one or more of these Maxwell features, but

nltly in Maxwell Cars do you lmd a combination of all of them.

I always feel sorry for the maker or sales manager who finds it_ necessary to contradict year after

year all he has said prewously, or who must devise new “talking points” to cover up past mistakes. I

feel more sorry for the people who are beguiled into buying his cars.

Maxwell advertisements of four years ago expounded the same theories and principles as do those

of 1908—and those of next year will be consistent With this. That's only one expression of Maxwell

stability—it‘s one reason why Maxwell owners are

such a contented lot. I \

Our catalog is free. _ pnf’d'm'

MAXWELL-BRISCOE MOTOR KCOMPANY

P. 0. BOX 106, Tarrylown’ N, Y, Members A. M. C. M. A.

Factories: Tarrytown. N. Y. New Castle, Ind. Pawtucket, R. I.

_@Z?sX_ :
WRAPPED TREAD

was

 

 

 

   

All ours

are Licensed

and Guaranteed

  

under Selden Potent

tor One Year

  

  

GUARANTEED Palmer-Sing" Flinn-Slan

Six-Sixty Six-Qiity

I, 6 Cylinder 6 Cylinder
on Runfiborut, Rgatifig gar,

60 . ., . .,

5 , 0 0 0 M ILE S $2.85.. $2,450.

RID IN G 'Ilmv-i'nw Palmer-Sinai

FOtéf-Fofly, Fouriz‘hirty

- ven _ C

Write for a copy of that “Sign”, "Skimabomn

Guarantee stating size 11‘ Tgofligélésr 3:eg];

' ‘ .- u , . .
tire you are usmg. _ _, sumo. “.950

  

Addrcs‘ De?“ A' / Palmer-Singer Town and Country Car, 28-30 H. P., $3000.

'53 You can’t use the $6,000 imported town

General 0m“: cars for touring ~too heavy—not enough

N‘ E Come, ' power. Our Town and Country Car—

57th Street and open or closed, which and whenever you

Broadway. like—has ample power tor any roads, any

NEW YORK- hills-and is besides the BEST town ear

B h :

xéfl‘SST-Y.“ money can buy.
.. FBI:

Citlt‘S .

Sol P l & S g C Metropolitan
Distrlblitors a ' 0. Dlstrlhntors

the Simplex 1620-22-24 Broadway, New York the Seldcn
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Crank Shaft Offset

Why the Offset

Crank Shaft
One of the greatest improvemen~s in motor construction is the oliset cranlr shalt.

its advantages are positive and direct.

Fll‘Sl—By practically eliminating the dead center the efficiency of the motor is greatly

increased through the greater leverage and more direct thrust from piston to crank shalt.

SQQOIIG—lncreased life of the motor through reduction of side thrust on cylinder walls

and consequent saving in wear. -

Third——Reduction in vibration and increased steadiness of running through more direct

application of power generated in the cylinders.

Lilre many other fundamentally good features this must be done right and in the Rambler it

is'right both theoretically and practically and the result is a motor that combines the highest

degree of eflicieny with long life and economy of operation. -

It is this and other features of equal value that malte

The Car oi Steady Service

Crank Shaft on Center

 

  

This four cylinder chassis, equipped both as a 5-passenger touring car and 3-passenger roadster.

Price of each style $2,250 The Rambler Utility Car with double opposed motor, $1,400.

Thomas B. Jetiery & Company

  

Main Ottice and Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin

Branches and Distributing Agencies:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco. Representatives in all leading cities.
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WINTON W00“) MAKE DIRECT SALES

Issues a Suggestive Statement, but Leaves

His Attitude Toward Agents Open to

Considerable Speculation.

Reports are afloat that the \Vinton Mo

tor Carriage Co. has abandoned the agency

system and hereafter will deal direct with

purchasers. They undoubtedly grow out

of the company’s recent announcements ad

vising intending buyers that the surest way

to obtain lasting satisfaction is to purchase

from the manufacturers themselves, which

advice has been printed in the form of ad

vertisements and circular letters, many of

which have found their way into Winton

agents' territory. That many of the agents

are considerably perturbed is not to be de

nied, but when Manager Churchill of the

New York Winton branch was asked

whether the announcements indicated that

the company had broken away from agen

cies or whether they presaged a move of

the sort, he said he was not in position to

make reply.

“I have no information to that effect." he

said. "The agents attached to this branch

have not been disturbed and have expressed

no dissatisfaction. Of course, we think

pretty well of the branch house system,

but more than that I cannot say. Definite

information must be obtained from the fac

tory.”

Sales Manager. Shanks already had issued

a statement bearing on the subject in which

while he unequivocally suggests the advan

tages of “patronizing the maker direct," he

does not make plain whether the company

has or intends to cut loose from agents.

He says:

"A protest against our statements came

to us the other day from a prominent dealer

in Pittsburg, but, oddly enough, the protest

itself rather supported our arguments. For

this dealer, proclaiming that he is not among

those dealers who frequently shift agencies,

added that he had held a specified agency

three years. If an agency connection of

three years is one of which a dealer may be

proud (and it probably is), doesn't that

alone serve to show that few agencies con<

tinuc as long as three years? Any doubt

that may exist on this point readily can be

dispelled by reference to agency directories

covering two or three years. It will be

found that not two per cent. of all the deal—

ers in America are handling exactly the

same_lines now that they were in 1906—

two years ago.

"‘To provide a remedy for this ill, the

\Vinton company owns and operates its own

branch houses in ten of America’s greatest

cities. These branches are devoted exclus

iver to \N'inton cars and are not subject

to the shifting of agencies. It is the purpose

of each branch to give \Vinton owners thor

ough and enthusiastic co-operation and sat

isfaction, not only when the car is new,

but so long as the owner retains it, whether

that be two years, or ten years, or more.

And the buyer is best assured of such treat

ment when he patronizcs the 'maker direct.

fur then he knows that the seller‘s interest

and loyalty will be centered upon the same

make in future years that it is today.”

Hercules Tied up by an Injunction.

The Hartford Suspension Co.. maker of

the Truffanlt-Hartford shock absorbers,

has been granted an injunction against

the Motor Car Equipment Co., of New

York, restraining it from manufacturing,

selling or using the Hercules shock ab

sorber, which the equipment company al

ready had ceased to market. The injunc

tion grows out of the suit brought by the

Hartford company alleging infringement of

its patents. No. 303,589.

White Company Opens Pittsburg Branch.

On April lst, the White company will

open a branch office in Pittsburg, having se

cured the new and connnodious garage at

138-148 Beatty street, formerly occupied by

the Liberty Automobile Co. \Villiam B.

Yoder will be in charge of the branch; his

territory will include the western counties

of Pennsylvania.

POPE RECEIVERS ATTACKED ANEW

Toledo Interests File Second Petition for

Their Removal—Both Cases to be

Heard To-morrow.

Petitions inspired by the Toledo inter

ests unfriendly to Albert L. Pope, and

which seek to have him removed as receiver

of the Pope Motor Car Co., are becoming

so numerous that it soon will be difficult

to keep count of them. In addition to the

petitions to that end tiled in the United

States Circuit Court at Toledo

month, and in the United States court at

Indianapolis only two weeks ago, a see

last

ond petition was lodged with the court at

Toledo on Friday last, 13th inst.

tensible petitioners in the latter instance

are the Northern National Bank of Toledo,

the National Bank of Commerce and

the Bostwick-Braun Co., of Toledo, and

the Capital National Bank of Indian

apolis, but the same attorney is the

moving spirit in both cases. Judge

Taylor set to-morrow, Friday, March 27th.

as the time for a hearing on both motions.

Receivers Pope and Yule and their attor'

neys are in Toledo and it is probable that

the matter will be threshed to a finish. The

day before the second Toledo petition was

lodged, Albert L. Pope filed a claim for

$787,987.84 against the Pope Motor Car Co.

and Judge Taylor appointed Irvin Belford

a commissioner to investigate its validity.

The petitioners allege that they are cred

itors of the Pope Motor Car Co. in the sum

of $240,000, and that Receivers Pope and

Yule are endeavoring to smother their

claims by presenting a claim of the Pope

Manufacturing Co.. the parent company, of

Hartford, Conn., for $800,000, in which both

receivers, it is charged, are personally in

terested.

It is charged in the petition that the $800,

000 claim is 'irregular. In support of the

allegation there'is presented a statement of

the Toledo concern's earnings for four years

The os
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from July 31, 1903, to July 31, 1907, which

were $1.904,000. This sum was increased

by $360,000 earnings from the Indianapolis

plant, which is a part of the Pope

Motor Car Co. In view of such earnings,

the petitioners assert, no claim of $800,000

could be made legally by the Pope Mfg. Co.

That A. L. Pope, together with his father,

A. A. Pope, own more than a majority of

the stock of the Pope Mfg. Co., on whose

books is held the stock of the Toledo con—

cern, is also set forth in the petition. For

this reason the creditors demand the re

moval of the present receivers and the ap—

pointment of disinterested persons, although

as a matter of fact. it is well known that the

men behind the scenes are bent only on se

curing Pope's scalp; they have no real ob—

jection to Yule.

As in the first petition, it is also charged

in the one filed on Friday last, that the cred

itors 0f the Toledo plant were denied a

voice in the selection of receivers and that

instances of partial administration justify

their petition for new directors of the af

fairs of the Toledo plant.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Wilmington, Del.——J. R. Richardson Auto

Co., of \Vilmington, under Delaware laws,

with $50,000 capital. Corporators not named.

Philadelphia, Pa.-—Auburn Motor Car Co.,

under Delaware laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators not named.

Seattle, Wash—Sound Motor Co., under

\Vashington laws, with $8,000 capital. Cor

porators—Walter M. French, P. Frin,

S. S. Munk.

Binghamton, N. Y.-—H. B. Doherty Co.,

The, under New York laws, with $5,000

capital; to manufacture motors. Corpor‘

ators not named.

Chicago, Ill.—Pietsch Auto & Marine Co..

under Illinois laws, with $30,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in machinery. Cor

porators—L. W. Pietsch, O. E. Pietsch, C.

J. Ward.

Jersey City. N. J.—Maxwell-Briscoe Ex

port Co., The, under New Jersey laws, with

$50,000 capital; to manufacture motor ve

hicles. Corporators—Benjamin Briscoe, J.

R. Turner, R. Irwin.

Fort Wayne, Ind—Black Mfg. Co., The,

under Indiana laws, with $l0,000 capital;

to manufacture and sell automobiles and

parts of automobiles. Corporators—Marion

Black, A. L. Randall, Edward White, Don

ald Hayden.

New York City, N. Y.—Radi0 Battery

Co., under New York laws, with $100.000

capital, to manufacture and install batteries,

storage batteries, etc. Corporators—R. B.

Rt-spess, H. L. Robinson, J. W. Kinne. New

York City, N. Y.

Newark, N. J.-—Antomohile Co. of New

Jersey, under New Jersey laws, with $25,

000 capital; to engage in the hire and sale

of automobiles. Corpt>rators—\\'illiam V.

Morgan and Silas “'eston, Montclair. N.

J.; Stanford Rogers, Glen Ridge, N. J.

In the Retail World.

Il. McGibbon has had plans drawn for

a large garage to be erected at Venice, Cal.

It will be a two-story structure and will cost

$7,000.

James A. Quinn, of New York City, has

set his bait for the seashore tire trade. He

has rented for a term of three years the

store at 77 Brighton avenue, West End, N.

J., and will open on April lst.

With G. L. Nickerson, J. S. Brown, and

C. W. Sprague as its composition, the Nick

erson Automobile Exchange has opened at

309 Fourteenth street, Washington, D. C.

The firm will deal in second hand cars.

A. D. Perkins, a former dealer of Los

Angeles, has returned to that city after con

ducting a manufacturing business in Port

land, Ore., and has opened at 605-7-9 West

Seventh street, as the Perkins Automobile

Exchange. He will carry on a trade in

second hand cars.

Harry J. Beebe and Charles Haigh, of

Alpena, Mich., have formed a partnership

and will open a garage in that place. They

will do a general repair business and carry

a large line of sundries, besides having the

agency for several cars.

George E. Hume has been appointed re

ceiver for the Boyd Automobile Co., of

Indianapolis, on the petition of the Warner

Instrument Co., and other creditors. The

company claims to have assets of $7,500

and liabilities of a lesser sum.

Cairo—-in Illinois, not Egypt—has a new

concern, the National Motor & Supply Co.,

which will handle the Olds motors and sup

plies. F. L. Harp, long connected with the

Three States Implement & Buggy Co., of

that city, is head of the new concern.

The New University Garage, at 166—168

St. John street, New Haven, Conn., has

been purchased by Gardner E. Wheeler.

This garage is unique: in that automobiles.

are stored in separate “stalls,” each pro

vided with private lock and key.

The building on Lake street, Cadillac,

Mich, formerly occupied by the Cadillac

Machine Co., is being rebuilt for a garage.

The name of the company has not been

decided upon, but it is stated that it will

have the agency for several well known

cars. Wynter C. Massey will be in charge

of the business. -

All the machinery in the Redlands Auto

Co.'s garage at Redlands, Cal., has been pur

chased by Robert I.eith and J. C. Duncan,

owners of the Casa Loma garage at the

same place, and the repair business of the

former will be transferred to the latter. J.

L. \Varncr was associated with Leith and

Duncan in the purchase.

Suit has been brought against P. F. Ryan

of Schenectady, N. Y., to recover the pro—

ceeds of a car he sold for Mrs. Ada B. Mills

of Lansingburgh. Mrs. Mills was to re

ceive $300 in case Ryan disposed of the car,

and anything realized above that amount

was to be his commission. It is alleged

that Ryan disposed of the car in exchange

for another car and $300 cash, but has paid

nothing to Mrs. Mills as called for by the

agreement.

The Columbus Auto Supply Co., with Cin

cinnati men as its backers, has been formed

in Columbus, and has located at 342 South

High street. This makes the first exclu

sive supply store in Columbus. The men

interested in the venture are F. A. Crom

ley, F. P. Schopper, Jr., G. Schwendler, and

W. R. Clark. The first named will manage

the business.

\V. Ii. Brown, proprietor of the Tippe

canoe Automobile Co., Lafayette, Ind., has

disposed of his interests to a company com

posed‘of Daniel J. Harrington, Edward J.

Gallagher, John F. Ruger and Clarence

Brown. The new concern will be known as

the Lafayette Automobile Co., and will be

come incorporated under the laws of In—

diana, with $10,000 capital stock.

Several changes will be made along New

ark's (N. J.) automobile "row" within the

next few weeks. J. W. Mason will remove

to his new building on Halsey street, near

Marshall, and the present location at 289

Halsey will be occupied by a new firm.

The F. E. Boland Co., which, by the way,

will change its name, Boland having with

drawn from the company, his interests hav

ing been acquired by W. H. Weldon, will

occupy a new building at Halsey street and

Branford place. It will be a one-story

structure, 50x60 feet. The Linkroum Au

tomobile Co., which has been located at 17

Bank street, will occupy the building at

239 Halsey street, which will be vacated by

the Boland company. Other changes are

in prospect.

Conwell Succeeds to Lull's Position.

J. S. Conwell, who for the past year has

been general northern representative for

the Auto Vehicle C0. of Los Angeles, man

ufacturers of the Tourist car, has been ap

pointed general manager of the company,

with headquarters in Los Angeles. Conwell

takes the place made vacant by the death

of Lynn C. Lull, who passed away sudden

ly in Detroit several weeks ago.

To Manufacture a New Transmission.

The Black Mfg. Co., which has incorpor

ated in Indiana with an authorized capital

of $10000, and is located at Fort Wayne,

will make a specialty of a transmission me

chanism invented by Marion Black, one of

the corporators. In addition, the company

may manufacture and deal in automobiles

and parts.

New Factory for Laman Tops.

The L. L. Laman Auto Top Co., Utica.

N. Y.. has moved its factory from 75 La

fayette street to the large building at 179

Blandina street. In its new location the

company will have more than 30.000 square

feet of floor space, considerably more room

than was to be had in the old quarters.
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BRISCOI-I NAMES TllE COMMITTEES

Comparatively Few Changes in Personnel 6r

A. M. C. M. A. Management—Smith

Again Heads Show Committee.

With comparatively few changes in their

makeup, Benjamin Briscoe, chairman of the

committee of management of the American

Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association, has

continued all of the committees that served

during 1907.

The show committee, which always is an

active one, will again have H. O. Smith,

president of the Premier Motor Mfg. Co.,

as its chairman. Associated with him will

be S. H. Mora of the Mora Motor Car Co.,

and R. M. Owen, of the Reo Motor Car Co.

The other committees are as follows:

Tours and Races—\V. C. Marmon, Nor

dyke & Marmon Co., chairman; H. O.

Smith, Premier Motor Mfg. Co.; A. C.

Newby, National Motor Vehicle Co. '

Good Roads—Chas. E. Lewis, Jackson

Automobile Co.. chairman; James Couzens,

Ford Motor Co.; R. E. Olds, Reo Motor

Car Co.; H. B. Krenning, Dorris Motor Car

Co.

Legislation—R. E. Olds, Reo Motor Car'

Co., chairman; C. G. Stoddard, Dayton Mo

tor Car Co.; A. C. Newby, National Motor

Vehicle Co.; R. A. Palmer, Motorcar Co.;

R. E. Graham, Acme Motor Car C0.

Membership—W. H. Van Dervoort, Mo

line Automobile Co., chairman; Morris

Grabowsky, Rapid Motor Vehicle Co.; E.

K. Burroughs. Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.

Advertising and Publicity—Barney F.

Everitt. Wayne Automobile Co.. chairman;

Harry Fosdick. Moon Motor Car Co.; G. B.

Loudcrback, Buckeye Mfg. Co.; Theo. P.

Bailey, St. Louis Car Co.; Leon Myron

Bradley, New York office; Charles E. Dur

yea, New York office.

Finance—James Couzens, Ford Motor Co.,

chairman; W. G. Morse, Atlas Motor Car

Co.; J. B. Bartholomew, The Bartholomew

Co.

Standardization and Technical—John D.

Maxwell, Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.;

Henry Ford. Ford Motor Co.; R. S. Craw

ford, Crawford Automobile Co.; L. P.

Mooers, Moon Motor Car Co.; R. E. Olds,

Reo Motor Car Co.

Freight and Transportation—Harry A.

Knox, Atlas Motor Car Co., chairman; H.

NV. Mack, Mack Bros. Motor Car Co.; R.

Ilarry Croninger, Pennsylvania Auto-Motor

Co.; J. N. Willys, Overland Auto Co.; G. D.

Wilcox, Gearless Transmission Co.; C. C.

Hanch, Nordyke & Marmon Co.

Tires—G. V. Rogers. Mitchell Motor Car

Co., chairman; James Couzens, Ford Motor

Co.; Frank Briscoe, Brush Runabout Co.;

0. Stevenson, York Motor Car Co.

Agencies—\V. H. Van Dervoort, Moline

Automobile Co., chairman; A. R. \Velch,

W'clch Motor Car Co.; H. S. Leyman, De

I.uxe Motor Car Co.; Frank 1.. Pierce,

Gaeth Automobile Co.; H. B. Larzelere,

Chadwick Engineering Works.

Many Judgments Against Archer 81 Co.

Three judgments, aggregating $13,742,

were entered on Saturday last against Ar

cher & Co., Inc.,_ who formerly did

business at 1597 Broadway, New York,

in favor of W'alter B. Manny, on three notes

of the corporation, made on December 27, '

1907, payable at the Oriental Bank, which

were not paid. The notes were indorsed by

Allison M. Archer, president of the com

pany, and the judgments are also against

him. The corporation gave up business

some time ago. During the past several

months the sheriff has received eight exe

cutions, aggregating $7,270, against it, but

found nothing to levy upon. The corpor

ation was organized about 18 months ago

with a capital stock of $10,000, and handled

the Hotchkiss car, which agency the Hotch

kiss Import Co. recently took over.

Dragon is in the Legal Toils.

On petition of John C. Calhoun, whose

claim is for $2,400, money loaned, the

Equitable Trust Co. and Samuel C. Myers

have been appointed receivers for the Dra

gon Motor Car Co., Philadelphia, the com

pany assenting to the receivership, but de

nying insolvency. The J. G. Brill Co., whose

former car shops were rented to the Dragon

people for a factory, also have made a levy

on the company. It appears that even the

Dragon Automobile Co., which was the style

of the concern before its recent reorganiza

tion, had not paid its rent for five mosths.

A. C. A. Opens Supply Store.

The Automobile Club of America has em

barked in the supply business, a store having

been established on the third floor of the

big club house on \Vest Fifty-fourth street,

New York, in which a complete stock of

tires and accessories will be carried. In

the announcement of the opening of the

store, members of the club are promised “a

large discount from current market prices

on all supplies."

Receivers to Continue E. V. Business.

Judge Shumway, sitting in the Superior

Court at Hartford, Conn., last week is~

sued an order empowering the receivers,

Halsey M. Barrett and Henry W. Nuckols,

to continue the business of the Electric Ve

hicle Co. As compensation for their ser

vices, he also authorized the receivers to

pay themselves $900 each, on account.

Mansuay Goes from Fisk to White.

Louis M. Mansuay, for the past four

years assistant manager of the Fisk Rubber

Co.’s New York branch, has resigned that

position to take up with the White Co.’s

New York store. His change will become

effective April lst.

DURYEA PLANT WAS SOI.ll TWICE

“Insufficient Funds” Nullifies First Sale

and Middleby Then Bids $10,000 Less

—Wi11 Operate the Factory.

  

The real estate and machinery of the

bankrupt Duryea Power Co., Reading, Pa._.

has been sold to Joseph W. Middleby, Jr.,

for $15,000.

On Tuesday of last week the plant was

offered for sale. The bidding was quite

spirited between D. Lipman, of New York

City, and Mr. Middleby, who is a resident

of Maiden, Mass. The latter bid up to $25,

200, and Mr. Lipman bid to $25,250, the plant

being declared sold to him.

When he tendered a check for 10 per

_cent. of the purchase price, it was ignored

at the bank on account of lack of funds,

and the trustee again offered the plant for

sale on Wednesday morning. Mr. Middle

by was the only bidder this time and the

trustee declared him the purchaser at his

price. $15,000.

Mr. Middleby, it is said, will conduct a

new company, and will continue the manu

facture of automobiles. Ruring the week

11 automobiles, also several lathes and tools

were sold.

The purchasers of the automobiles were

as follows: M. M. Thew, New Jersey, $390;

Dr. Francis F. Brobst, Reading, $385; Dr.

L. H. Moss, Massachusetts, $375; James Mc

Clellan, New Jersey, $390; H. W. Limbaugh,

Harrisburg, $355; E. L. Sturgis, $350; C. F.

Fister, New Jersey, $340; Joseph W. Mid

dleby, Reading, bought four machines for

$330, $355, $380 and $250, respectively. The

latter is a second class machine.

Charles E. Duryea is preparing to engage

in the manufacture of motor buggies. That

enduring pioneer long has had unbounded

faith in the future of that type of vehicles

and proposes to “show his faith by his

works.”

To Make Buggies in California.

N. M. and Fred Anderson, of Los An

geles, Cal., are making arrangements for

the manufacture of motor buggies in that

city. They already have built one vehicle,

which incorporates several original features,

and which was recently put to the test in

a long tour through Southern California

and Mexico.

Chadwick Completes Move to Pottstown.

The Chadwick Engineering Co. have com

pleted their removal from Philadelphia to

Pottstown, Pa. They now are in full pos

session of the huge new factory which was

erected for them at the latter place.

Earl Makes Big Increase of Capital.

The Earl Motor Car Co., Kenosha, Wis._.

has increased its capital stock to $350,000;

previously it was but $25000.
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Continental Tires Win

Long Island Endurance Contest!
 

 

 

  

Frayer-Miller Car, Winner of Contest, Equipped with Continental Tires.

 
A COMPETITOR‘S CLAIMS: What the Prayer-Miller Company says :

long Island New York, Feb. 26, 1908.

MR. J. B. COTHRAN

Endurance ’
Continental Caoutchouc Co., 43 Warren St., City.

Contest
My Dear Mr. Cothran:—

Thirteen of the 2| can We wish to congratulate you on the way the Continental Tires (with which our car, the

winning Frayer-Miller was equipped in the Long Island Automobile Club’s Economy Contest)

med Dlamond casings stood up over the 242 miles of this run, under the worst road conditions, the roads being frozen

 

and tub“: Highe“ and having deep ruts in them which invited continual danger to our tires.

competing ma he Our car carried five heavy passengers and we did not have a puncture or a blowout, and in

equipped 3 mm, Con- fact did not touch our tires during the entire run. We did not even think it necessary to carry

test won on Diamonds. M- _ _

Plenty of me Rouble Wishing you continued success, we beg to remain,

all told but not with very truly yours’

FRAYER-MILLER COMPANY,

(Signed by) H. H. Knepper, Manager.

Diamond tires.

    

 

VICTORIES FDR CONTINENTAL TIRES

.‘_\t Ormorid, Florida, in March, “Automobile Club of America Cup"; Winning Car “FIAT,” Second Car “CHRISTIE,” both on Con

tinental Tires. The leading car continued and made a world’s1 long distance racing record, 300 miles, 233 minutes, 44 seconds, 77

mi es an hour.

Also, “Minneapolis International World's Championship Trophy.” won by the “FIAT” on Continental Tires; and competitive mile

record, standing start; amateur mile record; and the world’s middle weight mile record, 35 seconds flat.

CQNTINENI'AL CAOUTCIIDUC COMPANY, J. M. niLni-ziir, Gen. Mgr.. 43 Warren St., NEW YORK

Representation Everywhere.
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Suggestivencss of the Savannah Race.

The marked success of the big stock car

race in Savannah is suggestive of many

wholesome truths and points to a more

wholesome state of sport. The truths are

plain enough and strong enough to make it

advisable to toll the knell of the so—called

racing car, which is but another tcrm‘ for

the “freak” car, which is dangerous to man

and beast and of no practical earthly use.

The even, consistent performance of the

cars in the Savannah race, the fact that all

save one, which had met with an undis

tressing accident, were in the running at the

conclusion of the contest, and that the tires

gave a good account of themselves, consti

tute a bright page in the history of the

sport, while the crowd in evidence and the

“freak”

cars are not necessary to arouse and at

interest created is evidence that

tract the public.

Trophies that serve such useful ends and

that promote such sport, achieve more real

and lasting and far reaching benefits. serve

more practical purposes, and teach more

practical lessons, and save more lives than

all the Vanderbilt cups which may be of

fered for the encouragement of “freaks.”

The A. A. A. should not permit the lesson

to go to waste. Now that it is showing a

disposition to give heed to its disinterested

supporters and well wishers it should go

further in the same direction by adopting

a limit for competition that would relegate

the “freaks” to where they belongflthe

scrap heap. And having adopted a limit, the

A. A. A. should hold fast to it and not do

as was done for one of the races at Sa

vannah, i.- e., stretch the limit in order to

oblige a splendid gentleman whose car was

a trifle over the dimensions originally fixed.

The governing motorcycle organization

had dared to adopt a limit and to hold un

to it, and the manufacturers

that

done so. It encouraged 'practical

design, has killed the “freak” and saved the

manufacturers themselves no small amount

swervingly

forced to keep within limit, have

has

of money. What the motorcycle body has

done, the A. A. A. should do. and it can do

it if it so wills, and is not thrown off its

balance by “too much Vanderbilt cup."

Promoting Utilitarian Uses.

\\'hat is reckoned one of the most impor

tant uses of the small runabout and light

touring car, if not its m0st important use.

is the utilitarian service which it performs

for the physician and the business man who

is in need of frequent and important jour

neys over comparatively short distances.

The needs of the country doctor, are usually

cited as typical in this respect, but they are

by no means the only instances in which the

requirement is imperative, for transporta

tion such as the light and economical mo

tor car is capable of providing. Obviously.

it is to the best interest of both manufac

turer and dealer to foster and protect this

section of the market, which besides being

a voluminous and intelligent one, possesses

the desirable feature of absolute and con

sistent stability.

There can be no question that the manu

facturers have done a great deal in catering

to this branch of the field. nor that they

appreciate its importance. It is open to

discussion, however, whether the average

agent is exerting himself to his utmost to

develop all the business that is latent in this

quarter. A successful continuance of the

exploitation which already has gained such.

a good footing depends quite as much upon

the wise handling of the repair business as

upon the booming of new types or new mod

els of old ones. This consideration demands

the attention of the dealer most strongly.

It is essential that the man who uses a

motor car because he requires its services

rather than because he inclines to it as a

pastime, be taught to get the most work out

of it with the least possible expenditure of

time and money. He must be taught how

to keep his car in service all the time; how

to have it ready to answer the instant's de

mand, whether by day or night; and how

to reduce his expenses to

terms.

their lowest

This principle may tend to reduce

the repairman’s income from any one cus

tomer. The chances are that it will not

work out in that way ultimately, however.

since customers who are so treated usually

continue as customers to the end of all

time, and form the best possible advertise

ment of which a business can boast.

In this connection, it may be a lesson can

be learned from the methods of the watch

makcr, who invariably has a watch to lend

for every reputable watch brought in for

repairs. Carried to extremes, such a prac

tice would be ruinous to the automobile res

paircr. But in the case of men who must

have their cars for daily service, it would

be profitable for the repairman to have a

substitute machine or two, such as always

are to be found about almost any garage.

and which could be put into service tempo

rarily pending the release of the owner's

machine from the shop. All things con'

sidered, the cost of such a policy would be

comparatively slight, particularly if

wear and tear of the substitute

the

machine

were covered by a nominal rental figure.

But even reckoned at a moderate cost to

the repairman, the return would be suffi

ciently great, measured in the confidence

and security of the customer’s patronage, to

well repay the small outlay.

Problem of the Commercial Vehicle.

It is dil’ficult to appreciate the importance

of the wise and conservative development

handling

-The utility

motor vehicle is slower in coming into its

of the commercial vehicle for

heavy loads over long hauls.

own that the pleasure vehicle has been,

though not slower, perhaps, than is to its

own best interests. Its leisurely develop

ment up to this time, has been sufficiently

nnspectacular to escape the notice of tilt»

scrupulous and shyster promoters. so that.
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it is largely true, that what has been done

for the commercial vehicle, has been done

earnestly and with the wise purpose of furs

thering its ultimate growth to the highest

possible degree. Yet uninteresting though

the type may be, from the standpoint of

present worth in the monetary sense, it of

fers a field for endeavor and a prospect for

future usefulness such, that no thinking man

in the industry can afford to overlook its

specific properties and the difl‘iculties which

block its evolution.

One of the most important phases of the

problem, and one which is destined beyond

a doubt to become a very large factor in its

ultimate success, is that of the road train.

Primarily, it may be, the idea in itself is

unattractive, because it implies a blocking

of the highways with huge, slow-moving

vehicles, and because the need for it is not

The absolute necessity of trans

of freight at low

apparent.

porting large volumes

costs, however, coupled with the existing

limitations to the increase in carrying ca»

pacity of the single vehicle, which are daily

becoming more apparent, make the road

train the only really plausible solution of

the problem. What considerations lead to

this conclusion, are set forth in another col

umn. Sufi'ice it to say in this connection,

that they are sufiicient, and that from the

results of actual service, it has been proved

already, that the road train is not the un

manageable and unprofitable proposition a

casual glance at its properties makes it ap

pear.

Briefly recounted, the advantages of the

road train are these: The carrying capacity

of the train may be largely proportional to

the demand of the paying load, since ordi

narily, only as many trailers need be used,

as are required for the load; the service is

more economical in its nature because of

the possibility in many cases of working

the tractor on practically full time. doubling

or trebling the number of trailers, and pro

viding for simultaneous loading and haul

ing of the full equipment; more economical

maintenance, since the disability of one or

more trailers need not lay up the entire

system; better road service, since the trac

tion is distributed over the whole train—in

the more systems—so that a

slough of greater length than the train is

required in order to mire it; the practical

elimination of skidding for the same rea

son; reduced wear on the road and reduced

advanced

wheel and driving gear wear, by virtue of

load and traction distribution; and the me

chanical economy which comes with the con

centration of the power plant in the largest

possible units.

There are many ways in which regular

service for road trains might be established

with profit, where the use of individual mo~

tor vehicles could not be made to pay. The

principle involved is merely that of hand

ling the load on a wholesale basis. and on a

large scale, instead of on the retail plan.

The man with only enough business to sup

port one truck is not always able to run

that on a paying basis, because he can

not afford sufficient “plant” to reduce his

maintenance cost. The man or group of

men, with sufficient business to support a

half dozen trucks, or, what is the same

thing, one efficient tractor and four or five

trailers, can well aflord to pay for the ex

pert attendance, surplus equipment for sub

stitute service, a small repair shop, and re

pairs.

The profits from railroading are greatest,

generally speaking, where the greatest vol

ume of business is handled. Even without

actual knowledge in the matter, it would be

safe to assume that commercial motor haul

age would yield returns somewhat on‘ the

same plan. That the bulk of railroad earn

ings come from freight transportation, sug

gests an extension of the parallel which is

too obvious to be overlooked.

Inconsistency of Frelinghuysen.

Why do not the New Ierseymen who are

waging war on Frelinghuysenism touch the

author of the jug handled justice, which is

implied by that term, on the spot where he

Senator Frelinghuysen is not

a resident of New Jersey. His office and

his home both are in New York and long

In other words, and in political

is weakest?

have been.

parlance, Frelinghuysen is, from the New

Jersey standpoint, a earpetbagger. As he

thus is a non-resident lawmaker, the Jersey

men have additional causefor ofi'ense, while

New Yorkers also have reason for increased

objection that one of their own number

should, for political effect, force them to

pay tribute to New Jersey while he is free

to use their roads without let. hindrance or

cost. The wise warriors always seek out

the weakest point of their opponents and

keep hammering at it. The keynote for the

campaign against Frelinghuysenism is plain.

Encouraging the Private Owner.

Suggested in a _iocular vein, it is stated

that the New Jersey Automobile and Motor

 

COMING EVENTS

  

 

March lS-April 1, Omaha, Neb.-—Omaha

Automobile Dealers’ Association's annual

show in the Auditorium.

March 2&28, Indianapolis, Ind—Indian

apolis Automobile Dealers’ Association's

show week.

March 31-April 4, Salt Lake City, Utah—

Automobile show in Auditorium skating

rink.

April 4—11, Pittsburg, Pa.—Pittsburg Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association’s annual

show in Duquesne Garden.

April 6, 7 and 8, Denver, Col—Annual

show in Mammoth skating rink.

April (>11, New York City—New York

Automobile Trade Association’s carnival

week.

April 11, San Francisco—California Au

tomobile Dealers’ Association’s hill climb.

April 16-18, Memphis, Tenn—Automobile

show promoted by the Automobile Dealers'

Association of Memphis, in the Auditorium.

April 24, Westchester county, N. Y.—

Stock chassis race for Briarcliff trophy.

April 28, Norristown, Pa.—Norristown

Automobile Club's endurance run to Lan

caster, Reading and return.

May 56, Harrisburg, Pa.—Motor Club of

Harrisburg's second annual endurance run.

May 16, Hartford, Conn—Hartford Au

tomobile Club’s ZOO-miles endurance run.

May 30, Bridgeport, Conn—Automobile

Club of Bridgeport’s third annual hill climb.

May 30, San Francisco—California Au~

tomobile Dealers' Association’s endurance

contest.

Club has given an earnest turn to the sug

gestion and probably will conduct an en

durance contest for private owners only.

It is to be hoped that the club will do that

It is to be hoped that every

other club promoting a road contest will do

very thing.

likewise, at least to the extent of includinga

class for private owners in each event. There

should be a class of the sort in the Glid

den tour. The private owner can be made

to give an enduring complexion to such

sport—can be made to make it smack more

of sport and less of the “trade game." Au

tomobile competition has been so thorough

ly saturated with business interests that it

is almost waterlogged from the standpoint

of sport. N0 effort has been made to en

courage the private owner. It now may

prove too late, but on the principle that it

is better late than never, it is well worth

trying. Up to the present time, the owner

has been wubblanketed.
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FRELINGIIUYSEN T0 CUT Tllli FEE

New Jersey Senator Abandons His High

Tariff—Evidence that He is a

“Carpet-bagger."

Senator Frelinghuysen has “come down."

As a result of an informal discussion with

other New Jersey senators he has advised

\V. C. Crosby, chairman of the New Jersey

Automobile and Motor Club's legislative

committee, that “the feeling is that the li

cense fee should be raised to $3 for cars un

der 10 horsepower, $5 for from 10 to 30 horse

power, and $10 for any above that figure,

and the drivers’ fee should be raised to $2

and $4, no tourist privilege, the manufac

turers' one to five cars at $5 per annum."

“In his new bill Frelinghuysen sought to

raise the registration fees on a sliding scale

—$3 for cars of 10 horsepower or less, $5

for cars of 20 horsepower or less, and up—

jumps of $5 for each additional 10 horse

power. At present the fees are $3 for less

than 30 horsepower, and $5 for cars of great

er power. Frelinghuysen also outlined an

increase in the cost of drivers’ licenses from

$1 and $2, respectively, up to $25. He also

proposed to abolish the blanket license for

manufacturers and dealers which costs $20.

The extent of his “come down" is 'therefore

of considerable magnitude. Mr. Crosby

states, however, that the New Jersey auto—

mobilists are not satisfied. If any increase

whatever is to be made, he thinks an in

crease of the speed limit or privileges to

tourists or non-residents should be ac

corded in return.

Senator Frelinghuysen's letter to Mr.

Crosby advising him of the “feeling” of his

fellow senators supplies an interesting side~

light on the manner in which even New

Jersey legislators transact their State af

fairs in New York—and without paying a

fee for the privilege. Like Frelinghuysen,

Crosby earns his living in New York City.

Crosby, however, actually has a home in

New Jersey, while the New York telephone

directory gives the residential ad

dress of Joseph S. Frelinghuysen as 35 West

Sixty-eighth street. Inquiry discloses that

it is the home of Senator Joseph S. Freling

huysen—of New Jersey—the same who

framed the existing law and who so stoutly

insisted and insists that non-residents chief

ly New Yorkers, pay an “admission fee’ to

enter New Jersey. Incidentally New Jersey

men, are accorded non-resident privileges

in New York.’ For political purposes, Fre

linghnysen has a letterhead which bears

“Raritan, N. J.” as his address. His letter

to Mr. Crosby ostensibly was written and

dated from that point, but for once the

crafty senator missed his cue. The letter

was addressed to Crosby at “755 Water

street, City." If anyone asked for Water

street in Raritan. N. J., he probably would

cause the oldest inhabitant to scratch his

head until he was freed of even suspicion

of hayseed. For Water street is in New

York City.

In political circles the man who resides

in one State and holds political office in an

other State is termed a “carpet-bagger."

 

Asks Congress for Motor Volunteers.

The Automobile Club of Maryland is anx

ious not only that its own State but the

Federal government recognize the automo

bile as an instrument for tight as already

it is generally recognized as a vehicle for

frolic. To that end Delegate Carr has in

troduced a joint recolution in the Maryland

legislature calling upon Congress of the

United States to adopt measures for the

promotion of the use of automobiles in war

fare. It was referred to the committee on

Federal Relations. Later Mr. Carr offered

a bill designed to permit the organization of

a volunteer motor corps as a part of the

State militia. In pursuance of the plan Rep

resentative Talbot of Maryland, on Mon

day last, offered in the House the petition

from the Automobile Club of Maryland for

the passage of an act by Congress creating

a body to be known as “the volunteer m0

tor corps” throughout the country as part

of the regularly organized militia of the sev

eral States.

Canadian Compounds a Queer Bill.

If the bill just introduced into the Cana

dian parliament by Mr. Bowman should by

any chance become a law, the use of auto

mobiles will become a delightful pastime.

The measure provides that no motor vehi

cle shall be allowed to run or stand upon

any public highway in any municipality,

excepting in a city. between 7 in the morn

ing and 9 o‘clock in the evening of Satur

days, and between 7 in the morning and 3 in

the afternoon of Sundays. It also seeks to

require that persons having control of mo

tor vehicles when meeting a horse outside

city or town limits are to stop at least 100

yards distant, and shall not proceed or allow

the motor to operate until the horse or

horses are safely passed.

Three More Clubs in New York.

The Peekskill Automobile Club and the

Automobile Club of Ulster Co. have joined

the New York State Automobile Associa

tion, making 43 clubs now on the roll. The

Automobile Club of Mount Vernon, which

was organized on Thursday last with Wil

liam Adams as president, and F. A. Kately,

secretary, also will affiliate with the A. A.

A. State organization.

Can’t Bar Child Drivers in Florida.

Judge Call, sitting in the Circuit Court of

Florida, has declared “unreasonable and

void" that part of the Jacksonville ordi

nance which prohibited children under 16

years from driving automobiles. The point

was raised on an appeal in the case of Jack

McMillan, who was convicted in a lower

court

STANDING START F01! lllll. CLIMB

Plans Revised for the Fort George Contest

of Carnival Week—Eleven Events

on the Schedule.

Following a meeting of the hill climbing

committee, Colonel K. C. Pardee, the chair

man, announced a rearrangement of the

of the Fort

George hill climb to be held in conjunction

with the New York Automobile Trade Car

nival during the week of April 6. The climb

classification and conditions

will take place on Thursday afternoon, April

9th.

The contest will be open to stock cars

under the price classification schedule of

the A. A. A., and for the first time the

climb will be from a standing start, in or

der to eliminate any possible chance of an

accident such as took place at the last

climb, when a car struck the subway pillar

which occupies a part of the roadway near

the foot of the grade and leaves but a nar

row opening. .

Blanks can be obtained from and entries

will close with Colonel K. C. Pardee, No.

317 West Fifty—ninth street, on Monday

April 6. The entry fee in each event will be

$10, or for non-subscribers to the carnival

fund, $110. Following is a list of the

events:

1. Gasolene cars selling for $850 or less.

2. Gasolene cars selling from $850 to and

including $1,250. 3. Gasolene cars selling

from $1,251 to and including $2,000. 4. All

gasolene ears selling from $2,000 to and

including $3,000. 5. Either steam, gasolene

or electric cars selling from $2,001 to $3,000.

6. Gasolene cars selling from $3,001 to and

including $4,000. 7. Gasolene four-cylinder

cars selling for over $4,000. 8. Six-cylinder

ears, selling for over $4,000. 9. Free-ior-all,

cars of all motive power. 10. Steam cars

only. 11. Electrics of all types.

 

Native Cubans Try Road Racing.

Native Cubans, negroes and resident Ha

vanians witnessed some exciting races at

the Cuban capital on Thursday last, 19th

inst. The race for runabouts from 25 to 50

horsepower, was won by Aspuro, who drove

a \Vinton over the course, 2,610 metres

(1. 2 miles) in 2:113/5. Damasco Laine fin

ished first in the event for cars under 25

horsepower, his time being 2:33, while Ma

rio Carvajal was the victor in the class for

cars up to 50 horsepower. Time, 200%.

Honore Laine finished first in the class for

touring cars between 25 and 50 horsepower.

his time being 2:21. Antony Colas won a

similar event for professionals in 2:15. The

Havana cup was won by Alfara and the

Lucha award was won by de Bustamante,

who made the best time over the kilometre.

Each competing car was fully equipped and

carried its full complement of passengers.

The events aroused considerable interest.
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Scenes and Incidents:;of the Savannah Stock Car Race

  

THE GRANDSTAND. 2. 4. STRANG ACCLAIMED THE VICTOR.LYTLE PUNCTURED. 3. DITTO POOLE.
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SAVANNAH SETS NEW STANDARD FOR SPORT

 

Big Race For Stock Cars Proves That Freaks Are Not Necessary For Success—Strang Scores a Notable Victory

But Consistent Performance ls The Rule—Governor Holte Smith Presents

The Victor—Every Detail Well Executed.
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1. ONE OF THE DIAMOND TIRE CAMPS.

3. GUARDING THE COURSE.

The balance turned at Savannah, Ga., on

Thursday last, 19th inst., the second day of

the two days' road race carnival for stock

cars, under the auspices of the Savannah

Automobile Club. The "big" race' very

much more than redeemed the partial fias

cos of the day before.

Despite a disappointing first day, when

two 180 miles races were held, in one of

which but two cars finished and in the other

one car, the second day brought out the first
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2. LYTLE ROUNDING THE ISLE OF HOPE TURN.

4. HCCULLOGH AFTER BEING DITCHBD.

long distance road race for stock chassis

held in America, and produced the finest

sport ever witnessed in a long distance road

race in this country. It was distinctly Van

derbiltian and a little bit more.

In a few seconds more than a quarter of

a chronological day Lewis Strang jumped

from the minor position of an understudy

to the exalted position of one of the best

race drivers in the country, by piloting a 50

horsepower Italian Isotta-Fraschini car over

20 laps of the 17.1 miles level oiled course

in the fast time of 6 hours 21 minutes 30

seconds. Strang has for several years been

a mechanic for and onee-in-a-great-while sub<

stitute for \Nalter Christie. The total dis

tance was 342 miles, making his speed aver

age 53.83 miles an hour.

A few minutes behind Strang finished

Herbert H. Lytle, well known as a Van

berbilt cup race driver, in a 50 horsepower

Apperson car. Lytle’s time was 6:44:37,
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and Malcolm Newstetter, a hitherto un

known, in a six-cylinder Acme car, finished

a close third in 6:47:05. Two minutes after

him came H. A. Michener, in a Lozier car,

and Al Poole, known as Joe Tracy's me

chanic, driving a counterpart of the win

ning car, was fifth. Poole made the fastest

lap of the race, covering the second in 15

minutes 53 seconds, a speed better than a

mile a minute. When the race officially

was declared over two cars still were in

the running—the Stcarns, driven by Frank

Leland, and the American, piloted by Fred

Tone. Only one of the eight cars was put

out of the running and that through no

fault of its mechanism, but through an error

of judgment'on the part of the driver who

attempted to take a dangerous turn too

fast and who overturned in consequence.

The feature of the race was the remark—

ably consistent performance of all the corn

peting stock cars, and the service given by

the tires. The lsotta-Fraschini was fitted

with Michelin and the Apperson with

Diamond tires, and on neither car was it

necessary to replace a tire throughout the

race, something unprecedented in long dis

tance events.

The arrangements were perfect and en

thusiasm bubbled over in true Southern

fashion. While it is impossible to accurate

ly estimate the crowds that saw the race, a

fair guess numbers the attendance at 50,000.

The crowd was most dense, of course, at the

grandstand, where 5,000 persons sat for six

hours in a broiling sun, while the parking

spaces held automobiles filled with persons

in holiday attire.' Both sides of the road

were lined with spectators, two and three

deep, while the Thunderbolt and the Isle of

Hope turns held great crowds. Despite the

crowds, not an accident happened to one of

the spectators, due to the excellent military

patrol in command of Major \V. B. Stevens.

The service of the military organizations,

performed willingly without compensation,

reflects the whole spirit of Savannah in re

gard to the meet. Seven hours’ patrol duty

with loaded rifles was a fatiguing task. The

presence of the soldiers and naval reserves

had its effect in preserving order and keep

ing the course clear. Only one incident is

recorded where individuals attempted to

cross the course in violation of orders from

the patrol guards, and after one shot had

been fired over the heads of the three men

who disregarded the warning, and another

bullet ploughed up the sand in front of

them, the men quickly halted and were

placed under arrest.

The course presented an animated ap

pearance, and the presence of the picturesque

Diamond tire camps around the circuit, and

the directing banners indicating the turns

and angles, gave it the aspect of a Vander

bilt cup course. The city of Savannah was

deserted while the race was in progress.

Practically all the business houses and even

the schools had closed, and the only people

left in town were the negro porters and

bell boys in the insufficient number of ho

HOW THE SAVANNAH Rll

u
 r

Pos. Driver. Car. HP. Start. 1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Lewis Strang . . . . . . . . . ...Isotta-Fraschini . . . . .. 50 2 17:50 17:16 1 :11 18:10 17:40 18:42

2 Ilerbert Lytle . . . . . . . . . ..Apperson . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 l 18:35 18:44 1 :56 28:27 19:33 19:27 _‘

3 Malcolm Newstetter.....Acme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 8 19:56 19:18 1 :30 19:39 19:42 21:37

4 H. A. Michener . . . . . . . . . Lozier . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45 4 18:41 18:27 18:32 18:32 18:40 18:36

5 A1. Poole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Isotta-Fraschini . . . . .. 50 6 18:53 15:53 1 :SJ 18:35 18:49 18:17

Fred Tone . . . . . . . . . . . . .American . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 3 27:51 19:08 19:16 41:01 29:23 39:13

Frank Leland . . . . . . . . . .. Stearns . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 60 7 30:03 21:59 2 :27 19:05 22:11 28:17

William McCullogh . . . . . .Apperson . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 5 19:52 39:08 ‘

 

* McCullogh overturned at Isle of Hope turn.

1“ 1 Leland and Tone were still running when the race officially was declared over. Tone’s total tin

tels, a few policemen, firemen and street car

conductors. Every other Savannahian was

somewhere on the course.

Although Georgia is a prohibition State

it did not follow that all of the spectators

went dry. Most of the hampers carried in

the automobiles contained “ginger ale,"

which is known in Georgia as “prohibition

beer," or something stronger, while it is

even recorded that several automobiles car

ried on a thriving trade as itinerant bars.

The presence of Governor Hoke Smith,

Mayor Tiedeman of Savannah, and other

State and municipal dignitaries did not ap

parently curtail the brisk trade.

  

ONE OF THE SUPPLY STATIONS

Three hours before the race started the

crowd began to fill grandstand, parking

places and other points of vantage and

when Lytle, in the Apperson, got the word

at 10 o'clock, the grandstand occupants rose

to their feet and gave him a cheer. Lytle

got away without incident and was soon

lost to sight up the oiled White Bluff road.

Ninety seconds later Strang, in the Italian

car, took the signal, and the others got

away at the same intervals. Fred Tone, in

the American, was third, and Michener, in

the gray painted Lozier, which had been

dubbed King Cotton, breasted the tape

next. Clad entirely in white, while from

the tops of their tightly fitting headgear

defiantly floated white streamers, Michener

and his mecanicien presented a striking pic

ture as they awaited the signal. The “King

Cotton” lost several seconds at the tape.

William McCullogh, in the ill-fated Apper

son was fifth away, and then followed Al

Poole, in the other Italian car; Poole was

the favorite. Frank Leland, driving the

Stearns car, the only machine entered by a

Savannahian. was seventh, and Newstetter,

the dark horse, in the Acme “six” started

last.

The first news received by telephone at

the stand came a few minutes after News

tetter left. It was to the effect that the

American car had shed a tire on the first

turn. Strang passed Lytle on the first lap

and led at the end of the first 17.2 miles,

covered in 17 minutes 50 seconds, with Ly

tle second in 18:35.. The second round

passed with Strang still in the lead and

opening a gap on Lytle, while Poole,

Strang's team mate, simply burned up the

roads and almost overhauled McCullogh,

who had left before him. Poole's fast driv

ing in this lap scored for him the fastest

lap in the race. the 17.1 miles circuit being

covered in 15:53.

It was in the third lap that McCullogh

came to grief. Ilc attempted to pass Poole

on the sharp left handed turn after leaving

the Isle of Hope, and took it too fast.

Neither the driver nor \Vray, his mechanic,

was injured when the car overturned, but

the steering wheel was broken. and that put

it out of the running, although later a tem

porary repair was made and the car re~

turned to Savannah under its own power.

I’oole had hard luck. After being in the

lead for a part of the time and holding sec

ond place from the tenth to the fourteenth

laps, he was compelled to drop back to fifth

position on, account of tire and other trou

bles. Lytle also had some trouble with a

broken oil pipe. He dropped from second

position to fifth and it was not until after

the tenth lap that he got actually in the

running again. \Vhen he did, Lytle made

the most remarkable run of the race. Hard

luck spoiled the chances of the American

and the Stearns cars early in the race. The

former cast a shoe after being in the race

less than six minutes. Another follox'ved at

the Isle of Hope and a third at the turn into

the homestretch in the next round. An oil

flooded clutch also added to Tone's discom

fiture, while Leland was beset by a series

of mishaps. He drove by the stand twice

with one tire missing, and in the seventh

lap ran through a barbed wire fence. He

lost much valuable time each lap in plug

ging up the leak in the radiator caused by

the sharp barbs.

The run of Michencr's Lozier for the first

eight laps is worthy of note, as it reeled

off lap after lap with a maximum variation

of only 19 seconds, while two circuits, the

third and fourth laps, were made in exactly

the same time to the second. The perform~

ance was again repeated in the 12th and

13th laps.

Va
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WAS RUN AND WON. ,0“

TIME EACH LAP fl Total

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 Time

22:17 18:02 18:02 18:12 18:08 23:31 18:40 19:02 18:40 18:37 22:19 20:57 19:07 6:21:30

19:01 22:53 23:43 19:46 19:04 19:43 18:43 18:42 20:17 18:17 18:23 18:33 18:17 6:44:37

24:33 19:17 22:07 19:23 23:35 19:41 20:19 19:38 21:39 19:30 19:37 19:33 19:22 6:47:05

18:07 19.48 26:31 37:12 19:09 19:09 22:09 18:51 18:45 23:07 22:49 23:53 18:57 6:49:17

18:07 17:39 20:20 19:36 18:32 17:31 26:41 19:34 19:31 42:40 28:00 16:46 17:33 6:58:53

20:52 25:12 34:14 21 :09 21 :42 26:40 21 :20 21:25 T

47:07 22:23 47:10 22:20 27:02 22:23 22:42 22:51 1;

r 15 laps was 6:36:30, and Leland's 6:45:24.

 

Trailed by the Lozier and by his own

team mate, Strang began to pull away and

kept his lead through the seventh lap, only

to drop it to Michener in the next. In the

9th lap, however, Strang made a fast spurt

and again regained the lead. which he re

tained from then until the finish.

At the end of the 10th lap, with the race

 
 

in the 17th lap when Lytle passed Poole

after a neck and neck dash past the tape.

\thn it became known that Strang prac

tically had won the race he slowed down

in the last three laps. On the last lap he

came down the homestretch between two

lines of cheers, smiling and with one hand

in the air. Lytle followed and was greeted

more pleased when the Governor himself

pinned upon his coat a gold medal at the

veritable love feast which followed in the

evening. ‘

At the shore dinner given by the local

club in the evening a lot was said about

Savannah’s chance for landing the next

Vanderbilt cup race, and even Jefferson

De Mont Thompson, chairman of the cup

commission. who refereed, said that next

to his own State (New York) he was in

favor of Savannah. Medals also were pre

sented to Lytle, who won the runabout

race on Wednesday in an Apperson car and

to Salzman (Thomas-Detroit) the only fin

isher in the stock car race, on Wednesday.

The supper was the occasion for felicitation

on all sides, and the guests passed a reso

lution thanking the American Automobile

Association for its service, the manufactur

ers, photographers, newspaper men and

 

 

GOV. HOKE SIITH DELIVERING HIS ADDRESS; STRANG ON HIS RIGHT

half over, Strang led Poole by 7 minutes,

with Michener three minutes behind. New

stetter was fourth, Lytle fifth and Leland

sixth. Tone was last. It was at this point

that Lytle began his remarkable run that

landed him ultimately in second place.

With the exception of the 16th lap not one

of the succeeding rounds was covered in

more than twenty minutes. Poole had car

buretter trouble in the 11th lap. In the

18th lap Strang came up to Poole and see

ing him under the machine, slowed up to

ask the trouble.

“Never mind me," yelled Poole.

you've got the race won!" '

While Poole dropped back Lytle climbed

steadily forward. His heady driving in the

closing laps of the race manifested itself to

the spectators. In the 15th lap he passed

Tone after an exciting brush past the grand

stand which brought the crowd to its feet,

and a few minutes later overhauled Poole.

The crowd in the stands got another thrill

“Go on;

even more tumultuously than was Strang.

The most spectacular finish was made by

Newstetter-in the Acme, when he dashed

down the last stretch at a speed of 75 miles

an hour, after a great run in which he

snatched third place from Michener. After

Poole had finished, the race was declared

over.

Possibly it was the proudest moment in

Lewis Strang's life when, after winning the

race and a leg on the $3,000 challenge tr0~

phy that went with the victory, Governor

Hoke Smith presented him and his mechanic

to the grandstand audience. After eompli~

menting the management of the race and

commenting upon the great sport the Gov

ernor said:

“While it was a foreign car that won this

race it had to be driven by an American

citizen to win. We appreciate superb ma

chinery, but we place manhood first of all.”

Strang smiled when the Governor presented

him as the “hero of the day," and seemed

everybody else. The only dry feature of

the supper was that the menu “suffered”

considerably on account of Georgia being a

prohibition State. Even this harshness was

softened somewhat by referring to cock

tails as “your choice of soft drinks,” and

substituting “prohibition beer" (ginger ale)

instead of wine, while rye (bread) and soda

(crackers) took the place of the genuine ar

ticles. “Black coffee for sobering" and

“Sham pain on Ice (water), topped off the

menu, with a satirical “Too bad—isn‘t it,”

as a final flourish.

Although no official figures have yet been

given out, it is thought that the two days'

meet will be an “even break,” so far as

finances are concerned. Including the build

ing of the big grandstand, parking stalls,

fences. and so forth. and oiling the race

course, the meet cost the Savannah exec

utive committee approximately $15,000. It

is thought that the receipts will about meet

this expense.
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CANADA FLOCIIS T0 TORONTO SIIOW

Many Cars Staged and Leading American

Makers Among the Exhibitors—Rad

roads Display Active Interest.

With a total of 66 exhibitors, more than

half of whom display cars, Canada’s annual

automobile, motor boat and sportsmen’s

show opened in the St. Lawrence arena, To

This

year's exhibition is attracting more notice

ronto, Saturday night last, let inst.

than former shows as the various railroads

are taking an active interest to the extent

of exhibiting and offering single rates from

:.ll parts of Ontario to Toronto. Because

of the railroad excursion rates many visit

ors from outside points have been attracted

to the show, more than five hundred certi

licates having been presented for redemp

tion the first day. The show is held under

the auspices of the Ontario Motor League,

which has a membership upwards of 400.

.\mong the exhibitors are:

Ford Motor Co., Automobile & Supply

Co., Dominion Automobile Co.. Oldsmobile

Co. of Canada, Canada Cycle 8: Motor Co..

llyslop Bros, l.td., McLaughlin Motor Car

Co., George N. Pierce 81. Co., P:.ckard Mo

tor Car Co., Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Co.,

Cadillac Motor Car Co.. Mitchell Motor Car

Co., Stevens—Duryea Co.. Dayton Motor Car

Co.. Darracq Motor Co., Studebaker Bros.

Co. of New York, Renault Freres, Napier

S. F. Edge, Ltd., Ferro Machine 8: Foundry

Co., S. F. Bowscr & Co.. Diamond Rubber

Co., Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods Co., Ca

nadian Puncture Proof Tire Co., George A.

llaw, Premier Motor Co., Randall-Faichney

Co., Auto Igniter Co., Roberts Motor Co.,

International Carriage Co., Motz Tire Co.,

Reo Motor Car Co., Comet Motor Car Co..

\Yinton Motor Carriage Co., Kissel Motor

Car Co., Premier Motor Mfg. Co., and Royal

Motor Car Co.

Debut of Native Car at Omaha.

The third annual show of the Omaha Au

tomobile Association, held in the Audito

rium, Omaha; Thursday, Friday and Satur

day last, 19th, 20th and let insts., brought

out one new car, the only one manufac

tured in Nebraska. The Fuller, as it is

called, is a four-cylinder water cooled ma

chine. employing friction transmission and

shaft drive, and is made by the Angus Au

tomobile Co. of Angus, Neb. The other cars

on exhibition are: Franklin, Pilain, Dela

haye, Moline, Columbus, Buick, Reo, Hols

man. Oldsmobile, Maxwell. Stanley, Stev

ens-Duryca, Babcock Oakland “'hite, Stod

dard-Dayton, Ford, Popellartford and

Jackson.

Fresno "Society" at Dealers' Show.

For a town with so few dealers and by

the same token a limited number of agen

cies, the first show held by the six dealers

of Fresno, Cal., March l2, 13 and 14. was

an ambitious effort. In all there are eight

dealers in the inland town, but as only mem

bers of the newly organized Fresno Auto

mobile Dealers‘ Association were allowed

to exhibit, the show was limited to six ex

hibitors of cars. The opening -night was

termed “Society Night," when the dealers

charged one dollar admission and ‘got away

with it," too. The cars shonw were: \Vhite,

Maxwell, Oldsmobile. Buick, Pierce-Arrow.

Tourist, Mitchell, Elmore, Locomobile,

Ford, Reo, Rambler.

New Haven Show Well Attended.

Despite stormy weather the annual show

of the New Haven (Conn) Automobile

Dealers’ Association opened in Music Hall

that city \Vednesday night last, 18th inst,

with a large crowd in attendance. The

show continued all week, one day's receipts

being given to the poor of the city. The

hall was tastefully decorated with flags.

bunting and potted plants, ntore than 150

of the last named bean distributed about

the room. Neither the Maxwell nor the

Stoddard-Dayton cars were shown..as Harry

B. Tuttle, the local agent. could not secure

sufficient space. In consequence be rented

two stores on the ntain floor of a building

a few doors west of Music Hall where he

held open housc'all week. The cars shown

in Music Hall were: Loc0'i'obilc, Apperson,

Clement-Bayard, Pope-“'averly, Franklin,

Stevens-Duryca. Buick, Babcock. Studeba

kcr, Cadillac, Oldsmobile, Rco, \\'hite, Cor

bin, Thorras, Atlas Compound Schact and

Pope-Toledo.

Utica Man Wins Franklin's Prize.

The solid gold Zl jewel watch offered by

the ll. H. Franklin Mfg. Co., as a prize for

the Franklin agent who submitted the best

ten reasons why an automobile buyer should

select the Franklin, has just been awarded

to Irving R. Gardinier. superintendent of the

automobile department of C. H. Child 81

Co., Utica, N. Y.

The contest lasted for four weeks, 57 con

testants taking part. Their ten reasons

varied in length from 10 words to 2,500

words. All were carefully examined by

a committee consisting of H. H. Franklin,

president of the company; John \‘Vilkinson.

chief engineer, and F. R. Bump, sales man

agcr.

Thomas on Taxicab Mission to Pacific.

E. L. Thomas, of the F.. R. Thomas Motor

Co., is on the Pacific coast chiefly on tax

icab business. It is stated that he had or‘

ganized a cab service in San Francisco and

that a similar project is under way in Los

.-\ngclcs.

Automobile Show for Salt Lake City.

Salt Lake City is to have an automobile

show in Auditorium roller skating rink in

that city. It will open on March 31 and

continue through the week, closing April 4.

WALKER WESTBN AT ROCHESTER

Aged Pedestrian an Exhibit of Great In

terest at Local Show—The Cars that

Were in Evidence.

With Edward Payson Weston, the ven

erable pedestrian, who surprised the world

by walking from Boston to Chicago some

time ago in record-breaking time, is the

feature exhibit the Rochester Automobile

Club held its first annual show in Conven

tion Hall, Rochester, N. Y., Wednesday,

Thursday, Friday and Saturday of last week,

March 18th to 25th inclusive. None of the

crudity usually attendant to first attempts

was manifested at the Rochester club’s ex

The electrical display was well

Because of the limited floor

area the placing of the exhibits on the

hibition.

worked out.

ground floor necessitated a systematic ar

rangement. In the center of the hall was

a large rectangle, with an aisle for specta

tors around each of its four sides, and an

other bisecting it at right angles. Through

the center of the rectangle was a line of

white Corinthian columns with an rrch sur

mountiug the dividing aisle. Each of the

columns had at its top a cluster of electric

bulbs, while wires of suspended bulbs ran

diagonally from the center to the corners.

Green and white, the club's colors. were

displayed lavishly, but in pleasing harmony.

\\'estou, the pedestrian, was the fe:.ture of

the Gearless exhibit, a car of this make

having accompanied him on a part of his

long march to Chicago last year. Among

the cars displayed were the following:

Gearless, Thomas Flyer. Thomas-Detroit,

Columbia, Elmore. Packard, Jackson, Mitch

ell. Maxwell, Stoddard-Dayton. Pierce—Ar

row, Stevens-Duryca, Locomobile, Selden.

Pope-“'averly, National. Earl, Jewel, Buick,

Peerless, Corbin, Aerocar, American, R. 81

L., Lambert, and Holsman.

Another Car for Street Cleaners.

The Department of Street Cleaning of

New York has obtained permission from the

Board of Aldermen to purchase, without

public letting, an automobile to cost not

over $3,500. Last December, Dr. Benscl.

at that time street cleaning commissioner,

notified the sinking fund commissioners

that the department had more automobiles

that were required for its needs; the re

sult was that a Lozier touring car was

transferred from the street cleaning to the

health department. Now, however, that

the_suow has gone and the pleasant days

and evenings of summer are approaching,

the need of another car is sadly felt. so

the Lozier company have been directed to

furnish another of their touring cars. The

car to be furnished has been carefully and

particularly selected. and according to some

reports is likely to prove an object of con

siderable interest. '
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AMERICAN ENTRY REACIES 'l-‘RISCO

Thomas Car Completes First Leg of New

York-Paris “Race” in 42 Days-_For

eign Contenders Still Tinkering.

\Vith Harold Brinker at the wheel. the

Thomas car, the only American entry in the

roHed

Francisco on Tuesday last, 24th inst., and

New York-Paris “race,” into San

it is expected that it will be shipped by boat

to Alaska to-morrow or the next day. The

voyage across the American continent had

occupied 42 days. The "race" started from

New York, February 12. and while it has

proven rather amusing as a race, it has been

_of international importance.

tackle and brawn to extricate it. The total

delay amounted to some 40 hours. Imme

diately afterward, the party experienced a

bitter disappointment in the refusal of the

railroad officials to grant the Italians the

use of the Aspen tunnel, and the right of

way over the Piedmont Mountains, which

has been permitted the Thomas. An attempt

was made to construe this into an affair

But upon the

explanation of the officials that the pas

sage of the American car had so cut up the

ballast that it had been necessary to go

over it completely in order to put the road

into serviceable condition once more. the

matter was allowed to pass under protest.

The services of the obliging railroad com

pany were again called into requisition on

spoiled the Franco—German speed contest

which had been anticipated. Laramie. Wyo.,

was reached on Sunday evening after a

strenuous run of 57 miles. The car 15 now

reported to be within 100 miles of the De

Dion, at Green River, \Nyo.

Clubs Choose New Ofl'icers.

The following officers were elected at the

annual meeting of the Norristown (Pa.)

Automobile Club: President, John E. Moun

tain; vice-president, B. Frank Stritzinger;

secretary, Edwin S. Nice; treasurer, Louis

E. Taubel; directors, F. M. Jacquith, R. A.

Jackson. Harry A. Wlison, and F. B. Wild

man.

Dr. S. T. Davis was re—elected president

of the Lancaster (Pa.) Automobile Club at
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THOMAS CAR WITH BRXNKBR AT WHEEL BUHPING OVER THE TIES IN UTAH

a strenuous struggle that has tested both

men and machines. Of the six starters, two

quit—the Sizarre-Xaudin, which lasted only

96 miles, and the Motobloc, which was en

trained at Omaha.

An accident, variously reported as affect

ing the differential, the steering gear and

the driving gear. had delayed the Thomas at

Stone Cabin. between Ely and Goldfield,

Neb.. on 'l‘hnrsd: y. Extra parts had to be

brought out from Tonopah, 57 miles dis

tant, and the incident delayed Goldtield's

celebration of the arrival of the only Amer

ican contestant. By Saturday, Beatty, Nev.,

was reached. when. instead of taking the

proposed route over the Santa Fe and San

Pedro lines, Briuker followed the shorter

and more mountainous route to Mojave.

Cal., and' so to Bakersfield. which was

reached after forced runs, day and night, on

Sunday. Fresno was left behind on Mon

day, and the 100 mile run into San Francis

co accomplished the following day without

incident.

A mud hole west of Church Blufis, Wy.,

held the Zust car in its clutches all of

Thursday night, and until a Union Pacific

work train had been side tracked on Friday,

long enough for its crew to lend sufficient

.\londay, however, when, only a few miles

beyond Kelton, Utah, the car came to grief.

and returned to face a long delay. In this

emergency, a special train was supplied to

take the car back to Ogden, where the U.

P. shops were thrown open to it for the

third time. It was re-shipped to Kelton,

and again took the road “'ednesday after

noon.

Undergoing the usual difficulties, the De

Dion car got as far as Rock Springs, VVyo..

on Monday, and there became mired outside

the town. In warpingv it out of its berth,

something went wrong with the tackle, and

St. Chaffrey's right hand was injured. Press

despatches under his own signature later

stated that the hurt was so great as to im

pair his driving ability, and that he would

probably be forced to give over the man

agement of the expedition to Autran, so

soon as San Francisco is reached.

Thursday of last week, the Protos car

came near overtaking the De Dion at Lex

ington, Neb., which was reached only about

four hours after the departure of the French

entry. A delay pending the arrival of some

much-needed tires, which had been sent to

Seattle for Alaskan duty, but re-requisi

tioned for service in the States, however,

the annual meeting last wek. The other offi

cers elected were: Vice-president, Martin

Kinports, Ephrata; treasurer, Dr. P. P.

Breneman, Lancaster; secretary, J. D. Ri

der, Lancaster; directors, H. M. Hillegas,

Columbia; Dr. J. F. Trexler, Lancaster, and

H. C. Shock, Mount Joy.

The Automobile Club of Cincinnati has

elected the following officers for the ensu

ing year; President, Dr. C. L. Bonifield;

first vice-president, C. Gordon Nefi'; second

Jr., C. E. Bnltman, Paul Cerkamp, Dr. A.

Dr. L. S. Colter; treasurer, Harry L. Manss;

consulting engineer, E. ]. Carpenter; board

of governors, G. \N. Drach. Val Dittenhofer,

Jr., C. E. Bultman, I’aul Verkamp, Dr. A.

B. Heyl and Louis Merkle. The club has

a membership of 242.
 

Will Again Climb Sport Hill.

The Automobile Club of Bridgeport,

Conn., will, as usual. hold its annual hill

climbing contest on Memorial Day. This

announcement was made last week after a

conference with the selectmen of Easton,

who agreed to allow the club the use of

Sport Hill at that place on the morning of

May 30th. Rules and classes will be an

nounced later.
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KING CARNIVAL A'l' INDIANAHIIJS

Dealers Hold Open House for the Week—

Exciting Hill Climb Held and Big

Parade to Come.

Indianapolis's seventeen agencies and

nine manufacturers are this week holding

an open house show or “spring opening,” as

they term it. The carnival week should

have opened on Monday, 23d inst., with a

decorated parade, but because the weather

forecaster prophesied rain it was postponed

until Wednesday, though not until 50,000

persons had congregated in the downtown

district to witness the spectacle. The services

of the weather forecaster will be dispensed

with in the future because it did not rain.

it n

All the agencies along Indianapolis’s row

are tastefully decorated.

The feature on Tuesday was a big hill

climb held up the sharp incline known as

Michigan hill, northwest of the city. Thou

sands of spectators lined the course, which

is exactly four-tenths of a mile long, and

some exciting sport was their reward. How

ard Hodson, driving a Stoddard-Dayton

car won three of the five events, and in the

class for cars listing between $2,750 and

$3.500, made the fastest time of the day,

371/5 seconds. C. P. Brockaway, driving an

Overland, a locally~made car, was the victor

in the class between $1,000 and $1,800, and

\N'. B. Peterson. Buick, made the fastest

time in the event for cars listing under

$1,000. The feature was the small differ

ence in times made by all the competing

cars in each event, as shown in the follow

ing summaries:

Cars listing at $1,000 and under—Won by

\V. B. Peterson, Buick, 048%; second,

Frank Menthorn, Ford, 0:56; third, 0. G.

Mayers, Reo, 110.3%; fourth, Bert Corbet,

Maxwell, 103%; fifth, D. B. Sullivan, Lam

bert, 124%.

Cars listing from $1,000 to $1,800—W'on

by C. P. Brockaway, Overland, 050%; sec

ond, Guy Simonds, Stoddard-Dayton,

0:513'3; third, Harry Knight, Buick, 0:55;

fourth. C. E. Gibson, Ford, 0:56; fifth, W.

W. Becson, Auburn, and O. G. Mayers, Reo,

tied in 057%; sixth Adams, Great Western,

0:58; seventh, Ferguson, Buick, 0:581/3;

eighth, P. L. Crigltton, Great \Vestern,

1:Ul;'_é; ninth, F. M. Martindale, Leader,

1:06Lfi; tenth, J. \V. Lambert, Lambert,

1:1015.

Cars listing front $1,000 to $2,750—W0n

by 11. Hodson, Stoddard-Dayton. 038%;

second, L. E. Finch, Thomas, 040%; third,

L. Markle, Oldsmobile, 044%; fourth,

Frank Nutt, Haynes, 045%; fifth, Harry

Knight, Buick, 0465/; sixth, Frank Nutt,

Haynes, 0475/5; seventh, A. W. Moore,

Premier, 048%; eighth, F. Eisle, Oldsmo

bile. 0:51,l§; ninth, Miloch, Cadillac, 054%;

tenth, H. S. Wilcox. Autocar. 0:55; eleventh,

R. L. Sutherland, Cylde, 0:58%.

Cars listing from $2.750 to $3,500—Won

by Howard Hodson, Stoddard-Dayton,

02.37%; second, L. E. Finch, Thomas, 040%;

and Harry Hammond, Premier, tied; third,

L. Markle, Oldsmobile, 0:40; fourth, Ray

Tinkle, Marmon, 0:47; fifth, C. W. Enzland,

Marmon, 048%; sixth, H. S. Wilcox, Auto

car, 052%.

Cars listing at $3,500 and over—W‘on by

H. Hodson, Stoddard-Dayton, 0:39; second,

Thomas Kincaid, National, 039%; third, L.

E. Finch, Thomas, 041%; fourth, J. Aitken;

National, 042; fifth, Frank Clements, Na

tional, 0:44; sixth, G. W. Enzland, Mar

mon, 047%.

Motoring Sensations in Fiction.

There is a vast difference in point of

view, both optical and mental, between the

corner seat in the tonneau and the post of

honor and responsibility behind the steer

ing column. That is why the motorist is

so frequently separated from his guest by

a great wall of fear, which, in a measure, is

only a barrier of experience. Difficult as

it may be for the passenger to realize that

his dread of some dire calamity is but a

condition of mind, however, it is even more

difficult for the driver to appreciate the at

titude which induces this condition in one

who is not accustomed to the sensations of

motoring at high speed.

In “My Enemy the Motor,” published by

John Lane Co., New York, Julian Street

presents the sensations of a direct drive in

itiation into an automobile existance

most vividly. That the picture is

humorous as well, is to be expected in the

nature of things. It is a tale of a proposed

tour in southern Europe, which Fate inter

vened to prevent. Not much as a tale, per

haps, but more as a picture, and very good

as a study in mental attitude. The char

acterizations are terse and pointed; the de

scriptions take a firm hold on the nervous

system of even the hardened driver; and

the narrative moves as rapidly to its climax

as does the exploit which it relates. The

fact that it once appeared in magazine form

does not detract from its amusing and en

tertaining quality. which makes up in tone

for what the book lacks in number of words.

 

Milwaukee Referee Upholds a Protest.

The protest of the Cleveland Motor Car

Co. against the penalization of 2680 points

charged against the Continental-tired C1eve~

land in the Milwaukee three days relia

bility contest has been allowed by the ref

eree. This decision reduces the penalty to

1430 points, and gives the car first place in

Class A, for cars selling for $3,000 and over.

The protest arose over a difference in the

time consumed in replacing a broken front

spring.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about ignition

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.

01.1) BUCKMOBILI£ CASE REVIVED

Seaton Secures Affirmation of His Judg

ment Against the Late Dr. Brower—

Echo of a Memorable Run.

Like an echo out of a long forgotten past

was the decision handed down by the Ap

pellate Division of the Supreme Court in

Rochester, N. Y., in the case of Albert J.

Abram G.

The decision was an

Seaton, respondent. versus

Brower, appellant.

order denying the motion to strike out in

The judg

ment was modified by striking therefrom the

terest reversed without costs.

amount of interest allowed, and as so mod

ified affirmed, together with the new order

denying motion for new trial, without

costs of the appeal to either party.

The case was one which aroused consid

erable interest at the time of trial, as it

had some bearing on the workings of the

old Buckmobile Co. The first trial was

held before County Judge Pritchard and a

jury and was opened April 22d, 1907. Two

(lays were consumed in the trial. The case

was given to the jury, which- returned a

sealed verdict, awarding the plaintiff $1,000.

In opening the case it was shown that

Brower was president of the Buckmobile

Co., and afterwards, in April, 1904, when it

was taken over by the now defunct Black

Diamond Automobile company. a larger

corporation, he also became president of

that company. The case hinged on the

memorable run from New York to St. Louis.

Seaton, then in the employ of the auto

mobile company. was chosen to pilot a car

in the run, but he at first refused to go as

the Black Diamond company owed him a

considerable sum of money. The evidence

showed that Brower prevailed upon Sea

ton to make the run, pointing out that a

successful journey would mean much to

the company, as it would enable it to sell

its stock more readily. Seaton claimed he

was promised $1,000 to make the trip.

When the plaintiff rested, the lawyer for

the defense said that Seaton had invented

the buckmobile, “an outlandish looking ma

chine on a buckboard," organized a company

and got Brower and another into it. After

speaking of the merger with the Black Dia

mond company the lawyer for the defense

characterized Seaton as an “auto crank who

would not have missed the St. Louis run

for all the stock in both companies."

The evidence was very contradictory.

Judge Pritchard, in charging the jury said

the only thing for them to determine was

whether Dr. Brower agreed to pay Seaton

$1,000 for making the trip. There was no

question as to the amount and the verdict

should be either no cause for action or

$1,000 for the plaintifi‘, and the latter alter

native was taken by the jury.

Since the trial Dr. Brower died, and the

claim is no.w against the estate.
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BESNARD SYSTEM IN SOLAR [AMPS

Details of the Method for Eclipsing Head

light Glare—Division of the Rays into

Two Groups.

Of the several ways by which it is pos

sible to check the illumination of the acety

lene headlight in order to prevent the un~

pleasant and even dangerous effects of its

blinding glare upon opposing traffic, the

most simple and obvious possess the disad

vantage of temporarily impairing the use

fulness of the lamp. In the Besnard sys

tem, the American rights to which recently

  

Fig. l

were secured by the Badger Brass Mfg. Co.,

Kenosha, Wis, and applied in somewhat

modified form to the Autoclipse and Solar

clipse lamps, this advantage is developed.

that the throttling of the penetrating and

dazzling beam of light which is reckoned

the undesirable feature of all lamps of the

plain searchlight type, does not in the least

affect the illuminating power of the lamp

within the restricted field immediately in

front of the car. The very evident advan

tage is that the driver of the car, while en

abled to protect other users of the road

from the confusing eflects of the long dis

  

  

Fig. 2

tance rays of light, is still enabled to guide

his car intelligently, since the road imme

diately before him is brilliantly illuminated.

In order to accomplish this very desirable

cfl‘cct. the light thrown from the lamp. in~

stead of being concentrated in a single

beam, focused for either very long or very

short projection, is divided into two inde

pendent beams. The first is intended

solely for illuminating the immediate fore

ground, and is a wide—angle distribution of

a portion of the light emanating from the

flame. The second comprises a highly con

centrated beam, thrown directly through the

other and projected to a great distance for

 

  

  

 

THE SOLARCLIPSE LAM P

the purpose of illuminating the road at a

considerable distance from the car. The

effect is thus practically that of two lamps,

one for long distance and the other for short

distance illumination. The way in which

the light is distributed is made clear by the

Solar people in their catalog just issued,

which renders possible a better understand

ing of the Besnard system.

"'R2

 

 

The manner in which the light is dis

tributed is shown by Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 the

principle of the system is illustrated. The

rays emanating from the front of the flame,

F, are caught by the plano-convex lens, L.

and distributed over the wide field directly

before the car, as shown by the rays, R2,

but without developing any of the blinding

efl'ect which is the unpleasant feature of

the average searchlight. These rays are

permanent, and constitute the broad and

mild beam shown in Fig. l. The rays from

the back side of the flame, F, are reflected

from the hyperbolic mirror, R, back to the

lens to form the concentrated long-distance

beam of light, R1, shown in the center of

Fig. 1, as covering the wheel tracks indi

cated by the two parallel lines in the center

of the picture.

Without the special combination of hyper

bolic reflector and lens which is known

technically as a “hyperlenticular” combina

  

Fig. 3

tion, a much greater depth of lamp would

be required in order to secure an adequate

focal distance between flame and lens. How

long a lamp would otherwise be required to

secure the same projection of the long dis

tance beam, is shown in Fig. 2, by the dotted

lines and the indicated position of the equi

valent flame at f.

The difference between the Autoclipse

and Solarclipse lamps develops in connec

tion with the reflection and refraction of the

long distance beam. as it has been called.

In the Autoclipse lamps, the French method

of. construction is employed, the reflector.

'b
  

Fig. 4

R, comprising merely a shallow metalic.

mirror. which is purely a reflector. In the

Solarelipse lamps, on the other hand, a spe

cial form of lens mirror reflector is em

ployed which performs the double'function

of reflection and refraction, thereby devcl<
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oping a higher degree of efficiency in han

dling the light, and also possessing certain

mechanical advantages not to be found in

the plain reflector, such as the very impor

tant non-corrosive property of the lens

mirror.

Once the method of distributing the light

is understood, the way in which the eclips

ing of the long distance rays is brought

about is easy to comprehend. All that is

required is to interpose an opaque shutter

between the back side of the flame and the

mirror in order to eliminate the rays which

are, for the moment, undesirable. To this

end, the small shutter, S, Fig. 2, is brought

down from its normal position in the heat

hood to the position shown by the dotted

lines. The resulting efl’ect is shown in Fig.

3, where the light from the front of the

flame only, is seen to be distributed through

a very wide range, but with sufficient diflu

sion to dispel any blinding glare. The

power of the flame, so employed, is suffi

cient to illuminate the road distinctly to a

distance of 35 yards from the lamp, giving

a clear view of the road, sufficient for run

ning at low and moderate speeds with per

fect safety. \Nith the shutter raised to its

normal position. on the other hand, the cen~

tral beam is carried to a distance of 320

yards, developing the bright, white spot in

the road, which is essential for ordinary

running at night.

The mechinical construction of the lamp

is further brought out by the front view

shown in Fig. 4, in which the eclipsing ef

fect is shown where the shutter is dropped

into the position shown at S. Ordinarily.

a spring suffices to hold it in the position.

b, in the heat hood, from which it is dis

placed when desired, by means of the small

lever, a, which is worked by a Bowden wire

from the driver's seat. By a special method

of connection, both headlights are manipu

lated by a single control wire. and in unison.

The arrangement of the external lever and

spring are shown in the side view of the

complete lamp. which also emphasizes the

compact construction which is brought

about through the. use of the hyperbolic

mirror.

Little Clips that Require Care.

It is essential that the little clips which

are so frequently employed to bind together

the outer leaves of the ordinary elliptical

springs. be held firmly in position. and that

in the event of their being broken or lost,

they be replaced immediately. If this is

not done, the stress, when the spring is sub

jected to a heavy rebounding action, is

brought almost wholly on the inside leaf,

and unless more than strong enough for its

ordinary work, there is great danger of its

being broken.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about ignition

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City.

EASING 'I'IIE CLUTCH ENGAGEMENT

Application of Suction Dashpot for Check

ing Motion—Progressive Action in

Picking up the Load.

\Nhile there are certain drawbacks to

every form of friction clutch which has yet

been put upon the market, or used in con

nection with the motor car transmission, it

is undoubtedly the case that the moving

cause in nearly all improvements which
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‘ have been made, as well as in the develop

ment of the newer types which have in some

measure replaced the old leather-faced cone

type, has been the difl‘iculty of obtaining a

smooth engagement when picking up the

load from rest. Skilful drivers never have

  

I'll-2

been wont to complain of the performance

of the cone clutch in this respect. nor have

they habitually failed to obtain good 'run

ning results with it. Hence it would ap

pear that in many respects, some device

calculated to ensure the same method of en

gagement as is used by the skilled driver as

a result of this training. would go a long way

toward solving the problem of successful

clutching of the load, regardless of the type

of clutch employed.

One of the mOst obvious cxpedieiits which

could possibly be employed in this con

nection is the use of the plain suction dash

pot for checking the motion of engagement,

and ensuring its progression at a stated

rate. Such‘a system has been developed re

cently by the firm of Outheniii Chalandre,

Neuilly-sur-Seine, France. It comprises

nothing more nor less than a small attach-,

ment which may be connected to almost any

form of clutch, and which sei'vcs merely to

check the rate of engagement according to

the adjustment of the escape valve upon

which its action depends.

As shown sectionally in the accompanying

Fig. 1, it will be seen that the device con

sists principally of a small cup or shell.

fitted with a screw top and containing a

small cylinder mounted centrally within it

in such a way as to leave an annular space

within the outer shell. The plunger. a, is

connected by means of the clevis on its stem

with some movable portion of the clutch

actuating mechanism, while the shell is at

tached permanently to the frame of the car.

A small orifice part way up in the side of

the inner cylinder, shown at (:1, permits a

certain amount of the fluid contained in the

device to circulate as the plunger moves up

and down, until the latter closes the

opening. Thereafter the flow between the

cylinder and the outer space, c, must take

place through the small hole, e, which is

regulated in area by means of the screw, f,

and its lock nut.

Attached to a clutch of the familiar Pan

hard type. the arrangement is as shown in

Fig. 2, P, being the piano-type o‘f pedal, t,

the actuating arm connected to the drag

rod which disengages the clutch, and l, the

braking arm, to which the shock absorber,

or clutch regulator. a,' is attached by means

of its~plunger, at e. The shell of the device,

g, is mounted on the dashboard of the car,

as shown, and is articulated to provide for

a certain amount of radial movement.

When the clutch is to be engaged. in

stead of releasing the pedal gradually, as

must be done ordinarily. the operator mere—

ly lifts his. toe entirely clear of the pedal,

when the spring is permitted to draw in the

clutch until the small orifice in the cylin—

der of the device has been passed by the

plunger, when the resistance to its motion

becomes sufficiently great to slow it down

to the desired rate. Thereafter, the engage

ment proceeds at a controlled speed and is

rapid or slow, according to the adjustment

of the regulating screw. The action is pre-'

cisely the same as is employed in the ordi

nary form of hydraulic door check. The ac

celeration of the car' is thus regulated to a

uniform degree, and all starting jolts and

shocks eliminated.

To Guard Against Short Circuits.

The length of a battery‘s life depends on

how much current is taken from it. A

short-circuit will quickly kill even a new

cell. It is important, therefore, that in con

necting up batteries or in putting them

on a machine. care be taken not to let any

metal parts touch the binding posts of the

cellsv
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLE mourns

Limitation of Permissible Axle Load—How

Met in Four Wheel Drive and Multiple

Unit Trains.

What is admittedly the principal limita

tion of the commercial motor vehicle results

from the double consideration of the unsat

isfactory state of the tire problem. and the

inability of the average highway to with

stand the concentrated pressure of very

heavy loads. Thoroughly successful com—

mercial vehicle design, therefore, must be

carried out with definite regard to a certain

limiting permissible axle load. How this

factor affects the transportation of very

heavy loads, and how it is likely to Work

out in the development of motor haulage

on a large scale, is considered by Joseph

A. Anglada in a paper read before the So

ciety of Automobile Engineers.

“W'ithin the past few years it has been

proven by users in general that. aside from

the advertising value of commercial auto

mobiles, which exists in few cases at pres

ent, the employment of auto-trucks of over

6,000 pounds load capacity is not as profit

able as the employment of smaller vehi

cles," remarks the authority in question.

"The rapid depreciation of the rubber tires

in general use, and of the power generating

apparatus. necessitating frequent repairs and

replacements. are the chief reasons for the

above state of affairs.

"A few vehicle n‘anufacturcrs and users

have attempted to solve the problem of ex

pensive tire renewals by the use of various

types of wooden and combination tires, and

the use of resilient wheels. However, con

sidering that by far the greater number of

commercial automobiles of all types are

still using and being equipped with rubber

tires of the same general type used for the

past eight or ten years, it seems that solid

rubber tires, expensive as they are in all

respects when used on large vehicles, are

at present the most satisfactory solution of

the problem. . . . .

“Another objection to the use of large

trucks is their inability to exert sufficient

tractive efiort under all conditions of load

ing and road surface. As a remedy, some

manufacturers furnish sand boxes for deliv

ering sand under the driving wheels, as in

railroad practice, while others endeavor to

overcome this difficulty by driving all four

wheels. The first method is an unsatisfac

tory makeshift, while the latter necessitates

expensive complication of the propelling

and steering mechanisms, with the extra

weight of these parts assisting depreciation.

“The six-wheel vehicle is a step in the right

direction, but the complication inseparable

from this arrangement and the expense of

building and maintaining this complicated

construction detracts seriously frotn the at

tractiveness of the six-wheel proposition. 7 axle of each following vehicle.

Unless at least four wheels are driven, the

traction disadvantages of the two-wheel

drive are always present. When four or

six wheels are driven the objections stated

above also count against this system.

"The system employing a tractor and

trailers is used abroad to some extent. and

has the advantage of distributing the load

on a number of wheels. But the objection

able feature of having but one pair of driv

ing wheels counts against the system; be

cause, unless the driving wheels are pro

vided with cleats to assist propulsion, it is

impossible to haul a paying load at all

times, and even with cleats the above is not

p.1ssil)le if the road has deep sand or mud

upon it. The use of cleats is objectionable

because they cause the load on the driving

wheels to be concentrated on comparatively

small areas of the road surface. causing it to

deteriorate rapidly.

“Col. Renard realized the shortcomings

of the above system when he developed the

road train system which bears his name.

It consists of a train of vehicles, the leading

vehicle having mounted upon it the power

generating, speed—controlling and steering

apparatus. A shaft arranged with the

proper number of universal and slip joints

extends throughout the length of the train

:nd transmits the power of propulsion to

the driving wheels of each vehicle. Thus

it is possible to carry a large and therefore

a well paying load without having excessive

ly large' individual vehicles, causing rapid

depreciation of same due to the inability of

providing resilient tires or wheels or springs

for carrying heavy loads. The road surface

is also protected, because the unit. load

on same is reduced, the weight being dis

tributed on a greater number of wheels and

therefore on a greater area of road surface.

In addition, rubber tires are not necessary

because sufficient tractive effort is obtained

by the increased number of propelling mem

bers. Steel tires may be used on the trail

ing vehicles because there is no mechanism

except the comparatively simple propelling

and steering apparatus mounted on them,

and on the leading or power-furnishing ve

hicle rubber tires are allowable."

It seems to the writer, after studying the

Renard system. that its advantages may be

retained and the complication of the power

transmitting and controlling apparatus re—

duced and these parts made more efficient

by the use of a modified system. This. he

describes as follows:

“The leading vehicle has mounted upon it

the steering and control apparatus, a source

of motive power, storage battery, steam or

internal combustion motor. but preferably

the latter, on account of its simplicity and

small weight per horsepower. The motor

is coupled to an electric generator which

furnishes current to a pair of electric ino

tors on each vehicle. The vehicles are con

nected by means of a bar which transmits

the steering effort from the drawhead at

the rear of the leading vehicle to the front

The length

of this bar and the position of the front

axle are so determined in reference to the

rear axle of the leading vehicle, that the

entire train follows the same course when

turning. The vehicles are also connected

by flexible electric conductors, arranged so

as to be readily connected or disconnected

when it is desired to place a vehicle in or

out of the train.

“Three methods of control suggest them

selves: First, the ordinary method of oper

ating the internal combustion motor at a

constant speed to obtain a constant voltage

at the generator, and then, by means of a

series paralleling controller, connecting the

fields and armatures of the motors in va

rious combinations, virtually as done in

street car and electric train service. Sec

ond, a method in which by varying the speed

of the generator its voltage is varied cor

respondingly, causing a proportional cur

rent to flow through the motors. making

their speed and torque vary. Third, a

method whereby varying the voltage of the

generator, by changing its field excitation,

its speed meanwhile remaining constant,

causes an effect similar to that of the fore

going method. It would probably be found

advisable to obtain the field current for the

generator from an exciter mounted on the

end of the main generator shaft, to save

weight, and having its output controlled by

the driver of the train.

“With the two latter methods, it would

also be found advisable to provide a switch

for connecting the two motors on each ve

hicle in series combination for climbing

grades and for starting when the train was

fully loaded. This switch could also be used

for reversing the direction of rotation of

the vehicle motors. '

“The generator should be designed to fur

nish a direct current at 220 volts and the

windings should be so arranged that when

the output of the generator nearly equaled

the output of the gas motor, the voltage of

the generator would decrease and thus de

crease the current flowing to the vehicle

motors. This feature, while not absolutely

necessary, is desirable because at no time

is it possible to overload and stall the gas

motor by careless operating. For instance.

consider that the motors of the train, which

are 220-volt direct current series motors,

are operating in multiple combination, and

that the train approaches a grade which re

quires more power than the gas motor can

furnish to the motors in multiple combina

tion. The generator voltage would decrease

and thus prevent the vehicle motors and the

gas motor from being overloaded. and if the

driver should persist in not operating the

switch to connect the vehicle motors in

series combination, the train would come

to a standstill if the power required was

greatly in excess of what the gas motor can

supply."

The chief source of difficulty with the

average vehicle of current design. is the

battery, as he further points out. The mo

tor, and in the case of the gasolene-eke
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tric unit, the generator as well, are above

suspicion, so that the only probable sources

of trouble in a system of the sort in ques

tion, would be the controller and the con

ductors carrying the current to the various

units. Such a train, in his opinion, would

not weigh more than a train equipped with

an entirely mechanical transmission, would

not cost as much to build, and would operate

more efficiently, and at a lower maintenance

cost.

“In this country multiple unit road trains

have been constructed by the Gibbs En

gineering and Manufacturing Co., and Alden

Sampson,” he continues. “The first Gibbs

train consisted of a power wagon and two

trail wagons. The power wagon

has mounted upon it a three-cylinder gas

olene engine direct connected to a gener

ator furnishing power to motors driving the

rear wheels of all the vehicles. The leading

vehicle is equipped with solid rubber tires

and the trailers have iron tires. The speed

of the train was regulated by a two-motor

street car type controller so modified that

by operating the drum intended for revers

ing the ear motors, the vehicle motors,

which were regular series wound electric

vehicle motors, would be connected in se

ries or multiple combination. . .

“The second Gibbs train consists of a

power wagon and four trailers. The power

wagon has mounted upon it two three-cylin

der gasolene engines driving a double com

mutator generator through positive clutches

on the engine shafts and Morse chains. The

rear wheels of all of the vehicles are driven

by series motors through gearing and roller

chains."

The road wheels, in particular, he calls

attention to, which, he says, “are steel discs

flanged at the outer circumference. The

discs are riveted to bronze bushed steel

hubs and steel tires eight inches broad.

Speed regulation is obtained by means of

a controller similar to the one used on the

first train, with the exception that the con

troller drum generally used for reversing

the car motors is in this case used to con

nect the two windings on the armature of

the generator in series or parallel.

“This train was used to transport machin

cry and supplies from a railroad to a mine

in Arizona. The route is 115 miles each

way and leads through a desert and moun

tainous country.

“The Alden Sampson train, which was

exhibited at the last Madison Square Gar

den show, consists of a power wagon and

two trailers, the former carrying a four

cylinder gasolene motor, driving a dynamo

by a silent chain. The power plant, which

occupies the forward part of the vehicle,

is mounted on a separate spring suspended

frame, while the rear part is arranged for

carrying a load. All the vehicles are of the

six-wheel type, the large center wheels be

ing independently driven on all of the ve

hicles. The trailers are double

ended, so that they may be operated in

either direction."

0llIGINAlI'l'Y IN mnucnou PIPE

Its Modification of Throttling Action—

Features Reducing Sectional Area

Through Its Entire Length.

Among other confusing notions which a

close study of the carburetter problem

breeds, is the idea that the usual methods

of throttling by restricting the area of the

delivery pipe, cutting down the cross sec

tion of the gas flow at one point only, gives

it opportunity to expand after passing the

valve, thereby robbing it of some of its

heat, and tending to cause condensation,

with consequent upsetting of uniformity

and general reduction in the value of the

gas from the standpoint of its combustible

quality. On this account, the poor running
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of many motors when throttled is accounted

for in a comparatively simple manner.

To overcome this difficulty, an English

inventer, W. Gillett, whose Gillett-l.ehman

carburetter already has been described in

these columns, has developed a new form of

induction pipe in which the throttling ac

tion instead of being confined to the valve

alone, as is ordinarily the case, has the ef

fect of reducing the sectional area of the

induction pipe throughout its whole length,

thus ensuring uniform velocity in the gas

for the entire distance it must travel after

leaving the mixing chamber, preventing any

tendency to pocketing, eliminating recon

densation, and securing permanence in the

gas to a degree which is impossible of at

tainment with the ordinary arrangement.

As shown in the accompanying illustra

tion, the induction pipe, at the base of which

the fuel jet is located much in the ordinary

way, instead of being the usual simple con

duit, comprises an outer casing, within

which are mounted a couple of moveable

vanes running its whole length and coupled

together by means of an external mechan

ism in such a way that the movement of a

suitable lever causes them to move toward

one another or apart, as the case may be,

thus varying the area of the passage. In

stead of being round or oval, the outer cas

ing is rectangular in section, and the move

able vanes fit its sides tightly, so that the

space enclosed between them must at all

times form the conductor for the gas. When

open to their full capacity, the area is near

ly the same as that of the outer casing it

self, but when closed, as for running under

throttle, the area is considerably reduced,

the upper curved portions of the vanes also

rising as well as approaching one another

in such a way as to reduce the working area

of the intake manifold as well as the induc

tion pipe itself.

The idea is distinctly a novel one, and

though introducing an amount of complica

tion which a year or two ago would have

been thought absolutely‘unjustifiable by the

requirements of the case, is sufficiently in

line with present theories to ensure careful

consideration for it. There can be no doubt

that re-condensation does occur in the aver

age manifold and to an unpleasant

degree at times. “’hether it is only

to be overcome by some mechanical

means such as this, or whether it may be

obviated by some more subtle method, re

mains to be seen.

One Rule Without an Exception.

A rule to which there should be no ex

ception is: “Never start the engine when

the car is standing over gasolene.” Fre

quently when filling the gasolene tank some

of the fuel finds its way to the ground,

either from overfilling or because of care

lessness in pouring into the filler hole or

funnel. To start the engine Over this over

flow' is to invite serious trouble for it is

often that sparks are discharged from the

muffler when the engine races and this is

especially true if the mufl‘ler contains much

soot. Occasionally a leak in the gasolene

pipe or tank, or maybe a carburetter float

chamber in which the seat of the needle

valve needs grinding, will permit of the

gasolene forming in a puddle when the car

is standing on the street. It is important

to stop such leaks and it is better to keep

the car in motion than to stand over ex

posed gasolene. which a match, carelessly

thrown in the street. may ignite.

Precautions in Removing the Magneto.

It is so easy to remove the average, mod

ern. high tension magneto, and the tempta

tion is so great to dismount it whenever the

least excuse presents itself, that the usual

caution as to observing its timing before

doing so, cannot be repeated too often. All

that is necessary is to see that the driving

gears are properly "spotted," and that the

marks are sufi'iciently intelligible so that

on putting the device back into place it will

be possible to mesh the gears exactly as

they were in the first place. A very small

slip in this respect may be sufficient to up

set the running of the motor and necessi

tate the complete re-timing of its ignition

system. especially when the operator is not

sufficiently well acquainted with the proper

ties of the magneto to be able to locate the

trouble at once and remedy it correctly.
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NRTABLE SUBSTITUTE FOR A "T

Easy and Inexpensive to Construct—May

also be so Made as to Serve as a

Turn Table.

No matter how accessible the parts of an

automobile may be, the necessity for getting

under it arises sooner or later, than which

nothing in connection with the repair of a

car, is more disagreeable.

While a pit offers the simplest solution

of the difficulty it is not always practical

for the private garage; and the small repair

man frequently has not the facilities for

this adjunct to his repair plant. It is, how

in the use of the brakes on steep descents.

By setting the emergency in a position

where it will permit of the car attaining

only the desired momentum and releasing

it after a short distance has been traveled,

substituting for it the foot brake, and in

turn releasing that before it becomes

heated, both brakes are kept cool and the

wear on each is reduced to the minimum,

as the real destruction comes from heat

rather than from service without heat. On

hills that are long it is a good plan to cut

off the spark and have the momentum of the

car turn the engine over a few times in this

way cleaning out the cylinders and cooling

them. If this is done it is desirable to use

caution in starting up the power, as a sud
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SUBSTITUTE FOR PIT AND TURNTABLE

ever, a comparatively easy matter to con

struct a device that will give the opportuni

ties for working beneath the car without

entailing the expense incident to the con

struction of a pit. One of the sort is

shown by the accompanying illustration.

First get two pieces of channel iron sev

eral inches wide, and of sufficient length

to be two or three feet in excess of the

wheel base of the car. Mount these on

timbers or castings that are twelve or four

teen inches high and have an inclined ap

proach to each channel. Place these two

channels so that the distance between them

is the same as the tread of the car, and

then run the latter up either under its own

power or by using jacks. The space that is

_thus gained beneath the car will be found

to be sufficient to enable the repair man to

work under it at great advantage. If the

two structures are tied together in some

manner and castors put under them, the

whole will serve admirably as a turn-table

or portable stand.

Uses of the Emergency Brake.

The emergency brake, as the name im

plies, is a brake for use in tight places

where something more than the foot brake

becomes necessary. But the emergency

brake has other uses than that of the sud

den stopping of the car.

When descending a long hill, especially

if the grade is steep, the continued use of

the foot brake causing an intense heating of

it, and if the construction is such that a

lining is employed in the brake shoe, it will

be quickly destroyed by the continued fric

tion. To prevent this destruction, which

entails some expense and considerable labor

in replacing the lining, it is well to alternate

car is in accord with the speed of the en

gine.

Warming a Car with Exhaust.

The use of hot air from the exhaust to

heat a motor car for winter touring is the

novel scheme of J. D. Turner, a Franklin

owner of Grand Forks, N. D. Mr. Turner

recently made a 700 mile trip in a Frank

lin runabout from Grand Forks to Quincy,

111., in the midst of a real western blizzard,

but with his new heating apparatus and a

closed canvas top he and his companion

went through the zero weather in comfort.

The method of heating consisted of plac

ing on the floor of the car a coil of pipes

connected directly with the “main exhaust."

The “main exhaust” of the Franklin carries

off only about 30 per cent. of the burnt

gases, and its temperature was just about

right to heat the car comfortably. The re

mainder of the exploded gases in the Frank

lin passes out through the auxiliary ex

haust, which opens at the lower end of the

cylinder.

Causes and Effects of Overheating.

Running with too rich a mixture, too late

a spark or too much throttle opening all

tend to cause the same difficulty—over

heating. The result in either case, must be

a slow explosion, which results in a high

cylinder temperature throughout the whole

of the working stroke, instead of only dur

ing the first part of it, and a high exhaust

temperature and pressure. The result is

that the lubricant is burned from the cylin~

der walls before it has time to perform its

proper function; that the surface of the ex

haust valve becomes pitted; and that the

engine tends to overheat.

DRESSING POR LEATHER TOPS

Formulas for Preparations Adapted to Old

or New Material—Improving Wear as

Well as Appearance.

The competent chauffeur is one who in

addition to his ability to drive the car, as

sumes a personal interest in its upkeep and

appearance. The power plant, while it may

be his chief concern, is not the only part

that receives his attention, for the body

and accessories require some care, and if a

casual observer sees evidence of these minor

parts having received it, it safely may be

concluded that the entire equipment is re

ceiving adequate care.

One of the problems that are presented

to the man, whether chauffeur or owner,

who desires to give proper care to every

part of the car, is the method of preserving

a leather top. As long exposure to the air

will cause the leather to'become dry, unless

it receives a proper dressing, it naturally

follows that in this condition cracks will

occur when the top is folded—as it gen

erally is—and when the cracks appear the

surface is, of course, lost. For the treat

ment of leather which has begun to “go

bad,” a good mixture is the following:

To one pint of neatsfoot oil add a quar

ter of a pound of beef suet, completely

melted so that no lumps remain; stir the

mass thoroughly before adding a tablespoon

full of melted beeswax; shake in a closed

dish or can sufficiently to insure a perfect

mixture, and then add one ounce of ivory

black, and again shake thoroughly. Rub

this on the top with soft cloths, taking care

to rub the mixture well into the leather;

the effect will be to cool the top and im

part to it a redeeming elasticity.

In cases where the top has suffered

greatly from wear or harsh treatment, it

is well to obtain a first class top dressing

which can be purchased ready for use or

prepared in the following manner:

One pint of liquid asphaltum, one pint

elastic finishing varnish, one pint of boiled

linseed oil, one-half pint japan, a pint of

turpentine; add to this one pound of ivory

black and mix thoroughly. Use freely and

rub in well.

To Start Magneto from the Seat.

Starting the motor from the seat when

high tension magneto ignition is employed,

has been considered, if not impossible, at

least so difficult as to be hardly worth con

sidering as a possibility. In a recent for

eign invention in this line, however, just

this feature is made possible by the adoption

of a ratchet driving gear for the magneto

armature, whereby it may be, rotated by

hand to obtain the first one or two "shots,"

the gear afterward picking up the shaft at

the proper point in the cycle to insure cor

rect firing sequence.
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LAW T0 PERMIT lllll. CLIMBING

Massachusetts Senate Reports Favorably on

Bill to Authorize the Closing of Roads

for Contests.

There is now a probability that the Wor

cester Automobile Club will hold another

climbing contest on Dead Horse Hill dur

The

roads and bridges, of the Massachusetts

ing next summer. committee on

Senate has reported favorably on a bill

providing that local authorities may grant

permits to persons to drive automobiles

and motorcycles in hill climbing contests

during specified times on specified parts of

the highway at any rate of speed. The bill

is practically the same as section 9 of chap

ter 52 of the Revised Statutes, which author

izes the mayors of cities and selectmen of

towns to close public roads temporarily for

bicycle races.

The senate committee gave a hearing on

this bill on Friday, 6th inst., when the

Worcester Automobile Club, which had

asked for such legislation, was represented

by Daniel F. Gay and others. Mr. Gay

told the committee that the road on Dead

Horse Hill is an abandoned one on the Bos

ton and Hartford turnpike which has been

fixed up by the club at an expense of about

$1,500 for the purpose of automobile hill

climbing. It is no longer a public thorough

fare between any particular towns, and was

little used before the \Vorcester Automobile

Club repaired it.

On two occasions the club arranged

climbing contests, the last being two years

ago, when approximately 10,000 people as—

sembled. Sixty patrohnen were engaged

to keep the street clear, but it was found

that they had no authority. All they could

do was to suggest to the spectators that

they “kindly step back" to make room for

the automobiles to come up. No body of

men has the authority to close a highway

for an automobile contest. Hence the club

asks fhat the Legislature confer upon the

mayor and board of aldermen of a city and

the selectmen of a town authority to give

special permits for special occasions to

close the streets during a specified time,

and upon a specified stretch of road. It

was the purpose of the Worcester Automo

bile Club to make the law general so that

any city or town might benefit from it,

though the club has no other direct interest

in it than to secure conditions of safety for

its own contests on Dead Horse Hil-l. If

the bill is rejected there will be no contest.

otherwise the club may arrange one for this

year.

Start of a Four Years' World Tour.

One of the most extensive automobile

tours of the World was begun last week

when Mr. and Mrs. 11. A. llover left Los

Angeles in a Maxwell car for a four years’

tour of the world.‘ Starting from Los Arr

geles they will go south across the line

into Mexico, returning to Los Angeles by

a different route. Going north, they will

follow the coast road to San Francisco and

from there will go on to Portland and Spo~

kane, via Seattle. The next jaunt will be

eastward, through Idaho, Montana and the

Dakotas, turning north to Winnipeg into

Canada. Hover says he will be the first to

drive an automobile from Winnipeg to To

ronto. From Toronto they will go to Chi

cago, by way of Buffalo, turning back to

New York. From New York the car will

be shipped to Naples. The first winter the

Hovers expect to cover the Riviera thor

oughly and will go into Algeria and the

Nile region. The summer will be spent in

Northern Europe, touring in England,

Scotland, Ireland, and Sweden. By the win

ter of 1910 the Hovers expect to have seen

most of Europe and will then go on to In

dia, and from there to China, Japan and

the Philippines. The trip is being made

purely for pleasure and [Hover states that

he will travel five years if four is not enough

to see all the places of interest in the world.

Minneapolis to Revise Ordinances.

All automobile ordinances now in force

in Minneapolis are to be repealed and a

new ordinance is to be adopted. This move

results from representations made to the

city council through Attorney Will. repre

senting the Minneapolis Automobile Club,

that a new ordinance recently adopted is

not consistent with former ordinances

passed. It has been decided to increase the

price for tags from 50 cents to $1, on the

ground that a tag that would be acceptable

to owners of fine cars cannot be furnished

for less. The Minneapolis Automobile Club

is to furnish a draft of the proposed new

ordinance.

Cab Driver's Costly Carelessness.

Reckless taxicab drivers would do well

to remember the fate of the Parisian driver

who ran into and killed a professor. The

chauffeur was not the worst sufferer for he

was sentenced to only three months' im

prisonment, but the company figuratively

got the axe. It was made to pay damages

of $10,000 to the victim's widow, together

with $5,000 to an unmarried daughter and

$1,400 to each of four other children.

Bar Harbor Again Bars Automobiles.

Bar Harbor (Mount Desert Island, Maine)

will remain closed to the automobile for an

other season. At the town meeting held

last week in the town of Eden, of which

Bar llarbor is a part, the citizens voted on

the proposition to permit automobiles to

be run on what is known as Bay View drive,

which was defeated by a vote of 415 against

174.
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BIG REGISTRATMN FOLLOWS SIIOW

Sudden Increase in Demand for Massachu

setts Licenses—Statistics of the State’s

Income from Motorists.

There has been a notable increase in the

number of automobiles registered in Massa

chusetts within the past three weeks, which

by some people is attributed largely to the

influence of the recent show in Boston. Ev

I. O’Hara, who has charge of the automo

bile department of the State highway com

mission, states that the week before the

show 314 automobiles were registered; dur

ing show week the number went up to 438;

and last week the figures climbed toward

600. Motorcycle registration also took a

jump. Sixteen new dealers were registered

while the show was in progress, and eight

others have taken out certificates since its

close.

Since the first of January, when the law

required that all motor vehicles be re-regis

tcred, the highway commission has issued

about 6,900 certificates for automobiles, 300

for motorcycles and 275 for dealers. The

demand for private operators’ licenses has

hardly begun and only 346 new licenses of

this sort have been issued. The number

of professional chauffeurs, however, is grow

ing rapidly and it begins to look as if the

demand for operators for hire would be

more than supplied. Since the beginning of

the year 231 new chaut’feurs' licenses have

been issued and 460 have been renewed. Up

to the middle of the month, when the fig

ures from the automobile department were

last tabulated, the commission had taken in

more than $40,000 from this department. Of

this amount over $38,000 was for registra

tion of cars and under $2,000 for licenses.

The commission is preparing for a heavy

rush during the next six weeks.

No Dinky Runabouts for Police Head.

When Superintendent of Police Regan, of

Buffalo, heard that the Board of Aldermen

is in favor of buying a $900 car for him he

laughed.

“Think of me riding in one of those

dinky little runabouts,” he is quoted as say

ing, as he threw out his chest and contem

plated his stature. "Why, I would have to

let my feet hang over the dashboard. Huh,

$900 wouldn’t buy the wheel of the kind of

an automobile that is needed for the police

department. What we need is a big tour

ing car that will carry a half dozen officers.

No doll carriage for me! Reckon I’ll stick to

the old nag. He can't negotiate the New

York to Paris race course, but he always

gets round in time for oats. The police de

partment needs a big car, which can carry

enough detectives to handle a case in time

of emergency. If the city's money is to be

spent upon an automobile one should be

provided that will prove serviceable."
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The Week’s Patents.

877,613. Driving Gear for Motor Road

Vehicles. Percy G. Tacchi, Acton, London,

England. Filed Nov. 18, 1905. Serial No.

287,956. ' .

1. The combination with a casing, of an

internally threaded sleeve carried by said

casing, a driven shaft passing through said

sleeve, an externally threaded sleeve mount

ed on said shaft with its threads in engage‘

ment with said internally threaded sleeve, a

rack and pinion adapted to rotate said in

ternally threaded sleeve on its shaft to move

the same longitudinally, a clutch cone

rdapted to rotate the said internally thread

ed sleeve, means for preventing longitudinal

movement of said clutch cone or said last

mentioned sleeve and a driving shaft pro

vided with a second clutch cone-with which

said first mentioned clutch cone may be en

gaged by the longitudinal movement of the

sleeve.

877,709. Automobile Lift. Charles w.

Gearing and \\'illi:llli I. McGee, Franklin.

Pa. Filed Aug. 29, 1907. Serial No. 390,,

595.

1. In an automobile lift, the combination

with the floor of a garage, of channels let

into said floor and adapted to receive the

wheels of an automobile, and means for

raising said channels.

877,711. Instrument for Indicating Speeds,

Distances Covered, and the Like. Eugene

V. Gratzc, Leytonstone. England. Filed

Oct. 16. 1906. Serial No. 339,221.

1. In combination, a substantially annular

stationary magnet, a revolving core posi

tioned between the poles of the magnet, a

metallic casing adapted to embrace the core

and extending beyond both sides thereof,

spring means for controlling the rotation of

the casing, indicating means operated by the

casing, and means for rotating the core.

877,714. Combined Power Transmission

and Automatic Mechanism for Motor Driv

en Vehicles. Thaddeus W. Heermans,

'Evanston, Ill. Filed Jan. 22, 1907. Serial

No. 353,519.

1. In a_ motor driven vehicle, the combi

nation wrth the motor driven shaft, the

driven axle and power transmission connec

tions between said motor shaft end-driven

axle, of an automatic brake mechanism co

operating with said power transmission con

nections. means whereby the brake mechan

ism_is automrtlcally operated to arrest the

vehicle upon tendency of the load to drilve

the vehicle. and means for disconnecting

the driven axle from-said brake mechanism

at a point between the axle and brake me

chanism.

877.726. Vehicle Rim. Walter J. Nord

lund, Oakland. Cal. Filed March 4, 1907.

Serial No. 360,440.

1. A wheel rim comprising a fixed section

and a movable section, said section having

opposed interlocking cam surfaces, and a

rotatable member operable between the

fixed and movable sections and engaging

botll sections whereby one section may be

moved axially relative to the other section.

877,730. Explosive Engine. Herbert R.

Palmer, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The

.1 Palmer Oil Engine Company, East Cleve

land, Ohio, a Corporation of Michigan.

Filed Aug. 28, 1903. Serial No. 171,041.

_I., In an explosion engine, in combina

tion, a cylinder _and piston, en explosion

chamber upon said cylinder, a valve in said

explosion chamber, means for conveying

motor fluid adjacent to said valve, an in

jector plunger adapted to cross and thereby

block the outlet for said motor fluid and at

the same time inject an explosive charge of

such fluid into said explosion chamber

through said valve, and a variable cam for

controlling said injector.

877,750. Motor Vehicle. Walter G. VVind

ham, London, England. Filed Jan. 23, 1906.

Serial No. 297,427.

1. In a motor vehicle the combination

of a chassis, a front seat secured thereto

and suitably disposed for the driver, longi

tudinal runners on the chassis, and a rear

half-body detachable from the chassis by

sliding rearwardly upon the runners, sub

stantially as set forth.

877,762. Operating Device for Motor

Vehicles. Pierre A. Darracq, Suresnes,

France, assignor to Societe A. Darracq 8:

Cie. (1905) Ltd., Suresnes, France. Filed

March 29, 1907. Serial No. 365,323.

1. In a device for controlling change

speed, reversing and brake parts for motor

vehicles the combination of a frame, springs

on said frame, a driving axle secured to

said springs, a change speed a reversing and

a braking device upon said axle, a pivoted

balance beam on said frame, a fork connect

ing said balance beam and said axle, means

upon said beam for pivotally supporting'a

plurality of levers, means connecting said

levers to the devices upon said axle and

means to enable the driver to operate said

levers.

877,835. Combined Steering and Driving

Axle. Paul Daniel, New York. N. Y. Filed

March 12, 1907. Serial No. 361.930.

1. A motor vehicle, comprising a cross

member adapted to.support the vehicle

body, a steering knuckle pivotally connected

to each end thereof, wheels rotatably mount

ed upon said steering knuckles, a driving

axle comprising a plurality of sections, one

of said sections extending through one of

the steering knuckles and having an_en

larged end, and the other of said sections

being connected thereto by a umver_sal_jo_lnt

within said expanded end and anti-friction

bearings intermediate .said expanded end

and said steering knuckle.

877,856. Spring Tire.

Carthy, Los Angeles, Cal.

1906. Serial No. 308,197.

1. A wheel tire comprising concentric

bands. one embracing and radially movable

over the other and one of said bands fixed

to the wheel. circuinferentially arranged

springs radially Seated within and between

said hands, fittings secured between said

springs and said bands and prowded with

lugs at each corner. and two sets of diag

onally disposed springs arranged side bv

side between each two of said radial springs

and connected at their opposne ends With

said lugs from the upper corner of one_ fit

ting to the lower corner of the other fitting.

Thomas ]. Mc

Filed March 27.

877,924. Air Compressor Mechanism for

Self-Propelled Vehicles. Ernest E. Hamp

ton and Cicero G. Smith. Palisade, Colo.

Filed Oct. 1, 1906. Serirl No. 336.965.

1. In air compressor mechanism for ve

hicles. the combination .w1th a_ moving part

of the vehicle, of an air receiver mounted

on the vehicle. and means actuated by the

air in the receiver for automatically render

ing the compressor mechanism inoperative

when the air has reached _a predetermined

limit of compression Within_ the receiver,

said means comprising a cylinder, a piston

,llmns lllll roll SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cuts with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

ALL kinds second hand automobiles.

Nuf sed. OTTO B. SCHMIDT &

CO., 1242 Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
 

\Vinton Sixteen-Six; new; $3,600.
I 908 X, care Motor \Norld, Box 649.

New York City.

T HE AUTO LlVERY & GARAGE, Wil

son Mew, Prop—Automobiles rented,

stored. Supplies. 57 Maple St., Chicago, Ill.

TIRE SPECIALIST—Auto tire repairing,

. rctreadmg, recovering, and rebuilding.

Right work, best materials, combined with

modern methods and fair prices. Discount

to the trade. CHAS. A. BEBBER, Jr., 331

Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

 

 

 

W E are headquarters for second automo~

biles, out of the high rent district.

Consult us before buying elsewhere. A. L.

JULIAN, 568 Wabash Ave., Chicago. Look

for \Vhite front.

FOR SALE—Haynes Model 0, 4-cylinder

' 30 horsepower, iil first class condition;

just overhauled at factory; Spragile top,

speedorneters, shock absorbers; tires in good

condition; must sell; have bought another.

H. B. COBLENTZ, M.D., 649 Florida Ave.,

N. \V., Washington, D. C.

OR_SALE—-No. 14 sliding gear trans

_ missions; 90 bodies, primed only; 75

bodies, painted only; 72 bodies, painted and

trimmed; 69 sets bevel drive axles and

hubs; 130 frames, unassembled; 30 frames.

assembled; 35 radiators; 50 tanks; 59 two

cylinder opposed engines, 5%5; 105 sets

springs; mufflers; 98 sets universal

joints; 47 steering wheels, 14inch; also va

rious quantity of other parts, all suitable

for 2.000 pound touring car or runabout.

RANDS MFG. CO., Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE—$100 to $500 saved. Buy a

good second hand car now for next

season. Write me to see how much I can

save you on others' sacrifice prices. Light

touring cars and roadsters, including

Thomas, Pierce, Packard and Peerless. and

other standard makes from $640 to $1,680.

(T51. PAXTON, 1200 Niagara St., Buffalo,

 

 

 

 

FOR SALE—300 sets 28x3 best grade ar

tillery wheels, fitted with clincher rims,

less hubs. Write for bargain prices on sin

le sets or the lot. THOMAS B. JEF

ERY & COMPANY, Kenosha, Wis.

'I'HEMKRMON
“A Mochanicul Masfcrbleco"

 

 

For cat-log, address Dept. 16.

NORDYKE & MARMON CO.

(Ertub. ism INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

INVllUEll

llll "aerate"
CHIS. F. KELLUM & 00., Phllllltlphlll. Pl.

 

 

 

Boston Branch

Mot0r Mart

9| Church St.

New York
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in the cylinder, :1 spring acting on the op

pnsite face of the piston from that which is

engaged by the air, and a rod connected

with said piston and having a part adapted

to engage the compressor mechanism for

the purpose set forth.

877.961. Tire Construction. William F.

Stearns, Batavia, N. Y. Filed Feb. 15, 1906.

Serial No. 301,191.

In tire construction, the combination of

a channel iron with an elastic tire having

a laterally projecting, circumferentially ex

tending tlange at each side of its base; a

series of separate, quadrilateral, metalic,

open bodied cross pieces spaced apart one

from another. and embedded crosswise of

and in the tire, with their end walls in con

tact with the inner walls of the side flanges

of the channel iron, and the outer surfaces

of their end walls substantially uush with

the outer surfaces of the tire flanges; and

a circumferentially extending retaining wire

around each tire flange. the wires binding

the ends of the cross pieces against the inner

side walls of the channel iron flanges, and

the transverse portions of the metallic cross

pieces being substantially in a transversc

plane of the tire. co-incident with the outer

surfaces of the tire flanges.

 

  

 

"Show the Way”

:82 MILES AN HOUR WITH

SCH MAGNETO
with the i";

Standard Lamp oi

the Automobile- —

Solar

No detail is overlooked in the construction of Solar

Lamps. They are more efl'ieient as regards lighting

qualities; more simple in construction and more durable
than any other motor lamp. I

At Ormond. March 6th. Bernin driving Renault Car won

100 mile race equipped with Bosch Ignition System.

Mile in 35 Seconds with Bosch Magneto

Fiat Car, driven by Cedrino on_same dav‘niade new

\iorld's record for middle weight. machines. Fiat

also equipped with Bosch Ignition System.

l MOST RELIABLE IGNITION

' SYSTEM IN THE WORLD

B0$Cli MAGNETi) (IOMPANY, ine., 160 West 56th Street, New York

  

 

  

MOTOR MAKERS
that'l what we are. We have

made the motors in some of

the most successful can, [or

years. Quality before price,

and BOTH right.

The “ Rutenber ' '

Carburetor

which an motor experts we

picked as the best in the world,

we are now making and selling.

LET US GIVE YOU INFORMATION.

THE WESTERN MOTOR 80., Logannport, Ind.

Manufacturers of “Rutenber” Motors “Rutenber” Carburetor:l and Sup

plies. Light Soft Gray Iron, Ilrass and Aluminum Casting].

¢ [CAR

Five Passenger Touring Car $2000

Three Passenger Runabout $2000

AN ATTRACTIVE CAR AT AN ATTRAC'AIVE

PRICE

Sl‘liCIFICATIONS—lingine, 4 cylinders, 45x06.

28-30 brake horsepower. Transmission, 3 speeds orward

and reverse, selective, Timken bearings. Wheel base,

109 inches; tread, standard; clutch. cone leather.

llody, sheet metal, straight line type, roomy and com

fortable. Tires, JZXJ'A. quick detachable; make 0p~

tional. Frame, pressed steel, 4% inches deep. Front

axle, single l-heam drop forgin , ball bearings. Rear

axle, bevel gear drive, enclose type, roller bearings.

Ignition. synchronized Jump spark. \Vcight, emptyJ

2,200 lbs. (actual, not catalogue).

Represented in Greater New York by

THE PALMER & SINGER MFG. CO..

' 1620 Broadway

Selden Motor Vehicle Company. lorhestcr,N.Y.

Members A. L. A. .

Agencies Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.

In assembling, the parts of Solar Lamps are riveted

—-not soldered. The internal method of screw assem

bling insures a smooth exterior, permitting ease of

cleaning. All Lens Mirror Searcliliglits are fitted with

special B & l. Solar short focus Maiigin Mirrors—

these mirrors are made exclusively for Solar Lamps.

Badger Brass 'Manuiacturing Company

TWO FACTORIES

436 Eleventh Avenue, New York

  

Kenosha, Wis.
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A N E W S E N S A T | 0 N Nothing can}; win approval without merit

Equip your car with

Sunollmomoo Solol Sprints Splitdorf Ignition

Has Attained National Repute

_ s. and notice the difference. No jolts, no

"., I __ jars, no broken springs, or dislocated

Because of Unquestioned Merit

The confidence in SPLITDQRF Igni

  

joints. The “Thank-ye-marrns" will

tion that has made this business the

still be with you, but tirou won’t

know it. Our new ooklet is

greatest of its kind is rooted in Spiitdorf

quality.

very interesting, and is yours

for the asking.

! O. F. SPLITDORF

Walton Avo.& l88th It. NEW YORK

 

  

Supollmnlary Spiral Spring (in.

4585 Delmar Ave., St. Louis

New York Branch

Removed to New York Motor Mart Bldg.

 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 

Our new

1908

Boialog

iuio Tools

and

Forgings

mailed

gladly.

Write for

 

 

,'o1300"

 

  

 

  

 
  

" ~ “* it now. ,

“OM—IOI'I

no: WILLIAM ours? a some sour a new: THE all-L'Ncs 3‘ SPENCER co

sulumao oonrnnr, - Philadelphia, Penna. """°"°- °°""
 

 

AUTOMOBILE BODIES

Hotel Tullcr
New and Absolutely Fireproof.

Adams Ave. 8: Park St.

DETROIT, MIC“.
AU f 0M o’BTI l. E

HEADQUARTERS

1n center of fl‘heatre, Shopping

and Business district.

Club Breakfast, 40:: u

Lune eon, 50c

Table De Hote Dinner, 75c

A la Carte Cafe Grill Rooms

EVERY ROOM WITH BATH

Rates $1.50 per Day up.

L. W. TULLER Pl’flp.

M. A. S AW, Mgr.

  

 

TWO FACTORIES

Large Contracts ior entire out uts. Specially equipped for Limousine and

all other high-class enclosed work.

Output lor this lesson, 9,000 jobs, complete, trimmed and finished l

RACINI NOVELTY MFG-'COMPANY, Racine, Wll. [

  

 

  

SGHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE
Trade Mark Registered April 30, 1895

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT

(LSchrader Motor Tire Valves, as shown in cut, are the regular equipment for

G & 1 Motor Tires, Hartford Dunlop Detachable Tires, Fisk Detachable Motor

Tires, and New‘Goodyear Detachable Mbtor Tires. 1

(L Our No. 777 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for 2% inch and 3 inch Tires and

our No. 72 5 Motor Tire Valve is the standard for tires larger than 3 inches.

Slppllall (a “I. Trada by All Tlra Manufacturers

MA. SGHRADER'S SOIL, Inc., 28-30-32 Rosa 81., law York

    

frsruus l8“
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GIMIOTTI

GARAGE

New York Gify

Broadway and lIOth 5t.

Run as a garage ought to be run.

Personal Attention.

New and completely equipped repair

shop. Expert workmen. Try us.

 

Metropolitan Agents for

"PULLMBN" eflRS

Tel. 2686 River.

TH E TH 0 I‘ll AS

America's Champion in the New York-Paris Race.

Send for map and route card.

E. R. THOMAS MOTOR OOMPANY

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Member A. L. A. M.

“REMY MAGNETO"
Means absolute reliability

of the ignition system.

Investigate for your 1908 car.

IIEMY ELEOTRIO 00., ludmon, IIII.

 

 

 

WEBER PORTABLE TRUCK TURNTABLES

All other Turnl‘a‘iilieATli‘ilgéiltgbali-ceslnlrlngelnents

We Own the Baslc Patent

  

The U. S. Courts have just declared our Pat

ent good and valid in suit against the Pike's Peak

Manufacturing Co. \Ve have started suit against

"quwood" for infringinlg. The only sure way of

buying an Auto Turn- able or Truck is to see

that they are branded “The Weber Portable

Turn-Table Truck. For sale by all Jobbers

Headquarters and all orders to be sent to

THE WEBER CYCLE d SUPPLY CO.

No.6 Fast Klowa St., Colorado Sprlngs, Colo.

  

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

HAYNES

Always Has A Perfect Soon

H AYNE. AUTOMOBILE COMPANY

Members A. L. A. M. KOKOMO, IND.

Old“! Automodil! .Manu/acturtr: in America

Nsw Your. 1715 Broadway—Cmcaoo, 1702 Michigan Av.

 

 

h a Mitchell. Phone "that" to

S 0w any Mitchell A ent and.he'll
take you out i you're inter

M ested in the best value for

e money outlay you ever saw in

the automobile line. Mitchell

cars sesll themselves. Prove it. Ask for cat

alog 1 .

MITCHELL MOTOR CAR CO.

280 Mitchell St., RACINE. WIS.

 

 

 
 

 

 

Exclusive IO GIN Features
l—All transmission gears and

differentials of Krupp’s

chrome nickel steel.

Fur other features write for catalog to

THE LOOIII OOIISTBUOTIOI OOIIPAIY. Ohlllloolho,O

 

LAVALBTTB 6: C0.

80% of Magnetos

used in 6-cylinder cars are

EISEMINN Illgh-Tonslon MIONETOS

"2 West 426 Street. NEW YORK
  

 

  

rue “AURORA”

ROlIilllIll 8775—20 II. P.

Commaruial Wagon $IOOO—20 II. P.

Live proposition to agents.

AURORA MOTOR WORKS,

 

Aurora, 111.

Better Because Regular

An_ Oberdorfer Pump never "sticks." It works

day in and day out in a uniform manner.

ls yours. an Oberdorfer?

M. L. Oberdorfer Brass Co.,

 

 

A DUPLICATION, NOT AN

IMITATION OF LEATHER.

A U T O F O I D is a peculiar name.

Try to remember it when next you are or

dering material for tops, cushions, etc.

AMERICAN LEATHERETTE MFG. CO.

Bufialo, New York.

 

 

The Great Smith Car

 

Water St., Syracuse, N. Y.

To Owners of Cars

INVESTIGATE Costing Over $1800

SI‘IITH AUTO. CO., MFRS.

TOPBKA, KANSAS

6:6 ,-' ’fi/ I \ “1],, 1“ Q ‘ N”

SIDE-WIRE SOIIO MOTOR TIRES

ms wonurs STANDARD

FIRESTOIE TIIIE & RUBBER OO., Aim, Ohio

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

TRUFFAULTIHARTFORD

'1‘ ads

snocx sissonBER
ark

The Device that made Sale, Slfeed and Comfortable

Automobiling oasi le.

Write (or Rough Road Booklet to Department I.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION CO-.

3. V. Hartford. Pres. 66 Vestry St., New York

 

security. In doin

I NuIs That Iloquin Tlghlaning

driving wheels of chain driven cars tend to become loosened in the

spokes. Hence, when overhauling an old car, it is well to tighten the

nuts which hold them in place, riveting over the ends for the sake of

this care should be taken not to throw the

sprocket out of line—From

Uso Oolumbla Lock Nuts .

COLUMBIA NUT a .OLT CO" Inc.. Bridgeport, Conn

 

Add the neat, sna py little Brush $500 Run

about to your stab e. Will save its cost in

depreciation, tires. etc.. in one season and is

just as good for 75 per cent. of your work.

BRUSH IUNABOUT COMPANY. Detroit

MICHELIN
FRANCE ENGLAND

ITALY AMERICA

v“IIII'IELIN TIRE CO., Mllltown, N. J.

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

A p p arsoniPolidr;

" QUALITY NOT QUANTITY ”

ll you want a good car write us

APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.,

Kokomo, Indiana. Members A. L. A. M.
 

After considerable use the bolts

holding the sprocket rings to the

“Motor World," August 8, ’07.

 

 

W YORK—148 Chambers St., and Broadway and

C aSalle Street and 1615

S AUTO UPPLY CO., Portland, Oregon.

S AUTO SUPPLY CO., Seattle Washingion.

r. AUTO SUPPLY co., Providence, R. .

 

Emsige ires
Wabash Avenue.

ZL@N@’E@77'

BOSTON—292 Devonshire Street.

BUFFALO—724 Main Street

DENVER AUTO GOODS CO.——Denverl Colo.

PENN AUTO SUPPLY CO.—Philalciphia, Pa.

SAVELL RUBBER CO.—Jaeksonvulle, Fla.

73d St.
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l accept your contract unless we can give you the

a 1 delivery you require. We WlII not accept more

contracts than we can fill with q‘i'oper attention to

I I I each. We make Pressed Steel ramea and Auto

mobile Stampings.

Makers of THE HYDRAULIC PRESSED STEEL co.,

a Cleveland, Ohio.

lllgh-Grailo Axles

KEEPYOUR EYE ON

Upwards

The automobile ior winter use. Air cooled

—no pipes to burst. Solid rubber tires—no

punctures. Strong, powerful, durable, relia

ble. Double cylinder—9-lO Ii. P. Economi

cal in gasoline consumption. A good propo

sition for automobile dealers.

 

 

Wn'll today In Calalnflu and IVwill“:

W. H. KIBLINOER COMPANY

Box N... no AUBURN, mo.

  

I _ __ Passed Steel Frame:

Slurlng Columns Transmlsslons

mgnumMénKE Slnl Slamplnls at All Klnds

, ganese Bronze and Bearing

Metals. Send Print: for Estimate:

0“ some" M” 243 cum Slml, alumni, ins.

LIGHT MFG. & FOUNDRY CO.

Pottstown, Pa.

 

 
   

 

For catalogues, addreal

THE CONTINENTAL AUTO IFG. CO.

 

  

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

1908 Model D. 50 H. P
A SUPERB mm: or cuts— New factory. Slain-W. Mich.

Save a lot oi i ition troubles because T H E A c s o N C°mplet° ca“]°3“° now "idy

they "Stay Ri t the longest!" Don't “No Sand Too eep—No Hill Too Steep." RAINIER MOTOR CAR COMPANY,

take our word or arm - STA-RITE 2-Cylinder and 4-Cylinder Bro-WW, cor- 56th St. New York

and see for Iourseli. Double or sin le Runabouta Roadstera Tourin Cara,

Porcelain,— ion or Magneto,—allkin . 15 . . 24 . ., . P.

All GoqqdiEDeileré. HARDY co Prices, $850, $1,250, $1,500. 82,00. Addm'

35 WI“; St. ‘ New yéh City “Infill, Ealtern Inquiriea

_ Gariord Motor Car Co.

of New York

1540 Broadway.

I New York City.

\llllllllillll Mommas"

— SIMPLEX CARB — om'dlll°*°{¢lr¢°

I Bodies Re aired, Trimmed and P 'nted. "° '“_ “_l Chugis Repair Departrnentiu _L "73 5L,

Name Plates and Stampings ~ 1- M- QUINBY 8“ CO- ——

| |‘.“T‘i"T’T‘T'|‘T'."| ' . C MCCORD

LunnchTons — nAnmons

  

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

THE Motor Car Accessories "MM-o'- MMrc-r"

I N D E X gawk Plugs, lCabl Switches. Lamps _—

Is RIGHT witm-wggg fl “33111939135 :3“ Melt"! corven-nsaesroe caaki'rs

Built to outweur an auto. and It will mln§2lwc‘\:{l:..r.‘cd union" (rec. M a 0

Sad[or Buka 0 oMPANY

Index Speed Indicator co. THE AUTOMOBILE EQUIPMENT ‘30- new YORK owners-24 Broad Sm“,

Mnuxnarous. MIIN. 256 Jefferson Ave., DCII'OII, Mich. Old Colony Building, CHICAGO.

 

 

    
  

 

 

  

    

D 1 TYPE 0 50 H’

r. EHHSYLVAHI'vg'Il'Wil'm'cgol .' 1 I Powerful and

6"“ d fi _ _ — r ‘ 2500 L“ 33009..- wlrn mun" 30000; Completely

P ‘ Fa“ {////// . Appointed

mm \;_ U; ____________ ‘_____,..-;~-’ Of the highest possible grade throughout.

Mfi“ “"M‘ffi‘,’ $33.3: PENNSYLVANIA AUTO MOTOR co. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

 

 

 Indianapolis, Ind.

 
 

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY

154 Nassau Street, New York

 

Enclosed find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to
Gasoline and Electric—for Plnsurl and Business

 

Sludohltor Aulomoblla 00.. South Bend. lndlana for one year, commencing with the issue of.____._.

Name+—A_v.*ui , I, ,,

Address

 

SPRINGFIELD

To? (Pat.1895)

Aluminum

Bodies

SPRINGFIELD

METAL BMW (10..

366 llrnle Ave..

Springfield. Ina.

 

 
 

 

 

  



1080 THE MOTOR WORLD

  

 

We are now

well settled

  

. wwwwmmwgget .
1111]] 7 w ~ - “I, I“ 'wmmv‘cmms

‘ ,1 . y m New‘7 w}. I v ‘7, ‘7“ ‘ 1‘ h V 'II; '17,; it. - if ’1 fl " <7 i. 1ij

LT; 7; Factory

and

READY TO SHOW RESULTS

Prompt Delivery and Constant Improvement in Quality

In our effort to possess the Finest Chain Plant in existence

and to maintain the highest degree of Accuracy,

Efficiency and Finish we are going to the very limit.

We will now make all sizes of Roller and Bushing Chains

for which there is a reasonable demand.

@/F \ "WHITNEY" MACIHNE KEYS and KEY SEAT CUTTERS

- ~ Q (For the Woodruil Patent System oi Keying)

 

  

  

We carry 95 regular Sizes of keys and cutters in stock for immediate delivery

 

"Whitney" Detachable Bushing Chain—Patented Roller Chain

  

 

  

 

The Whitney Mfg. Co.

Bushing Chains are like Roller Cholns- Without Rolls Haruordr con“.
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THE ARCHES

WIANNO

BAINSTABLB COUNTY, MASSACHUSETTS

September 17, 1907.

HARTFORD RUBBER COMPANY,

Hartford, Conn.

Gentlemenz-It gives me great pleasure

to inform you how successful a season I

have had with the Hartford Tires on my

Fiat car--this being the fourth season

AND THE BEST OF ALL. When I hear of the

troubles my neighbors are having with

other makes, I can only say I wish they

all used the Hartford.

Yours truly,

GEO. N. TALBOT.

 
 

 

  

fiOur files literally bristle with letters like the above from enthusiastic users of Hartford tires. Especially do they dilate

on the quality, on the freedom from trouble common to other tires, and general satisfaction. flHartford Midgley Tread

Tires afford the resiliency of ordinary tires and prevent the dangerous side slip.

MILLIMETRE SIZES FOR FOREIGN CARS

The Hartlord Rubber Works Company, Hartlord, Conn.
BRANCHES

NI~I\V YORK, 57th St. and Broadway; CHICAGO, 83 Michi an Ave; BOSTON. 817 B0 lston St.; DETROIT, 256 efl’erson Ave.; DENVER. ‘

l564 Broadway; PHILADELPHIA, 1425 Vine St.; ATLAN A, (3A., 55 Auburn Ave; B FFALO, 725 Main St.; CLE ELAND, 1831 Euclid Avg. ;

' . Gu ler Electric Mi . Co. Minnea olis; Mercantile Lumber & Su 1 Co., Kansas Cit ; Chanslor 8: L on Motor Sup l Co., 930 -
AgenCIes ' Mfg" St. Los An gltl. dal.‘ S42 Iif-olden Gate Ave.. San Franciscpo‘: yCal.- F. P. Keerian Co. Portllam‘l, Ore.; Salt fate Hardware

Co.. Salt Lake City; Compania exicana dc Vehiculos Electricos. City of Mexico; St. Louis Tire Agency, St. Louis, Mo. y“



  

§>tnfifiarh=%imum

Moch B-F 40-45 II. P. Morn

 4 .
:5 r t ‘
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Run over the strong points of American cars that range in price from $4,200 to $5,000. Compare

them with Stoddard-Dayton Model B-F. The difference is as clear as rock crystal. It's IN

THE PRICE étnn'narD-%a tun

_ _ four cylinders cast in pa! 5, x5 inches. Select e type transmission, three speeds forward and

reverse. Isnce $2,500, With 0 amps, horn and tool equipmcn , F. O. B. Dayton. Extras: Imported Bosch Magneto and double

ignition system, $200; Pantasote or English will Top, $125; two additional folding tonneau seats, $50; Fron mps and brack .

$40: Prest- 35. \V mm at st of el. Ca ,_ O-Litc tank, $ e re cn lA-inch tires for seven passengers, extra co $15 per w

With all extras as above, $3,000 F. . B. Dayton. Send for 1908 Catalog. -

THE DAYTON MOTOR CAR CDMPANY, DAYTDN, OHIO

r comp: >

\“mahigmmnig

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

ON THE LEVEL! ON THE HILLS!

Always the Full-Jewelled

ORB]N

Write for New Descriptive Catalogue

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corporation

NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

  

  

 

BOTH OASINGS AND TUBES \
 

11 of 14 cars in three events used Diamond tires and changed 8 tires

all told. On 3 cars with other makes, 8 tires were changed. On y one

Diamond tire needs repairs. Four tires of other make need repairs. i

i SUPERIOR WEAR RESISTANCE OF DIAMOND TIRES

WAS COMMENTED ON BY ALL. Note “new! Telegram

 

 

Savannah, March 20, 1908.

Congratulate you on Diamond tires and Marsh rims on which Apperson car

won runabout race. Not a tire touched. Were used two weeks before race. In I

the 342 mile event Diamond tires and your demountable rims helped bring me

from fifth place in 16th lap to second place at finish. We made time over rough

places I would not have dared make on any tires but Diamond and they are in

splendid shape at finish. HERBERT H, LYTLE.

  

 

Diamond tires have once more done their share in another Thomas victory;

winning of a Southern 6-cylinder cup.

' H. E. COFFIN, Vice-Pres. E. R. ThomasDetroit CO.

  

 

 

The Diamond Rubber Company

AKRON, OHIO

  

 

  

NEW YORK—1876 Broadway. ST. IQOUIS—3963-5 Olive St. MINNEAPOLIS—503 Second Ave, S.

 

 

CHICAGO—lSZS-Jl MichIgan Ave. CLE iLAND—ISH Euclid Ave. ()AKLAND—lOS-llO-lll Telegraph Ave.

PHILADELPHIA—304406 N. Broad St. DENVER—1735 Arapahoe St. BUFFALO—715 Main St.

DETROIT—258 Jefferson Ave. LOS ANGELES—1207-9 Main St. BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave.
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